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ORIGINAL 
Terri R. Pickens/ISB #5828 
Jus tinT. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 91h Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, lD 83701 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 




Attorne)'s for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
IE N. BANBUHJ, CLERK 
SEP 0 1 2010 
Case Na lnstNo. __ _ 
Filed (if; fj A.M. __ _.P.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV-08-310 C No. CV-08-502 C 
No. CV -08-31 I C No. CV -08-508 C 
No. CV-08-312 C No. CV-08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C No. CV-08-510 C 
No. CV-08-335 C No. CV-08-511 C 
No. CV-08-356 C No. CV-08-512 C 
No. CV-08-357 C No. CV-08-513 C 
No. CV -08-532 C No. CV -08-514 C 
No. CV-08-557 C No. CV-08-521 C 
No. CV-08-583 C No. CV-08-528 C 
TElJFEL NURSERY, INC.'S 
AMENDED LIST OF TRIAL 
EXHIBITS 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Teufel Nursery, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, Terri 
R. Pickens of Pickens Law, P.A., and submits the foregoing Amended List ofTrial Exhibits that 
will be ofl'ered at the trial in the above entitled matter as the attached Exhibit ''A" hereto. 
Det(:ndant reserves the right to utilize at the trial of this matter any exhibits designated as 
exhibits by any other party or the documents that were utilized at the hearings in this matter. 



















.' I I S 
l ) 
DATED this_2l day of August, 20 I 0. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that on this ~day of August, 20 I 0, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
Teufel Nursery Inc.'s Amended List of Trial Exhibits, to be served by electronic mail to the 
following: 
Randall Petennan Elizabeth Walker 
John C. Ward Robert Holland 
MOFFATT THOMAS SIDLEY AUSTIN 
P 0 BOX829 555 W FIFTH ST STE 4000 
BOISE ID 83 70 I LOS ANGELES CA 90013 
Counsel for Credit Suisse Counsel{or Credit Suisse 
Brad A Goergen Richard A. Cummings 
John T John CUMMINGS LAW OFFICES 
GRAHAM & DlThlN P 0 BOX 1545 
2801 ALASKAN WAY STE 300 BOISE ID 83701 
SEATTLE WA 98121 Counsel for JH Masonry, and Western 
Counsel for Bane of America Leasing & States Crane Co. 
Capital, LLC 
William F Nichols Susan E. Buxton 
WHITE PETERSON G!GRA Y Jill S. Holinka 
ROSSMAN NYE & NICHOLS MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200 950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
NAMPA ID 83687-7901 BOISE ID 83702 
Counselfor North Lake Recreational Counsel for TMGIDP ,Hiller, LLC, .JV 
Sewer and Water District & for Timber 
Tech Construction 
Bart W. Harwood Kevin A. Bay 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND 
BLANTON 1201 THIRD AVE STE 3400 
P 0 BOX 1271 SEATTLE WA 98101 
BOISE ID 83701 Counselfor Banner/Sabey II. LLC 
CounseljiJr Banner/Sabey II. LLC 
Thomas B High Robert M Follett 
BENOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 


















' I I S 
l ) 
HIGH & VALDEZ P 0 BOX 83720 
P 0 BOX 366 BOISE ID 83720-0050 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-0366 Counsel for State olfdaho, State Board of 
Counselfor AmeriCas Propane, L.P. i Land Commissioner.\· 
Interested Non-Party 
Suzanne M Fegelein Kenneth C. Howell 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
MARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH CHTD HAWLEY 
P 0 BOX 1049 P 0 BOX 1617 
SANDPOINT ID 83864 BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Counsel for BAG Property Holdings, LLC Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc 
TJ Angstman Jonathan E. Altman 
Wyatt B Johnson Manuel F Cacha'n 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOC MUNGER TOLLES & OLSON 
3649 LAKEHARBOR LN 355 S GRAND AVE 35T FLOOR 
BOISE ID 83703 LOS ANGELES CA 90071-1560 
Counsel for Jean-Pierre Boespjlu~; Counsel.for BAG Property Holdings, LLC 
Terry Copple Charles W Fawcett 
DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COX SKINNER FAWCETT 
P 0 BOX 1583 PO BOX 700 
BOISE ID 83701 BOISE ID 83701-0700 
Counsel for Tri-State Electric American Stair Corp and Sunbelt Rentals 
Michael Spink Geoffrey J. McConnell 
SPINK BUTLER, LLP MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
POBOX 639 755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83 701 BOISE ID 83702 
Associate counsel for Credit Suisse Counsel for YMC, Inc and Interior 
Systems, Inc 
Lynnette Davis Loren C. Ipsen 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & ELAM&BURKE 
HAWLEY P 0 BOX 1539 
P 0 BOX 1617 BOISE ID 83701 
BOISE ID 83701-1617 Counselfor First Horizon Home Loan Co, 
Counsel for EZA, PC and Quality Roofing and Afetlile Home Loans 
Arnold Wagner Samuel A. Diddle 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 I & McKL VEEN CHTD 
BOISE lD 83702 P 0 ROX 1368 
Counselfor Scott Hedrick Construction BOISE JD 83701 
Counsel for Secesh Engineering 
Kevin E. Dinius James Alderman 
DINIUS LAW BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
5680 E FRANKLIN RD, STE 130 P 0 BOX 1308 
NAMPA lD 83687 BOISE JD 83701 
Counsel.fiJr Action Garage Door CounseljiJr Inland Crane 
.. ~-
P. Bruce Badger Jctfrey Wilson 
··--


























' I ITS 
') 
Robert J. Dale WILSON & McCOLL 
FAI31AN & CLENDENIN P 0 BOX 1544 
215 S STATE STE 1200 BOISE ID 83701 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111-2323 Counselfor United Rentals 
Assoc. Counsel for Credit Suisse 
David Krueck David Penny 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN COSHO HUMPHREY 
P 0 BOX 1097 P 0 BOX 9518 
BOISE ID 83701 BOISE ID 83707 
Counsel jiJr Kesler Construction Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp 
M. Darin Hammond Robert F Babcock 
SMITH KNOWLES AdamTMow 
4 723 HARRISON BLVD STE 200 BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK 
OGDEN UT 84403 505 E 200 S STE 300 
Counsel }or PCF, Inc SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 
As soc Counsel for MHTN Architects 
Richard Greener Thomas G Walker 
Chris Burke MacKenzie Whatcott 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER COSHO HUMPHREY 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 900 P 0 BOX 9518 
BOISE ID 83 702 BOISE ID 83707-9518 
Counsel.for West Mountain Golf Counsel for Petra, Inc 
Clay Shockley Stephen J. Lord 
SASSER & INGLIS ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P 0 BOX 5880 800 W STATE ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83705 BOISE ID 83 702 
Counsel for MHTN Architects, Inc Cozmselfor Tamarack Municipal Assoc 
Kimbell D Gourley 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
&GOURLEY 
P 0 BOX 1097 
BOISE lD 83701 
Counsel for Phoenix/ Group, Inc 
























TEUFEL NURSERY INC.'S AMENDIW LIST OF EXHIBITS 
CASE NUMBER: CV-08-ll4C TRIAL DATE: September 13-16, 20 l 0 
TITLE OF CASE: fn rc Tamarack Resort Foreclosure and Related Proceedings 
~~----Plaintiffs Exhibits (List Numerically) 
~_XX~_ Defendant's Exhibits (List Numerically) 
_____ Third Party Exhibits (State Party) 
_____ Additional Defendants (Contact Judge's Clerk for Directions) 
Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip 
9:001 2004 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:002 2005 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:003 2006 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:004 2007 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:005 Claim of Lien, 
Instrument No. 330125, 
tiled March 21, 2008. 
9:006 Notice of Delivery of 
Claim of Lien -
' Tamarack Resort, LLC 
9:007 Notice of Delivery of 
Claim of Lien- Trillium 
Valley Construction, 
LLC 
9:008 Map of Tamarack 
Resort - Highlighted by 
Rick Christensen- 2004 
roadwork 
.. 
9:009 Map ofTamaraek 
Resort- Highlighted by 
Rick Christensen- 2005 
roadwork 




9:011 Retention Invoice for 
Chalet L . ·-





















Number Description Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by StiJl 
9:012 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Clearwater To>vnhomcs 
9:013 Retention Invoice for 
Design Plaza 
9:014 Work Order, Start/End 
' • Dates and Invoice for 
Dory Custom Chalet #3 
9:015 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Erosion Control 
9:016 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Francois Court 
9:017 Retention Invoice for 
General Conditions 
2007 
9:018 Retention Invoice for 
Golden Bar 
9:019 Retention Invoice for 
Golf Course 
9:020 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Haystack Chalet #25 
9:021 Retention Invoice for 
I Heritage Roadside 
9:022 Retention Invoice for 
Members Lodge 
9:023 Retention Invoice tor 
_______ Mise I_Iydroseeding 
9:024 • Retention Invoice for 
Norwood Nursery 
9:025 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Porn a 
9:026 Retention Invoice tor 
Rock Creek 
9:027 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Snow Front I 
9:028 Retention Invoice for I 
South End Berm 
9:029 Work Order, Start/End T Dates and Invoice tor 
-~ 

















, 1 I S 
~-
Number Description 
• Stcelhead Custom 
Chalet 




by Stip __ +----1---- r---------1 
I 
f-::----c-::--,-----f--=-::----c:--:= -""- ~--:c---=-----:-+------t---"---+-----+----~-----j 
9:030 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
I-~-~-~T~r~il~li~u~m~C~o~tt~a2ge~s~ ~~-T-------+-----t--------+-------------
9:031 Work Order, StarUEnd 
Dates and Invoice for 
Trillium Townhomes 
~~~T-----+----+---~------~ 






Dates and Invoice for 
Twin Creek 
Retention Invoice for 
Village Drive 
OF A's, Cost Entries and 
Job Reports relating to 
Teufel's work at 
Clearwater Townhomes 
DFA's and Cost Entries 
relating to Teufel's work 
at Poma 
DFA's and Cost Entries 
relating to Teufel's work 
at Snow Front 
OF A's, Landscape 
Construction 
Timeshcets, Job Reports 
and Cost Entries from 
Teufel's work at 
Trillium Cottages 
9:038 OF A's, Landscape 
Construction 
Timesheets, Job Reports 
and Cost Entries from 
Teufel's work at 
Trillium Townhomes 
9:039 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2004 
~·------ "1------------+-----+--~--+----t---------j 
9:040 Binder of Teufel's 
work at Tamarack 
Resort in 2004, 
including maps of 
Teufel's work from June 
2004- December 2004 
and Daily Force 
Accounts 
~-----~-----"-""~--~__j'----------'----L-----'-----






by Stip  +-__ -I-___ t-_________ --I 
I- I -c- - -- _=--=,____:-t__ - __ -- t_ _t- ___I
l
Trillium Cottages 
------~--~~-~-~---+_ - t__ - ~ -~ - -




- -- -f- -=-C=-=-= = -- = =--=-:-:-- - -- ---- - -- ~-+_--- - t_ - -- - _j
04 -
L _____ --'--___________ ~ __ ~____''____ ______ ___'_ ______ _'_ ____ _'____ ___ _ 
I ' LI ITS 
) 
-- - --
Number Description Admitted/ Of'fc•·cd Refused Resnve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip 
9:041 \1ap of Teufel's Work 
in 2005 --
9:042 Binder of Teufel's ' 
work at Tamarack 
Resort in 2005, 
including maps of 
Teufel's work from 
April 2005 - December 
2005 and Daily Force 
Accounts 
9:043 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2006 
9:044 Binder of Teufel's 
work in 2006, including 
maps of Teufel's work 
from January 2006-
December 2006 and 
Daily Force Accounts. 
9:045 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2007 
9:046 Binder of Teufel's 
work in 2007 including 
maps of Teufel's work 
from January 2007 -
December 2007, Daily 
Force Accounts, Cost 
Entries and Landscape 
Construction Timesheets 
9:047 Map of Teufel's Work 
1--
in 2008 
9:048 Binder of Teufel's 
Work in 2008 including 
Landscape Construction 
: Timesheets, Cost Entries 
and Job Reports. 
9:049 Binder of Unpaid 
Invoices Sent to 
Tamarack Resort 
LLC. Including 
summary of unpaid 
invoices and accounting 
records 
---
9:050 2007 Retention Invoice 
1 Bates No. Teufel004090 
--
9:051 1\ccounting Spreadsheet 
DEFENDANT TEUFEL NURSERY INC.'S AMENDED LIST OF EXIIIBITS- 4 
3408
3408












Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
hv Stip 
Bates No. Teufel000003 
9:052 Teufel Nursery's 
Contraetors License i --






lTI:0J r IImrrS 
Terri R. Pickens/ISB #5828 
Jus tin T. Cranney/ISU #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 9111 Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
tari@pickenslawboise.com 
justin (c/: pic k.:nsla wbo i se. co t11 
Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
SEP 0 2 2010 
CasaNo. ___ lnst. No •. __ _ 
Flied A.M. j ·I C P.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV-08-310 C No. CV-08-502 C 
No. CV-08-31 I C No. CV-08-508 C 
No. CV-08-312 C No. CV-08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C No. CV-08-510 C 
No. CV-08-335 C No. CV-08-5 I 1 C 
No. CV -08-356 C No. CV -08-512 C 
No. CV-08-357 C No. CV-08-513 C 
No. CV-08-532 C No. CV-08-514 C 
No. CV -08-557 C No. CV -08-52 I C 
No. CV-08-583 C No. CV-08-528 C 
TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S 
SECOND AMENDED LIST OF 
TRIAL EXHIBITS 
COMES NOW PlaintiffTeufel Nursery, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, Terri 
R. Pickens of Pickens Law, P.A., and submits the foregoing Amended List of Trial Exhibits that 
will be otTered at the trial in the above entitled matter as the attached Exhibit "A' hereto. 
Defendant reserves the right to utilize at the trial of this matter any exhibits designated as 
exhibits by any other party or the documents that were utilized at the hearings in this matter. 
TEUf-EL NURSERY INC'S SECOND AMENDED LIST Of- TRIAL EXIIIBITS- I 
3410
3410
 lI l ll
th
iCiVpickenslawbois .
1 List i (I   i Tl
8y.~~~IJ..4C::::::"""..Deputy 
2 
ase NO. lnst. o._-:-  













F I S 
, 
DATED this_\_ day of September, 2010. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
I hereby certity that on this_(_ day of September, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the Teufel Nursery Inc.'s Amended List of Trial Exhibits, to be served by electronic mail to 
the following: 
Randall Peterman Elizabeth Walker 
John C. Ward Robert Holland 
MOFFATT THOMAS SIDLEY AUSTIN 
POBOX 829 555 W FIFTH ST STE 4000 
BOISE ID 83701 LOS ANGELES CA 90013 
Counsel for Credit Suisse Counsel for Credit Suisse 
Brad A Goergen Richard A. Cummings 
John T John CUMMINGS LAW OFFICES 
GRAHAM & DUNN P 0 BOX 1545 
2801 ALASKAN WAY STE 300 BOISE ID 83 701 
SEATTLE WA 98121 Counsel for JH. Masonry, and Western 
Counsel for Bane of America Leasing & States Crane Co. 
Capital. LLC 
William F Nichols Susan E. Buxton 
WHITE PETERSON GIGRJ\ Y Jill S. Holinka 
ROSSMAN NYE & NICHOLS MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200 950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
NAMPA ID 83687-7901 BOISE ID 83 702 
Counsel for North Luke Recreational Counsel for Tl'v!GIDP Miller, LLC. JV 
Sewer and Water District &for Timber 
' Tech Construction 
Bart W. Harwood Kevin A. Bay 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND 
BLANTON 1201 THIRD AVE STE 3400 
P 0 BOX 1271 SEATTLE WA98101 
BOISE ID 83701 , Counselfhr Banner/Sabey 1!, LLC 
S!.nmselfor Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
Thomas B High Robert M Follett 
BENOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 






. Cranney, of the firm 













I Oli jiJ II
Jltnself
li ' H I S 
f) i) 
HIGH & VALDEZ P 0 BOX 83720 
P 0 BOX 366 BOISE ID 83720-0050 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-0366 Counsel fhr State of Idaho, State Board r?l 
Counsel j(Jr A meriGas Propane, L. P. Land Commissioners 
Interested Non-Party 
Suzanne M Fegelein Kenneth C. Howell 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
MARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH CHTD HAWLEY 
P 0 BOX 1049 POBOX1617 
SANDPOINT ID 83864 BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Counsel j(Jr BAG Property Holding~. LLC Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc 
TJ Angstman Jonathan E. Altman 
Wyatt B Johnson Manuel F Cacha'n 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOC MUNGER TOLLES & OLSON 
3649 LAKEHARBOR LN 355 S GRAND AVE 35T FLOOR 
BOISE ID 83703 LOS ANGELES CA 90071-1560 
Counsel/or Jean-Pierre Boespjlug: Counsel.for BAG Property Holdings, LLC 
Terry Copple Charles W Fawcett 
DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COX SKINNER FAWCETT 
P 0 BOX 1583 PO BOX 700 
BOISE lD 83701 BOISE ID 83701-0700 
Counsel for Tri-State Electric American Stair Corp and Sunbelt Rentals 
Michael Spink Geoffrey J. McConnell 
SPINK BUTLER, LLP MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
P 0 BOX639 755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83 701 BOISE ID 83702 
Associate counsellor Credit Suisse Counsel for YA1C, Inc and Interior 
Systems, Inc 
Lynnette Davis Loren C. Ipsen 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & ELAM &BURKE 
HAWLEY 
1 
P 0 BOX 1539 
POBOX1617 BOISE ID 83701 
BOISE ID 83701-1617 Counsel/or First Horizon Home Loan Co, 
Counselfor EtA, PC and Quality Roofing and Metlije Home Loans 
Arnold Wagner Samuel A. Diddle 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 & McKL VEEN CHTD 
BOISE lD 83702 'P 0 BOX 1368 
Counselfor Scott I Iedrick Construction BOISE lD 83701 
Counsel for Secesh Engineering 
Kevin E. Dinius James Alderman 
DINIUS LAW BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
5680 E FRANKLIN RD, STE 130 P 0 BOX 1308 
NAMPA lD 83687 I BOISE ID 83701 
CounselfiJr Action Garage Door 
-
P. Bruce Badger 
Counsel j(Jr Inland Crane 
Jeffrey Wilson 
·-






























lJ I I S 
, 
Robert 1. Dale WILSON & McCOLL 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN P 0 BOX 1544 
215 S STATE STE 1200 BOISE ID 83701 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111-2323 Counsel for United Rentals 
Assoc. Counsel for Credit Suisse 
David Krueck David Penny 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN COSHO HUMPHREY 
P 0 BOX 1097 P 0 BOX 9518 
BOISE lD 83701 BOISE ID 83 707 
Counsel for Kesler Construction Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp 
M. Darin Hammond Robert F Babcock 
SMITH KNOWLES Adam TMow 
4723 HARRISON BLVD STE 200 BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK 
OGDEN UT 84403 505 E 200 S STE 300 
Counsel for PCF, Inc SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 
Assoc Counsel for MHTN Architects 
Richard Greener Thomas G Walker 
Chris Burke MacKenzie Whatcott 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER COSHO HUMPHREY 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 900 P 0 BOX 9518 
BOISE ID 83 702 BOISE ID 83707-9518 
Counsel for West Mountain Golf . . Counselfor Petra, Inc 
Clay Shockley Stephen J. Lord 
SASSER & INGLIS ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P 0 BOX 5880 800 W STATE ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83705 BOISE ID 83702 
Counsel for MHTN Architects, Inc Counsel for Tamarack Municipal Assoc 
Kimbell D Gourley 
TROUT JONES GLEDIIILL FUIIRMAN 
&GOURLEY 
P 0 BOX 1097 
BOISE ID 83701 
I Counsel for Phoenix7 Group, Inc I 




























TEUFEL NURSERY INC.'S SECOND AMENDED LIST OF EXHIBITS 
CASE NUMBER: CV-08- 114C TRIAL DATE: September 13-16, 20 I 0 
TITLE OF CASE: ln re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure and Related Proceedings 
----~Plaintiffs Exhibits (List Numerically) 
__ XX __ Defendant's Exhibits (List Numerically) 
-~~-- Third Party Exhibits (State Party) 
~~~-- Additional Defendants (Contact Judge's Clerk for Directions) 
Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip 
9:001 2004 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:002 2005 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:003 2006 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:004 2007 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:005 Master Construction 
Services Agreement 
9:006 Claim of Lien, 
Instrument No. 330125, 
tiled March 21, 2008. 
9:007 Notice of Delivery of 
Claim of Lien-
, Tamarack Resort, LLC 
9:008 Notice of Delivery of 
Claim of Lien- Trillium 
Valley Construction, 
LLC 
9:009 Map of Tamarack 
Resort - I Iighlighted by 
Rick Christensen- 2004 
roadwork 
9:010 Map of Tamarack 
Resort- Highlighted by 
Rick Christensen- 2005 
roadwork 
9:011 Retention Invoice for 
Arling Center 
------ ----



















Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip 
9:012 Retention Invoi.:e tor 
Chalet 
9:013 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice tor 
Clearwater Townhomes 
9:014 . Retention Invoice tor 
Design Plaza 
9:015 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice tor 
Dory Custom Chalet #3 
9:016 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Erosion Control 
9:017 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Francois Court 
9:018 Retention Invoice for 
General Conditions 
2007 
9:019 Retention Invoice tor 
Golden Bar 
9:020 Retention Invoke for 
Go1fCourse 
9:021 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Haystack Chalet #25 
9:022 Retention Invoice for 
Heritage Roadside 
9:023 Retention Invoice for 
Members Lodge 
9:024 Retention Invoice tor 
Mise Hydroseeding 
9:025 Retention Invoice for 
' 
Norwood Nursery 
9:026 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Poma 
9:027 Retention Invoice tor 
Rock Creek 
.. ~ 
9:028 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice tor 
Snow Front 
19:029 Retention Invoice for 
South End Berm 
- ·-




















' O . D I ITS 
·) 
"" --
Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
bv Stip 
9:030 Work Order, Start/End 




9:031 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Trillium Cottages 
9:032 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Trillium Townhomes 
9:033 Work Order, Start/End 
' Dates and Invoice for 
Twin Creek 
9:034 Retention Invoice for 
Village Drive 
9:035 DFA's, Cost Entries and 
Job Reports relating to 
Teufel's work at 
Clearwater Townhomes 
9:036 DFA 'sand Cost Entries 
relating to Teufel's work 
at Puma 
9:037 DFA's and Cost Entries 
relating to Teufel's work 
at Snow Front 
9:038 DFA's, Landscape 
Construction 
Timesheets, Job Reports 
and Cost Entries from 
Teufel's work at 
Trillium Cottages 
9:039 DFA's, Landscape 
Construction 
Timesheets, Job Reports 
and Cost Entries from 
Teufel's work at 
Trillium Townhomes 
9:040 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2004 
'--· 
9:041 Binder of Teufel's 
work at Tamarack 
Resort in 2004, 
including maps of 
L_ 
\ TeuteJ's work from June 
2004 -December 2004 . \ 
·-----~ 












( : I ITS 
;) 
Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
hy Stip 
and Daily Force 
Accounts 
9:042 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2005 
9:043 Binder of Teufel's 
work at Tamarack 
Resort in 2005, 
including maps of 
Teufel's work from 
' April2005- December 
2005 and Daily Force 
Accounts 
9:044 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2006 
9:045 Binder of Teufel's 
work in 2006, including 
maps of Teufel's work 
from January 2006-
December 2006 and 
Daily Force Accounts. 
9:046 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2007 
9:047 Binder of Teufel's 
work in 2007 including 
maps of Teufel's work 
from January 2007 -
December 2007, Daily 
Force Accounts, Cost 
, Entries and Landscape 
· Construction Timesheets --
9:048 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2008 
9:049 Binder of Teufel's I 
Work in 2008 including 
Landscape Construction 
Timesheets, Cost Entries 
and Job Reports. 
9:050 Binder of Unpaid 
Invoices Sent to 
Tamarack Resort 
LLC. Including 
summary of unpaid 
' invoices and accounting 
records 
-- --
9:051 2007 Retention Invoice i --
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Number' Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip - -
Bates No. Teufel004090 
9:052 Accounting Spreadsheet 
13ates No. Teufel000003 
9:053 Teufel Nursery's 
Contractors License i 
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ORIGINAL 
Terri R. Pickens/ISS #5828 
Justin T. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 91h Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, ID 83 70 1 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 




Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
) 
Case No. lnst. ''0·-----
Filed II} '):5 A.M ·- ... - .. _P.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN RE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV-08-310 C No. CV-08-502 C 
No. CV -08-311 C No. CV -08-508 C 
No. CV-08-312 C No. CV-08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C No. CV-08-510 C 
No. CV-08-335 C No. CV-08-511 C 
No. CV-08-356 C No. CV-08-512 C 
No. CV-08-357 C No. CV-08-513 C 
No. CV-08-532 C No. CV-08-514 C 
No. CV-08-557 C No. CV-08-521 C 
No. CV-08-583 C No. CV-08-528 C 
TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S THIRD 
AMENDED LIST OF TRIAL 
EXHIBITS 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Teufel Nursery, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, Terri 
R. Pickens of Pickens Law, P.A., and submits the foregoing Third Amended List of Trial 
Exhibits that will be offered at the trial in the above entitled matter as the attached Exhibit "A" 
hereto. 
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Defendant reserves the right to utilize at the trial of this matter any exhibits designated as 
exhibits by any other party or the documents that were utilized at the hearings in this matter. 
DATED this 6 day of September, 2010. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
! 
CERTIFICATE OF ERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this f z:; day of September, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the Teufel Nursery Inc.'s Third Amended List of Trial Exhibits, to be served by electronic 
mail to the following: 
Randall Peterman Elizabeth W a1ker 
John C. Ward Robert Holland 
MOFFATT THOMAS SIDLEY AUSTIN 
P 0 BOX 829 555 W FIFTH ST STE 4000 
BOISE ID 83701 LOS ANGELES CA 90013 
Counsel for Credit Suisse Counsel Jar Credit Suisse 
Brad A Goergen Richard A. Cummings 
John T John CUMMINGS LAW OFFICES 
GRAHAM & DUNN P 0 BOX 1545 
2801 ALASKAN WAY STE 300 BOISE ID 83701 
SEATTLE WA 98121 Counsel for JH Masonry. and Western 
Counsel for Bane of America Leasing & States Crane Co. 
Capital, LLC 
William F Nichols Susan E. Buxton 
WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y Jill S. Holinka 
ROSSMAN NYE & NICHOLS MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200 950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
NAMPA ID 83687-7901 BOISE ID 83702 
Counsel for North Lake Recreational Counsel for TMG!DP Miller, LLC, JV 
Sewer and Water District &for Timber 
Tech Construction 
Bart W. Harwood Kevin A. Bay 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND 
BLANTON 1201 THIRD AVE STE 3400 
P 0 BOX 1271 SEATTLE WA 98101 
BOISE ID 83701 Counsel jhr Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
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Counsel for Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
Thomas B High Robert M Follett 
BENOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
HIGH & VALDEZ P 0 BOX 83720 
PO BOX366 BOISE ID 83720-0050 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-0366 Counsel for State ofldaho, State Board of 
CounseljiJr AmeriCas Propane, L.P. Land Commissioners 
Interested Non-Party 
Suzanne M Fegelein Kenneth C. Howell 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
MARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH CHTD HAWLEY 
P 0 BOX 1049 POBOX1617 
SANDPOINT 1D 83864 BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Counsel for BAG Property Holdings, LLC Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc 
TJ Angstman Jonathan E. Altman 
Wyatt B Johnson Manuel F Cacha'n 
ANGSTMAN JOIINSON & ASSOC MUNGER TOLLES & OLSON 
3649 LAKEHARBOR LN 355 S GRAND AVE 35T FLOOR 
BOISE 1D 83703 LOS ANGELES CA 90071-1560 
Counselfor Jean-Pierre Boespflug; Counsel for BAG Property Holdings, LLC 
Terry Copple Charles W Fawcett 
DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COX SKINNER FAWCETT 
P 0 BOX 1583 PO BOX 700 
BOISE ID 83701 BOISE ID 83701-0700 
Counselfor Tri-State Electric American Stair Corp_ and Sunbelt Rentals 
Michael Spink Geoffrey J. McConnell 
SPINK BUTLER, LLP MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
P 0 BOX 639 755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83701 BOISE 1D 83702 
Associate counsel(or Credit Suisse Counsel fhr YMC, Inc and Interior 
Systems, Inc 
Lynnctte Davis Loren C. Ipsen 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & ELAM&BURKE 
HAWLEY P 0 BOX 1539 
P 0 BOX 1617 BOISE ID 83701 
BOISE ID 83701-1617 Counsel for First Horizon Home Loan C'o, 
Counsel for EZA, PC and Quality Roofing and Metlife Home Loans 
Arnold Wagner Samuel A. Diddle 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 & McKL VEEN CHTD 
BOISE ID 83702 · P 0 BOX 1368 
Counsel for Scott Hedrick Construction BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel(or Secesh Engineering 
Kevin E. Dinius James Alderman 
DINIUS LAW BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
5680 E FRANKLIN RD. STE 130 P 0 BOX 1308 
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NAMPA ID 83687 
Counselfor Action Garage Door 
P. Bruce Badger 
Robert J. Dale 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
215 S STATE STE 1200 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111-2323 
Assoc. CounseljiJr Credit Suisse 
David Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
P 0 BOX 1097 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Kesler Construction 
M. Darin Hammond 
SMITH KNOWLES 
4723 HARRISON BLVD STE 200 
OGDEN UT 84403 
Counsel for PCF~ Inc 
Richard Greener 
Chris Burke 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 900 
BOISE ID 83 702 
Counsel for West Mountain Golf 
Clay Shockley 
SASSER & INGLIS 
P 0 BOX 5880 
BOISE ID 83705 
Counsel for MHTN Architects, Inc 
Kimbell D Gourley 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
& GOURLEY 
P 0 BOX 1097 
BOISE ID 83701 
CounseljiJr Phoenix7 Group, Inc 
) 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Inland Crane 
Jeffrey Wilson 
WILSON & McCOLL 
P 0 BOX 1544 
BOISE 1D 83701 
Counsel for United Rentals 
David Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY 
P 0 BOX 9518 
BOISE 1D 83 707 
Counselfor Hobson Fabricating Corp_ 
Robert F Babcock 
Adam TMow 
BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK 
505 E 200 S STE 300 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 
Assoc Counsel for MHTN Architects 
Thomas G Walker 
MacKenzie Whatcott 
COSHO HUMPHREY 
P 0 BOX 9518 
BOISE ID 83707-9518 
Counsel for Petra, Inc 
Stephen J. Lord 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
800 W STATE ST STE 200 
BOISE 1D 83702 









































TEUFEL NURSERY INC.'S THIRD AMENDED LIST OF EXHIBITS 
CASE NUMBER: CV-08- 114C TRIAL DATE: September 13-16, 2010 
TITLE OF CASE: In re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure and Related Proceedings 
~----Plaintiffs Exhibits (List Numerically) 
__ XX __ Defendant's Exhibits (List Numerically) 
_____ Third Party Exhibits (State Party) 
~---- Additional Defendants (Contact Judge's Clerk tor Directions) 
Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip 
9:001 2004 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:002 2005 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:003 2006 Landscape 
Construction Agreement 
9:004 2007 Landscape 
Construction ~greement 
9:005 Master Construction 
Services Agreement 
9:006 Claim of Lien, 
Instrument No. 330125, 
tiled March 21, 2008. 
9:007 Notice of Delivery of 
Claim of Lien-
Tamarack Resort, LLC 
9:008 Notice of Delivery of 
Claim of Lien- Trillium 
Valley Construction, 
LLC 
9:009 Map of Tamarack 
Resort - Highlighted by 
Rick Christensen- 2004 
roadw·ork 
9:010 , Map of Tamarack 
' Resort- Highlighted by 
Rick Christensen- 2005 
roadwork 
""-
9:011 Retention Invoice tor 
Arling Center 





















Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip 
9:012 Retention Invoice for 
Chalet 
9:013 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Clearwater Townhomes 
9:014 Retention Invoice for 
Desi[n Plaza 
9:015 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Dory Custom Chalet #3 
9:016 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Erosion Control 
9:017 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Francois Court 
9:018 Retention Invoice for 
General Conditions 
2007 
9:019 Retention Invoice for 
Golden Bar 
9:020 Retention Invoice for 
Golf Course 
9:021 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Haystack Chalet #25 
9:022 Retention Invoice for 
Heritage Roadside 
9:023 Retention Invoice for 
Members Lodge 
9:024 Retention Invoice for 
Mise Hydroseeding 
9:025 Retention Invoice for 
Norwood Nursery 
9:026 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Porn a 
9:027 Retention Invoice tor 
Rock Creek 
9:028 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Snow Front 
19:029 Retention Invoice for 
South End Berm 











T . rTS 
) ) 
Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip 
9:030 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Steelhead Custom 
Chalet 
9:031 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Trillium Cottages 
9:032 ' Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Trillium Townhomes 
9:033 Work Order, Start/End 
Dates and Invoice for 
Twin Creek 
9:034 Retention Invoice for 
Village Drive 
9:035 DFA's, Cost Entries and 
Job Reports relating to 
Teufel's work at 
Clearwater Townhomes 
9:036 DFA's and Cost Entries 
relating to Teufel's work 
at Poma 
9:037 DFA's and Cost Entries 
relating to Teufel's work 
at Snow Front 
9:038 DFA's, Landscape 
Construction 
Timesheets, Job Reports 
and Cost Entries from 
Teufel's work at 
Trillium Cottages 
9:039 DFA's, Landscape 
Construction 
' Timesheets, Job Reports 
and Cost Entries from 
Teufel's work at 
Trillium Townhomes 
9:040 Map of Teufel's Work r, in 2004 Binder of Teufel's work at Tamarack 
Resort in 2004, 
l including maps of Teufel's work from June I i 2004 -December 2004 I 









Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip 
' and Daily Force 
Accounts 
I 9:042 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2005 
9:043 Binder of Teufel's 
, work at Tamarack 
Resort in 2005, 
including maps of 
Teufel's work from 
April 2005- December 
2005 and Daily Force 
Accounts 
9:044 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2006 
9:045 Binder of Teufel's 
work in 2006, including 
maps of Teufel's work 
from January 2006-
December 2006 and 
Daily Force Accounts. 
9:046 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2007 
9:047 Binder of Teufel's 
work in 2007 including 
maps of Teufel's work 
from January 2007 -
December 2007, Daily 
Force Accounts, Cost 
Entries and Landscape 
Construction Timesheets 
9:048 Map of Teufel's Work 
in 2008 
9:049 Binder of Teufel's 
Work in 2008 including 
Landscape Construction 
Timesheets, Cost Entries 
and Job Reports. 
9:050 Binder of Unpaid 
Invoices Sent to 
Tamarack Resort 
LLC. Including 
summary of unpaid 
invoices and accounting 
records 
I 9:051 2007 Retention Invoice i 











Number Description Admitted/ Offered Refused Reserve Ruling 
Admitted 
by Stip 
Bates No. Teufel004090 
9:052 Accounting Spreadsheet 
Bates No. Teufel000003 
9:053 Teutd Nursery's 
Contractors License 
9:054 Notice of Second 
Amended Mechanic's 
Lien Claimant 
Disclosure Form of 
Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
9:055 Claim of Lien 
Allocation, Bates No. 
Teufel004089 
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ARQ~E. ;r:~Y, CLERK 
BY ·t _, . . " DEPUTY --· 
JAN 1 tJ 2011 
Case No. ___ ;lnst. No.=----
Filed ·I ·-,~ 
---JIM-+- '(;;""' , P.M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV-08-114C 
SUBSTITUTE OPINION 
THE COURT'S NOVEMBER 5, 2009 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER RE: PRIORITY BETWEEN 
CREDIT SUISSE AND VARIOUS LIEN 
CLAIMANTS IS WITHDRA WN 1 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV -08-311 C Case No. CV -08-508C 
Case]\;o. CV-08-312C Case No. CV-08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-324C Case No. CV-08-5!0C 
Case No. CV -08-335C Case No. CV-08-511 C 
Case No. CV-08-356C Case No. CV-08-5!2C 
Case No. CV-08-357C Case No. CV-08-5!3C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. C:V-08-532C Case No. CV-08-52!C 
Case No. CV-08-557C Case No. CV-08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-583C Case No. CV-08-SSOC 
Case No. CV-08-584C 
1 The Court's Memorandum Decision and Order entered November 5, 2009 contains a tactual error. In the 
opinion. the Court stated that the YMC, Inc. lien recorded as lnstmmcnt No. 330090 was filed against the Village 
Plaza Condominium Project property. See Withdra'-"11 Memorandum Decision and Order at p. II. That statement 
is erroneous. YMC, fnc. 's lien recorded as instrument No. 330090 was filed against the Lake Wing Project 
property. Due to this error, the Court has revised the portion of the decision relating to this lien claim. YMC Inc. 
did have liens tiled against the Village Plaza Project property. YMC. Inc.'s liens recorded as Instrument Nos. 
~29986. 330121 and 331256 were filed against the Village Plaza Project property. 
Sl BSTITl!TE OPII\'ION FOR WITHDRA W:'\1 :\IE:\IORA:--.'Dll:\'1 DECISION A="'D ORDER 
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Credit Suisse has tiled motions for summary judgment to establish the validity of its 
mortgages, and the priority of these mortgages vis a vis numerous lien claimants. For the 
reasons set forth below, the Court will find that the mortgages are valid and enforceable and, 
except as to the lien claim of Teufel Nursery, Inc., the Court will find that the priority of the 
Credit Suise mortgages is superior to the lien claims specified herein. 
Background and Proceedings 
Tamarack Resort, LLC (Tamarack), and its related entities, own the Tamarack Resort 
(the Resort), which consists of several thousand acres of fee and leasehold property near the city 
of Donnelly, Valley County, Idaho. Amenities at the Resort include a championship golf 
course, downhill and cross-country winter skiing, a lodge and hotel, conference and meeting 
facilities, and numerous retail and restaurant outlets. The Resort also includes a number of 
platted subdivisions which have been improved and marketed to the public as custom home 
sites, custom residences. townhomes and condominiums. Tamarack planned to grow the resort 
by continuing to develop and market its remaining real property, including building and selling 
a large number of luxury condominiums. 
In 2006, Tamarack began construction of two large condominium projects: the Village 
Plaza Condominium Project, and the Lake Wing Condominium Project.2 The Village Plaza 
project involved construction of six large buildings which would contain about 129 luxury 
condominiums. The Lake Wing project involved building luxury condominiums on a site 
adjacent to the existing hotel and lodge. 
' This project is also referred to as the Lodge at Osprey Meadows Lake Wing. 
SlTBSTITlfTE OPINION FOR WITIIDRA WN :\IEMORANOtr:\1 DECISION AND ORDER 
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On May 19, 2006, Tamarack entered into a $250,000,000.00 Credit Agreement with a 
consortium of lenders, including Credit Suisse. The Credit Agreement appointed Credit 
Suisse as administrative agent and collateral agent for the lenders. Proceeds from the loan were 
to rctinance Tamarack's existing debt, fund construction costs of development projects, pay for 
certain accounts receivable, and fund reserves and transaction costs. 
The Credit Agreement was secured, in part, by two mortgages. One of the mortgages 
encumbered real property at the Resort owned by Tamarack. The other mortgage encumbered 
real property at the Resort owned by Tamarack's wholly owned subsidiaries, Tamarack 
Whitewater Construction LLC, and Village Plaza Construction LLC. These mortgages were 
recorded with the County Recorder of Valley County on May 19, 2006. In all, these mortgages 
encumbered nearly all of the Resort's real property interests. 
In 2007, the Resort experienced significant financial difficulties which resulted in 
suspension of all construction projects and defaults under the Credit Agreement. Following 
suspension of construction, many of the companies involved in the various construction and 
development projects at the Resort filed statutory mechanic's and materialmen's claims of lien 
with the Valley County Recorder. 
Credit Suisse filed this action on March 11, 2008 seeking judicial foreclosure of its 
mortgages. In its complaint, Credit Suisse named the existing lien claimants as defendants and 
asserted that the priority of its mortgages was superior to the priority of the lien claimants. Over 
time, the number of lien claimants has increased. Credit Suisse has amended its complaint 
twice to include these additional lien claimants as defendants. 
Sl'BSTITUTE OPINIO~ FOR WITHDRAWN ME.\IORANDlfM DECISIO:"' AND ORDER 













Some of the lien claimants also filed separate actions in Valley County seeking to 
foreclose their liens and to obtain an award of damages. In a series of Orders, the Court has 
consolidated a number of these lien foreclosure actions with this original action. Trial of these 
matters is scheduled to begin in March 20 I 0. 
On Febntary 10, 2009, the Court entered an Order requiring all mechanic and 
materialmen lien claimants to complete, file and serve a "Mechanic's Lien Claimant Form." 
Among other things, the Mechanic's Lien Claimant Form required disclosure of such 
information as identification of the property subject to the lien, the "start date," i.e. the date on 
which labor or services were first provided, and the "priority date," i.e. any earlier date which 
the lien claimant asserts the lien should relate back to. On May 14, 2009, the Court entered an 
Order requiring lien claimants to supplement the Mechanic's Lien Claimant Form. 
Tamarack contracted with defendant Sanner/Sabey II, LLC (Sanner/Sabey) as the 
general contractor for the Village Plaza Construction Project. Sanner/Sabey began work at the 
Village Plaza Condominium Project site during April 2006, prior to the date that the Credit 
Suisse mortgages were recorded in Valley County. After Tamarack suspended construction of 
the Village Plaza Condominium Project, Sanner/Sabey filed a claim of lien against the Village 
Plaza Condominium Project. Credit Suisse named Sanner/Sabey as a defendant in this case. In 
an earlier decision in this case, the Court granted Sanner/Sabey's motion for partial summary 
judgment that the priority of its statutory lien on the Village Plaza Constmction Project site is 
superior to the priority of the Credit Suisse mortgage(s). See Memorandum Decision and Order 
Re: Sanner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment entered May 1, 2009. 
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On August 13,2009, Credit Suisse tiled these seventeen motions for summary judgment 
seeking a ruling that: I) its mortgages are valid and enforceable, and 2) the priority of its 
mortgages is superior to the lien claims of these seventeen lien claimants. The Court heard 
argument on these motions on October 22, 2009. P. Bruce Badger, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt 
Lake City, Utah, appeared and argued for Credit Suisse. Kara R. Masters, Skellenger Bender, 
Seattle, Washington, appeared by telephone conference and argued for defendant CH2M Hill, 
Inc. Richard A. Cummings, Cummings Law Offices, Boise, Idaho, appeared and argued for 
defendants J. H. Masonry, Inc. and Western States Crane Company. David M. Penny, Cosho 
Humphrey, LLP, Boise, Idaho, appeared and argued for Hobson Fabricating Corporation. 
David T. Krueck, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., Boise, Idaho, appeared and argued for 
defendant Kesler Construction, Inc. Lynnette M. Davis, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 
Boise, Idaho, appeared and argued for defendant EZA, P.C. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder. 
Geoffrey J. McConnell, Meuieman Mollcrup, LLP, Boise, Idaho, appeared and argued for 
defendants Interior Systems, Inc. and YMC, Inc. Charles W. Fawcett, Skinner Fawcett, Boise, 
Idaho, appeared and argued for defendants American Stair Corp. and Sunbelt Rentals, Inc. M. 
Darin Hammond, Smith Knowles, P.C., Ogden, Utah, appeared by telephone conference and 
argued for defendant PCF, lnc. d/b/a Pella Windows and Doors . .John K. Olson, Hawley 
Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, Boise, Idaho, appeared and argued for defendant Quality Tile 
Roofing, Inc. Bart W. Harwood, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, Boise, Idaho, appeared and 
argued for defendant Sanner/Sabey 11, LLC. Alexander P. McLaughlin, Davison, Copple, 
Copple & Copple, Boise, Idaho, appeared and argued for defendant Tri-State Electric, Inc. 
Sl.'BSTITl"TE OPINION FOR WITHDRAWN \IEMORA:"'"IK:\'1 DECISION AND ORDER 
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Arnold L. Wagner, Meuleman Mollerup, LLP, Boise, Idaho, appeared and argued for defendant 
Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. Justin T. Cranney, Pickens Law, P.A., Boise, Idaho, appeared 
and argued for defendant Teufel Nursery, Inc. Jeffrey M. Wilson, Wilson & McColl, Boise, 
Idaho, counsel for defendant United Rentals Northwest, Inc., did not appear, but counsel for 
Credit Suisse and United Rentals Northwest, Inc. filed a stipulation that the matter shall be 
submitted for determination based upon the briefing on tile. 
Standard of Review 
''Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery documents 
on file with the court ... demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is 
entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." Brewer v. Washington RSA No. 8 Ltd. Partnership, 
145 Idaho 735, 738, 184 P.3d 860, 863 (2008) (quoting Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho I 01, I 02, 
765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (citing I.R.C.P. 56(c)). The burden of proof is on the moving party to 
demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. Rouse v. fiousehold Finance 
Corp., 144 Idaho 68, 70, 156 P.3d 569, 571 (2007) (citing Evans v. Griswold, 129 Idaho 902, 
905,935 P.2d 165, 168 (1997)). 
Where the jury is the trier of fact, the court must draw all reasonable factual inferences 
in favor of the non-moving party. Mackay v. Four Rivers Packing Co., 145 Idaho 408, 410, 
179 P.3d 1064, I 066 (2008). However, where, as here, the court is the trier of fact, the court 
may draw probable inferences from the undisputed evidentiary facts because the court would 
have to resolve those conflicts at trial. Riverside Dev. Co. v. Ritchie. I 03 Idaho 515, 519, 650 
P.2d 657,661 (1982). However, if the facts are contlicting and disputed, those facts must still 
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be viewed in favor of the non-moving party. Argyle v. Slemaker. 107 Idaho 668, 670,691 P.2d 
1283, 1285 (Ct. App. 1984). 
"Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, the 
burden shifts to the non-moving party," to provide specific facts showing there is a genuine 
issue for trial. Kiebert v. Goss, 144 Idaho 225, 228, 159 P .3d 862, 865 (2007) (citing Hei v. 
Holzer, 139 Idaho 81, 85,73 P.3d 94,98 (2003)). 
The non-moving party's case must be anchored in something more than speculation; a 
mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue. Zimmerman v. Volkswagon 
of America. Inc., 128 Idaho 851, 854, 920 P.2d 67, 70 (1996). The non-moving party may not 
simply rely upon mere allegations in the pleadings, but must set forth in affidavits speci fie facts 
showing there is a genuine issue for trial. I.R.C.P. 56( e); see Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 
208, 211, 868 P.2d 1224, 1227 (1994). If the non-moving party does not provide such a 
response, "summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against the party." I.R.C.P. 
56( e). 
Analysis 
A. The Credit Suisse mortgages are valid and enforceable. 
In support of its motion for summary judgment, Credit Suisse submitted the affidavit of 
Megan Kane, a director of Credit Suisse. In this affidavit, Ms. Kane identified, authenticated, 
and provided an evidentiary foundation as business records for all of the various documents 
comprising the loan agreement between the lenders and Tamarack. including the Credit 
Agreement and the mortgages referenced above. Each of these documents has been attached, 
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identified and authenticated in prior filings in this case, including the September 23, 2008 
Affidavit of Michael Crisci to in Support of Plaintiffs Renewed Motion to Appoint Receiver. 
In the motions for summary judgment, Credit Suisse asserts that the mortgages are valid 
and enforceable. Credit Suisse has made an appropriate showing that the mortgages are valid 
and enforceable in that the instruments are in writing, contain a sufficient description of the 
subject property, are in proper form, were duly executed and acknowledged, and were properly 
recorded in the proper place. Accordingly, Credit Suisse has demonstrated that there is no 
genuine issue of fact as to these matters. The Court finds that the burden as to these matters 
shifted to the defendants to show that there is a genuine issue of material fact. 
None of the defendants has made any argument or presented any evidence that would 
demonstrate that there is any genuine fact issue relating to the validity or enforceability of these 
mortgages.3 Accordingly, summary judgment is appropriate on this issue. The Court will grant 
summary judgment to Credit Suisse that the Tamarack, Whitewater Construction LLC, and 
Village Plaza Construction LLC mortgages are valid and enforceable with respect to these 
seventeen lien claims. 
1 A number of lien claimants moved pursuant to l.R.C.P. 56(!) to continue the hearing on these motions tor 
summary judgment to allow for additional time to conduct discovery into the details of the loan arrangement 
between Credit Suisse and Tamarack. These lien claimants referred to and relied upon an interim (and later 
withdrawn) decis10n of a federal bankruptcy judge, the Honorable Ralph B. Kirscher, that a mortgage securing a 
Credit Suisse loan made to the Yellowstone Club in Montana should be "equitably subordinated" to the allowed 
claims of the unsecured creditors in that proceeding. See fn re: Y<!llowsrone Mountain Club. LLC, United States 
Bankruptcy Court for the District of Montana, Case No. 08-61570-11, Partial & Interim Order entered May 13, 
2009. The moving lien claimants asserted they should have additional time to develop whether "equitable 
suhordmation" could be applied in this case. The Court heard argument on this motion on October 2, 2009 and 
denied the motions. The Court has expressed no view on the substance of thls issue since it has not been presented, 
briefed or argued. The Court ruled that it would not delay the summary JUdgment heanng to allow additional tnne 
for discovery into this issue. The Court understands that discovery is ongoing. 
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B. The Priority Issues. 
1. CH2M Hill, Inc. (Lien No. 330033) 
Per its disclosures, CH2M Hill, Inc. provided professional engineering services for the 
"Heritage Project." The Court understands that the Heritage Project property is the site of a 
future subdivision development at the Resort. On September 15,2009, CH2M Hill, Inc. 
recorded a release of this claim of lien. On September 15, 2009, CH2M Hill, Inc. filed a Notice 
and Disclaimer of Interest in this case. In light of the fact that this claim of lien has been 
released, the issue of priority between the Credit Suisse mortgages and the lien claim of CH2M 
Hill, Inc. is moot and does not require any decision. See. e.g., Idaho Schs.for Equal Educ. 
Opportunity v. Idaho State Bd. of Educ., 128 Idaho 276, 281, 912 P .2d 644, 649 ( 1996 ). 
2. J. H. Masonry, Inc. (Lien Nos. 329464, 330896), and 
3. Western States Crane Company (Lien Nos. 329467, 330897) 
J. H. Masonry, Inc. and Western States Crane Company both filed claims of lien against 
the Village Plaza Condominium Project site. In response to the Credit Suisse motion for 
summary judgment, both filed disclaimers of interest in this case, in which each disclaimed any 
interest in the real property described in the liens. During oral argument, counsel for J .H. 
Masonry, Inc. and Western States Crane Company represented that lien releases also have been 
recorded. In such case, and barring any question as to the effect of such lien releases, the issue 
of priority between the Credit Suisse mortgages and these lien claimants is likewise moot. 
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4. Hobson Fabricating Corporation (Lien Nos. 331071, 331072, 331076, 
331077,331079,331080,331081,331082,331083) 
Hobson Fabricating Corporation (Hobson) filed claims of lien against numerous 
improved lots in one of the Resort's developed subdivisions which are referred to as the 
"Trillium" townhomes or condominiums. Hobson did not file any opposition to the motion for 
summary judgment. At oral argument, counsel for Hobson stated that Hobson does not object 
to an order granting Credit Suisse's motion that the priority of the Credit Suisse mortgages is 
superior to these Hobson claims of lien. Accordingly, the Court will grant summary judgment 
to Credit Suisse that the priority of its mortgages is superior to these liens of Hobson. 
5. Kesler Construction, Inc. (Lien No. 330098) 
Kesler Construction, Inc. (Kesler) filed this claim of lien against the Lake Wing 
Condominium Project.4 Kesler Construction, Inc. did not file any opposition to Credit Suisse's 
motion for summary judgment. At oral argument, counsel for Kesler Construction, Inc. 
conceded that the priority for this claim of lien is inferior to that of the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 5 Accordingly, the Court will grant Credit Suisse's motion for summary judgment 
that the priority of its mortgages is superior to this claim of lien of Kesler. 
6. EZA, P.C. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder (Lien No. 330862) 
EZA, P.C. d/b/a/ OZ Architecture of Boulder ( EZA) filed a claim of lien against the 
property described as Project Site 8-11 (the Elan Collection). The Court understands this is a 
' Kesler has tiled other claims of lien against other portwns of Tamarack's property that are not at issue here. 
' Counsel for Kesler stated that he wanted to preserve its rights to argue for eqtutable subordination if that claim 
can be suppm<ed in light of ongoing discovery. 
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reference to lots 1 and 2, Block 19, of the Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development. EZA 
did not tile any opposition to Credit Suisse's.motion for summary judgment. At oral argument, . . 
counsel for EZA conceded that the priority for this claim of lien is inferior to that of the Credit 
Suisse mortgages.6 Accordingly, the Court will grant Credit Suisse's motion for 
summary judgment that the priority of its mortgages is superior to this claim of lien ofEZA. 
7. Interior Systems, Inc. (Lien Nos. 330089, 330120) 
8. Sunbelt Rentals, Inc. (Lien No. 331792) 
9. American Stair Corp. (Lien No. 329988) 
I 0. Quality Tile Roofing, Inc. (Lien No. 330229) 
11. PCF, Inc. d/b/a Pella Windows and Doors (Lien Nos. 330149, 330895) 
All of these lien claimants filed claims of lien against the Village Plaza Condominium 
Project property. Per the disclosures, each of these lien claimants asserts that it is a 
subcontractor or supplier to either Sanner/Sabey, the general contractor for the Village Plaza 
Condominium Project, or that it is a supplier to one of Sanner/Sabey's subcontractors. 7 Each of 
these lien claimants first provided labor or material to this site after May 19, 2006, the date that 
' Counsel for EZA stated that she wants to preserve its rights to argue for equitable subordination if that claim can be 
supported in light of ongoing discovery. 
7 Interior Systems, Inc. provided framing, drywall and firewall services as a supplier to Banner/Sabey. Sunbelt 
Rentals, Inc. (Sunbelt) rented construction equipment to a subcontractor to Banner/Sabey. American Stair Corp. 
(Amencan Stair) supplied steel stairs and railings to Banner/Sabey. Quality Tile Rooting, Inc. (Quality Tile 
Roofing) was a rooting subcontractor to BanneriSabey. PCF, Inc. d;b/a Pella Doors and Windows (PCF) supplied 
windows. doors and accessories to Banner!Sabey. 
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the mortgages of Credit Suisse were rccorded. 8 Each of these lien claimants has asserted that 
its claim of lien should relate back to April 6, 2006, the date that Banner/Sabey first 
commenced work at the site. If these claims of lien relate back to April6, 2006, then the 
priority of these liens would be superior to the mortgages of Credit Suisse. However, if the 
liens do not relate back to the Banner/Sabey start date, then the priority of these liens is inferior 
to the priority of the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
The determination of the priority between a mechanic or materialman lien claimant and 
a mortgagee is governed by Idaho Code § 45-506, as interpreted by the Idaho Supreme Court in 
Pacific States Savings, Loan and Building Co. v. Dubois, II Idaho 319, 83 P. 513 ( 1905) and 
Ultrawall, Inc. v. Washington Mut. Bank, 135 Idaho 832, 25 P.3d 855 (2001 ). The language of 
Idaho Code § 45-506, which the Court reviewed in Ultrawall, provided as follows: 
The liens provided for in this chapter arc preferred to any lien, mortgage or other 
encumbrance, which may have attached subsequent to the time when the 
building, improvement or structure was commenced, work done, or materials or 
professional services were commenced to be furnished; also to any lien, 
mortgage, or other encumbrance of which the lien holder had no notice, and 
which was unrecorded at the time the building, improvement or structure was 
commenced, work done, or materials or professional services were commenced 
to be furnished. 
Ultrawall at 834,83 P.3d at 515 (emphasis added). The only change in the language between 
1905, when the Court decided Pacific States Savings and 200 I, when the Court decided 
' Per the disclosures. the start dates were as follows: 
Interior Systems: March 12, 2007 
YMC: January 3, 2007 
Sunbelt: October 23. 2007 
American Stair: February 9, 2007 
PCF : March 20, 2007 
Quality Tile Roofmg: March 20. 2007 
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Ultrawall. is that the phrase "or professional services" was added by an amendment in 1971. 
Ultrcnvall. at 834, n.l, 83 P.3d at 515, n.l. 
The current version of this statute was amended further in 2001 as follows: 
The liens provided for in this chapter shall be on equal footing with those 
liens within the same class of liens, without reference to the date of the filing 
of the lien claim or claims and are preferred to any lien, mortgage or other 
encumbrance, which may have attached subsequent to the time when the 
building, improvement or structure was commenced, work done, equipment, 
materials or fixtures were rented or leased, or materials or professional 
services were commenced to be furnished; also to any lien, mortgage, or other 
encumbrance of which the lienholder had no notice, and which was unrecorded 
at the time the building, improvement or structure was commenced, work done, 
equipment, materials or fixtures were rented or leased, or materials or 
professional services were commenced to be furnished. 
2001 S.L., ch. 152, § 4, p. 552 (emphasis supplied). The new language is in bold. The 
legislative statement of purpose to these changes states that the purpose was as follows: 
This legislation is prompted by a recent decision of the Idaho Supreme Court 
(case 1999 WL 16075-!daho) [sic] [the correct Westlaw case number is 1999 
WL 167075]. The purpose of this legislation is to clarify the law to include 
lessors of equipment in the mechanics and materialmen's lien statute. Up to the 
time of the Supreme Court decision, liens have been filed and recovery 
accomplished and upheld by lower courts. This legislation responds to the 
Court's recommendation that the legislature clarify the statute. 
This legislation does not change or interfere with the existing lien laws as they 
relate to the agricultural community. This legislation merely clarifies that rental 
equipment is included in the "materials furnished" section of the lien law. 
Statement of Purpose, H 132 (2001 ). The change was apparently prompted by the Supreme 
Court's decision in Great Plains Equipment v. N. W Pipeline Corp .. 132 Idaho 754, 979 P.2d 
627 ( 1999) in which the Court ruled that the mechanic and materialmen lien statutes, Idaho 
Code§ 45-501, et seq., did not provide a lien for unpaid rental charges for equipment used in 
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construction. Because the 2001 changes were made solely to allow for equipment lessors to 
have the right to lien, the Court does not consider, and no one here has argued, that this most 
recent amendment would require any change in the analysis and interpretation of Idaho Code§ 
45-506. 
Citing Idaho Code ~ 45-506, Credit Suisse asserts that the priority between these lien 
claimants and its mortgages is determined by the date that the lien claimants first provided 
material and/or services to the site. Because each of these lien claimants first provided 
materials and/or services after May 19, 2006, the date the mortgages were recorded in Valley 
County, Credit Suisse argues that the priority of its mortgages is superior to the priority of these 
lien claimants. These lien claimants, on the other hand, argue that their priority date should 
relate back to when the general contractor, Banner/Sabey, first commenced construction at the 
site. 
Credit Suisse asserts that the argument that the priority of a lien claim should relate back 
to when the general contractor began work was rejected by the Court in both Pacific States 
Savings and Ultrmvall. In each of these cases, after construction began, but before the 
particular lien claimant commenced work at the site, an intervening mortgage was recorded. As 
between the mortgagee and the lien claimant whose work did not begin until atlcr the mortgage 
was recorded, the Court in Pacific States Savings, and again in Ultra>vall, ruled that the priority 
of the mortgagee was superior because the priority of the lien claim was based upon the date 
that the lien claimant commenced work on the project, not the date when construction first 
began. 
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These lien claimants argue that there is an important difference in the facts of this case 
and the facts considered in both Pacific States Savings and Ultrawall. In both Pacific States 
Savings and Ultrawall. the lien claimants were separately retained by the owner. Here, the lien 
claimants point out that they were either subcontractors or suppliers to subcontractors for the 
general contractor, and they argue that their liens should relate back to when the general 
contractor first began to work on the site. 
The Court does not find anything either in the language ofldaho Code § 45-506 or the 
reasoning of the decisions in Pacific States Savings and Ultrawall which would justify giving 
lien claimants who worked for the non-owner/general contractor greater lien rights than those 
who performed the same work for an owner/general contractor. In Pacific States Savings and 
Ultrawall. the Court ruled that the priority between a mortgagee and a lien claimant is 
determined by: 1) the commencement date of the work on the project, if the lien claimant 
provided material or labor at the commencement of the project; or 2) the date that the lien 
claimant first provided labor or materials to the project site. None of these lien claimants were 
involved in the commencement of the work at the site. Accordingly, the priority oftheir lien 
rights relates back to when their labor or services were first provided to the site. 
This conclusion is supported by reviewing the Court of Appeals decision in Beall Pipe 
& Tanking Corp. v. Tumac Intermountain. Inc .. I 08 Idaho 487, 700 P.2d I 09 (Ct. App. 1985). 
In Beall Pipe & Tanking Corp .. owners contracted with Tumac Intermountain, Inc. to install 
pipe as part of an irrigation system. Beall Pipe and Tanking Corp. supplied the pipe for Tumac 
lntem1ountain Corp. to install. Tumac Intermountain did not pay Beall Pipe and Tanking Corp. 
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for the pipe resulting in Beall Pipe and Tanking Corp. filing a materialman's claim of lien on 
the owners' property. The trial court dismissed the claim of the Beall Pipe and Tanking Corp. 
because of some defect in the property description. The Court of Appeals reversed. The Court 
of Appeals then provided guidance to the trial court to determine the priorities of the various 
interests in the property. As for the pipe supplier, interpreting Idaho Code § 45-506 and citing 
Pacific States Savings, the Court stated: "[w]e hold that the priority date of Beall's lien is the 
date materials were first delivered to the site where they were to be used. Beall has the burden 
of proving when materials were first delivered to the site." !d. at 493, 700 P.2d at 115. The 
Court of Appeals determined that the priority date of the supplier was the date the supplier first 
delivered materials to the site, not the date the contractor began the work. 
The Court reaches the same decision here. The priority date for lien claimants who 
subcontracted with the general contractor, or who supplied materials to a subcontractor, is the 
date that material or labor was first provided to the construction site, not the date that the 
general contractor first began to work at the site. Accordingly, the Court will rule that the 
priority of the Credit Suisse mortgages is superior to the above claims of lien of Interior 
Systems, YMC, Sunbelt Rentals, American Stair, PCF, and Quality Tile Roofing. 
As the Supreme Court recognized in Ultrawall, one can certainly interpret Idaho Code § 
45-506 differently so that the priority of all mechanic and materialmen lien claimants would 
relate back to the date that any construction first started. However, this is not the long standing 
and accepted interpretation of this statute. See Ultrawall at 836, 25 P .3d at 859. 
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12. Hanner/Sabey (Lien Nos. 329072, 329831) 
Banner/Sabey was the general contractor on the Lake Wing Condominium Project. 
Bunner/Sabey filed these liens against the Lake Wing Condominium Project. Per its disclosure, 
Bunner/Sabey started work for this project on September 25, 2006. Bunner/Sabey asserts that 
its priority date should be April 6, 2006, the date that Banner/Sabey first began work on the 
Village Plaza Condominium Project.9 Because Sanner/Sabey's work on the Village Plaza 
Construction Project resulted in no benefits or improvements to the Lake Wing Condominium 
Project, the Court will find that the priority of Banner/Sabey's lien on the Lake Wing 
Condominium Project is the date it first began to work on the Lake Wing Condominium 
Project, September 25, 2006. See Idaho Code§ 45-506. Accordingly, the Court will rule that 
the Credit Suisse mortgages are superior to these claims of lien because the mortgages were 
recorded in Valley County on May 19, 2006, prior to any work done at the Lake Wing 
Condominium Project by Sanner/Sabey. 
13. Tri-State, Electric, Inc. (Lien No. 330116) 
Tri-State Electric, Inc. (Tri-State Electric) was a subcontractor to Sanner/Sabey for the 
Lake Wing Condominium Project. This claim of lien was filed against the Lake Wing 
Condominium Project. In its claim of lien, Tri-State Electric claims that it first started to work 
on this project on October 4, 2006. Tri-State Electric asserts that its priority date should be the 
date that Sanner/Sabey first began to work on the Lake Wing Condominium Project, September 
" At the oral argument, counsel for Banner1Sabey stated that 13anner/Sabey mtended to reserve its ability to assert 
that the priority of the Credit Suisse mortgages should be subordinated for equitable reasons. 
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26, 2006. 10 Since both dates are subsequent to the date that the Credit Suisse mortgages were 
recorded, the Court will rule that the priority of the Credit Suisse mortgages is superior to the 
priority of this claim of lien. See Idaho Code§ 45-506. 
14. YMC, Inc. (Lien No. 330090) 
YMC, Inc. (YMC) was the HV AC/mechanical subcontractor to Banner/Sabey on the 
Lake Wing Condominium Project. Neither Banner/Sabey nor YMC began to furnish materials 
or labor to the Lake Wing site until after the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages were 
recorded. As noted above, Banner/Sabey asserted that its Lake Wing priority date should be 
April 6, 2006, the date that Banner/Sabey first began work on the Village Plaza Condominium 
Project. The Court has detern1ined that Banner/Sabey's priority date for the Lake Wing project 
is the date that Banner/Sabey first supplied labor or material to the Lake Wing project, not the 
date that Banner/Sabey first furnished labor or material to the Village Plaza. YMC's priority 
date for the Lake Wing project is the date that YMC first supplied labor or material to the Lake 
Wing project, not the date that Banner/Sabey first provided labor or material to the Lake Wing 
project. The Court will find that the YMC Lake Wing lien (Instrument No. 330090) is 
subordinate to the Credit Suisse mortgages because YMC did not furnish labor or material to 
the Lake Wing project until after the Credit Suisse mortgages were recorded. 
1
" At the oral argument. counsel for Tri-State Electric stated that Tri-State Electric mtended to reserve tis ability to 
assert that the priority of the Credit Suisse mortgages should be subordinated for equitable reasons. 
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15. Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. (Lien No. 331151) 
Scott Hedrick Construction contracted with Tamarack to provide construction services 
on a project called the "Trillium Townhomes," which is located in one of the Resort's 
developed subdivisions. This lien was tiled against this project. In its disclosures, Scott 
Hedrick Construction asserts that it first began to work at the site on August l, 2006. Scott 
Hedrick asserted in the disclosure that its priority date should also be August 1, 2006. 
However, in its opposition to this motion for summary judgment. Scott Hedrick 
Construction argues that its priority date should relate back to some time prior to May I 9, 2006 
(the recording date of the Credit Suisse mortgages) because it was doing preparatory work, 
including soliciting bids and pricing, and planning and consulting with others who were 
interested in the project. Scott Hedrick argues that its priority should relate back to when it first 
began to \Vork on the project, even though it did not commence construction until August 2006. 
Scott Hedrick does not contend that it actually performed any labor or provided material 
to the project site at any time prior to August I, 2006. Accordingly, the Court wilt find that its 
priority in relation to the Credit Suisse mortgages is August l, 2006. Because Scott Hedrick 
did not actually work at the site until after the mortgages were recorded, the Court wilt find that 
the priority of the Credit Suisse mortgages is superior to this claim of lien. 
Scott Hedrick Construction also argues that even though it did not work at the site prior 
to August I, 2006, its priority should relate back to its earlier activities. Scott Hedrick 
Construction points out that the Court has ruled that an architect has the right to statutory lien 
for its design services where the architect's design was actually used. See Memorandum 
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Decision and Order Re: Case No. CV -08-0000580C, dated September 14, 2009. In the 
September 14, 2009 decision, the issue decided was whether an architect has the right to a 
mechanic's lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501. While the Court did find that an architect 
has a right to lien under Idaho Code§ 45-501, the Court did not address any issue of priority 
between an architect and a mortgagee under Idaho Code § 45-506. As between Scott Hedrick 
Constmction and Credit Suisse, the priority of Scott Hedrick is determined by the date that 
Scott Hedrick commenced to work at the site. See Idaho Code § 45-506. Whether Scott 
Hedrick's claim of lien can include charges for activities prior to the date that it began work is 
not presented for decision in this motion. 
16. United Rentals Northwest, Inc. (Lien Nos. 330822, 330823) 
United Rentals Northwest, Inc. (United Rentals Northwest) tiled these claims of lien 
against two specific buildings at the Resort, 511 Village Drive and 311 Village Drive. The 
Court understands that these are two of the buildings that arc part of the Village Plaza 
Condominium Project. Per its disclosures and the claims of lien, United Rentals Northwest 
claims that it provided rental equipment for Banner/Sabey beginning on October 20, 2007 and 
on November 21, 2007. In its disclosure, United Rentals Northwest asserts that its priority date 
should be the date that Banner/Sabey first commenced construction of the Village Plaza 
Condominium Construction Project, April 6, 2006. 
For the reasons set forth above, the Court will find that the priority date for United 
Rentals Northwest is the date it first provided equipment to the Village Plaza Condominium 
Project site, not the earlier date that Banncr/Sabey commenced construction at the site. Because 
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United Rentals Northwest did not provide equipment to the Village Plaza Condominium 
Project until after the Credit Suisse mortgages were recorded, the Court finds that the priority of 
the Credit Suisse mortgages are superior to these claims of lien. 
In its opposition to the motion for summary judgment, United Rentals Northwest asserts 
for the first time that its priority should relate back to July 12,2004. United Rentals Northwest 
argues that, in addition to the above claims of lien, it filed another lien on Tamarack's property, 
Lien. No. 333138. According to the claim of lien, United Rentals Northwest supplied 
equipment to Tamarack (not Banner/Sabey) beginning on July 12, 2004. In an affidavit 
submitted in support of the opposition to Credit Suisse's motion for summary judgment, 
Cynthia Macintosh, an Assistant Credit Manager for United Rentals Northwest, states that 
United Rentals Northwest first provided goods, materials and services to the "Tamarack 
project" on July 12, 2004. 
In order for the claim of lien to relate back to July 4, 2004, United Rentals Northwest 
would have to produce admissible evidence that its work in 2004 was related to the Village 
Plaza Condominium Project. United Rentals Northwest has not produced admissible evidence 
that its activities described in Lien No. 333138 had any connection to the Village Plaza 
Construction Project. Accordingly, the Court will find that United Rentals Northwest's priority 
for the Village Plaza Condominium Project is the date that it first provided services or materials 
for that project. Idaho Code ~ 45-506. Because United Rentals Northwest did not provide any 
materials or services until 2007, the Court will find that the priority of the Credit Suisse 
mortgages is superior to these liens. 
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17. Teufel Nursery, Inc. (Lien No. 330152) 
Teufel Nursery, lnc. (Teufel) recorded this lien against most, if not all, of the Resort's 
property. In its claim of lien, Teufel claimed that it provided services for Tamarack, and/or 
Trillium Valley Construction LLC, one of Tamarack's related entities. ln its amended 
disclosure dated March 3, 2009, Teufel asserted it had improved property identified as lots A 
through Ll by providing landscaping and snow removal services. The precise location of these 
lots is not made clear. In the disclosure, Teufel provided precise start dates as to each parcel. 
The earliest start date is July 30, 2007. The latest start date is December 5, 2007. Teufel 
asserted that the priority date for each parcel was the same as the start date. All of the priority 
dates were subsequent to the recording of the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
The Credit Suisse motion for summary judgment was based upon the priority dates 
asserted by Teufel in its disclosure. On September 24, 2009, Teufel filed a supplemental 
disclosure form in which Teufel amended all of the start dates and all of the priority dates to 
June 14, 2004. In its opposition to the motion for summary judgment, Teufel asserts that its 
priority relates back to I une I 4, 2004. 
Teufel has submitted the Affidavit of Rick Christensen, its Landscape Division 
Manager. In this affidavit, Mr. Christensen states that Teufel was the landscape service 
provider for Tamarack, and that Teufel's landscaping projects were not parcel specific, but 
covered multiple lots. Mr. Christensen states that "Teufel landscaped and/or provided supplies 
to every part ofTamarack Resort." See September 18, 2009 Affidavit of Rick Christensen. 
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Because Teufel did not attempt to amend its disclosures until after Credit Suisse filed 
this Motion for Summary Judgment, Credit Suisse argues that Teufel should not be pem1itted to 
change its disclosures at such a late date. Counsel for Teufel represented during his argument 
that Teufel had been working on this amendment prior to the filing of this motion for summary 
judgment. 
At this stage of these proceedings, the Court is constrained to find that the affidavit of 
Mr. Christensen establishes that there are genuine issues of material fact relating to the priority 
of Teufel's lien that preclude summary judgment. As a result, the Court will deny Credit 
Suisse's motion for summary judgment as to the above claim of Teufel. 
Conclusion 
For the reasons stated herein, the Court makes the following rulings: 
I. The Court finds that the Credit Suisse mortgages are valid and enforceable as 
to these seventeen lien claimants. 
2. The Court finds that there is no genuine issue of material fact, and that Credit 
Suisse is entitled to summary judgment that the priority of its mortgages is 
superior to the priority of the above claims of lien asserted by Hobson 
Fabricating Corporation. Kesler Construction, Inc., EZA d/b/a OZ 
Architecture of Boulder, Interior Systems, Inc., YMC, Inc., Sun belt Rentals, 
Inc., American Stair Corp., Quality Tile Roofing, Inc., PCF, Inc. d/b/a Pella 
Windows and Doors, Sanner/Sabey II, LLC, Tri-State Electric, Inc., Scott 
Hedrick Construction, Inc., and United Rentals Northwest, Inc. These lien 
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claims are inferior, subsequent and subordinate to the mortgages of Credit 
Suisse. 
3. In light of the release of their liens, the lien claims asserted by CH2M Hill, 
Inc., J. H. Masonry, Inc., and Western States Crane Company are moot. 
4. There are genuine issues of material fact relating to the priority of the Teufel 
lien claim. Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment as to the priority 
of this lien claim is denied. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this {V day of January 2011. 
P rick H. Owen 
strict Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV-08-310 C No. CV-08-502 C 
No. CV-08-311 C No. CV-08-508 C 
No. CV-08-312 C No. CV-08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C No. CV-08-510 C 
No. CV-08-335 C No. CV-08-511 C 
No. CV-08-356 C No. CV-08-512 C 
No. CV-08-357 C No. CV-08-513 C 
No. CV-08-532 C No. CV-08-514 C 
No. CV-08-557 C No. CV-08-521 C 
No. CV-08-583 C No. CV-08-528 C 
TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S 
CLOSING ARGUMENT AND POST 
TRIAL BRIEF 
Teufel i'lursery, Inc. ("Teufel") successfully prosecuted its causes of action in the above 
entitled matter and is entitled to the relief sought in its Complaint. Teufel was required to show 
that it (I) had a valid claim uf lien against the Tamarack Property, (2) that the claim of lien had 
priority over Credit Suisse Bank and other lien claimants, (3) that the amount of the claim of lien 
was $564,560.23, (4) that those sums had not been paid to Teufel, and (5) that Teufel is entitled 
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to foreclose its mechanic's lien against the Tamarack Property. After a day and a half trial, 
Teufel established that it had a valid claim of lien for the amount stated, and it is entitled to 
foreclose on that lien with priority over Credit Suisse Bank. 
BRIEF RECITATION OF FACTS 
Teufel is a full serv;ce wholesale grower of plant material, providing landscaping 
services, construction and maintenance. (Christensen, Tr., p. 3, II. 4-6). On or about June 4, 
2004, Tamarack Resort, LLC ("Tamarack") contracted with Teufel to perform landscaping and 
other duties at Tamarack Resort. Teufel wa~ hired by Tamarack as the exclusive landscape 
company for Tamarack Resort. (Kirk, Tr., p. 219, II. 17-22). Teufel and Tamarack entered into 
a Landscape Construction Agreement, Teufel's project was described as General Landscaping 
Work, Tamarack Resort. (Ex. 9:001 ). In June of 2004, Rick Christensen ("Cbristenst:n"), the 
Landscape Division Manager for Teufel, relocated from Oregon to Donnelly to oversee the 
landscaping for Tamarack Resort. Shortly thereafter, a small production crew arrived at 
Tamarack Resort and commenced work. 
Tamarack Resort presented a unique project for Teufel because Tamarack Resort did not 
have a landscaping plan in place when Teufel accepted the project. In addition, Tamarack 
requested a variety of work from Teufel that was not in a standard landscaping project. Teufel, 
being the sole landscape service provider at Tamarack Resort, did everything involved in 
landscaping, which included soil preparation, irrigation, providing plant material, erosion 
control, retaining wall construction, boulder placement, etc. (Christensen, Tr., p. 12, II. 4-14). 
Landscaping was directed by Chris Kirk ("Kirk"). Kirk typically gave directions to Teufel by 
broad oral instructions as to the extent and type of work that needed to be done or would give 
instructions on-site, which Kirk. characterized as "very hands on." (Kirk, Tr., P. 221, 11. 1-5). 
TE\iFEL NURSERY lNC. "S CLOSI!-;G ARG\JMENT AND POST TRIAL 1\RIEF · 2 
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Teufel was hired to landscape the entire Tamarack Resort, not individual sections within 
Tamarack Resort. (Kirk, Tr., p. 218, ll. 2-12). 
As testified to by both Christensen and Kirk, Teufel completed work on every aspect and 
in every location within the Tamarack Resort in 2004 and 2005. (Ex. 9:040A). Teufel continued 
work at Tamarack Resort in 2006, 2007 and part of :wos. Rather than hiring a new landscape 
company, Tamarack continued its contract with Teufel. (Christensen, Tr., p. 32, ll. 13-22). Teufel 
kept a crew at Tamarack during the winter months for snow removal and erosion control. 
(Christensen, Tr., p. 26, ll. 19-23). On or about April 12, 2005, Teufel signed the Landscape 
Construction Agreement and returned it to Tamarack for execution. (Ex. 9:002). While a signed 
copy was never returned to Teufel, Teufel understood that it was still the sole landscape 
company hired to complete Tamarack Resort. Teufel worked through 2005 on every part of the 
Tamarack Resort. (Ex. 9:042; Christensen, Tr., pp. 38-41). Teufel worked through the winter 
months of 2005 and into 2006, even though the agreement purpor1edly had a completion date of 
December 31,2005. (Christensen, Tr., p. 45, 11. 2-10). 
From January 2006 to May 2006, Teufel continued working at Tamarack Resort, doing 
snow removal, erosion control, retaining wall construction, etc. (Christensen, Tr., p. 48, II. I 8-
23). On or about May 16, 2006, Teufel signed another Landscape Construction Agreement and 
returned it to Tamarack for execution. (Ex. 9:003). As testified by both Christensen and Kirk, 
these agreements were merely an extension of the Agreement Teufel had with Tamarack as the 
exclusive landscape provider for Tamarack Resor1. (Christensen, Tr., p. 49, II. 2-18; Kirk, Tr., p. 
215, 11. 9-14). The written agreements were merely an identification of which plant materials 
Teufel needed to purchase for that year and what portions of the Tamarack Resort would take 
priority for construction. (Christensen, Tr., p. 28, ll. 17-24; p. 57, 11. 5-13). 
TE!JF£1. NIJRSERY JNC"S CLOSING ARGUMENT AND POST TRIAL BRIEF- 3 
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Like the prior years, Teufel worked throughout 2006 and into 2007. Teufel did extensive 
landscaping work in 2006 and into the winter months of 2007, even though the agreement 
purported to have a completion date of December 31, 2006. (Christensen, Tr., p. 67, II. 4-9). On 
or about May 2, 2007, Teufel signed another Landscape Construction Agreement and returned it 
to Tamarack. (Ex. 9:004). Both Christensen and Kirk testified that Teufel worked continuously 
throughout all of Tamarack Resort from June of 2004 through August of 2008. Kirk further 
testified that Tamarack did not perceive the written agreements to be separate ru1d individual 
contracts, but one agreement that governed Teufel's relationship as the exclusive landscape 
company at the Tamarack Resort. (Kirk, Tr., p. 215, II. 3-14). Tamarack did not fire and rehire 
Teufel each year, but maintained its master agreement throughout the 5 years Teufel worked at 
Tamarack Resort. (Kirk, Tr., p. 216, II. 12-14). Teufel also knew that Tamarack Resort would be 
a multi-year build-out and that Teufel would be the single landscape provider and that the work 
would continue until completed, regardless of timing indicated in any written agreement. 
(Christensen, Tr., p. 26, II. I 0-15). 
Starting in 2007, Tamarack tell behind in its payments to Teufel for labor and materials. 
As a result, Teufel filed a Claim of Lien on March 21, 2008, in the amount of $564,560.23 plus 
interest. (Ex. 9:006). The Claim of Lien properly allocated amounts due for each parcel, 
identifying the total amount due and to which portion of Tamarack Resort the amount applied. 
(Ex. 9:055). The Claim of Lien was properly served on the reputed owner of Tamarack Resort 
within 5 business days of the recording of the claim of lien. (Exs. 9:007 and 9:008). Teufel filed 
a Complaint to Foreclose on its Claim of Lien on September 22, 2008, and flied an Amended 
Complaint on February I 0, 2009, within the statutory time period. 
LEGAL ARGUMENT 
I. Teufel had the Right to Place a Lien on Tamarack Resort. 
rEUFEL NURSERY INC.'S CLOSING ARGUMENT AND POST TRIAL nRJEF- 4 
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Idaho's mechanicis lien statute was intended to protect unsecured laborers and material 
providers who improved real property and were not paid. Idaho Code § 45-501 states that a 
person who performs labor upon, furnishes materials or who grades, fills in, levels or otherwise 
improves any land, at the instance of the owner or the owners agent, has a lien upon land for the 
work or labor done. 
At the request of Tamarack, Teufel worked over every parcel of property within the 
Tamarack Resort. ln 2004, Teufel made improvements all over Tamarack Resort. (Ex. 9:040). 
Likewise, Teufel made improvements throughout all of Tamarack Resort in 2005, 2006 and 
2007. (Exs. 9:042, 9:044, 9:046). Teufel wntinued to work at Tamarack Resort in 2008. (Ex. 
9:048). This clearly entitles Teufel to the right to a lien on the Tamarack property. 
A. Teufel's Work Constituted a Single Improvement 
Contrary to assertions made by Credit Suisse, Teufel's work at Tamarack Resort was a 
single improvement. As established at trial (1) Teufel was exclusively hired to install all of the 
landscaping, (2) landscaping was to be uniform throughout Tamarack Resort, (3) it benefitted the 
entire Tamarack Resort, and (4) it covered every part of Tamarack Resort. 
Credit Suisse's position that Teufel's work constituted multiple improvements because 
there is a separate contract for each year is without merit. There was one contract between 
Teufel and Tamarack. The documents prepared in 2005, 2006 and 2007 were extensions of the 
2004 agreement. Credit Suisse failed to rebut the fact that Teufel's work entitled it to place a lien 
on Tamarack Resort, that Teufel's work constituted one improvement, or that Teufel had but one 
contract which was extended yearly. Teufel had the right to place a lien on Tamarack Resort. 
II. Teufel Complied with Statutory Requirements and Possesses a Valid Lien 
A valid lien which encumbers the improved real property requires compliance with T.C. § 
45-507. Teufel has complied with the requirements of I. C. § 45-507 and possesses a valid lien. 
TEUFEL NURSERY INC. ·s CLOSING ARGUMEN rAND I'OST TRIAL BRIEF- 5 
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On or about March 21, 2008, Teufel recorded its "Laborer's and Materialmens' Notice and 
Claim of Lien" (the "Lien"). (Ex. 9:006). The Lien was recorded with the Valley County 
Recorder's Office as rcquin:d by I.C. § 45-507(1). 
In compliance with I. C. § 45-507(5), Teufel mailed the Lien to the owner and purported 
ow!l~r of Tamarack Resort. (Exs. 9:007 & 9:008). To be effective, a copy of the lien must be 
served on the "owner or reputed owner" within five business days following the filing of said 
claim of lien. I.C. § 45-507(5); Ashley Glass Co. v. Hoff, 123 Idaho 544, 547 (1993). Stanley 
Tharp, the preparer of the Lien, testified that he prepared and mailed copies of the Lien to 
Tamarack Resort, LLC and Trillium Valley Construction, LLC within five business days of the 
recordationofthe Lien. (Tharp, Tr., p. 180, 1!. 11-16). 
A. Teufel's Lien Complies with § 45-507(3) 
Amount: The Lien contains the language and information required by I.C. § 45-507(3). 
The Lien makes a proper statement of its demand. The Lien states, "[t]he materials and supplies 
so sold, furnished, and delivered and or the labor and services preformed amounted in value to 
the sum of $564,560.23, and after deducting all down payments, discounts, credits and offsets, 
there remains due and unpaid the sum of $564,560.23. At trial, Rick Christensen testified how 
Teufel calculated the Lien amount. (Exs. 9:050 and 9055; Tr., p. 89, 11. 6-16). He also testified 
that the lien amount was actually slightly different that the amount stated in the Lien. However, a 
difference between the amount asserted on the Lien and the amount Teufel asserted at trial, or 
the amount the Court ultimately determines Teufel is owed, is not sufficient grounds to 
invalidate the Lien. A lien is not invalidated simply because the claimant is not entitled to the 
amount claimed due in the claim of lien, Barber v. Honorof, 116 Idaho 767, 769, 780 P.2d 89, 91 
(1989); Guyman v. Anderson, 75 Idaho 294, 296, 271 P.2d 1020, 1021 (1954), even when the 
TEUFEL NURSERY INC.'S CLOSING ARGt:MENT AND POST TRIAL llRJEF · 6 
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discrepancy is substantial, Electrical 1Vholesa!e Supply Co. v. Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 824-25, 
41 P.3d 242,252-53 (2001). 
Christensen also stated that during the course of litigation, Teufel was required to release 
portions of its Lien. Accounting for the released portions of the Lien, the lien amount is still 
j;406,199.07. (Ex. 9:056). Christensen testified th<Jt if Teufel's reieases relating to the lien 
reduce the dollar amount of the lien, that the lien would still be valid in the amount of 
$406,199.07. (Christensen, Tr., pp. 172-73, 11. 17-25, 1). 
Reputed Owner: The Lien clearly identifies the owner, or reputed owner of the property 
encumbered by the Lien. The Lien states, "[t]he name of the owner and or reputed owner of the 
lands, buildings, and improvements to be charted with the lien is Tamarack Resort, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company." Tamarack was the owner or reputed owner of the property 
described in the Lien, and was listed as the o\\-ner on the yearly agreements. 
Property: Moreover, the Lien contains a description of the property to be charged with 
the lien, sufticient for identification. Idaho law requires that property be described sufticiently 
"to enable a party familiar with the locality to identify the premises intended to be described with 
reasonable certainty, to the exclusion of others." Beall Pipe & Tank Corp. v. Tumac 
Intermountain, 108 Idaho 487, 490 (Idaho Ct. App. 1985) (citing Treasure Valley Plumhing and 
Heating, Inc. v. Earth Resources Company, 106 Idaho 920, 923, 684 P.2d 322, 325 
(Ct.App.1984). The property description in the Lien adequately describes the property which it 
encumbers. The encumbered property is identified by its legal description and there has not been 
a single dispute or issue raised as to the identity of the property encumbered by the Lien. Nor 
does the fact that Teufel described more property than it eventually sought to foreclose upon 
invalidate the Lien. A claim of lien is not invalid simply because it describes more property than 
TEUFEL NURSERY INC. ·s CLOSING ARGUMENT AND POST TIUAL BRIEF -7 
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is properly subject to the lien. Id (citing White v. Constitution Mining and Milling Co, 56 Idaho 
403, 55 P.2d 152 (1936)). 
B. Teufel Recorded the Lien within Ninety Days after the Completion 
I. C. § 45-507(2) requires that the Lien be recorded within 90 days after the completion of 
the labor, services or furnishing of materials. Since the Lien was recorded on March 21, 2008, 
Teufel must have been working at Tamarack Resort on or after December 21, 2007 to have 
recorded the Lien within the 90 days. In fact, Teufel continued work at the Tamarack Resort 
through 2008, after the Lien was recorded. 
Moreover, Teufel's work at Tamarack Resort constituted an open account, thus the last 
day of work, and the lien limitation, begins to run on the date the last item is provided. Franklin 
Bldg. Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 851, 87 P.3d 955, 1000 (2004) (citing Valley 
Lumber & Man. Co. v. Dreissel, 13 Idaho 662, 93 P. 765 (1907)). An open account is an account 
where the balance has not been ascertained. Jd. In regards to mechanic's liens and open 
accounts, the ldaho Supreme Court stated: 
Where materials are furnished for the same building or improvement in 
installments and at intervals and the parties intend them to be included in one 
account in settlement, the entire account will be treated as a continuous and 
connected transaction, and the lien limitation begins to run from the last item of 
the contract. 
Teufel worked at Tamarack Resort on an open account basis. Christensen testified that 
(l) Teufel contracted to provide all of the landscaping at Tamarack Resort, as one improvement, 
(2) Teufel performed work outside scope and terms of the contract, (3) the landscaping work was 
not completed when Teufel stopped work, and (4) Teufel completed work at Tamarack Resort 
into 2008. Thus, Teufel's work at Tamarack Resort was done under an open account. 
Accordingly, the last date that Teufel provided labor, materials or services is the last date that 
work was performed at Tamarack Resort. It is undisputed that Teufel was working at Tamarack 
l"EUFEI. NlfRSERY TNC. 'S CLOSING ARUU~1ENT AND POST TRIAl. BRIEF- 8 
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Resort well alter the December 21, 2007 deadline. Teufel recorded its lien within the time 
limitation of I. C. § 45-507(2). 
The Lien contains all of the information required by l.C. § 45-507. Credit Suisse failed 
to assert that the Lien lacked any required information or present anything at trial to dispute this 
point. Teufel's lien is valid and properly encumbers the property described therein. 
Ill. Teufel's Lien is Prior to Credit Sui'lse's Mortgages 
Teufel has priority over Credit Suisse's mortgage because Teufel commenced work at 
Tamarack Resort prior to the date Credit Suisse recorded its mortgages. Idaho Code § 45-506 
grants a mechanic's lien holder a priority date that relates back to the date materials or 
improvements were first provided by lien holder. Beall Pipe & Tank Corp. v. Tumac 
Intermountain, Inc., 108 Idaho 487, 492 (Ct. App. 1985). Essentially, the date of priority of a 
materialman's lien is the commencement date of the work or improvement, White v. Constitution 
Mining and Milling Co., 56 Idaho 403, 55 P.2d 152 (1936) and has priority to any other lien, 
including mortgages, tiled or recorded after this date. I. C. § 45-506. Pursuant to I. C. § 45-506, a 
mechanic's lien holder's priority date relates back to the date materials or improvements were 
fust provided by lien holder. Beall Pipe, 108 Idaho at 492 (Ct. App. 1985). 
The testimony presented at trial clearly established that Teufel commenced work at 
Tamarack Resort prior to the date Credit Suisse recorded its mortgages. The testimony also 
established that Teufel commenced work on every allocation identified in Exhibit A to Teufel's 
Claim of Lien in 2004 or 2005. Teufel also presented, and had admitted, Exhibit Nos. 9:013, 
9:015, 9:016, 9:017, 9:021, 9:022, 9:024, 9:026, 9:028, 9:030, 9:03 I, 9:032, and 9:033 ("Unpaid 
Work Exhibits"). These Exhibits present the underlying work order or Daily Force Account, 
unpaid invoice(s) and Teufel's start and stop dates for the work. All 13 exhibits establish that 
Teufel started work long before Credit Suisse recorded it mortgages. 
fElJFEI. NURSERY INC.'S CLOSING ARGUMENT AND POST TRJAL BRIEF- 9 
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In response to the Unpaid Work Exhibits, Credit Suisse presented and had admitted 
Credit Suisse Exhibit No. I :300, the 1\'otice of Lien Claimant Disclosure Form of Teufel 
Nursery, Inc. ("Disclosure Form"). The Disclosure Form was prepared by Teufel's prior counsel 
and sets forth start dates in 2007. The Di~closure Furm has no bearing on Teufel's actual start 
date and priority date and cannot be considered. It was meant to guide the court through 
litigation, not through trial testimony. The testimony and exhibits introduced at trial are what 
must be considered by the Court in determining start dates for Teufel's work at Tamarack Resort. 
The Disclosure Form does not change the fact that Teufel started on all of the locations identified 
in its Claim of Lien prior to the date Credit Suisse recorded its mortgages. Idaho law clearly 
states that the start date of a lien claimant's work is not the first date that the lien claimant is not 
paid for its work, but the tirst date that the lien claimant performed any work on the encumbered 
land. Beall Pipe, 108 Idaho at 492. 
IV. Conclusion 
Teufel Nursery, Inc. possesses a valid lien. It performed work at the behest ofthe owner 
or purported owner and perfected the lien though compliance with Idaho Code § 45-507. 
Teufel's lien is prior to Credit Suisse's mortgages because it commenced work prior to the date 
Credit Suisse recorded its mortgages. Teufel Nursery, Inc. is entitled to a determination that its 
mechanic's lien is valid, in the amount of $564,560.23, plus interest and attorney's fees, and at a 
very minimum, accounting for partial releases, a lien in the amount of $406,199.07, plus interest 
and attorney's fees. 
DATED this--l day of March, 2011. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
By: 
Terri R. Pickens, of the firm 
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AFFIDAVIT OF TERRI R. PICKENS 
TERRI R. PICKENS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
I. I am the attorney of record for Teufel Nursery Inc., in the above-referenced 
action, and I make this affidavit on personal knowledge. 












2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "'A" is a true and accurate copy of the transcript from 
the trial proceedings as they relate to Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
[END TEXT] 
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IN TH£ DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF l'HE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN RE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV-08-114-C 
Consolidated Cases 
I Case No. cv-08-llCC Case No. CV-08-502C 
) Case No. CV-08-lllC case No. cv-oe-soac 
)case No. cv-OS-3l2C case No. cv-o8-S09c 
) Case No. CV-08-324C Case No. CV-08-SlCC 
) Case No. CV-08-335C Case No. CV-08-S!lC 
) Case Nc. CV-08-356C case No. CV-OB-512C 
) Case No. CV-08-357C Case No. CV-08-513C 
) Case No. CV-08-514C 
) Case No. CV-08-521C 
) Case No. CV-08-528C 
) TRANSCRIPT 
________________________________ ) EXCERPT OF PROCEEDINGS 
BEFORE THE HONORABLE PATRICK H. OWEN 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
19 BE IT REMEMBERED, that this matter came on 
20 regularly for Trial before the Court, in the courtroom of 
21 tl1e Valley County Courthouse in Cascade, Idaho, on October 
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I N D E X (CONTINUED) 
Voir Dire Examination by Mr. Badger 
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CASCADE, IJAIIJ, TUF.SDAY, cx:rcBER S, 2010 
(Proceedings were had but a:e r.ot ~ereir. 
t:anscribed, purs~nt to direc:10n of ordering counsel. 1 
!The following 's an excerpt of court trial 
proceedings: I 
THE CCIJRT: Are we ready to take up then Teufel 
g Nursery? All r:ght. We're back or. the record In The 
~c flatter of Tamarack Resort Forecloscre ar.d Related 
i 1 Proceedings, Va~ley County Case 2808-ll~C. 
12 We'll lake up the court trial natter involving 
13 the Teufel Nursery claim of l ier.. ~s. Pickens is here on 
14 behalf of Teufel ~ursery. ·~a's at cOilnsel table with 
11 you, )'.s. Pickens? 
!E MS. PICKI.'NS: Your Eonor, Ric:< Cnristensen, 
l7 vice-president of Teufel Landscaping. 
18 THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Badger, Ms. Walker 
19 here on behalf of Credit Suisse. Preciminary !lEtters to 
!O take ap before we begin? 
22 
MR. BALX'ER: None, Your Honor. Tr.ank you. 
~S. PICKENS: Nothing from Teufel, Your P.onor. 
THE CCIJRT: Go ahead ~s. Pickens. 
MS. PICKENS: Thank you, Your Honor. Our first 
:S w.'.:ness, Your Honor, will be Mr. Christenson. 
'1 
THE COURT: "lr. Christe1sen, if I could I' .ave you 
walk over to wt'.ere the witness stand has been set up. 
Face the Court's clerk. Raise your right f.and to be 
sworn, please. 
?TC-<Y GEORGE C:'F.ISTENSEN 
was ca:lcd as a wit:~ss and, having been sworn, 
was examic~J and testified as follows: 
C!P.ECT EXAMINATIOO 
13 BY MS. PlCKE~S: 
!4 
'5 Q ~r. Chris:ensen, cculd you please state your 
lE full name for the record, please. 
17 A Ricky Ctorge Christensen. 
.8 Q And could you spell your last for the benefit of 
'9 :he court reporter. 
20 A C-B-R-1-S-T-E-~-S-E-N. 
. , Q Okay. And, Mr. Christensen, where do you 
. -2 res'de? 
:J A Beaverton, Gregor.. 
:4 Q 'Jkay. lilld you are a reprcsenta:ive here for 
o Tcutc; Nursery, correct? 
A Yes. 
Q Ar.d can you please tell the Court what ::'eufel 
Nursery is? 
A We're a wholesale grc..er of plar.t mter'a l, and 
we provide landscape service, constn;ction and 
waintcnance. 
Q !low long have you been at Teufel? 
A Twenty-seven years. 
Q And what is your current pos1tion witt Teufel? 
1C A Landscape division rur.ager. 
11 Q And I'd liKe to talk to you about your 
12 educational background to get you where you are today. 
lJ What's your educational background? 
14 A I have a degree 1n horticultural science, a 
l\ de<;ree in landscape ar6itecture, a minor in business; 
l6 all fr~~ Oregon State University. 
17 Q And for the past 27 years, have you -- how do 
11 you keep up with, : guess, your ind~stry? 
19 A Well, there's trade associations and ~eminars, 
10 and certa'nly trade publications. 
2l Q Can yoG please describe, I guess, the structcre 
12 of Teufel Nursery? 
23 A So still family owned and operated, although it 
24 is a corporat:on. There's divisions within the 
21 corporation. There's the nursery, with the r.ursery 
3 
divisior. manager; there's the landscape division, and I'm 
lr.e landscape division !IEnager. Within that Lhen is 
departnents: one for construction, one for maintenance, 
one for residential. 
Q And ~.ow hands on are you with Teu:'el Nursery? 
A It's my job, and I'm involved en the overseeing 
7 construction part of our business. 
Q Okay. Ard who would you consider to be tr.e 
owner of Teufel Nursery? 
10 A Larry Teufe~. 
ll 
12 
Q Is he Lhe president? 
A Yes, he is. 
Q And what role do you have in the company in 
:4 terms of the corporate strjcture? 
:s A I coordinate our landscane activilies between 
:E Cregan, Washington, and we tad an ldar.o presence. 
• 7 Q And are you authorized on behalf of the company 
:B to ~ct in ics behalf? 
·.9 A Yes, I am. 
20 Q r;ow, arc you familiar with '•hen Teufel otar~ed 
21 doing work in the state of Idaho? 
22 A Yes, I am . 
" Q And do you know when that was? 
24 A Well, it was rnid-JwJe 2004 whee we ac:t:ally 
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Q ~ow, at that time was Teufel a lkensed 
contra:tor in the sta~e of ~daho? 
A :t was necessary :or JS to be licensed in crde~ 
to contract for work. 
Q Ckay. 
A Yes. 
Q And •ere you fall'i:iar with the licensing process 
" w:th the State of Idaho? 
A Yes. 
LO Q And can yoJ descnbe that to the CO'J~t, please. 
1: A It is a -- Idaho doesn't have a proficiency 
12 test, so it's rrore of a clerical, that you apply for a 
:3 lccensc, you pay a fee, ane you're granted a licer.se. 
i" Q Now, at all t]J(es relevant to your work in 
.5 Idaho, was Teufel licensed to -- licensed as a contractor 
:£ in the State of Idaho? 
11 A We were. 
lE MS. PICKENS: Okay. At this tirre, Madam 
19 Bailiff, ~my I please have the ·witness handed Exhibit 
20 9:053 -- 53. 
21 Q (BY MS. PICJGNS) So if you switch to Tab 53 
22 tr.ere, probably in tee very back. Do ycu recognize 
2 J Exhibit 9: 053? 
24 A Tt •vuld serve as our iicense for lar.dscape h 
co the state of Idaho. 
Q Okay. And •.-ere you part of the application 
process to qet that license? 
A I don't believe I d:d myself. 
Q [k) you r.ave any :eason to believe thac it was 
no~ do1e? 
A Ch, it absolutely was done. 
Q Okay. Now, does defendants exhibit -- or does 
Teufel Exhibic 9:053 represent and establish that Te"fel 
was, :.n fact, licensed in the State of Idaho for tr.e 
:o times relevant to your war:( in It:Eho? 
:1 A Yes, it. does. 
Q Okay. And wheo you becai:l€ lar.dscape division 
'J I"Cnager of Teu:'el, where was your work exclusively 
:4 located? 
15 A Original! y Portland, Oregon. ArxJ the1 we 
15 branched to Seattle, washington. 
17 0 And today -- as of today' s date, wr.ere are 
lB Teufel's busioess locations' 
2J 
A ?rilffiri~y Western Oregon and Western Washington. 
Q Is Teufel currently o~erating io tne State of 
21 Idaho? 
22 A ~ot currently. 
:J Q :s i~ -- okay. Kow, wher1 did you fi~st learn of 
~1 T,111ldrack Hesc;t? 




was --was it Val Bois? And so trat was probably tee 
late c980s, we had anginal conversatior.s. Ar,d then 
certair.ly during the West Rock reriod, conversations back 
and forth. And then as it came together as Tamarack, 
that's wnen the conversations becarre more frequent. 
Q Okay. When cid you first visit the Tamarack 
Resort property? 
A It was Apri: 2004. 
Q And what was the purpose of that visit? 
A That was our initial meeting wi tr :he Tamarack 
1: staff, a~ :twas to discuss the specifics of the 
12 landscape .ork that was o:o be perfonned. 
ll Q And do you recall any of those folks that were 
14 on the Tanmack staff ac that ti.1l€? 




Q Who were they? 
A Chris ;<irk. 
Q Was that the only person you met wi:h at that 
19 tilre' 
2: A I believe t~ere was staff fro:n WIH Pacific that 
21 was the landscape archi:cct a: thac time. 
22 Q Now, when you were first here in ~.pril of 2004, 
23 what dia the area that's now the Tilimcack Reso·t, what 
24 was its anpearancc? 
15 A Well, it was JUSt getting u:lder construction. 
So the wain roadway had been cut out, t.oe grade had been 
established, but it hadn': been paved yet. 
Q Okay. Now, at scrne point did you enter into a 
contract with Tarnarack ?.esort to do the landscaping for 
t~e project? 
A We did. 
Q Can you please describe to the Court the 
rliSCJSsioos •hat led up to that contcact? 
A So the difficd ty was that the -- that Td!llilrack 
20 was proceeding at such a rapid speed that they did r.ot 
:1 have a landscape p:an done. I •o~ould have to say L~at 
:2 Tanarack is the only job ~o~e've ever done ·.at~out a 
ll landscape plar.. So the contract had to be created. How 
14 do you create a contract without a plan? 
15 Ana the only way that we could figure cut was a 
!6 u'lit price and for tirre and materials. And so t~.e 
:1 cor.tract actt.<ally clear'y ider.tifies that there is no 
18 p~an, there are ~o speci ficahons; that the owner's 
19 representaL.ve would direct cur work, and ••e wc·1:d be 
20 paid by the established uni: pr:ces and the -- on a :ilr<? 
21 and ruterials basis. And that actua II y wen: for the 
12 durati:Jn of L~e projec:. 
"' 0 Okay. Now, leadi1g up to cnteric1g into a 
, c4 contract with Tamarack Reso::, who did you have those 
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A Chris Ki::k was tt:e pri.fnry person t~at we 
"egotiated with. 
Q Olwy. Very good. 
MS. P~C:-G'NS: Madam Cler<, way I please have 
Exhibit 9:001? 
lU1d I guess, for point of clarif:cation, before 
: :rove off of it, Exhib1t No. 9:C53, I would like to 
offer :nto evidence as testi:ied to by Mr. Christensen. 
'1 
; 4 
MR. ll/ILGER: Ard wy l voir dire? 
'mE COORT: Yes, sir. 
MS. PICKENS: Absolutely. 
V::JIR JBE I::XJI/o!INATIOO 
:5 BY MR. BAIX:;EF.: 
i 6 
:1 Q Do you have 9:053 :n front of you? 
:8 A Just a second. Yes. 
19 Q T1is purports to be a p::intout off the Internet. 
20 AI:e you the one tt:at printed it out? 
21 A No. 
, •· Q Did you exambe what was on the :nternet and 
•. corrpare it with tr.is docu,..,nt? 
:4 A 1 did not. 
2 5 MR. BADGER: We object or. authentication. 
9 
~H~ COLllT: I'll overrule. I'll find that 
there's sufticien: i<rlicia of authenticity on lhe face of 
it. And I'll a~so fird that there's sU:ficiect 
founda:ion as either a public record or under the 
catchnll in 803 !241 for purposes of the coCJrt trial, 
will allow its admission. 
So t.~e objection's cverrcled. Go ahead. 
(~ibit No. 9:J53 admitted into evidence.) 
:c 
Dl?.ECI I::XJI/o!INAT!ClN (CClNT:NUSDJ 
iJ J~ CIS. P:Ci'l::NS: 
l4 
., Q In looking at Exhibit 9:J01, do you reccx;nize 
:6 Exh1bit J? And if you will ]'JSt turn to the 1 tab. 
:1 A One. Right. 
:E Q Do you reccqnize Exhibit l? 
:3 A This was the co"tract that we entered into for 
.c candscape construction services. 
: l Q J!u'id do you recall the cor:versatlons t'.'!at you had 
·' with, ar,d you teslified to, ~. Kirk aoou: entering :nto 
this p.:lrticuJar ccr.t::.Jct, t~is de::endant's Exhibit 9:0Cl' 
:4 A 'ies. 
Q A.1d ;;hat was your understanding of the •Jeneral 
10 
) 
terws of the contrcct? 
A As I nE)ntioned, the -- we all ack.1o•.;ledged that 
tr.ere was a challenge in h~w do you c::eate a contract for 
sorr.ethi:Jg tr.at is yet to be quantified? A.nd so that's 
~here we came up with the 'Jnit prices, the time and 
rr.aterials. 
Also in here is the general conci t10r.s, because 
we knew that :here were costs associated wilh us locating 
to the site, hav:~ a manager on site, having facilities 
10 and all that. 1\r.d so there was a sec':ion of ':he contrac~. 
11 set aside specifically to compensate us for that. 
12 Q Okay. Now, this contract is dated June 4th, 
1j 2J04. lXl you see that at the top? 
14 A Yes. 
15 Q Js ttat at or about t~e time that you were 
16 having these discussions with Mr. Kirk? 
17 A Well, the -- r mentioned that our first -- the 
18 first tli\1€ I was on site was April. And so conversations 
19 had ac:ually star~ed before that f1rst meeting. And then 
20 there was a number of conversations back and forth 
21 leading up to this. Because we, together, had to figure 
n out ·o'hat would this docwnent look like, how could we come 
23 up with a contract that would allow us to proceed . 
24 Q Okay. Now, I'll notice or. there it says the 
25 p'oject is general landscapiog •,;ork0 
11 
A Yes. 
Q Ca~ you describe to the Court wr.at you thought 
thnt was? 
A Well, we had been told we would be the sole 
landscape service provider: that it would be everytr.i.ng 
involved in landscape, which could be soil preparation, 
would be irrigation, "HOuld be the plant :naterial. It ·•as 
the traditional landscape items. 
2ut, 1n add1tion to that, there would be at 
ID ti'lles significant arrKJunt of erosion con:rol. There 
Il were -- we had the capability of b'Jilding boulder 
12 retaining wacls. We had large cquiprent and dtrllp truc<s 
Il a1d so we were act~lly rroving materia~s on site. So it 
14 was a broad score of landscape. 
15 ,~ Very good. Now, goir.g down to the scope of 
16 work, there's a section identified as Article 2, scope of 
1i war<. ll!:e you familiar with ttat section? 
18 A I am. 
I 'l Q Fight beside you --
20 f~. PICKENS: And Lhcs is for illustrative 
21 purposes ody at this ooint, Your Honor, the board that's 
22 beside Mr. Christensen. 
23 Q (BY MS. ?!CIT.IS) Are you familiar wil~ Lhe 
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Q And 11hat does that ar.pict? 
A So tha:. is tr.e layout of the Tarurack :\esort. 
It's the roads and then pa~ce"s. 
THF. OX:RT: Is that nmked as an exhibit? 
)IS. PICKENS: It is mrked as an exhibit, Your 
Honor. And I'm trying-- Exhib1t 9 -- 9:C09, 9:0010. 
This is just an uncolored version. 
Tl!E CCXJRT: So help me. What's being displayed 
in the courtroon on the easel? 
lJ ffi. PICKENS: [t is a blank versinn of w!'.at's 
11 depicted in 9:009. 
12 THE C:XjRT: I mean, I'm loo:dng at 9:009. That 
r; appears to be a porticr. of what's on that exhibit. 
14 MS. P!CI<ENS: T~ere is a fu~l one, Your Honor, 
15 in here. 9:040 is the erJirety. 
16 THE liAILIFF: Would you like the wi ~ness to i:ave 
17 that as 11€11? 
18 )(S. PICKENS: That would be fine. Thank you. 
19 :'HE CCXJRT: Okay. So 9:040 does mtch what's 
2C on -- so this exhibit is a blCIIUp of 9:040 11ithout the 
" highlighting? 
A We had it in our records. 
Q Okay. ~nd in your job as the landscape division 
manager and also over the T~rack project, are you the 
custodian of t"ose reccrds for ':'et:fel? 
l\ Yes. 
Q And is this a :rue and accurate copy of the 
contract that you had in ycur records at Teufe~? 
A Yes, it is. 
MS. PICKENS: At this time, Your Honor, l'd ask 
13 tc offer E~~ibit 9:01 in eviderce. 
ll toR. BZ\[l;EF.: May I voir dire? 
, 12 T:JE CCURT: Yes, sir. 
~3 
:s 
l5 BY MR. BADGE.'\: 
17 
VOIR DIRE EXAMDIATTCN 
IB Q :s it yoar testirony ther that you don't have a 
JJ signed copy of tr,is contract; is that right? 
2•1 A We do ret. 
2: Q Have you seen one? 
22 MS. PICKEKS: That's correct, Your Honor. 22 A We s1gned a version-- Larry Teufel signed, sent 
23 
24 
THE COURT: All r:ght. Go ahead. 23 it to Tamarack. We neve: received back a signed copy 
MS. PICKENS: Thank you, Your Honor. 24 frorr. them. And our copy has gone to Tamarack. 
_'_\ ___ Q--(-BY_M_S_. -P-ICKEN __ s_)_N_ow_, _Mr_. -C-hr_i_s_te_n_se_n_,_l_." __ lJ __ .L-~o-=re you P".rsona~ly involved in this or 
15 
looking at back to Exh,bil 9:01. There's the-- in going 
through the scope of 110rk, there's listed out llhat' s to 
be 1 thw~gh 12 as items in the landscape agreenent? 
A Yes. 
Q If you could do me a favor and approach tr.e 
board. 
MR. BADGER: I object. If we're going to start 
referring to the evicence, we ought to puc it into 
evidence rather than referrirg tc this contract before 
:o it's adn.itted. 
:1 M.q, ?ICKF:NS: Okay. Ideally, ~our Honor, I 
'2 wou~d like to introdt:ce the big one as an exhibit after 
:3 it's oeen 11\lrked c~. 
:4 MR. BA9GER: We're talking oDout the cuntract, 
IS 9:01. 
16 Q (BY MS. PICKENS) Oh, 1 'm sorry. ! a)Xlloqize. 
i7 So going back to Exhibit No. I -- 9:01, are there ar.y 
iB si:jna':ures on this contract? 
•g A No signatures. 
:o Q Now, does Teufe:, :o yo·:Jr knowledge, have a copy 
21 of a signed versicn of this ccntrac:? 
27 A ~o. 
'J 0 And in looking at Exhibit No. 9:01, are you 
that's just smethir.g that sometxxiy'~ told you? 
A No. I was involved, because it was my job. My 
job was to review the contract, and I took it to Larry 
Teufel for signature. 
Q .~d did anyone at Teufel Nursery retain a copy 
wi:h Mr. Teufel's signature on it? 
A The-- I believe there was a request for t\lo 
CCJpies. A."£1 both of the!:l were sent to Tamarack for their 
s:.gnnture, for us to receive one tack, which never car.e. 
1C Q So ultilllltely you don't ~ave a cooy of this 
11 contract signed by either Mr. Teufel or by fir. Boespflug; 
12 is trat right' 
ll A ';'rae is correct. 
14 MF.. RA[l;ER: I think that goes to the \Ieight 
1i rather than admiss1bil ity, Your J!onor. We have no 
15 object:.on. 
11 THE COURT: 9:COI will be admitted. 
li 
19 [Exhibit No. 9:001 admit:ed into evidence.) 
20 
21 DIRECT F:XAMINATIJN (COOTLNlJED) 
22 
23 BY MS. ?ICKEN.S: 
'4 "wniliar 11ith where his c<lrticular copy of the cor:tracl 24 
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· ll wit ",rtiCl l" :tracL
Mr. Chris:ensen, I'd like to go ttu:ough the scope of 
wor:c And hew fa..,iLar with tee ~dll'arack P.esort are you? 
.~ Quite fami I iar. 
Q Okay. Ar.d now, hew long did yo>J spend at the 
Tdl1llrack 8esort 'NOrld.ng t~cre? 
~ So 1 came ove?:, I thtr.k it was June 1:, 2004. 
And l lived here in Co:welly through 2004. ftnd I icft 
8 llecerrber 23rd, 2GC~. 
Q And in looking at :he map ~hat's beside you, are 
;o you familiar with whal that map is? 
II A Yes, I am. 
!2 Q And if ycu COII'pare that to :he or.e tha:' s 
lJ sx.'libtt 9:40 -- 40, ~onich .:.s the mp --
:4 A Uh-huh. 
15 Q -- does :t appear to be an enlarged version of 
16 Exhibit 9: 040? 
17 A Yes. 
!B MS. PICKENS: A: this time, Your Honor, for 
:9 ilLstrative pcrposes, rray l have the witness mrk on the 
20 enlarged version? 
21 THE COURT: Well, let's oo:k the blowup that's 
:2 on tr.e easel as 9:040A for purposes of reference. If you 
23 could put a sticker on that, ~adam Clerk. Any objection 
'4 to thal being ma:ked as 9:040A? 
25 ~- BAJGER: Nc, Your Honer. 
THE CCURT: All right. Go ahead, Ms. Pickens. 
MS. PI~~S: Thank you, Your Honor. 
17 
Q (3Y ~s. PICKENS) In going ljrcugh the scope of 
work, Mr. Ch~istersen, I wcnder if yol can'l grab a green 
mJrker down there. And going through t~e scope of work, 
show the Court where these ite:ns are listed in the scope 
1 of ·•ork? 
A Sure. 
Q Start with what says 20 Tocr. Creek Chalets. 
'o A So Tw:n Cre€k Chalets are right here. 
:1 Q How abcut 18 Discovery ctalets? 
_, A Now, for 2004, all the C'scovery Coalets were 
:J r.ot bue,lt. There was only 21, 22 and 23. And thee they 
:4 just started tlcis part here. Did you want it for just 
:\ 2004 or did you want them al~? 
'E Q Let's just go wit~ wnat the scope of the work 
!7 ~<as for 2C04. 
:8 A Okay. 
Q So if you could circle. And 24 cottages. 
A (Witness complied.) 
Q Fioneer Village, includcnq the irrigation and 
,., oec.Oing of tLe snuw fmnl. 
,\ ('flilncss corrp:ied.) 
Q S.•-;i -over .:~nd ski ~under bric:ges, :nc~uding 
h ::-eta::1ing 'NaLs. 
13 
) 
A So s~i-over bridge. Ski-under bridge. And 
there's another one right here. 
Q Jkay. Discovery Drive, inclooing key 
intersections thereon. 
A Sure. There was the West Mmmtain roundabout 
and all the road up White Water wJndabout right there. 
Q So you already sacd roundabouts tor o"hi te Water 
Foad and ~est Valley Road? 
A Yes. 
10 Q Pior.acle ?lace c:ld Segar Loaf Road. 
11 A (Witness cooplied.) 
12 Q The dining yurt and existing recreation yurt 
a:::-eas. 
A They're not there anymore. 
15 Q Screening of parking at the entrance and other 
16 parking overflow areas. 
ll A Sure_ I'm rot going to l1\3rk it on, but the 
LB overflow park:ng lot was righ~ here. We did screening in 
19 the road. And what did you say the second one was? 
20 Overflow parking a:1d --
2: Q Parking overflow areas. 
21 A Yes, in 2004. 
23 Q At owner's discretion, screening of specific 
24 utilities broughout the project. 
2\ A There was the sewage treatment lift station that 
19 
was ::eight abou: in r.ere. 
Q And then Item No. 12, and you can take your seat 
now. Thank you very much. 
A There was some ad:litional. So what became the 
~sign Plaza, wnich was actt:ally riqht in ~ere, there was 
sig:11ficant screening done there as ·.ell. 
Q Okay. Ard then Item 12 says "Such o:her tasks 
as rny be directed by o•.rner' s representative." 
A That's it. 
:o Q At that t.C1re who was :he owner's representative? 
:1 A That was Chris :<irk. 
:2 Q And was '1e y'Jur sole contact at ~amarack for 
lJ Teufel's wo::ck? 
!4 A No. 
15 Q W:1o were your other contacts? 
16 A So JP Boespflug would grab us and direct us to 
11 do work. &lb Gridley, construction superintendent at the 
's tiiTe, would also direct us for work. 
:9 Q So the scope of work in 2004 appears to cover a 
20 very large portion of what is referred to on this as the 
2: Tamarack Resort; is that correct? 
n A Yes. Well, actually maybe that's comirg -- ""' 
n a:so then did road worK in the White Water area. 
'4 
2 5 
0 We'll get to thac, yes. 
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Q 1n fac~, we'll get lo tha: right now with 
c~oibit 9:040. ~ow, do you recogni7e :he hig"lightinq 
that's or. cxh:bit 040? 
A I do, yes. 
Q And do you recogr.ize what 040 is actual:y 
depicted as? 
A Yes. 
Q What is lt? 
A Sc this 1s to tdentlfy where "'e perfor:ned work 
10 in 2004. 
11 Q Now, is this h1ghlightong that you have 
12 personally put on to :he document, tbs El<hibit 9:040? 
Il A It is, yes. 
I~ MS. PICI<ENS: Okay. And at this tilre, Your 







MR. llAD3ER: No obJection. 
THE COURT: 9:040 will be admitted. 
l~ibit No. 9:040 admltlcd into evidence.) 
Q (BY ~S. PICZENS) Now, in looking at 040, yoc 
22 were also comrentinq about ~'hite water. Would you please 
23 explain to the Court on Exhibit 9:04J what you're 
24 referring to? 
25 A Well, :.t 's -- a~ 1nteresting thing is that it 
21 
wasn't identified in t.'te contract. It carre after we were 
on site. So i: leads to what yo" were saying, as 
directed by the c•.mec's representa:ive. 
Q Okay. And can you please describe to the Court 
what all of the yellow 'lighlight:ng is on Exhibit 9:040? 
A Yes. So our work the first year 2004 in Whi:e 
l Wate:c, we worked side by side witn the eart~ work and 
c:ood constructior. contractors. And our job was for 
erosi:m cor.trol. 
:o Q Okay. 
; I A So every area that was touched ty the earth work 
"' and roaci construction, we followed irrmed~ately ber.ind for 
:3 erc.sion cor.:..rol. 
14 Q Now, tak~ng the green marker, can you show the 
:s Court where tha: om:< was dor,e in 2004 on the l!llp? 
:6 A Sure. And did you want rr€ also -- so tcere' s 
17 areas like Lee fire station and other areas. 
:i Q All Lhe areas that were such ot~r tasks as may 
:9 be directed by the owner representative in 2004. 
:o A Okay. Want me ceo call it ouc as I'm rurking? 
:1 Q Please do, yes. 
:2 A This area riqht here, there was a lelevision or 
, J sorre sort of builci:i~g that needed to be screened. r: was 
:4 2nother screening at this corner. '!ere there was che 
:s :ire stat:on. And there was f1e ski rrainter.ance 
22 
facility. But the fire station ••as one that needed 
scre€ning ""rk that was done in 2004. 
As construction work went cp the rrountaio, the 
read went right through exislir.g trees on site. And lhe 
decision was made for us to s~ivage the existing trees 
onere possible. A.1<.1 so we actual! y went ahead of t~e 
construction crews salvaqir.q trees. And then, as I 
rren:ioned, we i;rrnediately followed them doing erosion 
contra: >NOrk. 
:J So here OJt White Water Drive -- oh, t~.ere was a 
11 wet"ards here. So every tilre a wetland was er.countered, 
12 if the wetland was disturbed, we were brought ir. teen to 
:3 recreate the wet:and to really try to erase the 
:4 construction work t~.a: had gone on. 
15 We a:so - at every point :here was a cut cnto 
:; the rrounta1nside for the road that had to have erosion 
:1 control, if tjere was a fill for the road construction, 
18 lhat also had to have erosion con:rol. 
l9 And then at every crossing where there was a 
20 bridge, that's where we bui:t t~c boulder retaining walls 
21 out o: native material that we harvested from sight. 
22 This was a significant slope here. This was a 
23 wetlands that we crossed through -- or the road 
24 construc:ion crossed through. So what I'm highlighting 
, 15 is the areas where there was significaot cuts into cche 
23 
mountain. 
Q And for clarif:cation, this is strictly 2004, 
correct? 
A This is 2004. So we didn't get all the way up 
into :he muntain in 2004. l 'd have to dra• t.~e site 
from my mind. Is there going to be a test to sec if I 
matched up with the drawings? 
~0. 
A I lh.ink lhal's .il. 
1C Q Okay. Now, if you could i.n the top cc:t-ha~d 
II corner of the exh:bit, just write the year 2C04 to 
12 represent what green rrcans. 
13 A Just up here? 
14 Q That ••auld be perfect. Than~ you. Ckay. ~ow, 
15 going back to the contract, Exhibit 9:01, Article 3. 
16 I' 11 let you sit down, sir. 
17 Prticle 3 defines project schedule. And it says 
18 that the project was to be completed -- substantial 
19 canpletion co later than Nove:nber 30th, 2004. 
2C Cid Teufel have an expectation that it would 
2l coop~ete the Tar:oarack project by Noverter 30th of 2QC4? 
22 A At the time we started, we :1ad reo c11uice bet to 
. 23 believe what we were :old. That beca'TIC obvioc1s rlurlr.g 
~~ the constructio1 that that could not be co:rplctcd in rhr~t 
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Q C~ay. So of the it~Jlls I through 12 that are 
listed in toe scc;x> of work, d1d Teufel carplete Ucose in 
)004? 
A You kcow, •,;e worked on every one o:' these areas, 
bu: ·.-e actually d-'d r.ot complete a singce one of :hem. 
Q Okay. On ;my g:ven day in 2004, who was 
direct:r.q Teufel \J',al lo do? 
A Prururily Chris Kirk. But, as I rr.cntioncd, we 
would have the const.:-uctior. superinter.dent, Bob Gr:dley. 
~o He would wne to us when there was scme work that the 
1 i roadway had da~ged that >.~:Juld need sorre corrective ·.mk. 
:2 And then Jean-Pierre fuespflug also would direct us at 
~ l times. 
!4 Q Okay. Now, in 2004 -- well, let me ask :t ~his 
;s way. Was tt:ere a lar.dscap? architect ever hired during 
16 /C04? 
li A There was. 
i8 0 And who was that? 
19 A So it was W&H Pacific was the business. And 
:o they had a representative on site part-time. 
Q And did you work closely with that person? 
22 A 1Ne did, yes. 
23 Q ilho was that person? 
14 A He'll think it's rude if I forget his naiJ£. 
15 Originally it was one of L1e principals of W&H. It was 
25 
~om. And I cac't think of his last name. Ard tBen later 
on it was Jasm. And I don't re!lffiiler his Last naJ!'e, 
Q Okay. New, at some point Teufel had to figure 
ocl that its work was not gocr.g to be done by November 
30th oE 200'; is t~at correct? 
A Yes. 
Q At what point did you sta::t havinq conversations 
witr. Tamarack about continuing Teufel's '<lork at Tamarack 
Resor:? 
:J A I would have to say from day one, in that it was 
:1 clearly expla:r.ed that th~s was a multi-ye.ar build-m:t. 
·' 1\nd their intent was to .~ave one single landscap? 
: J provider. ::hey didn't want to have the division betweer. 
:1 them. Ard so from day one it was understood teat we 
" would be continuing with :he ·.;ark as it proceeded. 
, o (' At any ti'fe ir. 2004 was a landscap? plan 
:7 provided to Teufel to follow? 
• < A ~ever was. 
il Q o:<ay. And sc mv1ng into 2005, do you reca~l 
; j when tJ.e last work Teufel COI'f'leted was in 2004? 
:1 A ~ell'ber 23rd. 
C And 1-•t:y do you <IIow that dale? 
t\ BE·cause I ••as trying to get hem for Christmas. 
:1 ·~ Very good. And on [}>cerrl:ler 2J~d or any tire 
" prior to t:ut, did you Joave a.1y ccnversat;ons with 
26 
) 
Tamarack about when Teufel wodd return in 2005 to 
complete the project? 
A Well, I re:ncmber that Sp?Ci fically as we •.-ere 
leaving they •ere questioning when l was going to be 
back. Ar.d we actually came back rig~t after tt.e first of 
t~e year. I'm going to say by January 4~h, we were back 
' on site. 
Q Okay. Ar.d wto.at was Teufel dcing hack on s.:.te in 
2005, January? 
1D A There were several things that -- we were 
11 constructing pathways into each of the residential units 
12 sc they could be used. A:xl i: was an o:id way to do it 
ll because the ground was frozen, there was sr.ow, deep snow 
14 on it. And we actually had to excavate out in order to 
11 construct these pathways. But the rationa:e was the 
· ;6 paths ~ad to be done in order for the units to become 
:1 rentable, for t~em to provide revenue. So we did that. 
:B We also did a fair amount of snow removal for 
19 the other trades there on site. And so the carpen:ers, 
2C the electricians, the plunt>ers, all these that were --
21 work was going on, but it was continuir.g. As soon as 
22 tf.ey had a unit enclosed, they could hea: it. So 
23 construction work went on, but the trades couldn't -- the 
24 snow was so deep the trades couldn't get to it, and 
21 they'd say, we'oe out of :1ere. And ·•e'd say, no, we will 
27 
get you it to these units. So ·oe were cor.tracted then for 
toe snow removal Sp?cifically t.o allow Lhe trades into 
the ind:vidual residences that were being constructed. 
Q Okay. Very good. New, if you could do me a 
favor and flip to F.xt:ibit 9:002. 
A All right. 
Q Do you recognize Exhitit 9:002? 
A I do. 
Q What is :hat> 
:c A So this is the contract for the continuation of 
11 our work from 2004. 
12 Q Ckay. Now, I'll note that the dale of the 
ll contract says this agreE!nent made as of th1s 12th day of 
; H April 2005. Is that on or about the time tr.at you recall 
:1 executing this agree.tent? 
:6 A Yes. 
11 Q Now, what happ?ned between January I of 2005 and 
lB April of 2005? 
19 A So work on a reduced basis, but work did 
2C continue througr. the w1nter. It was primarily of a --
11 I'm trying to th1nl!. that first wir.:er. 
But the work in generating the contract was ~n 
:3 order to come up wit~ the quan:ities and reVlsed un:t 
'! :4 prices. 
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remember having conversations with a~yoce from Tamarack 
about this agreenent, Exhibit No. 2? 
A Yes. 
Q And ~ho did you discuss this contract wit~? 
A That was Chris Kirk. 
Q Okay. ll1d I'll notice on the back the~e are 
' s'.gnatlre blocks. Lookwg at the end of the cor. tract 
pri3r to the exhibits --
A Right. 
:J Q -- this is r.ot a signed contract, would you 
ll agree with me? 
12 A Yes. 
Il Q As with Exhibit No. 9:01, do you recall Teufel 
I4 sigoing this contract? 
IS A Same scenario. We generated two copies. I took 
I6 the contracts t3 Larry Teufel for signature. we sent 
l: them to Tamarack for signature to receive one back. we 
18 never received it back for our files. 
19 Q And is this a true ar.d accurate copy of that 
20 particular document that you presented to Mr. Teufel to 
21 sign on behalf of Teufel Nursery? 
22 l\ Yes, it is. 
~3 MS. PICKENS: At this time, Your Honer, I'd ask 
24 for the adnissicn of exhibit 9:002. 
MR. BADGER: May I voir d:re, please? 
29 
THE C:JJRT: Yes, sir. 
VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BADGER: 
0 If you don't have a copy to compare this 
against, how do you know ~hat this is a true and accurate 
copy? 
;o A I had to dig through "'Y files in order to Lnd 
:1 it. Ard I did have the doclii'f2nt t~.at was sent by 
Tamarack electrcnically. ·;·:1e::.r attorney sent the 
:1 document to me. I printed a hard copy tr.at T had in my 
14 file. 
:; Q Is that -- is this a copy ol that? 
:E A So each of t~ose documents, I provided our 
:1 counsel. 
:s Q So you don't :o:r.ow if what ·•e're looking at here 
19 as F.xhibit 9:002 is a copy of that doc\ITlent that you 
iJ prir.ted and J::U: in ycur fl:c? 
:1 A I didn't do the photo copying myself. But I did 
!1 send the document that was the original printed fran the 
:3 electronic transmission from tbe attorney. 
:~ Q Have y·Ju C'::wpared lhis 9:C()2 with t~t? 
~5 A Ko: word for word. 
30 
MR. BAIX;ER: Objectior., auther.ticity. 
Tl~ COURT: Mr. Christensen, let me see if I 
understar.d. You received an ;t.tachrent Lo an e-wail from 
Tamarack's counsel containing this agreement that has a 
date on the first page made as of this :2th day of Aeril 
2005; is t:1at correct? 
THE WITNESS: T~at is correct. 
THE COURT: You printed one or more copies of 
ttat attachment? 
!J THE WITNESS: I did. 
:I THE COURT: Ard two of those were given to 
:1 Mr. Teufel for signature? 
13 THE WITN~S: That's correct. 
14 THE COURT: Cr.e of those was put bto a file as 
IS a ·~ard copy? 
16 THE WITNESS: I kept a copy that was not signed. 
11 The ~·..o that were signed, we --
B 11£ COURT: I understand. 
ll THE WITNESS: Yes. One copy was put --
20 THE COURT: Excuse me. J\.I:J were provided to 
21 Mr. Teufel, i: I understand your testimony, correct? 




THE COURT: One was placed into your file. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: To the best of your knowledge, is 
this a copy of the one that was placed in your file? 
THE WITNESS: It is. 
31 
THE Cet'RT: Objection's overruled. The exhibi: 
will be received. 
iExhibit ~o. 9:002 admitted into evidence.) 
JIRECT EXAMINATIO~ (CONTI*IED) 
lJ 
11 BY MS. PICKENS: 
12 
11 Q New, looking at Teufel's exhibit 9:002, ths 
14 also appears to have tr.e project is general landscaping 
IS work. Did yot: have any conversations with Mr. 
1E what that -.oold mean for 2005? 
l7 A It was -- yes. H€ descrcbed it as a 
Urk about 
ll contin~aLon of the work t~at we had t£gun in 2004. 
19 Q Okay. And it also has down here a scope of work 
2J listed as in Article 2, sarre as in t:Je prior year's 
21 agreerreJt; is that correct? 
?? ~. Yes. 
23 Q If you would de ne a :avor and grab an orange 
2~ mrker arfi approach 1 .. he board. 
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Q So going t~rough the scope of work, Item No. 1 
says, "Finish landscape ins:allation for 20 'i'win Creek 
Chaiets and P.ock Creek Cottages." can you identify where 
that is? 
A sure. So just a dcuble? 
Q Sure. 
And by ~ay of questioning, I r.oticed the word 
"fidshed." Can ymr descrioe ·.ty tr.at word fbished was 
'"sed 'n this context? 
:a A sure. And that is it was a race against the 
: 1 season, a race against SIIC'H. The cor.s truction of tr.e 
12 units was goin9 on in 200,. They weren't coopleted yet. 
ll .1\nd so it w.as impossible for the ~andscapc irprcvements 
:4 to be done entirely. So we placed mjor tcees to get it 
15 to look like tnere was landscap~ng going on. 
16 I rr:entioned we were constf'JCt.ing the pa:hways 
; 1 from the street up to the door•ays. There was some hot 
lB tub pads that we installed. So there was things that we 
; 9 could do, bt:t there also was a lot that couldn't be done 
20 because the cor.struction 'Wasn't done prior to snowfall. 
Q OK<1y. 
22 A So then in 2005 we carr.e back with additicr.al 
2J trees, shrubs acd the irrigation system. 
Q Okay. Now, No. 2, landscape installation for 18 
25 Discovery Chalets. 
33 
A IW1t~ess complied.) 
Q Number 3, complete landscaping for t)e entry on 
the White water roundabouts. 
A So toe rronurrent sign then was constructee. 
There. 
Q Tcndscape the Parra, Discovery and main entry 
1 ski -ever bridges and the scil nail wall. 
A Soil nail wall, right there. Fowa, righ: here. 
9 ~~.ec:e's Jnother bridge, I wJs :~c'ling trouble, I'm 
:J thi~kiq was rig~t abo~t cere. .'lnd then there was ths 
: 1 en~ right over here. 
:2 ·;) Landscape Discovery Village. 
:3 A So that was the tent structures oc: the dcme 
'q structures is :h1s area right there. 
' i Q I.acdscape a:-d screening of the qolf nuintcnance 
• o faci.lity, snow maiocenance ond fire station. 
: J A Golf nuintenance, ski rr<lintenance ond fire 
:8 station. 
. l Q Plan: t.he golf course water :eature and tree 
:.J planting in tree loCJticns on the go~f course. 
:1 A We did SXIE scree~wg of the golf course and, 
:2 you know, · .. here was a -- there ~as nike :ralls that then 
: J turned into cress-country ski trails, and we planted 
;4 along those that a-en't shmm cc this map, hut --
0 ?ctential fer now residential Jcits: ('.olden Bar 
34 
Townhomes, 46; Payette Chalets, ni~e; Staircase Chalets, 
five. 
A So the work that we did -- Golden Bar for 2005, 
construction was jc;st getting tinder way there. And so 
our -.urk was rore erosion control related and building 
boulder retainir.g walls. So th1s is the entire Golden 
Bar area, but ot:r wor.< was relat:.vely a snull part of it 
ir. 2004. It JUSt continued on in 2005, 2006, 2007. 
Pl.lt because we were all ~hroughout this, we 
1C would get the call that they were opening up an area and 
ll that they needed some stabilization done there. And so 
12 we would move in all throughout this area. 
13 Q And what was the purpose of that stabilization? 
H 1\ So because Tamarack was ahoays meant to use 
:s native mater:.acs. And so rather than constructir;q a 
!6 retaining wall out of concrete, which would be the more 
:·1 traditional constructior. rrethod, the retaining walls were 
:a constructed frorn boulders that we harvested from site. 
• 9 We would actually drive all over the site 
20 picl<.ing up boulders. rrnd then we would bring them down, 
2: we would p:acc them into wherever :here -- there was 
22 actually a fairly dramatic change in elevation. 
23 And sc the parking garages would be up here, the 
24 residential un1t would be down below. There would be 
25 stairs that woucd come down. A1d we would construct 
35 
these builder reta1ning walls to stair step to allow for 
the construction to proceed. 
Q Okay. T'w. sorry, i didn't IT'€an to ir.tcrrupt 
you. Payette Chalets and Staircase Chalets. 
A You ~now what, can I get assistance from my 
notes? 
Q Absolutely, if it helps you. 
MS. ?ICKENS: We can also move h'.rr. to F:xhibi: 
9:042, Madam Clerk. 




And I'm sorry weal was the last one? 
IBY MS. PICKENS) Staircase Chalets. 
MR. BAIX,'E.<: :-1ay I take a look at what the 
; !4 witness is :ooking at? He's consulting with something 
11 ove~ here, I'd like to look at that. ~.ay I? 
:£ T'!E COORT: Mr. C~.ristensen, if you're looking 
11 at notes you're going to have to show those to counsel. 




MR. MIX;ER: Thank you . 
THE WITNESS: I: was six years ago. O'<iiy. 
21 Q !BY MS. PICKENS) The next one is Arling Center 
22 landscape, this fall. 
2J A Arlbg Center. And, actually, there ... as '!cry 
24 little work d:me at Arllng becJuse it 2ame in 2006. 3ut 
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1
Q Ard the last one, MBAbers Lodge landscape 
ccr11pletion prier to Ch~isi:Jres opening. 
A (Witness complied.) 
Q Now, do you have a recollection as to whethec or 
r.ot the Me~rs Lodge landscaping was comple~ed prior to 
C\ristmas opening? 
A You k.~cw, we gave it a gcod cHart. It was 
green. We had sod down. But it was far from complete. 
THE COURT: Go ahead and sit down, if yoc would, 
111 please Mr. Christensen. Thar.k you. 
II Q !BY MS. PICKENS) Now, you have before you 
12 Teufel Exhibit 9:C42. Do you recognize that exhibit? 
IJ A Let's see. So 9:042, yes. 
14 Q Md do you recognize that exhibit? 
lS A Yes. 
16 Q And its got a label at the tcp, and its got sorre 
17 highlighting. Is this a document tr.at you pe:sonally 
IE hghlighted? 
19 A It is, yes. 
2J Q And can you describe to the Court what the 
21 highlighting represents? 
22 A These are all tl:e areas :hat ·oe perfonned 
23 landscape wcrk during 20C5. 
1l MS. PICKENS: And at t~is time, Your Honoc, ;'d 
25 ask fer the admission of Exhibit 9:042. 
37 
TPJ: CXJR'T: Mr. Badger? 
MR. ?ALGER: 9:042 is intended to be consister.t 
with what you've Just dra•on in orar.ge t:ere on Exi1ibit 
9:040A; is that correct? 
THE WITNESS: Actually, it's not. And so this 
cal~ed out wrEt was identified in the contract. Bu: what 
happened is far rr0re thar. that. And so this 9:042 is ali 
the areas whece we actuaLy did phys1cal ·.ork in 2005. 
MR. Bl\]x;ER: Jbjectio~. Lacks foundation and 
!C hearsay. 
;I THE CCCllT: ?oundat ion? 
l2 Q (BY MS. PICKENS) Mr. Christensen, did you 
!J personally create all the highlighting on this docunent? 
:4 A I did. 
15 Q /c1d :n 2005, were you pecsonally farriliar with 
:t all the wcrk that Teufel did into the Tamarack Resort in 
;7 2C05? 
lB A Yes, I am. 
:3 Q And does the high lig.1ting reoresentcd in Exhibit 
:o 9:012 reflect where that >Qrk was dor.e by :eufel in 2C05? 
i! A It does. 
'2 ~.S. ?lCKE'NS: At this Lr.e, Your Honor, I would 
'J ask for the admission of 9:042. 
;4 'IR. MlkER: Sane cbjec!ior., hearsay, Your 
:s Hcnor. 
)8 
THE COL~: Objection as to hearsay is 
overruled. The objection as to iou~ation is overruled. 
T~e exhibit will be adnitted. 
MS. PICKENS: Tha~k yo~. 
iExhibit No. 9:042 adnitted into evidence.) 
Q (BY MS. PICKENS) So, Mr. Ctristensen, this 
leads to my next question, is how, ccr11par:ng F.xhibit No. 
42 to the ora~ge that you've defined on the Exhibit 40A, 
II there's a distinct difference, wouldn't you agree with 
12 If€' 
IJ A Yes, there is. 
ll Q I mean, can you explacn why that is? 
1; A Sure. So at the tirre <:he -- really, it's the 
15 modified contract for 2005. At the tirre that tha: was 
11 drafted, wn:.ch we signed it, ·•as April 15th or so, that 
:a was work that was known abod at that ti'lle. 
l9 What happened is that we ...:>re, as 
20 construction -- accelerated constr1ction occurred on 
21 site, we were brougr.t along to-- and a lot of this work, 
22 as I had mentioned earlier, we just worked side by side 
ll with the constmction that was going on. 
I 
24 So as road construccion continued, we were right 
25 there. We were building the bou:der reta:ning walls. As 
I
' 39 
they established benches for the hO!l'e constructions to 
oc:ur, we were right there. 
And that's what couldn't have been icentified in 
che original contract, t~e 2005 document. But as ·we --
as was mentioned, it talk.s about additional work as 
directed by the owner, or the owner's representative, 
this identifies all che work that was identified by the 
owner's representative. 
Q Ar,d at that tilre :n 2005, who ·•as that? 
10 A :t was primarily Chris Kuk. 
ll Q Md is it yaur lesliJr.ony that Chris Kirk 
12 instructed Teufel to complete the wcrk in wrat you hilve 
ll identified in yellow highlighting in 'J<hibit 9:042? 
H A That's correct. 
15 Q And in talting yocr yellow 1113rker, can you please 
16 reapproach the board and identify the wcrk that yoJ 
17 actually did in addition to wha: you already marked on 
18 the ~xhibit 9: 40A. 
19 A I don't have yellow. It 1s orar.ge. 
10 Q Ora~ge. We • re st i 1l in 2005. 
21 A Yeah. 
22 rJ And as you' co writir.g for tee benefit of :.he 
21 Court, could yooJ also exp~ain ~o t~1e Cc•Jrt vi1at you 1 re 
24 identifying? 
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S ,I ' ~oll
ddi'y work lO<Js. rhat's ho•• l was able-- l can't 
rerr€!Tlber trat far back, and so I had to use the 
docunents, so -- but then I cad my tighlighter out as I 
was reading them. 
Can I use this then to assist my memory? 
THE CCIJR'i': If you need to re:resh your 
reco 1lection by looking al sell>! olhor dom11ent, you can 
"se the docurrent to refresh your recollec:ion, but be 
sure to make that docunent available to counsel as you're 
lC locking at it. Go ahead, sir. 
11 THE WITNESS: Sure. 
12 Q (BY MS. PlCl~NS) So the reconi's ctear, you're 
ll icer.tifying Exhbit No. 9:042? 
14 A I aT., yes. Yeah. 
:s 0 Okay. 
16 MR. BA:x;oR: ~ny don't you try taking it out of 
l1 that binder or you'll kill yourself. 
18 THE WITNESS: Thanks. Okay. So there was a 
:9 significant concern wich the natural s:reams going 
20 through site and contamination of the streaTB. And so 
21 eve:-ywhere :here was road work, we carr.e along tf.en to do 
22 our erosion control. 
21 And, actually, how aoolt if 1 just highlight tr.e 
24 road instead of the -- the read work where the work 
25 occ-Jrred. So this was the road construction that 
41 
happ2ned in 2005. llydroseedinq typically would be a \0 
to 20 foot w:cte swath on either side as the road went 
ttrough. 
There also was :he additional need for jute 
netting for stab'lization and other measures on severe 
slo~es here at rappan Falls Court, there was a big cut 
·•here we had to do sone wor<. Here at this bend there 
•as a wetlands to be dealt with. Right here the road 
crossed a wetlands. 
When a wetland is disturbee, you then have to 
'1 1mprove or create a sirr.ilar sized one 1n another 
~~ location. So that's where we were whenever the road 
ll crossed a wetland. 
Well, also you know what? There ·•as work down 
:o :;ere as well, so all this area had construction going on. 
~6 0 I3Y 1-'.S. F:CKENS) And what area wodd you 
:1 ccteqorize thaL as? 
:3 A This is across from the Golden Bar development. 
: l So t~ere 's our 2005. 
:J Q And anythin:j addi::ional on the other side of 
:1 what was goir.g on at TamaYack' 
A You know whal? We -- yeah, we certainly came in 
:1 znd ·,;e dealt wib scme individcal uni~s. lie did more 
~~ ~o.•ork on screenj_iltl 
:5 0 And ·•ren you say "screening," can you please 
4?. 
describe that to the rnurt" 
A Sure. So ths is the golt course, and tt·,e 
intent was not -- you wanted qcicpses of the golf course 
but not for it to be exposed and also a certain Jegree of 
protection for t~e home units. 
So we were taking native trees that we had 
' r.arvested :r001 the site and ins:alling them in certain 
strategic areas to provide screening. 
This area becarre enhanced. And some work 
10 started in here. P.nd as construcLon proceeded for the 
11 buildout tor the Discovery Village area. There was work 
12 that occurred in here as well. 
13 THE COOR?: Okay. You ooy take your seat. 
14 MS. PIC~~S: Maddm Clerk, nay I please have the 
15 witness rehanded Exh~it 9:02? Tf.ank you. 
16 Q IBY MS. PICKENS) So lcokiog back at Exhibit 
17 9:02, labeled as I.Gndscape Construction Agreement, dated 
18 April 15th? 
19 A Yes. 
10 Q Or April 12d:, I'm sorry, of 2005. You've 
11 identif1ed a substantial portion of area that's not 
21 identified in that contract. Can you explain to the 
11 Court why that is? 
24 A WP.ll, as I rre:-~tioned, there were areas that on 
25 April 12th weren't known that toey would be open for work 
43 
:o occur and also that they wculd require our assistance 
during the road construction and construction for the 
future dcvelopnent. 
Q No••, when you were beir.g directed by Tamarack to 
do the i"Prove~nts that you've highlighted in green and 
orange, did they have specific project names or was 
Teufel-- what was Teufel's understanding as to what the 
project was? 
A You know, it was one single development. But 
;o certainly they would describe by name the areas as --
il they would point to the map, and tren we would dri•;e out 
11 :here to pe:-form the work. But :t -- our contract was 
lJ one sir.gle contract fo: the entire area. 
l4 Q And when you say t'e entire area, what was your 
15 understanding as to what that was? 
16 A It was the entire boundary of the ToliMrack 
· l1 Resort. 
1E Q Okay. Now, under Article 3 of the I.Gndscape 
;g Construction Agreement of 2005, it speci~ically says that 
20 "the completion of the entire wo:-k no later than Cl?cerrber 
21 31st, 200S." Do you recall that part of the contract'! 
22 A I do. 
Q And did you :1ave any discussiors with Mr. l'irk 
14 or .1npxly from Tilll\ilrack about beir,g able :.o ccmplete the 
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~ We did have conversations t~is time. 
Q And what were tr.e conversations? 
~ I said, you know, glven the -- ·.nat was 
accorplished in 2004, it's not entirely likely that 
everything listed on here will be done -- complete. Ar.d 
t Chris replied, "best effort. We're going to give it our 
best effort. • 
Q Okay. And so •,;ha: ...ere •_he discussions then on 
a go-forward basis after l:ecembcr 31st of 10C5° 
10 A We jus: continued. We continued as directed. 
11 Q ~kay. If you would please turn to Exhibit 
12 9:003. 
I J THE COURT: Would this be an appropriate t~ to 
14 take a break for the afternoon? 
15 ~. P:c~s: Certa:nly. 
16 THE CCIJRT: We're going to take a IS-minute 
17 recess. We '11 resume just be:ore quarter of :he hour. 




(Hece ss ta {en. I 
22 THE CCIJRT: We're back on the record. This is 
23 Tarrarack Resort Foreclosure and Re:ated Proceedings, 
24 Valley County Case 2008-114C. Cmmsel present, as 
25 before; Mr. Christensen continues on the stand for 
10 
continued direct examination. 
Mr. Cr.ristenscn, 1 simply rem.:.nd you that you 
are under oath, sir. 
c~ ahead, :na 'am. 
MS. PIC"~S: Thank you, Your Honor. 
uiRECT EXI\MINATION (COOINUED) 
BY~. PiCKENS: 
ll Q Mr. Christensen, before we teak a break, yo~;. 
45 
12 were handec Teufel Exhibit 9:003. Do you recognize t:1ilt 
l3 doc\.!ffient? 
14 A I do, y~s. 
'5 Q 'lihat cs that? 
c6 A That is our -- it's really the m:xiification of 
:1 the previous contracts going fo:cward into 2006. 
lB Q And it's identified as Landscape Construction 
:9 Agceerrent, dated May 16th, 20C6? 
;o A Yes. 
:1 Q And if you'll turn to the signature blocks on 
:z the end of the agreem€nt, do they reflect that :hey were 
:J sig~.ed or :10t signed'! 
:1 A J'hcse are r.ot si"red. 
:1 Q 1\nd do you have an understar.dinq whether or not 
16 
~.r. Teufel sigoed th1s document on behalf of Teufel 
Nursery? 
A I know that r.e did. 
Q O.kay. And could you please tell the Court why 
you know tJat he did? 
A Because it ;;as my job to revic·• the docl!!l€nt, 
7 And then I prir.ted them out, acd I tcok them to Larcy as 
he siqned them, and then I would l!Bke sure they 1o10uld get 
sent over to Tamarack. 
lO Q And is Exl:ibit 9:003 a true and accurate C8PY of 
11 the document you provided to Mr. Teufel tr4t you just 
12 described? 
13 A Yes, it is. 
14 ~- PICKONS: At this time, Your Honor, I'd ask 
1; br acin.ission of -- oh, one more. 
16 Q (BY MS. PICKENS] Is this a record that's kept 
1' in t~e ordinary course of business for Teufel? 
13 A Yes, it is. 
13 MS. PICKENS: At this time, Your Honor, l'd ask. 






MR. BADGER: May I voir dire? 
TE CCIJR':': Yes, sir. 
VOIR DIRF. EXJIMINATIOK 
BY MR. Pl\OCER: 
47 
Q Did you receive back a signed copy of tr.i.s :C'.at 







A We did not. 
MR. ll!\l:GER: No objectlon. 
THE CaJRT: Ex.~~bi.t 9:0C3 will be admitted. 
MS. PICKENS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
l'x.1ibit No. 9:003 admitted into ev~dence.) 
DIRECT EXJIMINATJON ICOOI\'CEO) 
It BY MS. PICKENS: 
17 
1B Q Now, looking at the Landscape Ccnstrcction 
:9 A;reement --again I'll no:e t1at it's dated May 16 o: 
10 2006. Was Teufel doing wo:ck frcm January 1 of 2006 :o 
21 May of 2006? 
22 A We did. This year we were tr.ere :he en:i re 
23 tirre, yes. 
2~ Q And how do yoc: explain :.1e discrepancy in t.1e 
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actca:Jy d01r.g in /006? 
A So we ••ere asked by Tailldrdck to conti~ue work 
j beyoeld the end of the 2C05 document and to continue at 
uur -- the t:nit prices and the tire and material rates. 
Q A.~ is t~ere really any -- is there any 
ciifference l:>et·oeen the t·oc prior agreements, the 2004 and 
2005 with t~.is 20C6 aqceeirent? 
P. The agreer!lent is btisically the ~.arne. o"hat 
changed is there's an attaclurent that lists out plan: 
:o mteriac to be used. And the plant material "ould be by 
; 1 CJuilding area. And so that changed. 
.2 AI1d then dlso over the years the secection of 
:3 plant material sLghtly changed. So it -- there was sane 
~4 different varic:ies of plant material that ·•ere 
~5 introduced and different sizes of rraterial. 
16 Q Other than that, were there any te"lllS of the 
11 qencral agreement with Tamcrack that changed? 
18 A No. 
19 Q Nc11, looking at this exhi'oit, l'll r.ote :na~ the 
2J project is identified as general landscaping work. Was 
u ~hat still your understanding in 2006? 
22 A Yes. 
23 Q And from January 1st of 2006 to May 16th of 
24 2006, was Teufel performing those tasks? 
2 5 A We were. 
Q O<ay. It does reference also, I' 11 note, 
there's a new landscape architect listed as CSHQA. Do 
you nave any recollection as to why there was a new 
landscape architect identified" 
49 
~ Actually, I'm net a11are t~at tr£y perfonred 
l2ndscape architecture. I think it's the individJal who 
draited this contract dropped in that narre --
Q Okay. 
A -- ir. absence of an o:ticial landscape 
~J architect. B~t I thir.k that they were doing -- actually, 
:1 l won't even specdate. I'm not sure what they did. 
:2 Q In 2005, ·•as Teufel given a landscape p:an fer 
;3 Tci1ldrack Resort? 
A We never were the entrre time ~e were on site. 
Q So that goes the saTe with 20C6? 
1' A Correct. 
17 Q Okay. Now, looking at the scope of work in 
l3 Article 2, it 1den:ifics SCllllE: specific areas. And if you 
ll could, please, grab a blue marker and approach the board. 
: ,) 
:1 :or the 
?irst area iden~ified, landscape installation 
46 c.olden Bar Towrhll!'le units. 
!Witness conpl ied. I 
:J Q wndscape installation for the five Steelr.ead 
:4 CUStOOI Chalets. 
:s A (~iitness co:rplied.) 
50 
) 
·O Supplerr.ental landscapi:Jg at Discovery Village. 
A (Witness corrplied. I 
Q landscape and pavers at the Ailing roundabout. 
A 1Wi tness corrplied.] 
Q Ccmpletior. of the landscdpe for the Boy View 
sales Mod. 
A (Witness complied.] 
Q I.andscap: ir,stallation f·:Jr tte 18 Disco'Jery 
Chal~ts. 
10 A (lhtr.ess complied. 1 
11 Q White Water roads "nd slopes, seeding, planting 
i1 and establisement. 
~3 A So I'm going to be rrarking over the work because 
:4 previously, dunr.g the road construction, we were doing 
' :5 the erosion control. And then for 2006, we act~ally came 
:6 back and did the supp~e:nental planting. So on tr.e steep 
11 slopes we would then put trees in or redo sorr€, so '_t's 
18 going to look like it's double. 
lS TEE COCRT: let me ask you to do :1-.is. If 
10 you're going to go over sorrething that's already in a 
21 line that you've drawn, if you'd just do it in the color 








THE W!TN"",SS: Sure. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. BADGER: No ObJection, Your Honor. 
MS. ?ICKENS: No objection. 
7HE WITNESS: It's a good solution. You're 
going to see why I never becrtme a landscape architect. 
All right. 
51 
Q (BY MS. PICKENS! Landscape and screenifl'J of 
golf ]din:ena~ce facility and snow maintenance building. 
A And if you're wondering, didr' t we In€ntion that 
last time? 
Q Yes. 
A There was add:tional work Lhal was done. 
Q Plant the golf course ~ater feature. 
A (Witness complied.) 
Q Righ:-of-way screenir.g/planting. 
A I think that actJally takes the place of •here 
'5 previously they had talked abcut, you know, as directed, 
i ;£ you know -- the right-of-way screening and planting, 
11 that's-- there was some work done on West ~ountain Road, 
li now that l think cbout it. 
19 So I th'nk they're referring to tr.e right-of-way 
20 as every:hing that was Discovery Drive and there was some 
21 screenir1g done. 
12 Q Okay. Now, that's pretty 1lllch it for the scope 
l 2i of work in 2006. ln th.e agree1112nt, did ~eufcl perfor.n 
';4 work outside of that particular work 'hat you've 
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A We really did. 
Q l.nd can you show the Court where that work was 
perfo::med? 
A So <~e gc to the -- ·.ihat was u-,e exhibit that was 
iden:Hied with the h!ghlighter? 
:'.S. PICKENS: 1-!ay I please have the witr:ess 
handed Exhiba 9:044? 
Q (MS. PICKENS) Now, before you star: that, let's 
talk about Exhibit 9:044. Do you recognize that 
!1 document? 
ll A Yes, I do. 
12 Q And what is it? 
I J A So this is the docU!fl2nt that I hiqhlighted, ar.d 
I' that was fran reviewing the records fran our work 
15 specifically done in 2006. And then I too~ those and : 
!6 high:ighted them on this document. 
:1 Q Okay. Ar.d is this -- this is the docunent that 
i8 you personally rjghlighted? 
19 A It is. 
10 MS. PICKENS: At this time, Your Honor, may I 
21 ask for aciniss10n of llefe~nt' s 9:044. 
~HE CCXJRT: Mr. Bldger? 21 
2J MR. BADGER: Objection, hearsay. It appears to 
2~ be a slllflll3ry of other documents that themselves have not 
2~ been acthenticated ar.d that are r.earsay. ll'e object on 
53 
that basis. 
THE COURT: Toan'< you. 
~x. Chr:stensen, were you prr.sent fer the work 
represented by the highlighting on 9:044? 
'!':IE WITNESS: So I had relocated back to 
Portland. T ·•as on site fo: day visits a minimum of once 
oer month. But also I was still respoosible for cf.e work 
going on on the proJect, so I ••as di rec:i1g the pcOJect 
manager on site and I was supe:visi nq the billing &at 
:o was done. 
11 ~HE COURT: Ale right. P:re you familiar witr, 
!2 tte work that's been ~ghlighted on Exhibit 9:044 either 
13 because you were personally present or bec.ause you've 
:4 reviewed business records kept withh the normal course 
:; of business of Tecfel Nursery? 
li THE WITNESS: Yes, that is correct. 
11 THE CCURT: Cbjection as to hearsay is 
;g overru~ed. Exhib:t 9:C44 will be admitted. 
. 9 
(Sxhibit ~Jo. 9:044 admitted into evidence.) 
21 
22 Q (BY MS. P:CKENS) So in looking at Defendant's 
23 Exhibit 9:044 --
; 4 loR. "A(x;ER: Excuse "". Then we have a right Lo 
:; have those business records produced in court if this is 
11 
a summary urder 1006, Your Honor, we'd like to see trem. 
THE COORT: All nght. Your cequest is noted. 
Q (3Y MS. PIC:<:ENS) Okay. ilack to, 
Mr. Christensen, if you would, Defendant's f.xhibit 9:044, 
jest, while explaining to t!1e Court, explain on the Tap 
:hat you've got beside you what additior.al areas Teufel 
1 worked ir. the year 2006. 
A S~re. So work -- work continued in the general 
area, White Water, with the development of roads, so 
IC roods continued to be cons:cucted. And so wr.en -- as the 
1: roads were cons:ructed then, as before, we were cal~ed in 
12 to work actual! y ahead of the road construction crews if 
13 there were any native trees to be sa:vaged. 
14 we worked immed:ately behind the road 
IS cor,struction crews doing erosion control. And so, 
16 actually, I incorrectly marked this. So what it did --
11 so the White Water Road con:ioued up the mountain here to 
18 the Velvet Falls Court. 
19 So du:ing 2D06, road construction was in t/'.is 
1J area and we did the erosion controc on both sides, as I 
21 marked in blue. Actually, I think we did a pretty good 
22 job of cap:urir.g k!lrk that was done. 
23 Q Okay. Now, in terms of direction in 2006, ·..r.o 
14 was giving Teufe:. direction as to "'hat it 11as s·1pposod to 
25 be doing in terms of landscap! ng? 
10 
A Chris Kirk remained the owner's representative. 
Q And at some point was t~ere another gentleman, 
~ic Stover, brought into the picture? 
A So Nic Stover was more -- actually, I think Nic 
was a vice·president, but l dealt "'ith him for the 
contract, so for negotiating the contract. But Nic d1d 
not direct ocr work that I 'rn aware of. 
Q 'n 2006, can you just generally describe what 
Teufel was doing at Tarrarack P.esort? 
A Sure. lt was a continuation of everything Lha: 
11 we had done ir. the previous years. It ·•as, actually, :n 
12 sometines it was redoing work that we had previously 
13 done. And that is that if a design -- if there was a 
14 modi:ication to the design i~tent, such as constructing 
\5 the stairs, stairs were o:iginally P"t in as wood. lind 
16 1t ••as determined that the wood d~dn' t hold up over 'Jle 






out aod rep:ace them with stone. 
So it was --we continued refi~ing our 
installation over the entire project as well as the new 
ccostruction that was goir.g on. 
Q Okay, Now, looking at the project schedule en 
Teufel's Exhibit 9: IJOJ, it says that he enh re work 
should be conple·_ed no Ja:er t~an Lececiler Jlst of 200o, 
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Did Teufel have an anticipa:ion that it would \::€ 
Jble to finish the Tama:ack Project by December 31st of 
2006? 
A Ko. 
Q So what ~ere :he discussions tl:at you l:ad with 
onyor.e from TilrMrack about tJ.e end date o: I':ece!'lber 31st 
1 of 2006? 
A srecifically re~embcr tl:e cor.versation because 
it was related to plar.t material being purcr.ase<l. And T 
:G asked, ":s it ceally r.ecessary fer us to purchase the 
:1 plant rrilterial for work that we're not certain is going 
12 to be coopleted?" A.1d the ar.sW~er was, "We're going to 
ll make ::.es: clfo:t as always. Buy the nuterial." 
H Q Okay. ~ow, in 2006, were there any other 
11 landse<~pers cut there doing the ;mrk al Tawarack? 
IE A No. 
;1 Q Okay. And in your conversations with Chris 
18 Kirk, did you have an understanding by 2006 what the 
\9 overaE feel of Tairarack was supposed to be in tems of 
2c landse<~pcng? 
21 A lie had a very good feel, yes . 
22 Q And can you describe to the Court what that was 
2J at that ti'ne? 
:4 A The intent was always to make it look as natural 
:1 as possible, for the r.ative area to have been undisturbed 
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dur1ng corstruction wbch, of course, is impassible. 
1\nd so our work, our -- we were tasked then with 
returnirg it back to what '.t would have looked like 
before construction occurred. Ar.d that was actually the 
ertire site, not ~ust the bu:lding pads. It was 
everywhere. 
Yot: had rontioned Lke tr.e utilities, like the 
sewage pump staticn ar.d aL t~ose things. W'nerever there 
was, the native area was dLsturbed, we were brought in to 
:c try to return it t.Jck to what had been there before. 
:1 Q So in you: conversations with Chris Kirk or 
l2 anybody froo Tamrack, did Tec:'el at least have an 
:J understa'lding of what the general landscaping plan for 
l~ Tamarack ~as? 
i~ A Yes. 
16 Q Was there ever one written down? 
l7 A There was not. 
',2 Q Okay. And 111th regard to 2006, again, this 
:9 Exhibit No. 9:03 is cated May 16th of 2006. Can you 
:c describe to the Court what work Teufel did from Jacuary 1 
'I of 2006 to May loth of 2DC6? 
having conversatior.s with anyone from Tanarack about 
e~tending or rene..,'ng the 2006 T.andsrape Cor.struction 
Agreer12nt? 
A It would be hard to place a date on chat because 
the d:a~ogCJe was ccnstant. We always were ta:king with 
them. 
And I referenced che plant ~teria~ that was 
left over tran previous purcr.ases. The plant ll'dterial 
9 would be incorpcraced then from year to year. So it 
10 always was unders~ood that we would be the continuing 
11 landscape installation contract,Jr. 
12 Q Okay. So at SOil» point -- would you do IT€ a 
13 favor and please look at Teufel Exhibit 9:004. 
14 A Yes. 
\5 Q IXl you recognize Ex.1ibit 9:004? 
16 A I do. 
17 Q And "'hat is that? 
lB A That is the roodification of tl:e continuir.g work 
B from previous years. This was for 2007. 
20 Q Okay. And if you look at the signature block 
21 for this Landscape Construction Agreen-ent, dces it apf)2ar 
22 to be signed? 
23 A It's not signed. 
24 Q Now -- and it is dated apparently the second day 
25 of May 2007. l:b you recall on or about that day 
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receiving a copy of this ar.d providing it to Mr. ~eufel 
for signature? 
A I do recall that. 
Q Ar.d do you have a recollection, did yo:J actually 
provide tim wit~ a copy of this to sign? 
A I did, because it ',/as my responsibility to 
review the document. ~nd he woJld not sign it until 
told hit, yes, it rr~tcLes what we've talked. 
Q Okay. Now, in lCXJking at the Landscape 
U Construction Agreerrent, is il a true and accurate copy of 
11 the dccunent :or which you provided Mr. Teufel? 
12 A It is. 
;3 Q And is it kept in the ordir.ary course o: 
14 business records ot your company, Teufel? 
15 A Tt is. 
16 lf>. PICKENS: At :his t:i.rrl2, Your Honor, I'd ask 
1' for aclnission of Teufel's Exhibit 9: 004. 
18 :ll\. BAIGERr May I voir dire, please< 
19 TilE COCRT: Yes, sir 
2C 
'ICB DIFE EXNHNATJON 
A During tf.e heavy snow, one of our :nain goals was 12 
~ 3 snow removal -- D\.:r main tasks -- snow remval. Mrl tr.at 
:4 was lo al"ow the other trades tc continue treir work. 
:·5 0 And at what point dd you have -- did you start 
~·3 
21 B'i MR. JWX;ER: 
14 
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A We did not. 
Q Is there a signed cJpy of tois in the archives 
of Teufel ~;rsery that you just didn't want to go get? 
A I really looked -- I've gone through personally 
the entire archive. It does not cxis:. 
MR. !WXiER: No objection. 
THE COURT: 9:004 will be admitted. 
MS. PICKENS: Thank you. 
(Exhibit No. 9:004 admitted into evidence.) 
DIRECT EXI\MINATION (CCt.'TI~ED) 
!5 3Y MS. PlCKEl\S: 
!6 
11 Q So in looking now at the La:x:lscepe Construction 
18 AgreeJ!f'nt dated May 2nd of 2007, it at so iden~ifies the 
19 project as general ~andscaping work, Tarurack Resort. 
20 Was that still Teufel's understanding? 
21 A Yes. 
21 Q Cid that -- I will nnte ~her. r.ow the lan.iscape 
13 architect is listed as one C~ris Kirk? 
24 A Riqh:. 
,) 
Townhanes, and in parentheses it says 'rBa~ance." 
A Okay. I'm just m3kinq concentric circles. 
Q Tri.:.Lium Cottages. 
A (Witless corrplied.; 
Q Clearwater Cottages. 
A (Witness co1plied.) 
Q Clearwater To~homes. 
A (Witness cor<pl1ed.) 
Q Clearwater Ridge Custom Villas. 
lJ A (Witness corrplied. I 
ll Q Steelhead Cus:crn Chalets. 
12 A (Witness ce<JFlied.) 
ll Q Staircase Chalets. 
14 A (Witness corrplied.) 
15 Q Clearwater CustOM Chalets. 
16 A (Witness ce<JFlied.) 
11 Q Aspen parking. 
18 A I think Aspen parking was related, but I don't 
19 know, to the Discovery Village. I think they expanded 
10 the parting lot, but I can't say. 
21 Q Design Plaza. 
13 
14 
A (Witness complied.} 
Q Arling activity lawn. 
A (Witness corrplied.) That ••as kind of fun. That 
25 Q Can you p:eose exp-la_i_n_w_h_a_t_,lfr_. -Ki-·r_k_'_s_r_o-le-wa_:_; __ t-12-5-was a bocce a::urt. 
if il changed, in 2007? Q A what court? 
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A 2004, W&H was hired as the landscape architect. A A bocce. 
0 hey •~re on staff. After that, which was 2005, reolly, 
Chris K1rk held t~.e role of la'Jdscape architect. 
Q And in 2007, did Chris Kirk provide you with a 
landscape plan for Teufel to follow? 
A Di:i not. 
Q Did anyth1ng ir. t!:a: relationship betwe€n Teufel 
and Tarnarack change from the prior years to 2007"? 
lc A The only ~hing ~hat ctanged was, I guess, lhe 
\ · evolution of our relationsbp, in that there was oore 
11 trust that aEowed us to go br•ard to do work w1 th less 
l' input from Chris Kirk. 3ut stlll we had daily-- I mean, 
14 he was involved daily, but just roore of a trust in our 
lo relat10nship. 
!6 Q Would you characterize that as Tarrarack givinq 
ll Teufel roore responsibility to the design of the 
13 landscaping? 
19 A Yes, that is correct. 
2C Q Okay. ~ow, :n terns of the scope oi worlt, there 
21 is a scope of work in Article 2, and it seems to 
!2 apparently be similar to the prior ugreeJrents. 
23 Wondering '.f you can epproac~ ttc board ·•ith a 
. '4 brown mrkec. lind qoir.:; lhroqh tf.e scope of work, there 
25 is a -- stnrtiog out, c~pletion o~ the GJlden Bar 
b2 
Q Discovery Village. 
A [Witness carplied.) 
Q Golf maintermcc bui ;ding. 
A (Witness c0'1plied.) 
Q Ski ~intenance building. 
A (Witness conplied.) 
Q Golf. 
:o A ';'hat we did was there was sore fu:ther 
i 1 definition of the fairways and so a certain amount of 
" trees were installed, but it ceal:y was a relatively 
~J insignificant nJter. 
14 Q And spri:>g dash other plar,tings. 
15 A So that's what -- when you ::x1k at the 
16 atcachrrent of the plant material, you'll see that there 
1' was plant I113teria1 ~hat was ordered as a mass group, j~st 
18 to be installed at the direction of Chris Kirk. 
19 And when lrnentior«l on the cut slopes ar.d the 
10 fill slopes and the roadways that we would come back ane 
21 he'd say, gee, that's an ugly slcpe, let's do something 
12 r.o soften it. So we ·.;auld do some:hbg to install tte 
n plant matenal. So it just was --
24 Q 'You can sit down . 
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Q So in 2007, what type of landscaping was Teufel 
pt:tLr.g L~ at that tine? 
A 2001 was rore, if you could call it traditior.al 
la~ds:::ape, in that ••c were -- ·.e had ~<.JVed away :'rem :he 
co:rr.xJn areas and ~\?re conce~trating around the h01sing 
units. And so we were co:r.g tree, sorub and scme gwmd 
cover and hen seeding around the housing umts. 
Q O'<ay. At that the did Teufel have a different 
understanding as co what its role w;s in terns of 
1C landscaping Tamarack Resort? 
11 A You know, what remai1ed the constant, though, 
12 was that we slill did :he erosion control on :he whole 
:J site. 
14 And you rrer.tioned about wintertL"!'e, "'hat were we 
1S doing. And you don't think cf erosion control. But just 
lE as soon as the snow melt occurred, a~l of a sudden there 
~ 7 would be erosion problems. 
lB lilld so starting in, what, mid-March -- mid-MarCh 
19 ltrough mid-ll.ay, there actually was a fair arount of 
20 erosion control work that went on. 
cl The other thing is that construction traffic, 
22 contractors in general aren't very kind to the landscape. 
23 Ar,d so every ti"!'e, whenever delivery trucks carre on site, 
24 wher.ever -- they W'Ould dr,ve over tne landscape. So we 
25 were doing repair work to everything that we had done. 
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Oh, and during the wintertime, there's a fair 
amount of damage done each year from the snow removal. 
So they plQlo{ the roads, they toss tnc snow to the side; 
they're actually is damage done lo lhe landscape. So 
then lo{€ caJE back and were doi~ corrective work. 
Q So in terms of Teufel's work on Tamarack as a 
whole, in 2007, how would you Characterize Teufel's role 
a,9 the landsCilper of the project? 
A It was continua:con of what lo{€ hac started hac.< 
:o ln 2004. 
:1 Q A.1d had Teufel's rcle changed at all frorr. 2004 
12 though 2C07? 
:3 A It really hadn't, because the contract --
:1 tf.ere 's sticl -- there still was no plan or 
:s specifications. The Ol:lrk still occurred as directed by 
:6 tr.e owr.er's representiltive, Chris Kirk. It still was 
11 done by unit prices. It was cone on a tiore and materials 
~8 basis. 
:9 Q Now, in 2007, ·•as there work done at the 
:J Tamrack Resort that ·•as outside cf tt:ose items Lsted in 
:1 the scope of work? 
"2 A Yes, there was. 
'3 Q .1\cld that goes a!o~9 with t:1e sar:~e as the prcor 
'j ~t~a -- :.hcce y>:ars? 
"\ 1• P.ioht. 
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Q Okay. Now, note that the J.axscape Constructlon 
Agrearent is dated May 2nd of 2DCl, correct? 
A Yes. 
Q Did Teufe: do wor~ fran ,Jamary 1 through Mily 
1st of 2007? 
A !olcre than ever. We "'ere -- really, we ·.ere 
directed by TaJI\3rack to start early. As soon as the srow 
r.ad c~eared enough for work to beqin, we were directed to 
start. 
lG Q Okay. 
11 A So the work actually preceded the agreement. 
12 Q Okay. And do you have some general explanation 
13 as to why Teu:'el 'oolluld Just contir.ue lo{Qrking for Tamarack 
14 withou: a signed agre€!!\ent in place? 
1\ MR. lllll:GER: Objection. You're asking about 
16 Teufel cr why Tamarac.<? 
17 MS. PICKI.'NS: Teufe:. 
13 MR. J:l\D7oR: Oh, excuse me. 
19 ':'HF. WTTN".SS: You know, we really felt ~ike a 
20 partner in the project. And ~he fact hat they were 
21 asking us to contir.ue OJ, lo{€ did. And "'e a~so had a 
12 track record that each year there had been a :evised, 
23 modified documer.t that had been provided. So there was 
24 no reason for us to believe that that would be any 
21 different in 2007. 
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0 (RY ~B. PICKENS) Now the project scr.edule i~ 
Article 3 of Exhibit 9:04 specifiCdlly says that all work 
3 in the scope of work will be complete on DeC€1l10Cr 31st of 
2G07. 
Was it reu:el' s understanding that all :he wor.~ 
at t:~e Tamarac< Project was going to be done by December 
31st of 2007? 
A We knew :hat it '«auld not be. 
Q Okay. Ard did you have any conversations with 
10 anyone from Tamorack about that? 
U A We did. 
12 Q Ar.d wha: were those conversations? 
13 A Keep at it. 
ll Q Okay. Nrl so it "WaS your-- it was Teufel's 
lj inter.Lon to continue working in through 2008? 
16 A Yes, it was. 
11 Q Did Teufel, in fact, work in 2008? 
18 A We actually did. We carried on for a 
19 significant time in 2008. 
20 Q Okay. ~ow, in terms of tf.e lancscape agreenenls 
21 that you have before you, Exhibits 1, 2, 3 and 4, at any 
22 time did ':'eufel consider those to be separate and 
23 individual contracts with :aJI\3rack Resort? 
7.~ A ':'nu bo\11, as I had rrentioned, it reaUy was JUSt 
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Q Okay. And you also testified is :hat because 
only really the items that changed were s;:ecific Meas 
which you ""re working in? 
A 7hat, and then as I mentioned, tte attacrment of 
the plant material. And the unit pr1ces also over time, 
there were slight modi:ications to the unit pr1ces. 
Q Could Teufel or any ether lardscape CCopdny --
cocld Teufel have completed Tamarack Resort in one yeor? 
A Well, no. And the reason :s because the 
IC cor.struction ••ark hadn't been done ar.ead of us and so 
1: there was nothing to landscape. 
12 Q Okay. And roy go without saying, but can ycu 
1J describe to the Court why ?eufel could not complete 
14 certab portlor,s of tee landscaping until Tamarack had 
15 carple~ed certain portions of corstruction? 
16 A Sure. And that is that -- I mentioned that the 
17 constnction trades were all over the site, ax so you 
cl wouldn't inscall a lar.dscape only to have it driven over 
19 by the co~tractors to build t~e structures or the roads 
2C or the bridqes. 
11 Q No·w, you also talked abwt the plant materials. 
22 Jid you have conversations with -- who at Ta'lldrack did 
23 you rave conversations with about ~hat plant materials to 
24 order in any given year? 
15 A Chris Kirk mde the detennination each year of 
p2.an: material to order. 
Q ~1d those were included in the Landscape 
Construction Agreements by year? 
A Yes. 
Q And did Teufel purcr~se tease plant materials 
according to those schedu:es? 
A We did. 
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Q And to the best of your re.:ollection, has Teufel 
provided rrost, if not all, of those plant 1!'.3te::ials to 
10 Tillll3rack? 
cl Jl. Right. And we 'JSed local grcwers, so we 
12 weren't -- we c[d not prodLce the nursc::y stock. Bu:. we 
ll used local Id"ho growers. And we coLccted the materia: 
14 and brocght it to Tillll3rack for use. 
:5 Q At some po1nt did Teufel start to be concerned 
ii aoout the financial viability oE the Tamarack Resort? 
17 A Yes. 
l8 Q ~1d do you recall whe:1 :hat occurred? 
:9 A They actually got beh:r.d -- significa~tly behind 
cJ ir. pa)lr.ents in 2006 but then caught up over the winter 
:1 non~hs. And so, unfortunately, >men it happened in 2007, 
2? tecause we had t~e track record of the previous year a1d 
: J we knew :Chat, oh, '•ell, they qot beh1nd but tt,ey c.aJght 
:1 <1p; so it happened in /007. And, yes, we were concerned. 
ij N'.d so, you know, starting in Aug:Jst of 2007, 
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the payments weren't caning. .1\nd we thought, Well, this 
isn't gocd but we know L1at they'll catch up. And so we 
continued cur •~rk but we never received paynent. 
Q Was trere saroe point 1n 2007 tr.at sooebo:iy [ron 
~iill'drack apprmched you a!:xlut n:xUying your contractual 
ilgreerrent ~ith Tarrarack Resort? 
I 
1 A Yes. 
Q And do you recall that conversation and who i: 
was with? 
10 A T1at was the Master Service Aqreement. It would 
11 have been in the -- when Scott Normand1n was there. Was 
1
11 he the actual one that presented it to us, I'm not 
1 J certain. 
14 Q And did they give you an idea of ;iny they wanted 
:5 to change the agreement ttey had with Teufel? 
16 MR. BADGER: Objection, foundation. We haven't 
17 identified oJno. 
18 TilE COURT: Foundation'? 
19 Q 11.\Y MS. P!CKENS) Who 'oere you tal'<ing wit:~ at 







A I know that it was Kit Yates' job to work en the 
documentation of the billing. 
Q Did you have any conversations with Mr. Yates 
about Teufel's existing contrac: to do the TaTiarack 
71 
Resort? 
A l do re!lle!1ioer speaking with C~rcs Kick. And t~e 
questior. was, because we already had a contract for 2001 
that had the established unit prices and f.ad the material 
that we purchased for it arJ thac there sti:l was co plan 
to go off of and no way to direct -- to qcantify to come 
'.Ip with the pricing for going for•ard. 
Ac:d in that conversation it was determined that 
the unit prices would still p::evail for our ·.cr.< in /007. 
10 So we did not sign the Master Services Agreement. 
11 Q If you could do rre a favor and turn to Exhibit 
!2 9:005. You reterred to the Master Services Agreement. 
13 Is L'lis ~xhibit 9:C05 the docu.'lent you are referring to? 
:4 A Yes. 
:s Q And is this a copy of a docUJrent that '<as 
16 provided to you? 
11 A !tis, 
18 Q And do you rerrl2mber who provided this doct:.'llent 
_9 to you? 
20 A I do not. 
21 Q Did sorr.eooe fror:t l'ilii'Jrack provide you with tl'.:s 
:2 documer.t? 
~_<, A Yes. 
24 
25 
Q This was not created by Teufel ~Jurscry' 
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Q Okay. Ar,d did you have any discussions with 
I.lrry Teufel abo'Jt this Master Construction Services 
Agree!lEn~? 
A lie had lcngt:1y conversations about it. 
Q I'll note on tre front page of the docurrer.t that 
:t has a siqnatu:e block for your signature, Pick 
Ctristensen; is that correct? 
A Yes. 
Q D:d you ever sign a copy of tr.is aqre~~ent? 
lJ A l d1d not. 
11 Q And is this a docunent that you kept in the 
:2 ordinary course of your business at Teufel Nursery? 
ll A I did. 
:4 Q Af,d is this a tn:e and accurate copy of a 
15 document that was provi.oed to you by sooecne from 
:6 Tamarack in terrrs of what their -- this modification of 
11 your existi.~g agrcer.o2nt was going to be? 
18 A Yes it is. 
i9 MS. ?ICI\E'~S: lit this time, Your Honor, I'd as.< 
:c for the admisscon of Tcutd's :::.Xhillit 9:C05. 
:1 MR. BA:GER: We have no objection. 
21 THE COURT: 9:005 will be admitted. 
(Exhibit No. 9:005 ad:ritted into evidence.) 
2) 
progress billing that j~t replaced the previous 
ncunl:.erinq systen. 
C Ckay. So in :erms of Teufel Nursery, did 
aoything change at all with the way that ':'eufel treated 
the ~amrack Project in terms of billing' 
A lie lmew that t!1ere was the -- the goal frcm 
rarmrack was to CfJantify what costs 11ere going to be io 
advance prior to the work being done. And our response 
9 always ..as, If you are oble to tell us speciEcaHy what 
IC we're to do, we cocld pnce it tor you, which was 
E rrpossible fGr the work tr.at we -.ere doing. So that's 
12 why we continced with the tl.Ille aoo ruterial a~ 1mit 
ll price. 
ll Q Okay. Now, you mentioned that in late -- or I 
15 think you said August of 2007 7amacack stopped payi~g 
lE your inv01ces. 
17 A Uh-huh. 
18 Q Are you famiLar with how much Teufel is owed by 
19 Tamarack Resort for the work thac was performed by Teufel 
20 Nursery? 
21 A Tf I recall I think it was 506 --
22 MR. BALGER: Wait a minute. Wait a minute. The 
13 answer would be yes or no to this question. 
24 
25 
THE COUR7: The answer's yes or no, sir. 
THE WITN!lSS: ~ es . 
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Q (BY MS. PICKENS! Now, in looking at the Master 
Construction Servi:es Agreement, it says that 11The 
initiac cer.:t of this Master A"reerrent s~all expire on 
Cece."ber 31st of 2007." 
[b you recall on or about what ti.Jre this 
agreement was given to Teufel to review? 
A IC was mid-year, but more than that, I can't 
8 say. 
Q Okay. Now, mid-year in 2007 did Tama~ack 
_J require you to change your b1lling and invoicing :nethods 
:1 fo!" the work that you were doir.q at Tamarack? 
:2 A r: was at that time, i: was July or Acc;ust, tr.a: 
:J the new coding system cane into place. Ar.d the actual 
:l sheet thJt we used :or o1r daily -.crk d:d chJnge cO ~_he 
15 wcrk order. 
1i Q And when you say daily '-"lrksheet, like a daily 
11 fGrce accou:1t'? 
'' A Yes. 
i J 0 And at this ti."l\C did Teufel start proo~:cing work 
:1 orders according to Tdll'arack's request? 
71 A ~e ct.d. 
:2 Q Did Teufel c~ange the 'llay that it invoiced 
= 3 T a~:~tuack? 
;1 A Tt1e or.ly ~hioq that changed was that Lhe new 
, i mnberirr; system was ir.corp:Jrated ir.to our rronthly 
74 
Q (BY l<fJ. PICKENS) And what would that a100un: be, 
Mr. Rick Chris:er.sen? 
MR. PACGER: Objeclion. lacks foundation. 
THE COURT: FO\:ndacion? 
Q (BY MS. PICKENS! Mr. Christensen, are you 
familiar with all of the invoices that were scpplied to 
Tamarack Resort by Teufel Nursery fo: 200<i through 2007? 
A It was my JOb to sign off on each monthly 
biEing, so, yes. 
10 ,Q And wcu:d there te sorebody else at Teufel 
" Nursery that would have tetter knowledge of tr.e work that 
12 Teufel was doing for Tarrmack Resort ar,d the arrount that 
13 ·•as expended to do tl1at work other than yourself? 
:4 A Probably not. I mear., there was the accounting 
15 staff that actually COirfliled it. But they were jtlst 
16 doing it from records that we prov:ded. And then I 
11 reviewed it and l signed oft on :. t before it was sent. 
18 Q So would you have personal knowledge as to the 
:9 arrount t:1at Teufe: is owed by TarrB:ack Resort, UC? 
!0 A I do. 
11 Q AOO what is your reccllectior. of that arrourn 
:2 t1\. EAOCER: Cbjection, lJcks foundation. 'l'he 
, 23 evide1ce 'o<luld be the invoices. We object. 
: ~ TBE CGIJRT: All right. i'o~ndati on? 
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TilE CJURT: All riqht. 
0 IUY MS. PICKENS) At some point did Teu:el file 
a mechanics lien against the property knowr: at Tarurack 
Resort? 
A Yes. 
Q Let me back up on the invo~ces a second. 
Did Teufel ever i~voice any entity otr.er than 
Tamarack Resort, LLC? 
1 c A We did have a -- work that was [:€!fanned for 
1; Jacobson Construction Sf:€Cific to the Mel!'bers lodge but 
12 that was separate from :he ll'ilin resort. 
ll Q Is that included in yoor claim of lien? 
14 A It is not. 
1: Q Okay. Ard the r.<err:bers J.odge you circled, 
lE th~nk --
11 A Yes. 
IB Q -- on che rup? 
:J Okay. As1de from the MP~rs lodge, were you 
20 directed by any otlcer entity ot11er than Tillll3rack Resort, 
z; LLC to complete landscape work at Ta.'!Erack Resort? 
22 A Only Tall\3rack Resort. 
23 Q Okay. And to your knowledge, in 2007 '•ere there 
2' any other landscapers [:€rforming landscaping duties at 
25 Tamarack Resort? 
A Not for Tamarack. lnd~vidual h.omecwners may 
have had wcrk going on on their h~<e sites. 
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Q Okay. Jid Teufel have individual contracts with 
4 any of t:1e individllal homeowners? 
A 'ile did. 
Q And which ones would those be? I mean, I'll get 
to that later, actually. 
A Okay. 
() In terms of invoicing, was Tarurack Resort, LLC 
10 invoiced for those pro jccts? 
ll A No. 
Q And do any of toose proJects reflect uhe amount 
i 3 t~.at Tamarac.< still ewes Teufel Nursery? 
;4 A No. 
iS Q O<ay. ~ow, at some pocnt Teu:'el filed a clai~ 
15 of lien, correct? 
l1 A That is correct. 
l g Q And ·•ere ycu involved io preparir:g chat claim of 
l'3 lien? 
:D A Well, r worked '•~Lh OJr attorney tirm to prepare 
a ~t. 
22 Q Okay. Acd •+1en yot: say you w:Jrked with your 
:J o'"tumey fi m., who '•as that firm? 
;4 -~ 'hat was Stanley 'ltcrp at Eberle BerEn. 




A ~at personally; it was over che phone. 
Q And rlid yuu provide ~r. Tharp w1th docurrentation 
to prepare a claun o~ lien? 
A l did, yes. 
Q 1\nd do ycu recall wrat doclilll€ntation you 
prepared :o provide to Mr. 'ih)rp? 
A !<Jts ot records. 
Q Okay. 
10 A So ic was CC1Jies of the co.~tract, copies of our 
:1 monthly billings. 
:1 Q And was there any invoicing that was provided to 
il Mr. Tharp reflectinq totac hnlar.ce due? 
14 A Yes, there was. 
· 5 Q Ar.d did you ~.ave -- I (JlJess you have a personal 








A I do. 
Q Okay. 
A I was the one that passed it. 
Q You prepared it? 
A 
Q 
I prepared it to send. 
Okay. 
2 J MS. PICKENS: Madam Cleri<, 
24 witness handed Exhibit 9: 055? 
ll\3Y I please t1ave tr.e 
25 
10 
MR. llllffiER: 9:055? 
MS. PICKSNS: 9:055. 
MR. BMGER: T";mk you. Fxcuse lliC. 
MS. PICKENS: Counsel, have you been able to 
locale il? 
MR. BAI:GER: I tave. Thank you very ~uch. 
MS. PICKENS: Okay. I'm sorry. 
Q !BY MS. PICKENS) Mr. Christensen, do you 
recogr.ize Exhibit 9:055'! 
A I do. 
Q WCat 1s that? 
A This is the sunoory of the work that 'oas 
12 ()Utstanding that still renuins oclstar.dlng to thcs day 
U for landscape wor.< that was [:€rfOcc.ed at 'i:ar>arack that 
14 was not paid. 
15 'J And who prepared this document? 
1o A It was prepared by our acm.;nting deportrrent. 
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ll Q And did you assist your accounting cepartrrent in 
:s preparing this doclllll2nt? 
;g A Yes, I did. 
2C Q And what ;;as your involvement in the preparation 
2: of this dcetlll'f'nt? 
A llell, we hac t.o assenille it in a logical orjer, 
23 so 1 helped with how to organize it for t~e sunrnary. 
24 0 O'<.ay. And in te'C\JS ot tr>e invoicing, did you 
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: '.a il a , o
evl€ll'i i. .l l.ve
remai~i r.g outstanding? 
A Yes. 
Q And could you describe the, I guess, the volure 
8f 'r.voices that ·went tl'.rougr. the ~ill'\drack Project 
:hcouqb. lhe course of the fo:.:r year·s l'la.t Te11fel was 
there? 
A I could o~ly descri C€ it by a lot. P,1d that is 
that each day tr.ere was -- t~e work was doclll'lented each 
.~ay, and it was sig~ed off by the -- by a Tilmatac.< 
:o representative. Ar:d then each of those -- oh, and it was 
~ l by tas:-t. 
~2 So if ..e ••ere in a different geograph1c area, we 
13 ;,'Ould r.ave one she€t for the work that was performed tr.at 
:4 day in each of the areas. So that's where the sc:rmJry 
15 beca.me a -- it was a big task. 
16 Q Okay. In te:ms of t.1e preparation of Exhibit 
i7 No. 55, were there d~nts that were pared down that 
1B could simply be identif:ect for what was still outstanding 
19 DY Tarrarack Resort to Teufel Nursery? 
13 II Yes. 
cl Q lind have yoc. had an opportunity to review those 
c2 documents prior to today? 
cl A Yes, 
:4 Q And to your knowledge, are those ciomnents also 
25 exhibits that you intend to offer into evidence at trial? 
Bl 
A Yes. 
Q A.1d in terms of sU!!Il\3rizing tre exhbits that 
you intend to introduce at trial, would Exhibit No. 9:055 
1 be a fair ar.d accurate surrrnry of those doctn:Ients? 
P It is. 
Q Okay. 
MS. PIC~S: And at ~his time, Your Honor, then 
I'd ask for the ad:!lission of Exr.ibit 9:855 as a sur.rnary 
of the doe<.Jnents that we will qet to here shortly. 
MR. BADGER: May I voir dire, please? 




: 5 3Y MR . BALGEF. : 
'6 
VOIR DIPE EJ<PMINATION 
1J Q Have you examined Teufel Nursery's clai'll ot lien 
l8 that is the decunent that is recorded? 
~l A Yes. 
:J G This is attoct:ed to that, cs it not? That is to 
" say, :his Exhibit 9:055 is part of tt:a: clai11 of l 'en, 1S 
:'2 it n::>t? 
.J A Yes. 
24 MR. 5AOCER: ~e have no ob;cction. 
THE COJHT: 9: J55 will be adnitted. 
82 
) 
1-f>. PICKENS: Thank you. 
(Ex.'libit No. 9:05j achllled into evidence.) 
BY 'IS, PICKENS: 
·~ Now, when you were conversing with Mr. Tharp 
lD abou: the preparation of the ;nechanics lien L~at was 
ll going to be filed on Teufel's behalf, did you provide 
12 :1!. 7harp with a copy of Teufel's Exhibit 9:055? 
13 A We did. 
14 '~ And were the numbers that were used in 
15 defendant's 9:055 the amount that you told Mr. Tharp to 
16 include in the mechanics lien? 
17 A Yes. 
18 Q A.nd did he, to your knowledge, do that at your 
19 request? 
20 A Yes, 
21 Q Okay. !lave you had an opportunity to see the 
21 tneehanics lien tr.at was prepared m behalf of Teufel? 




MS. PICKENS: And at this tine, Your Honor, 
83 
would like to provide with a certified copy of ••hat we 
already have marked as Exhibit No. 7 -- or 6, I'm sorry. 




V~y I approach counsel and show him the copy? 
MR. BADGER: That will be your 6, right? 
MS. PICKENS: Yes. 
MR. :wxiER: Okay. 
MR. BADGER: ~y I lock at it, please, just 
(BY MS. PICKENS) So in lockiog at Teufel's 
ll ~xhibit 9:006, do you recognize that doc;;ment? 
~2 A Yes, I do. 
·.3 Q And what is that? 
A This is the Laborers and Materialmen's Notice 
:s and Claim of Lien. 
Q Aid docs that docu1nent bear a certification at 
:7 the bottom? 
~~ A Yes. 
:s Q And dces it say that it is a true and accurate 
20 certified copy of what's on the records in va:ley CDGnty 
2i in the State of Idaho? 
22 A Yes, it does. 
cl Q ~.nd is this a copy of the lll€d:anics :ion ~hat 
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MS. PIC!01S: At this tiTe, Your llonor, I'd ask 
for the admission of Defendar.t's Exhibit 9:006. 
MR. JW:GE:R: lie have no obJection, and mte for 
the record t1at :his is tre same as C:eeit Suisse's 
Exhibit 1:044. 
~HE COURT: 9:006 will be admitted. 
it:xhcbit No. 9:006 aclrutted into evidenoe.) 
1.; 
11 MS. FiaENS: Mr. Badger, has yours already been 
12 adritted? 
1J TJ'.E WJRT; Yes. 
1~ ~. Fl\IX;ER: Yes. 
t) MS. F:CKENS: It has, o:(,i;Jy. Thank you. 
;; Q (BY MS. PICKENS) Now, in locking at Teufel's 
1i Exhibit 9:006, does it reflect tt.at that dorurent is 
18 recorded with the records of Valley County? 
A Yes. 
2C Q And whal date is it recorded, if you can teil 
~- f~om the document? 
A It looks to be Octo::er 4th, /010. 
23 Q Is that the date of t~e certification --
24 
25 
A Oh, wait. I'm sorry. Ch, so March 21st, 2008. 
Q And I'll have you look down through the 
85 
1 document. It says that ·~eufel Nursery, at the re<J~:eSt 
of Tawrack Resort and/cr Trilliu:n Valley Construction." 
lQ you have an idea who Trilliu:n Valley 
Constrcction 1s? 
A I don't, and I den' L kww that I ever had even 
heard that referenced before this documect; chat we only 
had known of i:3.!!\irack Resort. 
Q Okay. And to this day, do ycu know who 7rillium 
Valley Construction is? 
:o A I don't. 
:1 Q Okay. But do you know who Tarrarack Resort, LLC 
:2 is? 
., i\ Yes. 
4 Q And did TaJIBrack :lesort, LLC dnect you to de 
11 all the landscaping wcrk that Teufel did on ~he Ta!!Erac.< 
:6 ?esort? 
:7 A They did. 
13 Q i\nd it says "On the 14Lh day of June 2004, it 
l9 begar. to sell, ~urnish and deLver materia:s and 
2J suopl ies, et cetera, to ~tee Tanmack resort." 
21 Is tt.at a fair and accurate statement? 
.~ Yes, it is. 
Q And, in fact, ycu testified t~at you arrived ot 




Q A.od reufel -- what day exactly did Teufel 
oobilize? 
A You know, it was -- June I :th was the first day 
that""' ·;ere here on slte. I thi1:k the work acrually 
started then on Jur,e 12th. 
Q Okay. And so on the :4011 day of June, it's fair 
to say that Teufel was there working on a project? 
A Yes. 
Q It also says that did COOI!l'€IJCe -- or "Did supply 
l~ or ccmnence labor :mtil the 27th day o: December, 2007." 
ll Now, did Teufel do work right 11p through tre 
:2 27th day of Decerrber of' 200'1? 
lJ A Actually, beyond that. 
' '4 Q Okay. And how far beyond did Teufel do work 
I ;s iJto 2COO -- beyond thcs date of r:ece:nber 27th, 2J07? 
, 15 A lie were doing erosion control ••ell into 2008. 
11 A.'Y.J I would have to look at our -- the daily force 
19 account records to get a date. 
13 Q Okay. If you could look to the Exhibit A thal' s 
2J attached to the cla~~ of lien. De you recognize that 
< 21 Exhibit A --
22 A Yes. 
Zl Q -- as being a very poor copy of what you have 
24 before you as Teufel's Exhibit 9:055? 
zs A It is the same. 
Q Okay. And so, essentially, the dccUF.enl that 
you provided to Mr. Tharp, he i:Jcbded in the claim of 
lien --
A Yes. 
Q -- is that correct? 
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And ·•hac was the purpose of attaching teat, if 
7 you know, to the claim of lien? 
A It was to identify ttc tota: dollar outstand:ng 
by Tamarack. 
IC Q And was it identifying it by portions of :he 
l1 project Lhat you worked or:! 
12 A It does, yes. 
Q Did it allocate oct which invoices Iem8ined 
unpaid o~ which parcels of property? 
A It did, yes. 
I 
;; 
:E Q Oi<ay. Ar.d as of December 27th of 2007, do you 
1' have a recollection of what Teufel was owed by Tamarack 
18 on DeoerrJJ€r 27th of 2C07? 
~9 A Yes. 
20 Q rihat .i.S t~at di!K)U11t? 
il MR. PArCER: Cbjection, lac<s fo~ndatiorJ. 
12 THE COORT: OverrJled. C<: a1ead, if you car, 
n an~wer it. 
THE WITNESS: $o64, 560.23. 
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much has Till'drack Resort paid Te~fel Nursery to date? 
A I'm rot A·•are of any payment that we have 
received. 
Q llow, yo•J had c:\dicated tha•" Stan Tharp ·•as your 
attorney, L1at was tr.e persoc that you au:r.orized to 
record this mechanics ~ien; is that correct? 
A Yes. 
Q And you hadn't met hJ.lll in person; is that 
9 correct? 
~1 P. Correct. 
11 Q Would that have required you to physically corre 
12 to the state of Idaho to do tJ:e mechanics I ien? 
:J A Yes. 
~~ Q Is that the purpose of hiring an attcrr.ey :c do 
lS that for yeo? 
li> A It was, yes. 
11 Q Okay. ~011, may I please have you look a~ Teufel 
:3 Exhibits 9:007 aod 9:008. 
19 A 007. 
20 Q Yes, and Teufel 9:008. 
:1 A All right. 
21 Q Let's star~ with Exh1bi: 9:001. Do you 
23 recognize ljat docurnenl? 
2! 
25 
A I do, yes, 
Q How do you recognize that doannent? 
A That's becat;se Mr. Tharp sent us a oopy of it 
immediately upon processing it. 
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Q Okay. Ard l'll note tt.at it is a letter dated 
March 24th of 2008, not a letter d:rected to Teufel 
Nursery, co~rect? 
A Correct. 
Q Ru: il' s you::: testirror.y thal you received a copy 
cf this on behalf of Teufel? 
A we r..1d. 
:o Q Md d1:l you receive it on or about March 24th .:Jf 
l1 2C08? 
:2 A Very &hortly thereafter. 
LJ Q Ckay. lmd Mr. Tharp •as your attcccey at thaL 
.4 ti:ne, Teufel's? 
:s A Yes, he was. 
l6 Q Was he authorized to send letters or. your 
:1 be~alt? 
:8 A r.e was. 
·. \ Q And is this a document tr,<Jt you ·o~ould have ~ept 
;o in the ordioary COLrse of yo"r business records at Teufel 
:1 Nu:csery' 
A Tt is. 





MS. PICKENS: At this time, Your Honor, I'd ask 
for admittance of Teufel's 9:007. 
~- I'J\a;EP: l'd li<e to voir dire, it I my, 
THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
VOIR DIPE ;::wmA:ION 
BY :-IR. MEGER: 
10 
11 Q This doesn't represent a COI1llilation of data or 
12 business information compiled by Teufel, would you agree? 
13 This is sirrply a letter that you received, purportedly, 
14 from your attorney, true? 
15 A ?hat's correct. 
10 MR. BACGER: We objec~. Lacks foundation, 
li authentication and hearsay. 
18 THE COURT: At this point the objection's 
19 sustained. The letter cs an out-of-court state~er.t 
20 offered for the truth of its content, which is the fact 
21 that the notice was mailed to Tawarack pursuan• to 
22 statute. At this point I'll sustain. 
23 t£. PICKENS: Okay. 
24 
25 
DIRECT EXAMINATICl< (CONTlNUED) 
BY MS. PICKENS: 
Q Mr. Christensen, do you have any personal 
knowledge whether or :10t Defendant's Ex.'1iliit 9:007 was 
1 sent to Tilll'ilrack Resort, U£? 
'A I do, yes. 
Q And what's that perswal knowledge? 
10 A Because I goL a phone call from them. 
1! Q When you say "fr001 them," who did yoJ get a 
:2 phone call from? 
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ll P. I'm trying to think who """ left. It wasn't Nic 
14 Stover, It waso't Scott. I can't say for sure, but I do 
15 recall Chris Kirk would be a log:cal one, but I can't say 
16 that it ~as Chris. I do remember the call though, and 
17 that is, "lie just got your lien." 
18 Q Ar.d when you say "We just got your lien," you 
\'3 mean 'fatl'arack received a copy cf your lien? 
2J A Yes. 
2l Q And do you recall whet~er or not that was w.it.l'.in 
22 that !'.arch 24th, 2008 time frame? 
23 A 't was. 
Q A"~d when you say it was, de yw recall if it was 
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A It ·•as within a day or two. 
Q Okay. :f you ~uld look at Teufel exhibit 
9:008, do you recognize that documen:? 
A Yes. 
Q And what is that? 
A That is the c!aL1. of lien, t~is lime to Trillium 
1 Valley Construction frorn Tcufe l. 
Q k1d do yo~ recognize this? Was this a document 
t:1at you received a copy of' 
ll A !t 1s, yes. 
11 Q And same with the prior dac:.rent, Exhibit 9: 007, 
12 is this a docunent that you as~ed your attorney, 
u M:. ?harp, to prepa:e? 
I4 A Yes, it is. 
!l Q And did he, to your knowledge, do so on behalf 
!6 of Teufel Nursery? 
17 A He did. 
!8 Q And is this a document that you received in the 
Il course of your busir.ess? 
20 A Yes. 
2i Q And you also testified that you at the tine did 
22 not know who Trillium Valley Construction was, correct? 
11 A I didn't, no. I still don't. 
2~ Q Oid you have any understanding or any 
25 conversation with Mr. Tharp why they were sending this to 
93 
Tri 11 ium Valcey Ccnstnction? 
A I did. And he j"st explained chat they were an 
entlty that was ir.volved, and that it was necessary to 
4 file the lien with ooth Tamarack p:us Trillium Valley 
Ccr.struction. 
Q Okay. And did you retain a copy of this letter 
1 in the records of Teufel Nursery? 
A Yes. 
Q And is this a tree and accurate copy that's 
:o contair.ed within the reco~ds? 
11 A It is. 
:2 Q And did you h.;ve any discussions Wilh Mr. narp 
:3 about whetr,cr or ~at these documents were actually 
:4 certified -- ·~re ~Miled to Tar<Irack aoo Trillium? 
A Yes. 
) 
THE CCIJRT: F.xhlbit 9:008 appears to be two 
letters. One's dated March 26th, 2008; one's dated March 
24, 2008. Are you intending to of~er all of these? 
MS. PlC!DS: Yes, Your Hcnor, as one exhibit. 
~HE COURT: Pardon? As one exhibit? 
MS. PICKENS: Toey're both 'dentified to 
Trillium Valley Construction, Ycur Honor. 
THE COURT: 1'11 sustain the objection for the 
reasons previous:y stated. 
:o MS. PICKENS: You know, at this ti.~e, YoL:r 
II Honor, I 'rn going to be moving in co a whole new phase of 
11 questioning. Would it be-- are we going to 5:00? Or 
!3 maybe this wo.L.d be a good t'lre to bcea~. 
14 I can represent to the Court that I am 
li cautiously optimistic ~hat I probably only have two more 
16 hours with Mr. Christensen. 
:1 THE COURT: So where is that going to leave us 
18 then in terms of the ~eu.'"el presentation? 
19 MS. PICKENS: Well, it's extended by about ten 
20 r.Unutes now, because I'm qo:ng to have to bring in 
2~ Mr. Tharp tomorYow. ~hat. I also have two other 
22 witnesses, Chris Kirk and Mike Stanger, k~d both of 
13 those testimnies should last r.o rrore :han 30 minutes. 
. 24 I do beLeve that we can res': our case by early 
25 afternoon. 
THE COOR7: What does your case look like, do 
you think, Mr. Badger? 
)IF.. lli\I:GER: = anticipate that I will be some 
time with tf.is wi:ness en cross-examination. 
THE COU3T: All right. Why don': we take our 
evening recess. We'll begin tomorrow morning at n:ne 




MS. PICKENS: :·hank you, Your Honor. 
THE COORT: A1ything else to take up today? 
MR. Mr:GEH: No, Your Ho~oc. 
MS. PICKENS: No. Tf.a~k you. 
THE COURT: Tnat 's all tor :oday. Tha~k you. 
95 
!5 
(Proceedings recessed at 4:5c p.m. to resurre at 9:00 
a.m. on October 6, 2C10.) 
16 Q And was it your ur.derstanding that they were :t 
17 indeed sent? 1 r 
19 MF.. tw:GER: Objection, t~at calls for ~earsay. " 
19 Objection. 
2J THE COU!\l': c' ll sustain. 
c I 'IS. PICKENS: JCJst for purposes of the record, 
2' Ycur Honor, I would ; ike tc offer Cefeooant 's -- or 
23 Teufel's Exhibit 9:008. 
MR. :>Jif);ER: Cbjectinn, aJthenticity dlld 
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1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
2 
STATE OF IDAHO 
3 ss. 
COUNTY OF VALLEY 
4 
5 
6 I, KASEY A. REDLICH, Certified Court Reporter of 
7 the County of Valley, State of Idaho, hereby certify: 
8 That I attended the trial in the above-entitled 
9 matter and reported in stenograph the trial proceedings 
10 had thereat; that I thereafter, from the shorthand record 
11 made by me at said trial, prepared a typewritten 
12 transcript of said trial; that pages 1 through 102 
13 constitutes said transcript and that said transcript 
14 contains an excerpt of said trial proceedings. 
15 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN RE Case No. CV-08-114-C 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS Consolidated Cases 
) Case No. CV-08-JlOC Ca!';e No. CV-08-502C 
) Case No. CV-08-311C Case :-.Jo. CV-08-!>0BC 
) Case No. CV-0E-312C Case :-Jo. CV-08-509C 
) Case No. CV-08-3~4C Case No. CV-08-5,0C 
) Case No. CV-08-335C Case No. C"l.t-08-5llC 
) Case No. CV-08-356C Case No. CV-08-512C 
) Case Ko. CV-08-357C Case No. CV-08-513C 
) Case No. CV-08-514C 
) Case No. CV-08-521C 
) Case No. CV-C8-52BC 
) TRANSCRIPT 
) OF PROCEEDINGS 
BEFORE THE HONORABLE PATRICK H. OWEN 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
19 BE IT REMEMBERED, that this matter came on 
20 regularly for Trial before the Court, in the courtroom of 
21 the Valley County Courthouse in Cascade, Idaho, on October 
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555 West Fifth Street 
Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
P. BRUCE BADGER 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 S. State Ste. 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2323 
TERRI R. PICKENS 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 South 9th Street, Suite 240 









I N D E X 
3 TRIAL DATE: 
4 October 6, 2010 
5 WITNESSES: 
6 For Teufel Nursery: 
7 
RICKY GEORGE CHRISTENSEN 
Direct Examination (Cont.) by Ms. Pickens 
Voir Dire Examination by Mr. Badger 
Direct Examination (Cont.) by Ms. Pickens 
Direct Examination (Cont.) by Ms. Pickens 
Cross-Examination by Mr. Badger 
Cross-Examination (Cont.) by Mr. Badger 
Cross-Examination (Cont.) by Mr. Badger 














Voir Dire Examination by Mr. Badger 
Redirect Examination (Cont.) by Ms. Pickens 






Direct Examination (Cont.) by Ms. Pickens 
Voir Dire Examination by Mr. Badger 
Direct Examination (Cont.) by Ms. Pickens 
Voir Dire Examination by Mr. Badger 





























I N D E X (CONTINUED) 
MIKE STANGER 
Direct Examination by Ms. Pickens 
Cross-Examination by Mr. Badger 
Redirect Examination by Ms. Pickens 





Direct Examination by Ms. Pickens 
Cross-Examination by Mr. Badger 
Redirect Examination by Ms. Pickens 
13 WITNESSES: 
14 For Credit Suisse: 
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Direct Examination by Mr. Badger 



















4 No. Descrietion Admitted 
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6 9:007 Notice of Delivery of Claim of Lien 183 
7 9:008 Map of Tamarack Resort - 2004 Roadwork 185 
8 9:011 Retention Invoice for Chalet 46 
9 9:012 Work Order 49 
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20 9:023 Retention Invoice for Misc. Hydro seeding 49 
21 9:024 Retention Invoice for Norwood Nursery 49 
22 9:025 Work Order 49 
23 9:026 Retention Invoice for Rock Creek 49 
24 9:027 Work Order 49 
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CASCADE, H~llO, o'EDNESDAY, cc;'OBEH 6, 20\0 
T'lE CCURT: Gcod :rorncng. We're back on the 
·ecord. Th:s is In the :-latter or the Tamarack Resort 
Forec~osure and Related Proceedings; Valley County Case 
No. 2008-114C. Ms. Pickens r.ere on t:€half c: Teufel 
Nursery; Mr. Christensen also present; Mr. Badger, 
~s. Walker present fer Credit Suisse. 
we had taken our evemng recess during the 
~) direct exa,ination of :.lr. Christensen. My preli.mnary 
rratters to :ake up this !lllrning? 
., . ' ~. JlN);ER: No, Ycur Eonor. 
~.S. PICKENS: No, Your Hooor. 
Tr!F. CCURT: Mr. C.1nstensen, if you'd take tl1e 
:; stand. Because this is a separdte dey of the 
. o proceedings, I'll have yoc res110rn. L" ym:' ll stand by 
:1 the witness stand, :ace my clerk, raise ycl'r right hand 
R to be sworn, please. 
:9 
:0 RICKY GEC~GE (}~IST~SEN 
21 
11 •o~as recalled as a witr.ess and, havir.g been 
cl reswcm, was examined and testified further as follows: 
;4 
DIRECT EXAMINATION (CJNriNUED) 
BY MS. P!Clll::NS: 
Q And, Mr. Christensen, when we left off 
yesterday, we r,ad talked about the work tha: Teufel had 
7 done in the various years of 2004 through 2007. [}) you 
; rcca ll tr.a t tcst:Joony? 
A I do. 
to Q And you recall testi:ying about doCU!II2nts that 
1· yoJ highlighted definir.g what wed, in what areas Teufel 
12 d~d ir. each given year? 
1 l A ?.ight. 
14 Q f)) you have an understanding of what 
15 docurrentation you used to CClr'pile the highlighted 
16 infol111ition on those docUllCnts"! 
l7 A You <now, actually, to put it together took a 
\3 lot of ·•ork. ~.rd sc I had no cho~ce but to go back 
19 brough our dc'ly focce accounts that '</€ kept fro~ day 
1J one. They were reqdred by Tarrarack. And so that 
1: ac~ually belped me to remc'\\ber the seq.~ence of events. 
22 l was able t8 go thrm:gh, day by day, identified 
:J by locat:on; ana that's v1here I was able to put toqe:her 
:1 nc7ivities in oreas by tine period. 
Q Okay. And as your role as t:oe project lffir.agcr 
' 
for the Taoorack Project, did you have the cpportunity lo 
review every daily force account that was dcne for the 
Tunarack Project? 
~ So I personally generated them for :he entire 
20C4, because ! was here. Afler lhat, I wasn't the one 
who created them; r,owever, in order to COil)) up with the 
1 highlignted maps, I did have to go through sheet by sheet 
in order to, one, to collect to make sure that we had 
9 them; and, t~o0:0, to pu~ the smnary together. 




A ~hat's ccrrect. 
Q Now, in the years 2005 through 2007, did you 
14 still have an opportunity to rev:ew daily force accounts 
15 as they were being generated by your crew? 
16 A So I was invclved in the monthly billing . 
17 ~nts 1o10uld care over to be archived, so I would look 
1e at them periodica:ly. But at that ti.Jre I didn't look at 
19 each individual daily force account. 
20 Q Okay. NO'O, were you using those daily force 
21 accounts to kind of get a feel for how the next year 
22 :night go when you were talking with Mr. Kirk about 
23 neqotiating unit price for the next year? 
2~ II Yes. And, actually, they 'Nere used-- every 




~ So they were individually er.tered :n and 
Slllml. ri Zed . 
".S. PICKENS: Okay. At this tine, Madam Clerk, 
may I please have the witness handed Exhibit 9:041. 
Q [BY MS. PICKEliS) New you just testified that 
you went tt~ough daily force acc~Q1ts to came up with 
your highlighted maps? 
lC A Yes. 
11 Q And in loolc.ng at Defendant's Cxhini t 9: C41, 1r. 
12 just giving a quick look through because it's a very 
lJ large exhibit, do you recognize generally '•hal this 
14 exhibit is? 
15 A I do. 
JE Q Md what is it? 
17 A So this has roadway of Discovery Drive and then 
18 : t has Sugar Loa [ and Pinnacle, which were Lhe two side 
; 9 roads :hat were L1lt in and created during 2004 we ere we 
:o dcd some significant aoount of work. 
21 Q Okay. In looking at the exhibit as a whole, 
22 like I said, because it's a very large exhibit with tabs, 
/J can you explain at least what tte Iabbing is to begin 
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Q It you look --
A So it's indivtdual naps of Tamarack, and it's 
3 specific to, looks lii<e, periods of till2 when ~oUrk was 
cone. 
Q And have. you had an opportunity ~o compile all 
the daily force accounts for today's :rial? 
A Yes. 
Q And are these compiled by month? 
A Yes. 
:a Q And what do the tabs represent? 
ll 
12 
A 7he cabs then are the groupings cf Lhose. 
Q Of the months? 
'l A Yes. 
14 Q Okay. And so Exhibit 41, is i: fair to say is a 
i5 grouping for all of the daily force accounts for Teufel 
:6 for 2004? 
1; A Actuacly, there was additional work that we 
:< performed in 2004 from this, 
I 9 Q If you look at ea:h individual nunth, is t'lere a 
:c specific map to cover each individual ronth? 
:1 A Yes, yes, yes. 
22 Q Okay. Now, :n looking at the firs·- page of 
:J Exhibit 9:041, you test:fied that those were en specific 
) 
Q Oi<ay. And are these also the docurre1ts that you 
used to corrpile tr.e monthly billings for Tarurack? 
A Yes. 
Q And would it be a clear reflect:on of ~ha: work 
Teufel did at the Tarrarack Resort in 2004? 
A lt actually very clearly docliTllents what we d1d, 
1
1 and that it was part of :he Tamarack requiremer.t. 
Because each day was filled out and identified the work 
I 9 that was perfomed. It identified the crew mailers that 
10 were involved, Lhe equiomen: tr,at was used, t~e l1\lterials 
11 that were installed. So, I mean, i: was a gcod system. 
12 )l.S, PICI0lS: Okay, At this till2, Your Honor, 
13 I'd ask for admission of Teufel's Exhibit 9:041. 
14 MR. BAIX:ER: I wonder lf I might exaJtine the 
15 exhibit I was given Teu:'el's exhibits on a disk and that 
16 doesn't reflect tabb1ng a!'d so forth. May I examine this 
11 for a second? 






(Pause in the proceedicgs.) 
MR. BADGER: Thank you. No objection. 
THE ~: 9: 04~ will be adnitted. 




Yes, there are. 
Now, in gcing through ar.d revtewing the 
dOCUJJ'ents, is this highEghting that you rave done 
yourself? 
A Yes. 
Q And these are the daily force accocnts that you 
1 have used to compile this irfomation? 
A Yes, it is. 
Q Ar.a are these also the daily force accounts that 
11 you helped generate? 
E A Yes, by my signature. 
·' Q And they're grouped by mnth? 
Il A Yes. 
14 Q Kow, to your kmwledge, you' vc gane thrccgh 
l~ t!1ese, correct? 
H A Yes. 
l7 Q And would this be all of the daily force 
18 accounts for the year 2004 for the Tamarack ProJect? 
ll A That 1 s correct. 
i) Q r~td Lhese are docwnents that you've kept in tr.e 
2: ordin<;ry course of your business at Teufel Nursery? 
22 A Yes. 
2 J Q And you've used these ~o prepare for your 
'; test~ny tocla.y' 
~) P.. Yes, l lk!ve. 
6 
25 (Exhibit No. 9:041 admitted into evidence.) 
Q !BY MS. PICKENS) Now, Mr. Christensen, ••e 
talked yesterday a little bit abouc the landscape 
constructio~ agreement that Teufel had en~ered into with 
Tamarack. Do you recall that testimony? 
A I do, yes. 
Q And do you recall :hal t~e firs: agreenent that 
was actually entered ir.to with Tamarack had ar. end date 
of ~ovmber 30th, 2004? 
A Correct. 
10 Q Could you do me a favor ar,d turn to ll'.e ::eceTber 
:1 tab for the daily force accounts ir. Exhibit 9:041? 
12 .If<. BAIX:ER: Could we have a Ra~es nu:mer, 
13 please, so I can follow? 
ll ~. PICKENS: vou bet. Scartinq with Teufel 
!5 000857. 
!6 MP .. BADGER: Tha~k you. I'm having a hard timo 
.1 finding that. Did you flnd it, Mr. C.oristensen' 
18 THE WITNESS: From my Lab, it was the last coe, 
19 so it was -
20 MR. BAIX:ER: Ch, they're not in n•Jmencal order. 
I il MS. PICKENS: Unfort·.mately, they're in 
' 22 chronological order. 
1 11 MR .. BALX;F.R: So 857, is ~hat I'm looking fm' 
2~ V.S. PICKENS: :·es. 
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MS. PICKENS: 12/1/07. 
Q (BY 1-'.S. PICKENS) ~ow, looking at the daily 
3 terce accounts that you have before you, does this 
re:lect -- what does this reflect that Teu~el did for 
:eceml:€r of 2C04? 
A we:1, so the very first one ir.dicates that we 
•NCrked at the White Water Roundabout, we excavated two 
tree holes for native tree install. What was 
interesting, at least it was interesting to me, so we 
:o look at Dearller lst, and we can see that there were 
\\ actually t~ee --actually, just two, that we worked on 
·' two differeot locations that same date. 
:J Q Would that be colllllOn to do t...:J ctfferenc daily 
:4 force accounts for the same day? 
;o A Th's is fairly sm3.ll. It ·•as very coornon for us 
:6 to work at three to five locations in a sir.qle day. 
11 Q Okay. And does it re:'lect that Teufe! did work 
18 through December of 2004? 
19 A It does. Let's see what the last one is. :.ast 
:o one went through Dece:roer 21st. And you :\now what I was 
n doing then? Chrisbras decorating. Continued to hang 
;~ garland, place potted trees. Sc we did all sorts of 
13 things. 
24 Q Ar.d so, technically, that was outside of the 
2i date, Noverrber 30th of 2004 is wher. :he sc:pposed er.d date 
9 
was scpposed to be for the Teufel contract? 
A Yes. 
Q And is that because it ·was anticipated that 
Te·~fel wodd jt:st conLnue the project? 
A We~:, that and the fact that there really was 
work that was required from us. 
And, you know, as I mencioned yesterday, SCJ~Ce of 
3 what we did, an important part of ·.mat we d1d is allowed 
for other amstruction to proceed. So i: we weren't 
11 there, iL ~iLerally could have kought the pro;ect to a 
11 halt. So that's why it was impor:ant for us to continue 
1: on. 
11 Q Who would have direc:ed Teufel :o put us 
1; Chris,mas decorations and make the resort presentable for 
l\ lhe Chrislnas season? 
li A ! believe that was a persona~ request from 
1> Jean-Pierre "oespf'ug. 
It Q Okay. And wuld you agree with me that that 
1° wasn't specifically set forth in the landscape services 
2C c.greerrent? 
2: A No, 1t was not. 
;~2 Q Okay. NO'•, did you cont.im;e -- you continued to 
23 work in nos, correct'! 
A Yes, ·oe d1d. 
Q Jid you also concinue to do tl:e caily torce 
10 
) 
accounts through 2005? 
A Yes. 
Q Ar.d have yo. had a~ opportunity :o review all 
those daily force accounts --
A I have. 
Q -- for 2005? 
MS. PICKENS: Madam Clerk, may I please have the 
witness handed Exhibit 43 -- 9:043. 
0 :8Y MS. PICYENSI You have before you 
10 Defendant's 9:043. Do you recognize that exhibit? 
'I A Yes, I do. 
:2 Q What does that exhibit appear to be' 
I :J A This is the mp identifying the work that was 
· :4 dor:e. And it starts in Apric of 2005 and has the daily 
11 force accou~ts behioo it to support it. 
:6 Q Okay. ~ow, yes:erday you tes:ified that you 
17 thought there was work done in earlier oonths of /005. 
li Do you recall that? 
19 A I do. And I ·•as incorrect that we did not work 
20 dur:ng those first m<Jnths of 2005. It was actually the 
21 following year, the winter of 2805/20C6 that we worked 
22 throt:gh the winter. 
23 Q Okay. So does this reflect by 100nth a 
24 chronology of daily force accounts fo~ the year of 2085? 
15 A It does. 
11 
Q And have you had an opportunity to review the 
daily force accounts in your E~~ibit 9:043? 
1'. Yes, I have. 
·O And is that how you compiled your surrrnary that 
was admitted yesterday as Exhibit 9:042? 
A Yes, it is. 
Q And each individual month has a highl1ghted map. 
Jid you prepare those personally high~ighted waps in 
Exhibit 9; 043? 
lC A Yes. 
· 11 Q l'ihat do those re:lect? 
12 A They reflect the wor~ that was performed each 
ll month in the event -- in tr.e areas that are highlighted. 
l4 0 So going to Page 2 of Exhibit 9:043 -- for the 
15 record, it's Bates stamped Teufel 939. 
16 A Yes. 
l7 Q Would that have been the first day that Teufel 
19 worked in 2005? 
:9 A Yes. 
20 Q ~.nd what d0€s it reflect that Teufel was doing 
21 at the time? 
22 A So we were at the White Water Bndge, which was 
23 No. 6. At that ti'll€, the bridges were just m.:ntleroo, 
!4 they didn't have a na.-re. And so we were up on the l<hite 
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enviro1rental i~i)roverrents. And this is rE"cJrade for the 
streillll cr.annel dtd to prepare for seed:ng. 
Q Now, is ~~ibit 9:0~3 a true and accurate 
depiction of all the daily force accounts that you've had 
' an opportunity to review in preparing for :<X!ay? 
A Yes, it is. 
Q .l\nd is it also a trJe aod accurate depiction of 
the daily fcrce accounts that you used to do :he monthly 
oillings for Tamarack Resor:? 
10 A :':xactly. 
11 Q And were these kept in your daily business 
11 records at Teufel Nursery? 
.1.3 A They are. 
:4 flS. P:CKENS: At this tJ.JUe, Your Honor, l'c ask 
:s for the acinission of Teufel's Exhibi: 9:043. 
MR. lll\l:GER: No objection. 
THE CXJURT: 9:043 will be aCrn.itted. 






21 Q (BY MS. PICKENS) Now, in loo<ing at the daily 
22 forcP. accoun~s, can you k.:.nd cf give a ge:1eral overview, 
13 maybe JUst looking at the mantO by roonth maps, kind of 
" what work Teufe" was doing in 2005? 
25 A Sure. So for April -- and I had mentioned 
13 
yestercay about after t~e end of snow, when the snow 
would melt, then trere would be some darMge to repair aoo 
some erosion "oiOrk. So that was our first priority when 
·•e arrived back or. site in April. 
And so this talks obout the stream ilrpravements. 
As the stream channeis were eroding, we would qo in ar.d 
we would sho:e up the bank, co~rect any e:osion problems. 
By May, :hen we were back to oore traditional 
work tha~ was along :he roadsides. Roadside work tha:: 
10 had beer. done on Sugar Loaf and along Discovery Drive. 
11 And I also mentioned about the damage done by 
:i c:onstrxtion ~ra:fic, which was ongoing, co:~sta.r.t. As 
:J construction went on, tt.ere was ddll'aqe along the 
:4 roads1des as the trucks would wande~ off of the pavemenc, 
11 ;;nd that had to be repaired. So in May the" "€ started 
:6 on the roadside repair work. 
By June we were back into the housing 
:8 developments. And I lldd ~~En~ioned yescerday 2004, the 
:9 housing units of the Reck Creek Cottages and T1nn Creek 
:o Chalets had been constructed. BJt they were finished so 
:1 :a:e in the season, we couldr't rlo the actual :aooscaping 
:2 arocnd them, And so ,.;, went bilck then to scart on the 
cl landscape wur:< "urrounding those units. PJld also ~n 
.~4 June, we 1 reworking down on the maln roadway1 er.tranceway 
~5 aga1n, Discmre;y 8rive. 
14 
By .July, tr"e sdll'e, plus we also expand to the 
areas -- some cor:tro~ a~ea between the Reck Creek Cottages 
and the Twin -- it's hard to say, Twio Creek :halets, 
where we wece doing i:rproving. And as 1 recall, there 
was a nature path, a bike trail. Sc we did iiPprovements 
along that. 
August. Now we see that the Golder. Bar 
~ownhcmes, wh:ch they had -- i~ 2004, they had just 
opened up the area, just started 1"itial grading. By 
10 2005, construction had started. Wasn't tirre for 
11 landscaping, but we ·oere ca:led in periodically for 
12 erosion and ooulder walls. And that occurred then in 
11 AJqc;st. 
Septerrixr. More WDrk along wnite Water, the 
15 main roadway in the White Water section, supplemental 
16 work alor.g the roadsides. 
11 October of 2005. There are, in addition to 
18 Golden Bar, now we're seeing so~ othec developments. 
lS Started -- constnction started, not landscape work, but 
20 we d1d come ill to do erasion, buffers, screening, things 
21 l~ke that. 
12 November, 2C05. Mere work in Golden Bar 
23 Townhomes, some slope proteccion along-- let's see. 
24 can't ~ead it, but one of the side roads, we did some --
25 there was a significart cut slope, and that reqJired some 
15 
work. And then also we see work now at the Arl ing Center 
start. So construction was underway there. Again, we 
were working with erosion concrol arocnd the Ailing 
Center, which was just gecting under way at that tim'. 
December, we focused no longer on the building 
units. We ••ere out of those. And aL o: our tilre then 
was focused just on roadway for erosion control for 
wintertime. 
Q Ckay. Arx! in looking at the final tab for 
10 Decerrber, does it ref:ect on or aoout :he last :lire 
ll Teufel did work i1 2005? 
:2 A L€c€fl'L.':ler 28th, correct. e~ainage p:oblcrr:s 
13 throughout Tamarack. So what we were doing :hen 1s 
l4 keeping the side -- :he swales along the sides of the 
15 road\iays, ~hey would jdlll with ice and wito extra s~ow. 
16 So we'd clear those out so they could continue draining. 
11 Q So in the year 200S, how would you characterize 
18 ~eu'e I' s landscaping work at Tamarack on the 'Nhole? 
i 9 A Not as much trad1 tional landscape as you wou:d 
20 think. There was, a~ tl:e Rock Creek Cottages and Twin 
21 Creek Chalets, that's ••here we foct:sed our plantinq ar.d 
22 irrigation. The re:Th1inder of :he year, real ~y, was mrer 
23 the maJority of U:e site, again, supporting the 
2~ construction aod trdking sure tha: thir.gs 01erer.' t sh~t 
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env:ror~:~tal iss~~. 
Q Now, how was ~eufel involved in keepbg the 
project er.virom.entally c<X<'pliant? 
A So the projec~ was really heavcly watched. A.1d 
wt:at 'jOU look for, the official word is turbidity, which 
is :"eally rr:ud, it's bro•m water cOIPing of:, and lt's --
so it's easy tc JOOnicor. All you do is you stand at the 
base of the stream and yoc lock, and if t:~ere' s any mud 
in the water, oh, there's a problerr. And that would 
:o instantly cause concern and perhaps a shutdown of lhe 
ll proJect until it was cor~ected. 
12 And so our task was to ~ke certain no soil 
ll entered tt:e streams at any tirr.e. And that's why we were 
'4 directed througt:m;t t:1e site, wherever construction was 
:S goong on, to protec: the streams; or when t~e streams 
:6 were damaged, •llich they we:e during construction, i:' s 
:7 impossible no~ to damage t~"em, was :epair work. 
" Q Okay. Now, for 2006, do you recall wr"en 'feufe~ 
: l showed ~P on site in 2006'! 
i l A So we did, teca'JSe we were doiq snow rell'Oval 
21 octi vities. We were there thrwgh winter. 
;; Q Okay. 
2J A So we should have :ecords in January. 
2l Q Okay. And did you also C<X<'pile daily focce 
:s accoants for the year 2006? 
A Yes. 
Q And have you had an opportunity to review a~l 
t'lose documen:s for 200E? 
A Every one of thP.II1. 
17 
MS. PICKENS: Madiln Clerk, my I please tave the 
witr.ess handed Exhibit No. 9:045. 
Q IUY tiS. PICKENS) So you now have before you 
F.x.'libit 9:045. CI:J you recog~"ze that exhibit? 
A Yes. 
10 Q Can you describe to the Court what that extibit 
E is? 
1: 1\ So it starts oU with January am tc,e work that 
1 • was performed in January o: 2006 by area. 
l4 Q Would this eKhibit be a compilation of all the 
lS dally force accour.ts of 2006 by arount? 
1' A Yes. 
1 ~ C Ano did you prepare the doc:.Jment with the 
lB prospective rr11ps of t~e highloghting of this dccUirent? 
~9 A I did, yes. 
Q Ar:d Lhat 's how you were able to do your s.mrrary 
il for tte work Lhat was done for 2006? 
'" A ves. 
'< Q Ar.d yo~J utll ized trese documents to compile your 
c; rronthly billir.(jS to T:1miHack flescrt for 2006? 
23 A That's concc:.. 
18 
) 
Q Ale they true and accorate copies of business 
records that you keep ar~ maintain at Teufel Nursery? 
1\ They are. 
loiS. P!CKONS: At this ti'Jle, Your Honor, I'd ask 
for the admission of Teufel's Exhibit 9:045. 
MR. BAffiEH: May l voir dire, please? 
THE COU~7: Yes, sir. 
10 
11 BY MR. !'JIJX.iER: 
12 
VOIR DIRE CXAMINAT!ON 
ll Q Mr. Christensen, amongst this thick grouping of 
14 pages, are tt:ere any pages hat are not from Teufel's 
""5 records; that 1s, downen:s t~.at came from someone else 
'6 other than Teufel's enployees"! 
17 A :·~sorry, I'm trying to think of why there 
18 would be something else in there. When materials were 
19 del:vered on site, there were invo:ces that were 
2C sdlmitted. But they wouldn't te in this notetrok, 
21 because this is just the daily records. So I believe 
21 there wouldn't be any reason for a docurent in here that 
23 wasn't created by us. 
24 MR. BAffiER: Okay. Thank you. No objection . 
. 25 THE COURT: 9:045 will be acinitted. 
19 
!Exhibit No. 9:045 adrrdted into evidence.) 
DIHEC"r EXAMINATION iCONTJNUEDI 
BY MS. P:CKENS: 
Q Now, in looking at Teufel's Exh;J,it 9:045, does 
it reflect that Teufel started workir.g in January of 
2006? 
~0 A Yes, it does. 
i 11 Q What tyoe of work was Teufel doi~g in January of 
l1 20~E? 
l3 A Oh, snow rcrroval, south laydmm yard. So the 
l4 south laydowr. yard ••as ~here the other trades on site 
15 coordinated out of. And so it was ir;lortant for the 
16 other trades to have access :c that area. 
:1 Q A.od you recall your testi.mny about Loe contract 
IB for 2006 not being signed until May of 2006. 00 you 
:g recall that testimny' 
1J A Tha:'s right. 
, :1 'J A.'lCI so this reflects that !eufel, regardless ot 
c2 that was on site -- om what was the first day that they 
n were there in January? 
:1 A Sc : 'm seei~g is January 23rd. 
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the next following months? 
A eebruary -- yes. 
Q And wha: was :he general work 'l'eu~el was do1~g 
in February? 
A So I see t:1at the Bayview sales office was bei~g 
constructed at that time, and so we were doing work 
around that. Certaicl y, in Feoruary, it lo!Ouldn': have 
been traditional lanascape work. Again, it was repair 
work due to construction activity going on a: t"e Bayview 
:c sales office. 
'1 Also there's -- at the intersection of Pinnacle 
l2 and Discovery Way, we had work going on. If I recall, 
13 there was utility work that was going on there, and so it 
!4 was excavation and that we worked to restore the area 
IS after that utility work went on. 
:6 And then up in White Water, there is one single 
:1 road where there was some construction qoin~ on, and we 
:3 were working in conjunction wi:h that. 
l> Q now about in ~rch, ~hat was Teufel doing in 
20 March? 
21 A So work continued around t~e Bayview sales 
21 office. Oh, and the specific work, "Excavate out snow 
23 and mud at sales office, prepare for pavers, COll'ple:e 
24 laying of erosion netting and installation of seed." 
25 Q Okay. 
21 
A And then also a limited area arocnd the Golden 
Bar Townhores. 
Q Okay. How about in April ot 2006? 
A Much 100re activity. So the site was coming back 
to life. And so what we see here is lots of work along 
the roadside edges. UnfortLnately, it was work that we 
had all done before, but it was redoing the work that was 
damaged by the ccnstroclio:~ over the -- by the truci(S, 
r:Jtting the roCJdside ci11ring the winter rrocths. 
lJ We also -- for ~.oril, we did wor< at the C€sion 
1' P~aza. We started up in White Water and did a fair 
12 am:Junt of lo!Ork. And also C-olden llar Towr.ho!ll2S now •..:as in 
1 J full production, and so we were there for the llEjority of 
l' tl:e rronth of April. 
lS Q Okay. 
II lond also you can see ':hat the tabs are gettir:g 
11 thic~er, so the amount of activity that were on mere and 
.R roore locations as the season progressed. 
19 Q eow about !1ay, w:nat ·•as the general work tor 
!0 Teufel in May? 
/1 A So at this time we went back to the entran~e and 
:1 did work alor.g the main entrance o: Discovery Dnve, and 
"~ then '.Je followed : t all the way out past the develofiD?nC: 
:4 lor r.ore roadside work. Loo~ like the snowfront, wh1ch 
,~ ·•as the area d1rectly fadng the rrc•Jntain from the Sports 
22 
Village. 
Wcrk started then in May, we're goinq to see 
that all through the sumner where we act•Jally created an 
arrpr.itheater for s~rtire concerts. So tr.e cr.itial 
work for t:hat started in May as W€11 as work up in 'ilhite 
Water. 
Q Okay. How abo•Jt cune of 2006? 
A Jur.e, ~~t-e are now for tr.e .:.ndividual r.ome lots 
alonq Sugar Loaf, we actually did some buffering planting 
10 along those. I don't know, but l scspect ic may be that 
11 t~ey were getting ready for a sales event, so we did 
12 planting along the roadsides there. 
ll We carre back to Rock Creek Co:tages and l'•b 
14 Creek Chalets, probably for the fir.al planting at this 
:1 ~i..tre. 
!6 ArKJ for June it looks like no work occurred in 
11 t~e Golden Bar Townhares, but just on two small locations 
!S in White Water. 
19 Q How about July of 2006? 
20 A July, we haven't talked about the :Jiscovery 
21 Chalets. So for J~ly 2006, now e"Phasis is taken to the 
122 Discovery Chalets, and we're all over those doing the 
23 landscape installation. 
24 Back at Golden Bar Towr.hares, and now I'm seeing 
25 work at the Clearwater ToWTL~cmes. So, actually, we had 
had work there at Clearwater before we -- no·• we were 
:naking significant wor~ at the Clearwater Tm,;nhomes. 
Q Of.iiy. Hew about August of 2006? 
23 
A August, work along Discovery crive, Discovery 
Chacets is in full lar~scape installation at that time. 
Back at Golden llar and at t~e :learwatcr ~ownhares. 
Q Okay. How about Septe.'llber of 2006? 
A Golden Bar. The Steelhend neveloprent, there's 
actually work on t'Jat roadside. P11d I r.ad CJencioned the 
10 s:JOwfconc, which was for tne arrphit~eater. 
I
ll So by Septe~r then, the wajor push, we d1d 
sod, we laid sod ir:igation in that. Sc that was 
finished up. And '•e care along and did rrme work around 
12 
13 
114 the Village area, tre d<J!\'e structures, whicn was the 
15 sports dome and :he cafeteria. 
lt 
11 
Q Okay. How about October of 2006? 
A There was some work that occurred on the go!: 
1S course in October, and as I mentioned yesterday, that ~as 
19 just some tree placement along tl:e fairways a~d a little 
10 bit of screening; Discovery Chalets; a lltt~e bit of war< 
21 in the Vi:lage area; Design Pi ala also ceceived some 
12 work; significant 1-Klrk in the Golden llar Townhomes; the 
23 Steelhead area also rece:ved sme work. 
24 
1S 
Q Okay. Haw about November of 2806? 
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Doscovery Chalets before che $new falls. So we're 
••rapping 'JP the -- ••e fell back to the Rock Cre€k 
Cottayes for sme work, and now Members Lodge, Mewbers 
Ledge 11as under way at :hat t1112. So oc' rc ·•or king '..here 
and Arling Center. A :1ttle b:t of work at the Design 
Plaza. 
Oh, gcsh, in o~ite Water. Oh, lots of activity 
in While WaLer in the lr.dividcal developrr.er.ts. Again, 
this is too early for landscape, but t~:s would have been 
10 ••orkiog wit1 tl:e erosion and also bu:ldcrg the boulder 
11 retaining walls. So the Clearwater TowrJ10mes, a lot of 
12 \Iori< toere and two other developr.ents. 
ll Q Okay. 1\r.d how about Decerrber of 2CJ6? 
14 A Wir.d:ng down, so t~e work in Golden Bar 
c5 Townh01f€s and, oh, now rnllit;.~. shows up. So even t~ough 
:< it wouldn't have oeen traditional 2andscape work at 
11 Trillim, the -- it was erosion cor.trol, re€stab~ishwer.t 
18 for the wintertima for TrilliUM; sa-re thing for Golder. 
19 EJr; s:aircase; ar.d then some 'WOrk, oh, at the Desl.gn 
20 Plaza aga'n. T t''ink this was screening along the 
21 roadway. 
!2 Q And when was the last t:r.e if you can tell frorr 
23 your daily force accounts, 
24 work in 2006? 
A December 29th. 




Q And is 9:016 a true and accurate depiction of 
t~e work that is reflected that Teufel did in the 
Taw2cack Resort 1n the year 2007? 
A 'ics, it is. 
l-IS. PICKENS: At this tL:re, Your Honor, 1 'd ask 
for the admission of Teufel's Exhibit 9:046. 
MR. 6ADGl>R: No object:on. 
TilE COORT: 9:C46 will be admitted. 
(Ext:ibit Ko. 9:046 admitted irto evidence.) 
11 Q IB~ MS. PICI<ENS) Now, rroving onto 9:047, do you 
ll recognize that doC1JIT€1t or that exhibit? 
14 A Yes. 
li 0 Ar.d is tha: a coqJila:ion of the daily force 
16 ac-counts and labor logs :or 2007? 
11 A That is what it is, yes. 
18 Q Now, is this also categorized by rronth? And I 
\9 think that if 1 recall, when I 'olas goicg through the 
20 exhibits, the ones that rrigtt have been sen;: here, 
ll there's a section of docUJrer.ts that were out of place? 
22 A Yes. 
21 Q Dces tha: seem to be the case witr Your Honor's 
24 bir.der as well? I think we liBiled them out before we had 
25 a chance to catch treat error, 
25 27 
Q And now, do you recall whether or ~o:: Teufel 
stayed throcgh January of 2001? 
A we did. 
Q And ~ave you also compi:ed all the daily force 
accounts for 2007? 
r, Yes, I have. 
~S. PlC'<RNS: Madam Clerk, ~ay l please have the 
wit1ess handed Ext.ibit 9:047. 
Q (BY MS. ~ICKENS) Mr. Christensen, is ~xhibct 
:1 9:04E also tefore you' 
A Yes, i~ is. 
Q And9:J41? 
:1 A Yes. 
:4 Q Okay. So 1n lookir.g at Exhibit 9:046, do you 
:5 recog~ize oJ.lat tr.at ~s' 'lie didn't actwlly get to ~his 
: f ycs':e~day. 
· i A So this is the rnp of the work that •.c performed 
duri"q the calendar year 2001. 
: J Q Anc did yoJ create t:11s domrert Jnd hig:"Jight 
: J t.his doci.J1\ent? 
:1 A Yes 1 1 did. 
·o Q And you hove be'ore ycu the binder of the daily 
~ J :o:ce accounts for 2007. Are those tc.e docUI1€nts th2t 
• , jOU used to prepare Exhibit 9:046? 
• J ,\ They are . 
A Yes. 
Q So they're out of order, but --
THE COORT: I haven't leo ked at :his --
MS. P:CKENS: Okay. 
THE CCORT: -- bender before you presented it to 
the witr.ess this roorni"9· So if there's an issue with 
it, I'm unaware of i:. 
Q (BY !lS. P:CWIS) Okay. ooes it appear to be 
that the Erst chunk of d(l(11['ents miqht be cut of place? 
:o A Yes, :hey are dated December 14th. 
:1 Q Okay. NCM, in going :a the tabbing system, is 
:2 :r.ere still the l'lonth: y tabbir.g system that you've been 
:3 using or. the prior exhibits? 
1l A There is, January trrough December. 
15 Q And d~d you prepare this domnent in canpi ling 
:t dOCtJr.lents of what work Teufel did in 2007? 
!l A Yes, I did. 
:s Q And did you prepare the hi:)hlighted su:m'ary 
l9 docwrents showing 'olhcre the work was done each roonth in 
20 he Tamarack P.esort? 
2: A Yes. 
22 Q Did you utilize ttcse docu1rer.t.s when you were 
n creating the month! y bilLnq invoices for Teufel's work 
21 at ·:aoorack? 
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Q And are these true and accurate copies of the 
domnents that you've kept ~n your reccrus at Teu:e: 
Nursery? 
A Yes. 
MS. P:CKENS: At this t~, Your Honor, I'd ask 
for admission of Teufel's oxhibit 9:047. 
MR. BAffiER: ·~e have no objection. 
THE COCRT: Is what the ••itness is :ooking at 
different than •nat I'm lookinq at then? 
lC MS. PICKENS: No, it's exactly the same. He 
ll just testified there's a set of documents before the J 
L2 tab that should actual! y be in the back. 
'J THE COORT: All right. What I cave then is I 
_, have -.hat appear to be tire sheets t.hilt ilre dated 
:s December 14, various dates in Decerriler fer various 
l6 employees; is L1at correct? 
ll THS WT~FBS: Yes, it is. 
lB THF COCRT: All right and so there's no 
19 objection to 47, Mr. Badger? 





~HE CCURT: All right. 47 will be admitted. 
(Exhibit No. 9:J41 adrrJtted into evidence. I 
29 
Q (BY MS. PICKENS) Now, again, we were :alking 
yesterday about the modifications and extensions to the 
agreemen: that Teufel had with 1a1arack, and that you 
remember testifying that for 2007, that agreement wasn't 
actually signed until May 2 of 2007? 
A Correct. 
Q And does this -- do :he daily force accounts 
that you have before you ic Exh~bi.t 9: :J47 reflect that 
Teufel was doi0g extensive work outside of that date --




l"R. MIX;ER: Objectior., lcadi.ng. 
THE COURT: Overruled. You CAn onswer. 
THE WITiiESS: Our work sta~ted January 2nd of 
_4 2007, so imnediately after the holidays. 
:s Q (BY MS. PICKENS! ~Icd what type of work and 
16 •hece was Teufel ..:Jrki'lg i.o Ta!ll3rack in Jar.uary of 2007? 
~ 1 A So I' 11 read it, -.hide is snow re:roval at 
: B Clearwater Townhorres area, used twu skid steers and hand 
:9 labor. So that fai~ly accurately describes the work that 
20 we did in Jar.cary. 
:1 Q And what type of ••ork was Teu:el do1ng in 
:2 February of 20CJ? 
:J A So reduced scope of work in ?ebruary, so there 
=~ was little construction work going on. So our ..:Jrk 
"I focused, actually ir. the )'scgn Plaza, keeping that ope1, 
30 
) 
because that had to rrnBin open for developren~; onow 
r~val at the C~earwater lurrber laydown area, so I 
mentioned that it was our job to '<eep the snow ou: for 
the trades. In this case, tr.e ltm'ber was covered with 
smw, so 'ole '..:lUld gc in and har.d s:10ve~ o:f lhe snow to 
1 f uncover the materials :'o~ the olner traaes. 
Q 'Nhat al:xJut in March, what ·•as Teufel doing in 
March of 2007? 
A March, there is the snow rell'Oval that occurrec 
IC in the !:€sign Plaza, there is work agair. a~ Arling Center 
II now, no: significa1t, and a Lttle bit of work --
12 probably agai.r. snow remJval -- at the P.ack Creek Cottases 
IJ and up in White Wa:er, just for indiv~dual cnits, it 
l~ looks like. There's so:ne work-- probably we "'€re 
1; requested -- I can go back and read, sr.ow removal for 
l6 individual units as the contractors requested assistance 
17 for unc'Overing the nateria~s. 
18 Q How about in April of 2007? 
, 19 A Now we're back in full course. Roadways, 
1C signif1cant damage Lo Lhe sides of Lhe roads, and one 
11 more time we went back along a:l t~e reads for corrective 
22 work. 
23 Q ll'he1 you say "corrective work," wr.at do you mean 
24 by that? 
25 A So as the constructio1 tncks wcJld stray off of 
31 
the asphalt, they would rut i~, and so we 'JOJld go in and 
we would regrade ar.d we wouid es:ablish, there was clear 
drainage swales to allow any surface water and ·we wodd 
seed the ~ativc grass seed. 
Q Okay. 
A And now we're back cp in the White Water 
develo~nt, worki:Jg on beth the rwdsides and :he Golden 
Bar. 1\nd le:' s see iE I ca~. Lind -- a let of work at 
Golden Bar. So t.1at's tor the steps we were putting 1n, 
lD replacing pavers. 
aJ, here. You knew, we ·•ould do work, and then 
:1 tee other trades -- in this case I'm loo{ing at one where 
:J Tri-State Electric would care in. So they would take out 
:~ our work in order to get electrical service ir, and then 
15 ·o~e wodd be called in to do the work ""' had dor.e 
l6 origina.:.ly. 
17 Poulder clean up, icsra!'.ation of 'ooulders. 
IS Work prilll'lrily fccused on the Golden Bar for the month of 
:9 May. 
~C Q So are we ; n t.fay now? 
21 A I'm sor:y, 111l€ 1 re in April. 
22 Q ~es. So in May, what was the g2reral •,j()rk tha: 
23 was beir.g done by Teufel? 
2~ A Work along the Discovery I)r:ve; scme wo:-:-k a~onq 
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Golden Bar and t~e length of White Water "rive. 
0 Okay. Hew about June? 
A Jur,e, 'oe're wck at Arlinq Center, back at 
~erri:Jers Lodge, Golder, 3ar and t~e Steelhcad arm. 
Q How about July at 2C07? 
A ~u:y is :n additiQn to ~~e work that was going 
on at 1\r ~H.g a~d Members !Ddge, there aiso is work at the 
?cffi3 area, thdt is -- dctJally in this ca.se, I'rn sorry. 
~Hs i3n't the Paril. ~his is or,e of the ski-ever bridges 
1·l where ~>-e did wor< on eit'ler side as the bridge cnssed 
11 over Discovery Drive; work at Golden Bar and "Work at the 
:2 Clearwater TownhO<res. 
:J Q Okay. Now, yesterday you testified that in 
:4 July/August of 2007, the daily force accocmts system 
15 start€<! to change. Do you recall t:'ldt testirrony? 
,, A Y~s. 
11 Q And that you were rcow being ask€<! to de things 
18 by wor~ order. Do you recall :hat testimony? 
~9 A Yes. 
;c Q Would :hat be why tr.ere are fewer daily force 
:1 accounts for dle rront:1 of JJly than tr.erc were :n the 
22 previous nonth of June, just by quantity? 
23 A Yeah, that is exactly right. 
24 Q 
!5 August. 
And cow aboJt if ycu c~ok, say, at the month of 
Would that also be a reflection o: the attempt 
33 
to change the system from daily force accounts to "WOrk 
orders? 
A Yes. 
Q ilha: work was Teufel doing in August of 2007? 
A August, the work had focusea now clearly on 
tr.e -- clearly, that was a joke -- Clearwater rownhomes. 
Ar.d no woric occurred then in the Cdden Bar. So our work 
was at Clea:c>~a:er Townhom2s. 
Q Okay. lf you look at the 100nths of Septerber, 
. 0 October and November, the docJirent JUSt reflects 
.\ slfl!'aries. Let's talk about l'le work tr.at was dor.e in 
:2 Septcrnb€r, for exomple. 
:J 1\ Sure. So Trilliun ·•as under way at t:Us t~. 
11 '!'here was ind.lviduJl scles at -- I think it was at 
li Froncois Court, Steelhead, Clearwater Tow·nhoces, 2nd then 
16 there was also sorrf! work done down at the Village area. 
:7 Q How alxut October? 
A oor< in ti.e ViEage Area, rr:lliwn Townhoce 
:J site, Clean~ater Town.1ome scte. 
c'l Q And how about Novenber? 
:1 A So November ;.-e actcJally went :nto areas w:1ere we 
,, had previously not been; a:Jd that is, to :he soutr, there 
: i was ccnron area to the west, aod we were required to do 
., scme •,.;etiands and native area enhancelT€nt in t~t area. 
':'h€ se.me gees for the area closer tc the 
14 
) 
entrance where we were called in to just do some 
supp:emen:al pli!nting in c0Jm1on areas. 
Q Okay. 
A hd work also at the Tr:lli•Jm TcwnhO<res and the 
Clearwater T~~omcs. 
Q Okay. And r.ow about for December? 
1\ Cecernber, Clea:c>~ater Tmmhot'<es, Trill i1Jm 
Townhoires, Village area, and then we cmtinued work in 
that undeveloped area to the soutr . .Jnd west. 
10 Q Now, ••ithcut the dai:y force accour,ts, how was 
1l Teufel tracking the ·.ark that was 'oeing dor,e and the time 
12 that was being spent on the Tamarack ProJeCt in late 
\] 2007° 
14 A So it was -- the work order system that replaced 
\5 the dally force accounts still requir€<1 for "'ark to be 
16 sig~ed off as complete by Tamarack. P~d so it was 
\7 sullnitted to the Tamarack representative foe app:-oval. 
18 Q If you could do Ire a favor and tum to the very 
19 first page of Exhibit 9:047. We're out of order, and it 
2D starts with Teufel's Bates starrp 5930. 
21 A Yes. 
22 Q can you look through tr.ose documents real 
23 briefly and explain to the Court what you're looking at 
2~ for that portion of tt'.e Ex.'libit 9:047? 
25 A So these "'ould actually have been-- so this is 
35 
a weekly sumrary sheet. It was for the work that we 
performed. It was fill€<! out by our foreJMn en site, and 
it identifies the t.ours where work was done. Ar.d it has 
the dates for this wee<. So I'm loo:dng at :he week of 
December 14th, actually, that's t~e ending date of the 
14th, so through the lOth through the 14th. And it 
identi!'ies lhe area, the JOb number, the am:Junt ot work, 
which was the hours that was perfot~£d in that area on 
that date. 
:c Q If you cou1d, and get past those handwritten 
11 ti.Jre er,tries to what's Bates s::anved as Teufel 5994, 
12 appears to be a spreadsheet cost entries by job. 
ll A I'm not findinq it. You said 5994? 
24 MS. Pl~'l]S: Yes. May I approach tte witness, 
11 Yoctr ilonor? 
16 THE CCORT: Yes. 
l1 MS. PICKENS: So I'm going to the December tab. 
:s : apologize, Your Honor. 
;, Q IBY M.S. PICKENS) Looking behind the highligh:ed 
2C ITi!p that you prepared for :he :ron:h of Cecember ot '07 --
21 A Yes. 
22 G -- there appears to be dccuments, the headir.g's 
23 Cost Entries by Job. Can yoo1 explain to tLe Court what 
, 24 those dcm112n:s represent? 
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identifies t~e actual laborers, the date that they 
I<KlrkEXi, and the rl!llber ot tours ~hat tr.ey WQrked on this 
task. 
Q And ·•as this hew Teufel <fpt records of ~ha: was 
being done ar;d wr.o was doing the I<Klrk for f'lij-nOJ 
throcgh the end of 2001? 
A Yes. 
Q And in looking at t.'la t, ca~ you kind of qive a 
ge"eral iaea of what this poccion of Exh;bit 9:047 
:o represents? 
I: A Sure. This is --so ~ere's ooncrete walils and 
12 pavers. There's irrigation installation. Actually, :oore 
ll irrigation installatim. 
We were-- so t1is particular one is in July. 
15 That's when irrigation wou:d have been heavC.ly i~stalled. 
16 Here's landscape installation. 
17 Q And would all this work have been done by 
:s direction of Tamarack Resort? 
19 A Yes. 
2C Q And would this have been dor,e at the request of 
21 CJ1Iis Kirk? 
A Yes. 
23 Q Would this have beer. done by a request by a work 
24 order, or was this a tirr€ a:ld lll'lterials strictly basis? 
'5 A You know, the woric orcer system was very awkward 
37 
for the landscape to fit in. Again, not to ~eep 
repeating, but because there was no design, there was no 
specifications, it was virtually ilrp:lssible to quantify 
what WilS gcir,g to happen. 
So pr:mari~y the work done, even wi:h tne work 
order system, was still tte ur.it price ar.d time and 
naterials. ~~at they did was to klnd ot a hybrid, is 
tl':at we were given a "r.ol to exceed" for wcrk. And so 
the question that I as~ed is, 'lleli, •oat happens it we 
:J exceed this amcunt? And tr.ey said, That's fine. We' 11 
:1 close that o1.:t, and we'll open a r.ew work order. ::r.ey 
:2 said, Don 1 t worry, JUSt proceed. 
l3 Q And so ooes this last portion cf Exhibit 9:047 
14 reflect that ~cdel was actually f:€=focming work through 
l i Cecember of /007' 
A 'N€11, let's see. 






Tr.ere -- there's too m'JCh to look at. 
Yeah, I knew. 
Decccbcr 28:h, ttere's our last -- yes. 
D:les t;1at accurately reflect w:1at your 
;J recollection 's of when ~eufel stcpperl wo:ki~g rn 20C7 at 
~·1 the Tamarack Resort? 





Q Ol:ay. And drd Teufel do ·•crk ir: 7008 at the 
~amctrack Resort? 
A As a matter of foct, we did continue. 
Q Okay, I think you way alreacy r.ave it in front 
of y~u, Exhibit 9:049? 
A Yes. 
Q And do you recognize what Exhibit 9:049 is? 
A So it is a Tap ider.tifying areas where work 
occurred. 
Q Are you lcokir.g at 9: C48? 
A Oh, yeah, 9:048. 
Q [>) you r.ave 9:049 in front of you? 
A I do. 
Q Okay. 1\.'ld do yo'J recognize what that 
15 document -- what that ex!1ibit is? 
16 A Yes. And so Lks is a r.andwritten or 1and 
17 Elled out, and it is the constcoction time sheet, and 
1l it-- b t:Us case, it's for an individual, and it's the 
19 work that he performed, the areas he performed and the 
10 m;mt:€r of hours he perfom.ed in lhis tL-ne j:€tcod. 
2: Q Now, is this Exhibit 9:049 a compilation of the 
22 time cards and cost entries for the work that was done at 
23 Tamarack ln 2008? 
25 
A It is, yes. 
Q Ar.d are these documents that you reviewed when 
39 
you were preparing the billinq ir.voices for Tarurack 
~eso=t for 20C8? 
A :t is. They are, yes. 
Q And are :hese a true ar.d accurate depiction of 
lf:ose records that you utilized to prepare for your 
testimony today? 
A Yes. 
Q And are :hey also kept in the ordinary course of 
business of Teufel Nursery? 






MS. PTCO!NS: At this ti<e, Yocr Honor, I'd ask 
the admiss:on of Defendant's Exhibit 9:019. 
MR. !'AIGER: ~o objectror. 
ThE CCCRT: 9:049 will be adnitted. 
!Exhibit No. 9:049 Jdrl'itted into ev:der,cc.) 
!€ Q (BY MS. PICKENS) No·•, Mr. Chr:stensen, you also 
19 :ooked at Exhibit 9:043 right hefore. Could you please 
28 turn to t~at? 
21 A Yes. 




Q And what is t>dt document? 
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h1qhliqhted with the areas ;inere we performed work dJring 
200R. 
Q Okay. And did you prepdre the highlighting on 
this Jocu'rent? 
A I did, yes. 
1\nd does it accura:ely reflect where Teufel d'.d 
wcr~ in t~e year 2008? 
A Yes. 
MS. PICKI:."NS: At th1s time, Your lbr.or, I'd ask 
1C for the admission of Teufel's F~:bi: 9:048. 
11 ~- 81\lXiER: No objection. 
l? TH£ COORT: 9:48 will be admitted. 
:3 MS. PICKENS: Than:~ ycu. 
:4 
!I !Exhibit ~o. 9:048 admitted into evcdence.) 
16 
)7 Q (BY MS. PICKENS) At what [Xlint did Teufel stop 
18 wo:king at Tam1rack Resort? 
19 A It was a slow pa:nful stop, and tha: is that 
20 there was not work to do, but we still had work force in 
;1 the area. We pulled off of the site to concentrate on 
;? other areas, ard then they would call us back for work 
23 that was as neBded. \le a~ ways re.'lll.nded them, We haven't 
!4 been paid. And they'd say, Yes, yes, but we have to r.ave 
25 tee work done, please do thos work. And so ·•e actually 
41 
ccntinued doing work -- perforrrung wor~ during 2008. 
Q And in looking at Exhibit 9:049, do yau have an 
idoa of ••hen the last time ?eufel perfor.ned work in 
TE>11ilrack Resort, or if your merrory serves? 
A You know, it's hard to-- I'~ sorry, tecause we 
kept going back periodically. I'd have to refer to ':he 
7 tirre remrds to see. 
Q ::hat's ri~e. 
A Cdober, !lallow~n, O::tober 31st, 2008. 
.u Q So you were Lhere alwst through the er.t ire year 
:1 of 200B? 





O'Kily, Now, in looking at the Tamarack Pro]ect 
the years 20C4 through 2008, was Teufel ever paid 
1) on an individual pccject basis? 
16 A No. 
11 Q was ~eufel cortracted or. an individual project 
L' bases? 
i1 A No. 
;.) Q Okcy. So in look.inq a: all tr.e work :hat was 
il done thrnugh 200~ through 2C08, what was Teu:'el 's 
21 understa;Jding as to whal agreerr.ent tf:ey !"tad with Tamarack 
; l Fcsort as to that work that was done? 
,4 A :c reaily was a :n;s:er agreement to perfor:n 
25 ldlldsca,e •.ark aL ~arurack Pesort as cLrecled by lhc 
42 
c~~r.er' s representative. 
Q And now you testified through the variOc!S years 
a:Jd the various I!Klnths that you worked i~ speclfic and 
d:tterent areas. ilere the landscaptng concepts different 
between the various areas? 
A it specifically '>las w:. And the reason is that 
the Vlsion was al·•ays, no rntter wr,ere on the site, it 
was to restore it to the native look. And so there was 
no different look from the entrar.ceway to :he very er.d. 
10 It ·•as continuous. 
~~ Q When you testified yesterday about Teufel no: 
12 gettir.g paid in 2007, and ultil!<ltely a nechanic's lien 
13 was reccrded agaonst the property, correct? 
A Yes. 14 
15 I'.S. PICKENS: Madam Clerk, may I please have the 
16 witness handed a copy of Exhibit 9:055? 
THE BAILIFF: l think he has that one. Yeah, 
lB it's in the ve::y back. 
19 TF.E ~ITNESS: Oh, oh. I have it, 
2C MS. PICKENS: Okay. A."Jd the next line of 
2l questioning, Madam Clerk, is actually going to use 
22 F.xhibit 55 in cccjunction with Exhibit 9 -- or, actually, 
2l 1 'm sorry, li through 39 -- or 34, I'm sor.cy. I think 
24 that's all in one binde.c. If i:'s easier, waybe have him 
25 take out Exhibit o5, and we can put it back in 
43 
afterwards. 
T'iE BAILIFF: Okay, 
Q iBY MS. PICKENS) Okay. In looking at Teufel's 
Exhibit 9:055, you testified yesterday :hat that was a 
sJJtnary of the aJOOunt that was stEl due and owing to 
Teufel Nursery as of Cece1nber ?7th of 200 l. Do yon 
1 recall that testilrony? 
A I do, yes. 
Q Okay. And have you had an opportunity to review 
10 the invoices and the docurrentation to suppJrt the 
:1 infoilllltion that is provided 1n Exhibit 9:G55? 
11 A I have. 
ll Q Ar.d have ycu had an Dp[Xlrtunity to break it out 
:4 as according to t~e allocations listed in Ex.1ibit 9:055? 
:s A 1 did, yes. 
16 Q Okay. And is that how you carre to the 
l1 deter.nina:ion of the a.'OOcnt that was, in your mind, d'Je 
lB and owing to Teufel Nursery? 
l9 A Yes. 
2C Q Okay. At :his tim I'd li(e you to start off 
21 111th Teufel E:xhibit 9:011. Co you recognize that 
:2 e:oibi t? 
;) A 
:4 iJ 
2 J A 
I no. 
And what is that docJll'€nt? 
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an invorce, it's a monthly progress b:lling :o Tamarack, 
acd this outlines woat's being-- 1n th1s case, i:'s tte 
retention i~vo:ce. 
Q Ckay. tbw, it says 2007 Petcntion :nvoice. 
C<ln you please explain to the Courc what retention cs? 
A T~ere is an aMOunt that's held back by a general 
c2ntractor or an owner, and lt is to insure ~hat if work 
is not done properly or in acccrdar.ce to plans and 
specitccations, it's money that t!len tr.e o'..'!ler or general 
:o contractor can use to finish the project. 
'' ~ Okay. And did Teufel have relent ion taken out 
12 of its :ronthly progress billirgs? 
:J A Yes. 
Q Ar.d at tt:c end of o:- in mi.d-2007, at the er.d of 
15 2807, was there unpa:d retention sti 1l due and owi.1g to 
16 Teufel Nursery? 
1' A Yes, there was. 
18 C Ar.d is that ;bat Exhibit 9:811 represents? 
19 A lt is. This is the -- we would bill foe release 
2~ cf the reter.tion upon --
21 Q Now, in looking al the i~vo:ce, it's ac:ually 
22 invoiced 2/4/2008. Is that the date tr.at the doC11'rent 
23 would have been printoo? 
2~ A Yes, it is. 
25 Q Okay. Eut is tha: for work that was done in 
the -- for t:~e prior year, 2087? 
A Yes. 
45 
Q Okay. Now, in loo!ci.nq at this invoice, is this 
an invoice that ;;culd have been sent to ?a'lllrack ?esort? 
A Yes, it is. 
Q To ymr knowledge, was it actually sent to 
Ta11lrack Resort? 
A Yes, it •Has. 
Q And would this be a copy that was retained in 
1J TeJfel Nucsery's records? 
A Yes. 
:2 .\iS. PICKENS: At this t:ime, Your Honor, I'd ask 






MR. BAJGER: We have no objection. 
THE COJRT: 9:11 well be adritted. 
ISxhib:t No. 9:011 admitted into evidenc:e.) 
19 ') I3Y MS. PICKENS) A.'ld now, ~r. ChGs~ensen, 
21 tr.ere are s01re h1ghlightings cbnc on F.xhibi t 9: Oll. lX> 
il you knC'W Wildt that highlighting represents? 
22 A So -- a~d actually "e' 11 see this sarre docclf'ent 
:J repeated, becatise a runbec ot d1f:erent projects -- or 
;4 net projects, but areas -- a n•J'lber cf different areas 
:•; r,ad retention 'witr."leld from t.1em. 7his Dar[iCJlar Dne 's 
46 
) 
for -- spec1fic to Arling, to the Arl:ng Roundabout. 
Q ~ow, i~ fotmJlatinq the numbers tr.a: are :n 
Defendant's Exhibit 9:055, tee allocat:on thct was 
attachoo to the clai..~ of lien --
A Yes. 
Q -- did you utilize 9:011 tc calculate tr.e amount 
that was due and owing as listed en 9:0551 
A We did. 
Q Ar.d did you personally check that a!OClunt to 
D verify the arrount actually due? 
11 A I did. 
i 12 Q And on this one -- and I don't have a calcucator 
13 witr. Jre, Well, ;;e'll get back to lhat. 
14 Was it very closely a fair and accurate 
· 15 depiction of what :s represented in Excibit 55? 
l£ A Yes, it is. 
11 Q Now, were sane of tbe numbers listed i:1 Exhibit 
18 9:055 slightly off? 
19 A Yes, there were ins:ar,ces. 
20 Q And what ••auld be the explanation for tha:? 
11 A It would be a clerical errcr and ic WQuld 
12 be transposing nUI!'bers when doing the add2.tion 
23 originally. 
14 Q Or just -- just clerical errors? 
25 A Yes. 
47 
Q Ard who would have made those clerical errors? 
A So in our acco'Jnts rece.'.vable, Susiln ~i~ton 
prepared these doc.lfl\€nts. 
Q Okay. Now, in determining if there were any 
clerical errors in the 9: 055, did you personally qo 
through ar.d do a sunmuy of all of the invoices to 
determine where those errors ~ight have occurred? 
A Yes. 
9 Q O<ay. We'll get to that as soon as we get 
:o through this, sui'fice it to say. 
cl Your testimony is that soJre of therJ are not 
L1 exactly on1 
:J A Yes, that's correct. 
:4 Q Okay, Would you do we a favor aod pledse look 
15 al 7eu'el 's Exhibit 9:012? 
A All right. 
Q 0'1, you know what, I'm going to have you go 
back. I apologize. I'm going to have you go me'< to 
Exhibit 9:011. Ar.d just :or the puruoses of the Court, 
if you cot:ld show the Court whe:-e ArL:KJ Ccr.ter :s on the 
map that you've highlighted beside you. 
A Uh-hcL~. Pight here. 
Q Now, ·•l'.en you ~c1st poin:ed at. Arl hg Center, 
:4 I'll note L1at you pointed to an area with a substart.ia_ 
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A Yes. 
Q Is it fan to say tr.at Teufel did work there in 
2004? 
A We actually d1d, a~d tr.at's where the original 
sales of:1ce was and the dc~'ng yurt. And tnere was a 
scg~cficant arDent of work that occurred here in 2804. 
Q O~y. And is there sane orange there that's 
surroundinq t~at area? 
A The orange is ad:acent to :t, which is for the 
lC Ment>ers Lodge. 
:1 Q Okay. Now, :.f ycu would.1't ~ind looking at 
12 Exhibit 9:012. 
il MR. IJ.A,;X;ER: If I could, to the extent it might 
L4 be of assistance and it :night sp2ed us along, we would 
;s stipulate to the adnLss:.bility of 9:012 through 9:036. 
~6 That's what I have in ny binder. l pu: these together on 
:1 my cwn. We'd stipulate to t".e admissibility of those 
:a exh:.b:ts, if it miqht help sp2ed us along. 
19 ~S. PICKENS: That would be wonderful. Tl'.ank 
20 you. 
21 THE COURT: Pursuant to stipula:ion, 9:12 
21 through 9:36 11ill be admitted. 
2 3 
[Sxhibi: Nos. 9:012 through 9:036 admitted cnto 
evidence. I 
49 
Q [BY MS. PcCKENSJ en looking at Teufel's Exhib2.t 
9:0:2, is t'hlt also a reten:ion invoice tha: was prepared 
by Teufel and highlighted by you? 
A Yes, it is. 
Q AI:d r,ow does lhdl relale cO !Rfendant' s Exhibit 
9:055? 
A So the seccnd i ::-em, Yihich is identified as 
Chalet, 9:012, would be the co:ll)Or.ents that we used to 
add up to tte dollar total of retention. 
i·l Q Okdy. luri h locking at the map beside you, cdn 
11 you dctcrnur.e where the Chalet was located on tt.e rnilp? 
12 A No, I caor.ot. 
13 Q Okay. And de you have an explar.at10n as to why 
1l rt's r.ard to identify where Chalet is? 
15 A Yeah. AnJ that's because r.olf o[ ll:e sLructures 
1\ were u;lled a Chalet on the site, and so, I mean, I'm 
1' certain that this was a particula:- unit, but I can 1 t -- I 
Jl can •: te~l you 11:~ich of the hund~eds of Cha:ets :his one 
1l is. 
2J Q Okay. Goirg on to Fxhbit 9:013, do you 
2: recognize 9:013? 
A Yes. 
2) Q And what uc those doc.lm2nts? 
A So ~his i~ -- :ct's see. The first one is a 
:i work order. They're all work orders. ~.nd these are for 
50 
the Clearwater Townhomes, which are the third 1tem. 
Q And would that be reflected in wha~ 's lis led in 
9:055 as the Clearwater Townhornes arrount? 
A Yes, that's correct. 
Q Okay. ~aw, in lookinq at ~xhibit 9:013, let's 
go -- on the first page, it appears to be the work ooder 
dated 7/30 of '07? 
A Yes. 
Q And what would that represent? 
lJ A So this or.e was ~he ef:ort to group a -- so in 
11 this case there was quantitres of r:taterials that were 
12 called out at the unrt price, and then a dollar tota: for 
13 thcs portion of work that was perfo::med at the Clearwater 
14 Tawnhomes. 
11 0 And how about Page 2 of Teufel 5~26? 
16 ~ So this is Clearwater Townhooes erosion 
11 stabilization work that went on, and this just quantifies 
1S it. There's 80 hours of hand labor, ar.d there's 
19 hydroseed of distll!:bed areas. 
20 Q And do these murbers ger.eraLy reflect he 
2i annunt that was invoiced by ·:eufel? 
22 A They de, yes. 
23 Q How about Page 3 of Teufel 5388? 
24 A So this is Clearwater Townhcmes. This is 




and decorrposed grani tc for the trail. 
Q And ?age 4, Teufel 54l3? 
A Again, additional work on Clearwater Tcwnho~s. 
In :his case it references drainage work perforTied there. 
Q Noll, ~eu:el Page o, Teufel 683, do you recognize 
that dccume~t? 
A Yes. Th1s is accually from back in 2004. 
Q Now, could you show the Court on the :nap where 
C!earwater 'I'cwnhares is located? 
A Hight 'Jere. 
Q And I'll note for the record that you're 
12 circlir.g an area that :1as a [Xlrlion of oranqe a~o"nd it; 
l3 is that correct? 
l4 A Yes. 
, '5 Q This daily force account Lhat you just te~tified 
!6 to, would that be work that was dor.e in thdt area --
17 A Yes. 
18 Q -- in 2:04? 
;9 A Yes. 
20 Q How abcut Page 6, Teufel 6:03, do you recognize 
"1 that document, that paqe? 
"7 A So Clearwater Tcwnho:nes lar.dscap2. 
'3 Q Okay. Ard t~at was a cost eotry by JOb? 
A It is. 
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work:~ on trat -- when is the last time work was 
perfonr~d on the Clearwater Townhorres? Let me ask you 
trat. 
;\ So t.1is goes throu:jh August 2?nd, 2009. 
Q 2008, okay. How about the next page, do you 
:ecogn:ze that? That's a copy of the retention invoi:e, 
correct? 
A ?1sht, yes. 
'2 And was there any portion of retention for the 
















A Clearwater Townhanes, :here it is. 
Q And what's the a'IIJWlt of that? 
A You •;~ant ther. lndividually? 
Q Did you add those up a~d calculate those? 
A Yes. 
Q And measure them against Exhibit 9:055? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q And did that nU11'1ler match up --
A Yes. 
Q -- relatively? 
A Yes. 
Q How about che cext page, Teufel No. 4171. 
you recogn1ze that? 
A Yes. 
Q And is that an invoice that was 
Clearwater? 
A Sent to --
Q I'm sorry, sent to 'i'ill!arack. 
A -- Tamarack. 
Q Sent to Tamarack for Clearwater? 




Q h1d t~e next oage, Teufel 4294, what would that 
be? 
A Teufel 1nvoice to Tarrarack, and it is for 
lJ landsc:ape I>Xlrk perfonred at the Clear•ater. 
Q And were they given a credit at sorrc point? lt 
12 says "cred1t out rent." What's that? 
lJ A We were charged rent for office space that was 
14 provided in the Design Plaza. We were charged rent tor 
1, other space that we utilized on site. h1d we also were 
i 5 charged for phone lir.es and data, 
And so, actually, I do rerrember that we hadn't 
:3 paid our bill and they hadn't paid their bill. And they 
'l said, Why showld we pay you it they hadr:' t paid us? hod 
2J so :nstead :t was taken out as credit fran the bilL 
:1 Q Nexc page is Tecfel 4180. Is that also an 
;2 lCNoice for services provided to the Clearwater 
iJ Tcwnl'.omes? 
'4 A Yes, i~ is. 




that also an invoice reflecting wcrk? 
A Or, I'm sorry, which WJl'ber did you say? 
Q Teu:el 4231. 
A 4231. Clearwater Tow:1hcrres foot path, yes. 
Q And the next page, Teufel 4199? 
A Yes. 
Q Clearwater Townhomes' 
A Erosion s"abi lizat10n, Clearwater T o~onhmes. 
Q How about the next page, Teu:el 4233? 
A Erosion stabil:zation, Clearwa:er. 
Q And the next page, Teutel 4197? 
12 A Clearwater Townhomes drainage. 
13 Q And, fina:ly, the next page, Teufel 4234? 
H A Clearwater ~ownhomes, drainage. 
15 Q Were these all the ir.voices that you Ltilized to 
16 compile the aroounts -- to verify the aroounts, 1 should 
11 say, in Exhibit 9:055? 
13 A They are, yes. 
19 Q A:xl look at the next page. Does that appear to 
20 be a copy of the retention invoice? 
2: A Yes, it is. 
22 Q And would those items be retenticn for 
2 J Clear•ater Townhooes? 
24 A Well, I must have skip~ed ahead. 
25 Q Oh. Is it out of order? 
A No. So I guess I'm on to 9:014. 
Q Oh, okay. 
A So you were locking at? 
55 
Q Are there any more documents attached to ~xhibit 
13? Cll, you :mow what? We already d~d the retention. 
Mine's just out o< order. I apologize. 
So in lookir.g at ~he Clearoater Town'lanes figure 
on 9:055 Exhibit, pretty fairly accurate to say the 
invcices provioed io Kxhibit 9:C13 .1Btch the total listed 
10 in Exhibit 9:055? 
ll A Yes, t'ley do. 
12 Q Okay. Now rrovi:~g on to 9:0!4. ?~at's a copy of 
i.3 the retention invoice we've already seen, correct? 
14 A Yes, it is. 
1~ Q Ar.d it references -- the highlighting references 
16 Desig:~ Plaza? 
11 A Yes. 
:8 Q Could you show the Cour: m the map where Design 
19 ?laza is located? 
20 A Right here. 
21 Q And is ttere any aronge "round that area that 
' 1~ ycu're depicting? : L<. 
23 ,; ~here isn't on here. 
)4 Q How about g~een? 
., 
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Q Now, so in 2D04, would you say that there was 
•ork done en o! aooJt Des1qn Plaza? 
A There was. And tha:'s wr.ere the screening wcrk 
·~as done. :t was aoout A;gust of 2C04. 
Q Oi<ay. ~cw, heve you looked through t:~e 
retention mvoice ilnd CaTfJilred it to the reter.Lon amunt 
.i.isted in Exhibit 9:055? 
A I have, yes. 
Q And is that a fair and accurate depiction of 
:c ·•hat a110lL~t was dt:c and owing to Teufel on that day? 
.~ Yes, it 1s. :1 
I' ·' Q Okay. Looking at Ex.1ibit 915 -- 015, do you 
:J recog~ue those dccuments? 
:4 ~ ; do. 
15 Q And what are those documents, ger.erally? 
16 A These are related to work performed at the Dorey 
17 Ccstom Chalet ~o. 3. 
18 Q Okay. The first page is -- can you explain what 
19 the first p.oge is' 
20 A It's a wcrk order, and it is landscape 
21 :nstallation at Costom Chalet No. 3 on Corey Cour:. 
22 Q How about Page 2, ~eufel 2417? 
23 A That is Corey Court. It's the daily force 
c4 account, and i:' s -- oh, it began cor.s:ruction of ca:ch 




Q And are ~~u farrj:iar with where Dorey Court is 










Would you please point :hat cut to the Court? 
kight here. 
I' 11 nole :'or the record that you're pcirtir.g to 
that's sucroucded by orange; is that correct? 
Yes, i: is. 
Is i: fair to say Teufel was wcrking :here in 
Yes. 
12 Q Okay. No••, locking at the r.ext page, Teufel 
:J 603). 6035 is the next page. 
;4 A Yup. 
Q ln lookcr,q :~t tnat doc~rent, can you expcain to 
,, ccs what those two pages --what those documents reflect? 
11 A Tr,is is irriqa:ion installation, landscape 
:8 ir,stallatwn, Corey Custom Ct.ale:. 
: l Q Okay. ArJ does that show work througn 2007 --
•;J though October of 2007? 
:1 A lt -- :lctober, yup. October 5th, /007. 
:2 Q And tu~r.i:J.g to lhe :-~ext doc1:82nt, next page, 
:J Te'lfel 4159. 
:4 A Yes. 
cl 0 Is tna: an invoice for ·.wk that was done for 
) 
the Dorey Custom Chalet? 
A It is landscape and irrigation. 
Q If you look at the next page, Teufel 04293, do 
you recognize what that doct:.~.ent is? 
A So this is generated by Teufel, and this 
ider.tifies work. 1his is a billing. 
Q Does it reflec: any particular -- you 
hcghlighted a portion of this, correct, in your 
documents? 
10 A Yes. 
11 Q And what does that highlight represent? 
12 A ~hat's actually a paywent. 
1J Q And d0€S it reflect when that payment was made? 
14 A Cecernber 19th, 2007. 
15 Q And was it unusual at thac: time for Tamarack to 
I< wake small paymen: on certain projects? 
· J? A Yeah. Yes, it was. 
18 Q Would this my have cane from the horreowner for 
19 Dorey Cus:Cl11 Chalet? 
ZJ A It's possible. 
21 Q Okay. But do you have any knowledge as to where 
22 the p.oyment Cdlll€ from? 
23 A You know, I don't. 
24 Q Okay. And the next page, would that be a copy 
25 of the retention invoice, t~.e next twc pages? 
59 
A Re~ention invoice, yes, it is. 
Q And is chere a figure on there representing the 
arrount of retention due tnat rcllects the same amur.t due 
in Exhbit 9:C55? 
A It does. 
Q And would the remahir.g billar.ce be reflective of 
7 :he am:mnts still owed on tt.e Dorey Custom Chalet as of 
December 27th, 2007? 
A That is correct. 












was made; is that tr"e? 
A '!'es. Yes. 
Q All right. Ir. looking at Exhibit 9:016? 
THE COORT: Mr . Badger? 
MR. BI\!X;ER: Cou~d we take a brea~ for a few 
minutes? 
THE COORT: We can. We'll take a 15-minute 
norning recess. 
(Recess taken.) 
22 THE COURT: 'lc' re back on lhe record h the 
23 Malter of the Tamarack Resort Foreclosure ar.d P.ela~ed 
I c4 Proceedings; Valley County Case 2008-ll4C. 
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counsel for Credit Suisse, "r. Bad:jer, Ms. Walker, 
present; Mr. Christensen still on the stand, still under 
oath. Ms. Pickens? 
MS. P'CKf.NS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
JlRECJ' EXAMINATIOO (COOTINUEDJ 
BY ~S. PICKENS: 
10 Q Mr. Christensen, when we left off, we were going 
ll through exhibits that correlated with I:i>fendant' s Exhibit 
12 9:55. Do you recall that testirony? 
~J A Yes. 
14 Q And I beLeve we were on Exhibit 9016. 
L5 A Yes. 
Q car. you look at those documents, p~ease? 
" A Yes. 
18 Q And can you describe what portion of the 
:9 allocation that applies to? 
20 A Well, this -- these deal with erosion control. 
2~ Q Now, can you explain to the Court what erosion 
22 control is exactly? 
23 A Yes. So the importance is to prevent soil from 
2' roving, and the cr:.tical i.J"portance 's to keep it from 
25 moving into the water streams. So the work that ·oe would 
61 
do is draining, :o prevent -- so there's r.o porDing of 
water. We wocld establish a seed bed. And then we would 
plant seed of native grass to hoed the soil in place. 
Q Okay. Now, when you characterize erosion 
cor.trol in Ext:ibit 9:055, is it attributed to ar.y one 
piece of property? 
A It's net. And that's because it truly did occur 
ore the entire site, and it was wherever any construction 
activity was to occur. 
,., Q Now, in looting at Teu:el' s F.xhibit 9:0c6, do 
~1 you recogn~ze what the acr,~al docUirents are? 
12 A Yes, this is a daily force accouots. 
Q And in looking at those docurrents, do they 
:; reflect work that was done categorized as erosion control 
;s by Teufel? 
:6 A It does, yes. 
17 Q Now, could you locate a specific-- one specific 
~8 1nvo:ce for erosion control for Taro rack Resort's \oKlrk? 
1 Q A Well, so otu· first o:1e identi:ies it at ~he 
?0 Trillit.nn area. 
21 Q Okay. And going to the daily force accour.ts, 
c2 does i.t reflect tha':. th1s crosioE control wcrk was done 
:3 all throt.:ghout the resort? 
:4 A It does. P.r.d that lS that 1t will identlfy by 
:s tl:e area by the force accccnt. So following th1s, it 
f2 
) 
shews Tamarack meadow seed mix for seeding by the Bice 
Rock Group on a hills1de and staircase. 
Q So in terms of characterizing erosion control 
with any one parcel, wculd that have beer. fXJSSible to do' 
P. I g•Jess any:hbg ~s possible. But ·•c.al Tdl'lilrack 
realized is that tf.ey really -- they had their numbering 
system established. Tt se::ved :cern no purpose, becacse 
the erosion control was so widespread and all over that 
9 they chose not to :dentify 1t by area; hs:ead they 
10 ide~tified it by task. 
11 Q Ar.d did they assign ic a task or work order 
11 number to erosion control? 
:3 A They did. 
14 Q And what was that number? 
15 A That's 03.30. 340. 
16 Q k1d does Defendant's Exhibi: 9:016 reflect all 
li the daicy force accounts for that specific task r.urrtJer? 
lE A Yes, that is correct. 
1 ~ Q And do those also have dollar arrounts that were 
2C to be billed under those daily force accounts? 






Q Now, when you •,;ent through and reviewed these 
daily force accounts, did you cor:elate them to the 
amount thdt is listed 1n Defendant's Exr.ibit 9:055? 
A Yes. 
Q A.1d was that exactly correct? 
A Well, now you're going to test my memory. 
Q Yea~. 
A What "e found is that in some instances hey 
were off from a clerical error. I doo't recall if 
erosion control was one of those or not. 
Q Okay. 
A B'1t they were extrerrel y close. 
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Q In the very ~ast two pages of Exhibi~ 9:016 is a 
10 copy of the retention ~nvoice, correct? 
11 A Yes, it is. 
12 Q And it's got the erosion control h1gr.lighted in 
12 that re:ention invoice? 
14 A Yes. 
15 Q kod did that accurately reEect the retention 
1o amcunt listed in I:i>fer.dant's Exhibit 9:'i5? 
11 A Yes, it does. 
18 Q Jkay. And so, in general, I •Juess for surnary 
19 for the Court, would you characterize erosion cor.trol as 
2c an ongoing project with Tana::ack Resort? 
2l A I think it's bes: described that erosion control 
22 was the L~st ttl~ that we did on site 1 and it was al~ 
23 che way thDugh to tne ve'y last work that we performed. 
24 It was, I would have t.o say lhal rrust each day we were on 
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() Okay. We can move on tc now IRfendant' s Exhibit 
9:011. ::0 you recognize ::~at doc'Jment -- those 
docur.-e:>ts'! 
A Yes, I de. 
Q A_1c what property dO"es that reflect? 
A 7 rancois Ccurt. 
Q And if you could sh011 the Court on the !ll'lp wl:ere 
f'rar.cois Court is "occted? 
A (Witness complied. I 
:0 Q ~1d were there -- in leaking at Jefer.dant's 
11 &xhibit 9:0:7, Page 1, what's that? 
12 A So this is a •mk order for work perfo!:ll'ed at 2B 
13 Francois CoLJrt. 
Q Okay. 'low about Page 2, Teufel 977? 
A This, actually, is a daily :orce account back 
:c from 2CO~, and -- althO\:qh, Francois Court probably 
11 d"dn't even exist at that lirle, il was wcr< done right in 
:e that speclfic area. And it was for nine rolls of a jute 
~9 netting. It was installed on be slope as that area was 
~c cut in as it was created. 
21 Q And, essentially, it was p:ceparing the site for 
22 constrJC:ion? 
23 A Yes, it was. 
:4 Q How about the next page, do you recognize :he 
25 next two pages as the cost entries by job? 
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A So this, actually, then is late in :he project. 
This is -- this iden~ifies tc.e labor perfomed in 
November and Decerrber 20J7, ar.d it also is at Francois 
Court. 
Q Okay. 1\r.d go with the next page, ~eufel 4293. 
Do you recognize that as the spreadsceet we've already 
seen :aday but wilh a d'-fferent highlighting? 
A Yes. 
Q And what's hig:Jlightcd on thee? 
:o A That is the 2B Frar.cois Court. 
il Q .~nd is that an 1nvoice that went oul reGecting 
·" an invoice that ·went o•~t for an arount due on :hat 
:J :carticular proper:y? 
:! ~. Yes, i: is. 
Q And next page, would that be a copy of t:~e 
,; reten,ion icvoice a.od highlig.cted as it relates to 
~ 7 ;"rancois Cocrt? 
:3 A Yes. 
~J Q And are these the nuri:>ers 3r,d the documents that 
:J you referenced when you were CClllpiling the nurrters, tr,e 
."1 cll'O·~n~ due, in f.xhihit 9:',5? 
, ) A '7hey are. 
:J U A!td do they mJtch up rc"iltlvcly closely, if not 
"' ideally? 
"' A r~.ey ao. 
60 
) 
Q Okay. And we can next go to Exhibit 9:0:8. Do 
you recognize that as the retention invoice that we've 
al.ready seen? 
A Yes, it is. 
Q And you've highlighted an area called r,er.eral 
Conditions? 
A Yes. 
Q What is -- what is ger.eral cor.ditior.s agair.? 
A General. conditions is the dollar d!OOWlt that was 
10 set aside. It was ag:ceed on between Teufel and Tam3:cack. 
11 A1d it was the fee for us to administer :he !andscape 
12 portion of work. So it covered our costs for office, for 
ll mobillzation of equipment ar.d to have an on-s1te proJect 
14 manager. 
15 Q Okay. And C<ln you attribute general conditions 
16 to any one area of the Tamarack Resort, any one property? 
11 A No, because, actually, lhey existed specifically 
18 because o: how broad the nature of tte work was, that you 
19 couldn't attach them loa parccicular area. And so lhe 
20 general conditions were to administer for the entire .urk 
21 done at TamJrack. 
22 0 Okay. And so at least as of December 27th, did 
23 you double-check t'.e numbers ·•it~ the reten:ion wvoice 
24 with the numbers in Defendan:'s Exhibit 9:055 to reflect 
25 the arrourt that was stLl due and c••ing for general 
conditions for 2007? 
1\ Yes, I did. 
Q And is that a fair and accurate depiction of 
that figure --
A It is, yes. 
0 -- that re'llilined? 
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And Defendant's Exhibit 9:019. Is that also a 
copy of the retention ir.vo:ce? 
A Yes, it is. 
~D Q Ard what does that highlightinq represent? 
1! A Th:s is for the work that occJrred at GoldeJ Bar 
12 Tcwnt.::mes . 
'1 L Q And, if yau could ju~t real briefly m the rnp, 
14 show the Court where lhe Golden Bar To~>Tihanes are 
l~ locatOO. 
16 A This is a --
' i' Q And if I recall your testimmy, did that area of 
IB wor:~ start in 2004/200)? 
:9 A The work that was .imrediately cdjacen: to it in 
20 2004, and then significant work all the way thr01:gh 5, 6 
::1 ar.d into 7 . 
'i Q Okay. Ar.d does :his 2001 invoice dollar i!IOClunts 
n referer.ced in here total the c.wunt chat was referenced 
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Q T~rmnq to Teufel ~xhibit 9:020. Is that also 
tte retention invo:ce with different highlighting' 
A Yes, it is. 
Q And referencir.q tte golf course? 
A Yes. 
Q If you cculd show tte Cocrt where t~e golf 
course is located on ttat mp. 
A So that is all the area that is to tr.e east 
lC encorrpassing this area. 
ll Q And I'll notice ttat on yo~r map you reflected 
12 that there was work done in that area in tte year /005? 
:J A Yes. 
14 Q And would the amounts listed in the retention 
15 invoice match up to the amounts listed in Defendant's 
16 Exh:.bit 9:055? 
17 A Yes. 
18 Q Pcease turn to Exhibit 9:02:. :):) you recognize 
:~ those dorurents'! 
20 A I do, yes. 
21 Q And they reference a •,.oor~ order for Haystac.< 
22 Chalet No. 25? 
23 A Yes. 
:4 Q Can you show the Court where that's located on 
25 the map, please? 
A Right there. 
Q Okay. I ~ote that yoc're poi~ting to an area 
that has a portion of work :hat was done in the year 
2005? 
A Yes. 
Q Now, Page 1 of Ex~ibit 9:C21 is a work order 
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7 :hat you already testified to. How about Page 2, do you 
recognize Page 2' 
A 1 do, yes. 
~J Q And what is U:at? 
A So that actually is a daily force accou~t from 
:2 2UJ5, and it is for repairing swales, grading. And so 
~J it's eros10n co:1trol ·.urk in that area. 
;4 Q lind that wouid be, again, work tMt was dcne on 
~~ that particular parcel in 2005 7 
. 6 A It is, yes. 
;7 Q How about the 1ext page, Teufel C6030, which is 
:s ~he next several pages, the cost entries by job. Can you 
ll icentify wher. work was being done on that particular 
:.J projecl? 
:1 A So this labor report icentifies work tha: was 
:2 done in Aqust a1d September 20C7. 
.'J Q 3o there was work b€lr.g cor.e in that area 
:l through up into 2007? 
~j P.. Y;,"'.S. 
7D 
) 
Q New, t~e next page would be Teufel 1168, an 
invo:ce? 
A Yes. 
Q And in looking at blt i~voice, does it mtch up 
and reflect the <L']'[)unt that you've 'isted in Exhibit 
9:055? 
A Yes, it does. 
Q And then the next rage would be -- :he two rages 
would be the retention :nvoice that has been highcighted 
10 for Haystack Chalet. Would those two dollar a10unts add 
11 up to reflect the omount that is reflecced in Exhibit 
12 9:055? 
13 A They rratch. 
1~ Q Next two, Teufel Exhibit 9:022. Co you 
15 recognize Exhibit 9:022? 
16 A I do. 
17 Q And are they the work order and daily force 
18 accounts specific to Hecitage roadside? 
19 A Yes, they are. 
20 Q can you tell the Court where Heri:age roadside 
21 is on the !!13p? 
22 A So it is -- it's actually beyond tf.e map, so 
23 it's to the south of the property that is ~ot identified 
24 on this rrap. 
25 Q Okay. And so Tedel was doing work outside of 
what was generally platted as Tamarack Resort; is that 
correct? 
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A we did. And we did that starting in 2004, the 
sou:h laydo·wr, yord. And t~ere were a number of areas 
5 that were -- we also went above, so to the west up where 
the water -- the water tank was iJSta:led. Thece was a 
7 fai: amo~;nt of constructim beyond the map. 
Q Okay. Page 2 references a daily force acccuot. 
And can you explain what that is? 
10 A Yes. So this is work on bridges anrl stream 
11 restoration. 
12 Q And would some of t~t work have been done on or 
ll around ~he Heritage roacside? 
14 1\ Yes. 
l5 Q And that references a dote of July lO~h of 1004'! 
:6 A July lOth, 2004 . 
~ 1 Q Okay. How about the next paqe, do you recognize 
:e that as the cost entries? 
:• A Yes. 
2G Q Teufel 6096 and 6097? 
2l A ~es. 
'' Q [loes it -- w~en does :t re:lect that work was 
2j bring done on the Heritage roadside? 
24 A This goes up to !Rce.Tber 28th, 2007. 
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excuse me. The next two paqes wo1ld be the retentior. 
i:WIJ~Ce 1 correct? 
A Yes. 
0 And in loo<ing at the retention aroount of 
1,113.31, 010uld that rr.Jtch up ·•ith the awunt you've 
' Ested 1n Exhiblt 9:55? 
A It's a natch, yes. 
Q Okoy. ~ext Exhibit 9:023, do you recognize that 
' as the retention invoice for work that ·•as performed on 
: 0: Members !i:dge? 
i! A Yes, it is. 
,, Q And Me.~.bers Lodge, you testified is where on the 
map? 
l~ -~ Righ': here. 
l ~ Q And so work had cormenced on that at least as 
!E early as 2005? 
~·1 A Yes. 
!8 Q Now, earlier you testified that you did SO!ll2 
l ~ work in Members Lodge for sO!ll2body other than Tamarack? 
20 A That's correc:. 
:1 Q Jaconson? 
:2 A Jacobson was the general cor.tractor that built 
23 the lodge. 
:4 Q In the aoount that's listed in the retention 
25 invoice :n Teufel's Exhibit 9:023, were those amunts 
thot were incurred by Tamarack Resect? 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. Ar.d did those ~atch up with the anount 
Lhal's Lsted in Teufel E~ibit 9:055? 
A Yes. 
Q Te.J'el Exhibit 9:024, do you ~ecognize t'lose 
7 r.ocuments? 
A Yes. 
Q And what do those documents represent to you? 
ll A Sc this is r.ydroseed spe-cific work that "as 
1: rErtomcd. 
12 Q O<ay. And now, •flen there was hydroseed 
73 
13 specific, clid that attribute :o ar.y or.e particular piece 
11 of prcperty in general? 
h A ~o. it did not. What woLld differentiate it 
lf frrnn erosior. control is :.tis would wst be a 
I7 reapplication, so there wouldn't be the need for soil 
!8 work, grad:ng, preparation. It was JUSt a reappLcation. 
19 Q Okay. And it reflects -- Page 2, do you 
d re-";ognize teat as daily focce account for August of 2004? 
;i A August 2004. 
C Ar.d t.1c next several daily force accounts and 
:1 cost cn:rics, does that re::~ec~ work t:cat was done by 
Tedel in t.~e various years t"<ough the project? 
. , ~. Yes. 
74 
) 
Q :n getting to Teufel 42008, the invoice, dues it 
' reflect :hat an cr.voice was sent out for rriscellancous 
hyaroseeding? 
A Yes, it does. 
Q On the next p"ge, you've got the retentio~ 
invocce, ~uld that reflect the amount of retention l~at 
was stil: due for cydroseeding? 
A Yes. 
Q lllld on your ~·eufel Exhibit 9:0S5, does trat 
10 retention arr:our.: match up? 
1: A Exactly. 
12 Q Now, at so:re point "as there a pa)'Ttlent l1\3dc 
13 towards the invoice that was paid bet just the retention 
14 not paid, to your knowlet!qe? 
15 A I don't know. 
16 Q Okay. So at least according to your Exhibit 55, 
11 Teufel's o~ly seeking the retentio~ arnunt? 
18 A That's true. That's true. So there is not--
!9 there is not a balance on the principal. It's the 
2J retention. 
21 Q Okay. Next Exhibit, 9:025, there's a charge for 
22 ~orwood Nursery. Could you please explain to the Court 
23 what Norwood Nursery is? 
24 A There was a parcel of land that was off site, 
25 I'll say approxi.rnately five miles. It was or. Norwood 
Road. It was property that was, I believe, O'ilned by 
Tamarack. And we used it -- it was identified by 
Tamarack for the toldings location for plant material 
that we brought in, secured specifically for use on 
instalLng t~ landscape as Ta.'l'ilrack. 
Q Now, in locking at the reter:tion invoice, 
75 
there's $76.95 attri butcd to Norvood ~ursery. What would 
that charge r.Jve been for? 
II So we did irrproverr€nt works at Noi".-ood that we 
10 billed Ta.Tarack for, and they paid. 
!1 Q Okay. And in this case .it reflects that there 
12 was a retention d!OOunt of $76. 90; cs tf.at correct? 
13 A Correct. 
i4 Q Coes that match up with the a.munt that was 
;~ listed in the allocated claim of lien? 
!6 A Matches exactly. 
ll Q Next Exl'.ibit, 9:026, co you recognize those 
13 doc:urrents? 
19 A I do, yes. 
20 Q And what parcel do those docll11€nts attribute to? 
A This is the area surroucding the Parra lift. 
Q And Page No. 1 is a work order for that in 
particular; is t~at correct? 
A Yes. 
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A That's tree planting below Poma Lift. 
Q How about tr~ r:ex: paqe, Teute: 760? 
A That goes back to a June 22nd of 2004. Sone of 
t~ ficst work that we did on site was in this area. 
Q And that's attributed to what is r.ow bmm as 
Poma? 
A Yes, the su-u:xJer bridge that goes directly to 
the PO!l\l Lift. 
Q Okay. The r.ext page is daily force accounts. 
lC iXles it reflect that work was contir,uing to be done in 
L that area in 2Q07? 
:2 A It does. ~y 2lsl, 2007, plant t~ree, 15-foot 
'J T2111arack trees t€low PC1113 Lift to block view for Barry 
:< and ~ary Bramm. 
15 Q And the r.ext page, is tha:: an ir.voice reflecUng 
:& the amount due on that particular p~ece of property? 
:1 A Yes. 
:8 Q And does that match up with your allocated 
19 number in Exhibit 9: Q55? 
20 A It 1!\ltches exactiy. 
2: Q Next exhibit, No. 9:027. That's the retention 
22 invoice, and it's hiqhlighted for Rock Creek Chalets? 
23 A Yes. 
24 Q Can you show the Court on t1e 1!\lP where the Bock 
25 Cceek Chalets are, p:ease? 
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A Actually, yeah, it's -- Rock Creek is here. 
Q Okay. l\.'ld I'll note that you've JUSt pohted to 
an area that shows there was work done there in 2004 and 
2005? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. Ar.d on t:'le retent10n invoice, it reLects 
sane hi.gh~ighting in those nCJJl'bers. Are L1ose calculated 
together to ref:ect the a10unt listed in the Exhibit 
q:O'JS? 
lD A Yes, they are. 
:1 Q Next exhib1t, please, 9:023. Do you recognize 
~2 those doCl..l[re:Jts? 
I:i A Yes, I do. 
14 Q And what are those docw1ents representing? 
'' L A Thls is work-related to the snow front. 
:t Q Ckay. And H you could again show the court 
~ 7 where the snow front area is. 
:s A It's in front of the dome structures, tr,e sports 
:9 dar.e. T'lis is the acea that would become the 
arrphitr.eater for Olitcoor entertaifll112nt. 
Q l.nd from looking on there, it looks to b€ -- you 
'' P<'i nted to a'' area of wor~ that ccrrmer.ced in 2004? 
1: A Yes. 
c4 Q Okay. Page l, i~ appears to be a daily force 




Q Page 2, does that reflect a work order for wo~k 
that was done thro•Jgh October 15th of 2007? 
!I Yes. 
Q Page 3, is chat a daily force account that 
reflects work done in August of 2004? 
A Right. 
Q Ar.d the next n1~e pages, Teufel 6066 through 
6074, are those tr.e cost entries for the work t.tat. ••as 
10 performed i.n late 2007? 
' 11 A They are, yes. 
11 Q And does it reflect work being do~e up through 
lJ am into December of 2007? 
l4 A leeks like I'm seein<J Decerrber 18th is the last 
15 date. December 18:h, 2007. 
15 Q Okay. 
11 A For work performed there. 
18 Q And in looking at the next page, Teufel 4181, is 
19 t.1at the invoice that reflects L~e work that was dcne for 
20 that particular property, snow front? 
21 A Yes, it is. 
' 22 Q Now, do you have any personal knowledge as to 
23 whether or not snow front was being worked on in 2008? 
24 A I can't say. 
25 Q Okay. Would your project rr<~naqer who was on 
site have that information? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. And is that ~ke Stanger' 
A Yes, it lS. 
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Q Okay. And in looki"g at the invoice, ·would :hat 
be reflective of the il!r.ount that's inclJded in 
Cefendont's Exl:ibit 9:055? 
A ~es, it is. 
9 Q And how about -- lcokir.g at the next t'<O pages, 
10 the retention invoices, the retention iovoice that you 
11 highlighted also reflect the amoJ!lt that's due in 
12 Defenda:1t' s F.xhibi t 9: 055? 
13 A It is, yes. 
14 Q And just for point of clarification. Looking at 
1: the amount of the invoice, I'll ~ote tr.at it's 42,945.38. 
H If you look on lhe allocation, is this one of those areas 
11 where there might have been a clerical error? 
18 A That or they might have rounded down to tf.e 
19 $42, OCO invoice. 
2J Q Okay. Now, looking a: the ~ext exhibit, 9:029. 
11 ro you recognize that as the retention invoice relating 
22 to charges for south end [>,nn' 
21 A Yes. 





































































A I can't. It's off the ~ap. 
.) Okay. 
, 
.~ So it woJld ::.e at the :ar south er.d of the 
p!operty area that previously was kno~n as the south 
lJydown yard. 
Q And in terms of that Exhibit 9:029, did the 
.illounts as you've higMighted reflect the aoount t'lat is 
put on Ext.ibit 9:055? 
A Yes, they do. 
: c Q Okay. ~ext exh~bit, 9:030, do you recognize 
11 those docurrents' 
12 A I do. 
Q Ana what property does that reference? 
A Steelhead Ccstom Chalet. 
Q And if you could-- I'll be looking at the map. 
; f If you could show the Court where the Steelhead Custon: 
11 Chalets are located? 
'8 A So this is No. 13 right there on this wap. 
Q I'll note tt:a: for the reco:d you're pointing to 
:o an area that's got indication that ..ark was done in 2005? 
,~ A Yes. 
:2 Q Okay. So Page l of Exhibit 9:030 is t!:e work 
23 order reflecting \<llrk tha: ••as done in Cx:tober of 2007? 
2~ r, Yes. 
:s Q ~ext page is a daily force acco·.mt reflecting 
work done in Octobe: of 2005 '? 
A It is. 
Q Okay. Cost ent:ies by job. Tre. next page is 
reflecting that work was dme at least as late as 
September of 2008; is that correct? 
A That's what I see, yes; Septerrber jth, 2008. 
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Q lind then looking at the next page is an invoice 
for Steelhead Custom Chalet Jn t.~e all'Cunt of 14,221.68? 
A Yes . 
• J Q Is that the sa.'!le iliTOJnt that is reflected in 
11 ycur F.x:1ibi: 9:055' 
A It does match. 
Q -~d the next wocld be c•.o pages of retention 
14 invoice reflecting a reter.tion dJOOunt of 826.76. Would 
15 those be the am:nn:s listed in the retent10n invoice? 
A Yes, correct. 
17 Q Next exhibit, 9:031. Do you recognize those 
1l documents0 
1g A T do, yes. 
:J Q And what is it 0 TrllliJrn :::ottaqes work orders? 
A ~es. 
Q Can yoc i:Jentify on the wap fc: the Court where 
; J the Trillium Colleges are "ocatcd? 
~' A This area t:ere. 
;, Q So I'll nole that you're pointing to an area 
l2 
) 
that's reflecting that work was dune there :n 2005? 
~ Yes . 
Q Oicay. First page of Ex.'libit 9:031 is a work 
·I order for \<llrk done as of Septemb€r 28th of 2007? 
A Correct. 
Q Nex: paqe would be a da~ly force accot:nt 
reflecting that work would have ~n done in that area on 
Cx:t.ober ::>th of 2004; is that correct? 
A 7hat is oorrect. 
10 Q The next page "'o:Jld be a cost e~try by Job 
11 reflecting that work would '.ave been done there h AugJst 
12 of 2008; is that oorrect? 
13 A That is correct. 
14 Q Okay, Next page is an invoia; reflectir,g an 
15 am:Junt due o: 14,o94.56; is that correct? 
It A Yes. 
11 Q And tjere's another invoice right behind thac, 
18 110,501.63? 
A Yes. 
2J Q Next page, Teufel 4091, do you recognize :hat 
11 docu:nmt? 
22 A Yes. This is an accounting statancnt. 
23 Q And does it reflect a~d high:ight a payment that 
24 was rrade toward an invoice that was received prior? 
11 A It does, in 2007, 
10 
Q Next page is also ar invoice for Trillium 
Cottages for S3,397.46? 
A Yes. 
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Q A.1d then the next page -- nex: t·.ro pages are the 
retention invc1ces -- retention invoice for -- retention 
ancunts for -- reflectir'' for Tnllium Cottages? 
A Yes. 
Q And are these the docu:nents that you reviewed to 
deter.nine the arount listed in Te1fel' s Ex.~1bit 9: 055? 
A They are. 
Q And are they as accurate as -- are they a fair 
1
121 
~ ar.d aa:urate depiction of the am:J:Jr.ts stlll owed at tha: 
tiTe? .J 
14 A They are. 
Q ~ext exkbit, 9:032. Do yo'J recognize those 
lt documents? 
A Yes, I do. 17 
13 Q ~.nd are they the documents that reflect the work 
19 that was done for TrilLum Tcwnhomes? 
20 A They do, yes. 
Q And could you ide1tify on tbe map where the 
Tri lliL'I1 Tcwnhanes are for tr.c Court, please? 
.71.. It's also in conjunction, the san:e ar~a. 
Q Okay. Page I is a work orcler ref!ectu,g work 
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A Yes, it is. 
Q Continuation of 110rk orders, Page 6, w:11ch is 
Teufel E85, is a daily force account reflecting work t",at 
was done in that area io 2004; is that correct? 
A Cctober 12th, 2004. 
Q Okay. And the next ten pages, Teufel 6101 
through 6116, would :hose be the cost entries by ~ob 
2 re!'lecting that work was done in that area through late 
2008? 
1J A It is, through t:1e :ast date, Novemb€r 14th, 
ll 2008. 
12 Q Okay. Next page, Teufel 419E, would be an 
13 invoice in the arount of 71,4'>8.0'>; is that correct? 
1; A That is correct. 
15 Q ~ext page after t:1at, Teufel 4293, with 
16 highlighticg. Can you identify what that highliqhtlng 
1; represents? 
13 A That is -- so this .s a billing for Trillium 
11 Townoomes for $2, 025. 
Q Okay. Next page, would tha: be a billing 
11 related to the ~rilliurn Townhorres' 
22 A Yes. 
23 Q How about r.ext page, Teufel 4211, is that also a 
21 billir.g for Teufel for 2007? 
25 A So this "'"s generated January 3rd, 2008, but it 
wocld have beer. for work that was performed in 2001. 
Q Okay. ~ext page is an invoice, correct? 
A Yes. 
Q And compiling all of ::hese documents and 
invoices, does that nmter calculate out to the figure 
that is represen:ed in Teufel Exhibit 9:055? 
A Yes, t~ey do to:al that. 
Q The next :wo paqes are the retentior. invoice. 
Do be retention invoice aJOOunts for tr.e Trillium 
Jj 1ownhanes rmtch up to the Exhibit 9:055? 
11 A :t Ntches exactly. 
12 Q Okay. Next, Exhibit 9:J33, do you recognize 
1l those docurnents? 
H A Yes. 
1 ~ Q Pnd what are those docurne~ts relating to? 
16 A This is a wDrk order for the r•in Creeks area. 
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11 Q And can you show the Court on t~e rup where th.e 
lS Twin Creeks area is? 
19 A [:,itness icdicates. I 
L 'J Q So just not~ for tr.e record that tbat is not 
71 only surroundoo by orange but also by green. So ••ould 
i2 :hat be true tr.at work was done there in 2C04 and 2005' 
r, That's co:rect. 
Q Okay. In lCJOking a: -- tne first oage is a work 
:; order reflecting wo:k that •;as done on July 18th :of /008; 
86 
:s that correct? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. Next page is a daily force accou:~t 
reflecting work done on June )t): -- or June 21th of 2005? 
A Right, yes. 
Q Next two pages were cost entr1es by JOb 
reflecting work done on :he property as late as Septewber 
19th of 2008; is that correct? 
A September 19th, 2008. That's correct. 
:J Q Next page, Teufel 415!, is an invoice reflecting 
11 an ~TOunt due of c,E61.45, correct? 
11 A That's correct. 
ll Q And the next page is a retention invo~ce, 
:q correct, reflecting a $60 amount fer Tw~n Creek? 
~5 A '{es, it is. 
'6 Q Ar.d on the second page of the retention invoice 
11 there is a highlighted amount. Do you have any 
18 understandir.g as to why that amount 1s highl1ghted? 
:9 A Oh, th1s is billed after retentio~, so wcrk that 
20 still continued but it was after retention. 
21 Q So would those arrounts have been tt.e arr<Junts 
21 that you utilized to co!lllile the numb€rs for the Twir. 
23 Creek category in the allocation in Exhibit 9:055? 
24 A Yes. 
25 Q And finally, last but not least, Exhibit 9:034, 
do you recognize that as the retention invoice for 
retention aroount for Village Drive? 
A Yes. 
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Q And does that lll'ltch t:p with the aJOOunt listed in 
Teufel's Exhibit 9:055? 
A It lll'ltches. 
Q Ckay. New, we talked about :he discrepancies in 
some of the numbers. Have you had an opp:1rtunity t.o go 
9 through the : ien allocation and the invoices and 
10 summarize where those c~erical errors have occurred? 
11 A Yes, uh-huh. 
12 MS. PICKENS: Madam Clerk, nay I pce,se have the 
13 witness handed Exhibit SJ? 
14 Q !BY MS. PICKENS) Are you to Exhibit oO? 
' l5 A Exhibit 50, yes. 
16 Q And do you recognize what Exnibit 50 is? 
11 A Tt 's the sunrnary of the unpaid invoices. 
!8 Q And when you testified that you did " s.;rmmy of 




A Yes, it is. 
Q And can you describe how t'le SU111113ry was -- how 
i j he Slrrrrary is listed out? 
24 A So i: is c:1rono~cgical order, a :xi j ~- is the 
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~ith each of these areas. 
Q ~~1en you say "each of these areas," you J:lean 
each of the properties that are ltsted in the allocation 
'n cte lien? 
A That 1s correct. 
Q So -- ar.d yo·J prepared t:hs dc<'i.ll[f'nt 1r. 
conjunction ~ith rev1ewing Exhibits 9:011 throuqh 9:034? 
A Yes. 
Q Oi<ay. Ard did you do that to have a better 
: J ~r.derstandinq of :he aoount of the claim of lien still 
': Oiled to ~eufel RJ:sery? 
12 A Cor::ect. 
:J Q And ~s this a true aod accurate surrrrary of all 
:4 :he documents that ·•e have seen aam tted into evidence 
:1 tcxlay? 
15 A Yes, it is. 
11 MS. PICKENS: At this tilr.e, Your Hor.or, I'd ask 
18 for acinission of Defendant's Exhibit 9:050. 
19 MR. M<X;F:R: We have no objection. 




~. PICKENS: 7hank you. 
(Exhibit No. 9:050 admitted into evidence.) 
Q ',BY MS. PICKENS) Now, ir, l.ookir.g at the SU11IT1ary 
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of unpaid invoices and in comparison to Defendant's 
E~1ibit 9:055, was there in the final end a disc,epancy 
with the aroount of the lien ve:-sus the anwnt of the 
allocation or. Exhibit 9:C55? 
A ~here was. 
Q And what's the total act,Jal awm:nt of the unpa~d 
invoices for Teufel Nursery? 
P. Sc from our -- the SUl!iTUry of unpa:d invoices, 
1 g'and total $529,63 1 .21. 
1 c Q And, :or the record, it's listed on the Exl',ibct 
1: 50-- 9:055 1s 529,556.47, correct? 
l? A Yes. 
IJ 0 So Teufel's actually o11ed a little b~t more ti.an 
l4 'ft'hat was in its original lien, correct? 
1' A Co,rect. 
lc Q Now, in goir.g throc;gr, these line by line, will 
1' yot: ~der.t1fy :o:- t~e Court which ones were slightly off 
L < and by what amount? 
l' A All right. 
?j Q Ard if it's minirnl, you can just say "by a 
2 ~ :nir.imal amount. n 
•: A So lhe very first ore, Ar~lng Center is off by 
_ ¥ m1e ~€m:y. 
" Q Okay. 
L S A Uut we would ~1ke t.'.a t penny. 
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Q And ho11 about Chalet? 
A Ch, we're off by :wo pennies. 
Q Okay. 
A 3ut it adds cp. 
:F.E COORT: I'm not sure ·•ht :he poi.nt is, if 
yet:' re go eng to prove through maoy minutes of testimony 
t:1at we're less thar. a hundred dol~ars off. It may have 
sane bearing, but :he aroour.t that is now calculated as 
beiog the correct amow1t m;ed is greater than the amour.t 
:o stated in the l1en, I thin.< t~,at 's going to be a problem 
:1 for you. 
12 MS. PICKENS: Okay. Very good. 
ll I:IE CWRT: For that reason, I dar.' t •.ant to 
14 spend a lot of tinE going through it. 
15 ~- PICKENS: Okay. Very good. 
16 Q (BY MS. PICKENS) Is it fair to say, 
11 Mr. Christensen, that toe lien is off by $74. 74? 
: 1e A T~at is the amount. 
19 Q Okay. 
20 THE COORT: Tcank yo~:.. 
11 MS. P:CKENS: No problem. Thank you, Your 
22 Honor. 
23 Q (BY MS. P!CKLNS) Now, I'd li<e to switch gears 
24 just a little bit in how the claim of lien 11as p:ep,lfed 







A Yes, it was. 
Q A.od it had a -- the attachment, which we know is 
9:055, allocating out p1eces of property; is that 
correct? 
A Yes. 
Q Now, at some paine a parcel system was utilized 
to start identifying the property t.1at Teu:el 's lien 
encompassed. D:J you recall that? 
A I do recall it. 
Q Who ca.'!>' up ~i th that parcel system? 
A So it was utilized by Joh~ Thiel. 
MR. fl.ll[(;ER: No. The question was who came cp 





TilE WITNESS: Oi<ay. 
THE CfXJPT: The objection is nonresponsive? 
MR. PAOCER: Yes, Ycur Honor. Thank you. 
TilE COORT: All righc. 
Q (3Y MS. PICKENS) Do you recall ;;ho came up with 
the parcel system? 
A l believe it ~as tt:e title company, 
Q Okay. Aoo Teufel Nursery did not come up witt: 
23 the parcel system? 
' 24 A That's correct. 
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created, did you personally have a familiarity with the 
p<Jrcel system? 
A I did not. 
Q oo yot: today have an >mderstandir.g of hew the 
p<Jrcel system works? 
A I do not. 
Q And you recall being deposed in this matter 
about the parcels that were listed in the Complaint in 
this case, do you recall that? 
10 A I do recall tl:a':. 
11 Q Mel how 'HOuld you characterize your testi.mny 
11 regarding the parcel system? 
ll A The parcel system was a geographic survey. And 
H as I, in my deposition, I said 11m not a surveyor. 
;s can't possibly ~dentify properties by their survey 
16 description. 
11 Q Okay. But you can identify what is owed by 
l8 particular portions of 9roperty listed in the lien 
;9 allocation; is that correct? 
A I can, yes. 20 
21 Q And we've already dcne that today and yesterday? 
22 A Yes. 
13 Q Okay. 'low, are you also familiar wilh what had 
24 been referred to as lien disclosure statcme~ts? 
15 A Yes. 
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Q And did ~e"fel Nursery or you prepare those lien 
disclosure statements? 
A It would be done by our counsel. 
Q So, r.o, Teufel d1d not prepare those? 
A Correct, we did net. 
Q And you were also asked about those lien 
disclosure statements in your deposi:ion. oo you recall 
that testirony? 
A Yes. 
1.; Q Did you at lhat time tave an unders':and:.r;g about 
E the lien disclos~re staterTiOnts? 
:2 A :i did no':. 
:3 Q And do you :oday have a general understanding 
14 abou: those lien disclosure staterTiOnts? 
15 A I don't. 
!6 Q Okay. To your knowledge, is the aJOOunt due and 
17 owing to Teufel ~ursery c~early aEd accurately reflected 
18 1~ the claim of lien that's been recorded wi Ch this 
19 Teufel's 9:055 attached to it"! 
20 A Yes. 
2; Q And are those properties that are identified in 
:2 the allocation identified on the Teufel or the ~·arrarac.~ 
11 Resort proper:y? 
2l A Yes. 
Q Okay. Now, are you aware :hat ttere have been 
94 
) 
some lien releases do~e of Teufel's lien? 
A Yes, I am. 
Q And at the time that you were deposed, had you 
had an opportu~ity to calcJlate out the dollar amou~ts of 
what liens Teufel has released :cx;ay? 
A No. 
Q Tc date has Tamarack Resort paid Teufel to 
release any liens? 
A Not that I'm aware of. 
18 Q So as far as you're aware, Teufel is still owed 
11 the full arrount due under the clai'l1 of lien? 
12 A Yes, that is correct. 
13 Q And -- but ycu are aware also that there have 
14 l:.€er. some lien releases as to particular parce:s in the 
Tamarack Resort? 
A Yes. 
Q And have you had an opportunity to now calculate 
out the amounts of those particJlar properties that have 
; l been released? 
A l have not. 28 
2: Q Okay. So at th:s time I'm jus: going to ask you 
22 save very general q~:esti.ons about what d1d you de to 
2l prepare .:or court today. 
24 A Well, I think the sing"e greatest tOJsk was going 
25 through our archives and collecting all of the daily 
force accounts and everything associated with our work 
from 2004 to 2008, and the~ putting that together to 
sl.ll!IIErize. So that was the single-- that was the 
rronumental task in prep<Jration. 
Q Okay. Now, did you review your deposition 
transcript? 
A I have, yes. 
9S 
Q Did you review the affidavlt that you filed in 
9 this case? 
iO A Yes, I did. 
11 Q And yo•J've reviewed all the exhibits that W€'ve 
12 provided in evidence lcoday? 
l3 A 1 have, yes. 
J.l Q Would it be fair to say that your knowledge 
15 about tte case, your lien clai~ case, is much better 
1E today :han it was at your deposition several months ago? 
:1 A Much better, y~s. 
:8 MS. ?lCl'E~S: Okay. At this tirre we have no 
1
1
· \9 fur:her questions of ~. Chris:ensen. 
20 BE CO\JR~: Thank you. 
21 Mr. !ladqer? 































































BY ~. 2.'\lkER: 
Q I am dctermiced to try and help Teufel get 
through with :~s case today, and l hof'€ that you will 
1 JOin :ne in ~.y resolve. 
A I will. 
Q You '11 recall yesterday that we started wi t.h the 
1 •l 2004 agrc-errent D?lween tr.e owner ar.d Teufel :~ursery? 
II A Yes. 
I2 Q And that was Exhibit 9:001. And in order to get 
1 J that wto evidence, the Court inquired of you about the 
14 authenticity of that decurrent? 
IS A Uh-hub. 
10 Q And the Court wanted to ITI'lke sure t~at this was 
1' a document t~t had been e-mailed to you; that you had 
18 11\'lde two copies cf; you'd had Mr. Teufel sign them; you 
19 sent them off to the owner; nevec got them back. 
20 ~. Teufel had signee them, bu: yoc didn't make 
Li a copy of t1c two that you sent off to the owner. A.1d 
22 you put one of these in your file, one that you have 
23 pcinted off from an e-Jl'ail attachment in your file, and 
24 that's what we had in front of us as Exhibit 9:001. You 
25 will recall tha:? 
A ~hat is correct. 
Q ~ou would agree with T.e it's so UllfXlrtant to 
provide the Ccut Wlch accucate infomation? 
A Yes. 
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Q This entire process reiies on tr.at, ;xn:dn' t yao 
agcee? 
A Yes. 
Q You had ymrr depositior. taken? 
A ch-ht;h. 




Kow, yo'l mderstand you're under oath here 
14 A Yes, I am. 
1~ Q And you need to tell :he cruth --
I' A Yes. 
17 Q -- that's very important, you would agree? 
lB You ~ad your deposition taken. Yo~ were 
:9 likewise mder oacl1. You w:derst.ooo you needed to tell 
~C l~ lru:h, did you not? 
21 A Yes. 
Q ~t's pull out your deposition. 
v.R. BACGF.~.: :% mcve to publish 
:~ :~r. Christe1se:J 1S deposition, Your Honor. Ic was taken 
:s on 11ay 20, 2010. !'1: break th:s open and then I'll 
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anr.ounce the pages and 1 i ne numbers that we'll be going 
through with Mr. Chustensen. 
~HE CIJJR7: Any objection? 
MS. PICKFNS: No objection, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: The prior deposition will be 
published. 
Q IBY MR. BArGER i You can probably tell by my 
obJections yesterday that I was cor.cerned tha~ ~e made 
sure that we had accurate evidence in f:cnt of us, 
10 can vxierstaod that? 
you 
11 A Yes. 
12 Q T1rn to Page 32, if you would. 
ll MR. !ll.fcr.R: We probably won't need the 
14 exhibits. 7r.ank you very nuch. 
15 THE BAILIFF: Okay. 
16 Q IBY MR. BArGE:!!.) What I'd l1ke to do is read and 
11 have you provide the answers -- read straight fro!Tl the 
18 deposi:ion transcript and provide the answers that you 
19 gave to rre in your deposit~on. So you ar.d I are going to 
20 read this together. And we're going to s~art en Page 32 
'21 at Line 3, and we're going to go to Page 33, Line 1. So 
22 let's start on Page 32, Line 3. Are you wlth rre? 
23 A Yes, I am. 















"QUESTION: Exhibit A to your affidavit 
?Urports to D? an agreement, a landscaf'€ 
construction agreement. 
"liNSWER: Yes. 
"CGF.STICN: llatec June 4, 2004 retween 
Tamarack Resort LJC and Teufel Ncrsery, 
Inc., would you agree?" 
"liNSWER: Yes. 
"QUES~ION: This one attached to your 
affidavit is not signed by either party. 
Do you know why? 
'liNSWLR: Tr,ere 'tiOUld re two signed copies. 
One would re in possession of Tamarac:<; 
another one would be 10 our archives. 
'QUESTION: \;'hy did you not put a sigr,ec 
copy as an exhibit to your affidavit? 
'A.~SWER: We are rooving towards a paf'€rless 
office, so we've scanned doc..ments. And th~s 
is a docment that ·•as available off of our 
word processing. 
"QIJESTION: Do you lmow that this was siqned 
by both parties? 
"A.~SWER: I do. 
"QUF.STTON: Have you seen the signatures? 
nA.'J.SWER: T have. 11 
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you telling the trJth 'llhen your deposition was taken 
about this document? 
~ Yesterday. 
Q Now, the 200'1 agreeJrent, you have a copy of that 









A 2087 contract? 
Yes. 
Yes, we do rave. 
A signed copy? 
No, I do not. 
12 Q Oh. You told ne in your deposition, likewise, 
13 that you had a signed copy of that doccnnent in storage, 
14 d1d you not? 
15 A Yes, I did. 
lo Q Let's take a look at these contracts. 
11 MR. EJIJX;ER: And the witr.ess will need 9: 00 l, 
lB please. 
19 Q (BY MR. BMX::ER) Let's go to the 2004 agreerrent. 
2C It will be 9:001. 
n A Yes. 




24 Q Thank you. This was prepared by the owner, was 
25 it not? 
101 
A Yes, it was. 
Q The owner wanted to put in on Scope of Work, 
Article 2, Nunber 12, s11ch other tasks as :nay be directed 
by the owner's representative. That was --
MS. ?ICKENS: l'w qcicq to object to t.~e form of 
the question, asking what the OW!'er ·•anted in the 
: contract. 
THE COORT: 1\ll riqht. Objection's overruled. 
9 Go ahead, Mr. Badger. 
:o Q IBY MR. BAOCER) That was put in because the 
! 1 o""er wanted that io the con:ract, wouldn't you agree? 
:2 A Yes. 
'3 Q A.od that doesn't -- we don't see that in the 
14 subsequent years contracts, you would agree to that' 
15 A I thoug1t :here was s2Jllilar language. 
l6 Q We'll look at it in jJSt a minute. 
11 A All right. 
:a Q s:ick with this one. 
:9 A All r'_ght. 
20 Q The scope of work lists a r.t:nber of iodividoal 
11 projects. 
:2 A Yes. 
2 3 ') 20 Twin Cree< Chalets, 18 Discovery Chalets, ar.d 
:4 so forth. ne.se •-ere individual, identifiable projects, 
:5 were they r.ot? 
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A ·:hey were. 
Q Ar.d the deal was that when you finish each one 
of these identifiable projects, you would get paid in 
full for the •ork on that icentifiable projec:, 1nclcding 
the retention on that identifiable project; isn't that 
true? 
A Well, I guess because there was not a price 
originally arrived at, that that's why toe unit price 
i systeJTI was established, so -- a1d t~e wrk ·.-as only 
! 10 cooplete when we cLd no longer return to that area lo 
ll perfom work as directed by t~e owner's representative. 
12 First it was a trad1tional contract where -- cr 
1j the traditional work that we do where there's a set work 
14 to be perfoz:rrt::<! contracted, that we perform the work and 
1j ther it's signed off. So this was dit"erent. 









21 Q Go dc·.m to the bottC!Il. 6.2.5, and then there's 
22 a paragraph under :hat that begins "Open final 
23 coopletion.' Do you see that? 
24 A I do. 
25 Q Let me read i:. "Open final cooplet'on o': each 
103 
individJal project identified in Article 2, ergo, final 
completion of the 20 Twin Creek Ccalets and certified by 
tbe landscape architect and owner, c·•ner shall release 
the retainage allocable to soch proJect to the 
contractor, provided t.1at :he contractor is not the1 in 
dcfaul: under this agreement." 
That was the dea~, wasn't it' 
A Yes. 
9 Q And so each one of ltese was its own individl1ll 
10 .i.dentiflable proJect: 20 Twin Creek Chalets, 13 
11 Discovery Chalets, 21 Cottages, and so forth, wO'Jldn'~ 
12 you agree' 
ll A Yes. 
14 Q Let's go to the 2005 agrec~nt. Th~s is 9:002. 
lj Co you oave tl:at? 
16 A I do. 
17 Q Keep 9:801 oc;t. Can you pop it out of toe 
B binder so you've got it next to each other, and we're 
19 qo~ng to do a real quick canpari son here. We're goinq tc 
21 point out somethioq that's missir.g cut of the 20C5 
21 agreerrent. 
New, ;r. tt:e 2004 agceerrent, No. !2 ur.·jer scope 
23 of ilork says, "Such ot1er tasks as ruy be directed by tr.e 
21 owner's representative." 
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Q Would you agree> 
A Yes. 
) 
Q Now, loo:< at the scope of work i~ the 2J05 
dg,eer:-ent, which is 9:002. Kot :here, is 1t? 
A It is not. '11€11, I cr~ess -- it says, "rurther 
assc;mplions and clarifica:ions set fort~ in the 
contractor's clarifica~ion letter attached hereto as 
Exhibit A tc tr.e extent not inconsistent with this 
ag:::-eerent. 11 
lJ So I guess if we went to '-xhibit A, we would see 
11 the -- what tack the peace of "as such other tasks as ""Y 
12 be directed." 
• 3 0 So the purpose of the 2005 agreerr€nt has a 
.4 clarification letter attacted to it, does it not? 
;; A It does. 
16 Q And bet•-een the agreerr€nt and the clarification 
17 "etter then, that constituted the contcact for that year, 
! 8 would you agree? 
19 A The two together. 
20 Q Go to the clarificatio~ letter that's attached. 
21 This is a letter that you wrote to Mr. Stover to oake 
22 sure that toe contract was clarified, and everything that 
23 was going to be part of the deal :or 2005 was down in 
24 writing, either :n the contract or :n this clarification 
25 letter, right? 
105 
A That's correct. 
Q ~kay. And then you wrote ths in about April of 
2005 ar.d you addressed it to Nic Stover, did you not? 
A ThJt is correct. 
Q We don' t r.ave a sigoed copy of :his. Did you 
sign it before you sent it? 
A T~is was sent electronie2lly. 
Q Okay. Go da.-n on the first page, the second 
full f-\lragraph. It begins "As was the case las: year." 
1'l A Uh-huh. 
L 
12 
Q You with ~~? 
A Yes. 
1 J Q "As was the case last year, our unit costs arxi 
11 hourly rates have been established without the benefit of 
15 a ccmp leted lacdscaj:'€ plan. Fer the 2CC4 landscaj:'€ 
16 cor.tnct, we relied on site visils, conversations with 
I' both Chris Kirk and Tan Jones of ~M' Pacific and t:si~g 
Ii the desiqn and development guideli1es d2ted 12/23/03. Of 
Jl course we ~ow have an enti~e year's worth of experience 
;.1 to add co our understanding oi t'1e site and Torncack' s 
2~ r:xpect<Itions." 
So yoJ had sarethir.g you were goi~g o~f of 
~, ca:led the design and developrrent guidellr.es dated 
:4 12/23/03, r:?ht? 
;; A Yes. 
lOb 
) 
Q So you didn't have a landscape plan, bu: at 
least you had that much to work with, would you agree? 
A Yes. 
Q Ar.d each year ycu built on the prior year's 
experience, that • s true·? 
A Yes. 
Q Go to t1e second page of :his c:arification 
letter. !n the last paragraph you wrote, "Nic, please 
9 contact rr,e if ycu have any questiws. It ~s ilnportar.t 
10 for us to have an executed contract pcior to starting 
:1 work which, at th1s ti.Jre is scheduled to begin April 
,2 18th, 2005. T~anks in advance for yocr ~elp in getting 
:J :he contract drafted." 
:4 Why dcr.' t you tell us why it was so ~rportant to 
1: have an executed contract be:ore Teufel began its work in 
16 2005. 
A T~e contract called for us to acquire p"ant 
18 IT'Oterial to be installed. It is -- we had to have the 
19 s:gned contract in order to go to the growers to seccre 
20 t1e plant ruterial. Witho.:t that, we wouldn't be able to 
21 secure the rreterial. That ~as the importance of 
22 timeliness. 
23 Q Did you want to roke sure that you had a deal 
24 down in writircg before you ~ent and coomitted yourself 
2~ with the growers in order tc buy the plant material? 
107 
A Yes. 
Q You didn't want to extend yourself unless you 
knew you had a deal, right' 
A Right. 
Q One of the key concepts in this deal was tr,at 
you wanted to make sure that you had a fee that was 
agreed upon before ycu got started with your work for 
that year, true? 
A Ch-huh. 
lC Q Yes? 
A Yes. 
0 We ceed to rllike sure we have an audible 
l3 response. 
~4 A Yes. 
:; Q You cemerrber that fran your deposition? 
A I do. 
Q Okay. 17 
18 Your fee was dbout, in round numbers, $195,000 a 
:9 year; is that true? 
20 A Correct . 
. 21 Q And you held to that each of U:e years 2004, 
21 2005, 2C06 ar.d 2007, would you agree' 
"3 A iie did. 
24 Q And the deal was thac yoc wou:ct receive a sixth 
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A Yes. 
Q Okny. Bu:: that ••as 'mportant to Teufel to ""ke 
sure Lhat that was part of the deal, teat the amount was 
agreed upon befo::e you got started :or t~e year, right? 
A Uh-huh. Yes. 
Q Okny. Md so that sho~<s up -- every year, you 
' e1ther had a conversa::io~ 10ith the c~<ner or yoc put it in 
a clarification letter in part to make sure that that was 
arranged before you got started for the year, rigr.t? 
10 A Actt;.Jlly, that is incorrect. It is for 2~05. 
1; Eut the subsequent years, we actually worked on site far 
12 before the agreerrer.t was eveo drafted. 
13 Q Tr.e Crst year you ~<eot home two days before 
1: Christl11as in '04, right? 
15 A Yes. 
16 Q And there were no Teufel guys at the Tall\lrack 
17 Resort that winter, ·oould you agree? 
18 1\ That is correct. 
19 Q Okay. And then the next winter you had about 
20 four guys that spent the winter; is that right? 
21 A Yes. 





Q -- would that be right? 
And scrne of these guys, were they t.ired locally 
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or did they move do~<n from the North~es:? 
A We hired specific for tte site. We did 
recruiting in ?ortland. So it was a mix:ure. 
Q Okay, So tee guys actual! y roved tere either 
from ldab or from the North~est, but they roved to 
Donnelly/Cascade in order to work for Teufel at :he 
Tamarack Resort; is that ::ight? 
A Our f1rst goal was always to hire local. But we 
could only fill so rrany positions from local. 1\nd so, 
l c yes, you're correct. r.cen we oext brought io people frcm 
ll Idaho, from other parts of Idaho, a~d as the last resort, 
l2 we recruited fran :he Portland area. 
13 Q We heard frcm o~her contractors during our trial 
14 that there was a labor shortage, at that time that things 
lS were going pretty good in the economy and bui.ldir.q was up 
:6 and so it was hard to hire guys. ~id you face t'.at? 
'7 A Yes, we did. 
:a Q So you wanted to make sure that you kept your 
:l people through the winter so that they wculd be there 
10 when you needed them in la:e sorinq; :s ::hat true? 
21 A As much as possible. 
!2 Q And :he way ycu were dble to keep them is you 
2J put them to ;.ork shoveling snm1 d~i1g the winter rather 
7< tha:J Join~ landscape work; is lha t right? 
cl A iiell, I guess it was a requircrcnt by TJJTIJrack 
:10 
that we keep the :orce on site to assist with the snow 
""rcval. 
Q And so the wor~ that they did in t!:e winter 
months wasn't lardscaping work. The war< that was 
contenplated by these contracts, 1t was sr.oveling snow 
over at tr.e resort, riqht? 
A That is true. 
Q Okny. Le:' s go to the May 2006 contract. This 
is Exhibit 9:003. Go back to the 2005 contract. I want 
lD to ask you about one thing. So to ?age 4. 7his is the 
ll 2005 contract, Exhibit 9:002. So to Page 4. 
12 A Yes. 
:J Q Right at the top it has the sante ld.nd of 
; :4 iang'.lilge that the years -- the 2004 contract has. It 
II says, "Upon final completion of eaoh irdividual project 
16 identified in Article 2, ergo final coop:etion of the 20 
17 Twin Creek Chalets, and certified by the landscape 
13 architect and owr.er, owner shall release :he retainage 
19 allocable to such project to the cortractor, provided 
20 that the contractor is not then in default under this 
21 agree.rrent." 
n Now, i:: looks to ne like the 20 Twin Creek 
23 Chalets carried over from the 94 -- or the -- excuse me, 
14 the 2004 contract, right? 
25 A That is correct. 
Ill 
Q The 20 Twin Creek Chalets were part of the scope 
for ·~4, right? 
A Yes. 
Q And t~en they weren't finished in '04, and so 
that was r..arried over to t~e 105 car.tract, w·asn't it? 
A Yes, it was. 
Q And then if ·•e look to a subsequent year's 
contract and we con't see that same individual project, 
but ·,;e ca~ conc:ude that that 100rk was done, right? 
lJ A That's a likely assumption. But ·•e also sa·• 
11 that it was not, because we were as.~ed tr.en to come back 
,, and do correc~ive wcrk for the balance of our time an 
13 si::e. 
14 Q I asked ycu specifically alJOOs: this identir.al 
IS question in ycur deposition. Do you recall that? 
16 A Not speci:'ically. 
17 0 Go nc10 to the 2006 conLract. This is 9:003. 
1~ And we see ttat the 20 Twin Creek Chalets isn't found in 
19 tr~ scope cf work under Article 2, would you agree? 
2C A Yes. 
21 Q Now, cet' s go to that Ar: icle 3 -- or, excuse 
22 me, the Article 6 thir.g. This is on Page 3. This is 
23 ~hat si:ni lar language, "Upcm final COI'lflleticn of each 
24 indiv:dcal project identified in Article 2, ergo, :'inai 
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cer~ified by the landscape architect and owner, owner 
sr,all release the retair.age allocable to such proJect to 
the contractor, provided tha: tr.e cor.tractor 1s not t~en 
in riP fault Jnder this ugree:"lent. 11 
You would agree with re flat the lar.guage has 
been changed a~d t~at this part of :he contract doesn't 
refer any longer :o the 20 T'win Creek Ct'.alets, but that 
somebody was pay1nq attention, a~d it's referring to 46 
C-olden Bar Townhorres, which is actually wit.1in the sccpe 
: J of wurk for 2006? 
il A Correct. 
12 Q That would tell us, ir. part, that each year 
Ll somebody was actually paying attention to the contract to 
:1 reke sure thct it was su1tcd for that year rather than 
,, JUst ginning up the same contract each year and sending 
1 o :t to you, wouldn't you agree? 
A Yes. 
: g Q There is a clarificat:.on letter attad,ed. Look 
:9 at the llne just before your signature block. Are you 
20 ·•lth r~~: there? 
. , 
" .~ Yes . 
22 Q You say Nic, N-I -C -- "Nic, !tanks io advance 
2l for your r,elp in cetti"'] the contract drafted." 
Must have been that you sent him this 
25 clarification letter before he preser.ted you wcth the 
113 
contract for signature in 2006; is that right? 
A Well, it says, "thanks in advance," sc I'm 
thanking him -- oh, I 'w sorry, what was your question? 
Q Yeah. You mus: have give" hjn the clarification 
le:ter befoce f.e sont you the final contract for 
signature? 
A Tnat is correct. 
l\lld, in par:, you're listing the scope of wack 
that's to be perforrred --
ID A Yes, 
ll Q --in 2CJ6, aren't you? 
12 A Yes. 
:J Q okay. This one, is r,as a date of May 16, 2006, 
:.t would you agree? This contract? 
15 A Oh, the ccntracl? 
16 Q Yes. 
11 A '!es, i': OOes. 
B 0 And you wanted to rrake sure that ycu had :he 
; 1 rice! in place before ycu ordered t~.e :naterial from the 
:) growers, right? 
A That is correct. 
~·2 Q For a nL'l1~'1f'r c:f reasons. Dld the growers 
:J recuire that you show them a signed contract so :hat they 
:4 wo·Jld extend credit? 
,, A '_'hey actcally required rrme than lr.al. ·;·~cy 
needed cash. 'lie h.ld to pay a deposit to the growers. 
Q Ch, so it was very iTport.ant that you have a 
s1;ned contract before yo'J advacce the Ciish? 
A Yes. 
0 Okay, Ard so you needed the signed contract, 
and then ycu advance the cash, ar.d then they ship the 
goods, iind you have plants sittlng sorewhere up by the 
Tamarack Resort; is that righc? 
A Yes. 
:o 0 Now, tee scope of work then we see here for 
ll 2006, it's listed in Article 2 -- I won't go through it, 
12 but it's sate to say that this scope cf work didr.' t begin 
13 unLl the contract was sigr.ed, true? 
14 A Actually, no. And that is that I know for a 
15 fact ti:at at the Golden Bar 7o~nhane sites, we had been 
!6 perfonning work, actually, long before this document --
11 tr.is contract came into existence. 
18 Q Ko doubt. But this called for ym; :o do, in 
:9 2JC6, landscape installation for the 46 Golden Bar 
1C Townhane units, You m~st cave had some concept of what 
21 this work wmld entail for 2006 at the 46 Golden Bar 
22 Townhane units, true? 
23 A Yes. 
24 Q Okay, A.1d that work wouldr' t. have started until 
25 you had a signed contract in place so that you felt 
115 
secure in advancing the money to the groweYs so tha: you 
could ge: the plants so that you cculd proceed with this 
work, wouldn't you agree? 
A A.1d t1e scope was actual"y from the list of 
plant material by area. 
Q 1 see. 
A And so this is referring to the plant material 
to secure for Golden Bar. 
Q So we could actually look at the plan: material 
10 and tell exactly what the scope of the work ·•as at the 46 
l1 Golden BaY Towr.hor~~: mits that was contemplated ur.der 
:2 this contract; is that right? 
A FoY the plant installation, yes, 13 
I 
!4 Q Got it. Okay, Ar:d then in 200E, you were to do 
'' tf.e lacdscape installation for the five Steelhead Custom 
lt Ctalets, true? 
11 A Yes. 
:a Q And sur:plerrental landscaping at Discovery 
: !9 V1llage. "Supplerre~tal" suggests that you were adding to 
20 sane:oing that was started before, would you agree? 
2l A T~at is correct. 
21 Q Okay. Ard then cc:rqJlet ion of 2 aodscaoe tor the 
23 3ayview sales mod. "CcqJletion" also sJggests Lra: you'd 
:4 started s011'Ct.h1ng before, would you agree? 
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Q Th1s sayview sales ro:l, was that in connection 
'olth the Fairmont 'lotel/ll<>lvedere project? 
A :t was. 
0 T~.e sales ro:l wJsn' t actJally located on ctat 
' proposed hotel site; is that right? 
A No. It ·•as down by the other sales facility. 
Q Okay. So what I j::st said was an accurate 
staterrer.t \.hen? 
A Yes. 
lC Q Okay. Did Teufel do 110rk on the actual site 
11 where the Fairmont Hotel was inte~ed to be built? 
12 A And I'm sorry for hesltating. I'm trying to 
lJ t:link of the road construccior. Lhat led to that area and 
;4 what was required. We did erosion work for the 
15 constr~ction of the road that was bui It so 1t could 
16 identify the scte. 
~1 Q So-- but tr~t road was~'t actua:ly on the hate" 
18 site, rigr.t? It :ed to it; is that right? 
;9 A I don't know the geographic boundaries of their 
:o property versus the 7amarack Road. : can't say whether 
21 the road was on that property or not. 
22 Q Okay. D'd Teufel run a separate account with 
23 Bayview? 
24 A No, 
;s Q Did Teufel receive payments from Bayview? 
A No. 
Q You're sure of that' 
A I arr .. 
111 
Q If Bayview wrote a check to Teufel, i. t would be 
accurate to say you den' t know -- wou :.ctn' t ~ave any idea 
what that would be for then? 
A Correct. 
Q Ckay. Looking again at this 2006 contract, 
9:003, in Article 2, I'm on the second page. I~ndscape 
JJ installation for the 18 01scovery Chale:s. That was to 
:1 he done in 2C06, right, under the scope? 
; 2 A Correct. 
13 Q And White iiater roads and slopes, seedb;, 
14 planting and establis1ment; landscape and screening of 
:; golf ruintenance facility and snow maintenance bdld1ng; 
:6 plant the golf course water feature and right o: way 
'1 screening and planting, a 11 to be done within the scope 
18 of 110rk under this /006 coctnct, tr•1e0 
lJ A Yes. 
2.J Q And you needed tr.e contract in place so that you 
:1 felt secure in advancing che funds so that you co"ld get 
~2 the plant waterial from the grcwl~!'."s, righ:? 
23 A Yes. 
•J I'm yoicg to hand you wha~ I've marked as a 
.:5 different version CJt ~:1e I'C07 agreener.t. 
118 
) 
Tte reason I'm doirq this, the one tr~t you've 
got ir. your binder :here, 9:004, doesn't r.ave a 
clarification letter attac1ed to it. Turn to that for 
pst a second, 9:004. L<Xlk and se<! 1f t~ere's a 
clarification letter. 
A No. 
Q No. Let me hand you what I've oorked as 1:297. 
MR. BALGER: Your Eonor, l notice t~at the last 
l><:> pages ir. the Court's binder and in co-cnsel's bi~der 
10 of exhibcts, the last two pages in 1:296 need to care out 
11 and be attached as the last two pages in 1:297. They're 
12 nisplaced. 
13 7HE COURT: All eight. Exhibit A to 1:296 --
14 1:296 is another copy of the 2006 Teufel contract. 
1: Exhibit A to this starts off with a lire that says 
16 "!tldified May 7, 2007"? 
l1 MR. llAIJ3£R: Yea~, that needs to ccrrc off of 296 
18 and be acded to 297. 
19 THE COORl': So is that the Exhibit A then, the 
20 297? 
21 MR. BADGER; It is. 
22 THE COCRT: A_1y objection? 
23 )IF.. BAJX;l'J\: I'm going to hand it to the 
24 witness. we're going to identify it. 
25 MS. PlG<ENS: No, Ycur llor.or. 
:.19 
'IF3 COURT: All right. So the Court e.xhibit 's 
going to be m:xtified as foilows: The Exf.ibit A that had 
been associated earlier as the last two pages of 296 will 
now be tr.e last two pages of 297? 
MR. ?1\l:GER: That's correct. 
THE CCUIT: ~. iladger, when you came ~p on an 
7 appropriate time to take a lunch break, let me know, sir. 
8 MR. Jll..ffiER: We're there. 
9 THE COORT: l'd like 12:05. :'d like to resLm 
10 at 1:15, if counsel can llll.ke that happen. 
ll 1-IR. MIX:;ER: Yes. 
12 MS. PIC~S: Yes. 
~J THE CCOR?: All right. We'll resume at 1:15. 
~4 We're in recess. 
:5 
1' _, 
! Recess La ken. ) 
18 ~HE COURT: Taking t:p then 7amarac·< Resort 
i9 foreclosure and Related P<cce<!dirqs, Valley County Case 
20 20C8-114C. Contbuat1on of the cocrt tria: clain of lien 
21 ootter, Teufel N~rsery. Ms. Pickens here tor Teufel 
22 Nursery. Counsel be Credit Suisse, Mr. !Judger, 
23 f-ts. \~alker, present. Mr. Chris:_e:rJsen, you reruir: Jtl the 
24 stand. You arc u~er oath. Contir:ued cro:;:;-exarrir:ation 
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:-11\. ?.AD:;ER: Ttank you. 
cRCSS-FXAMlNAIION iCCNT:NUEDi 
BY MR. RA!x;ER: 
Q Let ~ hand you what I've :Mrked as Exhic1t 
1:297. This is the May 2, 2C07 construction agree:rent, 
:s it oct? 
:o A Yes. 
ll Q Look at the last two pages. I '·~e attached to 
:? :hat an Exhibit A. It's a letter that says, "ftodified 
13 May 7, 2007." This letter goes with this agreffient, 








A Yes, i: does. 
:-!!\. llA!x;ER: We offer 1:297, Your :!onor. 
MS. PICKENS: T have oc ot;ection, Your Honor . 
THE COURT: 1:297 will be admitted. 
(Exhibit No. 1:297 admitted into evidence.) 
22 Q (BY MR. EAIX;ER) Go to the scope, Article 2. 
23 You will notice that, unlike the very first contract that 
24 we have looked at, the one for 2004, this doesn't have 
25 tr.e canguage "Such other tasks as may be directed by 
121 
owner's representative" as one of the itenL'l in the scope 
of wack, Article 2, wuold you agree? 
A I agree. 
Q For this year, May of 2007, Teu:el was to -- and 
: 'm reading frcm Article 2, ccq>lete the Golden Bar 
':'ownh001es. That t.ad bee~ started, what, the year be:"ore? 
A This is 2007. Actcally, ·.rori; occurred in 2005. 
Q Well, let's ~urn to 9: OC3. You have trat in 
front of you? 
:J A Yes. 
11 Q A.'ld ur.der scope o:!' work, landscape installation 
12 for tc.e 46 Golden Bar ~ownhome units. Then in t.1e next 
JJ year's contract whe" it refers to completion of Golder. 
!1 Rar Townho~s, tt:at 's referring to the sarre \ICik that was 
!5 started ur.der the )lay 200E contract, right? 
16 A The work specifically at GoldeJ Bar did start in 
l' ~OCS with boulder retaininq walls. 
18 Q 7urn to t'1e 2005 contract meier scope of work. 
n Look at No. 8, ·•here --
' J A Article 8? 
2 2 
0 No, co, scope of work. 
A Yes. 
Q And L re 8. 
A Yes. 
Q Potential for nc•w residential units, C~lden B.lr 
122 
Towr.homes 46. Is t~.at what you're referring to? 
A Yes, it :s. 
Q So that got carried over 2006 ar.d then over ircto 
the 200"1 ccntrac:; is that right? 
A Yes. 
Q Now, I'm back :n the 2007 contract, This is 
1:291. You \O?re to do ·oorlt io 2007 on the Trillium 
Cottages; is that r1ght? 
A Yes. 
,.; Q 1 'l«.ln' t read all of these ol'f. Th:s is the wo[K 
11 that was outlined to be done ir. 2007, right? 
12 A Yes. 
ll Q A11d then you had your clarification letter to 
11 make sure that if there wasn't a"ything that was covered 
l) that wasn't rnntioned in the act~al construction 
16 contract, chat you would cover it in your clarification 
17 let:er, and they IK>U~d be out together so that that would 
lB rnHTK:Jrialize the eritire deal, right? 
19 A Correct, 
10 Q Got it. And like tr~ ether contracts before it, 
11 you needed a signed contract so that you knew you 'lad a 
22 de.al en place, so that you could then advance the funds 
23 tc buy the goo:Js so tl:at you could proceed with the work, 
24 right? 
25 A Well, it's interes:ir.g. In this May 7th, 
123 
f.xhibit A, it does say delivery to the Norwood holding 
Nursery is in progress at th:s :~. So that indicates 
to ~e that the plants had bcon purctased, not waiting for 
tc,is doc~nt. 
Q Why do it different in 2007 than you had done it 
in prior years? Was 1t because you were so sure that the 
deal ·would be forthcorring, you wouid have a written 
contract and you were -- based on prior experience, you 
knew that would happen? 
:o A :think there's two th1ngs. I th:nk bat is 
ll one. I thhk the cl'.er is that the late date of May "lth 
" tr.at ,., Simply couldn't "ait, t1at plant rraterial, 
13 conifers, have to be dug -- actually, all plant material, 
;4 has to be dug wr.ile it's still dormant, once it leafs 
;: out, once it starts out, it's past the dig date. So we 
16 Sinply couldn': wait for thlS doCllll".ent. 
:1 Q Okay. Now, let's move or .. Hand you what's been 
:a llklrked as Exhibit 1:299. 
19 MR. I>\!x;EH: Your Honor, Exhibit 1:199 is Notice 
20 of Filing Teufel Kursery, :nc. ~echanics Lien Claimnt 
21 Supplemental Disc~osure Form. Thls is one of the 
22 disclosure forms filed by ~eufel Nursery in this case. 
T~E CO~~: Yes, sir. 
MR. BADGER: We'd ask the Court to take judicial 
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ExhiOi t 1:299. 
'l11L C()(jin: Thank you. Ms. Pickens! 
MS. PICKENS: Your P.onor, to :he extent teat it 
is a f1ling that was do~e ;~ith the Court, we ••auld 
\ stipulate to that if it's offered :or the t::uth of t~.e 
6 mtter therein, we would object. And it's not offered by 
any Ru;es of Civil Procedure. 
THE CCURT: I will take 1udiccal mtice :hat 
this is a document filed ·•ith the Court. As to yo;rr 
tO oojection to the admissibility for all purposes of this 
11 document for trial, you're cbjecticn' s overruled. This 
12 document 1s admitted. 




[Exh1bit No. 1:299 admitted into cv:dence.l 
l i Q (BY MR. BADGER) T want you to go to-- let's 
:8 skdp the rroiling. Go in -- the firs: several pages have 
19 the list of all the lawyers that received a copy of this. 
20 A Yes. 
21 Q Kind of lxlring. 
L2 Then after that, •~ get to a page that is titled 
23 Mechanics Lien Clai'll'lnt's s·1pplemental D2sclosure Form. 
:4 A Yes. 
25 Q Are you with rrc? 
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A Yes. 
0 There's a chart that is divided into columns and 
rows. I want you to go to the right-har.d side at the 
very top. 
A Uh-huh. 
Q Pigh~ t~ere. Would you read that complete 
state:rent that you see t~ere in tron~ of you so that our 
court reporter can get 1t down' 
A "Cla_:__rncHlt c:on:racted wlth Tarrarack Resort, LLC. 
'O At:ached is a copy of t~e Tarrarack Resort Master 
'1 Construction Services Agreement and '"ork orders regarding 
:2 :he labor and/or nuterials which arc the basis ot Teufel 
:J ~ursery, Inc.'s claim of lien in thie matter." 
14 Q Notice that attached, next page, begins the 
:1 ~,oster Construction Services Agreement. 
:6 Now, this statement signed by Teufel's :awyer at 
: l the boacrn says that this Master Construction Services 
:3 Agreenent anc the work c~ders that are attac~ed are ~he 
:J has is of Tecfel Nursery, Inc.'s claim of lien in Lhis 
:J rrotter. ~hat's true, isn't it? 
21 A That's wr.at it cays. 
'' Q IDok at the work orcers ana confi m for we thot 
:J 01ll cf t:1ese are daced in 2001. 
i ~ A These are dated all 'n 2007. 
~, 'J Ard it lG;}kS to ~e 1' ke 2.\rost a 11 of them are 
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sigr.ed by Mike Stanqer on the 7eufel ~ursery side of 
things. Would you agree·! 
A You are correct. 
Q Toe owrer went to this work order system in the 
sumner ol 200), true? 
A Yes. 
Q And before goir.g to that, they asked everybody 
to sign Master Services Agreements, right' 
A Uh-h~;h, 
Q Yes? 
11 A Yes. 
12 Q Okay. And sc the work orders arise fran these 
ll Master Services Agreements, would you agree' 
14 Let me restate my question . 
15 ~hese wnrk orders a~ise :rom this Master 
16 Services Agreement that is part of this Exhibit 1:299, 
I' true? 
13 A We did not sign lhe Master Services Agreement. 
B And that ·•as through dialogue wi:h ':'arrorack that our .crk 
10 didn't fit within that scope of wcrk. They did, however, 
11 adopt the revised method for identifying t1e projec:s, 
22 and we did track our work based on that. 
23 Q I've worked on this case for over a year ur.der 
24 the assumption that this statement was accurate, that the 
25 Master Construction Services Agreement and the work 
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orders attached to this disclosure fom are the basis of 
1eufel Nursery, Inc.'s claim of lien in th1s matter. You 
can understand '"ry I might draw that conclusion, could 
you not? 
.~ I understa:Jd. 
Q Sure. Now, let's go to the c:ai~ of lien. 
T~.at's exhibit-- help me Ollt. Ic will be in--
MS. PICK:NS: Six. 
9 MR. 1!.'\ffiER: Tr.ank you. 
:o Q !BY MF. I'AOCEr<) Just a runute, ~I. Christensen. 
:; I'lc get there in just a second. 
12 Is it your testi:rDny -- do you have 9:006 in 
!l front of you? 
14 A This was the certified copy. 
15 Q You do. Yup. Thank you. My understanding is 
16 t'oat you provided infomBtion to the lawyer so thar he 
l7 could prepare this; is that right? 
:s A That is correct. 
:9 Q Ckay. Sanebody has Es·.ed properties t1at are 
20 recorded -- the property is described by a t:Ull'ber of 
21 different recorded p:ats. Did you provide that 
;'2 infomtion to the lawyer, or d1d he do that independent 
2i of your infoDiiltion? 
; 4 A I Jid not provide the leqal descriptiJns for the 
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otf1cc of John Thiel, and together they workea at 
ide:1tlfyir.g, from a map, the iooiv,dual parcels. 
~ ',jho was that emp;oyee? 
A That was Mike Stanger. 
Q Is he here in tr.e courtroom? 
A He is. 
Q The lien notice says that Teufel began its work 
on the 14th day of June 7.004, and its last date prov'di~g 
labor and mterials was December n, ?JC7. Ts that 
10 1d0!111ltion that you provided to the la•yer? 
1! A Yes. 
12 Q Let's go to the last page, but because it isn'~ 
13 clear, let's tw:n to 9:C55. And that wr.'t be in the 
;4 binder that's in front of you. ·lie need to grab a 
; 5 dlfferent binder. But that'" a siugle page. 
L6 A Yes. 
:1 Q And •~'re able :o read it in the version 
!3 attached as 9:055. So let's go to that. I'll ask the 
;, bailiff to hand you that. 
2J A Thank you. 
:1 Q Before we do that, le~'s look at a couple of 
:2 other disclosw:e [oms. Let me hard you 1:300. 
:J ~. BADGER: Your Ho~or, l:3JO is Notice of Lien 
·• Claim of Disclosure f'onn of Teufel Nursery, Inc. /\gain, 
:; this :s one cf several disclosure forms filed by Teufel 
129 
Ire. in this consolidated proceeding. We ask the Cow:t 
~o take judicial notice of tl1e filing o:' tr.is Uoc\Jirent, 
and we offer it into evidence. 
THE CCURT: Ms. Pickens' 
MS. PICKENS: Sarr.e objection, Yow: Honor. To 
the extent that it is filed with the Court, we do not 
1 object. BuL to the extent tr.at t".e Co:rrt 'Jses it as 
a:Jmissior. ana p:rrsuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Froceduce, we would obJect to that. 
!J THE COURT: All right. T1e Court will take 
11 JtXEcial notice that 1:300 is a Pleading filed with the 
12 Co::rt ana exists in the court's Lles. Tee objection to 
:J its admi.ss1on and consideration is overruled. The 
l4 aocument is admitted for all purposes. 
15 
lo (8xhibi: ~o. 1: JOD admitted into evider.ce.) 
1' 
1; Q IBY MR. f'A(X;ERJ Let me r,and you ar.othc~ one. 
11 ':'his is marked as Exhibit I: 381. 
:; ~. BADGER; I: 301 is Notice of l>Jrended Lien 
,. Cla1m and Disclosure Foro of Tec:el Nursery, Inc., again, 
-' one of the disclosure f:m1\S filed in this consolidated 
:1 procced1ng by Teufel Nursery. lie ask tl>e Court to take 
:~ jucic'al notice of that fact, and ·oe offer 1:301. 
"' :'HE COCRT: Ms. Pick~ns? 
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MS. ?!CKF.NS: Sane object,on, Your Honor. 
~fiE C!J:l\'J:: Sarre ruEng. l:.lCl, the Court ·•ill 
take judicial notice of the prior filing of this document 
with the Court. It will be rece1ved for all purposes. 
IE~~ibit No. 1:301 admitted into evidence.) 
Q IBY MR. BADGER) I have one other one to hand to 
you. 1:298. 
10 MR. BADGER: I've handed that to the witness. 
11 Like the previous exhibits, 1:298 is Notice of Second 
12 1\rrended Mechanic's Lien Clai.'113nt Disclosure Form of 
13 Teufel Nursery, Inc. And we ask the Court to take 
14 judicial notice of the fact that this has been filed ir: 
15 this consolidated proceeding, and we offer Exhibit 1:298. 
16 TI'E COORT: Ms. Pickens? 
11 MS. PICKENS: No objection, Your Honor. It 
18 appears to be the same as our Teufel Nursery 9:051. 
:9 THE COORT: 1:298 w'll be actnitted. 
10 
2l !Exhibit No. 1:298 admitted into evidence.) 
22 
23 Q (BY MR. 3ADG!:R; Let ne clear so!TB of the 
14 underbrush. I'm goi~g to have you take a look at 1:301. 
25 Tw:n to the eighth page. Yeah, t1e page that I'm 
131 
referring to in the nuddle of the page, it says Part 2, 
arrount allocalior., subclaims arrl costs. Are you with me? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. You've, no doubt, seen these disclos:rre 
:arms that refer to Parcel A through LL, have you not? 
A I have. 
Q ~Jld off to the side, there is an allocation of 
dollars for each one of these parcels. 
A Yes. 
· 10 Q Your tes:iloony ear:ier was that you are not 
11 familiar with this parcel system; 1s :hat correct? 
12 A I had seen it. l can:10t speak lc lhe dol.lar 
13 awunt per parcel. 
14 Q All right. :leep that in front of you and then 
;s look at 9:055. This is the last page of the lien ~otice. 
16 So if I can help you --
11 A All right. 
l5 Q We're goi~g to keep that disccosure fonn out, 
'9 aod then r::rn to ~) in that book. One of the things that 
z: is r.oteworthy in this disclosure fom is that attached to 
21 it are virtually dozens of part1al release of claim of 
22 1 ieo, c.:culd you 3gree? 
23 A Yes. 
! :! Q Okay. So ~<Jrt of the prcperty t~at was 
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agree? 
A Yes. 
Q All right. ~ow, 1f 1 look at this allocation 
that was attached to t'le 1 ien r.otice -- this is i::xhibi t 
9:055. I'm goi~g tc walk down these with you. 
A All right. 
Q But we're going to dolt q'Jickly. 
A All right. 
:o 
Q can you tell me what parcel Arling Cente: is' 
A So, because of the length of tJ.re that we took 
'· during the depositbn and my inability to answer at toat 
11 time, I did create a, if you'll call it, a cheat sheet, a 
:3 spreadsheet tha~ references back from the parcel nUII'ber 
• to the allocated. And I db 'lave that with me. 
15 Q Let :IX; ask you a couple of questlons. How are 
16 you able :o tell -- we got to Chalet ir. your testilrony. 
11 ~hat's the second item on this allocation. And you said 
18 you didn't know what Chalet !sic) tha: was. Have you 
19 been able lo figure out what parcel that is? 
:o A So sitting t:ere I ccJld~'t -- 1 ca~'t point to 
:1 the map and say ·where that is, but we do have identified 
22 the sheets that 'Nere related to that work. 
23 Q Are you tellirg rre that you've since gone back 
14 and you've done scrne home\oKlrk, and if I walk down this 
25 with you and ask what parcel Arling Ccntec is, you can 
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cell~ what parcel it is, whether it's A orB or D or 
whatever? 
A have done that c~lete '•ith the assistance of 
lhe guide that I have. 
Q Tell us the source of the u.formation that yc·J 
~esearched in crder to do t.hat. 
A I had to ';ork backwards. And that was from 
cdentify:ng -- by identifying the work that occurred ir. 
the parce~ ar.d then referenc:Cg i: by name. And then I 
:0 coucd -- I could write do'.m tne two. 
11 Q So what did you look at to figt<re out what 
:1 Parcel A was? If we have Parcel A in the disclosure 
:3 form, how did you figure out what Parcel A '•as? ; mean, 
:4 do you know whal lhe :egal description is for it? Were 
1; you able to fg~re that out? 
.o A So -- ana can I re:er to --
: i ·~ Well, I •.:ant to find out, before we go to that, 
:B I want to be sure we've got reliable evidence. 
19 A S•.;re. 
;8 0 T~at's very impor:ant to rre. 
21 A Yes. 
:2 Q Tell rr,r. how you figured oct what Parcel A \<aS 
23 and Parcel B and so forth. lid you lcok at a tit:e 
:1 report or at a litigatwn guarantee or s:xrethbg that 
:s described '•hat Pdfcel A was by a legal descri.ptim? 
ll4 
) 
A I have -- each of the parcels was identified by 
going to that descri~t10r.. Then I could cross-refer~nc€ 
back tc :he :ldll\e that : was f&Liliar with. 
Q So l~U looked at ·- •nat d1d you look at, tt:e 
litigat1on guarantee? 
A "ies. 
Q Okay. And it had Parcel A, Parcel B, and it had 
a legal description for each one; is lha:. right? 
A Ccrrect. 
10 Q So that was your starting place? 
11 A There was another-- and I even think l've seen 
12 it just from what you handed me -- that also had t~e 
13 description of boulder wor.lt. And i: was a second set of 
14 description of what occurred in that area. That also was 
15 a second trigger of, oh, that helped us refer back. 
16 Q So then you were able to look back at the 
17 litigation guara~tee and say it occurred within this 
18 :ega! description, and that must be Parcel B or Parcel D 
19 and so forth; is that rig~t? 
20 A We had to work backwards, yes. 
21 Q Okay. If you have notes Lhat wou:d assist you, 
22 why don't you grab those out. Ar ling Ce~ter is •flat 
23 parcel? Incidentally, do you know anyone else that was 
14 prepared to testify about this topic :oday? 
25 A Not directly, no. 
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Q Okay. 
A The cheat sheet's net very good if it doesn't 
start at the beginning. ~ine starts at Cleacwaler 
TooTihomes. No, I'm sorry. I had it out of order. 
Arl1r.g Center. Well, I&~ missing that page, I'm sorry. 
Q So we're not sure what Darcel then? 
A Correct. 
8 Q Ckay. Let rre digress for just a second, and 
9 ::hen we' 11 go back co this. 
:o ~edel lien lsi c) filed its 1 ien against 
i 1: property at the Tar:tarack Resort. Pnd then .it released a 
;2 number cf parcels inside of the property that it had 
:1 originally liened, righ:? 
:4 A Correct. 
l5 Q Okay. And in the discloscre fern, it allocated 
16 certain amounts that it claL<ed are due to it for each 
. . Parcel A through LL, would you agree? 
18 A I'm sorry, one rore time. 
:9 Q Well, in the disclosu,.-e form it allocated to 
! ~0 Parcels A :hrough 11 collar amounts tr.at it claims are 
due for work on t~ose parcels, right? 
A That is correct. 
Q Now, same of those parcels r.ave been releasee as 
24 a result of these partial releases of ; ien, ~w2'i 
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Q ~kay. So in order to figure out -- if :.oe 
started Up r.ere Wlth the dollar aJ"()'Jnt and w·e've noW 
released certain parcels, acd we can tell what the 
allocated amount is for each one of those parcels, c~e of 
tr.e things that we need to de :s fi')'cre out which pcrcel 
' re:ease of lien is A, B, ~ a~d D and so forth, would you 
agree? 
A Yes, I do. 
Q Have you gone thro·1qh that exercise? 
:J A I rave. 
! I Q ArC you prepared :o testify aoout which Parcels 
12 A through LL have oeen released? Co you have :hat 
ll inforrution? 
:4 A I have that on ~his fcrm. 
:5 Q TerriLc. And then you're also able to tell us 
:6 it we looked a: the -- no·•, that -- as I 'Jnderstand it, 
17 Teufel's positioc is that even though a parcel, say, that 
18 has been allocated $20,000 has been released, that its 
19 c lai~. of lien hasn't gone down, dollar amount of its 
;: clai1, cf lien r.asn' t gone down. l>m I understanding that 
21 right? 
;1 A r'rcm the star.ctpo:nt we have not been paid. 
23 Q What does t~t rr.ea:J? 
24 A So if we :1aven' t been paid for the work, it's 
25 ctif:icul: to not still expect payrent for the work tha: 
l37 
was performed. 
Q o~, I see. So you haven't been paid for the 
wcrk, but de yo1 still claim a lien against for the same 
S529,0CO, even though Parcel A might have been :e:eased 
and Parcel B r.tight r.ave been released? 
M':i. PICKE.'JS: I'm going to oilject :o the extent 
that teat might call for a legal conclusion. 
T~ COURT: All right. The objection's 
overn1l<'d. 
1J EE WITNESS: I have a matl'.e~mtical calculation 
11 that oas the origioal amounc mitus :ho released l:ons, 
12 and I have a ne• total. 
1 J Q (3Y MR. :>JI.::cERi Perfect. And I'll bet that 
14 ncanber is en the $300,000 range, isn't it? 
15 A $,106,199.07. 
:; Q I'm stalling here for just a second because I'm 
11 looking at a trial brief that Teufel filed. Have you 
l' reviewed that? 
l J A ~ would have to see it. 
Q Cid you review the trial b'ief that says, 
•. ";,,corpora:i~g these deductions for the released property 
., we foc:nd c·o~ecl to Teufel Jnder :J:e !l'echanic's liens is 
:J $359,/44.71." Did you review that prior to Lestify1~g 
: ~ tcday? 
A What's the date on that' 
1 38 
Q August the !Otr. of this year. 
A I've reviewed all doctll'l!'nts that. were 
transmitted tone. T~ere was a decurrent in August. 
d1d~' t recall the dollar a.110unt, the total. 
Q Ttat is significant~y less than the dollar 
number you have just given me, would you agree? 
A Yes, it is. 
Q 
A 
Okay. New, let's go down 9:055. 
i\ll rlght. 
10 Q We're go:ng to do it ~Jick. C~alet, what parcel 
l1 please? 
12 A I'm sorry, I don't r.ave that. 
13 Q Okay. Clearwater Townhomes, what parcel? 
14 A O, T, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z, AA and 33. 
15 a,, I'm sorry. There's actually rrore. 
16 Q Can't stop. 
17 1\ N, Q, R, and J are all part of Clearwater 
:8 Townho""s. 
:9 Q The aroou~t for Clearwater Townhomes on this 
20 scnmary is $41, 582? 
21 A Yes. 
21 Q flow much of that is allocated to each or.e of 
23 these parcels? Have you figured that out? 
24 A I have. So for those -- for :he parcels 0 
15 through BB, it's been allocated to 2,057.93. 
Q For each one? 
A For each one. 
Q Okay. 
139 
A And then I have dollar illl'Oimts for tt.e remainder 
of parcels. 
Q Read those off, please. 
A N acLally has t·~ dollar amounts. One is 
$4,980. And the secor.d a~unt :s $1,42!.34. 
7F.E CCURT: I'm not foclowing. Would you back 
. lC 'JP just a little bit? 
I ll MR. BI\[GEi\: Yeah. 
12 THP. CCUR'!': I did qet that ~r. Christensen 
ll ide:lti:ied tr.e Clearwater Towr,hC!OOS as tr.ose paccels tr.at 
14 he mentioned, and that he associated -- 1 was tollowing 
;s the dllllunts specified io the 1:301 aaocation to those. 
'" MR. PJUX;ER: You'll get a headache doir.g that. 
11 THE CtlJRT: Hang en a second. And then I heard 
18 a $4,000 figure, and I --that's ·•here I needed to stop 
19 because l wasn't su'e wt.ere we were. 
20 MR. BADGER: Yeah. On 9:055, which :s the 
21 allocation that was attached to the ~ien notice --
122 THE COORT: Rig~t. 
2~. MR. 3Ail3ER: -- for Cledrwater Tow:1hor~s, it 
24 allocates ~1,582. lihat I'm doi~q with c,un is I'm walking 
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these properties is. And then when ~e told me tha: there 
were, :ooks :i<e, 10 1? parcels for Clearwater Tcwnhomes, 
I asked him if he had a:located this 41,582 between each 
of these parcels. And tr.at's what he's walki~g me 
tt.rouqh. 
THE COORT: C.o acead then. 
MR. i'JIIGE:R: Okay. 
Q (BY M?. 3ADGER) So 0 t~rough BB, $2,057.93 for 
each one of the parcels, right? 
i 0 A Correct. 
•J And for N, you carre up ~ith two numbers: 
12 and 1,422.34; is tr.at right? 
13 A Correct. 
4,980 
~4 Q H~ did you ccmc up with two different mnooers 
15 for Parcel N for Clearwater Townhoo:es? 
i 6 A That is -- there were tw separate work orders, 
ll so work that occurred at two times. And, actually, 
18 have the work order nur:Uer as R62 and R9l. 
:9 Q Which one matches ~ith which? 
20 A R62 matches for the $4,980. R91 ffiltches with 
21 the 1,42?..34. 
22 Q Got it. Now, how did you CO!lle up with $2,057.93 
23 for 0 through BB? 
;4 A That is the anPunt owed, which was the $28,811, 
25 a~d that was equally divided between those units. 
141 
Q How many uni:s? I can count on rry fingers, 
guess, but 0 through 88, wha:ever that is, right? 
A Yes. 14. 
Q Okay. So there were 14 individual townhomes, 
rig'lt? 
A Yes. 
Q And each owned by the same owner, right? 
A I guess I can't-- I don't know that. I know 
that we were asked to perforfl the landscape work by 
!J Tarnrack for that, for those 14 u~Hs. 
'1 Q We:l, the on~y ones teat got served with your 
:2 lien clain were Tamarack Resort, I.LC and Lake Plaza --
:J or, excuse JC, Trilli~ Valley. 
:4 A So, yes. 
:s Q Okay. New, '-n the lien itself, there was not an 
16 allocation made betWP.en each one of these town~omes, 
:1 would you aqree? ll2t rre ask it a different way, 
:3 For these 14 Clearwater Townhorr.es, 14 or 100re 
!3 Clearwater Tmmhornes, tr,e amount tr.at was claln-ed to be 
2~ owed was lUITped together at 41,582 bucks instead of 
:1 allocating it out for each one of the buildings, would 
:2 you agree? 
~.~ A Yes. 
:4 Q Okay. IX:> we h.we any other Jli!rcels that we need 
:s to or any other allocation that we need to ~ear about for 
142 
Clearwater ?ownhomes or does that corrplete it? 
A There are three more, and that's Q, Rand J. 
Q How much for each one o: those? 
A Beth Q and Rare the $1,4/2.34. AEd J is 
$3, ~24. 
Q Does that carplete Clearwater Tm;nhomes? 
A Yes, it does. 
Q All right. T~e next on the list is Design 
Plaza. What parcel is that? 
1C A 1 don't. have Design Plaza. 
11 Q !XJrey Custom Chalet No. 3, what parcel is that? 
12 A K. 
1J Q Erosion control, what J:arcels? 
\4 A Pr.d that is one that i.s ~ssible to identify 
15 to a parcel. 
16 Q Okay. Francois Ccurt, what parcel? 
11 A I. 
18 Q General conditions 2007, what parcel? 
19 A That also is -- cannot be identified. 
20 Q Okay. Golden Bar, what parcel? 
Zl A I don't have that listed. 
11 Q Golf course, what parcel? 
13 A I dcn't have that listed. I think this was our 
24 photo mpyinq on two sides of the paper :hat got me. 
25 think that I'm missing every other sheet. 
Q You could have. Okay. 
A I apologize. 
143 
Q I've been handed a copy. Is this what you're 
lookir.g at? 
A Yes. 
Q Let's see if it's -- I've got four rages is all. 
I'm just wondering if I've got anything better than 
you've got. 
A r;o, four pages. 
lO Q Four pages. Okay. 
:1 A I think I'm missing every other s~,eet, and it's 
12 tMJ sided, and t.1e copy is just one. 
13 Q I': happens. naystack Chalet No. 25, can you 
i4 lell me what parcel? 
15 A I do have that. 





A Parcel 1. 
<J l!eritage Roadside, "'hat parcel? 
A Parcel A. 
Q Members Lodge, what parcel? 
A I don't have that identified. 
I ~: Q txl you t€lieve tr.at Parcel A as described "' the 
:J disclosure form is 1rduded 1n be legal descripLon :n 
24 the claim of lien that was filed? 






























































Q Okay. Tf I suggested to you that Parcel A 
described an unrecorded pla<: for Heritage ?hase 4.1, do 
you know if tho:t' s an acC'~ra:e statement or not? 
A J don't l,ow. 
Q And that the claL~ of lien oncy descr:bes 
recorded plats and net unrecorded plats, do you know if 
tbt's accurate or not? 
J\ I beiieve trat is, yes. 
Q That's accurate, isn't 1t? 
A Yes. 
'2 Miscellaneous hydroseeding, what parcel is that, 
! ' please? 
i3 A Parcels C, E, F and G. 
~4 Q T~at's 40 bucks. We're r.ot going to spend a 
15 second or. t~at. Norwood ~rsery, have you figured cut 
:; wr.at parcel that is? 
:1 A No, tha: is off site. 
~~ Q So you haven't liened it; is that rig~t? 
: g -~ Correct. 
:0 0 Okny. Poma, 'What parcel? 
Zl A B. 
21 Q Rock Creek Chalets, what parcel? 
:J A I don't have those identified either. 
2< Q Snow front, whac parcel? 
;; A CC. 
Q South end berm, what parcel? 
A Sorry, that's net identified. 
Q Steel head Custom Chalet, what parce.i.? 
A M. 
Q ~rillium Coctages, same quest;on. 
A ':'here's two. It's KK ar.d JJ. 
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0 Have you fuother defined tf.at, an allocation for 
KK a~d JJ? 
A Tee dollar amount ior each? 






A Yes, I have. 
Q Te Jl JTE hew much for KK. 
A $20,497.37. 
Q And for JJ, hew much? 
A $184,476.32. 
li Q How rrany Trillium Cottages are repcesented by 
:"1 this 2C4,97J.69? 
13 A As :hey occurred later in the project, I believe 
19 i:'s the entire arrm:nt. And l don't have the r.JJ1'ber of 
2[' individual cottages that I!Bde that up. 
2: Q That wes all work done in 2007, wasn't it? 
A The :andscape por<:im, yes. We did 'o/Ork there 
.~ ccrtainiy before 2J07. 
" Q The Tcllliurr. Cottar,es, had they even ccmr,ecced 




A I bow the exact area where tr.ey were. There 
was a relatively steep slope adjacent to them with a road 
at the botcom. And 'oe wo(<ed on a 45-foot bank 
stabili.zing that as ear:y as ;<OC4. But the uni:s 
themselves were cons:ructed 01.:ch la:er. 
Q In 2007? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. And yoJ haven't broken it down. There 
1D were multiple cottages, roore than two, right? 
ll A ':r.ere Vlere. 
12 c Owned by the sam2 owrer, 110uld you agree? 
1J A Yes. 
14 Q And you haven't broken down how much, a dollar 











A That is correct. 
Q Okay. Trillitm1 TownhOR"es, what parcel, please? 
A I don't rave that e1ther. 
Q Twin Creek, '•hat parcel? 
A Oh, I'm sorry. I'm sorry. Next page. Can I 
bdck up? 
Q Yes, please. 
A So Trillium TownhOJreS. 
Q Yup. 
H7 
A It's a number of parcels. Pnd that is starting 
with DO, FF, GG, 11. And then DO repeats 1tself, and 
then ..e have a new EE, LL. Actually EE repeats itself 
again. And tl".en IT, GG, DO, EE and 11. 
Q You've listed some of these parce:s more than 
ooce. f take it that's because you've allocated dollars 
to tr.e parcels roore tha~ once; is ti'.at right? 
' 3 A That is correct. And 1t's by the multiple work 
orders. 
10 Q Okay. I need you to walk dowo through these. 
11 So read those off again and tell me what dollars you've 
!2 alloca:ed to each parcel. 
il A Sure. DD, Sl8,8C4. 75. And that 1s the same for 
14 DO through LL. So it's 1, 2, 3, 4. 
15 Q Ckay. 
16 A The next t.ro, wh:ch is JJ and F.F., are 'oo':h 
11 $961.88. 
;a Q Okay. 
19 A The next two also is an EE ard 11, both at 
20 $4,050. 
'21 Q Okay. 
22 .~ 1he next ~hree, n:, H, lG, all $1,160 each. 
:J Q Did you COI'l€ to these nUI:"bers cy looking back at 
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Q Okay. How rruny 7rillill1Tl Townhares might I.B re 
t'lking about? 
A I don't know. 
Q Okay. 
A And I'm sor~y, we did:1't finish. There's three 
t J"f"CIC. 
Q Oh, pardon re. 
A The final three are DO, SE and 1!.. Each of 
9 t>,ose at $'106. 67. 
:o Q Okay. The Trillium Townhomes, the c0li'D2ncement 
:1 of construction was in July or August of 2007, would you 
12 agree? 
:3 A I thought it was earlier, but I woJld ~ave to 
:4 refer back to work orders. 
15 Q 
:6 agree? 
Okay. It wasn't prior to May of 2006, you wculd 
11 A Yes. Yes, I would agree. 
:s Q And there are multiple townhorres for which 
19 Teufel cla~ it is owed money, rigf.t? 
2~ A Correct. 
21 Q Ow:led by the same person, right? 
22 A Yes. 
23 Q Okay. And i:1 the claim of lien, it's clear that 
24 dollars were not allocated in the claim of lien for each 
2 5 one of the townhomes, would yoJ agree? 
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but we can probably figure l~.at out. 
Now, in tr.e disclosure :oms, for each parce 1 
ttere is an arrount allocated. For instance, I'm looki~g 
at 1:301, ?a:ce: A, tre amount allocated is 20,?66.18, 
just as an example. The lawyer prepared t1e disclcscre 
form, I take it; is that rtqht? 
A That's co:rect. 
Q Do you know where he got the informatbr., that 
is, where he got the 2C,OOO and crange for Parcel A? 
10 A It was provided by our office. 
ll Q Wi~rout having you thumb through these, I'll 
12 represent to you that these dollar a:noun:s changed. 
Il There's an earlier form of disclosure that has Pa:cel A, 
14 B through LL, and it has oollar r.u'lbers. And they or.ly 
IS add up to about 350 some-odd thousand. 
IE And then this 1:3Cl, if you add up the dollars 
; 7 that are allocated here, il' s just under 430,000, so the 
18 nlJITlber actually increased. Is that because errors were 
19 caught by Teufel ann additional information was provided 
1~ to t~e lawyer, or do you know? 
21 A I do know. And that is that the erosion control 
22 was left off origir.ally, b2cause it couldn't be 
13 pigeonholed to a parcel, so it was just left off w'len, ir. 
14 fact, it deserved to £:>2 included. 
lS Q Now, yo'J were prepared to tell me which parcels 
!51 
-··--··-----------+------------------~ 
A I would agree. 
Q Twin Creek, can you tell me lihat parcel, please? 
A Parcel D. 
Q And Village Drive, what parcel? 
A I'm sorry, I don't have that. Well, so Village 
Drive, that crosses miDy parcels. Ir.at's the wain 
!:oadway. 
Q Is that one of the i~possible to say? 
A Yes. 
:o 0 Okay. Now, one thing that the r.ourt has noticed 
·' is that the allocatioos in the disclosure fom.s don' l 
:2 necessarily ootch the attad1!1'ent to the claim of lie~. 
1 J ilould you agree with that o~ not? 
11 A There is differences, yes. 
: S Q Do you know why? 
:6 A Vie identified there was sooc clerical errors, 
17 and I have -- I actually have the dollar ar.ount after an 
:3 analysis. I have tr.e dollar difference between the 
1l parcels and the allocated. 
20 Q I think what yo.J 've ;ust told me is h<.t you've 
21 figured out the spread betweeJ the dollar that's listed 
:2 for a particdar parce: in the disclosure form and tre 
:1 l~for!lt>tion y8u've lust qiven me; os that rigtt? 
;4 A Yes. 
;; Q ~ell, we can do the mth. I appre:iate that, 
158 
have been released. Before you do that, the disclosure 
f8nns have a nuntler of partial releases of lien attached. 
But they don't have all of the~. And so before you go to 
that, let me put ttese into evidence. And then I'm going 
to have you te~l me which parcels have been released ar.d 
t!'.at wicl. save us so:ne of the leg wcrk of hav:ng to 
1 figure that oot for curse lves. 
A Okay. 
Q Let rre hand you what we've rrurked as Exhibit 
IC 1:304. And these are four separate-- nope, hang on a 
11 second -- five separate partial release of c:ai'll of lien, 
:2 each recorded with the Valley County Recoyder, and each 
:J prO'lided !:ere as a certified copy col.iectively as Exhibil 
14 1:304. 
!5 Let me hand tha: to ycu. 
16 MR. BAlU:R: And we offer 1:304, Your Hor,or. 
'17 MS. PICKENS: No obJecLon. 
le THE CO'JRT: 1:304 will be adliitted. 
19 
2C (exhibit ~o. ::304 achitted into evidence.) 
I ~: Q (BY MR. BMCE8) Now, you don't need t.o look at 
' '[21 tr.at. l just wanted to put that intc the recocd so t~,at 
24 between the disclosure form and all of the releases of 
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just put into evidenc'e, walk us down which of these 
parcels have bo€n released. 
And !Jefore you :Jo, l assUTIE that what you did is 
you locked at each o~e of the !)artial ~eleases of lien 
and you looked at the :egal L'escription, and t~en you 
went and you looked at tr.e 1 i tiqatwr. guarantee that has 
the legal description for l'arcel A, B and so :'orth, anc 
8 you ccnpared the t~o in order to corre up with the 
:n:omation you're about tc qive us? 
)C A Yes. 
Q Good. ~ll riqht. Tell cs which parcels have 
:2 been released. 
il A So, Jnfortunately, beccuse I 'n missing part of 
:.~ :ny s:ceets, I can or.ly start at ~he Clearwater Townhorres. 
:I And I can tell you that !)a reels P -- these have bo€n 
:6 celeased: ?, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, M and R. 
17 Q Where is the full version of your notes? Are 
cS Lbey sittHlq back at your office? 
:9 A Yes. 
10 Q Do you have so~eone there that could fax them to 
21 us here? 11\Juld tbat be possible? 
22 A Yeah, it is. It ccrtainly is possible. 
23 Q Maybe we can take a break in just a secwd or 
i4 PDF them or something. And this will save everybody a 
;s lot of time it we can get th1s 1nfol1lliltion from you, and 
153 
we can't have to go back and do the conparisor. ourselves. 
Har.g on just a minJte before we --
I think there are 15. You don't know whether 
ttat' s an accura :e nwrber that have boen released? You 
need your notes, don't you? 
A To fill in the blanks, yes. 
Q I have a question for you about some of the 
individUdls. 
Well, before I qo to treat -- so we now know from 
n the sumary or the a \location attached to the clain ot 
:1 lien, we can tell •r.at parce: it is. We may have a 
:7 cifferent number that yoa've JUSt given cs, a dif:'erent 
:3 collar number, for that parcel than the allocatiw for 
~4 lr.at particular parcel 1n the disclosure fom, right? 
A Yes. 
Q O'r.ay. 1\nd we l<now thilt s001e of these parcels 
:7 have been released, right? 
:8 A Yes. 
. 9 Q So ""' have nllybe a choice of two murbers to 
:c ceduct, either the m::nber that you just gave us for the 
21 parcel or the one that's in lhe uisclosuce form, right? 
A Correct. 
:3 Q J.<ay. So we can tell from that, •e start at the 
:4 529, ;oo, and then •c start taklq out r:~e parcels that 
,, have been released and we' 11 arrive at a bottom nJITtJer. 
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You got to 400-and-sorrething thoJsand doing that, 
apparently; is that right? 
A 406,000. 
Q And in the tndl brief -- well, you haven't seen 
the trial brief, have you? That's the one with the 
$359,000. 
A lht's where the r.urrtler doesn't wund fairJ.liar 
to me. 
Q Okay. 1111 right. So ll·.e missing piece of t'le 
10 puzzle sllll is we need the ccmplete 1 ist of the parcels 
11 that have been released, right? 
11 A Yes. 
ll Q But if you don't have t~at and we can't get it 
14 from your office, we can ultkiately fig-.1re :.t out by 
ll going through the exercise you did. We take the partial 
16 release of lien, ·oe read the legal description for the 
ll piece that's been re:eased, and we compare t.hat with the 
18 lltigation guarantee? 
l9 A Yes. 
20 Q Okay. And I' 11 represent to you, just so we 
11 have a record so we all know where we're headed. This 
12 parceling system is attached to one of the disclosure 
23 fonns that ·•e just put in evidence. And it has, probably 
14 not the entire litigation guarante€, but it has Parcel A 
15 in it, describes i:; ?arcel B in it, describes it, and so 
loo 
forth. Are you aware of that? 
A Yes. 
Q Ckay. ~ow, Teufel flled an Amended Complaint, 
and they named a nJ~Tber of individual honeowners. For 
instance, eo:e Smo<e 45, J,!£; Steve and Sissi Cruse; Kent 
and Cindy Marangi. There are about 10 or 15 of these, 
' apparently, individual r.o~owners. [Ia you know wt.o they 
are? Any of those narres rinq a hell? 
A Not familiar, no. 
10 Q Co you know why ~hey were narred in Teufel's 
t: Coooplaint? 
12 A It would just be specu:ation, so, r.o, l --
ll Q That isn't helpful :o ·cs. Let rre read a couple 
14 names. Severo, Altomare, and Jay and Jeanne Henry. 
11 Those names don't ring a bell to you? 
15 A They do not. 
17 Q Okay. In addition to ~hose partial releases of 
18 claim of :ien, there have been sorre orders dismissing 
19 certain parcels. Let me grab those real quick and put 
10 those into the record. 
21 MR. BADGER: Your Honor, I'm going to offer four 
~~ crd0rs. And l get it that these are part of the Cot:r: 
2J record. But I thought it ·•auld assist the Court to have 
24 them part of the trial record. r,nd so I rrdrkea thrn1 as 
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this will c()!ll)lete the list, I thirk, of the parcels that 
have been released. 
For whatever reason, there were orders of 
d:smissal with prejudice agacnst certain parcels. 1~ere 
is an order for d1smlssal ••ith prejudice aqainst Parcel 
Ff and GG that 1 marked as Exhibit 1:305. And l would 
oifer that, ask the Court to take notice. ?he copy to be 
pul into evidence is not a certified copy but a stamped 
copy from the Clerk's office. 
;c THE CWRT: Ms. Pickens? 
1: MS. ?lCIO:ENS: No objection. I have no objectior. 
11 to ar,y of the four. 
;; MR. BI\CGER: Let rre read them off. I: 305, 
:4 1:306, ::307, 1:308. 
15 THE COORT: As to those four, Ms. Pickens? 
:6 MS. PICKENS: No objection. 
1< THE COORT: All right. 1:3C5, 1:306, 1:307, 
JB 1:308 will be admitted. 
19 
(Exhib:t Nos. 1:305, 1:306, 1:307 and 1:038 
admitted into evidence.) 
23 Q IBY MR. BACGER) Let re hand :hese lo you and 
;4 ask you, if you looked at those when you did your 
;s canputa tion about which parcels have been releasca, were 
157 
these part of your consideration? 
A ~hese were part of the body of the documents 
that we went through to put this together. 
Q Okay. Thank you. 
T:>JE COORT: Just so that I'r not codused, FF 
aoo GG are part of the Tnllium Townho!lE allocated 
parcels, correct? 
MR. BI\CGER: Yes. 
7HE COORT: Okay. And those are the same 
;c subjects of the order of d:.smissal? 
11 MR. ~.l.'GER: I think thac's true. 
~HE COU,T: All right. Go ahead. 
13 Q (BY MR. BACGER) Let rre r.and you what we've 
l' rur~ed as Exhibit 1:321. This is a certified copy of a 
;5 Tn:stee's 1:\?ed recorded in Valley County, Idaho, A 
:6 :rustee's detxiing, purporting to deed the Ailing Center 
17 ::o Bank of A'll2rica, ~A. Let me show you that and as( you 
18 if you've seen that. 
!9 A : had not seen tr.is document, but I had heard cf 
LO it. 
MR. BADGER: We offer Exhibit 1:311, certified 
:; ccpy of this deed. 
MS. P ICKF.NS: I have no objection, Your He ocr. 
T<IE CCJJR~: I: 321 will te aclnitted. 
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(Exhibit No. 1:321 admi:ted ir.to evidence.) 
Q iBY MR. BADGER) There was a slowdowr. in payment 
fran the owr.er to Teu~el in tr.e :nidd~e of 2DC6; is that 
right? 
A That is correct. 
0 And then the money star:ed to flow again, is 
that accurate? 
A It did. 
JC Q Probably as a resul: of the money coming from 
1: Credit Suisse, would you agree, or do you know? 
12 A I really can't know. 
13 Q But I \o/Culd imag:ne that the money probably 
14 started to flow aoout June of 2006. Is that aoout riqht? 
15 A As I recall, •.e required for the work to be paid 
1E for 2006 before t'1e docUirent for 2007 -- before er.tering 
17 into that contract. They were to clear the debt frcrn lhe 
18 year before. 
19 Q Okay. So I think what you've JUSt told me is 
2C that all of the work performed through 2006 has been paid 
2: for; is that right? 
22 A ~'hat was billed in 2006 has been paid. 
23 Q So the unpaid amount for which Teufel claims its 
24 Een is all for work that was performed in 200'1, tiCe? 
25 A Work that was ~nvoiced ij 2007, yes. 
!59 
Q That's the sa"l!' as work that was perforrro in 
2007, right, or not? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. Iroking at 9:055. 
A Yes. 
Q The Teufel's wcrk on the property descrrhed l~re 
on Exhibit 9:055 as the Clear•ater To•.nhorres began 
' sanetime ir. 2007, did it :JOt? 
For this ilJll.)Unt owed, yes. A 
10 Q 
11 bottom. 
For Steelhcad Custom Chalet. That's towards the 
The work here described on 9:055 for Steclhead 
12 Custom Cr.alets, that work started after May 19 of 2006, 
13 true? 
l4 A For this wor< that is -- teat has a balaoce 
to ewing, yes. 
16 MF.. BACGER: 'I'hose are all the questions I huvc. 
17 Aut if counseL is willing, ard if the witness is willing 
18 to try and obtain tl:e other pages of those notes that 
19 Mr. Christensen has, : think it's to the benefit of ale, 
10 and it will greatly assist the Court, if there's a way to 
21 obtain those. 
12 If it would be possible to ta,(e a break a1d 
E rraybe ll'dke a phone call and do tr.at, if counsel ;;ould be 
24 w: 11 i ng. I think that ·would be a gocxi idea, Your Honor. 
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~.s. PICKENS: The phone call wouldn't t:e 
"ecessary, YoJr Honor. I have them currently in my 
possession, so --
Tl!L CIXBT: llhy don't we take a break and you 
c,1n t1ke a loo:< at them. 
MR. BADJFJ\: Is it possible to make a copy? 
MS. P!C~S: You bet, absolutely. 
THE COURT: I'm sure •~'ve got a copy w~chine 
he~e somewhere, or did you bring one with you, 
1 c Mr. Radger? 
ll Why don't we lai<e a recess. Let fll2 know when 
12 you're reacy to go, and we'll take a break at the Sdfll2 




(Recess taken. I 
THE CCURT: Back on the reccrd in the T3l!llrack 
13 Resort Foreclosure and Fela:ed Proceedir.gs, Volley County 
19 Case 2008-114C. ALe we ready to go, Mr. Badger? 







3Y MR. BAOC£R: 
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Q I understand the iJfomation provided to me 
d~ring the break that l may have confused you and that 
you f.ad the i~forrration in front of you ale along that 
·•o~ld allc~ yo>; to give a conplete lis: of the parcels 
that have teen released; is that right? 
:.J A 1 do have that. 
'1 Q P,ll rqht. Let's qo through -- "tort all over 
l2 again, Can YO'J give ITe a conplete lis:? 
:J A Yes, l can. 
;4 Q Start over again and give me a ccmplete list, if 
; 5 you would, p 1 ease. 
l6 A And did you wanL tr.e~ by areas, li(e Clearwater 
, , Townheo?s, or jllSt start listing away? 
:a Q If you can hang m jUSt a :i.~ute, please. 
:9 A I believe chc first :iree we did Clean;ater 
:o Toonha!€s, and I listea spccifica::y those tMt had teen 
21 released. And then we just slopped. 
~, Q Yeah. ~o ahead ax just rur. through frcrn start 
'3 to finish a complete list of a 11 of the parcels that have 
21 eeen released from Teufel's clai:F of lien. 
·s A 8kay. ,\r.d 1 believe that Parcel G has jest a 
l62 
) 
partial release c~ it. It's not the entir~. 
Q I urde~sta:ld. We' 11 deal with that when we come 
to it.. 
A All right. 
Q Thack you. 
A So I will 1:st the parcels that hJve been 
1 released. 
Q 7t:ank you. 
A P, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, AA, R, K, I, L, C, E, F, 
10 M, KK, FF, GG. And I don't know if you want -- here's a 
ll rep€at of ?F. I don't know if you need that. 
12 Q Nope. 
13 A D, G. Ana that's it. 
14 Q Now, you said that only part of G had been 
11 released? 
16 A I believe that -- G is a large area and that 
li there's just a portion of it. 
\8 Q can you tell us which portion? 
19 A Let me see. 
10 Q Let me suggest to you Lot 31 Block 19. Is that 
21 correct? 
22 'lliE COORT: Lot 3, Block 19, Phase 1 Village, is 
23 that the reference? 
24 MR. BAJ:GER; I don't have the Phase l Village. 
2\ He's got to confirm that. My r.otes just show Lot 3, 
Block 19. I can't confirm that. Let's see what he's 
qot. 
163 
THE WITNESS: So here I have t~e legal 
description that makes up G. Parcel G, I'm showing as 
Block 19 of Phase 1 Village. 
Q [BY MR. 81\lXER) Yeah. So sane portion of t.'lat 
J has wen released; is that right? 
A The golf course. You want the dollar arount? 
Q Nope. Nope. So Parcel G, Block 19, Phase 1 
1J Village, the golf course has been released? 
11 A Ccrrect. 
12 Q Okay. Okay. :.et's switch gears. I want to qo 
13 bark to what I asked you about [hese individual 
14 r.areowners. You den' t mew whe,her Hoy Andrew Morgan and 
15 Catherine L. Morgan are the owners of Parcel Q, ao yo•J? 
16 A I think during t~e break I ran across the nar:12s. 
17 If l didn't recognize t~ern the first tilre, I thought 
18 p€rhaps that was t".em. Let me see. Would have been 
19 smart if I pucled them out. i\ll right. A.'ld I'm soc:ry, 
20 what was the na.'TIE's? 
" Q This is Roy and C.atherine Morgan, Parcel Q. 
, 12 A I do have tr.at. It was not dismissed. 
2J Q :c you shew that they are the owners o: Pa:cel 
t'l Q? 
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Block 19. 
Q Okay. I.et :re ask you, do you know whether or 
not Townhome 2, LLC is the owner of Pare~! 0? 
A I would not ~1ow that. 
Q •~ether R'cky r~talano is the owner of Parcel 
BB? 
A I wouldn't be able to s~ak that he's the owner. 
Q Or whether Micr.elle Winder :s also the owner of 
~reel BB? Yod don't know whether that's accurate or 
10 :lOt? 
:t A I don't. 
:2 Q Turn to -- I want to ask you about one 
lJ ~rticular irvoice that's on your summary. So let's put 
14 acl this other stuff about the parcel bJsiness a·oay. 
15 We're done with that. 
:6 You'll oeed to go to 9:050. You wi:Jl rre? 
li A I am. 
:a Q A:;d t'te invoice -- I'm tryinc; to verify whether 
19 this is par: of your calcu2ation -- is an invoice --
20 we're in I::xhibit 9:050, aren't we? 
21 A Yes, I'm on Page 1 of that exhibit. 
22 Q Okay. A.~d what I'm tryir.g :o verify is if 
23 there's an Invoice 400?.1-004 that's included in y~ur 









Look at the fourth lic.e doll!\ ::om the top. 
~es. 
Is Invoice ~0021-004 inclcded in your total 
As part of retention, yes. 
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I guess that's the other thing, that in the 
difference, the laqe diffe!ence between nl11'bers that you 
hod identified, tlkit erosion control was missing, and 
iC then also :etention was missing fro:n the original nurrrer. 
Q O<ay. Let rre scow yru what I've rrmked as 
:2 Exhibi: 1:303. ::his is a Teufel Nursery-- that's that 
11 invoice :hat we were just referring to, isn't it? 
:4 A 40021-004. Yes, it is. 
:s Q Now, this has handoriting on :t that 5uggests 
:6 that only 30, jQO -- the total arr.cmt of the ir.voice was 
11 for 41,SD4.71. 
Well, before I do that -- le:'s do this the 
_ J ' i<Jht way. 
:D l'kluld it be accurate to say tbt yru don't 
21 recognize the handwri,ing en this exhib:t or do you? 
:2 A Well, lt's not tr.at I recoqmze the handwriting, 
:J but the witials are KY, Kit Yates. 
1l Q You rccogn:ze that as Mr. Yates? 





Q Have you seen this invoice before with h1s 
t:andwriting on it? 
A Jid you smw ~ this during the dep:lsition? 
Q Coucd have. 
A Because I know we had this discussion. I don't 
r~r if I saw c: at that tLTe or not. 
MR. BADGER: Your Ho~or, we offer "xhibit 1:303. 
MS. PICKENS: No objection, Your Honor. 
'~HE COJRT: ::303 will be adr:iitted. 
(Exhibit No. 1:303 admitted into eviden~~.) 
1l Q (BY MR. Bl\I:GER) w'hat I'm trying to figure out 
14 here, Mr. Christensen, i: looks like Mr. ~ates took an 
15 invoice ti:at was for $41,504.70, and he approved 
16 30,940.70. So he disapproved 10 oY 11,000 bucks. 
17 A Uh-huh. 
18 Q And I·~. trying to Cgure out whetr.er you're 
19 including that 10 or $11,000 in Teufel's claim or not. 
20 A In the discussion that we had during the 
2: deposition was that, although it wasn't common, it did 
21 occur, that Tawarack wuuld disallow a dollar dlrourJ in 
13 one invoice and then it wot:ld be ffi'Jde up the follo••ing 
24 month. And so without looking at the following oonth, I 
25 guess I can't say tnat this ••asn't, in fact, approved by 
167 
Ta!lllrack. 
·~ Okay. It locks like, fr001 the S1llllfulry that's 
Exhibit 9:050, that what Teufel is claiming is t~e 
retention part of th.:s invoice; is that right? 
A Retention, yes, that is correct. 
Q All rig~t. And so I'm trying :o figure out 1s 
chis the retention on the 30,COO t':at Yates approved or 
is Teufel making a claim for the 10 or ll,~CO that he 
disapproved? 
lG A l'm unable to ans~er cl tr.is tire. 
Q Okay. 
~. BADGEH: 1 have no further questions ot this 
:J witness. Thank you. 
14 THE caJRT: Thank you. Redirect, Ms. Pickens? 




19 BY 'IS. PICKI.'NS: 
20 
21 Q 'lr. Christensen, because we've qone t'trough and 
22 it's rrme fres': in your mind, ~he rclcdses that were co~,e 
23 in Lhis case, do you have persor:al knm•ledge ahJu:: whic:1 
Z4 prof'€rly owners were dismissed out ot the la••s:J]t that 
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r, ?here was requests for release of liens, b~t l 
dcn 1 t have tr.em. 
Q Did Teufel deny a~y requests for re.case tr.at 
were requested of them? 
A Yes, we did. 
Q And do you recall, under those CHC\11l3tances, 
are those prop€rties st1ll bc:t:ced in your clain of 
lien? 
A Tt would be. 
10 ~ Now, you were referring to your notes, your 
11 sUllll'ary, and you had the opportunity also to rev:ew the 
12 notes that you utilized to produce that sir.llli!ry? 
i.J A Yes. 
l4 Q And you'd also testified quite extensively about 
15 how you for.nulatcd the strnnary. 
16 liS. ?:CKENS: At this tilrc, Your Honor, I'd ask 
17 tl:at we be able to rurk what Mr. Christer.sen was 
lB ut1lizing to deterrrLne which parcels have been dismissed 
:9 and the amounts. 
20 THE COURT: I didn' l hear you, you said you 
!l could de.termine, and T wasn't able to l1Bke it out. Try 
22 it again. 
13 MS. PICKENS: 1 would just ask :hilt the document 
24 that 'lr. Christensen was re:erring to be l1Brked at this 
25 tirre as an exhibit, the Teu:'cl 9:056. 
169 
THE :::CURT: Certainly it car, be rrarked. Co you 
r.ave that in front of jOl? 
THE WITNESS: Rig:1t here. 
MS. ?!CK&~S: No, tte summary. 
TH~ WITNESS: S.ll1llBry, yes. 
THE COURT: Il 's a r.ow runy page documen: and 
r w·hat .is it? 
'IS. PlCt(ENS: Tt's a four-page docurent that 
Mr. Cnristensen was :eadir~ from :o --
THE l'OIHI': So that will be Teufec what? 
ll 'IS. PICKENS: 9:056. 
:2 THE COUP.T: So next in sequence? 
Q (RY :-IS. PICIGKSI And, ~.Christensen, you were 
14 tes:ifying directly from chis document, correct? 
l5 P, Yes. 
Q And did you particcpote in tr.e creation of this 
·.1 docunent? 
18 A I rlirl. 
19 Q And did you doU:Oce-check the figures in this 
20 doc\JI'Cnt wich the notes bat you have been provided with 
:1 throughout the course of this litigation? 
~2 l\ I did, yes. 
., 
. ' 
Q .l\.1d d1d i: a1d you in your testirony today? 
r, ll did. 




for the admission of Sxhlbit 9:056. A copy has been 
provided lo counse:. 
TEE COORT: Mr. Badger? 
MR. BALGF:R: If l'm allowed La -- I thwk if I 
could ask a ooup~e o[ (]'uestions about :his, 1 ~.Qn' t have 
any objection to havi~ it admitted. May I do that? 
Tl!E COORT: G:J ahead. You can ask the questic1s 
and object if you like. Go ahead. 
VCIR DIRE EXJ\MJNATION 
12 BY MR. Bl\OCER: 
13 
11 Q l.ooking at ttis swrmary tha: we've just marked 
15 as 9 --
THE COORT: 9:56. 16 
17 Q IBY MR. BArGER) There's a colurm that says 
13 "Dismissed/released." 
1l A Yes. 
20 Q Te~l us what that is. 
11 A So th:.s identifies the parcels that have been 
22 released. I don': know hew more to desccibe it. 
23 Q What does che wmd "disrtissed" mean? IAJes that 
24 mean that the party own1ng tJat ,arcel has been dismissed 







A l only too:< it as those that hac been released. 
C Okay. So if we look dov.J that column where 
you've got a check mark, that's wt.at you were reading off 
to me, essentially? 
A It is, yes. 
Q .111.:. right. 
MR. &'II:GER: ~ie have no oo~ection. 
THE COORT: Than:< you. 9:56 will be am.ittcd. 
f!S. PlaENS: Thank you, Youc Honor. 
IF.xhibit No. 9:056 adrlitted into e'tidence.) 
FEDL!lECI EXl-MINATION (COliTJN\EDI 
15 BY ~S. PICKENS: 
16 
1; Q ~low, Mr. Christensen, tcere was extensive 
18 test'liiOny about the arrount of your lien prior to any 
19 dis:nissals that were testifoed or that were put before 
2J the Court today or tnat have been released by Teufel. Co 
21 you r.ave an understanding today as to what the dollar 
<; a.mJr:t is rel1\3ining i1 the lien, if you folio"' the stnct 
iJ allocation in Exhibit 9:056' 
24 A T do, yt?s. 

















































































A That is $406,199.07. 
Q Okay. Now, I'd like to go back to -- the 
beginr.ing ot your cross-examination you were asked 
specifically about the contracts that you -- that Teufel 
entered into with Td!T<lrack Resort. ll:J you recall that 
test irony? 
A I do. 
Q And Mr. Badger asked you about your deposition 
testi:rony. And at your deposition you road indicated you 
10 tho~ght you :00 a siqned copy of that at 1eufel arch1ves? 
11 A Yes. 
12 Q And what did you do to verify the ::.ruth c: that 
l) assertion? 
14 A Went through a lot of dusty toxes. And, 
15 truthfully, I guess, I'm embarrassed tr.a: we don't have a 
16 signed dcmr.ent back from Tamarack. And t:1Jt's why at 
17 the ti-ne of toe deposition, I felt certain -- I felt 
18 certain that as with the standard contract, that it would 
11 have heeL returned. 
2D The fact that it wasn't --but I can truthfully 
21 say that we exhausted the arc:,lves and the -- actua:ly, 
22 what we were able to find in that search was all of the 
23 documents that we ·,;ere able to cane up with for the daily 
24 fcr.:e accounts and 1<1ork orders and everything related to 
25 our ·work through -- from starting ir. 20J1. 
Q But no signed contracts? 
A No signed contract. 
173 
Q Okay. NO'W, you were also asked atxm: those 
contracts for 2004 through 2007 regarding the scope of 
wor~. In 2004, did Teufel do work beyond and io excess 




Q And in 2005' 
A Yes, again. 
Q /OOE? 
A Yes. 
Q And 2007? 
11 A Yes. 
1~ Q So every year Teufel did work outside of the 
15 scope of work of those con~racLs? 
lE A That is correct. 
P Q And isn't it true that Teu:e1 a !so did wo.::k 
l S outside of t~e dates of those ccntracts? 
;g A Yes. 
!O Q :n fact, we went throJgh bi~ders full of 
il documents with daily force accounts referer.cinq work tha: 
was done outside of t 11e dates of those contracts. 
il A That is correct. 
Q Now, ir. the -- in your cross-cxarr.ir,ation, you 
. , were ;sked aoout wha~ kind of '-"Jrk Teufel cid duri.lg tr.0 
:7 ,j 
) 
winter months. Would you characterize ~eufel' s work as 
only snow removal in the winter montrs! 
A Actually, construction contim:ed as well, ar:d 
one system tr.at we errployed was actually covering --
tarpinq areas to keep t~e snow off tr:at a !lowed us to 
construct pa.thways to lay the Uilgs':one paths into the 
'Jnits. 
Very unusual construction :ne:.~od. And it had 
never been done before, out it was a dcrection to get the 
I 
\0 pa&.ways in. So we did ccrstruction wock through the 
11 winter months. 




disci osure statemeots. And I will ask you to refer to, 
don't bow if you still have it, Credit Suisse's Ex~ibit 
15 1:298. 
!6 A Thank ycu. 
I
ll Q ll:J you recall locki~g at this docurrent in ):'Cur 
18 deposition' 
H A Yes. 
n Q And do you recall raving counsel ask you to 
11 total up the nurrber listed ir. the amcunts cue under the 
22 lien disclosure staterrent? 
13 A I do rernanber that. 
24 Q And do you recall what that Jl\\Otmt, generally, 
25 was? 
A It was in the 300,000s, and I don't recall 
beyond that, but it was in 3C0,000s. 
175 
Q And having locked at it after your depositcon, 
do you have an understandinq as to why that amount is 
different than your lien allocation a~unt in Exhibit 
9:055? 
A Well, there was two things tha: was missing, and 
that was for the erosion control work; trat also 'Oas the 
9 retention tha: was missing. 
I I 
Q so erosion control and retention were rniss1ng? 
A Yes. 
Q was that because erosion control couldn't be 
Il attributed to any one parcel? 
t4 A Correct, ll was over a wide area. 
15 Q !\nd J facr cJliOunt cf the re~ention ~asn' t <1lso 
1£ attributed to any one parcel; is that correct? 
17 A Correct. 
l8 Q Okay. Was it your -- was it Teufel's intention 
l9 to utilize Exhibit 1:298 as a supple:nen~al and disclosure 
2J to the prior exhibits that you'd seen frw counsel, I 
2i t.~lnk 1:298, 1:300 and 1:301' Was it your intention--
22 Teufel's irtention that this docc:rent replace the 
23 documents that •ere filed by Jorn rhwl? 
zj A Yes, that is correcl. 
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MS. PICKENS: I have no fcrtcer questions, Your 
Ho:1or. 
TYF. CWR'f: Thank ycu. You car. star.d down, 
~r. Christensen. 
Further evidence/testi.Jr.my, ~s. Pickens? 
MS. P:CYENS: I do, Your Honor. At this tire 
1 I'd like lo call~. Stanley Tharp. 
THE CWRT: ~. Tharp, if you'd ccme forward, 
star.d over by the witness stand, p~ease. If you woulc 
•o then raise your right hand to be sworn. 
ll 
12 S':'ANLEY THARP 
l J 
was calleri as a witness and, having been sworn, 




i9 BY MS. PiC!8lS: 
:1 Q Mr. Tharp, could you elease state yot:r nane and 
:2 spell your last for the cour: reporter? 
cl A Stan Tharp, T-H-l\-,-P. 
24 Q Aad, Mr. T~arp, what's your occupa:ion? 
?S A I'm an attorney. 
Q And are yoJ an attor~ey for Teufel Nursery, 
Inc.? 
A Yes. 
Q And ·.mat services did you provide for Teufel 
~ursery? 
177 
A We assisteri Teufel io p:eparir.g a lien against 
1 ~anarack; and we've also assisted Teufel with respect to 
l 0reparin9 partial hen notices. 
MS. p;c~s: Okay. ~~dam Cler<, aL this time 
I: rray I cave Exhibits 6, 7 and 8 provideri to the wi:r.ess: 
:1 9:JC6, 9:007. 
12 Q (BY :-IS. PICENSi First, I'll have you look at 
11 Exhibit 9:006. Do you recognize :hat document? 
i4 A This is the !lklterialmer.'s lien U1at we prepareri 
15 on behalf of Teufel. 





Q And ••ho is your la•• finn? 
A EberJ.e Ber::n. 
Q And did you have any conversations with anyor.e 
from ~cufel prior to ?reparing this cocument? 
A Nurr:erous conversatio:-ts. 
Q Ckay. lind are you personaLy famillar with the 




Q :or recordat i:Jn of rechanics 1 ifms? 
A Yes. 
Q ·ckay. And did you ca·Jse Lhis doCIJ!T.ent to be 
recorded? 
A ':':j recollection was it -- Mr. Teufel sigr.cd it, 
and I believe Fcd-Ex'd it to somebody in the McCall 
office to record it. 
Q Okay. !\nd are you famLiar with the 
10 require.'nen:s of the ldaho code regarding serv1ce of 
11 mechanics liens on property owners? 
12 A For purported property owners, yes. 
ll Q If you could look at Exhibit No. 1 -- 9:007. Do 
U you recognize that doctnll>nt.? 
IS A That is a letcer that I signed and was walled 
16 out on !'.arch 24th of 2008. 
17 Q Ar.d can you identify what pages 2 -- what pages 
18 2, 3 and 4 are? 
l9 A It was sert cert:!ied mail, return receipt 
10 reques:ed; and page 2 has the card from the post office 
11 showing t.'le signaLre of t:~e recipient. 
22 Q ls that something that would have been directed 
23 back to your office at Eberle Berlin? 
z; A. Yes. 




C A1d arc Defendant's Exhibits 9:007 a true and 
accurate depiction cf the letter and return receipts that 
you held in your offic~ files? 
A Yes. 
Q And if you ·.auld do me a favor and loo:< at the 
date of reco~atio~ of the nechanlcs l:en. Would you 
agree with me tha: that was March 2ist of 2008? 
10 A ~~rch 21, 200B is when it was recorded. 
l! Q And I'll note that the date of your letter, at 
12 least Lhe first paqe, is ~arch 24th of 2008; is that 
Ii correct? 
14 A Correct. 
11 ~ Would that be within five days from the date of 
I6 recordation of the mechanics lien? 
!1 A Il could be, in compliance with the statute. 
1! t'£. PICKENS: lit this ti1ne, Yo·c:r Honor, I'd as~ 
19 for actnissicn of Teufel Exhib1t 9:007. 
7HE COORT: There are two letters in 9:007. 
MS. PICKENS: Yes. Would y0u :ike me :o go 
1; through both of t'1em, Your Eonor? 
7HE ccx;RT: \icll, what are ycu as:<inq for the 
24 aclni.ssion of? 
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letters, Your Honor. 
THE COORT: Mr. Badjer1 
1-IR. PACGER: Voir dire, '' I lillY? 
THE COORT: Yes, sir. 
VOIR DUE E:XAI~iNATION 





Q The first letter 1n the 9:007, yo~r signature? 
A Correct. 
Q Seccnd letter, your signature? 
A Correct. 
14 Q Attached to the flrst let:er, the receipt fran 
15 0. S. Postal Service is in yO'Jr file or not? 
16 A It was. I rrean, I don't know if it's been 
11 turned over to counsel for the litigation, but at one 
18 time it was in our file. 
l'J Q You can't testify then that this is an accurate 
2C copy of that receipt? 
2l A I can testify that this is the receipt from the 
22 letter that we sent out. 
21 Q No, I'm taldnq about the certified ad 
24 receipt; not the green card. You know what I'm talking 
25 about, the green card? But ~he receipt up above that, 
was that in your file? 
A It would have been part of the green card. 
Q 1\re these in your file r.ow? 
'Bl 
A I scspect a copy of them probably still is. I 
don't bow if tr.e original is. 
Q Can you testify that these are accurate copies 
1 of tr.ese docmer.ts in your file? 
A Yes, tbey look accorate to me. 
Q We.ll, have you checked to see? 
!C A I have :10t checked my file, but they watch the 
1: cove: sheet that has my signature. And the date shows 
12 that this was mailecl out on )larch 24th, and it shows here 




Q So you're assuming? 
A No, I'm just reading the dates. 
Q Okay. The second letter that's part of this 
11 exhibit, 9:007, the receipt --not the green r.ard, but 
18 the receipt, is that in your file? 
19 A Most like~y these are in my file. :don't lmow 
20 il Ute original 1s or j~st a copy. 
z: MR. BADGER: Objection, authentication. 
22 TH!': ClXIRT: Thank you. Objection as to 
23 authentication is overruled. The docJJl\ent will oe 
24 received. The two lcttccs that arc 9:007 ~ill be 
2J achitted. 
182 
MS. PICKENS: Thank yO'J, Your Honor. 
IEx!ubit No. 9:007 admitted 1nto evidence. 1 
)JREC! EXAMINATION (CONTI~D) 
, BY MS. PICKENS: 
Q Mr. Tharp, if you can do me a favor now and look 
10 at Ex.'Jibit 9:COB. [!J you recognize the doctrrnents that 
11 coop::ise that exhibit? 
12 A Yes, I do. Again, these are documents that ~Rre 
13 sent ou: and signed by me. 
14 Q And I' !1 notice that they are aclj!essed to 
11 ?rillium Valley Construction. Do yoc have a reason why 
lo you were llll:ling these to ~ri:lium Valley Construct1on, 
11 w::? 
18 A I do not recall. 
19 Q ti:J you know whether or not these were sent on 
20 behalf of Teufel Nursery? 
21 A Yes, they were. 
22 Q And are tf.ese true and accurate copies as to 
23 what's in yoc:r file for the claim of lien that was 
24 recorded on behalf of Teufel Nursery? 
L5 A Yes. 
Q Ard as addressed, ••ere there return receip~s 
attached to rhese? 
A Yes. 
!83 
Q And were those docments that \iO\lld ha•le come 
back tc you and tr.at you rave seer.? 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. And •NOuld those also be retained b yoLr 
records for Teufel N1rsery' 
A Correct. 
· 10 MS. PICKENS: At this tl:re : woc;ld llke to offer 
E fo: affij_ssion the '::eufel exhibit 9:C08. 





THE CCXJRT: Yes, sir. C-o a1ead, tofr. Badger. 
VOB JIBE EXAfmlA~ION 
17 BY MR. BACGER: 
:s 
:? Q :-tr. Tharn, the first letter in 9:008, your 
20 signature? 
· 21 A Correct. 
22 
2] 
Q '::he second letter, your signature? 
A Correct. 
, 24 Q \iith respect to the first letter, the certified 
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A Most likely, a ccpy of it is in ny file. 
Q And the second letter, certified mail receipt. 
!'~is is i~ ycur flle? 
A Same answer, yes. 
MR. llii.CCER: ctljection, cLt~enticatio~. 
THE CCU~T: The cbjectto~ as to authent1cation 




(Exhibi: No. 9:008 actnitted into evidence. 1 
12 MS. PICKENS: I ~ave no £u,-ther questions for 
:J ::h~s witness, Your Honor. 




:B BY MR. BAI:CER: 
l9 
2c Q I'm curious why you mailed tr.is twice, a couple 
21 o~ days apac. Why did you do that? 
22 A I cannot r~r the circ\ll11Stances. 
23 Q You must have thought sm.ething was wrong with 
24 the first one, so you did it again two days later just to 
25 :nake sore; is that right? 
A I wo,;ldn' t say that, cc. = don't =ecall the 
c1rcumstances why we mailed it again. 
185 
Q Wo"ld you typically mail out lien notices twice 
two days apart? 
A Not typically. 
Q l mean, ~f it's done right the first t~r:e, you 
7 won't have a reason tc do i: the second time, would yo~ 
agree? 
A I wouldr.'t agree. 
Q lf.Jat ·•ould ca~;sc you to do it a second time? 
ll A I already answered that; I don't recall. 
:2 Q When you prepared the Notice of Lien -- turn 
ll back. That's 9:006. In the ficst paragraph it says that 
14 "notice 1s hereby given" -- by tr.e way, you prepared 
:s this; is that right? 
! 6 A Tt was prepared by me ••ith t:1e assistance of the 
; 1 ether attorney in my office, yes. 
Q ~'ho was that other attorney? 
A Peter Ware. 
0 Spell his last name. 
A ~-A-R-E. 
; 2 0 Than.~ y:u. "Notke is hereby given that Teufel 
; j Nn:-sery1 Inc. Lt:e clai.r:Bnt :-tcrein, Jt the re~Jest of 
:1 Tarnarack Resort, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
:s Ccnpany anrl/o.:- Tri 1l i un Valley Constructior., LLC, a 
186 
) 
Delaware Limited Liability Company, did, on the 14th day 
of June, begin to sell, furnish and deliver materidls and 
supplies to and/or cc:rrnence labor until the 21th day of 
Oecenter of 2007." 
And I won't ccnplete rcacing that paragraph. 
Tell me how you identified Trillium Valley 
Construction, LLC as one at whose request Teufel Nursery 
p:ovided labor and materials. 
A I don't reca"l the circu."'f.stances of ·.tly rr:lliwn 
10 Valley Construction was included in t~at. 
ll Q We had Mr. Christensen on the stand, and he 
12 lo'asn't sure why Trillium Valley Constrcction was named 
I! either. But you don't --
14 
15 
A I don't recall, no. 
Q This suggests here t~at the first day of 
15 providing labor and materials was June 14, '04, and tte 
I i last day was Cecerriler 27, '07. 
18 The last day here, was that information provided 
19 to you by Teufel Nursery? 
2J A Correct, as was the first day. 
21 Q Got it. Thank you. 
22 MR. BACCER: 'lt.ose arc all the questions I have. 
23 Thanks very liUJCh. 
24 ~. PICKENS: ~o redirect. 
25 THE COURT: Thank you for your attendance, sir. 
187 
You may be excu,ed. 
THE lii':'IiESS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
TilE COOF.T: further endence/testimony by 
Teufel? 
KS. PICKFNS: Yes, Your ilor.or. Al ths tilre I 
would Lke to call Mike Stanger. 
"J!E CCX.'RT: Mr. Stanger, it yo•J'd ccoe forward. 
Face the clerk and raise your right r.and to be sworn. 
MIKC STANGER 
li 
12 was called as a ••itness and, hav::ng been sworn, 




17 BY :-15. PICf<ENS: 
18 
~IRECT E:XJlMJNATIOO 
19 Q Mr. Stanger, could you please state your nare 
2J and spell your last for :.he record. 
2l fl. Mike Sta;}(}er, S-~-~-N-G-E-R. 




A I ccrrentl y l.i ve in Cascade. 
Q Ar.rl how long have you been in the Cascade area? 
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Q And are you familiar with Te,cfel Nursery? 
A Yeah, I ·.urked for them for three years, 
Q And when did you start working 'or Teufel? 
A AugiJSt \st of 2006. 
Q And what *'re you hired to do for Teufel? 
A Prel:..'lli.n.arily, I ~as hued as a cesign-bulld 
project manager fer the residential projects ir. McCall. 
That shifted very quickly to ~ill!lilrad as a project 
marager with a design backqround, 
10 Q What is your educational backgrour.d in landscape 
11 desig~? 
12 A I have a Bachelor's Degree in landscape 
13 architecture that I got ir. '98, 
14 
15 
Q Frcm w!:e:-e? 
A University of Ida~o. 
16 Q And what work history did you have from the time 
u you got your BacLelor' s Jegree from the point you started 
18 workiog at Teufel? 
1l A Prim3rily, l worked in B:Jise in high-eod 
20 residential and comr.ercial construction subdivisions. 
2! Q Now, at what tire -- at ••hat point did yoJ come 
22 on board with Teufel Nursery? 
13 A August lst, 2006. 
2' Q And do you have a distinct recollection of ~o~hat 
25 it is about t.'lat day that you started? 
1B9 
A I currently am PIOployed with cascade Outdoor 
Services here in McCall and Cascade. 
Q And do you still do work associated with the 
Tumarack Resort? 
A Yeah. I took over -- actually, kir.d of as 
Teufel left, l kind of took over their rra:ntenance 
accounts that they l:ad existing ar.d carried on through 
those and then have been do"ng TarBrack's rraintenance for 
9 the homeowners association now, 
:o Q So coming on in August of 2CC6, what rlid the 
11 resort look like at that tine? 
12 A At that time -- well, it looked like a rr<.wie 
lJ set. It was wild with cons:ruction. People were going 
14 from s:x o'clock i~ the rorning until c1ght o'clock at 
15 night. 
16 What we called Phase l of Tamarack was wrapping 
17 up construction. They were finishing. And it was 
;3 growing in. ~~d Phase 2, going up White Water Drive, was 
29 all under construction, JUSt wild with cars and trucks 
20 and new buildings. 
21 Q And are you fa.'Tiiliar with the wcJp :hat's 
22 designated beside you, I relieve it's mrked as Teufel 
23 9:040A? 
2~ A Yes. 
25 Q And are you :a:niliar with the designations of 
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---------------------+----------------~~ --~----~~ 
A It was-- well, primarily, it's pretty easy fer 
me to remember because it was geared around the then 
residential project rranager in Mccall going on vacat:or., 
so --
Q Ar.d at ~o~hat point were ycu shifted to t.1e 
Tartldrack Project? 
A Immediately when she got back, two weeks later. 
I kind of assisted on the projec<:s that she had. 1\nd I 
was LTmediately brought ir. to fill a need at the Golden 
10 llar Townhc<res that TaiMrack had requested. 
12 Q So your role was prim3rily what w:th Tedel 
12 Nursery? 
13 A Prirurily it •as a project manaqer, but it was a 
14 true essenc~ of design build. We were working wit" then 
IS ~'amrack's designer, Chris Kirk. l would go through and 
IE design the landscapes or design tr.e -- then it was 
17 walkways and pathways to qet to tl:e buildings with 
18 regards to 1\fi\ ar~d corpliance and tha:, 
19 Q And how long did you work :or Teufel i1 that 
20 capacity? 
21 A l worked for three years. 
Q Do you recall on or about when you left Teufel 
2i Nursery'! 
24 ,\ September 11th of 20C9. 
25 Q lind where are you currently employed? 
lots and blocks within the Tamarack Resort? 
A I am. I am pri!ffirily famLiar with t'le lo: 
ntrllcrs, and we used references by names of subdiv:sions, 
bu: can reference tr~e names of the sctxlivisior.s when 
given a map as far as lots and blocks. 
Q Okay. And in looking at t~e rup that's beside 
you -- you made a reference to finisr~ir<J up in Phase 1 --
c:an you identify what portion of the project o,;as Phase l? 
And you can approach it, if you need to. 
10 A Phase 1 would b€ the roads when you hit the ltl.l.in 
!1 roundabout go off to the left. It's called Village 
12 cr:ve. 
ll Q And what about Phase 2? 
14 A Phase 2 then would be a refe:ence as when you 
15 !:it the roundaoout going up White Water Drive. So lhis 
!6 side ~o~Juld be Phase 2, and this side would w Phase 1. 
17 Q Okay. Now, when you came on in 2006, you said 
18 you were prim3rily brought in to start with the Golder~ 
19 Bar Townr~on-es; is that correct? 
A Correct, yes. 20 
11 Q llere your duties expanded beyond jest. lhe Golden 
27 Ear Townhorres? 
23 A Not very much. Pri.Tarily, it was Golden P.ar 
24 'lc·or,homes, tecause they were the ruin focus of work for 









































































very large push to try to get occupar.cy for the 
ind:viuual tcwnhorres. And to do that, they had to h>ve 
pathways arn grading. So there was a very large push to 
Co tl"1a:. 
did assrst some with the desig~ backgroc~d, 
when Chris ¥irk ••ould ask a: the Arling Center and 
1 ditferent areas like tha: to help, m2ke sure path•ays 
8 were the right alignment and whatnot. 
Q 8kay. And when it ediT'€ ti11e to do any l&r.dscape 
:c design work, d1d ycu -- who did you wcrk with at 
d Tamarack? 
:z A Chris Kirk. 
13 Q D1d anyone ever present you with a landscaping 
;, plan for Tamarack? 
15 A No. 
16 Q What was the day-tc-day protocol for Teufel 
·' Nursery at any g1ven tilre at Tamarack Resort? 
18 A The day-to-day was work, was -- and the 
19 dey-to-day ~as just to work. There were weekly meetings 
20 with Tamarack where they would assign projects and 
21 request projects, and the~ -- but ITBir.ly ic was then to 
:2 the project managers or che branch manager, and then he 
; J would ass:gn the 'oi:Jrk ou~. 
: ~ So my day-to-day work in 2006 was strictly 
:s Golden Bar. And it was basically designing, getting 
193 
that -- the day before, designing, and getting that 
approved from Chrrs Kirk, corcepts and ideas, and then 
laying it out and having the crews hstall. 
·~ And at that [XJint they \.'8re using daily force 
accounts, right? 
A 2orrect. 
Q Was there some [Xlint wr,ere t:1e daily force 
accocnt system stop,W being used? 
A That was in the -- well, early sunrner of 2007. 
:J Q And do you recall ~avir.g ar.y conversations with 
.~ ~~. Kirk about that transition? 
~2 A It wasn't so much Chris Kirk as it was -- at 
'3 that time I started attenc.i.ng the weekly rreetings, and it 
i4 ·•as the ;<it Yates --
'J Okay. 
A --who or:ginally --and I believe it was Scott 
· 1 NoYmndin ·•as the then-acting vice-president who dcrectcd 
: l us towards thac. 
:g Q Now, ••ere you on site in from Ja~uary of 2807 to 
_ J July of 2007? 
:1 A Yes. 
22 Q And how was 'i'eufel OJ"'rating in tems ol working 
21 or. the project during that period of tilrc' 
:4 A We '•ad or.e ere·• in 2007, the winter of 2007, 
·s that ·.ras di,ectly ass:gned to clearing sr.ow for 
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construction of the Trill iurt Cottages a:ld Trillilllll 
IoW'nf.OOl2s. And we had another crew working in the 
Staircase Chalets. 
Q You ruy show, if you need to approach. 
A The Staircase Cha~ets are right io here. Arld 
that work was, again, pathways and walk·•ays to facilitate 
cons:ruction and wintertime occupancy for those chalets. 
C Okay. Now, you were or. the JOb day to <lay, 
correct? 
10 A Yes. 
ll Q And did you have the opportunity to talk with 
11 Mr. Christensen about what ~as goi"q on at Tamarack on a 
lJ day-to-day basis? 
\4 A Yeah. Well, l didn't talk to Mr. Christensen. 
15 I talked to my branch wanager, Mike Jerome. And then I 
16 don't krow exactly how often he contacted Rick 
17 Christensen. Bet Mike Jewre and T would be in contact 
18 daily. 
l q Q From the time you r.ame on site in August 2006 
2J until t~e tiroo that you lett, roughly three years later, 
21 what was your perception of the Tamarack Resort ProJect? 
22 Was it one project or was it :ndividual projects? 
2J A Tamarack Resort was a group of individual 
24 projects, ge~rally led by one group of people, yoJ know, 
25 from Joem-Pierre Bcespflug, who would direct his wist.es 
195 
down to Chris Kirk. 
We worked for residential directors, coel 
Chaudoir, l'.att Moss, John Andersor.. You know, we :1ad a 
full range of people that we worked for. But there 
was -- the eotire resor: included a very large amount of 
work that Teufe~ did. 
Q On any given day in 2007, would Teufel be 
working throughout the entire resort? 
A Yes. 
1J Q Can you just describe to Lhe Court, say, the 
11 hydroseeding and erosion control activities for Teu:cl 
12 for Lhe year 2007' 
ll A Well, the hydroseedC.ng that was not involved 
14 directly with the jobs -- so, for ~nstance, Go~den Bar, 
15 Clearwater Townhomes, generally transpired from a --
15 getting a vehicle ride around with Chris Kirk and have 
1 i hin [Xlint and say, we need to hit :his place, we want to 
13 hit here, we want to do there. That was a large part of 
19 the hydrcseeding so then we would assign the crews. 
21 '/lt',en we talk abouc Heritage, the Eeritage phase, 
21 that was directly related to construction. f,nd that was 
22 mre along the erosion control side. The erosion contrcl 
21 otherwise throughout site was generally di:ected by a 
24 project llldnager who had a crew and it was -- as 
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dams along the roadside, cceaning out retention swales, 
basically it was anyt~ing to protect the resort fran the 
EPA. 
Q When we say EPA, you mean ~nvironnental 
Protection Agency? 
A P.iqht. 
Q What would happen if :hey were out of compliance 
with the EPA requirements? 
A Actcally, there was potential fines to be 
10 involved. A.'ld I do~'t know exactly, but-- you know, the 
·' news had said that Tarrarack had had tines before. So ••e 
:2 worked very hard ar.d had to wee<ly provide swift plans 
:J and !l'aps of work that was done and -- you know, 
14 constantly or. all of our jobs and erosion control, 
15 fenci") and whatnot. 
1€ Q And was that done through the entirety of 2007? 
17 A Yes. 
And corrmencing as early as, say, January of cE Q 
19 20C7? 
20 A Yeah. And, primarily, it was as 2007 went away 
11 f!om the daily force accounts, it slowed. You know, it 
2i was primarily in 2006 when it was under the daily focce 
23 accounts that it was a lot more involved. And then it 
24 became parl of the pcoject ar.d more wcrk-order related, 
25 so it would be assigr.ed tasks and estimated and budgeted 
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that way. 
Q Okay. Were you involved at all in discuss1or.s 
relat1ng to Tamarack failing to pay Teufel tee amounts it 
4 was due and ewing in 20071 
A I don't uncerstand that questio". 
Q Were you ir.volved in the meetings, t1e weekly 
meetings where it was discussed or was it ever discJssed 
with yo'J present that Tamarack had not paid Teufel 
9 Nti!sery? 
·.J A No. 
'I Q When did you learn that Te•Jfel Nursecy hadn't 
·' been paid for some cf the work it had been doing in the 
U Tarrarack Fesort? 
:4 A I would soy fall of 2007. You know, there was 
1; no or.e ever directly said tl:at thwgs were happening and 
lo there ~ere difficulties. But that was really left up to 
1' the project managers and the ott.er rrmbers of Teufel. 
!8 Our qcal was to just do r.he best job we could. 
ll 0 AEd in terms of 'omat 'Teufel was doing trrough 
;J the end of 2007, we:ce yot: there in the end of Clocember of 
, . 2DC7? 
n A Uh-huh, yes. 
;J Q Md do you kmw what work Teutel was doinq at 
24 the end of 2CS7 at t:le Tarrarack Resort? 
" II ~es. ActJJlly, I distinctly reP2!'tcr that 
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finishing Trillium Townhomes, really pushing to try to 
finish those C€fore 'fhanl\sgivirxJ; a:ld chen hydroseeding 
up at lleri tage ard snow removal in Trilli;Jill TownhCff€s. 
~here was separate contracts to try to clear snow so that 
they could side the rest of those townhomes. 
Q Okay. Now, at some point did you get asked by 
7 Te•cfel to help them dete[Jl'ine amouots due in a claim of 
lien --
A Yes. 
Q -- and --
/\ They providC\l !fe r.apenmrk that they had 
12 re-:eived from counsel. My branch manager had provided me 
13 paperwork that they had received from counsel. That was 
H described. And they neeeed i: mapped o~t as far as the 
15 parcel number and township range. And I actually carne 
16 here to the Valley County Building, got the maps and 
17 traced it out and ~apj:€d everything, every parcel. And 
18 then with infcrma:ion from there, then had assigned 
19 where, which job, wh:ch land the job went to. 
10 Q And did you meet with sanebC\ly from the title 
2l company while you were up he~c to determine which 
22 por:ions of land to include in the mecr~nics lien for 
23 Teufel Nursery? 
2j A No. 
15 Q Did you just meet with counsel? 
/\ I just used the paperwork that they provided. 
Q Okay. 
MS. PICKI.c''IS: 1-'.adam c:erk, 11\3Y I please have 
Exr.ibit 9:055 handed to the w1tness, please. 
199 
Q (BY MS. PIC~: A.re you familiar wit~ 9:055? 
A Yes. 
Q Is it a list of, essentially, these partiCJlar 
properties tr.at Teufel had net been paid for at the end 
o: 2007? 
lC A Yes. 
Q And Mr. Christensen had tes:ified about all of 
12 the prope:cties witb the exception of one. Ee could not 
!3 identify Chalet. Can you iden:ify on the map what 
14 property Chalet is? 
i5 A Yeah. Cf.alet actually refers to the Staircase 
16 Chalets, whlch are ~hese Chalets off of Staircase Court. 
'7 Q And for the record, you're pointing a: a portion 
'8 of property that is also hiqhlighted in orange? 
1
1 ;9 A r.oroect. 
, 20 Q Now, at some po:nt you >.ere to detcmir.e which 
21 actual parcels of property were encumbered by ·.lhat is 
:2 listed in Exhibit 9:C55, correct? 
ii A I did not list the descriptions t~at were for 
n cetair.age, the liens for retainage. I only gave 
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inv8iced under work orders. 
Q Clwy. So if you could do ,-., a fJvor. Is 9: C56 
w there as well? 
r, Yeah. 
0 Is t~a~ a docur.ent t~at you've seen prier to 
6 your ·.estimr.y? 
A Yes. 
Q ~11d did you aid and assost Teufel h corr~ng up 
w1:h the nunbers that are comprised in 9:056? 
:o A Yes. 
:I Q Can you pcease just describe to the Cm:rt 
cl briefly how you arrived at those numbers a~d wi~h ~.hom 
:J you were with whee. you did so? 
i1 A We c.me up wah these numbers -- actoa:ly, ~.Y 
!5 assistance was through Mike Jero,-.,, the current branch 
:6 ~2nager, on the phone. But we came up with those numbers 
27 based on eqcal d1stribution of the -- for instance, the 
;g Clearwater Tcwnhoces, divided the total by the nUll1ber of 
i9 ;~nits up there. 
2J Q And were those based or. work orders that you had 
21 see1? 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. Ar.d this infonration was then provided to 
24 Teufel N·Jrsery? 
21 A Yes. It was provided to rry branch wanager, who, 
201 
I ~lieve, tracsferred it to the counsel. 
Q Okay. And are you fanililr at least with chc 
parce~ system for lhe descriting of the property tr~t is 
now in Tuma:ack Resort? 
A Yes. 
Q And how are you faniliar with that system? 
A This parcel sys:em, I rerrember -- I be;:eve that 
cocnsel at tl:e tire had ass:gned the parcels based on the 
descriptlon o!: the work from the work orders. And then I 
:o went through from the description of the 'HOCk. And he 
:1 had actualed t:1e lot nunbers, and then I ~nt throuqh and 
· .' gave the description of t.1€ actual wcrk that was 
.l ["rfo:med, and then hat ca'T:€ up with the blocks. 
:4 Q And to the best cf your k.1owleege, does Exhibi: 
· i ":0)6 a'ccurately represent the parcel system as i:'s 
:6 co::~pared to the allocation system lha'"' s listed in 
:7 °.xh:bit 9: 055? 
r, veah. The pcrcel sys:em would be a splitting of 
:J L~c C:lfferent totals. 
:o Q Okay. Now, did yoc work at the Tillll'lrack Resort 
: l through 20~8? 
l\ Yes. 
:3 Q ~'hat wnrk ii.'JS being done at the ?arerack Resort 
. ' by Teufel ic 2C08' 
A T~1e~r: :Nas some \o.'Ork in the TrilliL:.11 To~r,_~omes 
2C2 
) 
l that was done. And it was actually, what we'd call, 
Phase 2. And that was act•Jaliy directed by -- to try to 
appease two horreowners that, we •~re told, wanted to pay 
to get the job done so they could finis.1 out tceir uni:s 
and 'hey wanted to li;~ in them, so they had to have 
those finished. 
And then •e did -- in the fall cf 2008, we 
worked actually through Chr~s Kirk, who was working for 
9 the then receiver, Wilson, al the ti:ne, doing erosion 
IJ control and protecting the Trillillll1 To..,tho'll€S, recreated 
'I check dam.s and fences and whatnot, :o be sure they were 
11 buttoned up for winter. 
13 Q Would you cr~racterize at any point frorr Augusc 
14 lsl of 2086 to the point of Decertber 31, 2007 that work 
11 ever ceased by Teufel Kursery in the Tamarack F.esort? 
16 A No. 
11 Q In fact, i: cont:nued in through Jdnuary of '08 
13 and beyond? 
1l A Right. And there was actually sorre 110r~ that we 
2Q said we would oo. We had an obligation when we installed 
21 and created an irrigation system or landscape to then 
22 turn it on the next year. 
23 At that point you .:C1ow, we were doing that to 
24 make sure that we provided the product, protect our 
25 investrrent on tt:e plant naterial and whatnot, because we 
203 
didn't know how long tr.is process was going to last. 
If we didn't turn on these irrigation systems 
and be sure that they were working, then the entire 
landscape would die. And landscape is a living entity 
that you just can't turn it back on. 
Q Are you famil:ar wi~ the snow froct area? 
A Yes. 
i,) Was there any -- can you pcint o"t, first and 
foremost, where that snow front area is? 
\C ~ The snow front is nght in this area that the 
11 chair lifts come dcwn to. 
!c Q And was any work done by Tcufe: in 2008 in that 
13 area? 
· 14 A In the sprhg of 2008, there 1<as -- "" went 
15 through and turned on the irr1qation systc!l\S. It was 
lt barely installed, the end of 2007, we turned ct ba:k on 
17 in 2008 to make sure it looked gocxl, and just went 
!8 throug1 fixing whatever had d1ed from the winter. 
19 Q And any miscellaneous plant waterials beicg 
10 replaced --
21 A Hight. 
12 D -- and hydroseeding? 
23 A Yenh. 
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(E'ause rn the proceectings .1 
MS. PICKENS: I have no f~rther qJestions for 
Mr. Stanger, Ywr ~onor. 
THE COURT: Thank you. Cross-exa.'llination, 
Mr. &Jdger. 
CROSS-EXAM:NAT!ON 
11 BY MR. BADJE~: 














A Okay. Uh-huh. 
Q Did you prepare this? 
A I drd not prepare this document. 
Q Sut you're tami liar with :t? 
A Yeah. 
Q Keep that out and then go to 9:055. 
~ Okay. 
Q You've told us trBt Chalet refers to Staircase 
Chalet; is that right? 
A Correct. 
·O DJ you know .,.hat parcel? 
205 
A ~here is -- l don't knew the parcel on that, 
because I didn't parcelize those. They were retainage. 
Q So if it was retention, meaning it was owed from 
ti1e past, you didn't ~wry about i':; it was only the l«lrk 
order stuff that you deal': with? 
.~ Correct. 
Q All right. Design Plaza is en this list. Do 
you know •'hat parcel that is' 
s A I don't. ~.gain, it was sim'.lar. I knew what 
:c JOb it was, but I don't know what parcel it >KlUld be. 
:1 Q Golden Bar, do you knew •·hal parcel that is? 
A No, again, that's retainage. 
13 Q J.~d golf ccurse, again, de you kr.cw what parcel 
:4 that is? 
;s A No, again, retainage. 
l6 Q Merrilers Lodge, de you bow what parcel that is? 
:1 A No. 
18 Q Hock Creek? 
:9 A No. 
?0 Q ~y dier.t rxorded its !llOr':gagea against the 
Ll 'larnarack Resort on May 19, 2006. You had not ever been 
:'1 on tte Tamarack Resort property orior to that date; is 
: J ·.ha: uqht? 
: 1 A Correct. 
~-) MR. rJlXF.P.: ~othing fJrther. '!hank yo~. 
206 
) 
THE COURT: Thank you. You can staod down, sir. 
I'm sorry. 
Any redirect based on that? 
MS. PICKENS: T actually do, Yo'Jr Honor, very 
briefly. 
THE COURT: Okay. Go ahead. 
~. PICKENS: And I'd ask the wetness to 
approach the board. 
B£DIRECT EXN-!INAT!ON 
BY MS. P!CKENS: 
Q Mr. Stanger, it I asked you to ~cok for Lot 9, 
Block 18, Tanoarack Resort Planned Onit Developrrent P'case 
l, would you be able to locate that on the plat? 
A Lot 9, Block 18? 
Q Yes. 
19 A So there's Block 18, and soLo: 9 would be right 
20 here in Rock Creek. 
21 Q And you've pointed to a specific area. Do you 
22 know wr.at area that is? 
23 A That would be what we call the Rock Creek 
24 Cottages. 
25 Q And so if that were identified as Parcel E in 
207 
your system, would that be the Reck Cree~ Cottages then? 
A I believe so. What pr.ase did you say? 
Q Phase I. 
A Yeah, Phase 1, t~at would be --
Q That wculd be Pock Creek? 
If I asked you to locate IX'sign Ploza, wat;ld you 
be able to do so oo that ""P? 
A Yeah. Yeah, it's all Jnder -- Jd.nd of all ur.dcr 
I-- probabcy this Block 19, Lot 12 or 13. It's kind 
lO o[ -- physically there's a road that goes up into mne 
ll different modular units up there, so --
:2 Q And if Parcel G were described as all of Block 
d 19, ?r.ase 1, would that be part of Parcel G? 
II II Yeah. 
15 Q J.1d, likewise, woucd the Members Lodge be in 









Q And how about Arling Center? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. So all o: t~ose are part of -- a poc:ion 
of --
Rlock 19. 
Wnich has been described as Parcel G'! 
;4 A Ckay. 
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!1 Just based on the paper.Drk I've seen, bet I did 
no: assign that. 
Q No, sc:recne else did. Bd yo·J urderstaru:l that 
1f 1t's all of Block 19, that that's eoccrrpassed in 
E ?arcel G? 
A Rig.~t. 





THE COURT: You can staod down. Thank you. 
Further evidence or testilrony by Teofel Nursery? 
MS. PICKENS: May ~o·e lake a short break, Yo•cr 
:J Eonor? Our witness is probably sitting outside, but I 




THE Co:JRT: ite'L take ten mcr.utes. Thank you. 
!Recess taken.) 
:9 THE CCXBT: We're back on the record in the 
:o Tamarack Resort and Related ?roceedir:gs; VaEey County 
:1 Ca5e 2008-114C, trial of the Teufe~ ~urscry matters. 
:2 Comsel, present as before; Mr. Christen5en pre,;ent as 
23 oefore. 
24 Ms. Pic<eos. 
MS. PIC~S: Thank you, Your Hooor. At this 
209 
:~1e we'd like to call Chris K1rk. 
Tflli COURT: Sir, if you'd stand there at the 
·•it1\€ss stand, raise your r~ght hand to be s·•orn, please. 
CHRIS KIRK 
was called as a witness and, havinq teeo sworn, 
was exa.'!llned a1d :estified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMI~\TION 
:2 3Y ~.S. PICKENS: 
' J 
il Q Would you please state your name and spell your 
:s las: for the record . 
. o A My .1ame is Cr.ris Kirk, C-H-R-I-S, K-I-R-K. 
:7 Q And, ll:r. Kirk, •'here do you reside? 
:s A McCall, :daho. 
Q And how long have you lived in McCall? 
A s ir.ce 2002. 
0 And prcor to 2D02, where did you reside? 
A Jac{son, Wycming. 
Q And 'hat brought yoo to idaho? 




A Twenty-t\ol:l years in Jack.son; 111ilybe time for a 
change. 
Q Okay. And are you familiar with the TamJrack 
Pesort? 
A I am. 
Q When did you first learn about the Tamarack 
' Resort? 
A It was 2000 -- September of 2C02. We read about 
the -- :hat West Rock, a focr-season resort had been 
10 approved by Valley County. That wos a surprise to us. 
11 And subsequent to that, we learned that -- after the LTP 
12 had been approved probably in March of 2003, I want to 
1l say, that it had a new naiW of TamJrack. 





0 Where do you work? 
A My wife and I have a property management 
13 company, Valley Vacation Rentals. 
19 Q And what property rentals do you manage here? 
1C In the loe<~l area? 
A Yeah. We've got about 120 properties; 99 are 
22 T211larack. 
1l Q Okay. 1\t scme point did you start wor<ing at 
24 the Tamarack Resort? 
25 A Yes. 
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Q How were you hired at the Tamarack Resort? 
.~ In New Year's Eve 2000 -- between 2003 and 2004, 
I was contacted by John-Pierre Boespflug to do a little 
consulting project that lasted for about three weeks 
prior to ow: first release of real estate, whic'~ was the 
thi:d week of Jancary of 2004. 
My little project ~as a success, so he asked me 
if I was interested in coming o~ board. 
Q And when you say "caning en board," do yo~ mean 
10 ccmir.g on board w1tr. lhe Tamarac'< Reso:t? 
11 A Yes. 
12 Q And when did you do that? 
ll A February of 2004. 
1! Q And in February of )004, did you have an 
15 understanding of <Nho yoGI e!l'ployer was? 
16 A Yes. 
!7 Q Who ~as your employer' 
18 A John-Pierre Boespflug and Tamarack Resort, LLC. 
!9 Q Did you receive paycreck.s from any particular 
20 c~T:pany? 
21 A It wocld be Tarrarac.< Resort, LLC. 
22 Q Okay. And so starting in 2004, what ·•as your 
23 l!llin role and dut:es with Tamarack P.esort? 
2 ~ A C-eneral construction pro jec: manager i r. 2004. 
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contracts with subcontractors and contractors? 
A Yes, that was one c: r.y responsibilities. 
Q Okay. Are you fa.Jliar w1th Teufel Nursery? 
A I am. 
Q 'Hhat relationship did you have in the 
negotiation of tr.e Teufel Nursery agreement with Tmrack 
1 Resort? 
A Well, I specified the plant material. And I'd 
say, rea~ly, most of the regotiatior.s really ~re with JP 
10 and l on the original contract with Teufel. 
11 Q Okay. And ·.flen you say the "original contract," 
12 when was ::he first ti;re you met with anyone frcrn Teufel? 
ll A I believe it was April of 2004. It could have 
1; been March, but I bet it was 1\pril. 
15 Q Would that have been w1ttl Rick Ctlristensen? 
16 A Pardon me? 
17 Q Would that meeting !:ave been with Rick 
18 Christensen? 
H A That was with Larry Teufel. R~ck was also, 
20 believe, involved in tr.a: meeting. The original meeting 
2\ was essentiacly 1n response to an RFQ. 
22 Q And whal 's an RFQ? 
23 A A request for qualifications. We sent cut --
24 actually, I sent out a series ot RFQs to various 
25 landscape contractors so the p11.1XJSe of which was to pick 
213 
a landscape contractor to be the master landscape 
contractor for Tamarack. 
Q Okay. 1\.'\d did Tamarack Resort pi.ck a ooster 
landscaper for the Tamarack project? 
A Yes. 
Q And who was that? 
A lt was Teufel. 
MS. p;CKENS: At this time, Mada~ Clerk, may I 
please have the witness handed 9:001, 9:002, 9:003 and 
l~ 9:004? 
:: Q (BY MS. p;cKENS) lf you go to the very 
12 beginning of the binder, cb you recognize Exhibit 9: 001' 
lJ A Yes, I do. 
14 Q And is thac the agreement that you negotiated 
:i Jnd reached between Tillrdrack Resort and Teufel Nursery 
1& for 2004' 
11 A It appears to be, yes. 
l3 Q And it appears that that was executed on June 
n 4th of 2004, or on or about ~hat. Is that your 
,,. unders~anding' 
21 A That's my urderstanding. 
12 Q l'o ycu know if there was ever a signed copy of 
23 t~is doct:ment orcvided to Tamorack Resort? 
?4 A No. 
;: Q Jkay. I'll note that in the Landscape 
?14 
ConstnJction Agreerent with Tedel, it has a proiect 
schedule that ends November 3Jlh of 2004 that's on page 2 
of 6. Would you agree With w.c that that was the project 
schedule end date? 
A Yes. 
Q Was it Tamarack's pos\tion t~at i: was :iring 
1 Teufel off of the project on Novenber 30th, 2004? 
A No. 
Q What was it, Tamarack's, or .T.at '<as your 
i~ understanding that 7eufe: Nursery would do for Tdll<lrack 
! l Resort after Noveriber 3Cth of 2004? 
12 A That ~ would cor.tinue witr. the relationship. 
:l Q And did that relationship, indeed, continue? 
;l A Yes, it did. 
1 :1 Q If you look at 9:002, do you recognize that 
' l6 dccC!li2nt? 
11 A Yes, 1 see it. 
18 Q A.'ld is that the general agreeroont that you 
19 reached with Teufel Nursery for the 2005 ti'l!e period'/ 
20 A Yes. 
21 Q Ar.<l would it be -- how 1.0uld yoJ characterize 
22 this in terms of a co~tract as it relates to the one 
ll you've }ust read prior for 2001? 
24 A Well, it's, you !mow, ! haven't read it 
25 thorougtlly. Ar.d I, honestly, raven't looked at these in 
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a long time. But it appears t1at there :s a -- some 
clarifications in Appendix A that are not part of the 
origina~ contract. 
Q Whe" you say that :t ~asn't Ta1arack's inlent1on 
to fire Teufel, ~uuld you characterize this just as an 
extension of the ag:em.ent that TamJrack t:ad reached with 
1 ~eufel? 
A That •oould be the way : interpret it, yes. 
Q Would that be your silll1e interpreta::ion for the 
lJ years 2005, 2006 and 2007? 
1: A Yes. 
11 Q Okay. ND'o, al any pobt in 200), was it 
lJ Ta<arack's intention to fi:e 'Ceufel Nu,:sery? 
A No. 
1; Q [);) you reca:l wtether or not Teufel Nursery 
16 perfo!Jlled work in January of 2006? 
"' ,, A I have no specific recoclectior. of it. All : 
18 ca:1 say is that ~ had -- I do recall some of Teufel's 
13 enployees being around during :he wintertime dohg 
20 specific, you l1o..,, typically snow removal on some of m;r 
21 construction sites. But I --my recollection 's shaky at 
il best, specifically. 
: 2l Q Nm;, at scme p:Jint ci:d 7arnarilck ask ~ellfd to 
24 change its agreetrent for the landscaf:€ -- the rraster 
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A I don't ~1ow if I understand the quest:on. I 
~at"l what. is 11d'.ar:qe the agreerrent"? 
Q At sorr.e point d1d Tall'Orack propose to rr.cdify or 
.'l1!>2nd the agrecrrent ~ha: it had reached with ':'eufel 
Nursecy 1n 2C07? 
A I dcn't recall :ha:, no. 
Q Ckay. At any po1nt ir. 2007, d1d Tamarack Resort 
8 fire Teufel Norsery ard re-hire them under different 
0 !_emc;;? 
:o A No. 
il Q Okay. And to your knowledge, did Teufel NJisery 
12 do wDrk :hrough 2009 at the Tamarack Resort? 
ll A They did, yes. 
:4 Q Okay. Now, in terms of youc:- characterization cf 
15 the TarJarack Resort, would ycu cf.aracterize it as -- how 
;o ·NOuld you characterize Tan>irac~ Resort? 
A Well, I rrean, Tamarack ~esort is a -- is the 
18 result of an approved Planned Unit Devej_O!JOOK master 
19 plan and a subsequent approved Conditional use Permit 
20 that has resulted in a world-class four-S('ason resort 
21 that continues to this day to be guided by the same 
'•" governous documents as wher. the ori')inal resort was 
n approved, ar.d that mea~s the CC&Rs and attached designed 
24 guidelines. 
25 Q And do you consider it to be jus: one resort or 
217 
several mini resorts? 
A Or.e resort. 
Q Were there individual itemized projects within 
tt.at resort? 
1\ Cer:ainly. 
Was it yo:Jr understa!lding that Teu:el was hi:ced 
1 en any individual project or were they hired on the 
resort as a whcle? 
A Crigir.a:ly, the origcnal agreeme"ts was tr.e 
;,J resort as a whole. But :hey did have -- there was always 
11 th~ possibility that t!:ey -- it could be 1nterpreted that 
:2 chore were sane ir.dlvidual pco~eccs associated ·•ith that. 
: J Q ~ow, •'her. yol say "individual projects," can you 
:< jus': describe to the Courc what you think those might be? 
_5 A Specifical:y and srmewhat separate, llllybe net in 
:s ':'eu:el' s opimon, but at least ~~ the way I looked at 
:7 trings, was the custom Chalet la~scaping. And that 
:8 wccld be the Steelhead and Clearwater Ridge landscape 
~) areas. 
:0 Those were sruller lots that -- what Tdltllrack 
.1 did is :hey charged the in::lividual pronerty buyer an 
-, a~ditional SlS, 000 oo that cia.%rack could control the 
:.i overall landsca?2 develop«ent of thot -- those indiv:dual 
:1 sites. So there was son of a sqc1iscy area. 
Q So, essentidlly, 'I';..Jarack ?esort was controlling 
21R 
how everything was going to be landscaped? 
A Tha~'s correct. And we wan:ed ruster control of 
the drainage. Drainage is also 1n a tig~t sense. 
Q So would you agree with me t~dt that actually 
o Cows with the idea that Tarrarack Resort was supposed to 
be one meshed resort as a whole? 
A Yes. 
Q How would you describe the landscaping at 
Tamarack Resort as a whole? 
10 A It's a naturalized :andscape. And that's-- you 
ll won't find -- 1 rrean, it's :airly -- i:'s consistent in 
12 that regard; 7he design guidelines caL for consistency. 
IJ You lo'Jn' t see any lawns anywhere. 
14 f>r.d, yeah, it's all native plant material except 
15 within very tiny speccfied areas, very close to :he 
16 prox:iJI\ity of the structures. 
n Q And was Teufel Nursery exclusively hired to 
18 create tc.at natural landscape? 
19 A To implement, yes. And in tbe very latter end 
20 cf the process, they r.ad SOC'€ sltilled personnel that WBre 
21 actually able to assist in the development of that, to 
12 actually do some design work. 
23 Q Did the seq;€ and the arroun·. of work Teufel was 
24 doing from 2004 to 2007 shift and change? 
15 A Not really. 
219 
Q Were they still wcrking throughout the entire 
resort as a whole? 
-~ Oh, yes. 
Q Ir. 2007? 
Yes, they were. A 
Q Okay. !<ow, at any point were you paid by any 
1 other entity ocher than TAmarack Resort w your role as 
project mar.ager? 
A I wore sme different hats. One hac that I ••ore 
10 was design revie10 coord:nator. In fact, I still do 
11 design re-~iew coordination for TaJMrack on a cmtract 
12 basis. But •,'hat I did is I ·•orked for the r.ooeowr.ers 
11 association, and so I was the face of the design review 
14 carnnit::ee. 
:s Q So isn't it true you were paid by Till!lilrack 
~6 Resort as the person i:l charge of the entire project; is 
l7 that correct? 
:8 A ; was in charge of land p;anning and landscape 
:9 design throughout the p~oject, yes. Arn the separate hat 
2C I wore which was billed "eparately was design review. 
2; Q And that was not part of yocr role as Tdltllrack 
12 Resort project runagcr? 
2J A That was not part of it, that • s correct. 
24 0 r;ow, on any given day, what would you do '•ilh 
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A It Va!ied. It varied significantly fran 2004 
through 2008. :n 2004 very ~uch ha:1ds-on. 1 nean, 
essentia~ly, every-- very detail-oriented. ~st 
everything ~as -- I mean, we d~dn't tave as much going 
en, really. 
And in subseqJent years, back, probably 2007 --
late 2006, 2007, I was probably at the 10,000 foot level 
and, really, ma~aging from a different place. 
Q And is tha: tecause ~amarack had trusted Teufel 
11 to make more decisions regarding landscaping? 
II A That's true. And we had-- I ~ad under my 
12 supervisior., a young landscape architect that was INOrking 
13 ·•ith rre and also >.<:>rldng with Teufel. And Teufel, a<;ain, 
14 had some very skilled people. 
:5 C Okay. ~ow, fran 2004, maybe I've already asked 
:E this question -- I don't remember. Fran 2004 through 
:7 2007, did 7eufel ever stop doing ...:Jri< at Tilll'arack Resort? 
18 A I don't recall that, no. 
19 MS. PICKEliS: I thbk that's all I have for 
20 Mr. Kirk at this tire, Your flonor. Than< you. 
21 THE CCURT: T!-.a nk you. 







Q Sure. And they le~ you know that ln order to 
provide tl'.at cor.fcrt leveL to them, they WJnted a shred 
contract in place? 
A Yes. 






THE CCURT: :'hank you. Ms. Pickens? 
MS. PICKENS: Very briefly. 
REDlilliCf EXJ\MINATIJN 
BY MS. PICKENS: 
14 Q ?o your kr.owledge, 1 et' s say, for example, on 
l\ Exhibit 9:004 before you --
16 A Yes. 
11 Q -- it's dated May 2r.d of 2007. Would you agree 
18 with me? 
19 A Yes. 
20 Q Would you agree with Ire that Teufel !.<ls on site 
21 doing work from January 1 of 2007 through and beyond May 
22 2nd of 2C07? 
13 A I can't say for sure Jar.uary 1. It's likely. I 
24 would say it's likely. But I would say for sure they 
2; were working before May of 2007. 
223 
Q Okay. That's it. Thar.kyou. 
A Yeah. 
BY MR. PA[X;ER: THE CCUR':': You can stand down, scr, Tt:a~k you. 
Q It's n1ce to see you again. 
A Thank you. 
Q You are so luc~y. 
8 It "'ust have been that Teufel needed o new 
9 contract every year to both defDe t'le scope of work for 
i J chc coming year and also to lock in theu fee; is that 
11 riqht? 
12 1\ Lock in their fees and, yeah, that's it, That's 
ll a good way to sU!lll<lrize it, yeah. 
'! Q Did you get a sense that they wanted a signed 
. ~ concract in place before they went ahead and ordered the 
16 w~terial for that year? 
'1 Let ne ask you ttis first. You specified the 
:g plant material for the caring year, did you? 
19 A Yes. 
21J 0 And did you get a ser.se t~at Teufel wanted a 
)) si9r.ed contract in place before they went ahead and 
22 ordered that r~aterial each year? 
21 A ~~ey wanted a ctlliort level rhot ·•e were gci ng 
:1 to be able to provide pa'/ID2r;t for them, !::€cause it ~as a 
21 l:uge fi~ar.ciJl ccmrJ.tment fer Teufel. 
222 
Further testi.roo~y /witnesses by Teufel Nursery? 
~S. ?ICKENS: Just one practical matter, Your 
Honor. At this time we don't have any more witnesse3. 
wocld ask, because we referred to it so often in the 
trial, that ?eufel's Exhibit 9:0~0A be admitted into 
evidence at ths tire. 
:o THE CCURT: Well, I 'uve it as already actnicted, 
11 but I think it probably shwld ix3 ainitted wich all of 
12 the changes that have been node to ir. 
ll t>tr. Badger? 
14 MR. llAi:GER: For dElronstrat:ve purposes, we have 
lS no objection . 
!E THE CCURT: All right. Mnitted for 





(Exhibit ~o. 9: 040~. admitted into evide~ce for 
dE'Ironstrative purposes oncy. I 
.".S. PICKENS: At this tine, Your ilonor, trJer. 
I 
13 Tcu:el ·•ould rest. 
24 THE COURT: Thank you. 
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M:\. PJiffiER: 'lie call Kit Yates. 
KIT YATES 
was ca \led as a w1tness a:ld having b€en swon 
was ex~'ned and testified as fellows: 
D l ?ICf EXJ\!Ci'ITIW 
10 BV XR. BAXEH: 
ll 
:2 Q we recognize that you've ~ade an appearance here 
ll probably before but, again, tell us who you are, please. 
14 A My nane i.g Kit Yates. 
15 
16 
Q •"here do you live? 
A Donnelly, Idaho. 
lJ Q You we:e the director of materials and controls 
18 at the 7cmaracl< Resort, were you not? 
19 A Towards the latter part of "'' e~lojmtent, yes. 
!O Q Io July-- July and kJgust of 2007, what were 
21 you at the Tilll\lrack Hesort? 
21 A Director of <Mterials and cor.trols. 
:J Q Okay. Let ~ ask tl:e bailiff to hand you 
~4 Exhib.::.t 1:303. 
25 This is a Teufe~ Nursery, Inc. Irwoi:e 
225 
'0021-004. :t purports to have your initials on it. kre 
Lhose your initials? 
A Yes. 
Q You dated it 10/04/07; is that right? 
A Yes. 
Q Tell ~s what you wrote? 
A I wrote, "Denied no work orders, okay to pay 






Q And then on the next page, did you write that? 
,\ Yes. 
16 
Q l'ihat d:d you write·' 
A I wrote "Denied." 
Q With a big exclama:ion point, r:g"t? 
A Yes. 
Q A.~d then yoJ initialed it 10/04/01? 
A Yes. 
Q Did you deny part of th:s invoice? 
A ves. It, actually, should have been for 11,120, 
11 nm; that I look at iL. But I did deny this one line 
:J item, C~lcen Bar -- two :1ne items: krliog Center and 
i l C-olden Bar hydroseeding. 
Q 'liha\. you denied then "'as Lhe charge, the 
d Sll, !2C, less the retention of $SS6, ••hich results in the 
;4 ncr.ber of 10,564, riqht? 
A Yes, that is correct. 
226 
Q So ycu denied the 10,564; is that right? 
A Yes. 
Q Why did you deny it? 
A There wasn't an existing 'HOck order, and best of 
my recollection is one of t'WD things happened. I had a 
dlSCuss:on with my direct supervisor on this, or ' 
7 submitted it to accountlng, and accounting denied it 
~ because no work order was attaC:1ed. 
Q Do you know if that wAs ever cu:ed? 
10 A Not to my knowledge. 
II MR. llA!X;EF: I have nothing further of this 
12 w~tness. Thank you. 






~~. PICKENS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
CAOSS-EXAMINATI~ 
19 BY MS. PICKENS: 
11J Q I just have one question <or you, Mr. Kirk. 
21 ):) ycu have any evidence to contradict that 
11 Teufel Nursery was not paid $564,560.23 to the end of 
13 December of 2007 by Tamarack Resort? 
24 A 564, 000? I -- yeah, I don't know. 












was the amount owed to Teufel ~ursery oo December 31st of 
2007? 
A :•m net sure I understand ycur quest:on, to be 
honest with you. 
Q Do you hav~ any knO<•ledge as to wha: Tamarack 
owed Teufel Nursery on rRcember 31st of 2007? 
done. 
A Not tr.at COIT>'2S direct! y to my mind, no. 
Q Okay. 
MS. PICKENS: No further questions. 
THE COURT: Mr. Badger? 
Mil. BAffiER: No:hir.g rrme. 
THE Cct"R'£': You can stei.nd dcYm, sir. Tt;ank yo'J. 
!'Jrther evidence/testinony, Mr. Badge:? 
MR. BAffiE.': Not from me, Your Honor. ~e're 
THE COURT: P.ebuttal case based or. tha:? 
MS. PICKENS: I t:ave no rebJttal based on that. 
THE CCURT: All sides then rested? 
i9 MR. lli\CGER: Yes, Your Hcnor. 
20 THE COURT: All right. The evidence has been 
21 fully sutmitled. I won't ta<e it ur.der advis~nt until 
22 all the other court trials of :he lien <Meters have been 
( :J included, probably net included in l:AG since that's a 
14 different issue. 









































































notice a hearing on the scheduling of the final 
arguments, I'll certainly make sure that yuu're involved 
in that, Ms. Pickens. 
I think tlat conclcdes the matters tr.at have 
been sched"led for this week. There ·•as a !1\dtter noticed 
for hea:ing tomorrow rrorning or. 8:30, a hearing on 
Tri-State's motion for sight inspection. 
Because we're gcing to conc:ude here a little 
early today, I':n not going to stay in cascade over r.ight. 
lJ So I'm going to ask my clerk to ITBke arrangerner.ts to have 
11 that hearing in Ada County tOII'Crrow at ten o'clock. a.m. 
12 And those of you who wish can participate by co~t call 
13 and those arrangements wil: be made. All right, So any 
c4 questions about that? 
li MR. EJIJ:GER: Ir. your courtroom in Boise at 10:00 
16 tomorrow? 
; 1 THE CCXJRT: Yes, courtroom in Boise, Idaho 
:g tomorrow, ten o'clock a.m. or by court call, 
19 MS. WALKER: Okay, Will Angie circulate a --
20 THE COURT: r-<.aybe not Angie, b"t somcOOdy will. 
21 An e-ruil will be sent oet, I 'rn told. All right. I 
21 would recomrend that both of you con:er with the clerk, 
23 make sure all those exhibits that you think are in are 
24 in. And we'll be iJ recess then. Thank you. 
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Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit Suisse, 
Cayman Islands Branch), as Collateral and Administrative Agent ("Agent") for Lenders (as 
detined in the Second Amended Complaint) ("Plaintiff"), submits its closing argument. 
PLAINTIFF CREDIT SUISSE AG'S CASE 
At trial, Plaintiff put into evidence its mortgages, l.2.J and all of the competing mechanic's 
liens and judgment liens.4 Plaintiff then rested and the following lien claimants presented their 
proof: 
Sanner/Sabey II, LLC- September 13-15, 201 0; 
Tri-State Electric, Inc.- September 15-16, 2010; 
Kesler Construction, Inc. - October 4, 201 0; 
Secesh Engineering, Inc. - October 4-5, 20 I 0; 
Teufel Nursery, Inc.- October 5-6, 2010; 
YMC, Inc.- November I & 3, 2010; 
MHTN Architects, Inc. -November 3-4 & December 6, 20 I 0; 
EZA, PC bib/a Oz Architecture of Boulder- November 3-4 and December 6, 2010. 
1 Mortgage, Leasehold Mortgage, Security Agreement, Assignment of Rents and Leases and Financing 
Statement ("Borrower Mortgage"), dated as of May 19, 2006, recorded with the County Recorder of 
Valley County, State of Idaho, on May 19, 2006, as Instrument No. 308953. Ex. 1:002A. 
2 lvfortgage, Leasehold Mortgage, Security Agreement, Assignment of Rents and Leases and Financing 
Statement ("Borrower Mortgage"), dated as of May 19, 2006, recorded with the County Recorder of 
Adams County, State of Idaho, on May I 9, 2006, as Instrument No. 111741. Ex. 1:0028. 
1 Mortgage, Security Agreement, Assignment of Rents and Leases and Financing Statement 
("Whitewater/ Village Plaza Mortgage"), dated as of May 19, 2006, recorded with the County Recorder 
of Valley County, State of Idaho, on May 19, 2006, as Instrument No. 308952. Ex. 1:003. 
~ See Ex. Nos. 1:028-1:092. 






















BANNER/SABEY II, LLC 
A. Danner/Sabey's Liens. 
Sanner/Sabey II, LLC filed claims of lien against two areas within the Tamarack Resort 
with the following statements of demand: 
• Village Plaza- $7,268,000; 5 
• 8-25/Lake Wing- $909,000. 6 
B. Priority. 
Prior to trial the court determined that the priority of Sanner/Sabey's Notice of Claim of 
Lien and Amendment to Notice and Claim of Lien against Village Plaza are superior to 
Plaintiffs Mortgages/ and that the priority of its Notice of Claim of Lien and Amendment to 
Notice and Claim of Lien against the B-25/Lake Wing property are inferior to Plaintiffs 
Mortgages. 8 
C. Demobilization/Asset Protection Pay Apps Not Part Of The Statement of Demand. 
Sanner/Sabey's Village Plaza Notice and Claim of Lien and Amendment to Notice and 
Claim of Lien contain a statement of demand for $7,268,000, plus unspecified "costs of 
demobilization." Before trial, Plaintiff filed a partial summary judgment motion to exclude the 
"costs of demobilization" because the lien notices failed to comply with the requirements of 
Idaho Code §45-507(3)(a)(statement of demand). The motion was supported by a lien summary 
5 Notice and Claim of Lien (Instrument No. 329073) Ex. 1:028 and Amendment to Notice and Claim of 
Lien (Instrument No. 330107) Ex. 1:029. 
6 Notice and Claim of Lien (Instrument No. 329072) Ex. 1:030 and Amendment to Notice and Claim of 
Lien (Instrument No. 329831) Ex. 1:031. 
7 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Banner/Sa bey II, LLC 's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment, entered May I, 2009. 
8 See }vfemorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between Credit Suisse and Various Lien 
Claimants, entered November 5, 2009. 
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that Banner/Sabey had furnished in answer to an interrogatory9 which listed the following 
Demobilization/Asset Protection Applications for Payment that Banner/Sabey had not included 
in its $7,268,000 statement of demand: 
Demobilization I Asset Protection Pay App. Date Amount 
No.2 3115/08 $998,918.31 
No.3 4/22/08 $109,702.00 
No.4 6/13/08 $78,089.00 
No.5 7/31/08 $67,125.00 
No.6 9/10/08 $41,759.00 
No.7 10/07/08 $45,369.00 
Total $1,340,962.31 
The court granted the partial summary judgment motion on three specific grounds: 10 
1. The extent of Sanner/Sabey's lien is limited by the amount due at the time 
the Notice and Claim of Lien was filed on February 7, 2008, and 
Demob/Asset Protection Pay App Nos. 3-7 are excluded because they were 
for work performed after that date; 11 
2. The Amendment to Notice and Claim of Lien, filed on March 15, 2008, did 
not amend, alter or correct the amount claimed as the "balance due," 
therefore, Demob/Asset Protection Pay App No.2 (dated March 15, 2008) 
was not added to the amended claim of lien; 12 
9 See Sanner/Sabey II, LLC's Answers To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories And Requests For 
Production, Ex. 1:155. 
10 See ,\lemorandum Decision And Order Re: Credit Suisse's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment As 
To Bunner/Sabey II, LLC's Lien Nus. 32907 3 and 330107, entered March II, 20 I 0. 
11 ld at page 6. 
12 !d. at page 7. 
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3. The statement of demand cannot be extended beyond the "balance due" of 
$7,268,000. 
The court wrote: 
"Sanner/Sabey correctly points out that an overstated lien claim is not, for this 
reason alone, invalid. In a proper case, the lien claimant would be limited to 
recovering the lesser amount actually proven. Electrical Wholesale Supply 
Co. v. Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 824-25,41 P. 3d 242,252-53 (2002). By 
analogy, Banner/Sabey argues that a lien claimant who understates the claim 
of lien should be able to recover the correct amount, even if it is more than the 
claimed amount. The court does not agree. In the event of an overstated lien 
amount, the owner, and all others, at least have notice of the maximum claim 
that could be awarded. In the event of an understatement, the owner and 
others would have no notice of the maximum claim that could be awarded. 
One of the purposes of the lien laws is to give notice to the owner as to the 
claim. A claim that gives no notice of the full extent of the claim should not 
be treated in the same way as a claim which overstates the claim." 13 
The evidence at trial only confirmed the correctness of the Court's pre-trial ruling. 
As the Owner's funds dwindled and construction began to slow down in the fall of2007, 
Banner/Sabey and Village Plaza Construction, LLC negotiated a new GMP price increase from 
$91.0 million to $98.0 million that they memorialized in a Second Memorandum of 
Understanding Village Plaza- Phase If Project, dated October 12, 2007. 14 That MOU gave 
Banner/Sabey the right to terminate its construction management agreement 15 "[i]fthe Owner 
fails to secure reasonably satisfactory financial arrangements by December 31, 2007."16 On 
January 3, 2008, Sanner/Sabey gave the Owner written notice that it had elected to terminate. 17 
13 !d. at page 8. 
14 See Ex. 2:005. 
15 See AlA Standard Form Of Agreement Between Owner and Construction Afanager between 
Sanner/Sabey II, LLC and Village Plaza Construction, LLC, Ex. 2:002. 
16 !d. at~ 6 b. 
17 See Ex. 1:114. 
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Sanner/Sabey's principal, Michael Dunne, confirmed at trial that the termination was 
e±Tective on December 31, 2007. 18 In a subsequent letter to the Owner, 19 Banner/Sabey stated 
that its last day of regular work on the project had actually been December 21, 2007, an ending 
date for its work that was contirmed in both its Notice of Claim of Lien and Amendment to 
Notice and Claim ofLien.20 
Subsequently, Sanner/Sabey and the Owner engaged in a series ofletters that were 
referred to at trial as the dueling terminations.21 JP Soespflug testified that Banner/Sabey 
demanded an additional GMP price increase to $115.0 million to stay on the job, assuming the 
Owner could secure its new financing from Societe Generale, and the Owner asserted that 
Banner/Sabey was upside down on the job and had declared a termination to hide that fact. 22 
The parties met in Seattle, Washington, on January 14, 2008 and Sanner/Sabey 
maintained its demand for the GMP price increase. Mr. Soespflug testified that by that time the 
parties hated each other, the project had been shut down, and the Owner had started to deal 
directly with Sanner/Sabey's subcontractors.23 Mr. Soespflug authorized Sanner/Sabey to 
perform limited asset protection work and he expected Sanner/Sabey to be gone by January 25, 
2008.24 He remained adamant that he had not authorized Sanner/Sabey to do any work after 
January 25, 2008?5 While Mr. Dunne did not necessarily disagree, he maintained that 
18 Tr. 9114110, 182:9-16. (Dunne) 
19 See Ex. 1:120. 
20 See fn. 5. 
21 See Ex. 1:115 through Ex. 1:120 
22 Tr. 9115/l 0, pp. 34-42. (Boespflug). 
2) fd. 
24 !d 
25 !d. at 41:22-42:7. 
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Banner/Sabey remained at Village Plaza after that date on the advice of its attorney that the 
construction management agreement obligated Banner/Sabey to protect the asset, and that he was 
confident that the recovery of Banner/Sabey's asset protection costs would be secured by the 
tiling of a claim of lien. 26 On cross examination we took Mr. Dunne through the provisions of 
the construction management agreement27 looking for Banner/Sabey's obligation to stay and 
protect the asset after terminating the contract and we could tind no such provision?8 
From the trial testimony at least three important facts emerged: 
• Banner/Sabey' s last date of work on Village Plaza under its construction 
management agreement was December 21, 2007; 
• The Owner verbally authorized Banner/Sabey to perform limited asset 
protection work until January 25, 2008, and then it wanted Banner/Sabey 
gone; 
• There was no other agreement between Banner/Sabey and the Owner to 
perform any other asset protection work. 
The testimony at trial, that the asset protection costs after January 25, 2008 were never 
authorized by the Owner, just adds additional weight to the court's summary judgment ruling, and 
contirms that those Applications for Payment are not recoverable in this foreclosure action. 
D. Pay Apps Included In The $7,268,000 Statement Of Demand. 
Banner/Sabey confused the issue at trial, no doubt intentionally, by offering evidence about 
how much money it owes each of its subcontractors as though that answers the question about how 
26 Tr. 9/14/10,203:4-204:16. (Dunne) 
'
7 See AlA Document A201-1977 (General Conditions), Ex. 2:003. 
28 Tr. 9/14110,204:17-209:13. (Dunne) 













much Sanner/Sabey is entitled to recover on its claim of lien; however, the subcontractor invoices 
were spread among all of Sanner/Sabey's Applications for Payment, including the Demob/ Asset 
Protection Pay Apps that are excluded from recovery in this foreclosure action. In other words, 
adding up what Sanner/Sabey owes its subcontractors does not aid in determining how much 
Sanner/Sabey may recover on its Notice of Claim of Lien and Amendment to Notice and Claim of 
Lien. Instead, each unpaid Sanner/Sabey Application for Payment that formed the basis for its 
$7,268,000 statement of demand must be separately evaluated to determine what Sanner/Sabey is 
owed. 
1. The Potential Amount That Danner/Sabey May Recover In This Foreclosure 
Action Was Narrowed Before Trial. 
Following the court's summary judgment ruling about the costs of demobilization, and 
after serving Plaintiff with discovery requests, Sanner/Sabey filed its own motion for partial 
summary judgment to establish the amount of several Applications for Payment that were 
identified in its lien summary that it thought stood the best chance on summary judgment.29 In 
response to Sanner/Sabey's summary judgment motion, Plaintiff demonstrated, and 
Sanner/Sabey conceded, that Sanner/Sabey's statement of demand had not accounted for a 
$300,000 credit that reduced the unpaid amount for Pay App. No. 14, and that it had not 
accounted for $1,487,002.55 worth of checks the owner had written directly to Sanner/Sabey's 
subcontractors that correspondingly reduced the unpaid amount for Pay App. No. 21.30 Taking 
into account those deductions, the Court entered its order establishing the unpaid amounts for the 
c9 See Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Summary Judgment Motion Establishing The Amount Owed On Certain 
Pay Applications and supporting memorandum, filed April 30, 2010. 
30 See Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum In Opposition To Sanner/Sabey II, LLC's Summary 
Judgment Motion Establishing The Amount Owed On Certain Pay Applications, tiled June 3, 20 I 0; see 
also Defendant Sanner/Sabey II, LLC's Reply in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Establishing the Amount Owed on Certain Pay Applications, filed June II, 20 I 0. 





















following five (5) pay applications, for a total unpaid amount of$5,033,881.59.31 That ruling 
reduced Banner/Sabey' s statement of demand by $1,787,002.55,32 and it established that, at 
most, the lien claim on Village Plaza is good for only $5,480,997.45.33 The following amounts 
were established in the summary judgment ruling: 
Pay Application No. 14 
The total unpaid principal balance is $307,081.69. 
Pay Application No. 15 
The total unpaid principal balance is $748,250.00. 
Pay Application No. 21 
The unpaid principal balance is $723,092.99. Banner/Sabey claimed 
additional unpaid principal of $20,862.00 that Plaintiff disputed. 
Pay Application No. 22 
The unpaid principal balance is $825,360.71. Banner/Sabey claimed 
additional unpaid principal of$45,548.14 that Plaintiff disputed. 
Pay Application No. 23 
The total unpaid principal balance is $2,430,096.20. 
2. Hanner/Sabey Proved It Is Entitled To Some Unpaid Amounts In Its Pay 
Apps But Not Others. 
At trial, Banner/Sabey put on its proof concerning the disputed portions of those pay 
applications mentioned immediately above and other pay applications that had been included in 
31 See Order On Banner/Sabey II. LLC 'S Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Establishing The 
Amount Owed On Certain Pay Applications, entered August 3, 20 I 0. 
32 i.e .. $300,000 + $1,487,002.55 = $1,787,002.55. 
33 i.e., $7,268,000- $1,787,002.55 = $5,480,997.45. 
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its $7,268,000 statement of demand that had never been addressed on summary judgment. We 
address each in tum. 
Pay App No. 6 34 
The unpaid portion of this pay application is $7,981.70 and Plaintiff does not dispute the 
amount. 
Pay App No.7 35 
The unpaid portion of this pay application is $3,987.22 and Plaintiff does not dispute the 
amount. 
Pay App No.9 36 
Banner/Sabey asserted at trial that it is still owed $3,000.00 on Pay App. No. 9; however, 
Doug Hodson executed a Waiver ofLien37 for an amount exactly $3,000 less than the total 
amount of this Application for Payment.38 Although Sean Donovan testified that he eventually 
approved the tina! $3,000 for payment,39 the Waiver of Lien unambiguously relinquished 
Sanner/Sabey's lien rights- "[B]anner/Sabey II, LLC ... does hereby waive, release, and 
surrender any and all lien and bond rights arising out of the performance of contract work, 
14 Ex. 2:008. 
35 Ex. 2:009. 
36 Ex. 2:010. 
37 Included in Ex. 1:160 at Bates No. 8/S 000010. 
38 Tr. 9/l4/JO, 85:14-90:8 (Greg Baisch), 152:7-18 (Doug Hodson). 
39 Because Sean Donovan was unavailable to testify during the week of September 13-16, 2010, his 
videotaped deposition testimony was offered by both Sanner/Sabey and Plaintiff. Sanner/Sabey's 
designations were marked as Ex. 2:047, while Plaintiff's designations were marked as Ex. 1: 394. The 
video clips that were offered by Sanner/Sabey on a disc were received as Ex. 2:046; the video clips 
otfered on a disc by Plaintiff were received as Ex. 1:395. Hereafter, Sean Donovan's deposition 
testimony will be cited by reference to those parts of the written deposition transcript that were designated 
by the parties. For the deposition testimony referred to in this specific paragraph of Plaintiff's closing 
argument, see Donovan depo. at 23: 19-23. 
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through the date of the invoice(s) being paid: 12/25/06 ... " Accordingly, even though 
Banner/Sabey may have a contract claim against Village Plaza Construction, LLC for $3,000, the 
remaining unpaid balance on this Application for Payment is not recoverable in this lien 
foreclosure action. 
Pay App No. 12 40 
Banner/Sabey asserted at trial that it is still owed $978.20 that Sean Donovan denied on 
Pay App No. 12. An e-mail from Donovan explained his denial of those charges.41 Mr. 
Donovan testified that he denied the charges related to employee housing because the charges 
were not the Owner's obligation under its contract. Specifically, Donovan denied $39.84 for two 
rugs, $33.36 for three shower rods, and two cleaning charges for $384.00 and $42!.00 
respectively, for a total of $878.20. The Owner supplied the employee housing, but when 
Banner/Sabey's workers needed to purchase rugs and shower rods or dirtied the premises, it was 
not the Owner's responsibility.42 Mr. Donovan also erroneously denied a $100.00 charge for a 
REI gift card because he assumed it had been included in Banner/Sabey's pay application. It had 
not.43 Accordingly, Plaintiff does not disagree with Banner/Sabey that it should not have been 
shorted $100.00. Nevertheless, it is only owed $100.00 for Pay App. No. 12, not $978.00. 
Pay App No. 16 44 
Banner/Sabey asserted that it is still owed $5,000 that Sean Donovan denied on Pay App 
No. 16. Mr. Donovan's e-mail explained the short authorization.45 Banner/Sabey's Application 
40 Ex. 2:011. 
41 See e-mail dated April II, 2007, Ex. 2:027. 
42 Donovan depo. at 23:25-26: 17; see also, Tr. 9/13/10, 159: I 0-162: 17. (Kalvog) 
43 Tr. 9/13/10, 56:23-57:3. (Kalvog) 
44 Ex. 2:012. 
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for Payment had included a charge from its subcontractor JH Masonry for $5,000 for supposed 
slowdown expenses.~6 Pay App No. 16 contained no further details and it was not supported, as 
it should have been, with the necessary documentation for JH Masonry's charges. 
Marilea Kalvog explained how important that back-up documentation was for all of 
Sanner/Sabey's monthly pay applications.47 She testified that each of Sanner/Sabey's 
subcontractors ought to have been able to itemize its slow down costs when it submitted its bills 
to Sanner/Sabey,48 yet many, including JH Masonry, failed to do just that. Mr. Donovan 
testified that it was Sanner/Sabey's responsibility to submit an accompanying proposed change 
order to the Owner for its approval of the slowdown expenses and that it had failed to do that as 
well.49 Ms. Kalvog agreed. 5° Accordingly, the $5,000 charge from JH Masonry was properly 
denied and is not recoverable. 
-, 
Pay App No. 20' 
Pay App No. 20 was for $3,210,009.89, but Sean Donovan initially approved payment for 
only $3,161,984.91, or $48,024.98 short. 52 He had subsequent communications with 
Sanner/Sabey's Greg Baisch and eventually agreed to approve and pay another $34,179.80, 
leaving $13,845.18 as the denied amount. 53 Banner/Sabey asserted that this amount is still owed. 
•s See e-mail dated August 9, 2007, Ex. 2:029. 
46 See relevant page from Job Cost Journal for Pay App No. 16, Ex. 1:138. 
47 Tr. 91!31!0, 146:1-147:10, 151:18-153:10. (Kalvog) 
l& /d. 153:11-154:9. 
49 Donovan depo. at 29:8-35:25. 
50 Tr. 9/13/\0, \49:10-18, 164:3-165:25. (Kalvog) 
51 Ex. 2:013. 
52 See Pay App No. 20 with Sean Donovan's approval and electronic signature, Ex. 1:140. 
51 See e-mail string, Ex. 1:141 and Ex. 2:031. 






















Mr. Donovan gave testimony explaining why he denied each of the following charges: 54 
• Timber Tech- $3,000. This denied charge was for Timber Tech's housing 
slow down costs which it had included in a much larger subcontractor pay application to 
Sanner/Sabey. 55 There are eleven (11) potential change orders (PCOs) that Timber Tech 
submitted with its subcontractor pay application, so there is no question that Timber Tech 
and Sanner/Sabey knew the drill. 56 Yet, there is no PCO for the $3,000 slowdown 
housing costs, which is precisely why they were denied. Donovan testified that he denied 
the $3,000 charge because (1) Sanner/Sabey and Timber Tech should have, but did not, 
submit an accompanying potential change order, and (2) there was absolutely no backup 
documentation from Timber Tech to support the charges. 57 Accordingly, the charges 
were properly denied. 
• Tony Seidling- $295.18. Mr. Donovan denied these charges because the 
owner was not responsible for flying the siblings of Sanner/Sabey's employees to 
Idaho. 58 
• Construction Alternatives- $2,000.00. This was for Construction 
Alternatives' housing slow down costs which it had included as part of a larger 
subcontractor pay application to Sanner/Sabey. 59 Ms. Kalvog confirmed that Mr. 
Donovan denied Construction Alternatives' charges because Sanner/Sabey had failed to 
54 Donovan depo. at 36:18-48:21, 49:9-50:4. 
55 See Ex. 1:142. 
56 See Tr. 9/13/10, 156:6-157:21. (Kalvog) 
57 See fn. 54. 
58 See id. 
59 See Ex. 1:143. 
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provide the required potential change order.60 Mr. Donovan contirmed that this was, 
indeed, the reason for rejecting the charges.61 
• Gypsum Floors of Idaho - $8,550.00. Gypsum Floors ofldaho, located in 
Boise, submitted a subcontractor application for payment to Sanner/Sabey that included 
$3,000 for three separate mobilizations within a two week period.62 Mr. Donovan denied 
$8,550.00 ($9,000 less $450.00 retention) because three mobilizations during such a short 
period of time were unjustified, the $3,000 mobilization charges to come from Boise 
were exorbitant, and the charges were completely unsupported by any receipts or a labor 
hour record. 63 
Pay App No. 21 64 
As mentioned above, Pay App No. 21 is one of five Applications for Payment that were 
addressed on partial summary judgment. The application was for $2,230,957.54, but Mr. 
Donovan only approved $2,210,095.54 for payment.65 It was established prior to trial that 
$723,092.99 of the amount Donovan approved has never been paid, and Sanner/Sabey asserted 
at trial that the $20,862.00 Donovan denied is also owed. 
Mr. Donovan testified that the following amounts (totaling $20,762, not $20,862) were 
properly denied: 66 
60 Tr. 9/13/168:23-171: 15. (Kalvog) 
61 See fn. 54. 
62 See Ex. 1:144; see also Ex. 2:032. 
"
3 See fn. 54. 
64 Ex. 2:014. 
65 See Pay App No. 21 with Sean Donovan's approval and electronic signature, Ex. 1:146. 
66 Donovan depo. at 50:7-59:8. 
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• Western States Fire Protection- $9,362.00. This subcontractor submitted its 
subcontractor application for payment to Banner/Sabey for $9,362 in slowdown costs.67 
Mr. Donovan denied the charges because (1) Banner/Sabey should have, but did not, 
submit an accompanying change order to the owner, and (2) there was absolutely no 
backup documentation from Western States Fire Protection to support the charges.68 
Accordingly, the charges were properly denied. 
• First General Service- $1,500. This was for the subcontractor's supposed 
slow down costs included in its larger subcontractor application for payment to 
Banner/Sabey.69 Mr. Donovan denied the charges because (1) Banner/Sabey should 
have, but did not, submit an accompanying change order to the owner, and (2) there was 
absolutely no backup documentation from Western States Fire Protection to support the 
charges.70 Accordingly, the charges were properly denied. 
• Construction Alternatives - $8,000. Like the other charges that were denied, 
this was for the subcontractor's supposed slow down costs.71 They too were denied 
because ( 1) Banner/Sabey should have, but did not, submit an accompanying change 
order to the owner, and (2) there was absolutely no backup documentation. 72 
Accordingly, the charges were properly denied. 
67 See Ex.l:ISO. 
68 See fn. 66. 
69 See Ex. 1:147. 
70 See fn. 66. 
71 See Ex. 1:148 
72 See fn. 66. 
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• JH Masonry- $1,900. JH Masonry submitted its subcontractor application for 
payment to Banner/Sabey that included two charges related to the slowdown; one for 
$5,000; the other for $1,900.73 Mr. Donovan approved the $5,000 charge, but denied the 
charge for $1,900 because the maximum amount of the accepted change order was only 
$5,000. Because it exceeded the maximum amount of the change order, the $1,900 
charge was properly denied. 74 
Pay App No. 22 75 
Pay App No. 22 is also one of five Applications for Payment addressed on partial 
summary judgment. The application was for $870,908.85. Although he received the pay 
application and reviewed it while he was still a Tamarack Resort employee, Mr. Donovan neither 
approved, nor denied it during that time.76 On summary judgment it was established that 
Sanner/Sabey is owed $825,360.71, and the balance of$45,548.14 was disputed prior to trial 
with an affidavit from Mr. Donovan. Later, he testified that only $37,592.00, not $45,548.14, 
would have been denied had his office remained in operation;77 thus, there is no dispute that 
Sanner/Sabey is owed $825,360.71, plus $7,956.14.78 The balance, however, is not due to 
Banner/Sabey. 
Mr. Donovan testified that the following charges in Pay App No. 22 totaling $37,592.00 
were not proper: 
73 See Ex. I :149. 
74 See fn. 66. 
75 Ex. 2:016. 
76 Donovan depo. at 59:20-60:21. 
'
7 !d. at 59:20-72: I 0 
78 i.e., $45,548.14-$37,592 = $7,956.14. 
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• Bates No. B_S 068578 code 6101.050- "Design Coordination"- $4,471. 
Pay App No. 22 was signed by Banner/Sabey on January 30, 2008, although it 
was for the period to January 9, 2008. Mr. Donovan testified that the charge tor "Design 
Coordination" for Doug Hodson's time on page Bates No. B_S 068578, code 6101.050 
tor $4,4 71, was unjustified given that the job had come to a standstill and Banner/Sabey 
had just terminated its contract with the owner. 79 The only work that was occurring on 
Village Plaza at that time was protection of the buildings from the elements and the 
design work had ceased. 80 JP Boespflug' s testimony confirmed that fact. 81 
• Bates No. B_S068579 code 6150.000- "Exterior Siding/Trim"- $5,000. 
Mr. Donovan testified that he reviewed Pay App No. 22 and the necessary 
documentation for this $5,000 charge was missing. Accordingly, he would not have 
d . 82 approve 1t. 
• Bates No. B_S068588 code 1900.100- "Slow Down Costs"- $21,021. 
According to Mr. Donovan, there was no backup documentation in the pay 
application to support this sizable charge for slow down costs. There should have been a 
PCO and related invoices. Without the necessary documentation, the charge is not 
recoverable. 83 
79 See fn. 77. 
80 !d. 63:24-65:19. 
81 Tr. 9/15/10, 40:5-42:7. (Boesptlug) 
82 Donovan depo. at 65:20-66: 18. 
83 !d. 66:19-67:20. 
PLAINTIFF CREDIT SUISSE AG's CLOSING ARGUMENT RE: MECHANICS' LiEN CLAIMS - 17 
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• Bates B _S068593 item 9911- Independent Welding- $4,600. 
The job cost journal for Pay App No. 22 at Bates No. B _ S068593, item 9911, lists 
a charge for Independent Welding in the amount of $4,600. Buried in that pay 
application behind a tab marked "Independent Welding" are three pages (Bates B _ S 
068794-796) constituting Independent Welding's subcontractor pay application to 
Banner/Sabey.84 The third page is Independent Welding's invoice for "Labor to Mobe 
out" for 80 hours at $55.00/hr. and "Fuel" for $200.00. There is no supporting 
documentation of any kind. Greg Baisch testified that the 80 hours of time was 
supposedly to dig a mobile welding unit out of the snow, hitch it up to the back of a 
pickup truck, and drive it from the Tamarack Resort back home to Middleton, Idaho. 85 
We pointed out to Mr. Baisch that this is equivalent to one guy working for two weeks.86 
Sean Donovan was astonished by the amount of time that had been billed and rightfully 
so. He testified that the charges defied common logic and should have been denied.87 
Indeed they should. 
• Bates B_S068597 item 9903- Timber Tech- $2,500. 
The job cost journal for Pay App No. 22 at Bates No. B _ S068597, item 9903, lists 
a $2,500 charge for Timber Tech Construction for "contingency mob." Again, buried in 
that pay application behind a tab marked "Timber Tech Construction" is that 
84 Banner/Sabey also marked the three pages as a separate exhibit, see Ex. 2:039. 
85 Tr. 9114110,48:19-54:12. (Baisch) 
86 C' 'd l)ee, 1 • 
87 Donovan depo. at 67:21-71:11. 













subcontractor's pay application to Sanner/Sabey (Bates Nos. B_S068956-972), including 
fourteen (14) potential change orders. \Vhat is missing is any supporting documentation, 
including a PCO, for the contingency mob charge. Mr. Donovan testified that this was 
fatal to the purported charge. 88 
Fee- MOU #1 No. 21A 89 
This Application for Payment was for Sanner/Sabey's additional Construction 
Management Fee in the amount of$158,502.75 that the owner agreed to pay in a Memorandum 
of Understanding, dated July 16,2007.90 Mr. Donovan testified that he would have approved 
this pay application and Plaintiff does not dispute that testimony.91 
Demob/Asset Protection Pay App No.1 92 
Sanner/Sabey's lien summary93 identified only one Demob/Asset Protection Pay App 
that it had included in its $7,268,000 statement of demand, i.e. Demob/Asset Protection Pay App 
No. 1. Not coincidentally, this was the only work that the Owner authorized after Banner/Sabey 
terminated its construction management agreement. Sean Donovan testified that all of the 
charges in Demob/ Asset Protection Pay App No. l were proper94 and Plaintiff does not dispute 
that testimony. 
~~ Donovan depo. at 71: 12-22. 
89 Ex. 2:015. 
90 See First MOU, Ex. 2:004; see also, Tr. 9/13/10, 75:9-76:7 (Kalvog). 
91 Donovan depo. at 81:5-82: 12. 
n Demob/Asset Protection Pay App. No.1, Ex. 2:017. 
93 See fu. 9. 
"
4 Donovan depo. at 83:7-18. 
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E. Amounts That Banner/Sabey Owes To Subcontractors That Were Not Included In 
Its Applications For Payment Are Not Recoverable. 
At trial, Banner/Sabey introduced evidence that it owes Quality Tile Roofing $25,968.00 
($11,500 + $14,468) and Pella Windows $71,000 for labor and materials that Banner/Sabey 
failed to put in any of its periodic Applications for Payment.95 More than just coincidentally, 
Pella had released its inferior Claim of Lien a week before trial96 and it was obvious from the 
trial testimony that Banner/Sabey had intentionally omitted Pella in its Applications for Payment 
because it had disputed Pella's charges. Marilea Kalvog testified on cross examination that she 
was shocked to learn that Pella was still owed anything and that despite her best efforts prior to 
trial, she was unable to locate any of Pella's unpaid invoices.97 Greg Baisch testified that Pella 
had delivered hundreds of windows that had to be stored in trailers, that Banner/Sabey disputed 
the charges and because of that dispute Pella's bills were never incorporated into Banner/Sabey's 
Applications for Payment to the Owner.98 
The AlA Standard Form Of Agreement Between Owner and Construction Manager 
between Banner/Sabey II, LLC and Village Plaza Construction, LLC 99 requires that in order to 
get paid, Banner/Sabey had to submit its charges to the Owner in its Applications for Payment. 
In other words, if it isn't in an Application tor Payment, it doesn't get paid- ever. Speciiically, 
Section 7 .1.1 reads: 
''Based on Applications for Payment submitted to the Architect by the 
Construction Manager and Certificates for Payment issued by the 
Architect, the Owner shall make progress payments on account of the 
95 Tr. 9/13/10,99:21-113:22. (Ka1vog) 
96 See Release of Lien, Ex. I :393 
97 Tr. 9/13/10. 190:12-192:19. (Kalvog) 
98 Tr. 9/14/10, 38:8-40:22. (Baisch) 
99 Ex. 2:002. 
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Contract Sum to the Construction Manager as provided below and 
elsewhere in the Contract Documents." 
Section 7 .1.1 0 then reads, in relevant part: 
"In taking action on the Construction Manager's Applications for 
Payment, the Owner and Architect shall be entitled to rely on the 
accuracy and completeness of the information furnished by the 
Construction Manager .... " 
At trial we read these two contract provisions to Michael Dunne and he acknowledged 
that Sanner/Sabey's right to be paid was predicated on its submission of its Applications for 
Payment. 100 
Sanner/Sabey claims it has headroom in its $7,268,000 statement of demand because of 
the partial summary judgment ruling that erased roughly $1.7 million of its claim. 101 Of course, 
the extent of a mechanic's lien is measured by the amount due the lien claimant on his contract at 
the time of the filing of his lien. 102 If the contract requires that in order to get paid all charges 
must be included in an Application for Payment, that condition must be met. The additional 
charges for Quality Tile Roofing and Pella Windows were never included in Sanner/Sabey's 
Applications for Payment and they were never included in Sanner/Sabey's statement of demand 
cither. 103 They are simply not recoverable in this foreclosure action. 
F. Subcontractor Liens Need To Be Deducted From Banner/Sabey's Lien. 
The lien statutes allowed Sanner/Sabey to claim a lien not only for its own work, but also 
for the labor and materials of its subcontractors, including those subcontractors who recorded 
100 Tr. 9/14/10, at 190:17-192:1. (Dunne) 
101 See pp. 8-9 supra. 
102 Franklin Bldg. Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 852, 87 P. 3d 955, 96 I (2004), (quoting Steltz 
v. Armory Co., 15 Idaho 551,558,99 P. 98, 101 (1908)). 
103 See Banner/Sabey's summary of its statement of demand, Ex. 1:155. 
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their own lien claims, and this is precisely what Banner/Sabey did. The effect, however, of those 
subcontractors' liens is to reduce Banner/Sabey's Notice and Claim of Lien pro tanto. 104 Before 
making any determination of the amount ofBanner/Sabey's Notice of Claim of Lien and 
Amendment to Notice and Claim of Lien, the lien laws require a deduction of the amount of each 
subcontractor's lien claim that Banner/Sabey captured in its own Notice and Claim of Lien. This 
avoids a "double dip." 
The operative lien statute that addresses this issue is Idaho Code § 45-511. It reads in 
relevant part: 
The original or subcontractor shall be entitled to recover, upon the claim 
tiled by him, only such amount as may be due to him according to the 
terms of his contract, . . . after deducting all claims of other parties for 
work done and materials furnished to him as aforesaid, of which claim of 
lien shall have been filed as required by this chapter, . . . 
Section 45-511 does not distinguish between a subcontractor's claim of lien that has been 
processed by Section 45-506 and is interior to Plaintiffs mortgage on Village Plaza, and a 
subcontractor's claim of lien that is superior to the mortgage. Thus, even though a 
subcontractor's claim of lien may be inferior to the mortgage, the amount Banner/Sabey owes to 
that subcontractor that it captured in its own Notice and Claim of Lien must be deducted. 
We anticipated this issue before trial and asked Banner/Sabey in interrogatories to 
identii)r how much it believes it owes each of its subcontractors who in turn filed their own lien 
claims. 105 It takes a bit of math to figure out how much of the subcontractors' lien claims were 
104 Riggen v. Perkins, 42 Idaho 391, 246 P. 962 ( 1926); see also Weber v. Eastern Idaho Packing 
Corporation, 94 Idaho 694, 496 P. 2d 693 ( 1972), overruled on other ground~ by Pierson v. Sewell, 
97 Idaho 38, 539 P. 2d 590 (1975). 
105 See Credit Suisse AG's Third Set oflnterrogatories To Banner/Sabey II, LLC and Answers Thereto 
(Amended), Ex. 1:159. 













captured in Sanner/Sabey's Notice and Claim of Lien because several subcontractors filed lien 
claims for amounts that Sanner/Sabey billed to the Owner in its Demobilization/ Asset Protection 
Pay Apps Nos. 2-7, which were not included in Sanner/Sabey's statement of demand. In order 
to complete the calculation, we asked Banner/Sabey in requests for admissions to admit the 
authenticity of several pages from each of the disallowed Demobilization/ Asset Protection Pay 
Apps which identify the subcontractor charges in those pay applications. 106 
The evidence in the trial record can be summarized as follows: 
Hanner/Sabey Subcontractor How much How much Subcontractor 
Subcontractor Claim of Lien Banner/Sa bey Hanner/Sabey lien amount 
that filed its by trial included for this included for that should be 
own Claim of exhibit subcontractor in all thi~ deducted from 
Lien number and of its unpaid subcontractor Banner/Sabe.{'s 
lien amount Applications for justin lien claim. 10 
Payment, including Demob/Asset 
Demob/Asset Protection Pay 
Protection Pay Apps 
Nos. 1-7 107 
Arps Nos. 2-7 
10 
Inland Crane Ex. 1:037 $36,830 -0- $00.00 because 
$36,830 Inland Crane 
released its 
Claim of Lien. 110 
Tri-State Ex. 1 :045 and $990,811.90 $159,381.92 $831,429.98 
Electric, Inc. Ex. 1:046 
(Supplement) 
$1,226,581 
106 See Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Second Request For Admissions To Sanner/Sabey II, LLC and 
Responses Thereto, Ex. 1:157A and Ex. 1:1578. 
107 See fn. 105. 
108 See fn. 106. 
109 i.e., the difference between the two columns to the left. 
110 See Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order of Dismissal of Claims Related to Inland Crane, Inc.'s 
Claim of Lien No. 329730, filed November 15, 20 I 0, and Order Dismissing Claims Related to Inland 
Crane, Inc.'s Claim of Lien No. 329730, With Prejudice, entered December 6, 2010. 
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Kesler Ex. 1:038 $18,249.22 
Construction, 
$18,489 Inc. 
American Stair Ex. 1:056 $37,170 
$37,170 
Interior Ex. I : 066 and $132,186.15 
Systems, Inc. Ex. 1:067 
(amendment) 
$132,186.15 
Pella Windows Ex. 1 :068 and $00.00 
and Doors Ex. I :069 
(amendment) 
$71,920 
Quality Tile Ex. 1:070 $48,915.55 
Roofing 
$206,145 
TMG/DP Ex. 1:073 $261,898.33 
Miller, LLC 
$723,080 
United Rentals Ex. 1 :050 and $87,854.74 
Northwest, Ex. I :051 
Inc. 
$75,411 
111 See American Stair's Release of Lien, Ex. 1:392. 




$20,175 $00.00 because 
American Stair 
released its 
claim of lien. 111 
$19,741 $112,445.15 
$00.00 $00.00 
Pella released its 
claim oflien 112 
(319.16) $49,234.71 
$00.00 $261,898.33 
$31,590.93 $00.00 because 
United Rentals 
released its 
Claim of Lien. 113 
113 See Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order of Dismissal of United Rentals Northwest, Inc.'s Lien 
Related Claims Pursuant to I.R.C.P 41(a) and (c). filed October 13, 2010, and Order Dismissing United 
Rentals Northwest, Inc.'s Lien Related Claims Pursuant To /.R.C.P . .Jl (a) and (c), entered November I, 
2010. 
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G. Interest 
The Idaho prejudgment interest statute only applies when there is no express contract in 
writing tixing a different rate of interest. 114 In this instance, the statutory rate does not apply to 
at least part of Banner/Sabey lien claim. 
The relationship between Village Plaza Construction, LLC and Banner/Sabey II, LLC for 
the construction of the Village Plaza Condominium Project was governed by AlA Document 
A20 1-1977 (General Conditions). 115 AlA A20 1-1997 in tum contains an interest rate provision at 
section 13.6 which reads: 
§13.6 INTEREST 
§ 13 .6.1 "Payments due and unpaid under the Contract Documents 
shall bear interest from the date payment is due at such rate as the 
parties may agree upon in writing. 
When Village Plaza Construction, LLC began to fall behind in its payments to 
Banner/Sabey, the two parties executed a Memorandum a.( Understanding, dated July 16, 
2007, 116 and a Second Memorandum of Understanding Village Plaza- Phase II Project, dated 
October 12,2007. 117 In the first MOU, the parties agreed that: 
''For work performed between April26, 2007 through May 25, 
2007 billing was in the amount of$4,607,082 of which 
$4,000,000 will be paid on the contractual date. Balance on this 
bill and the following ones through September will be paid 
immediately upon securinf additional financing and will include 
interest at Prime+ 1 %." 11 
114 See, Idaho Code Ann. § 28-22-104. 
115 AlA Document A20 1-1977 (General Conditions), Ex. 2:003. 
116 See First MOU, Ex. 2:004 
117 See Second MOU, Ex. 2:005 
118 First MOU at section I.a. 


















In the second MOU, the parties similarly agreed that: 
""For Work performed on or before September 30, 2007, Owner 
shall pay the balance of all deferred payments as soon as practical 
after Owner securing additional tinancing, but not later than 
December 31, 2007. Such payments shall include interest at prime 
plus 1%."119 
Banner/Sabey's Pay App. Nos. 6 through 16 are all prior to September 25, 2007. 
Therefore, at least with respect to any amounts that may be due to Banner/Sabey on those 
Applications for Payment, the applicable pre-judgment interest rate is prime plus 1%. 
TRI-STATE ELECTRIC, INC. 
A. Tri-State's Liens. 
Tri-State Electric, Inc. recorded the following lien claims: 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330136 ($170,769.14), against the Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows and Resort Wide; 120 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330116 ($47,493.36), against Lake Wing;121 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330135 ($1, 150,371.03), against Village 
Plaza; 122 
• Supplemental Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 331827 ($76,210.08), against 
Village Plaza. 123 
Only the Claim of Lien and Supplemental Claim of Lien against Village Plaza remain an 
issue in this foreclosure action. The other lien notices have been released and all claims, 
counterclaims and cross-claims related to them have been dismissed with prejudice. 124 
119 Second MOUat section 4.b. 
120 Ex. 1:047 .. 
121 Ex. I :048. 
122 Ex. 1:045. 
123 Ex. 1:046. 
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B. Priority Was Not Established. 
In answer to the Court's questions, Tri-State's president Max Stith answered that Tri-
State began work for the Owner at the Village Plaza project site on May 2, 2006, and that it 
eventually began working for Banner/Sabey and thereafter signed its subcontract. 125 This was 
important information because it bears on the priority of Tri-State's lien claim. 
Tri-State followed an invoicing system that distinguished between its work for the Owner 
and Banner/Sabey. Invoices that were sent directly to the Owner were designated as invoice nos. 
4281,4323,6370,6370,6396,6420 and 6441.126 Invoices that were sent to Banner/Sabey were 
designated as Invoice 513 * 1, 513 *2, etc. 127 The first invoice to Banner/Sabey (Invoice No. 
12R b 513* 1, dated June 20, 2006) was for work that egan on June 9, 2006, several weeks after 
Plaintiffs mortgage on Village Plaza had been recorded. The date of that very first work for 
Banner/Sabey was consistent with Tri-State's subcontract which stated that its work was 
scheduled to begin approximately June 8th, 2006. 129 
Although Mr. Stith answered affirmatively to the Court's questions about whether the 
work that Tri-State had performed for the Owner (i.e., running power from Idaho Power's 
transformers to subpanels) was encompassed within the scope of work later described in Tri-
State's subcontract with Banner/Sabey, it became clear on cross examination when we asked Mr. 
124 See Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order of Dismissal of Claims Related to Tri-State Electric, Inc.'s 
Claim of Lien Nos. 330116 and 330136, filed December 29, 2010, and Order Dismissing Claims Related 
to Tri-State Electric, Inc. 's Claim of Lien Nos. 330116 and 330136, With Prejudice, entered February I, 
2011. 
125 Tr. 9/16/10, pp. 94-97. (Stith) 
126 See Ex. 3:042, see also Tr. 9/16/10, 42:3-24. (Young) 
127 See id. 
128 See Ex. 3:042, Invoice 513* I, Bates TRI_STATEOOO 159-163. 
129 See, Banner!Sabey 11, LLC Subcontract Agreement, Ex. 3:043, at Bates TRI_STATE000037. 
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Stith to show us in the subcontract where that was so, that he no basis for his answer. 130 Equally 
important, Mr. Stith had to admit that when he signed the subcontract in September 2006, he had 
the benefit of20/20 hindsight and both Banner/Sabey and Tri-State had agreed that Tri-State's 
work for Banner/Sabey had started no earlier than June 8, 2006. 131 
A subcontractor is entitled to recover on its claim of lien based on its subcontract. Tri-
State's work for Banner/Sabey under its subcontract did not begin until after Plaintiffs mortgage 
was recorded on May 19, 2006. Accordingly, Tri-State's Claim of Lien and Supplemental Claim 
of Lien are inferior in priority to the mortgage. 
C. The Lien Claim Improperly Includes Charges For Future Work. 
According to Tri-State's CFO, Mari Young, Tri-State's statement of demand in its Claim 
of Lien that was recorded on March 21,2008 included Invoice No. 513*23 for $138,859.80. 132 
On cross examination, we asked Ms. Young, about that invoice: 133 
Q: So it would be accurate to say then that this entire 
$138,859.80 that was included in the lien notice that was 
recorded within a day or two of this invoice [3/ 19/08) 
was all forward looking and hadn't yet been incurred, 
would you agree? 
A: That is correct. 134 
In March 2008, just before tiling its claim of lien, Tri-State had attempted to estimate 
what its future demobilization costs were likely to be and Invoice No. 513*23 was the result of 
130 Tr. 9/16/10,99:23-102:5. 
111 !d. at 98:5-99:22. 
132 See Ex. 3:042, Invoice 513*23, Bates TRI STATE000944-948. 
m Tr. 9116111,47:1-52:14. (Young) 
134 /d. 52:9-14. 
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that forward looking estimate. 135 Tri-State estimated two months of salaries for administrative 
personnel ($97 ,860), 136 electrician labor ($17 ,887.66), 137 attorney's fees ($5,000), 138 and 15% 
overhead and profit ($18, 112.14). 139 Although these amounts were included in Tri-State's 
statement of demand, 140 none of the work had been performed, and the attorney's fees had not 
been incurred, when the Claim of Lien was recorded. And, even though Tri-State filed a 
Supplemental Claim of Lien on May 23, 2008 for an additional $76,210.08, it was to pick up the 
other invoices for additiona11abor and material other than Invoice 513*23 that had been incurred 
between March 21,2008 and May 23,2008. 141 
As the Court correctly noted in one of its previous memorandum decisions, work that has 
not yet been accomplished cannot form the basis for a claim of lien: 
"Idaho Code §45-501 creates a right to lien for "work or labor done or ... 
materials furnished." In Steltz v. Armory Co., 15 Idaho 551, 99 P. 98 
( 1908), the Idaho Supreme Court construed this language to mean that 
"the extent of the lien ... must be measured by the amount found due him 
on his contract at the time of filing his lien." !d. at 558, 99 P. at 101 
(construing the language of former§ 1 of the Lien Laws, Sess. Laws 1899, 
p. 147, now codified as Idaho Code§ 45-501). The Court recently 
affirmed this limitation as an accurate statement of the law. Franklin 
Bldg. Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 852, 87 P.3d 955,961 
(2004). As a result, the extent of a mechanic's lien is limited by the 
amount due at the time the lien was filed. 142 
135 See Itemized Demobilization Costs, Ex. 3:042, Invoice 513 *23 at Bates TRI-_ STATE000945. 
136 Tr. 9116110, 48: 11-51 :3. (Young) 
137 /d. 51:4-23. 
138 /d. 51:24-52:3. 
139 !d. 52:4-14. 
1 ~0 Jd. 50:17-52:14. 
141 See Schedule of Billing and Payments, Ex. 3:003A. 
1 ~ 2 See Afemorandum Decision And Order Re: Credit Suisse's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment 
As To Banner/.Sabey lL LLC's Lien Nos. 329073 and 330107, entered March II, 2010. 
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Accordingly, Invoice 513*23 ($138,859.80) may not be recovered in this foreclosure 
action. 
D. Tri-State Included Interest That It Is Not Entitled To Recover. 
Tri-State's Invoice No.513*22M included $17,593.28 in interest143 that Ms. Young 
recognized as a separate line item on her Schedule of Billing and Payments. 144 However, when 
Banner/Sabey received that Invoice No. 513*22M from Tri-State, it disallowed the interest. We 
asked Greg Baisch about this during the presentation ofBanner/Sabey's case and he confirmed 
Banner/Sabey's disallowance of the interest. 145 At trial, Tri-State offered no contractual basis for 
the interest and Ms. Young testified that she had no basis for including interest when she 
prepared Invoice No. 513 *23M other than the fact that her boss told her to do it. 146 Accordingly, 
the Claim of Lien should be reduced by $17,593.28. 
In her Schedule of Billing and Payments, Ms. Young also included an interest calculation 
on the entire amount of Tri-State's lien claim as of the date of trial. That interest calculation 
included interest on the $17,593.28 in interest that Banner/Sabey disallowed, as well as interest 
on $2,329.08 in interest that had been calculated for two invoices that had been deferred. We 
asked Ms. Young to calculate how much "interest on interest" she had included in her global 
interest calculation and she responded $6,215.15. 147 
Ms. Young's global interest calculation also included interest on Invoice 513*23 which is 
simply wTong for the reasons explained in the preceding section above. 
143 See Ex. 3:042, Invoice 523*22M. 
144 See fn. 141. 
145 Tr. 9/14/10,74:14-76:20. (Baisch) 
116 Tr. 9/16/10,37:17-39:6. (Young) 
147 !d. 40:7-42:2. 
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YMC, INC. 
A. YMC's Lien Claims. 
YMC, Inc. recorded the following lien claims: 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330090 ($24,315), against Lake Wing; 148 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 331256 ($371 ,833), against Village Plaza as 
a primary contractor in privity with the owner; 149 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 329986 ($1,499,423), against Village Plaza 
as a subcontractor of Banner/Sabey II, LLC; 150 
• Amended and Restated Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330121 ($1,499,423), 
against Village Plaza as a subcontractor ofBanner/Sabey II, LLC. 151 
The first two lien notices (Instrument Nos. 330090 and 331256) have been released and 
are no longer an issue in this foreclosure action. 152 Accordingly, only the Amended and Restated 
Claim of Lien on Village Plaza, which effectively replaces the initial Claim of Lien, needs to be 
decided. 
B. Priority Was Not Established. 
YMC failed at trial to prove that its Amended and Restated Claim of Lien is superior in 
priority to Plaintiffs mortgage on Village Plaza for two reasons. 
First, the only act YMC engaged in that might give it priority, supposedly an hour and 10 
minutes before Plaintiff recorded its mortgage, was the purported delivery of two steel door 
148 Ex. 1:055 
149 Ex. 1:054 
150 Ex. 1:052 
151 Ex. 1:053 
151 A Stipulation and Joint Motion For Order Of Dismissal Of Claims Related To YMC. 's Claim of Lien 
Nos. 330090 and 331256 was filed on December 14, 20 I 0 and set for hearing on January 6, 20 II. An 
accompanying proposed Order Dismissing Claims Related To YMC. 's Claim of Lien Nos. 330090 and 
3312 56 With Prejudice has been presented to the Court, but has not yet been entered. 
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frames or "block-outs" or "bucks" for the Village Plaza garage. However, those garage door 
block-outs were the wrong size and couldn't be used in the garage structure; hence, they did not 
constitute lienable materials and priority cannot be based on the time of their delivery. 
Second, the block-outs were a stand-alone contract and were fully paid for before they 
were added by change order to YMC's subcontract with Banner/Sabey over a year later. YMC 
bases its lien claim against Village Plaza on unpaid labor and materials furnished under that 
subcontract with Banner/Sabey, which has an effective date of July 31, 2006. The priority date 
for any unpaid labor and materials under that subcontract cannot be based on the delivery of the 
block-outs and cannot be any earlier than the start of work under the subcontract -i.e., July 31, 
2006. 
1. The Steel Door Block-Outs Were Not Lienable Materials 
As we know, in Pacific States Savings, Loan & Building Co. v. Dubois, 153 the court 
interpreted what is now Section 45-506 to grant lien priority over intervening mortgages to 
three groups of liens: (1) those liens that are entitled to date from the commencement of 
construction of a building, improvement or structure of any kind; (2) those liens for work or 
labor that was begun after the commencement of the erection of the building, etc., but before an 
intervening mortgage has been recorded; and (3) those liens for material that was furnished 
sometime after the commencement of the building, etc., but before an intervening mortgage has 
been recorded. All others who commence to provide labor or materials after a mortgage has 
been recorded are inferior and subordinate to the mortgage. 154 
153 Pacific States Savings, Loan & Building Co. v. Dubois, II Idaho 319, 83 P. 513 (1905). 
154 fd., 83 P. at 514; see also, Ultrawa/1, Inc. v. Washington Mut. Bank, FSB, 135 fdaho 832, 25 P.3d 
855 (200 I). 
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In Beall Pipe & Tank Corporation v. Tumac Intermountain, Inc., the court held that 
materials are "commenced to be furnished" when they are delivered to the site. 155 
YMC asserted at trial that the priority of its Village Plaza lien is measured by its delivery 
of two 7ft. x 7ft. steel garage door block-outs that were supposedly delivered to the job site at the 
request of Sanner/Sabey on the morning of Friday, May 19, 2006, the very morning that 
Plaintiffs mortgage on Village Plaza was recorded at 10:41 a.m. 156 
Although Ed Wuelfing testified that he made the delivery on May 19,2006, Xenon Long 
and Rick Mill both testified that YMC has no record of the date the garage door block-outs were 
delivered. 157 And, Mr. Wuelfing's meticulous time card for the week of May 15-19,2006 makes 
no mention at all of this job no. 53216 for Banner/Sabey. 158 Furthermore, the testimony about 
what time Mr. Wuelfing supposedly showed up on-site was subject to controversy. Gary Gross, 
the owner ofTMG/DP Miller, testified that Mr. Wuelfing delivered the door block-outs very 
early in the morning, between 6:30a.m. and 8:00 a.m .. 159 Mr. Wuelfing said Mr. Gross got it 
wrong 160 - that he arrived (coincidentally) between 9:00a.m. and 9:30 a.m. 161 Of course, Mr. 
Wuetling obviously checked the recording stamp on the mortgage before he testified. 




6 See certified copy of Mortgage, Security Agreement, Assignment Of Rents And Leases And Financing 
Statement, made by Village Plaza Construction, LLC and Tamarack Whitewater Construction, LLC, 
recorded with the County Recorder of Valley County, Idaho on May 19,2006, as Instrument No. 308952 
(Ex. 1:003). 
ll' Tr. 11/03/10, 16:2-15 (Long), 76:6-10 (Mill). 
llS Tr. 11/03110, 143:23-146:9. (Wuelfing); see also, Wuelfing time card, Ex. 1:273. 
159 Tr. 11/0 Ill 0, pp. 51-52, 56. (Gross) 
160 Tr. 11/03/10, 143:13-21. (Wuelting) 
161 /d. 154:14-19. 
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Perhaps most importantly, we learned from Rick Mill that the two steel garage door 
block-outs were the wrong size and could not be used. They were refabricated at YMC's shop in 
Meridian, Idaho, in June, July and August, 2006, and delivered to the resort sometime after 
that. 162 YMC did not deliver any other materials, and did not mobilize to the job site, until 
approximately August 17, 2006, although its subcontract with Banner/ Sabey, signed in March 
2007, was backdated to July 31,2006. 163 
Accordingly, regardless of whether Mr. Wuelfing delivered the unusable block-outs to 
the resort just moments before Plaintiffs mortgage was recorded on May 19, 2006, the priority 
ofYMC's Amended and Restated Claim of Lien was not established until later that summer. We 
tind support for this in Chief Industries, Inc. v. Schwendiman 164 where the court was faced with 
the issue of whether a right of lien arises from the delivery of materials to a job site when the 
intended building is never built. The court found that under those circumstances no lien right 
exists. The court reiterated that the right of lien is based on the theory that the claimant has, 
either by his labor or by the materials furnished and used, contributed to the construction or 
improvement of the property against which the lien is asserted. 165 In other words, it is the 
construction of the building or improvement, not the mere furnishing of materials that results in 
the right to claim a lien; although, "when there is a furnishing of materials in the sense of 
162 Tr. 11/03/10, 64: 15-66:4; 67: 12- 69: 12; 76: 11-77: 16 (Mill); See also Project Transactions printout, 
Ex. 5:007. 
163 Tr. 11101110, 190:25-195:14(Long); 11/03/10,12:8-14:1 (Long), 149:12-21 (Wuelfing) 
164 Chief Industries, Inc. v. Schwendiman, 99 Idaho 682, 587 P. 2d 823 ( 1978). 
165 !d., 99 Idaho at 687. 
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delivery, a rebuttable presumption arises that such materials were actually incorporated into the 
structure or improvement." 166 
In this instance we know from YMC's own testimony that the presumption was rebutted; 
that the block-outs that were supposedly delivered on May 19, 2006, were not incorporated into 
the Village Plaza garage structure because they were the wrong size. When Section 45-506 
informs us that a materialman's lien priority is measured from the date it commences to furnish 
materials, those materials must necessarily be suitable for incorporation into the building or 
structure, or else no right of lien is triggered. 
Accordingly, the priority of YMC' s lien claim is inferior to Plaintiti's mortgage. 
2. The Door Block-Outs Were Not Part of the Subcontract When They Were 
Delivered. 
Although YMC began bidding for the "dry side" mechanical and "wet side" plumbing 
work on Village Plaza as early as March 2006, YMC had not yet been awarded the bid it was 
seeking when Banner/Sabey called and asked if YMC could fabricate the two garage door block-
outs. In fact, the reason Ed Wuelfing was dispatched to the resort with the block-outs, instead of 
the regular delivery driver, was to make a sales call on Sanner/Sabey. 167 
Fabricating steel door frames was out of the ordinary for YMC, but it did have a metal 
fabrication shop and it was about as close to Donnelly as anyone else. So, when Sanner/Sabey 
asked if YMC could help out, YMC opened up a project number in its shop - project number 
53216. 168 Sanner/Sabey was eventually invoiced for the block-outs and a year later, after the 
invoice had been paid, YMC and Sanner/Sabey added the cost of the block-outs to YMC's 
166 /d. at 688. 
16
' Tr. ll/03/10, 15:17-16:1. (Long) 
108 Tr. 11/01/10, 159: I 0-160:8 (Long); 11103110, 42:24-45-18 (Mill); See also Shop Log, Ex. 5:018 
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subcontract by executing a change order. 169 In short, YMC's unpaid subcontract with 
Sanner/Sabey that led YMC to record its claim of lien against Village Plaza did not even exist, 
and certainly did not include the garage door block-outs, in May 2006. 
A subcontractor's claim oflien is tied to his contract. He is "[e]ntitled to recover, upon 
the claim filed for him, only such amount as may be due to him according to the terms of the 
contract .... "170 Similarly, when there are separate contracts between the same parties, a lien 
right dates from the time of the commencement to furnish materials for each separate contract. 171 
Accordingly, YMC cannot peg the priority of its Amended and Restated Claim of Lien which 
relies on its subcontract with Banner/Sabey, to its separate contract for the delivery of the garage 
door block-outs, whenever that might have occurred. 
KESLER CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
A. Kesler's Lien Claims 
Kesler Construction, Inc. recorded the following lien claims: 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330097 ($18,489), against Village Plaza; 172 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330098 ($81,753), against Lake Wing; 173 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330099 ($851 ,090), against the Heritage 
area. 174 
169 Tr. II /03110, 146: 14-14 7: I 0. (Wuelting); See also Change Order 9/14/07, Ex. 5:017 
170 See Idaho Code § 45-511. 
171 Mine & Smelter Supply Co. v. Idaho Consul. Mines Co., 20 Idaho 300, 118 P. 301 (1911). 
172 Ex. 1:038. 
173 Ex. 1:039. 
174 Ex. 1:040. 
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The Claim of Lien against the Heritage area (Instrument No. 330099) has been released 
and all claims, cross-claims and counterclaims related to it have been dismissed. 175 Further, the 
Court determined on partial summary judgment that the Claim of Lien on Lake Wing 
(Instrument No. 330098) is inferior to Plaintiffs mortgages and that the Claim of Lien against 
Village Plaza is superior to the mortgages. 176 Accordingly, only the amount ofKesler's lien 
claim against Village Plaza as a Banner/Sabey subcontractor needs to be decided. 
Although the statement of demand in Kesler's Village Plaza Claim of Lien was for 
$18,489, Mrs. Kesler testified that some of the invoices that had initially supported the statement 
of demand were actually for snow removal at other areas of the resort besides Village Plaza. 177 
In the end she testified that Kesler is owed $14,446.72. 178 
Plaintiff did not offer any controverting evidence. 
TEUFEL NURSERY, INC. 
A. Teufel's Claim of Lien. 
Teufel Nursery, Inc. recorded its Laborer's And Materialmen's Notice And Claim Of 
Lien, Instrument No. 330152, ($564,560.23) against nearly the entire Tamarack Resort. 179 
B. Priority Was Not Established. 
Teufel's lien claim is inferior to Plaintiffs mortgages because it arises out of work 
performed under a 2007 contract, long after the mortgages were recorded. 
175 See Order Dismissing Claims Related to Kesler Construction, Inc. 's Claim of Lien No. 330099, With 
Prejudice, entered December 6, 20 l 0. 
176 See fn. 8; see also Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Kesler Construction, Inc.'s Aiotionfor 
Partial Summary Judgment Against Credit Suisse As To Village Plaza, entered August 9, 2010. 
177 Tr. l 0/4/10, 71 :25-74:21. (Kesler) 
178 Id., 74:17-21. 
179 Ex. 1:044. 
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The extent of a mechanic's lien is measured by the amount due the I ien claimant on its 
contract at the time of the filing of its lien. 180 Idaho Code § 45-507(2) gave Teufel ninety (90) 
days from the substantial completion of its contract to record its claim of lien, which was 
recorded on March 21, 2008. 181 This meant that in order to be timely recorded, any unpaid labor 
and material asserted in its claim of lien had to arise from a contract that was not substantially 
completed prior to December 21,2007. No tacking of successive contracts is allowed; the date 
of substantial completion for each contract must be separately evaluated. 182 
Each year Teufel entered into a new negotiated written contract with Tamarack Resort, 
LLC, to both define the scope of its work for the coming year and to lock in its fee. 183 The scope 
of work in the first contract in 2004 included "Such other tasks as may be directed by the 
Owner's Representative." 184 That catch-all phrase was intentionally deleted in the contracts for 
2005, 2006, and 2007, and each of those contracts contained a defined scope of work for 
individual projects to be accomplished during each of those years. 185 Before it would sign the 
2007 contract, Teufel insisted that the Owner had to pay its bill for 2006 "in full". 186 Rick 
Christensen, Teufel's landscape division manager, confirmed that all of the unpaid labor and 
180 See fn. 102. 
181 See id. 
182 Valley Lumber & lv!fg. Co. v. Drie.nel, 13 Idaho 662,93 P. 765 (1907); see also Gem State Lumber 
Co. v. School Dist. No.8 In Caribou County, 44 Idaho 359,256 P. 949 (1927). 
183 Tr. I 0/06/l 0, 222:5:223-4. (Kirk) 
184 See Landscape Construction Agreement, June 4, 2004, Article 12, subpara. 12, Ex. 9:001. 
185 See Landscape Construction Agreement, April 12, 2005, Ex. 9:002; Landscape Construction 
Agreement, May 16, 2006, Ex. 9:003; Landscape Construction Agreement, May 2, 2007, Ex. 9:004 (w/o 
accompanying letter) and Ex.1:297(w/accompanying letter). 
186 Tr. 10/06110, 159:13-160:15. (Christensen) 
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materials that form the basis for Teufel's lien claim were furnished and billed in 2007. 187 In fact, 
Teufel tiled a disclosure form that identified a series of work orders, all issued between June and 
December 2007 as the basis for its claim of lien. 188 
Because the extent of Teufel's lien is measured by the amount due on its 2007 contract 
for work performed that year, its claim oflien is inferior in priority to the mortgages. 
C. The Unpaid Balance For Teufel's Labor and Materials Is Much Less Than Its 
Statement of Demand. 
Teufel's lien claim was a mess going into trial, and the evidence at trial did very little to 
clean it up. Early on, the Court had ordered each lien claimant to file disclosure forms 189 and 
Teufel's disclosure forms nearly always contained contradictory information. 190 None ever came 
close to explaining the recorded lien notice, which apportioned Teufel's claim as follows: 191 
Work Order Unpaid Unpaid Total 
Retention Invoices 
Arling Center 6.68 7,296.57 - 7,296.57 
Chalet 02.24.240 4,069.71 - 4,069.71 
Clearwater Townhomes R-92 6,297.95 35,284.05 41,582.00 
Design Plaza 03.30.307 2,222.55 - 2,222.55 
Dory Custom Chalet #3 R-33 750.00 5,411.42 6,161.42 
Erosion Control 03.34.340 1,808.10 52,486.57 54,294.77 
Francoise Court 83.04 1,572.77 1,655.81 
General Conditions 9.770.76 - 9.770.76 
187 !d. 
188 See Notice of Filing Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Mechanic's Lien Claimant Supplemental Disclosure 
Form, Ex. 1:299. 
189 See disclosure forms, Exs. 1:298, 1:299, 1:300, 1:301. 
19° For instance, Teufel filed a disclosure form identifying its operative contract as the Tamarack Resort 
Master Construction Services Agreement and a series of Work Orders, all dated in 2007, that were 
attached to the disclosure form. See, Ex. 1:299. However, at trial, Teufel's landscape division manager, 
Rick Christensen, disavowed the Master Services Agreement, Tr. 10/06/ l 0, I 25:15-128:5, and instead 
identified four annual Landscape Construction Agreements from 2004 through 2007. There is not much 
to be gained by dwelling on this point, except that it illustrates that Teufel has never been able to get its 
story straight. The disclosure forms also differed with respect to start dates, end dates, and amounts due. 
191 The chart that was attached to the lien notice was marked as a separate exhibit. See Ex. 9:055. 
















Golden Bar 02.24.241 
Golf Course 05.52.521 
Haystack Chalet #25 R-31 
Heritage roadside H-1-109 
Members Lodge 6.60 
Misc. hydroseeding 1-25 
Norwood Nursery 03.31.312.3126 
Poma 
Rock Creek 01.13.131 
Snow Front l-16 
South End Berm 03.30.340 



















27,762.12 - 27,762.12 
2,586.67 - 2,586.67 
853.35 5,674.76 6,528.11 
1,013.31 - 1,013.31 
420.66 - 420.66 
40.31 - 40.31 
76.95 - 76.95 
2,880.00 2,880.00 
1,429.72 - 1,429.72 
2,260.28 42,945.00 45,205.28 
1,097.82 - 1,097.82 
826.76 14,221.68 15,048.44 
11,074.60 193,899.09 204,973.69 
3,760.95 87,081.80 90,842.75 
60.00 2,514.55 2,574.55 
22.50 - 22.50 
85,584.78 443,971.69 529,556.47 
When Teufel filed its Amended Complaint for Foreclosure On A Materialman's Lien, 
rather than foreclosing on Haystack Chalet #25, Dory Custom Chalet #3, and so forth, it sought 
to foreclose on Parcels A through LL as they were described in correspondingly marked exhibits 
to the foreclosure complaint. 192 Those parcels had apparently been identified by a title company 
in a litigation guarantee and Teufel had a difficult time matching the parcels described in its 
foreclosure complaint and disclosure forms to the buildings or improvements identified in its lien 
notice. It was not until Rick Christensen was cross examined that he tinally pulled from his 
1'!2 Teufel's disclosure forms use the same parcel references. 











pocket a four ( 4) page reconciliation that he had prepared which matched most of the parcels to 
the lien notice and identified which had been released from Teufel's lien claim and how much 
was still unpaid. This was certainly helpful information; it allowed us to cut to the chase and 
while we appreciate Mr. Christensen's belated candor, we wonder why he waited to be cross 
examined before producing his reconciliation. 193 
We tediously walked Mr. Christensen through that four page document 194 which was 
marked and received into evidence. 195 Teufel had recorded over thirty partial releases of its lien 
claim which Mr. Christensen reflected in his reconciliation. 196 Teufel had also failed to record 
its lien notice against Parcel A, although Mr. Christensen was unaware. 197 We have taken Mr. 
Christensen's reconciliation and compared his analysis for the parcels that were not released with 
193 During his direct examination, Mr. Christensen testified that Teufel is still owed $564,460.23, 
although his reconciliation pegs the total at $406,199.07. Tr. I 0/06/10, 96: 10-12. He also testified on 
direct examination that he had not made any attempt to calculate out the amounts for the properties that 
had been released from Teufel's lien claim. !d. 96:13-20. Yet, this is precisely what he did in his 
reconciliation. Perhaps it was the realization that he was under oath that caused him to pull the 
reconciliation from his pocket. We also found out in the middle of Mr. Christensen's cross examination 
that Teufel's counsel was harboring a copy of his reconciliation. !d. 161: 1-3. (Pickens) 
194 Tr. 10/06/10, 132:4-168:15. (Christensen) 
195 See four page reconciliation, Ex. 9:056. 
196 The Notice of Second Amended Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form OjTeujel Nursery, Inc., 
Ex. l :298, lists twenty-eight (28) partial releases of lien. Six (6) additional partial releases were 
introduced at trial as Ex. l :304, and four Orders dismissing seven (7) parcels from Teufel's claim of lien 
were introduced as Exs. 1:305, 1:306, 1:307 and 1:308. 
197 The litigation guarantee that Teufel attached to its Notice of Second Amended Mechanic's Lien 
Claimant Disclosure Form Of Teufel Nursery, Inc. (Ex. 1:298) refers to Parcel A as "Proposed Tamarack 
Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 4.1, Valley County, Idaho." That proposed plat was never 
recorded and is not listed among the recorded plats described in Teufel's lien notice (Ex. l :044). The 
mechanic's lien statute requires that a claim of lien must contain "a description of the property charged 
with the lien, sufficient for identification." Idaho Code§ 45-507((3)(d); See also, Idaho Code§ 45-505. 
'"If the notice of claim of lien has a fatally defective description, there can be no valid lien and no 
foreclosure proceeding may be based on that notice of claim." Chief Industries, Inc. v. Schwendiman, 99 
Idaho 682, 685, 587 P. 2d 823, 826 ( 1978). 




















the often conflicting information in the lien notice and Teufel's disclosure forms, and present it 
in the following summary: 
Building or Matching Unpaid Unpaid Unpaid Unpaid Lowest 
Improvement parcels Amount Amount Amount amount unpaid 
identified in identified by according to according to according to according to amount 
Claim of Christensen Christensen Claim of March2009 September between the 
Lien that were not 199 Lien 200 Disclosure 2009 columns to 
released 198 Form2oi Disclosure the left 
Form 202 
Clearwater 0, Q, U,W, J-$134.38; J-$134.38; 
Townhomes BB, N andJ 














Erosion ? 203 $54,364.08 $54,294.77 -0- 204 -0- 205 -0-
Control 
Misc. G, excluding $10.08 $40.31 $134.38 $2,775.38 $10.08 
hydroseeding golf course, 
Block 19, 
Phase 1 
Poma B $2,880 $2,880 $134.38 $10,803 $134.38 
198 See fn. 194-195. 
199 See fn. 195. 
200 See Claim of Lien, Ex 1:044. 
'
01 See Notice Of Amended Lien Claimant Disclosure Form Of Teufel Nursery, Inc., Ex. 1:301. 
202 See Notice of Second Amended Afechanic 's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form Of Teufel Nursery, Inc., 
Ex. 1:298. 
203 Mr. Christensen testi tied that erosion control occurred on the entire resort. Tr. I 0/06/ I 0 pp. 61-63. 
204 There was a significant difference in the total unpaid amount between Teufel's disclosure forms. Mr. 
Christensen explained that the disclosure form with the lower total omitted any unpaid amount for erosion 
control "because it couldn't be pigeonholed to a parcel." Tr. 10/06/10, 151:11-24. The disclosure form 
with the higher total unpaid amount apparently spread erosion control among the various parcels. 
205 See id. 
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Snow Front cc $45,205.28 $45,205.28 $45,205.66 $42,945.38 $42,945.38 
Trillium JJ $184,4 76.32. $204,973.69 $171,034.82 $146,925.63 $146,925.63 
cottages 








Subtotal: Subtotal: $50,913.27 90,842.75 
$40,568.80 $23,899.44 $23,899.44 
Total: Total: Total: Total: Total: 
$359,487.36 $439,818.80 $280,273.07 $245,090.02 $231,656.10 
Teufel's claim of lien also apportioned $85,584.78 of unpaid retention that is not 
included in our summary above.206 Mr. Christensen's four page reconciliation reduced the 
unpaid retention to $45,698.02, but he did not identify which of Parcels A-LL is impacted by the 
. 207 retentiOn. 
It was Teufel's burden to persuade the court by a preponderance of the evidence that it is 
owed what it says it is owed. 208 It failed. The very evidence that Teufel authored suggests that it 
is owed no more than $231,656.10, and even that number so contradicts Teufel's other evidence 
that its reliability cannot be trusted. 
Going back to whether Teufel has priority over Plaintiffs Mortgages, it clearly does not. 
Its 2007 contract came into being the year after Plaintiffs mortgages were recorded. 
~06 See pp. 39-40, supra. 
:!O? See fn. 195 
cos See Carlson-Lusk Hardware Co., v. Kammann, 39 Idaho 654, 229 P. 85, 86 ( 1924)(holding that lien 
laws are in derogation of the common law, and persons invoking such remedies must clearly prove 
the facts necessary to constitute the lien.) 











Consequently, whatever the amount of Teufel's claim of lien, it is subordinate to those 
mortgages. 
THE ARCHITECTS 
MHTN ARCHITECTS, INC. 
A. MHTN Lien Claims 
MHTN Architects, Inc. recorded the following lien claims: 
• Notice and Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330158 ($1,149,487.88) against 
Village Plaza/09 
• Notice and Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330159 ($468,538.79 (against 
Lake Wing/B-25210 
The Court determined on summary judgment that the Village Plaza claim of lien has 
priority over Plaintiffs mortgages. The priority of the Lake Wing claim oflien and the amount 
of both liens were to be determined based on the evidence at trial. 
B. Priority of the Lake Wing Lien Was Not Established 
In a letter dated August 17, 2006 (revised September 5, 2006) that accompanied MHTN's 
AlA contract when it was executed in September 2006,211 Doug Thimm explained that MHTN 
had incurred $42,000 in early design costs for Lake Wing prior to July 1, 2006, and that only a 
portion of those costs had benefitted what he referred to as the current design work. Therefore, 
he informed the Owner that MHTN would only bill $20,000.00 for the "conceptual work" 
beyond the base contract. In other words, MHTN had spent $42,000 worth of time leading up to 
July 1, 2006 to develop the Lake Wing concept, and over half of that time had not contributed to 
209 Ex. 1:042 and Ex. 10:013. 
210 Ex. 1:041 and Ex. 10:002. 
211 See, Ex, 10:001- AlA Document 8141 -1997 Part I, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner 
and Architect. 
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the structure. At trial, MHTN never established that the $20,000 in conceptual work that it did 
bill the Owner had been incurred prior to May 19, 2006, rather than between May 20, 2006 and 
July I, 2006. Consequently, the priority of the Lake Wing Claim of Lien was never established 
by a preponderance of the evidence. 
C. The Lake Wing Lien Asserts A Claim For More Than The Contract Amount. 
The extent of a mechanic's lien is measured by the amount due the lien claimant on its 
contract at the time of the filing of its lien.212 According to Mr. Thimm, MHTN was entitled, by 
virtue of its AlA contract for the Lake Wing structure, 213 to a fee of $1 ,268,750, plus the 
additional fees that were outlined in the letter attached to the contract.214 Those additional fees 
included $50,000 for landscaping, $132,000 ($95,000+$37,000) for civil engineering, $110,000 
for MHTN Interiors, and $20,000 for conceptual work.215 Mr. Thimm also testified that MHTN 
. I d . . b bl 216 was entlt e to recover tts retm ursa e expenses. 
Mr. Thimm further testified that MHTN and the Owner had amended the contract beyond 
the letter that was attached to the contract, and that if we wanted to know what further 
amendments had been agreed to, those other letters would provide the proof.217 This is where 
MHTN's proof at trial failed. MHTN claimed at trial that it is still owed $464,600.98 for its 
Lake Wing claim oflien, including $246,577.50 for Invoice No. 17060. 218 Although that 
212 See fn. 102. 
213 See fn. 211. 
214 Tr. 11104/10.28:6-29:20. (Thimm) 
215 ld 30:17-31:23. 
216 !d. 31:4-31:23. 
217 !d. 32:5-25. 
218 See summary of unpaid Lake Wing invoices, Ex. 10:010. 
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invoice was received in cvidence,219 it specifically refers to a November 27, 2007 letter as the 
contractual basis for the $246,577.50 charge. That November 27, 2007 letter was never offered 
at trial. Consequently, although there may have been an invoice for $246,577.50, the written 
letter which was the contractual basis for the charge was never proven. 
Accordingly, the Lake Wing lien claim is only worth $2I8,023.48, not $464,600.98.220 
D. The Village Plaza Lien Claim Is Worth Less Than MHTN Claims. 
As we moved from trial in November to trial in December, the presentation of the two 
architects' cases became a shell game as they changed out many of the exhibits in their binders. 
This resulted in some confusion on December 6, 20 I 0, particularly with respect to MHTN' s Exhibits 
I 0:042 and I 0:042A.221 Exhibit I 0:042 is a summary of the outstanding invoices that form the basis 
for MHTN's Village Plaza claim of lien and was used by MHTN to prepare its lien notice.222 Indeed 
the bottom line in the summary- $I, 149,047.88 -matches the statement of demand in the Village 
Plaza claim oflicn exactly. That summary lists a number of invoices that are not properly due. 
Doug Thimm testified that the following invoices listed on Exhibit I 0:042 should not be 
included in MHTN's lien claim:223 
• Invoice No. 17182 ($14,000)224 - Mr. Thimrn testified that this invoice, 
dated March 3, 2008, was for an advance deposit for QA/QC work to be performed by 
Mr. Thimm and Doug Sloan. The deposit had to be paid before the work was to be 
219 See Ex. 10:011, Invoice No. 0017060, Bates INV134. 
220 i.e., $464,600.98- $246,577.50 =$218,023.48. 
221 See, Tr. 12/06/10, pp. 121-126. 
212 !d., 128:14-130:14(Johnson) 
223 We cross examined Mr. Thimm about these invoices before MHTN offered Exhibit 10:042, in 
anticipation that the summary would be forthcoming. 
224 Invoice No. I 7182, Ex. 1:338. 
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perfonned. Not surprisingly, the deposit was never paid, so the work was never 
perfonned.225 In short, nothing is currently owed to MHTN for this invoice, which must 
be deducted from the lien amount. 
• Invoice No. 16512 ($3,325.00),226 Invoice No. 16950 ($3,060.37),227 and 
Invoice 17086 ($1 ,645.00i28 - Mr. Thimm testified that he was the master architect for 
the Tamarack Resort and that these invoices were for his work in that capacity unrelated 
to Village Plaza, such as the Fainnont project and the mid-mountain restaurant.229 
Because these three invoices are not related to Village Plaza they should be deducted 
from the lien amount. 
Other invoices that need to be deducted from MHTN's lien claim were identified by Nic 
Stover, Tamarack's vice-president of construction, who testified he denied the following invoices 
that are also found on MHTN's summary:230 
• Invoice No. 14592 ($5,000)231 - Mr. Stover denied this May 2006 invoice 
and it was never paid. He denied it because it represented MHTN's work to complete 
inadequacies in its own drawings, including structural designs for the Village Plaza roofs 
that were unbuildable. For its fee, MHTN was expected to design a full set of buildable 
structural plans, and any inadequacies in those plans were on its nickel, not the 
225 Tr. I 1/04110, 205:19-208:5. (Thimm) 
226 Invoice No. 16512, Ex. 1:339. 
227 Invoice No. 16950, Ex. 1:340. 
228 Invoice No. 17086, Ex. 1:341. 
229 Tr. 11104/10, 20 I :8-205:18. (Thimm) 
230 Mr. Stover was unavailable to appear at trial, so his video deposition testimony was published and 
designated by the parties in its entirety. See Tr. 12/06/10,238:8-25. 
231 Invoice No. 14592, Ex. 1:405. 

















Owner's.232 After denying the invoice, Mr. Stover traveled to Salt Lake City with JP 
Boespt1ug and Sean Donovan to meet with MHTN and Banner/Sabey to discuss these 
issues.233 Obviously, there was plenty of money available in 2006 and had they resolved 
the matter in MHTN's favor, the invoice would ultimately have been paid. It was not.234 
• Invoice No. 14795 ($10,842.50)235 - Mr. Stover denied $10,745 of this July 
2006 invoice for "the exact same reason" he denied invoice 14592.236 
• Invoice No. 15102 ($140,891.63i37 - Mr. Stover denied $20,000 of this 
September 2006 invoice for the same reasons he denied the other two invoices. 238 
There is also one final invoice that should be deducted from MHTN's Village Place 
Claim of Lien- Invoice No. 16508 for $6,605.81. When that invoice was listed on a subsequent 
. . b . 'd d d S D k d . " t d " 239 mvmce as emg unpa1 an past ue, ean onovan mar e 1t as no approve . 
After Mr. Thimm testified in November, we returned to the courtroom in December and 
MHTN offered its new summary, Exhibit 1 0:042A, which mysteriously deleted Invoice No. 
17182 ($14,000) (see above) from the list of invoices forming MHTN' s lien claim, yet somehow 
the bottom line in that new summary- $1,144,761.99- only differed from Exhibit 10:042 by 
about $4,700.00. A comparison between the two summaries (i.e., Exs. 10:042 and 10:042A) 
reveals that MHTN added invoices to the new summary that were not listed in the first summary, 
132 Nic Stoverdepo. at9:21-14:23 
233 See id. 
234 See id. at 20:10-14. 
235 Invoice No. 14795, Ex. 1:406. 
236 Stover depo. at 14:24-17:2. 
237 Invoice No. 15102, Ex. 1:407. 
238 Stover depo. at 17:3- 20:14. 
239 See, Invoice No. 16842, Ex. 10:044, Bates CS/ARCH 01171 
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including Invoice Nos.17231, 17232, 17233, 17236 and 17237. Although the tirst summary 
contained several entries labeled "unbilled", which were apparently replaced by these new 
invoices in the second summary, the amounts were typically increased. As with Banner/Sabey, 
we feel as though MHTN turned the faucet on when we started to drain the sink. MHTN's Chief 
Financial Officer testified that he prepared MHTN's claim of lien using the earlier summary240 
and the invoices it tallied obviously ret1ect the basis for MHTN's claim oflien because the total 
amounts match. Therefore, insofar as the new invoices listed in the later summary effectively 
increase MHTN's lien claim, the increased amounts should be disregarded. 
E. Interest Accrues at Prime Plus l %. 
MHTN' s disclosure form states that its lien notice statement of demand for 
$1,149,487.88 includes $17,278 in interest,241 but its summary (Ex. 10:042) only lists $6,782.35 
in interest. Obviously something is amiss, but frankly we're not sure where.242 Nevertheless 
care should be taken not to award MHTN interest on interest. 
Furthermore, MHTN signed a letter agreement with the Owner on January 11, 2008, 
agreeing to "apply retroactively an overdue interest rate to all overdue invoicing of 'prime + 
1%."' Sean Donovan confirmed at trial that this was the deal and that prime plus one applied to 
MHTN's subcontractor, Oz Architecture, as well.243 Without the benefit ofthe January 11, 2008 
letter in front of him, Doug Thimm remembered that MHTN, the Owner, and Oz Architecture, 
all verbally agreed in either December 2007 or January 2008 that interest at prime plus I% 
2~0 Tr. 12/06/10, 128:14-130:14. (Johnson) 
241 See MHTN Architects, Inc.'s Mechanics Lien Claimant Disclosure, Ex. 10:324. 
241 We pursued this issue with MHTN's Chief Financial Officer, but he was unable to account for the 
difference in interest. Tr. 12/06/l 0, 133:11-22. {Johnson) 
2 ~ 3 Tr. 12/06110,61:9-63:11. (Donovan) 

















would be applied prospectively to all unpaid invoices, and that leading up to that verbal 
agreement all of the unpaid invoices would bear interest at the contract rate. 244 According to 
MHTN's contract, "Amounts unpaid ninety (90) days after the invoice date shall bear interest at 
the prime rate published in the 'Wall Street Journal'." 245 While Mr. Thimm may have been 
mistaken about the retroactive application of prime + l% in view of the January 11, 2008 letter 
agreement, the point upon which Mr. Donovan and Mr. Thimm did agree was that whatever was 
decided was based on a three way conversation that included Oz Architecture. 
F. Oz Architecture's Lien Needs To Be Deducted From MHTN's Lien. 
As with Banner/Sabey, MHTN claimed a lien not only for its own work, but also for the 
labor and materials of its subcontractors, including Oz Architecture of Boulder, which recorded 
its own lien claim against Village Plaza.246 The effect of Oz' s lien is to reduce MHTN' s claim of 
lien pro tanto.247 Before making any determination of the amount ofMHTN's Notice and Claim 
of Lien, the lien laws require a deduction of the amount ofOz's lien claim that MHTN captured 
in its own Notice and Claim ofLien.248 In its disclosure form, MHTN identified that amount as 
$634,814.81.249 
!H Tr. 11/04/10, 199:3-200:19. (Thimm) 
145 See AlA Document 8141 -1997 Part I, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect, 
Ex. 10:012, at § 1.5 .6. 
~.t6 See Ex. 1:032. 
147 Riggen v. Perkins, 42 Idaho 391,246 P. 962 (1926); see also Weber v. Eastern Idaho Packing 
Corporation, 94 Idaho 694,496 P. 2d 693 ( 1972), overruled on other grounds by Pierson v. Sewell, 97 
Idaho 3 8, 539 P. 2d 590 ( L 975). 
148 See pp. 21-23, supra. 
249 See th. 241. 
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OZ ARCHITECTURE OF BOULDER 
A. Oz's Lien Claims 
EZA, PC dba Oz Architecture of Boulder recorded the following lien claims on 
properties that are impacted by Plaintiffs Mortgages: 
• Mechanic's and Materialman's Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330862 
($288,445), against B-11 ;250 
• Mechanic's and Materialman's Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 332702 
($107,340.25), against Whitewater/Trillium Townhomes;251 
• Mechanic's and Materialman's Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 332746 
($1 07 ,340.25), against Whitewater/Trillium Townhomes;252 
• Mechanic's and Materialman's Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330298 
($719,553), against Village Plaza.253 
The court determined on summary judgment that Oz's claim of lien against B-11 is 
inferior to Plaintiff's mortgages254 and that Oz's lien claims on the Whitewater/Trillium 
Townhomes have superior priority over Plaintiffs mortgages.255 Following a hearing on Oz's 
motion for partial summary judgment to establish the amount of the Whitewater/Trillium 
Townhome liens, which was granted from the bench, Plaintiff and Oz filed a stipulation agreeing 
on the apportionment of claim of lien between the various townhomes.256 
:!50 Ex. 1:033 
251 Ex. 1:034 
252 Ex. 1:035 
253 Ex. 1:032 
154 See fn. 8. 
155 See Memorandum Decision And Order Re EZA, P.C. D/B/A Oz Architecture Of Boulder's Motion 
For Partial Summary Jud[iment Re Lien Numbers 332702, 3327./1, 3327./2, And 3327-16, entered June 
16,2010. 
256 See Stipulation Re: EZA, P.C., D/B/A Oz Architecture Of Boulder's Motion For Partial Summary 
Judgment Re Amount Of Lien Numbers 332702 and 332746, tiled December 2, 2010. An Order 
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The others liens having been addressed on summary judgment, the issues at trial turned to 
Oz's Village Plaza claim oflien. 
B. Oz Apportioned Its Claim Of Lien. 
Oz apportioned its Village Plaza claim of lien as follows:257 
Building 3.1 $85,922.00 
Building 6.0 $257,173.00 
Building 6.1 $149,236.00 
Building 7.0 $149,236.00 
Pool/Spa Building $77,968.00 
However, unlike any apportioned claim of lien filed by any other lien claimant, Oz 
incorporated the following language in its lien notice: 
"Claimant claims a lien upon the above-described real property for the 
above-stated sum which represents the reasonable value of the 
professional services provided thereto. Pursuant to Idaho Code 
Section 45-508, the lien does not extend beyond the amount 
designated next to each Building above, as against other creditors 
having liens by judgment, mortgage, or otherwise, upon such 
Buildings or upon the land upon which the same are situated." 258 
This limitation that OZ imposed on its claim of lien necessarily limits its recovery to the 
amount designated next to each building. 259 Furthermore, Oz offered evidence at trial that the 
Granting EZA. P. C.. dba Oz Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial summary Judgment Re Amount 
of Lien Numbers 332702 and 3327-16 has been presented, but has not yet been entered. 
257 See fn. 253. 
m See id. 
cl
9 This may result in a pro rata application of proceeds following the foreclosure of the various lien 
claims and mortgage on Village Plaza. 
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correct amount owed with respect to the Pool/Spa Building is $75,715.39, not $77,968.00, which 
reduces the claim of lien by $2,252.61.260 
C. Oz Architecture Is Owed Less Than It Claims. 
For its work on Village Plaza, Oz acted at all times as a subcontractor ofMHTN. 
Pursuant to MHTN's prime contract with the Owner, ifOz's work was within the scope of 
MHTN's prime contract, Oz's fees were silently included within MHTN's fees and the Owner 
never knew how much Oz was billing MHTN. If, on the other hand, Oz's work was beyond the 
scope ofMHTN's prime contract, Oz sent its bills to MHTN and MHTN billed the Owner for 
1.1 times the amount of Oz's invoices. 
The Idaho Court of Appeals has noted that the prime contractor is often the best source of 
information about what it owes its subcontractors.261 Indeed, MHTN's Chief Financial Officer 
testified that MHTN's subcontractors' invoices were carefully examined and recorded into 
MHTN's bookkeeping system, and that any invoices that were rejected by MHTN were not 
recorded in MHTN's records. 262 Therefore, we ought to be able to ascertain what Oz is owed by 
looking at MHTN's consultant ledger. In doing that we find that Oz's Invoice No. 0039940 for 
$6,050 is nowhere to be found, indicating that it was rejected by MHTN?63 There were also 
'
60 See spreadsheet titled Apportionment ofOz 's Village Plaza Lien, Ex. 11:013; See also, Tr. 12/06/10, 
221: 16-24. (Davis) 
'
61 See Bouten Const. Co. v. M&L Land Co., !25 Idaho 957,877 P. 2d 928 (Idaho App. 1994) 
'
62 Tr. 12/06/10, 147:5-148:24. (Johnson) 
'"
3 Compare Invoice No. 0039940 found on Oz's spreadsheet, Ex. 11:010, at pg. 6 of I 2, with MHTN's 
Consultant Ledgers, Ex. 1:356 and Ex. 11:016, which do not list that invoice. See also, Tr. 12/06/10, 
142:25-146:13, 164:24-165:19. (Johnson) 















several Oz invoices that MHTN carried on its consultant ledger, but not under the "Outstanding 
Amount Due" column, specifically, Invoice No. 0400424 ($4,400),264 Invoice No. 0401623 
($1, 131 ), 265 Invoice No. 0401774 ($1 ,131 ),266 and Invoice No. 0402088 ($1 ,696.50).267 
Accordingly, these amounts should be deducted from Oz's lien claim. 
D. Interest 
We also learned at trial that Oz consistently billed MHTN for interest at 18% per 
annum,268 when contractually it was only entitled to charge interest at the prime rate in the Wall 
Street Journal,269 or perhaps at prime plus I %,270 and that MHTN had in turn passed those 
interest overcharges on to the Owner. 271 Oz never calculated the credit that it owes for those 
. h 272 mterest overc arges. 
SECESH ENGINEERING, INC. 
Secesh Engineering, Inc. filed its Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330343 ($290,624.54) 
against nearly the entire Tamarack Resort.273 Although Secesh presented its case to the court on 
264 See MHTN Consultant Ledger, Ex. 1:356, at Bates MHTN 65. 
265 /d. at Bates MHTN 32. 
266 /d. at Bates MHTN 33. 
167 !d. 
268 Tr. 12/06/10, 190:8-194:25. (Davis) 
269 Oz's subcontract with MHTN incorporated MHTN's prime contract by reference. See e.g., 
Abbreviated Slandard Form of Agreement Between Architect and Consultant to be used in cmyunction 
with a Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect, Ex. 11:004, at §2.1. MHTN's prime 
contract, Ex. 10:012, at§ 1.5.6 .. states "'Amounts unpaid ninety (90) days after the invoice date shall bear 
interest at the prime rate published in the 'Wall Street Journal'." See also, Tr. 12/06/l 0, 228:7-229:10. 
(Davis) 
270 See pp. 49-50, supra. 
271 Tr. 12/06/10, 161:24-164:14. (Johnson) 
~i 2 Tr. 12/06/10,228:23-233:6. (Davis) 
273 Ex. 1:043. 
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October 4-5, 2010, its claim of lien has recently been resolved and will be released. Plaintiff and 
Secesh will shortly be filing a Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order of Dismissal of Claims 
Related to Secesh Engineering's Claim of Lien No 3303.J3, with an accompanying order. 
PETRA INCORPORATED 
For the court's information, Petra Incorporated recorded the following lien claims and a 
mortgage against various property within the Tamarack: 
• Notice and Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330077 ($752,111.12);274 
• Amended Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 3364 76 ($1, 196,463.52);275 
• Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 336263 ($13,282.44);276 
• Second Amended and Supplemental Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 337503 
($1 ,327,881.56);277 
• Mortgage, Instrument No. 329398.278 
On January 15, 2010, Petra, Incorporated and Credit Suisse AG entered into a Stipulation 
Between Credit Suisse AG And Petra, Inc. Regarding The Amended Motion Of Credit Suisse AG 
For Relief From The Automatic Stay, And Petra's Objections To Such Motion in In Re: 
Tamarack Resort, LLC, United States Bankruptcy Court for the District ofldaho, Case No. 09-
03911-TLM, whereby they agreed that Petra's mechanic's liens are subordinate to Plaintiff's 
mortgages and that the amount of Petra's liens would be determined by arbitration. That 
bankruptcy case was dismissed on January II, 2011. 
274 Ex. 1:074 
275 Ex. 1:076 
176 Ex. 1:075 
277 Ex. 1:077 
278 Ex. 1:094 















Petra Incorporated and Plaintitiwere able to reach an agreement about the amount of 
Petra Incorporated's lien claims without the need for arbitration, and on December 1, 2010, Petra 
Incorporated and Credit Suisse AG filed their Stipulation Regarding Validity, Amount and 
Priority of Petra Incorporated's Claims of Lien in this consolidated foreclosure action. In that 
stipulation they again agreed that Petra Incorporated's lien claims are inferior in priority to 
Plaintiffs mortgages. They also agreed that Petra Incorporated would release its own mortgage. 
On February 1, 2011, based upon a stipulation and joint motion, this Court entered its 
Order Dismissing Claims Related To Petra Incorporated's Mortgage, Instrument No. 329398, 
With Prejudice. 
CONCLUSION 
The court should make its findings and conclusions as to each lien claimant according to 
the evidence set forth above. 
""' DATED this /18'day of h/or-rJa.t-l/ 
I 
2011. 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse AG, Caym 
Branch (formerly known as Credit Sui 
Islands Branch) 
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TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S REPLY 
TO PLAINTIFF CREDIT SUISSE 
AG'S CLOSING ARGUMENT RE: 
MECHANICS' LIENS CLAIMS 
Credit Suisse, AG ("Credit Suisse") apparently concedes that Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
("Teufel") has a valid mechanic's lien but only disputes priority and valuation. Neither of these 
disputed elements precludes Teufel's right to the relief it seeks. 
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I. Priority 
Credit Suisse asserts that it has priority over Teufel's mechanic's lien because it asserts 
that the unpaid work supporting Teufel's lien was authorized under a contract which was not 
entered into until2007. Under Credit Suisse's theory, Teufel's work at Tamarack Resort arose 
from four separate and distinct contracts. However, the exhibits and testimony clearly establish 
that Teufel worked at Tamarack Resort under a single contract which was extended each year. 
Teufel was hired by Tamarack as the exclusive landscape company for Tamarack Resort 
and was to installlill of the landscaping at Tamarack Resort. (Christensen, Tr., pp. 11-12, II. 24-
14; Kirk, Tr., p. 219, II. 17-22) (emphasis added). During negotiations, Tamarack represented 
that the project would be a multi-year project and it was Tamarack's intent to have one single 
landscape provider. (Christensen, Tr., p. 26, 11. 3-22). 
However, Tamarack did not have a landscaping plan or other landscape specification. 
This made drafting a multiyear contract impossible because there was no plan to provide the 
basis tor the contract. (Christensen, Tr. p. 8, II. 7-22). Instead, a yearly contract was drafted 
based on an established unit price and time and material basis. /d. The following year, another 
contract was drafted on revised unit prices, (Christensen, Tr. p. 28, II. 22-24), but was for a 
continuation of the work Teufel commenced in 2004. (Christensen, Tr. p. 32, 11. 13-18). The 
2004 contract was extended in 2005,2006 and 2007 (Kirk, Tr, p. 216, II. 4-14). Essentially, the 
contract was made for a year to allow for changes in plant material and costs. There was no 
intent that more than one contract governed Teufel's work at Tamarack Resort and the tact that 
four contracts were executed does not mean that Teufel's work was governed by tour contracts. 
ln fact, it is undisputed that Teufel worked at Tamarack Resort both during the \\Titten 
"dates" of the yearly contracts, and outside those "dates" set forth in the contracts. For example, 
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Christensen and Kirk both testified that Teufel worked continuously from June 2004 through 
August of2008. Teufel presented evidence at trial establishing that Teufel worked at Tamarack 
Resort after November 30, 2004, which was the purported "completion date" set torth in the 
Landscape Construction Agreement. Christensen testified that Teufel did not stop working until 
December 23, 2004, and that Teufel did limited work through that first winter. (Tr., p. 26, II. 19-
21; p. 28, 11. 17-21 ). Likewise, Teufel worked after December 31, 2005, the purported 
completion date for the 2005 extension agreement. Christensen testified that Teufel had a winter 
crew at Tamarack working from January 1, 2006 through May 16, 2006, the date of the 2006 
extension. (Tr., p. 48, II. 18-23). Teufel also performed work outside the purported completion 
of the 2006 extension agreement. Christensen testified that Teufel worked continuously and 
"more than ever" from January 1, 2007 through May 2, 2007, when the 2007 extension 
agreement was executed. (Tr., p. 67, IJ. 4-11). Finally, Teufel's work continued from January 1, 
2008, through August of 2008, despite not being paid, and despite the fact that it was outside the 
purported completion date set forth in the 2007 extension agreement. (Tr., p. 39, II. 1-3, p. 42, II. 
2-9). Christensen testified that the landscape agreements (Exs. 9:001, 9:002, 9:003 and 9:004) 
were not "separate or individual contracts with Tamarack Resort" but rather "it was just a 
modification of the original document." (Tr., p. 68, ll. 20-25). 
It is well settled that the terms of a written contract may be varied, modilied, waived, 
annulled or wholly set aside by any subsequently executed contract. Silver Syndicate, Inc. v. 
Sunshine Mining Company, I 01 Idaho 226, 235, 611 P.2d 1011, 1020 (1979)(See also, Scull v. 
Castle, 104 Idaho 719, 724, 662 P.2d 1163, I 168 (1983); Smith v. Washburn-Wilson Seed 
Company, 54 Idaho 659, 664, 34 P.2d 969,970 (1934) ("a vvTitten contract may always be 
changed, modified or waived in whole in or part by a subsequent one, express or implied."). 
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The contracts entered into in 2005, 2006 and 2007 were not separate contracts but moditications 
and extensions of the 2004 Landscape Construction Agreement. The testimony at trial was 
unambiguous; Teufel was hired for multi-year landscape installation, (Christensen, Tr., p. 26, II. 
3-22), and the 2005, 2006 and 2007 Landscape Construction Agreements were extensions of the 
2004 Landscape Construction Agreement. (Christensen, Tr., p. 28,ll. 7-11, p. 32, II. 13-18, p. 
49, ll. 2-18; Kirk, Tr., p. 216, II. 4-14). 
Credit Suisse attempts to circwnvent the clear testimony supporting Teufel's position by 
asserting that the 2005, 2006 and 2007 contacts were se.parate contracts because the scope of 
work in those contracts were limited and defined. Specifically, Credit Suisse asserts that the 
catch-all phrase found in the 2004 Landscape Construction Contract, ~rsJuch other tasks as may 
be directed by the Owner's Representatives," was omitted. On this basis, Credit Suisse claims 
the 2005, 2006 and 2007 contracts are separate and cannot assert priority from work Teufel 
accomplished in 2004. 
However, the exhibits presented, and testimony given, at trial refute this position. The 
2005 Landscape Construction Agreement (Ex. 9:002), states that unit prices for tasks will be 
provided in Exhibit "B." Exhibit 8 provides a spreadsheet of the plants and materials for the 
anticipated work in 2005. Page 3 of Exhibit 8 has one column that is not identified in the Scope 
of Work, titled "Overall Site." This is catchall category which allocated plants to Tamarack 
Resort as a whole. 
Teufel and Tamarack anticipated that Teufel would be providing labor, materials and 
improvements to portions of Tamarack Resort which were outside the Scope of Work identified 
in the 2005 Landscape Construction Agreement. This anticipation was proven correct. It is 
uncontroverted that Teufel worked through 2005 on every part of the Tamarack Resort. (Ex. 
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9:042; Christensen, Tr .. pp. 3R-44). J\s testified by Christensen and Kirk, Teufel completed work 
on every aspect and in every location within the Tamarack Resort in 2004 and 2005. 
{Christensen, Tr., p. 49, II. 2-18; Kirk, Tr., pp. 219-220, II. 23- 3). 
The 2006 Landscape Construction Agreement (Ex. 9:003) was no ditlerent. Exhibit B to 
the 2006 Contract has a column for "Spring-Fall overall/ row screening, etc." Teufel and 
Tamarack clearly anticipated work outside of the Scope of Work. It is similarly undisputed that 
Teufel's work went well outside the bounds of the Scope of Work in the 2006 Landscape 
Construction Agreement. (Christensen, Tr., pp. 50-56; Kirk, Tr., pp. 219-220, II. 23 - 3). 
While the 2007 Landscape Construction Agreement (Ex. 9:004) lacks the referenced 
Exhibit "B," there is no dispute that Teufel worked outside of the Scope of Work defined in 2007 
Landscape Construction Agreement. (Christensen, Tr., pp. 65-67; Kirk, Tr., pp. 219-220, II. 23 -
3). The 2007 Landscape Construction Agreement does have a "Spring- other plantings" 
provision in the SCGpe of Work, which also demonstrates the intent to work outside of the 
enumerated areas in the Scope of Work. 
Lastly, the plain language of the 2005, 2006 and 2007 Landscape Construction 
Agreements demonstrates that the contracts were extensions of previous contracts. fn the 2005 
Landscape Construction Agreement (Ex. 9:002), the Scope of Work includes work such as, ''1. 
Finish landscape installation tor 20 Twin Creek Chalets and Rock Creek Cottages ... 3. Complete 
landscaping for Entry & Whitewater Roundabouts ... " This is a clear indicator that the work was 
ongoing, uniform and one part of the same improvement. The 2006 Landscape Construction 
Agreement (Ex. 9:003) has similar language; "Complete the landscape for the Bayview Sales 
Mod ... Supplement landscaping at Discovery Village," as does the 2007 Landscape Construction 
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Agreement (Ex. 9:004), "Completion of Golden Bar To\\nhomes (balance) ... " Each year's 
contract used language to prove it was an extension of previous years work. 
Must of the projects themselves were multi-year endeavors. Teufel's work at Golden Bar 
was first placed in the Scope of Work in 2005 and included in 2006 and 2007. Other areas which 
spanned multiple years include, Discovery Village, Discovery Chalets, Golf and Snow 
Maintenance Buildings, Golf Course, Staircase Chalets, Arling Center, and Steelhead Chalets. 
(Ex. 9:001, 9:002, 9:003, 9:004). 
Most tellingly is Exhibit 9:40A. Rick Christensen marked where Teufel worked in 
Tamarack Resort each year in different colors. The overlap and extent ofthe markings clearly 
establishes that Teufel was not limited to the Scope of Work but worked over all of Tamarack 
Resort each year. 
The exhibits and testimony presented at trial clearly establish that Teufel operated at 
Tamarack Resort under one contract, which was extended in 2005, 2006 and 2007. Thus, Teufel 
commenced work on improving Tamarack Resort prior the date Credit Suisse recorded its 
mortgages and has priority over Credit Suisse. 
II. Value 
Credit Suisse's second attack on Teufel's claim of lien hinges on the value of Teufel's 
lien. At its core, Credit Suisse asserts that Teufel has failed to adequately establish the value of 
its lien. This alleged failure resulted from the confusion between the parcel system a<;serted in 
the Amended Complaint for Foreclosure On a Materialman's Lien and alleged inconsistencies 
between the lien notice and the disclosure forms. 
Admittedly, the parcel system has proven difficult to manage and understand. However, 
it does not render Teufel's evidence and valuation invalid. At trial, Rick Christensen produced a 
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summary itemization of the amounts set forth in the Claim of Lien, which referenced the actual 
invoices and amounts still due and owing to Teufel, which is $529,631.21, plus accrued interest. 
(Ex. 9:050), for a total lien amount as of March 21, 2008, in the amount of$564,560.23 (Exs. 
9:006 and 9:055). Christensen also introduced a summary reconciling the portions of the lien 
that had been released that he prepared to assist with the parcel system. (Ex. 9:056). Credit 
Suisse admitted that the summary reconciliation was helpful in understanding the connection 
between the allocations and parcels, and establishing the value of Teufel's lien on each parcel. 
The reconciliation paired the allocation (Ex. 9:055) with the parcels identified in the Amended 
Complaint for Foreclosure On a Materialman's Lien. 
In an attempt to minimize the value of Teufel's lien, Credit Suisse presented a table 
allegedly setting forth the values attributed to the remaining parcels from various sources, and 
then picked the lowest amount claimed from the various documents as the actual value of the 
claim. This approach cannot be accepted by the Court because Credit Suisse did not actually 
introduce any evidence at trial to substantiate its position. 
To the contrary, Teufel presented its evidence according to the allocation found in 
Exhibit 9:056. For each allocation only owed rctainage, Teufel presented an invoice with the 
retainage due for said allocation highlighted in yellow. (Ex. 9:01 1, 9:012, 9:014, 9:018,9:019, 
9:020. 9:023, 9:025. 9:027, 9:029, 9:034). 
For each allocation with unpaid work. Teufel presented the work order authorizing the 
work, documentation of the first date work commenced in the allocation, documentation of the 
date work finished in the allocation, and invoices for the work and any payments. (Ex. 9:013, 
9:015, 9:016, 9:017, 9:021, 9:022, 9:024, 9:026. 9:028, 9:030, 9:031' 9:032, 9:033}. 
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The exhibits for the allocations ior unpaid work have sufficient evidence to allow the 
Court to determine the actual amount owed for each allncation. As the Court will recognize, the 
amounts retlected in Exhibit 9:056 truly represent the amount owed for each unpaid work order, 
taking into account all payments received by Teufel. From this, it is a simple division of the 
amount owed between the parcels found in each allocation. Both Credit Suisse's closing 
argument and Exhibit 9:056 agreed on the allocation to parcel distribution. Teufel has 
sufficiently established the amount it is owned and the allocation of the costs between the 
parcels. According to the evidence presented at trial, Teufel was not paid for any of the lien 
releases. Thus, Tamarack still owes Teufel the full amount of the Claim of Lien in the amount of 
$564,560.23, plus accrued interest and attorney's fees. Furthermore, Teufel has priority over 
Credit Suisse's mortgages for, at a minimum, $406,199.07, as set forth in Exhibit 9:056, and 
arguably the entire $564,560.23 as stated in the Claim of Lien. 
111. Conclusion 
There is no dispute that Teufel Nursery, Inc. possesses a valid lien, and that work 
commenced prior to Credit Suisse's mortgages. Accordingly, Teufel respectfully requests that 
this Court enter judgment against Tamarack Resort, LLC, in the full amount of the Claim of 
Lien, and further order that Teufel's Claim of Lien has priority over Credit Suisse's mortgages. 
DATED this 1~-t~t. day of March, 201 J. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
By:__,v{-=-=-'Ltl-"'-'=-=~~~~-t.--,..=Q=-------
Tcrri R. Pickens, of the firm 
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Background and Prior Proceedings 
Tamarack Resort. LLC ("Tamarack'') 1, a Delaware limited liability company, was the 
owner, developer and operator of the Tamarack Resort CResort"), a failed resort located adjacent 
16 
to Lake Cascade. a few miles from the City of Donnelly in Valley County, Jdaho. 2 The Resort 
J. s 
owned large tracts of real property and had a leasehold interest in about 2,000 acres of land owned 
by the State of Idaho. The development was planned as a year round resort community anchored 
, .l by winter cross-country and downhill skiing, a championship golf course, other outdoor 
)4 
recreational activities, hotel and conference facilities, retail shopping, restaurants and lounges. 
1 Tamarack formerly was known as WestRock Associates, LLC ("WestRock"). WestRock changed its name to 
Tamarack in 2002. 
1 Tamarack has had numerous subsidiary and related entities, including Village Plaza Construction. LLC. Tamarack 
Whitewater Construction, LLC, Lake Plaza, LLC, Tamarack Resort Realty, LLC. Trillium Valley Construction, LLC. 
lhese subsidiaries may have been merged into Tamarack in 2008. See Second Amended Complaint at J - 4, ~~ 4- 6. 
Unless the context requires otherwise, these entities will all be referred to as Tamarack. 
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Tamarack planned to market a variety of real estate offerings, including development lots, custom 
homes, condominiums, townhomes, chalets and cottages. 
The full development of the Resort was projected in multiple phases over a number of 
years. Resort planning and obtaining entitlements was a lengthy and complicated process which 
had achieved significant milestones by 2002. The main entitlements included the Conditional Use 
Permits associated with the approved Valley County Planned Unit Development 98-1.3 
Development and construction at the Resort began in 2003. Lots and housing units were 
built and sold in platted subdivisions. Hotel and conference facilities were developed. The ski 
areas and golf course were developed and operating by 2006. There were shopping and restaurant 
options for residents and guests. 
On May 19, 2006, Tamarack entered into a Credit Agreement4 with a group of lenders, 
including Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch ("Credit Suisse"). 5 The Credit Agreement was for 
a loan in the amount of $250,000,000.00 which enabled Tamarack to refinance existing debt, pay 
accounts receivable, and to finance the continued development of the resort
6 
The Credit 
Agreement allowed Tamarack to go forward with two (2) large condominium projects: the Village 
Plaza Condominium Project (""Village Plaza'') and the Lake Wing Condominium Project ("'Lake 
1 See May 19, 2006 Credit Agreement (attached as Exhibit 8 to Second Amended Complaint) at Schedule 4.36 (List of 
Current Entitlements). 
' A copy of the Credit Agreement is attached as Exhibit 8 to the Second Amended Complaint. 
'Credit Suisse, Cayman Island Branch. is now known as Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Island Branch. In addition to 
being one of the lenders. Credit Suisse had a number of additional roles under the Credit Agreement. Credit Suisse 
was the ·'Administrative Agent" for the lenders. and the ·'Collateral Agent." See Preamble to Credit Agreement. 
''See Credit Agreement. Recitals at A . 
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Wing"). 7 The Credit Suisse loan was secured by mortgages on nearly all of Tamarack's fee and 
leasehold property. 3 
In 2007. Tamarack's financial condition deteriorated signiticantly. Tamarack defaulted in 
its obligations under the Credit Agreement. Tamarack fell behind and became unable to pay its 
contractors <md suppliers. Tamarack's financial condition continued to deteriorate in 2008. 
Tamarack suspended all construction activities at the Resort, leaving many projects unfmished. 
and many creditors unpaid. Many of Tamarack's contractors and suppliers recorded claims of lien 
against Tamarack's property. 
As agent for the lenders, Credit Suisse filed this mortgage foreclosure action on March II, 
2008 as Valley County Case No. CV-2008-1 14C. Credit Suisse named as defendants all parties 
who claimed any interests in Tamarack's real property including the contractors, subcontractors, 
suppliers and others who had tiled claims of lien. Credit Suisse has amended or supplemented its 
complaint on three occasions, in part to add defendants who subsequently claimed any interest in 
or tiled a lien against Tamarack's property. 9 
A number of these same contractors, subcontractors and suppliers tiled separate actions 
against Tamarack and/or Tamarack's property. In a series of orders, the Court consolidated these 
cases with this foreclosure action. 10 These cases generated numerous counterclaims. cross-claims 
This project was also called the B-25 Site Project, the Lodge at Osprey Meadows, East Wing and the Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows, Lake Wing. 
8 While almost all of the Resort's property is in Valley County, a small portion is in Adams County. The Valley 
County mortgage executed by Tamarack was recorded as Instrument No. 308953 in Valley County on May 19, 2006. 
The Valley County mortgage executed by Tamarack's subsidiaries Tamarack Whitewater Construction, LLC and 
Village Plaza Construction. LLC was recorded as Instrument No. 308952 in Valley County on May 19, 2006. The 
Adams County mortgage executed by Tamarack was recorded in Adams County on May 22. 2006 as Instrument No" 
II I 74 I. 
9 See First Amended Complaint, filed August 28. 2008; Second Amended Complaint, tiled December 18. :W08; 
Supplement to Second Amended Complaint, filed May 28. 20 I 0. 
10 See Orders Granting Consolidation, entered September 18. 2010 (CV -08-3 IOC, CV -08-31 I C. CV-08-3 l2C. CV -08-
324(, CV-08-335(. CV-08-356(, CV-08-357C) (cases tiled by Tri-State Electric, Inc., YMC, Inc .. and Interior 
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and third party claims. There were approximately one hundred parties named in these consolidated 
proceedings. 
In October, 2008, the Court appointed a Receiver for Tamarack. The Court authorized the 
Receiver to enter into a receivership credit facility to borrow funds to protect and preserve 
Tamarack's property and to open the ski area. 11 The original receivership credit facility was in the 
amount of $10 million. The principal amount of the credit facility was increased to 
$12,162,810.00 12 In connection with the credit facility, the Receiver provided collateral to the 
receivership lenders in the form of a mortgage, security agreement, assignment and security 
interest against Tamarack's property. The priority of the receivership lenders is senior to the Credit 
Suisse mortgages, but junior to any lien claimant whose lien is superior to the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. The Receivership was terminated effective July 31, 2009. 13 The receivership lenders 
have not been named or joined as parties to this action, and as far as the Court is aware, there has 
been no effort by Credit Suisse, the receivership lenders, or any other interested party, to foreclose 
the receivership security interests in this proceeding. 
Throughout most of these proceedings, Tamarack had been represented by attorney Steven 
J. Millemann, and his firm, Millemann, Pittenger, McMahan & Pemberton and by attorney Jess R. 
Systems, Inc ). October I. 2008 (CV -08-502C, CV -08-508C. CV-08-509C. CV -08-5 I OC. CV -08-5 I I C. CV -08-5 I 2C. 
CV -08-513(, CV-08-514C, CV -08-521 C. CV -08-528C) (cases tiled by MHTN Architects. Petra. Inc .. Interior 
Systems, Inc., YMC, Inc., EZA, P.C. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder, Teufel Nursery, Inc and Quality Tile Rooting, 
Inc.), November 12,2008 (CV-08-532C, CV-08-557C) (cases tiled by Timber Tech Construction, LLC and EZA PC. 
dibia OZ Architecture of Boulder). January 27, 2009 (CV-08-583C) (cases filed by Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc.) 
and April 26, 20 I 0 (CV -08-580, CV-08-584C) (cases tiled by EZA, P.C. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder and Scott 
Hedrick Construction, Inc.). 
11 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Receiver's Motion for Authorization to Issue a Receiver's Certificate, 
entered October 29. 2008. 
12 See Amended [Proposed] Order Authorizing Issuance of a Receiver's Certificate oflndebtedness Secured by 
Mortgages, entered October 29, 2008; Order Re: Receiver's Motion for Approval of Budget Extension, entered 
February 25. 2009; Order Amending the Receivership Facility, Authorizing the Issuance of Amended and Restated 
Receiver's Certificate No. I. and Approving the Budget for \1arch 1. 2009 Through April 30, 2009. entered March 17. 
2009; Order Amending the Restructured Receivership Facility and Authorizing the Issuance of a Second Amended and 
Restated Receiver's Certificate No. I, entered May I. 2009. 
lJ See Order Re: Termination of Receivership, Discharge of Receiver and Related Matters, entered July 7, 2009. 
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Bressi, admitted pro hac vice, Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps LLP, Irvine, California. The 
Court granted leave for these attorneys to withdraw on March 4, 2010. The Order Granting Leave 
3 
to Withdraw provided that the Court could grant default and default judgment, and dismiss all of 
Tamarack's claims if Tamarack failed to enter an appearance. 14 Since the Court granted leave to 
withdraw, no licensed attorney has appeared for Tamarack. 15 Accordingly, as necessary to resolve 









On December 9, 2009, a number of defendants in this action tiled an involuntary 
bankruptcy petition against Tamarack. 17 The filing of the bankruptcy action resulted in an 
automatic stay of this state court proceeding. ln an Order entered on February 3, 2010, the 
Honorable Terry L. Meyers, Chief U.S. Bankruptcy Judge for the District ofldaho, modified and 
lifted the automatic stay to permit this Court to determine the "validity, priority and amount 
(including attorneys fees and costs) of any and all mortgages, liens, claims or interests" regarding 
Tamarack's real property. 18 
Prior to the entry of the bankruptcy stay, this Court already had entered a number of rulings 
regarding the validity and priority of certain lien claims. 19 Following the bankruptcy order 
"See Order Granting Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of Record at 2, entered March 4, 20 I 0. 
15 Tamarack's Chief Executive Officer, Jean-Pierre Boesptlug, purported to file a prose appearance on behalf of 
Tamarack. However. Mr. Aoespflug is not a licensed Idaho attorney and his prose appearance does not constitute an 
appearance for Tamarack. See Indian Springs LLC v Indian Springs Land lnv. LLC. 147 Idaho 73 7, 744-45, 215 P.3d 
457,464-65 (2009). 
'" Eg. Memorandum Decision and Order Re: BAG Property Holdings, LLC's Motions for Summary Judgment, 
entered August 5, 20 I 0; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: West Mountain Golf LLC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment Against Tri-State Electric, Inc., entered August 5, 20 I 0; and Memorandum Decision and Order Re: West 
Mountain Golf LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment Against Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch, entered 
August 5, 20 I 0; Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for (I) Entry of Default; and (2) Dismissal with Prejudice of 
Tamarack Resort LLCs Counterclaims Against Plaintiff and Third-Party Claims Against Credit Suisse Securities 
(USA) LLC, entered February l, 2011. 
17 See fn Re: Tamarack Resort, LLC, Case No. 09-03911-TLM (U.S. Bankruptcy Ct. for Dist. of Idaho). 
18 /d(Order Regarding the Amended Motion of Credit Suisse, AG for Relief from the Automatic Stay at 4-5, entered 
Februarv 3. 20 10). 
1
' See S~bstitute Opinion replacing November 5, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between Credit 
Suisse and Various Lien Claimants, entered January I 0, ~0 II: Memorandum Decision and Order Re: l3annerSabcy II. 
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modifying and lifting the automatic stay, the Court made additional rulings regarding the validity, 
priority and amount of numerous other lien claims. 20 
The Court also entered summary judgment against defendants who were served, but did not 
answer or appear. 21 In addition, both before the bankruptcy stay and after the order modifying and 
LLC"s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, entered May l, 2009; Memorandum Decision and Order [re: whether 
an architect has the right to a mechanic's or materialman's lien], entered September 14, 2009. 
~0 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to 
Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Lien Nos. 329073,330107, entered March 11, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: 
TMGIDP Miller Lien No. 326813, entered June 9, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG's 
Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to Banner/Sabey II, LLC, Lien Nos. 329073,330107, entered June 
14, 20 l 0; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: MHTN Architects, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: 
Validity and Priority of its Liens over Credit Suisse's Mortgages, entered June 15, 20 I 0: Memorandum Decision and 
Order Re: EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Priority of its 
Lien over Credit Suisse's Mortgage, entered June 16, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: EZA, P.C., d/b/a 
OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Lien Nos. 332702,332741,332742 and 
332746, entered June 16, I 0 I 0; Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to Borrower and 
the Borrower Subsidiaries on the Validity of Plaintiff's Mortgages, entered June 17, 20 I 0: Memorandum Decision and 
Order Re: BAG Property Holdings, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, entered August 5, 2010; Memorandum 
Decision and Order Re: West Mountain Golf LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment against Tri-State Electric, Inc., 
entered August 5, 201 0; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: West Mountain Golf LLC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch, entered August 5, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order 
Re: Kesler Construction. Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Against Credit Suisse as to Village Plaza, 
entered August 9, 2010: Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to All Defendants Re: 
Validity, Enforceability and Recordation Date of, and Amount Secured by Plaintiff's Mortgages, entered on August 
12, 2010; Order Granting Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Defendant Jetfrey Carroll, entered 
November l, 2010; Order Granting North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's Motion for Summary 
Judgment on LID 2003-1, LID 2004-1, LID 2004-2 and LID 2005-1. 
21 See Order Granting Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Certain Non-Responding Defendants, 
entered June 17. 20 I 0 (affects Action Door, Inc. by virtue of the lien it recorded on April 25, 2008 as Instrument No. 
331150: Epikos LLC aka Epikos Land Planning and Architecture by virtue of the lien it recorded on March 25, 2008 
as Instrument No. 330218; Knothe-Zior-Casali Construction, LLC by virtue of the liens recorded on April 25, 2008 as 
Instrument Nos. 331126, 331112; Marc A. Anderson d/b/a Independent Metal Fab by virtue of the lien recorded on 
March 27, 2008 as Instrument No. 330281; Morrow Equipment Company, LLC by virtue of the lien recorded on 
August 22, 2008 as Instrument No. 334327; 0-K Gravel Works, LLC by virtue of the lien recorded on May 6, 2008 as 
Instrument No. 331397: Overhead Door, Inc. by virtue of the lien recorded on Aprill8, 2008 as Instrument No. 
330890; SPF Water Engineering, LLC by virtue of the lien recorded on October 24, 2008 as Instrument No. 336056: 
Inland Waterproofing Services, LLC by virtue of the lien recorded on July 23, 2008 as Instrument No. 333491; and 
United Subcontractors, Inc. d/b/a G & G Insulation by virtue of the lien recorded on March 14, 2008 as Instrument No. 
330000); Order Granting Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Non-Responding Supplemental 
Defendants, entered October 5, 20 l 0 (atTects Melanie Baldwin by virtue of that judgment recorded on August 5, 2009 
as Instrument No. 344003; David Brahs by virtue of that judgment recorded on July 23, 2009 as Instrument No. 
343604; Holly Wild Dyson by virtue of that judgment recorded on August 17, 2009 as Instrument No. 344364; Edwin 
H. Eijckelhofby virtue of that judgment recorded on April 14, 2009 as Instrument No. 340949; Le Lodge LLC by 
virtue of those judgments recorded on November 13. 2008 and December 8, 2008 as Instrument Nos. 336602 and 
337228; Jena Rae MacConkey by virtue of that Judgment recorded on July 29, 2009 as Instrument No. 343777: 
Dominic S. McDaid by virtue of that judgment recorded on June 25.2009 as Instrument No. 342647; Phoenix? Group, 
Inc. by virtue of that judgment recorded on December 12,2008 as Instrument No. 337287; The State ofldaho. by the 
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lifting the automatic stay, numerous lien claimants either disclaimed or dismissed some or all of 
their lien claims. The Court entered orders either granting summary judgment against these 
defendants or dismissing the claims. 22 As a result of these various orders of dismissal and 
summary judgment the number of actual lien disputes in the case was narrowed signiticantly. 
In these various rulings, the Court determined as a matter of law that: ( l) the Credit Suisse 
mortgages were valid and enforceable against all lien claimants and defendants; (2) the Valley 
County mortgages were properly recorded in Valley County on May 19, 2006;23 and (3) the 
amount of Tamarack's debt that was secured by the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages was 
$306,585,272.92, as of June 29,2010.24 While the total amount ofthe mechanic's and 
materialmen's lien claims has not been finally detem1ined, certainly these lien claims constitute 
many more millions of dollars of claims against Tamarack's property. In addition to these liens, 
there are other substantial claims against Tamarack's property including the vendee's liens 
idaho Commerce and Labor Department, notices filed at different dates in 2009 with the Idaho Secretary of State as 
Nos. T403752, T403753, T415454, and T432362; Jennifer M. Stiffler by virtue of that judgment recorded on June II, 
2009 as Instrument No. 342205; The Stucco Company, inc. by virtue of that lien recorded on October 1, 200& as 
Instrument No. 342205). 
22 See Orders of Dismissal Re: Western States Crane Company, J.H. Masonry and Timber Tech Construction, LLC 
entered June 17. 20 I 0; Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment as to Certain Disclaiming/Releasing 
Defendants, entered June 17, 20 I 0 ( atTects Construction Alternatives. LLC (Instrument No. 330078 ); CHSQA 
(Instrument Nos. 331145, 331146); Eagle Precast Company, d/b/a Hanson Eagle Precast Company (Instrument No. 
334207); Gem State Staffing (Instrument No. 329343 ); Jacksons Food Stores (Instrument No. 332130); Materials 
Testing & Inspection (Instrument Nos. 330169, 330170, 330934, 340156); Neptune Industries (Instrument No. 
335209); Riverside Construction, Inc. (Instrument No. 330441); Tates Rents, Inc. (Instrument No. 331255); TMC Inc. 
(Instrument Nos. 330875, 330876); Volkl Sport America, Inc., Marker USA, Inc., and Marker Volkl USA, Inc. 
(Instrument No. 333717); Western States Equipment Company d/b/a CAT Rental Store (Instrument :'--los. 329252. 
329468, 330898); Columbia Paint & Coating Company (Instrument No. 330976); lnsulfoam, LLC (Instrument No. 
239959); McCall Spa Company, LLC (Instrument Nos. 331229, 331230); Ruscitto/Latham/Bianton Architecture 
(Instrument No. 330421 ); Order of Dismissal of All Claims ofCHM2J-Iill, entered April 12. 2010. 
21 The Adams County mortgages were properly recorded on May 22, 2006. However, the Court is not aware of any 
lien dispute involving the portion of Tamarack's fee or leasehold property in Adams County. 
24 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between Credit Suisse and Various Lien Claimants at 7-8, 
entered November 9, 2009; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG's Second Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment as to Sanner/Sabey II, LLC Lien Nos. 329073, 330107 at 6-7, entered June 14, 20 I 0; Order 
Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to Borrower and the Borrower Subsidiaries on the 
Validity of Plaintiffs Mortgages, entered June 17,2010: Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment as to All Defendants Re: Validity, Enforceability. Recording Date of. and Amount Secured by Plaintiffs 
Mortgages, entered August 12, 20 I 0. 
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asserted by BAG Property Holdings, LLC, North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District 
Local Improvement District's assessment liens, as well as the secured interests of the receivership 
lenders. In all, the total amount of the existing lien claims against Tamarack's property is 
substantially more than $300,000.000.00. 
Because it appears that the amount Tamarack owes is far greater than the current value of 
the foreclosure property, 25 the question of lien priority has been the focus of much of the pretrial 
motion practice in this foreclosure action. As a practical matter, because the property value is 
almost certainly much less than the total of claims, it is unlikely that any lien claimant whose 
interest is inferior or subordinate to Credit Suisse will receive any part of the foreclosure proceeds. 
By the same token, it is more likely that those claimants whose interests are prior to and superior to 
the Credit Suisse mortgages will have their claims paid from the foreclosure proceeds. 
Pursuant to scheduling orders, the Court set deadlines for the filing and determination of all 
foreclosure issues that could be determined in summary fashion. More than twenty (20) motions 
for summary judgment or partial summary judgment were filed by Credit Suisse and other lien 
claimants. In ruling on these motions, the Court has determined the validity and priority of a 
number of lien claims. The Court determined that some lien claims had priority over the Credit 
Suisse mortgages, and the Court determined that other lien claims were junior to the Credit Suisse 
'6 mortgages.· 
25 According to an appraisal done at the request of Credit Suisse, as of September 9, 2008. the market value of 
Tamarack's property was only $236,300.000.00. See Affidavit of Christopher T. Donaldson in SL!pport of Plaintilf's 
Motion to Appoint Receiver at 3, '[ 6, tiled September 23, 2008. Given present economic circumstances, the actual 
value of the property today is almost certainly very much less. 
26 See the various Memorandum Decisions, s11pra notes 19, 20. While the Court entered formal decisions on most 
summary judgment issues, in a few instances, the Court did not issue a written decision when it denied some motions 
for summary judgment. If the Court did not issue a written ruling, the Court stated its reasons for denying summary 
judgment on the record (e.g Rulings denying summary judgment motions by Bane of America Leasing and Capital, 
LLC., and Teutel Nursery, Inc.). 
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The Court scheduled court trials to resolve all remaining lien claim issues that could not be 
determined by summary judgment. Court trials were set to determine the remaining issues relating 
to the validity, priority and amount of the claims of Banner/Sabey II, LLC, Inland Crane Inc., Tri-
State Electric, Inc., YMC. Inc., Kesler Constmction, Inc., MHTN Architects, Inc .. EZA. P.C. d/b/a 
OZ Architecture of Boulder, Secesh Engineering, Inc., Teufel Nursery, Inc., United Rentals 
Northwest, Inc., Interior Systems, Inc., Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc .. Bane of America Leasing 
and Capital, LLC and BAG Holdings, LLC. 
Not all of these claims proceeded to trial. Some of the claims were resolved or dismissed 
prior to trial including American Stair Corporation, Inc.,27 Inland Crane, Inc.,28 United Rentals 
Northwest, Inc., 29 North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District,30 and Bane of America 
Leasing and Capital, LLC. 31 Some of these lien claimants elected not to participate or present any 
further evidence including Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. and Interior Systems, Inc. 
The Court presided over the remaining lien claims that required court trials during portions 
of September, October, December 2010 and January 2011. In an Order dated January II. 20 II. the 
bankruptcy court dismissed the involuntary bankruptcy proceeding against Tamarack, effectively 
lifting any stay upon these proceedings.32 The Court received written closing arguments from the 
parties. This omnibus decision will constitute the Court's findings offact and conclusions of law 
as to the court trials of the lien claims that went to trial. 
27 See Disclaimer of Interest filed September 23, 20 I 0 
28 See Orders of Dismissal entered December 6. 20 I 0 (Instrument Nos. 329729, 329730) . 
:o See Orders of Dismissal entered November I, 2010 (Instrument No. 330822). 
10 See Order Granting North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's Motion for Summary Judgment 
on LID :2003-1, LID 2004-1, LID 2004-2 and LID 2005-1 entered July 20, 20 I 0 .. 
)I See Order Approving Stipulation. entered May II, 2011 
11 See Order In Re. Tamarack Resort, LLC Case No. 09-03911-TLM (U.S. Bankruptcy Ct. for the District of Idaho) 
(Doc. 528) (entered January 27, 20!1) . 
OMNIBUS FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS RE: VALIDITY, PRIORITY AND AMOUNT OF 
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1. Secesh Engineering, Inc. ("Secesh") 
Secesh is a licensed professional engineering and surveying firm. Secesh provided 
surveying and related services for the Resort and Tamarack. Secesh first began to provide services 
in 2002. Secesh recorded its claim of lien in Valley County on March 31. 2008 as Instrument No. 
330343 33 The Secesh lien was filed against all of Tamarack's Valley County property. 
The court trial of the issues relating to the validity, priority and amount of the Secesh lien 
was tried at the Valley County Courthouse on October 4 and 5, 2010. Secesh was represented by 
Samuel A. Diddle, Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow & McKlveen, Chartered, Boise, Idaho. Credit 
Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake City, 
Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker. pro hac vice, Sidley Austin, LLP, Los Angeles, California. 
Following the court trial, Secesh resolved its lien claim and its claim has been dismissed.34 
2. Teufel Nursery, Inc. ("Teufel") 
Teufel provided landscaping and other services for Tamarack at the Resort from 2004 until 
early 2008. Teufel filed its claim of lien in Valley County on March 21, 2008 as Instrument No. 
330152.35 The lien is against most of Tamarack's platted property.36 The lien is for the amount 
$564,560.23. There is an attachment to the claim oflien which apportions the lien claim amount 
31 See Trial Exhibit 1:043. 
34 See Order of Dismissal, entered March 30, 20 II. 
35 See Trial Exhibits I :044, 9:006. 
36 The claim of lien recites that it is tiled as to all of the "Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel 
Condominium." the ·'Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominium," the "Tamarack Resort Members Louge." the 
"Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase I Final Plat," the "Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development 
Phase 2.1 ,"the "Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase l Village," the "Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village," the ·'Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2,"' the "Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase :u:· the "Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4." the "Tamarack 
Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3" and the "Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium.'' 
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among twenty four (24) distinct activities, areas or properties. 37 Teufel tiled an action to foreclose 
this lien on September 22, 2008 as Valley County Case No. CV -2008-521 C. 
The court trial of the validity, priority and amount of the Teufel lien was tried at the Valley 
County Courthouse on October 5 and 6, 2010. Teufel was represented by Teri R. Pickens, Pickens 
Law, P.A. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & Clendenin, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley Austin, LLP. Los Angeles, 
California. Testimony was presented from Rick Christensen, one of Teufel's managers, Stanley J. 
Tharp, a Boise attorney who assisted in preparing and serving copies of the lien, Mike Stanger, 
Teufel's manager for the Tamarack project, Chris Kirk, one of Tamarack's former managers and 
Kit Yates, one of Tamarack's former managers. Numerous exhibits were admitted. 
A. Teufel's lien claim is valid and enforceable. 
Based upon substantial and mostly uncontradicted evidence, the Court will find that 
Teufel's claim of lien is valid and enforceable. Teufel was a registered contractor and provided 
labor and material at the request of the owner which improved the Resort. Teufel had the right to 
file a lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501. 38 Teufel's lien was timely tiled, contained the 
17 The following descriptions are contained in the exhibit: "Arling Center," "Chalet," "Clearwater Townhomes," 
"Design Plaza," "Dory Custom Chalet #3," "Erosion Control," "Francoise Court." "General Conditions 2007," 
"Golden Bar," "Golf Course," "Haystack Chalet #25,'' "Heritage raodside," [sic] "Member's Lodge," "Mise 
hydroseeding," "Norwood Nursery," "Poma," '·Rock Creek," ·'Snow Front," "South End Berm." "Steelhead custom 
chalet," "Trillium Cottages," "Trillium townhomes," "Twin Creek.'' "Village Drive." A clearer copy of this attachment 
was admitted as Trial Exhibit 9:055. 
""Every person performing labor upon, or furnishing materials to be used in the construction, alteration or repair of 
any mining claim, building, wharf, bridge, ditch, dike. flume, tunnel, fence, machinery, railroad, wagon road. aqueduct 
to create hydraulic power, or any other structure, or who grades, tills in, levels, surfaces or otherwise improves any 
land, or who performs labor in any mine or mining claim, and every professional engineer or licensed surveyor under 
contract who prepares or furnishes designs. plans, plats, maps, specifications, drawings. surveys, estimates of cost, on-
site observation or supervision, or who renders any other professional service whatsoever for which he is legally 
authorized to perform in connection with any land or building development or improvement. or to establish 
boundaries, has a lien upon the same for the work or labor done or professional services or materials furnished. 
whether done or furnished at the instance of the owner of the building or other improvement or his agent: and every 
contractor. subcontractor, architect, builder or any person having charge of any mining claim. or of the construction. 
alteration or repair. either in whole or in part, of any building or other improvement. as aforesaid. shall be held to be 
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information required, was properly verified and properly served, all as required by Idaho Code § 
45-507. 39 The action to foreclose the lien was timely tiled pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-510.~0 
B. Teufel's lien claim is subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 
During the course of these proceedings, the Court directed all lien claimants to tile lien 
disclosures containing additional details and information about the lien claims including a 
statement of the date upon which the claimant first provided labor or material on the property, and 
the date claimed for lien priority.41 On February 10. 2009, Teufel filed a disclosure in which it 
stated that the start dates, and the lien priority dates, for all of the work covered by its claim of lien 
were on various dates, all in 2007 42 On March 3, 2009, Teufel filed an amended disclosure which 
again asserted that the start dates, and the lien priority dates. for all of the work covered by the 
claim of lien were all on various dates in 2007.43 Both these disclosures were filed by Teufel's 
the agent of the owner for the purpose of this chapter: provided, that the lessee or lessees of any mining claim shall not 
be considered as the agent or agents of the owner under the provisions of this chapter." Idaho Code § 45-50 I. 
30
"( I) Any person claiming a lien pursuant to the provisions of this chapter must tile a claim for record with the county 
recorder for the county in which such property or some part thereof is situated. 
(2) The claim shall be tiled within ninety (90) days after the completion of the labor or services. or furnishing of 
materials. 
(3) The claim shall contain: 
(a) A statement of his demand, after deducting all just credits and offsets; 
(b) The name of the owner, or reputed owner, if known; 
(c) The name of the person by whom he was employed or to whom he furnished the materials; and 
(d) A description of the property to be charged with the lien, sufficient for identification. 
(4) Such claim must be verified by the oath of the claimant, his agent or attorney, to the effect that the affiant believes 
the same to be just. 
15) A true and correct copy of the claim of lien shall be served on the owner or reputed owner of the property either by 
delivering a copy thereof to the owner or reputed owner personally or by mailing a copy thereof by certified mail to 
the owner or reputed owner at his last known address. Such delivery or mailing shall be made no later than live (5) 
business days following the tiling of said claim of lien." idaho Code§ 45-507. 
"
0 "No lien provided for in this chapter binds any building, mining claim, improvement or structure for a longer period 
than six (6) months after the claim has been tiled. unless proceedings be commenced in a proper court within that time 
to enforce such lien .... " Idaho Code § 45-510. 
"See Scheduling Conterence Order. entered January 12, 2009; Order Re: Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form 
and Vendee's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form, entered Febmary 10, 2009: Order Requiring the Completion. Filing and 
Service of the Mechanic's Lien Claimant Supplemental Disclosure Form, entered May 14. 2009. 
"See Trial Exhibit I :300. 
"See Trial Exhibit 1:30 I. 
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counsel of record, W. John Thiel, W. John Thiel, P.L.L.C. On June 30, 2009, new counsel 
appeared for Teufel, Teri R. Pickens, Pickens Law, P.A. 
On August 13, 2009, Credit Suisse tiled a motion for partial summary judgment that 
Teufel's lien claim was inferior and subordinate to the Credit Suisse mortgages. Credit Suisse 
asserted that Teufel's lien disclosure forms established that Teufel's earliest lien priority was in 
2007. Because the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages were recorded on May 19,2006, Credit 
Suisse argued that the Teufel claim of lien was subsequent, inferior and subordinate to the Credit 
Suisse mortgages. 
However, prior to the time set for the argument on Credit Suisse's motion for summary 
judgment, on September 24, 2009 Teufel's new counsel filed a second amended lien disclosure 
form in which Teufel amended all of the start dates, and priority dates, from the 2007 dates to June 
14, 200444 Teufel asserted that June 14, 2004 was the date it first provided labor and material to 
the project site. June 14, 2004 is also the date that appears in Teufel's claim of lien as the date that 
Teufel tirst began to furnish labor and material to the project. Along with its opposition to Credit 
Suisse's motion for summary judgment, Teufel filed an affidavit from its Landscape Division 
Manager asserting that its lien priority date was from June 14, 2004. The Court denied Credit 
Suisse's motion for summary judgment tinding that there was a genuine issue of fact concerning 
h . . d ~5 t e pnonty ate. 
On April29, 2010, Teufel tiled a motion for summary judgment that its lien had priority 
over the Credit Suisse mortgages. Teufel argued that its lien related back to June 14, 2004 when it 
llrst provided labor and material to the project. The Court heard argument on this motion on June 
'"See Trial Exhibit I :~98. 
' 5 See Substitute Opinion replacing November 5. ~009 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between Credit 
Suisse and Various Lien Claimants, entered January I 0, 20 II at 21-22. 
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27, 2010. The Court orally denied Teufel's motion for summary judgment at the conclusion of the 
oral argument. The Court found that there was a genuine issue of fact as to Teufel's priority date. 
Teufel first entered into a written contract with Tamarack in 2004. Teufel was not able to 
produce a signed copy, but based upon the evidence, the court will find that Trial Exhibit 9:001 ts 
a copy of the operative agreement. Teufel also entered into separate written contracts with 
Tamarack for 2005, 2006 and 2007. Teufel was not able to produce a signed copy of these 
agreements either. However, based upon the evidence, the court will tind that Trial Exhibits 9:002, 
9:003 and 9:004 are copies of the operative agreements for 2005,2006 and 2007. 
The determination of the priority between a mechanic or materialman lien claimant and a 
mortgagee is governed by Idaho Code § 45-506.~6 as interpreted by the Idaho Supreme Court in 
Pacific States Savings. Loan and Building Co. v. Dubois, 11 Idaho 319, 83 P. 513 (1905) and 
Ultrawall, Inc. v. Washington Mut. Bank, 135 Idaho 832,25 P.3d 855 (2001). The priority date for 
a mortgagee is the date the mortgage was recorded. The priority date for a materialman is the date 
that labor or material was first supplied. A mortgagee is entitled to priority over the claim of a 
materialman who first supplied labor or material after the mortgage was recorded. A lien claimant 
is entitled to lien priority over a mortgagee that was recorded after labor or material was first 
supplied. 
The lien of a mechanic or materialman will almost always relate back to an earlier date 
because the lien attaches when the work was first performed, not when the work was completed. 
~'''The liens provided for in this chapter shall be on equal footing with those liens within the same class of liens, 
without reference to the date of the filing of the lien claim or claims and arc preferred to any lien. mortgage or other 
encumbrance. which may have attached subsequent to the time when the building, improvement or structure was 
commenced, work done. equipment, materials or fixtures were rented or leased, or materials or professional services 
were commenced to be furnished; also to any lien, mortgage, or other encumbrance of which the lienholder had no 
notice, and which was unrecorded at the time the building, improvement or structure was commenced, work done, 
equipment materials or fixtures were rented or leased, or materials or professional services were commenced to be 
furnished." Idaho Code § 45-506. 
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Idaho Code§ 45-506. The evidence at trial showed that Teufel had been paid for all of its work in 
1 
2 
2004, 2005 and 2006. Teufel's lien claim was entirely for work Teufel began in 2007. For the 
3 
2007 work to relate back to 2004, the work must have been such as to constitute a continuous 

















. ? 3 
25 
620, 627 (20 I 0). See also White v. Construction Mining & ;\.fill Co., 56 Idaho 403, 420, 55 P .2d 
152, !60 ( 1936). As the Supreme Court explained, a lien filed within ninety days after the 
completion of the labor or service may encompass the entirety of the work performed under a 
single contract. Terra- West, Inc., 24 7 P .3d at 627. 
Teufel claims that the priority date for its claim of lien should relate back to June, 2004, 
when it tirst began to provide labor and material to the Resort, and the date of the first contract 
with Tamarack. Teufel asserts that the contracts for 2005, 2006 and 2007 were ''renewals" of the 
original contract, not separate and distinct undertakings. Teufel argues that it had a single contract 
to provide all landscaping for the entire Resort development and that the subsequent written 
agreements were merely extensions of the original agreement. 
Credit Suisse argues that Teufel's lien is subordinate to the Credit Suisse Valley County 
mortgages because Teufel's lien claim arises out of work Teufel performed pursuant to the 2007 
contract with Tamarack. Credit Suisse argues that Teufel entered into separate agreements with 
Tamarack each year. Credit Suisse asserts that Teufel's priority can only relate back to 2007 
because that is when Teufel began to provide labor and materials under the 2007 agreement. 
If its terms are plain and unambiguous, the determination of a contract's meaning and its 
legal effect are questions of law for the court to determine. Page v. rasquali. 150 Idaho 150 . 
__ , 244 P.3d 1236, 1238 (2010) (quoting Elliott v. Danvin Neibaur Farms, 138 Idaho 774, 779. 
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69 P.3d I 035, I 040 (2003)). However, if the contract is ambiguous, its meaning is a question of 
fact which focuses upon the intent of the parties. !d. 
The Court has reviewed the 2004 contract between Tamarack and Teufel. Article 2 
contains a scope of work detailing eleven ( 11) specific tasks and "such other tasks as may be 
directed by the Owner's Representative." The Court finds that the scope is plain and unambiguous. 
The contract outlines those tasks that are to be completed in 2004. The scope does not provide that 
Teufel was awarded all of the landscaping work for the entire Tamarack project. Article 3 contains 
a project schedule which required work to be substantially complete by November 30, 2004. 
The Court has examined the 2005 contract. It is not a "renewal" contract. Article 2 contains 
a new scope of work that details ten (I 0) specific tasks. The work was to be substantially 
completed by December 31, 2005. The 2005 contract is a new contract for a different scope of 
work. Likewise, neither the 2006 contract nor the 2007 contract is a "renewal" contract. Each has a 
new scope of work and a substantial completion date. There is nothing in these agreements that 
required Teufel to perform future work for Tamarack. There is nothing in the agreements that 
required Tamarack to employ Teufel in subsequent years. There is nothing in the 2004 contract 
that obligates either Tamarack or Teufel beyond the 2004 contract. Teufel was under no obligation 
to accept future work and Tamarack had no obligation to award the work to Teufel. 
The evidence did show that for some years, Teufel maintained a skeletal crew at the Resort 
during the winter months. There were no Teufel employees at the site after about December 23. 
2004 until the spring of2005.47 There were about four (4) Teufel employees at the site during the 
~1 See Trial Transcript at I 09 (October 6. 20 I 0 Testimony of Rick Christensen). 
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2005 winter season and about ten ( l 0) Teufel employees at the site during the 2006 winter 
season.48 When Teufel's employees were on site during the winter, there was no landscaping work 
perfom1cd. Teufel's employees did snow removal so that Tamarack's contractors and 
subcontractors could continue construction activities.
49 
Teufel argues that the fact that it maintained a small crew for some winters demonstrates 
that Teufel had a single continuous contract since 2004. The Court does not agree. Teufel did not 
have a crew present each winter. When Teufel did have a winter crew, the crew was not engaged 
in landscape services, only snow removal and snow removal was not part of the scope of work for 
any of Teufel's landscaping contracts with Tamarack. 
The evidence did establish that Tamarack desired to have the same landscape contractor for 
the entire project. Teufel expected to be the landscape contractor for the entire project. However, 
that intent or expectation was not made part of any binding agreement between Tamarack and 
Teufel. Tamarack's 2004 agreement with Teufel did not obligate either Tamarack or Teufel 
beyond 2004. At trial. Teufel's Manager, Rick Christensen, testified that Teufel had to have a 
signed 2005 agreement before it would order plantings for the 2005 contract. 5° Christensen also 
testified it was important to have a signed agreement for 2006 before Teufel would advance 
payment to its growers for 2006 plant material. 5
1 
The conclusion that Teufel did not perfonn continuous work under a single contract is 
further supported by the affidavit testimony of Rick Christensen who stated: 
.. !d. 
5. Teufel signed a Landscape Construction Agreement ("Agreement") with Tamarack 
Resort. LLC, on June 4, 2004. The Agreement was to last one year and specified the 
portions or properties of Tamarack Resort that Teufel was to landscape that year .... 
"9 !d. at II 0-111; Trial Transcript at 194-95 (October 6. 2010 testimony of Mike Stanger.) 
50 Trial transcript at 107-08 (Oct. 6, 2010 testimony of Rick Christensen). 
" ld at 115. 
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6. Teufel signed a new Agreement in 2005, 2006 and 2007 .... 52 
The Court recognizes that lien laws are to be liberally construed in favor of the persons 
providing labor and/or services. Park West Homes LLC v. Barnson, 149Jdaho 603,605,238 P.3d 
203, 205 (20 1 0). However, the rule of liberal construction does not permit the court to create a 
lien priority that was not intended by the legislature. E.g Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. 
Northwest Pipeline Corp., l32ldaho 754,76\-62,979 P.2d 627,633-34 (1999). 
The Court concludes that the work that Teufel performed in 2007 was not done as part of 
Teufel's 2004 contract. The priority for Teufel's claim oflien relates back to when Teufel first 
provided labor or materials for the work specified in the 2007 contract. Teufel did not provide any 
labor or material under the 2007 contract until 2007. Accordingly, under fdaho Code § 45-506, 
Teufel's claim of lien is inferior to the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages. 
C. The amount of Teufel's claim of lien is $122,066.98. 
The evidence at trial demonstrated that Tamarack paid Teufel in full for all amounts billed 
in 2004, 2005 and 2006. At the time it filed its lien, Teufel had not been paid a total of 
$529,556.4 7 for work done in 2007 and 2008. The amount Teufel claimed in its lien was 
$564,560.23. which includes Teufel's calculation of interest on the outstanding principal amount. 
The amount of Teufel's foreclosure lien was disputed, and the evidence relating to the 
calculation of the amount was, in many respects, confusing. Teufel's lien was tiled against all of 
the platted property identitied in its lien claim. 53 There is an attachment to the claim of lien that 
apportions the total amount among twenty four (24) described activities, areas or parcels described 
in the exhibit. 54 Trial Exhibit 9:055 is a clearer copy of this attachment. There is no information in 
l' See Atlidavit of Rick Christensen. tiled September 21, 2009. 
51 See Trial Exhibits I 044 and 9:006, supra notes 35, 36. 
q !d. 
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the lien or the attachment which explains how the twenty four (24) activities, areas or parcels 
described in the exhibit relate to the property that is actually identified in the lien. 
In its Amended Complaint for Foreclosure filed Febmary I 0, 2009, Teufel identified the 
property it sought to foreclose differently than stated by Teufel in the lien and attachment. In the 
complaint, Teufel did not seek to foreclose all of the platted properties that were set forth in its 
recorded lien. Teufel did not seek to foreclose on the twenty four (24) activities, areas or parcels 
that were described in the attachment to the claim of lien. Rather, Teufel alleged that it was 
seeking to foreclose upon forty four ( 44) distinct parcels which Teufel identified as parcels A-
LL 55 Parcel A was described as the "Proposed Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 
4.1."56 The Court understands that this is a reference to all or part of the unplatted property at the 
Resort, also called the ·'Heritage" area. However, this property is not identified as part of Teufel's 
lien claim because Teufel's claim of lien did not attach to any unplatted property. 57 The remainder 
of the parcels were identified by a plat description, such as "Lot_, Block~-' Tamarack 
Planned Unit Development Phase __ ."58 
Teufel apparently obtained these parcel descriptions from a litigation guarantee done by 
Stewart Title Guaranty Company. How TeufeL its counsel and/or Stewart Title determined that 
these forty four ( 44) parcels were the parcels that should be foreclosed upon is not fully understood 
and was not well explained at trial. In any event, in the foreclosure complaint. Teufel sought 
foreclosure of the parcels using the parcel descriptions from Stewart Title, and not the property 
described in its claim of lien or the twenty four (24) items listed in the lien attachment. 
55 See Teufel's February 10. 2009 Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of a Materialman's Lien at~~ I, 175, Exhibits 
A to l.L. 
5
" /J at Exhibit A. 
5
' See Trial Exhibit 9:006. 
"See Teufel's February 10,2009 Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of a Materialman's Lien at Exhibits B toLL. 
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In the lien disclosure orders, the Court required lien claimants to state whether the lien 
amount was allocated to more than one work or improvement. 59 In the lien disclosure forms, 
Teufel allocated or apportioned its lien claim among the forty four ( 44) parcels listed in the 
foreclosure complaint.60 Teufel also disclosed in the lien disclosure forms that Teufel had recorded 
partial lien releases affecting twenty seven (27) of the forty four ( 44) parcels it sought to 
foreclose 61 However, the lien disclosures did not detail or explain what effect, if any, the releases 
would have on Teufel's foreclosure request. 
Rick Christensen was Teufel's project manager for Tamarack. He testified at the trial. 
During his direct examination, Mr. Christensen explained how the total lien claim was determined 
and how that claim was allocated among the twenty four (24) distinct activities, areas or properties 
that were described in the attachment to the claim of lien. Mr. Christensen testified that Trial 
Exhibits 9:011 to 9:036 contained the documentation for the total amount claimed as well as the 
amount allocated between each of the twenty-four (24) separate items in the lien attachment. 
However, the Trial Exhibits 9:011 to 9:036 did not refer in any way to the parcels A-LL that 
were specified in the foreclosure complaint. While Mr. Christensen acknowledged that there were 
a few clerical errors of calculation. he testitied that the amount stated in the claim of lien, 
$529,556.47. was the principal amount that Tamarack owed Teufel for work done in 2007 and 
' 2008. Mr. Christensen testitied that he was aware that Teufel had released its lien as to certain 
parcels, but he testified he had not had an opportunity to calculate the effect of the releases on the 
amount claimed in the lien.62 
59 See Orders. supra note 41. 
60 See Notice of Amended Lien Claimant Disclosure Form of Teufel Nursery. Inc .. liled March 4. 2009. 
61 !d. 
62 Christensen testimony. supra note 50, at 95. 
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Prior to trial, Teufel filed a trial brief in which it acknowledged that its lien claim had to be 
reduced as a result of the released parcels. Teufel stated: "Incorporating these deductions tor the 
released property we found owed to Teufel under the mechanic's liens is $359,244.71.''63 The trial 
brief contains a chart detailing this calculation.64 Mr. Christensen was asked about this statement 
from Teufel's trial brief during cross examination. Despite his earlier testimony on direct 
examination that he had not had an opportunity to calculate the effect of the released parcels, Mr. 
Christensen testified that the lien amount was reduced to $406,199.07.
65 
While testifying on re-direct examination, Mr. Christensen produced a type-written 
summary that he had been referring to during his testimony. This was marked and admitted as 
Trial Exhibit 9:056. This exhibit contains a detailed explanation of Mr. Christensen's testimony 
that the releases reduced the lien amount to $406,199.07. It does not appear that this document 
had ever been produced to Credit Suisse prior to Mr. Christensen producing it during his trial 
testimony. Teufel made no effort to explain the discrepancy between the amount claimed in Trial 
Exhibit 9:056 and the lesser amount identified in Teufel's trial brief, $359,244.71. Teufel made no 
attempt to explain how Mr. Christensen could have knowledge about this exhibit, and yet testify 
earlier that he had not had an opportunity to determine what effect the dismissed parcels had on the 
amount of the lien claim. Trial Exhibit 9:056 does provide some basis for understanding how the 
forty four ( 44) parcels that were identified by Stewart Title relate to the twenty four (24) distinct 
activities, areas or properties amounts that were described in the attachment to the recorded claim 
of lien. 
" 1 See Teufel Nurserv.lnc.'s Trial Brief: tiled August 10,2010. 
64 /dat17-19 . 
"'Christensen testimony. supra note 50, at 136-38. 
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In the second amended lien disclosure, Teufel listed twenty seven (27) partial releases. 
2 
During trial, Credit Suisse established that there were additional released parcels.66 
Teufel's explanation about the amount of the lien claim was cont\1sing and contradictory. 
4 Even so, based upon a preponderance of the evidence, the court will find that Teufel has met its 
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66 Trial Exhibits I 304, I :305, I :306, I :307 and I :308. 
67 The evidence showed that Tamarack did not own the Arling Center. See Trial Exhibit I :321. 
68 The evidence did not demonstrate which foreclosure parcel "Chalet" referred to. See Exhibit 9:056. 
69 This is the amount apportioned to Parcels 0, Q, U, W, BB, N. J, as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
'o The evidence did not demonstrate which parcel ''Design Plaza" referred to. See Exhibit 9:056. 
71 This relates to one of the released parcels. See Exhibit 9:056. 
' 2 Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item is related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure is sought or that the 
work was done within and for the benefit of the platted parcels that were not released. See Exhibit 9:056. 
73 This relates to a released parcel. See Exhibit 9:056. 
'"Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item is related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure is sought or that the 
work was done within and for the benefit of the platted parcels that were not released. See Exhibit 9:056. 
75 Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item is related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure is sought or that the 
work was done within and for the benefit of the platted parcels that were not released. See Exhibit 9:056. 
76 There was insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this property was owned by Tamarack or subject to the lien. See 
Exhibit 9:056. 
77 This relates to a released parcel. See Exhibit 9:056. 
"The Heritage area of the Resort was unplatted. Teufel's claim of lien did not attach to any unplatted area of the 
Resort. 
"There was insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this property was owned by Tamarack or subject to the lien. See 
Exhibit 9:056. 
80 Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure is sought or that the 
work was done within and tor the benefit of the platted parcels that were nor released. See Exhibit 9:056. 
" There was insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this property was subject to the lien. See Exhibit 9:056. 
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YMC is a mechanical/HV AC contractor. YMC was Banner/Sabey II LLC' s 
("Sanner/Sabey") subcontractor for mechanical/HV AC work on both Village Plaza and Lake 
Wing. YMC also performed some Village Plaza work directly for Tamarack. YMC's lien claims 
were recorded in Valley County on various dates as Instrument Nos. 329986 (March 14, 2008 
Village Plaza claim of lien as subcontractor to Banner/Sabey), 330090 (March 19, 2008 Lake 
Wing claim of lien), 330121 (March 20,2008 Amended and Restated Village Plaza claim oflien 
as subcontractor to Banner/Sabey). and 331256 (April 4, 2008 Village Plaza claim of lien as 
82 This relates to Parcel B as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
' 3 This relates to Parcels E, F as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
"This relates to Parcel CC as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
"There was insuf!icient evidence to demonstrate that this property was subject to the lien. 
'"This relates to one of the released parcels. See Exhibit 9:056. 
87 This relates to one of the released parcels. See Exhibit 9:056. 
"This relates to Parcels DD, EE, LL as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
89 This relates to a released parcel. See Exhibit 9:056. 
90 Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item is related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure is sought. See 
Exhibit 9:056. 
" 1 This is the total of the principal amount for which Teufel has the right to foreclose. not the amount which ramarack 
may owe Teufel. 
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contractor to Tamarack).92 The YMC lien against the Lake Wing property has been dismissed.q3 
The YMC lien against Village Plaza for work done directly for Tamarack has been dismissed.44 
The Village Plaza Claim of Lien tiled as Instrument No. 329986 charged the entire Village 
Plaza property. The amount of the lien was $1,499,423.00 plus interest, costs and fees. The Village 
Plaza Amended and Restated Claim of Lien was for the same amount and also charged the entire 
Village Plaza project. However, the Amended and Restated Claim of Lien apportioned the lien 
claim between the six (6) condominium towers and the garage structure. YMC tiled its foreclosure 
action relating to the claim of lien filed as Instrument No. 329986 on September 8, 2008 as Valley 
County Case No. CV -2008-5 13C. 
The court trial of the issues relating to the validity, priority and amount of the YMC Village 
Plaza liens occurred at the Valley County Courthouse on November 1 and 3, 2010. Some 
testimony was received out of order.95 YMC was represented by Geoffrey M. McConnell and 
Richard L. Stacey, Meuleman Mollerup, LLP, Boise Idaho. Credit Suisse was represented by P. 
Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, 
pro hac vice, Sidley Austin, LLP, Los Angeles, California. Testimony was received from Teresa 
Elliott and Tessa McCollum, legal secretaries who were involved in preparing and serving the 
liens, Gary Grose a project manager for TMG/DP Miller, Banner/Sabey's foundation subcontractor 
for Village Plaza, Doug Hodson, a Banner/Sabey supervisor, Xenon Long, an engineer employed 
by YMC, Rick Mill, a shop supervisor for YMC, Ed Wuet1ing, YMC's project manager for the 
Village Plaza project, Judy Deines, YMC's general manager, Doug Thimm, one of the principal 
"'See Trial Exhibits 1:052, I :053, I :054, I :055. 
qJ See Order Dismissing Claims Related to YMC's Claim of Lien Nos. 330090 and 331256 With Prejudice, entered 
May I L 2010. 
04 ld. 
95 Jean-Pierre Boesptlug testified on September 15, 20 I 0. Dennis Schlosser testified on September 14, 20 I 0. 
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architects for the Village Plaza project, and Sean Donovan, one of Tamarack's construction 
managers (by deposition). Numerous exhibits were admitted. 
A. The YMC Village Plaza liens are valid and enforceable. 
Based upon substantial and mostly uncontradicted evidence, the Court will find that 
YMC's claims of lien are valid and enforceable. YMC was a registered contractor and provided 
labor and material at the request of the uwner's contractor which improved the Resort. YMC had 
the right to file a lien pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-50 I. YMC' s liens were timely filed, contained 
the information required, were properly verified and properly served, all as required by Idaho Code 
§ 45-507. YMC's action to foreclose the liens was timely filed pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-510. 
B. The YMC Village Plaza liens are subsequent to and inferior to the Credit 
Suisse mortgages. 
The Village Plaza project was a large and complicated construction project that involved 
improving a four ( 4) acre site with an integrated development that included more than 125 luxury 
condominiums, retail shopping and restaurant condominiums, parking and other amenities and 
services. The project has been described in a prior decision as follows: 
The Village Plaza Condominium Project is located on a singe parcel. The legal 
description for this parcel is "Lot 16, block 19. Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development, Phase 2. . .. 
The various buildings and other improvements of the project were designed as an 
integrated development. There is a large concrete underground parking structure 
that covers all, or nearly all, of the site. The parking garage structure serves as the 
foundation for the commercial units and condominium buildings. The parking 
structure also contains a theater and fitness club. The area above the parking 
garage is the '"plaza" level of the development. The commercial units, consisting 
of one (I) or two (2) floors were built on top of the parking structure. The 
condominium buildings were built on top of the commercial units. The 
commercial units were meant to contain a variety of amenities for the residents. 
The plaza level has an interconnected common area between the various 
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improvements. All of the various improvements and buildings are served by an 
integrated H.V.A.C. plant.96 
YMC's efforts to obtain the Village Plaza HVAC work began in March 2006.~7 The written 
subcontract between YMC and Banner/Sabey was not executed until March 2007.
98 
According to 
the written subcontract, the etfective date of the subcontract is July 31, 2006. YMC did not begin 
to furnish any of the services under the subcontract until about July 31, 2006 or early August 
2006.99 
During the time frame in which YMC was attempting to obtain the award of the 
subcontract for the HV AC work, in May 2006, at the request of Banner/Sabey, YMC custom 
fabricated two (2) steel doorframes or "bucks" that were to be installed in the concrete foundation 
for the Village Plaza garage structure. YMC delivered these bucks to the job site on the morning of 
May 19, 2006, the same day that Credit Suisse recorded its Valley County mortgages. The 
mortgages were recorded at I 0:44 and I 0:41 a.m. 100 Based upon the evidence presented. the Court 
will find that YMC demonstrated that the door bucks were delivered to the project site prior to the 
time that the mortgages were recorded. However, the custom door bucks were not the correct size. 
It was necessary for YMC to refabricate parts of the door bucks. and the refabricated parts were 
delivered and installed at a later date. 
YMC asserts that the priority date for its Village Plaza liens is on May 19. 2006, and prior 
to the time that Credit Suisse recorded its Valley County mortgages. Credit Suisse contends that 
YMC failed to prove that its claim of lien has priority to Credit Suisse's mortgage because: (a) the 
'"Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG ·s Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to 
Banner/Sabey II, LLC, Lien Nos. 329073 & 330107 at 12-13, entered June 14,2010. 
97 See Trial Exhibits 5:021 (March 6, 2006 proposal), I :271 (July 24,2006 proposal). 
98 See Trial Exhibit 5:006. 
""See Trial Transcript at 194-95 (November I. 20 I 0 testimony of Xenon Long). 
100 See Recorder's time stamp on Trial Exhibits l :002A and l :003. 
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bucks that were delivered by YMC were the wrong size and therefore not fully incorporated into 
the Village Plaza until after May 19, 2006; and (b) YMC's claim of lien is based upon its written 
subcontract with Banner/Sabey, under which YMC did not commence work until after Credit 
Suisse recorded its mortgage- the bucks were delivered pursuant to a separate stand alone 
contract, fully paid for, unrelated to, and not part of the type of work YMC ultimately performed 
under the mechanicai/HV AC subcontract. 
YMC argues that both bucks were in fact installed, just not all parts. YMC explains that 
each buck is made up of three pieces- one U-shaped header piece and two vertical side pieces-
and the U-shaped header pieces were installed as delivered, while the two vertical side pieces had 
to be modified. Additionally, YMC contends that its priority date does relate back to earlier in the 
morning ofMay 19,2006, before Credit Suisse recorded its mortgage, because the delivery ofthe 
bucks were later incorporated into YMC's mechanical/HVAC subcontract by a change order and 
as such, Banner/Sabey and YMC intended that the delivery of the door frames be included as part 
ofYMC's subcontract work. 
At the time YMC delivered the door bucks, YMC did not have the HV AC subcontract or 
any agreement with Banner/Sabey or Tamarack to perform any of the HV AC or mechanical work. 
The evidence shows that the door bucks were not part of the HV AC subcontract scope of work.
1 01 
The evidence shows that YMC was not awarded any of the HV AC work until about July 31. ~006. 
The evidence also shows that YMC did not commence to provide any of the labor or material for 
the HV AC subcontract until approximately July 31, 2006.
102 
101 See Trial Exhibit 5:006 at Exhibit A ("Scope of Work"). 
""See Long testimony, supra note 99, at 193-95. 
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In order to demonstrate that the priority date for its HV AC work was May !9. 2006, YMC 
would have to show that the HV AC work was part of a single continuous contract that began when 
YMC first delivered material to the site on May 19,2006. See Terra-West, Inc. v. Idaho lvlut 
Trust, LLC, 150 Idaho 393, _, 247 P.3d 620, 627 (2010). See also White v. Construction Mining 
& Mill Co., 56 Idaho 403,420,55 P.2d \52, 160 (1936). The work that YMC performed in May 
was a separate and distinct contract than YMC's HVAC work. The Court will find that YMC's 
lien priority for the work performed pursuant to HV AC subcontract is not any earlier than July 31, 
2006. Because YMC's lien priority is after the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages were 
recorded, the priority of YMC's liens is inferior and subordinate to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
Idaho Code § 45-506. 
C. The amount of the YMC Village Plaza lien claims is $1,499,223.45. 
Trial Exhibits 5:043 through 5:62 are the various pay applications YMC submitted to 
Sanner/Sabey for YMC's work on Village Plaza. Judy Deines, YMC's General Manager testified 
that the total owed by Sanner/Sabey was$ 1,499,223.45. 103 This testimony is supported by Trial 
Exhibit 5:064 which shows how the amount was calculated. The Court will find that the YMC has 
met its burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the lien amount is 
$1 ,499,423.00, the amount stated in its claims oflien. 
4. Kesler Construction, Inc. ("Kesler") 
Kesler provided construction services to Tamarack and Sanner/Sabey beginning in 2005. 
Kesler recorded three (3) liens against the Resort property. Kesler's lien against the Village Plaza 
property \~as filed in Valley County on March 19, 2008 as Instrument No. 330097. 104 Kesler's lien 
1111 Trial Transcript at 192 (Nov. 3, 20 I 0 testimony of Judy Deines). 
1
"
4 See Trial Exhibit I :038. 
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against the Lake Wing property was filed in Valley County on March 19, 2008 as Instrument No. 
330098. 105 Kesler's lien against a portion of the unplatted portion of the Resort (the Heritage area) 
was filed in Valley County on March 19, 2008 as Instrument No. 330099
106 
In a prior ruling, the Court determined that the priority of Kesler's Lake Wing lien was 
subsequent to the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages and thus inferior. Prior to trial, Kessler 
released its lien claim against the Heritage area and those lien claims have been dismissed. 107 In 
another pre-trial ruling, the Court found that Kesler's Village Plaza claim of lien was valid and had 
priority over the Credit Suisse mortgages. 108 Accordingly, the only remaining issue at trial was the 
amount of Kesler's lien claim. 
The trial of the amount of the Kesler Village Plaza lien claim was tried to the Court at the 
Valley County Courthouse on October 4, 2010. David T. Krueck, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, 
P.A., Boise, Idaho represented Kesler. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger. pro hac 
vice, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley 
Austin, LLP. Los Angeles, California. Testimony was received from Rodney J. Kesler and 
Christina M. Kesler. A number of exhibits were admitted. 
In the claim oflien, Kesler asserted it was owed $18,489.00. At trial, the evidence showed 
that only $14,446.72 was owed. Credit Suisse does not contest that this lower amount is the 
amount owed. Accordingly, Kesler has shown that its lien claim is for $14,446.72. 
lol See Trial Exhibit I :039. 
106 See Trial Exhibit t :040. 
107 See Order Dismissing Claims Related to Kesler Construction Inc.'s Claim of Lien No. 330099. with Prejudice. 
entered December 6, 20 t 0. 
111 g See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Kesler Construction, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Against Credit Suisse as to Village Plaza. entered August 9, 2010. 
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5. MHTN Architects, Inc. ("MHTN") 
Even before design and construction began on the Village Plaza and Lake Wing projects, 
MHTN had a significant role at the Resort as the primary architect for the Member's Lodge (the 
Lodge at Osprey Meadows) as well as the Resort's convention facility. the Arling Center. 
Tamarack also selected MHTN as the architect for the design and building of the Village Plaza and 
Lake Wing projects. MHTN's lien against the Village Plaza Project was filed in Valley County on 
March 24, 2008 as Instrument No. 330158. 109 MHTN's lien against the Lake Wing Project was 
filed in Valley County on March 24, 2008 as Instrument No. 330!59. 110 MHTN's action to 
foreclose on the Village Plaza lien was filed on September 18, 2008 as Valley County Case No. 
CV-2008-508C. MHTN's action to foreclose on the Lake Wing lien was filed on September 15, 
2008 as Valley County Case No. CV-2008-502C. 
MHTN retained another architecture firm as a subcontractor for parts of the Village Plaza 
Project, EZA, Inc. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder ("OZ"). OZ also provided architectural 
services for a Resort townhome project called the Trillium Townhomes. OZ filed a lien against the 
Trillium property and also filed a separate foreclosure action against the Trillium Townhomes as 
Valley County Case No. CV-2008-580C. The OZ foreclosure action eventually was consolidated 
with the main Tamarack foreclosure proceedings. However, prior to consolidation with the main 
Tamarack foreclosure proceedings, land owners in the OZ foreclosure proceeding moved to 
dismiss the OZ foreclosure action arguing that an architect does not have a right to lien under 
Idaho Code§ 45-501. The Court denied the motion and found that an architect whose design is 
109 See Trial Exhibit I :042 (Same as Trial Exhibit 10:0 13). 
110 See Trial Exhibit I :041 (Same as Trial Exhibit I 0:002). 
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actually incorporated into a building has the right to a lien under Idaho Code § 45-50 I. 
111 
Credit 
Suisse has not challenged MHTN' S right to a lien pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-50 I. 
ln another prior ruling, the Court also determined that the MHTN, Village Plaza and Lake 
Wing liens were valid and enforceable. 112 The Court also has determined that the priority of 
MHTN's liens is from the date that MHTN first commenced work at the request of the owner. 1 13 
The Court rejected Credit Suisse· s argument that the architect does not have a lien until actual 
construction commences. 114 Applying this rule of priority, the Court found that MHTN's Village 
Plaza lien had priority over the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages. 
As a result of these prior rulings, the only issues remaining for trial were: 1) the amount of 
the MHTN Village Plaza lien; 2) the priority of the MHTN Lake Wing lien; and 3) the amount of 
the MHTN Lake Wing lien. 
The court trial of the issues relating to the amount of the Village Plaza and Lake Wing liens 
and the priority of the Lake Wing lien took place at the Valley County Courthouse on November 3 
and 4, and December 6, 2010. MHTN was represented by Clay Shockley, Sasser & Inglis, P.C .. 
Boise, Idaho and Adam R. Mow, pro hac vice, Babcock, Scott & Babcock, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake 
City, Utah, and Rebecca A. Rainey, Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chtd., Boise. Idaho. 
The Court heard testimony from Douglas Thimm, an architect from MHTN, Jean-Pierre 
Boesptlug, Tamarack's chief executive officer, Sean Donovan. one of Tamarack's construction 
111 See Memorandum Decision and Order, entered September 14, 20 I 0 (re: EZA. PC. d/b/a OZ Architecture u/ 
Boulder vs. Tamarack Resort, LLC. eta!. CV-08-580C). 
111 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: MHTN Architects. Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: 
Validity and Priority of Its Liens over Credit Suisse's Mortgages, entered June 15, 20 I 0. 
113 See id. See also Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch's Motion to 
Reconsider. entered September 8. 20 I 0. 
114 /d. at 8-9. See also Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch's Motion to 
Reconsider, entered September 8, 20 I 0 . 
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managers, and Lynn Johnson, MHTN's Chief Financial Ot1icer. Numerous exhibits were 
admitted. 
A. The amount of MHTN's Village Plaza lien claim is $1,084,842.66. 
The amount asserted in the MHTN Village Plaza claim of lien is $1, 149.487.88. Trial 
Exhibit 10:042 explains the calculation ofthis amount. Trial Exhibit 10:043 are the invoices which 
are referred to in Trial Exhibit I 0:042. 
Credit Suisse contends that several of the invoices should not be included and, as such, the 
Village Plaza claim of lien is less than stated in the MHTN claim of lien. Specitlcally, Credit 
Suisse asserts that the following invoices should not be included: 
Invoice No. 17I8i 15 ($14,000.00)- Credit Suisse states that this invoice retlects an 
advance deposit for certain "QNQC" work which was required to be paid before work performed. 
Credit Suisse asserts that the deposit was not paid so the work was not performed and nothing is 
currently owed to MHTN for this invoice. MHTN conceded that this amount should not be 
included. 1 16 
Invoice Nos. I 6512 117 ($3,325.00), I 6950 118 ($3,060.37), 17086119 ($I ,645.00)- Credit 
Suisse states that these invoices ret1ect Mr. Thimm 's work for projects unrelated to Village Plaza. 
MHTN agreed that these amounts should not be included. 
120 
Credit Suisse also argues that MHTN's lien claim should be reduced due to Tamarack's 
prior disapproval of certain invoiced amounts. Invoice No. 14592 121 ($5,000.00), is an invoice 
"'Trial Exhibit l :338. 
116 Trial Transcript at 201-05 (Nov. 4, 2010 testimony of Douglas Thimm). 
117 Trial Exhibit l :339. 
118 Trial Exhibit 1 :340. 
119 Trial Exhibit 1 :341. 
1 ~0 See Thimm testimony, supra note 116. at 201-05. 
121 Trial Exhibit I 0:043 at Bates Stamp No. 1NV91. 
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from May 31, 2006 that Tamarack did not approve or pay. Invoice No. 14 795 m ($1 0,842.50) is 
an invoice trom July 31, 2006 of which Tamarack did not approve or pay $10,745.00. Invoice No. 
15102 123 ($140,891.63) is an invoice from September 30,2006 of which Tamarack did not approve 
or pay $20,087.50. Nic Stover, one of Tamarack's constmction managers, testified that he denied 
these amounts after review. 124 MHTN contends that these amounts should be included in the claim 
of lien because there is a statement in a January l 1, 2008 letter from MHTN to Tamarack in which 
Tamarack agreed with the following statement: "Tamarack ... agrees that there is no dispute with 
the services and fees ofMHTN and its consultants to date." 125 MHTN also disputes that there was 
any inadequacies in its drawings that would have justified disapproval by Tamarack. The Court 
will tlnd that these amounts should not be included in the claim of lien. The amounts were 
disapproved and payment was denied in 2006. The statement in the January 11, 2008 letter falls far 
short of stating that Tamarack agreed to pay these invoices that had been disapproved for payment 
in 2006. At the time of the January 11, 2008 letter, Tamarack had not paid MHTN in full for 
months and there was a significant amount actually owed at the time. The Court tinds that MHTN 
has failed to meet its burden of showing that the amounts reflected in these invoices should be 
included in the claim of lien. 
Invoice No. 16508 ($6,605.81) ~Credit Suisse asserts that Sean Donovan marked this 
invoice as ·'not approved" on a subsequent invoice. 126 However, the invoice itself was admitted 
into evidence and it appears that Tamarack approved the actual invoice. 127 Credit Suisse failed to 
"
2 Trial Exhibit I 0:043 at Bates Stamp No. INV92. 
121 Trial Exhibit 10:043 at Bates Stamp No. INV93. 
124 Mr. Stover's November 18, 20 I 0 video deposition was published in its ~ntirety during the December 6, 20 I 0 trial 
day. See Trial Transcript at 238 (Dec. 6, 20 I 0 publication of video deposition ofNic Stover). 
1
'
5 Trial Exhibit I 0:017. 
12 ' Trial Exhibit I 0:044. at Bates Stamp No. CS/ ARCH.O 1171. 
127 Trial Exhibit 10:044, at Bates Stamp No. CS/ARCH.Oll69 . 
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demonstrate that the amount from Invoice No. 16508 should be excluded and its objection to this 
amount is overruled. 
Additionally, the calculation of the amount due in Trial Exhibit I 0:042 contains amounts 
for interest. MHTN concedes that the interest amounts ($4,91 0.22 + $1,872.13 == $6, 782.35) 
should be deleted because Trial Exhibit 10:42 is a calculation of the principal amount owed. 128 
Based upon the objections of Credit Suisse, and certain concessions by MHTN, the amount 
of the MHTN Village Plaza claim of lien will be reduced by the following amounts: 
Invoice No. 17182 
Invoice No. 16512 
Invoice No. 16950 
Invoice No. 17086 
Invoice No. 14592 
Invoice No. 14795 












Subtracting this amount ($64,645.22) from the amount stated in the claim oflien ($1, 149,487.88) 
reduces the lien amount to $1 ,084,842.66. 
Trial Exhibit I 0:042 is a document that provides a calculation of the amount stated in 
MHTN's claim of lien, $1,149, 487.88. During the trial proceedings on December 6. 2010, MHTN 
offered and the Court admitted a revised version of this calculation. This is Trial Exhibit 10:042A. 
According to Trial Exhibit 10:042A, the amount of the lien claim is $1,144,761.99. MHTN's Chief 
Financial Officer, Lynn Johnson testified about the new exhibit. His explanation of the differences 
between Trial Exhibit I 0:042 and Trial Exhibit I 0:042A raised more questions than he answered. 
Apparently, Trial Exhibit 10:042A includes many of the items which the Court removed from the 
128 See MHTN Architects. Inc's Closing Statement at 8. fn. 27, tiled March 2. 2011. 
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claim of lien. 129 Trial Exhibit I 0:042A also includes new invoices for work that were not included 
as part of Trial Exhibit 10:042. The Court is unable to place any reliance on the calculations 
contained in Trial Exhibit I 0:042A because the exhibit was largely unexplained and/or 
contradicted by other evidence that was explained. 
B. :\1HTN's Village Plaza lien claim will be reduced pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 45-511. 
MHTN subcontracted some of the architecture work on the Village Plaza Project to OZ and 
MHTN included OZ's Village Plaza billings in the calculation of the amount due under the MHTN 
Village Plaza claim of lien. OZ also recorded its own lien claim against Village Plaza and filed its 
own foreclosure action. The Court has determined that the OZ Village Plaza claim of lien is valid 
and enforceable and prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
13° Credit Suisse asserts 
that because MHTN's Village Plaza claim of lien includes not only the amounts owed for MHTN's 
own work. but also includes amounts for billings of its subcontractor OZ, the MHTN Village Plaza 
claim oflien should be reduced by $634,814.81, the amount ofOZ's lien claim that Credit Suisse 
asserts MHTN included in the MHTN claim of lien. 131 In its post trial arguments, MHTN did not 
address this argument that the MHTN Village Plaza lien should be reduced by any amounts 
included for the Village Plaza work of OZ. 
There cannot be a double recovery for the work done by OZ. Under Idaho Code § 45-
S 11, 132 if the Court gives effect to the OZ Village Plaza lien claim, then there must be a pro tanto 
129 Trial Transcript at 132-37 (Dec. 6, 20 I 0 testimony of Lynn Johnson). 
IJO See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment Re: Priority of its Lien over Credit Suisse's Mortgage. entered June 16, 20 I 0. 
111 According to the MHTN lien disclosure form, the amount in the MHTN Village Plaza claim of lien that is 
attributable to the OZ subcontract is $634,814.81. See Trial Exhibit I 0:324. 
13 l"Recovery by contractor--Deduction of debts to subcontractors- The original or subcontractor shall be entitled 
to recover. upon the claim filed by him. only such amount as may be due to him according to the terms of his contract, 
and, if applicable. such other amounts as may be found due to the lien claimant by the court pursuant to section 45-
522, Idaho Code, after deducting all claims of other parties for work done and materials furnished to him as aforesaid, 
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reduction in the amount of the MHTN Village Plaza claim of lien as to any amount included tor 
OZ billings on the Village Plaza project. See Riggen v. Perkins, 42 Idaho 391, 246 P. 962 ( 1926). 
Accordingly, because the Court has determined that the OZ Village Plaza lien is valid, enforceable 
and prior to the Credit Suisse mortgages, the Court \Vill reduce MHTN's Village Plaza lien claim 
by the amount included in the MHTN claim of lien for OZ work on Village Plaza. 
C. The MHTN Lake Wing lien is prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 
MHTN asserts that the evidence it presented at trial, specifically the testimony of Jean-
Pierre Boespflug and Douglas Thimm, demonstrates that MHTN began furnishing labor and 
services to the Lake Wing project in November of 2005 and such labor and services were 
incorporated into and benetited the project. Credit Suisse contends that MHTN failed to establish 
priority because it never established that the conceptual work it billed for had been incurred before 
May 19, 2006. 
The evidence showed that the Lake Wing written contract between MHTN and Tamarack's 
subsidiary, Lake Plaza, LLC, provides that it was made as of May 2, 2006. LJJ The signature page 
shows that the contract was signed by Tamarack and dated on October 18, 2006. The signature 
page shows that the contract was signed by MHTN, but no date is shown. The contract includes 
and incorporates MHTN's fee proposal that is dated September 5, 2006. In the fee proposal, 
MHTN stated that it had "encountered" early design fees in the amount of $42.000.00 for work 
of which claim of lien shall have been filed as required by this chapter, and in all cases where a claim shall be filed 
under this chapter for work done or materials furnished to any subcontractor. he shall defend any action brought 
thereupon at his own expense: and during the pendency of such action, the person indebted to the contractor may 
withhold trom such contractor the amount of money for which claim is tiled; and in case of judgment upon the lien, 
the person indebted in the contract shall be entitled to deduct rrom any amount due or to become due by him to such 
contractor, the amount of such judgment and costs; and if the amount of such judgment and costs shall exceed the 
amount due tram him to such contractor, if the person indebted in the contract shall have settled with such contractor 
in full, he shall be entitled to recover back rrom such contractor any amount so paid by him in excess ufthe contract 
price, and for which such contractor was originally the party liable." Idaho Code § 45-51 I. 
"' Trial Exhibit I 0:00 I 
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prior to July 1, 2006 and MHTN agreed to accept a discounted payment in the amount of 
$20,000.00 for this work stating that some ofthe early design work influenced development of the 
actual design for Lake Wing. 
MHTN's principal architect on Lake Wing was Doug Thimm who testified that MHTN 
first began to work on a design for the Lake Wing project in November 2005, and that its design 
work continued through 2006. 134 Mr. Thimm's testimony that MHTN began design work on Lake 
Wing as early as November 2005 was corroborated by testimony from Tamarack's Chief 
Executive Officer, Mr. Boespflug. 135 Mr. Thimm also testified that MHTN likely sent monthly 
billings to Tamarack based upon its hourly rates from the date that MHTN first began to work on 
L k W. 136 a e mg.· 
The Court will find that MHTN first began to provide architectural services for the Lake 
Wing project prior to May 19, 2006, as early as November of2005. Accordingly, because MHTN 
first began to provide work at the request of the owner prior to the recording date of the Credit 
Suisse mortgages. the Court will find that the priority of the MHTN Lake Wing claim of lien is 
prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-
506. 
D. The amount of the MHTN Lake Wing lien is $464,600.98. 
In its claim of lien, MHTN asserted that $468,538.79 was due. At trial, MHTN's Chief 
Financial Ot1icer testified that the correct amount of principal owed was the slightly lesser amount 
of $464,600.98. 137 Tamarack's former manager, Sean Donovan, testified these fees were 
LH See Trial Transcript at :?.61-71 (Nov. 3, 20 I 0 testimony of Doug Thimm), 3-12 (Nov. 4. 20 I 0 testimony of Doug 
Thimm); Trial Exhibits 10:003- 10:007. 
135 See Trial Transcript at -13-49 (Nov. 4. 2010 testimony of Jean-Pierre Boesptlug). 
1
'" See Thimm testimony, supra note 116 at 40 (Nov. 4. 20 l 0). 
117 See Johnson testimony. supra note !29, at 113. 
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reasonable. m Credit Suisse asserts that MHTN failed to prove that a charge amounting to 
$246,577.50 was owed. Trial Exhibit 10:011 contains copies of invoices which make up the total 
MHTN claim. One of these invoices is Invoice No. 00170606 (Bates stamped !NY 134), the 
invoice dated January 31, 2008. This invoice ret1ects a charge in the amount of $246,577.50 and 
refers to a letter dated November 27, 2007 as authority for the charge. Credit Suisse asserts that 
because MHTN did not introduce the November 27. 2007 letter into evidence, MHTN failed to 
show that the amount was due. The Court disagrees. MHTN established by substantial evidence 
that the total owed was $464,600.98, including the charge for $246,600.50. Credit Suisse did not 
produce any evidence or testimony that the work was not within the scope of the Lake Wing work, 
that the services were not actually performed, or that this charge was disputed by Tamarack. The 
Court will find that the principal amount due under the Lake Wing claim of lien is $464,600.98. 
6. EZA, Inc., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder ("OZ"). 
OZ is a tinn of architects who provided architectural services on several projects at the 
Resort. OZ was a subcontractor to MHTN on the Village Plaza project. 139 OZ recorded its Village 
Plaza claim of lien in Valley County on March 27,2008 as Instrument No. 330298.
140 
OZ filed an 
action to foreclose this lien on September 18,2008 as Valley County Case No. CV,~008-514C. 
OZ was also a prime contractor for architectural services to Tamarack for a project called the Elan 
Collection at Tamarack. or the Project Site 811. OZ recorded its lien claim against this property in 
Valley County on April, 17, 2008 as Instrument No. 330862. 141 OZ filed an action to foreclose this 
lien on October 23, 2008 as Valley County Case No. CY-2008-557C. OZ also was a prime 
contractor providing architectural services to Tamarack for the development of certain other 
138 Trial Transcript at 46-4 7 (December 6. 20 I 0 testimony of Sean Donovan). 
''"See Trial Exhibit II :004. 
'"n See Trial Exhibit I 03~ (same as Trial Exhibit II :00 I). 
'"' See Trial Exhibits I :033. (same as Trial Exhibit \I :00 I). 
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residential properties referred to as the Trillium Townhomes. 142 OZ recorded lien claims related to 
this property including Instrument Nos. 332702 143 recorded on June 24, 2008 and Instrument Nos. 
332741 144 332742 145 e~nd 332746146 recorded on June 25,2008. OZ filed an action to foreclose 
these liens on October .20, 2008 as Valley County Case No. CV-2008-580C. 
Prior to trial, a number of issues relating to the OZ lien claims were resolved either by the 
Court or by stipulation between the parties. In the case filed as Valley County Case No. CV-2008-
580C, the Court ruled that an architect was entitled to a lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 
where the design was actually incorporated into a building. 147 Credit Suisse does not challenge the 
Court's ruling that OZ has the right to lien. OZ filed a motion for partial summary judgment that 
the Village Plaza lien was valid and prior to the Credit Suisse mortgage. The Court determined that 
the OZ Village Plaza lien was valid, enforceable and had priority over the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 148 
OZ also filed a motion that the Trillium Townhome liens (Instrument Nos. 332702, 
332741, 332742 and 332746) were valid and prior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. Prior to the 
hearing on this motion, OZ advised the Court that it had resolved the issues relating to the liens 
142 These townhomes have also been referred to as the "Whitewater 2.3 Project" and the "Trillium Valley 
Townhomes." 
141 See Trial Exhibit II :002. 
144 A copy of this lien can be found as Exhibit I 0 to the November 19, 2009 Affidavit of Lynnette Davis in 
support of EZA, P.C. d;bia OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re Lien 
Numbers 332702, 332741, 332742 and 332746 tiled in Valley County Case No. 2008-580C. 
145 !d at Exhibit 13. 
146 See Trial Exhibit I :03 5. 
147 See Memorandum Decision and Order, entered September 14,2009 (re: EZA, P.C. illbla OZ Architecture of 
Boulder vs. Tamarack Resort. LLC, eta/. Boise County Case No. CV-08-580C) (case later consolidated with this 
action). 
118 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: EZA, P.C., d/bla OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment Re: Priority of its Lien over Credit Suisse's Mortgage. entered June !6, 2010. 
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tiled as Instrument Nos. 332741 and 332742. The Court ruled that the OZ liens tiled as Instrument 
Nos. 332702 and 332746 were valid and prior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. 149 
The court trial of the remaining issues relating to the OZ claims of lien were tried at the 
Valley County Courthouse concurrently with the trial of the MHTN lien issues on November 3, 4 
and December 6, 20 I 0. Lynette M. Davis and John K. Olson, Haw lev Troxell Ennis & Hawlev - -, 
Boise, Idaho, represented OZ. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, 
Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and Rebecca A. Rainey, Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, 
Rock & Fields, Chtd., Boise, Idaho. Testimony was received from Doug Thimm, the main OZ 
architect on the project, Tamarack's Chief Executive Officer, Jean-Pierre Boespflug, one of 
Tamarack's former managers, Sean Donovan, Lynn Johnson, OZ 's Chief Financial Officer, and 
Kelly Davis, OZ's Managing Principal. Numerous exhibits were admitted. 
A. The amount of the Village Plaza lien claim is $719,552.94. 
The amount claimed in the Village Plaza claim of lien is $719,552.94. At trial, in addition 
to the testimony from its Managing Principal, Kelly Davis, Doug Thimm, one of MHTN' s 
principal architects, Lynn Johnson, MHTN's Chief Financial Officer, and Sean Donovan, one of 
Tamarack's construction managers, OZ presented exhibits showing that the principal amount owed 
for the Village Plaza work was $719,552.94. 150 OZ asserts that it met its burden in establishing the 
principal amount of its Village Plaza lien in the amount of $719,552.94. 
Credit Suisse contends that OZ is owed less than it claims. Specifically, Credit Suisse 
asserts that Invoice No. 0039940 151 ($6,050.00) was rejected by MHTN. Credit Suisse also asserts 
149 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: EZA, P.C. d!bla OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment Re Lien Numbers 332702,332741,332742 and 332746, entered June 16,2010. 
150 See Trial Exhibits 11:009, 11:0\0, 11:011, 11:012, 11:013, 11:014, 11:015 and I 1:016. 
151 See Trial Exhibit 11 :0 I 0 at 6. 
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that Invoice Nos. 0400424 152 ($4,400.00), 0401623 153 ($1,131.00), 0401774 154 ($1,131.00) and 
0402088 155 ($1 ,696.50) are not indicated as owing under the "Outstanding Amount Due" column 
on MHTN's Consultant Ledger, suggesting that OZ has already been paid. Lastly, Credit Suisse 
asserts that OZ overbilled MHTN interest at 18% per annum and never calculated the credit that it 
owes for those overcharges. 
OZ replies that Credit Suisse's argument that OZ is owed less than it claims is not 
supported by the evidence presented at trial. Instead, OZ asserts, the evidence supports the finding 
that Invoice No. 0039940 was not rejected, based upon the testimony of Lynn Johnson and Doug 
Thimm. OZ also asserts that there is evidence that the invoice was sent to an alternative address 
indicating simply that MHTN might not have received the invoice, not that it rejected the invoice. 
As to the remaining four invoices, OZ recites evidence presented at trial indicating that the 
invoices are, in fact, still outstanding. 
Lastly, as to interest, OZ asserts that: (a) the evidence shows that OZ did not overbill 
interest on unpaid invoices; (b) the interest charged by OZ is irrelevant as to the amount of its lien 
because the lien amount does not include any interest charges; and consequently (c) OZ does not 
need to credit the interest it charged. 
The Court finds that the OZ evidence of the amount of the lien was substantial, reliable and 
persuasive. The evidence that the lien amount is any less was not credible or persuasive. The 
Court will find that the principal amount of the OZ Village Plaza claim oflien is $719,552.94. 
In its claim of I ien, OZ apportioned the total amount among four ( 4) of the Village towers 
and the pool/spa building as follows: 
1s2 See Trial Exhibit I :356 at Bates Stamp MHTN 65. 
ISJ !d at MHTN 32. 
15
'
1 !d. at MHTN 33. 
ISS fd 
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This is the same amount as requested in the claim of lien. During trial, OZ's Managing Principal, 
Kelly Davis. testitied that there was a slight change to the apportionment retlected in Trial Exhibit 
11 :013 as follows: 
Building 3. 1 
Building 6.0 








Total $719,552.94 157 
The total amount is the same and reflects that the amount apportioned for Building 7.0 was 
increased by about the very same amount that was decreased for the amount apportioned to the 
Pool/Spa Building. Credit Suisse asserts that the OZ claim of lien must be reduced by the 
difference between the amount apportioned in the lien ($77,986.00) and the lesser amount 
apportioned in Trial Exhibit 11:013 ($75,515.00). The Court does not agree. 
As noted above. the Village Plaza project was a single integrated and interconnected 
improvement. Previously, the Court ruled that it was not necessary for Sanner/Sabey, the Village 
Plaza general contractor, to apportion its claim of lien. For the same reasons, the Court will 
conclude that it was not necessary for OZ to apportion its Village Plaza claim of lien. As a result, 
the lien amount is not reduced because OZ re-apportioned the total claim amount. 
''"See Trial Exhibit II 00 I (same as Trial Exhibit I :032). 
157 Trial Transcript at 207-222 (December 6. 20 I 0 testimony of Kelly Davis). Compare Trial Exhibit II :013 with 
Trial Exhibit II :00 I. 
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Moreover, the provisions of the lien laws are "to be liberally construed in favor of the 
persons who perform labor upon or furnish materials to be used in the construction ... of a 
building or structure." Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp .. 132 Idaho 754, 
760, 979 P.2d 627. 633 (1999) (citing Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38. 539 P.2d 590 ( 1975)): 
Dybvig v. Willis, 59 Idaho 160, 82 P.2d 95 (1938)). Giving the statute this construction, OZ can 
change the manner in which it apportioned the lien amount as long as the total is not increased. 
B. The remaining issues as to the amount and apportionment of the OZ 
Trillium Townhomes lien claims and the Elan Collection/811 Claim of Lien 
have been resolved. 
OZ entered into an agreement dated as of November 30, 2004 with Tamarack to provide 
architectural services for a project referred to as "Golden Bar Townhomes at Whitewater." 
Whitewater is an area of the Resort planned for residential development. Golden Bar is the name 
of one of the streets in the Whitewater area. The Golden Bar Townhomes were planned as 
multiple duplex townhome buildings. In March 2006, the scope of work was increased to include 
the next phase of the development of the Whitewater project to include additional duplex 
townhomes. These additional townhomes are referred to as the Trillium Townhomes. 
Due to payment issues, OZ filed numerous liens against the Trillium Townhomes property 





principal amount claimed in each claim oflien was $107,340.25. There was an attachment to each 
claim of lien in which OZ apportioned its lien claim among the various properties. 
The liens filed as Instrument Nos. 332702 and 332746 attached to the Trillium Townhome 
properties that \vcre owned at the time by Tamarack and/or its subsidiaries Trillium Valley 
158 See supra. notes 143. 144. 145 and 146. 
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Construction LLC, or Tamarack Whitewater Construction LLC. 159 The property affected by the 
claim of lien tiled as instrument No. 332702 was described as follows: 
... commonly known as the Whitewater Estates, also commonly known as the 
Whitewater 2.3 Townhomes Project, located at 67, 71, 73, 75, 77, 79, 81, 86. 92. 
94, I 04, l 06, I 08 and 110 Golden Bar Court .... 160 
Exhibit A to this claim of lien contains the following legal description for this property: 
Units 101 & Gl01; 102 and G102; 103 and G103, 104 and GI04: 105 and Gl05; 
106 and G106, 107 and G107; 108 and GI08; Block 10, Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development, Amended Phase 2.4 ... 
together with: ... 
Units 110,113,114,118,121 and 122,Block 10, TamarackResortPlannedUnit 
Development, Second Amended Phase 2.4 ... 
together with: ... 
Unit 119, Block I 0, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, Phase 2.4 .... 161 
The property affected by the claim of lien filed as instrument No. 332746 was described as 
follows: "commonly known as the Whitewater 2.3 Townhomes project, a portion of which is 
located at 112 Golden Bar Court .... 162 Exhibit A to this claim of lien contains the following legal 
description for this property: "Unit 120, Block I 0. Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development. 
Phase 2.4 .... " 163 
The claim oflien tiled as Instrument No. 332741 attached to a Trillium Townhome 
property described as "Cnit IlL Block I 0, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development. Second 
159 "The owner or reputed owner of the above-described real property is Trillium Valley Construction, LLC and/or 
Tamarack Resort LLC. successor by merger with Trillium Valley Construction, LLC." Trial Exhibit I :034 at I 
(Mechanic's and Materialman's Claim of Lien tiled as Instrument No. 302702). "The owner or reputed owner of the 
above-described real property is Tamarack Whitewater Construction, LLC and/or Tamarack Resort LLC, successor by 
merger with Tamarack Whitewater Construction. LLC.'' Trial Exhibit I :035 at I (Mechanic's and Materialman's 
Claim of Lien tiled as Instrument No. 302746). 
1w Trial Exhibit II :002. 
161 /d. at Exhibit A. 
161 See Trial Exhibit II :003. 
'"J /d. at Exhibit A. 
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Amended Phase 2.4" with a street address of 88 Golden Bar Court. At the time. the reputed owner 
was Resort Properties LLC. 164 The claim of lien tiled as Instrwnent No. 332742 attached to a 
Trilliwn Townhome property described as "Unit 112, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development, Second Amended Phase 2.4" with a street address of 90 Golden Bar Court. The 
owners of this property were Jean-Pierre and Nancy Boespflug. 165 
The case tiled as Valley County Case No. CV 2008-580C included OZ's request to 
foreclose each of these four (4) liens. This action was consolidated with the Credit Suisse 
fi I 
. 166 
orec osure achon. 
OZ filed a motion for partial summary judgment that these liens (Instrument Nos. 332702, 
332741, 332742 and 332746) were valid, enforceable and prior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. At 
the time of the April22, 2010 oral argument on this motion, OZ informed the Court that all ofthe 
issues relating to the claims oflien filed as Instrument Nos. 332741 (the Resort Properties LLC 
property) and 332742 (the Boespflug property) had been resolved. As a result, the remaining OZ 
Trillium liens at issue in the motion for partial summary judgment were the lien claims filed as 
Instrument Nos. 332702 and 332746. 
In its ruling on this motion for partial summary judgment, the Court determined that these 
liens were valid, enforceable and prior to the Credit Suisse mortgages.
167 
The Court also ruled that 
the total remaining principal amount due under the liens is $72,887.79.
168 
On December 2. 2010, 
164 See November 19. 2009 Affidavit of Lynette Davis, supra note 144, at Exhibit I 0 (as to Instrument No. 332741, 
"[ t ]he owner or reputed owner of the above-described property is Resort Properties, LLC also referred to as Resort 
Properties Ll.C"). 
165 See !d. (as to Instrument No. 332742. "[tjhe owners or reputed owners of the above-described property are Jean-
Pierre Boespt1ug and Nancy Boesptlug."). 
166 See Order Granting Consolidation. entered April 26, 2010. 
167 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re EZA. P.C.. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment Re: Lien Nos. 332702.332741,332742 and 332746, entered June 16.2010. After the motion was 
tiled, OZ resolved all issues relating to the liens tiled ao Instrument Nos. 332741 and 332742. 
168 Tbe Court made this ruling on the record at a hearing on June 17, 20 I 0. 
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Credit Suisse and OZ filed a stipulation apportioning the amount due among the parcds subject to 
the lien claims filed as Instmment Nos. 332702 and 332746, as well as an interest calculation 
through October 31, 20 I 0 and a per diem interest calculation for accrual of interest after October 
31,2010. 
Prior to triaL the Court determined that the OZ Elan Collection/Project Site B II claim of 
lien was subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages.
169 
7. Application of Idaho Code§ 45-511 to the Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. 
("Hedrick") and OZ lien claims against Trillium Townhome Lot 122. 
Hedrick was Tamarack's general contractor for the construction of many of its residential 
projects at the resort, including the Trillium Townhomes. On April 25, 2008, Hedrick tiled a claim 
of lien as Instrument No. 331151. The property subject to the lien was described as follows: 
Lots 119 and 120, Block I 0 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development 
Phase 2.4 .. 
Lots 101-108 and G101-G108. Block 10 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Amended Phase 2.4 ... 
Lots 109-118 and 121-122, I3lock 10 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Second Amended Phase 2.4 .... 
170 
These properties are almost all of the same lots that were identified in the OZ lien claims filed as 
Instruments Nos. 332702,332741, 332742 and 332746. The total claimed in the Hedrick lien was 
$1 ,275,225.25. There is an exhibit to the lien which apportions the lien claim among the various 
171 parcels. 
Hedrick tiled two (2) actions to foreclose on this lien. In the case tiled as Valley County 
Case No. CV-2008-583C, Hedrick sought to foreclose on all except two (2) of the properties 
169 See Substitute Opin1on tor Withdrawn Memorandum Decision and Order at 10·11. entered January 10.2011. 
170 See Trial Exhibit I :071. 
171 !d. at Exhibit A. 
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subject to Hedrick's lien. The action tiled as Case No. CV-2008-583C did not seek an order of 
foreclosure on Lots Ill and 112, Block I 0, the parcels owned at the time by the Boesptlugs and 
Resort Properties LLC. 172 In a separate action tiled as Valley County Case No. CV 2008-584C, 
Hedrick sought to foreclose on Lots II I and 112, Block I 0, the parcels owned at the time by 
Resort Properties LLC and the Boesptlugs. 173 Both of these Hedrick foreclosure actions were later 
consolidated with the Credit Suisse foreclosure action. 174 
In the case originally filed as Valley County Case No. CV 2008-583C, Hedrick also 
claimed that Boesptlug was personally liable for all of the unpaid Trillium billings. Hedrick and 
Boespf1ug filed cross motions for summary judgment as to the liability issue. The Court denied 
h . . . d 17' bot motiOns tor summary JU gment. · · 
Credit Suisse filed a motion for summary judgment that the Hedrick Trillium Townhome 
claim of lien was subsequent and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. The Court determined 
that the Hedrick claim of lien on the Trillium Townhome properties was subsequent to and inferior 
to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 176 
However, the Credit Suisse mortgages did not attach to all of the Trillium Townhome 
properties. 177 As a result the ruling that Hedrick's Trillium lien claim is subsequent to and inferior 
172 See Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial in Scott Hedrick Construction. Inc. v. Trillium Valley 
Construccion LLC, eta/, Valley County Case No. CV 2008-583C (does not include Lots Ill and 112 in 
request for foreclosure). 
173 See Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial in Scali Hedrick Construction, Inc. v. Jean-Pierre and Nancy 
Boespjlug eta/., Valley County Case No. CY 2008-584C (only seeks foreclosure of Lots 111 and 112). 
174 See Orders Granting Consolidation, entered January 27,2009 (CV 2008-583C) and April26, 2010 (CV 
2008-584C). 
175 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's and Jean Pierre 
Boespllug's Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment, entered June 16, 20 I 0. 
176 See Substitute Opinion for Withdrawn Memorandum Decision and Order at 19-20, entered January 10, 20 II. 
177 See Exhibit G to Affidavit of Arnold L. Wagner in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Regarding Lot 122 of the Trillium Townhomes, tiled May 3. 2010 (attaching an E-mail from Mr. Badger, counsel for 
Credit Suisse stating: "The legal description of the prorerty sought to be toreclosed by Credit Suisse pursuant to tts 
Mortgages is attached as an exhibit to Credit Suisse's First Amended Complaint and Second Amended Complaint ... 
OMNIBUS FI:'olDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS RE: VALIDITY, PRIORITY AND AMOUNT OF 
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to the Credit Suisse mortgages does not affect the priority of the Hedrick lien claim on any 
Trillium Townhome property that was not secured by the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
The Credit Suisse mortgages did not attach to the following three (3) Trillium Townhome 
parcels: 
I) Lot (or unit) 11 L Block 10 ofthe Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, 
Second Amended Phase 2.4. This property was owned by Resort Properties, 
LLC, and has since been conveyed to others including the present owner, Lot 
111, LLC. 
2) Lot (or unit) 112, Block 10 of the Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, 
3) 
Second Amended Phase 2.4. This property is owned by Jean-Pierre and Nancy 
Boespt1ug. 
Lot 122 (or unit), Block l 0 of the Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, 
Second Amended Phase 2.4. This property is owned by Jean-Pierre and Nancy 
Boespt1ug. 178 
In a Stipulation tiled on or about December 13, 2010, Hedrick and Lot 111, LLC agreed 
that the Court can <:nter a Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure against Trillium Townhome Lot 
111 subject to the terms recited in the Stipulation. 179 In a Stipulation filed on or about December 
13, 20 I 0, Hedrick and the Boesptlugs agreed that the Court can enter a Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure against Trillium Townhome Lot 112 subject to the terms recited in the Stipulation, 
That legal description does not include Lots 111-112 115-116, or 122, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Second amended Phase 2.4."). 
178 See id. (an e-mail from counsel for Credit Suisse con tinning that the Credit Suisse mortgages do not include these 
properties). 
179 The Court understands that Lot Ill, LLC is a successor to the interests of Resort Properties LLC in this property. 
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including the dismissal with prejudice of Hedrick's claim that Jean-Pierre Boespt1ug is personally 
liable for the amounts Tamarack owed for the Trillium Townhomes construction. 
At one time, these parcels, Lot Ill and Lot 112, also were encumbered by the OZ lien 
claims filed as Instruments Nos. 302741 and 302742. The Court understands that OZ no longer has 
or claims any interests in these properties. The Court is not aware of any other lien claim affecting 
these lots. 
On May 3, 2010, Hedrick filed a motion for partial summary judgment as to the validity, 
enforceability, priority and amount of Hedrick's lien claim against the Trillium To\Vnhome Lot 
122, which was part of Hedrick's claim of lien filed as Instrument No. 331151. 180 This lot is also 
encumbered by the OZ claim of lien filed as Instrument No. 332702. The only response to 
Hedrick's motion for partial summary judgment was filed by OZ which asserted that OZ also had a 
valid and enforceable lien claim against Trillium Townhome Lot 122 by virtue ofOZ's claim of 
lien filed as Instrument No. 332702181 The Court heard argument on this motion on June 24, 
20 I 0. The Court found that the Hedrick lien on Lot 122 was valid and enforceable, and that the 
amount of the Hedrick lien had been established as $94,567.00. The Court did state on the record 
that there were at least two valid and enforceable liens against this parcel: the Hedrick lien claim 
and the OZ lien claim. At the time, the Court was not asked to make any determination as to the 
relative ranking of the liens under Idaho Code§ 45-512
182 
180 See Plaintiffs [Hedrick"s] Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Regarding Lot 122 of the Trillium Townhomes, 
tiled :Vlay 3. 20 I 0. 
1' 1 See EZA. P.C. d:b:a; OZ Architecture of Boulder's Response to Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc.'s 
'VIotion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Lot 122 of the Trillium Townhomes, tiled June 10,2010. 
182 ··tn every case in which ditferent liens are asserted against any property, the court in the judgment must declare the 
rank of each lien or class of liens which shall be in the following order: 
I. All laborers, other than contractors or subcontractors. 
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The Court directed both OZ and Hedrick to tile briefs on the application of Idaho Code 
§ 45-512 to the foreclosure ofthe Trillium Tmvnhome Lot 122. In its Memorandum, Hedrick 
stated: "This Court found that Hedrick's lien recorded against Lot 122 is valid and had priority 
over all others." 183 This is not a correct statement. The Court found that Hedrick's lien was valid 
and enforceable. The Court expressly noted that OZ also had a lien on the same property. The 
Court did not make any ruling as to the priority or ranking of the Hedrick and OZ liens under 
Idaho Code§ 45-512. In fact, counsel for Hedrick asserted that its motion was not meant to have 
any effect on the OZ lien. 184 
Hedrick now asserts that an architect does not have the right to a lien under Idaho Code § 
45-501. As discussed above, OZ tiled an action to foreclose its lien claims recorded as Instruments 
Nos. 332702, 342741, 332742 and 331746 as Valley County Case No. 220-580C. Hedrick was a 
2. All materialmen including persons furnishing, renting or leasing equipment, materials or fixtures as defined in 
section 28-12-309 Idaho Code, other than contractors or subcontractors. 
3. Subcontractors. 
4. The original contractor. 
5. All professional engineers ~nd licensed surveyors. 
And in case the proceeds of sale under this chapter shall be insufficient to pay all lienholders under it: 
I The liens of all laborers. other than the original contractor and subcontractor, shall first be paid in full, or pro rata if 
the proceeds be insufficient to pay them in full. 
2. The lien of materialmen including persons furnishing, renting or leasing equipment, materials or fixtures as defined 
in section 28-12-309, Idaho Code, other than the original contractor or subcontractor, shall be paid in ti.tll, or pro rata if 
the proceeds be insutlicient to pay them in full. 
3. Out of the remainder, if any. the subcontractors shall be paid in full. or pro rata if the remainder be insufficient to 
pay them in full. and the remainder, if any, shall be paid pro rata to the original contractor and the professional 
engineers and licensed surveyors; and each claimant shall be entitled to execution for any balance due him after such 
distribution; such execution to be issued by the clerk of the court upon demand, at the return of the sheriff or other 
officer making the sale, showing such balance due." Idaho Code § 45-512. 
"'See Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc.'s Memorandum Re· Priority of Lien against Lot 122 of Trillium 
Tm~nhorncs at 3. tiled January 7. 2011. 
"" See Hearing Transcript at 141 (June 24, 20 I 0) 
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named defendant in this action. One of the properties OZ sought to foreclose was the Trillium 
Townhome Lot Ill, Block 10. Hedrick's Trillium Townhome lien attached to this property. In the 
Complaint. OZ identified the owner of Lot Ill as Resort Properties, LLC. In a motion filed on 
May 27, 2009, Resort Properties, LLC and VPG Investments, Inc. moved to dismiss the OZ 
complaint arguing that an architect does not have a right to lien under Idaho Code§ 45-501. 
Hedrick did not join in the motion or assert any position on the motion. Hedrick's failure to take 
any position on this issue when it was originally presented, and its failure to seek any 
reconsideration of the ruling, forecloses Hedrick from asserting now that an architect does not have 
the right to lien under Idaho Code§ 45-501. However, even if Hedrick wasn't foreclosed from 
making this argument, the Court has considered its prior ruling and comes to the same conclusion 
as stated earlier: an architect whose design is actually incorporated into a building has a right to 
lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501. 
Both the OZ lien and the Hedrick lien are valid and enforceable. Hedrick does not contest 
that the OZ lien is in the apportioned principal amount of $5, I 08.29, plus accrued interest. 185 The 
Court has determined that the Hedrick lien is in the apportioned principal amount of $94,567.00 
plus accrued interest. The only issue to be resolved is the priority between the two liens under 
Idaho Code § 45-512, which sets forth the rank of each lien claimant and the order in which 
mechanics and materialmen's lien claims are to be paid if the proceeds of the foreclosure sale 
would be insunicicnt to pay all claims. The statute distinguishes between laborers, materialmen, 
subcontractors, ·'original" contractors and professional engineers/licensed surveyors. 
185 See Exhibit 1 to Stipulation Re: EZA PC .. Jib/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Summary 
Judgment Re: Amount of Lien Numbers 332702 and 332746. flied December 2, 2010. 
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OZ asserts that it and Hedrick are both original contractors and consequently have the same 
rights to be paid in full or pro rata if the proceeds are insutficient. OZ also asserts that the 
distribution would be the same even if OZ was treated in the same category as a professional 
engineers/licensed surveyors because under the statute, "if 'the proceeds of [the foreclosure] sale ... 
[are] insufficient to pay all lienholders,' after distributing the proceeds to any lienholders in 
categories I through 3 (laborers, materialmen, and subcontractors), 'the remainder [of the proceeds], 
if any, shall be paid pro rata to the original contractor and the professional engineers and licensed 
.,1~6 surveyors. 
Hedrick argues that even ifOZ's lien is valid, OZ is only entitled to a pro rata share of any 
proceeds of any sale of Lot 122 because Hedrick is an original contractor and OZ is an architect, 
analogous to an engineer. 
The issue of ranking would be moot if the proceeds from the foreclosure sale of Lot 122 
will be sufficient to pay the full lien claims of OZ and Hedrick. Because OZ and Hedrick both had 
a direct contract with the owner, the Court will tind that OZ and Hedrick should be treated as an 
"original" contractor for purposes of Idaho Code § 45-512 which provides for pro rata payment in 
the event the proceeds of any sale were insufficient to fully pay both liens. As a practical matter, it 
would make no difference if the court were to treat OZ as an engineer/surveyor, because the statute 
would require pro rut a payment to the contractor and the engineer/surveyor. 
8. Tri-State Electric, Inc. ("Tri-State Electric") 
Tri-State Electric was Banner/Sabey's electrical subcontractor for the Village Plaza and 
Lake Wing Projects. Tri-State Electric also provided electrical contracting services for other large 
"" EZA. P.C.. Jib/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Brief Re: Unit 122 of the Trillium Townhomes and Priority L:nder 
Idaho Code § -+5-512 at J. tiled January 7. 20 II (emphasis added by OZ) (quoting in part trom Idaho Code ~ 45-512). 
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Tamarack projects including the Lodge at Osprey Meadows, as well as miscellaneous electrical 
services throughout the Resort. Tri-State Electric filed its Village Plaza lien in Valley County on 
March 21, 2008 as Instrument No. 330135. 187 Tri-State Electric tiled a supplemental claim of lien 
against the Village Plaza property May 23, 2008 as Instrument No. 331827. 188 Tri-State Electric 
filed an action to foreclose the Village Plaza liens on June 6, 2008 as Valley County Case No. CV-
2008-311 C. Tri-State Electric tiled its Lake Wing lien in Valley County on March 20, 2008 as 
Instrument No. 330116. 189 Tri-State Electric filed an action to foreclose the Lake Wing lien on 
June 6, 2008 as Valley County Case No. CV-2008-312C. Tri-State Electric filed a lien against the 
Lodge at Osprey Meadows and against all of Tamarack's property in Valley County on March 21, 
2008 as Instrument No. 330136. 190 Tri-State Electric filed an action to foreclose this lien on June 
6, 2008 as Valley County Case No. CV -2008-31 OC. Pursuant to a stipulation between Tri-State 
Electric and Credit Suisse, Tri-State Electric has released all claims related to its Lake Wing claim 
of lien (Instrument No. 330 116) and the Lodge at Osprey Meadows and Resort Wide (Instrument 
No. 330136). 191 
The issues relating to the validity, priority and amounts of the Tri-State Electric Village 
Plaza liens were tried to the Court at the Valley County Courthouse on September 15 and 16,2010. 
Tri-State Electric was represented by Terry C. Copple, Davison, Copple, Copple & Copple, LLP, 
Boise, Idaho. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & 
Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley Austin, LLP, Los 
187 See Trial t.xhibit 1:045. 
188 See Trial Exhibit I :046. 
18
" See Trial Exhibit I :047. 
190 See Trial Exhibit I :048. 
1'' 1 See Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order of Dismissal of Claims Related to Tri-State Electric, Inc.'s Claim of 
Lien Nos. 3301 I 6 and 3330 I 36. tiled December ~9. ~0 10; Order Dismissing Claims Related to Tri-State Electric, 
Inc.'s Claim of Line Nos. 330 I I 6 and 330136, with Prejudice. entered February I, 20 I I. 
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Angeles, California. Testimony was received from Bruce Hamilton, Tri-State Electric's project 
manager for Tamarack, Mari Young, Tri-State Electric's Chief Financial Officer, Teresa Palmer 
(by affidavit). who assisted with preparing and serving copies of the lien claims, and Max Stith, 
Tri-State's president and owner. Numerous exhibits were admitted. 
A. The Tri-State Electric Village Plaza liens are valid and enforceable. 
The Court will find that the Tri-State Electric Village Plaza claims of lien are valid and 
enforceable. Tri-State Electric was a registered contractor and provided labor and material at the 
request of the owner's general contractor which improved the Resort. Tri-State Electric had the 
right to file a lien pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-501. Tri-State Electric's liens were timely filed, 
contained the information required, were properly verified and properly served, all as required by 
Idaho Code§ 45-507. Tri-State Electric's action to foreclose the liens was timely filed pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 45-510. 
B. The Tri-State Village Plaza lien claims are prior to and superior to the 
Credit Suisse mortgages. 
In addition to alpine skiing and the golf course, one of the Resort's intended anchors was 
the Village Plaza. a mixed-use luxury residential, hotel, retail shopping and dining condominium 
project. The written general construction contract between Tamarack's subsidiary, Village Plaza 
Construction, Inc. and Sanner/Sabey was signed by Village Plaza Construction, LLC on April 28, 
2006, and by Sanner/Sabey on March 17, 2006. 192 According to its terms, the contract was made 
as of March 15. 2006. 193 The contract was for a guaranteed maximum price of $91,000.000.00.
194 
In a prior ruling, the Court determined that Hanner/Sabey's lien priority date, the date that 
Sanner/Sabey first commenced to provide labor and/or material to the Village Plaza project site, 
191 See Trial Exhibit 2:002. 
1
''
3 !d at I. 
1
'" !d at I 0. Section 5.2.1. 
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was in April, 2006, prior to the recording of the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
195 
As a result, the Court 
ruled that Barmer/Sabey' s Village Plaza lien was prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 
Banner/Sabey awarded the subcontract of all of the Village Plaza electrical work to Tri-
State Electric. The Banner/Sabey written subcontract with Tri-State Electric was signed and dated 
September 12, 2006, months after the Credit Suisse mortgages were recorded. 196 The subcontract 
Scope of Work, a document attached as Exhibit ''A" to the subcontract, states that the "work is 
scheduled to begin approximately June 8, 2006 ... ", also after the date that the Credit Suisse 
mortgages were recorded. 197 
However, Tri-State Electric first began to provide electrical contracting services at the 
Village Plaza project site on or about May 2, 2006, more than two (2) weeks prior to the date the 
Credit Suisse mortgages were recorded.'~~ Testimony and Tri-State Electric's records show that 
Tri-State Electric employees were working on the site more or less continuously from early May 
2006 until the project was shuttered in early 2008. 199 For its early work on Village Plaza, Tri-State 
Electric billed Tamarack directly."00 Beginning on about June 9, 2006, Tri-State Electric billed 
Banner/Sabey for the Village Plaza Electrical work.201 Mr. Stith testified that Tri-State Electric 
was directed by Tamarack to send the early billings to Tamarack.
202 
These early invoices were 
195 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Sanner/Sabey II, LLC' s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, entered 
:vtay I, 2009. 
196 See Trial Exhibit 3 043. 
1
'" !d at Bates TRI-STA TE00003 7. 
19
' See Trial Transcript at 135-36 (Sept. 15, 2010 testimony of Bruce Hamilton). 
199 See Trial Exhibit 3:040: Trial Transcript at 163-169 (September 15, 20 I 0 testimony of Bruce Hamilton). 
2"0 See Trial Exhibit 3 042 at Tabs 4281, 389*6. 4323; (Trial Transcript at 67 (September 16, 20 I 0 
testimonv of \1ax Stith). 
2" 1 /d at :fabs 513*1 to 51 3*23. 
2"2 See Trial Transcript at 72-73 (Sept. 16.2010 testimony of Max Stith). 
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paid by Tamarack.203 later, Tri-State Electric was directed by Tamarack to send the Village Plaza 
billings to Banncr/Sabey.20~ Sometime in January 2008, Tri-State Electric was directed to send its 
Village Plaza billings to Tamarack 205 
Tri-State Electric argues that its lien priority date is the date that it first provided labor 
and/or material to the Village Plaza project site, May 2, 2006. Credit Suisse argues that the lien 
priority date for Tri-State Electric can be no earlier that June 8. 2006, the date identified in the 
written subcontract as the start date for T ri -State Electric. 
The Court will find that Tri-State Electric's lien priority date is May 2, 2006, the date that it 
first commenced to provide electrical contracting services for the Village Plaza project. Even 
though Tri-State Electric did not have a written contract until September, 2006, Tri-State Electric 
tirst commenced to providing electrical contracting services tor Village Plaza on May 2, 2006. 
Max Stith, Tri-State Electric's president and owner, testified that Banner/Sabey directed Tri-State 
Electric to commence the Village Plaza electrical contracting work in early May, not June.
206 
Tri-
State Electric obtained electrical permits for the Village Plaza project on May 4 and May 6, 
2006. 207 :vioreover. the Village Plaza work that Tri-State Electric did prior to receiving a written 
contract was work that was included in the scope of the work contained in the later written 
subcontract. 208 The written contract was signed after Tri-State Electric began the work. 
Tri-State Electric had been involved in developing the electrical specifications, budgeting 
and value engineering for the Village Plaza project since about July, 2005.
209 
Initially. Tamarack 
' 03 See Trial Transcript at 44 (Sept. 16,2010 testimony ofMari Young). 
co< !d. 
cos /d. at 91. 
206 See Stith testimony. supra note 202, at 72. 
'u7 See Trial Exhibit 3:041. 
:<.>S See Stith testimony. supra note 202. at 96-97. 
209 See Hamilton testimony, supra note 19'1. at 124. 126: Trial Exhibits 3:004-3:0013. 
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planned to award the g~neral construction contract to Okland Construction, Inc., a Salt Lake City 
contractor. However, in early 2006, Tamarack decided to award the work to Sanner/Sabey. Tri-
State Electric worked with Tamarack, Okland Construction, Inc. and Sanner/Sabey to develop the 
electrical specifications and the budget. Because of its overall involvement, Tri-State expected to 
be the Village Plaza electrical contractor. 210 Max Stith, Tri-State Electric's president and owner, 
testified that Tamarack's chief executive, Jean-Pierre Boespt1ug, assured Mr. Stith in about 
December 2005 that Tri-State Electric would be the electrical contractor for the Village Plaza 
projectY 1 There is no evidence that Tamarack or Sanner/Sabey ever contemplated using any 
contractor other than Tri-State Electric for all of the Village Plaza electrical work. 
As long as Tri-State Electric's work on the Village Plaza project was part of a single 
continuous contract, its lien will relate back to when it first commenced to work on the project. 
See Terra-West, inc. v. Idaho ivfut. Trust. LLC, !50 Idaho 393, _, 247 P.3d 620,627 (2010). See 
also White v. Construction Mining & )vfill. Co , 56 Idaho 403, 420, 55 P.2d 152, 160 (1936). Here, 
the Court will find that there was one continuous contract for Tri-State Electric to provide all of the 
electrical contracting services for the Village Plaza project. Tri-State Electric began its work 
pursuant to this agreement in early May 2006. prior to the recording of the Credit Suisse Valley 
County mortgages. Accordingly, the Court does find that the Tri-State Electric Village Plaza lien 
is prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
C. The principal amount of the Tri-State Electric lien claim is $1,216,466.39. 
Tri-State Electric recorded two (2) lien claims against the Village Plaza Property. The 
Claim of Lien filed on March 21, 2008 as Instrument No. 330135 was for the amount of 
"
0 Sa Hamilton testimony, supra note 199, at 124. 126. 
'"See Stith testimony. supra note 202. at 61-63. 
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$1,150,3 71.03. The Supplemental Claim of Lien tiled on \'lay 23. 2008 as Instrument No. 331827 
was for the amount of $1 ,226.581.11. The supplemental claim states the following: 
On or about March 21. 2008. Claimant I'ri-State Electric, Inc. recorded its Claim of 
Lien with the Valley County Recorder known as Instrument No. 330135 in the 
original amount of $1,150.3 7!.03. Claimant Tri-State Electric, Inc. has continued 
to provide maintenance services for the care, protection, and repair of the 
improvements on the real property described in Exhibit "A" in accordance with the 
terms of Claimant Tri-State Electric, Inc.'s agreement with Lake Plaza 
Construction, LLC and Banner/Sabey II, LLC, and may continue to provide such 
maintenance services for the care, protection. and repair of the improvements on the 
foregoing real property. The additional amount of electrical services and supplies 
provided by Claimant Tri-State Electric, Inc. after March 19, 2008 totals 
SEVENTY SIX THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TEN and 081100 dollars 
($76,210.08) as of May 22, and such sum is hereby being added to Claimant Tri-
State Electric, Inc.'s prior Claim of Lien as an additional amount due thereunder 
relating to such maintenance and repair services.
212 
Tri-State Electric's Chief Financial Officer, Mari Young, testified about how the amounts 
stated in the lien claims were determined. 213 Trial Exhibit 3:003A is a chart which summarized the 
calculation. The billings sent to Sanner/Sabey were identified by invoices that were numbered with 
a prefix of 513 (e.g 513* I, 513 *2) The billings sent to Tamarack did not have the 513 prefix. The 
invoices to Sanner/Sabey that were numbered 513 *4 through 5 13 * 19 were subject to a five percent 
(5%) retention. Due to lack of funds from Tamarack, Sanner/Sabey did not pay two of the 
invoices in fi.11l. Sanner/Sabey did not pay $144,000.00 of Invoice No. 513 * 12. Sanner/Sabey did 
not pay $215,000.00 of Invoice No. 51 3* 13. Two of the Invoices were for interest calculated on 
the amounts not paid on Invoice Nos. 513* 12 ($17,593.28) and 513 * 13 ($2,329.08). The last 
payment Tri-State Electric received was for its Invoice No. 513 * 19. Tri-State Electric did not 
receive payment for any of the amounts billed after Invoice No. 513* 19. The total amount billed, 
but not paid. was$ 1,226,563.29. which is very similar to the total amount claimed in the 
212 See Trial Exh1bit 3:046. 
m 5'ee Trial Transcript at 13-56 (September 16, 20 I 0 Testimony of Mari Young). 
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supplemental claim of lien, $1,226,581.11. Excluding the two (2) interest charges the total unpaid 
principal amount is $1,206,640.93.214 
Credit Suisse argues that the amount claimed in the original claim of lien must be reduced 
because the original Claim of Lien recorded on March 21. 2008 includes an invoice for future 
work, Invoice No. 513*23 for $138,859.80. Credit Suisse correctly states that the amount of a lien 
is limited by the amount that was due when the lien was filed. 215 See Franklin Bldg Supply Co. v. 
Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 852,87 P.3d 966.961 (2004). Ms. Young testified that the amounts 
billed in Invoice No. 513*23 were for amounts that Tri-State Electric had not incurred, but 
estimated it would incur after March 28, 2008. 216 The Court agrees that the original claim oflien 
must be reduced by the estimated amount included for future work. $138,859.80. 
However. Ms. Young also testified that Tri-State Electric actually had incurred 
$126,246.39 of the estimated amount by the time the Supplemental Claim of Lien was filed on 
May 23, 2008, including the amounts incurred for administrative salaries, payroll, labor expenses, 
dd .. 1· b d . d "
17 
a Itwna JO expense an perm1tte .-
Ms. Young testified that the amount claimed in the lien included both amounts billed to 
13anner/Sabey. but not paid, as well as amounts billed directly to Tamarack, and not paid.
21
s 
The original Claim of Lien was for $1, 150.371.03, which included Invoice No. 513* 13 for 
$13 8,859. 80 in anticipated future costs as well as some interest. The Supplemental Claim of Lien 
~ 14 $1.126.563.29- (S 17.593.28 + 2.329.08) = $1.206.640.93 
~ 15 See Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Closing Argument Re: Mechanic Lien Claims at 29. tiled March I. 20 II (citing 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse's Motion tor Partial Summary Judgment as to Banner/Sabey II, 
Ll.C's Lien Nos. 329073 and 330107 at 6-7. entered March 11.1010). 
~~:See Trial Transcript a! 51 (Sept. 16. 10 I 0 testimony of Mari Young) . 
. I /J. at 54-56. 
~ 1 ' Trial Transcript at J 1-32 (September 16, 20 I 0 T.:stimony or Mari Young). 
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was for $1,226,563 .29, which included Invoice No.513* 13 plus $76,210.08 in additional costs that 
2 
were incurred prior to May 23, 2008. 
3 
Idaho Code § 45-507 requires a lien claimant to make a statement of demand, ··after 
deducting all just credits and offsets." 21 ~ Based upon the evidence presented. the Court finds that 

























(amount claimed in original lien) 
(interest) 
(interest) 
(anticipated future work) 
(anticipated work actually performed) 
(amounts incurred after March 21, 2008 but prior to May 23, 2008) 
(amounts incurred after March 21, 2008 but prior to May 23, 2008) 
(amounts incurred after March 21, 2008 but prior to May 23, 2008) 
9. Banner/Sabey II, LLC ("Banner/Sabey). 
Banner/Sabey was the general contractor for both the Village Plaza Project and the Lake 
Wing Project. Hanner/Sabey recorded a claim of lien against the Lake Wing property on February 
7, 2008 as Instrument No. 329072 220 Banner/Sabey tiled an amendment to the Lake Wing lien on 
March 7, 2008 as Instrument No. 329831 221 Prior to trial. the Court determined that the priority of 
the 13anner/Sabey Lake Wing liens were subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse 
2'' mortgages. --
" 9 "3) The claim shall contain: ... (a) A statement of his demand. after deducting all just credits and 
offsets ...... Idaho Code ~ 45-507. 
220 See Trial Exhibit I :030. 
"' See Trial Exhibit I :03 I. 
"'See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Prinrity Hetween Credit Suisse and Various Lien Claimants at 17, 
entered November 5. 2009. 
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Sanner/Sabey recorded a claim of lien against the Village Plaza property on February 7, 
2008 as Instrument No. 329073.223 Ranner/Sabey recorded an amendment to the Village Plaza lien 
claim on March 19. 2008 as Instrument No. 330 I 07. 22~ The purpose of the amendment was to 
amend the legal description of the Village Plaza property. 225 In the original claim of lien the 
property was described in Exhibit A as follows: 
LOT 16. BLOCK 19. TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT 
DEVELOPMENT, PHASE 2 VILLAGE. AS RECORDED WITH THE VALLEY 
COUNTY RECORDER ON OCTOBER 18. 2005, AS INSTRUMENT NO 
#301733. 
(ALSO KNOWN AS BUILDINGS 3.1, 4.0, 6.0, 6.1, 7.0 AND 7.1 (INCLUDING 
PARKING GARAGES) OF TAMARACK RESORT VILLAGE PLAZA 
CONDOMINIUM, LOCATED IN LOT 16, TAMARACK RESORT PHASE 2, 
VILLAGE, IN THE NW Y. OF SECTION 5, TOWNSHIP 15 NORTH, RANGE 3 
EAST, B.M., VALLEY COUNTY. IDAHO ) 
SITUATE IN VALLEY COUNTY, IDAH0.226 
In the amendment to the lien claim, the property description was changed as follows: 
LOT 16. BLOCK 19, TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNTI 
DEVELOPMENT, PASE 2 VILLAGE. AS RECORDED WITH THE VALLEY 
COUNTY RECORDER ON OCTOBER 18, 2005, AS INSTRUMENT NO 
#301733. 
(ALSO KNOWN AS ALL OF TAMARACK RESORT VILLAGE PLAZA 
CONDOMINIUM. ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT IN THE OFFICE 
OF THE RECORDER. VALLEY COCNTY. IDAHO, RECORDED OCTOBER 
18, 2005, AS INSTRUMENT NO. JO 1738.) 
TOGETHER WITH ANY AND ALL RIGHTS TO liSE ALL ROADS, ROAD 
RIGHTS OF WAY, UTILITY EASEMENTS, OPEN SPACES AND ALL OTHER 
COMMON AREAS OF THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY. 
SITUATE IN VALLEY COUNTY. !DAH0227 
'"See Trial Exhibit I :028. 
224 See Trial Exhibit I :029. 
225 fd. at Recital C ( .. Claimant desires to amend the legal description (lt'the Real Property described in the 
Claim of Lien."). 
"
6 /d. at Exhibit A. 
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The amendment stated: ··Except as herein amended and modi tied, the Claim of Lien shall remain 
unchanged and in full force and effect as therein stated.''22R 
Sanner/Sabey's action to foreclose the Village Plaza liens \Vere tiled as its counterclaim, 
cross-claim and third party complaint tiled as part of its answer to the Credit Suisse foreclosure 
action on April 22, 2008. 
In a prior ruling, the Court found that the Sanner/Sabey Village Plaza lien was prior to and 
superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 229 In another ruling, the Court ruled that Sanner/Sabey did 
not have a valid lien claim for the item specitied in its Village Plaza claims of lien as "costs of 
demobilization."230 The Court also ruled that Sanner/Sabey's claim of lien against the Village 
Plaza Property would not be ''postponed" to the Credit Suisse mortgages pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 45-508.231 
Credit Suisse and Hanner/Sabey stipulated that certain principal amounts included in the 
Village Plaza claim of lien were due and owing, and the Court entered partial summary judgment 
that certain amounts were due as follows: 
Pay Application No. 14 
Pay Application No. 15 
Pay Application No. 21 
Pay Application No. 22 
Pay Application No. 23 
227 S~e Trial Exhibit I 029 at Exh1bit A. 







" 9 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: BanneriSabey II, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, entered 
May l. 2009. 
'"'See Memorandum Decision and On.kr Rc: Credit Suisse's Motion tor Partial Summary Judgment as to 
BanneriSabey II. LLC's Lien }los, 329073.330107. entered March II. 2010. 
231 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG's Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to 
Banner'Sabev II. LLC. Lien Nos. 329073.330107. entered June 1,!. 2010. 
'' 2 See Orde; Re: Banner• Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Establishing the Amount owed on 
Certain Pay Applications, entered August 3, 20 I 0. 
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In light of the above rulings and stipulation, the £3anner/Sabey court trial issues were 
limited to determining the validity and enforceability of the Village Plaza lien claim, and the 
additional amount due, if any, pursuant to £3anner/Sabey's lien against the Village Plaza property. 
The 13anner/Sabey case was tried at the Valley County Courthouse. Testimony was 
received on September 13, 14 and 15, 20 I 0. Banner/Sabey supplemented the record by having the 
written depositions of Sandra Smith and Colleen Nakatsu admitted on October 4, 20 I 0. 
Banner/Sabey was represented by Kevin A. Bay, pro hac vice, Ryan Swanson & Cleveland, PLLC, 
Seattle, Washington. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & 
Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah and Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley Austin. LLP, Los 
Angeles, California. Testimony was received from Banner/Sabey representatives Marilea Kalvog, 
Kurt Peterson, Greg Baisch, Kent Tolley, Dennis Schlosser, Russell Pettey, Douglas Hodson, R. 
Edward Woelting and D. Michael Dunne. Banner/Sabey also presented evidence relating to the 
service and filing of the lien claims hom Kasey Vink. a process server, and from support staff at 
Mr. Bay's law firm (by deposition). Colleen Nakatsu and Susan Smith. Credit Suisse presented 
testimony fi·om Tamarack's chief executive, Jean-Pierre Boesptlug and from Tamarack's former 
construction manager, Sean Donovan (by deposition). Numerous exhibits were received into 
evidence. 
A. The Hanner/Sabey Village Plaza lien is valid and enforceable. 
Based upon the testimony and evidence presented, the Court will find that the 
Banner/Sabey Village Plaza lien claims are valid and enforceable. Banner/Sabey was a licensed 
contractor in Idaho at all relevant times. Tamarack's subsidiary, Village Plaza Construction LLC. 
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retained Hanner/Sabey as the general contractor for the Village Plaza project.m Banner/Sabey 
provided ICJbor and matt:rial which improved the property. The Village Plaza liens contain all of 
the information required by Idaho Code § 45-507. The lien was properly executed and verified. 
The lien was timely and properly recorded at the office of the Valley County Recorder. Copies of 
the lien was served as required by Idaho Code§ 45-507(2). Banner/Sabey's action to foreclose 
upon the lien was timely filed pursuant to Idaho Code ~ 45-510. 
B. The amount due pursuant to the Banner/Sa bey claim of lien is at least 
$5,504,042.97 
In its claim of lien, Banner/Sabey stated that the balance due was $7,268,000.00.234 In 
response to a discovery request from Credit Suisse. Banner/Sabey explained that the balance due 
was calculated as follows: 
I. Pay applications and retention through 12/28/2007: 
2. Unpaid amounts under Memoranda of Understanding: 
3. Expenses from 12/25/2007 through I /25/2008: 
4. Other job costs not paid: 
Subtotal: 









The claim of lien also asserted that unspecitied "costs of demobilization" would be added 
to the amount due. 236 In response to a discovery request from Credit Suisse. Sanner/Sabey 
explained that the costs of demobilization were calculated as follows: 
m See Trial Exhibits 2:002, 2:003 (Banner!Sabey's contract). 
"'See Trial Exhibits I 028. 2 006. 
215 See Trial Exhibit I 155 at Bates Stamp BIS 00001 (Banner.·Sabey II. LLC's Answers to Plamtift's First 
Sd of Interrogatories and Requests tor Production). 
: 16 Trial Exhibit 1:028 ("2, Amount of Lien: The balance due Claimant tor the furnishing of the materials 
and supplies and/or labor and services pertormed. atier adjustment for all offsets and other credits, is .. 
US$7.268.000.00 (the "Balance Due"). Claimants [sic) Claim of Lien is for the Balance due. plus costs of 
demobilization. together with interest. plus the attorney's fees and costs of preparing and recording this 
Claim of Lien."). 
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,\sset ProtectiorvDemobilization Pay Applications: 
De mob Pay #02. 3!15/08: 
Demob Pay #03. -1/22/08: 
De mob Pay #04, 6113/08: 
Demob Pay #05, 7131/08: 
Demob Pay #06, 9/10/08: 









Banner/Sabey has explained these ··costs of demobilization" as follows: 
After the construction work was halted, Banner/Sabey timely recorded and served 
a claim of lien against the Village Plaza Property on February 7, 2008 and an 
amended lien claim on March 19, 2008. . .. In its lien claim, Banner/Sabey 
identified that it was owed over $7.268,000.00 for its work under the Village 
Plaza Agreement to the date of shut-down as well as future costs for ongoing 
demobilization and asset protection work required by the contract. 
At the time its lien was filed, Hanner/Sabey had just begun demobilization and 
asset protection work. Since then, Sanner/Sabey has been asked to perform 
further asset protection/winterization to protect the property and improvements 
thereon from deterioration.238 
From Banner/Sabey 's explanation. it is clear that the "costs of demobilization" were costs that 
had not been incurred at the time of the tiling of the Banner/Sabey lien on February 8, 2008. 
Instead, these "costs of demobilization" were anticipated future costs and expenses. 
In a prior ruling, the Court determined that the amount due as stated in the Hanner/Sabey 
lien claim would not be increased by these future "costs of demobilization'' for three (3) reasons.:!
39 
First. the Court ruled that JJanner/Sabey' s claim of lien was limited to the amount that was due at 
the time the lien was tiled. The JJanner/Sabey Village Plaza lien claim was recorded on February 
7. 2008. The extent of the lien is the amount due at the time of the tiling of the lien, not any 
m See Trial Exhibit I: 155. supra note 235. at Bates Stamp I3/S 0000 I. 
'' 8 See I3anner/Sabcy II, LLC's Opposition to Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to 
BanncriSabey II, LLC's Liens Nos. 329073 Jnd 330 I 07 at 3-..J, !lied Octo her _10. 2009. 
""See March I I, 20 I 0 Memorandum Dec is ton and Order. supra note 230. 
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amount that becomes due later. E.g. Franklin Building Supply Co. v. S'wnpter, 139 Idaho 846, 852, 
87 P.3d 955, 961 (2004). Because the "'costs of demobilization" had not been incurred, 
3 
Banner/Sabey could not claim these anticipated future costs in the claim of lien. The second reason 
the Court excluded any of the ··costs of demobilization" is that the use of this term did not 
s constitute a statement of the amount claimed as required by Idaho Code § 45-507(3)(a). Finally, 
















undefined and subject to different interpretations. Banner/Sabey has used the term to refer to 
almost any cost or expense incurred after January 28, 2008. sometimes referring to an expense as a 
demobilization cost, at other times referring to an expense as ''asset protection" or "winterization" 
costs. 
In its trial closing argument. Banner/Sabey asks the Court to reconsider its prior ruling that 
the statement of the amount due in the claim of lien will not be increased by the additional future 
amounts referred to in the lien claim as ''costs of demobilization"' 2~° Citing to a February 9, 2009 
unpublished opinion from Fourth District Judge Michael R. McLaughlin, Perception Construction 
Management, Inc v. Stephen Bell. eta!.. Ada County Case No. CV -2008-179C, Banner/Sabey 
argues that \vhere the future amounts actually were due according to the terms of the contract, and 
the total amount claimed did not exceed the amount stated in the lien. and the work was actually 
done. the lien statute should he liberally construed to allow the claim. The Court will decline 
Banner/Sabey's invitation to reconsider. The Court's ruling that Banner/Sabey's statement in the 
lien of the amount due would not be increased by "costs of demobilization'' was entered on March 
11. 20 I 0. Banner/Sabey never sought reconsideration of the Court's ruling until after the evidence 
in the trial had closed. The Court has reviewed Judge Mclaughlin's ruling. However, in this case. 
''"See Sanner/Sabey II LLC's Closing Argument at 29-10, tiled \t!arch I. 20 II. 
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on the facts presented, the Court is satistied that its prior ruling that the amount due to 
Banner/Sabey under its lien claim cannot be increased by unspecified and future "costs of 
demobilization" is a correct statement of the law. 
Given the Court's ruling that the amount due as stated in the Banner/Sabey lien claim 
cannot be increased for these "costs of demobilization,·· Credit Suisse asserts that the maximum 
that Banner/Sabey can recover for the amount due under the lien is $7,268,000.00, the amount 
stated as the amount due in the lien claim. Credit Suisse further argues that the balance due stated 
in the lien claim actually overstates the amount of the Banner/Sabey Village Plaza claim of lien by 
$1,787,002.55 because: a) Banner/Sabey's calculation did not include a credit in the amount of 
$300,000.00 that reduced Banner/Sabey's Pay Application #14; and b) Banner/Sabey's calculation 
of the balance due did not include a credit in the amount of$1.487.002.55 which reduced 
Banner/Sabey's Pay Application #21 because famarack made payments totaling this amount 
directly to Banner/Sabey' s subcontractors. Banner/Sabey concedes that these credits are 
appropriate. 
Credit Suisse argues that the effect of these credits is to reduce the maximum amount that 
Banner/Sabey can recover pursuant to its Village Plaza lien is $5.480,997.45.
241 
Because the 
parties agree that the minimum balance due under the Banner/Sabey Village Plaza lien is at least 
$5,033,881.59, Credit Suisse argues that the maximum remaining amount due that Banner/Sabey 
can recover under its lien demand is $447,115.86.242 In its closing argument, Credit Suisse 
reviewed the evidence presented at trial and argued that that the evidence shows that the remaining 
amount due is much less than $447.115.86. 
2'
1 $7.268,000.00- $1.787.002.55 ° $5.-180.99745. 
w $5.-180.997.55-$5.033.881.59 = $-147.115.96. 
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·· rhe m..:chanic's lien statutes are liberally construed in bvor of those to whom the lien is 
granted, and to create a valid lien the claimant must substantially comply with the statutory 
requirements."' ParkWest Homes LLC v. Barnsun, 149 Idaho 603. 605.238 P.3d 203.205 (2010) 
(citing BMC West Corp. v. Horkley, 144 Idaho 890, 893-94, 174 P.3d 399,402-03 (2007)). A lien 
claimant is required to deduct all offsets and credits in calculating the demand, but is not required 
to allege in the lien that such deductions were made. !d 238 P.3d at 206. An error in calculating 
the amount due does not invalidate the lien. even if the error is substantial. Id (citing Electrical 
Wholesale Supply Co. v. Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 824-25, 41 P.3d 242, 252-53 (200 I). 
Applying these principals, it does appear that Banner/Sabey made a number of errors and 
missteps in calculating the statement of the amount due. However. these errors do not invalidate 
the lien, and the Court will find that these errors do not necessarily reduce the maximum amount 
which Banner/Sabey can recover. The maximum amount Bmmer/Sabey can recover under the lien 
is $7.268.000.00. Even though Banner!Sabey's calculation of the balance due as stated in the lien 
contained errors. construing the lien requirements liberally. Banner/Sabey will not be precluded 
from demonstrating the amounts which were actually due ~as long as the amounts due do not 
exceed the amount stated in the claim of lien. 
Banncr/Sabey asserts that the evidence it presented at trial establishes that the principal 
amount secured by its Village Plaza lien is $6,504,951.57. This amount is comprised of the 
$5,033,881.59, which the parties have agreed to. as well as: (I) $254,810.0 I for additional 
amounts due under Sanner/Sabey's Village Plaza various pay applications; (2) $97,888.57, which 
is not reflected in the pay applications but Banner/Sahey asserts is due in connection with Pella 
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Windows and Quality Tile Roofing; and (3) $1,118,3 71.30 ret1ecting various ''demobilization" and 
' . ., 1.ij 
"asset protectiOn costs.-
l. Amounts claimed pursuant to pay applications. 
Pay Application #6- The unpaid portion is $7,981. 70. Credit Suisse does not dispute this 
amount. 
Pay Application #7- The unpaid portion is $3,987.22. Credit Suisse does not dispute this 
amount. 
Pay Application #9- Sanner/Sabey asserts that it is owed $3,000.00. Credit Suisse argues 
that this amount is not recoverable in this lien foreclosure action because Sanner/Sabey 
relinquished it with a lien waiver.'~" Sanner/Sabey replies that Doug Hodson, who executed the 
lien waiver, specifically excluded any ''owner change orders," including this $3,000.00 item. 
Sanner/Sabey asserts that Mr. Donovan waived the requirement for a formal change order when 
the amount was less than $5,000.00. Thus, Sanner/Sabey asserts it did not waive its lien rights as 
to this amount. The Court will find that Sanner/Sabey did not waive its lien claim as to this item 
and the Court will include it as part of the amount due. 
Pay Application #12- Sanner/Sabey asserts that it is owed $978.20. Credit Suisse asserts 
that Mr. Donovan denied the charges associated with this amount, although admits he erroneously 
denied $100.00. Thus, Credit Suisse contends that Sanner/Sabey is only owed $100.00. 
Sanner/Sabey explains that this amount was for ·'unrefunded damage deposits for subcontractor 
housing" caused by the slowdown and are recoverable under the contract. The items in question 
are two (2) rugs. three (3) shower curtains. missing items and cleaning charges. Section 6.1.6.7 of 
"' 5254.810.01 f $97.888.57 + Sl.ll8.371.30 I $5.033.881.69 = 56.504.95157 
""Credit Suisse quotes from the "Waiver of Lien" found at Trial Exhibit I ·160, Bates No. 8/S 0000 I: 
"[B]anner/Sabey II. LLC ... Joes hereby waive. release. and 'urrender any anJ all lien and bond rights arising out of the 
performance of contract work. through the date of the invnice(s) being paid: 12!25JJ6 .. " 
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the contract allows for the payment of lost deposits under some circumstances. The Court will tind 
that Banner/Sabey has failed to meet its burden of demonstrating that any of these circumstances 
are present. The Court will not allow the items in question. The Court will allow the $100 item 
mistakenly disapproved by Tamarack. 
Pay Application #16- Banner/Sabey asserts it is still owed $5,000.00. Credit Suisse 
argues that this pay application had included a charge from JH Masonry for slowdown expenses, 
but contained no further details and was not properly supported with necessary documentation. 
Accordingly, Credit Suisse asserts that this charge was properly denied and not recoverable. 
Banner/Sabey states that this amount was incurred by JH Masonry as an unscheduled 
demobilization cost and was observed and approved by Greg Baisch. A change order was not 
required because the amount did not exceed $5,000.00. Banner/Sabey asserts that because Credit 
Suisse did not otTer evidence disputing that the expense was incurred or that the charges were 
reasonable, this charge is recoverable. 
Although the evidence was disputed, the Court will tind that Banner/Sabey has met its 
burden of showing that this item should have been allowed. The Court will make this award. 
Pay Application #20- Hanner/Sabey asserts it is still owed $13,550.00.w Credit Suisse 
argues that, based on the testimony of Mr. Donovan. the following amounts were properly denied: 
(a) the Timber Tech charge of $3.000.00 was denied by Mr. Donovan because there was no change 
order submitted and there was no backup documentation from Timber Tech to support the charges; 
(b) the Construction Alternatives charge of $2.000.00 was denied by Mr. Donovan because 
Banner/Sabey did not provide the required change order; and (c) the Gypsum Floors of Idaho 
''' Credit Suisse puts tile number at $13.845.18. The discrepancy appears to be a charge of $295.18 in connection with 
tlying siblings of13ann~r;Sabey"s employees to IJaho. Sue CreJit Suisse Clos111g Argument at 12-13. BannwSabey 
agrees the plane charges for relatives is not proper. 
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charge of $8,550.00 was denied by Mr. Donovan because it was unjustitied, exorbitant and 
unsupported by receipts or a labor hour record. 
As to the tirst two amounts, Banner/Sabey asserts that no change order was required 
because each amount is less than $5.000.00. As to the Gypsum Floors charge, Sanner/Sabey 
argues that this amount was reasonable because, due to the slow down, it had to perform its work 
out of sequence which necessitated ·'three additional mobilizations" at $3,000.00 per mobilization 
(less $450.00 retention). Moreover. Banner/Sabey asserts that Greg Baisch observed and directed 
this work and found the charges to be reasonable. Additionally, Sanner/Sabey asserts that 
Tamarack recognized this type of additional charge would be incurred and had agreed to pay. 
Sanner/Sabey also asserts that the lack of a signed change order does not excuse liability because 
Tamarack Resort was not signing change orders in December of2007 when this application was 
submitted. 
Although the evidence was disputed, the Court will tind that Sanner/Sabey met its burden 
of demonstrating that these amounts were due under its contract. 
Pay Application# 21 - Banner/Sabey asserts that it is still owed $20,862.00. Credit Suisse 
asserts that based on the testimony of Mr. Donovan. the following amounts were properly denied: 
(a) Western States Fire Protection ("WSFP'') charge of $9,362.00 because Sanner/Sabey did not 
submit a change order and there was no backup documentation; (b) First General Service charge of 
$1.500.00 because there was no change order and no backup documentation; (c) Construction 
Alternatives charge of $8,000.00 because there was no change order and no backup 
documentation: and (d) JH Masonry charge of S 1.900.00 because it exceeded the maximum 
amount of the change order. 
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OveralL Banner/Sabey argues that the lack of a signed change order and lack of 
documentation is insufticient to rebut the evidence supporting these charges. As to the WSFP 
charge of $9,362.00, Banner/Sabey asserts that WSFP was instructed to '"demobilize" and leave 
the site such that it could return and finish once Tamarack had financing and, accordingly, WSFP 
charged this amount for the labor. trucking, and vacated housing associated with that 
demobilization. As to the First General Services charge of $1 ,500.00, Sanner/Sabey asserts that 
First General had to perform necessary work that was beyond the scope of its subcontract. Lastly, 
as to the Construction Alternatives charge of $8,000.00, Sanner/Sabey asserts that the work was 
necessary to protect and prepare Village Plaza for winter and was observed by Greg Baisch. 
Banner/Sabey states that Tamarack was no longer signing change orders when this work was 
performed. 
Although the evidence was disputed, the Court will find that Banner/Sabey met its burden 
of demonstrating that these amounts were due under its contract. However, the amount totals 
$20,762.00 not $20,862.00. 
Pay Application #21A- Banncr/Sabey asserts it is owed $158,502.75. Credit Suisse does 
not dispute this amount. 
Pay Application #22- Sanner/Sabey asserts it is still owed $45,548.14. Credit Suisse 
argues that, based on the testimony of Mr. Donovan, the following charges totaling $37,592.00 
were not proper: 
(i) '"Design Coordination" charge tor Doug Hodson in the amount of$4,471.00 was 
unjustified because the job had come to a standstill and Rmmcr/Sabey had just terminated its 
contract with Tamarack Resort. Banner/Sabey asserts that this work was recoverable under the 
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contract. Although the evidence was disputed, the Court will fmd that Banner/Sabey met its 
burden of demonstrating that this item was owed. 
{ii) ·'Exterior Siding/Trim" charge of Riverside Construction for $5,000.00 because the 
necessary documentation for the charge was missing. Sanner/Sabey asserts that Mr. Donovan 
denied this charge because of a coding error and once the error was explained at trial, Mr. 
Donovan agreed the charge was valid. Sanner/Sabey has met its burden in demonstrating that this 
charge was due. 
(iii) "Slow Down Costs" of YMC Construction for $21,021.00 because there was no 
backup documentation. Sanner/Sabey argues that this amount was for the unused housing YMC 
had to pay in December 2007 through January 2008, which was an expense Tamarack knew it 
would have to pay and agreed to do so when it ordered the construction slowdown. The Court will 
find that Banner/Sabey has met its burden in demonstrating that this charge was due. 
(iv) Independent Welding charge of $4,600.00- Sanner/Sabey concedes that this charge 
cannot be recovered. The Court \Vill not allow this item. 
(v) Timber Tech charge of $2.500.00. Credit Suisse objects because there is no supporting 
documentation. Sanner/Sabey asserts that a potential change order was submitted in January 2008 
but by then Tamarack had stopped signing change orders. The Court finds that Sanner/Sabey has 
met its burden of demonstrating that the work was done, was properly billed and was due. The 
Court will allow this charge. 
As indicated above, Credit Suisse generally argues that any pay application is invalidated if 
it lacks a signed change order. Sanner/Sabey argues that this does not invalidate the pay 
applications because: (a) change orders were only required when they increased the Guaranteed 
Maximum Price (GMP) and the GMP \Vas never defined once Tamarack ordered the slowdown; 
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(b) Tamarack had stopped signing change orders in November of 2007 onward: (c) requesting a 
change order was futile and obtaining one impossible: and (d) Mr. Donovan specifically waived 
the change order requirement for amounts less than $5,000.00. In all, Banner/Sabey argues that the 
issue is not whether a change order was signed, but whether the work was done and the charges 
reasonable. Based upon the evidence presented, the Court agrees that the absence of a signed work 
order does not necessarily result in a denied charge. 
2. Amounts not billed in prior pay applications: Pella Glass and 
Quality Tile Roofing 
Banner/Sabey asserts it is owed $97,888.57 that is not ret1ected in its pay applications. This 
amount is comprised of$71.920.57 due to Pella Windows and $25,968.00 due to Quality Tile 
Roofing. Banner/Sabey states that it did not become aware of the amount due Pella Windows until 
June of 20 l 0. Banner/Sabey states that. based upon the testimony of Russell Petty and 
corroborated by Greg Baisch, the costs were for storing windows due to the construction 
slowdown- when the windows were delivered, the buildings were not at a state where they could 
be installed. Banner/Sabey asserts that Credit Suisse presented no rebuttal evidence that the 
windows were delivered to Village Plaza and as such Pella Windows is entitled to be paid. 
As to Quality Tile Rooting, Banner/Sabcy asserts that although there was some confusion 
over Quality Tile's invoices, Mr. Tolley testified to the charges and Dennis Schlosser witnessed 
Quality Tile performing the work. According to Banner/Sabey, the charges are valid for work that 
improved Village Plaza and Quality Tile is entitled to payment. 
Credit Suisse asserts that sections 7. 1.1 and 7. 1.10 of the agreement between Banner/Sabey 
and Village Plaza Construction. LLC requires Banner;Sabey to submit charges in a pay 
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application.1' 6 Credit Suisse asserts this is a condition that must be met and because of this failure, 
any additional charges for Quality Tile Roofing and Pella Windows which were not included in 
pay applications are not recoverable in this foreclosure action. 
Banner/Sabey argues that Credit Suisse· s argument ignores the fact that Quality Tile and 
Pella Windows could not be included in a pay application because Tamarack prematurely 
terminated the project. Under such circumstances where a contractor fails to satisfy the terms of a 
contract through no fault of his own, Sanner/Sabey argues, the "contractor is entitled to a lien for 
the value of the work done despite the lack of contract adherence."
247 
The Court will find that Banner/Sabey should be entitled to recover the amounts due to 
both Pella Windows and Quality Tile Rooting. Even though the evidence was disputed and not 
entirely clear, Sanner/Sabey met its burden of demonstrating that the services were provided and 
benefited the project. 
3. "Demobilization" I "Asset Protection" 
Sanner/Sabey began work at the Village Plaza site in April. 2006. In May, 2006, 
Tamarack obtained a loan from the Credit Suisse lender group of $250,000,000.00. In part, the 
loan proceeds were used to finance development of Village Plaza and other resort projects. The 
Village Plaza was a $91 million dollar project. For more than a year, Sanner/Sabey submitted 
substantial and detailed monthly pay applications, and these were approved and paid. However, by 
about July, 2007, Tamarack began to experience significant financial ditliculties. Tamarack did 
246 Trial Exhibit 2:002 (AlA Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Construction Manager). 
' 47 See Banner/Sabey II. LLC's Closing Response at 7 (citing: i\nnolalion. J!echanic '.1· Lien- Amount. 51 
A.L.R.2d § I, 2: D\'bvig v Willis, 59 Idaho 160. 82 P.2d 95 ( 1938); Ware v. /Jaho State Tat Comm ·n. 98 
Idaho 4 77. -183 { 1977) ) . 
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not have enough funds to complete its development projects. Tamarack directed Banner/Sabey 
slow down the pace of construction to decrease immediate expenses. 
As a result of these difticulties, Tamarack and Banner/Sabey entered into two (2) 
Memoranda of Understanding ("MOU"). In the MOU dated July 16, 2007, Banner/Sabey agreed 
to immediately slow down the work and to accept less than full payment on outstanding pay 
application amounts 2 .J 8 Tamarack agreed that the slow down would impact the costs to complete 
the project. The MOU contains the following provision: 
The Owner understand [sic] and agrees that the slow down will result in delays in 
the Project Schedule and an increase in the Guaranteed Maximum Price that 
cannot be determined at this time. The Owner and Banner/Sabey II agree to 
equitably adjust the Project Schedule and Guaranteed Maximum Price to include 
the additional time and expense that will be incurred by Banner/Sabey II to 
complete the Project because of the slow down. m 
Tamarack agreed to use its best etforts to secure financing to complete the project. 
In the MOLl dated October 12, 2007, the parties agreed to increase the Guaranteed 
Maximum Price from $91 million to $98 million, to replace the project schedule with a revised 
schedule, and Banner/Sabey agreed to continue work on a reduced basis. 
250 
The MOU dated 
October 12, 2007 also provided that Banner/Sabey had the right to terminate the contract for cause 
if Tamarack failed to meet its payment obligations. 
There is no question that Tamarack's inability to continue to pay for the development of 
Village Plaza adversely impacted Banner/ Sabey in a number of ways. 13anner/Sabey had to slow 
the work schedule, and this had cost impacts. Eventually. Banner/Sabey had to shut down the site 
in the middle of winter and this had cost impacts . 
2" See Trial Exhibit ~:004. 
2
'" fd. Jt Section 2. 
250 See Trial Exhibit 2:005. 
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Tamarack was unable to secure additional financing and, eventually, was not able to pay 
Banner/Sabey. In a letter dated January 2, 2008, Banner/Sabey gave Tamarack notice of 
termination for cause for failing to make the payments as agreed in the MOU dated October 12, 
2007 251 Pursuant to its contract with Tamarack, upon giving seven (7) days written notice, 
Banner/Sabey could terminate the contract.252 In a letter dated January 17, 2008, Tamarack gave 
Banner/Sabey notice of Tamarack's termination ofBanner/Sabey for cause. 253 Credit Suisse aptly 
refers to this situation as the ''dueling terminations". 254 Banner/Sabey's continuing obligations 
could depend upon whether the contract was terminated for cause by Banner/Sabey, terminated for 
cause by Tamarack, or terminated for convenience by Tamarack. 255 
In its termination letter, Tamarack agreed to pay Banner/Sabey for protection of the site 
and for work to transition the work to a new contractor.256 However, Mr. Boespflug testified that, 
in all events, he did not authorize Banner/Sabey to perform any work on behalf of Tamarack after 
January 25, 2008, and that Banner/Sabey was not authorized to perform any work after January 25, 
2008. 257 Mr. Boespflug's testimony that Tamarack did not authorize Banner/Sabey to provide any 
services after January 25, 2008 was credible. D. Michael Dunne, one of Banner/Sabey's principal 
testified that Banner/Sabcy stayed on the job for several months after January 2008 because its 
lawyers advised that Hanner/Sabey had an obligation to protect the asset even if the contract was 
. d 218 tem1mate . · 
251 Se~ Trial Exhibit 1·11·-l. 
252 See Trial Exhibit 2:003 at Article 14. 
m See Trial Exhibit I: 119. 
"'Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Closing Argument Re: Mechanic's Liens at 6, tiled March I, 2011. 
"'See Trial Exhibit 2 003. Article 14: Termination or Suspension of the Contract. 
''"See Trial Exhibit 1·119. 
257 Trial Transcript at .J 1-42 (September I'· 2010 testimony ot JeJn-Pierre Boefsptlug). 
258 See Trial Transcript at 170, 187-89 (September 1-l. 2010 testimony of D. Michael Dunne) . 
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In order to have the right to lien. the work must be done "at the instance of the owner". 
Idaho Code§ 45-501. Brmvning v. Griffin, 140 Idaho 598,600, n. 2. 97 P.3d 465,467 (Ct. App. 
2004) ("Mechanic's liens and materialman's liens are authorized by !.C.§ 45-501. In general terms, 
such liens are for the benetit of persons who have performed work upon real property. or furnished 
equipment or materials to be used in the creation of improvements upon real property, where the 
work was done or the items furnished at the instance of the owner or the owner's agent.") A 
contractor, whatever other rights to payment may exist, does not have the right to a lien unless the 
work was authorized by the owner. Because Tamarack did not authorize any work after January 
25, 2008, the Court will limit Banner/Sabey's lien to labor and services provided through January 
25, 2008. The Court will find that Banner/Sabey's right to lien the Village Plaza property 
concluded on January 25, 2008. 
From the beginning of the job, Banner/Sabey submitted monthly pay applications to 
Tamarack. In all, there were twenty-three (23) regular pay applications, many of which became 
exhibits at trial.259 Pay Application 22, was for the period through January 9, 2008.
260 
January 9, 
2008 is the date that would coincide with seven (7) days after Banner/Sahey' s notice of 
termination. 
Beginning v,ith work done on January 10.2008 Banner/Sahey submitted additional pay 
applications called ·'Asset Protection Pay Application#_" The first of these is dated January 30, 
2008 and is for the time period January I 0 to 28, 2008. although the cover sheet to the exhibit 
~ 59 See Trial Exhibit 2:008 (Pay Application 116). Trial Exhibit 2:009 (Pay Application i17). Trial Exhibit 
2:0 l 0 (Pay Application #9), Trial Exhibit 2:0 II (Pay Application !! 12), Trial Exhibit 2:012 (Pay 
Application# 16). Trial Exhibit 2:013 (Pay Application 1120). Trial Exhihit 2·.0 14 (Pay Application "-21 ), 
frial Exhibit 2 016 (Pay Application #22). 
:"''See Trial Exhibit 2:016, at 13ates stamp 13 S068567 ('"Period to January 9. 2008"). 
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states that is for the period "January I 0. 2008 -January 25. 20 11.''
261 
Banncr/Sabey' s notice of 
termination is dated January 2, 2008. According to the contract the contract would be terminated 
on January 9, 2008. January I 0, 2008 would be the tirst day of the post-termination period as 
calculated by Banner/Sabey. January 10. 2008 coincides with the tirst day after Sanner/Sabey's 
seven (7) day notice of termination. Even though there may be some discrepancy in the ending 
date of this pay application, Credit Suisse agrees that all of the charges in the application are 
appropriate and does not object. 
The next pay application is Asset Protection Pay Application # 2 for the period January 25, 
2008 to March 15,2008. 262 Credit Suisse objects to this and all subsequent "'Asset Protection" 
pay applications. In reviewing Asset Protection Pay Application #2, it is apparent that nearly all 
expenses and charges were incurred after January 25, 2008. However, there are some charges and 
expenses that appear to have been incurred prior to, and including, January 25, 2008.
263 
The Court 
has not attempted to sift through Asset Protection Pay Application #2 for each and every entry that 
was incurred on or before January 25, 2008. 
Sanner/Sabey has shown that it is entitled to recover for its reasonable costs and expenses 
through January 25. 2008. These were authorized by famarack. The Court will award 
Banner/Sabey the amounts requested in the Asset Protection Pay Application # I in the amount of 
$113,791.00. The Court will give Sanner/Sabey leave to make a supplemental submission to 
identify any charges or expense contained in Asset Protection Pay Application #2 that were 
incurred on or before January 25, 2008. Any such submission shall be made \Vi thin seven (7) days 
261 See Trial Exhibit2:0 17. 
"'' S~e Trial Exhibit 2:0\8. 
261 See Trial Exhibit 2:0\8 at Bates stamp B _S069128. B _ S0691 JO, B _ S0691 J I for examples. 
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of the entry of this decision. Thereafter, Credit Suisse shall have seven ( 7) days to tile any 
objection or response. 




Pay Application #6 
Pay Application #7 
Pay Application #9 
Pay Application# 12 
Pay Application # 16 
Pay Application #20 
Pay Application #21 
Pay Application #21 A 
Pay Application #22 
Pella Glass 
Quality Tile and Rooting 
Asset Protection 
Pay Application # 1 

















(*Amount subject to supplementation as 
explained above.) 
C. The Banner/Sabey Village Plaza lien will be reduced pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 45-511. 
Idaho Code § 45-511 provides in part: 
The original or subcontractor shall be entitled to recover, upon the claim tiled by 
him, only such amount as may he due to him according to the terms of his contract . 
. . after deducting all claims of other parties for work done and materials furnished 
to him as aforesaid, of which claim of lien shall have been tiled as required by this 
chapter. ... 
Credit Suisse argues that this language means that the Sanner/Sabey lien must be reduced 
by the amounts claimed in other lien claims tiled by Sanner/Sabey's subcontractors and suppliers. 
Banner/Sabey argues that the statute only requires that "if the amounts owed to a subcontractor are 
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included in a general contractor's lien and subcontractor is paid on its own lien, the amount so paid 
must be deducted from the general's lien. thereby protecting the owner from double liability."'264 
Banner/Sabey is entitled to foreclose upon the property to recover for all of the amounts it 
is due pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-50 I. Its subcontractors and suppliers also have lien rights. In 
the absence of an intervening mortgagee, there is no issue or dispute among mechanic and 
materialmen as to the priority of their liens because their liens are on equal footing with all of the 
mechanic and materialmen's liens. Upon foreclosure, the liens would be ranked pursuant to the 
order prescribed in Idaho Code § 45-512. If the property was insufficient to ~ay all mechanic and 
..;.":.: . ..:: ... 
materialmen liens, then the order would be laborers first, then materialmen, then subcontractors, 
then prime contractors and finally engineers/surveyors. Where, as here. there is an intervening 
mortgagee, there are different lien priority dates for each of the mechanics and materialmen 
depending upon when the lien claimant first provided labor. material or services for the project. 
In this case. Banner/Sabey and many of its Village Plaza subcontractors and suppliers filed 
liens against the Village Plaza property. Prior to trial. the Court determined that Banner/Sabey's 
Village Plaza lien priority was prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. The Court 
also decided that the lien priority of some of Banncr/Sabey subcontractors and suppliers was 
subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. The Village Plaza subcontractors and 
suppliers whose liens were subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages include 
fnterior Systems. Inc .. Sunbelt Rentals. American Stair Corporation. Quality Tile Roofing, Inc. and 
PCF. Inc. d/b/a Pella Windows and Doors. 
The priority of other Village Plaza subcontractors. including YMC and Tri-State Electric 
have been determined after the recent court trials. The Court has determined that the Tri-State 
Electric Village Plaza lien is prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. The Court has 
2
"·' See Sanner/Sabey II. LLC's Closing Argument at 31. 
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determined that the YMC Village Plaza lien is subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-51 I. the Court will reduce Banner/Sabey's Village Plaza lien 
amount by the amount Banner/Sabey has included in its li~:n claim for Tri-State Electric. The 
Court will not reduce the amount due to Banner/Sabey for its Village Plaza lien by the amounts 
Bann~:r/Sabey has included in its lien claim for any of the lien claimants whose liens are 
subsequent and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. If the Court reduced the amount of the 
Sanner/Sabey lien by the amount of liens which are inferior to Credit Suisse, Burtner/Sabey would 
be liable for the amounts due to the subcontractors, but would not have the ability to foreclose on 
the property for payment. Such a result would be unjust and inequitable. 
10. BAG Property Holdings, LLC. ("BAG") 
In August 2005, Tamarack entered into the Tamarack Condominium Pad Purchase 
Agreement between Tamarack Resort LLC and Bayview FinanciaL L.P. ("Pad Agreement') under 
the tt:rms of which Tamarack agreed to sell and Bayview FinanciaL L.P. ('·Bayview") agreed to 
purchase and develop two (2) undeveloped parcels as a large luxury hotel and condominium 
project. "65 The two parcels are reterred to as the "Belvedere Ridge" parcel and the ''Whitewater" 
parcel. As required by the Pad Agreement, Bayview deposited $1,000.000.00 in escrow at the time 
of the execution of the Pad Agreement. 
In an agreement dated as of February 24,2006, Tamarack entered into that certain Option 
Agreement with Bayview for the purchase of an additional parcel, called the B21/B22 parcel under 
the tenns of which Tamarack agreed to sell the 821/822 parcel and Bayview agreed to purchase 
and develop the B21 /822 parcel as another luxury hotel and/or condominium project ("B21/B22 
'
65 Trial Exhibit A I. 
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Option Agreement") 2116 In accordance with the B21!B22 Option Agreement, Bayview deposited 
into escrow an Option fee in the amount of$500,000.00. 
On March 8. 2006, Tamarack and Bayview entered into a Marketing and Sales 
Agreement267 In this agreement, the parties agreed that Tamarack would be the exclusive on-site 
sales agent for the Pad Agreement development. Bayview agreed to pay Tamarack a commission 
for all sales as well as an advance of $50,000.00 per month to be credited against the 
. . 268 
commiSSIOnS. 
On May 6, 2006, Bayview assigned all of its interests in the Pad Agreement and the 
B21/B22 Option Agreement to a related entity, BAG Property Holdings, LLC ("BAG") under the 
terms of which BAG assumed all of Bayview's obligations. 26Y Unless the context requires 
otherwise, the purchasing entity will be referred to herein as BAG. 
Tamarack and BAG amended the Pad Agreement on multiple occasions. The Seventh 
Amendment to the Pad Agreement ("Seventh Amendment"), made as of March 8, 2006, contained 
a number of significant terms. 270 BAG waived its right to terminate the Pad Agreement and the 
$1.000,000.00 deposit was released from escrow to Tamarack. 
Even though Tamarack had been paid the Pad Agreement deposit the Pad Agreement 
contained provisions that could obligate Tamarack to return the Pad Agreement deposit, repay 
BAG up to S5.000.000.00 of its development costs. and to repay the B2l/B22 Option Fee of 
$500,000.00. In the Seventh Amendment Tamarack agreed to secure these obligations by 
'""Trial Exhibit A 15. 
267 Trial Exhibit A I 2. 
26R The parties agreed that the $500.000.00 82 L 822 Option Fee also could be used as a credit against BAG's 
obligation to pay monthly advances to Tamarack pursuant to the Sales and \1arketing Agreement. Trial Exhibit A 15 
at Section 3. 
'"
4 See Trial Exhibit 15:006. 
270 See Trial Exhibit A I I. 
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providing BAG a second deed of trust on the Whitewater and Belvedere Ridge parcels and by 
providing BAG with a tirst deed of trust on a parcel identified as the "Canoe Grill" parcel. 271 The 
Seventh Amendment recited that Tamarack had plans to obtain new financing. BAG agreed to 
reconvey its deeds of trusts in the event of refinancing if Tamarack provided BAG with an 
unconditional and irrevocable letter of credit in the amount of $6,500,000.00. 
On March 9. 2006, BAG recorded a 1\lemorandum of Agreement as Valley County 
Instrument No. 306685 in which it gave notice of the existence of the Pad Agreement.
272 
On April 
4, 2006, BAG recorded a Notice of Option Agreement as Valley County Instrument No. 307548 in 
which it gave notice ofthe existence ofthe B21/B22 Option Agreement. 273 
Tamarack did secure new financing for the Resort. On May 19, 2006, Tamarack entered 
into the Credit Agreement with the lenders and Credit Suisse for a new loan in the amount of 
$250,000,000.00.174 Tamarack and its subsidiaries secured the obligations in the Credit Agreement 
by granting first priority mortgages to Credit Suisse. 275 These mortgages were recorded in Valley 
County on May 19, 2006. 
At the time Credit Suisse entered into the Credit Agreement with Tamarack, Credit Suisse 
knew about the Pad Agreement and the B21/B22 Option Agreement between Tamarack and BAG. 
Credit Suisse also was aware that BAG had prior deeds of trusts on the Belvedere Ridge, 
Whitewater and Canoe Grill parcels. As part of the closing of Tamarack's Credit Agreement, 
2' 1 See Trial Exhibit 15:003 (deed of trust re: Whitewater and Belvedere Ridge parcels), Trial Exhibit 15:004 (second 
deed of trust re: ··canoe Grill" parcel). 
272 Trial Exhibit 15:005. 
2
'
1 Trial Exhibit 15:007. 
"~Trial Exhibit A35. 
275 Trial Exhibits 15:012, 1 :002A and 1:003. 
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Credit Suisse provided an irrevocable $6.500,000.00 letter of credit to BAG.
276 
BAG, in turn, 
reconveyed the deeds of trusts on the Pad Agreement property and the Canoe Grill parcel.
277 
On June 30, 2006, Tamarack and BAG entered into the B2l/B22 Condominium Pad 
Purchase Agreement by which BAG exercised the option to purchase the B2l/B22 parcel 
("B211B22 Pad Purchase Agreement").278 Under the terms of the B211B22 Pad Purchase 
Agreement, the B2l;B22 Option Fee of$500,000.00 was released to Tamarack. 
On June 30, 2007, BAG and Tamarack entered into the Twenty Eighth Amendment to the 
Pad Agreement.279 As part of this amendment, Tamarack substantially reduced the purchase price 
of the Whitewater and Belvedere Ridge parcels and BAG agreed to return the $6.5 million letter of 
credit to Credit Suisse. The agreement indicated that BAG paid an additional deposit to Tamarack 
in the amount of $500,000.00 on December 21, 2006. The additional deposit increased the total 
Pad Agreement deposits to $1 ,500,000.00. Tamarack and BAG extended the predevelopment 
period trom June 2, 2007 to June 2, 2008. 
As detailed above, Tamarack experienced significant financial difficulties beginning by 
about August 2007. Tamarack defaulted in its obligations to Credit Suisse, failed to pay its 
contractors and suppliers, failed to make lease payments for the golf course and ski lifts. and 
suspended all construction activities at the Resort. Credit Suisse tiled this foreclosure action in 
Valley County on March 11. 2008 . 
'"'Trial Exhibit \5:0\3. 
m Trial Exhibits \5 015. \5 0\6 . 
"' Trial Exhibit I 5:0\4. 
27
'' Trial Exhibit 15:0 17. 
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In its Counterclaims against Credit Suisse and Cross-Claim against Tamarack, BAG 
asserted that it had a statutory ··vendee's lien" pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-8042xo against both the 
3 
Pad Agreement property ami the B21/B22 parcel. 281 RAG asserted that its vendee's lien was 
superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. BAG claimed that it had incurred about $20 million in 
s development expenses pursuant to the Pad Agreement and the B2 11822 Agreement. BAG asserted 











the deposits paid for both the Pad Agreement property and the B21/B22 property. 
BAG tiled a motion for summary judgment seeking a ruling that it had valid and 
enforceable vendee's liens, that the vendee's liens included BAG's development expenses, and that 
the vendee's liens were superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. Credit Suisse opposed the 
motion. In a ruling entered on August 5, 20 I 0, the Court found that: l) BAG did have a valid 
vendee's lien against the Pad Agreement parcels in the amount of its deposits, totaling 
$ 1,500,000.00; 2) BAG did have a valid vendee's lien against the B21 /822 parcel in the amount of 
its $500,000.00 deposit; and 3) the vendee's liens did not include any of BAG's development 
expenses. Even though a valid vendee's lien would have priority over a mortgagee with 
knowledge, .Hc'vfahon v. Cooper, 70 Idaho 139, 14 7-48, 212 P 2d 657, 661-62 (1949), the Court 
declined to grant summary judgment as to whether BAG's vendee's liens were superior to the 
Credit Suisse mortgages because the Court found there were disputed genuine issues of fact as to 
"
0 ·'Lien of Purchaser of real property.- One who pays to the owner any part of the price of real property, 
under an agreement for the sale the reo( has a special lien upon the property, independent of possession, for 
such part of the amount paid as he may be entitled to recover hack. in case of a failure of consideration." 
Idaho Code ~ -+5-804. 
"'See BAG.'s Answer, Counterclaims and Cross-Claim, likd July 24. 2008. 
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whether there were equitable defenses that would preclude BAG from asserting that its vendee's 
I, , h C d' S . ogJ tens were supenor to t e .re tt msse mortgages.- -
The court trial of the issues relating to the existence of equitable defenses to the assertion of 
the priority of the BAG vendee· s liens was tried to the Court at the Ada County Courthouse on 
December 13 and 14,2010 and January 6 and 7. 2011. Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley 
Austin, Los Angeles, California, appeared for Credit Suisse. Ford Elsaesser and Cindy Elliott, 
Elsaesser, Jarzabek, Anderson, Elliott & MacDonald, Chtd., Sand Point. Idaho, appeared for BAG. 
Testimony was received from Antonio Chimienti, a Florida attorney engaged as in house legal 
counsel for BAG and Bayview, .Joel Goldman, a Florida attorney who provided legal services for 
BAG and Bayview as retained legal counsel, and who later was employed directly by BAG and 
Bayview; Albert Nelson Kennedy, a partner in the Portland, Oregon law tirm ofTonkon Torp, 
LLP. and a retained expert on behalf of BAG: Arik Prawer, one of Credit Suisse's Managing 
Directors; Michelle Kelban, a partner in the New York City o!1ice of the law tirm Latham & 
Watkins; Steven J. Millemann, a partner in the McCall, Idaho law firm, Millemann, Pittenger, 
McMahan & Pemberton; and Jean-Pierre Boespt1ug (by deposition). Numerous exhibits were 
admitted. 
The Credit Suisse representatives testified that they made it clear to Tamarack that Credit 
Suisse had to be in a "first lien priority position,'' and that Credit Suisse would not have made a 
loan to Tamarack unless Credit Suisse was in a ·'first lien priority position".283 Tamarack's lawyer, 
:-.1r. Millcmann. testitied that RAG understood that Credit Suisse would require a ''first lien priority 
'"See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: BAG Property lloldings, LLC's Motions for Summary Judgment, 
entered August 5. 20 I 0. 
28 ; Trial Tr~nscript at 24-25 (Jan. 5. 20 II testimony of Arik Prawerl. 
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position."284 Mr. Prawer testitied that Credit Suisse was willing to provide the $6.5 million letter 
of credit to replace the BAG deeds oftmst and to insure Credit Suisse' tirst position. 285 Mr. 
Yfillemann testitied that BAG was willing to accept the letter of credit as the replacement for the 
BAG deeds of trust on the Pad Agreement parcels and the Canoe Grill parcel. 286 Mr. Prawer 
testified Credit Suisse would not have entered into the Credit Agreement or issued the letter of 
credit to BAG unless Credit Suisse obtained a first lien priority on the Pad Agreement and 
B2l /B22 properties. 287 
At the time of the closing of the Credit Agreement with Tamarack, Credit Suisse was aware 
of the Pad Agreement and the 8211822 Option Agreement Mr. Prawer testified that Credit Suisse 
understood that the Pad Agreement was to close not any later that June, 2007 and that the closing 
of the Pad Agreement would result in the payment of about $40 million to Tamarack. lRR Mr. 
Prawer also testified that the anticipated revenue stream from the Pad Agreement was material to 
the decision Credit Suisse made to enter into the Credit Agreement with Tamarack289 Credit 
Suisse argues that Tamarack's receipt of the revenue stream from the closing of the Pad 
Agreement sale was a material condition to the financial models it used in approving the Credit 
Agreement The amendments to the Pad Agreement effectively postponed the revenue stream until 
sometime in 2008. 
Credit Suisse did not have any direct dealings with BAG representatives in the process of 
negotiating and concluding the Credit Agreement with Tamarack. The Credit Agreement did not 
:"Trial Transcript at 199. 202-03 (January 6. 20 II testimony uf Steven Millemann). 
"' Prawer testimony. supra note 283, at -15--16. 
"'' Millemann testimony. supra note 284, at 203-05. 
"
7 Prawer testimony, supra note 283. at -18 . 
"
8 !d at 3-1-36. 
'
89 
f d at .J0-41. 
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directly prohibit Tamarack from amending the Pad Agreement. However. a change in the closing 
date could constitute a default of the tinancial covenants of the Credit Agreement. 
Arik Prawer was a director at Credit Suisse who solicited Tamarack's participation in the 
Credit Agreement, and who was central to the involvement of Credit Suisse. Mr. Prawer had 
significant prior experience and involvement in billions of dollars of real estate tinancing. He had 
never heard of a vendee's lien.290 \1ichelle Kelban, a partner in the New York City otlice of 
Latham & Watkins, L.P., represented Credit Suisse in connection with the Credit Agreement in 
2006. Ms. Kelban is primarily a real estate tinam:e attorney. She has acted as legal counsel in 
hundreds of real estate tinancing transactions totaling $8 to $10 billion. Ms. Kelban had never 
heard of a vendee's lien. 291 Mr. Chimienti was employed as in-house counsel for both Bayview 
and BAG and was involved in all aspects of the Pad Agreement and the 1321/B22 Agreement. Mr. 
Chimienti did not learn of the existence of a vendee's lien under Idaho law until Credit Suisse tiled 
this foreclosure action in March 2008.292 Joel Goldman became a real estate lawyer in Florida 
after graduating from law school. His firm represented BAG and Bayview and Mr. Goldman 
provided legal advice as a real estate attorney. Mr. Goldman went to work directly for 
Bayview/BAG in mid-2007. Mr. Goldman had some involvement with and knowledge about both 
the Pad Agreement and the B21 /B22 Agreement. Mr. Goldman was not aware of an Idaho 
vendee's lien statute until after Credit Suisse tiled the forec losurc action in March. 2008. 293 Steven 
Millemann has been a licensed attorney in Idaho for more than thirty (30) years. Mr. Millemann 
represented Tamarack in its dealings with Bayview/BAG and Credit Suisse. Mr. Millemann had 
'''"/d. at 56. 
2
'
11 Trial Transcript at 136-37 (Jan. 5. 20 II testimony of Michelle Kelban). 
'"'Trial Transcript at I 01-02, 110 t Dec. 13. 20 I 0 testimony of Antonio Chimienti). 
'"'Trial Transcript at 142-44 (Dec. 13.2010 testimony of Joel Goldman). 
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never encountered a vendee's lien under Idaho law until about July 2008, after BAG tiled its 
h C d. S . t' I . '
94 response to t e re tt u1sse orec osure action.-
Albert Kennedy was called as an expert by BAG. Mr. Kennedy has been a laVv')'er since 
1976 and he is a partner in the Portland, Oregon law tirm Tonkon Torp, LLP. Mr. Kennedy 
testified to signiticant experience in representing parties in complex real estate financing 
transactions. In his opinion, the customary and usual way for a commercial lender. such as Credit 
Suisse, to obtain a first lien priority position on a property would be to require a release or a 
subordination agreement from any party who had or might have an interest in the property. 295 Mr. 
Kennedy testified that Credit Suisse did not request any subordination from BAG. 296 Mr. Kennedy 
also testified that it would be unusual for a commercial lender to rely upon a theory of implied 
waiver or estoppel in lieu of a subordination agreement. 
297 
In its post trial brief, BAG asserts that it has valid and prior vendee's liens for$ I .5 million 
against the Whitewater and Belvedere Ridge parcels and for $500,000 against the B21/B22 parcel. 
Credit Suisse contends that the evidence presented at trial establishes that the doctrines of waiver, 
equitable-estoppel. quasi-estoppel and/or unjust enrichment preclude BAG from asserting a 
superior vendee's lien and requests that the Court tind that the vendee's liens asserted by BAG are 
subordinate to Credit Suisse's mortgages. 
A. Waiver does not bar the vendee's liens asserted by BAG. 
··waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a known right or advantage." 
Stoddard v. Hagadone Corp . 147 Idaho 186, 191, 207 P.3d 162, 167 (2009). ·''lt is a voluntary act 
and implies election by a party to dispense with something of value or to forego some right or 
294 Millemann testimony. supra note 284. al 237. 
295 Trial Transcript at 179-80 (Dec. 14. 20 I 0 testnnony of Alhert Kennedy I. 
290 !d. at 183. 
297 !d. at 187-88 . 
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aJvantage which he might at his option have demanded anJ insisted upon.'" !d. (quoting Crouch v. 
Bischotf, 78 Idaho 364, J68, 304 P.2d 646, 649 (1956 )). Waiver may be established by conduct. 
Hecla ,Hining Co. v. Star- .Horning ,\.fi11ing Co., l 22 Idaho 778, 782, 839 P .2d l l 92, t 196 ( 1992). 
"'A party asserting waiver must have acted in reliance upon the waiver and altered the party's 
position''' fd. (quoting Hecla Mining Co, 122 Idaho at 782.) Ultimately, ··[w]aiver is a question of 
tact and requires a showing of substantial evidence on the record." A & B lrrig Dist v .. lberdeen-
American Falls Ground Water Dist, 141 Idaho 7 46, 754, 118 P .Jd 78, 86 (2005). 
Credit Suisse argues that: (a) Bayview and BAG intended to and did waive any potential 
lien with priority over Credit Suisse's mortgage; (b) the parties' intent in securing Tamarack 
Resort's obligations with the deeds of trust and letter of credit was to ensure the first priority 
position of Credit Suisse· mortgage securing its $250 million loan; and (c) the parties never 
intended that (i) BAG would have additional security for claimed deposits that already were fully 
secured by deeds of trust and letter of credit. (ii) Credit Suisse would provide a $6.5 million letter 
of credit without receiving anything in return for it, and (iii) Bayview, in exchange for re-
conveying its second deed of trust. would receive the letter of credit and retain a lien superior to 
the one it relinquished. 
BAG contends that Credit Suisse has failed to prove by substantial evidence that BAG 
voluntarily and intentionally waived its priority under the vendee's lien statute. Further, BAG 
asserts that Credit Suisse could not have relied on or altered its position in reliance on BAG's 
rights under agreements entered into with Tamarack and to which Credit Suisse was not a party. 
Moreover. BAG asserts that it was unaware of the vendee's lien statute until this litigation and 
therefore could not have intended to waive its rights under the statute. 
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Credit Suisse counters that: (a) intent to waive may he established by conduct and a written 
subordination agreement is not necessary for a waiver: (b) actual knowledge of the vendee's lien 
statute was not necessary for a waiver because, tirst, the intention manifested by Bayview and 
BAG was to waive any challenge to the tirst position. not merely to waive rights under a statute, 
and, second, BAG has conceded that a party can waive lien rights without specifically addressing 
any particular statute or other source of such rights: and (c) the claimed vendee's lien is not a 
"permitted encumbrance" under the Credit Agreement. 
BAG did not knowingly and intentionally waive a known right for the simple reason that 
BAG had no knowledge of the existence ofldaho's vendee's lien until after March. 2008 when 
Credit Suisse filed this foreclosure action. Credit Suisse did not alter its position based upon any 
waiver by BAG because Credit Suisse was not aware that BAG had any vendee's lien rights to 
waive. The Court will find that BAG did not waive a right that BAG did not know it had. 
B. Equitable-Estoppel does not bar the vendee's liens asserted by BAG. 
In order to obtain equitable estoppel, a party must show: 
(I) a false representation or concealment of a material fact made with actual or 
constructive knowledge of the truth; (2) that the party asserting estoppel did not 
and could not have discovered the truth: (3) an intent that the misrepresentation or 
concealment be relied upon; and ( 4) that the party asserting estoppel relied on the 
misrepresentation or concealment to his or her prejudice. 
Weitz v. Green. 148 Idaho 851,861,230 PJd 743,753 (2010). 
Credit Suisse argues that equitable estoppel should be applied here to preclude BAG from 
claiming its vendee's liens are superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages because: (a) Bayview 
demanded the letter of credit from Credit Suisse knowing that Credit Suisse required a tirst lien on 
the Belvedere, \Vhitewater. and B21/B22 parcels as a condition of making the loan to Tamarack 
and providing the letter of credit- if Bayview intended to retain any right to challenge the priority 
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of the mortgage then it misrepresented or concealed its intent to do so; (b) Credit Suisse could not 
have discovered Bayview's ··secret intent"'; (c) Bayview was informed and understood that Credit 
Suisse's mortgage priority was a key condition of issuing the letter of credit and making the loan 
and therefore it is obvious from the circumstances that Bayview intended that Credit Suisse rely on 
Bayview's tacit acquiescence to such priority; and lastly (d) Credit Suisse reasonably and 
detrimentally relied on Bayview's conduct. 
BAG contends that Credit Suisse misconstrues the facts and asserts that: (a) BAG did not 
demand that Credit Suisse issue it a letter of credit- Tamarack was contractually obligated to do 
so; (b) neither BAG nor Credit Suisse knew about the vendee's lien statute until this litigation; and 
(c) there was no communication from BAG to Credit Suisse or from Credit Suisse to BAG. In 
short, BAG asserts that its conduct does not constitute false representation of concealment of a 
material fact with knowledge of the truth. 
II ere. because BAG did not have any knowledge of its rights under Idaho· s vendee's lien 
statute. BAG did not misrepresent or conceal any material fact concerning the vendee· s lien. 
Credit Suisse could have discovered the existence of the vendee's lien but did not. BAG did not 
make any demand on Credit Suisse. Tamarack had a pre-existing obligation to provide a letter of 
credit to BAG to obtain a reconveyance of the BAG's deeds of trust. Credit Suisse has failed to 
demonstrate that equitable estoppel should be applied to preclude BAG from asserting the priority 
of its vendee's liens. 
C. Quasi-Estoppel does not bar the vendee's liens asserted by BAG. 
Quasi-estoppel applies when: 
( 1) the atTending party took a ditierent position than his or her original position, 
and (2) either (a) the atTending party gained an advantage or caused a 
disadvantage to the other party; (b) the other party was induced to change 
positions; or (c) it would be unconscionable to permit the offending party to 
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maintain an inconsistent position from one he or she has already derived a benefit 
or acquiesced in. 
Terrazas v. Blaine County .:x ref. Bd OfCommr 's. 1-P Idaho 193, 200 ti1.3, 207 P.3d 169, 176 
(2009). 
Credit Suisse argues that: (a) by demanding and accepting the Bayview deeds of trust and 
letter of credit, Bayview tacitly adopted the position that Credit Suisse's mortgages would have 
·'tirst lien priority"- and BAG is now claiming the contrary; (b )(i) Bayview and BAG obtained 
substantial benefits from their former position; (ii) Credit Suisse was induced to make the loan and 
issue the letter of credit because of BAG's former position; and (iii) it would be unconscionable 
for BAG to have first-priority because it and Bayview derived substantial benefits from and 
acquiesced to the first priority of Credit Suisse's mortgage. 
BAG argues that Credit Suisse misconstrues the facts. It asserts that Credit Suisse was not a 
party to the agreements between Tamarack and BAG in connection with the deeds of trust and was 
not Tamarack's lender when Tamarack agreed to provide BAG with the deeds of trust and to 
replace the deeds with a letter of credit. Moreover, Tamarack was contractually obligated to 
provide BAG with a letter of credit. BAG also emphasizes that neither BAG nor Credit Suisse 
knew about Idaho's vendee's lien statute. Further. BAG asserts that there was no communication 
from BAG to Credit Suisse or from Credit Suisse to BAG. Finally. BAG asserts that it was merely 
exercising its contractual rights and therefore its conduct should not be construed as manifesting an 
inconsistent position or unconscionable. 
The Court will find that Credit Suisse has not shown that quasi-estoppel is available. There 
were no direct discussions between Credit Suisse ~nd BAG. Credit Suisse never sought any 
waiver or subordination by BAG. Credit Suisse did not rely upon any communications from BAG 
in making any of its decisions relating to the Credit Agreement. 
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D. Unjust Enrichment does not bllr the vendee's liens asserted by BAG. 
Unjust enrichment requires that: 
(I) there was a benetit conferred upon the defendant by the plaintiff; (2) 
appreciation by the defendant of such bendit: and (3) acceptance of the benefit 
under circumstances that would be inequitable for the defendant to retain the 
benefit without payment to the plaintiff for he value thereof. 
Vanderj(JrdCo., Inc. v. Knudson, 144 Idaho 547,558. !65 P.3d 261,272 (2007). ''Unjust 
enrichment, or restitution, is the measure of recovery under a contract implied in law." Gray v. 
Tri-Way Const. Services, Inc, 147 Idaho 378,388-89,210 PJd 63,73-74 (2009) (quoting Barry v. 
Pacijic West Canst, Inc. 140 Idaho 827, 834, I 03 P.3d 440, 447 (2004)). ''A contract implied in 
law ... 'is not a contract at all, but an obligation imposed by law for the purpose of bringing about 
justice and equity without reference to the intent of the agreement of the parties .... " fd To 
recover upon a theory of unjust enrichment, there must have been some relationship between the 
party seeking restitution and the party said to owe restitution. Beco Constr. Co , Inc v. Bannock 
Paving Co. Inc, 118 Idaho 463, 465-66, 797 P.2d 863, 865-66 ( 1990). 
Credit Suisse argues that: (a) in return for priority, Credit Suisse provided substantial 
benefits to Bayview and BAG, i.e. the benefits associated \Vith the issuing of the letter of credit 
and entering into the credit agreement; and (b) it would be inequitable for BAG to retain such 
benetits while Credit Suisse loses priority. BAG asserts that Credit Suisse did not confer a benefit 
on BAG because Tamarack was already contractually obi igated to provide BAG with the letter of 
credit. BAG further emphasizes that while Credit Suisse had a relationship with Tamarack and 
Tamarack had a relationship with BAG, Credit Suisse did not have a relationship with BAG. 
The Court will tind that Credit Suisse has not made out a case for application of unjust 
enrichment. Credit Suisse was not involved as a party in any transaction with RAG. Tamarack. 
not Credit Suisse, was obligated to provide a letter oh:rcdit to BAG. l3AG was not unjustly 
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enriched when it received the letter of credit because Tamarack had the existing obligation to 
provide the letter of credit to BAG if Tamarack succeeded, as it did, in securing new financing for 
the Resort. 
In this case Credit Suisse was unaware that Idaho had a vendee's lien statute. Credit Suisse 
assumed that it would have a tirst lien priority position when Credit Suisse recorded its mortgages. 
BAG did not have any role in promoting any understanding or assumptions by Credit Suisse. 
Credit Suisse did not rely on any communication from BAG in not becoming aware of the 
vendee's lien statute, or in assuming that Credit Suisse had a first priority lien position. Credit 
Suisse could have, but did not, learn ofthe existence of a vendee's lien under Idaho law. Credit 
Suisse could have, but did not, seek a form of subordination or release by BAG. BAG did not 
know about the existence of a vendee's lien under Idaho law. BAG did not engage in any conduct 
which misled Credit Suisse about Credit Suisse's or BAG's lien rights. There were no dealings 
between Credit Suisse and BAG that would give rise to any of the equitable defenses that Credit 
Suisse has asserted. Credit Suisse has failed to demonstrate that any equitable defense applies to 
prohibit BAG from asserting the priority of its vendee's lien claims. The Court will find that 
BAG's vendee's liens are superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages as to the properties referred to 
herein as the Whitewater, Belvedere Ridge and 821 /B22 parcels. 
Conclusion 
As explained above, the Court will find that: 
I) Teufel's lien claim is: a) valid and enforceable; b) subsequent to and interior to the 
Credit Suisse mortgages; and c) in the amount of $122.066.98. 
2) YMC's Village Plaza liens are: a) valid and enforceable; b) subsequent to and inferior to 
the Credit Suisse mortgages; and c) in the amount of$1.499.223.45. 
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3) Kesler's Village Plaza lien is in the amount of$14,-+46.72. 
• " 
4) MHTN's Village Plaza lien is: a) in the amount of $1.084.842.66: and b) that amount 
will be reduced by the amount included in the MHTN claim of lien for OZ work on Village Plaza. 
5) MHTN's Lake Wing lien is: a) prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages; and 
b) in the amount of$464,600.98. 
6) OZ's Village Plaza lien is in the amount of$719,552.94. 
7) OZ and Hedrick are both original contractors re: Trillium Townhomes Lot 122 and in 
the event that foreclosure sales proceeds are insufficient, will share in the proceeds pro rata. 
8) Tri-State Electric's Village Plaza liens are: a) valid and enforceable; b) prior to and 
superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages; and c) in the amount of $1 ,216.466.39. 
9) Banner/Sabey's Village Plaza liens are: a) valid and enforceable; b) in the total amount 
of at least $5,504,042.97; c) Banner/Sabey can supplement the request by submitting an exhibit 
detailing any charge or expense contained in Asset Protection Pay Application #2 incurred on or 
before January 25, 2008; and d) the amount of the Village Plaza lien will be reduced by the amount 
Banner/Sabey has included in its lien claim for Tri-State Electric work on Village Plaza. 
I 0) BAG's vendee's liens are superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages as to the Whitewater, 
Belvedere Ridge and B21/B22 parcels. 
II) Requests for costs, interest and fees will be taken up at a later date. The Court will 
schedule a further status/scheduling conference to address these and other issues. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this // d•yofM,y201L~ 1-( '~ 
/~trick H. Owen Lb~strict Judge 
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MOTION TO CLARIFY OMNIBUS 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
RE: VALIDITY, PRIORITY AND 
AMOUNT OF V ARlO US LIEN AND 
MORTGAGE CLAIMS 
COMES NOW, Teufel Nursery, Inc., by and through its attorney of record, Terri R. 
Pickens, of the firm Pickens Law, P.A., and hereby submits this Motion to ClarifY Omnibus 
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Findings and Conclusions re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage 
Claims, specifically relating to amount of Teufel's claim of lien. 
On May II, 2011, the Court tiled the Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: Validity, 
Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims. Relating to Teufel's claim of lien, 
the Court found that the amount of Teufel's claim of lien was $122,066.98. 
Teufel seeks clarification on the Court's finding that Teufel was not entitled to any sums 
for the Trillium Cottages. [n the Court's breakdown, the number adjacent to the Trillium 
Cottages is $0.00. Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: Validity, Priority and Amount of 
Various Lien and Mortgage Claims, pg. 25. To support this finding, the court states, "this relates 
to one of the released parcels. See Exhibit 9:056." Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: 
Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims, fn.87. 
Teufel seeks clarification as to the amount of Teufel's claim of lien for the Trillium 
Cottages because Exhibit 9:056 establishes that Teufel is owed, excepting the released portions, 
$184,476.32. Trillium Cottages encompassed two parcels, KK and JJ. The total amount owed 
to Teufel for the work done at the Trillium Cottages was $204,973.69. Between the two parcels, 
$20,497.37 went to Parcel KK and $184,476.32 to Parcel JJ. 
It was established at trial that Parcel KK was released or dismissed but nothing was 
submitted to the Court which established that Teufel had released Parcel JJ or that it had been 
released. Accordingly, Teufel requests clarification as to the amount owed to Teufel for its work 
at the Trillium Cottages. 
Oral argument is requested on this motion. 
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Case No. ___ _. 
Filed ___ -../\ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN RE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV -08-310 C No. CV -08-502 C 
No. CV -08-311 C No. CV -08-508 C 
No. CV -08-312 C No. CV -08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C No. CV-08-510 C 
No. CV -08-335 C No. CV -08-5ll C 
No. CV-08-356 C No. CV-08-512 C 
No. CV-08-357 C No. CV-08-513 C 
No. CV-08-532 C No. CV-08-514 C 
No. CV-08-557 C No. CV-08-521 C 
No. CV-08-583 C No. CV-08-528 C 
MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
COMES NOW Teufel Nursery, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, Terri R. 
Pickens of Pickens Law, P.A .. and hereby submits the foregoing Motion for Reconsideration. 
I. Background 
On or about May II. 2011, this Court entered the Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: 
Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims. Regarding Teutel 
Nursery, Inc." s ("Teufel"') claim. the Court made the following findings of fact: 
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The evidence did show that for some years, Teufel maintained a 
skeletal crew at the Resort during the winter months. There were 
no Teufel employees at the site after about December 23, 2004 
until the spring of 2005. There were about tour (4) Teufel 
employees at the site during the 2005 winter and about ten ( 1 0) 
Teufel employees at the site during the 2006 winter season. When 
Teufel's employees were on site during the winter, there was no 
landscaping work performed. Teufel's employees did snow 
removal so that Tamarack's contractors and subcontractors could 
continue construction activities ... Teufel did not have a crew 
present each winter. When Teufel did have a winter crew, the 
crew was not engaged in landscape services, only snow removal 
and snow removal was not part of the scope of work tor any of 
Teufel's landscaping contracts with Tamarack. 
This finding of fact was a major pillar supporting the Court's conclusion that Teufel did 
not have a single continuous contract since 2004. Teufel requests the Court to reconsider these 
findings of fact. 
II. Argument 
A decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration rests in the sound discretion of 
the trial court. Carnell v. Barker Management, Inc., 137 Idaho 322; 48 P.3d 651 (2002). A 
motion for reconsideration under I.R.C.P. ll(a)(b) can be made at any time before the entry of 
final judgment but not later than fourteen days after the entry of final judgment. Barmore v. 
Perrone, 145 Idaho 340, 343; 179 P.3d 303, 306 (2008). 
The case law applying Rule ll(a)(2)(B) permits a party to present new evidence when a 
motion is brought under that rule, but does not require that the motion be accompanied by new 
evidence. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 472; 147 P.3d 100, 104 (Idaho Ct. App. 2006). 
HI. Analysis 
Teufel requests that this Court reconsider its findings of fact relating to the work that 
Teufel performed outside of the contracts, specifically in regards to the work Teufel performed 
after the term or substantial completion date found in the contracts. Substantial evidence was 
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admitted at trial which proves that Teufel worked each year after the substantial completion date, 
performed extensive landscaping during this time and had, on average, far more employees on 
site than those found by the Court. The following is a detailed list of all work Teufel performed 
outside of the contracts: 
2004 Contract (Trial Exhibit 9:00 I) 
Term: June 4, 2004- November 30, 2004 
Trial Exhibit 9:041 
Admitted -Trial Transcript at 7:12-23 (October 6, 20 I 0) 
December 
% of days with landscaping work - 95.2% 
Average number of workers- 14.7 
• 12/1/2004 
o Excavated 2 tree holes (Teufe1857) 
o Set boulders, prune trees (Teufel858) 
o Plant trees (Teufel859) 
o Employees- 11 
• 12/2/2004 
o Boulder installation (Teufel86!) 
o Plant plants/trees (Teufel862) 
o Roundabout, tree relocation (Teufel863) 
o Grading (Teufel864) 
o Employees- 11 
• 12/3/2004 
o Boulder moving, entry to chalets (Teufel865) 
o Soil preparation (Teufel866) 
o Plant trees (Teufe1867) 
o Employees- 10 
• I 2/4/2004 
o Building rock walls and moving boulders (Teufel869) 
o Boulder placement (Teufe1870) 
o Removal and planting of trees (Teufel871) 
o Employees- II 
• 12/5/2004 
o Setting rocks and grading (Teufel872) 
o Plants and soil installed (Teufe1873) 
o Employees - 7 
• 12/6/2004 
o Boulder walls. move trees (Teufe1875) 
o Employees - 9 
• 1217/2004 
o Move trees (Teufel876) 
o Employees - 8 
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• 12/8/2004 
o Snow removal (Teutel877) 
o Employees - 18 
• 12/9/2004 
o Snow removal (Teutel878) 
o Excavation (Teufel879) 
o Employees - 15 
• 12/10/2004 
o Clean up of construction debris (Teufel880) 
o Excavation, set rocks (Teufe1881) 
o Employees - I I 
• 12/11/2004 
o Clean and remove debris, repair work (Teufel882) 
o Excavation (Teufel883) 
o Employees - 15 
• 12112/2 004 
o Excavation (Teufel884) 
o Employees - 13 
• 12/13/2004 
o Clean trenches, place boulders (Teufel88S) 
o Grading (Teufel886) 
o Employees - 19 
• 12/14/2004 
o Grading (Teufe1887) 
o Shovel trenches (Teufel888) 
o Move trees (Teufel889) 
o Employees - 19 
• 12/15/2004 
o Water feature, rock placement (Teufel891) 
o Grading, entry walkways (Teufel892) 
o Employees - 16 
• 12/16/2004 
o Water feature repair (Teufel893) 
o Boulder placement (Teufel894) 
o Boulder placement (Teutei895) 
o Grading (Teufel896) 
o Employees- 23 
• 12/17/2004 
o Backfilling (Teufel897) 
o Grading (Teufel898) 
o Employees - 19 
• 12/18/2004 
o Grading, drainage (Teufel899) 
o Setting rocks (Tcufe1900) 
o Employees- 14 
• 12/19/2004 
o Grading, drainage, entry walkways (Teufe1901) 
o Finish grading, install plants and set boulders (Teufel902) 
o Employees- 18 
• 12/20/2004 
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o Boulder placement (Teutel904) 
o Excavation (Teutel905) 
o Potted plant placement, Christmas lights (Teutel906) 
o Employees- 22 
• 12/21/2004 
o Boulder placement (Teufe\907) 
o Plant tree, repair walkways (Teufel908) 
o Remove boulders (Teutel909) 
o Christmas lights 
o Employees- 20 
2005 Contract (Trial Exhibit 9:002) 
Term: Aprill2, 2005- December 31,2005 
Trial Exhibit 9:043 
Admitted -Trial Transcript at 13: 13-17 (October 6, 20 10) 
No work commenced until April 19, 2005 
2006 Contract (Trial Exhibit 9:003) 
Term- May 16, 2006 - December 31, 2006 
Trial Exhibit 9:045 
Admitted- Trial Transcript at 19:4-25 (October 6'h 20 I 0) 
January 
%of days with landscaping work- 67.667% 
Average number of workers- 2.667 
• 1/23/2006 
o Snow removal (Teufel2!84) 
o Employees- 2 
• l/24/2006 
o Snow Removal and Grading (Teutel2186) 
o Employees - I 
• 1/25/2006 
o Set boulders, snow removal (Teufe12188) 
o Employees - 7 
• 1/26/2006 
o Set boulders (Teufe\2190) 
o Employees- J 
• l/27/2006 
o Set boulders (Teufel2192) 
o Employees- I 
• 1/30/2006 
o Snow removal (Teufcl2194) 
o Employees- 2 
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% of days with landscaping work- 75% 
Average number of workers- 5.25 
• 2/l/2006 
o Snow removal (Teufel2217) 
o Employees - I 
• 2/2/2006 
o Snow removal (Teufe122 I 9) 
o Employees- 2 
• 2/3/2006 
o Snow removal and grading (Teufel2221) 
o Employees - 1) 
• 2/6/2006 
o Tree removal (Teufel2223) 
o Employees - 3 
• 2/8/2006 
o Christmas decoration removal (Teufel2225) 
o Employees - 4 
• 2/9/2006 
o Snow removal, asphalt cutting (Teufel2227) 
o Employees - 5 
• 2/22/2006 
o Snow removal and excavation (Teufel2229, 2231) 
o Installation of seedlings (Teufel2230) 
o Employee - 14 
• 2/23/2006 
o Snow removal and excavation (Teufel2233) 
o Seeding (Teufel2234) 
o Employees - 6 
• 2/24/2006 
o Excavation (Teufel2239) 
o Employees- 4 
• 2/25/2006 
o Excavation (Teufel2241) 
o Employees- 4 
• 2/27/2006 
o Pavers (Teufel2243) 
o Employees - 17 
• 2/28/2006 
o Boulder placement preparation (Teufel2245) 
o Employees- 2 
March 
% of days with landscaping work- I 00% 
Average number of workers- 13.1 
• 3/1/2006 
o Excavation (Teufel2273) 
o Erosion control (Teufel2274) 
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0 Employees - 14 
• 3/2/2006 
0 Placing Boulders (Teufe12276) 
0 Employees- I 0 
• 3/3/2006 
0 13oulder placement (Teufel2278) 
0 Employees- I 0 
• 3/6/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufel2280) 
0 Employees - 19 
• 3/7/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufel2282) 
0 Employees - 19 
• 3/8/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufel2284) 
0 Employees - 15 
• 3/9/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufel2286) 
0 Employees - 13 
• 3110/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufel2288) 
0 Employees - II 
• 3/1 I/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufel2290) 
0 Employees - 9 
• 3/12/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufel2292) 
0 Employees- 14 
• 3/13/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufel2294) 
0 Employees- 18 
• 3/14/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufel2296) 
0 Employees- I 0 
• 3/15/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufe12298) 
0 Employees- 17 
• 3/16/2006 
0 Pavers clean up (Teufel2300) 
0 Employees- 3 
• 3/20/2006 
0 Pavers, excavation (Teutel2302) 
0 Employees - 3 
• 3/21/2006 
0 Pavers (Teufe12304) 
0 Employees - 6 
• 3/22/2006 
0 Pavers (Tcufe12306) 
0 Employees - 6 
• 3/23/2006 
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0 Pavers (Teufel2308) 
0 Employees~ 4 
3/27/2006 
0 Steps and pathways (Teufe1231 0) 
0 Employees~ 14 
3/28/2006 
0 Steps and pathways (Teufe12312) 
0 Employees ~ 14 
3129/2006 
0 Stairs and pathways (Teufel2314) 
0 Employees~ 25 
3/30/2006 
0 Stairs and walkways (Tcufel2316) 
0 Employees~ 26 
3/31/2006 
o Steps and walkways (Teufel2318) 
o Material (Teufel23 18) 
o Employees ~2 5 
0 
% of days with landscaping work~ I 00.00% 
Average number of workers~ 18.3 
• 411/2006 
0 Walkways and steps (Teufe12321) 
0 Employees~ 22 
• 4/2/2006 
0 Walkways and steps (Teufel2323) 
0 Employees~ II 
• 4/3/2006 
0 Excavation (Teufel2325) 
0 Walkways and steps (Teufel2326) 
0 Snow removal, install waddles (Teufel2327) 
0 Employees ~ 26 
• 4/4/2006 
0 Excavation (Teufe12329) 
0 Walkways and steps (Teufe12330) 
0 Snow removal, install waddles (Teufe12331) 
0 Employees~ 27 
• 4/5/2006 
0 Excavation (Teufe12333) 
0 Walkways and steps (Teufel2334) 
0 Snow removal, install waddles (Teufe12335) 
0 Employees~ 28 
• 41612006 
0 Snow removal, install waddles (Teufe12337) 
0 Walkways and steps (Teutel2338) 
0 Employees~ 27 
• 4/7/2006 








































0 Snow removal, install waddles (Teufel2340) 
0 Walkways and steps (Teufe\2341) 
0 Employees- 23 
• 4/8/2006 
0 Snow removaL install waddles (Tcufel2345) 
0 Walkways and steps (Teufel2343) 
0 Reconstruct patios (Teufel2344) 
0 Employees- 25 
• 4/9/2006 
0 Walkways and steps (Teufel2347) 
0 Employees - 6 
• 4/10/2006 
0 Reconstruct patios (Tcufel2349) 
0 Employees- 12 
• 4/11/2006 
0 Reconstruct Patios (Teufel2351) 
0 Employees- 13 
• 41\212006 
0 Reconstruct Patios (Teufel2353) 
0 Installation of waddles (Teufel2354) 
0 Rock wall (Teufel2355) 
0 Employees- 15 
• 4/13/2006 
0 Patios (Teufel2357) 
0 Installation of waddles (Teufel2358) 
0 Preparation for rock wall (Teufe12359) 
0 Employees- 19 
• 4/14/2006 
0 Patios (Teufel2361) 
0 Rip rap down slope (Teufel2362) 
0 Boulder wall (Teufel2363) 
0 Employees - 19 
• 4/15/2006 
0 Patios (Teufel2365) 
0 Boulder wall (Tcufel2366) 
0 Employees- 17 
• 4/17/2006 
0 Drainage (Teufel2368) 
0 Stairs (Teufel 23 69) 
0 Excavation (Teufel2370) 
0 Pavers (Teufel2371) 
0 Employees- 17 
• 4/18/2006 
0 Swales (Teufel2373) 
0 Grading (Teufel2374) 
0 Stairs and pavers (Teufel23 75) 
0 Patio (Teufel23 76) 
0 Employees- 21 
• 4/19/2006 
o Retaining pond(Tcufel2378) 











































o Swales (Teufel2379) 
o Paver (Teufe12380) 
o Employees- 19 
• 4/20/2006 
o Rip rap (Teufel2382) 
o Swales (Teufel2383) 
o Preparation for boulder wall (Teufe12384) 
o Wall repair (Teufel2385) 
o Installation of wattles (Teufe12386) 
o Employees- 21 
• 4/21/2006 
o Retaining pond (Teufel2388) 
o Erosion control (Teufel2390, 2391) 
o Steps and Pavers (Teufel2392) 
o Pavers (Teufel2393) 
o Employees- 21 
• 4/22/2006 
o Pavers (Teufel2395) 
o Grading (Teufel2396) 
o Swales and wattles (Teufel2397) 
o Employees - 17 
• 4/23/2006 
o Swales and wattles (Teufel2399) 
o Employees- 3 
• 4/24/2006 
o Excavation (Teufel240 1) 
o Erosion control (Teufel2402) 
o Swales (Teufel2403, 2406) 
o Clear slide (Teufel2404) 
o Retaining Pond (Teufel2405) 
o Employees- 16 
• 4/25/2006 
o Pavers (Teufel2409) 
o Swales (Teufcl241 0, 241 I) 
o Excavation (Teufe12412) 
o Employees- 27 
• 4/26/2007 
o Pavers (Teufel24 I 4, 2415) 
o Swales (Teufel24 I 6) 
o Catch basin (Teufe124 I 7) 
o Employees- 21 
• 4/27/2006 
o Swales (Teufel2419, 2420) 
o Employees- 14 
• 4/29/2006 
o Swales (Teufel2422) 
o Employees- 7 
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%of days with landscaping work- I 00.00% 
Average number of workers - 13. 1 
• 5/l/2006 
o Swales (Teufel2465, 2466) 
o Set boulders (Teufel2467) 
o Drainage (Teufel2468) 
o Employees - 15 
• 5/2/2006 
o Pond repair (Teufel2470) 
o Swales (Teufel247 l) 
o Snow removal (Teutel2472) 
o Employees -18 
• 5/3/2006 
o Catch basin (Teufel2474) 
o Swales and grading (Teutel2475) 
o Wall construction (Teufel2476) 
o Employees -12 
• 5/4/2006 
o Catch basin (Teufe12478, 2480) 
o Excavation (Teufel2479) 
o Employees- 15 
• 5/5/2006 
o Catch basin (Teufel2482) 
o Excavation (Teufe12483) 
o Employees- 12 
• 5/8/2006 
o Irrigation (Teufel2485) 
o Retaining wall construction (Teufel2486) 
o Erosion control (Teufe12487) 
o Employees-12 
• 5/9/2006 
o Erosion control (Teufel2489, 2492) 
o Materials (Teufel2490) 
o Retaining wall construction (Teutel2491) 
o Employees - 12 
• 5/10/2006 
o Excavation (Teufel2494) 
o Swales (Teufel2495) 
o Erosion control (Teufel2496) 
o Employees- 17 
• 5/11/2006 
o Materials unloading (Teufel2498) 
o Retaining wall (Teufel2499) 
o Employees -12 
• 5/!2/2006 
o Erosion control (Teufel250 1) 
o Rock installation for catch basin (Teufel2502) 
o Employees- 8 
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• 5/13/2006 
o Swales (Teufel2504) 
o Employees - 8 
• 5/15/2006 
o Repair of drainage ditch (Teufe12506) 
o Pavers (Teufe12507) 
o Employees - \7 
2007 Contract (Trial Exhibit 9:004) 
Term: May 2, 2007 - December 31, 2007 
Exhibit 9:047 
Admitted- Trial Transcript at 29:5-24 (October 6, 201 0) 
January 
% of days with landscaping work- 80.00% 
Average number of workers- \8.5 
• 1/2/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3437) 
o Set pavers and steps, grading (Teufe\3444) 
o Boulder wall, prep for erosion control (Teufe13445) 
o Snow removal (Teufel3446) 
o Employees- 24 
• 1/3/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3438) 
o Snow removal (Teufe\344 7) 
o Snow removal (Teufel3463) 
o Installation of steps and pavers (Teufe13464) 
o Employees- 35 
• 1/4/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufe\3439) 
o Snow removal (Teufe13448) 
o Pavers and steps, keystone wall, grading (Teufe\3465) 
o Snow removal, grading (Teufe13466) 
o Grading (Teufcl3467) 
o Employees- 28 
• l/5/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3440) 
o Snow removal (Teufel3449) 
o Excavation, prepping, drainage (Teufe\3468) 
o Erosion control (Teute13469) 
o Boulder placement (Teufe\3470) 
o Employees - 3 7 
• 1/6/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufe\3441) 
o Snow removal (Teufe\3450) 
o Employees- 14 
• 117/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufe\3452) 
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o Employees - 7 
• l/8/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3442) 
o Snow removal (Teufel3453) 
o Excavation, drainage, boulder placement (Teufel34 71) 
o Set boulders (Teufe13473) 
o Employees -32 
• l/9/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufe\3454) 
o Install pavers (Teufel34 75) 
o Placing boulders, retaining pond (Teufel3476) 
o Employees - 29 
• 1110/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3455) 
o Pavers and grading (Teufe134 77) 
o Employees- 28 
• 11?/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3456) 
o Employees- 6 
• 1111/2007 
o Boulder retaining walls (Teufel3478) 
o Employees- 14 
• 1/12/2007 
o Snow and ice removal (Teufel3479) 
o Move boulders (Teufel3480) 
o Employees- 16 
• l/15/2007 
o Pavers and landscape installation (Teufel3481) 
• Materials 
• 1116/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3457) 
o Employees - 8 
• 1/17/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3458) 
o Excavation, boulder walls (Teufel3482) 
o Employees - 20 
• 1118/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3459) 
o Boulder wall (Teufel3483) 
o Pavers (Teufel3484) 
• Material 
o Employees- 20 
• 1/19/2007 
o Boulder wall (Teufel3485) 
o Employees- 13 
• 1/20/2007 
o Boulder walls (Teufel3486) 
o Employees- 12 
• 1/22/2007 
o Excavation (Teufel3487) 
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0 Paver walkway and pathways (Teufel3488) 
0 Employees - 13 
• 1123/2007 
0 Snow Removal (Teufel3460) 
0 Steps and pathways (Teufel3489) 
0 Employees- 14 
• 1124/2007 
0 Snow removal (Teufel3461) 
0 Pavers and cuts (Teufel3490) 
0 Employees- 25 
• 1/25/2007 
0 Snow removal (Teufel3462) 
0 Pavers and cuts (Teufel3491) 
0 Remove tree (Teufe13493) 
0 Employees - 19 
0 
• 1/26/2007 
0 Snow removal (Teufel3443) 
0 Utilities and remediation work (Teufel3492) 
0 Paver pathways (Teufel3494) 
0 Fuel (Teufel 3495) 
• Materials 
0 Move boulders, soil placement (Teufel3496) 
0 Employees- 14 
• 1/29/2007 
o Materials (Teufe13497) 
o Excavation, grading (Teufe13498) 
o Employees- 8 
• 1/30/2007 
o Materials (Teufel3499) 
o Pavers, install topsoil. (Teufel3500) 
o Employees -20 
• 1/31/2007 
o Walkways, irrigation sleaving (Teufe13501) 
o Materials (Teufel3502) 
o Employees -8 
February 2007 
% of days with landscaping work- I 00.00% 
Average number of workers- 6.4 
• 2/1/2007 
o Materials (Teufel3503) 
o Materials (Teufel3504) 
o Pavers (Teufel3505) 
o Materials (Teufel3506) 
o Employees - 2 
• 2/12/2007 
o Snow removal (Teufel3507) 
o Snow removal, pavers, grading (Teufe13508) 
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o Employees - 8 
• 2/13/2007 
o Steps, pavers, boulder wall (Teufel3509) 
o Employees- 9 
• 2/14/2007 
o Snow removal, prep ground for work (Teufel351 0) 
o Steps and walkways, boulder installation (Teufel3511) 
o Employees- 9 
• 2/15/2007 
o Excavation (Teufel3512) 
o Grading and compacting, pavers (Teufel35 13) 
o Employees - I 0 
• 2/16/2007 
o Excavation (Teufel35l4) 
o Pavers, grading (Teufel3515) 
o Employees - 9 
• 2/19/2007 
o Pavers (Teufel3516) 
o Employees - 2 
• 2/22/2007 
o Pavers (Teufel3517) 
o Drainage swale (Teufel3518) 
o Employees- 2 
March 2007 
% of days with landscaping work- 100.00% 
Average number of workers - 5 
• 3/12/2007 
o Pavers (Teufel3519) 
o Snow removal and grading (Teufel3520) 
o Employees- 5 
• 3/13/2007 
o Pavers (Teufel3521) 
o Pavers (Teufel3522) 
o Employees - 6 
• 3/16/2007 
o Pavers (Teufel3523) 
o Employees - 6 
• 312112007 
o Landscape repair (Teufel3524) 
o Employees - 4 
• 3/22/2007 
o Pavers (Teufel3525) 
o Employees - 4 
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April2007 
% of days with landscaping work- I 00.00% 
Average number of workers- 29 
• 4/4/2007 
o Materials (Pavers) (Teufel3526) 
o Grading, rock wall (Teufel3527) 
o Employees- 7 
• 4/5/2007 
o Pruning (Teufel3528) 
) 
o Directions from Tamarack on work to be done (Teufel3529) 
o Materials (Teufel3530) 
o Employees - 9 
• 4/6/2007 
o Tree planting (Teufe13531) 
o Steps and walkways (Teufel3532) 
o Erosion control (Teufe13533) 
o Pavers (Teufel3534) 
o Preparation for irrigation, top soil added, grading (Teufel3535) 
o Boulders placed (Teufel3536) 
o Grading, boulders placed (Teufe13537) 
o Materials (seed mix) (Teufe13538) 
o Employees -28 
• 4/9/2007 
o Excavation for irrigation (Teufel3539) 
o Repair landscaping (Teufei3S40) 
o Materials (Teufel] 541) 
o Erosion repair (Teufe13542) 
o Grading (Teufe13543) 
o Repair landscaping (Teufel3544) 
o Drainage swales, grading (Teufel3545) 
o Employees - 73 
• 411012007 
o Excavation for irrigation (Teufel3547) 
o Repair landscaping work (Teufel3548) 
o Grading (Teufel3549) 
o Repair landscaping (Teutel3550) 
o Erosion repair, grading (Teufel3551) 
o Pavers (Teufel3552, 3553) 
o Employees- 57 
• 4/11/2007 
o Irrigation installation (Teufel3554) 
o Employees - 19 
• 4/12/2007 
o Irrigation installation (Teute13555) 
o Boulder walls (Teutel3556) 
o Repair work to pavers (Teufel3557, 3558) 
o Erosion control (Teufcl3559) 
o Landscaping (Teufe13560) 
o Employees- 67 
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o Material Hydroseeding (Teufe13546) 
o Irrigation installation (Teufe13561) 
o Preparation for topsoil installation (Teufel3562) 
o Material (Teufel3563, 3567) 
o Boulder walls (Teufel3564) 
o Repair work to pavers (Teufel3565) 
o Erosion control (Teufel3566) 
o Prep for tree installation (Teufel3568) 
o Employees- 57 
• 4/16/2007 
o Material (Teufe13569, 3576) 
o Swales (Teufel3570) 
o Grading (Teufe13571) 
o Grading (Teufe13572) 
o Topsoil and irrigation (Teufe13573) 
o Drainage swales (Teufel3574) 
o Grading (Teufel3575) 
o Landscaping (Teufel3577) 
o Employees - 49 
• 4/17/2007 
o Grading (Teufe13578, 3579) 
o Boulder placement (Teufel3580, 3581) 
o Grading for erosion control (Teufel3582) 
o Irrigation (Teufel3583) 
o Pavers (Teufe13584) 
o Employees- 39 
• 4/18/2007 
o Step installation (Teufel3585) 
o Employees - 5 
• 4/19/2007 
o Grading (Teufe13586, 3587) 
o Pavers (Teufel3588) 
o Step installation (Teufel3589) 
o Erosion control (Teute13590) 
o Employees- 33 
• 4/20/2007 
o Landscaping -(Teufel3591, 3592) 
o Grading (Teufel3593, 3594, 3595, 3596) 
o Erosion control (Teufel3597) 
o Employees- 38 
• 4/2112007 
o Grading (Teufel3598) 
o Landscaping (Teufel3599) 
o Install steps (Teufel3600) 
o Grading (Teufe13601) 
o Employees - 26 
• 4123/2007 
o Materials (Teufel3602) 
o Irrigation (Teufel3603, 3604) 



















































o Boulder installation (Teufel3605) 
o Drainage (Teufel3606) 
o Step installation (Teufel3607) 
o Grading (Teufel3608) 
o Employees- 36 
• 4/24/2007 
o Materials (Teufel3609) 
o Grading (Teufel3610, 3612. 3614) 
o Irrigation (Teufel36\l) 
o Step installation (Teufel3613) 
o Equipment (Teufel3615) 
o Employees- 33 
• 4/25/2007 
o Top soil placement (Teufel3616, 36\8, 3619, 3620) 
o Boulder installation (Teufel3617) 
o Pavers (Teufel3621) 
o Grading (Teufel3622) 
o Equipment (Teufel3623) 
o Employees- 43 
• 4/26/2007 
o Top soil placement (Teufel3624, 3625, 3626, 3628) 
o Boulder installation (Teufel3627) 
o Pavers (Teufel3629) 
o Equipment (Teufel3630) 
o Materials (Teufel3631) 
o Employees - 28 
• 4/27/2007 
o Soil installation (Teufel3632) 
o Tree planting (Teufel3633) 
o Boulder placement (Teufel3634, 3636) 
o Grading (Teufel3635) 
o Pavers (Teufel3637) 
o Equipment (Teufe13638) 
o Employees - 3 7 
• 4/30/2007 
o Boulder wall (Teufel3639) 
o Grading (Teufel3640, 3641, 3642, 3643, 3645) 
o Boulder placement (Teufel3644) 
o Materials (Teufel3646) 
o Employees- 43 
May 2007 
%of days with landscaping work- I 00.00% 
Average number of workers- 29 
• May I, 2007 
o Boulder placement (Teufel3647) 
o Grading (Teufel3648, 3650, 3652) 
o Walkways (Teufel3649) 
o Pavers (Teufel3651) 
o Employees- 43 
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The four exhibits, 9:041, 9:043, 9:045 and 9:04 7 provide ample evidence that Teufel was 
working outside the contracts, was performing landscaping work outside of the contracts and 
maintained a substantial presence at Tamarack Resort year round. Teufel requests that this Court 
reconsider its findings of fact to reflect the admitted evidence as identified above. 
Having performed work which was not found in the scope of work in any of the contracts 
from June 2004 to the last day that Teufel worked at Tamarack Resort, at Tamarack's request 
and instruction, Teufel worked at Tamarack Resort under an open account. As stated in Franklin 
Building Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 851, 87 P.3d 955, 960 (2004), an open account 
IS: 
Simply an account with a balance which has not been ascertained. 
The account is kept open in anticipation of future transaction. 
Where an open account exists that parties are deemed to intend that 
individual items on the account will not be viewed separately but 
the account will be considered as a connected series of 
transactions. 
All of the work which Teufel performed outside of the contract from June 2004 to 2008 
was performed as Tamarack dictated. There was no set amount of work, a total amount to be 
paid or even a comprehensive plan any given year. Trial Transcript at 8:9-22; 38:2-8; 66:15-25 
(October 5, 2010 testimony of Rick Christensen); Trial Exhibit 9:040A. 
As Teufel operated at Tamarack Resort under an open contract, all of its work constitutes 
a single improvement and its priority relates back to the first date that Teufel provided labor or 
materials to Tamarack Resort, June 14,2004. I.C. §45-506. See Ultrawall, Inc. v. Washington 
Mut. Bank, 135 Idaho 832,25 P.3d 855 (2001). 
IV. Conclusion 
Teufel petitions this Court to reconsider its findings of fact relating to Teufel's work done 
outside the term of the contracts in light of the evidence presented in this motion. Teufel further 
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requests that this Court reconsider its decision regarding Teufel's priority since Teufel has 
worked essentially non-stop from June 14, 2004 on tasks not defined in the scope of work. 
DATED this 'L'i day of May, 20 II. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
ny, ~c?{Q~LC", 
Terri R. Pickens, of the tirm 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this~ day of May, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document to be served by electronic mail to the following: 
Randall Peterman Elizabeth Walker 
John C. Ward SIDLEY AUSTIN 
MOFFATT THOMAS 555 W FIFTH ST STE 4000 
P 0 BOX 829 LOS ANGELES CA 90013 
BOISE ID 83701 Counsel for Credit Suisse 
Counse/for Credit Suisse 
Brad A Goergen Richard A. Cummings 
GRAHAM & DUNN CUMMINGS LAW OFFICES 
2801 ALASKAN WAY STE 300 P 0 BOX 1545 
SEATTLE WA 98121 BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Bane ofAmer Leasing & Counsel for J.H. Masonry, and Western 
Capital, LLC States Crane Co. 
Suzanne M Fegelein Susan E. Buxton 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON Jill S. Holinka 
MARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH CHTD MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
P 0 BOX 1049 950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
SANDPOINT ID 83864 BOISE ID 83 702 
Counsel for BAG Property Holdings, LLC Counsel for TMG!DP Miller, LLC, JV 
Bart W. Harwood Kevin A. Bay 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND 
BLANTON 1201 THIRD AVE STE 3400 
P 0 BOX 1271 SEATTLE WA 98101 
BOISE ID 83701 Counsel for Banner!Sabey II, LLC 
Counsel f2r Banner!Sabey II, LLC 
TJ Angstman Robert M Follett 
Wyatt B Johnson DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOC P 0 BOX 83720 
3649 LAKEHARBOR LN BOISE ID 83720-0050 
BOISE ID 83 703 Counsel for State ofidaho, State Board of 
Counsel for Jean-Pierre Boespflug; Land Commissioners 
Terry Copple Kenneth C. Howell 
DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COX HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
P 0 BOX 1583 HAWLEY 
BOISE ID 83701 P 0 BOX 1617 
Counsel for Tri-State Electric BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc 
Michael Spink Stephen J Lord 
SPINK BUTLER, LLP ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P 0 BOX 639 800 W STATE ST STE 200 





















. ' , 
BOISE ID 8370I BOISE ID 83702 
Associate counselfor Credit Suisse Counsel for Tamarack Municipal Assoc. 
Arnold Wagner Lynnette Davis 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 HAWLEY 
BOISE ID 83702 P 0 BOX 1617 
Counsel for Scott Hedrick Construction BOISE ID 83701-I617 
Counsel for EZA, PC and Quality Roofing 
P. Bruce Badger Geoffrey J. McConnell 
Robert J. Dale MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
215 S STATE STE 1200 BOISE ID 83702 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 8411I-2323 Counsel for YMC, Inc & Interior Sys., Inc 
Assoc. Counsel for Credit Suisse 
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Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit Suisse, 
Cayman Islands Branch), as Collateral and Administrative Agent ("Agenf') for Lenders (as 
defined in the Second Amended Complaint) C'Plalntiff''), by and through its counsel of record, P. 
Bruce Badger of Fabian & Clendenin, submits its Memorandum in Opposition to Teufel 
Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for Reconsideration. 
ARGUMENI 
I. TEUFEL'S YNPAID WORK WAS NOT ON A CONTINUOUS OPEN 4CCOUNT, 
The Court has determined, based on the substantial evidence at trial, that Teufel's unpaid 
work for which it claims a llen was not performed under a continuous contract dating back to 
2004. Although Teufel does not contest that it entered into separately negotiated Landscape 
Construction Agreements in 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007,1 Teufel has laboriously marshaled the 
evidence of its work at the Tamarack Resort during the intervening periods between each of its 
tUmual contracts to supposedly demonstrate that all of its work at the resort was under a 
continuous open account dating back at leaat to December 2004. 
According to the Idaho Supreme Court, "An open account is: 
Simply an account with a balance which has not been ascertained. The 
account is kept open in anticipation of futute transactions. Where an open 
account exists the parties are deemed to intend that individual items on the 
account will not be viewed separately but that the account will be considered 
as a connected series of transactions." 
See Landscape Construction Agreement, April 12, 2005, Ex. 9:002; Landscape Construction 
Agreement, May 16, 2006, Ex. 9:003; Landscape Construction Agreement, May 2, 2007, Ex. 9:004 (w/o 
accompanying letter) and Ex.l:l97{w/accompanylng letter). 
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Franklin Bldg. Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846,851, 87 P. 3d 955, 960 (2004) citing 
Kugler v. Northwest Aviation, Inc., l 08 Idaho 884, 887, 702 P.2d 922, 925 (Ct.App.1985). 
Thus, the continuous open account is not substantially completed until the last item is 
delivered. Id An open account is typically maintained by one who strictly furnishes 
materials, rather than lien claimants who furnish only labor, or labor and materials, and are 
on the job site pursuant to a contract to complete all or a specified portion of the project. Id 
Teufel's al'gument that it ran a continuoua open account from 2004 through 2007 
would require the court to either completely ignore each of the annual Landscape 
Construction Agreements that Teufel negotiated with the resort owner, or else treat each of 
those annual contracts as part of a continuous open account, which would clearly contradict 
both the definition of an open account as well as the evidence in the trial record. As the 
Court pointed out in its Omnibus Findings and Conclusions,2 Teufel did not perform work 
under a continuous contract because: 
• According to Rlck Christensen, "Teufel signed a Landscape Construction 
Agreement ("Agreement") with Tamarack Resort, LLC, on June 4, 2004. The 
Agreement was to last one year and specified the portions or properties of 
Twarack Resort that Teufel was to landscape that year .... Teufel signed a 
new Agreement in 2005, 2006 and 2007 ..... " 
• None of the written annual Landscape Construction Agreements required 
Teufel to perform future work; 
2 Omnibus Ftndmgs And Conci'U81om R1: Val/dfty, Priority and A.moJmt Of Various Lt•n And Mortgagtf 
Claims, entered May 11,2011, at pp. 18-20. 
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• Tamarack's 2004 agreement with Teufel did not obligate Tamarack or Teufel 
beyond 2004; 
• Teufel had to have a signed 2005 agreement before it would order plantings 
for the 2005 contTact; 
• It was important for Teufel to have a signed agreement for 2006 before Teufel 
would advance payment to its growers for 2006 plant material; 
• Each contract required the work specified in the contract to be substantially 
completed by December 31st ofthe contract year; 
• None ofthe annual Landscape Construction Agreements was a renewal of the 
prior years' agreement; 
While Teufel conceivably may have had a series of open accounts over the years for 
work to be performed at the resort each winter until it negotiated and signed its next annual 
contract in the spring. each of those open accounts was closed when the next Landscaping 
ConstTuction Agreement was negotiated and signed. Those written contracts then obligated 
Teufel to accomplish specified landscaping projects in designated portions of the resort through 
December 31" for an agreed upon annual fee, which is the very antithesis of an open account. It 
is worth noting that Teufel required the Owner to come completely current through 2006 before 
Teufel agreed to sign the 2007 Landscape Construction Agreement, 3 which confirms that its 
work at the Tamat'ack Resort was not under one continuous agreement. 
The Court was correct in it5 anlllysis of the facts. Teufel did not have a cot1tinuaus 
contract, but rather a series of individual contracts. 
3 Tr. 10/06/10, 159:13·160:3. (Christensen) 
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For the reasons set forth, Teufel Nursery,lne.'s motion for reconsideration should be 
,t 
DATED this _lj_';y of May 2011. 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse AG, ~r:nan 
Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit 
Suisse, Ca)'m.lln Islands Branch) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 31• day of May 2011, I caused to be served, Via Electronic 
Mail, a true and correct copy of the foregoing PLAJNl"lFF CREDIT SUISSE AG's MEMORANJ)UM IN 
OPPOSITION TO TEUFEL NURSERY, INc.'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION upon each of the 
parties set forth below: 
Angela Hunt 
e-mail: cchuntam@adaweb.net 
In-Cowl Clerk for Judge Owen 
James B. Alderman Bart W. Harwood 
BATI FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN HALL FARLEY 0aERRECH1 & BLANTON 
P.O. Box 1308 P.O. Box.l27l 
Boise, Idaho 83701 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208)331-1000 Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
FacsimUe: (208) 331-2400 Facsimile: (208) 39S-8S8S 
e-mails: jba@battftsher.com; ghme@battfisher,com e-mails: BWH@hallfarlev.com;CMC@h&llfar!ev.com 
Allorneys for Inland Crane, Inc. Attorneys for Banner/Sabey ll, LLC 
Kevin A. Bay Thomas B. High 
RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND BBNOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD HIGH & V ALDBZ 
1201 Third Ave., Suite 3400 P.O.Box366 
Seattle, Washington 98101 Twin Falls, Idaho 83303.0366 
Telephone: (206) 654-2250 Telephone: (208) 733-5463 
Facsimile: (206) 652-2950 Facsimile: (208) 734-1438 
c-mails: bay@tyanlaw.com e-malls: hlgh@benoltlaw.coro 
ramirez@.yanlaw.cQm anderson@benoitlaw com 
Attorneys for Banner/Sabey ll, LLC Attonze)ll for Non-Party Amer/Gas Propane, Inc. 
Geoffrey J. McConnell Thomas G. Walker 
Anna E. Eberlin MacKenzie Whatcott 
:MBULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP COSHO HUMPHREY 
755 W. Front St., Suite 200 P.O. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Telephone: (208) 342-6066 Telephone: (208) 639-5607 
Facsimile: (208) 336-9712 Facsimile; (208) 639-5609 
e-mails: mcconnell@lawidabQ·com e-mails: twa!ker@cosho!aw cpm 
aeberlin@lawidaho.com mwhatcott@coaholaw.com 
hambleton@lawidaho.com pcarson@cosholaw.com 
Attorn~ for Interior Systems, Inc. and YMC. Inc. Attorneys/or Petra Inco1'poratlld 
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Arnold Wagner Jeffi'ey Wilson 
MEULEMAN MOLLER UP LLP wtLSON & McCOLL 
7SS W. Front Street, Suite 200 P.O. Box 1544 
Boise. Idaho 83702 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-6066 Telephone: (208) 345-9100 
Facsimile: (208) 336-9712 Facsimile: (208) 3 84-0442 
e-mails: waaner@lawidaho.com e-mails: jeff®w!lsonmccoll.com 
!emieux@lawidaho.com stacey@wjlsonmccoll.com 
A.ttorney.r for Scott H~eb-lclr Construction, Inc. and AttomsY8for Unfted Rentals Northwut, Inc. 
Tates RentJ, Inc. 
Clay Shockley David Krueck 
SASSER & INGLIS TROUTJONESGLEDHllLFUHRMAN 
P.O. Box 5880 P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, Idaho 83705 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8474 Telephone: (208)331-1170 
Facsimile: (208) 344-8479 Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
a-mails: cms@.sosseringlis.oom; si@sam:rlnglis.com o-rnails: d,kryeck@idalaw.com; kthomy@jdalaw.com 
Allorneysjor MHTN Archlt•cts,lnc. Attorneys/or K1sler Construction, Inc, 
Kevin E. Diniua. Bsq. Richard A. Cummings 
DINIUS LAW CUMMINGS LAW OFF!CB 
5680 B. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 P.O. Box 1545 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 Telephone: (208} 367-0722 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 Facsimile: (208) 367-0892 
e-mai!s: kdinius@diniuslaw.com e-mails: rcumminS§@Cl!!!lmina~~lll~idaho,ggm 
omaokey@r;!iniuslaw.com QIIUl!!cmwforg@cummiD,gl&!ildAh2·com 
Attorneys for Action Garage Door, Inc. Attorneys for J.H. Masonry, Inc, and Western Statu 
Crane, Co 
M. Darin Hammond Stephen J. Lord 
SMITH KNOWLES Attorney at Law 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 800 West State Street. Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84403 Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (801) 476-0303 Telephone: (208) 342-3953 
Facsimile: (801) 476-0399 Facsimile: (208) 343-3282 
e-mails: dhammond@lmitbkiJ~jll ggw e-mai11: s!attv@Ao!.c;om 
Yl!YIDIIQD@smithknowi!!§.CO!D Kristineat725@aol .com 
Attorneys for PCF, Inc. dha Pella Wln®wa and Attorn~YJfor Tamarack Municipal Association 
Door~ 
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Charles W. Fawcett Terry Copple 
SKlNNBR. PA WCETI DAVISON COPPLB CO.PPLB & COPPLI! 
P.O. Box700 P.O. Box 158~ 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0700 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2663 Telephone; (208) 342-3658 
Facsimile: (208) 345-2668 Facsimile: (208) 386-9428 
e-malls: ofawcett@sklnnerfi!WCett.cQm e-mails: ts;CQRJ2le@dm::i.2!2D!lOI212le.com 
bdlll!r:IU~n@skinnerflwcett.cQm palmer@du.yjsgncaople.com 
Attom•y.r for A.m•rlcan Stair Corpo1'ation, Inc. and Attorncy.r for Tri-state Electric, Inc. 
Sunbelt RBntals, Inc. 
Kenneth C. Howell Sam A. Diddle 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP David Swartley 
877 Main Streot. Suite 1 000 EBBRLE BSRUN KADINCJ TuRNBow & MCKLVESN CHTD 
P.O. Box 1617 P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, Idaho 83701·1617 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 Telephone: (208) 344-8535 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 Facsimile: (208) 3#-8542 
e-mails: !sh!!~!lll@lli.'N.!emoxell.com e-mail1: sdiddle@eberle.aom; dswartley@eberle.com; 
tshull@hawleytroxel!,com tsmith@eberle.com: kgaroia@eber!!2,cQm 
Attorneys for Wells Forgo Equipment Finance, Inc. Attorneys for Secesh Engtneel'ing. Inc. 
Robert M. Follett Kimbell D. Gourley 
DEPUTY ATIORNEY GENERAL TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS 22' N. 9m Street, Suittt 820 
300 North 6111 Street, Suite I 03 P.O. Box 1097 
P.O. Box 83720 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 Telephone: (208)331-1170 
Telephone: (208) ~'J2-3086 Facsimile: (208)331-l 529 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8070 e-mails: kgcurley@idala.w.com; 
e-mails: Rob;a,fgllett@ll~~oisl.Aho.gQv sprescon@idalaw.com 
olsLvaldi:!lia@as,jggho.gov A.tt0/714)19 fol' Phoanix7 G1'oup, Inc. 
Attorneys fol' State of Idaho 
Susan E. Buxton Robert F Babcock 
Jill S. Holirtka AdamTMow 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE BABCOCK. SCOTI & BABCOCK 
950 West Bll!lnock Street. Suite 520 505 But 200 South, Suite 300 
Boise. Idaho 83702 Salt Lake City Utah 84102 
Telephone: (208) 331 • 1800 Telephone: (801) 531-7000 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202 Facsimile; (801) 531-7060 
e-mails: seb@msbtlaw.com; jsh@msbtlaw,com e-mails: bob@babsgcksgott.cgm 
clb@msbtlaw.com idarn~blbcockscotleorn 
kgg@msbtlaw.eom A.s.Jociate Coun.rel For MHTN Architects, Inc, 
Altorneyefo,.TMGIDP Mi/111' LLC and NepiUnt 
IndustritJ, Inc. 
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LynnettD Davis Ford Elsaesser 
John Olson Suzanne M. Fegelein HA WLBY TROXELL BNNIS & HA WLBY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 Cindy Elliott 
BLSABSSER J ARZABEK ANDERSON El.LIOIT & P.O. Box 1617 
MACDONALD CHTD. Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 102 South Buclid Ave,, Suite 307 Telephone: (208) 344-6000 P.O. Box 1049 Facsimile: (208) 954-5213 Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 e-mails: ldavi§@h.awleytrgx.eU.com Telephone: (208) 263-SS 17 jkolson@!!g,wlevtroull,com Facsimile: (208) 263-0759 tslesrers@h!lwle;dl:Qll.!ll,ggm e-mails: ford@ejiUlle.com: sue@ejame.com Attorneys for EZA,P. C. dba OZ Architecture of ofndy@e!ame,oom 
Bouldu, Inc. and Quality Tile Roofing, Inc. AJtomeysfo1' BAG P1'ope1'ly Holdings, LLC 
Richard H. Greener Brad A. Goergen 
Christopher C. Burka John T.John 
Fredric V. Shoemaker Steven A. Miller 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER GRAHAM & DUNN 
950 WHt Bannock Street, Suite 900 2801 Alaskan Way, Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Seattle, Washington 98121-1128 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 Telephone: (206) 340-9593 
Facsimile: (208}319-2601 Facsimile: (206) 340-9599 
e-mails: rgreener@greenerlaw.com e-mails: Ylosey@grahamdunn.com 
flib!2!mlll~!lr@greenerlaw.com bgoergen@grahamdunn.com 
cburkc@I!,U!enerlaw .com ljohn@grahamdunn.com 
kcrapc@groenerlllW.com smiller@grahmndunn cgm 
!wll;~~er@greenerlaw.com Attome~for BfJ11c of America Leasing & Capital, LLC 
b§b;rt@greenerlaw.com 
Attorneys for West Mountain Go/f, LLC 
Loren C. Ipsen William F. Nichols 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. WHITE PETERSON OIORA Y ROSSMAN NYE & 
251 East Front Stree~ Suite 300 NICHOLS 
P.O. Box 1539 5700 E. Franklin Road, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83701-IS39 Nampa, Idaho 83687·7901 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 Telephone: (208) 466-9272 
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844 Facsimile: (208) 466-4405 
e·mails: l,ci@elamburke.com ~malls: wfn@whitegetersou,com 
tml@elamburke.com mstg§orge@whuegmerson,s;Qlll 
AttomeysjQr First Horizon Home Loan Company A.ltorney.r for North Lab Recreational Sewer & Water 
and Met Life Home Loans District and Timber Tech Construction, LLC 
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T.J. Angstam 
Wyatt B. Johnson 
Brian Webb 
AN OSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 





Attorney.s j01' Jean-Pierre BoesRflug/A.lfredo MigUel 
Afif/Resorl Propertie3, LLC 
) 
Terri R. Pickens 
Justin T. Cranney 
PICKENS LAWPA 
P.O. Box915 
398 So. 9.,.. Street. Suite 240 
Boist, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 




A.ttomeJIIfor Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
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Clerk of Court 
Valley CoWlty District 
State of Idaho 
P. Bruce Badger 
Client No.: 26327.001 
Fax No.: (208) 382-7184 
Case No. ___ .Jnst.No Filed ___ _, , ___ _ 
A.M, ____ PM 
MAY 3 1 2011 
Date: May 31,2011 
Pa.ges: 11, includini cover page 
Re: In re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure and Related Proceedings 
Case No. CV-08-114C. 
Hard Copy to Follow; D Yea • No 
• Connnent1: 
Please accept for filing with the Clerk of Court, Valley County District, State of Idaho the 
attached Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum In Opposition to Teufel Nursery, 
Inc.'s Motion for Reconsideration. 
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN TEllS FAX MESSAGE IS INTRNDED ONLY FOR TilE PERSONAL 
AND CONFIDENTfAL USE OF THE DESIGN A TBD RECIPIENTS NAMED ABOVE. This message may be an 
attorney-cHant communication, and u such Ia prlv!laged and oonftdonti11l. If tho reader of this ma.uage is not the 
Intended recipient or an agent responsible tor defiverina it to th11 intendlld recipient, you are hereby notified that you 
have received this document In error, and that IllY nsviaw, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message 11 
strictly prohibited. If you hava received this communication in error, please noti~ ~ immediately by tel11phone at 
(80 1) 531·8900 and return the original menaac to us by mail. Thank you. 
If you did not receive all of the pages of this document, or !fyou hiKI problems receiving, please call the abov~ 
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RECr:rvEo 
JUN U 2 2011 
Ada County Clerk. 
Randall A. Petennan, ISB No. 1944 
MOF:FA TT, THOMAS, BARRBIT, Rocx. & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facaimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap@moffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA Bar No. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896·6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker@sidley.com 
CJse No. ___ lnst. No·--::--
~ ~-' A.', •,. 4·. ::32 ?.M ri:·-"'--~ " - --
Michael T. Spink, ISB No. 2201 
SPINK BUTLER, LLP 
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 639 
Boise, Idaho 8370 I 
Telephone: (208) 388-1000 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001 
Email: mspink@spinkbutler,com 
P. Bruce Badger, Utah State Bar No. 4791 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
215 South State Street, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 531-8900 
Facsimile: (801) 531-1716 
Email: bbadger®fabianlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG. Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




AND RELATED PROCEEDIN'GS 
Ca1e No. CV-08-114C 
PLAINTIFF CREDIT SUISSE AG'S 
MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO TEUFEL 
NURSERY, INC.'S MOTION TO CLARIFY 
OMNIBUS FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Consolidated Cues 
Cue No. CV·08·3l OC 
Case No. CV-08-311 C 
Cas• No. CV-08-312C 
Case No. CV-OS-324C 
Cue No. CV·08-33SC 
Case No. CV-08-356C 
Ca.te No. CV..08·357C 
Case No. CV-08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-SS7C 
Cue No. CV·08-S28C 
Cue No. CV-08-SSOC 
Cue No. CV·08-502C 
Cue No. CV-08-S08C 
Case No. CV-08-S09C 
Case No. CV..OS-510C 
Cue No. CV·08-5!1C 
Case No. CV-08-S!2C 
Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Cue No. CV-08-S21C 
Cue No. CV·08-S83C 
Case No. CV-08-S84C 
PLAINTIFF CREDIT SUISSE AG'S MllMORANDUM IN RESPONSB TO TEUFEL. NURSERY, INC.'S MOTION 
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Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch (fonnerly known as Credit Suisse, 
Cayman Islands Branch), as Collateral and Administrative Agent ("Agent'~ for Lenders (as 
defined in the Second Amended Complaint) ("Plaintiff"), by and through its counsel of record, P. 
Bruce Badger of Fabian & Clendenin, submits its Memorandum in Response to Teufel Nursery, 
Inc.'s Motion to Clarify Omnibus Findings and Conclusions. 
RESPONSE 
The Court, in its OmnibUJ Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and Amount 
ofVarioUJ Lien and Mortgage Claims, did not award Teufel Nursery any credit for work 
performed on the Trillium Cottages. 1 This appears to have been intentional, not merely an 
oversight. 
Teufel's landscape division manager, Rick Christensen, identified the Trillium Cottages 
as Parcels KK and JJ on the four page reconciliation he pulled from his pocket during cross· 
examination. 2 Parcel KK had been released from Teufel's lien and Mr. Christensen attributed 
$20,497.37 to it. He attributed $184,476.32 to parcelJJ, without any explanation of his 
methodology. Although Mr. Christensen knew there were more than two cottages involved, he 
did not know the exact number and he made no effort to break down the landscaping cost for 
each cottage.3 It is difficult to imagine that any one cottage should bear the entire $184,476.32 
cost, and, without more information, it is impossible to determine the location of the individual 
cottages where the work was performed and for which foreclosure is sought. This absence of 
1 Omnibus Findings A.ncl Conclusions Rs: Tlalidity, Priority and Amount Of Tlario!l.f Lien A.nd Mortgage 
Claims, entered May 11, 2011, at pp. 24-25. 
2 s, tbur page reconciliation, Ex. 51:056. 
3 Tr. 10/06/10 at 14t'l:S -147:17. (Christensen) 
PLAINTIFF CREDI'l' SUISSE AG's MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S MOTION TO 
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evidence alone was a sufficient justification for the court not to include the Trillium Cottages in 
the amount of Teufel's lien claim. 
Furthermore, Teufel's pre-trial disclosure forms, lien notice and Mr. Christensen's four 
page reconciliation presented a wide range of conflicting numbers for the Trillium Cottages that 
are reflected as follows: 
· J34ildingot., .M~rchifii .·Unpaid ·Unp•id. UnpJ'tid Unpaid tow est 
·tmprove¥r;nt parcels . Amount· Amount Amount amoqnt. .l\Dpaid 
· i~entified ·il). . identifi~d· by · . according to according to according. to according.tQ amount 
Claim of .. Christensen ChristenSen~ {::la,im 9f March2009 Septemb~r between tlte. . 
· Liep tnat were not ~ie11 G. Disclosure .. 2009 columns.tQ· 





S2P~.973.69· $171,03U~ $146,92$.6~ $1~6.925.03 ', rr ' $184,476.32 ' .. 
,' cottl!ges . 
' .. 
. " '. :• ,• 
If the court should determine that it inadvertently, rather than intentionally, omitted the 
Trillium Cottages in the amount ofTeufel'slien claim, the lowest number Teufel presented (i.e., 
$146,925.63) should be used, not the highest number Teufel is advocating (i.e., $184,476.32). 
4 Se• n.2. 
' ld; see also n.3. 
0 See Claim of Lien, Ex.l:044. 
7 See Notice Of Amended LllliJ Claimant Disclosure Form Of Teufel Nurs1ry, Inc., Ex. 1:301. 
1 See Notice of Second Amended Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form Of Teufel Nursery, Inc., 
Ex. 1:198. 
PLAINTIFP CREO!l' SU!SSB AO's MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO TEUFBL NURSERY, INC.'s MOTION TO 
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DATEDthis J/ ~ofMay2011. 
, 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
Br.?;~~~~~~~~~ 
P. Bl'\lCC Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse AO, Ca 
Ialanda Branch (formerly known u 
Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
PLAJNTIFF CREDIT SUISSE AO'S MEMORANDUM IN .RESPONSE TO TEUFEL N!JRBBRY, INc. '8 MOTION TO 
Cl.ARlFY OMNIBUS FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS· 4 
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C.ertl1tc:ate of semc:e 
I hereby certify that on the 31• day of May 2011, I caused to be served, Via Electronic 
Mal/, a true and correct copy of the foregoini PLAINTIFF CREDIT SUISSE AG's MEMOAANDUM IN 
RESPONSE TO TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S MOTION 1'0 CLAIUFY OMNIBUS FINDINGS AND 
CONCLUSIONS upon each of the parties set forth below: 
Angela Hunt 
e-mail: cchuntam@adaweb,net 
In-Court Cleric for Judge Owen 
James B. Aldennan Bart W. Harwood 
BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN HALL FAlU.RY OBERRECHT & BLANTON 
P.O. Box.l308 P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-1000 Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Fac5imile: (208) 331-2400 Facsimile: (208) 3~5-8585 
e-mails; jba@battfiaber.com: diane@batttisher.com e-mails: ;BWH@ba.llfm:lm::.ll!ml:~Metlilballfld~ llQIIl 
Attorne)JS[or Inland Crane, Inc. Attorneys for Bann•r!Sahey D, LLC 
Kevin A. Bay Thomas B. High 
RYAN SWANSON &CLEVELAND BENOIT ALEXANDER HAlt WOOD HIGH & V ALDBZ 
1201 Third Ave., Suite 3400 P.O. Box366 
Seattle, Washington 98101 Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0366 
Telephone: (206) 654-2250 Telephone: (208) 733-5463 
Facsimile: (206) 652-2950 Facsimile: (208) 734-1438 
c-mails: bty@ryanlaw.com e-mails: high@benoitlaw.com 
ramire:z@!)'anlaw.com s.nderson@benoitlaw.cQm 
Attorneys for Banner/Sabey II, LLC Attorneys for Non-Party AmeriGaa Propane, Inc. 
Geoffiey J. McConnell Thomas G. Walker 
Anna E. Eberlin MacKenzie Whatcott 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP COSHO HUMPHREY 
755 W. Front St., Suite 200 P.O. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Telephone: (208) 342-6066 Telephone: (208) 639-5607 
Facsimile: (208) 336-9712 Facsimile: (208) 639-5609 
e-mails: mcconnell@la.widabo.com e-mails: twa!ker@cosbolaw.cam 
aeberlin@lawjdabg.com mwbatcptt@cosbglaw.com 
hamblcton@lawjdaho.com pcmon@cosbolaw.com 
Attorneys for Interior Systems, Inc. and YMC, Inc. Attorneys for Petra Incorporated 
PLAJN'fiFF CREDIT SUISSE AO's MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO TBUPBL NURSB!l.Y, INC.'S MOTION TO 
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Amold Waiiler Jeffrey Wilson 
MBULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP WIT-SON & McCOLL 
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 P.O. Box 1544 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342·6066 Telephone: (208) .345-91 00 
FaCllirnile: (208) 336-9712 Facsimile: (208) 384-0442 
e-mails: wagner@lawidaho.com e-mails: jeff@wi1sonmccoll.com 
Jemloux@lawidaho.com stacey@wilsonmccoll.com 
Attom•ys for Scott Hadrick Conatructlon, Inc. and Attorney.! for Unitfld Rflntala Northwflat, Inc, 
Tati!S hnls, Inc. 
Clay Shookley David Krueck 
SASSER & INGLIS TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
P.O. BoxS880 P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, Idaho 83705 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8474 Telephone: (208) 331-1170 
Facsimile: (208) 344-8479 Facsimile: (208) 331" 1529 
e-mails: cms@uuerjngl!s.gom; sj@laaseringlia.com e-rnaila: dkrueck@jdalaw.corn: kthomu@jdalaw.gom 
Attorneys for MHTN Architect~, Inc. Attorney& for Kesler Construction, Inc. 
Kevin E. Dinius. Esq. Richard A. Cummings 
DINIUS LAW CUMMJNGS LAW OFFICE 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 P.O. Box 1545 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 Boise, Idaho 83 70 1 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 Telephone: (208) 367-0722 
Faosimile: (208) 475-0101 Facsimile: (208) .367-0892 
e-mails: kdinius@diniuslaw.com a-mails: lljJ.!!llminm;@cumminJU!IAwid!Jlo.oom 
crnackev@diniusl!w.corn ll1UIIe&:&wford~urnmingslawi9!ho.com 
Attorneys for Action Garap Door, Inc. Attorneys for J.H. Masonry. Inc. and Western Statu 
Crane, Co 
M. Darin Hammond Stephen J. Lord 
SMITH KNOWLES Attorney at Law 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 800 West State Street, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 8440.3 Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (801) 476-0303 Telephone; (208) 342-3953 
Facsimile: (801) 476-0399 Facsimile: (208) 343-3282 
e--mails: d!l!W!mond@§mi!hkngwl!!s.com e-mails: slatty@aol.com 
astcvenlmJ@Imilhklllnli:I!II.CQID. Kristinest725@aoi.cgm 
A.ttorni)!Sjor PCF, Inc. dba Pella Window~ and Attorneys for Tamarack Municipal A.ssociatlon 
Doors 
PLAINTIFF CREDIT SUISSE AO'S MEMORANDUM IN KESPONSS TO TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S MOTION TO 
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Charles W. Fawcett Terry Copple 
SI<lNNBR FA WCBTT DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE &: COPPL8 
P.O. Box 700 P.O. Box 1583 
Boise, Idaho &3701-0700 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 34,·2663 Telephone: (208) 342--3658 
Facsimile: (208) 345-2668 Facsimile: (208) J 86-9428 
e-mails: of&woctt@skiD!l!irfawcen,QSlm e-mails: togoggle@davisonQQggle,cQ!!J 
bdawscn@§kinnerfawcett.sgm galmer@davisgncom21e.com 
Attorneys for Am•rican Stail• Corpora/ton, Inc. and Attorneys for Tri-State Elaclric, Inc. 
Sunbelt Rentals, Inc. 
Kenneth C. Howell Sam A. Diddle 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP David Swartley 
877 Main Street, Suite 1 000 EBBRLB BBRLIN KADINO TURNBOW & MCKLVEEN CHTD 
P.O. Box 1617 P.O. Box 1368 
Boin, Idaho 83701-1617 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344--6000 Telophone: (208) 344-8535 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 Facsimile: (208) 344-8542 
e-mails: !s!l!m!!!ll@bml~ytro~~II.!<Qill e-mails: sdiddle@eber1e,com; dswartley@eberle,ggm: 
tshull@hawleytroxell.com tsmith@eberle.com: !sgaroia@eberle.com 
Attorne)l8for W•lll Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. Attomeysfor Secuh ~eering, Inc. 
Robert M. Follett Kimbell D. Gourley 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS 225 N. 9111 Street, Suite 820 
300 North 6111 Street, Suite 103 P.O. Box 1097 
P.O. Box 83720 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 Telephone: (208)331-1170 
Teh:pbone: {208) 332-3086 Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8070 e-mails: kgour!ey@!dalaw,com; 
e-mails: &2bmafllllatt@.Ag,id.IM1Q.gov syrescott@i!ialaw,com 
olga, v!lldivia@&g,idllhQ,gg~ Altorna;ysfor Pho•nix7 G1'0up, Inc. 
A.ttorne)l8 for State of Idaho 
StiSan B. Buxton Robert F Babcock 
Jill S. Holinka AdamTMow 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKB BABCOCK SCO"Ii & BABCOCK 
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 520 SOS East 200 South, Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Salt Lake City Utah 841 02 
Telephone: (208)331-1800 Telephone: (801) 531-7000 
Facsimile: (208) 33 l-1202 Facsimile: (801) 531-7060 
e-mail&: seb@msbtlaw.som; jsh@m8btlaw,!;OD1 e-maila: bob@babcockscott.com 
cl!l@msbtle.w .CQm lldllll~lll:!!i!lllklll!ltlo!l!l[ll 
kgg@msbtlaw.com Associate Counsel For MRTN Architects, Inc. 
Attom•J18forTMGIDP Miller UC and Neptune 
Industries, Inc. 
PLAINTIFf CREDIT SUISSE AG's MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO T.BUF8L NURSERY, INC.'s MOTION 
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Lynnette Davis Ford Elsaesser 
John Olson Suzanne M. Fegelein HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HA WLBY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite )000 Cindy Elliott ELSABSSBR JARZABBK ANDERSON ELLIOTT & P.O. Box 1617 
MACDONALD CHTD. 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 102 South Euclid Ave., Suite 307 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 P.O. Box 1049 Facsimile: (208) 954-5213 Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864 
e-mails: lda.vis@ha.wl!Mroxel!.com Telephone: (208) 263-8517 
jkolson@h!lwl0$J:g2f.all,S2S!m Facsimile: (208) 263-0159 tslegers@hawleytrgx.ell.com e-mails: ford@ajame,com: sue@ejame.oom 
Atlorns)AS/or EZ.A..P.C. dba OZArchltscturs qf 
Boulder, Inc. and Quality Tlls Roofing, Inc. .;ins:!Y@eiamt-com Attorneys for BAG Property Holdings, LLC 
Richard H. Greener Brad A. Ooerien 
Christopher C. Burke John T.lohn 
Fredric V. Shoemaker Steven A. Miller 
OREENERBUR.KB SHOEMAKER GRAHAM & DUNN 
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 900 2801 Alaskan Way, Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Seattle, Washington 98121-1128 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 Telephone: (206) 340-9593 
Facshnile: (208) 319-260 1 Facsimilo: (206) 340-9599 




KalliDD~IIlhar@l.m!ellerlaw .com Attorni)JS for Bane of America Leming & Capital, UC 
bebert@weenerle.w .com 
Attorneys for West Mountain Galt_ LLC 
Loren C. Ipsen William F. Nichols 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. WlilTE PETERSON GIGRA Y ROSSMAN NYB & 
251 East Front Street, Suite300 NICHOLS 
P.O. Box 1539 5700 E. Franklin Road, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539 Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 Telephone: (208) 466-9272 
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844 Facsimile: (208) 466-4405 
e-mai!s: lci@tlamburke.com e-mails: wft1@whlteoeterson,cgm 
nni@e1amburke.com mstgeoraa@l\!b img~ta[IQD.Qgm 
Attorneys for Flrlt Horizon Home Loan Company AttorneJ13 for North Lalr4 Rscreatlonal Sewer & Water 
and Met Life Home Loans Di1trict and Timber Tech Construction, LLC 
PLAINTIFF CRBDIT SUISSE AO' S MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO TEUFBL NURSERY, INc.'s MOTION 
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T.J. Angstarn 
Wyatt B. Johnson 
Brian Webb 
AN OSTMAN JOHNSON & AS SOCIA T.BS 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 





A.llomeys fOJ' Jean-Pierre Boupjlug/A.{fredo Miguel 
A.flf/Rcsort Properties, LLC 
Terri R. Pickens 
Justin T. Cranney 
PICKENS LAW PA 
P.O.Box91S 
398 So. 9* Street, Suite 240 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Talaphone: (208) 954-5090 




Attorney& for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
By:~ 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse AO, man 
Islands Branch (fonnerly kno as Credit 
Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch 
PLAINTIFF CUD IT SUISSE AG'S MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S MOTION 
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To: 
From: 
Clerk of Court 
Valley County District 
State ofldaho 
P. Bruce Badger 
Client No.: 26327.001 
Fax No.: (208) 382~7184 
Date: May 31,2011 
Pages: I 0 , including cover page 
Re: In re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure and Related Proceedings 
Case No. CV-OB-114C. 
Hard Copy to Follow: D Yea • No 
• Comments; 
Please accept for filing with the Clerk of Court, Valley County District, State of Idaho the 
attached Ple/ntltf Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum in Response to Teufel Nursery, 
Inc.'s Motion to Clarify Omnibus Findings and Conclusions. 
THB INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS FAX MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE PERSONAL 
AND CONFIDENTlAL USE OF THE DESIGNATED RECIPIENTS NAMED ABOVB. This message may be an 
anomey.cllent communication, andes such is privllepd and confidential. If the reader of this mc:~uagc is not the 
intended recipient or an agent respo111ible for deliverin& it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notlfled that you 
have received this document in elTOI', and that any review, dissemination, clilrtributian, or copying ofthil mesngs is 
strictly prohibited. If you havs nceived this communication In error, pl~ase notify us immediately by telephone at 
(80 I) 531-85100 and return the original meaaage to us by mail. Thank you. 
If you did not receive all of the pages of this document, or If you had problems receiving, please call the abovc-
rc:~fcrenced tclcpllonc number and uk for Ext. 1 ,4, 
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Terri R. Pickens!ISB #5828 
Justin T. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
Case No .. ___ -lnst. Nu,--:---
Filed A.M, 5 , (){) 
398 S. 91h Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
terri@pickenslawboise .com 
justin@pickenslawboise.com 
Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THF. FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
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COMES NOW, Teufel Nursery, Inc. ("Teufel"), by and through its attorney of record, 
Terri R. Pickens, of the firm Pickens Law, P.A., and hereby submits this Response to Plaintiff 
Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum in Response to Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion to Clarify 
Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and 
Mortgage Claims. 
In response to Teufel's Motion to Clarify, Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG ("Credit Suisse") 
states that the Court's failure to award credit for any work performed on the Trilliwn Cottages 
was intentional, not an oversight. To support this proposition, Credit Suisse cites to Trial Exhibit 
9:056 and states that it is unknown what specific cottages were part of Parcel JJ and subject the 
$184,476.32 lien on Parcel JJ. Pl. Credit Suisse AG's Mem. in Resp. to Teufel Nursery, Inc.' 
Mot. to Clarify Ominbus Findings and Conclusions ("Response"), pg. 2-3. 
Contrary to Credit Suisse's assertion that there is no evidence to determine the location of 
the cottages where the work was performed, there is clear evidence as to which cottages are part 
of Parcel JJ and subject to the lien. Mike Stanger testified that he assisted Teufel in determining 
the amounts due in the claim oflien and mapped out the location of the work for which Teufel 
had not been paid. He then assisted Teufel's prior counsel with paring the parcels to the unpaid 
work. Trial Transcript at 199-202 (October 6, 2010 Testimony of Mike Stanger). 
From this information, the legal description of each parcel was determined. Attached to 
Trial Exhibit 1:298 and 9:054 as Exhibit A is the legal description for each parcel. Parcel JJ is 
described as: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situated in Valley 
County. Idaho as shown as Unit 119,201,202,203,204, 205,206, 
207, 208 and 212, Block IO, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
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There is sufficient evidence to determine the location of the individual cottages where the 
work was performed. Thus, the failure to include the amount owed for Parcel JJ was not an 
intentional omission, but likely a simple oversight. 
Lastly, the amount owed for Parcel JJ is $184,476.32. In calculating the amount owed 
for each of the allocations, the Court adopted the sums for every other allocation to which it 
awarded any amount from Trial Exhibit 9:056. Omnibus Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, 
Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims. entered May 11, 2011, at pp. 24-25. 
The same reasoning should be followed here and the amount in 9:056 used for Trillium Cottages, 
$184,476.32. 
DATED this ..:3_ day of June, 2011. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
By iL/)._g?J,_~ 
Terri R. Pickens, of the finn 
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RECONSIDERATION 
COMES NOW, Teufel Nursery, Inc. ("Teufel"), by and through its attorney of record, 
Terri R. Pickens, of the finn Pickens Law, P.A., and hereby submits this Response to Plaintiff 
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Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum in Response to Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for 
Reconsideration. 
Credit Suisse AG's ("Credit Suisse") opposition to Teufel's motion for reconsideration 
hinges on its position that an open account is typically maintained by one who strictly furnishes 
materials rather than lien claimants who furnish only labor, or labor and materials. Pl. Credit 
Suisse AG 's ."vfem. in Opp. to Teufel Nursery, Inc. 's Mot. for Recons. ("Opposition"), p. 3. This 
position is incorrect. 
Idaho law does not limit an open account to one who strictly furnishes materials. As 
found by this Court in its Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Kesler Construction, Inc. 's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment against Credit Suisse as to Village Plaza, p. 8, Kesler 
Construction agreed to work on an open account. Under an open account, Kesler provided 
''construction equipment, labor, material and labor ... " ld Since the work that Kesler performed 
under an open account was more than simply providing material, Idaho law docs not limit an 
open account to one who strictly furnishes materials. 
In fact. Teufel's position is very similar to Kesler Construction's claim. Kesler 
Construction provided construction services for the building of the parking garages structure and 
provided labor and equipment for the project on an hourly rate. /d. at 7. Teufel was contracted 
to provide General Landscaping Work for Tamarack Resort and also to provide work for task on 
a time and material basis. Trial Exhibits 9:00t; 9:002; 9:003; 9:004, ~ 4.3.2. It was undisputed 
at trial that Teufel performed substantial work at the request of Tamarack Resort, LLC 
("Tamarack") and outside the Scope of Work. This work was billed at a time and hourly basis to 
Tamarack. 
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As with Kesler Construction, the work provided on an open account outside of the 
contractual obligations is lienable and supports the lienability of the contractual work. In 
response to Kesler Construction's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, Credit Suisse argued 
that Kesler's lien was invalid because it performed the last substantial work under the contract 
more than 90 days prior to the filing of the claim of lien. The work that Kesler performed within 
90 days of the ftling of the claim of I ien was not part of the work for which it was contracted; 
construction services for the building of the parking garage. The work actually performed by 
Kesler during the 90 days prior to filing of the claim of lien was actually snow removal and 
fueling performed on an hourly rate. Nevertheless, the Court found that the work provided on 
an hourly basis during the 90 days prior to the tiling of the claim oflien was sufficient to support 
the work done under the contract to provide construction services for the building of the parking 
garage and found that the claim of lien was valid. 
As the Court determined that Teufel was contractually bound to complete the Scope of 
Work by the date specified in each Landscape Agreement, the work done during the winter, and 
afl.cr the substantial completion date, under the Court's finding, cannot be considered part of the 
Scope of Work. Therefore, it was performed on a time and material basis under an open account. 
As Teufel performed substantial work outside the Scope of Work from 2004 to 2007 under a 
time and material basis, there is an unbroken chain of work done outside of the Scope of Work 
for which it was no specific contractual obligation, except for the "anticipation of future 
transaction." Franklin Bldg. Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 851, 87 P.3d 955, 960 
(2004). 
As with Kesler, the unbroken chain of work Teufel provided outside of the S~:ope of 
Work: on a cost and material rate supports the Tuefel's Claim of Lien, specifically that the 
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priority date of Teufel's work relates back to the start of its work at Tamarack Resort, June 2004. 
Therefore, Teufel requests that the Court reconsider its finding that Teufel provided no 
landscaping work at Tamarack Resort during the winter months and that it lacked priority 
relating back to 2004. 
The only difference between Kesler Construction and Teufel is the fact that Teufel had 
yearly extension on its contract with Tamarack. Credit Suisse argues that this fact alone means 
that Teufel did not have an open account or continuous contract. However, this argument is 
contrary to Idaho law. Idaho law clearly states that a written contract can be varied, modified, 
waived, annulled or wholly set aside by any subsequently executed contract. Silver Syndicate, 
Inc. v. Sunshine Mining Co., 101 Idaho 226, 235, 611, P.2d 1011 (1979). The 2005, 2006 and 
2007 Agreements were not seen as new contracts by either Teufel or Tamarack but as extensions 
or modifications of the original 2004 Landscaping Agreement. Trial Transcript at 68 (October 5, 
2010 Rick Christensen); Trial Transcript at 215-216 (October 6, 2010 Testimony of Chris Kirk). 
The intent that the contracts were extensions is further supported by the work performed under 
each extension. The following graph shows that the same work carried over multiple years: 
2004 2005 2006 2007 
Twin Creek Chalets Twin Creek Chalets 
Discovery Chalets Discovery Chalets Discovery Chalet 
Cottages Rock creek Cottage 
Pioneer Village (Snow 
Front) Discovery Villaj!e DiscoveryVillage Discovery Village 
Poma, Discovery and 
main entry ski-over 
Ski-over/under Bridges bridges 
Discovery Drive and key 
Intersections Discovery Drive 
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l :"""''"""" '"' Entry and Whitewater Road and Whitewater 
West Valley Road Roundabouts 
Screening at entrance 
and other parking 
overflow Aspen Parking 
Golf Maintenance Golf Maintenance Golf Maintenance 
Building Build ill&_ Building 
Ski (Snow) 
Maintenance 
Snow Maintenance Snow Maintenance Building 
Golf Course Golf Course Golf Course 
Golden Bar Golden Bar Golden Bar 
Townhomes Townhomes Townhomes 
Staircase Chalet Staircase Chalets 
ArHng Activity 
Arling_ Center Arllng Roundabout Lawn 
Steelhead Chalets Steel head Chalets 
Even more enlightening is the language used in the 2005, 2006 and 2007 Landscaping 
Agreements to describe the identified work; "Finish landscape installation ... ," "Complete 
landscaping ... ," (Trial Exhibit 9:002), "Supplemental landscaping ... ," "Completion oftbe 
landscape .... " (Trial Exhibit 9:003), and "Completion of Golden Bar Townhomes." Trial 
Exhibit 9:004 (emphasis added). 
When the graph showing the multiple year work, the language in the Landscaping 
Agreement and Trial Exhibit 9:056A (showing the yearly overlap of work) are paired together, 
the intent is made dear that the 2005, 2006 and 2007 Landscape Agreements were not new 
contracts with new work but extensions to complete previously assigned work. Plus, there was 
no evidence presented at trial that the 2005, 2006 and 2007 Landscape Agreements were 
anything but extensions and modifications of the 2004 Landscaping Agreement. 
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Since there was nothing opposing this intent, the Landscape Agreements should be 
construed as a single, extended, and modified contract. Therefore, the same reasoning from 
Kesler Construction's grant of summary judgment should apply equally to Teufel; that all work 
provided on a time and material basis, or an open account, is applied to the work of the contract 
and relates back to the first date that work was performed on the improvement. See Ultrawal/, 
Inc. v. Washington Mut. Bank, 135 Idaho 832, 25 P.3d 855 (2001 ). 
DATED this .k_ day of June, 2011. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTbcr-OF-.AM 
~--"-.::::!(_ 
THE STATE OF illAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV-08-ll4C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND O.Hl>ER 
DENYING TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
Consolidated Cases 
Case ~o. CV-08-:JlOC Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV -08-311 C Case No. CV -08-508C 
Case No. CV -08-312C Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-324C Case ?-;o. CV-08-510C 
Case No. CV-08-335C Case "o. CV-08-5!1C 
Case No. CV-08-356C Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-357C Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV -08-532C Case No. CV-08-521 C 
Case No. CV-08-557C Case No. CV-08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-583C Case No. CV-08-580C 
Case No. CV-08-584C 
In a decision entered May II, 2011, the Court determined that Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s 
("Teufel") lien claim recorded in Valley County on March 31, 2008, as Instrument No 330343 was 
valid and enforceable, inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages, and in the amount of$122,066.98. 
(See Omnibus Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and 
Mortgage Claims at 12-25, entered May 11, 2011) (hereinafter "Omnibus Decision")). On May 
25,2011, Teufel filed a Motion for Reconsideration asking the Court to reconsider certain of its 
findings. Credit Suisse has filed an opposition, and Teufel filed a response. The matter came for 
hearing on June 7, 2011. Terri R. Pickens, Pickens Law, P.A. appeared and argued for Teufel 
Nursery. Richard H. Andrus, Spink Butler, LLP, Boise, Idaho, P. Bruce Badger, Fabian & 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIGAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV-08-lt4C 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
DENYING TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDER.<\.TION 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-JJOC Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV -08-3JIC Case No. CV -08-508C 
Case No. CV-08-312C Case No. CV-08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-324C Case No. CV-08-SIOC 
Case No. CV-08-335C Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-356C Case ~o. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV -08-357C Case No. CV -08-513C 
Case l'io. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-532C Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV-08-557C Case No. CV-08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-583C Case No. CV-08-580C 
Case No. CV-08-584C 
In a decision entered May 11, 2011, the Court determined that Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s 
("Teufel") lien claim recorded in Valley County on March 31, 2008, as Instrument No 330343 was 
valid and enforceable, inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages, and in the amount of $122,066.98. 
(See Omnibus Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and 
Mortgage Claims at 12-25, entered May II, 2011) (hereinafter "Omnibus Decision")). On May 
25, 20 II, Teufel filed a Motion for Reconsideration asking the Court to reconsider certain of its 
findings. Credit Suisse has tiled an opposition, and Teufel filed a response. The matter came for 
hearing on June 7, 2011. Terri R. Pickens, Pickens Law, P.A. appeared and argued for Teufel 
Nursery. Richard H. Andrus, Spink Butler, LLP, Boise, Idaho, P. Bruce Badger, Fabian & 
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Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, Sidley Austin, LLP, Los Angeles, 
California (via CourtCall teleconference), appeared for Credit Suisse, argument by Mr. Badger. 
[n the Omnibus Decision, the Court determined that the Teufel lien claim was subsequent 
and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. Teufel provided material and services to the Resort in 
2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007. The Court found that Teufel had been fully paid for the work done in 
2004, 2005, and 2006. Teufel was not paid for all of its 2007 work. As noted in the Omnibus 
Decision, the priority date for Credit Suisse was May 19, 2006, the recording date of its Valley 
County mortgages. Teufel argued that its priority date for the 2007 work should relate back to 
when Teufel first began to work at the Resort in 2004. The Court found that Teufel's work was 
not part of a single contract; rather Teufel entered into a new written agreement for each of the 
years in question. (See Omnibus Decision at 17.) 
In deciding that Teufel's work was not part of a continuous single agreement, the Court 
recognized that Teufel kept a small crew of workers at the site who performed some non-
landscaping services at the Resort during some of the winter months in 2005-06 and 2006-07. As 
noted in the decision, this finding was based upon testimony presented at trial. 
In its motion to reconsider, Teufel refers to Trial Exhibits 9:041,9:043,9:045 and 9:047 
which contain labor records and daily force account records demonstrating work performed by 
Teufel employees in 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007. Trial Exhibits 9:041 and 9:043 confirm, as the 
Court found, that Teufel had no employees on site and did no work at the resort from December 
23, 2004 until April 19, 2005. 
Trial Exhibit 9:045 shows that Teufel did not perform any work in 2006 until January 23. 
This exhibit confirms that Teufel had a small number of employees at the site beginning in late 
January and that snow removal was being performed through mid-April 2006. Much of Teufel's 
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work in January and February 2006 was for part-time work. The amount and kind of work and the 
number of Teufel employees gradually increased beginning in about March 2006. 
Trial Exhibit 9:047 shows that Teufel had employees at the site from January through 
December 2007. [t appears that snow removal was the main activity in January, February and 
March and that landscaping activities began to be the main focus in about March 2007. 
Teufel claims that there were an average of 18.5 workers at the site in January 2007. (See 
Motion for Reconsideration at 15.) These numbers are not supported by the exhibit. For instance, 
the labor record for January 2, 2007 shows that there were six (6) part-time workers. (Trial 
Exhibit 9:047 at TEUFEL 003437.) Yet, Teufel argues that there were twenty-four (24) 
employees on that date. The labor record for January 3, 2007 shows that there was only one (I) 
part-time worker that day. (Trial Exhibit 9:047 at TEUFEL 003438.) Yet, Teufel argues that 
there were thirty-five (35) employees on that date. The labor record for January 4, 2007 shows 
that seven (7) employees worked that day. (Trial Exhibit 9:047 at TEUFEL 003439.) Yet, Teufel 
argues that there were twenty-eight (28) employees on that date. The labor record for January 4, 
2007 shows that seven (7) employees worked part-time that day. Trial Exhibit 9:047 at TEUFEL 
003440. Yet, Teufel argues that there were thirty-seven (37) employees on that date. 
[nits motion for reconsideration, Teufel purports to calculate the percentage of days 
associated with landscaping as opposed to other activities. Teufel does not cite to any testimony 
in the record to support this calculation nor does Teufel explain how the calculation was made or 
who made the calculation. 
On balance, the Court's findings that Teufel's winter work in 2005/06 and 2006/07 was 
mostly related to snow removal activities is supported by the trial testimony and Teufel's own 
:\IE:\IORANDU:H DECISION AND ORDER DENYING TEl FEL NtrRSERY. I~'C.'S .\IOTIOI\ FOR 


































records. As the weather let up, it does appear that Teufel's crew size increased and that the work 
became more focused on landscaping activities. 
At best, Teufel's exhibits showed that Teufel employees may have begun to work on 
landscaping, as opposed to snow removal, earlier than the beginning date of the contract for that 
particular year. This does not change the Court's findings or its conclusion that the priority for 
Teufel's work in 2007 did not relate back to 2004. Teufel's work in 2007 was not part of a 
continuous single agreement. 
For the reasons stated, Teufel's Motion for Reconsideration is denied. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this Z a day of July, 2011. 
District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS"r'Rtc:-H::»'---AM 
~.....,.'-l-l'i~ 
THE ST 1\ TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case :'llo. CV-08-114C 
:\1EMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
GRANTING TEUFEL NURSERY, l~C.'S 
· MOTION TO CLARIFY THE AMOL"~T OF 
ITS LIEN CLAIM 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-3IOC Case No. CY-08-502C 
Case No. CY-08-3IIC Case No. CY-08-SOBC 
Case No. CV ·08-312C Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV -08-324C Case No. CV -08-51 OC 
Case No. CV -08-335C Case No. CV -08-511 C 
Case No. CV -OR-356C Case No. CV -08-512C 
Case l"o. CV-08-357C Case 1\'o. CY-08-SlJC 
Case No. CY-08-514C 
Case No. CY-08-532C Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case !'l:o. CV-08-557C Case No. CY-08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-583C Case No. CY-08-SSOC 
Case No. CV -08-584C 
In a decision entered :\fay ll, 2011, the Court detennined that Teufel ?'Jursery, Inc.'s 
("Teufel") lien claim recorded in Valley County on :'vlarch 31, 2008, as Instrument No 330343 was 
valid and enforceable, inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages, and in the amount of $122.066.98. 
(See OmnibllS rindings and Conclusions Re: Vahdity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and 
Mortgage Claims at 12-25. entered May 11, 2011 )(hereinafter "Omnibus Decision")). On May 
17, 2011, Teufel filed a motion to clarify asserting that the Court should have included the 
amounts requested for the property referred to as the "Trillium Cottages." Credit Suisse filed an 
opposition, and Teufel filed a response. The matter came for hearing on June 7, 20ll. Terri R. 
Pickens, Pickens Law, P.A. appeared and argued for Teufel Nursery. Richard H. Andrus, Spink 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV-08-ll4C 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
GRANTING TEUFEL NURSERY, lNC.'S 
MOTION TO CLARIFY THE AMOUNT OF 
lTS LIEN CLAIM 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-311C Case No. CV -08-SOSC 
Case No. CV -08-312C Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-324C Case No. CV-08-5 lOC 
Case No. CV-08-335C Case No. CV-08-SltC 
Case No. CV-08-356C Case No. CV-08-5 12C 
Case No. CV -08-357C Case No. CV -08-5 13C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-532C Case :-.lo. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV-08-557C Case No. CV-08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-583C Case No. CV-08-580C 
Case No. CV-08-584C 
In a decision entered May 11, 2011, the Court determined that Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s 
("Teufel") lien claim recorded in Valley County on March 31, 2008, as Instrument No 330343 was 
valid and enforceable, inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages, and in the amount of$ l 22,066.98. 
(See Omnibus Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and 
:\1ortgage Claims at 12-25, entered May l 1, 20ll)(hereinafter "Omnibus Decision")). On May 
17, 2011, Teufel filed a motion to clarify asserting that the Court should have included the 
amounts requested for the property referred to as the 'Trillium Cottages." Credit Suisse filed an 
opposition, and Teufel filed a response. The matter came for hearing on June 7, 2011. Terri R. 
Pickens, Pickens Law, P.A. appeared and argued for Teufel Nursery. Richard H. Andrus, Spink 
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Butler, LLP, Boise, Idaho, P. Bruce Badger, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and 
Elizabeth W. Walker, Sidley Austin, LLP, Los Angeles, California (via CourtCall teleconference), 
appeared for Credit Suisse, argument by Mr. Badger. 
In the Omnibus Decision, the Court recognized that Teufel's lien claim attached to a 
number of the platted properties at the Resort; and that there was an attachment to the lien claim 
that further allocated the claim among the twenty-four (24) distinct activities, areas or parcels. A 
copy of this attachment was admitted as Trial Exhibit 9:055. One of the twenty-four (24) areas or 
parcels described in Trial Exhibit 9:055 is the "Trillium Cottages." In its foreclosure complaint, 
Tefuel sought to foreclose against forty four (44) distinct parcels, identified as parcels A through 
LL, and the Exhibits to the foreclosure complaint contain a legal description of each ofthese 
parcels. During trial, Teufel produced Trial Exhibit 9:056 which sought to clarify how the 
twenty-four (24) items in the lien claim related to the forty four (44) parcels identified in the 
foreclosure complaint. Exhibit 9:056 was prepared by or for Teufel's manager, Rick Christensen. 
According to Trial Exhibit 9:056, the Trillium Cottages are the two (2) parcels JJ and KK that 
were identified in the foreclosure complaint. According to Trial Exhibit 9:056, Teufel released its 
lien on parcel KK. [tis also clear that Teufel had not released its lien claim on parcelJJ. The lien 
amount associated with the parcel JJ is $184,476.32. 
In the Omnibus Decision, the Court determined that the Teufel was not entitled to any of 
the amount claimed for the work done on the Trillium Cottages finding that Teufel had released its 
lien claim on these parcels. (See Omnibus Decision at 25, n. 87) (citing to Trial Exhibit 9:056)). 
Upon review of the matter, the Court is satisfied that this finding is not supported by the evidence. 
Teufel released its lien on one of the Trillium Cottages parcels, parcel KK, but did not release its 
lien on the other Trillium Cottages parcel. parcelJJ. Accordingly, Teufel is entitled to relief. 
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As an exercise of discretion, the Court will grant Teufel's motion to clarify. Teufel is 
entitled to a lien in the amount of $184,4 76.32 on parcel JJ, one of the Trillium Cottages parcels. 
The total amount of Teufel's lien claim is $306,543.30 ($122,066.98 + $184,476.32). 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this J.t day of July, 20 ll. 
u.·~ 
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Explanation for Substitute Omnibus Decision 
On May 11, 2011, the Court entered its Omnibus Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, 
Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims. On May 17, 2011 Teufel tiled a 
motion to clarify. On May 25, 2011 Teufel tiled a motion to reconsider. On May 25, 2011, Credit 
Suisse filed a motion to clarify. These matters were fully briefed and argued. On July 28, 2011, 
the Court entered decisions granting the motions to clarify, but denying Teufel's motion to 
reconsider. See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse's Motion to Clarify; 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion to Clarify the Amount 
oflts Lien Claim; and Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Teufel Nursery Inc.'s Motion 
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for Reconsideration; all entered July 28, 2011. The clarifications are reflected in hold in this 
Substitute decision. 
In the earlier decision, the Court detennined that the amount ofBanner/Sabey's Village 
Plaza lien was entitled to include amounts incurred through January 25, 2008. As explained in the 
earlier decision, Banner/Sabey's Asset Pay Application# 2 is for the period January 25, 2008 to 
March 15, 2008. The Court gave Banner/Sahey leave to make a supplemental submission 
identifying the charges and expenses in Banner/Sabey's Asset Pay Application# 2 that were 
incurred on or before (but not after) January 25, 2008. On May 18, 2011, Banner/Sabey filed a 
supplemental submission. Credit Suisse filed a response on May 24, 2011. The analysis of these 
submissions and further findings are incorporated in bold below under the Banner/Sabey heading. 
Further, in reviewing the May 17, 2011 decision, the Court found a number of clerical 
errors and/or omissions. These have been corrected in this Substitute decision. 
Background and Prior Proceedings 
Tamarack Resort, LLC ("Tamarack") 1, a Delaware limited liability company, was the 
owner, developer and operator of the Tamarack Resort ("Resort"), a failed resort located adjacent 
to Lake Cascade, a few miles from the City of Donnelly in Valley County, Jdaho.2 The Resort 
owned large tracts of real property and had a leasehold interest in about 2,000 acres of land owned 
by the State of Idaho. The development was planned as a year round resort community anchored 
by winter cross-country and downhill skiing. a championship golf course, other outdoor 
recreational activities, hotel and conference facilities, retail shopping, restaurants and lounges. 
1 Tamarack formerly was known as WestRock Associates. LLC' ("WestRock"). WestRock changed its name to 
Tamarack m 2002. 
2 Tamarack has had numerous subsidiary and related entilics. including Village Plaza Construction. LLC. Tamarack 
Whitewater Construction, LLC', Lake Plaza, LLC. Tamarack Resort Realty, LLC, Trillium Valley Construction. LLC. 
These subsidiaries may have been merged into Tamarack in 2008. See Second Amended Complain! al J- 4, ,.,. 4 (>. 
Unless the conlcxl requires otherwise, these enl1ties wJIJ all be referred to as Tamarack. 
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Tamarack planned to market a variety of real estate offerings, including development lots, custom 
homes, condominiums, townhomes, chalets and cottages. 
The full development of the Re.sort was projected in multiple phases over a number of 
years. Resort planning and obtaining entitlements was a lengthy and complicated process which 
had achieved significant milestones by 2002. The main entitlements included the Conditional Use 
Permits associated with the approved Valley County Planned Unit Development 98-1 3 
Development and construction at the Resort began in 2003. Lots and housing units were 
built and sold in platted subdivisions. Hotel and conference facilities were developed. The ski 
areas and golf course were developed and operating by 2006. There were shopping and restaurant 
options for residents and guests. 
On May 19, 2006, Tamarack entered into a Credit Agreemcnt4 with a group oflenders, 
including Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch ("Credit Suisse"). 5 The Credit Agreement was for 
a loan in the amount of$250,000,000.00 which enabled Tamarack to refinance existing debt, pay 
accounts receivable, and to finance the continued development of the resort. 6 The Credit 
Agreement allowed Tamarack to go forward with two (2) large condominium projects: the Village 
Plaza Condominium Project ("Village Plaza") and the Lake Wing Condominium Project ("Lake 
Wing"). 7 
3 Sec May 19, 2006 Credit Agreement (attached as Exhibit B to Second Amended Complaint) at Schedule 4.36 (List of 
Current Entitlements). 
4 A copy of the Credit Agreement is anached as Exhibit B to the Second Amended Complaint. 
5 Credit Suisse, Cayman Island Branch, is now knmvn as Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Island Branch. In addition to 
being one of the lenders. Credit Suisse had a number of additional roles under the Credit Agreement. Credit Surssc 
was the "Administrative Agent" for the lenders. and the "Collateral Agent." Sec Preamble to Credit Agn;ement. 
• See Credit Agreement, supra note 4, Recitals at A. 
7 This project was also called the B-25 Srte Project, the Lodge at Osprey Meadows. East Wing and the Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows. Lake Wing. 
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The Credit Suisse loan was secured by two (2) mortgages on nearly all of Tamarack's 
fee and leasehold property. 8 Tamarack was the mortgagor for the mortgage recorded in 
Valley County on May 19,2006, as Instrument No. 308953 (the "Tamarack mortgage"). A 
copy of this mortgage was admitted as Trial Exhibit 1 :002A. Tamarack's subsidiaries 
Whitewater Construction LLC and Village Plaza Construction LLC were the mortgagors of 
the other mortgage recorded in Valley County on Ma~· 19, 2006, as Instrument No. 308952 (the 
"Whitewater/Village Plaza mortgage"). A copy of this mortgage was admitted as Trial Exhibit 
1:003. Each reference herein to a finding of priority regarding "the Credit Suisse mortgages" 
or the "Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages" is intended and shall be construed to refer 
only to the mortgage or mortgages- the Tamarack mortgage and/or the Whitewater/Village 
Plaza mortgage- that create(s) a lien on the specific property to which the priority finding 
relates. 
In 2007, Tamarack's financial condition deteriorated significantly. Tamarack defaulted in 
its obligations under the Credit Agreement Tamarack fell behind and became unable to pay its 
contractors and suppliers. Tamarack's financial condition continued to deteriorate in 2008. 
Tamarack suspended all construction activities at the Resort, leaving many projects unfinished and 
many creditors unpaid. Many of Tamarack's contractors and suppliers recorded claims of lien 
against Tamarack's property. 
As agent for the lenders, Credit Suisse filed this mortgage foreclosure action on March II, 
2008, as Valley County Case No. CV-2008-II4C. Credit Suisse named as defendants all parties 
8 While almost all of the Resort's property is in Valley County, a small portion is in Adams County. The Valley 
County mortgage executed by Tamarack was recorded as Instrument No. 308953 in Valley County on May 19. 2006. 
The Valley County mortgage executed by Tamarack's subsidiaries Tamarack Whitewater Construction. LLC and 
Village Plaza Construction, LLC was recorded as Instrument 1\o. 308952 111 Valley County on May 19. 2006. The 
Adams County mortgage executed by Tamarack was recorded in Adams County on May 22. 2006, as Instrument "lo. 
111741. 
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who claimed any interests in Tamarack's real property including the contractors, subcontractors. 
suppliers and others who had filed claims of lien. Credit Suisse has amended or supplemented its 
complaint on three occasions, in part to add defendants who subsequently claimed any interest in 
or filed a lien against Tamarack's property.'! 
A number of these same contractors, subcontractors and suppliers filed separate actions 
against Tamarack and/or Tamarack's property. In a series of orders, the Court consolidated these 
cases with this foreclosure action. 10 These cases generated numerous counterclaims, cross-claims 
and third party claims. There were approximately one hundred parties named in these consolidated 
proceedings. 
In October 2008, the Court appointed a Receiver for Tamarack. The Court authorized the 
Receiver to enter into a receivership credit facility to borrow funds to protect and preserve 
Tamarack's property and to open the ski area. 11 The original receivership credit facility was in the 
amount of$10 million. The principal amount of the credit facility was increased to 
$12,162,810.0012 In connection with the credit facility, the Receiver provided collateral to the 
9 See First Amended Complaint, filed August 28, 2008; Second Amended Complaint. filed December 18, 2008: 
Supplement to Second Amended Complaint, filed May 28. 2010. 
10 See Orders Granting Consolidation, entered September 18, 2010 (CV-08-JIOC, CV -08-311 C. CV -08-312C. CV -08-
324C. CV-08-335C, CV-08-356C. CV-08-357C) (cases filed by Tri-State Electric. Inc., YMC, Inc., and Interior 
Systems, Inc.), October I, 2008 (CV-08-502C, CV-08-508C. CV-08-509C, CV-08-5\0C, CV-08-51IC. CV-08-512C. 
CV -08-513C. CV-08-514C, CV-08-521 C, CV-08-528C) (cases filed by MHTN ArchJtects, Petra. Inc., Interior 
Systems, Inc., YMC, Inc., EZA. P.C. d;bla OZ Architecture of Boulder, Teufel Nursery, Inc. and Quality Tile Roofing. 
Inc.), November 12,2008 (CV-08-532C, CV-08-557C) (cases filed by Timber Tech Const:tuction, LLC and EZA P.C. 
d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder), January 27, 2009 (CV -08-583C) (cases filed by Scott Hedrick Construction. Inc.) 
and April26, 2010 (CV-08-580, CV-08-584C) (cases ftled by EZA, P.C. d/bia OZ Architecture of Boulder and Scott 
Hedrick Construction, Inc.). 
11 Sec Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Receiver's Motion for Authorization to Issue a Receiver's Certificate, 
entered October 29. 2008. 
12 Se~ Amended [Proposed] Order Authorizing Issuance of a Receiver's Certificate of Indebtedness Secured by 
Mortgages, entered October 29, 2008; Order Re: Receiver's Motion for Approval of Budget Extension. entered 
February 25, 2009: Order Amending the Receivership Facility, Authorizing the Issuance of Amended and Restated 
Receiver's Certificate No. I, and Approving the Budget for March I. 2009 Through April30, 2009. entered March 17. 
2009: Order Amending the Restructured Receivership Facility and Authonzing the Issuance of a Second Amended and 
Restated Receiver's Certificate No. I, entered May 1, 2009. 
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receivership lenders in the forn1 of a mortgage, security agreement, assignment and security 
interest against Tamarack's property. The priority of the receivership lenders is senior to the Credit 
Suisse mortgages, but junior to any lien claimant whose lien is superior to the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. The Receivership was terminated effective July 31, 2009. 13 The receivership lenders 
have not been named or joined as parties to this action, and as far as the Court is aware, there has 
been no effort by Credit Suisse, the receivership lenders, or any other interested party, to foreclose 
the receivership security interests in this proceeding. 
Throughout most of these proceedings, Tamarack had been represented by attorney Steven 
J. Millemann, and his firm, Millemann, Pittenger, McMahan & Pemberton and by attorney Jess R. 
Bressi, admitted pro hac vice, Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps LLP, Irvine, California. The 
Court granted leave for these attorneys to withdraw on March 4, 2010. The Order Granting Leave 
to Withdraw provided that the Court could grant default and default judgment, and dismiss all of 
Tamarack's claims if Tamarack failed to enter an appearance. 14 Since the Court granted leave to 
withdraw, no licensed attorney has appeared for Tamarack. 15 Accordingly, as necessary to resolve 
other issues in this case, the Court has entered some orders of default against Tamarack. 1" 
13 See Order Re: Temrination of Receivership, Discharge of Receiver and Related Matters, entered July 7, 2009. 
14 See Order Granting Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of Record at 2, entered March 4, 2010. 
15 Tamarack's Chief Executive Officer, Jean-Pierre Boespflug, purported to file a prose appearance on behalf of 
Tamarack. However, Mr. Boespflug is not a licensed Idaho attorney and his prose appearance does not constitute an 
appearance for Tamarack. See Indian Springs LLC v Indian Springs Land Im·. LLC. 147 Idaho 737, 744-45. 215 P.3d 
457, 464-65 (2009). 
16 E.g Memorandum Decision and Order Re: BAG Property Holdings, LLC's Motions for Summary Judgment, 
entered August 5, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: West Mountain Golf LLC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment Against Tri-State Electric, Inc., entered August 5, 2010; and Memorandum Decision and Order Re: West 
Mountain GolfLLC's Motion for Summary Judgment Against Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch, entered 
August 5, 2010; Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for (I) Entry of Default; and (2) Dismissal with Prejud1cc of 
Tamarack Resort LLC's Counterclaims Against Plaintiff and Third-Party Claims Against Credit Suisse Securities 
(USA) LLC, entered February I, 201 I. 
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On December 9, 2009, a number of defendants in this action filed an involuntary 
bankruptcy petition against Tamarack. 17 The filing of the bankruptcy action resulted in an 
automatic stay of this state court proceeding. In an Order entered on February 3, 2010, the 
Honorable Terry L. Meyers, Chief U.S. Bankruptcy Judge for the District ofldaho, modified and 
lifted the automatic stay to permit this Court to determine the "validity, priority and amount 
(including attorneys fees and costs) of any and all mortgages, liens, claims or interests" regarding 
Tamarack's real property. 18 
Prior to the entry of the bankruptcy stay, this Court already had entered a number of rulings 
regarding the validity and priority of certain lien claims. 19 Following the bankruptcy order 
modifying and lifting the automatic stay, the Court made additional rulings regarding the validity, 
priority and amount of numerous other lien claims.20 
17 See In Re: Tamarack Resort. LLC. Case No. 09-03911-TLM (U.S. Bankruptcy Ct. for Dist. of Idaho). 
18 /d(Order Regarding the Amended Motion of Credit Suisse, AG for Relief from the Automatic Stay at 4-5, entered 
February 3, 20!0). 
19 See Substitute Opinion replacing November 5, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between Credit 
Suisse and Various Lien Claimants, entered January 10, 2011; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Banner/Sabey II, 
LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, entered May I, 2009; Memorandum Decision and Order [re: whether 
an architect has the right to a mechanic's or materialman's lien], entered September 14, 2009. 
20 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to 
Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Lien Nos. 329073,330107, entered March II, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: 
TMGIDP Miller Lien No. 326813, entered June 9, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG's 
Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to Banner/Sabey II, LLC, Lien Nos. 329073,330107, entered June 
14, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: MHTN Architects, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: 
Validity and Priority of its Liens over Credit Suisse's Mortgages, entered June 15, 2010; Memorandum DeCision and 
Order Re: EZA, P.C., dlb/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial Summary Judgmenl Re: Priority of its 
Lien over Credit Suisse's Mortgage, entered June 16, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: EZA, P.C., d/b/a 
OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Lien Nos. 332702, 332741, 332742 and 
332746, entered June 16, 10!0; Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to BmTowcr and 
the Borrower Subsidiaries on the Validity of Plaintiffs Mortgages, entered June 17, 20!0; Memorandum Decision and 
Order Rc: BAG Property Holdings, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, entered August 5, 20!0; Memorandum 
Decision and Order Re: West Mountain GolfLLC's Motion for Summary Judgment against Tri-State Electric, Inc., 
entered August 5, 201 0; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: West Mountain GolfLLC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch, entered August 5, 2010; Memorandum Decision and Order 
Re: Kesler Construction, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Against Credll Suisse as to Village Plaza. 
entered August 9, 2010; Order Granting Plaintifrs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to All Defendants Re: 
Valid1ty, Enforceability and Recordation Date of, and Amount Secured by Plaintiffs Mortgages. entered on August 
12, 2010; Order Granting Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Defendant Jeffrey Carroll, entered 
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The Court also entered summary judgment against defendants who were served, but did not 
answer or appear. 21 In addition, both before the bankruptcy stay and after the order modifying and 
lifting the automatic stay, numerous lien claimants either disclaimed or dismissed some or all of 
their lien claims. The Court entered orders either granting summary judgment against these 
defendants or dismissing the claimsY As a result of these various orders of dismissal and 
summary judgment, the number of actual lien disputes in the case was narrowed significantly. 
November I, 20 I 0: Order Granting North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District· s Motion for Summary 
Judgment on LID 2003-1, LID 2004-1, LID 2004-2 and LID 2005-1. 
21 See Order Granting Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Cenam Non-Respondmg Defendants, 
entered June 17, 20 I 0 (affects Action Door, Inc. by virtue of the lien it recorded on April 25, 2008, as Instrument No. 
331150; Epikos LLC aka Epikos Land Planning and Architecture by virtue of the lien it recorded on March 25, 200S, 
as Instrument No. 330218; Knothe-Zior-Casa1i Construction, LLC by virtue of the liens recorded on April 25. 2008, as 
Instrument Nos. 331126, 331112; Marc A. Anderson d/b/a Independent Metal Fab by virtue of the lien recorded on 
March 27, 2008, as Instrument No. 330281; Morrow Equipment Company, LLC by virtue of the lien recorded on 
August 22,2008, as Instrument No. 334327; 0-K Gravel Works, LLC by virtue of the lien recorded on May 6, 2008, 
as Instrument No. 331397; Overhead Door, Inc. by vinue of the lien recorded on April 18, 2008, as Instrument No. 
330890; SPF Water Engineering, LLC by virtue of the lien recorded on October 24,2008, as Instrument ~o. 336056; 
Inland Waterproofing Services, LLC by virtue of the lien recorded on July 23,2008, as Instrument No. 333491; and 
United Subcontractors, Inc. d/b/a G & G Insulation by virtue of the lien recorded on March 14, 2008, as Instrument 
No. 330000); Order Granting Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Non-Responding Supplemental 
Defendants, entered October 5, 2010, (affects Melanie Baldwin by virtue of that judgment recorded on August 5, 
2009, as Instrument No. 344003; David Brahs by virtue of that judgment recorded on July 23,2009 as Instrument No. 
343604; Holly Wild Dyson by virtue of that judgment recorded on August 17, 2009, as Instrument No. 344364; Edwin 
H. Eijckelhofby virtue of that judgment recorded on Aprill4, 2009, as Instrument No. 340949; Le Lodge LLC by 
virtue of those judgments recorded on November 13, 2008 and December 8, 2008, as Instrument Nos. 336602 and 
337228; Jena Rae MacConkey by virtue of that Judgment recorded on July 29, 2009, as Instrument No. 343777; 
Dominic S. McDaid by vinue of that judgment recorded on June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 342647; Phoenix7 
Group, Inc. by virtue of that judgment recorded on December 12,2008, as Instrument No. 337287; The State of Idaho, 
by the Idaho Commerce and Labor Department, notices filed at different dates in 2009 with the Idaho Secretary of 
State as 'Kos. T403752, T403753, T415454, and T432362; Jennifer M. Stiffler by virtue of that judgment recorded on 
June II. 2009, as Instrument No. 342205; The Stucco Company, Inc. by virtue of that lien recorded on October I, 
2008, as Instrument No. 342205). 
22 See Orders of Dismissal Re: Westem States Crane Company, J.H. Masonry and Timber Tech Construction. LLC, 
entered June 17, 2010; Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment as to Certam Disclaiming/Releasing 
Defendants. entered June 17,2010 (affects Construction Alternatives, LLC (Instrument No. 330078): CHSQA 
(Instrument Nos. 331145, 331146); Eagle Precast Company, dibia Hanson Eagle Precast Company (Instrument No. 
334207); Gem State Staffing (Instrument No. 329343 ); Jacksons Food Stores (Instrument No. 332130); Materials 
Testing & Inspection (Instrument 'Kos. 330169, 330170, 330934, 340156); Neptune Industries (Instrument No. 
335209); Riverside Construction. Inc. (Instrument No. 330441 ); Tates Rents. Inc. (Instrument No. 331255 ); TMC Inc. 
(Instrument Nos. 330875. 330876); Yolk! Sport America, Inc., Marker USA, Inc., and Marker VolkllJSA. Inc. 
(Instrument 'Ko. 333717); Western States Equipment Company d.lb/a CAT Rental Store (lnstnnncnt Nos. 3292.'\2, 
329468, 330898): Columbia Paint & Coating Company (Instrument No. 330976); lnsulfoam. LLC (Instrument No. 
239959); McCall Spa Company, LLC' (Instrument Nos. 331229, 331230); RuscittoiLathamiBlanton Architecture 
(Instrument No. 330421 ): Order of Dismissal of All Claims ofCHM2Hill, entered April 12, 20 I 0. 
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In these various rulings, the Court detennined as a matter of law that: (1) the Credit Suisse 
mortgages were valid and enforceable against all lien claimants and defendants; (2) the Valley 
County mortgages were properly recorded in Valley County on May 19, 2006;23 and (3) the 
amount of Tamarack's debt that was secured by the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages was 
$306,585,272.92, as of June 29, 2010.24 While the total amount ofthe mechanic's and 
materialmen's lien claims has not been finally determined, certainly these lien claims constitute 
many more millions of dollars of claims against Tamarack's property. In addition to these liens, 
there are other substantial claims against Tamarack's property including the vendee's liens 
asserted by BAG Property Holdings, LLC, North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District 
Local Improvement District's assessment liens, as well as the secured interests of the receivership 
lenders. In all, the total amount of the existing lien claims against Tamarack's property is 
substantially more than $300,000,000.00. 
Because it appears that the amount Tamarack owes is far greater than the current value of 
the foreclosure property,25 the question of lien priority has been the focus of much of the pretrial 
motion practice in this foreclosure action. As a practical matter, because the property value is 
almost certainly much less than the total of claims, it is unlikely that any lien claimant whose 
interest is inferior or subordinate to Credit Suisse will receive any part of the foreclosure proceeds. 
23 The Adams County mortgages were properly recorded on May 22, 2006. However, the Court is not aware of any 
lien dispute involving the portion of Tamarack's fee or leasehold property in Adams County. 
24 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between Credit Suisse and Various Lien Claimants at 7-8, 
entered November 9, 2009; Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG's Second Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment as to Banner/Sabey II, LLC Lien Nos. 329073, 330107 at 6-7, entered June 14, 2010; Order 
Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to Borrower and the Borrower Subsidiaries on the 
Validity of Plaintiffs Mortgages, entered June 17, 2010; Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment as to All Defendants Re: Validity, Enforceability, Recording Date of, and Amount Secured by Plaintiffs 
Mortgages, entered August 12, 2010. 
25 According to an appraisal done at the request of Credit Suisse, as of September 9, 2008, th~ market value of 
Tamarack's property was only $236,300,000.00. See Affidavit of Christopher T. Donaldson in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion to Appoint Receiver at 3, ,i 6, filed September 23, 2008. Given present economic circumstances, the actual 
value of the property today IS almost certainly very much less. 
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By the same token, it is more likely that those claimants whose interests are prior to and superior to 
the Credit Suisse mortgages will have their claims paid from the foreclosure proceeds. 
Pursuant to scheduling orders, the Court set deadlines for the filing and detennination of all 
foreclosure issues that could be determined in summary fashion. More than twenty (20) motions 
for summary judgment or partial summary judgment were filed by Credit Suisse and other lien 
claimants. In ruling on these motions, the Court has detem1ined the validity and priority of a 
number of lien claims. The Court determined that some lien claims had priority over the Credit 
Suisse mortgages, and the Court determined that other lien claims were junior to the Credit Suisse 
2.() 
mortgages. 
The Court scheduled court trials to resolve all remaining lien claim issues that could not be 
determined by summary judgment. Court trials were set to determine the remaining issues relating 
to the validity, priority and amount of the claims ofBanner/Sabey II, LLC, Inland Crane Inc., Tri-
State Electric, Inc., YMC, Inc., Kesler Construction, Inc., MHTN Architects, Inc., EZA, P.C. d/b/a 
OZ Architecture of Boulder, Secesh Engineering, Inc., Teufel Nursery, Inc., United Rentals 
Northwest, Inc., Interior Systems, Inc., Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc., Bane of America Leasing 
and Capital, LLC and BAG Holdings, LLC. 
Not all of these claims proceeded to trial. Some of the claims were resolved or dismissed 
prior to trial, including American Stair Corporation, lnc., 27 Inland Crane, Inc.,28 United Rentals 
26 See the various Memorandum Decisions, s11pra notes 19, 20. While the Coun entered formal decisions on most 
summary judgment issues, in a few instances, the Court did not issue a wrillen decision when it denied some motwns 
for summary judgment. If the Court did not issue a written ruling. the CoUit stated its reasons for denying summar) 
judgment on the record (e.g. Rulings denying summary judgment motions by Bane of America Leasing and Capital. 
LLC., and Teufel Nursery. Inc.). 
"Sec Disclaimer of Interest, filed September 23, 2010. 
2
' Sec Orders of DismissaL entered December 6, 2010 (Jnstrument Nos. 329729, 329730). 
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Northwest, Inc.,29 North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District,3u and Bane of America 
Leasing and Capital, LLC. 31 Some of these lien claimants elected not to participate or present any 
further evidence, including Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. and Interior Systems, Inc. 
The Court presided over the remaining lien claims that required court trials during portions 
of September, October, November, December 2010 and January 2011. In an Order dated January 
II, 20 II, the bankruptcy court dismissed the involuntary bankruptcy proceeding against 
Tamarack, effectively lifting any stay upon these proceedings. 32 The Court received written 
closing arguments from the parties. This omnibus decision will constitute the Court's findings of 
fact and conclusions of law as to the court trials of the lien claims that went to trial. 
Discussion 
l. Secesh Engineering, Inc. ("Secesh") 
Secesh is a licensed professional engineering and surveying fim1. Secesh provided 
surveying and related services for the Resort and Tamarack. Secesh first began to provide services 
in 2002. Secesh recorded its claim oflien in Valley County on March 31, 2008, as Instrument No. 
330343.33 The Secesh lien was filed against all of Tamarack's Valley County property. 
The court trial of the issues relating to the validity, priority and amount of the Secesh lien 
was tried at the Valley County Courthouse on October 4 and 5, 2010. Secesh was represented by 
Samuel A. Diddle, Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow & McKlveen, Chartered, Boise, Idaho. Credit 
29 See Orders of Dismissal, entered 1\'ovember 1, 2010 (Instrument No. 330822). 
311 See Order Granting North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's Motion for Summary Judgment 
on LID 2003-1, LID 2004-1. LID 2004-2 and LID 2005-1, entered July 20,2010. 
11 
Sec Order Approving Stipulation. entered May II, 20 II 
32 
Sec Order In Rc Tamarack Resort. LLC. Case No. 09-03911-TLM (U.S. Bankiuptcy Ct. for the District of Idaho) 
(Doc. 528) (entered January 27, 2011 ). 
11 Si!e Trial Exhibit I :043. 
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Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake City, 
Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley Austin, LLP. Los Angeles. California. 
Following the court trial, Secesh resolved its lien claim and its claim has been dismissed. 34 
2. Teufel Nursery, Inc. ("Teufel'') 
Teufel provided landscaping and other services for Tamarack at the Resort from 2004 until 
early 2008. Teufel filed its claim of lien in Valley County on March 21, 2008, as Instrument No. 
330152. 35 The lien is against most of Tamarack's platted property. 36 The lien is for the amount 
$564,560.23. There is an attachment to the claim of lien which apportions the lien claim amount 
among twenty four (24) distinct activities, areas or properties. 37 Teufel filed an action to foreclose 
this lien on September 22, 2008 as Valley County Case No. CV -2008-521 C. 
The court trial of the validity, priority and amount ofthe Teufel lien was tried at the Valley 
County Courthouse on October 5 and 6, 2010. Teufel was represented by Teri R. Pickens, Pickens 
Law, P.A. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & Clendenin, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley Austin, LLP, Los Angeles, 
California. Testimony was presented from Rick Christensen, one of Teufel's managers, Stanley J. 
Tharp, a Boise attorney who assisted in preparing and serving copies of the lien, Mike Stanger, 
34 See Order of Dismissal, entered March 30, 2011. 
35 See Trial Exhibits 1:044, 9:006. 
36 The claim of hen recites that it is filed as to all of the "Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel 
Condominium," the "Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominium," the "Tamarack Resort Members Lodge," the 
'Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase I Final Plat," the 'Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development 
Phase 2.1 ,"the "Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village," the "Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village," the 'Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2," the 'Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3." the 'Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4," the "Tamarack 
Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3" and the "Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condommium." 
37 The following descriptions are contained in the exhibit: "Arling Center," "Chalet." "Clearwater Townhomes," 
"Design Plaza," "Dory Custom Chalet #3," "Erosion Control." "Francmse Court," "General Conditions 2007," 
"Golden Dar," "Golf Course." "Haystack Chalet #25," "Heritage raodside," [sic]"Member's Lodge," "Mise 
hydroseedmg." "Norwood Nursery." "Poma," "Rock Creek," "Snow Front." "South End Bernt'' "Steclhcad custom 
chalet," "Trillium Cottages." 'Trillium townhomes," "Twin Creek." "Village Drive." A clearer copy of this attachment 
was admitted as Trial Exhibit 9:055. 
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Teufel's manager for the Tamarack project, Chris Kirk, one of Tamarack's former managers, and 
Kit Yates, one of Tamarack's fom1er managers. Numerous exhibits were admitted. 
A. Teufel's lien claim is valid and enforceable. 
Based upon substantial and mostly uncontradicted evidence, the Court will find that 
Teufel's claim of lien is valid and enforceable. Teufel was a registered contractor and provided 
labor and material at the request ofthe owner which improved the Resort. Teufel had the right to 
file a lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 3 s Teufel's lien was timely filed, contained the 
infom1ation required, was properly verified and properly served, all as required by Idaho Code§ 
45-507.39 The action to foreclose the lien was timely filed pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-51 0. 40 
38 "Every person performing labor upon, or furnishing materials to be used in the construction, alteration or repair of 
any mining claim, building, wharf, bridge, ditch, dike, flume, tunnel, fence, machinery, railroad, wagon road, aqueduct 
to create hydraulic power, or any other structure, or who grades, fills in, levels, surfaces or otherwise improves any 
land, or who performs labor in any mine or mining claim, and every professional engineer or licensed surveyor under 
contract who prepares or furnishes designs, plans, plats, maps, specifications, drawings, surveys, estimates of cost, on-
site observation or supervision, or who renders any other professional service whatsoever for which he is legally 
authorized to perform in connection with any land or building development or improvement, or to establish 
boundaries, has a lien upon the same for the work or labor done or professional services or materials furnished, 
whether done or furnished at the instance of the owner of the building or other improvement or his agent; and every 
contractor, subcontractor, architect, builder or any person having charge of any mining claim, or of the constmction. 
alteration or repair. either in whole or in part, of any building or other improvement, as aforesaid, shall be held to he 
the agent of the o~ner for the purpose of this chapter: provided, that the lessee or lessees of any mining claim shall not 
be considered as the agent or agents of the owner under the provisions of this chapter." Idaho Code § 45-50 I. 
39
"( I) Any person claiming a lien pursuant to the provisions of this chapter must file a claim for record with the county 
recorder for the county in which such property or some part thereof is situated. 
(2) The claim shall be filed within ninety (90) days after the completion of the labor or services, or furnishing of 
materials. 
(3) The claim shall contain: 
(a) A statement of his demand, after deducting all just credits and offsets; 
(b) The name of the owner, or reputed ovmer, if known: 
(c) The name of the person by whom he was employed or to whom he furnished the materials; and 
(d) A description of the property to be charged with the lien, sufficient for identification. 
(4) Such claim must be verified by the oath of the claimant, his agent or attorney, to the effect that the affiant believes 
the same to be just. 
(5) A tme and correct copy of the claim of lien shall be served on the owner or reputed owner of the property either by 
delivering a copy thereof to the owner or reputed owner personally or by mailing a copy thereof by certified mail to 
the owner or reputed 0\\1ler at his last known address. Such delivery or mailing shall be made no later than five (5J 
business days following the filing of said claim of lien." Idaho Code§ 45-507. 
40 "No lien provided for in this chapter binds any building. mining claim, improvement or structure for a longer period 
than six ( 6) months after the claim has been filed, unless proceedings be commenced in a proper court withm that time 
to enforce such lien .... "Idaho Code § 45-510. 
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B. Teufel's lien claim is subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 
During the course of these proceedings, the Court directed all lien claimants to file lien 
disclosures containing additional details and information about the lien claims including a 
statement of the date upon which the claimant first provided labor or material on the property, and 
the date claimed for lien priority.41 On February 10,2009, Teufel filed a disclosure in which it 
stated that the start dates, and the lien priority dates, for all of the work covered by its claim of lien 
were on various dates, all in 2007.42 On March 3, 2009, Teufel filed an amended disclosure which 
again asserted that the start dates, and the lien priority dates, for all of the work covered by the 
claim of lien were all on various dates in 2007.43 Both these disclosures were filed by Teufel's 
counsel of record, W. John Thiel, W. John Thiel, P.L.L.C. On June 30, 2009, new counsel 
appeared for Teufel, Teri R. Pickens, Pickens Law, P.A. 
On August 13, 2009, Credit Suisse filed a motion for partial summary judgment that 
Teufel's lien claim was inferior and subordinate to the Credit Suisse mortgages. Credit Suisse 
asserted that Teufel's lien disclosure forms established that Teufel's earliest lien priority was in 
2007. Because the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages were recorded on May 19, 2006, Credit 
Suisse argued that the Teufel claim of lien was subsequent, inferior and subordinate to the Credit 
Suisse mortgages. 
However, prior to the time set for the argument on Credit Suisse's motion for summary 
judgment, on September 24, 2009 Teufel's new counsel filed a second amended lien disclosure 
fom1 in which Teufel amended all of the start dates, and priority dates, from the 2007 dates to June 
41 See Scheduling Conference Order, entered January 12, 2009; Order Re: Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form 
and Vendee's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form, entered February 10, 2009; Order Requiring the Completion, Filing and 
Service of the Mechanic's Lien Claimant Supplemental Disclosure form, entered May 14,2009. 
42 See Trial Exhibit l :300. 
43 See Trial Exhibit l :30 I. 
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14, 2004.44 Teufel asserted that June 14,2004 was the date it first provided labor and material to 
the project site. June 14, 2004 is also the date that appears in Teufel's claim of lien as the date that 
Teufel first began to furnish labor and material to the project. Along with its opposition to Credit 
Suisse's motion for summary judgment, Teufel filed an affidavit from its Landscape Division 
Manager asserting that its lien priority date was from June 14, 2004. The Court denied Credit 
Suisse's motion for summary judgment finding that there was a genuine issue of fact concerning 
h . . d 4' t e pnonty ate. · 
On April29, 2010, Teufel filed a motion for summary judgment that its lien had priority 
over the Credit Suisse mortgages. Teufel argued that its lien related back to June 14, 2004 when it 
first provided labor and material to the project. The Court heard argument on this motion on June 
27,2010. The Court orally denied Teufel's motion for summary judgment at the conclusion of the 
oral argument. The Court found that there was a genuine issue of fact as to Teufel's priority date. 
Teufel first entered into a written contract with Tamarack in 2004. Teufel was not able to 
produce a signed copy, but based upon the evidence, the court will find that Trial Exhibit 9:001 is 
a copy of the operative agreement. Teufel also entered into separate written contracts with 
Tamarack for 2005, 2006 and 2007. Teufel was not able to produce a signed copy of these 
agreements either. However, based upon the evidence, the court will find that Trial Exhibits 9:002, 
9:003 and 9:004 are copies of the operative agreements for 2005, 2006 and 2007. 
44 See Trial Exhibit I :298. 
"See Substitute Opinion replacing November 5. 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between Credit 
Suisse and Various Lien Claimants, entered January 10,2011 at 21-22. 
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The determination of the priority between a mechanic or materialman lien claimant and a 
mortgagee is governed by Idaho Code § 45-506,46 as interpreted by the Idaho Supreme Court in 
Pacific States Savings, Loan and Building Co. v. Dubois, II Idaho 319, 83 P. 513 (1905) and 
Ultrawall, Inc. v. Washington Mut. Bank, 135 Idaho 832, 25 P.3d 855 (2001 ). The priority date for 
a mortgagee is the date the mortgage was recorded. The priority date for a materialman is the date 
that labor or material was first supplied. A mortgagee is entitled to priority over the claim of a 
materialman who first supplied labor or material after the mortgage was recorded. A lien claimant 
is entitled to lien priority over a mortgagee that was recorded after labor or material was first 
supplied. 
The lien of a mechanic or materialman will almost always relate back to an earlier date 
because the lien attaches when the work was first performed, not when the work was completed. 
Idaho Code § 45-506. The evidence at trial showed that Teufel had been paid for all of its work in 
2004, 2005 and 2006. Teufel's lien claim was entirely for work Teufel began in 2007. For the 
2007 work to relate back to 2004, the work must have been such as to constitute a continuous 
single agreement. See Terra-West, inc. v.ldaho Mut. Trust, LLC, 150 Idaho 393, ~' 247 P.3d 
620,627 (2010). See also White v. Construction Mining & Mill Co., 56 Idaho 403,420, 55 P.2d 
152, 160 (1936). As the Supreme Court explained, a lien filed within ninety days after the 
completion of the labor or service may encompass the entirety of the work performed under a 
single contract. Terra-West, inc., 247 P.3d at 627. 
46 "The liens provided for in this chapter shall be on equal footing with those hens within the same class of liens. 
without reference to the date of the filing of the lien claim or claims and arc preferred to any lien, mortgage or other 
encumbrance, which may have attached subsequent to the time when the building. improvement or structure was 
commenced, work done, equipment. materials or fixtures were rented or leased, or materials or professional services 
were commenced to be fumishcd; also to any lien. mortgage, or other encumbrance of which the lienholder had no 
notice, and which was unrecorded at the time the building. improvement or structure was commenced. work done, 
equipment. materials or fixtures were rented or leased. or materials or professional services were conm1enced to be 
furnished." Idaho Code § 45-506. 
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Teufel claims that the priority date for its claim of lien should relate back to June 2004, 
when it first began to provide labor and material to the Resort, and the date of the first contract 
with Tamarack. Teufel asserts that the contracts for 2005, 2006 and 2007 were "renewals" ofthc 
original contract, not separate and distinct undertakings. Teufel argues that it had a single contract 
to provide all landscaping for the entire Resort development and that the subsequent written 
agreements were merely extensions of the original agreement. 
Credit Suisse argues that Teufel's lien is subordinate to the Credit Suisse Valley County 
mortgages because Teufel's lien claim arises out of work Teufel perfom1cd pursuant to the 2007 
contract with Tamarack. Credit Suisse argues that Teufel entered into separate agreements with 
Tamarack each year. Credit Suisse asserts that Teufel's priority can only relate back to 2007 
because that is when Teufel began to provide labor and materials under the 2007 agreement. 
If its terms are plain and unambiguous, the detennination of a contract's meaning and its 
legal effect are questions of law for the court to detem1ine. Page v. Pasquali, 150 Idaho 150, 
, 244 P.3d 1236, 1238 (2010) (quoting Elliott v. Darwin Neibaur Farms, 138 Idaho 774, 779, 
69 P.3d 1035, 1040 (2003)). However, ifthe contract is ambiguous, its meaning is a question of 
fact which focuses upon the intent of the parties. !d. 
The Court has reviewed the 2004 contract between Tamarack and Teufel. Article 2 
contains a scope of work detailing eleven (11) specific tasks and "such other tasks as may be 
directed by the Owner's Representative." The Court finds that the scope is plain and unambiguous. 
The contract outlines those tasks that are to be completed in 2004. The scope does not provide that 
Teufel was awarded all of the landscaping work for the entire Tamarack project. Article 3 contains 
a project schedule which required work to be substantially complete by November 30, 2004. 
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The Court has examined the 2005 contract. It is not a "renewal" contract. Article 2 contains 
a new scope of work that details ten (I 0) specific tasks. The work was to be substantially 
completed by December 31, 2005. The 2005 contract is a new contract for a different scope of 
work. Likewise, neither the 2006 contract nor the 2007 contract is a "renewal" contract. Each has a 
new scope of work and a substantial completion date. There is nothing in these agreements that 
required Teufel to perform future work for Tamarack. There is nothing in the agreements that 
required Tamarack to employ Teufel in subsequent years. There is nothing in the 2004 contract 
that obligates either Tamarack or Teufel beyond the 2004 contract. Teufel was under no obligation 
to accept future work and Tamarack had no obligation to award the work to Teufel. 
The evidence did show that for some years, Teufel maintained a skeletal crew at the Resort 
during the winter months. There were no Teufel employees at the site after about December 23, 
2004 until the spring of 2005. 47 There were about four ( 4) Teufel employees at the site during the 
2005 winter season and about ten (1 0) Teufel employees at the site during the 2006 winter 
season.48 When Teufel's employees were on site during the winter, there was no landscaping work 
performed. Teufel's employees did snow removal so that Tamarack's contractors and 
subcontractors could continue construction activities. 49 
Teufel argues that the fact that it maintained a small crew for some winters demonstrates 
that Teufel had a single continuous contract since 2004. The Court does not agree. Teufel did not 
have a crew present each winter. When Teufel did have a winter crew, the crew was not engaged 
in landscape services, only snow removal and snow removal was not part of the scope of work for 
any of Teufel's landscaping contracts with Tamarack. 
4
; Sec Trial Transcript at 109 (October 6, 2010 Testimony of Rick Christensen). 
4R Jd. 
•• !d. at 110-111; Trial Transcript at 194-95 (October 6, 2010 testimony of Mike Stanger.) 
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The evidence did establish that Tamarack desired to have the same landscape contractor for 
the entire project. Teufel expected to be the landscape contractor for the entire project. However, 
that intent or expectation was not made part of any binding agreement between Tamarack and 
Teufel. Tamarack's 2004 agreement with Teufel did not obligate either Tamarack or Teufel 
beyond 2004. At trial, Teufel's Manager, Rick Christensen, testified that Teufel had to have a 
signed 2005 agreement before it would order plantings for the 2005 contract. 5° Christensen also 
testified it was important to have a signed agreement for 2006 before Teufel would advance 
payment to its growers for 2006 plant material? 
The conclusion that Teufel did not perform continuous work under a single contract is 
further supported by the affidavit testimony of Rick Christensen who stated: 
5. Teufel signed a Landscape Construction Agreement ("Agreement") with Tamarack 
Resort. LLC, on June 4, 2004. The Agreement was to last one year and specified the 
portions or properties of Tamarack Resort that Teufel was to landscape that year. ... 
6. Teufel signed a new Agreement in 2005, 2006 and 2007 .... 52 
The Court recognizes that lien laws are to be liberally construed in favor of the persons 
providing labor and/or services. Park West Homes LLC v. Barnson, 149 Idaho 603, 605, 238 P.3d 
203,205 (2010). However, the rule ofliberal construction does not permit the court to create a 
lien priority that was not intended by the legislature. E.g. Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. 
Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 761-62, 979 P.2d 627,633-34 (1999). 
The Court concludes that the work that Teufel performed in 2007 was not done as part of 
Teufel's 2004 contract. The priority for Teufel's claim of lien relates back to when Teufel first 
provided labor or materials for the work specified in the 2007 contract. Teufel did not provide any 
5" Trial transcript at 107-08 (Oct. 6, 2010 testimony of Rick Christensen). 
"!d. at 115. 
52 See Affidavit of Rick Christensen, filed September 21, 2009. 
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labor or material under the 2007 contract until 2007. Accordingly, under Idaho Code § 45-506, 
Teufel's claim of lien is inferior to the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages. 
C. The amount of Teufel's claim of lien is $306,543.30. 
The evidence at trial demonstrated that Tamarack paid Teufel in full for all amounts billed 
in 2004, 2005 and 2006. At the time it filed its lien, Teufel had not been paid a total of 
$529,556.47 for work done in 2007 and 2008. The amount Teufel claimed in its lien was 
$564,560.23, which includes Teufel's calculation of interest on the outstanding principal amount. 
The amount of Teufel's foreclosure lien was disputed, and the evidence relating to the 
calculation ofthe amount was, in many respects, confusing. Teufel's lien was filed against all of 
the platted property identified in its lien claim.53 There is an attachment to the claim of lien that 
apportions the total amount among twenty four (24) described activities, areas or parcels described 
in the exhibit. 54 Trial Exhibit 9:055 is a clearer copy of this attachment. There is no information in 
the lien or the attachment which explains how the twenty four (24) activities, areas or parcels 
described in the exhibit relate to the property that is actually identified in the lien. 
In its Amended Complaint for Foreclosure filed February I 0, 2009, Teufel identified the 
property it sought to foreclose differently than stated by Teufel in the lien and attachment. In the 
complaint, Teufel did not seck to foreclose all of the platted properties that were set forth in its 
recorded lien. Teufel did not seek to foreclose on the twenty four (24) activities, areas or parcels 
that were described in the attachment to the claim of lien. Rather, Teufel alleged that it was 
seeking to foreclose upon forty four (44) distinct parcels which Teufel identified as parcels A-
53 Sec Trial Exhibits 1:044 and 9:006, supra notes 35, 36. 
54 Jd. 
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LL. 55 Parcel A was described as the "Proposed Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 
4.1."
56 The Court understands that this is a reference to all or part of the unplatted property at the 
Resort, also called the "Heritage" area. However, this property is not identified as part of Teufel's 
lien claim because Teufel's claim of lien did not attach to any unplatted property. 57 The rcmai nder 
of the parcels were identified by a plat description, such as "Lot_, Block __ , Tamarack 
Planned Unit Development Phase __ ."58 
Teufel apparently obtained these parcel descriptions from a litigation guarantee done by 
Stewart Title Guaranty Company. How Teufel, its counsel and/or Stewart Title detem1ined that 
these forty four (44) parcels were the parcels that should be foreclosed upon is not fully understood 
and was not well explained at trial. In any event, in the foreclosure complaint, Teufel sought 
foreclosure of the parcels using the parcel descriptions from Stewart Title, and not the property 
described in its claim of lien or the twenty four (24) items listed in the lien attachment. 
In the lien disclosure orders, the Court required lien claimants to state whether the lien 
amount was allocated to more than one work or improvement. 59 In the lien disclosure fonns, 
Teufel allocated or apportioned its lien claim among the forty four (44) parcels listed in the 
foreclosure complaint.60 Teufel also disclosed in the lien disclosure forms that Teufel had recorded 
partial lien releases affecting twenty seven (27) of the forty four (44) parcels it sought to 
55 Sec Teufel's February 10, 2009 Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of a Materialman "s Lien at~-~~ I, 175, Exhibits 
AtoLL. 
50 Id at Exhibit A. 
57 S<'c Trial Exhibit 9:006. 
5
' Sec Teufel's February 10,2009 Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of a Materialman's Lien at Exhibits l3 toLL. 
5
" Sec Orders, supra note 41. 
011 Sec Notice of Amended Lien Claimant Disclosure Fonn of Teufel Nursery, Inc .• filed March 4. 2009. 
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forecloseb 1 However, the lien disclosures did not detail or explain what effect, if any, the releases 
would have on Teufel's foreclosure request. 
Rick Christensen was Teufel's project manager for Tamarack. He testified at the triaL 
During his direct examination, Mr. Christensen explained how the total lien claim was detem1ined 
and how that claim was allocated among the twenty four (24) distinct activities, areas or properties 
that were described in the attachment to the claim oflien. Mr. Christensen testified that Trial 
Exhibits 9:011 to 9:036 contained the documentation for the total amount claimed as well as the 
amount allocated between each of the twenty-four (24) separate items in the lien attachment. 
However, the Trial Exhibits 9:011 to 9:036 did not refer in any way to the parcels A-LL that 
were specified in the foreclosure complaint. While Mr. Christensen acknowledged that there were 
a few clerical errors of calculation, he testified that the amount stated in the claim of lien, 
$529,556.47, was the principal amount that Tamarack owed Teufel for work done in 2007 and 
2008. Mr. Christensen testified that he was aware that Teufel had released its lien as to certain 
parcels, but he testified he had not had an opportunity to calculate the effect of the releases on the 
amount claimed in the lien. 62 
Prior to trial, Teufel filed a trial brief in which it acknowledged that its lien claim had to be 
reduced as a result of the released parcels. Teufel stated: "Incorporating these deductions for the 
released property we found owed to Teufel under the mechanic's liens is $359,244.71."('3 The trial 
brief contains a chart detailing this calculation. 64 Mr. Christensen was asked about this statement 
from Teufel's trial brief during cross examination. Despite his earlier testimony on direct 
61 /d. 
62 Christensen testlmony, supra note 50, at 95. 
63 See Teufel Nursery. Inc.'s Trial Brief, filed August I 0, 20 I 0. 
04 !d. at 17-19. 
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examination that he had not had an opportunity to calculate the effect of the released parcels, Mr. 
Christensen testified that the lien amount was reduced to $406,199.07 65 
While testifying on re-direct examination, Mr. Christensen produced a type-written 
summary that he had been referring to during his testimony. This was marked and admitted as 
Trial Exhibit 9:056. This exhibit contains a detailed explanation of Mr. Christensen's testimony 
that the releases reduced the lien amount to $406,199.07. It does not appear that this document 
had ever been produced to Credit Suisse prior to Mr. Christensen producing it during his trial 
testimony. Teufel made no effort to explain the discrepancy between the amount claimed in Trial 
Exhibit 9:056 and the lesser amount identified in Teufel's trial brief, $359,244.71. Teufel made no 
attempt to explain how Mr. Christensen could have knowledge about this exhibit, and yet testify 
earlier that he had not had an opportunity to determine what effect the dismissed parcels had on the 
amount of the lien claim. Trial Exhibit 9:056 does provide some basis for understanding how the 
forty four (44) parcels that were identified by Stewart Title relate to the twenty four (24) distinct 
activities, areas or properties amounts that were described in the attachment to the recorded claim 
of lien. 
In the second amended lien disclosure, Teufel listed twenty seven (27) partial releases. 
During trial, Credit Suisse established that there were additional released parcels.66 
Teufel's explanation about the amount of the lien claim was confusing and contradictory. 
Even so, based upon a preponderance of the evidence, the court will find that Teufel has met its 
burden in demonstrating that the lien amount consists of the following items: 
"'Christensen testimony, supra note 50. at 136-38. 
""Trial Exhibits 1:304. I :305, I :306, I :307 and I :308. 
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67 The evidence showed that Tamarack did not own the Arling Center. See Trial Exhibit I :321. 
68 The evidence did not demonstrate which foreclosure parcel "Chalet" referred to. Sec Exhibit 9:056. 
69 This is the amount apportioned to Parcels 0, Q, U, W, BB. N, J, as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
70 The evidence did not demonstrate which parcel "Design Plaza" referred to. See Exhibit 9:056. 
71 This relates to one of the released parcels. See Exhibit 9:056. 
72 Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item is related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure is sought or that the 
work was done within and for the benefit of the platted parcels that were not released. Sec Exhibit 9:056. 
73 This relates to a released parcel. See Exhibit 9:056. 
74 Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item is related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure is sought or that the 
work was done within and for the benefit of the platted parcels that were not released. See Exhibit 9:056. 
75 Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item is related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure is sought or that the 
work was done within and for the benefit of the platted parcels that were not released. See Exhibit 9:056. 
76 There was insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this property was ov.ned by Tamarack or subject to the lien. See 
Exhibit 9:056. 
77 This relates to a released parcel. See Exhibit 9:056. 
78 The Heritage area of the Resort was unplatted. Teufel's claim of lien did not attach to any unplatted area of the 
Resort. 
79 There was insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this property was owned by Tamarack or subject to the hen. Sec 
Exhibit 9:056. 
80 Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure ts sought or that the 
work was done within and for the benefit of the platted parcels that were not released. Sec Exhibit 9:056. 
81 There was insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this property was subject to the lien. See Exhibit 9:056. 
82 This relates to Parcel B as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
81 This relates to Parcels E, F as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
84 This relates to Parcel CC as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
" There was insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this property was subject to the lien. 
80 This relates to one of the released parcels. See Exhibit 9:056. 
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YMC is a mechanicai/HVAC contractor. YMC was Banner/Sabey Il LLC's 
("Banner/Sabey") subcontractor for mechanical/HV AC work on both Village Plaza and Lake 
Wing. YMC also performed some Village Plaza work directly for Tamarack. YMC's lien claims 
were recorded in Valley County on various dates as Instrument Nos. 329986 (March 14, 2008 
Village Plaza claim of lien as subcontractor to Banner/Sabey), 330090 (March 19, 2008 Lake 
Wing claim of lien), 330121 (March 20,2008 Amended and Restated Village Plaza claim of lien 
as subcontractor to Banner/Sabey), and 331256 (April 4, 2008 Village Plaza claim of lien as 
contractor to Tamarack).92 The YMC lien against the Lake Wing property has been dismissedY3 
The YMC lien against Village Plaza for work done directly for Tamarack has been dismissed. 94 
The Village Plaza Claim of Lien filed as Instrument No. 329986 charged the entire Village 
Plaza property. The amount of the lien was $1,499,423.00 plus interest, costs and fees. The Village 
Plaza Amended and Restated Claim of Lien was for the same amount and also charged the entire 
Village Plaza project. However, the Amended and Restated Claim of Lien apportioned the lien 
"'This relates to two parcels: JJ and KK. Teuful released its lien on Parcel KK. The lien amount on Parcel JJ 
is $184,476.32. See Exhibit 9:056. 
88 This relates to Parcels DD. EE, LL as reflected on Trial Exhibit 9:056. 
89 This relates to a released parcel. See Exhibit 9:056. 
90 Teufel failed to demonstrate that this item is related to any specific parcel for which foreclosure IS sought. Sec 
Exhibit 9:056. 
91 This is the total of the principal amount for which Teufel has the right to foreclose, not th~ amount which Tamarack 
may owe Teufel. 
92 Sl.'e Trial Exhibits I :052, I :053, I :054, I :055. 
9
; See Order Dismissing Claims Related to YMC's Claim of Lien Nos. 330090 and 331256 With Prejudice. entered 
May II, 2010. 
''" Jd. 
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claim between the six (6) condominium towers and the garage structure. YMC filed its foreclosure 
action relating to the claim of lien filed as Instrument No. 329986 on September 8, 2008 as Valley 
County Case No. CV -2008-513C. 
The court trial of the issues relating to the validity, priority and amount of the YMC Village 
Plaza liens occurred at the Valley County Courthouse on November 1 and 3, 2010. Some 
testimony was received out of order. 95 YMC was represented by Geoffrey M. McConnell and 
Richard L. Stacey, Meuleman Mollerup, LLP, Boise Idaho. Credit Suisse was represented by P. 
Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, 
pro hac vice, Sidley Austin, LLP, Los Angeles, California. Testimony was received from Teresa 
Elliott and Tessa McCollum, legal secretaries who were involved in preparing and serving the 
liens, Gary Grose a project manager for TMG/DP Miller, Banner/Sabey's foundation subcontractor 
for Village Plaza, Doug Hodson, a Banner/Sabey supervisor, Xenon Long, an engineer employed 
by YMC, Rick MiiJ, a shop supervisor for YMC, Ed Wuefling, YMC's project manager for the 
Village Plaza project, Judy Deines, YMC's general manager, Doug Thimm, one of the principal 
architects for the Village Plaza project, and Sean Donovan, one of Tamarack's construction 
managers (by deposition). Numerous exhibits were admitted. 
A. The YMC Village Plaza liens are valid and enforceable. 
Based upon substantial and mostly uncontradicted evidence, the Court will find that 
YMC's claims of lien are valid and enforceable. YMC was a registered contractor and provided 
labor and material at the request of the owner's contractor which improved the Resort. YMC had 
the right to file a lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501. YMC's liens were timely filed, contained 
"'Jean-Prerre Boespflug testified on September 15, 2010. Dennis Schlosser testified on September 14, 20 I 0. 
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the inforn1ation required, were properly verified and properly served, all as required by Idaho Code 
§ 45-507. YMC's action to foreclose the liens was timely filed pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-510. 
B. The YMC Village Plaza liens are subsequent to and inferior to the Credit 
Suisse mortgages. 
The Village Plaza project was a large and complicated construction project that involved 
improving a four (4) acre site with an integrated development that included more than 125 luxury 
condominiums, retail shopping and restaurant condominiums, parking and other amenities and 
services. The project has been described in a prior decision as follows: 
The Village Plaza Condominium Project is located on a singe parcel. The legal 
description for this parcel is "Lot 16, block 19. Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development, Phase 2. . .. 
The various buildings and other improvements of the project were designed as an 
integrated development. There is a large concrete underground parking structure 
that covers all, or nearly all, of the site. The parking garage structure serves as the 
foundation for the commercial units and condominium buildings. The parking 
structure also contains a theater and fitness club. The area above the parking 
garage is the "plaza" level of the development. The commercial units, consisting 
of one (1) or two (2) floors were built on top of the parking structure. The 
condominium buildings were built on top of the commercial units. The 
commercial units were meant to contain a variety of amenities for the residents. 
The plaza level has an interconnected common area between the various 
improvements. All of the various improvements and buildings are served by an 
integrated H.V.A.C. plant.96 
YMC's efforts to obtain the Village Plaza HVAC work began in March 2006. 97 The written 
subcontract between YMC and Hanner/Sabey was not executed until March 2007.98 According to 
the written subcontract, the effective date of the subcontract is July 31, 2006. YMC did not begin 
96 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG 's Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to 
Banner/Sabey Il, LLC, Lien Nos. 329073 & 330107 at 12-13, entered June 14, 2010. 
91 See Trial Exhibits 5:021 {March 6, 2006 proposal), 1 :271 (July 24, 2006 proposal). 
9
' See Trial Exhibit 5:006. 
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to furnish any of the services under the subcontract until about July 31, 2006 or early August 
During the time frame in which YMC was attempting to obtain the award of the 
subcontract for the HV AC work, in May 2006, at the request of Banner/Sabey, YMC custom 
fabricated two (2) steel doorframes or "bucks" that were to be installed in the concrete foundation 
for the Village Plaza garage structure. YMC delivered these bucks to the job site on the morning of 
May 19, 2006, the same day that Credit Suisse recorded its Valley County mortgages. The 
mortgages were recorded at 10:44 and 10:41 a.m. 100 Based upon the evidence presented, the Court 
will find that YMC demonstrated that the door bucks were delivered to the project site prior to the 
time that the mortgages were recorded. However, the custom door bucks were not the correct size. 
It was necessary for YMC to refabricate parts of the door bucks, and the refabricated parts were 
delivered and installed at a later date. 
YMC asserts that the priority date for its Village Plaza liens is on May 19, 2006, and prior 
to the time that Credit Suisse recorded its Valley County mortgages. Credit Suisse contends that 
YMC failed to prove that its claim of lien has priority to Credit Suisse's mortgage because: (a) the 
bucks that were delivered by YMC were the wrong size and therefore not fully incorporated into 
the Village Plaza until after May 19, 2006; and (b) YMC's claim oflien is based upon its written 
subcontract with Banner/Sabey, under which YMC did not commence work until after Credit 
Suisse recorded its mortgage- the bucks were delivered pursuant to a separate stand alone 
contract, fully paid for, unrelated to, and not part of the type of work YMC ultimately perforn1ed 
under the mechanicai/HV AC subcontract. 
""See Trial Transcript at 194-95 (November 1, 2010 testimony of Xenon Long). 
Jm> See Recorder's time stamp on Trial Exhibits 1 :002A and 1:003. 
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YMC argues that both bucks were in fact installed, just not all parts. YMC explains that 
each buck is made up of three pieces- one U-shaped header piece and two vertical side pieces--
and the U-shaped header pieces were installed as delivered, while the two vertical side pieces had 
to be modified. Additionally, YMC contends that its priority date does relate back to earlier in the 
morning of May 19, 2006, before Credit Suisse recorded its mortgage, because the delivery of the 
bucks were later incorporated into YMC's mechanical/HVAC subcontract by a change order and 
as such, Sanner/Sabey and YMC intended that the delivery of the door frames be included as part 
ofYMC's subcontract work. 
At the time YMC delivered the door bucks, YMC did not have the HV AC subcontract or 
any agreement with Sanner/Sabey or Tamarack to perform any of the HV AC or mechanical work. 
The evidence shows that the door bucks were not part of the HVAC subcontract scope ofwork. 101 
The evidence shows that YMC was not awarded any of the HV AC work until about July 31, 2006. 
The evidence also shows that YMC did not commence to provide any of the labor or material for 
the HV AC subcontract until approximately July 31, 2006. 102 
In order to demonstrate that the priority date for its HV AC work was May 19, 2006, YMC 
would have to show that the HV AC work was part of a single continuous contract that began when 
YMC first delivered material to the site on May 19, 2006. See Terra-West, Inc. v. Idaho Mut 
Trust, LLC, 150 Idaho 393, _, 247 P.3d 620, 627 (20 1 0). See also White v. Construction Mining 
& Mill Co., 56 Idaho 403,420, 55 P.2d 152, 160 (1936). The work that YMC perfom1ed in May 
was a separate and distinct contract than YMC's HV AC work. The Court will find that YMC's 
lien priority for the work perfom1ed pursuant to HV AC subcontract is not any earlier than July 31, 
101 Sec Trial Exhibit 5:006 at Exhibit A ("Scope of Work"). 
102 See Long testimony, supra note 99, at 193-95. 
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2006. Because YMC's lien priority is after the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages were 
recorded, the priority of YMC's liens is inferior and subordinate to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
Idaho Code § 45-506. 
C. The amount of the YMC Village Plaza lien claims is $1 ,499,223.45. 
Trial Exhibits 5:043 through 5:62 are the various pay applications YMC submitted to 
Banner/Sabey for YMC's work on Village Plaza. Judy Deines, YMC's General Manager testified 
that the total owed by Banner/Sabey was $1,499,223.45. 103 This testimony is supported by Trial 
Exhibit 5:064 which shows how the amount was calculated. The Court will find that the YMC has 
met its burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the lien amount is 
$1,499,423.00, the amount stated in its claims of lien. 
4. Kesler Construction, Inc. ("Kesler") 
Kesler provided construction services to Tamarack and Banner/Sabey beginning in 2005. 
Kesler recorded three (3) liens against the Resort property. Kesler's lien against the Village Plaza 
property was filed in Valley County on March 19, 2008, as Instrument No. 330097. 104 Kesler's lien 
against the Lake Wing property was filed in Valley County on March 19, 2008, as Instrument No. 
330098. 105 Kesler's lien against a portion of the unplatted portion of the Resort (the Heritage area) 
was filed in Valley County on March 19, 2008, as Instrument No. 330099. 106 
In a prior ruling, the Court detennined that the priority of Kesler's Lake Wing lien was 
subsequent to the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages and thus inferior. Prior to trial, Kessler 
"" Trial Transcript at 192 C-.JoY. 3, 2010 tesl!mony of Judy Deines). 
'""See Trial Exhibit I :03 8. 
105 Sec Trial Exhibit 1:039. 
'""Sec Trial Exhibit I :040. 
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released its lien claim against the Heritage area and those lien claims have been dismissed 107 In 
another pre-trial ruling, the Court found that Kesler's Village Plaza claim of lien was valid and had 
priority over the Credit Suisse mortgages. 10 ~ Accordingly, the only remaining issue at trial was the 
amount of Kesler's lien claim. 
The trial of the amount of the Kesler Village Plaza lien claim was tried to the Court at the 
Valley County Courthouse on October 4, 2010. David T. Krueck, Trout Jones Gledhill Fulmnan, 
P.A., Boise, Idaho represented Kesler. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac 
vice, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley 
Austin, LLP, Los Angeles, California. Testimony was received from Rodney J. Kesler and 
Christina M. Kesler. A number of exhibits were admitted. 
In the claim of lien, Kesler asserted it was owed $18,489.00. At trial, the evidence showed 
that only $14,446.72 was owed. Credit Suisse does not contest that this lower amount is the 
amount owed. Accordingly, Kesler has shown that its lien claim is for $14,446.72. 
5. MHTN Architects, Inc. ("MHTN") 
Even before design and construction began on the Village Plaza and Lake Wing projects, 
MHTN had a significant role at the Resort as the primary architect for the Member's Lodge (the 
Lodge at Osprey Meadows) as well as the Resort's convention facility, the Arling Center. 
Tamarack also selected MHTN as the architect for the design and building of the Village Plaza and 
Lake Wing projects. MHTN's lien against the Village Plaza Project was filed in Valley County on 
March 24,2008, as Instrument No. 330158. 109 MHTN's lien against the Lake Wing Project was 
107 See Order Dismissing Claims Related to Kesler Constmctionlnc. 's Claim of Lien No. 330099, with Prejudice, 
entered December 6, 20 I 0. 
108 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Kesler Construction. Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Against Credit Suisse as to Village Plaza, entered August 9, 2010. 
'""See Trial Exhibit I :042 (Same as Trial Exhibit I 0:0 I 3 ). 
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filed in Valley County on March 24, 2008, as Instrument No. 330159. 110 MHTN's action to 
foreclose on the Village Plaza lien was filed on September 18, 2008, as Valley County Case No. 
CV -2008-508C. MHTN's action to foreclose on the Lake Wing lien was filed on September 15, 
2008, as Valley County Case No. CV-2008-502C. 
MHTN retained another architecture firm as a subcontractor for parts of the Village Plaza 
Project, EZA, Inc. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder ("OZ"). OZ also provided architectural 
services for a Resort townhome project called the Trillium Townhomes. OZ filed a lien against the 
Trillium property and also filed a separate foreclosure action against the Trillium Townhomes as 
Valley County Case No. CV-2008-580C. The OZ foreclosure action eventually was consolidated 
with the main Tamarack foreclosure proceedings. However, prior to consolidation with the main 
Tamarack foreclosure proceedings, land owners in the OZ foreclosure proceeding moved to 
dismiss the OZ foreclosure action arguing that an architect does not have a right to lien under 
Idaho Code § 45-501. The Court denied the motion and found that an architect whose design is 
actually incorporated into a building has the right to a lien under Idaho Code§ 45-501. 111 Credit 
Suisse has not challenged MHTN's right to a lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501. 
In another prior ruling, the Court also determined that the MHTN, Village Plaza and Lake 
Wing liens were valid and enforceable. 112 The Court also has detem1ined that the priority of 
MHTN' s liens is from the date that MHTN first commenced work at the request of the owner. 113 
The Court rejected Credit Suisse's argument that the architect does not have a lien until actual 
110 Sec Trial Exhibit 1:041 (Same as Trial Exhibit 10:002). 
111 See Memorandum Decision and Order, entered September 14,2010 (re: EZA. P.C d!bla OZ Ardzitecture o( 
Boulder 1'.\'. Tamarack Resort. LLC, et aT CV -08-580C). 
112 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: MHTN Architects, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment R~: 
Validity and Priority of its Liens over Credit Suisse's Mortgages, entered June 15, 2010. 
1
" Sec id See also Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch's :\1otion to 
Reconsider, entered September 8, 2010. 
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construction commences. 114 Applying this rule of priority, the Court found that MHTN 's Village 
Plaza lien had priority over the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages. 
As a result of these prior rulings, the only issues remaining for trial were: 1) the amount of 
the MHTN Village Plaza lien; 2) the priority ofthe MHTN Lake Wing lien; and 3) the amount of 
the MHTN Lake Wing lien. 
The court trial of the issues relating to the amount of the Village Plaza and Lake Wing liens 
and the priority of the Lake Wing lien took place at the Valley County Courthouse on November 3 
and 4, and December 6, 2010. MHTN was represented by Clay Shockley, Sasser & Inglis, P.C., 
Boise, Idaho and Adam R. Mow, pro hac vice, Babcock, Scott & Babcock, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake 
City, Utah, and Rebecca A. Rainey, Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chtd., Boise, Idaho. 
The Court heard testimony from Douglas Thimm, an architect from MHTN, Jean-Pierre 
Boespflug, Tamarack's chief executive officer, Sean Donovan, one of Tamarack's construction 
managers, and Lynn Johnson, MHTN's Chief Financial Officer. Numerous exhibits were 
admitted. 
A. The amount ofMHTN's Village Plaza lien claim is $1,084,842.66. 
The amount asserted in the MHTN Village Plaza claim of lien is $1, 149,487.88. Trial 
Exhibit 10:042 explains the calculation of this amount. Trial Exhibit 10:043 are the invoices which 
are referred to in Trial Exhibit 10:042. 
114 /d. at 8-9. Sec also Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch's Motion to 
Reconsider, entered September 8, 20 I 0. 
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Credit Suisse contends that several of the invoices should not be included and, as such, the 
Village Plaza claim of lien is less than stated in the MHTN claim of lien. Specifically, Credit 
Suisse asserts that the following invoices should not be included: 
Invoice No. 17182 115 ($14,000.00)- Credit Suisse states that this invoice reflects an 
advance deposit for certain "QA/QC" work which was required to be paid before work performed. 
Credit Suisse asserts that the deposit was not paid so the work was not perfom1ed and nothing is 
currently owed to MHTN for this invoice. MHTN conceded that this amount should not be 
included. 116 
Invoice Nos. 1651i 17 ($3,325.00), 16950118 ($3,060.37), 17086119 ($1 ,645.00)- Credit 
Suisse states that these invoices reflect Mr. Thimm 's work for projects unrelated to Village Plaza. 
MHTN agreed that these amounts should not be included. 120 
Credit Suisse also argues that MHTN's lien claim should be reduced due to Tamarack's 
prior disapproval of certain invoiced amounts. Invoice No. 1459i 21 ($5,000.00), is an invoice 
from May 31,2006, that Tamarack did not approve or pay. Invoice No. 14795 122 ($10,842.50) is 
an invoice from July 31, 2006, of which Tamarack did not approve or pay $10,745.00. Invoice 
No. 15102123 ($140,891.63) is an invoice from September 30,2006, of which Tamarack did not 
approve or pay $20,087.50. Nic Stover, one of Tamarack's construction managers, testified that he 
1
" Trial Exhibit 1:338. 
110 Trial Transcript at 201-05 (1\ov. 4, 2010 testimony of Douglas Thimm). 
111 Trial Exhibit I :339. 
118 Trial Exhibit I :340. 
119 Trial Exhibit I :341. 
1211 Sec Thimm testimony, supra note 116, at 201-05. 
121 Tnal Exhibit 10:043 at Bates Stamp No. INV91. 
122 Trial Exhibit 10:043 at Bates Stamp No. INV92. 
12
' Trial Exhibit I 0:043 at Bates Stamp 1\o. INV93. 
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denied these amounts after review. 12~ MHTN contends that these amounts should be included in 
the claim of lien because there is a statement in a January 11, 2008 letler from MHTN to Tamarack 
in which Tamarack agreed with the following statement: "Tamarack ... agrees that there is no 
dispute with the services and fees ofMHTN and its consultants to date." 125 MHTN also disputes 
that there was any inadequacies in its drawings that would have justified disapproval by Tamarack. 
The Court will find that these amounts should not be included in the claim of lien. The amounts 
were disapproved and payment was denied in 2006. The statement in the January 11, 2008 letter 
falls far short of stating that Tamarack agreed to pay these invoices that had been disapproved for 
payment in 2006. At the time of the January 11, 2008 letter, Tamarack had not paid MHTN in full 
for months and there was a significant amount actually owed at the time. The Court finds that 
MHTN has failed to meet its burden of showing that the amounts reflected in these invoices should 
be included in the claim of lien. 
Invoice No. 16508 ($6,605.81)- Credit Suisse asserts that Sean Donovan marked this 
invoice as "not approved" on a subsequent invoice. 126 However, the invoice itself was admitted 
into evidence and it appears that Tamarack approved the actual invoice. 127 Credit Suisse failed to 
demonstrate that the amount from Invoice No. 16508 should be excluded and its objection to this 
amount is overruled. 
124 Mr. Stover's November 18,2010 video deposition was published in its entirety during the December 6. 2010 trial 
dav. See Trial Transcript at 238 (Dec. 6, 2010 publication of video deposition ofl\ic Stover) 
125-Trial Exhibit 10:017. 
120 Tna1 Exhibit I 0:044, at Bates Stamp No. CS/ ARCH.O 1171. 
121 Trial Exhibit 10:044, at Bates Stamp No. CSIARCH.OII69. 
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Additionally, the calculation of the amount due in Trial Exhibit 10:042 contains amounts 
1 
2 
for interest. MHTN concedes that the interest amounts ($4,91 0.22 + $1,872.13 = $6, 782.35) 
3 should be deleted because Trial Exhibit 10:42 is a calculation of the principal amount owed. 
12x 
Based upon the objections of Credit Suisse, and certain concessions by MHTN, the amount 






















Invoice No. 17182 
Invoice No. 16512 
Invoice No. 16950 
Invoice No. 17086 
Invoice No. 14592 
Invoice No. 14795 












Subtracting this amount ($64,645.22) from the amount stated in the claim of lien ($1,149,487.88) 
reduces the lien amount to $1 ,084,842.66. 
Trial Exhibit I 0:042 is a document that provides a calculation of the amount stated in 
MHTN's claim of lien, $1,149, 487.88. During the trial proceedings on December 6, 2010, MHTN 
offered and the Court admitted a revised version ofthis calculation. This is Trial Exhibit 10:042A. 
According to Trial Exhibit 10:042A, the amount of the lien claim is $1,144,761.99. MHTN's Chief 
Financial Officer, Lynn Johnson testified about the new exhibit. His explanation of the differences 
between Trial Exhibit I 0:042 and Trial Exhibit I 0:042A raised more questions than he answered. 
Apparently, Trial Exhibit 10:042A includes many of the items which the Court removed from the 
claim oflien] 29 Trial Exhibit 10:042A also includes new invoices for work that were not included 
as part of Trial Exhibit 10:042. The Court is unable to place any reliance on the calculations 
12
' Sec MHTJ\ Architects, Inc.'s Closing Statement at 8, fn. 27, filed March 2, 2011. 
129 Trial Transcript at 132-37 (Dec. 6, 2010 testimony of Lynn Johnson) 
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contained in Trial Exhibit I 0:042A because the exhibit was largely unexplained and/or 
contradicted by other evidence that was explained. 
B. MHTN's Village Plaza lien claim will be reduced pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 45-511. 
MHTN subcontracted some of the architecture work on the Village Plaza Project to OZ and 
MHTN included OZ's Village Plaza billings in the calculation of the amount due under the MHTN 
Village Plaza claim of lien. OZ also recorded its own lien claim against Village Plaza and filed its 
own foreclosure action. The Court has determined that the OZ Village Plaza claim of lien is valid 
and enforceable and prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 13° Credit Suisse asserts 
that because MHTN's Village Plaza claim of lien includes not only the amounts owed for MHTN's 
own work, but also includes amounts for billings of its subcontractor OZ, the MHTN Village Plaza 
claim of lien should be reduced by $634,814.81, the amount ofOZ's lien claim that Credit Suisse 
asserts MHTN included in the MHTN claim oflien. 131 ln its post trial arguments, MHTN did not 
address this argument that the MHTN Village Plaza lien should be reduced by any amounts 
included for the Village Plaza work of OZ. 
There cannot be a double recovery for the work done by OZ. Under Idaho Code § 45-
511,132 if the Court gives effect to the OZ Village Plaza lien claim, then there must be a pro tanto 
130 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: EZA, P.C., d!b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment Re: Priority of its Lien over Credit Suisse's Mortgage, entered June 16, 2010. 
131 According to the MHTN lien disclosure form, the amount in the MHTN Village Plaza claim of lien that is 
attributable to the OZ subcontract is $634,814.81. See Trial Exhib1t 10:324. 
132 "Recovery by contractor--Deduction of debts to subcontractors- The original or subcontractor shall be entitled 
to recover, upon the claim filed by him, only such amount as may be due to him according to the terms of his contract, 
and, if applicable, such other amounts as may be found due to the lien claimant by the court pursuant to section 45-
522. Idaho Code, after deducting all claims of other parties for work done and materials furnished to him as aforesaid. 
of which claim of lien shall have been filed as required by this chapter, and in all cases where a claim shall be filed 
under this chapter for work done or materials furnished to any subcontractor, he shall defend any action brought 
thereupon at his own expense: and during the pendency of such action, the person indebted to the contractor may 
withhold from such contractor the amount of money for which claim is filed: and in case of1udgment upon the lien. 
the person indebted in the contract shall be entitled to deduct from any amount due or to become due by him to such 
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reduction in the amount of the MHTN Village Plaza claim oflien as to any amount included for 
OZ billings on the Village Plaza project. See Riggen1·. Perkins, 42 Idaho 39L 246 P. 962 (1926). 
Accordingly, because the Court has detennincd that the OZ Village Plaza lien is valid, enforceable 
and prior to the Credit Suisse mortgages, the Court will reduce MHTN's Village Plaza lien claim 
by the amount included in the MHTN claim of lien for OZ work on Village Plaza. 
C. The MHTN Lake Wing lien is prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 
MHTN asserts that the evidence it presented at trial, specifically the testimony of Jean-
Pierre Boespflug and Douglas Thimm, demonstrates that MHTN began furnishing labor and 
services to the Lake Wing project in November of 2005 and such labor and services were 
incorporated into and benefited the project. Credit Suisse contends that MHTN failed to establish 
priority because it never established that the conceptual work it billed for had been incurred before 
May 19, 2006. 
The evidence showed that the Lake Wing written contract between MHTN and Tamarack's 
subsidiary, Lake Plaza, LLC, provides that it was made as of May 2, 2006. 133 The signature page 
shows that the contract was signed by Tamarack and dated on October 18, 2006. The signature 
page shows that the contract was signed by MHTN, but no date is shown. The contract includes 
and incorporates MHTN's fee proposal that is dated September 5, 2006. In the fee proposal, 
MHTN stated that it had "encountered" early design fees in the amount of $42,000.00 for work 
prior to July 1, 2006, and MHTN agreed to accept a discounted payment in the amount of 
contractor, the amount of such judgment and costs; and if the amount of such judgment and costs shall exceed the 
amount due from him to such contractor, if the person indebted in the contract shall have settkd with such contractor 
in full, he shall be entitled to recover back from such contractor any amount so paid by him in excess of the contract 
price, and for which such contractor was originally the party liable." Idaho Code§ 45-511. 
133 Trial Exhibit 10·.001. 
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$20,000.00 for this work stating that some of the early design work influenced development of the 
actual design for Lake Wing. 
MHTN's principal architect on Lake Wing was Doug Thimm who testified that MHTl'\ 
first began to work on a design for the Lake Wing project in November 2005, and that its design 
work continued through 2006. 134 Mr. Thimm's testimony that MHTN began design work on Lake 
Wing as early as November 2005 was corroborated by testimony from Tamarack's Chief 
Executive Officer, Mr. Boespf1ug. 135 Mr. Thimm also testified that MHTN likely sent monthly 
billings to Tamarack based upon its hourly rates from the dale that MHTN first began to work on 
Lake Wing. 136 
The Court will find that MHTN first began to provide architectural services for the Lake 
Wing project prior to May 19, 2006, as early as November of 2005. Accordingly, because MHTN 
first began to provide work at the request of the owner prior to the recording date of the Credit 
Suisse mortgages, the Court will find that the priority of the MHTN Lake Wing claim of lien is 
prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse Valley County mortgages pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-
506. 
D. The amount of the MHTN Lake Wing lien is $464,600.98. 
In its claim of lien, MHTN asserted that $468,538.79 was due. At trial, MHTN's Chief 
Financial Officer testified that the correct amount of principal owed was the slightly lesser amount 
of $464,600.98. 137 Tamarack's former manager, Sean Donovan, testified these fees were 
134 Sec Trial Transcript at 261-71 (Nov. 3, 2010 testimony of Doug Thimm), 3-12 (Nov. 4, 2010 testimony of Doug 
Thimm); Trial Exhibits 10:003- 10:007. 
115 Sc!e Trial Transcript at 43-49 (Nov. 4, 2010 testimony of Jean-Pierre Boespflug). 
"''See Thimm testimony, supm note 116, ai40 (No\'. 4, 2010). 
117 See Johnson testimony, supm note 129, at 113. 
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reasonable. 13R Credit Suisse asserts that MHTN failed to prove that a charge amounting to 
$246,577.50 was owed. Trial Exhibit 10:011 contains copies of invoices which make up the total 
MHTN claim. One of these invoices is Invoice No. 00170606 (Bates stamped INV 134 ), the 
invoice dated January 31,2008. This invoice reflects a charge in the amount of$246,577.50 and 
refers to a letter dated November 27, 2007, as authority for the charge. Credit Suisse asserts that 
because MHTN did not introduce the November 27, 2007 letter into evidence, MHTN failed to 
show that the amount was due. The Court disagrees. MHTN established by substantial evidence 
that the total owed was $464,600.98, including the charge for $246,600.50. Credit Suisse did not 
produce any evidence or testimony that the work was not within the scope of the Lake Wing work, 
that the services were not actually performed, or that this charge was disputed by Tamarack. The 
Court will find that the principal amount due under the Lake Wing claim of lien is $464,600.98. 
6. EZA, Inc., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder ("OZ"). 
OZ is a firm of architects who provided architectural services on several projects at the 
Resort. OZ was a subcontractor to MHTN on the Village Plaza project. 139 OZ recorded its Village 
Plaza claim of lien in Valley County on March 27, 2008, as Instrument No. 330298. 140 OZ filed an 
action to foreclose this lien on September 18, 2008, as Valley County Case No. CV -2008-514C. 
OZ was also a prime contractor for architectural services to Tamarack for a project called the Elan 
Collection at Tamarack, or the Project Site B11. OZ recorded its lien claim against this property in 
Valley County on April, 17, 2008, as Instrument No. 330862. 141 OZ filed an action to foreclose 
this lien on October 23, 2008, as Valley County Case No. CV -2008-557C. OZ also was a prime 
contractor providing architectural services to Tamarack for the development of certain other 
138 Trial Transcript at 46-4 7 (December 6. 2010 testimony of Scan Donovan). 
119 See Trial Exhibit II :004. 
1411 See Trial Exhibit I :032 (same as Trial Exhibit II :00 I). 
141 See Trial Exhibits I :033, (same as Trial Exhibit II :001 ). 
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residential properties referred to as the Trillium Townhomcs. 142 OZ recorded lien claims related to 
this property including Instrument Nos. 33270zi 4 ~ recorded on June 24, 2008, and Instrument Nos. 
332741 144 332742 145 and 332746 140 recorded on June 25,2008. OZ filed an action to foreclose 
these liens on October 20, 2008, as Valley County Case No. CV-2008-580C. 
Prior to trial, a number of issues relating to the OZ lien claims were resolved either by the 
Court or by stipulation between the parties. In the case filed as Valley County Case No. CV -2008-
580C, the Court ruled that an architect was entitled to a lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 
where the design was actually incorporated into a building. 147 Credit Suisse does not challenge the 
Court's ruling that OZ has the right to lien. OZ filed a motion for partial summary judgment that 
the Village Plaza lien was valid and prior to the Credit Suisse mortgage. The Court determined that 
the OZ Village Plaza lien was valid, enforceable and had priority over the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 148 
OZ also filed a motion that the Trillium Townhome liens (Instrument Nos. 332702, 
332741, 332742 and 332746) were valid and prior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. Prior to the 
hearing on this motion, OZ advised the Court that it had resolved the issues relating to the liens 
142 These to\\nhomes have also been referred to as the· "Whitewater 2.3 Project" and the "Trillium Valley 
Townhomes." 
1
" See Trial Exhibit I I :002. 
144 A copy of this lien can be found as Exhibit 10 to the November 19,2009 Affidavit ofLynnette Davis in 
support ofEZA. P.C'. dib/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Rc Lien 
Numbers 332702, 33274 I, 332742 and 332746 filed in Valley County Case No. 2008-580C. 
145 /d. at Exhibit 13. 
14<· See Trial Exhibit 1:035. 
147 See Memorandum Decision and Order, entered September 14, 2009 (re: EZA, P.C d/b/a OZ Archirecrure of' 
Boulder l'S. Tamarack Resort, LLC, era!. Boise County Case No. CV-08-580C) (case later consolidated with this 
action). 
14
' Memorandum Decision and Order Re: EZA. P.C., dlbla OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment Re: Priority of its Lien over Credit Suisse's Mortgage, entered June I 6. 2010. 
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filed as Instrument Nos. 332741 and 332742. The Court ruled that the OZ liens filed as Instrument 
Nos. 332702 and 332746 were valid and prior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. 149 
The court trial of the remaining issues relating to the OZ claims of lien were tried at the 
Valley County Courthouse concurrently with the trial of the MHTN lien issues on November 3, 4 
and December 6, 2010. Lynette M. Davis and John K. Olson, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, 
Boise, Idaho, represented OZ. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, 
Fabian & Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and Rebecca A. Rainey, Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, 
Rock & Fields, Chtd., Boise, Idaho. Testimony was received from Doug Thimm, the main OZ 
architect on the project, Tamarack's Chief Executive Officer, Jean-Pierre Boespflug, one of 
Tamarack's former managers, Sean Donovan, Lynn Johnson, OZ's Chief Financial Officer, and 
Kelly Davis, OZ's Managing Principal. Numerous exhibits were admitted. 
A. The amount of the Village Plaza lien claim is $719,552.94. 
The amount claimed in the Village Plaza claim of lien is $719,552.94. At trial, in addition 
to the testimony from its Managing Principal, Kelly Davis, Doug Thimm, one ofMHTN's 
principal architects, Lynn Johnson, MHTN's Chief Financial Officer, and Sean Donovan, one of 
Tamarack's construction managers, OZ presented exhibits showing that the principal amount owed 
for the Village Plaza work was $719,552.94. 150 OZ asserts that it met its burden in establishing the 
principal amount of its Village Plaza lien in the amount of $719,552.94. 
Credit Suisse contends that OZ is owed less than it claims. Specifically, Credit Suisse 
asserts that Invoice No. 0039940151 ($6,050.00) was rejected by MHTN. Credit Suisse also asset1s 
1
" Memorandum Decision and Order Re: EZA, P.C. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment Re Lien Numbers 332702, 332741, 332742 and 332746. entered June 16, 20 I 0. 
""SeelriaiExhihlls 11:009,11:010,11:011.11:012,11:013,11:014,11:015and 11:016. 
151 See Trial Exhibit 11 :010 at 6. 
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that Invoice Nos. 0400424 152 ($4,400.00), 0401623 153 ($1 ,131.00), 0401774 154 ($1, 131.00) and 
0402088 155 ($1,696.50) are not indicated as owing under the "Outstanding Amount Due" column 
on MHTN's Consultant Ledger, suggesting that OZ has already been paid. Lastly, Credit Suisse 
asserts that OZ overbilled MHTN interest at 18% per annum and never calculated the credit that it 
owes for those overcharges. 
OZ replies that Credit Suisse's argument that OZ is owed less than it claims is not 
supported by the evidence presented at trial. Instead, OZ asserts, the evidence supports the finding 
that Invoice No. 0039940 was not rejected, based upon the testimony of Lynn Johnson and Doug 
Thimm. OZ also asserts that there is evidence that the invoice was sent to an alternative address 
indicating simply that MHTN might not have received the invoice, not that it rejected the invoice. 
As to the remaining four invoices, OZ recites evidence presented at trial indicating that the 
invoices are, in fact, still outstanding. 
Lastly, as to interest, OZ asserts that: (a) the evidence shows that OZ did not overbill 
interest on unpaid invoices; (b) the interest charged by OZ is irrelevant as to the amount of its lien 
because the lien amount does not include any interest charges; and consequently (c) OZ does not 
need to credit the interest it charged. 
The Court finds that the OZ evidence of the amount ofthe lien was substantial, reliable and 
persuasive. The evidence that the lien amount is any less was not credible or persuasive. The 
Court will find that the principal amount of the OZ Village Plaza claim of lien is $719,552.94. 
In its claim of lien, OZ apportioned the total amount among four ( 4) of the Vi I! age towers 
and the pool/spa building as follows: 
152 Sec Trial Exhibit 1 :3 56 at Bates Stamp MHTN 65. 
151 Jd. at Mil TN 32. 
'" ld at MHTN 33. 
155 Jd 
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This is the same amount as requested in the claim of lien. During trial, OZ's Managing Principal, 
Kelly Davis, testified that there was a slight change to the apportionment reflected in Trial Exhibit 












The total amount is the same and reflects that the amount apportioned for Building 7.0 was 
increased by about the very same amount that was decreased for the amount apportioned to the 
Pool/Spa Building. Credit Suisse asserts that the OZ claim of lien must be reduced by the 
difference between the amount apportioned in the lien ($77,986.00) and the lesser amount 
apportioned in Trial Exhibit 11:013 ($75,515.00). The Court does not agree. 
As noted above, the Village Plaza project was a single integrated and interconnected 
improvement. Previously, the Court ruled that it was not necessary for Banner/Sabey, the Village 
Plaza general contractor, to apportion its claim of lien. For the same reasons, the Court will 
conclude that it was not necessary for OZ to apportion its Village Plaza claim oflien. As a result, 
the lien amount is not reduced because OZ re-apportioned the total claim amount. 
'"'Sec Trial Exhibit 11:001 (same as Trial Exhibit 1 :032). 
157 Trial Transcript at 207-222 (December 6, 2010 testimony of Kelly Davis) Compare Trial Exhibit 11 :OD with 
Trial Exhibit II :00 I. 
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Moreover, the provisions of the lien laws are "to be liberally construed in favor of the 
persons who perfom1 labor upon or furnish materials to be used in the construction ... of a 
building or structure." Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 
760, 979 P.2d 627, 633 (1999) (citing Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38, 539 P.2d 590 (1975)); 
Dybvig v. Willis, 59 Idaho 160, 82 P.2d 95 (1938)). Giving the statute this construction, OZ can 
change the manner in which it apportioned the lien amount as long as the total is not increased. 
B. The remaining issues as to tbe amount and apportionment of the OZ 
Trillium Townhomes lien claims and the Elan Collection/Btl Claim of Lien 
have been resolved. 
OZ entered into an agreement dated as of November 30, 2004 with Tamarack to provide 
architectural services for a project referred to as "Golden Bar Townhomes at Whitewater." 
Whitewater is an area of the Resort planned for residential development. Golden Bar is the name 
of one of the streets in the Whitewater area. The Golden Bar Townhomes were planned as 
multiple duplex townhome buildings. In March 2006, the scope of work was increased to include 
the next phase of the development of the Whitewater project to include additional duplex 
townhomes. These additional townhomes are referred to as the Trillium Townhomes. 
Due to payment issues, OZ filed numerous liens against the Trillium Townhomes property 
including the claims of lien filed as Instrument Nos. 332702, 332741, 332742 and 332746. 158 The 
principal amount claimed in each claim of lien was $107,340.25. There was an attachment to each 
claim of lien in which OZ apportioned its lien claim among the various properties. 
The liens filed as Instrument Nos. 332702 and 332746 attached to the Trillium Townhome 
properties that were owned at the time by Tamarack and/or its subsidiaries Trillium Valley 
15
" See supra, notes 143, 144, 145 and 146. 
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Construction LLC, or Tamarack Whitewater Construction LLC .159 The property affected by the 
claim of lien filed as instrument No. 332702 was described as follows: 
... commonly known as the Whitewater Estates, also commonly known as the 
Whitewater 2.3 Townhomes Project, located at 67, 71, 73, 75, 77, 79, 81, 86, 92, 
94, 104, 106, 108 and 110 Golden Bar Court .... 160 
Exhibit A to this claim of lien contains the following legal description for this property: 
Units 101 & G101; 102 and G102; 103 and G103, 104 and G104; 105 and G105; 
106 and G 106, 107 and G 1 07; 108 and G 1 08; Block 10, Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development, Amended Phase 2.4 ... 
together with: ... 
Units I 10, 113, 114, 118, 121 and 122, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development, Second Amended Phase 2.4 ... 
together with: ... 
Unit 119, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, Phase 2.4 .... 1 c. 1 
The property affected by the claim of lien filed as instrument No. 332746 was described as 
follows: '"commonly known as the Whitewater 2.3 Townhomes project, a portion of which is 
located at 112 Golden Bar Court .... 162 Exhibit A to this claim of lien contains the following legal 
description for this property: "Unit 120, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, 
Phase 2.4 .... " 163 
The claim of lien filed as Instrument No. 332741 attached to a Trillium Townhome 
property described as "Unit 111, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, Second 
1
'" "The owner or reputed owner of the above-described real property is Trillium Valley Construction, LLC and: or 
Tamarack Resort LLC, successor by merger with Trillium Valley Construction. LLC." Trial Exhibit I :034 at I 
(Mechanic's and Materialman's Claim of Lien filed as Instrument No. 302702). "The owner or reputed owner of the 
above-described real property is Tamarack Whitewater Construction, LLC and/or Tamarack Resort LLC, successor by 
merger with Tamarack Whitewater Construction, LLC." Trial Exhibit I :035 at 1 (Mechanic's and Materialman's 
Claim of Lien filed as Instrument No. 302746). 
1
"' Trial Exhibit II :002. 
161 /d. at Exhibit A. 
1 ''~ See Trial Exhibit 11:003. 
163 Jd. at Exhibit A. 
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Amended Phase 2.4" with a street address of88 Golden Bar Court. At the time. the reputed owner 
was Resort Properties LLC. 164 The claim of lien filed as Instrument No. 332742 attached to a 
Trillium Townhome property described as "Unit 112, Block I 0, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development, Second Amended Phase 2.4" with a street address of90 Golden Bar Court. The 
owners of this property were Jean-Pierre and Nancy Boespflug. 165 
The case filed as Valley County Case No. CV 2008-SSOC included OZ's request to 
foreclose each of these four (4) liens. This action was consolidated with the Credit Suisse 
foreclosure action166 
OZ filed a motion for partial summary judgment that these liens (Instrument Nos. 332702, 
332741, 332742 and 332746) were valid, enforceable and prior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. At 
the time of the April 22, 20 I 0 oral argument on this motion, OZ informed the Court that all of the 
issues relating to the claims of lien filed as Instrument Nos. 332741 (the Resort Properties LLC 
property) and 332742 (the Boespflug property) had been resolved. As a result, the remaining OZ 
Trillium liens at issue in the motion for partial summary judgment were the lien claims filed as 
Instrument Nos. 332702 and 332746. 
In its ruling on this motion for partial summary judgment, the Court determined that these 
liens were valid, enforceable and prior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 167 The Court also ruled that 
the total remaining principal amount due under the liens is $72,887 .79. 16 ~ On December 2, 2010, 
104 Sec November 19,2009 Affidavit of Lynette Davis, supra note 144, at Exhibit 10 (as to Instrument No. 332741. 
"[t]he owner or reputed owner of the above-described property is Resort Properties. LLC also referred to as Resort 
Properties LLC"). 
1
"' See ld. (as to Instrument No. 332742. "[t]he owners or reputed owners of the above-described property are Jean-
Pierre Boespflug and Nancy Boespflug."). 
106 See Order Granting Consolidation, entered April26, 2010. 
167 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re EZA, P.C., dlbla OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment Rc: Lien Nos. 332702, 332741, 332742 and 332746. entered June 16. 2010. After the motion was 
filed, OZ resolved all issues relating to the liens filed as Instrument Nos. 332741 and 332742. 
16
' The Court made this ruling on the record at a hearing on June 17. 2010. 
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Credit Suisse and OZ filed a stipulation apportioning the amount due among the parcels subject to 
the lien claims filed as Instrument Nos. 332702 and 332746, as well as an interest calculation 
through October 31, 20 I 0 and a per diem interest calculation for accrual of interest after October 
31,2010. 
Prior to trial, the Court determined that the OZ Elan Collection/Project Site B 11 claim of 
lien was subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 169 
7. Application ofldaho Code § 45-512 to the Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. 
("Hedrick") and OZ lien claims against Trillium Townhome Lot 122. 
Hedrick was Tamarack's general contractor for the construction of many of its residential 
projects at the resort, including the Trillium Townhomes. On April25, 2008, Hedrick filed a claim 
of lien as Instrument No. 331151. The property subject to the lien was described as follows: 
Lots 119 and 120, Block 10 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development 
Phase 2.4 ... 
Lots 101-108 and G101-G108, Block 10 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Amended Phase 2.4 ... 
Lots 109-118 and 121-122, Block 10 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Second Amended Phase 2.4 .... 170 
These properties are almost all of the same lots that were identified in the OZ lien claims filed as 
Instruments Nos. 332702, 332741, 332742 and 332746. The total claimed in the Hedrick lien was 
$1,275,225.25. There is an exhibit to the lien which apportions the lien claim among the various 
parcels. 171 
Hedrick filed two (2) actions to foreclose on this lien. In the case filed as Valley County 
Case No. CV-2008-583C, Hedrick sought to foreclose on all except two (2) ofthe properties 
16
'' See Substitute Opinion for Withdra\\n Memorandum Decision and Order at I 0-11, entered January I 0, 20 II. 
170 See Trial Exhibit I :071. 
171 /d. at Exhibit A. 
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subject to Hedrick's lien. The action filed as Case No. CV-2008-583C did not seek an order of 
foreclosure on Lots Ill and 112, Block I 0, the parcels owned at the time by the Boespflugs and 
Resort Properties LLC. 172 In a separate action filed as Valley County Case No. CV 2008-584C, 
Hedrick sought to foreclose on Lots Ill and I 12, Block I 0, the parcels owned at the time by 
Resort Properties LLC and the Boespflugs. 173 Both of these Hedrick foreclosure actions were later 
consolidated with the Credit Suisse foreclosure action. 174 
In the case originally filed as Valley County Case No. CV 2008-583C, Hedrick also 
claimed that Boespflug was personally liable for all of the unpaid Trillium billings. Hedrick and 
Boespflug filed cross motions for summary judgment as to the liability issue. The Court denied 
both motions for summary judgment. 175 
Credit Suisse filed a motion for summary judgment that the Hedrick Trillium Townhome 
claim of lien was subsequent and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. The Court determined 
that the Hedrick claim of lien on the Trillium Townhome properties was subsequent to and inferior 
to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 176 
172 s~e Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial in Scott Hedrick Construe/ion. Inc. v. Trillium Vafln 
Cons/ruction LLC. el al. Valley County Case No. CV 2008-583C (does not include Lots Ill and 112 in 
request for foreclosure). 
173 See Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial in Seal/ Hedrick Cons/ruction. Inc. r. Jean-Pierre and Nancr 
Boespjlug e/ al. Valley County Case No. CV 2008-584C (only seeks foreclosure of Lots Ill and 112). 
174 See Orders Granting Consolidation, entered January 27,2009 (CV 2008-583C) and April26. 2010 (CV 
2008-584C). 
175 Sex Memorandum Dec is ron and Order Re: Scott Hedrick Construction. Inc's and Jean Pierre 
Boesptlug 's Cross-Motions for Sunm1ary Judgment, entered June 16, 2010. 
17
" See Substitute Opinion for Withdra\\'11 Memorandum Decision and Order at 19-20, entered January I 0, 2011. 
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However, the Credit Suisse mortgages did not attach to all of the Trillium Townhome 
properties. 177 As a result, the ruling that Hedrick's Trillium lien claim is subsequent to and inferior 
to the Credit Suisse mortgages does not affect the priority of the Hedrick lien claim on any 
Trillium Townhome property that was not secured by the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
The Credit Suisse mortgages did not attach to the following three (3) Trillium Townhomc 
parcels: 
I) Lot (or unit) 111, Block 10 ofthe Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, 
Second Amended Phase 2.4. This property was owned by Resort Properties, 
LLC, and has since been conveyed to others including the present owner, Lot 
Ill, LLC. 
2) Lot (or unit) 112, Block lO of the Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, 
Second Amended Phase 2.4. This property is owned by Jean-Pierre and Nancy 
Boespflug. 
3) Lot 122 (or unit), Block 10 of the Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, 
Second Amended Phase 2.4. This property is owned by Jean-Pierre and Nancy 
Boespflug. 1 n 
In a Stipulation filed on or about December 13, 2010, Hedrick and Lot Ill, LLC agreed 
that the Court can enter a Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure against Trillium Townhome Lot 
177 See Exhibit G to Affidavit of Arnold L. Wagner in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Regarding Lot 122 of the Trillium Tmvnhomes, filed May 3, 2010 (attaching an E-mail from Mr. Badger, counsel for 
Credit Suisse stating: "The legal description of the property sought to be foreclosed by Credit Suisse pursuant to its 
Mortgages is attached as an exhibit to Credit Suisse's First Amended Complaint and Second Amended Complaint .. 
That legal description does not include Lots 111-112 115-116, or 122, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Second amended Phase 2.4. "). 
178 See id. (an e-mail from counsel for Credit Suisse confirming that the Credit Suisse mortgages do not include these 
properties). 
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111 subject to the tem1s recited in the Stipulation. 179 In a Stipulation filed on or about December 
13, 2010, Hedrick and the Boespflugs agreed that the Court can enter a Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure against Trillium Townhome Lot 112 subject to the terms recited in the Stipulation, 
including the dismissal with prejudice of Hedrick's claim that Jean-Pierre Boespflug is personally 
liable for the amounts Tamarack owed for the Trillium Townhomes construction. 
At one time, these parcels, Lot Ill and Lot 112, also were encumbered by the OZ lien 
claims filed as Instruments Nos. 302741 and 302742. The Court understands that OZ no longer has 
or claims any interests in these properties. The Court is not aware of any other lien claim affecting 
these lots. 
On May 3, 2010, Hedrick filed a motion for partial summary judgment as to the validity, 
enforceability, priority and amount of Hedrick's lien claim against the Trillium Townhome Lot 
122, which was part of Hedrick's claim of lien filed as Instrument No. 331151. 180 This lot is also 
encumbered by the OZ claim of lien filed as Instrument No. 332702. The only response to 
Hedrick's motion for partial summary judgment was filed by OZ which asserted that OZ also had a 
valid and enforceable lien claim against Trillium Townhome Lot 122 by virtue of OZ's claim of 
lien filed as Instrument No. 332702. 181 The Court heard argument on this motion on June 24, 
2010. The Court found that the Hedrick lien on Lot 122 was valid and enforceable, and that the 
amount of the Hedrick lien had been established as $94,567.00. The Court did state on the record 
that there were at least two valid and enforceable liens against this parcel: the Hedrick lien claim 
179 The Court understands that Lot 111, LLC is a successor to the interests of Resort Properties LLC m this property. 
180 Sec Plaintiffs [Hedrick's] Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Regarding Lot 122 of the Trillium To\\nhomcs, 
filed May 3, 2010. 
181 See EZA, P.C. dlb/ai OZ Architecture of Boulder's Response to Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc.'s 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Lot 122 of the Trillium Townhomes, filed June 10,2010. 
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and the OZ lien claim. At the time, the Court was not asked to make any determination as to the 
relative ranking of the liens under Idaho Code § 45-512. 182 
The Court directed both OZ and Hedrick to file briefs on the application of Idaho Code 
§ 45-512 to the foreclosure ofthe Trillium Townhome Lot 122. In its Memorandum, Hedrick 
stated: "This Court found that Hedrick's lien recorded against Lot 122 is valid and had priority 
over all others." 183 This is not a correct statement. The Court found that Hedrick's lien was valid 
and enforceable. The Court expressly noted that OZ also had a lien on the same property. The 
Court did not make any ruling as to the priority or ranking of the Hedrick and OZ liens under 
'""In every case in which different liens are asserted against any property, the court in the judgment must declare the 
rank of each lien or class of liens which shall be in the following order: 
1. All laborers, other than contractors or subcontractors. 
2. All materialmen including persons furnishing, renting or leasing equipment, materials or fixtures as defined in 
section 28-12-309, Idaho Code, other than contractors or subcontractors. 
3. Subcontractors. 
4. The original contractor. 
5. All professional engineers and licensed surveyors. 
And in case the proceeds of sale under this chapter shall be insufficient to pay all lienholders under it: 
1. The liens of all laborers, other than the original contractor and subcontractor, shall first be paid in full, or pro rata if 
the proceeds be insufficient to pay them in full. 
2. The lien of materialmen including persons furnishing, renting or leasing equipment, materials or fixtures as defined 
in section 28-12-309, Idaho Code, other than the original contractor or subcontractor, shall be paid in full, or pro rata if 
the proceeds be insufficient to pay them in full. 
3. Out of the remainder, if any, the subcontractors shall be paid in full, or pro rata if the remainder be insufficient to 
pay them in full, and the remainder, if any, shall be paid pro rata to the original contractor and the professional 
engineers and licensed surveyors; and each claimant shall be entitled to execution for any balance due him a tier such 
distribution; such execution to be issued by the clerk of the court upon demand, at the return of the sheriff or other 
officer making the sale, showing such balance due." Idaho Code§ 45-512. 
18
-' Sec Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc.'s Memorandum Re: Priorily of Lien a gains! Lot 122 ofTri1hum 
Tom1homes at 3, filed January 7, 2011. 
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Idaho Code § 45-512. In fact, counsel for Hedrick asserted that its motion was not meant to have 
any effect on the OZ lien. 184 
Hedrick now asserts that an architect does not have the right to a lien under Idaho Code § 
45-501. As discussed above, OZ filed an action to foreclose its lien claims recorded as Instruments 
Nos. 332702, 342741, 332742 and 331746 as Valley County Case No. 220-580C. Hedrick was a 
named defendant in this action. One of the properties OZ sought to foreclose was the Trillium 
Townhome Lot Ill, Block 10. Hedrick's Trillium Townhome lien attached to this property. In the 
Complaint, OZ identified the owner of Lot 111 as Resort Properties, LLC. In a motion filed on 
May 27, 2009, Resort Properties, LLC and VPG Investments, Inc. moved to dismiss the OZ 
complaint arguing that an architect does not have a right to lien under Idaho Code§ 45-501. 
Hedrick did not join in the motion or assert any position on the motion. Hedrick's failure to take 
any position on this issue when it was originally presented, and its failure to seek any 
reconsideration of the ruling, forecloses Hedrick from asserting now that an architect does not have 
the right to lien under Idaho Code§ 45-501. However, even ifHedrick wasn't foreclosed from 
making this argument, the Court has considered its prior ruling and comes to the same conclusion 
as stated earlier: an architect whose design is actually incorporated into a building has a right to 
lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501. 
Both the OZ lien and the Hedrick lien are valid and enforceable. Hedrick does not contest 
that the OZ lien is in the apportioned principal amount of$5,108.29, plus accrued interest. 185 The 
Court has detem1ined that the Hedrick lien is in the apportioned principal amount of $94,56 7.00 
plus accrued interest. The only issue to be resolved is the priority between the two liens under 
1
'
4 Sec Hearing Transcript at 141 (June 24, 2010) 
185 Sec Exhibit I to Stipulation Re: EZA P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Summary 
Judgment Re: Amount of Lien Numbers 332702 and 332746, filed December 2, 2010. 
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Idaho Code § 45-512, which sets forth the rank of each lien claimant and the order in which 
mechanics and materialmen's lien claims are to be paid if the proceeds of the foreclosure sale 
would be insufficient to pay all claims. The statute distinguishes between laborers, materialmen, 
subcontractors, "original" contractors and professional engineers/licensed surveyors. 
OZ asserts that it and Hedrick arc both original contractors and consequently have the same 
rights to be paid in full or pro rata if the proceeds arc insufficient. OZ also asserts that the 
distribution would be the same even if OZ was treated in the same category as a professional 
engineers/licensed surveyors because under the statute, "if 'the proceeds of [the foreclosure] sale ... 
[are] insufficient to pay all lienholders,' after distributing the proceeds to any lienholders in 
categories I through 3 (laborers, materialmen, and subcontractors), 'the remainder [of the proceeds], 
if any, shall be paid pro rata to the original contractor and the professional engineers and licensed 
surveyors."'186 
Hedrick argues that even if OZ 's lien is valid, OZ is only entitled to a pro rata share of any 
proceeds of any sale of Lot 122 because Hedrick is an original contractor and OZ is an architect, 
analogous to an engineer. 
The issue of ranking would be moot if the proceeds from the foreclosure sale of Lot 122 
will be sufficient to pay the full lien claims ofOZ and Hedrick. Because OZ and Hedrick both had 
a direct contract with the owner, the Court will find that OZ and Hedrick should be treated as an 
"original" contractor for purposes of Idaho Code § 45-512 which provides for pro rata payment in 
the event the proceeds of any sale were insufficient to fully pay both liens. As a practical matter, it 
'"" EZA, P.C., d/bla OZ Architecture of Boulder's Brief Re: Unit 122 of the Trillium Townhomcs and Priority Under 
Idaho Code§ 45-512 at 3, filed January 7, 2011 (emphasis added by OZ) (quoting in part from Idaho Code~ 45-512). 
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would make no difference if the court were to treat OZ as an engineer/surveyor, because the statute 
would require pro rata payment to the contractor and the engineer/surveyor. 
8. Tri-State Electric, Inc. ("Tri-State Electric") 
Tri-State Electric was Banner/Sabcy's electrical subcontractor for the Village Plaza and 
Lake Wing Projects. Tri-State Electric also provided electrical contracting services for other large 
Tamarack projects including the Lodge at Osprey Meadows, as well as miscellaneous electrical 
services throughout the Resort. Tri-State Electric filed its Village Plaza lien in Valley County on 
March 21, 2008 as Instrument No. 330135. 187 Tri-State Electric filed a supplemental claim of lien 
against the Village Plaza property May 23, 2008, as Instrument No. 331827. 188 Tri-State Electric 
filed an action to foreclose the Village Plaza liens on June 6, 2008, as Valley County Case No. 
CV -2008-311 C. Tri-State Electric filed its Lake Wing lien in Valley County on March 20, 2008, 
as Instrument No. 330116. 189 Tri-State Electric filed an action to foreclose the Lake Wing lien on 
June 6, 2008, as Valley County Case No. CV-2008-312C. Tri-State Electric filed a lien against the 
Lodge at Osprey Meadows and against all of Tamarack's property in Valley County on March 21, 
2008, as Instrument No. 330136. 190 Tri-State Electric filed an action to foreclose this lien on June 
6, 2008, as Valley County Case No. CV -2008-31 OC. Pursuant to a stipulation between Tri-State 
Electric and Credit Suisse, Tri-State Electric has released all claims related to its Lake Wing claim 
oflien (Instrument No. 330116) and the Lodge at Osprey Meadows and Resort Wide (Instrument 
No. 330136). 191 
187 See Trial Exhibit I :045. 
1
" See Trial Exhibit I :046. 
189 Sec Trial Exhibit I :047. 
19
" See Trial Exhibit I :048. 
191 See Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order of Dismissal of Claims Related to Tri-State Electric. Inc.'s Claun of 
Lien Nos. 330116 and 3330136, filed December 29,2010: Order Dismissing Claims Related to Tri-State Electric. 
Inc.'s Claim of Line Nos. 330116 and 330136, with Prejudice, entered February I, 2011. 
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The issues relating to the validity, priority and amounts of the Tri-State Electric Village 
Plaza liens were tried to the Court at the Valley County Courthouse on September 15 and 16, 20 I 0. 
Tri-State Electric was represented by Terry C. Copple, Davison, Copple, Copple & Copple, LLP, 
Boise, Idaho. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & 
Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah, and Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley Austin, LLP, Los 
Angeles, California. Testimony was received from Bruce Hamilton, Tri-State Electric's project 
manager for Tamarack, Mari Young, Tri-State Electric's ChiefFinancial Officer, Teresa Palmer 
(by affidavit), who assisted with preparing and serving copies of the lien claims, and Max Stith. 
Tri-State's president and owner. Numerous exhibits were admitted. 
A. The Tri-State Electric Village Plaza liens are valid and enforceable. 
The Court will find that the Tri-State Electric Village Plaza claims of lien are valid and 
enforceable. Tri-State Electric was a registered contractor and provided labor and material at the 
request of the owner's general contractor which improved the Resort. Tri-State Electric had the 
right to file a lien pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501. Tri-State Electric's liens were timely filed, 
contained the information required, were properly verified and properly served, all as required by 
Idaho Code§ 45-507. Tri-State Electric's action to foreclose the liens was timely filed pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 45-510. 
B. The Tri-State Village Plaza lien claims are prior to and superior to the 
Credit Suisse mortgages. 
In addition to alpine skiing and the golf course, one of the Resort's intended anchors was 
the Village Plaza, a mixed-use luxury residential, hotel, retail shopping and dining condominium 
project. The written general construction contract between Tamarack's subsidiary, Village Plaza 
Construction, lnc. and Banner/Sabey was signed by Village Plaza Construction, LLC on April 28, 
SUBSTITUTE OMNIBllS FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS RE: VALIDITY, PRIORITY AND 





































2006, and by Sanner/Sabey on March 17, 2006. 192 According to its terms, the contract was made 
as of March 15, 2006. 193 The contract was for a guaranteed maximum price of $91,000,000.00. 194 
In a prior ruling, the Court detem1ined that Sanner/Sabey's lien priority date, the date that 
Sanner/Sabey first commenced to provide labor and/or material to the Village Plaza project site, 
was in April, 2006, prior to the recording of the Credit Suisse mortgages. 195 As a result, the Coun 
ruled that Sanner/Sabey's Village Plaza lien was prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse 
mol1gages. 
Sanner/Sabey awarded the subcontract of all of the Village Plaza electrical work to Tri-
State Electric. The Sanner/Sabey written subcontract with Tri-State Electric was signed and dated 
September 12, 2006, months after the Credit Suisse mol1gages were recorded. 1% The subcontract 
Scope of Work, a document attached as Exhibit '"A" to the subcontract, states that the '"work is 
scheduled to begin approximately June 8, 2006 ... ",also after the date that the Credit Suisse 
mortgages were recorded. 197 
However, Tri-State Electric first began to provide electrical contracting services at the 
Village Plaza project site on or about May 2, 2006, more than two (2) weeks prior to the date the 
Credit Suisse mortgages were recorded. 198 Testimony and Tri-State Electric's records show that 
Tri-State Electric employees were working on the site more or less continuously from early May 
2006 until the project was shuttered in early 2008. 199 For its early work on Village Plaza, Tri-State 
192 Sec Trial Exhibit 2:002. 
193 Jd at I. 
194 1d at I 0, Section 5.2. L 
195 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. entered 
May I, 2009. 
I% See Trial Exhibit 3:043. 
197 /d. at Bates TRI-STATE000037. 
19
' Sec Trial Transcript at 135-36 (Sept. 15,2010 testimony of Bruce Hamilton). 
199 See Trial Exhibit 3:040; Trial Transcript at 163-169 (September 15, 2010 testimony of Bruce Hamilton). 
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Electric billed Tamarack directly. 200 Beginning on about June 9, 2006, Tri-State Electric billed 
Banner/Sabey for the Village Plaza Electrical work. 201 Mr. Stith testified that Tri-State Electric 
was directed by Tamarack to send the early billings to Tamarack.202 These early invoices were 
paid by Tamarack.203 Later, Tri-State Electric was directed by Tamarack to send the Village Plaza 
billings to Banner/Sabey204 Sometime in January 2008, Tri-State Electric was directed to send its 
Village Plaza billings to Tamarack.205 
Tri-State Electric argues that its lien priority date is the date that it first provided lahor 
and/or material to the Village Plaza project site, May 2, 2006. Credit Suisse argues that the lien 
priority date for Tri-State Electric can be no earlier that June 8, 2006, the date identified in the 
written subcontract as the start date for Tri-State Electric. 
The Court will find that Tri-State Electric's lien priority date is May 2, 2006, the date that it 
first commenced to provide electrical contracting services for the Village Plaza project. Even 
though Tri-State Electric did not have a written contract until September 2006, Tri-State Electric 
first commenced to providing electrical contracting services for Village Plaza on May 2, 2006. 
Max Stith, Tri-State Electric's president and owner, testified that Banner/Sabey directed Tri-State 
Electric to commence the Village Plaza electrical contracting work in early May, not June. 20<' Tri-
State Electric obtained electrical pem1its for the Village Plaza project on May 4 and May 6, 
2006 207 Moreover, the Village Plaza work that Tri-State Electric did prior to receiving a written 
2
"'' Sec Trial Exhibit 3:042 at Tabs 4281, 389*6, 4323; (Trial Transcript at 67 (September 16, 20 I 0 
testimony of Max Stith). 
201 /d. at Tabs 513*1 to 513*23. 
202 Sec Trial Transcript at 72-73 (Sept. 16,2010 testimony of Max Stith). 
2113 St'c Trial Transcript at 44 (Sept. 16,2010 testimony ofMari Young). 
2114 /d. 
2115 !d. at 91. 
2
'"' See Stith testimony, supra note 202, at 72. 
2117 Sec Trial Exhibit 3:041. 
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contract was work that was included in the scope of the work contained in the later written 
subcontract. 208 The written contract was signed after Tri-State Electric began the work. 
Tri-State Electric had been involved in developing the electrical speciftcations, budgeting 
and value engineering for the Village Plaza project since about July 2005. 209 Initially, Tamarack 
planned to award the general construction contract to Okland Construction, Inc., a Salt Lake City 
contractor. However, in early 2006, Tamarack decided to award the work to Banner/Sabey. Tri-
State Electric worked with Tamarack, Okland Construction, Inc. and Banner/Sabey to develop the 
electrical specifications and the budget. Because of its overall involvement, Tri-State expected to 
be the Village Plaza electrical contractor.210 Max Stith, Tri-State Electric's president and owner, 
testified that Tamarack's chief executive, Jean-Pierre Boespflug, assured Mr. Stith in about 
December 2005 that Tri-State Electric would be the electrical contractor for the Village Plaza 
project.2ll There is no evidence that Tamarack or Banner!Sabey ever contemplated using any 
contractor other than Tri-State Electric for all of the Village Plaza electrical work. 
As long as Tri-State Electric's work on the Village Plaza project was part of a single 
continuous contract, its lien will relate back to when it first commenced to work on the project. 
See Terra-West, Inc. v. Idaho Mut. Trust, LLC, 150 Idaho 393, , 247 P.3d 620, 627 (201 0). See 
also White v. Construction Mining & Mill, Co., 56 Idaho 403,420, 55 P.2d 152, 160 (1936). Here, 
the Court will find that there was one continuous contract for Tri-State Electric to provide all of the 
electrical contracting services for the Village Plaza project. Tri-State Electric began its work 
pursuant to this agreement in early May 2006, prior to the recording of the Credit Suisse Valley 
108 See Stith testimony, supra note 202, at 96-97. 
209 Sec Hamilton testimony, supra note 199, at 124. 126; Trial Exhibits 3:004- 3:0013. 
210 See Hamilton testimony, supra not~ 199, at 124, 126. 
"
1 Sel' Stith testimony, supra note 202, at 61-63. 
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County mortgages. Accordingly, the Court does find that the Tri-State Electric Village Plaza lien 
is prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. 
C. The principal amount of the Tri-State Electric lien claim is $1 ,216,466.39. 
Tri-State Electric recorded two (2) lien claims against the Village Plaza Property. The 
Claim of Lien filed on March 21,2008 as Instrument No. 330135 was for the amount of 
$1,150,371.03. The Supplemental Claim ofLien filed on May 23,2008 as Instrument No. 331827 
was for the amount of $1 ,226,581.11. The supplemental claim states the following: 
On or about March 21, 2008, Claimant Tri-State Electric, Inc. recorded its Claim of 
Lien with the Valley County Recorder known as Instrument No. 330135 in the 
original amount of $1,150,371.03. Claimant Tri-State Electric, Inc. has continued 
to provide maintenance services for the care, protection, and repair of the 
improvements on the real property described in Exhibit "A" in accordance with the 
terms of Claimant Tri-State Electric, Inc.'s agreement with Lake Plaza 
Construction, LLC and Banner/Sabey II, LLC, and may continue to provide such 
maintenance services for the care, protection, and repair of the improvements on the 
foregoing real property. The additional amount of electrical services and supplies 
provided by Claimant Tri-State Electric, Inc. after March 19, 2008 totals 
SEVENTY SIX THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TEN and 08/100 dollars 
($76,210.08) as of May 22, and such sum is hereby being added to Claimant Tri-
State Electric, Inc.'s prior Claim of Lien as an additional amount due thereunder 
relating to such maintenance and repair services.212 
Tri-State Electric's Chief Financial Officer, Mari Young, testified about how the amounts 
stated in the lien claims were determined.213 Trial Exhibit 3:003A is a chart which summarized the 
calculation. The billings sent to Banner/Sabey were identified by invoices that were numbered with 
a prefix of5I3 (e.g. 513*1, 513*2) The billings sent to Tamarack did not have the 513 prefix. The 
invoices to Banner/Sabey that were numbered 513*4 through 5 I 3* 19 were subject to a five percent 
(5%) retention. Due to Jack of funds from Tamarack, Banner/Sabey did not pay two of the 
invoices in full. Banner/Sabey did not pay $144,000.00 oflnvoice No. 5 I 3* I2. Banner/Sabey did 
212 See Trial Exhibit 3:046. 
213 See Trial Transcript at 13-56 (September 16, 2010 Testimony ofMari Young). 
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not pay $215,000.00 oflnvoice No. 513* 13. Two ofthc Invoices were for interest calculated on 
the amounts not paid on Invoice N"os. 513* 12 ($17 ,593.28) and 513* 13 ($2,329.08). The last 
payment Tri-State Electric received was for its Invoice No. 513*19. Tri-State Electric did not 
receive payment for any of the amounts billed after Invoice No. 5 I 3* 19. The total amount billed, 
but not paid, was $1 ,226,563.29, which is very similar to the total amount claimed in the 
supplemental claim of lien, $1,226,581.1 I. Excluding the two (2) interest charges the total unpaid 
principal amount is $1,206,640.93.214 
Credit Suisse argues that the amount claimed in the original claim of lien must be reduced 
because the original Claim of Lien recorded on March 21, 2008, includes an invoice for future 
work, Invoice No. 513*23 for $138,859.80. Credit Suisse correctly states that the amount of a lien 
is limited by the amount that was due when the lien was filed. 215 See Franklin Bldg. Supp~v Co. v. 
Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 852, 87 P .3d 966, 961 (2004 ). Ms. Young testified that the amounts 
billed in Invoice No. 513*23 were for amounts that Tri-State Electric had not incurred, but 
estimated it would incur after March 28, 2008.216 The Court agrees that the original claim of lien 
must be reduced by the estimated amount included for future work, $138,859.80. 
However, Ms. Young also testified that Tri-State Electric actually had incurred 
$126,246.39 of the estimated amount by the time the Supplemental Claim of Lien was filed on 
May 23, 2008, including the amounts incurred for administrative salaries, payroll, labor expenses, 
additional job expense and pem1itted.217 
214 $1,226.563.29- ($17,593.28 + 2,329.08) = $1,206,640.93. 
m Sec Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Closing Argument Re: Mechanic Lien Claims at 29, filed March I, 2011 (citing 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgmelll as to Banner/Sa bey II. 
LLC"s Lien Nos. 329073 and 330107 at6-7, entered March II. 2010). 
21
' Sec Trial Transcript at 52 (Sept. 16,2010 testimony ofMari Young). 
217 Jd at 54-56. 
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Ms. Young testified that the amount claimed in the lien included both amounts bi lied to 
Banner/Sabey, but not paid, as well as amounts billed directly to Tamarack, and not paid.218 
The original Claim of Lien was for $1, 150,371.03, which included Invoice No. 513* 13 for 
S 138,859.80 in anticipated future costs as well as some interest. The Supplemental Claim of Lien 
was for $1 ,226,563.29, which included Invoice No.513* 13 plus $76,210.08 in additional costs that 
were incurred prior to May 23, 2008. 
Idaho Code § 45-507 requires a lien claimant to make a statement of demand, "after 
deducting all just credits and offsets."219 Based upon the evidence presented, the Court finds that 










(amount claimed in original lien) 
(interest) 
(interest) 
(anticipated future work) 
(anticipated work actually performed) 
(amounts incurred after March 21, 2008 but prior to May 23, 2008) 
(amounts incurred after March 21, 2008 but prior to May 23, 2008) 
(amounts incurred after March 21, 2008 but prior to May 23, 2008) 
9. Banner/Sabey II, LLC ("Banner/Sabey). 
Banner/Sabey was the general contractor for both the Village Plaza Project and the Lake 
Wing Project. Banner/Sabey recorded a claim of lien against the Lake Wing property on February 
7, 2008, as Instrument No. 329072.220 Banner/Sabey filed an amendment to the Lake Wing lien on 
March 7, 2008, as Instrument No. 329831. 221 Prior to trial, the Court determined that the priority of 
218 Trial Transcript at 31-32 (September 16,2010 Testimony ofMari Young). 
219 '"3) The claim shall contain: ... (a) A statement of his demand, after deducting all just credits and 
offsets .... "Idaho Code~ 45-507. 
22
" Sec Trial Exhibit 1:030. 
221 See Trial Exhibit I :031. 
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the Banncr/Sabey Lake Wing liens were subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse 
000 
mortgages:·-
Banner/Sabey recorded a claim of lien against the Village Plaza property on February 7, 
2008, as Instrument No. 329073.223 Banner/Sabey recorded an amendment to the Village Plaza lien 
claim on March 19, 2008, as Instrument No. 330107. 224 The purpose of the amendment was to 
amend the legal description of the Village Plaza property. 225 ln the original claim of lien the 
property was described in Exhibit A as follows: 
LOT 16, BLOCK 19, TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT 
DEVELOPMENT, PHASE 2 VILLAGE, AS RECORDED WITH THE VALLEY 
COUNTY RECORDER ON OCTOBER I 8, 2005, AS INSTRUMENT NO 
#301733. 
(ALSO KNOWN AS BUILDINGS 3.1, 4.0, 6.0, 6.1, 7.0 AND 7.1 (INCLUDING 
PARKING GARAGES) OF TAMARACK RESORT VILLAGE PLAZA 
CONDOMINIUM, LOCATED IN LOT 16, TAMARACK RESORT PHASE 2, 
VILLAGE, IN THE NW Y. OF SECTION 5, TOWNSHIP 15 NORTH, RANGE 3 
EAST, B.M., VALLEY COUNTY, IDAHO.) 
SITUATE IN VALLEY COUNTY, IDAH0. 226 
In the amendment to the lien claim, the property description was changed as follows: 
LOT 16, BLOCK 19, TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNTJ 
DEVELOPMENT, PASE 2 VILLAGE, AS RECORDED WITH THE VALLEY 
COUNTY RECORDER ON OCTOBER 18, 2005, AS INSTRUMENT NO 
#301 733. 
(ALSO KNOWN AS ALL OF TA.MARACK RESORT VILLAGE PLAZA 
20 CONDOMINIUM, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT IN THE OFFICE 
OF THE RECORDER, VALLEY COUNTY, IDAHO, RECORDED OCTOBER 






222 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between Credit Suisse and Various Lien Claimants at 17, 
entered November 5, 2009. 
223 Sec Trial Exhibit I :028. 
224 See Trial Exhibit I :029. 
221 ld at Recital C ("Claimant desires to amend the legal description of the Real Property described in the 
Claim of Lien."). 
226 ld at Exhibit A. 
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TOGETHER WITH ANY AND ALL RIGHTS TO USE ALL ROADS, ROAD 
RIGHTS OF WAY, UTILITY EASEMENTS, OPEN SPACES AND ALL OTHER 
COMMON AREAS OF THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY. 
SITUATE IN VALLEY COUNTY, IDAH0. 227 
The amendment stated: "Except as herein amended and modified, the Claim of Lien shall remain 
unchanged and in full force and effect as therein stated."228 
Banner/Sabey's action to foreclose the Village Plaza liens were filed as its counterclaim, 
cross-claim and third party complaint filed as part of its answer to the Credit Suisse foreclosure 
action on April 22, 2008. 
ln a prior ruling, the Court found that the Banner/Sabey Village Plaza lien was prior to and 
superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages.229 In another ruling, the Court ruled that Banner/Sabey did 
not have a valid lien claim for the item specified in its Village Plaza claims of lien as "costs of 
demobilization."230 The Court also ruled that Banner/Sabey's claim of lien against the Village 
Plaza Property would not be "postponed" to the Credit Suisse mortgages pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 45-508.231 
Credit Suisse and Banner/Sabey stipulated that certain principal amounts included in the 
Village Plaza claim of lien were due and owing, and the Court entered partial summary judgment 







227 Si!e Trial Exhibit I :029 at Exhibit A. 




229 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Smmer/Sabey ll, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, cnten;d 
May I, 2009. 
2111 Sec Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to 
Sanner/Sabey ll, LLC's Lien Nos. 329073,330107, entered March II, 2010. 
211 Sci! Memorandum Decision and Order Rc: Credit Suisse AG's Second Motion for Parlla\ Summary Judgment as to 
Sanner/Sabey II, LLC, Lien Nos. 329073,330107, entered June 14, 2010. 
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In light of the above rulings and stipulation, the Banner/Sabey court trial issues were 
limited to determining the validity and enforceability of the Village Plaza lien claim, and the 
additional amount due, if any, pursuant to Banner/Sabey's lien against the Village Plaza property. 
The Banner/Sabcy case was tried at the Valley County Courthouse. Testimony was 
received on September 13, 14 and 15, 2010. Banner/Sabey supplemented the record by having the 
written depositions of Sandra Smith and Colleen Nakatsu admitted on October 4, 2010. 
Banner/Sabey was represented by Kevin A. Bay, pro hac vice, Ryan Swanson & Cleveland, PLLC, 
Seattle, Washington. Credit Suisse was represented by P. Bruce Badger, pro hac vice, Fabian & 
Clendenin, Salt Lake City, Utah and Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley Austin, LLP, Los 
Angeles, California. Testimony was received from Banner/Sabey representatives Marilea Kalvog, 
Kurt Peterson, Greg Baisch, Kent Tolley, Dennis Schlosser, Russell Pettey, Douglas Hodson, R. 
Edward Woelfing and D. Michael Dunne. Banner/Sabey also presented evidence relating to the 
service and filing of the lien claims from Kasey Vink, a process server, and from support staff at 
Mr. Bay's law firm (by deposition), Colleen Nakatsu and Susan Smith. Credit Suisse presented 
testimony from Tamarack's chief executive, Jean-Pierre Boespflug and from Tamarack's fonner 
construction manager, Sean Donovan (by deposition). Numerous exhibits were received into 
evidence. 
232 Sec Order Re: Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Establishing the Amount owed on 
Certain Pay Applications, entered August 3, 2010. 
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A. The Hanner/Sabey Village Plaza lien is valid and enforceable. 
Based upon the testimony and evidence presented, the Court will find that the 
Banner/Sabey Village Plaza lien claims are valid and enforceable. Banner/Sabey was a licensed 
contractor in Idaho at all relevant times. Tamarack's subsidiary, Village Plaza Construction LLC, 
retained Banner/Sabey as the general contractor for the Village Plaza project.233 Sanner/Sabey 
provided labor and material which improved the property. The Village Plaza liens contain all of 
the infom1ation required by Idaho Code§ 45-507. The lien was properly executed and verified. 
The lien was timely and properly recorded at the office of the Valley County Recorder. Copies of 
the lien was served as required by Idaho Code § 45-507(2). Sanner/Sabey's action to foreclose 
upon the lien was timely filed pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-510. 
B. The amount due pursuant to the Hanner/Sabey claim of lien is 
$5,760,045.38 
In its claim of lien, Sanner/Sabey stated that the balance due was $7,268,000.00. 234 In 
response to a discovery request from Credit Suisse, Sanner/Sabey explained that the balance due 
was calculated as follows: 
l. Pay applications and retention through 12/28/2007: 
2. Unpaid amounts under Memoranda of Understanding: 
3. Expenses from 12/25/2007 through 1/25/2008: 
4. Other job costs not paid: 
5. Replace Estimated with Actual Invoices 
m Sec Trial Exhibits 2:002, 2:003 (Banner/Sabcy's contract). 
2
-'










m Sec Trial Exhibit I: 155 at Bates Stamp B/S 00001 (Banner/Sabey 11, LLC's Answers to Plaintiffs First 
Set of lnten-ogatorics and Requests for Production). 
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The claim of lien also asserted that unspecified "costs of demobilization" would be added 
to the amount due. 236 In response to a discovery request from Credit Suisse, Banner/Sabey 
explained that the costs of demobilization were calculated as follows: 
Asset Protection/Demobilization Pay Applications: 
Demob Pay #02, 3/15/08: 
Demob Pay #03, 4/22/08: 
Demob Pay #04, 6113/08: 
Demob Pay #05, 7/31/08: 
Demob Pay #06, 9/10/08: 









Banner/Sabey has explained these "costs of demobilization" as follows: 
After the construction work was halted, Banner/Sabey timely recorded and served 
a claim of lien against the Village Plaza Property on February 7, 2008 and an 
amended lien claim on March 19, 2008. . .. In its lien claim, Banner/Sabey 
identified that it was owed over $7,268,000.00 for its work under the Village 
Plaza Agreement to the date of shut-down as well as future costs for ongoing 
demobilization and asset protection work required by the contract. 
At the time its lien was filed, Batu1er/Sabey had just begun demobilization and 
asset protection work. Since then, Banner/Sabey has been asked to perfom1 
further asset protection/winterization to protect the property and improvements 
thereon from deterioration.238 
From Banner/Sabey's explanation, it is clear that the "costs of demobilization" were costs that 
had not been incurred at the time of the filing of the Banner/Sabcy lien on February 8, 2008. 
Instead, these "costs of demobilization" were anticipated future costs and expenses. 
2
-'' Trial Exhibit I :028 ("2. Amount of Lien: The balance due Claimant for the furnishing of the matenals 
and supplies and/or labor and services performed, after adjustment for all offsets and other credits. is ... 
US$7,268,000.00 (the "Balance Due"). Claimants [sic] Claim of Lien is for the Balance due, plus costs of 
demobilization, together with interest, plus the attorney's fees and costs of preparing and recording this 
Claim of Lien."). 
m See Trial Exhibit 1:155, supra note 235, at Bates Stamp B/S 00001. 
m See Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Opposition to Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Sununary Judgment as to 
Banner/Sabey ll, LLC's Liens Nos. 329073 and 330107 at 3-4, filed October 30, 2009. 
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In a prior ruling, the Court determined that the amount due as stated in the Banner/Sabey 
lien claim would not be increased by these future "costs of demobilization" for three (3) reasons. 239 
First, the Court ruled that Banner/Sabey' s claim of lien was limited to the amount that was due at 
the time the lien was filed. The Banner/Sabey Village Plaza lien claim was recorded on February 
7, 2008. The extent of the lien is the amount due at the time of the filing of the lien, not any 
amount that becomes due later. E.g. Franklin Building Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 852, 
87 P.3d 955, 961 (2004). Because the "costs of demobilization" had not been incurred, 
Banner/Sahey could not claim these anticipated future costs in the claim of lien. The second reason 
the Court excluded any of the "costs of demobilization" is that the use of this term did not 
constitute a statement of the amount claimed as required by Idaho Code § 45-507(3)(a). Finally, 
the Court would make no award for "costs of demobilization" because the term itself was 
undefined and subject to different interpretations. Banner/Sabey has used the tem1 to refer to 
almost any cost or expense incurred after January 28, 2008, sometimes referring to an expense as a 
demobilization cost, at other times referring to an expense as "asset protection" or "winterization" 
costs. 
In its trial closing argument, Banner/Sabey asks the Court to reconsider its prior ruling that 
the statement of the amount due in the claim oflien will not be increased by the additional future 
amounts referred to in the lien claim as "costs of demobilization".24° Citing to a February 9, 2009 
unpublished opinion from Fourth District Judge Michael R. McLaughlin, Perception Construction 
Management, Inc. v. Stephen Bell, eta!., Ada County Case No. CV -2008-179C, Banner/Sabcy 
argues that where the future amounts actually were due according to the terms of the contract, and 
239See March II, 2010 Memorandum Decision and Order, supra note 230. 
240 See Sanner/Sabey II LLC's Closing Argument at 29-30. filed March I. 2011. 
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the total amount claimed did not exceed the amount stated in the lien, and the work was actually 
done, the lien statute should be liberally construed to allow the claim. The Court will decline 
Banner/Sabey's invitation to reconsider. The Court's ruling that Banner/Sabey's statement in the 
lien of the amount due would not be increased by "costs of demobilization" was entered on March 
11, 2010. Banner/Sabey never sought reconsideration of the Court's ruling until after the evidence 
in the trial had closed. The Court has reviewed Judge McLaughlin's ruling. However, in this case, 
on the facts presented, the Court is satisfied that its prior ruling that the amount due to 
Banner/Sabey under its lien claim cannot be increased by unspecified and future "costs of 
demobilization" is a correct statement of the law. 
Given the Court's ruling that the amount due as stated in the Banner/Sabey lien claim 
cannot be increased for these "costs of demobilization," Credit Suisse asserts that the maximum 
that Banner/Sabey can recover for the amount due under the lien is $7,268,000.00, the amount 
stated as the amount due in the lien claim. Credit Suisse further argues that the balance due stated 
in the lien claim actually overstates the amount of the Banner/Sabey Village Plaza claim of lien by 
$1,787,002.55 because: a) Banner/Sabey's calculation did not include a credit in the amount of 
$300,000.00 that reduced Banner/Sabey's Pay Application #14; and b) Banner/Sabcy's calculation 
of the balance due did not include a credit in the amount of$1,487,002.55 which reduced 
Banner/Sabey's Pay Application #21 because Tamarack made payments totaling this amount 
directly to Banner/Sabey's subcontractors. Banner/Sabey concedes that these credits arc 
appropriate. 
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Credit Suisse argues that the effect of these credits is to reduce the maximum amount that 
Banner/Sabey can recover pursuant to its Village Plaza lien is $5,480,997.45.241 Because the 
parties agree that the minimum balance due under the Banner/Sabey Village Plaza lien is at least 
$5,033,881.59, Credit Suisse argues that the maximum remaining amount due that Banner/Sabey 
can recover under its lien demand is $447,115.86.242 In its closing argument, Credit Suisse 
reviewed the evidence presented at trial and argued that that the evidence shows that the remaining 
amount due is much less than $447,115.86. 
"The mechanic's lien statutes are liberally construed in favor of those to whom the lien is 
granted, and to create a valid lien the claimant must substantially comply with the statutory 
requirements." Park West Homes LLC v. Barnson, 149 Idaho 603, 605, 238 P.3d 203, 205 (201 0) 
(citing BMC West Corp. v. Horkley, 144 Idaho 890, 893-94, 174 P.3d 399, 402-03 (2007)). A lien 
claimant is required to deduct all offsets and credits in calculating the demand, but is not required 
to allege in the lien that such deductions were made. !d. 238 P.3d at 206. An error in calculating 
the amount due does not invalidate the lien, even if the error is substantial. !d. (citing Electrical 
Wholesale Supply Co. v. Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 824-25,41 P.3d 242,252-53 (2001). 
Applying these principals, it does appear that Banner/Sabey made a number of errors and 
missteps in calculating the statement of the amount due. However, these errors do not invalidate 
the lien, and the Court will find that these errors do not necessarily reduce the maximum amount 
which Banner/Sabey can recover. The maximum amount Banner/Sabey can recover under the lien 
is $7,268,000.00. Even though Bmmcr/Sabey's calculation of the balance due as stated in the lien 
contained errors, construing the lien requirements liberally, Banner/Sabey will not be precluded 
241 $7,268,000.00-$1.787,002.55 ~ $5,480,997.45. 
w $5,480,997.55 - $5,033,881.59 ~ $447,115.96. 
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from demonstrating the amounts which were actually due - as long as the amounts due do not 
exceed the amount stated in the claim oflien. 
Banner/Sabey asserts that the evidence it presented at trial establishes that the principal 
amount secured by its Village Plaza lien is $6,504,951.57. This amount is comprised ofthe 
$5,033,881.59, which the parties have agreed to, as well as: (1) $254,810.01 for additional 
amounts due under Banner/Sabey's Village Plaza various pay applications; (2) $97,888.57, which 
is not reflected in the pay applications but Banner/Sabey asserts is due in connection with Pella 
Windows and Quality Tile Roofing; and (3) $1,118,371.30 reflecting various "demobilization" and 
' . " 24 ~ 'asset protectiOn costs. -
1. Amounts claimed pursuant to pay applications. 
Pay Application #6- The unpaid portion is $7,981.70. Credit Suisse does not dispute this 
amount. 
Pay Application #7- The unpaid portion is $3,987.22. Credit Suisse does not dispute this 
amount. 
Pay Application #9- Banner/Sabey asserts that it is owed $3,000.00. Credit Suisse argues 
that this amount is not recoverable in this lien foreclosure action because Banner/Sabey 
relinquished it with a lien waiver. 244 Banner/Sabey replies that Doug Hodson, who executed the 
lien waiver, specifically excluded any "owner change orders," including this $3,000.00 item. 
Banner/Sabey asserts that Mr. Donovan waived the requirement for a formal change order when 
the amount was less than $5,000.00. Thus, Banner/Sabey asserts it did not waive its lien rights as 
24) $254,810.01 + $97,888.57 + $1' 118,371.30 + $5,033,881.69 = $6,504,951.57 
244 Credit Suisse quotes from the "Waiver of Lien" found at Trial Exhibit I: 160, Bates No. 8/S 0000 I: 
"[B]anner/Sabey II, LLC. .. does hereby waive, release, and surrender any and all lien and bond rights arising out of the 
performance of contract work, through the date of the invoice(s) being paid: 12125106 .... " 
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to this amount. The Court will find that Banner/Sabey did not waive its lien claim as to this item 
and the Court will include it as part of the amount due. 
Pay Application #12 ~ Banner/Sabey asserts that it is owed $978.20. Credit Suisse asserts 
that Mr. Donovan denied the charges associated with this amount, although admits he erroneously 
denied $100.00. Thus, Credit Suisse contends that Banner/ Sabey is only owed $100.00. 
Banner/Sabey explains that this amount was for "unrefunded damage deposits for subcontractor 
housing" caused by the slowdown and are recoverable under the contract. The items in question 
are two (2) rugs, three (3) shower curtains, missing items and cleaning charges. Section 6.1.6. 7 of 
the contract allows for the payment of lost deposits under some circumstances. The Court will find 
that Banner/Sabey has failed to meet its burden of demonstrating that any of these circumstances 
are present. The Court will not allow the items in question. The Court will allow the $100 item 
mistakenly disapproved by Tamarack. 
Pay Application #16 ~ Banner/Sabey asserts it is still owed $5,000.00. Credit Suisse 
argues that this pay application had included a charge from JH Masonry for slowdown expenses, 
but contained no further details and was not properly supported with necessary documentation. 
Accordingly, Credit Suisse asserts that this charge was properly denied and not recoverable. 
Banner/Sabey states that this amount was incurred by JH Masonry as an unscheduled 
demobilization cost and was observed and approved by Greg Baisch. A change order was not 
required because the amount did not exceed $5,000.00. Banner/Sabey asserts that because Credit 
Suisse did not offer evidence disputing that the expense was incurred or that the charges were 
reasonable, this charge is recoverable. 
Although the evidence was disputed, the Court will find that Banner/Sabey has met its 
burden of showing that this item should have been allowed. The Court will make this award. 
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Pay Application #20- Banner/Sabey asserts it is still owed $13,550.00. 241 Credit Suisse 
argues that, based on the testimony of Mr. Donovan, the following amounts were properly denied: 
(a) the Timber Tech charge of$3,000.00 was denied by Mr. Donovan because there was no change 
order submitted and there was no backup documentation from Timber Tech to support the charges; 
(b) the Construction Alternatives charge of $2,000.00 was denied by Mr. Donovan because 
Banner/Sabey did not provide the required change order; and (c) the Gypsum Floors ofldaho 
charge of $8,550.00 was denied by Mr. Donovan because it was unjustified, exorbitant and 
unsupported by receipts or a labor hour record. 
As to the first two amounts, Banner/Sabey asserts that no change order was required 
because each amount is less than $5,000.00. As to the Gypsum Floors charge, Banner/Sabey 
argues that this amount was reasonable because, due to the slow down, it had to perform its work 
out of sequence which necessitated "three additional mobilizations" at $3,000.00 per mobilization 
(less $450.00 retention). Moreover, Banner/Sabey asserts that Greg Baisch observed and directed 
this work and found the charges to be reasonable. Additionally, Banner/Sabey asserts that 
Tamarack recognized this type of additional charge would be incurred and had agreed to pay. 
Banner/Sabey also asserts that the lack of a signed change order does not excuse liability because 
Tamarack Resort was not signing change orders in December of2007 when this application was 
submitted. 
Although the evidence was disputed, the Court will find that Banner/Sabey met its burden 
of demonstrating that these amounts were due under its contract. 
245 Credit Suisse puts the number at $13,845.18. The discrepancy appears to be a charge of$295.18 in cmmection with 
flying siblings ofBanner/Sabey's employees to Idaho. Sec Credit Suisse Closing Argument at 12-13. Banner/Sabey 
agrees the plane charges for relatives is not proper. 
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Pay Application# 21 - Banner/Sabey asserts that it is still owed $20,862.00. Credit Suisse 
asserts that based on the testimony of Mr. Donovan, the following amounts were properly denied: 
(a) Western States Fire Protection ("WSFP") charge of$9,362.00 because Banner/Sabey did not 
submit a change order and there was no backup documentation; (b) First General Service charge of 
$1,500.00 because there was no change order and no backup documentation; (c) Construction 
Alternatives charge of$8,000.00 because there was no change order and no backup 
documentation; and (d) JH Masonry charge of$1,900.00 because it exceeded the maximum 
amount of the change order. 
Overall, Banner/Sabey argues that the lack of a signed change order and lack of 
documentation is insufficient to rebut the evidence supporting these charges. As to the WSFP 
charge of$9,362.00, Banner/Sabey asserts that WSFP was instructed to "demobilize" and leave 
the site such that it could return and finish once Tamarack had financing and, accordingly, WSFP 
charged this amount for the labor, trucking, and vacated housing associated with that 
demobilization. As to the First General Services charge of$1,500.00, Banner/Sabey asserts that 
First General had to perform necessary work that was beyond the scope of its subcontract. Lastly, 
as to the Construction Alternatives charge of$8,000.00, Banner/Sabey asserts that the work was 
necessary to protect and prepare Village Plaza for winter and was observed by Greg Baisch. 
Barmer/Sabey states that Tamarack was no longer signing change orders when this work was 
performed. 
Although the evidence was disputed, the Court will find that Banner/Sabey met its burden 
of demonstrating that these amounts were due under its contract. However, the amount totals 
$20,762.00 not $20,862.00. 
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Pay Application #21A- Banner/Sabey asserts it is owed $158,502.75. Credit Suisse does 
not dispute this amount. 
Pay Application #22- Banner/Sabey asserts it is still owed $45,548.14. Credit Suisse 
argues that, based on the testimony of Mr. Donovan, the following charges totaling $37,592.00 
were not proper: 
(i) "Design Coordination" charge for Doug Hodson in the amount of$4,471.00 was 
unjustified because the job had come to a standstill and Banner/Sabey had just terminated its 
contract with Tamarack Resort. Banner/Sabcy asserts that this work was recoverable under the 
contract. Although the evidence was disputed, the Court will find that Banner/Sabey met its 
burden of demonstrating that this item was owed. 
(ii) "Exterior Siding/Trim" charge of Riverside Construction for $5,000.00 because the 
necessary documentation for the charge was missing. Banner/Sabey asserts that Mr. Donovan 
denied this charge because of a coding error and once the error was explained at trial, Mr. 
Donovan agreed the charge was valid. Banner/Sabey has met its burden in demonstrating that this 
charge was due. 
(iii) "Slow Down Costs" ofYMC Construction for $21,021.00 because there was no 
backup documentation. Banner/Sabey argues that this amount was for the unused housing YMC 
had to pay in December 2007 through January 2008, which was an expense Tamarack knew it 
would have to pay and agreed to do so when it ordered the construction slowdown. The Court will 
find that Banner/Sabey has met its burden in demonstrating that this charge was due. 
(iv) Independent Welding charge of$4,600.00- Banner/Sabey concedes that this charge 
cannot be recovered. The Court will not allow this item. 
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(v) Timber Tech charge of$2,500.00. Credit Suisse objects because there is no supporting 
documentation. Banner/Sabey asserts that a potential change order was submitted in January 2008 
but by then Tamarack had stopped signing change orders. The Court finds that Banncr/Sabey has 
met its burden of demonstrating that the work was done, was properly billed and was due. The 
Court will allow this charge. 
As indicated above, Credit Suisse generally argues that any pay application is invalidated if 
it lacks a signed change order. Banner/Sabey argues that this does not invalidate the pay 
applications because: (a) change orders were only required when they increased the Guaranteed 
Maximum Price (GMP) and the GMP was never defined once Tamarack ordered the slowdown; 
(b) Tamarack had stopped signing change orders in November of2007 onward; (c) requesting a 
change order was futile and obtaining one impossible; and (d) Mr. Donovan specifically waived 
the change order requirement for amounts less than $5,000.00. In all, Banner/Sabey argues that the 
issue is not whether a change order was signed, but whether the work was done and the charges 
reasonable. Based upon the evidence presented, the Court agrees that the absence of a signed work 
order does not necessarily result in a denied charge. 
2. Amounts not billed in prior pay applications: Pella Glass and 
Quality Tile Roofing 
Banner/Sabey asserts it is owed $97,888.57 that is not reflected in its pay applications. This 
amount is comprised of$71,920.57 due to Pella Windows and $25,968.00 due to Quality Tile 
Roofing. Banner/Sabey states that it did not become aware of the amount due Pella Windows until 
June of2010. Sanner/Sabey states that, based upon the testimony of Russell Petty and 
corroborated by Greg Baisch, the costs were for storing windows due to the construction 
slowdown- when the windows were delivered, the buildings were not at a state where they could 
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be installed. Banner/Sabey asserts that Credit Suisse presented no rebuttal evidence that the 
windows were delivered to Village Plaza and as such Pella Windows is entitled to be paid. 
As to Quality Tile Roofing, Banner/Sabey asserts that although there was some confusion 
over Quality Tile's invoices, Mr. Tolley testified to the charges and Dennis Schlosser witnessed 
Quality Tile perfom1ing the work. According to Banner/Sabey, the charges arc valid for work that 
improved Village Plaza and Quality Tile is entitled to payment. 
Credit Suisse asserts that sections 7 .1.1 and 7 .1.1 0 of the agreement between Banner/Sabey 
and Village Plaza Construction, LLC requires Banner/Sabey to submit charges in a pay 
application. 246 Credit Suisse asserts this is a condition that must be met and because of this failure, 
any additional charges for Quality Tile Roofing and Pella Windows which were not included in 
pay applications are not recoverable in this foreclosure action. 
Banner/Sabey argues that Credit Suisse's argument ignores the fact that Quality Tile and 
Pella Windows could not be included in a pay application because Tamarack prematurely 
tem1inated the project. Under such circumstances where a contractor fails to satisfy the tem1s of a 
contract through no fault of his own, Banner/Sabey argues, the "contractor is entitled to a lien for 
the value of the work done despite the lack of contract adherence."247 
The Court will find that Banner/Sabey should be entitled to recover the amounts due to 
both Pella Windows and Quality Tile Roofing. Even though the evidence was disputed and not 
entirely clear, Banner/Sabcy met its burden of demonstrating that the services were provided and 
benefited the project. 
2
•
6 Trial Exhibit 2:002 (AlA Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Construction Manager). 
247 Sec- Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Closing Response at 7 (citing: Annotation, Mechanic "s Lien- Amowu, 51 
A.L.R.2d ~I, 2; Dyhvig r. Willis, 59 Idaho 160,82 P.2d 95 (1938); Ware v.ldahoState Tax Cumm'11. 98 
Idaho 477. 483 (1977)). 
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3. "Demobilization" I "'Asset Protection" 
Banncr/Sabey began work at the Village Plaza site in April, 2006. In May, 2006, 
Tamarack obtained a loan from the Credit Suisse lender group of $250,000,000.00. In part, the 
loan proceeds were used to finance development of Village Plaza and other resort projects. The 
Village Plaza was a $91 million dollar project. For more than a year, Banner/Sabey submitted 
substantial and detailed monthly pay applications, and these were approved and paid. However, by 
about July, 2007, Tamarack began to experience significant financial difficulties. Tamarack did 
not have enough funds to complete its development projects. Tamarack directed Batmcr/Sabey 
slow down the pace of construction to decrease immediate expenses. 
As a result of these difficulties, Tamarack and Banner/Sabey entered into two (2) 
Memoranda ofUnderstanding ("MOU"). In the MOU dated July 16, 2007, Banner/Sabey agreed 
to immediately slow down the work and to accept less than full payment on outstanding pay 
application amounts248 Tamarack agreed that the slow down would impact the costs to complete 
the project. The MOU contains the following provision: 
The Owner understand [sic] and agrees that the slow down will result in delays in 
the Project Schedule and an increase in the Guaranteed Maximum Price that 
ca1mot be determined at this time. The Owner and Banner/Sabey II agree to 
equitably adjust the Project Schedule and Guaranteed Maximum Price to include 
the additional time and expense that will be incurred by Banner/Sabey II to 
complete the Project because of the slow down.249 
Tamarack agreed to use its best efforts to secure financing to complete the project. 
In the MOU dated October 12, 2007, the parties agreed to increase the Guaranteed 
Maximum Price from $91 million to $98 million, to replace the project schedule with a revised 
24
" SeC' Trial Exhibit 2:004. 
249 ld. at Section 2. 
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schedule, and Banner/Sabcy agreed to continue work on a reduced basis.250 The MOU dated 
October 12, 2007 also provided that Banner/Sabey had the right to terminate the contract for cause 
if Tamarack failed to meet its payment obligations. 
There is no question that Tamarack's inability to continue to pay for the development of 
Village Plaza adversely impacted Banner/Sabey in a number of ways. Banner/Sabey had to slow 
the work schedule, and this had cost impacts. Eventually, Banner/Sabey had to shut down the site 
in the middle of winter and this had cost impacts. 
Tamarack was unable to secure additional financing and, eventually, was not able to pay 
Banner/Sabey. In a letter dated January 2, 2008, Banner/Sabey gave Tamarack notice of 
termination for cause for failing to make the payments as agreed in the MOU dated October 12, 
2007.251 Pursuant to its contract with Tamarack, upon giving seven (7) days written notice, 
Banner/Sabey could terminate the contract. 252 In a letter dated January 17, 2008, Tamarack gave 
Banner/Sabey notice of Tamarack's termination ofBanner/Sabey for cause.253 Credit Suisse aptly 
refers to this situation as the "dueling terminations".254 Banner/Sabey's continuing obligations 
could depend upon whether the contract was terminated for cause by Banner/Sabey, terminated for 
cause by Tamarack, or terminated for convenience by Tamarack. 255 
In its termination letter, Tamarack agreed to pay Banner/Sabey for protection of the site 
and for work to transition the work to a new contractor.256 However, Mr. Boespflug testified that 
in all events, he did not authorize Banner/Sabcy to perform any work on behalf of Tamarack after 
""See Trial Exhibit 2:005. 
251 See Trial Exhibit 1:114. 
252 See Trial Exhibit 2:003 at Article 14. 
m See Trial Exhibit 1:119. 
254 Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Closing Argument Re: Mechanic's Liens at 6, filed March I, 2011. 
m Sec Trial Exhibit 2:003, Article 14: Tennination or Suspension of the Contract. 
"'' See Trial Exhibit 1: I 19. 
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January 25, 2008, and that Banner/Sabey was not authorized to perfom1 any work after January 25, 
2008 257 Mr. Boesptlug's testimony that Tamarack did not authorize Banncr/Sabey to provide any 
services after January 25, 2008 was credible. D. Michael Dunne, one ofBanner/Sabey's principal 
testified that Banner/Sabey stayed on the job for several months after January 2008 because its 
lawyers advised that Banner/Sabey had an obligation to protect the asset even if the contract was 
terminated. 258 
In order to have the right to lien, the work must be done "at the instance of the owner". 
Idaho Code§ 45-501. Browning v. Griffin, 140 Idaho 598, 600, n. 2, 97 P.3d 465, 467 (Ct. App. 
2004) ("Mechanic's liens and materialman's liens are authorized by I.C. § 45-501. In general terms, 
such liens arc for the benefit of persons who have performed work upon real property, or furnished 
equipment or materials to be used in the creation of improvements upon real property, where the 
work was done or the items furnished at the instance of the owner or the owner's agent.") A 
contractor, whatever other rights to payment may exist, does not have the right to a lien unless the 
work was authorized by the owner. Because Tamarack did not authorize any work after January 
25, 2008, the Court will limit Banner/Sabey's lien to labor and services provided through January 
25, 2008. The Court will find that Banner/Sabey's right to lien the Village Plaza property 
concluded on January 25, 2008. 
From the beginning of the job, Banner/Sabey submitted monthly pay applications to 
Tamarack. In all, there were twenty-three (23) regular pay applications, many of which became 
257 Trial Transcript at 41-42 (September 15,2010 testimony of Jean-Pierre Boefspflug). 
m See Trial Transcript at 170, 187-89 (September 14,2010 testimony of D. Michael Dunne). 
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h.b. . I 2 ' 9 P A 1· . 2? " h . d h h 2(,[1 ex 1 tts at tna. · ay pp tcatton -,was tOrt c peno t roug January 9, 2008. January 9, 
2008 is the date that would coincide with seven (7) days after Banner/Sabey's notice of 
termination. 
Beginning with work done on January 10, 2008 Banner/Sabey submitted additional pay 
applications called "Asset Protection Pay Application#_" The first of these is dated January 30, 
2008 and is for the time period January 10 to 28, 2008, although the cover sheet to the exhibit 
states that is for the period "January 10, 2008- January 25, 2011."261 Banner/Sabey's notice of 
tem1ination is dated January 2, 2008. According to the contract, the contract would be terminated 
on January 9, 2008. January 10, 2008 would be the first day of the post-termination period as 
calculated by Banner/Sabey. January 10, 2008 coincides with the first day after Banner/Sabey' s 
seven (7) day notice of termination. Even though there may be some discrepancy in the ending 
date of this pay application, Credit Suisse agrees that all of the charges in the application are 
appropriate and does not object. 
The next pay application is Asset Protection Pay Application# 2 for the period January 25, 
2008 to March 15, 2008. 262 Credit Suisse objects to this and all subsequent "Asset Protection " 
pay applications. In reviewing Asset Protection Pay Application #2, it is apparent that most of the 
expenses and charges were incurred after January 25, 2008. However, there are some charges and 
expenses that appear to have been incurred prior to, and including, January 25, 2008.263 The Court 
~ 59 See Trial Exhibit 2:008 (Pay Application #6), Trial Exhibit 2:009 (Pay Application #7), Trial Exhibit 
2:010 (Pay Application #9), Trial Exhibit 2:011 (Pay Application #12), Trial Exhibit 2:012 (Pay 
Application #16), Trial Exhibit 2:013 (Pay Application #20), Trial Exhibit 2:014 (Pay Application #21 ), 
Trial Exhibit 2:016 (Pay Application #22}. 
'""See Trial Exhibit2:016, at Bates stamp B_S068567 ("Period to January 9, 2008"). 
261 See Trial Exhibit 2:017. 
1
"
2 Sec Trial Exhibit 2:018. 
~6) See Trial Exh1bit 2:018 at Bates stamp B_S069128, B_S069130, B_S069131 for examples. 
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has not attempted to sift through Asset Protection Pay Application #2 for each and every entry that 
was incurred on or before January 25, 2008. 
Sanner/Sabey has shown that it is entitled to recover for its reasonable costs and expenses 
through January 25, 2008. These were authorized by Tamarack. The Court will award 
Sanner/Sabey the amounts requested in the Asset Protection Pay Application# 1 in the amount of 
$113,791.00. The Court will give Sanner/Sabey leave to make a supplemental submission to 
identify any charges or expense contained in Asset Protection Pay Application #2 that were 
incurred on or before January 25, 2008. Any such submission shall be made within seven (7) days 
of the entry of this decision. Thereafter, Credit Suisse shall have seven (7) days to file any 
objection or response. 
In its post-trial submission, Banner/Sabey identified expenses and charges totaling 
$316,083.21 from Asset Protection Pay Application #2 that were incurred on or before 
January 25, 2008. These charges are detailed in the Appendix which accompanied 
Banner/Sabey's post-trial submission. In its response, Credit Suisse concedes that, except as 
discussed below, the charges and expenses were incurred on or before Janaury 25, 2008.264 
Credit Suisse objects to an expense of $17,883.51 related to attorney fees incurred by 
Sabey Construction, Inc. and $27,145.71 for attorney's fees incurred by Banner/Sabey. 
Banner/Sabey has failed to demonstrate that these attorney's fees were reasonably incurred 
by Banner/Sabey in the performance of the work related to the building of the Village Plaza 
project. Idaho Code § 45-501. The Court will disallow these amounts. 
264 See Plaintiffs Response to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Post Trial Sumissions Regarding Charges 
Incurred Prior to Janaur~· 25, 2008 at 2 ("Plaintiff ... otherwise does not disagree with 
Banner/Sabey's assessment of work incurred on or before January 25, 2008.") 
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Credit Suisse also objects to an expense in the amount of $15,051.58 which is 
apparently an additional so;., "construction management fee" applied to all of the charges 
and expenses from Asset Protection Pay Application #2 that were incurred on or before 
January 25, 2008. The Court will disallow this amount for the reason that Banner/Sabey has 
not demonstrated that Tamarack ever agreed to pay for this charge. 
The Court will allow Banner/Sabey to recover the additional amount of $256,002.41 
pursuant to its post trial submission. 265 
The following chart will summarize the amounts due under the Banner/Sabcy Village Plaza 
lien claim: 
Undisputed amounts: $5,033,881.59 
Additional Amounts: 
Pay Application #6 7,981.70 
Pay Application #7 3,987.22 
Pay Application #9 3,000.00 
Pay Application # 12 100.00 
Pay Application #16 5,000.00 
Pay Application #20 13,500.00 
Pay Application #21 20,862.00 
Pay Application #21 A 158,502.75 
Pay Application #22 45,548.14 
Pella Glass 71,920.57 
Quality Tile and Roofing 25,968.00 
Asset Protection 
Pay Application #1 113,791.00 
Pay Application #2 256,002.41 
TOTAL $5,760.045.38 
u.s $316,083.21- $17,883.51 -$27,145.71-$15,051.58 = $256,002.41. 
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C. The Banner/Sabey Village Plaza lien will be reduced pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 45-511. 
Idaho Code § 45-511 provides in part: 
The original or subcontractor shall be entitled to recover, upon the claim filed by 
him, only such amount as may be due to him according to the terms of his contract . 
.. after deducting all claims of other parties for work done and materials furnished 
to him as aforesaid, of which claim of lien shall have been filed as required by this 
chapter. ... 
Credit Suisse argues that this language means that the Banner/Sabey lien must be reduced 
by the amounts claimed in other lien claims filed by Banner/Sabey's subcontractors and suppliers. 
Banner!Sabey argues that the statute only requires that "if the amounts owed to a subcontractor are 
included in a general contractor's lien and subcontractor is paid on its own lien, the amount so paid 
must be deducted from the general's lien, thereby protecting the owner from double liability."266 
Banner/Sabey is entitled to foreclose upon the property to recover for all of the amounts it 
is due pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501. Its subcontractors and suppliers also have lien rights. In 
the absence of an intervening mortgagee, there is no issue or dispute among mechanic and 
materialmen as to the priority of their liens because their liens are on equal footing with all of the 
mechanic and materialmen's liens. Upon foreclosure, the liens would be ranked pursuant to the 
order prescribed in Idaho Code § 45-512. If the property was insufficient to pay all mechanic and 
materialmen liens, then the order would be laborers first, then materialmen, then subcontractors, 
then prime contractors and finally engineers/surveyors. Where, as here, there is an intervening 
mortgagee, there are different lien priority dates for each of the mechanics and materialmen 
depending upon when the lien claimant first provided labor, material or services for the project. 
In this case, Banner/Sabey and many of its Village Plaza subcontractors and suppliers filed 
liens against the Village Plaza property. Prior to trial, the Court detennined that the priority of 
Banner/Sabey's and Kesler's Village Plaza lien claims were prior to and superior to the Credit 
266 See Banner/Sabey II. LLC"s Closing Argument at 31. 
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Suisse mortgages. The Court also decided that the lien priority of some ofBanner/Sabey 
subcontractors and suppliers was subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. The 
Village Plaza subcontractors and suppliers whose liens were subsequent to and inferior to the 
Credit Suisse mortgages include Interior Systems, Inc., Sunbelt Rentals, American Stair 
Corporation, Quality Tile Roofing, Inc. and PCF, Inc. d/b/a Pella Windows and Doors. 
The priority of other Village Plaza subcontractors, including YMC and Tri-State Electric 
have been determined after the recent court trials. The Court has determined that the Tri-State 
Electric Village Plaza lien is prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. The Court has 
determined that the YMC Village Plaza lien is subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse 
mortgages. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-511, the Court will reduce Banner/Sabey's Village Plaza lien 
amount by the amounts Banner/Sabey has included in its lien claim for Tri-State Electric and 
Kesler. The Court will not reduce the amount due to Banner/Sabey for its Village Plaza lien by 
the amounts Banner/Sabey has included in its lien claim for any of the lien claimants whose liens 
are subsequent and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. If the Court reduced the amount of the 
Banner/Sabey lien by the amount of liens which are inferior to Credit Suisse, Banner/Sabey would 
be liable for the amounts due to the subcontractors, but would not have the ability to foreclose on 
the property for payment. Such a result would be unjust and inequitable. 
10. BAG Property Holdings, LLC. ("BAG") 
In August 2005, Tamarack entered into the Tamarack Condominium Pad Purchase 
Agreement between Tamarack Resort LLC and Bayview Financial, L.P. ("Pad Agreement') under 
the terms of which Tamarack agreed to sell and Bayview Financial, L.P. ("Ba)''View") agreed to 
purchase and develop two (2) undeveloped parcels as a large luxury hotel and condominium 
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project 2 r' 7 The two parcels arc referred to as the "Belvedere Ridge" parcel and the "Whitewater" 
parcel. As required by the Pad Agreement, Bayview deposited $1,000,000.00 in escrow at the time 
ofthe execution of the Pad Agreement. 
In an agreement dated as of February 24, 2006, Tamarack entered into that certain Option 
Agreement with Bayview for the purchase of an additional parcel, called the B21/B22 parcel under 
the terms of which Tamarack agreed to sell the B21 /B22 parcel and Bayview agreed to purchase 
and develop the B21/B22 parcel as another luxury hotel and/or condominium project ("B21/B22 
Option Agreement"). 26~ In accordance with the B21/B22 Option Agreement, Bayview deposited 
into escrow an Option Fee in the amount of$500,000.00. 
On March 8, 2006, Tamarack and Bayview entered into a Marketing and Sales 
Agreement.269 In this agreement, the parties agreed that Tamarack would be the exclusive on-site 
sales agent for the Pad Agreement development. Bayview agreed to pay Tamarack a commission 
for all sales as well as an advance of $50,000.00 per month to be credited against the 
commissions. 270 
On May 6, 2006, Bayview assigned all of its interests in the Pad Agreement and the 
B21 (822 Option Agreement to a related entity, BAG Property Holdings, LLC ("BAG") under the 
terms ofwhich BAG assumed all of Bayview's obligations. 271 Unless the context requires 
otherwise, the purchasing entity will be referred to herein as BAG. 
21
" Trial Exhibit A I. 
208 Trial Exhibit Al5. 
2
'" Trial Exhibit A12. 
210 The parties agreed that the $500,000.00 13211022 Option Fee also could be used as a credit against BAG's 
obligation to pay monthly advances to Tamarack pursuant to the Sales and Marketing Agreement. Trial Exhibit A 15 
at Section 3. 
211 Sec Trial Exhibit 15:006. 
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Tamarack and BAG amended the Pad Agreement on multiple occasions. The Seventh 
Amendment to the Pad Agreement ("Seventh Amendment"), made as of March 8, 2006, contained 
a number of significant tem1s.272 BAG waived its right to terminate the Pad Agreement and the 
Sl,OOO,OOO.OO deposit was released from escrow to Tamarack. 
Even though Tamarack had been paid the Pad Agreement deposit, the Pad Agreement 
contained provisions that could obligate Tamarack to return the Pad Agreement deposit, repay 
BAG up to $5,000,000.00 of its development costs, and to repay the B21/B22 Option Fee of 
$500,000.00. In the Seventh Amendment, Tamarack agreed to secure these obligations by 
providing BAG a second deed of trust on the Whitewater and Belvedere Ridge parcels and by 
providing BAG with a first deed of trust on a parcel identified as the "Canoe Grill" parcel.m The 
Seventh Amendment recited that Tamarack had plans to obtain new financing. BAG agreed to 
reconvey its deeds of trusts in the event of refinancing if Tamarack provided BAG with an 
unconditional and irrevocable letter of credit in the amount of $6,500,000.00. 
On March 9, 2006, BAG recorded a Memorandum of Agreement as Valley County 
Instrument No. 306685 in which it gave notice of the existence of the Pad Agreement.274 On April 
4, 2006, BAG recorded a Notice of Option Agreement as Valley County Instrument No. 307548 in 
which it gave notice of the existence ofthe 821/822 Option Agreement.275 
Tamarack did secure new financing for the Resort. On May 19, 2006, Tamarack entered 
into the Credit Agreement with the lenders and Credit Suisse for a new loan in the amount of 
272 Sec Trial Exhibit A II. 
273 See Trial Exhibit 15:003 (deed of trust re: Whitewater and 13c1Ycdere Ridge parcels), Tnal Exhibit 15:004 (second 
deed of trust re: "Canoe Grill" parcel). 
~ 74 Trial Exhibit 15:005. 
m Trial Exhibit 15:007. 
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$250,000,000.00.276 Tamarack and its subsidiaries secured the obligations in the Credit Agreement 
by granting first priority mortgages to Credit Suisse.277 These mortgages were recorded in Valley 
County on May 19, 2006. 
At the time Credit Suisse entered into the Credit Agreement with Tamarack, Credit Suisse 
knew about the Pad Agreement and the B21/B22 Option Agreement between Tamarack and BAG. 
Credit Suisse also was aware that BAG had prior deeds of trusts on the Belvedere Ridge, 
Whitewater and Canoe Grill parcels. As part of the closing of Tamarack's Credit Agreement, 
Credit Suisse provided an irrevocable $6,500,000.00 letter of credit to BAG.m BAG, in tum, 
reconveyed the deeds of trusts on the Pad Agreement property and the Canoe Grill parcel. m 
On June 30,2006, Tamarack and BAG entered into the B21/B22 Condominium Pad 
Purchase Agreement by which BAG exercised the option to purchase the B21/B22 parcel 
("B21/B22 Pad Purchase Agreement").280 Under the tem1s of the B21/B22 Pad Purchase 
Agreement, the B21/B22 Option Fee of$500,000.00 was released to Tamarack. 
On June 30, 2007, BAG and Tamarack entered into the Twenty Eighth Amendment to the 
Pad Agreement.281 As part of this amendment, Tamarack substantially reduced the purchase price 
of the Whitewater and Belvedere Ridge parcels and BAG agreed to return the $6.5 million Jetter of 
credit to Credit Suisse. The agreement indicated that BAG paid an additional deposit to Tamarack 
in the amount of $500,000.00 on December 21, 2006. The additional deposit increased the total 
Pad Agreement deposits to $1 ,500,000.00. Tamarack and BAG extended the predcvelopment 
period from June 2, 2007 to June 2, 2008. 
27
" Trial Exhibit A35. 
277 Trial Exhibits 15:012, 1:002A and 1:003. 
m Trial Exhibit 15:013. 
""Trial Exhibits 15:015,15:016. 
2
'
0 Trial Exhibit 15:014. 
m Trial Exhibit 15:017. 
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As detailed above, Tamarack experienced significant financial difficulties beginning by 
about August, 2007. Tamarack defaulted in its obligations to Credit Suisse, failed to pay its 
contractors and suppliers, failed to make lease payments for the golf course and ski lifts, and 
suspended all construction activities at the Resort. Credit Suisse filed this foreclosure action in 
Valley County on March 11, 2008. 
In its Counterclaims against Credit Suisse and Cross-Claim against Tamarack, BAG 
asserted that it had a statutory "vendee's lien" pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-804282 against both the 
Pad Agreement property and the B21/B22 parcel.283 BAG asserted that its vendee's lien was 
superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. BAG claimed that it had incurred about $20 million in 
development expenses pursuant to the Pad Agreement and the B21/B22 Agreement. BAG asserted 
that it was entitled to foreclose on its vendee's liens to recover both its development expenses and 
the deposits paid for both the Pad Agreement property and the B21/B22 property. 
BAG filed a motion for summary judgment seeking a ruling that it had valid and 
enforceable vendee's liens, that the vendee's liens included BAG's development expenses, and that 
the vendee's liens were superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages. Credit Suisse opposed the 
motion. In a ruling entered on August 5, 2010, the Court found that: 1) BAG did have a valid 
vendee's lien against the Pad Agreement parcels in the amount of its deposits, totaling 
$1 ,500,000.00; 2) BAG did have a valid vendee's lien against the B21/B22 parcel in the amount of 
its $500,000.00 deposit; and 3) the vendee's liens did not include any of BAG's development 
expenses. Even though a valid vendee's lien would have priority over a mortgagee with 
282 "Lien of Purchaser of real property.~ One who pays to the O\\ner any part of the price of real property. 
under an agreement for the sale thereof, has a special lien upon the property, independent of possession, for 
such part of the amount paid as he may be entitled to recover back. in case of a failure of consideration." 
Idaho Code § 45-804. 
m See BAG's Answer, Counterclaims and Cross-Claim, filed July 24, 2008. 
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knowledge, McMahon v. Cooper, 70 Idaho 139, 147-48, 212 P.2d 657, 661-62 (1949), the Court 
declined to grant summary judgment as to whether BAG's vendee's liens were superior to the 
Credit Suisse mortgages because the Court found there were disputed genuine issues of fact as to 
whether there were equitable defenses that would preclude BAG from asserting that its vendee's 
liens were superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages.284 
The court trial of the issues relating to the existence of equitable defenses to the assertion of 
the priority of the BAG vendee's liens was tried to the Court at the Ada County Courthouse on 
December 13 and 14, 2010 and January 6 and 7, 2011. Elizabeth W. Walker, pro hac vice, Sidley 
Austin, Los Angeles, California, appeared for Credit Suisse. Ford Elsaesser and Cindy Elliott, 
Elsaesser, Jarzabek, Anderson, Elliott & MacDonald, Chtd., Sand Point, Idaho, appeared for BAG. 
Testimony was received from Antonio Chimienti, a Florida attorney engaged as in house legal 
counsel for BAG and Bayview, Joel Goldman, a Florida attorney who provided legal services for 
BAG and Bayview as retained legal counsel, and who later was employed directly by BAG and 
Bayview; Albert Nelson Kennedy, a partner in the Portland, Oregon law firm ofTonkon Torp, 
LLP, and a retained expert on behalf of BAG; Arik Prawer, one of Credit Suisse's Managing 
Directors; Michelle Kelban, a partner in the New York City office of the law firm Latham & 
Watkins; Steven J. Millemann, a partner in the McCall, Idaho law firm, Millemann, Pittenger, 
McMahan & Pemberton; and Jean-Pierre Boespflug (by deposition). Numerous exhibits were 
admitted. 
The Credit Suisse representatives testified that they made it clear to Tamarack that Credit 
Suisse had to be in a "first lien priority position," and that Credit Suisse would not have made a 
2
"' Sec Memorandum Decision and Order Re: BAG Property Holdings. LLC's Motions for Summary Judgment. 
entered August 5, 2010. 
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loan to Tamarack unless Credit Suisse was in a "first lien priority position".2 g5 Tamarack's lawyer, 
Mr. Millemann, testified that BAG understood that Credit Suisse would require a "first lien priority 
position."2gu Mr. Prawer testified that Credit Suisse was willing to provide the $6.5 million letter 
of credit to replace the BAG deeds of trust and to insure Credit Suisse' first position.m Mr. 
MiJlemann testified that BAG was willing to accept the letter of credit as the replacement for the 
BAG deeds of trust on the Pad Agreement parcels and the Canoe Grill parcel.ns Mr. Prawer 
testified Credit Suisse would not have entered into the Credit Agreement or issued the letter of 
credit to BAG unless Credit Suisse obtained a first lien priority on the Pad Agreement and 
B21/B22 properties 289 
At the time of the closing of the Credit Agreement with Tamarack, Credit Suisse was aware 
ofthe Pad Agreement and the B21/B22 Option Agreement. Mr. Prawer testified that Credit Suisse 
understood that the Pad Agreement was to close not any later that June, 2007 and that the closing 
of the Pad Agreement would result in the payment of about $40 million to Tamarack.290 Mr. 
Prawer also testified that the anticipated revenue stream from the Pad Agreement was material to 
the decision Credit Suisse made to enter into the Credit Agreement with Tamarack. 291 Credit 
Suisse argues that Tamarack's receipt of the revenue stream from the closing of the Pad 
Agreement sale was a material condition to the financial models it used in approving the Credit 
Agreement. The amendments to the Pad Agreement effectively postponed the revenue stream until 
sometime in 2008. 
m Trial Transcript at 24-25 (Jan. 5, 2011 testimony of Arik Prawer). 
"''Trial Transcript at 199, 202-03 (January 6, 2011 testimony of Steven Millemann). 
"' Prawer testimony. supra note 285, at 45-46. 
'" Millemann testimony, supra note 286. at 203-05. 
28
" Prawer testimony, supra note 285, at 48. 
"" Jd. at 34-36. 
291 Jd. at 40-41. 
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Credit Suisse did not have any direct dealings with BAG representatives in the process of 
negotiating and concluding the Credit Agreement with Tamarack. The Credit Agreement did not 
directly prohibit Tamarack from amending the Pad Agreement. However, a change in the closing 
date could constitute a default of the financial covenants of the Credit Agreement. 
Arik Prawer was a director at Credit Suisse who solicited Tamarack's participation in the 
Credit Agreement, and who was central to the involvement of Credit Suisse. Mr. Prawer had 
significant prior experience and involvement in billions of dollars of real estate financing. He had 
never heard of a vendee's lien.292 Michelle Kelban, a partner in the New York City office of 
Latham & Watkins, L.P., represented Credit Suisse in connection with the Credit Agreement in 
2006. Ms. Kelban is primarily a real estate finance attorney. She has acted as legal counsel in 
hundreds of real estate financing transactions totaling $8 to $10 billion. Ms. Kelban had never 
heard of a vendee's lien.293 Mr. Chimienti was employed as in-house counsel for both Bayview 
and BAG and was involved in all aspects ofthe Pad Agreement and the B21/B22 Agreement. Mr. 
Chimienti did not learn of the existence of a vendee's lien under Idaho law until Credit Suisse filed 
this foreclosure action in March 2008. 294 Joel Goldman became a real estate lawyer in Florida 
after graduating from law school. His firm represented BAG and Bayview and Mr. Goldman 
provided legal advice as a real estate attorney. Mr. Goldman went to work directly for 
Bayview/BAG in mid-2007. Mr. Goldman had some involvement with and knowledge about both 
the Pad Agreement and the B21/B22 Agreement. Mr. Goldman was not aware of an Idaho 
vendee's lien statute until after Credit Suisse filed the foreclosure action in March, 2008. 295 Steven 
Millemann has been a licensed attorney in Idaho for more than thirty (30) years. Mr. Millemann 
''" Id at 56. 
293 Tria\ Transcript at 136-37 (Jan. 5, 2011 testimony of Michelle Kelban). 
'"*Tria\ Transcript at I 01-02, II 0 (Dec. 13, 2010 testimony of Antonio Chimienti). 
m Trial Transcript at 142-44 (Dec. 13,2010 testimony of Joel Goldman). 
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represented Tamarack in its dealings with Bayview/BAG and Credit Suisse. Mr. Millemann had 
never encountered a vendee's lien under Idaho law until about July 2008, after BAG filed its 
I C d. S . fi I . 29(, response tot 1e re It utsse orec osure actton. 
Albert Kennedy was called as an expert by BAG. Mr. Kennedy has been a lawyer since 
1976 and he is a partner in the Portland, Oregon law fim1 Tonkon Torp, LLP. Mr. Kennedy 
testified to significant experience in representing parties in complex real estate financing 
transactions. In his opinion, the customary and usual way for a commercial lender, such as Credit 
Suisse, to obtain a first lien priority position on a property would be to require a release or a 
subordination agreement from any party who had or might have an interest in the property.297 Mr. 
Kennedy testified that Credit Suisse did not request any subordination from BAG.m Mr. Kennedy 
also testified that it would be unusual for a commercial lender to rely upon a theory of implied 
waiver or estoppel in lieu of a subordination agreement.2w 
In its post trial brief, BAG asserts that it has valid and prior vendee's liens for $1.5 million 
against the Whitewater and Belvedere Ridge parcels and for $500,000 against the B21/B22 parcel. 
Credit Suisse contends that the evidence presented at trial establishes that the doctrines of waiver, 
equitable-estoppel, quasi-estoppel and/or unjust enrichment preclude BAG from asserting a 
superior vendee's lien and requests that the Court find that the vendee's liens asserted by BAG are 
subordinate to Credit Suisse's mortgages. 
A. Waiver does not bar the vendee's liens asserted by BAG. 
"Waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a known right or advantage." 
Stoddard v. Hagadone Corp., 147 Idaho 186, 191, 207 P.3d 162, 167 (2009). '"It is a voluntary act 
'"'' Millemann testnnony, supra note 286. at 23 7. 
'"'Trial Transcript at 179-80 (Dec. 14, 2010 testimony of Albert Kennedy). 
'"!d. at 183. 
2Q" !d. at 187-88. 
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and implies election by a party to dispense with something of value or to forego some right or 
advantage which he might at his option have demanded and insisted upon.'" Jd. (quoting Crouch v. 
Bischoff, 78 Idaho 364, 368, 304 P.2d 646, 649 (1956)). Waiver may be established by conduct. 
Hecla Mining Co. v. Star-Morning Mining Co., 122 Idaho 778, 782,839 P.2d 1192, 1196 (1992). 
"'A party asserting waiver must have acted in reliance upon the waiver and altered the party's 
position."' I d. (quoting Hecla Mining Co., 122 Idaho at 782.) Ultimately,"[ w]aiver is a question of 
fact and requires a showing of substantial evidence on the record." A & B lrrig. Dist. v. Aberdeen-
American Falls Ground Water Dist., 141 Idaho 746,754, 118 P.3d 78,86 (2005). 
Credit Suisse argues that: (a) Bayview and BAG intended to and did waive any potential 
lien with priority over Credit Suisse's mortgage; (b) the parties' intent in securing Tamarack 
Resort's obligations with the deeds of trust and letter of credit was to ensure the first priority 
position of Credit Suisse' mortgage securing its $250 million loan; and (c) the parties never 
intended that (i) BAG would have additional security for claimed deposits that already were fully 
secured by deeds of trust and letter of credit, (ii) Credit Suisse would provide a $6.5 million letter 
of credit without receiving anything in return for it, and (iii) Bayview, in exchange for re-
conveying its second deed of trust, would receive the letter of credit and retain a lien superior to 
the one it relinquished. 
BAG contends that Credit Suisse has failed to prove by substantial evidence that BAG 
voluntarily and intentionally waived its priority under the vendee's lien statute. Further, BAG 
asserts that Credit Suisse could not have relied on or altered its position in reliance on BAG's 
rights under agreements entered into with Tamarack and to which Credit Suisse was not a party. 
Moreover, BAG asserts that it was unaware of the vendee's lien statute until this litigation and 
therefore could not have intended to waive its rights under the statute. 
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Credit Suisse counters that: (a) intent to waive may be established by conduct and a written 
subordination agreement is not necessary for a waiver; (b) actual knowledge of the vendee's lien 
statute was not necessary for a waiver because, first, the intention manifested by Bayview and 
BAG was to waive any challenge to the first position, not merely to waive rights under a statute, 
and, second, BAG has conceded that a party can waive lien rights without specifically addressing 
any particular statute or other source of such rights; and (c) the claimed vendee's lien is not a 
"permitted encumbrance" under the Credit Agreement. 
BAG did not knowingly and intentionally waive a known right for the simple reason that 
BAG had no knowledge of the existence ofldaho's vendee's lien until after March, 2008 when 
Credit Suisse filed this foreclosure action. Credit Suisse did not alter its position based upon any 
waiver by BAG because Credit Suisse was not aware that BAG had any vendee's lien rights to 
wmve. The Court will find that BAG did not waive a right that BAG did not know it had. 
B. Equitable-Estoppel does not bar the vendee's liens asserted by BAG. 
In order to obtain equitable estoppel, a party must show: 
(1) a false representation or concealment of a material fact made with actual or 
constructive knowledge of the truth; (2) that the party asserting estoppel did not 
and could not have discovered the truth; (3) an intent that the misrepresentation or 
concealment be relied upon; and (4) that the party asserting estoppel relied on the 
misrepresentation or concealment to his or her prejudice. 
Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851,861,230 P.3d 743, 753 (2010). 
Credit Suisse argues that equitable estoppel should be applied here to preclude BAG from 
claiming its vendee's liens are superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages because: (a) Bayview 
demanded the letter of credit from Credit Suisse knowing that Credit Suisse required a first lien on 
the Belvedere, Whitewater, and B21/B22 parcels as a condition of making the loan to Tamarack 
and providing the letter of credit- if Bayview intended to retain any right to challenge the priority 
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of the mortgage then it misrepresented or concealed its intent to do so; (b) Credit Suisse could not 
have discovered Bayview's "secret intent"; (c) Bayview was infom1ed and understood that Credit 
Suisse's mortgage priority was a key condition of issuing the letter of credit and making the loan 
and therefore it is obvious from the circumstances that Bayview intended that Credit Suisse rely on 
Bayview's tacit acquiescence to such priority; and lastly (d) Credit Suisse reasonably and 
detrimentally relied on Bayview's conduct. 
BAG contends that Credit Suisse misconstrues the facts and asserts that: (a) BAG did not 
demand that Credit Suisse issue it a letter of credit- Tamarack was contractually obligated to do 
so; (b) neither BAG nor Credit Suisse knew about the vendee's lien statute until this litigation; and 
(c) there was no communication from BAG to Credit Suisse or from Credit Suisse to BAG. In 
short, BAG asserts that its conduct does not constitute false representation of concealment of a 
material fact with knowledge of the truth. 
Here, because BAG did not have any knowledge of its rights under Idaho's vendee's lien 
statute, BAG did not misrepresent or conceal any material fact concerning the vendee's lien. 
Credit Suisse could have discovered the existence of the vendee's lien but did not. BAG did not 
make any demand on Credit Suisse. Tamarack had a pre-existing obligation to provide a letter of 
credit to BAG to obtain a reconveyance of the BAG's deeds of trust. Credit Suisse has failed to 
demonstrate that equitable estoppel should be applied to preclude BAG from asserting the priority 
of its vendee's liens. 
C. Quasi-Estoppel does not bar the vendee's liens asserted by BAG. 
Quasi-estoppel applies when: 
( 1) the offending party took a different position than his or her original position, 
and (2) either (a) the offending party gained an advantage or caused a 
disadvantage to the other party; (b) the other party was induced to change 
positions; or (c) it would be unconscionable to pem1it the offending party to 
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maintain an inconsistent position from one he or she has already derived a benefit 
or acquiesced in. 
Terrazas v. Blaine Coumy ex ref. Bd. OJCommr 's, 147 Idaho 193, 200 fn.3, 207 P.3d 169, 176 
(2009). 
Credit Suisse argues that: (a) by demanding and accepting the Bayview deeds of trust and 
letter of credit, Bayview tacitly adopted the position that Credit Suisse's mortgages would have 
"first lien priority"- and BAG is now claiming the contrary; (b )(i) Bayview and BAG obtained 
substantial benefits from their former position; (ii) Credit Suisse was induced to make the loan and 
issue the letter of credit because ofBAG's former position; and (iii) it would be unconscionable 
for BAG to have first-priority because it and Bayview derived substantial benefits from and 
acquiesced to the first priority of Credit Suisse's mortgage. 
BAG argues that Credit Suisse misconstrues the facts. It asserts that Credit Suisse was not a 
party to the agreements between Tamarack and BAG in connection with the deeds of trust and was 
not Tamarack's lender when Tamarack agreed to provide BAG with the deeds of trust and to 
replace the deeds with a letter of credit. Moreover, Tamarack was contractually obligated to 
provide BAG with a letter of credit. BAG also emphasizes that neither BAG nor Credit Suisse 
knew about Idaho's vendee's lien statute. Further, BAG asserts that there was no communication 
from BAG to Credit Suisse or from Credit Suisse to BAG. Finally, BAG asserts that it was merely 
exercising its contractual rights and therefore its conduct should not be construed as manifesting an 
inconsistent position or unconscionable. 
The Court will find that Credit Suisse has not shown that quasi-estoppel is available. There 
were no direct discussions between Credit Suisse and BAG. Credit Suisse never sought any 
waiver or subordination by BAG. Credit Suisse did not rely upon any communications from BAG 
in making any of its decisions relating to the Credit Agreement. 
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D. Unjust Enrichment does not bar the vendee's liens asserted by BAG. 
Unjust enrichment requires that: 
(I) there was a benefit conferred upon the defendant by the plaintiff; (2) 
appreciation by the defendant of such benefit; and (3) acceptance of the benefit 
under circumstances that would be inequitable for the defendant to retain the 
benefit without payment to the plaintiff for he value thereof. 
Vanderford Co., Inc. v. Knudson, 144 Idaho 547,558, 165 P.3d 261,272 (2007). "Unjust 
enrichment. or restitution, is the measure of recovery under a contract implied in law." Gray \'. 
Tri- Way Canst. Sen'ices, Inc., 14 7 Idaho 3 78, 388-89, 210 P .3d 63, 73-74 (2009) (quoting Barn; v. 
Pacific West Canst., Inc., 140 Idaho 827, 834, 103 P.3d 440,447 (2004)). "A contract implied in 
law ... 'is not a contract at all, but an obligation imposed by law for the purpose of bringing about 
justice and equity without reference to the intent of the agreement of the parties .... "!d. To 
recover upon a theory of unjust enrichment, there must have been some relationship between the 
party seeking restitution and the party said to owe restitution. Beco Constr. Co., Inc. v. Bannock 
Paving Co., Inc., 118 Idaho 463, 465-66, 797 P.2d 863, 865-66 (1990). 
Credit Suisse argues that: (a) in return for priority, Credit Suisse provided substantial 
benefits to Bayview and BAG, i.e. the benefits associated with the issuing of the letter of credit 
and entering into the credit agreement; and (b) it would be inequitable for BAG to retain such 
benefits while Credit Suisse loses priority. BAG asserts that Credit Suisse did not confer a benefit 
on BAG because Tamarack was already contractually obligated to provide BAG with the letter of 
credit. BAG further emphasizes that while Credit Suisse had a relationship with Tamarack and 
Tamarack had a relationship with BAG, Credit Suisse did not have a relationship with BAG. 
The Court will find that Credit Suisse has not made out a case for application of unjust 
enrichment. Credit Suisse was not involved as a party in any transaction with BAG. Tamarack. 
not Credit Suisse, was obligated to provide a letter of credit to BAG. BAG was not unjustly 
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enriched when it received the letter of credit because Tamarack had the existing obligation to 
provide the letter of credit to BAG if Tamarack succeeded, as it did, in securing new financing for 
the Resort. 
In this case Credit Suisse was unaware that Idaho had a vendee's lien statute. Credit Suisse 
assumed that it would have a first lien priority position when Credit Suisse recorded its mortgages. 
BAG did not have any role in promoting any understanding or assumptions by Credit Suisse. 
Credit Suisse did not rely on any communication from BAG in not becoming aware of the 
vendee's lien statute, or in assuming that Credit Suisse had a first priority lien position. Credit 
Suisse could have, but did not, learn of the existence of a vendee's lien under Idaho law. Credit 
Suisse could have, but did not, seek a form of subordination or release by BAG. BAG did not 
know about the existence of a vendee's lien under Idaho law. BAG did not engage in any conduct 
which misled Credit Suisse about Credit Suisse's or BAG's lien rights. There were no dealings 
between Credit Suisse and BAG that would give rise to any of the equitable defenses that Credit 
Suisse has asserted. Credit Suisse has failed to demonstrate that any equitable defense applies to 
prohibit BAG from asserting the priority of its vendee's lien claims. The Court will fmd that 
BAG's vendee's liens are superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages as to the properties referred to 
herein as the Whitewater, Belvedere Ridge and B211B22 parcels. 
Conclusion 
As explained above, the Court will find that: 
1) Teufel's lien claim is: a) valid and enforceable; b) subsequent to and inferior to the 
Credit Suisse mortgages; and c) in the amount of$306,543.30. 
2) YMC's Village Plaza liens are: a) valid and enforceable; b) subsequent to and inferior to 
the Credit Suisse mortgages; and c) in the amount of $1,499,223.45. 
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3) Kesler's Village Plaza lien is in the amount of$14,446.72. 
4) MHTN's Village Plaza lien is: a) in the amount of$1 ,084,842.66; and b) that amount 
will be reduced by the amount included in the MHTN claim of lien for OZ work on Village Plaza. 
5) MHTN's Lake Wing lien is: a) prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages; and 
b) in the amount of$464,600.98. 
6) OZ's Village Plaza lien is in the amount of $719,552.94. 
7) OZ and Hedrick arc both original contractors re: Trillium Townhomes Lot 122 and in 
the event that foreclosure sales proceeds are insufficient, will share in the proceeds pro rata. 
8) Tri-State Electric's Village Plaza liens are: a) valid and enforceable; b) prior to and 
superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages; and c) in the amount of $1,216,466.39. 
9) Banner/Sabey's Village Plaza liens are: a) valid and enforceable; b) in the total amount 
of$5,760,045.38; and c) the amount ofthe Village Plaza lien will be reduced by the amounts 
Banner/Sabey has included for Tri-State Electric and Kesler work on Village Plaza. 
1 0) BAG's vendee's liens are superior to the Credit Suisse mortgages as to the Whitewater, 
Belvedere Ridge and B21/B22 parcels. 
11) Requests for costs, interest and fees will be taken up at a later date. The Court will 
schedule a further status/scheduling conference to address these and other issues. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
/-Dated this . ;> 
District Judge 
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I. Statement of Facts 
On or about August 15, 20 II, this Court entered the Substitute Findings and Conclusions 
re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Liens and Mortgage Claims ("Substitute 
Findings"). In the Substitute Findings, this Court found that Teufel had a valid and enforceable 
claim of lien in the amount of $306,543.30. 
The Court ordered in the Substitute Findings that requests for costs, fees and interest 
would be taken up at a later date. On or about September 13, 2011, this Court filed Further 
Scheduling Order. The Further Scheduling Order required that: 
Any party seeking an award of costs, attorney fees and/or pre-
judgment interest in connection with these foreclosure proceeding 
is directed to submit a memorandum of costs and application for 
fees and/or pre-judgment interest on or before September 30, 20\1. 
Teufel seeks an award of pre-judgment interest in connection with the foreclosure 
proceedings. 
II. Authority 
Prejudgment interest is allowed on money due by an express contract, I.C. § 28-22-104, 
and should be awarded when it is capable of mathematical computation. Cranney v. lv!ut. of" 
Enumclaw Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 6. 8, 175 P.Jd 168, 170 (2007). Idaho Code § 28-22-104 provides 
that: 
When there is no express contract in writing fixing a different rate 
of interest, interest is allowed at the rate of t\velvc cents ( 12 
ccnt(s)) on the hundred by the year on: 
1. Money due by express contract. 
2. Money atter the same becomes due. 
Idaho Code Section 28-22-104 allows for prejudgment interest at the rate of twelve 
percent per annum in cases where money is due on an express contract. Greenough v. Farm 
Bureau ,Hut. Ins. Co., 142 Idaho 589, 592, 130 P.Jd 1127, 1130 (2006). "Prejudgment interest 
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can be awarded as a matter of law from the date the sum became due in cases where the amount 
claimed, even though not liquidated, is capable of mathematical computation." Dillon v . 
.'vfontgomery. 138 Idaho 614,617,67 P.3d 93,96 (2003). 
The award of pre-judgment interest is made at the district court's discretion. Id 
Teufel is entitled to pre-judgment interest as it had a valid and enforceable claim of lien. 
III. Teufel is Entitled to Prejudgment Interest 
As Teufel was successful in proving that it had a valid and successtul claim of lien, it is 
entitled to pre-judgment interest. See Perception Constr. 1V!gmt. v. Bell, 254 P.3d 1246 (June 29, 
2011) (District Court found that plaintiff has prevailed on its claim of lien and awarded damages 
and prejudgment interest.). Furthermore, as the amount owed to Teufel is able to be detennined 
with mathematical certainty, United States Fidelity & Guaranty Company v. Clover Creek Cattle 
Company, 92 Idaho 889, 452 P.2d 993 ( 1969), and this Court made such a determination in the 
Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and 
Mortgage Claims. by finding that ''Teufel has met its burden in demonstrating that the lien 
amount ... [is] $306,543.30," Teufel is entitled to an award of prejudgment interest. 
IV. Pre-.Judgment Interest Rate 
Pursuant to !.C. § 28-22-104, the default prejudgment interest rate is twelve percent 
(12%). However. this rate applies "when there is no express contract in writing fixing a different 
rate i ntcrest. . .'' !d. 
Teufel contracted with Tamarack Resort, LLC to install landscaping at Tamarack Resort. 
Pursuant to the Paragraph 6.4 of the Landscape Construction Agreement: 
Payments due and unpaid under this Agreement shall bear interest 
from the date payment is due at a per annum rate equal to the 
prime rate published by Wells Fargo Bank in Boise, Idaho plus two 
percent (2%). 
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Paragraph 6.4 is found in the Landscape Construction Agreement for 2004, 2005, 2006 
and 2007. 
Wells Fargo publishes its prime rate on its webpage via News Releases. The tollowing 
table sets torth the Wells Fargo prime rate tor the relevant times. 
Dates Published Prime Rate 
June 29, 2006 - September 17, 2007 8.25% 
September 18, 2007- October 30, 2007 7.75% 
October 31, 2007- December I 0, 2007 7.50% 
December II, 2007 - January 21, 2008 7.25% 
January 22, 2008- January 29, 2008 . 6.50% 
January 30, 2008- March 17, 2008 6.00% 
March 18, 2008 -April 29, 2008 5.25% 
True and accurate copies of the news releases announcing the changes in the Wells Fargo 
prime rate are attached to the Anidavit of Justin T. Cranney as Exhibits "A", "I3", "C", "D", "E", 
"F", "G'' and '·H." 
V. Due Date 
C nder the terms of the Landscape Construction Agreements, Paragraph 6.2.1, "'payments 
shall be made by Owner no later than twenty (20) days after the Landscape Architect receives the 
Application for Payment. 
The tollowing are the properties tor which Teufel was found to have a valid and 
entorceable lien. the date the invoice tor payment was submitted, the due date, corresponding 
Wells Fargo prime rate and the prejudgment interest rate: 
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Property Date Invoice Payment Due Wells Fargo Contract 
Submitted Prime Rate Rate 
Clearwater 9/5/2007 9/25/2007 7.75% 9.75% 
Townhomes 
Poma 7/24/2007 8113/2007 8.25% 10.25% 
. Rock Creek 2/4/2008 2/24/2008 6.00'% 8.00% 
Snow Front I 0/23/2007 11/12/2007 7.50% 9.50% 
' 
Trillium Cottages 10/23/2007 11/12/2007 7.50% 9.50% 
Trillium 11/19/2007 12/10/2007 7.50% 7.50% 
Townhomes 
VI. Prejudgment Interest Owed from Date Claim of Lien was Filed 
Teufel recorded its Claim of Lien on or about March 21, 2008. Prejudgment interest 
from that date for each of the properties is as follows: 
Judgment I Interest Rate 
Prejudgment Interest 
Property from March 21, 2008 to 
September 23, 2011 
Clearwater $21,638.33 9.75% ' $7,404.31 
Townhomes 
Poma $2880.00 10.25% $1,036.03 
Rock Creek '$1,429.72 8.00% $401.42 
--
Snow Front $45,205.66 9.50% $15,072.06 
Trillium Cottages $184,4 76.32 9.50% $61,596.45 
Trillium Townhomes $50,9!3.27 7.50% '$13,401.35 
I 
J Total $98,911.62 
' 
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Teufel respectfully requests that this Court award to Teufel prejudgment interest in the 
amount of$98,911.62. 
DATED this c{(o day of September, 20 II. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
By: ~,Lr(!l ~_<_6'- 1-~ 
Terri R. Pickens, of the tirrn 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
JUSTIN T. CRANNEY, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
I. I am at least eighteen ( 18) years of age and competent to testify regarding the 
matters set forth herein. 
2. I am the attorney for Teufel Nursery, Inc. and make the following statements based upon 
my personal knowledge. 
3. I searched Wells Fargo Bank's webpagc to determine the prime rate published by Wells 
Fargo Bank. 
4. Reviewing the Wells Fargo Bank webpage, I learned that Wells Fargo Bank publishes the 
changes to the Wells Fargo Bank prime rate in News Releases. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A'' is a true and accurate copy of the Wells Fargo News 
Release, dated June 29, 2006, announcing the raising the prime rate to 8.25%, which I printed 
directly from the Wells Fargo Bank webpage. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and accurate copy of the Wells Fargo News 
Release, dated September 18, 2007, announcing the lowering of the prime rate from 8.25% to 
7.75%, which l printed directly from the Wells Fargo Bank webpage. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and accurate copy of the Wells Fargo News 
Release, dated October 31, 2007, announcing the lowering ofthe prime rate from 7.75% to 
7.50%, which I printed directly from the Wells Fargo Bank webpage. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and accurate copy of the Wells Fargo News 
Release, dated December I I. 2007, announcing the lowering of the prime rate from 7.50% to 
7.25%, which I printed directly from the Wells Fargo Bank wcbpage. 
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9. Attached hereto as Exhibit ''E" is a true and accurate copy of the Wells Fargo News 
Release, dated January 22, 2008, announcing the lowering of the prime rate from 7.25% to 
6.50%, which I printed directly from the Wells Fargo Bank wcbpage. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit ·T' is a true and accurate copy of the Wells Fargo News 
Release, dated January 30, 2007, announcing the lowering of the prime rate from 6.50% to 
6.00%. which I printed directly from the Wells Fargo Bank webpage. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit "G" is a true and accurate copy of the Wells Fargo News 
Release, dated March 18, 2008, announcing the lowering of the prime rate from 6.00% to 5.25%, 
which I printed directly from the Wells Fargo Bank webpage. 
12. Attached hereto as Exhibit ''H" is a true and accurate copy ofthe Wells Fargo News 
Release, dated April 30, 2008, announcing the lowering of the prime rate trom 5.25% to 5.00%, 
which I printed directly from the Wells Fargo Bank webpage. 
[END TEXT] 
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DATED This lk__day of September, 2011. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this 1.\p day of September, 20 II. 
~~ 
OoTARY;UBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at:_L;ih~""--'(o"'--. ______ _ 
My Commission Expires: q {1~/wr;, 
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Counsellor Jean-Pierre Boespjlug; Land Commissioners 
Terry Copple Kenneth C. Howell 
DAVIS ON COPPLE COPPLE & COX HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
P 0 BOX 1583 HAWLEY 
BOISE ID 83701 POBOXI6\7 
Counsellor Tri-State Electric BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance. Inc I Michael Spink Stephen J Lord 
SPINK BUTLER, I.LP ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P 0 BOX 639 I 800 w STATE ST STE 200 -
AF"F"IDAVIT OF" JUSTIN T. CRANNEY IN SUPPORT OF" TEUFEL NURSERY, INC'S MOTION FOR 
PRE-.JLDGMENT INTEREST- 5 



























BOISE ID 83701 HOlSE ID 83702 
Associate ('ounseljiJr Credit Suisse COltnseljiJr Tamarack l1-luniciEal Assoc. 
Arnold Wagner Lynnettc Davis 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 HAWLEY 
BOISE ID 83702 POHOX1617 
Counsel ji)r Scott Hedrick Construction BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Counsel/or EZA, PC and Quality Roojing 
P. Bruce Badger Geoffrey 1. McConnell 
Robert J. Dale MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
215 S STATE STE 1200 HOlSE ID 83702 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111-2323 Counsel for YMC. Inc & Interior Sys .. Inc 
Assoc. Counselfor Credit Suisse 
David Krueck Samuel A. Diddle 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW 
POBOX 1097 & McKL VEEN CHTD 
BOlSE ID 83701 POBOX 1368 
Counsel j(Jr Kesler Construction BOlSE ID 83701 
Counsel j(lr Secesh Engineering 
M. Darin Hammond James Alderman 
SMITH KNOWLES BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
4723 HARRISON BL VD STE 200 POBOX 1308 
OGDEN UT 84403 BOlSE ID 83701 
Counsel for PCF, Inc Counsel for Inland Crane 
Richard Greener David Penny 
Chris Burke COSHO HUMPHREY 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER POBOX 9518 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 900 . BOlSE ID 83707 
BOlSE ID 83702 Counsel jur fIobson Fabricating Corp 
Counsel jar West ,\-fountain Golf 
Clay Shockley William F Nichols 
SASSER & INGLIS WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y 
POBOX 5880 5700 E FRANKLlN RD STE 200 
BOISE [0 83705 NAMPA ID 83687-7901 
Counsel for MHTN Architects, Inc Counsel North Lake Rec Sewer & Water 
Dist and Timber Tech Cons!r 
Robert F Babcock i Thomas G Walker 
Adam T Mow MacKenzie Whatcott 
BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK COSHO HUMPHREY 
505 E 200 S STR 300 POBOX 9518 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 BOlSE ID 83707-9518 
Counsel jar P_e_tr.:c;(/,'--I_n_c______ I 
ThomasB~[i~g'--h __________ ~ 
AFFIDAVIT OF JUSTIN T. CRANNEY IN SUPPORT OF TEUFEL :'>lURSERY, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
PRE-JUDGMENT INTEREST - 6 
--- - ---_ .. - ---
) • 
DINIUS LAW I BENOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD 
5680 E FRANKUN RD STE 130 HIGH & VALDEZ 
NAMPA ID 83687 P 0 BOX 366 
Counsel jar Action Garage Door TWIN FALLS ID 83303-0366 
Counsel for NON-PARTY AmeriGas Prop 
Jetirey Wilson 
WILSON & McCOLL 
P 0 BOX 1544 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel jiJr United Rentals 
AFFIDAVIT OF .J(]STIN T. CRANNEY IN SUPPORT OF TEUFEL NliRSF:RY, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
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Feedback 
News Release 
San Francisco- June 29, 2006 
·) 
Wells Fargo Bank Raises Prime Rate to 8.25 Percent 
Wells Fargo Bank. N.A, said today it is raising its prime rate from 8.00 percent to 8.25 percent, effecti\oe today, June 29, 
2006. 
Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial services company with $492 billion in assets. providing banking, 
insurance. in\oestments, mortgage and consumer finance to more than 23 million customers from more than 6,200 
stores and the internet (wellsfargo.com) across North .America and elsewhere internationally. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A is 
the only bank in the United States to receive the highest possible credit rating, "Aaa," from Moody's Investors Service. 
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Wells Fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rate to 7.75 Percent 
San Francisco- September 18.2007 
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A, said today it is lowering its prime rate from 8.25 percent to 7.75 percent. effective today, Sept. 18, 
2007. 
Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial services company with $540 billion in assets, providing banking, 
insurance, investments, mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6,000 stores and the internet (wellsfargo.com) 
across North America and internationally. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A is the only bank in the U.S .. and one of only two banks 
worldw'1de, to have the highest credit rating from both Moody's Investors Service, "Aaa," and Standard & Poor's Ratings 
SeNices, "MA" 
### 
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Wells Fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rate to 7.50 Percent 
San Francisco- October 31, 2007 
Wells Fargo Bank. NA, said today it is lowering its prime rate from 7.75 percent to 7.50 percent. effective today, Oct 31, 
2007. 
Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial services company with $549 billion in assets, providing banking, 
insurance, investments, mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6,000 stores and the internet (wellsfargo.com) 
across North America and internationally. Wells Fargo Bank, NA is the only bank in the U.S., and one of only two banks 
worldwide, to have the h'rghest credit rating from both Moody's Investors Service, "Aaa." and Standard & Poor's Ratings 
Services, "AM" 
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Wells Fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rate to 7.25 Percent 
San Francisco- December 11,2007 
Wells Fargo Bank. N.A., said today it is lowering its prime rate from 7.50 percent to 7.25 percent, effective today, Dec. 11, 
2007. 
Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial services company with $549 billion in assets, prolliding banking, 
insurance, investments, mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6,000 stores and the internet (wellsfargo.com) 
across North America and internationally. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. is the only bank in the U.S., and one of only two banks 
worldwide, to have the highest credit rating from both Moody's lnwstors Service, "Aaa," and Standard & Poor's Ratings 
Services, "AAA." 
### 
© 1999- 2011 Wells Fargo. All rights reserved. NM..SR ID 399801 
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Wells Fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rate to 6.50 Percent 
San Francisco- January 22, 2008 
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., said today it is lowering its prime rate !rom 7.25 percent to 6.50 percent. effective today, Jan. 22, 
2008. 
Wells Fargo & Company IS a divers1fied financial services company with $575 billion in assets. providing banking, 
msurance, investments, mortgage and consumer iinance through almost 6,000 stores and the internet (wellsfargo.com) 
across North America and internationally. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. is the only bank in the U.S., and one of only two banks 
worldwide, to have the highest credit rating from both IVIoody's Investors Service, ·'Aaa," and Standard & Poor's Ratings 
Services, "N-A" 
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Wells Fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rate to 6.00 Percent 
San Francisco- January 30, 2007 
Wells Fargo Bank. N.A, said today it is lowering its prrme rate from 6.50 percent to 6.00 percent. effectiw today, Jan. 30, 
2008. 
Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial services companywith 5575 billion in assets. providing banking. 
insurance, investments, mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6,000 stores and the internet (wellsfargo.com) 
across North America and internationally. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A ·Is the only bank in the U.S., and one of only two banks 
worldwide, to have the highest credit rating from both Moody's Investors Service, "Aaa," and Standard & Poor's Ratings 
Services, "AAA" 
### 














San Francisco- March 18, 2008 
) 
Wells Fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rate to 5.25 Percent 
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A, said today it is lowering its prime rate from 6.00 percent to 5.25 percent, effective today, March 18, 
2008. 
Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial services companywith $575 billion in assets. pro-.iding banking, 
msurance. in...es\ments, mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6,000 stores and the internet (wellsfarqo.com) 
across North America and internationally. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A is the only bank in the U.S., and one of only two banks 
worldwide, to have the highest credit rating from both Moody's Investors Service, "Aaa," and Standard & Poor's Ratings 
Services, "AI'A" 
### 

















Wells Fargo Bank lowers Prime Rate to 5.00 Percent 
San Francisco - .llpnl 30. 2008 
Wells Fargo Bank. NA. said today it is lowering its prime rate from 5.25 percent to 5.00 percent. effective today. April 30. 
2008. 
Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial serv1ces company with $595 billion in assets. providing banking, 
insurance. investments. mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6,000 stores and the Internet (wellsfargo.com) 
across North America and internationally. Wells Fargo Bank, NA is the only bank in the U.S., and one of only two banks 
worldwide, to have the highest credit rating from both Moody's Investors Service, "Aaa," and Standard & Poor's Ratings 
Services, "AM" 
### 
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Terri R. Pickens/ISS #5828 
Justin T. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 91h Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, lD 83701 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
terri(cl)pickenslawboise.com 
j ustinullpickenslawboise .com 
Attorneys for Defendant Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
t 
~i!OJ~~ 
SEP 2 7 i.OU 
Case No _____ lnsl. ~ .... ..-.r-
:"iled M. ~: Jd: P.M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN RE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
\ 
--------------------------------~ 
Case No. CV-08-114C 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 




Case No. CV-08-310C Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case "Jo. CV -08-311 C Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV-08-J 12C Case No. CV-08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-324C Case No. CV-08-SIOC 
Case No. CV-08-335C Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-356C Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV -08-357C Case No. CV -08-51JC 
Case No. CV-08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV-08-528C 
Case No. CV- 08-557C Case No. CV-08-583C 
COMES NOW, Teufel Nursery, Inc., by and through its attorney of record, Terri R. 
Pickens, of the tirrn Pickens Law, P.A., and hereby moves this Court for an entry of default 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDGMENT AS TO DEFENDANT TAMARACK 












 O. l l. ~~














judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P. 55( a)( I) and 55(b )(I) against Tamarack Resort, LLC. This motion 
is made on the grounds and for the reason that Detendant Tamarack Resort, LLC has t~1iled to 
appear in the above entitled action within twenty (20) days from the date of service of the Order 
Allowing Counsel to Withdraw. This motion is supported by the Artidavit of Terri R. Pickens, 
tiled concurrently herewith, and the Order Allowing Withdrawal filed on May 26, 2011, with 
this Court. 
DATED this~ day of September. 2011. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certity that on this -~day of September 2011, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served by electronic mail to the following: 
Randall Peterman 
John C. Ward 
Elizabeth Walker 
SIDLEY AUSTIN 
MOFFATT THOMAS 555 W FIFTH ST STE 4000 
P 0 BOX 829 J zos ANGELES CA 90013 
, _B..c..O.:.:.lc:.:SE.:.:.;-'-'ILD'--8-3.:...7...::0.cc.l.:.:..;.c..:.:______ 'ounselfor Credit Su._is-se_' --------, ,... Counsel j(Jr Credit Suisse 
Rrad A Goergen Richard A. Cummings 
GRAHAM & DUN01 CUMM1N"GS LAW OFFICES 
2801 ALASKA;...! WAY STE 300 P 0 BOX 1545 
EATTLE WA 98121 BOISE 10 83701 
J. unselfhr ~anc ofAmer Leasing & Cmmselj(Jr J H. Masomy, and Western 
1pital. LLC States Crane Co. 
' Suzanne M Fegelein Susan E. Buxton 
ELSAF.SSER JARZABEK ANDERSON . Jill S. Holinka 
MARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH CHTD MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
P 0 BOX I 049 950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
L sAND PO !N_Tc_I:.=Dc_8:.:.3.:c..86.:_4:.____ ____ ...L BOISE ID 83 702 
:V10TJON FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDGMENT AS TO DEFENDANT TAMARACK 
RESORT. LLC- 2 
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S NDPOIN--'.T--'.I.=..D. .;:.8.::. . S"-' -'-  _ _ ----'-
l
,
- _ ... __ .. -
) 
( 'ounseljiJr RAG l'roJ7erty Holdings.~ Cozmseljhr T/vfUIDP Miller, rLC'. JV 
Bart W. Harwood I Kevin A. Bay 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & RYAN SWA:-.JSON & CLEVELAND 
BLANTON I 1201 THIRD AVE STE 3400 
P 0 BOX 1271 SEATTLE WA 98101 
BOISE ID 83 70 I Counselji>r Banner/5)ahey !I, LLC 
Counselji>r !JannenS'ahey /1, LLC 
TJ Angstman 
Wyatt B Johnson 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOC 
3649 LAKEHARBOR LN 
BOISE ID 83703 
Counsel jhr Jean-l'ierre Boe:.pjlug; 
Terry Copple 
DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COX 
P 0 BOX 1583 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel j(>r Tri-State Dectric 
Michael Spink 
SPINK BUTLER, LLP 
P 0 BOX 639 
BOISE ID 83 70 I 
Associate counselji1r Credit Suisse 
Arnold Wagner 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOlSE ID 83 702 
Counsel jhr Scott Hedrick Construction 
~Bruce Badger 
Robert J. Dale 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
215 S STATE STE 1200 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111-2323 
Assoc. Counsel jor ( reda Suis.1e 
David Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
P 0 BOX 1097 
BOISE ID 83701 
( 'ounselfor Kesler Conslruclion 
Robert M Follett 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
P 0 BOX 83720 
BOlSE [0 83720-0050 
Counsel for 5'tate of Idaho, State Board of 
Land Commissioners 
Kenneth C. Howell 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
HAWLEY 
POBOX1617 
BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Wells Fargo Equir.ment Finance, Inc 
Stephen J Lord 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
800 W STATE ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83702 
Counsel jhr Tamarack ivfunicipal Assoc. 
Lynnette Davis 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
I lAWLEY 
P 0 BOX 1617 
BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Counsel Ji>r EZA, PC and Quality Roofing 
Geoffrey J. McConnell 
MEULB1AN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83702 
Counsel jiJr YAIC. Inc & Interior Sys .. Inc 
I Samuel A. Diddle -1 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TCRNBOW I 
& McKL VEEN CHTD 
P 0 BOX 1368 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel ji>r Secesh Engineering 
~· Darin Hammond James Alderman 
\lOTION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDG:VlE:-.IT AS TO DEFENDAJ\iT TAMARACK 
RESORT. Ll.C- 3 
3956
3956
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SMITH KNOWLES I BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
~ 723 HARRISON BLVD STE 200 P 0 BOX 1308 
OGDEN UT 84403 BOISE !D 83701 
Counselfi>r PCF. Inc Counselfhr Inland Crane 
I th"'d ""'"" David Penny Chris Burke COSHO HUMPHREY 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER P 0 BOX 9518 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 900 BOlSE ID 83707 
BOISE ID 83702 Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp 
Counsel jc>r West A/fountain Golf 
Clay Shockley William F Nichols 
SASSER & INGLIS WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y 
P 0 BOX 5880 5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200 
BOISE ID 83705 NAMPA ID 83687-7901 
Counsel for MHTN Architects, Inc Counsel North Lake Rec Sewer & Water 
Dist and Timber Tech Constr 
Robert F Babcock Thomas G Walker 
Adam T Mow MacKenzie Whatcott 
BABCOCKSCOTT&BABCOCK COS! IO HUMPHREY 
505 E 200 S STE 300 P 0 BOX 9518 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 BOISE lD 83707-9518 
Assoc Counsel jiJr iv!IITN Architects, Counsel for Petra. Inc 
Kevin E Dinius. Esq Thomas B High 
DINIUS LAW BENOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD 
5680 E FRANKLIN RD STE 130 HIGH & VALDEZ 
l~AMPA ID 83687 P 0 BOX 366 
Counsel for Action Garage Door TWIN FALLS ID 83303-0366 
Counsel for NON-PARTY AmeriGas Prop 
Jetfrey Wilson 
WILSON & McCOLL 
P 0 BOX 1544 
BOISE ID 83701 
I I Counsel.filr United Rentals ·-
\lOTION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDGMENT AS TO DEFENDANT TAMARACK 
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Terri R. Pickens/ISB #5828 
Justin T. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 9th Street Ste. 2..f0 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise. 10 83 70 1 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
terrirtv p ickcns I a who ise. corn 
j usti n(1/lp ic kens Ia wboise. com 
Attorneys for Defendant Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
) 
Case No. ___ lnst.]ju;--;G') 
i'ile·u_ ___ . .A w D~PM 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV-08-114C 
IN RE: AFFIDAVIT OF TERRI R. PICKENS 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
--------------------------------~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-311C Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV-08-312C Case No. CV-08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-324C Case No. CV-08-SIOC 
Case No. CV-08-335C Case No. CV-08-5llC 
Case No. CV-08-356C Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-357C Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV -08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV -08-521 C 
Case No. CV-08-528C 
Case No. CV- 08-557C Case No. CV-08-583C 
TERRI R. PICKENS, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
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l am one of the attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. in the above-entitled action. To the 
best of my knowledge, the Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC is not now in the military service of 
the United States in any capacity whatsoever particularly as detined in the Servicemember's 
Civil Relief Act, or detined in any amendatory acts thereto and the Defendant is not a minor or 
incompetent person. 
The Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC was served with the Order Allowing Withdrawal 
on or about May 26, 2011, allowing its then counsel to withdraw, and since then Tamarack 
Resot, LLC failed to appear in this action, and failed to appear at the trial in this matter. 
Default Judgment is being sought against Tamarack Resort, LLC, and the address at 
which it is most likely to receive notice of entry of default judgment is 313 VILLAGE DR 
TAMARACK, ID 83615. 
Teufel requests that a Default Judgment be entered against Tamarack Resort, LLC 
pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 55(a)(1) and 55(b)(l). 
The following is the amount due and owing pursuant to the Complaint and Amended 
Complaint: 
Amount sought in Complaint and Amended Complaint: $564,560.23 
Prejudgment Interest From September 22, 2008 $145.101.44 
Through September 26, 20 II: 
See Exhibit "A"' attached hereto and incorporated herein 
Showing interest rate and calculations of amount due 
Costs: $13,082.50 
Attorneys' Fees: $270,942.00 
AMOUNT NOW DUE AND OWING: $993,686.17 
Interest accrues at the per diem rate of$132.11 from September 27,2011. 











Dated this <::~)<£day of September, 20 II. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
1v{1 A(cE/cz &0~ 
Terri R. Pickens, ofthe tirm. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this~ day of September. 2011. 
··i' ,,. 
-.'' \ \. ... -~~ 
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otary Public for Idaho 
Residing at -=~-'-""''----"'ColL--:-:---,---­
Commission Expires: 1/l~{ur~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this :J~"_ day of September 20 II, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served by electronic mail to the following: 
I Randall Peterman Elizabeth Walker 
John C. Ward SIDLEY AUSTIN 
1 \10FFA TT THOMAS 555 W FIFTH ST STE 4000 
P 0 BOX 829 LOS ANGELES CA 90013 
BOISE ID 83701 Counsel.for Credit Suisse 
Counsel .for Credit Suisse 
Brad A Goergen Richard A. Cummings 
GRAHAM & DUNN CU~IMINGS LAW OFFICES 
280 I ALASKAN WAY STE 300 P 0 BOX 1545 
SEATTLE \VA 98121 1301SE ID 83 70 I 
Counsel .for Bane ofAmer Leasing & Counsel for J. H. },;lasonry. and Western 
I 
Capital, LLC I States Crane Co. 
Suzanne M Fegelein Susan E. Buxton 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON Jill S. Holinka 
MARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH CHTD MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
P 0 BOX 1049 950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
SANDPOINT ID 83864 BOISE ID 83 702 
Counsel .for BAG Property Holdings, LLC Counsel .for TMG/DP .Hiller, LLC, JV 
Bart W. Harwood Kevin A. Bay 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND 
BLANTON 1201 THIRD AVE STE 3400 
P 0 130X 1271 SEATTLE \VA 98101 
BOISE ID 83701 Counsel fiJr Banner!Sabey 11, LLC 
Counsel .for Banner!Sabey 11. LLC 
TJ Angstman i Robert M Follett 
Wyatt B Johnson I DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOC P 0 BOX 83720 
3649 LAKEHARBOR LN BOISE ID 83720-0050 
BOISE lD 83703 Counselj(Jr State oj1daho. State Board of 
Counsel for Jean-Pierre Boespflug; Land C'ommissioners 
Terry Copple Kenneth C. Howell 
DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COX HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
I P 0 130X 1583 HAWLEY 
BOISE ID 83701 POBOXI617 
Counselfor Tri-5"tate Electric BOISE lD 83701-1617 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, inc 
Michael Spink Stephen J Lord 
SPINK BUTLER, LLP :ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P 0 BOX 639 ....... _l 800 W STATE ST STE 200 
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BOISE lD 83701 BOISE lD 83702 
Associate counsel jiJr Credit Suisse Counsel j(Jr Tamarack Afunicipal Assoc. 
Arnold Wagner Lynnette Davis 
MEULEMAN l'\t!OLLERUP LLP HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 HAWLEY 
BOISE ID 83702 P 0 BOX 1617 I ! 
Counselji1r S'cott Hedrick Construction BOISE lD 83701-1617 
Counsel.fiJr EZA. PC and Quality Roofing 
P. Bruce Badger Geoffrey J. McConnell 
Robert J. Dale MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN · 755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
215 S STATE STE 1200 BOISE lD 83702 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111-2323 Counsel for YA!C, Inc & Interior Sys .. Inc 
Assoc. Counsel for Credit Suisse 
David Krueck Samuel A. Diddle 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW 
P 0 BOX 1097 & McKL VEEN CHTD 
BOISE lD 83701 P 0 BOX 1368 
Counsel fiJr Kesler Construction BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Secesh Engineering 
M. Darin Hammond James Alderman 
SMITH KNOWLES BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
4723 HARRISON BLVD STE 200 P 0 BOX 1308 
OGDEN UT 84403 , BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel/or !'CF, inc , Counselfor Inland Crane 
I 
I 
Richard Greener David Penny 
Chris Burke COSHO HUMPHREY 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER P 0 BOX 9518 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 900 BOISE lD 83707 
BOISE lD 83702 Counsel/or Hobson Fabricating Corp 
Counsel jiJr West lvfountain Golf 
Clay Shockley William F Nichols I 
SASSER & INGLIS WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y 
P 0 BOX 5880 5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200 
BOISE lD 83 705 NAMPA ID 83687-7901 
CounselfiJr AIHTN Architects, Inc Counsel North I~ake Rec Sewer & Water 
Dist and Timber Tech Constr 




1 BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK COSHO HUMPHREY 
505 E 200 S STE 300 P 0 BOX 9518 
SALT LAKE CITY lJT 84102 BOISE lD 83707-9518 
Assoc CounseljiJr i\1/HTN Architects, C'ounselfi!r Petra. Inc 
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DINIUS LAW BE:-.JOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD 
5680 E FRANKLIN RO STE 130 HIGH & VALDEZ 
:-.lAMP A lD 83687 P 0 BOX 366 
Counselfhr Action Garage Door TWIN FALLS ID 83303-0366 
Counselj(Jr NON-PARTY AmeriCas Pro[!_ 
Jeffrey Wilson 
WILSON & McCOLL 
P 0 BOX 1544 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for United Rentals 






















Judgment Interest Rate from September 22, 
2008 to September 
r----- 26,2011 
Clearwater $41,582.00 9.75% i $12,207.17 
Townhomes 
-
Dory Custom Chalet $6,161.42 9.75% $1,808.80 
Erosion Control $54,294.77 10.25% $16,756.63 
-
Francoise Ct. $1,655.81 8.50% $423.77 
Haystack Chalet #25 $6,528.11 9.75% $1,916.45 
Poma $2880.00 10.25% $888.83 
Snow Front $45,205.28 9.50% $12,930.57 
Steelhead Custom 15,048.44 9.50% $4,304.47 
Chalet 
Trillium Cottages $204,973.69 9.50% $58,630.90 
Trillium Townhomes $90,842.75 7.50% I $20,514.28 
Twin Creek $2,574.55 I 10.25% $794.57 









I Property Date Invoice Payment Due Wells Fargo Contract 
Submitted Prime Rate Rate 
Clearwater 9/5/2007 9/25/2007 7.75% 9.75% 
Town homes I 
1---- -
Dory Custom Chalet 8/30/2007 9/19/2007 7.75% 9.75% 
Erosion Control 7/23/2007 8/13/2007 8.25% 10.25% 
Francoise Ct. 12/31/2007 1/21/2008 6.50% 8.50% 
Haystack Chalet #25 9/25/2007 10/15/2007 7.75% 9.75% 
Poma 7/24/2007 8/13/2007 8.25% 10.25% 
Snow Front 10/23/2007 11/12/2007 7.50% 9.50% 
Steelhead Custom 10/23/2007 11/12/2007 7.50% 9.50% 
Chalet 
Trillium Cottages 10/23/2007 11/12/2007 7.50% 9.50% 
Trillium 11/19/2007 12/10/2007 7.50% 7.50% 
Town homes 
Twin Creek 7/24/2007 8/13/2007 8.25% 10.25% 
I 







Dates Published Prime Rate 
June 29, 2006- September 17, 2007 8.25% 
September 18, 2007- October 30, 2007 7.75% 
October 31, 2007- December 10, 2007 7.50% 
December 11, 2007- January 21, 2008 7.25% 
January 22, 2008- January 29, 2008 6.50% 
~ 
January 30, 2008- March 17, 2008 6.00% 
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Terri R. Pickens/ISH #5828 
Justin T. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 9th Street, Ste. 2-10 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, ID 83 70 I 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
tcrri'1zlpickenslawhoise .corn 
lkt~tin(mpickenslawboise.com 
Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
l 
Case No. ___ i,ost\. ~0?-'Z/l 
Filed A.M. • :_u ?.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN RE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV 08-!!4C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV -08-310 C No. CV -08-502 C 
No. CV -08-311 C No. CV -08-508 C 
No. CV-08-312 C No. CV-08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C No. CV-08-510 C 
No. CV-08-335 C No. CV-08-511 C 
No. CV-08-356 C No. CV-08-512 C 
No. CV-08-357 C No. CV-08-513 C 
No. CV-08-532 C No. CV-08-514 C 
No. CV -08-557 C No. CV -08-521 C 
No. CV-08-583 C No. CV-08-528 C 
MEMORAN'DUM OF COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
COMES NOW, Teufel Nursery Inc. (""Teufel"), by and through their counsel of record, 
Terri R. Pickens, of the Jirm Pickens Law, P.A .. and sets forth the costs and attorney's fees 
incurred in litigating this matter as stated in the attached Exhibit ""A" and explained and 
supported herein. 
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I. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(A) and 54( e)( I)- Award of Costs and Fees 
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure the 54(d)(l)(A), the prevailing party to an 
action is entitled to costs. Furthermore. in any civil action court may award reasonable attorney 
fees to the prevailing party when provided for by contract or statute. I.R.C.P. 54( e)( l ). 
The rule reads in relevant part: 
Parties Entitled to Costs. Except when otherwise limited by these rules, costs shall 
be allowed as a matter of right to the prevailing party or parties, unless otherwise 
ordered by the court. 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l). The rule goes on to specify which costs are allowable as a matter of right. 
Those costs include court filing fees, witness fees, travel expenses for witnesses, reasonable 
expert witness fees, transcripts of depositions, etc. 
The court also has discretion to award certain discretionary costs. The rule specifies: 
Discretionary costs. Additional items of cost not enumerated in, or in an amount 
in excess of that listed in subparagraph (C), may be allowed upon a showing that 
said costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and should 
in the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party. The trial court, in 
ruling upon objections to such discretionary costs contained in the memorandum 
of costs, shall make express findings as to why such specific item of discretionary 
cost should or should not be allowed. 
l.R.C.P. 54( d)( I )(D). 
II. Idaho Code Section 45-513 
Idaho Code§ 45-513 states, in pertinent part, ··the court shall also allow as part of the 
costs the moneys paid for tiling and recording the claim, and reasonable attorney's fees." This 
has been interpreted to mean that "a successful! ien claimant is entitled to an award of attorney 
fees incurred in foreclosure proceedings. Perception Constr. ,\{~?mf v. Bell, 20 II Ida. LEXIS I 0 I 
(June 29, 20 II). As Teufel successfully established its lien and its right to f(Heclose. it is entitled 
to attorney fees under §45-513. 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND A HORNEY'S FEES- 2 
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fll. Idaho Code Section 12-120(3) 
Idaho Code § 12-120(3) compels an award of attorney fees to the prevailing party in an 
action to recover on a note or other commercial transaction or for any civil action to recover on 
an open account, account stated, note, bill, negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating 
to the purchase or sale of goods, wares, merchandise, or services, and more generally, ''all 
transactions except for personal or household purposes." l.C. § 12-120(3). In this case, Teufel 
brought an action to foreclose a mechanic's lien imposed due to a breach of contract and was 
ultimately successful in obtaining judgment. Thus, Teufel is entitled to recover its reasonable 
costs and attorney's fees pursuant to this statute. 
DESCRIPTION 
Service of Process 
IRCP 54( d)(l )(C)(2) 
Witness F ces 
IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(3) 
COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 
Deposition Costs- Rick Christensen 
!RCP 54( d)(! )(C)(9 & I 0) 
Deposition Costs- Mike Jerome 
IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(9 & 10) 
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 





























Trial Preparation Supplies 
Travel Costs 
Costs from Consolidating Matters 
Recording Fees 
Eberle Berlin Kading Turnbow McKlveen Costs 
TOTAL DISCRETIONARY COSTS 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Attorney Rate Hours 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
Terri R. Pickens $210.00 42.1 
$220.00 246.3 
$230.00 53.3 
Justin T. Cranney $150.00 119 
$160.00 366.6 
$170.00 27.4 
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Shannon N. Pearson $70.00 61.6 $4.312.00 
$75.00 182.55 $21.191.25 
$80.00 18.55 $1.430.00 
Total $191.383.25 
W. John Thiel, PLLC 
John Thiel $175.00 200.7 $35,122.50 
Wendy Stewart $90.00 26.4 $2,376.00 
$65.00 4.15 $269.75 
Total 37.768.25 
Eberle. Berlin, Kading. Turnbow & McKleeven. Chtd. 
Stanley Tharp $200.00 101.22 $17,140.00 
Peter Ware $200.00 69.5 $13.900.00 
$175.00 35.2 $6,160.00 
Corey J. Ripee $175.00 3.1 $542.50 
Samuel A. Diddle $175.00 2.4 $420.00 
Richard W. Stover $150.00 3.4 $510.00 
David M. Swartley $175.00 1.5 $262.50 
L. Victoria Meier $200.00 .5 $100.00 
Total $42,140.50 
Grand Total 5270,942.00 
In making an award of attorney fees, the court should consider several factors in 
determining the amount of such fees. l.R.C.P. 54(e)(3 ). These factors are addressed in the 
At1idavit of Terri R. Pickens filed concurrently herewith. 








IV. Authority of Court to Enlarge Time for Credit Suisse to Object to 
:Ylemorandum of Costs and Fees 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(6) governs the procedure by which a party can 
object to a memorandum of costs and fees and requires that the objection be served '·within 
fourteen (14) days of service of the memorandum of cost." As the failure to timely object to a 
memorandum of costs and attorney tees constitutes a waiver of the right to contest the 
entitlement to the costs or fees, Farber v. Howell, Ill Idaho 132, 721 P .2d 731 (Ct.App.l986); 
Fearless Farris Wholesale v. Howell, I 05 Idaho 699, 672 P.2d 577 (Ct.App.l983); Operating 
Engineers Local Union 370 v. Goodwin Construction Co. ofB!ackfi>ot, 104 Idaho 83, 656 P.2d 
144 (Ct.App.l982), compliance with this deadline is essential. 
However. this deadline can be extended. The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure grant a 
judge the means to extend deadlines required in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Idaho Rule 
of Civil Procedure 6(b) states: 
When by these rules or by a notice given thereunder or by order of 
court an act is required or allowed to be done at or within a 
specified time, the parties, by written stipulation, which does not 
disturb the orderly dispatch of business or the convenience of the 
court, tiled in the action, before or after the expiration of the 
specified period, may enlarge the period, or the court for cause 
shown may at any time in its discretion (I) with or without motion 
or notice order the period enlarged if request therefor is made 
before the expiration of the period originally prescribed or as 
extended by previous order or (2) upon motion made after the 
expiration of the specified period permit the act to be done where 
the failure to act was the result of excusable neglect; but the time 
may not be extended for taking any action under rules 50(b), 52(b), 
59(b ), (d), (e), and 60(b) except to the extent and under the 
conditions stated in them. 
Linder Rule 6(b), any time limit imposed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure may be 
extended by either stipulation between the parties or may be extended by the court at its 
discretion. 













The ability to extend the time under Rule o(b) to object to a memorandum of costs and 
fees (IRCP 54( d)( 6 )) was atlirmed in rowery v. Board o( County Comm'rs, 115 Idaho 64, 68 
(Ct. App. 1988) where the Court stated that the time to serve an objection to a memorandum of 
costs and fees ··may be enlarged at the court's discretion. 
Accordingly, the Court has the authority to extend the time to tile an objection to 
memorandum of costs and fees. 
CONCLUSION 
Teufel respectfully requests that this Court award to Teufel its costs as a matter of right in 
the amount of $4,239.23, discretionary costs in the amount of S8,843.27 and attorneys' fees in 
the amount of $270,942.00, for a total of $284,024.50. This Memorandum is made and based on 
the records and tiles herein and the Affidavit of Terri R. Pickens. filed concurrently herewith. 
DATED this eX 7 day of September, 201 I. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
1.?/l, i-~c~ a~n,q 
Terri . Pickens, ofthe mn 
By: 











STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
County of Ada 
·) ) 
TERRI R. PICKENS, being tirst duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
I am the attorney for Teufel Nursery Inc. in the above-entitled action and, as such, I am 
better informed as to the items charged in the memorandum than the Plaintiti To the best of my 
knowledge and beliet~ the items are correct and the costs claimed are in compliance with Rule 54 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _12__ day of September, 20 II. 
, .......... , .... ,, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this _2j_ day of September 20 II, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served by electronic mail to the following: 
Randall Petennan I Elizabeth Walker \ 
John C. Ward SIDLEY AUSTIN / 
MOFFATT THOMAS 555 W FIFTH ST STE 4000 j 
· P 0 BOX 829 LOS ANGELES CA 90013 
BOISE ID 83 70 I Counselj(Jr Credit Suisse 
Counsellor Credit Suisse 
~~-----+--~--
Brad A Goergen Richard A. Cummings 
GRAHAM & OCNN CCMMINGS LAW OFFICES 
280 I ALASKAN WAY STE 300 P 0 BOX 1545 
SEATTLE W A 98121 BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel jar Bane ofAmer Leasing & Counsel for JH Masonry, and Western 
Capital, LLC States Crane Co. 
Suzanne M Fegelein 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON 
MARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH CHTD 
P 0 BOX 1049 
SANDPOINT 1D 83864 
CounseljiJr BAG Property Holdings, LLC 
Bart W. Harwood 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & 
BLANTON 
P 0 BOX 1271 
BOISE ID 83 70 I 
CounselfiJr Banner!Sahey II. LLC 
TJ Angstman 
Wyatt B Johnson 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOC 
3649 LAKEHARBOR LN 
Susan E. Buxton 
Jill S. Holinka 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
BOISE 1D 83702 
Counsel jhr TMG!DP ,\;filler, LLC, .IV 
Kevin A. Bay 
RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND 
1201 THIRD AVE STE 3400 
·SEATTLE WA 98101 
Counsel for Banner!Sahey II, LLC 
Robert M Follett 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
P 0 BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0050 
UOISE ID 83703 Counselfi>r State of Idaho. State Roard of 
CounseljiJr Jean-Pierre Boespflug; · Land Commissioners 
-----~------------------- t~ Terry Copple eth C. Howell 
OA VI SON COPPLE COPPLE & COX WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
P 0 BOX 1583 Hi\ WLEY 1 
BOISEJD83701 POROX1617 
C'ounsel jin· Tri-State Electric BOISE ID 83 701-1617 
r-------------------------~-----~-V,_el_..l.l_· f_..'c_lr-"'gc.._:o Equipment Finance, Inc 
Michael Spink Stephen J Lord 
SPINK J3ljTLER. LLP ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P 0 BOX 639 800 W STATE ST STE 200 ------------
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~~~~~=-~-----------------,~~~~~~----------------~ 
BOISE ID 83701 BOISE ID 83702 
. lssociate counsel jar Credit Suisse 
Arnold Wagner 
:V1EULEMAN MOLLERLJP LLP 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83702 
Counsel jiJr Scott Hedrick Construction 
P. Bruce Badger 
Robert J. Dale 
FABIAN & CLE:-.IDENIN 
215 S STATE STE 1200 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111-2323 
Assoc. Counsel/or Credit Suisse 
David Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
P 0 BOX !097 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel/or Kesler Construction 
M. Darin Hammond 
SMITH KNOWLES 
4 723 HARRISON BL YO STE 200 
OGDEN UT 84403 
Counsel for PCF. Inc 
Richard Greener 
Chris Burke 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 900 
BOISE lD 83702 
Counselfhr West Mountain Golf 
Clay Shockley 
SASSER & INGLIS 
P 0 BOX 5880 
BOISE ID 83705 
Counsel/or Al!ITN Architects. Inc 
Counsel jiJr Tamarack Jfunicipal Assoc. 
Lynnette Davis 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
!lAWLEY 
POBOX!617 
BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Counsel fiJr EZA. l'C and Quality Roofing 
Geoffrey J. McConnell 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83702 
Counsel jiJr YA1C, Inc & Interior Sys .. Inc 
Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW 
& McKL VEEN CHTD 
P 0 BOX 1368 
BOISE lD 8370 I 
Counsel jiJr Secesh Engineering 
James Alderman 
BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
P 0 BOX 1308 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Inland Crane 
David Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY 
P 0 BOX 9518 
BOISE ID 83707 
Counseljiw !Jobson Fabricating Corp 
· William F Nichols 
WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y 
5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200 
NAMPA ID 83687-7901 
Counsel North Lake Rec Sewer & Water 
Dist and Timber Tech Constr 
Robert F Babcock Thomas G Walker 
Adam T Mow MacKenzie Whatcott 
BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK COSHO HUMPHREY 
505 E 200 S STE 300 P 0 BOX 9518 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 BOISE ID 83 707-9518 j 
1-:-A_.I.I_O,_( _Lc:-'o_u_n-:-~ e~l"-fr-cc!r_i_vf __ H_T_N_' A_r_c_h_ll_ e_'c_·t.\-'-., ----~ ( 'oum e /for Petra, Inc 
Kevin E Dinius, Esq,___ _______ Thomas B High ·-----------------
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DINIUS LAW BENOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD 
5680 E FRANKLIN RD STE 130 HIGH & VALDEZ 
NAMPA ID 83687 · P 0 ROX 366 
Counsel.for Action Garage Door TWIN FALLS ID 83303-0366 
Counselj(Jr NON-PARTY AmeriCas Prop 
Jetfrey Wilson 
WILSON & McCOLL 
P 0 ROX 1544 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel.for United Rentals 















In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
.· 
DATE STAFF DESCRIPTION DURATION AMOUNT 
6/22/2009 TRP Emails with Client regarding matter; Email from counsel for Griffen regarding lien and 0.6 $126.00 
dismissal of lawsuit; review letter from counsel Burns to Thiel regarding dismissal of 
Griffen; Call to Thiel regarding documents and pending matters 
6/23/2009 TRP Telephone conference with counsel Thiel regarding documents; telephone conference with 1.4 $294.00 
counsel for Boespflug regarding Motion to Dismiss; analyze Motion to Dismiss, 
Memorandum in Support and Notice of Hearing; Research on lien statutes regarding 
priority and validity 
6/24/2009 TRP Emails with client and counsel regarding escrow account for lien funds; telephone 0.8 $168.00 
. conference with client regarding matter; telephone conference with counsel Tharpe 
regarding background on liens. 
6/24/2009 SNP Draft Notice of Appearance. Fix Certificate of Service, give to TRP to review. 0.5 $35.00 
6/25/2009 TRP Telephone conference with Counsel Burns regarding lien claim against Griffen; analyze and 1.5 $315.00 
review Complaint forwarded by Burns; confer with JTC regarding legal research and 
response to Boespflug's motion to dismiss; emails with client and counsel regarding matter; 
enter notice of appearance for Teufel 
. 
6/26/2009 TRP :Telephone conferences with client regarding matter; Telephone conferences with counsel 3.1 $651.00 
for Magic Valley Bank and Griffen Development regarding status of matter; review 
Amended Complaint in its entirety; review deed and claim of lien for priority; draft and 
revise Stipulation Regarding Priority for Magic Valley Bank; Emails with counsel regarding 
status of matter; Letter to Thiel regarding documents. 
6/26/2009 SNP Fax/email NOA to all counsel. Draft letter to Valley County for filing Notice of Appearance, 0.8 $56.00 
prepare for filing. w 
6/26/2009 JTC Review Motion to Dismiss for Boespflug and begin researching case law cited 1 $150.00 
6/26/2009 JTC Research Idaho Case Law regarding Idaho Code Section 45-507 and 45-510. Research 2.5 $375.00 
Washington, California, Oregon and Utah statutes and case law regarding compliance with 
6/29/2009 TRP Telephone call to client regarding matter; letter from Thiel regarding status of documents; 1.3 $273.00 
telephone conference with Thiel regarding documents; begin reviewing pleadings filed in 
matter 
6/29/2009 JTC Research Tamarack Resort business listings. Research Notice standards, draft 3.6 $540.00 









In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
6/30/2009 JTC Finish Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss. Research prejudice to defend 3.1 $465.00 
against new complaint. Draft Affidavit in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to 
Motion to Dismiss. Prepare Exhibits for Affidavit 
7/1/2009 JTC Initial review of documents sent from Mr. Thiel's office. Review of correspondence in 2.6 $390.00 
Tamarack matter. Draft Stipulation regarding Priority for First Horizon and Metlife. 
7/1/2009 SNP Meet with TRP and JTC to review documents and next step for case. Make copies of index, 1.2 $84.00 
highlight documents to pull out of boxes to create working copy. Prepare newest pleadings 
for filing. 
7/1/2009 TRP Analyze and review letter from counsel and motion to dismiss filed by First Horizons; 2.5 $525.00 
Telephone conference with counsel for First Horizons regarding deed of trust and motion 
to dismiss; review stipulation regarding priority; forward stipulation regarding priority to 
counsel for Magic Valley Bank; confer with JTC and SNP regarding pleadings and case 
organization; Emails from counsel Burns regarding Griffen Development; Draft and revise 
·Notice of Dismissal of Griffen Development; draft and revise Partial Release of Claim of Lien 
for Griffen; Forward to Counsel 
7/2/2009 JTC Update Affidavit in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss. 0.2 $30.00 
7/2/2009 SNP Draft cover letter to Valley County for filing Notice of Dismissal. Scan/profile Notice of 0.4 $28.00 
. Dismissal, mail to all counsel, email to client. Prepare copies for filing with court, prepare 
for mailing 
7/2/2009 SNP Review Answer, make grammatical changes, prepare for mailing to court. Proof read 1.3 $91.00 
·memorandum and affidavit of JTC, made necessary changes. Marked exhibits to Affidavit. 
Scan/profile all docs, print copies for filing with court. Draft cover letter to courthouse 
including filing instructions. Email Affidavit, Answer, Memorandum to all counsel and 
client. Mail to courthouse. Phone conference with Moffatt Thomas regarding caption, 
7/2/2009 TRP Revise Stipulation Regarding Priority for First Horizon; Email draft to counsel Ipsen; Analyze 1.5 $315.00 
and review Notice of Intent to Take Default from counsel Wagner; Review draft answer; 
finalize Opposition to Boespflug's Motion to Dismiss; confer with JTC about Affidavit; 
finalize documents for filing and service. 











In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
7/7/2009 TRP Review receivership pleadings filed and served. Review Motion to Dismiss filed by First 0.5 $105.00 
Horizons; confer with JTC regarding Stipulation regarding priority. 
7/8/2009 TRP Confer with JTC regarding motion to dismiss filed by First Horizons; telephone conference 0.8 $168.00 
with counsel Ipsen regarding stipulation regarding priority; revise stipulation regarding 
priority and forward to counsel. 
7/8/2009 JTC Review of First Horizon and Metlife Home Loans Motion to Dismiss. 0.5 $75.00 
7/8/2009 SNP Phone conference with Meuleman and Mollerup re: answer to Teufel to Scott Hedrick 0.2 $14.00 
7/9/2009 SNP Prepare Memorandum in Opposition for filing with court. Draft cover letter to VC for filing. 0.3 $21.00 
Email to all counsel. Change typo on cover page. Fax to Court for immediate filing. 
7/9/2009 TRP , Review Memorandum in Opposition to First Horizon and Metlife's Motion to Dismiss; 0.3 $63.00 
Revise and file with court. 
7/9/2009 JTC Draft Memorandum in Opposition to First Horizon and Metlife's Motion to Dismiss. 1.2 $180.00 
7/10/2009 TRP Email from clerk regarding status of matter and upcoming hearing 0.1 $21.00 
7/13/2009 SNP Look through Thiel's files for scheduling order. Phone conference with Owen's clerk re: 1 $70.00 
scheduling conference and repository. Check through pending items folder for items to get 
done, meet with JTC to discuss Motion to Dismiss. 
7/14/2009 SNP Phone conference with Tri County re: service of West Mountain Partners and billing issues 0.2 $14.00 
7/14/2009 TRP Telephone conference with Bankruptcy Counsel regarding forms for application for 0.2 $42.00 
payment. 
7/14/2009 SNP Continue to check through pleading index for documents needed in working binder. 0.5 $35.00 .., 
7/15/2009 SNP Prepare hearing folder for TRP. Search through boxes and print Motion to Dismiss docs 0.3 $21.00 
and replies. 
7/15/2009 SNP Discuss with TRP the Motion for Out of State Service that was never approved. Checked 0.4 $28.00 
',Idaho Repository website to see if order was ever signed. Emailed Owen's clerk to find out ; 
what the delay is. 






In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS lAW, P.A. 
7/16/2009 TRP Travel to/from hearing on motions to dismiss; Letter to Elison (counsel in BK matter) with 2.2 $462.00 
application; engagement agreement and time estimates; confer with JTC regarding hearing; 
letter from counsel for MWB regarding Motion to Dismiss; Telephone call to counsel 
regarding letter. 
7/16/2009 JTC Attend hearing on Motion to Dismiss for Boespflug's and First Horizon/Metlife 2.8 $420.00 
7/17/2009 SNP Prepare format for Answer's for JTC to begin drafting. Re-do case caption. 0.3 $21.00 
7/17/2009 SNP Draft letter to client office re: Tri County Invoice, cc John Thiel 0.3 $21.00 
7/17/2009 JTC Draft answers to Quality Title Roofing and YMC's Complaints 1.2 $180.00 
7/17/2009 TRP Telephone conference with counsel for MWB regarding motion to dismiss. 0.2 $42.00 
7/17/2009 SNP Review docs that Thiel's office hand delivered to us, discuss next action with TRP. Check 0.4 $28.00 
through Pending items folder for pleadings that need to be filed/taken care of, check 
repository to compare which documents had been filed. 
7/20/2009 SNP Prepare answers for filing with court. Draft cover letter to court clerk. Prepare for mailing. 0.7 $49.00 
Update email addresses for all counsel, email to counsel and to Judge Owen's Clerk. 
7/20/2009 TRP Emails from BK counsel regarding application; review invoice and complete BK application. 0.4 $84.00 
7/20/2009 TRP Review and revise Answer to YMC's Complaint for Lien Foreclosure; review and revise 1.2 $252.00 
Answer to Quality Tile Roofing's Complaint for Lien Foreclosure. 
' 
7/23/2009 SNP Review pleading index for answers to counterclaims as requested by Tamarack. Check 1.4 $98.00 
through discs, email correspondence with paralegal for Tamarack. 
7/24/2009 JTC Review Answers to Teufel's Amended Complaint to discovery number of cross claims. 0.5 $75.00 
8/3/2009 TRP Emails with counsel for First Horizons regarding Stipulation Regarding Priority; review 0.3 $63.00 .., 
proposed changes to Stipulation. 
8/4/2009 TRP Review letter from counsel Ipsen regarding stipulation for First Horizons; review priority 0.3 $63.00 
dates for additional deeds of trust in proposed changes to stipulation; revise stipulation 
regarding priority and forward to counsel for First Horizons. 
8/4/2009 SNP Phone conference with Judge Owens' clerk re: affidavit of service. 0.1 $7.00 












In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
8/17/2009 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Teufel Nursery; 0.3 $63.00 
confer with JTC regarding drafting responsive pleading. 
8/18/2009 JTC Finalize draft of Responses to Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. Draft 2.3 $345.00 
Affidavit of Rick Christensen. 
8/18/2.009 TRP Analyze and review various motio11s for partial summary judgment from Credit Suisse; 0.4 $84.00 
confer with JTC regarding preparing response. 
8/18/2.009 SNP Review documents in box fed-exed from Credit Suisse. Scan/profile all Motions, 1.5 $105.00 
Memorandums and Exhibits. Email docs relating to Teufel to client. 
8/18/2.009 TRP Review and revise Teufel's response to Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Credit 0.3 $63.00 
Suisse. 
8/19/2009 JTC Review current status of all three Teufel matters. Draft update letter to client regarding 1.7 $255.00 
current status of case. 
8/2.0/2009 TRP Analyze and review order denying First Horizon's Motion to Dismiss; review executed Order 0.4 $84.00 
for Out of State Service; Review status letter to client. 
8/2.1/2009 JTC Review Amended Order for Out of State Service. Find and organize summons, etc for out of 1.4 $210.00 
state service. 
8/24/2.009 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's discovery requests to most parties; email from client 0.5 $105.00 
regarding status of matter. 
8/24/2009 SNP Review service documents on Defendants, compare with parties not served or listed in 3 $2.10.00 
Judge's order. 
8/25/2009 TRP Emails with client regarding status of matter and work commencement at Tamarack. 0.2 $42..00 
8/25/2009 JTC Draft response to Credit Suisse Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. Research 2.7 $405.00 
mechanics liens and priority date. 
8/2.5/2009 SNP Continue sorting out summons and affidavit of service for parties not yet served. 3 $2.10.00 ·-· 
8/26/2009 JTC Review Teufel 2004-2007 contracts with Tamarack to determine actual start date on 1.3 $195.00 
projects. Map out projects by year started. Compare with Credit Suisse's priority date. 
8/27/2009 SNP Search for order signed by Judge Owen re: Teufel Motion for Enlargement of Time for 1 $70.00 
Service of Amended Complaint. Email to Angie re: order. 
8/27/2009 SNP Create chart for defendants that were served/need to be served according to Thiel's 2 $140.00 
documents. C continue to sort out docs for service. 














In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
8/28/2009 SNP Complete chart of service for defendants. Organized summons/affidavit of service for TRP 2.5 $175.00 
review. Finalize sorting and labeling summons. 
8/31/2009 SNP 'Re-draft Motion for Second Order Granting Out of State Service. Begin drafting Affidavit. 3.9 $273.00 
Confer with JTC re: next steps. Research registered agents for defendants. 
8/31/2009 JTC Confer with SNP regarding service of Complaint ori out of state property owners. 0.2 $30.00 
8/31/2009 TRP Confer with JTC regarding status of MSJ response; Review Stipulation Regarding Priority for 0.4 $84.00 
First Horizons. 
8/31/2009 JTC Draft Affidavit of Rick Christensen. Revise Response to Credit Suisse Motion for Summary 3.8 $570.00 
Judgment -9/1/2009 JTC .Revise draft Affidavit of Rick Christensen. Revise draft of Response to Motion for Summary 4 $600.00 
Judgment. Attend hearing. Research validity of mortgage. Review credit agreement. 
9/1/2009 SNP Draft cover letter and prepare Motion, Affidavit and Proposed Order for filing with Court. 0.8 $56.00 
Email to all counsel. 
9/1/2009 SNP Finalize drafting Affidavit and Second Order Granting Out of State Service. Update 1.5 $105.00 
Spreadsheet of Defendants. 
9/2/2009 JTC Finalize Response to Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment. Finalize Affidavit of 1.2 $180.00 
Rick Christensen. Review all parcels and associated priority date. Conclude research on 
invalidating a mortgage. 
9/2/2009 SNP Review service on Defendants with TRP. Finalize spreadsheet. 1 $70.00 
9/2/2009 SNP Prepare information for Tri County to serve Defendants. Give to TRP to review first. 1.3 $91.00 
9/3/2009 JTC Review work orders to match work with parcel. Prepare list of properties no longer subject' 1.9 $285.00 
to lien and properties that Teufel does not have priority. Review claim of lien and all partial 
releases. 
9/3/2009 SNP Draft letter to court clerk with Affidavits of Service, sort affidavits of service and prepare 0.6 $42.00 
for mailing. 
9/3/2009 SNP Prepare stipulation re: priority for faxing to Ipsen for signature. 0.1 $7.00 
9/3/2009 TRP Revise stipulation regarding priority for First Horizons; Execute stipulation and forward to 0.7 $147.00 
counsel Ipsen to execute; confer with JTC regarding status of lien foreclosure and priority 






In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
9/4/2009 SNP Draft LTR to VC w·1th fHing procedures for Order Granting Motion for Enlargement. Finalize 0.5 $35.00 
drafting Proposed Order, email to Angie, mail to courthouse. 
9/4/2009 JTC Revised Lien Claimant Disclosure Form 3.2 $480.00 
' 9/8/2009 JTC Finalize draft of Lien Claimants Disclosure Form. 2.3 $345.00 
9/9/2009 SNP Draft letter to Chris Burke and prepare Release of Claim for mailing. 0.4 $28.00 
' ~ 
9/9/2009 SNP • Phone conference with Ipsen's paralegal re: discovery requests 0.3 $21.00 
9/9/2009 SNP Revise stipulation for Ipsen, email to counsel 0.4 $28.00 
9/9/2009 JTC . Revise Mechanic Lien Claimant Disclosure Form. Revise Affidavit of Rick Christensen. Revise 1.9 $285.00 
Teufel's Response to Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. Prepare Notice 
, of Dismissal and Partial Release of Claim of Lien regarding West Mountain Golf, LLC. 
9/9/2009 SNP Review Notice of Dismissal, prepare for filing with court by drafting cover letter. Mail to O.S $35.00 
court, email to counsel and client. 
9/9/2009 TRP Review and revise Notice of Dismissal and Disclaimer of Interest as to West Mountain Golf; 0.8 $168.00 
review and revise status letter to client; review amended notice of lien claim amount. 
9/10/2009 TRP Emails with counsel Ipsen regarding discovery responses for First Horizon; analyze and 1 $210.00 
review First Set of ROGS and RPF to Teufel from First Horizon/Met Life; review discovery 
between TriState and Credit Suisse. 
9/10/2009 SNP Prepare Teufel's responses to First Horizons Discovery. 0.8 $56.00 
9/10/2009 JTC Review and commence responding to Metlife and First Horizon's Discovery Requests 1.1 $165.00 
9/11/2009 JTC Respond to Discovery Request from Metlife/First Horizon. Incorporate new information 1.3 $195.00 
regarding Teufel billing into Mechanic's Lien Disclosure Form. -9/11/2009 SNP Draft LTR to Valley County and prepare affidavit of service for filing. Email to Angie. 0.4 $28.00 
9/11/2009 SNP Create spreadsheet of status of service listing deadlines to respond by. 0.5 $35.00 
9/14/2009 JTC Contact Rick Christensen regarding affidavit questions, payments by Tamarack Resort and 1.7 $255.00 
priority dates. Revise Mechanic's Lien Disclosure Form. Respond to Metlife's/First 
Horizon's Discovery Responses. 





















In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
9/15/2009 JTC Finalize Response to Motion for Summary Judgment. Finalize and send Affidavit of Rick 
. 0.7 $105.00 
Christensen. 
9/16/2009 SNP Phone conference with Angie re: orders and envelopes. 0.2 $14.00 
9/16/2009 JTC Phone conversation with Rick Christensen regarding priority dates on Mechanics liens and 0.1 $15.00 
discussion regarding start dates in Tamarack. 
9/17/2009 SNP 'Prepare L TR to VC with Affidavits of Service for Back Niners and Ski Home 2. Update 0.4 $28.00 
:spreadsheet, prepare for filing with court. 
9/17/2009 SNP Review JTC letter to Rick. Scan and email to client. 0.3 $21.00 
9/17/2009 SNP . Phone conference with Skellenger Law Firm re: em ails. 0.2 $14.00 
9/18/2009 SNP Mark Affidavit Exhibits, prepare motion and affidavit for filing with court. Draft cover letter 2.7 $189.00 
for filing. Email to all counsel, phone conference with court clerk re: fax filing, fax to valley 
county 
9/18/2009 TRP Review Teufel's Response to Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment; Analyze and 1.2 $252.00 
review various oppositions to Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment filed by all 
other lien claimants and Bane of America. 
9/18/2009 JTC 'Finalize Memorandum in Opposition to Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment. 3.5 $525.00 
Finalize Affidavit of Rick Christensen. 
9/21/2009 SNP Sort through all discovery responses and replies to Credit Suisse's MSJ, prepare for 0.9 $63.00 
scanning. 
9/22/2009 JTC Review Second Order for Out of State Service and determine which to serve. 2.5 $375.00 
9/22/2009 TRP Telephone conference with client and JTC regarding status of matter; review proposed 0.5 $105.00 
Affidavit relating to releases of liens from Stewart Title; Execute Affidavit and return to 
Stewart. 
9/23/2009 JTC Determine pre-2007 work orders necessary to correct priority dates on Mechanic's Lien 1.6 $240.00 
Disclosure Form. Email Rick requesting work orders. Finalize Second Amended Lien 
Claimant Disclosure Form and Exhibits. Draft Notice of Second Amended Lien Claimant 
Disclosure Form. 
9/24/2009 SNP Prepare Notice of Second Amended Mechanic Lien form for filing with court. Draft cover 0.7 $49.00 
letter, email to counsel. 
9/24/2009 TRP Review and execute Amended Lien Disclosure Statement. 0.2 $42.00 
9/24/2009 JTC Finalize responses to Discovery Requests. Prepare documents responsive to Requests for 0.5 $75.00 
Production of Documents. 









In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure -Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
9/25/2009 SNP Draft LTR to VC for filing NOS. Draft Notice of Service. Bates stamp documents to be 1.6 $112.00 
produced with discovery. Email discovery responses to all parties along with Notice of 
Service. 
9/28/2009 TRP Analyze and review Opposition by Credit Suisse to vacate summary judgment; Review 0.4 $84.00 
additional pleadings for Tamarack. 
9/28/2009 SNP Draft letter to Tri County regarding cost of service on Defendants. Fax. 0.4 $28.00 
9/28/2009 SNP Draft letter to Valley County with Affidavit of Service. Prepare Affidavits for filing. 0.5 $35.00 
9/28/2009 JTC Review email from Rick Christensen regarding release on three properties. Investigate 0.7 $105.00 
three parcels to determine whether or not to recommend releasing properties from claim 
of lien. Confer with TRP regarding release. Respond to Rick Christensen. w 
9/29/2009 SNP Prepare courtesy copy of Second Amended Notice of Mechanic's Lien for Judge Owens 0.4 $28.00 
chambers in Ada; email correspondence with Angie. 
9/29/2009 TRP Review Motion to Intervene and Appoint Receiver and related pleadings; Telephone 0.6 $126.00 
conference with Amerititle regarding lien releases; Emails with client regarding lien 
releases. 
9/30/2009 SNP , Update Attorney Certificate of Service/Email list 0.7 $49.00 
9/30/2009 TRP Analyze and review Kesler Construction's Motion for Summary Judgment and related 0.5 $105.00 
pleadings 
9/30/2009 JTC Review email from Rick Christensen regarding partial lien releases. Respond to Email. 0.3 $45.00 
10/2/2009 SNP Draft cover letter for filing stipulation with Valley County. Email Stipulation to all counsel. 0.7 $49.00 
' 
10/2/2009 JTC Attend hearing on 56(f) motion and motion to compel 2.2 $330.00 
10/2/2009 TRP Letter from counsel Ipsen regarding stipulation regarding priority; sign stipulation and file 0.3 $63.00 
with court. 
10/6/2009 TRP Analyze and review Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Magic Valley Bank regarding 0.5 $105.00 
Teufel; Confer with JTC regarding response and stipulation; telephone call to counsel 
Andrus regarding MSJ. 
10/9/2009 JTC Review pleadings filed today. 1 $150.00 
10/12/2009 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's Reply to Teufel's Opposition to Motion for Summary 0.4 $84.00 









In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 




10/14/2009 JTC Review and prepare analysis of Credit Suisse's replies to opposition to motion for partial 1.6 $240.00 
summary judgment. 
10/14/2009 TRP Analyze and review letter from counsel for Panhandle Bank regarding stipulation to 0.5 $105.00 
dismiss; Review proposed Stipulation to Dismiss and Motion to Dismiss. 
10/15/2009 TRP Analyze and review summary judgment documents, Intervener documents and Notice 0.4 $84.00 
Vacating hearing on Motion to Appoint Receiver. 
10/19/2009 . JTC _Attend hearing on Motion to Intervene. 1.5 $225.00 
10/19/2009 SNP Draft letter to Spink Butler and prepare Stipulation for hand delivery. 0.3 $21.00 w 
10/19/2009 TRP Analyze and review responses to motion for partial summary judgment and related 0.7 $147.00 
pleadings; Review Motion and Stipulation to Dismiss against Magic Valley Bank; Execute 
stipulation and forward to counsel. 
10/20/2009 JTC Phone conversation with Rick Christensen re: request for status letter. Draft status letter. 2.6 $390.00 
Prepare for oral argument. 
10/21/2009 TRP Emails with clerk of court regarding scheduling of various pending motions for summary 0.4 $84.00 
judgment; confer with JTC regarding lien laws and preparation for oral argument. 
10/21/2009 JTC Review Claim of Lien allocations to properties. Prepare for Hearing on Credit Suisse's 2.8 $420.00 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment against Teufel Nursery. 
10/22/2009 JTC Attend Motion for Summary Judgment Hearing. Discuss 2004 work with Rick Christensen. 6.6 $990.00 
10/22/2009 TRP Telephone conference with Counsel for Open Door Rentals and Corey Barton regarding 0.2 $42.00 
Parcel L w 
10/23/2009 SNP Convert PDF files of Motion, Affidavit and Order into word for future use. 0.6 $42.00 
10/26/2009 JTC Discuss Motion for Summary Judgment hearing with TRP. Review Motion to Consolidate 1 $150.00 
and Motion for Rule 56( b) certification. 
10/28/2009 SNP Add correct certificate to service to Motion, Stipulation and Proposed Order for Dismissal 0.4 $28.00 
of Parcel L. 
10/28/2009 TRP Telephone conference with counsel for Open Door Rentals and Corey Barton regarding 1.3 $273.00 
status of stipulation; Review and revise Stipulation to Dismiss as to Parcel L; Motion to 
Dismiss as to Parcel Land Order to Dismiss as to Parcel L; Review and revise Opposition to 














In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure -Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
10/28/2009 JTC Review amended complaint to find Open Door Rentals interest. Draft Memorandum in 2.1 $315.00 
Opposition to Motion for Rule 54( b) Certificate. 
10/29/2009 JTC Revise Opposition to Motion for Rule 54( b) Certification. Draft letter to Rick Christensen 1.5 $225.00 
regarding Credit Suisse's likely discovery if motion for summary judgment is denied. Review 
Memorandum of Credit Suisse in Opposition to Kessler Constructions Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
10/29/2009 TRP Emails with counsel Angstman regarding opposition to 54(b) certificate; Analyze and review 0.5 $105.00 
Credit Suisse's Opposition to Kessler's MSJ and related documents. 
10/29/2009 SNP Review update letter to Rick, prepare for mailing. 0.2 $14.00 
10/29/2009 SNP Prepare Opposition to Motion for Rule 54( b) for filing with Valley County. Draft cover 0.7 $49.00 
letter, email to all counsel and mail to court. -10/30/2009 JTC . Review email from counsel for Open Door Rentals regarding Motion to Dismiss. Search for 0.2 $30.00 
requested documents. Discuss with SNP. 
11/3/2009 JTC Draft Stipulation to Dismiss Teufel's claims against Parcel FF and GG. Draft Motion to 1.4 $210.00 
Dismiss Teufel's claims against Parcel FF and GG. Draft Order to Dismiss Teufel's Claims 
against Parcel FF and GG. Prepare and send documents to Angstman Johnson and 
Associates. Review Reply Memo in Support of Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment. Review Scott Hedrick's Motion for Summary Judgment. Review Secesh 
Engineering's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
11/3/2009 TRP Analyze and review pleadings and orders filed in matter. 0.3 $63.00 
11/4/2009 JTC Review Order granting Motion to Intervene. Review Stipulation between Credit Suisse and 0.2 $30.00 
Bane of America. 
11/4/2009 SNP Prepare stipulation from Hawley Troxell for delivery to counsel. Print/organize all emails 1.5 $105.00 
regarding appointment of receiver. Draft cover letter to Valley County with filing 
...., 
instructions for Stipulation as to Parcel FF and GG. Email to all counsel. Email 
correspondence with Ed regarding stipulation for ParcelL. 
11/4/2009 TRP Analyze and review Sesech summary judgment pleadings and Scott Hedrick SJ pleadings; 1.1 $231.00 
Letter from counsel for JP Morgan Chase with Stipulation to Dismiss; Execute stipulation 
and return to counsel; Confer with JTC regarding status of Credit Suisse MSJ; Analyze and 









In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
11/5/2009 JTC Tonfer with SNP regarding Motion to Dismiss and Stipulation for Dismissal on ParcelL. 1.3 $195.00 
'Phone conversation with counsel for Washington Mutual and Magic Valley Bank regarding 
release of lien. Draft partial release of lien for Parcels D, K, & T. Review Partial Lien Release 
from Eberle Berlin. 
11/5/2009 TRP Review and execute Stipulation to Dismiss Open Door Rentals from litigation; Review Credit; 0.3 $63.00 
Suisse's filings. 
11/6/2009 TRP Analyze and review Memorandum Decision in Tamarack Lien Foreclosure matter; Emails 0.9 $189.00 
with client regarding decision and moving forward with Credit Suisse. 
11/6/2009 SNP Prepare Stipulation/Motion for filing with Valley County. Draft letter with filing 1.1 $77.00 
instructions. Email to all counsel. Draft letter to Angie with proposed order, certificate of 
service and envelopes- prepare for hand delivery. 
11/9/2009 TRP Review lien calculations and prepare settlement offer to Credit Suisse; Review deposition 0.5 $105.00 
and discovery pleadings filed in matter. 
11/9/2009 JTC Correspond with counsel for Washington Mutual and Magic Valley Bank regarding partial 1.2 $180.00 
lien release for dismissed properties. Draft partial lien release. Review Court's decision 
regarding Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment. Email Rick Christensen regarding 
successful defense against Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
11/9/2009 JTC Draft Stipulation of Dismissal, Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Stipulation of Dismissal and 2.1 $315.00 
Order of Dismissal. Contact John Thiel and Stan Tharp regarding attorney's fees paid by 
Teufel Nursery regarding Claim of Lien on Tamarack Resort. 
11/9/2009 SNP LTR to Valley County Recorder enclosing check and Partial Release of Lien to be recorded. 0.4 $28.00 
w 
11/10/2009 TRP , Letter from counsel Tharpe regarding costs and fees to date; Analyze and review Bank of 0.8 $168.00 
America Leasing Company pleadings and West Mountain Preservation pleadings relating to 
Tamarack matter. 
11/12/2009 TRP Confer with JTC regarding outcome of hearing; Analyze and review Credit Suisse's motion 0.8 $168.00 
for summary judgment against Tmiller; Review documents on receivership; Confer with JTC 









In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
11/12/2009 JTC Attend hearing for Motion for Rule 56(b) Certificate and Status Conference on Motion for 6.3 $945.00 
Receivership. Research priority of receiver's certificates. Draft Reply to WMPMA's Motion 
to Appoint Receiver. 
11/13/2009 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment and related pleadings 1 $210.00 
against Banner Sabey; Research apportionment of Teufel Lien; Review lien filed for Teufel; 
Review and revise Opposition to West Mountain Preservation's motion to appoint receiver. 
11/13/2009 SNP Calendar all deposition dates, TM save Notices of Depos, print tamarack email 0.7 $49.00 
correspondence and organize for TRP review. 
11/13/2009 JTC Revise reply to WMPMA's Motion to Appoint Receiver. Email counsel for Boespflug's and 0.7 $105.00 
Resort Properties requesting withdrawal of Motion for Rule 54(b) Certificate. -
11/16/2009 JTC Review Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment against Banner Sabey. Review 1 $1SO.OO 
Joinder to Motion for Status Conference. Revise Opposition to Petition to Appoint 
Receiver. Review email from Counsel for Boespflug, VPG and Resort Properties re: Rule 
54( b) Certificate. 
11/16/2009 SNP Review Opposition to WMPMA Appointment for Receiver, update certificate of service and 1 $70.00 
email list. Draft letter to valley county for filing. 
11/17/2009 JTC Review Credit Suisse's Opposition to North Lake's Motion for Summary Judgment. 0.3 $45.00 
11/18/2009 JTC Contact Michael Elison regarding payment for attorney's fees. Review WMPMA's Motion 0.2 $30.00 
for Protective Order. 
11/18/2009 SNP Review emails/schedule depos and other hearings 0.5 $35.00 
11/19/2009 JTC Review HMTN Architect's Motion for Summary Judgment and Affidavits. Review OZ 0.6 $90.00 
Architect's Motion for Summary Judgment. Review YMC's Motion for Permissive Appeal. w 
Contact Mike Elison to determine status of payment. 
11/23/2009 . JTC Begin drafting opposition to Motion for Permission to Appeal Review and analyze Credit 1.1 $165.00 
Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment against TMG-DP 
11/23/2009 SNP Email correspondence with Jennifer regarding Teufel Invoices. Print invoices and email to 0.5 $35.00 
her. 
11/24/2009 SNP Review list of hearings sent out by Judge Owen, calendar. 0.4 $28.00 










In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
11/30/2009 JTC Revise language in Disclosure Statement. Review Reply to Credit Suisse's Opposition to 0.9 $135.00 
Summary Judgment. Review Motion to Withdraw as Counsel filed by Tamarack Resort's 
attorney. 
12/1/2009 JTC Review Credit Suisse's Opposition to Motion for Permission to Appeal. Attend Hearing on 1.6 $240.00 
Motion to Dismiss Claims against Boespflugs, VPG and Resort Properties. Draft Joinder to 
Credit Suisse's Opposition to Motion for Permissive Appeal. 
12/2/2009 SNP Prepare Joinder for emailing to counsel and filing with court. 0.5 $35.00 
12/2/2009 TRP Em ails with client regarding status of matter. 0.2 $42.00 
12/2/2009 JTC Phone conversation with counsel for Bank of America regarding parcel of property and 1.3 $195.00 
Teufel's lien. Research if Teufel's lien covers Bank of America's parcel. Review YMC's 
Opposition to Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment. Draft Partial Release of Lien. 
12/3/2009 JTC Calculate current sums due under Claim of Lien, both including and excluding amounts 1.1 $165.00 
claimed against John Thiel. Begin drafting settlement letter to Credit Suisse. Add legal 
description of Property released from Claim of Lien in Parcel G. Review Banner/Sa bey II 
Opposition to Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
12/4/2009 SNP Updated Attorney Cheat Sheet and email list for counsel. 0.7 $49.00 
12/4/2009 JTC Review email from Rick regarding continuation of interest accruing. Respond to question. 0.1 $15.00 
12/4/2009 SNP Review Stip/Motion to Dismiss Parcel H, P, AA for signature from Elam & Burke. Re-send to 0.4 $28.00 
Loren. 
12/8/2009 JTC Phone call to counsel for Bane of America regarding involuntary bankruptcy of Tamarack 0.6 $90.00 
Resort, LLC. Review Reply to Opposition to Motion for Permissive Appeal and Reply to 
Banner Sabey's Opposition to MSJ. Review Credit Suisse's Opposition to Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
12/9/2009 JTC Attend hearing for YMC/lnterior Systems Motion for Permission to Appeal. 1.6 $240.00 
12/11/2009 JTC Review discovery requests from Credit Suisse. Commence responding to Requests for 0.5 $75.00 
Admissions. 
12/11/2009 TRP Review pending pleadings in matter. 1 $210.00 













In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
12/14/2009 JTC Review letter from Counsel for West Mountain Golf, LLC. Review Partial Release of Claim 0.3 $45.00 
of lien. 
12/15/2009 JTC . Review email from Rick Christensen regarding discovery requests. Respond to email and 0.2 $30.00 
set up time for phone conversation. 
12/15/2009 JTC Review Discovery Requests to anticipate types of documents needed to respond to 1.9 $285.00 
requests. Phone conversation with Rick Christensen regarding discovery requests and 
documents. 
12/16/2009 JTC ·Review email from Susan Hinton. Review spreadsheets and DFA to determine if is 1.7 $255.00 
responsive to Credit Suisse's discovery requests. Attend mandatory Status Conference. 
12/16/2009 SNP Draft L TR to Valley County Recorders office to get Partial Release of Claim recorded. 0.3 $21.00 
Prepare for mailing. 
12/16/2009 SNP . Draft L TR to VC for filing Stip/Mtn re: Parcels H, P, and AA. 0.4 $28.00 
12/17/2009 SNP Re-type all discovery requests from Credit Suisse to Teufel into word document, send to 2.1 $147.00 
JTC to complete. 
12/18/2009 JTC Research whether discovery can be conducted during an automatic stay imposed by 2.8 $420.00 
bankruptcy filing. Review Credit Suisse's Emergency Motion for Relief from Automatic Stay 
and Petra's Opposition. Continue to respond to Credit Suisse's discovery requests. 
12/22/2009 TRP Draft and revise Notice of Non Opposition to Credit Suisse's motion for relief from 0.5 $105.00 
automatic stay; ECF file. 
12/22/2009 SNP Draft Notice of Non Opposition to CS Mtn for Relief from Automatic Stay. 0.6 $42.00 
12/22/2009 JTC Draft Settlement Letter to Credit Suisse. 
12/23/2009 JTC Review Amended Motion of Credit Suisse AG for Relief from the Automatic Stay. Begin 0.5 $75.00 
reviewing documents from Teufel for Discovery Responses. v 
12/30/2009 TRP Analyze and review Stipulation to Substitute Parties- VPG & Resort Properties; Review all O.S $105.00 
Credit Suisse motion related pleadings. 
12/30/2009 SNP Update Certificate of Service and attorney cheat sheet according to stipulation for 0.4 $28.00 
substitution of counsel. 
12/30/2009 JTC Search files for last date work was completed on Parcel B. Review Stipulation from counsel 0.9 $13S.OO 
for VPG and Resort Properties. 














In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A . 
1/4/2010 
. 
TRP Review Credit Suisse motion related pleadings; Confer with JTC regarding discovery 0.5 $110.00 
responses in State case. 
1/5/2010 TRP Analyze and review pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy matter. 0.4 $88.00 
1/5/2010 JTC Correspond with Susan regarding work done at end of 2007. Continue to review 1.2 $180.00 
documents provided by Teufel to find responsive documents. 
1/6/2010 JTC Answer Credit Suisse's discovery requests. 0.6 $90.00 
1/6/2010 TRP Analyze and review pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy matter. 0.5 $110.00 
1/6/2010 SNP Create binder of Partial Release of Liens, search through file for amended lien disclosure 0.9 $63.00 
form, print liens. 
1/7/2010 TRP Analyze and review Tamarack pleadings in bankruptcy matter. 0.4 $88.00 
1/7/2010 JTC Finalize Responses to Requests for Admission 0.2 $30.00 
1/8/2010 SNP Draft NOS, review Teufel responses to RFA, draft cover letter and prepare for filing. Email 0.5 $35.00 
all discovery to counsel. 
1/8/2010 TRP Analyze and review daily filings in Tamarack bankruptcy. 0.4 $88.00 
1/11/2010 TRP Analyze and review revised Motion for Relief from Automatic Stay and Affidavits of 1.5 $330.00 
Goergen in support of relief. Review Exhibits A-G of affidavit of Brad Goergen. 
1/12/2010 TRP Analyze and review Aft of Frank in opposition to Relief from Auto Stay, Affidavit of 0.9 $198.00 
Whatcott in opposition to motion for relief from stay and Affidavit of Walker in opposition 
to Motion for Relief from Stay; Review briefing and other pleadings regarding motion for 
relief from stay. 
1/13/2010 TRP Review Affidavit of No Objection to stay relief; Review affidavits filed in opposition to stay 0.4 $88.00 
relief. 
1/14/2010 SNP File maintenance (update discovery binder, pleadings binder/index and create bankruptcy 1.4 $105.00 
index/binder). 
1/14/2010 TRP Analyze and review Summary Order on Motion to Extend Time to Answer Involuntary 0.7 $154.00 
Petition; Review Summary Order on hearing on motion for relief from stay; review other 
responsive pleadings in Tamarack bankruptcy. 
1/15/2010 JTC Review and respond to em ails from Rick regarding payment and settlement offer. 0.2 $32.00 
1/19/2010 TRP Email from court clerk regarding motion to lift automatic stay; review bankruptcy pleadings 0.4 $88.00 








In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
1/20/2010 TRP Analyze and review Answer to Involuntary Petition for Bankruptcy; review additional 1.1 $242.00 
bankruptcy pleadings for Tamarack; confer with JTC regarding grounds for dismissing 
petition for bankruptcy; Email from court clerk regarding hearings in Tamarack matter. 
1/20/2010 TRP Prepare indexes for pleadings; Telephone conference with counsel Ricks regarding 0.6 $132.00 
documents requested; Email requested documents to counsel. 
1/21/2010 SNP Review letter to Brenda Dorsett, prepare for sending. 0.2 $15.00 
1/21/2010 SNP Update bankruptcy pleadings according to document number, include new pleadings. 1.5 $112.50 
1/21/2010 TRP Analyze and review Order regarding motion for relief from stay; review other bankruptcy 0.2 $44.00 
pleadings. wl 
1/21/2010 JTC Search for and provide documents to Teufel's bankruptcy counsel regarding Tamarack 3.2 $512.00 
·matter. 
1/22/2010 SNP Update partial lien release binder, email to Eberle Berlin to obtain Lien Table, begin to 2.1 $157.50 
arrange lines based on date, look for all liens filed by our office. 
1/22/2010 JTC Research partial releases of lien issued by Pickens Law and compare to liens released by 0.3 $48.00 
Eberle Berlin. 
1/22/2010 TRP Review Order Granting Relief from the Automatic Stay for Hopkins Financial; Review other 0.2 $44.00 
bankruptcy pleadings. 
1/22/2010 TRP Emails with bankruptcy counsel regarding approval of Ch. 11 plan and hearing on plan. 0.2 $44.00 
1/25/2010 TRP Telephone conference with counsel for VFP and Resort Properties regarding stipulation; 0.9 $198.00 
Review proposed Stipulation for Substitution and Motion for Substitution; Forward to 
counsel; Review Order Lifting Automatic Stay; Review other filings. 
1/26/2010 JTC Print and sort documents from Teufel. Begin answering Credit Suisse's Interrogatories. 3.4 $544.00 
1/27/2010 SNP Update discovery binder, bankruptcy pleadings, and general pleadings binders. 1 $75.00 
1/27/2010 TRP Review daily bankruptcy pleading filings; telephone call from counsel for Scott Hedrick 0.3 $66.00 
regarding status of matter. 
1/27/2010 SNP Update partial lien release binder, organize in chronological order, draft table of contents. 2.1 $157.50 
1/27/2010 SNP Review stip for substitution of counsel, remove Brian Knox from email list and certificate of · 0.3 $22.50 











In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
1/28/2010 SNP Continue creating Lien Release Binder, search through documents for liens filed by Pickens 1.7 $127.50 
Law to send to Eberle. Update table of contents. Compare all lien releases with Lif1gation 
Guarantee, mark which parcels were released, review with JTC. 
1/28/2010 JTC Begin reviewing and organizing DFA's chronologically. Review DFA's for work done on 2.5 $400.00 
parcels under Teufel's lien. 
1/29/2010 5NP Finalize Partial Lien Release Binder 0.7 $52.50 
1/29/2.010 JTC Begin determining the dates that work was done on each parcel. 1.9 $304.00 
1/29/2010 SNP Update bankruptcy and pleading index. 0.5 $37.50 
2/1/2010 JTC , Continue to review DFA's to determine where work was conducted each day. Determine 2.3 $368.00 
start dates for parcels with liens. 
2/2/2010 TRP Analyze and review BofA's response to Answer to Involuntary Petition for Tamarack 0.3 $66.00 
Bankruptcy and related pleadings. 
2/3/2010 TRP Analyze and review Order Granting Stay Relief in Tamarack Bankruptcy; Analyze and review. 0.7 $154.00 
Notice of Lifting Automatic Stay filed by Credit Suisse to resume action in state court. 
2/8/2010 TRP Analyze and review Order Granting Stay Relief by Credit Suisse, Opposition to Motion for 0.8 $176.00 
Summary Judgment for EZA, and other pleadings in matter. 
2/9/2010 TRP Review daily pleadings for Tamarack matter. 0.3 $66.00 
2/10/2010 TRP Review daily pleadings in bankruptcy and state court actions. 0.3 $66.00 
2/12/2010 SNP Update discovery, bankruptcy pleading binder/index. Draft cover letter to court for filing 2 $150.00 
motion to dismiss. Prepare Motion to Dismiss/Stip/Proposed order for being filed. Draft 
cover letter to Angie re: order/envelopes. Research Order Dismissing Parcel L, email to 
Angie re: status of order. Update Partial Lien Release binder with new release from Eberle. 
~ 
2/16/2010 TRP Review signed Order Vacating Trial; Email from clerk of court regarding new trial date and 0.2 $44.00 
scheduling conference. 
2/16/2010 JTC Review CH2M's Motion to Dismiss and Affidavit. 0.3 $48.00 
2/18/2010 TRP Review various pleadings in Tamarack bankruptcy matter 0.2 $44.00 
2/19/2010 JTC Continue preparing documents for responses to Credit Suisse's discovery requests 6.5 $1,040.00 
2/22/2010 JTC Continue to review discovery documents responsive to Credit Suisse's discovery requests 1.1 $176.00 








In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
2/23/2010 TRP Review daily pleadings in bankruptcy and state court actions. 0.3 $66.00 
2/23/2010 JTC Review and organize documents responsive to Credit Suisse's discovery requests. 2.9 $464.00 
Determine location of Phase 4.1 
2/24/2010 SNP Continue organizing docs on thumb drive 5 $375.00 
2/24/2010 SNP ; Update Pleading, Discovery and Bankruptcy index 0.7 $52.50 
2/24/2010 JTC Determine location of Heritage Phase. Determine date work commenced on Parcel A & J. 4 $640.00 
Begin responding to Credit Suisse's Requests for Production of Documents. Correspond 
with Teufel regarding interest accrued on Claim of Lien. 
2/25/2010 JTC Review pending orders against list provided by Court to verify that everything had been 0.3 $48.00 
submitted and received by the Court. v 
2/25/2010 SNP Continue converting docs on thumb drive to pdf and organizing. 6.8 $510.00 
2/25/2010 TRP Review filed pleadings in state court matter. 0.2 $44.00 
2/26/2010 TRP Analyze and review pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy matter. 0.2 $44.00 
2/26/2010 SNP Convert docs into PDF from thumb drive, organize into categories. 1.2 $315.00 
3/1/2010 SNP Convert documents into PDF files 4 $300.00 
3/2/2010 TRP Prepare final Pre-Order Attorney Fee Statements 0.4 $88.00 
3/2/2010 JTC Correspond with Susan Hinton regarding accrued interest. Revise response to 0.5 $80.00 
interrogatory regarding interest 
3/2/2010 SNP Continue converting thumb drive docs to PDF 3.5 $262.50 
3/3/2010 SNP Continue transferring documents to PDF file 5 $375.00 
3/4/2010 JTC Attend mandatory scheduling conference 2.5 $400.00 
3/4/2010 TRP Review pleadings in state court action; Review pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy; confer 0.5 $110.00 
with JTC regarding trial calendaring and deadlines. 
3/4/2010 SNP Continue converting docs on thumb drive. 4 $300.00 
3/5/2010 SNP Continue converting PDF files. 5.5 $412.50 
3/8/2010 TRP Review closing arguments in Tamarack Bankruptcy matter; Review state court pleadings 1.1 $242.00 
filed. 
3/8/2010 SNP Convert thumb drive docs to PDF 0.2 $240.00 
3/9/2010 SNP Complete transferring and organizing all docs on thumb drive 4.5 $337.50 
3/9/2010 SNP Calendar trial deadlines according to scheduling order 0.5 $37.50 
3/9/2010 TRP Review daily pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy matter and state court action 0.2 $44.00 







In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
3/10/2010 SNP Make final changes to discovery folder on thumb drive. Work on converting documents 2.5 $187.50 
that will not print. Compare new certificate of service from Judge's clerk with old 
, certificate of service, begin to make changes. 
3/11/2010 SNP Update discovery, pleading and bankruptcy index and files. Format documents from thumb 3.75 $281.25 
drive in chronological order. 
3/11/2010 JTC Continued work on discovery requests. 1.7 $272.00 
3/11/2010 SNP Update email list for all counsel and certificate of service. 0.5 $37.50 
3/11/2010 SNP Complete transfer of all thumb drive docs, combine discovery folder into one pdf file, bates 2.5 $187.50 
·stamp, burn to disc for JTC to review. 
3/11/2010 TRP Emails with client regarding status of matter; Analyze and review Memorandum Decision 1.7 $374.00 
and Order on Credit Suisse's motion for summary judgment against Banner/Sabey; Review w 
draft of discovery responses to Credit Suisse; Confer with JTC regarding status of matter. 
3/12/2010 SNP Reformat documents to be sent in discovery, combine all folders to create a file to burn on 6 $450.00 
CD. 
' 3/12/2010 JTC Confer with SNP regarding discovery. Review discovery documents. 1.5 $240.00 
3/15/2010 TRP Review final draft of responses to interrogatories and requests for production of 0.9 $198.00 
documents to Credit Suisse. 
3/15/2010 JTC ·Finalize discovery responses. Phone conversation with counsel for property owners in 4.3 $688.00 
Tamarack regarding Teufel's goals and potential settlements to waive lien. Confer with TRP. 
regarding same. 
. ... 
3/15/2010 SNP Finalize CD ofTeufel Bates stamped docs, add additional docs, bates stamp. Draft NOS, 4.5 $337.50 
prepare for filing, email to all counsel. Prepare response to ROGGS/RFP to be em ailed to 
counsel and mailed to CS. ; 
3/16/2010 SNP T/C with Bruce Badger's paralegal about discovery responses and production of documents. 0.4 $30.00 \W' 
Re-send discovery and NOS to parties who did not receive emails because of server issues. 
3/16/2010 TRP Analyze and review Memorandum Decision and Order re: CS's MSJ as to Banner Sabey; 0.8 $176.00 
Review additional pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court actions. 
3/16/2010 JTC ·Review with correspondence from Credit Suisse. Confer with TRP regarding same. 0.4 $64.00 












In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure -Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
3/17/2010 JTC Phone conversation with Rick regarding settlement conference. Draft letter to Credit Suisse 0.3 $48.00 
accepting settlement conference proposal 
3/17/2010 TRP Correspondence with counsel for Credit Suisse regarding settlement; confer with JTC 0.4 $88.00 
regarding settlement figures; review daily pleadings in Tamarack bankruptcy and state 
court action 
3/18/2010 SNP Update trial binder with scheduling order, create disc of bates docs for Moffatt Thomas, 0.5 $37.50 
proof letter to Bruce re: settlement, send to Bruce and Rick. 
3/18/2010 SNP Fax discovery docs to Brian Knox 0.2 $15.00 
3/19/2010 TRP Review bankruptcy pleadings for Tamarack matter 0.3 $66.00 
3/25/2010 JTC Review email from Colleen Cole requesting blanket statement. Email Amy Knight regarding 0.2 $32.00 
statement requested by Ms. Cole. 
3/26/2010 SNP Update bankruptcy, pleading and discovery binder with new docs. Update index and 1.3 $97.50 
partial lien release binder. Draft letter to Colleen re: liens. 
3/26/2010 JTC Calculate settlement numbers. Conference call with Teufel. Contact Colleen Cole 2.9 $464.00 
regarding statement request. Review mortgage from Tamarack. 
3/29/2010 TRP Review bankruptcy and state court pleadings for the week; meet with client and attorneys 3.1 $682.00 
for Credit Suisse to discuss settlement. 
3/29/2010 SNP Prepare letter re: lien releases for delivery to Amerititle and Eberle Berlin, email. 0.2 $15.00 
3/29/2010 JTC Prepare for and attend settlement conference. Draft rejection letter to Credit Suisse. 4.8 $768.00 
Obtain copy of Judge Owen's order regarding lien priority date. Research and draft memo 
regarding Lien disclosure form. 
3/30/2010 TRP Review letter to counsel for Credit Suisse regarding settlement. 0.4 $88.00 
3/30/2010 JTC , Research Idaho Code 45-505 to determine law regarding extent of lien on property. Begin 4.8 $768.00 
drafting Motion for Summary Judgment. 
3/30/2010 JTC ,Review pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court action 0.5 $80.00 
3/30/2010 SNP Proof letter to Bruce re: settlement. Prepare for mailing, email to client. Correspondence 0.6 $45.00 
with Judge's clerk regarding hearing on MSJ, draft NOH. 
3/31/2010 JTC Begin drafting Affidavit of Rick Christensen in Support of MSJ. Locate supporting 5.8 $928.00 
documentation to establish start dates for each individual property. Continued work on 
Motion for Summary Judgment. Review email from Badger requesting case law. 








In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
4/1/2010 SNP Draft disclaimer of interest for Teufel Nursery, prepare for sending to all counsel and filing 1 $7S.OO 
with Valley County 
4/1/2010 JTC Organization of Whitewater documents to email to Rick to determine exact location of 1 $160.00 
work done on White water. Begin work on statement of facts. 
4/1/2010 TRP Review and execute Disclaimer of Interest of Teufel Nursery; review other pleadings in 0.4 $88.00 
Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court action. 
4/2/2010 TRP Review daily Tamarack bankruptcy and state court pleadings. 0.5 $110.00 
4/6/2010 TRP Emails with all counsel and Judge's clerk regarding pending orders. 0.2 $44.00 
4/7/2010 TRP 
: 
Review Kessler Constructions discovery requests to Credit Suisse. Confer with SNP to draft 0.5 $110.00 
discovery requests to Credit Suisse. 
4/7/2010 SNP , Update Certificate of Service. Draft Supplemental Discovery Responses to Credit Suisse 1 $75.00 
Requests for Production. Combine recent documents from client into one file and bates 
stamp. Draft NOS. Email NOS and Discovery to all counsel, mail to Credit Suisse Counsel. 
Draft cover letter to VC with filing instructions for NOS. 
4/7/2010 JTC • Prepare maps of parcels subject to Teufel's lien and locations of work done on roads in 4.2 $672.00 
2004 and 2005. Review of documents emailed by Rick. Finalize supplemental discovery 
responses. Revise Motion for Summary Judgment. Begin work on Affidavit of JTC. 
4/8/2010 JTC Revise Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. Revise Affidavit of Rick 2.1 $336.00 
Christensen. Begin preparing exhibits to affidavits. 
4/9/2010 SNP Be~in initial discovery requests to Credit Suisse 1.6 $120.00 
4/9/2010 JTC Confer with TRP regarding MSJ. Prepare Whitewater DFA's for email to Rick. Add to 4.3 $688.00 
Affidavit of Rick Christensen and JTC. Search for DFA's and Invoices for dates Teufel 
stopped work. Add validity of Claim of Lien argument to MSJ. 
4/9/2010 TRP Review daily Tamarack bankruptcy and state court pleadings; confer with JTC regarding 0.5 $110.00 
summary judgment against Credit Suisse. 
4/12/2010 JTC Search for dates Teufel last worked on encumbered parcels. Email Rick for assistance. 3.6 $576.00 
4/13/2010 TRP Analyze and review Notice and Subpoena Duces Tecum of Kit Yates; Confer with JTC 0.6 $132.00 










In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, PA 
4/13/2010 JTC Phone conversation with Rick Christensen regarding MSJ and John Thiel claim. Search for 5 $800.00 
documentation to support start dates for Clearwater Townhome prior to May 2006. 
Organize exhibits to Affidavit of JTC and Rick Christensen. Revise argument for priority 
date in Phase 1 of Tamarack Resort. 
4/13/2010 SNP Update Certificate of Service and Email list according to parties that were dismissed out. 2 $150.00 
Update Pleading, Discovery and Bankruptcy Pleading binder, update index for each binder. 
4/14/2010 SNP Complete the update of binders with recent Tamarack docs 1 $75.00 
4/14/2010 JTC , Begin drafting discovery requests to Credit Suisse 0.7 $112.00 
4/14/2010 TRP Analyze and review Teufel's draft memorandum in support of motion for summary 1 $220.00 
judgment. w 
4/15/2010 TRP Review all summary judgment pleadings for upcoming Credit Suisse motions for other 1.8 $396.00 
various lien claimants; Review and revised First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for 
Production to Credit Suisse. 
4/15/2010 SNP Proof Discovery Requests to Credit Suisse, make changes, give to TRP to complete 0.6 $45.00 
4/15/2010 JTC Finalize discovery requests to Credit Suisse 2.2 $352.00 
4/16/2010 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's motion for protective order relating to Kit Yates and 0.4 $88.00 
subpoena of documents 
4/19/2010 SNP Final review of Discovery Requests to Credit Suisse. Draft NOS, email NOS and Discovery to 1 $75.00 
all counsel. Draft cover letter to Valley County to file NOS 
4/19/2010 TRP Review draft Affidavit of Rick Christensen; Review daily pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy 1 $220.00 
and State Court Action. 
4/20/2010 JTC Review email from Rick regarding Mike Jerome. Contact Mike Jerome. Draft Affidavit of 1.4 $224.00 
Mike Jerome and email copy to Mike. Email start date request to Rick. -
4/20/2010 TRP Review Proposed orders in State Court action and all pleadings in Bankruptcy Matter. 0.7 $154.00 
4/21/2010 SNP Update Lien Release Binder with new releases from Eberle. Draft Joinder in Credit Suisse's 0.9 $67.50 
Opposition to Tamarack Appearing ProSe. Give to TRP to review. 
4/21/2010 JTC Search for DFA demonstrating start date for Parcels 0-BB, KK, and LL. Submit questions to 1.4 $224.00 
Rick. Email additional questions to Mike Jerome. 
4/22/2010 JTC Attend MSJ hearings at Court. Review Secesh Engineering MSJ memorandum to support 5.7 $912.00 











In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
4/22/2010 SNP Look through repository and pleadings index for Secesh MSJ docs along with 0.8 $60.00 
replies/oppositions. Email correspondence to Eberle Berlin re: reply to opposition. Begin 
comparing new certificate of service from judge's clerk with previous copy to make 
changes. 
4/22/2010 TRP Review daily pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court action; Review and revise 1.5 $330.00 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
4/23/2010 JTC Revise Memorandum and Affidavit of Rick Christensen to incorporate additional 3.2 $512.00 
arguments. 
4/23/2010 SNP Update discovery and pleading index. 1.2 $90.00 
4/23/2010 TRP Review and revise Affidavit of Rick Christensen; Confer with JTC regarding end dates and 0.5 $110.00 
affidavit of Mike Jerome. 
4/26/2010 TRP Review daily pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court action; Continue revising 1.5 $330.00 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
4/26/2010 JTC Communicate with Rick regarding Mike Jerome, invoices and DFA's. Incorporate 3.7 $592.00 
information into Affidavit of Rick Christensen. Search for invoices for end dates for 
, encumbered parcels. Communicate with Mike Jerome regarding end dates and affidavit. 
4/27/2010 SNP Proof Affidavit of Rick and Justin, make changes, mark all exhibits. 4 $300.00 
4/27/2010 TRP Continue revising Memorandum in Support of MSJ and Affidavit of Rick Christensen. 1.2 $264.00 
4/28/2010 JTC Confer with Rick Christensen regarding his Affidavit. Phone conversation with Mike Jerome 3.6 $576.00 
regarding location of parcels and work. Confirm willingness to sign Affidavit. Review 
Opposition to Motion to Quash. Discuss with TPR. Make changes to Affidavit of Rick 
Christensen and corresponding changes to Memorandum. Finalize all documents and w exhibits. 
4/28/2010 TRP Finalize Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment; Draft and revise 2.6 $572.00 
Motion for Summary Judgment; Revise Affidavit of Rick Christensen; Confer with JTC 
regarding matter and pleadings; Analyze and review Kessler Construction's Opposition to 
Motion to Quash; Review daily Tamarack Bankruptcy pleadings and state court pleadings. 
4/29/2010 SNP Compile copies of our MSJ docs for delivery to Judge Owen's Chambers. T /C with counsel 0.7 $52.50 











In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
4/29/2010 TRP Review Summary Judgment pleadings filed by other lien claimants and Bank of America 0.8 $176.00 
Leasing; Review Credit Suisse's Reply regarding subpoena of documents of Kit Yates. 
4/30/2010 SNP Print/Prepare/Organize all incoming MSJ docs for TRP to review. 1.5 $112.50 
4/30/2010 TRP Review Credit Suisse Summary Judgment pleadings and Affidavits 1 $220.00 
5/3/2010 TRP Analyze and revise motions for summary judgment by Credit Suisse, Kessler, Hedrick, BAG 1.8 $396.00 
and BALC and related pleadings. 
5/4/2010 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse AG's Motions for Dismissal; Review other state court and 0.5 $110.00 
Tamarack Bankruptcy pleadings. 
5/4/2010 SNP Continue sorting thru incoming pleadings and preparing for TRP review. 0.5 $37.50 
5/4/2010 TRP Analyze and review Hedrick Construction summary judgment documents; Review Tamarack 0.7 $154.00 
Bankruptcy pleadings and state court pleadings 
5/5/2010 JTC Review Credit Suisse's Reply to Opposition to Motion to Quash in preparation for hearing. 1.4 $224.00 
Attend Motion to Quash hearing. 
S/5/2010 TRP Review additional summary judgment pleadings in State Court action; Confer with JTC 1 $220.00 
regarding outcome of protective order hearing; Review Tamarack bankruptcy pleadings. 
5/6/2010 SNP Begin updating Pleadings index with MSJ docs. 2.1 $157.50 
5/6/2010 JTC Phone conversation with Credit Suisse regarding depositions of Rick Christensen and Mike 2.3 $368.00 
Jerome. Correspond with Rick to determine availability dates for deposition. Phone 
conversation with Mike Jerome regarding potential deposition. Review all Affidavits of Kit 
Yates to determine type of information provided. Begin preparing for deposition of Kit 
Yates. Review request from North Lake to concede that it has priority over Teufel. Begin 
researching priority of assessments for local improvements. 
5/7/2010 TRP Review Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court action pleadings. 0.5 $110.00 
5/10/2010 JTC Review Notice of Depos·ltion of Rick Christensen. Confer with Rick regarding deposition. 0.3 $48.00 
5/10/2010 TRP Analyze and review Tamarack bankruptcy and state court pleadings; Confer with JTC 0.5 $110.00 
regarding deposition of Rick Christensen. 
5/11/2010 TRP Review Disclosure of Compensation of Attorney for Debtor and other pleadings in 0.8 $176.00 
Tamarack Bankruptcy; Review state court pleadings. 










In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure -Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
S/12/2010 JTC Review Notice of Deposition of Michael Jerome. Confer with TRP regarding deposition of 0.4 $64.00 
necessity of attending. Phone conversation with Rick Christensen. Email Mike Jerome to 
determine if he would like me at deposition. Email Rick regarding same. 
5/12/2010 TRP Analyze and review Notice of Deposition of Mike Jerome; confer with JTC regarding 1 $220.00 
deposition; Review Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court action pleadings. 
5/13/2010 JTC Attend deposition of Kit Yates. 7.1 $1,136.00 
5/13/2010 TRP Confer with JTC regarding deposition of Kit Yates; Forward questions to JTC to ask at 0.5 $110.00 
deposition. 
5/14/2010 SNP Update pleading index and binder with motions for summary judgment. 2.5 $187.50 w 
. 
5/14/2010 TRP Review pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy. 0.3 $66.00 
5/17/2010 JTC Phone conversation with Mike Jerome regarding deposition. Search for flights to Tacoma. 0.4 $64.00 
5/17/2010 TRP Analyze and review Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court pleadin15s. 0.8 $176.00 
5/18/2010 SNP Email correspondence with Teufel re: Rick's Affidavit. Continue to send out Affidavit 0.4 $30.00 
Exhibits to Teufel. 
5/18/2010 TRP Review pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court action. 0.5 $110.00 
S/18/2010 JTC Review Credit Suisse's Responses to Discovery Requests. Review claim of lien and Parcel A 0.9 $144.00 
to determine if Parcel A is included in Claim of Lien. 
S/19/2010 JTC Review Affidavit of Rick Christensen in preparation for deposition. Phone conversation 2.1 $336.00 
with Rick regarding deposition. 
5/20/2010 TRP Confer with JTC regarding depositions of Christensen and Jerome; Review daily pleadings in 1 $220.00 
Tamarack Bankruptcy and state court action. v 
S/20/2010 JTC Prepare for and attend deposition of Rick Christensen. 7.2 $1,152.00 
5/21/2010 TRP Review daily pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy. o.s $110.00 
5/24/2010 JTC Attend deposition of Mike Jerome. 4.5 $720.00 
S/24/2010 TRP Review summary judgment pleadings in state court action; confer with JTC regarding 0.7 $154.00 
depositions of Christensen and Jerome. 
5/26/2010 SNP Continue updating bankruptcy pleading index. 0.9 $67.50 
5/26/2010 JTC Phone conversation with Rick regarding deposition of Mike Jerome. 0.2 $32.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
5/27/2010 JTC . Review deposition transcript for Deposition of Rick Christensen. Locate proposed changes 2.1 $336.00 
and advice of Rick of changes. Review deposition transcript for Deposition of Mike Jerome. 
5/27/2010 TRP Review Tamarack Bankruptcy pleadings. 0.4 $88.00 
5/28/2010 SNP Begin reviewing depo of Rick Christensen. 0.8 $60.00 
5/29/2010 SNP Sort incoming pleadings, discovery and bankruptcy pleadings, begin to prepare for filing. 1 $75.00 
6/1/2010 5NP Continue sorting and organizing pleadings/discovery/bankruptcy pleadings. Update index 3.5 $262.50 
to reflect new documents, place in binders. 
6/1/2010 SNP Depo summary of Rick. 1.2 $90.00 
6/2/2010 JTC Commence reviewing Credit Suisse's Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment and 0.5 $80.00 'VIII 
supporting documentation. 
6/2/2010 SNP Continue summary of Rick's deposition 0.8 $60.00 
6/2/2010 TRP Analyze and review Affidavit of Badger and Credit Suisse's opposition to motion for 1 $220.00 
summary judgment; review other MSJ pleadings and bankruptcy pleadings. 
6/3/2010 JTC Review and analyze Credit Suisse's Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment. Confer 3.8 $608.00 
with TRP regarding points of opposition and means to overcome. Commence drafting 
Reply to Opposition 
6/3/2010 TRP Review all summary judgment pleadings for pending state court action; Confer with JTC 2.1 $462.00 
regarding response; review bankruptcy pleadings. 
6/4/2010 JTC Review and analyze Credit Suisse's Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment. Confer 3.6 $576.00 
with TRP regarding points of opposition and means to overcome. Commence drafting 
Reply to Opposition. 
6/4/2010 JTC Continued work on Reply to Credit Suisse's Opposition. 2.4 $384.00 
6/4/2010 TRP Review additional summary judgment pleadings in state court action. 0.5 $110.00 
6/7/2010 TRP Confer with JTC regarding reply for summary judgment; Review Supplemental Affidavit of 1.5 $330.00 
Justin Cranney; Review state court and bankruptcy pleadings. 
6/7/2010 JTC Continue work in Reply to Credit Suisse's Opposition. 6 $960.00 
6/8/2010 TRP Review bankruptcy pleadings; Review and revise Reply Memorandum in Further Support of 2.5 $550.00 
Motion for Summary Judgment; Confer with JTC regarding affidavit for additional 
testimony of Rick Christensen. 
6/8/2010 JTC Continue work on Reply to Credit Suisse's Opposition. Draft Supplemental Affidavit of JTC. 6.6 $1,056.00 
Start drafting Motion to Shorten Time. 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
6/9/2010 JTC Finalize Motion to Shorten Time. Revise Reply to Opposition to MSJ. • 1.6 $256.00 
6/9/2010 SNP Proof Motion/Affidavit to Shorten Time. Draft Notice of Hearing and Certificate of Service. 0.8 $60.00 
Prepare for fax filing and emailing to all counsel. 
6/9/2010 TRP Review all of Credit Suisse's oppositions to summary judgment motions. Review 3.1 $682.00 
bankruptcy pleadings; review Motion for Order Shortening Time; Begin reviewing 
deposition transcripts and pleadings for summary judgment hearing; Review final draft of 
Reply Memorandum. 
6/10/2010 JTC Revise Reply to Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment regarding lack of issues of 2.1 $336.00 
material fact. 
6/10/2010 TRP Review additional summary judgment pleadings filed in State Court Action; Review Credit 1.6 $352.00 
Suisse's response to motion for order shortening time; review f1nal summary judgment 
documents for filing. 
6/10/2010 SNP Review Reply to Credit Suisse Opposition to Teufel's MSJ. Draft Certificate of Service. 1 $75.00 
Email to all counsel and to Angie for filing with court. 
' 6/11/2010 SNP Coordinate and print all replies to MSJ, send to TRP to review. 0.5 $37.50 
6/11/2010 SNP Organize all pleadings in chronological order, begin updating binder. Update certificate of 1.5 $112.50 
service with changes from counsel. 
6/11/2010 TRP Review summary judgment pleadings for Kessler, ISO and Credit Suisse; prepare for oral 1.8 $396.00 
argument; review bankruptcy pleadings. 
6/14/2010 SNP Prepare binder of MSJ documents for upcoming hearing. Continue updating pleading 1 $75.00 
index. 
6/14/2010 TRP Review Memorandum Decisions in various lien claimants cases; Continue preparing for 1.5 $330.00 
summary judgment hearing; Review pleadings in state court matter. 
6/15/2010 TRP Plan and prepare for oral argument on Summary Judgment. 1.3 $286.00 
w 
6/15/2010 SNP Update pleading index, email correspondence with Angie re: MSJ hearings 0.7 $52.50 
6/16/2010 TRP Review bankruptcy pleadings; review decisions on Sesech and other summary judgments; 3.5 $770.00 
Plan and prepare for oral argument on Motion for Summary Judgment. 
6/16/2010 JTC Review pleadings in preparation for MSJ hearings tomorrow. Review memorandum 1.2 $192.00 
decisions issued by Court today. 
6/17/2010 TRP Appear/attend hearing on motion for summary judgment, confer with JTC regarding status 2.8 $616.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
6/17/2010 JTC Review email from Rick Christensen regarding Reply. Respond to Rick's email. Draft 4.2 $672.00 
memorandum to TRP regarding recent court decisions that should be addressed at MSJ 
hearing. Attend MSJ hearing. Confer with TRP regarding decision. Commence matching 
parcels and work orders to allocations attached to Claim of Lien. Research to determine if 
cut off date for amending complaint has passed. 
6/17/2010 SNP Finish updating pleading index and binder, organize all incoming orders/motions. 2.3 $172.50 
6/18/2010 SNP Proof MSJ letter to Rick, make changes, email. 0.3 $22.50 
6/18/2010 JTC Commence work on drafting Second Amended Complaint. Draft update letter to Rick. 2.6 $416.00 
..J 
6/18/2010 TRP Review several Memorandum Decision and Orders for lien claimants; Review pleadings for 1 $220.00 
final summary judgment arguments; review bankruptcy pleadings. 
3/23/2010 JTC Respond to email from Rick regarding status of case. Continue work on Amended 0.7 $112.00 
Complaint. Draft Motion to Amend Complaint. 
6/24/2010 TRP Appear/Attend Mandatory Status Conference; Review state court pleadings. 1.5 $330.00 
6/24/2010 JTC Attend Mandatory Status Conference. Attend Hearing for MSJ- compare arguments. 3.7 $592.00 
Confer with TRP regarding same. 
6/25/2010 JTC Work on Second Amended Complaint. 0.5 $80.00 
6/28/2010 TRP • Confer with JTC regarding amending complaint; Review bankruptcy pleadings. 0.6 $132.00 
6/28/2010 JTC Continue to work on Second Amended Complaint. 2.1 $336.00 
6/29/2010 JTC Work on Second Amended Complaint. 4.4 $704.00 
6/29/2010 SNP • Email correspondence with Angie re: trial deadlines 0.2 $15.00 
6/30/2010 JTC Finalize Motion to Amend Complaint. Finalize Memorandum in Support of Motion to 4.9 $784.00 
Amend Complaint. Work on Second Amended Complaint. 
6/30/2010 SNP Draft word version of Amended Complaint. 0.7 $S2.50 
6/30/2010 TRP Review expert and witness disclosure deadlines; start preparing expert disclosure; confer 1 $220.00 
with counsel Diddle regarding expert testimony; Review summary judgment filings in state 
court matter for EZA and Hedrick. 
7/1/2010 TRP Emails with counsel Badger regarding Order Granting Summary Judgment; Revise Order; 1.2 $264.00 
Review transcript of hearing; Forward revised Order to counsel; Review alternate proposed 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
7/1/2010 JTC Commence determining current value of lien to each allocation. Review proposed order 1.3 $208.00 
from Credit Suisse. 
7/2/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed in Bankruptcy matter; Review Credit Suisse's disclosure of expert 1 $220.00 
witnesses; confer with JTC about Teufel's experts; Review additional discovery requests in 
state court matter. 
7/2/2010 SNP Begin updating pleadings index with newest pleadings 1.2 $90.00 
7/6/2010 JTC Finalize calculations allocating lien amounts to geographical areas found on Exhibit A to 4.6 $736.00 
Claim of Lien. 
7/7/2010 TRP Review and revise draft Second Amended Complaint; Confer with JTC regarding status of 2.1 $462.00 
matter and amending Lien Disclosure Statement; Review pleadings in state court and 
bankruptcy matter; confer with counsel Diddle regarding expert witnesses. tiil 
7/7/2010 SNP Finalize updating pleading index and binder. 2.5 $187.50 
7/7/2010 JTC ·Start preparing Exhibits for trial. Commence drafting Third Amended Lien Disclosure Form. 6.3 $1,008.00 
Confer with TRP regarding Second Amended Complaint and Third Amended Lien Disclosure 
Form. 
7/8/2010 TRP , Review pleadings in state court and bankruptcy matters. 0.3 $66.00 
7/8/2010 JTC Attempt to determine the start and end date for allocations only lien for unpaid retention. 5.2 $832.00 
Continue work on Second Amended Complaint and Third Amended Lien Disclosure. Confer 
with TRP regarding the same. 
7/9/2010 TRP Confer with JTC regarding final draft of Amended Complaint; Review motion and pleadings 0.5 $110.00 
for motion to amend complaint. 
7/9/2010 JTC Final review of Second Amended Complaint; Motion to Amend Complaint and 5.1 $816.00 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend Complaint. Confer with TRP regarding Third 
Amended Lien Disclosure and calculated values for Parcels. Commence drafting Trial Brief. 
Continue to work on Trial Exhibits. Draft Settlement letter to Credit Suisse. 
7/9/2010 SNP Proof Motion to Amend Complaint, Memorandum and Amended Complaint. Make 2.2 $165.00 
changes. Email correspondence with court re: hearing date. Draft Notice of Hearing, 
Motion to Shorten Time and Certificate of Service. Mark Exhibits. Draft cover letter to 
court with filing instructions. Prepare for mailing. Email to all counsel. 
7/12/2010 SNP Draft Notice of Filing Omitted Exhibits, draft certificate of service, email to all counsel, 1.4 $105.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
7/12/2010 JTC Review email from Susan re~arding end dates. Work on Trial Brief. 6.1 $976.00 
7/13/2010 JTC Continue work on Trial brief and gathering exhibits. Review Credit Suisse's Motion for 5.1 $816.00 
Summary Judgment. Email Rick regarding settlement offer. Email Susan regarding end 
dates. 
7/13/2010 SNP Proof proposed letter to Credit Suisse, send to JTC. 0.1 $7.SO 
7/13/2010 SNP Begin working on updating bankruptcy pleadings/binder. 1 $75.00 
7/13/2010 TRP Review executed Order Denying Teufel's Motion for Summary Judgment; Emails with JTC 0.7 $154.00 
and client regarding strategy on offer of settlement; Review pleadings in state court and 
bankruptcy matter. 
7/14/2010 TRP Review pleadings in state court action. 0.5 $110.00 
7/14/2010 JTC Correspond with Susan Hinton regarding end dates. Review documents provided by Susan. • 5.3 $848.00 
Revise settlement letter to include new information. Research need to provide end dates 
for each allocation. Confer with TRP. 
7/15/2010 JTC Review documents from Susan. Research means to determine multiple or single 3.9 $624.00 
improvement. Commence memorandum setting forth findin~s. 
7/15/2010 SNP Update Certificate of Service to reflect new parties/changes in counsel. Finalize Pleadings 1.3 $97.50 
binder, continue updating bankruptcy pleadings index and binder. 
7/15/2010 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to all 1.8 $396.00 
Defendants regarding Validity, Enforceability and Amount Secured; Confer with JTC 
regarding Teufel's implications; Review supporting documents; analyze and review Credit 
Suisse's Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Begin preparing expert witness 
disclosure; Em ails with client and bankruptcy counsel regarding strategy on settlement 
offer to Credit Suisse. 
7/16/2010 JTC Review email and attachments from Susan. 1 $160.00 
7/19/2010 JTC Research landscape plans and methods of implementing. Revise portions of Trial Brief 5.2 $832.00 
regarding multiple or single improvements. 
7/19/2010 TRP Review state court pleadings. Confer with JTC regarding expert witness disclosures and 0.5 $110.00 
status of trial preparation. 
7/19/2010 SNP Begin updating Discovery Index and Binder. 0.7 $52.50 
7/19/2010 SNP Draft Expert Disclosures, send to JTC to complete. 0.8 $60.00 
7/20/2010 JTC Respond to Rick's email regarding settlement. Continue to revise Trial Brief. 5.8 $928.00 
7/20/2010 SNP Draft Notice of Non Opposition to Credit Suisse's Ex Parte Motion to Move Location of 1 $75.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
7/20/2010 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's Ex Parte Motion to Transfer Venue to Ada County; 0.6 $132.00 
Confer with SNP and JTC regarding change of venue; Review and revise Notice of Non-
Opposition to Motion to Transfer Venue; Review state court pleadings. 
7/21/2010 SNP Draft Second Amended Mechanic's Lien Disclosure Form and Notice of filing Mechanics 1.6 $120.00 
Lien Disclosure Form. Cover markings on Landscape Construction Agreement, re-scan and 
make copy for filing with court. Prepare pleadings for JTC hearing, draft proposed order on 
Motion to Amend Complaint. 
7/21/2010 JTC Continue to revise Trial Brief. Prepare and insert table showing all of unpaid work and final 4.9 $784.00 
value after dismissed properties are removed. 
7/22/2010 JTC Attend mandatory status conference and hearing for motion to amend complaint. Confer 6.6 $1,056.00 
with counsel regarding method to comply with Court's orders. Confer with TRP. Determine 
service dates for all parcels. Commence draft, motion for entry of default and affidavit of 
JTC for non appearing parties. Search for affidavits of service and answers from 
defendants. 
7/22/2010 SNP Search through files/index for affidavits of service. Email correspondence with Angie to 0.8 $60.00 
obtain copies. 
7/23/2010 JTC Revise Second Amended Complaint to incorporate changes required by Court. Finalize 5 $800.00 
Motions for Default (10) with accompanying affidavits and orders. Continue work on 
organizing exhibits for trial. 
7/23/2010 SNP Draft Motions/Aft/Orders for Entry of Default for all parties. 4 $300.00 
7/23/2010 TRP Review state court and bankruptcy pleadings; Email to client regarding status of 0.7 $154.00 
bankruptcy; Confer with SNP regarding defaulting out all non-appearing parties and 
dismissing all other parties; Confer with JTC regarding amending complaint and outcome of w mandatory status conference. 
7/26/2010 TRP Confer with JTC regarding trial strategy and trial production; Review motions for default for 0.5 $110.00 
served defendants and notice of dismissal of non-served defendants. 
7/26/2010 SNP Make changes to all Motions for Entry of Default, Affidavits and Orders. Draft Certificate of 3.5 $262.50 
Service. Prepare letter and default docs and notice of dismissal to be mailed to Valley 
County. Email to all counsel. 
7/27/2010 SNP Prepare all Orders of Default/Certificate of Service/envelopes for hand deliver to Angie in 0.8 $60.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
7/27/2010 JTC Confer with TRP regarding trial exhibits and upcoming deadlines. Work on organizing Trial 4.5 $720.00 
Exhibits for disclosure. 
7/27/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed in State Court action and Bankruptcy. 0.5 $110.00 
7/27/2010 JTC Finalize draft Trial Brief. In depth research on contract renewals; requirements and effect. 6.1 $976.00 
Phone conversation with attorney for Back Niners, LLC and Ski home 2, LLC, regarding 
Motion for Entry of Default. Draft email to Rick regarding work done on parcels HH and II. 
7/28/2010 JTC Correspond with Rick regarding work at Parcels HH and II. Search documents for proof of 3 $480.00 
work done on Parcels HH and II. Search documents for proof of work done on Parcels HH 
and II. Review Withdrawal of Motion for Entry of Default and Notice of Dismissal. 
Commence work on Second Supplemental Responses to Requests for Production of w 
Documents. 
7/28/2010 SNP Draft Notice of Dismissal for Ski Home 2 LLC and Back Niners. Draft Notice of Withdrawal 2 $1SO.OO 
of Motion to take Default of Ski Home and Back Niners. Give to JTC to review, draft 
certificate of service. Email to all counsel and prepare for mailing to valley county with 
letter containing filing instructions. Begin drafting Stipulation to Amend Complaint. 
7/29/2010 TRP Telephone conference with potential expert witness; Review and revise Expert Witness 1.2 $264.00 
Disclosure; Review state court and bankruptcy pleadings. 
7/30/2010 SNP Prepare expert disclosures for filing with VC, draft letter with filing instructions. Email to 0.5 $37.50 
counsel, fax file with Valley County. 
7/30/2010 TRP Review and sign Expert Witness Disclosure. 0.2 $44.00 
8/2/2010 SNP Draft Lay Witness Disclosures, compare with Terry Copple's and add witnesses not related 1 $75.00 
to TriState Electric. Give to JTC to review. w 
8/2/2010 JTC ,Confer with SNP regarding trial exhibit preparation. Continue to prepare Second 2.1 $336.00 
Supplemental Discovery Responses. 
8/2/2010 TRP Review pleadings in state court and bankruptcy matter; Confer with JTC regarding trial 1.6 $352.00 
strategy; review and revise Teufel's Trial Brief; Confer with JTC regarding changes. 
8/3/2010 SNP Scan documents to be bates stamped for Second Supplemental Discovery Disclosures, 1.2 $90.00 
bates stamp docs, burn onto CO's, draft Notice of Service, complete discovery responses. 
Email to Counsel, prepare for mailing to Moffatt Thomas and Fabian and Clendenin. Draft 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
8/4/2010 TRP Review pleadings in state court action; Review Credit Suisse's motion for protective order. 1 $220.00 
8/4/2010 JTC Continue to prepare exhibits and List of Exhibits 4.7 $752.00 
8/5/2010 TRP Draft and revise Notice and Request for Compensation July. 0.3 $66.00 
I· 8/5/2010 JTC Continue to prepare list of exhibits. 6.2 $992.00 
8/6/2010 TRP Review Notice of Deposition for Credit Suisse; Review state court pleadings; confer with 1.2 $264.00 
JTC regarding interest calculations and exhibit numbering. 
8/6/2010 JTC Continue to prepare list of exhibits. 6 $960.00 
8/6/2010 SNP Begin compiling list of DFA bates docs for JTC. Organize incoming pleadings for TRP review. 2.2 $165.00 
8/9/2010 SNP Continue working on exhibit list by location all DFA's in 2006 and categorizing by type and 6 $450.00 w 
date. 
8/9/2010 JTC Phone conversation with Rick regarding legal bill and factual assertions made in Trial Brief. 6.8 $1,088.00 
Continue to prepare List of Trial Exhibits. 
8/10/2010 SNP Finalize 2006 DFA's exhibit list. Proof trial brief, make changes. Proof Lay Witness 8 $600.00 
Disclosures, make changes. Finalize exhibit list. Draft Certificate of Service. Prepare Trial 
Brief for fed-ex overnight to valley county. Draft cover letter with filing instructions. Email 
certificate of service, brief, exhibit and witness lists to all counsel. Fax file Exhibit/Witness 
List and Certificate of Service with Valley County. Print and organize all incoming trial briefs 
and exhibit/witness lists, prepare for PTC in morning. Prepare judge's copies and office 
copies for JTC to attend PTC. 
8/10/2010 TRP Telephone conference with client regarding matter; Analyze and review various trial briefs 2.6 $572.00 
and witness and exhibit disclosures; review and revise Teufel's Witness and Exhibit lists; w Confer with JTC regarding pretrial conference. 
8/10/2010 JTC Finalize Exhibit List and Lay Witness Disclosure. Revise Trial Brief to incorporate changes 7.4 $1,184.00 
and suggestions made by Teufel. 
8/11/2010 TRP Confer with JTC and SNP regarding trial schedule; Telephone conference with counsel 2.8 $616.00 
Diddle regarding trial schedule; Begin trial preparation. 
8/11/2010 JTC Attend mandatory pre-trial conference. Confer with TRP regarding trial dates and other 2.3 $368.00 
comments by court. 
8/12/2010 SNP Begin organizing pleadings in chronological order. 1 $75.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
8/12/2010 TRP Analyze and review Memorandum Decisions on Kessler and Hedrick Summary Judgments; 1.9 $418.00 
Review state court pleadings. 
8/13/2010 SNP Update pleadings binder and index. 5 $375.00 
8/16/2010 SNP Update pleadings binder/index with most recent documents. 1.1 $82.50 
8/16/2010 TRP Analyze and review state court and bankruptcy pleadings. 0.3 $66.00 
8/17/2010 TRP Review pleadings in state court and bankruptcy; analyze and review Motion in Limine 1 $220.00 
regarding expert witnesses; begin preparing response. 
8/18/2010 TRP Review Amended Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial; Begin trial preparation 1.3 $286.00 
based upon schedule and order. 
8/18/2010 JTC Review request from West Mountain Golf and make recommendation to TRP. Draft maps 4.1 $656.00 
of monthly work done in 2004 and 2005 by reviewing OF A's. -8/19/2010 TRP Review bankruptcy matter pleadings; confer with JTC regarding Teufel's proof of claim. 0.3 $66.00 
8/19/2010 JTC Continue on preparing maps for Exhibits. Prepare calculations for Proof of Claim to be filed · 4.6 $736.00 
with bankruptcy court. 
8/19/2010 SNP Begin updating pleading and bankruptcy index. Draft cover letter to Chris Burke with 1.1 $82.50 
Second Voluntary Dismissal of West Mountain Golf. Prepare for hand delivery. 
8/20/2010 SNP Update all pleadings, discovery and bankruptcy binders along with index. Update Claim of 2 $150.00 
Lien binder and index. 
8/20/2010 TRP Draft and revise Proof of Claim; review state court and bankruptcy pleadin~s. 1.5 $330.00 
8/20/2010 JTC Substantially complete maps for Exhibits. Review Credit Suisse's Motion in Limine. 5.1 $816.00 
Research idaho and Federal Rule of Evidence 702 and the extent to which an expert is 
permitted to testify. 
8/23/2010 TRP Confer with JTC regarding motion in limine response; revit:w response 0.5 $110.00 
8/23/2010 SNP Begin compiling exhibits for trial. 2.2 $165.00 
8/23/2010 TRP Review pleadings in state court matter; continue trial preparation. 0.7 $154.00 
-
8/23/2010 JTC Continue to research expert witness's testimony to respond to Credit Suisse's Motion in 2.6 $416.00 
Limine. Confer with SNP re: preparation of trial exhibits - - -- -
8/24/2010 TRP Review state court and bankruptcy pleadings. 0.4 $88.00 
8/24/2010 JTC Confer with TRP. 2 $320.00 
8/24/2010 SNP Proof Opposition to CS Motion in Limine, make changes. Draft Certificate of Service, email 1 $75.00 
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8/25/2010 SNP Prepare DFA's to be sent to Bridge City for printing. Separate and organize DFA's when 3 $225.00 
returned from Bridge City. Begin removing documents not necessary for trial. Continue to 
compile exhibits to match exhibit list. 
8/25/2010 JTC Confer with SNP regarding plans to prepare trial exhibits. OS $80.00 
8/26/2010 SNP Continue organizing exhibits in preparation for trial. 3.2 $240.00 
8/26/2010 JTC Confer with SNP and answer questions regarding trial exhibits 0.5 $80.00 
8/27/2010 SNP Continue organizing and preparing exhibits for trial. 4.5 $337 .so 
8/27/2010 TRP Review pleadings in state court matter. 0.3 $66.00 
8/30/2010 SNP Continue working on Exhibit list and exhibits 0 $0.00 
8/30/2010 TRP Confer with JTC and SNP regarding trial exhibits; Review trial exhibits; trial preparation. 3 $660.00 .., 
8/30/2010 JTC Continue to prepare trial exhibits. 0.3 $48.00 
8/31/2010 JTC Attend mandatory Pre-trial conference. Continued work to finalize trial exhibits. Draft and 3 $480.00 
file Amended Exhibit List. 
8/31/2010 TRP Review daily pleadings, Trial preparation. 2 $440.00 
8/31/2010 SNP Prepare Amended Exhibit List for filing with court and mailing to counsel. Continue work on 5.4 $405.50 
compiling exhibits for trial. 
9/1/2010 SNP Finalize Exhibit List, continue preparing exhibits. Draft Second Amended Exhibit List, 8.2 $61S.OO 
prepare for filing and mailing to counsel. 
9/1/2010 JTC Finalize exhibits for trial. Confer with SNP regarding organization of exhibits. 3.5 $560.00 
9/1/2010 TRP Trial preparation. 3.5 $770.00 
9/2/2010 SNP Finalize exhibits for Bridge City. Organize all incoming Proof's of Claim. 2.3 $172.50 
9/2/2010 TRP Confer with JTC re: amended exhibit list. 0.1 $22.00 
9/3/2010 SNP Finalize all exhibits to be sent to Valley County. Review exhibits with Bridge City, QC all 3 $225.00 
exhibits. Draft letters to VC for exhibit boxes, draft LTR to Credit Suisse with Disc. 
,., 
9/7/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed. Trial Preparation. 3.1 $682.00 
9/8/2010 SNP Begin updating pleadings binder and index. 2 $150.00 
9/8/2010 TRP Review Credit Suisse's trial exhibits; Confer with JTC regarding motion in limine; trial 2.4 $528.00 
preparation. 
9/9/2010 TRP Trial preparation. 2.5 $550.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
9/10/2010 SNP Begin copying Credit Suisse trial exhibits, proof letter to Rick, email. Make changes to the 1 $75.00 
letter to Credit Suisse with exhibits. Prepare for mailing. 
9/10/2010 JTC Draft letter to Rick re: trial dates. Review CS exhibits 0.3 $48.00 
9/10/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed in matter; Trial Preparation 3.2 $704.00 
9/13/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed; emails from clerk of court regarding status of progressing trial; trial 1 $220.00 
preparation. 
9/13/2010 SNP Set up Court call for hearing with judge, create labels for TRP exhibit binders, depo 2 $150.00 
summary of Rick. 
9/14/2010 SNP Make changes to trial exhibits binder per TRP request, re-label. Continue summarizing 3 $225.00 
Rick's depo, create binders for all Credit Suisse exhibits related to Teufel. 
9/14/2010 TRP Confer with JTC regarding witness Stanger, confer with SNP re: trial subpoenas; trial 5 $1,100.00 
preparation. 
9/14/2010 JTC Meeting with Mike Stanger. Review letter from counsel regarding second amended 3.9 $624.00 
complaint. Draft response. 
9/15/2010 SNP Draft 3rd Amended Exhibit List, prepare for filing with court, email to all counsel and Angie. 4.6 $345.00 
Mark new exhibits and email to Credit Suisse, make copies for Judge/Clerk's binders. 
Create TRP trial binder. Combine exhibits for an email to be sent to Mike. Create 
binder /labels for exhibit 41. 
9/15/2010 JTC Meeting with TRP to go over trial exhibits and discuss meeting with Mike Stanger. Draft 2.1 $336.00 
email to Stanger with Exhibits and request for review. Draft letter to Credit Suisse's 
counsel regarding stipulation of admission for exhibits. Amend Exhibit List to add 
additional documents. 
9/15/2010 TRP Confer with JTC regarding additional trial exhibits; Trial preparation. 4 $880.00 -9/16/2010 TRP Trial preparation. 3 $660.00 
9/16/2010 JTC Correspond with Mike Stanger re: trial exhibits. 0.3 $48.00 
9/17/2010 TRP Trial preparation; review deposition transcript of Rick Christensen to develop trial 4.3 $946.00 
questions. 
9/17/2010 SNP Continue summarizing depo of Rick. Draft Subpoena's for Mike and Chris. 1.6 $120.00 
9/20/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed in bankruptcy and state court action; review subpoenas for Teufel's 5.5 $1,210.00 
witnesses; confer with SNP regarding witness fees; plan and prepare for trial; trial 
questions of Rick Christensen. 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
9/21/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed in state court and bankruptcy matters; Trial preparation; continue 6 $1,320.00 
direct examination of Rick Christensen. 
9/21/2010 SNP Trial Prep (depo summary, prepare cover letter and Map to be sent to Idaho Blueprint) 1.4 $105.00 
9/21/2010 JTC Confer with TRP regarding invoices and claim of lien allocation. 0.5 $80.00 
9/22/2010 TRP Review Kessler's Motion to Clarify Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Kessler's MPSJ; 6 $1,320.00 
Review Motion in Limine; Continue Trial preparation; Direct Examination of Rick 
Christensen; Review and revise spreadsheets for invoices, lien allocation; etc. for 
modification to trial exhibits. 
9/22/2010 SNP Complete Depo Summary of Rick, create copies of revised exhibit for trial, updating 3 $22S.OO 
pleading index 
9/23/2010 SNP Finalize Pleading index and Binder, begin organizing bankruptcy pleadings. Draft cover 3.5 $262.50 
letter to Valley County with Affidavits of Service re: Subpoe_na's. 
9/23/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed in state court and bankruptcy matters; Prepare Mike Stanger Direct 6 $1,320.00 
Examination of Rick Christensen; Confer with JTC regarding calculations in Lien Disclosure 
Statements and Lien Allocation. 
9/23/2010 JTC Work with TRP in trial preparation. 0.6 $96.00 
9/24/2010 SNP Finalize updating bankruptcy index and binder. Begin remarking exhibits that were 1.8 $135.00 
amended. 
9/24/2010 TRP Review TriState's Motion to View Premises with supporting documents; Continue trial 2.5 $550.00 
preparation; direct examination of Mike Stanger and Rick Christensen. 
9/24/2010 JTC Change exhibits to Terri's specifications. 1.1 $176.00 
. 
9/27/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed in state court matter; plan and prepare for trial. 5 $1,100.00 '-' 9/27/2010 SNP Finalize marking amended exhibits and highlighting. LTR to Credit Suisse with newest 2.1 $157.50 
exhibits. LTR to Valley County with exhibit binders for trial. Prepare for mailing. 
9/28/2010 SNP Prepare trial binder for Rick. 2.5 $187.50 
9/28/2010 TRP Finalize Direct Examination of Rick; Forward questions and exhibits to client; finalize direct 6 $1,320.00 
examination of Stanger; forward exhibits and questions to Stanger; prepare direct 
examination of Chris Kirk; Trial preparation 
9/28/2010 JTC Review Jerome deposition to determine whether to submit portions at trial. Conference 1.9 $304.00 
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9/29/2010 JTC Meeting with TRP regarding trial and court's comments in trial. Correspond with Rick re: 1.6 $256.00 
settlement and value of claim. Phone conversation with Rick. 
9/29/2010 TRP Review Pleadings filed in state court action and bankruptcy matter; trial preparation; 5.4 $1,188.00 
telephone conference with counsel Badger regarding settlement possibilities; confer with 
JTC regarding settlement offer; Review and forward offer to counsel for Credit Suisse. 
9/29/2010 SNP Update Credit Suisse Exhibits with Amended Exhibits. 0.6 $45.00 
9/30/2010 TRP Review and sign subpoenas for Kirk and Stanger; Telephone conference with counsel for 6 $1,320.00 
Kessler and Sesech regarding status of trial; Finalize direct examination of Chris Kirk; Confer 
with JTC regarding meeting with Kirk; trial preparation 
9/30/2010 JTC Review and respond to Rick's emails re: attorneys fees. 0.3 $48.00 
9/30/2010 SNP . Create binder of exhibits for Mike, draft Amended Subpoenas and draft cover letter to 2.2 $165.00 
Mike and Chris with new subpoena, email to all counsel. Compile all exhibits from CS 
discovery into one file for TM. 
10/1/2010 TRP Confer with JTC regarding motion in limine; trial preparation; draft and revise proposed 5 $1,100.00 
cross examination for Kit Yates, JP Boespflug; Review trial briefs. 
10/1/2010 JTC Prepare for hearing on Motion in Limine. 1.4 $224.00 
10/4/2010 JTC Attend hearing for Motion in Limine. Observe trial. Confer with Chris Kirk re: trial 10.7 $1,712.00 
questions. 
10/4/2010 TRP Analyze and review pleadings filed in state court action; confer with JTC regarding motion 7 $1,540.00 
·in limine and status of case; telephone conference with client regarding earlier trip to 
Boise; finalize trial preparation. 
10/4/2010 SNP Final trial prep. 1.2 $90.00 
10/5/2001 TRP Travel to Cascade, observe Secesh trial; begin trial; day one; Direct examination of Rick 10 $2,200.00 
Christensen; Travel to Boise. 
10/5/2010 SNP Attend Trial. 8 $600.00 
10/6/2010 TRP Travel to Cascade; Attend Trial, day two; Direct of Rick Christensen, Mike Stanger, Chris 10.5 $2,310.00 
Kirk, Kit Yates; Travel to Boise. 
10/6/2010 SNP Attend Trial. 8 $600.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
10/12/2010 TRP Emails with counsel and court regarding filing deadlines and remaining trial schedule; 1.5 $330.00 
. review bankruptcy pleadings; begin preparing documents for closing argument. 
10/13/2010 SNP Draft Joinder in Objection to bankruptcy motions. Send to TRP to complete. Begin 1.2 $90.00 
organizing all bankruptcy pleadings to place in file. 
' 10/13/2010 TRP Review bankruptcy pleadings for Tamarack. 0.5 $110.00 
10/14/2010 . TRP Emails with Court and counsel regarding trial briefing and trial schedule. 0.2 $44.00 
10/15/2010 TRP Review bankruptcy court pleadings relating to Debtor in Possession loan. 0.2 $44.00 
10/18/2010 SNP .continue updating bankruptcy pleading i11dex. 1.2 $90.00 
10/18/2010 TRP Review Amended Order Governing Proceedings for Trial; Continue preparing closing 0.9 $198.00 
argument; Confer with JTC to continue drafting closing; Review bankruptcy matter w· 
pleadings; emails with counsel and court regarding final trial schedule and briefing 
deadlines . 
. -
10/19/2010 SNP Continue updating pleading index. 1 $75.00 
10/19/2010 TRP Review pleadings in bankruptcy matter. 0.3 $66.00 
' 10/19/2010 JTC Commence work on Closing Argument 2.7 $432.00 
10/21/2010 TRP Review Memorandum of Decision on Tamarack's motion for debtor in possession 0.9 $198.00 
financing; Review order and other bankruptcy pleadings related to motion. 
10/22/2010 SNP Finish updating pleading index/creating tabs. 0.8 $60.00 
10/25/2010 TRP Review Fourth Motion from Tamarack for debtor in possession financing; Review exhibits; 1.6 $352.00 
review additional bankruptcy pleadings; review amended scheduling order in state court 
matter and other pleadings. 
10/25/2010 JTC Work on closing argument. 1.4 $224.00 w 
10/25/2010 SNP Complete bankruptcy binder update. 0.8 $60.00 
10/26/2010 TRP , Review Credit Suisse's Objection to Order on OZ Architect's Liens 0.3 $66.00 
10/27/2010 TRP Review claims filed in Tamarack Bankruptcy 0.3 $66.00 
10/28/2010 SNP Begin organizing pleadings in chronological order to update binder and index. 0.8 $60.00 
10/29/2010 SNP Finalize updating pleading index/binder 1 $75.00 
11/1/2010 TRP Emails with clerk of court regarding status of state court trial; review pleadings filed in state 1 $220.00 
court matter; research recent Idaho mechanic's lien cases to incorporate into closing 
argument. 
11/3/2010 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's motion to convert Chapter 11 to Chapter 7; Review 1.5 $330.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
11/4/2010 JTC Revise Closing Argument to prepare for insertion of facts presented at trial. 2 $320.00 
11/4/2010 TRP Review Orders entered in state court action; Revise closing argument. 07 $154.00 
11/8/2010 TRP Review Stipulated Motion to Extend Time to Assume or Reject Unexpired Lease and related 1.5 $330.00 
bankruptcy pleadings. 
11/10/2010 TRP Analyze and review state court and bankruptcy pleadings. 0.3 $66.00 
11/10/2010 SNP TM Save and Profile all BK pleadings 0.4 $30.00 
11/10/2010 TRP Review Notices of Deposition in Bankruptcy motion to convert to Chapter 7 and other 0.2 $44.00 
related pleadings. 
11/11/2010 SNP Update Certificate of Service and Email List with new Attny/Staffing changes o.s $37.50 
. -
11/11/2010 TRP Review Notice of Intent to Cross Examine and related pleadings in Motion to Convert 0.5 $110.00 
matter in Bankruptcy. .. 
11/12/2010 TRP Review Order Granting Stipulated Motion to Extend Time to Assume or Reject Unexplored 0.6 $132.00 
Lease; Review additional bankruptcy court pleadings; Analyze and review Settlement Offer 
forwarded by Counsel for Credit Suisse; forward to client for review; confer with JTC 
regarding counteroffer options. 
11/12/2010 JTC Review Settlement Offer from Credit Suisse. Review dismissal of Inland Crane and Kessler 0.4 $64.00 
Construction. Draft email to Rick re: settlement offer. 
11/15/2010 SNP TM Save/Profile all docs filed electronically from BK portion of case. Place BK pleadings in 0.8 $60.00 
chronological order to update binder and index. 
11/15/2010 JTC Confer with TRP re: Credit Suisse settlement claim and recent dismissals and potential 0.3 $48.00 
counteroffer. 
11/16/2010 JTC Work on Settlement Calculations. Correspond with Eberle Berlin. 1.3 $208.00 
11/16/2010 TRP Review settlement figures from JTC; Review bankruptcy pleadings; email from clerk of 0.6 $132.00 
court regarding update on state court trial. 
11/17/2010 TRP Analyze and review Banner Sabey's Joinder in Motion to Convert Chapter 11 to 7. 0.4 $88.00 
11/17/2010 JTC Review email from Stan Tharp. Update settlement calculations to reflect information 0.3 $48.00 
provided by Tharp. 
11/17/2010 SNP Bellin updating pleading index with current BK pleadings 0.7 $52.50 
11/19/2010 TRP Analyze and review bankruptcy pleadings filed relating to motion to convert 0.4 $88.00 
11/19/2010 SNP TM Save recent BK pleadings, finalize bankruptcy index and binder 1.3 $97.50 
11/22/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed in Bankruptcy matter. 0.3 $66.00 
11/23/2010 TRP Draft and revise counteroffer to Credit Suisse; Emails with client regarding counteroffer; 0.7 $154.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
11/23/2010 SNP Proof Counteroffer, make changes and email to Badger, send copy to Rick. 0.3 $22.50 
11/24/2010 TRP Letter from Counsel for Tamarack regarding land lease hearing; Review and sign statement 0.8 $176.00 
of Nonobjection and Waiver of Notice and file in Bankruptcy matter; review additional 
bankruptcy pleadings. 
11/24/2010 SNP Review letter from French. Draft Statement of No Objection, give to TRP to review. 0.8 $60.00 
11/29/2010 SNP Review BK pleadings, TM save and profile. 0.4 $30.00 
11/29/2010 TRP Analyze and review pleadings filed in bankruptcy matter related to conversion to Chapter 7 0.5 $110.00 
and other issues. 
11/30/2010 SNP Continue to review all BK pleadings, TM Save 0.4 $30.00 
12/1/2010 TRP Review pleadings in bankruptcy matter. 0.2 $44.00 
12/2/2010 TRP Analyze and review documents filed in state court action. 0.3 $66.00 
12/3/2010 TRP Review pleadings relating to Motion to Convert in preparation for hearing. 0.3 $66.00 
12/7/2010 TRP Review pleadings filed in bankruptcy matter. 0.3 $66.00 
12/7/2010 SNP TM Save all BK pleadings 0.5 $37.50 
12/9/2010 SNP TM save all ECF pleadings 0.4 $30.00 
12/9/2010 TRP Review report of Proceedings in bankruptcy court hearing; email from clerk of court 0.2 $44.00 
regarding status conference and briefing schedule for state court action. 
12/14/2010 TRP Appear/attend mandatory Status Conference; confer with counsel Diddle regarding 1.5 $330.00 
transcript of proceedings for final trial brief. 
12/15/2010 JTC Review email from Rick; respond to email. 0.1 $16.00 
12/15/2010 TRP Email from court reporter regarding estimate for trial transcript; forward to client. 0.2 $44.00 
12/22/2010 TRP Review Plaintiff's Sixth Notice of Lodging Names of Lenders and other documents filed in 0.4 $88.00 ,.,. 
bankruptcy matter. 
12/27/2010 SNP Begin TM saving all docs 0.5 $37.50 
12/27/2010 TRP Review Notice of Filing Transcript and of Deadlines Related to Restriction and Redaction; 0.7 $154.00 
Review Order Setting Briefing Deadlines; Resume working on closing argument. 
12/30/2010 TRP Analyze and review Scheduling Order re: written closing arguments; review Notice of Filing 0.3 $69.00 
Transcript; Forward Transcript order to client. 
1/11/2011 TRP Attend hearing in bankruptcy court on motion to convert or dismiss Tamarack Bankruptcy; 1.5 $345.00 
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PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
1/12/2011 TRP Review Notice of Oral Ruling; Review pleadings filed in state court action for notice of 1.7 $391.00 
bankruptcy dismissal; review first closing argument (trial brief) filed in state court matter; 
Confer with clerk regarding status of Transcript to complete trial brief. 
1/13/2011 TRP Review pleadings in state court matter along with final documents in bankruptcy matter. 0.4 $92.00 
1/19/2011 TRP Analyze and review Motion to Withdraw filed by counsel for Boespflug and accompanying 0.3 $69.00 
documents 
1/21/2011 TRP Begin reviewing Trial Transcript to complete Trial Brief. 1.4 $322.00 
1/24/2011 TRP Emails from clerk of court regarding status of orders pending before judge. 0.1 $23.00 
1/24/2011 SNP TM Save all BK pleadings that were ECF filed. 0.7 $56.00 
1/25/2011 JTC Review email from Court re: unsigned orders. Verify that Teufel's default orders were on 0.2 $34.00 
list. 
1/25/2011 JTC Review Motion to Withdraw from Boespflug's counsel. 0.3 $51.00 
1/26/2011 TRP Continue reviewing trial transcript and revising closing argument trial brief. 2.2 $506.00 
1/27/2011 SNP Ltr to Client with Trial Transcript 0.4 $32.00 
1/27/2011 JTC Phone conversation with Rick re: Notice of Dismissal from Bankruptcy Court 0.2 $34.00 
1/27/2011 TRP Review documents dismissing bankruptcy, and pleadings filed in state court matter; 0.8 $184.00 
continue preparing closing argument trial brief. 
1/28/2011 JTC Confer with TRP re: settlement offer. Calculate settlement numbers. Draft email to Rick 0.8 $136.00 
with settlement option. 
1/28/2011 TRP Review pleadings filed in state court matter; emails from clerk and counsel regarding 0.4 $92.00 
pending orders before Judge Owen. 
1/31/2011 TRP Telephone conference with counsel for Sesech regarding settlement of claims; review 1.8 $414.00 
comments from client on potential offer of settlement; confer with JTC regarding 
settlement letter; reviewing trial transcript; forward copy to client for review. 
1/31/2011 JTC Review email from Rick re: making settlement offer. Respond to Rick's email. Review 0.9 $153.00 
email requesting budget for remaining fees- request estimate from TRP. Review email 
providing settlement terms. Draft settlement letter to Credit Suisse. 
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2/1/2011 TRP Analyze and review Orders entered by judge in state Court case relating to defaults; review 0.7 $161.00 
and revise Offer of Settlement to counsel for Credit Suisse. 
2/2/2011 TRP Email from Counsel for Credit Suisse regarding settlement offer; continue reading trial 1.4 $322.00 
transcript 
2/4/2011 JTC Confer with SNP re: previously filed Closing Arguments 0.2 $34.00 
2/4/2011 TRP Continue drafting Closing Argument and trial brief. 0.8 $184.00 
2/17/2011 TRP _Continue drafting closing argument. 2.5 $575.00 
2/25/2011 TRP Continue drafting Post Trial Brief and Closing Argument. 2.5 $575.00 
2/28/2011 TRP Analyze and review Banner Sabey's closing argument; complete draft of Post Trial Brief and 3.9 $897.00 
Closing Argument; Review and Sign Affidavit of Terri Pickens with Trial Transcript. 
'itt/;;/ 
2/28/2011 SNP Draft Affidavit of Service/print exhibits. Prepare with cover letter for overnight delivery via 1 $80.00 
fedex. Send to all counsel via email. 
3/1/2011 5NP Proof Trial Brief and draft Certificate of Service. Prepare courtesy copy of 1.2 $96.00 
Affidavit/COS/Brief to be hand delivered to Judge Owen with cover letter. Fax file tria I 
brief and certificate of service. Email trial brief/cos to counsel and client. 
3/1/2011 JTC Review and Revise Closing Argument. 0.7 $119.00 
3/1/2011 TRP Review and finalize Post Trial Brief and Closing Argument; analyze and review Credit 4.6 $1,058.00 
Suisse's Closing Argument; Analyze and review Kessler, YMC, closing arguments; Review 
Sesech's motion to dismiss. 
3/2/2011 TRP Review Credit Suisse's closing argument citations; begin drafting reply brief. 1.5 $345.00 
3/3/2011 TRP Continue drafting Reply to Credit Suisse's closing argument 1 $230.00 
3/9/2011 JTC Review CS 's Closing Argument. Research continuation of contract. Commence drafting 1.7 $289.00 
reply to CS closing argument. 
3/10/2011 JTC Draft Reply to Credit Suisse's Closing Argument 5.1 $867.00 
3/14/2011 TRP Review, revise and finalize Teufel's Reply to Credit Suisse's Closing Argument; Draft and 2.9 $667.00 
revise Certificate of Service 
3/14/2011 JTC Review Reply to CS Closing Argument with changes made by TRP. Confer with TRP re: 0.3 $51.00 
closing argument. 
3/14/2011 SNP Proof Reply to CS Closing Argument. Make changes. Prepare COS and Reply to be emailed 1 $80.00 
to all counsel and fax filed with Valley County. 
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3/15/2011 SNP Draft LTR to judge with courtesy copy of Reply to Trial Brief and COS. Prepare for hand 0.5 $40.00 
delivery. Email to client. 
3/15/2011 JTC Review closing arguments from other lien claimants. 0.3 $51.00 
3/17/2011 JTC Review and respond to Rick's emails re: foreclosure by Valley County Sheriff. 0.2 $34.00 
3/18/2011 TRP Emails with client regarding Credit Suisse's settlement offer. 0.2 $46.00 
3/31/2011 JTC Review Order dismissing Sesech's claim. 0.1 $17.00 
4/1/2011 TRP Analyze and review Secesh Engineering dismissal documents; Email from client regarding 0.3 $69.00 
settlement options. 
4/7/2011 TRP Emails with client regarding offering a settlement to Credit Suisse at this point. Review 0.3 $69.00 
Repository to get status of case. 
4/19/2011 TRP Analyze and review Stipulated Judgment against Boespflug in state court matter. 0.1 $23.00 -
4/21/2011 JTC Review recently filed documents filed by Boespflug and Credit Suisse. 0.2 $34.00 
4/21/2011 TRP Analyze and review stipulations to dismiss relating to North Lakes Recreational Water and 0.2 $46.00 
Sewer District. 
4/22/2011 JTC Review stipulation for dismissal for Banner Sabey 0.1 $17.00 
4/22/2011 TRP Analyze and review Stipulation and Motion to Dismiss Portion of Banner Sabey's claims. 0.2 $46.00 
4/26/2011 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's lodging with court on various lenders in matter. 0.1 $23.00 
4/26/2011 TRP Emails with client regarding status of case; review repository for procedural status of case. 0.3 $69.00 
4/27/2011 SNP Calendar hearing dates 0.3 $24.00 
4/28/2011 TRP Review various pleadings filed in Tamarack state court matter relating to dismissals and 0.3 $69.00 
filings. 'C»i 
4/29/2011 TRP Review pleadings filed by counsel for Boespflug to withdraw as counsel. 0.2 $46.00 
5/11/2011 TRP Analyze and review Omnibus Decision on Lien Validity, Priority and Amounts; Confer with 2.6 $598.00 
JTC regarding decision; email to client; begin legal research on appeals options 
5/11/2011 JTC Review court documents filed re: claims. Review order on Teufel's claim of lien. 0 $0.00 
Commence research into standards for appeal. Draft memorandum setting forth findings of 
fact and issues of law. 
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5/12/2011 TRP Review other orders regarding Tamarack matter; review appeal outline; begin analysis for 1.8 $414.00 
appeal and possible motion for reconsideration 
5/13/2011 TRP Confer with JTC regarding motion to clarify judge's decision on amount; review and revise 1 $230.00 
Motion to Clarify and notice of hearing; emails with client regarding appeal options 
5/13/2011 SNP Proof Mtn to Clarify. T/C with Owen's chambers re: hearing date. 0.4 $32.00 
5/13/2011 JTC Continue to analyze, research and draft errors with Court's opinion 0 $0.00 
5/16/2011 TRP Review appeal strategy and case law supporting appeal; telephone conference with 1.5 $345.00 
counsel for Association of General Contractors regarding filing amicus if appeal is filed; 
telephone conference with client regarding appeal options; Begin working on appeal 
research. .. 
5/16/2011 JTC Confer with TRP re: analys·ls of order and amicus curie possibility. Finalize memorandum. 1.6 $272.00 
Phone conversation with Teufel re: appeal. 
5/16/2011 SNP T/C with court clerk re: hearing date. Draft NOH. Draft cover letter for filing NOH and Mtn 1 $80.00 
to Clarify in Valley County, prepare copies for mailing. Draft cover letter for courtesy copy 
to be mailed to Owen's chambers in Ada Co. Email to all counsel, fax to Robert Follet. 
5/17/2011 JTC Email Rick with news of AGC wanting to join in appeal. Commence work on Notice of 0.5 $85.00 
Appeal. 
5/17/2011 TRP Review YMC pleadings, Banner Sabey pleadings; Confer with JTC on motion for 1 $230.00 
reconsideration; email from counsel for AGC regarding appeal thoughts. 
5/18/2011 JTC Draft Landscaping Work Outside of Contracts. 0 $0.00 
S/19/2011 JTC Confer with TRP re: Motion to Reconsider and Appeal. Draft Motion to Reconsider. 2.4 $408.00 
5/19/2011 TRP Review Memorandum of Costs and Fees filed by Kessler. 0.3 $69.00 
5/20/2011 TRP Review and revise Motion for Reconsideration and Memorandum in Support of Motion for 1.2 $276.00 
Reconsideration. 
5/20/2011 SNP Proof Motion for Reconsideration. Make Changes. 0.6 $48.00 
5/20/2011 JTC Continue work on Notice of Appeal. 0 $0.00 
5/24/2011 JTC Review Credit Suisse's Mtn to Clarify. 2 $340.00 
5/24/2011 SNP Email correspondence re: hearing date. Draft NOH, draft cover letter with filing 0.6 $48.00 
instructions for VC. Prepare Motion for Reconsideration/NOH for filing with court and 
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S/24/2011 TRP Review Credit Suisse's motion for reconsideration and response to Banner Sabey and YMC's 0.6 $138.00 
post trial submissions; Review Banner Sabey's Memorandum of Costs and Fees. 
S/25/2011 TRP Emails among counsel and court regarding status conference and filing Memoranda of 0.3 $69.00 
Costs and Fees; Confirm hearing date on Mtn for Reconsideration. 
5/25/2011 SNP Begin drafting Memo of Costs/Fees and Affidavit. 1.8 $144.00 
5/26/2011 JTC Review emails from Court re: hearings and motions. 0.3 $51.00 
5/31/2011 JTC Review Credit Suisse's Objection to Motion to Clarify and Motion for Reconsideration. 0.2 $34.00 
6/1/2011 JTC Draft Response to CS Response to Mtn to Clarify. Commence work on Response to CS 3.3 $561.00 
• Objection to Motion to Reconsider. 
6/2/2011 TRP Review and sign Response to CS Response to Mtn to Clarify. Review Credit Suisse's 0.8 $184.00 
; Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration and Motion to Clarify 
6/2/2011 JTC Finalize response to Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration 2.5 $425.00 
6/2/2011 SNP Proof reply to Credit Suisse response to Teufel's Mtn to Clarify. Email to all counsel. Fax 0.8 $64.00 
file with court. 
6/3/2011 TRP Review pleadings filed in Tamarack matter; telephone conference with counsel for AGC 0.6 $138.00 
regarding status of notice of appeal and foreclosure status. 
6/3/2011 JTC Revise Response to CS Opp. To Mtn for Reconsideration 1.2 $204.00 
6/6/2011 JTC Revise Response to CS's Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration per TRP's instructions. 0.4 $68.00 
6/7/2011 SNP :Prepare hearing folder for TRP. Email reply to all counsel. 0.4 $32.00 
6/17/2011 SNP Create Appeal Binder for TRP. 0.4 $32.00 
6/20/2011 JTC Review deposition transcript and make changes. Review and respond to email from Rick 0.8 $136.00 
re: status of appeal. 
6/20/2011 SNP Update pleading index, BK index, Discovery index and binders. 2 $160.00 
6/22/2011 TRP Emails with clerk and counsel regarding status of matter; review email from client 0.2 $46.00 
regarding status of appeal and JTC's response. 
6/23/2011 TRP Notice from Clerk of Court regarding status conference on attorney fees issues and moving 0.3 $69.00 
forward with state court foreclosure. 
6/23/2.011 JTC Review em ails from Rick with billing invoices. Review billing invoices. Confer with TRP re: 1 $170.00 
necessity of obtaining pre 2008 billings. 
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6/29/2011 TRP Email from clerk on new date for status conference. 0.1 $23.00 
7/1/2011 JTC Review billing from Eberle Berlin to extract unrelated charges 0.5 $85.00 
7/5/2011 JTC Review court orders entered on Friday July 2nd. 0.2 $34.00 
7/5/2011 TRP Review Order Dismissing Banner/Sabey LLC Breach of Contract Counterclaims and related 0.2 $46.00 
pleadings 
7/20/2011 JTC Review proposed order and amended proposed order from CS on Mtn to Clarify. Confer 0.3 $51.00 
with TRP re: need to submit proposed order. 
7/20/2011 TRP Review pleadings and proposed orders in Tamarack matter; Confer with JTC on Teufel's 0.4 $92.00 
pending motions. 
7/21/2011 JTC Review email from Court re: cancellation of status meeting scheduled for today. 0.1 $17.00 
7/21/2011 TRP Emails with clerk regarding rescheduling status conference 0.1 $23.00 
8/1/2011 TRP Analyze and review Order Denying Motion for Reconsideration, Order Granting Motion to 0.8 $184.00 
Clarify and Order on Credit Suisse's Mtn to Clarify 
·• 
8/3/2011 JTC Review email from Court re: status meeting 0.1 $17.00 
8/8/2011 TRP Analyze and review Notice of Status Conference for remaining issues in matter. 0.1 $23.00 
8/9/2011 JTC Telephone conference with Rick and Larry re: appeal. Work on Memorandum of Costs and 0.9 $153.00 
Fees. 
8/9/2011 TRP Conference call with clients regarding status of case and appeal process; confer with JTC 0.5 $115.00 
regarding preparation of Notice of Appeal. 
8/10/2011 JTC Review Thiel's billing for inclusion in Memorandum of Costs and Fees. Work on 2.9 $493.00 
determining billing for each law firm and attorney. 
8/15/2011 TRP Analyze and review Substitute Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: validity and priority of 0.2 $46.00 
various lien and mortgage claims 
8/18/2011 SNP Create spreadsheet of attny fees/costs incurred by Eberle Berlin 1.8 $144.00 
8/18/2011 JTC Work on calculations for fees charged by Pickens Law. 0.5 $115.00 
8/19/2011 JTC Finalize Memorandum of Costs and Fees and Affidavit of TRP 1.5 $255.00 
8/19/2011 SNP Continue working on Attny Fees Spreadsheet 5 $400.00 
9/1/2011 TRP Attend Status Conference in Tamarack Matter 1.5 $345.00 
9/6/2011 TRP Confer with JTC regarding issues addressed by Owen at status conference and status of 0.2 $46.00 
memorandum of costs and fees and interest calculations 
9/6/2011 JTC Research ability to enlarge time to object to memorandum of costs and fees; Draft 0.7 $119.00 
memorandum incorporating results. 
9/7/2011 JTC Research and respond to issues raised by judge at hearing. 3.8 $646.00 
- . 







In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
9/9/2011 SNP Continue work on Pickens Law Spreadsheet 2.1 $168.00 
9/12/2011 SNP Email correspondence with Clerk re: order 0.2 $16.00 
9/13/2011 TRP Review further Scheduling Order from Owen on memoranda of costs, attorney's fees and 0.1 $23.00 
interest 
9/13/2011 SNP Continue re-drafting spreadsheet for Pickens Attny fees/costs 5 $400.00 
9/14/2011 SNP Finish spreadsheet of Attny Fees/Costs. Proof Memorandum of costs/fees 4.7 $376.00 
9/16/2011 TRP Analyze and review Tri-State's motions for fees, interest, costs, and statement of claims 0.4 $92.00 
against Banner Sabey, including summary judgment paperwork; analyze and review Banner 
,Sabey's motion for costs, fees and interest and statement of claim; review NOH on North 
Lake's Motion for Entry of Judgment. w 9/21/2011 JTC Add to Memo of Costs and Fees pursuant to Court Request 0.3 $51.00 
9/21/2011 JTC Review filings from OZ YMC and Kessler Construction 0.2 $46.00 
9/22/2011 TRP Review TriState's state court filings 0.2 $46.00 
9/22/2011 JTC Work on Statement of Claim against Tamarack Resort, LLC and Motion for Prejudgment 1.8 $306.00 
Interest. 
9/23/2011 TRP Review and revise Motion for Prejudgment Interest, Review and revise Statement of Claim 1.2 $276.00 
against Tamarack Resort, LLC; Review and revise Memorandum of Costs an Attorney's 
Fees; Confer with SNP regarding cost charts and attny fees charts. 
9/23/2011 SNP , Begin finalizing Memo of Attny Fees and Costs. Start calculations for discretionary costs 2.8 $224.00 
9/23/2011 JTC Finalize Motion for Pre-Judgment Interest. Draft Affidavit of JTC ISO Mtn for Prejudgment 2.2 $374.00 
Interest. 
9/26/2011 JTC Calculate Pre-Judgment Interest for default Judgment. Confer with TRP re: proper method 1.5 $255.00 ...., 
of determining pre-judgment interest. Revise calculations in accordance with TRP 
instructions. 
9/26/2011 SNP Attny Fees/Costs Calculations 4.9 $408.00 
9/26/2011 TRP Draft and revise Motion for Entry of Default Judgment against Tamarack Resort, LLC; Draft 2.5 $575.00 
and revise Affidavit of Terri Pickens in support of Default Judgment against Tamarack 
Resort, LLC; Draft and revise Order of Default and Default Judgment Against Tamarack 
Resort, LLC; Review and revise Statement of Claims against Tamarack Resort, LLC; Review 
and revise Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees; Finalize default documents for 
filing. 

















Fax L TR to Thiel 
In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
COSTS/EXPENSE HISTORY 
DESCRIPTION 
Ltr to VC with NOA and return postage 
Fax NOA to OC 
Pick up from John Thiel - boxes 
7/1/2009 Bob Burns at Moffatt Thomas- Partial Release of Claim of Lien 
7/2/2009 Postage to Valley Co and return postage 
7/2/2009. Postage and return postage - Notice of Dismissal to Valley County 
7/9/2009. LTR to VC and return postage 
7/9/2009 Fax Memo in Opp to FHHL to Valley County 
7/14/09 Computer Assisted Legal Research 
7/16/09 . Photocopies 
7/16/09 Color Copies 
7/16/09 Fed Ex to Michael Elison- Verified Statement of Proposed Professional 
7/17/09 Postage to Thiel and Christensen 
7/20/09 Postage and Return Postage from Valley County- Answer to YMC and Quality Roofing 
7/20/09 Fedex to Elison 
8/10/09 Computer Assisted Legal Research 
8/17/09 Color Copies 
8/17/09 Photocopies 
8/31/09 Tri County Service for Defendants 
8/21/09 Postage to Christensen- Update LTR 
8/30/09 Computer Assisted Legal Research 
9/2/09 Postage to Valley CHand Return Postage- Motion Affidavit Second Order 
9/3/09 , Postage - Letter and Affidavits to Valley County and return postage 
9/9/09 Postage to Valley CH - Notice of Dismissal and return postage 
9/9/09 Signed L TR to Burke with Release of Claim 
9/11/09 Tri-County Service upon MERS Invoice #85172 
9/14/09 Postage to Valley CHand return postage 
9/16/09 Ada CH- envelopes for all parties 

















































In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
9/17/09 Tri County lnv #85174 Service upon Back Niners, LLC 1 $6S.OO 
9/17/09 Tri County lnv #85173 Service upon Skihome 2, LLC 1 $115.00 
9/18/09 Postage and Return Postage- Signed l TR and Docs to VC with Response to MSJ 1 $5.90 
9/18/09 Fax Teufel's Response to Credit Suisse MSJ to Valley CH 1 $10.00 
9/18/09 Fax Affidavit of Rick Christensen to Valley CH- Exhibits mailed separately 1 $10.00 
9/22/09 Photocopies 934 $140.10 
9/22/09 Color Copies 9 $2.70 
9/22/09 Postage to Amerititle - Declaration/ Aff of TRP 1 $0.44 
9/22/09 Binders for Pleadings and Discovery 5 $77.80 
9/24/09 Postage to VC with Notice of Second Amended Mechanics Lien and return postage 1 $5.56 ...., 
9/25/09 Postage - NOS to Valley CH 1 $1.05 
9/28/09 Fax L TR to Tri County 1 $5.00 
9/29/09 Postage to Valley CHand return postage- Aff of Service 1 $1.05 
9/29/09 Ada CH- Notice of 2nd Amnd Mechanic's Lien Form 1 $7.50 
9/30/09 Computer Assisted Legal Research 1 $18.65 
10/2/09 Tri County lnv #85170 Service upon Jerry Barnett 1 $241.00 
10/2/09 Postage to Valley CHand return postage- Stip re priority 1 $1.83 
10/2/09 Tri County lnv#85171 Service Upon W. Mtn Partners 1 $25.00 
10/6/09 Postage to Ipsen - Stip Re Priority 1 $0.61 
10/19/09. Photocopies 2459 $368.85 
10/19/09 Color Copies 8 $2.40 
10/19/09 Deliver LTRand Stip to Spink Butler 1 $7.50 
10/20/09 Postage to Christensen - Ltr from JTC 1 $0.44 
10/22/09. Postage to Christensen- JTC letter 1 $0.44 w 
10/29/09 Postage to Rick - JTC letter 1 $0.44 
10/29/09 Postage to Valley CHand return postage for Opp to Mot for Rule 54(B) 1 $2.00 
11/4/09 Postage to Valley CHand Return Postage- Mtn to Dismiss and Stip for Dismissal 1 $2.17 
11/6/09 Postage to Valley CHand Return Postage- Mtn to Dismiss and Stip for Dismissal 1 $2.17 
- --- -- -
11/6/09 Postage to all counsel- Order for Dismissal with Prejudice 37 $16.28 
11/6/09 Computer Assisted Legal Research 1 $3.60 
11/9/09 Postage to Valley CH and return postage for recording partial release claim of lien 1 $1.05 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
11/16/09. Postage to Richard Andrus- Copy of Partial Release 
11/17/09 Photocopies 
11/17/09. Color Copies 
12/2/09 Postage to Valley CH +Return Postage for Joinder to CS's Opp to Mtn for Permissive Appeal 
12/7/09 Valley CH- Ck No 1S09 to record Partial Release of Claim of Lien 
12/7/09 Postage to Valley CHand return postage for Partial Release of Claim of Lien 
. 12/17/09 Postage to Valley CH and return postage for Partial Release of Claim of Lien 
12/17/09 Photocopies 
. . 
12/17/09 Color Copies 
. 12/17/09 Record Partial Release of Claim of Lien- ck no. 1504 to Valley CH 
12/23/09 Postage to Badger- LTR from TRP re: Proposed Settlement 
. 12/23/09. Postage to Burke- LTR and Recorded Partial Release of Claim of Lien 
1/5/10 . Postage to Knox- Stipulated Mtn for Substitution of Party _ 
1/8/10 Postage to Valley CH - NOS and Return Postage 
1/18/10 Photocopies 
1/18/10 , Color Copies 
1/19/10 . Computer Assisted Legal Research - Nov and Dec 
2/12/10 . Postage to Valley CHand Return Postage for Mtn to Dismiss & Stip for Dismissal 
2/12/10 Postage to all counsel- Order for Dismissal with Prejudice 
2/12/10 _Run to Ada CH- Order and Return Envelopes 
2/16/10 Photocopies 
3/4/10 Bridge City Legal Invoice No. 83366 
3/15/10 . Postage to Badger 
3/15/10 Run to Ada CH - NOS 
3/16/10 . Fax to Follett, Ipsen and Guerricabeitia- discovery responses 
3/16/10 Create CD- SNP 
3/16/10 Photocopies 
3/17/10 Postage to Moody 
. 3/19/10 Fax to Brian Knox- Teufel's Response to CS 1st Disc 
3/30/10 . Postage to Badger- JTC correspondence and Judge Owen's Order 
3/30/10 Postage to Designated Parties requesting Reimbursement 
4/1/10 . Postage to Valley CH with Return Postage- Disclaimer 





























































In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
4/7/10 Postage to Badger and Peterman 2 $2.10 
4/7/10 Postage to Valley CHand Return Postage- NOS 1 $1.05 
4/9/10 Computer Assisted Legal Research- March 2010 1 $11.29 
4/16/10 Photocopies through 4-15-10 1381 $207.15 
4/19/10 Postage to Valley CH- NOS and Return Postage 1 $1.05 
4/28/10 Postage to Valley County- $5.70 and 1.76 Return Postage 1 $7.46 
4/28/10 Run to Post Office for envelope large enough to mail to Valley CHand return postage 1 $7.50 
4/19/10 Run to Ada C. H. MSJ Docs 1 $7.50 
5/3/10 Hand deliver CD of 2nd Amnd Mechs Lien Form 1 $7.50 
5/17/10 Photocopies through 5-16-10 2121 $318.15 
5/20/10 JTC Flight 5/2.0/10-S/23/10 1 $292.10 
5/21/10 Computer Assisted Legal Research 4/6-S/7 1 $29.43 
6/3/10 Outsourced Copy- Invoice No EQ157388 from Esquire 1 $140.06 
6/7/10 Computer Assisted Legal Research S/8/10- 6/7/10 1 $4.35 
6/9/10 M&M Invoice #3313585 -Transcript, Exhibits 1 $358.97 
6/9/10 Fax to Clerk of Court- NOH, Mtn to Shorten, Cert of Service 1 $10.00 
6/9/10 Fax to Clerk of Court- Supplemental Aff of JTC 1 $10.00 
6/14/10 Purchase special side tabs for indexing pleadings 10 $37.90 
6/17/10 Photocopies 5/17/10 - 6/16/10 1874 $281.10 
7/1/10 Postage to Badger 1 $0.44 
7/6/10 Computer Assisted Legal Research 6/7/10-7/5/10 1 $23.92 
7/9/10 Bridge City Legal Invoice NO. 83463 1 $28.46 
7/9/10 Bridge City Legal Invoice No. 83366 1 $47.94 
7/12./10 Postage to Valley CH and Return Postage - Notice of Filing Omitted Exhibits & COS 1 $9.80 
7/19/10 Photocopies- 6/17/10-7/16/10 1467 $2.20.05 
7/20/10 Hand Delivery to Judge Owen- Mot and Memo to Amnd Complaint, NOH, Mtn to Shorten, 1 $15.00 
Notice of Filing, COS 
7/20/10 Postage to Valley CH- Teufel's Notice of Non Opp to CS's Exparte Mtn 1 $1.66 
7/21/10 Fax to Fawcett - Notice of Non Opp 1 $10.00 
7/27/10 Run to Ada CH- Proposed Order/envelopes 1 $7.50 
























In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure -Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
7/28/10 Postage to Valley CHand Return Postage- Notices of Dismissal, Withdrawal of Mtn and 1 $2.17 
cos 
7/30/10 Postage to Valley CHand Return Postage- Teufel's Expert Witness Disclosure, Cert of 1 $1.63 
Service 
7/30/10 Fax to Clerk of Ct- Expert Disclosures 1 $10.00 
8/3/10 Postage to Badger and Peterman 2 $2.10 
8/3/10 2 CD'S created - 2nd Supplemental Disc Docs to Credit Suisse 2 $6.00 
8/6/10 Computer Assisted Legal Research 7/6/10- 8/5/10 1 $123.86 
8/6/10 Postage- LTR and Invoice 1 $0.61 
8/8/10 Fax to Teufel's List ofTrial Exhibits to C.H. 1 $10.00 
8/9/10 Fax to Clerk of Ct- Teufel's Lay Witness Disclosures 1 $10.00 w 
8/10/10 Fedex Teufel's Trial Brief to Valley CH +return postage 1 $25.41 
8/12/10 Postage to Rick- TRP ltr re: acct balance and plan for trial 1 $0.44 
8/16/10 Photocopies 7/17/10 - 8/16/10 2854 $428.10 
8/19/10 Hand Deliver LTR and 2nd Vol Dismissal to Greener Burke Shoemaker 1 $15.00 
8/24/10 Fax to CH-Opp to CS's Mot in Limine, COS 1 $10.00 
8/27/10 Bridge City Legal Invoice No. B3688 1 $205.98 
8/30/10 Balance transfers from 137-2 and 137-3 1 $15.60 
8/31/10 Postage to CHand Return Postage- Amnd Trial Exhibit List 1 $2.61 
9/2/10 Postage- LTR and Exhibits to Valley CH 2 $0.88 
9/7/10 Computer Assisted Legal Research 8/6/10- 9/6/10 1 $136.96 
9/10/10 Postage- LTR and CD ofTrial Exhibits 1 $1.05 
9/14/10 Fax to Ipsen - JTC Correspondence 1 $5.00 
9/15/10 Postage to Valley CH +Return Postage- 3rd Amnd Trial Exhibits 1 $2.61 
9/16/10 Postage to Badger - LTR from TRP 1 $0.44 
9/16/10 Photocopies 8/16/10- 9/16/10 4076 $611.40 
9/16/10 Color copies 8/16/10-9/16/10 35 $10.50 
9/20/10 Ck No. 18211 to Mike Stanger 1 $23.00 
9/20/10 Ck No. 1814 to Christopher Kirk 1 $32.00 
. 9/21/10 Run to Idaho Blueprint and Supply 1 $15.00 
9/22/10 ID Blueprint and Supply Invoice- ck no. 1816 1 $63.22 
9/23/10 Tri County lnv # 99804 Service upon Christopher Kirk 1 $80.00 
9/23/10 Tri County lnv #99805 Service upon Mike Stanger 1 $137.00 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
9/27/10 Postage to Badger 1 $4.90 
9/27/10 Postage - Ck No. 1823- Mail 4 boxes by Priority Mail 1 $80.40 
9/28/10 Cost of Binder sent to Rick 1 $15.60 
9/28/10 Fed ex binder to Rick overnight 1 $60.72 
9/30/10 Postage to Kirk- Corrected Subpoena 1 $0.61 
10/1/10 Postage to Stanger- USPS overnight binder and corrected subpoe~ 1 $19.45 
10/4/10 JTC out of pocket Expense for Certified Copy of Claim of Lien 1 $6.00 
10/7/10 Computer Assisted Legal Research 9/7/10- 10/6/10 1 $17.76 
10/18/10. Photocopies 9/17/10-10/16/10 1809 $271.35 
10/18/10. Color Copies 9/17/10- 10/16/10 104 $31.20 
t.J 11/8/10 Computer Assisted Legal Research 1 $8.62 
11/16/10 Photocopies 10/16/10- 11/15/10 230 $34.50 . . 
12/16/10 Photocopies 11/16/10- lZ/16/10 48 $7.20 
1/10/11 Postage to Kasey Redlich- ck no 1910 1 $0.44 
1/20/11 Photocopies 12/17/10 - 1/17/11 39 $5.85 
1/20/11 , Run to Ada CH- p.u. transcript for Tamarack, ck no 1921 used 1 $7.50 
1/20/11 Trial Transcript fee 1 $847.50 
1/26/11 Photocopies 1/18/11- 1/26/11 2 $0.30 
1/27/11 Postage to Rick- Trial Transcript 1 $4.95 
. . 
2/24/11 Photocopies 1/27/11-2/24/11 130 $19.50 
2/28/11 Fed Ex Overnight Aft of TRP to Valley CH +return postage 1 $24.72 
3/1/11 Fax to Clerk of the Court- COS 1 $5.00 
3/1/11 Fax to Clerk of the Court- Closing Argument, Post Trial Brief 1 $10.00 
3/1/11 Hand delivery to Judge Owen's chambers- Aff of TRP, Closing Brief 1 $7.50 ~ 
3/14/11 Fax to Clerk of the Court- Teufel's COS 1 $5.00 
3/14/11 Fax to Clerk of the Court- Teufel's Reply to CS's Closing Argument 1 $10.00 
3/15/11 Run to Ada CH- Reply to CS Closing Argument, COS 1 $7.50 
3/25/11 Photocopies 2/25/11 - 3/25/11 491 $73.65 
4/7/11 Computer Assisted Legal Research 3/7/11- 4/6/11 1 $19.37 
4/27/11 Photocopies 3/26/11-4/26/11 18 $2.70 
5/16/11 Postage to Judge Owen- copy of NOH and Teufel's Motion to Clarify 1 $0.64 
5/16/11 Postage to Valley CH + Return Postage - NOH and Mtn to Clarify 1 $2.12 
5/17/11 Fax to Follet- Mot to Clarify and NOH 1 $10.00 



























In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
5/25/11 Fax to Follet 
5/25/11 Photocopies 4/26/11- 5/25/11 
6/2/11 Fax to Clerk of the Court- Response to CS's Memo 
6/6/11 Fax file in Valley County- Response toP's Memo in Opp to Teufel's Mot for 
Reconsideration 
6/16/11 Fax file in Valley County- Response to CS's Memo in Opp to Teufel's Mot for 
Reconsideration 
6/7/11 Computer Assisted Legal Research 5/5/11- 6/6/11 
6/27/11 Photocopies 06/07/11 - 06/24/11 
7/6/11 Computer Assisted Legal Research 06/07/11- 07/4/11 
8/26/11 Photocopies 06/27/11- 08/25/11 
9/6/11 Computer Assisted Legal Research 08/08/11- 9/5/11 . . 
9/26/11 . Photocopies 08/25/11- 09/25/11 
TOTAL COSTS: 
TOTAL FEES: 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
STAFF DATE DESCRIPTION DURATION AMOUNT 
SJT 11/9/2007 Review Email from Rick; Conference with William McKiveen; review multiple emails from 1.1 $181.50 
Rick; Prepare emails to Rick; review and analyze documents from Rick; draft and dictate 
engagement letter 
SJT 11/12/2007 Prepare email to Rick C.; conference with Sam Diddle; finalize engagement letter to Larry 1.2 $198.00 
Teufel; review documents fro Rick C. 
SJT 11/16/2007 Telephone call from Rick C.; telephone call to Rick C; review email from Rick C. 0.2 $33.00 
I . . 
SJT 11/27/2007 Telephone call from Rick C.; telephone call to Rick C; review email from Rick C. 0.2 $33.00 
SJT 1/22/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; review fax from R. Christensen 0.2 $33.00 
CJR 1/23/2008 Research whether snow removal work is lienable 0.2 $35.00 
SAD 1/23/2008 Conference with attorneyS. Tharp regarding note an deed of trust in lieu of lien 0.4 $70.00 ,; 
SJT 1/23/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; telephone call to R. Christensen; prepare two emails to 2.4 $396.00 
R. Christensen; conference with S. Diddle; review and analyze consentuallien issue and 
need for deed of trust; review Teufel contract; review work orders for Teufel 
SJT 1/24/2008 Prepare email to R. Christenson; review email from R. Christenson. 0.2 $33.00 
CJR 2/11/2008 Research regarding whether snow removal is lienable; conference with attorneyS. Tharp 2.9 $507.50 
regarding the same. 
SJT 2/11/2008 Prepare email to R. Christenson; review email from R. Christenson; review and analyze file. 0.5 $82.50 
SJT 2/12/2008 Prepare email to R. Christensen; review email from R. Christensen; review and analyze date 1.1 $181.50 
for filing lien; draft and dictate lien. 
PWW 2/13/2008 Conference with attorney 5. Tharp regarding property description for Tamarack Lien; 0.8 $140.00 
telephone call with Amerititle in Cascade regarding the same. 
\:iii 
PWW 2/13/2008 Review Tamarack title documents received from Amerititle; compare with information 1.2 $2.10 
from client 
SJT 2/13/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; Telephone call from M. Jerome; telephone call to R. 2.2 $478.00 
Christensen; prepare two emails to R. Christensen; review emails from R. Christensen; 
letter to Tamarack; review emails from title company and plats of subdivisions; review and 
analyze numerous lien issues. 
PWW 2/14/2008 Review additional title information regarding legal descriptions from (No Suggestions); 1.5 $262.50 
revise claim of lien 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
SJT 2/14/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; telephone call from L. Teufel; conference with W. 4.8 $792.00 
Mcklveen; conference with P. Ware; review email from R. Christensen; review emails from 
5. Hinton and M. Jerome; review documents from title company; review and analyze 
numerous lien issues; telephone call from Sue; telephone call from Allison. 
PWW 2/15/2008 Conference with AttorneyS. Tharp regarding review of lien claim; review and revise lien 0.8 $140.00 
claim; check plat information for descriptions in lien claim. 
SJT 2/15/2008 Prepare email to Allison; review two emails from Allison 0.2 $33.00 
SJT 2/18/2008 Telephone call from L. Teufel; telephone call to L. Teufel; review email from R. Christensen; 0.3 $49.50 
prepare letter to L. Teufel. 
SAD 2/19/2008 Conference with AttorneyS. Tharp regarding lien issues. 0.5 $87.50 
5JT 2/19/2008 Prepare email to A. Sayler; Review Email from A. Sayler. 0.1 $16.50 
PWW 2/20/2008 Multiple conferences with AttorneyS. Tharp regarding Tamarack lien and alternative 3.5 $612.50 
strategies; work on same; review and revise documents 
RWS 2/20/2008 Research bankruptcy code, case law and secondary authority regarding automatic stay 3.4 $510.00 
provision's application to co-debtors for purposes of filing materialman's lien; conference 
with attorneys S. Tharp and P. Ware regarding legal descriptions in bankruptcy petition 
SJT 2/20/2008 Telephone call from L. Teufel and R. Christensen; prepare email to R. Christensen; multiple 4.2 $693.00 
phone calls to and from L. Teufel, review promissory note and mortgage; review article 
regarding bankruptcy; review bankruptcy pleadings; review and analyze co-debtor issues. 
PWW 2/21/2008 Review Tamarack plat regarding proposed property to secure debt to client, conference 0.9 $157.50 
with AttorneyS. Tharp 
SJT 2/21/2008 Telephone call to R. Christensen, prepare email to L. Teufel and R. Christensen; review 0.3 $49.50 
email from R. Christensen; memorandum to file 
SJT 2/22/2008 Draft and dictate letter to L. Teufel; calculate new lien cutoff date for snow removal, review 0.9 $148.50 
'email from R. Christensen; review email from L. Teufel 
PWW 3/7/2008 Review mortgage received from Tamarack on debt; research mortgage statute 1 $175.00 
SJT 3/7/2008 Telephone call from L. Teufel; prepare two emails to L. Teufel; review emails and 0.4 $66.00 
attachment from L. Teufel; review promissory notes and mortgage 
SJT 3/10/2008 Prepare email to L. Teufel; review email from L. Teufel, review statutes on mortgages 0.4 $66.00 



















In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
SJT 3/18/2008 Prepare email to L. Teufel; review email from L. Teufel; review file regarding deadline per L. 0.4 $66.00 
Teufel. 
PWW 3/19/2008 Review and revise lien 1 $175.00 
SJT 3/19/2008 Telephone call from L. Teufel; telephone call to L. Teufel; prepare email to L. Teufel; review 0.8 $132.00 
email from L. Teufel; review complaint against Tamarack; edit lien. 
SJT 3/20/2008 'Telephone call from Rick; telephone call from Susan; telephone call to Susan; prepare two 0.6 $99.00 
emails to Rick; review four emails and schedules from Susan; review two emails from Rick; 
edit lien 
SJT 3/21/2008 Prepare two emails to Rick C.; review two emails from Rick C.; memorandum to file. 0.3 $49.50 
SJT 3/24/2008 Telephone call from Allison; two telephone calls from Rick; review email from Rick; review 0.6 $99.00 
email from Allison; review and analyze effect of failure to have two notaries; review article 
on Tamarack 
SJT 3/25/2008 Prepare two emails to Rick; review email from Rick 0.2 $33.00 
SJT 3/26/2008 , Letter to Rick; prepare email to Rick; review return receipt requested; review email and 0.6 $99.00 
attachment from Allison; draft and dictate two new letters to Trillium and Tamarack 
SJT 3/27/2008 Letter to Rick C.; review return receipt requested. 0.1 $16.50 
PWW 4/7/2008 , Telephone conference with R. Christensen regarding partial release of lien issues at 0.4 $70.00 
Tamarack 
PWW 4/9/2008 Email and telephone conference with Rick regarding partial release of lien 0.5 $87.50 
PWW 4/10/2008 Telephone conference with C. Cole at Amerititle regarding partial lien release; email to c. 0.6 $105.00 
Cole and clients regarding same 
PWW 4/14/2008 Draft partial lien release and email to parties 1.4 $245.00 w 
SJT 4/14/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; telephone call toR. Christensen; conference with P. 0.9 $148.50 
Ware; review multiple emails regarding lien release; review articles; review and analyze 
lien releases 
PWW 4/15/2008 Final and execute release; telephone conference with Rick regarding attorney fee issue; 1 $175.00 
emails to and from parties regarding partial lien release 
SJT 4/15/2008 Review multiple emails from Pete, R. Christensen and C. Cole 0.2 $33.00 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
PWW 4/22/2008 Emails from C. Cole at Amerititle and R. Christensen regarding new partial lien release 0.7 $122.50 
matter; telephone conference with Rick regarding same; email to parties 
SJT 4/22/2008 Review two emails from R. Teufel 0.3 $49.50 
PWW 4/23/2008 Draft partial lien release regarding L31, B2 at Tamarack; review email to and from C. Cob 0.5 $87.50 
SJT 4/23/2008 Review two emails regarding lien release; review email from Pete to Colleen 0.2 $33.00 
SJT 4/24/2008 Review two emails regarding partial release 0.1 $16.50 
PWW 5/1/2008 Telephone conference with R. Christensen; email to and from title company regarding 1 $175.00 
partial release of lien regarding tamarack; prepare partial release of lien 
SJT 5/1/2008 Conference with P. Ware; voicemail from Dave M. at Teufel 0.1 $16.50 
SJT 5/2/2008 Review email from M. Arnold 0.1 $16.50 
PWW 5/8/2008 Telephone conference with D. Matheson regarding lien release matters and ongoing 0.6 $105.00 
strategy 
PWW 5/13/2008 Telephone conference with Attorney M. Arnold partial release of L70, B1 at Tamarack 0.4 $70.00 
PWW 5/13/2008 Emails from and to C. Cole regarding partial release of L23, B15, Phase 1 at Tamarack 0.4 $70.00 
PWW 5/14/2008 Draft partial lien release regarding L70, B11 at Tamarack; email toM. Arnold and D. 0.7 $122.50 
Matheson 
PWW 5/19/2008 Receipt and review emails from M. Arnold and D. Matheson regarding approved partial 0.5 $87.50 
release; final partial release; transmittal to Valley County for recording 
PWW 5/20/2008 Telephone conference with R. Christensen regarding partial lien release for all residential 0.5 $87.50 ..., 
Tamarack parcels 
SJT 5/20/2008 Telephone message from R. Christensen; conference with P. Ware 0.2 $33.00 
PWW 5/21/2008 Prepare partial lien release regarding L23, B15 0.7 $122.50 
PWW 5/21/2008 Email from R. Christensen regarding global partial release 0.1 $17.50 
PWW 6/3/2008 Telephone conference with R. Christensen regarding Tamarack lien release matters, 3.8 $665.00 
multiple emails from client regarding lien release matters 
PWW 6/4/2008 Telephone conference with C. Cole at Amerititle regarding discuss Tamarack lien matters; 0.5 $87.50 
review more emails from client regarding lien matters. 








In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
SJT 6/17/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; telephone call toR. Christensen; prepare email to 0.5 $82.50 
Frank Lee; conference with W. McKiveen regarding receivership; review and analyze 
strategy in signing affidavit 
PWW 6/18/2008 Prepare partial release for L17, BS. and pud 2.3 at Tamarack 0.5 $87.50 
PWW 6/19/2008 Receipt and review emails; telephone conference to/from parties regarding partial lien 0.5 $87.50 
releases for lots 210 and 211, block 10 
PWW 6/23/2008 Work on partial lien release regarding Tamarack and escrow instructions regarding lots 210 1.5 $262.50 
and 211, block 10 
SJT 6/23/2008 Prepare letter to Rick C.; review email from Rick C. regarding partial release; review large 2.3 $379.50 
stack of documents from Givens Pursley regarding receivership appointment; review and v 
edit partial release of lien 
SJT 6/24/2008 Prepare two emails to Rick; conference with W. McKiveen regarding status of funding; 0.2 $33.00 
review email from Rick 
LA 6/25/2008 Emails to/from title company to obtain recorded copies of all partial releases of lien; 0.2 $15.00 
receive and review same; memo to S. Tharp and P. Ware regarding same 
PWW 6/25/2008 Telephone conference from R. Christensen, email to C. Cole regarding Partial Release for 94 0.4 $70.00 
Sugar Loaf; email from C. Cole regarding partial release for Unit 313 Members Lodge 
LA 6/26/2008 Review all 6 partial releases recorded to-date and 4 additional releases prepared this week, 1 $75.00 
and prepare summary memo to S. Tharp and P. Ware regarding quality control of same; 
conference with P. Ware regarding new Partial releases; emails to C. Cole and clients with 
copies of latest partial releases 
PWW 6/26/2008 Work on Partial Lien Release matters 0.7 $122.50 
SJT 6/26/2008 Review two emails regarding sugarloaf lien. 0.2 $33.00 
SJT 6/27/2008 Review and analyze four additional partial lien releases 0.3 $49.50 
SJT 6/30/2008 Review email from Title Company 0.1 $16.50 
SJT 7/1/2008 Prepare email to R. Christensen; review email from R. Christensen regarding lawsuit. 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 7/7/2008 Prepare email to R. Christensen; Review email from R. Christensen regarding TriState 0.6 $120.00 
Electric; review email from R. Christensen regarding new invoices and spreadsheets; 













In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
SJT 7/8/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; review two emails from R. Christensen; prepare two 1.1 $220.00 
em ails to R. Christensen; review three lawsuits filed by TriState Electric 
DMS 7/10/2008 Conference with AttorneyS. Tharp regarding liens; research issue regarding lien priority 1.5 $262.50 
dates; draft memo to attorneyS. Tharp regarding issue of priority 
LA 7/10/2008 Regarding 633 Whitewater, emails to/from C. Cole, P. Ware, 5. Tharp and client regarding 0.5 $37.50 
partial release; quality control legal description; draft partial release for P. Ware; transmit 
to C. Cole. 
PWW 7/10/2008 Telephone conference with L. Floyd at Alliance Title regarding Partial Release of L53 B13 1.5 $262.50 
PUD Phase 2.2; Prepare partial lien release for transmittal to L. Floyd 
SJT 7/10/2008 Telephone call from Mr. Saba/as; Telephone call toR. Christensen; review emails from R. 1.7 $340.00 ,..., 
Christensen; prepare two emails toR. Christensen; prepare email toP. Ware; review and 
analyze research of lien priorities; review email from Floyd at Alliance Title; review partial 
release of lien. 
SJT 7/11/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; Telephone call toR. Christensen; Telephone call to 0.9 $180.00 
Attorneys; letter to R. Christensen; Multiple telephone calls to attorneys regarding new 
representation of Teufel. 
SJT 7/16/2008 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare two emails to R. Christensen; Review email 0.4 $80.00 
from L. Floyd regarding 633 Whitewater; letter to J. Thiel. 
LA 7/17/2008 Regarding Staircase and Azure properties, emails to/from C. Cole, P. Ware, S. Tharp and 0.5 $37.50 
client regarding partial releases; quality control legal descriptions; draft partial release for 
P. Ware; transmit to C. Cole. 
PWW 7/17/2008 Work on lien release matter; telephone conference, emails and prepare partial release. 0.8 $140.00 
LA 7/18/2008 Multiple telephone calls and emails with C. Cole regarding proper legal description for 80 2.5 $187.50 ~ 
Tripod Court Property; receive and review amended plat map phase 1 and compare to final 
plat map phase 1; receive email from client approving partial release on 80 tripod and 920 
discovery; multiple telephone calls with P. Ware regarding ok to prepare partial release; 
conference with attorney L. Meier; prepare partial release on both properties and send to 
C. Cole. 
LVM 7/18/2.008 Review release of lien; follow up on property identified in release not on original lien and 0.5 $92.50 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
SJT 7/21/2008 Telephone call to J. Thiel, review and analyze multiple emails regarding lien releases. 0.6 $120.00 
LA 7/22/2008 Regarding 125 Golden Bar Court, emails to/from C. Cole, P. Ware, S. Tharp and client 0.5 $37.50 
regarding partial release, quality control legal description; draft partial release for S. Tharp; 
transmittal to C. Cole. 
SJT 7/22/2008 Prepare two emails to R. Christensen; review two emails from Colleen; review two emails 0.5 $100.00 
from R. Christensen; draft and dictate partial lien release. 
LA 7/23/2008 Regarding 95 Canoe Court, emails to/from C. Cole, P. Ware, S. Tharp and client regarding 0.5 $37.50 
new partial release; quality control legal descriptions; draft partial release for S. Tharp; 
Transmittal to C. Cole. 
SJT 7/23/2008 Telephone call from J. Thiel; telephone call to J. Thiel; prepare email to R. Christensen; 0.6 $120.00 
research obtaining full size plat of Tamarack; review emails from Colleen; prepare partial 
lien release. 
LA 7/28/2008 Regarding 380 Sugarloaf, emails to/from C. Cole regarding request for Partial Release and 0.5 $37.50 
ok from client to release; Quality control legal description; email to C. Cole requesting 
double-check of legal regarding plat; review plat; draft release for P. Ware; overnight and 
email delivery to C. Cole and parties; telephone call and email to valley county recorder to 
obtain full size copies of all14 plats for Tamarack. 
PWW 7/28/2008 Work on Partial Lien Release matters regarding tamarack. 0.7 $122.50 
SJT 7/28/2008 Prepare email to R. Christensen; review and analyze numerous emails regarding partial lien 0.3 $60.00 
release regarding Richard Getty. 
SJT 7/29/2008 Review numerous emails regarding 380 Sugarloaf Lien Release 0.4 $80.00 
PWW 7/30/2008 Review email regarding lot release 0.2 $35.00 
SJT 7/30/2008 Review email from Colleen regarding Clearwater 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 7/31/2008 Telephone call from J. Thiel; letter toR. Christensen; Prepare email to R. Christensen; 0.6 $120.00 
prepare email to J. Thiel, prepare second email toR. Christensen 
PWW 8/4/2008 Finalize partial release regarding Driscoll18 Clearwater Court; Emails to and from parties 1 $175.00 
regarding additional partial releases 
PWW 8/4/2008 Regarding 18 Clearwater Court, emails to/from C. Cole, S. Tharp and client regarding partial 1 $175.00 
release; quality control legal description; draft release; transmit to C. Cole regarding 446 
Sugarloaf, 102 Golden Bar, 84 Golden Bar and 124 Golden Bar, Emails to/from C. Cole, S. 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
SJT 8/4/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; review email from R. Christensen; follow up on partial 0.3 $60.00 
lien release; memorandum to file. 
PWW 8/5/2008 Finalize partial lien release regarding tamarack 0.6 $105.00 
PWW 8/5/2008 Regarding three new partial releases, quality control legal description; draft release; 0.2 $35.00 
transmit to C. Cole 
SJT 8/5/2008 Telephone call from R. Christensen; review and analyze obtaining plats of Tamarack 0.3 $60.00 
PWW 8/6/2008 Emails from Amerititle regarding requests for additional partial releases 0.2 $35.00 
PWW 8/6/2008 Emails and telephone call to McCall First American Title Regarding Research Project on 0.2 $35.00 
Tamarack Plats and Phases 
SJT 8/6/2008 Telephone call to J. Thiel, review and analyze research on full plats 0.2 $40.00 w 
PWW 8/7/2008 Review plat materials received from title company 1.3 $227.50 
PWW 8/7/2008 Receive and review plat maps from Assessor's office; conference with A. Knight 0.5 $87.50 
SJT 8/7/2008 Review email from Colleen and partial release 0.1 $20.00 
PWW 8/8/2008 Receive and review plats from title company to review plats as compared to lien and partial 1 $175.00 
releases 
SJT 8/8/2008 Review email from C. Cole; prepare email to R. Christensen; review two emails from C. Cole 0.3 $60.00 
PWW 8/11/2008 Review email regarding approval of release; review email regarding excel detail of work 0.8 $140.00 
performed; conference with attorneyS. Tharp 
PWW 8/11/2008 Review emails to/from C. Cole and client regarding release of Lot 210 Block 10, Phase 2.4 0.2 $35.00 
for escrow funds of $18k. 
SJT 8/11/2008 Review two emails from R. Christensen; telephone call to R. Christensen; prepare email to 0.3 $60.00 
R. Christensen 
PWW 8/12/2008 Telephone call and emails to/from R. Christensen regarding Lot 210 block 10, phase 2.4, 2.3 $402.50 v 
and receipt of prior $30k escrow funds 
PWW 8/13/2008 Review file for quality control of partial releases for 14 Clearwater and 124 Golden Bar; 2 $350.00 
Telephone calls toR. Christensen regarding 18 Clearwater Court and wiring instructions for 
124 Golden Bar Funds; telephone call and email toW. Hardin at Everest Builders regarding 
release on 18 Clearwater Court; draft escrow instructions letter; draft 2 releases for 14 
Clearwater and 124 Golden Bar; transmit to C. Cole and email to all parties 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
PWW 8/14/2008 Emails to and from C. Cole regarding full legal for 112 Twin Creeks; quality control legal 0.5 $87.50 
description and plats; memo to 5. Tharp regarding status; draft partial release on 112 Twin 
Creeks; transmit to C. Cole and parties 
PWW 8/14/2008 Review file and prepare all relevant documents for transmittal to J. Thiel; draft letter to J. 1 $175.00 
Thiel 
5JT 8/15/2008 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare email to R. Christensen; review and analyze two 0.4 $80.00 
partial lien releases; review and analyze emails from Colleen and Amy 
5JT 8/18/2008 Prepare email to J. Thiel; conference with P. Ware 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 8/19/2008 Letter regarding transmittal of lien matters to 5. Thiel 0.5 $87.50 .. 
PWW 8/19/2008 Review file and prepare documentation to be sent to J. Thiel; email to J. Thiel with 38 1 $175.00 
digital documents 
5JT 8/19/2008 Review email from J. Thiel; prepare email to J. Thiel; coordinate documents to get to J. 0.3 $60.00 
Thiel 
5JT 9/9/2008 Review two emails from A. Knight; prepare email to A. Knight regarding partial releases 0.1 $20.00 
5JT 9/10/2008 Review email from Colleen Cole 0.1 $20.00 
5JT 9/11/2008 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare two emails toR. Christensen 0.1 $20.00 
PWW 9/15/2008 Conference with Attorney 5. Tharp regarding status of lien foreclosure compliant regarding 1 $175.00 
tamarack 
5JT 9/15/2008 Telephone call to J. Thiel, review and analyze multiple emails to and from J. Thiel 0.4 $80.00 
5JT 9/16/2008 Review email from J. Thiel; prepare email to R. Christensen; Memorandum to file 0.2 $40.00 
W' 
PWW 9/17/2008 Multiple emails from/to parties regarding lien release matter; prepare and transmit lien 1.7 $297.50 
releases regarding Tamarack 
SJT 9/17/2008 Review email from Amy; review email from R. Christensen; review numerous emails 0.4 $80.00 
regarding lien releases from 17 Rock Creek. 
PWW 9/18/2008 Emails regarding lien release; draft lien release 1 $175.00 
SJT 9/18/2008 Review emails on lien releases 0.2 $40.00 
5JT 9/23/2008 Review email from R. Christensen, prepare email to R. Christensen 0.1 $20.00 
- - -
PWW 9/29/2008 Emails from Amerititle, client regarding partial lien releases; correspondence regarding 0.5 $87.50 
West Mountain Golf, LLC to counsel. 

















In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
SJT 10/2/2008 Prepare email to J. Thiel 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 10/7/2008 Prepare email toR. Christensen 0.1 $20.00 
PWW 11/3/2008 Multiple emails regarding lien rel~ases regarding Tamarack. 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 11/3/2008 Review three emails from C. Cole; review legal descriptions; prepare email toR. 0.3 $60.00 
Christensen 
SJT 11/4/2008 Review two emails from R. Christensen; prepare email to R. Christensen 0.1 $20.00 
PWW 11/6/2008 Multiple emails from C. Cole regarding releases at Tamarack 0.6 $120.00 
SJT 11/6/2008 Review email from J. Thiel; review emails from C. Cole; prepare two em ails to J. Thiel; 0.3 $60.00 
conference with P. Ware 
PWW 11/11/2008 Multiple emails regarding lien releases; telephone conference with C. Cole regarding lien 1 $200.00 
release matter 
LA 11/12/2008 Review emails from C. Cole and clients regarding 5 properties authorized for partial 1 $75.00 
release; emails to C. Cole requesting better legals; review file and quality control plat 
references; draft partial lien release for P. Ware review; conference with P. Ware; finalize 
partial lien releases and email and transmit to C. Cole 
PWW 11/12/2008 Work on lien release matters regarding tamarack; draft lien releases; transmittal to 2 $400.00 
Amerititle 
SJT 11/12/2008 Review multiple emails regarding lien releases; review emails to/from C. Cole; review email, 0.7 $140.00 
toR. Christensen; review of partial lien releases 
SJT 11/19/2008 Review email and release from Amerititle 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 11/20/2008 , Review and analyze complaint for foreclosure 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 12/3/2008 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare email to R. Christensen regarding lien release 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 12/4/2008 Review emails; review documents; prepare partial lien release regarding Tamarack 1.5 $300.00 
SJT 12/4/2008 Review and analyze partial lien release 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 12/12/2008 Review email from C. Cole 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 12/18/2008 Review email from M. Jerome; telephone call from Rusty at Alliance Title; telephone call to 0.3 $60.00 
Rusty at Alliance Title; prepare email toR. Christensen; prepare email to M. Jerome; review 
email from Susan. 
SJT 12/19/2008 Review email from R. Christensen; telephone call to Rusty; prepare email to R. Christensen 0.1 $20.00 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
SJT 1/5/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare two emails to R. Christensen 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 1/6/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare email toR. Christensen 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 1/9/2009 Prepare email to R. Christensen 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 1/13/2009 Telephone call from W. Harden at Everest Construction; prepare email toR. Christensen 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 1/13/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare two letters to R. Christensen; review email toR. 0.4 $80.00 
Coleman from R. Christensen 
SJT 1/15/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare email to R. Christensen 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 1/20/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare email toR. Christensen; draft and dictate 0.4 $80.00 
escrow agreement with instructions 
\J SJT 1/21/2009 Review two emails from R. Christensen; prepare email toM. Jerome; review email from M. 0.3 $60.00 
Jerome; edit escrow agreement 
SJT 1/22/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; review email from M. Jerome; edit escrow agreement 0.3 $60.00 
PWW 1/23/2009 Conference with S. Tharp regarding escrow agreement for Coleman dispute in McCall 0.3 $60.00 
SJT 1/23/2009 Edit Escrow Agreement 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 1/26/2009 Revise draft escrow agreement; conference with 5. Tharp regarding same; transmittal toR. 1.2 $240.00 
Christensen; Email from R. Christensen regarding comments on escrow agreement; 
transmittal to R. Christensen 
SJT 1/26/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare email to R. Christensen; conference with 0.2 $40.00 
attorney P. Ware 
SJT 1/27/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare email to R. Christensen; review email from 0.2 $40.00 
Attorney P. Ware toR. Christensen regarding changes on Agreement 
SJT 1/28/2009 Review email from M. Jerome; Edit Escrow Agreement 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 1/29/2009 Review two emails from R. Christensen; review email from R. Coleman 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 1/29/2009 Prepare email to R. Christensen 0.1 $20.00 
PWW 1/30/2009 Multiple telephone calls with client regarding confirmation that Coleman signed escrow 0.6 $120.00 
agreement; coordinate filing of lien in Valley County 
SJT 1/30/2009 Telephone call from R. Christensen; prepare email toR. Christensen; conference with 0.3 $60.00 
Attorney P. Ware regarding deadline to file lien 
SJT 1/31/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; letter toR. Christensen; Prepare Email toR. Christensen 0.3 $60.00 
.. 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
SJT 2/10/2009 Telephone call from J. Thiel; telephone call to Wendy; put together packet of documents 0.6 $120.00 
for J. Thiel. 
SJT 2/11/2009 Review email from C. Cole; review email from R. Christensen; prepare two emails to R. 0.4 $80.00 
Christensen; review email response from R. Christensen; review email from Amy to J. Thiel 
regarding partial lien release 
SJT 2/17/2009 Review email and partial release of lien for Haystack 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 2/24/2009 Emails; prepare lien release regarding 25 Haystack Ct 1 $200.00 
PWW 3/4/2009 Receipt and review emails regarding lien releases at Tamarack 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 3/4/2009 Review email from Stewart Title regarding litigation guaranty; review partial release of lien; 0.6 $120.00 
review email from R. Christensen. w 
PWW 3/5/2009 Prepare lien release regarding 726 Whitewater 0.8 $160.00 
SJT 3/5/2009 Review email to Colleen and partial release; review email and attachment to Wendy at 0.3 $60.00 
John Thiel's office. 
PWW 3/6/2009 : Emails regarding lien releases 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 3/6/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; review file; prepare email to R. Christensen 0.3 $60.00 
SJT 3/6/2009 Review email from Amy to Wendy; Review partial lien release 0.3 $60.00 
SJT 3/9/2009 Review email from R. Christensen 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 3/9/2009 Review email regarding partial release 0.1 $20.00 
PWW 3/24/2009 Email regarding lien release request: 23 Clearwater, Monge 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 3/24/2009 Email regarding requests/approvals for lien releases 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 3/27/2009 Email regarding lien release regardin~; Morgan L63B19 Tamarack 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 3/30/2009 Review multiple emails regarding lien releases. 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 4/1/2009 Prepare partial lien releases regarding Tamarack for 5 parcels; review emails regarding 1 $200.00 
same from Client and Title Company ~ 
SJT 4/30/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepareemail to R. Christensen (N/C) 0.1 $20.00 
LA 5/1/2009 Receive email from C. Cole requesting releases on 5 properties; email toR. Christensen 0.5 $37.50 
regarding 6th property; review file 
LA S/4/2009 Conference with P. Ware and review emails and file regarding quality control of real 1.5 $112.50 
property description on 9 properties; draft partial release on Clearwater; draft partial 
release on whitewater properties; review no-go on four remainder properties; emails and 
transmittals to all parties with releases 
PWW 5/4/2009 . Prepare two lien releases regarding Tamarack; review emails between parties 1 $200.00 










In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
LA 5/12/2009 Emails to/from client and C. Cole regarding release on 90 Clearwater; Quality Control legal 1 $75.00 
description; draft partial release for 90 Clearwater; transmit 
PWW 5/12/2009 Prepare lien releases regarding Tamarack property; review emails from parties regarding 0.5 $100.00 
request and authorization of releases 
PWW 5/13/2009 Telephone call with L. Teufel and R. Christensen regarding Thiel Withdrawal; detailed email 1 $200.00 
memorandum to attorneyS. Tharp and file 
SJT 5/18/2009 Review email from P. Ware; conference with attorney P. Ware; review email from Amy to 0.3 $60.00 
Wendy. 
PWW 5/27/2009 Conference with AttorneyS. Tharp regarding R. Christensen's question regarding lien 1.2 $240.00 
release matters; detailed email to R. Christensen regarding same; conference with Attorney 
S. Tharp regarding Tamarack Litigation and Motion to Dismiss 
SJT 5/27/2009 Telephone call from R. Christensen and L. Teufel; telephone call to R. Christensen; prepare 1.7 $340.00 
two emails toR. Christensen; conference with attorney P. Ware; review email from email 
from attorney P. Ware; review and analyze decision of Judge Owen on lien priority; review 
and analyze potential new counsel 
LA S/28/2009 Emails to/from C. Cole, client, P. Ware regarding J. Thiel status and releases for village drive 1 $75.00 
and Golden Bar Court properties; quality control legal descriptions; draft release for 
parcels; transmit 
PWW 5/28/2009 Review emails regarding lien releases; prepare lien release regarding Tamarack, Jenks and 0.5 $100.00 
Castrigno 
SJT 5/28/2009 Review email from R. Christensen to Attorney P. Ware; telephone call to D. Wishney; look 0.9 $180.00 
for new counsel; prepare email to B. Wetherell; review email from R. Christensen; prepare 
email to R. Christensen; telephone call to local attorneys regarding substitution of counsel ~ 
SJT 5/29/2009 Review email from B. Wetherell; prepare two emails toR. Christensen; prepare email B. 0.8 $160.00 
Wetherell; research possible attorneys 
SJT 6/2/2009 Telephone call from M. Walters regarding conflict of interest 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 6/8/2009 Prepare email to R. Christensen; Prepare memorandum to file 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 6/9/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare email toR. Christensen 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 6/16/2009 Email from C. Cole regarding request for release of Tamarack property; conference with 0.3 $60.00 
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In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure- Attorney Fees and Costs 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN, CHTD. 
LA 6/18/2009 Review emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding 790 Discovery Drive and 16 0.5 $37.50 
Steelhead Court; review file 
LA 6/19/2009 Review green light email from R. Christensen regarding 790 Discovery Drive; quality control 1 $75.00 
legal description; draft release 1136 on Discovery Drive; Conference with P. Ware; 
transmittal 
PWW 6/19/2009 Review email from R. Christensen and C. Cole regarding T. Le Fleur matter and lien release; 0.4 $80.00 
telephone call with C. Cole regarding same 
PWW 6/19/2009 Review and execute lien release regarding 790 Discovery Drive; email regarding lien release 0.5 $100.00 
regarding 160 Twin Creeks 
SJT 6/19/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; prepare email toR. Christensen; review partial release 0.4 $80.00 
of lien; review email from A. Knight 
PWW 6/22/2009 Conference with AttorneyS. Tharp regarding escrow account matter regarding Le Fluer 0.5 $100.00 
property at Tamarack; review emails regarding same 
. . 
PWW 6/22/2009 Review email correspondence from R. Christensen and B. Burns regarding Griffen 0.5 $100.00 
Development; conference with Attorney 5. Tharp regarding same. 
- - ---- -
SJT 6/22/2009 Review email from attorney P. Ware; review email from R. Christensen; conference with 0.4 $80.00 
Attorney P. Ware; review emails regarding partial releases of liens 
LA 6/23/2009 Review emails from R. Christensen and C. Cole regarding 4 requests for partial release; 1.2 $90.00 
review email from R. Christensen regarding green light on 2 properties; review file and 
quality control legal descriptions for 2 properties; draft partial release #37; conference with 
P. Ware; transmittal 
PWW 6/23/2009 Email from B. Burns and correspondence regarding Griffen Development matter; emails 0.8 $160.00 
and finalize partial lien release regarding Tamarack properties 
SJT 6/23/2009 Review emails from Attorney P. Ware, R. Christensen and B. Burns; review email toT. 0.7 $140.00 .., 
Pickens; review email from C. Cole; review and analyze prior emails 
LA 6/24/2009 Review emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding request for release on 602 1 $75.00 
Whitewater, and approval; review file; quality control legal description; draft release; 
conference with P. Ware; transmittal 
PWW 6/24/2009 Finalize release regarding 602 Whitewater 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 6/24/2009 Telephone call from T. Pickens; Telephone call toT. Pickens; Conference with Attorney P. 0.4 $80.00 
Ware; review file 
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SJT 6/25/2009 Review email from C. Cole; telephone call from T. Pickens; prepare email toT. Pickens; 0.5 $100.00 
review file for foreclosure complaint 
LA 6/30/2009 Review two new release requests from C. Cole; email toR. Christensen regarding 0.2 $15.00 
permission to release; check addresses against previous responses to requests 
PWW 6/30/2009 Review emails regarding requests for partial release 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 7/2/2009 , Review notice of intent to take default; prepare email to R. Christensen; fax toT. Pickens; 0.3 $60.00 
review two em ails from R. Christensen 
SJT 7/2/2009 Review email from T. Pickens 0.1 $20.00 
LA 7/6/2009 Review emails from client and C. Cole regarding requests for partial releases on 4 new 1 $75.00 
properties; review file regarding prior release on 125 Golden Bar and email to client w 
regarding same; quality control legal description for 13 Golden Bench and draft partial 
release regarding same; transmittal 
PWW 7/6/2009 Prepare partial release regarding Tamarack properties 0.5 $100.00 
LA 7/7/2009 Receive and review emails from R. Christensen regarding 125 Golden Bar and 85 0.3 $22.50 
Clearwater (no-go) 
LA 7/8/2009 Review email from R. Christensen confirming prior release on 125 Golden Bar, and green 1 $75.00 
light on 11 Golden Bar; quality control legal description; draft partial release on 11 Golden 
Bar; transmittal 
PWW 7/8/2009 Prepare lien release regarding 11 Golden Bar; emails regarding thesame 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 7/8/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; review email from C. Cole; review email from A. Knight 0.3 $60.00 
and release of lien; review second lien release; review release for Griffin Development 
SJT 7/13/2009 Prepare email to R. Christensen; review and analyze deadline on filing suit 0.2 $40.00 
I - --- ---
LA 7/15/2009 Review emails regarding 2 new requests and approvals for releases on Golden Bar 1 $75.00 
Properties; quality control legal descriptions and prior releases; draft releases; conference 
with P. Ware; transmit 
PWW 7/15/2009 Emails and lien release for 27 and 64 Golden Bar Court 0.5 $100.00 
LA 7/17/2009 Review emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding partial release request on 523 1 $75.00 
Discovery Drive; quality control legal description and prior releases; draft partial release; 
transmit 
SJT 7/17/2009 Review two emails from R. Christensen; review two emails from R. Coleman; draft and 0.3 $60.00 
dictate lien release. 
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LA 7/20/2009 Review claim of lien; draft release 0.5 $37.50 
SJT 7/20/2009 Review email from R. Christensen; edit release of claim of lien; prepare two emails toR. 0.3 $60.00 
Christensen 
SJT 7/21/2009 Telephone call from M. Elson; telephone call toM. Elson; prepare letter toM. Elson; review 0.4 $80.00 
email from C. Cole 
SJT 7/22/2009 Review email from M. Elson; prepare email to M. Elson 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 7/23/2009 Review two emails from R. Christensen; prepare two emails to R. Christensen 0.3 $60.00 
SJT 7/27/2009 Review release of lien from Valley County; prepare email toR. Christensen; review email 0.2 $40.00 
from R. Christensen 
SJT 7/29/2009 Review email from M. Elson; prepare email toM. Elson 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 8/5/2009 Review Motion for Order 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 8/12/2009 Prepare email to Attorney P. Ware; review email from C. Cole 0.2 $40.00 
PWW 8/19/2009 Draft partial lien release regarding 877 Discovery Drive 0.5 $100.00 
PWW 8/27/2009 Email correspondence regarding affidavit regarding released parcels; prepare partial 1 $200.00 
releases regarding four Tamarack Lots; emails regarding the same 
SJT 8/27/2009 Review two emails from C. Cole; conference with Attorney P. Ware; review email from 0.2 $40.00 
Attorney P. Ware 
PWW 9/8/2009 Emails to/from parties regarding Tamarack partial releases 0.2 $40.00 
LA 9/10/2009 Review emails and approvals for three outstanding requests for partial releases; review file; 1 $75.00 
confirm legal descriptions; prepare release; transmittal 
PWW 9/10/2009 Prepare lien release regarding three properties in Tamarack; review emails and file; 0.8 $160.00 
conference with A. Knight regarding review status of pending lien release request 
SJT 9/11/2009 Review email regarding partial release; review email from C. Cole; review and analyze 0.2 $40.00 
partial release 
...., 
PWW 9/14/2009 Partial release regarding 65 Golden Bar at Tamarack 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 9/24/2009 Review and analyze emails from J. Cranney regarding Tamarack liens; review letter with 0.4 $80.00 
notice of liens 
LA 9/28/2009 Review em ails from C. Cole; R. Christensen regarding release on 26 Azure; review file and 1 $75.00 
quality control legal; draft release; conference with P. Ware regarding same 
PWW 9/28/2009 Review and prepare lien release regarding 26 Azure Court at Tamarack; email regarding un- 0.6 $120.00 
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SJT 9/28/2009 Review email from C. Cole; prepare email to R. Christensen; review email from R. 0.2 $40.00 
Christensen 
LA 10/9/2009 Emails from C. Cole and client regarding partial release requests; review file and check for 1 $75.00 
prior requests on 7 properties; regarding 125 Golden Bench, quality control legal 
description, draft partial release, conference with P. Ware; transmittal 
PWW 10/9/2009 Review emails; finalize lien release regarding 29 Golden Bench at Tamarack 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 10/9/2009 Review email regarding partial release; review partial release 0.2 $40.00 
LA 10/12/2009 Emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding three new pending request for release of 1 $75.00 
lien; conference with P. Ware; quality control legal descriptions on condo unit 305 and 295 
Sugarloaf; draft partial release; transmit. 
~ ~ -
PWW 10/12/2009 Finalize lien release regarding Tamarack 305 Arling Center and 295 Sugarloaf 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 10/12/2009 Review email from Amy to Colleen; review and analyze lien release 0.3 $60.00 
SJT 10/13/2009 Review email from C. Cole regarding release; memorandum to file 0.3 $60.00 
SJT 10/19/2009 Review email from M. Elson; prepare email to Shannon; memorandum to file 0.3 $60.00 
SJT 10/21/2009 Finalize letter to attorneys; edit documents 0.3 $60.00 
LA 10/27/2009 Email from C. Cole and client regarding 17 Haystack, green light to release; review file; 1 $75.00 
quality control legal description; draft partial release; conference with P. Ware; transmit to 
C. Cole 
PWW 10/27/2009 Finalize lien release regarding 12 Haystack Court 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 10/27/2009 Review release of lien; review email from Amy to C. Cole 0.3 $60.00 
SJT 11/2/2009 Review memorandum regarding upcoming deadlines 0.2 $40.00 
LA 11/4/2009 Conference with P. Ware regarding email from Pickens Law; review file; Email/transmit 0.5 $37.50 
copies of all releases and table to Pickens law; telephone call to/from Alliance Title 
"' regarding new request for partial release SJT 11/4/2009 Review email from Justin; memorandum to file; review email from Amy 0.3 $60.00 
LA 11/5/2009 Emails to/from B. Hambrick at Alliance Title regarding partial release on 21 Golden Bench; 1 $75.00 
quality control legal description, review file; draft release; transmit to Alliance and Pickens 
law 
PWW 11/5/2009 Partial lien release regarding 21 Golden Bench 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 11/5/2009 Memorandum to file; review partial release; review email from A. Knight 0.3 $60.00 
SJT 11/9/2009 Telephone call from Justin; telephone call to Justin; letter toT. Pickens; memorandum to 0.4 $80.00 
file 
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SJT 11/23/2009 Review multiple emails from M. Elson; prepare multiple emails to M. Elson 0.4 $80.00 
SJT 11/24/2009 Review em ails from M. Elson; prepare email toM. Elson; review and analyze spreadsheet; 0.4 $80.00 
review motion and order 
PWW 11/25/2009 Review and revise billing breakdown for bankruptcy filing regarding Tamarack 0.6 $120.00 
SJT 11/25/2009 Review email from M. Elson; memorandum to file; review email from Jennifer 0.4 $80.00 
SJT 11/30/2009 Review notice of intent to allow retention 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 12/2/2009 Review email from J. Houck and attachments; prepare email to J. Houck 0.3 $60.00 
PWW 12/16/2009 Emails regarding partial release for 33 Golden Bench Court; prepare lien release regarding 0.5 $100.00 
33 Golden Bench Court 
SJT 12/21/2009 Review letter and attachments from L. Teufel 0.3 $60.00 
PWW 12/22/2009 Emails and release regarding 71 Twin Creek Court 0.5 $100.00 
..., 
SJT 12/24/2009 Review letter from D. Pahl 0.2 $40.00 
LA 12/28/2009 Emails to/from C. Cole regarding last 3 recorded partial releases 0.1 $7.50 
SJT 12/28/2009 Review email from C. Cole; review and analyze email from R. Christensen; review and 0.4 $80.00 
analyze email and lien release from Amy 
SJT 1/8/2010 Review order from court 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 1/18/2010 Review email from Don; review email from Robert; review order from court 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 1/19/2010 Review email from Robert 0.1 $20.00 
LA 1/21/2010 Emails from Amerititle and client regarding 84 Clearwater Court; quality control legal 1 $75.00 
description; draft partial release; transmit; emails from C. Cole regarding two additional 
requests for partial releases 
PWW 1/21/2010 Prepare release regarding 84 Clearwater; emails regarding release ofsame 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 1/21/2010 Review email from Amy; review partial release; memorandum to file; review email to Justin 0.5 $100.00 
LA 1/22/2010 Emails to/from Pickens law regarding partial releases; transmit file documents regarding 0.2 $15.00 ~ 
the same 
SJT 1/22/2010 Review email from S. Pemisch; review email from A. Knight to S. Pemisch; review and 0.3 $60.00 
analyze talle of partial releases 
PWW 1/25/2010 Email from C. Cole regarding rerecord release; conference with A. Knight regarding same 0.2 $40.00 
LA 1/26/2010 Emails to/from C. Cole and client regarding releases for Unit 211 and 40 Twin Creek; quality 1 $75.00 
control legal descriptions; draft release; transmit; email to/from C. Cole regarding 
correction to release on 84 Clearwater 
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LA 1/27/2010 Email toT. Pickens office with 4 new releases 0.1 $7.50 
PWW 1/27/2010 Draft release regarding 40 Twin Creek, 75 Arling #211 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 1/28/2010 Review email from M. Jerome; edit escrow agreement 0.2 $40.00 
LA 1/28/2010 Receive and review four partial releases from Pickens Law 0.4 $30.00 
PWW 2/1/2010 Em ails to/from title regardingpartial releases from Pickens Law 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 2/8/2010 Review email from J. Houck; review email from A. Knight; review partial release; review 0.5 $100.00 
.email from D. Cushing. 
LA 2/12/2010 Emails to/from R. Christensen and C. Cole regarding releases on 955 Village DR.# 15 and 39 1 $75.00 
Discovery Drive; Review file, quality control legal descriptions; draft partial releases; 
transmit; email toT. Pickens' office with updated releases 
PWW 2/12/2010 Regarding 955 Village Dr #15 and 391 Discovery, finalize partial lien releases 0.5 $100.00 ..., 
PWW 2/19/2010 , Finalize partial lien release for 459 Discovery Drive 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 2/26/2010 Review lien release 0.2 $40.00 
SJT 3/3/2010 Review application from Perkins Coie 0.3 $67.50 
SJT 3/8/2010 Prepare notice to various individuals; memorandum to file 0.3 $67.50 
: . -
LA 3/9/2010 Emails from parties regarding request for partial release on 25 Golden Bar; review file and 1 $75.00 
quality control legal description; draft release; transmit to title company and Perkins office 
SJT 3/11/2010 Review email from A. Knight; review email to C. Cole; draft and dictate letter to various 0.5 $112.50 
parties; review partial release of lien 
LA 3/16/2010 Emails to/from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding partial releases for 274 Pinnacle, 19 1 $75.00 
Clearwater and 24 Clearwater; quality control legal descriptions and double check 
amended plat for Pinnacle; draft partial release; transmit to C. Cole and T. Pickens' offices 
PWW 3/16/2010 Partial release regarding 24 Clearwater, 19 Clearwater and 274 Pinnacle 0.5 $100.00 
SJT 3/16/2010 Review chain of em ails regarding lien release; review partial release of lien 0.3 $67.50 
SJT 3/19/2010 Review email from Amy to Shannon regarding partial release; memorandum to file 0.2 $45.00 
SJT 3/22/2010 Review final application 0.2 $45.00 
PWW 3/24/2010 Regarding 342 Discovery Drive; finalize partial lien release 0.5 $100.00 
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SJT 3/25/2010 Review email from A. Knight; Review email from attorney P. Ware; prepare email to 0.7 $157.50 
Attorney P. Ware; Prepare email to Justin; review email from Justin; review partial release 
of lien; review two em ails from C. Cole; review and analyze issue brought up by C. Cole 
SJT 3/29/2010 Review objection to claim 0.2 $4S.OO 
SJT 3/30/2010 Review letter from T. Pickens; review email from C. Cole 0.3 $67.50 
PWW 3/31/2010 Emails to/from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding 88 Clearwater. 0.1 $20.00 
SJT 3/31/2010 Review order from court; review affidavit of non receipt; review email from D. Cushing 0.3 $67.50 
LA 4/15/2010 Emails to/from C. Cole and client regarding 7 Golden Bench partial release; transmit to C. 1 $75.00 
Cole and T. Pickens Law Office 
PWW 4/15/2010 Prepare partial release regarding 6 Golden Bench Court 0.5 $100.00 
LA 4/21/2010 Emails to/from C. Cole and client regarding partial release on 18 Clearwater, 27 Steelhead, 1 $75.00 
32 Velvet Falls, Unit 405 Members Lodge, quality control legal descriptions, particularly on 
18 Clearwater; draft partial release; transmit 
PWW 4/21/2010 Finalize partial release for 18 Clearwater, 27 Steelhead, 32 Velvet Falls and Unit 405 0.5 $100.00 
Members Lodge 
LA 5/3/2010 Emails to/from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding partial releases on 414 Sugarloaf, 671 0.2 $15.00 
Whitewater, and 442 Sugarloaf 
PWW 5/3/2010 Receipt and review email from C. Cole requesting releases on 414 Sugarloaf, 671 0.2 $40.00 
Whitewater and 442 Sugarloaf. 
LA 5/18/2010 Quality control legal descriptions on Sugarloaf and Whitewater Properties (3); draft partial 1 75.00 
release; transmit to C. Cole and T. Pickens 
PWW 5/18/2010 Finalize partial lien releases regarding 671 Whitewater, 414 Sugarloaf and 442 Sugarloaf 0.5 100.00 
SJT 5/18/2010 :Review email to Pickens Law; Memorandum to file; review partial lien release 0.2 45.00 
LA 6/28/2010 Emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding new partial release (60 Azure Court); l 75.00 
quality control legal description; draft partial release; transmit 
PWW 6/28/2010 Release regarding 60 Azure Court at Tamarack 0.5 100.00 
PWW 7/7/2010 Email from C. Cole regarding 811 and 880 Discovery Drive, Tamarack 0.1 20.00 
LA 7/12/2010 Emails from C. Cole and Client regarding new request for partial release; quality control 1 75.00 
legal descriptions; draft partial release of 2 parcels on Discovery Drive 
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PWW 7/12/2010 Prepare partial release regarding 811 and 880 Discovery Drive, Tamarack; Emails from C. 0.8 60.00 
Cole regarding legal descriptions; Quality control legals 
PWW 7/14/2010 Email from R. Christensen regarding balance due on 70 Clearwater Court, Tamarack 0.1 20.00 
LA 7/19/2010 Emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding red light on requested release for 70 0.2 15.00 
Clearwater 
PWW 7/19/2010 Emails between R. Christensen and C. Cook regarding dispute regarding partial release on 0.2 40.00 
70 Clearwater 
PWW 7/21/2010 Multiple emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding lien release; telephone call with 1.2 240.00 
R. Christensen regarding partial lien release issues; conference with AttorneyS. Tharp 
regarding same 
5JT 7/21/2010 Review emails from C. Cole; review emails from Rick L.; conference with Attorney P. Ware; 0.5 112.50 
review and analyze issues with request for lien release and foreclosure 
PWW 7/22/2010 Partial release regarding 60 Azure Court 0.5 100.00 
PWW 7/23/2010 Emails from R. Christensen and C. Cole regarding Partial Release on 70 Clearwater for 0.3 60.00 
$1300 
SJT 7/23/2010 Review emails from Rick C.; review emails from C. Cole and Attorney P. Ware; conference 0.3 67.50 
with Attorney P. Ware regarding lien releases. 
PWW 7/26/2010 Regarding 70 Clearwater; telephone call with realtor, Lea Williams, regarding partial 1.5 300.00 
release; emails to parties regarding same; execute escrow instruction and prepare partial 
release 
LA 7/28/2010 Review emails from C. Cole, client and P. Ware regarding releases on 2 parcels; prepare 1 75.00 
release on ok'd parcel and draft escrow instructions; review file on 2nd parcel and 
'+vi conference with P. Ware regarding quality control results; email to C. Cole regarding that 
parcel has already been released 
PWW 7/28/2010 Regarding 70 Clearwater, escrow instructions and partial release regarding property; 1 200.00 
transmittal to C. Cole. 
PWW 7/28/2010 Emails between parties regarding partial release of 60 Azure Court. 0.3 60.00 
SJT 8/2/2010 Telephone call from E. Swartz; prepare email to E. Swartz; review file 0.5 112.50 
LA 8/11/2010 Emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding partial release on council court parcel; 1 75.00 
quality control legal description; draft partial release; transmit 
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SJT 8/27/2010 Review letter from Thomas R. 0.2 45.00 
SJT 9/7/2010 Review final decree from court 0.1 22.50 
SJT 9/8/2010 Review and analyze billing issues 0.2 45.00 
LA 9/15/2010 Regarding bank's request for release on 78 Clearwater Court, conference with P. Ware 0.5 37.50 
regarding prior denial and correspondence with bank regarding prove the payout; review 
file 
PWW 9/15/2010 Email to/from M. Ghidotti regarding 78 Clearwater; review Tamarack partial line release 1 200.00 
regarding property; detailed email to R. Christensen regarding inquiry on status of property 
SJT 9/15/2010 Review email from R. Christensen; conference with Attorney P. Ware; review two emails 0.4 90.00 
from Attorney P. Ware; review email to Michelle lfllilli 
SJT 9/16/2010 Review email from M. Ghidotti 0.1 22.50 
LA 9/20/2010 Emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding partial releases of 36 Twin Creek and 11 1 75.00 
Steel head; review file, confirm no prior release or denial, and quality control legal 
description; draft release; transmittal 
PWW 9/20/2010 Prepare release for 11 Steelhead Court 0.5 100.00 
LA 9/21/2010 Emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding partial release on 260 Discovery Drive; 1 75.00 
review file, confirm no prior release or denial, and quality control legal; draft release; 
transmittal 
PWW 9/21/2010 Prepare partial release for 260 Discovery 0.5 100.00 
PWW 9/24/2010 Email regarding settlement offer from M. Ghiddoti regarding 78 Clearwater Court; 0.7 140.00 
transmittal to R. Christensen; settlement emails to/from parties 
SJT 9/24/2010 Review email from Rick C.; review email from Michelle M.; review email to Michelle M. 0.3 67.50 
SJT 9/17/2010 Review email from Michelle G.; memorandum to file 0.2 45.00 w 
PWW 9/28/2010 Prepare release on 976 Discovery Drive 0.5 100.00 
SJT 10/5/2010 Telephone call from T. Pickens; telephone call toT. Pickens 0.2 45.00 
SJT 10/6/2010 Review fax from T. Pickens; travel to Cascade; testify; travel back to Boise 5370 1,282.50 
SJT 10/12/2010 Review email from Terri; prepare email to Terri 0.1 22.50 
PWW 10/19/2010 Regarding 78 Clearwater, receipt and revise release agreement from M. Ghidotti; email 1 200.00 
revisions and approve final version 
PWW 10/20/2010 Regarding 78 Clearwater, work on transmittal and execution of settlement agreement; 0.7 140.00 
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LA 10/21/2010 Review multiple emails between all parties regarding partial release of 70 Clearwater Court 1 75.00 
LA 10/25/2010 Regarding 78 Clearwater/First Horizon; Review file on prior releases and quality control 1 75.00 
legal description; review emails between P. Ware and M. Ghidotti regarding escrow 
process; email to Ameri-title regarding same; draft escrow instructions 
LA 10/25/2010 Regarding 412 Sugar Loaf and 77 Tripod, review emails from C. Cole and client; review file 1 75.00 
and quality control legal description; draft partial release; transmit 
PWW 10/25/2010 Regarding 78 Clearwater, draft joint escrow instructions; emails to/from M. Ghidotti 0.8 160.00 
LA 10/26/2010 Regarding 78 Clearwater/First Horizon; review all emails between parties; conference with 2 150.00 w 
P. Ware regarding recording instructions; prepare letter to Ameri-title with recording 
instructions; emails to Ameri-title and M. Ghidotti and client; draft partial release; transmit 
same. 
PWW 10/26/2010 Regarding 78 Clearwater, review email from C. Cole; Email to M. Ghidotti regarding closing 0.3 60.00 
statement 
PWW 10/26/2010 Emails to/from M. Ghidotti regarding wiring instruction, settlement matters, etc. 0.5 100.00 
PWW 10/28/2010 Review emails between parties, title company confirming closing of 78 Clearwater 0.2 40.00 
SJT 11/16/2010 Review email from Justin; prepare email to Justin; research history of fees and costs per 0.3 67.50 
Justin's request 
SJT 11/17/2010 Review email from Justin; prepare two emails to Justin; review past invoices for Justin 0.3 67.50 
LA 12/8/2010 Review emails between client and C. Cole; review file; quality control legal descriptions; 1.5 112.50 'tit~/ 
locate prior releases for 12 Haystack and for 78 Clearwater; draft new release for 12 
Steelhead; em ails to client and C. Cole; transmit original release 
PWW 12/8/2010 Prepare partial release regarding 78 Clearwater Court 0.5 100.00 
LA 12/13/2010 Email from C. Cole regarding 74 Clearwater; review file; conference with P. Ware; email to 0.5 37.50 
C. Cole and client with correspondence regarding same property in September 
LA 2/1/2011 Review emails from title officer and client regarding two new requested partial releases; 1 75.00 
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2/1/2010 Partial release regarding 656 Whitewater and 61 Tripod at Tamarack 
2/10/2011 Receive and review emails from C. Cole and R. Christensen regarding 29 Francoise; review 
file and quality control legal description; draft partial release; transmit 
2/10/2011 Partial release for 29 Francois Court Tamarack 
2/10/2011 Partial release for 29 Francois Court Tamarack 
2/22/2011 Review emails from Client and C. Cole regarding 2 new properties on Discovery for partial 
release; quality control legal descriptions; draft partial release; transmit 
2/22/2011 Review new partial release 
3/30/2011 Emails from R. Christensen and C. Cole regarding release of 23 Golden Bar; quality control 
legal description; draft partial release; transmit 
3/30/2011 Partial release for 23 Goldenbar 
3/30/2011 Review partial release 
4/27/2011 Regarding 90 Sugarloaf, prepare partial release 
4/28/2011 Emails from client and C. Cole regarding partial release on 90 Sugarloaf; review file on prior 
releases; quality control legal description; prepare partial release; email and transmittal 
5/12/2011 Review and analyze court's memorandum decision 
6/8/2011 Prepare memorandum to file 




5/19/2008 Valley County Recorder Check Recording Fee; Partial Release of Claim of Lien 
8/8/2008 Valley County Planning and Zonin~Check, Plat copies, Tamarack Development 
8/19/2008 . Data One, LLC Check, preparation of copy of file material for J. Thiel 
9/2/2008 Federal Express check federal express, Paula Amundson, Valley County Planning & Zoning 
11/19/2008 . Ada County Court check 94778, copies of docket and complaint 
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10/8/2010 Stanley J. Tharp check, reimburse travel, expense, cascade, ID 10/6/10, testify at trial 
TOTAl COSTS/EXPENSES: 
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W . .DHN THIEL, PLLC 
Attorney 
A PROFESSIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
P. 0. Box 1634 
Bolm, Idaho 83701 
350 N. Nlnlh. Sulla 200 
Boiss, I dallo 83702 
Invoice submitted to: November25, 2008 
Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
c/o Rkk Christensen 
100 S. J\lliller Rd. 
Portland OR 97225 
In Reference To: T eufcl N unery Inc. v. Tamarack ct aL 
lnvoimNo. 11371 
ll&tc I nit DescliQtion 
7/17/2008 WJf T/c Stan Tharp; review Trl State Electric's Complaint and 
Summons in Case #'s. CV-2008-310 C, CV-2008-311 C 
and CV-2008-312 C;and other docs from Stan Tharp 
7/22/2008 WJf T/c Rick Christensen; Draft Notice of Appearance- Case 
#'s CV-2008-.'HO C, CV-2008-311 C; and CV-2008-312 C 
7/29/2008 WJf Review Defendant YMC, Inc.'s Answer to Complaint-
CtJSe #'s CV-2008-3!0 C, CV-2008-311 C and CV 
2008-312 C and Defendant Interior Systems, Inc.'s 
Answer to Complaint- Ca.~e #'s CV-2008-310 C and 
CV-2008-311 C; email to Rick Christensen 
8/1/2008 WJT Review email and letter from Stan Tharp to Rick 
Christensen re: Complaint 
8/4/2008 WJf T/c Stan Tharp; t/c Rick; review Answer (United Rcnmls 
North"''Cst, Inc.)- Case# CV-2008-311 C 
8/6/2008 w.rr T/c Stan Tharp; review Tamarack Resort, LLC's Lake 
Plaza Construction, LLC's and Village Plaza Construction, 
LLC's Motion to Consolidate and Notice of Hearing re: 
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Teufel Nun~ecy, Inc. Page 2 
Date I nit Descrintion Hrs/Rare Amount 
8/8/2008 w.rr Review Notice of Assignment (Judg\l Michael 0.10 17.50 
McLaughlin)- Case# CV-2008-310 C 175.00/br 
8/1112008 w.rr Review Notice of Assignment (Judg\l Timothy Hansen)- 0.70 122.50 
Case# CV-2008-311 C; Notice of Appearance and 175.00/hr 
Request for Notice from Credit Suisse)- Case #'s 
CV-2008-310 C, CV-2008-311 C and CV-2008-312 C; 
Review Answer to Tri Stare's Complaint from Tamarack 
Resort, LLC- Case# CV-2008-311 C and CV-2008-312 
C; Brent Bastian's Affidavit in Support of Tamarack 
Resort, LLC's Motion to Consolidate; Memorandum in 
Support of Tamarack Resort, LLC's Motion to 
Consolidate; and Amended Notice of Hearing re: Motion 
to Co.1solidate 
8/12/2008 w.rr Re"\-iew email from Alison Salyer with Teufel re: table of 0.10 17.50 
dates for j>bs; 175.00/hr 
8/19/2008 w.rr Review email and multiple docs from Stan Tharp's office 0.20 35.00 
175.00/hr 
8/21/2008 w.rr Review Notices of Non-Opposition to Motion to 0.60 105.00 
Consolidate from Kesler Construction, Inc and Notices of 175.00/hr 
Non-Opposition to Motion to Consolidate from CSHQA; 
Draft Notices ofNon.Opposition to Motion to 
Consolidate in Case #'s CV-2008-310 C, CV-2008-311 C 
and CV 2008-312 C 
8/25/2008 WJf Review Defendant CH2M Hill Inc's Notice of Joinder in 0.70 122.50 
Tamarack Resort LLC's, Lake Pl111..a Construction, LLC's 175.00/hr 
and Village Pla7..a Construction LLC's Motion to 
Consolidate and Request for Telephonic Participation in 
Hearing on Same; Notice of Non-Opposition to Motion 
to Consolidate (Secesh Engineering, Inc.)- Review 
Answer, Counterelaim, Crossclaim (Pella Windows & 
Doors and Certificate of Service 
8/26/2008 w.rr Rc\-iew Notices of Non-Opposition to Motion to 0.20 35.00 
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1 eufcl N urscry, Inc. Page 3 
Date I nit D escrintion Hrs/Rate Amount 
8/27/2008 W.Jf Review Notice of Appearance (Western States Crane Co., 0.20 35.00 
Western States Equipment Co. and .lH. Masonry, Inc.)- 175.00/br 
Case# CV-2008-311 C 
8/28/2008 W.Jf Review First Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of 0.30 52.50 
Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver aad Injunctive 175.00/hr 
Relief from Credit Suisse 
8/29/2008 WJf Review Defendant Inland Crane, Inc.' Answer to 0.30 52.50 
Plaintiff's Complaint and Counterclaim and Crossclaim- 175.00/hr 
Case #'s CV-2008-310 C and CV-2008-311 C 
9/212008 W.JT Review N oticc ofN on-Opposition to Motion to 0.20 35.00 
Consolidate- Case# CV-2008-310 C and CV-2008-311 C 175.00/hr 
from Materials Testing and Inspection, Inc. 
9/9/2008 ws Meeting with Mike with Teufel N urscry review maps and 0.50 32.50 
draft job index for litigation guarantee 65.00/hr 
w.rr Meeting w/ Mike w/ Teufel 0.20 35.00 
175.00/hr 
9/10/2008 ws Review maps and gather lot/blk #'s create 13ble for 2.25 146.25 
Amerititle for each job 65.00/hr 
9/11/2008 ws Work on mble for Amerititlc for litigation guarantee 0.70 45.50 
65.00/hr 
9/12/1008 W.Jf Email to Mike w/ Table and enclosures; review Answer, 0.40 70.00 
Counterclabn, and Cross-Claim from Defendant 175.00/hr 
Construction Alternatives, LLC - Case # CV -2008-311 C 
and 
Affidavit of Douglas P. Wilson in Support ofPlaintifl's 
Motion to Appoint Receiver 
ws T /c Pam w/ Amerititle; work on .lib Index w/ attachments 0.50 32.50 
65.0()/hr 
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Teufel Nur.;cry, Jm:. Page 4 
Date I nit. Dcscrintion Hr.;/ Rate Amount 
9/15/2008 WJf Review Ansm:rto Inland Cmne, Inc.'s Cross-Claim from 0.50 87.50 
DefendantTamar.ack Resort, LLC- Case# CV-2008-310 175.00/hr 
C; review Notice of Appeanmce from Defendant North 
Lake Recreational Sem:r & Water District Case # 
2008-114C and CH2M Hill's Answer and Affirmative 
Defenses to Credit Suisse's Fir.;t Amended Complaint for 
Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and 
Injunctive Relief, and Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and 
Third Party claim to Foreclose on CH2M Hill's Oaim of 
Lien -Case# 2008-114C 
9/16/2008 w.rr Review Defendant MHTN Architects Inc.'s Response to 0.20 35.00 
Defendant Inland Crane, Inc.'s Cross-Claim -Case # 175.00/hr 
CV-2008-310 C and CV-2008-311 C 
9/17/2008 WJf Review Defendant Hobson Fabricating Corp. Answer to 0.60 105.00 
Plaintiff's Complaint, Counterclaim and Cross-Claim - 175.00/br 
Case # CV -2008-31 0 C; Review Defendant Kesler 
Construction, Inc's Answer, Counterclaim and 
Cross-Claim -Case #'s CV-2008-310 C, CV-2008-311 C 
and CV-2008-312 C; Review Defendant Tri .State 
Electric, Inc.'s Answer to Credit Suisse's First Amended 
Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of 
Receiver and Injunctive Relief and Counterclaim, 
Cross-Claim, and Third Party Complaint to Foreclosure 
on T ri State Electric, Inc.'s Claim of lien -Case # 
2008-114C; Review Defendant Kesler Construction, Inc.'s 
Answer to Credit Suisse's Fir.;t Amended Camplaint, 
Counterclaim and Cross-Claim- Case# 2008-114C 
9/18/2008 w.rr Review Answer ta Inland Crane, Inc.'s Cross-Claim -Case 0.20 35.00 
# CV-2008-311 C; Review Order Grunting Consolidation 175.00/hr 
and N oticc of Status Conference 
9/19/2008 WJf Review email from Stan Tharp's office; research statutes; 3.40 595.00 
work CJn Ansm:rs and Counterclaims x4; Review Notice of 175.00/hr 
Appearance from Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc; 
Review Motion of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Appoint 
Receiver, Review Affidavit of Michael Criscito in Support 
of Plaintiff's Renem:d Motion to Appoint Receiver 
Volume I of IV: Exhibits 1-2; ExhibUs to the Affidavit of 
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Teufel N Unicry, Inc. Page 5 
Date lnit l)escriution Hrs/Rate Amount 
Accept Receiver Volume II ofiV; Exhibits to the Affidavit 
of Michael Criscito in Support of Plaintiff"s Motion to 
Accept ReceiverVolumc III ofiV; Exhibits to the 
Affidavit of Michael Criscito in Support of Plain tift's 
Motion to Accept Receiver Volume IV oflV; Proposed 
Order Appointing Receiver and Notice of Hearing re: 
Plaintiffs Motion to Appoint Receiver 
9/201201)8 W.IT Work on Complaint 1.20 210.00 
175.00/hr 
9/2112008 WJI' Wolk on Answer.~ and Counterclaims x4 and Complaint 0.70 122.50 
175.00/hr 
9/22/2008 WJf Review and revise answers and counterclaims x 4 and 2.10 367.50 
complaint; tic w/ Mike x 3; Review Plaintiffs 175.00/hr 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of 
Motion to Appoint Receiver, Affidavit of Christopher T. 
)}onaldson in Support of PlaintiWs Motion to Appoint 
Receiver and Affidavit of William C Selvage; Review 
N oticc of Appearance from Construction Alternatives, 
LLC and Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Randy 
Hopkins from Counsel for Credit Suisse 
9/2312008 W.Jf Review and respond to email from Shawna Benedict re: 1.10 192.50 
accepting service of process; Review Affidavit of Randall 175.00/hr 
A. Petennan and Affidavit of Todd A. W eltner, Review 
Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses to Credit Suisse's First Amended 
Complaint, Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint 
9/24/2008 WJf T /c Mike w/ Teufel re: service of First Amended 0.40 70.00 
Complaint; review Notice of General Appearance of 175.00/hr 
MHTN Architects, Inc. 
9/25/2008 W.JT Review Supplemental Affidavit of Michael Criscito in 0.50 87.50 
Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Appoint Receiver; review 175.00/hr 
Defendant Tri-State Electric Inc.'s Response to Kesler 
Construction, Inc.'s Countertlaim and Cross-Claim Case 
#'s CV-2008-310, CV-2008-311 and CV-2008-312 C; 
review Defendant Tri-state Electric Inc.'s Response to 
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Teufel Nun~cry, Inc. Page 6 
Date I nit D escrintio n HooRate Amount 
CV-2008-114 C; review Defendant Tri-State Electric Inc.'s 
Response to Hobson Fabricating Corp's Counterclaim 
(CV-2008-310 C); and review Second Amended 
Complaint and Another Summons from MHTN 
Architects, Inc 
9/26/2008 WJf Review Hobson Fabricating Corp's Answer to Credit 0.80 140.00 
Suisse Fin~t Amended Complaint, Counterclaim and 175.00/hr 
Cross-Claim; review Plaintiff's Ex Parte Application 
Pu~Suant to IRCP 7(b)(3) for Order Exreuding Deadline 
to tile Hcply Memornndum of Points and Authorities in 
Support of Motion tu Appoint Receiver from Credit 
Suisse; and review Notice of Appearance from Riverside 
Construction, Inc. 
9/30/2008 WJf Review and respond to email from Keri Moody and 0.70 122.50 
Nonce of Deposition of Randy Hopkins;Rcview Affidavit 175.00/hr 
of Elizabeth W. Walker in Support of Plaintiff's Motion 
to Appoint Receiver, Review Defendant Tri-State Electric, 
Inc.'s Response to Hobson 
10/]/2008 w.rr Review Supplemental Memorandum of Points and 1.30 227.50 
Authorities in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Appoint 175.00/hr 
Receiver and Second (Proposed] Order Appointing 
Receiver from Credit Suisse; review Amended Notice of 
Status Conference and Notice of Intent to Order 
Consolidation 
10/2/2008 WJf Review Ex Parte Order Grunting Credit Suisse 0.50 87.50 
Application Pursuantto IRCP 7(b)(3) Extending Deadline 175.00/hr 
to File Reply Memornndum of Points and Authorities in 
Support of Motion to Appoint Receiver, Review 
Acceptance of Service; review Amended Notice of 
Deposition Duces Tecum of Handy Hopkins and 
Subpoena to Handy Hopkins 
10/3/2008 WJf Review AnswcrofPiaintiffCreditSuissc to CH2M Hill, 0.60 105.00 
Inc.'s Counterclaim to Foreclose on OI2M HiD's Claim 175.00/hr 
of Lien; review Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Inland 
Cr.me, Inc.'s Cmss.Ciaim; review Defendants Lost River 
Log Specialists, Inc., and Rigby Steel Fabrication, Inc.'s 
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Teufel Nurstlry, Inc. I' age 7 
Date I nit Descriution Hn;JRatc Amount 
Cross-Claim; Reviewi>efendants Lost River Log 
Specialists, Inc., and Rigby Steel Fabrication, Inc.'s 
Answer to Suisse's Complaint and Counterclaim and 
Cross-Claim; and review Notice of Non-Opposition to 
Motion tv Consolidate from CSHQA 
10/6/2008 ws T/c MoUy at Amerititle 0.10 6.50 
65.00/hr 
WJf Review Notice of Voluntary Dismissal of Defendant 0.50 87.50 
Daniel K. Moore Dba Snow Hog; Review Answer of 175.00/hr 
Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Hobson Fabricating Corp.'s 
Counterclaim 
10/7/2008 WJf Review Second Amended Notice of Deposition of Randy 0.40 70.00 
Hopkins; Review DcfendantCH2M Hill, Inc.'s Qualified 175.00/hr 
Non-Opposition to Appointment of Receiver, Review 
Notice of Appearance ofTamarnck Municipal 
Association, Inc. 
10/8/2008 WJf Review Supplemental Affidavit of Cbaistophcr T. 1.20 210.00 
Donaldson in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Appoint 175.00/hr 
Receiver, Review Defendants Lost River Log Specialists, 
Inc. and Rigby Steel Fabrication Inc.'s Answer to Plaintiff 
YMC's Complaint and Counterclaim and Cross-Claim 
Notice of Appearance from Jackson Food Stores, lnc., 
rlba llckson Oil Company; review Answer of Plaintiff 
Credit Suisse to Hobson Fabricating Corp.'s Cross-Claim; 
rcview,Dcfcndant United Rentals Northwest, Inc.'s 
Counterclaim and Cross-Claim; review Defendant 
Tamarack Resort, LLC's Response to Plaintiff's Motion to 
Appoint Receiver, Affidavit of Steven .1 Millemann in 
Support of Tamarack Resort, lLC's Response to 
Plaintiff's Motion to Appoint Receiver 
10/9/2008 WJJ' Certificate of Service of Second Amended Lis Pendens 1.00 175.00 
from PCF, Inc. dba Pella Windoli<S &DooiS; review 175.00/hr 
Response ofTamantck Municipal Association, Inc., To 
Credit Suisse's Motion to Appoint Receiver and 
!Proposed] Findings and Order Regarding Receiver's 
Payments of Municipnl Association Assessments; review 































Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
Date lr.it Description 
Credit Suisse for Appointment of Receiver, review Notice 
of Appeanmce from United Rentals Northwest, Inc. 
10/10/2008 W JT Review Banner/Sabey II, LLC's JJinder in Credit Suisse's 
Motion for Receivership; review Reply Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities in Support ofP!aintift's Motion to 
Appoint Receiver, review Second Supplemental Affidavit 
ofMichael Criscito in SupportofPlaintifl's Motion to 
Appoint Receiver and Third [Proposed] Order 
Appointing Receiver; review Amended Response of 
Defendant/Cross-Claimant/Counter-Claimant BAG 
Property Holdin~, LLC, to Tamarack Resort's 
Scheduling Conference Statement and Request that AU 
Parties State Their Positions Prior to Scheduling 
Conference; Answer of BAG Property Holdin~, LLC, to 
Credit Suisse's First Amended Complaint for Foreclosure 
of Mo rtgagcs, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive 
Relief; BAG Property Holdin~, LLC's Joinder in Credit 
Suisse's Motion for Appointment of Receiver; and 
Construction Alternatives, LLC's JJinder in Credit Suisse 
Motion for Receivership 
10/l.J/2008 WJT Third [proposed] OnJerAppointingReceivcrfrom Credit 
Suisse 
10/14/2008 W Jf Review email from Judge Owen's clerk re: rescheduling of 
hearing for Motion for Reccivcr 
10/15/2008 WJf Seeesh Engineering, Inc's Answer and Affurnalive 
Defenses to Credit Suisse's First Amended Complaint for 
Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and 
Injunctive Relief, and Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and 
Amended Third Party Claim to Foreclose on Secesh 
Engineering's Claim of Lien and Notice of Lis Pendens; 
review Notice of Appearance from Western States 
Equipment Co., Inc. and dba The CAT Rental; and 
rcliew Defendant Tri.State Electric, Inc.'s .l>inder in 
Defendant CH2M Hill's Qualified Non..Opposition to 
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Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
Date Init Description 
10/16/2008 :':W'7-Jf::::--:Rc::-='vt":'. e""woa:!!em::<..::..ai::-1 ":'fro_m_A-:--m-y-:W~h7'"it-e -at-:E:::b:-e-rle::--:-8-e_rlin_'_re_:_n_e_w __ 
10/17/2008 WJr 
Partial Releases of Claims of Liens; review Disclaimer of 
Interest from Construction Alternatives, LLC 
Review Litigation Guarantee from AmeriTitle; review 
lctrerfrom counsel for Tamarack Resort, LLC re: 
answering Complaints, Cross-claims, Counterclaims and 
Third Party claims and request for notice of laking 
default; review Notice of Lodging of Fourth (proposed] 
Order Appointing Receiver and [SIGNED J Fow1h 
[proposed! Onler Appointing Receiver, rc\-icw Order 
Granting Consolidation; review Notice of Telephonic 
Hearing on Receiver's Motion for Authorization to Issue a 
Receiver's Certificate 
10/20/2008 WJT ReviewNotieeofEntJyofOrder(Fourth [proposedJ 
Order Appointing Receiver); review Receiver's Motion for 
Authorization to Issue a Ueceiver's Certificate, Affidavit of 
Douglas P. Wilson in Support of Receiver's Motion for 
Authorization to Issue a Receiver's Certificate and tbe 
proposed Order Authorizing Issuance of a Receiver's 
Certificate; draft Proof of Service 
I 0/21/2008 W Jf Notice of Disclaimer oflnterest by TMC, Inc. 
10/22/2008 W Jf Review email from Elizabeth W. Walker, counsel for 
Credit Suisse re: Receiver's Motion for Authorization to 
Issue. a Receiver's Certificate; review Receiver's Notice of 
Amendment to Motion for Authorization to Issue a 
Heceiver's Certificate and Supporting Papers, filed 
October 20, 2008; Supplemcnml Affidavit of Douglas P. 
Wilson in Support of Receiver's Motion for Authorization 
to Issue a Ikceiver's Certificate and Amended [proposed] 
Order Authorizing Issuance of a Receiver's Certificate of 
Indebtedness Secured by Mortgllges; review Receiver's 
Motion to Approve Employment of Perkins Coie, LLP as 
Counsel for Receiver, Review YMC, Inc.'s and Interior 
Systems, lnc.s Response to Receiver's Motion for 
Authorization to Issue Receiver's Certificate; review 
Notice of Appearance from .IH. Masonry, Western Slate 















































Teufel NurscJY, ln.:. 
Date I nit. Description 
Stipulation to Voluntarily Dismiss Lost River Log 
Specialisls, Inc. and Rigby Steel Fabrication, Inc., sign and 
return; review Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to 
Tri.State F.Jcctric, Inc.'s Counterclaim, Cross-claim and 
Third Party Complaint to Foreclose on Tri-state Electric's 
Inc. B Guims of Lien; Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to 
Kesler Construction Inc.'s Counterclaim and Cross-claim 
- Glse #'s CV 08-310 C, CV 08-311 C and CV 08 312 C; 
and review AnswerofPlaintiffCredit Suisse to Scchesh 
Engineering, Inc.'s Counten:laim to Foreclose on Secesh 
Engineering's Claim of Lien 
I 0/23/2008 W .IT Review Budget; paticlpate in hearing re: Receiver's Motion 
for Autbo rization to Issue a Receiver's Certificate; review 
Motion for Limited Admission and Order re: Motion for 
Limited Admission from Receiver; review Affidavit of 
Robert A. Maynard in Support of Motion to Approve 
Employment of Perkins Coie, LLP as Counsel for 
Receiver and Proposed Order re: Receiver's Motion to 
Approve Employment of Perkins Coie, LLP as Counsel 
for Receiver; Review Scccsh Engineering. Inc.'s Answer 
and Affinnalive Defenses to Credit Suisse's Fir.rt 
Amended Complaint for Foreclosure ofMortgagtJs, 
Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief, and 
Counterclaim, Cross-claim and Second Amended Third 
Party Claim to Foreclose on Secesh Engineering's Claim 
of Lien; review Defendants EZA, PC, D/B/A OZ 
Arthitccture of Boulder's and Quality Tile Roofing. Inc.'s 
Joinder in YMC, Inc.'s and Interior Systems, Inc.'s 
Response to Receiver's Motion for Authorization to Issue 
a Receiver's Certificate; review Notice of Association of 
Counsel from Credit Suisse re: .kd Manwaring of Evans 
Keane, LLP (on certain case only) 
10/24/2008 W Jf Review email from Judge Owen's clerk re: Motion for 
Receivership and supporting documenls; Tri..Statc 
Electric, Inc's Joinder in YMC, Inc's and Interior System, 
Inc.'s Response to Receiver's Motion for Autbori7..ation to 







































Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
Date lnit. Description 
10/27/2008 ~W~Jf~...::Re:="vt=·e""w~S~e"'co'-n-d-,S:-u-p-pl:-e-m_e_n_ta.,..l A-ffi:-da:-vt-:.t-o_f_D_o_u_gl:-liS--::-P-. -
l 0/28/2008 w Jf 
Wilson in Support of receiver's Motion for Authorities to 
Issue a Receiver's Certificate; review Receiver's Reply 
Memo r.mdum of Points and Authorities in Support of 
Receiver's Motion for Authorization to Issue a Receiver's 
Certificate and .kinder of Plaintiff Credit Suisse in 
Receiver's Reply Memorandum of Points and Authorities 
in Support of Motion for Authorization to Issue a 
Receiver's Certifk:ate; review Second Supplemental 
Affidavit ofDougbs P. Wilson in Support of Receiver's 
Motion for Authorities to Issue a Receiver's Certificate; 
review BAG Property Holdin~ LLC's Joinder in 
Receiver's Motion for Aulhorization to Issue Receiver's 
Certificate; review TMG/D P Miller, LLC JV aka 
TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Notice ofNon-Opposition to 
Motion for Authorization to Issue Receiver's Certificate; 
Defendant Kesler Construction Inc.'s Notice of 
Non-Opposition to Motion for AuthorT!.afion to Issue 
Receiver's Certificate; Affidavit of Gcoffety ~ McConnell 
in Support of Supplemental Response to Receiver's 
Motion for Authorization to Issue a Receiver's Certificare; 
YMC, Inc and Interior Systems, Inc's Supplemental 
Response to Receiver's Monon for Authorizafion to Issue 
a Receiver's Certificate; Defendant CH2M Hill, Inc's 
Notice ofNon-Opposition to Motion for Authorization to 
Issue Receiver's Certificate; Review Notice of Lodging of 
William J. Circaco 's Letter in Support of Receiver's Reply 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of 
Motion for Authorization to Issue a Receiver's Certificate; 
review Defendant Kesler Construction, Inc.'s N oticc of 
Non-Opposition to Modon for AuthorTi..ation to Issue 
Receiver's Certificate; and Tamarack Municipal 
Association's Joinder in Support ofOnler Authorizing 
Issuance of a Receiver's Certificate 
Review Receiver's Motion to Shorten Time, proposed 
OnlerShorteningTime and Notice ofHcaringre: 
Receiver's Motion to Approve Employment of Perkins 
Coie, LLP as Counsel for Receiver, review Notice of 
General Appear.mce from MHTN Architects, Inc.; 
review Seccsh Engineering, Inc's Answer and Affirmative 
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Foreclosure of Mortgages Appointment of Receiver and 
Injunctive Relief, and Counterclaim, First Amended 
Cross-Claim and First Amended Third Party Claim to 
Foreclose on Seeesh Engineering's Claim of Lien review 
Notice of Lis Pendens from Secesh Engineering. Inc 
Review Memorandum Decision and Order rc: Receiver's 
Motion for Authorization to Issue a Receiver's Certificate; 
review [SIGNED 1 Amended Order Authorizing Issuance 
of a Receiver's Certificate oflndebtedncss Secured by 
Mortgages; review Acknowledgement and Acceptance of 
Service of Another Summons and Second Amended 
Complaint from MHTN Architects, Inc., sign and return; 
and review Notice of Appearance fOr United Rentals 
Northwest, Inc. 
Review Tamarack Resort LLC's N oticc of 
Non-Opposition to Receiver's Motion to Approve 
Appointment of Perkins Cole, LLC 
Review email from Rick Christensen and review 
Complaint and Summons rc: Scott Hedrick v. Jean Picm 
and Nancy Boespflug Case # 2008-584 C; review 
Tamarack Resort, LLC's Motion to have all Cross-Claims 
and Counterclaims J)eemed Denied and Memorandum 
in Support of Tamarack Resort, LLC's Motion to Have 
All Cross-Claims and Counterclaims Deemed Denied; 
and review .liclcson's Food Stores, Inc., dba Jackson Oil 
Company's Notice ofQualifJCd .binderin.Tamamck 
Resort, LLC's Motion to have all Cross-Claims and 
Counterclaims Deemed Denied 
Review letter from counsel for West Mountain Golf, LLC 
and VoBd Sport America, Inc., Marker USA, inc. and 
Mari<er Volkl USA, Inc. re: request for extension to 
respond to Cross-Claims and Counterclaims and Third 
Party Claims; review Hobson Fabricating Corp.'s 
StatcmentofNon..Opposition to TamamckResort, LLC's 
Motion to have all Cross-Claims and Counterclaims 
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Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 13 
Date hlit. Dcscrintioo Hrs!Rate Amount 
1116/2008 WJT Review Amended Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to 1.70 297.50 
Keiser Construction, Inc.'s Counterclaim and Cross-Claim 175.00/hr 
in Case #'s CV 08-310C, CV 08-311 C, CV 08-312 C, CV 
08-114 C; review Amended Answer of Plaintiff Credit 
Suisse to TriState Electric, Inc.'s Co unterdaim, 
Cross-Claim and Third Party Complaint to Forcdose on 
Tri State Electric, Inc's Claim of Lien 
Rcveiw Inland Cnmc, Inc's Notice of Qualified J>inder in 
Tamarack Resort, LLC's Motion to Have all Cross-Claims 
and Counterclaims Deemed Denied; review N oticc of 
Lodging of Executed Documents Regarding Tamarack 
Credi! Facility; review Hanner/Sabey II, Inc's Motion For 
Partial Summary Judgment Establishing the Priority Of Its 
Lien Over Credit Suisse's Mortgage, Defendant 
Hanner/Sabey II, LLC's Memeorandum in Support of 
Motion for Partial Summruy Judgment Establishing The 
Priority oflts Lien Over Credit Sui<lse's Mortgage, 
Affidavit of Grege Baisch In Support of BanneriSabey II, 
LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, Affidavit of 
D. Michael Dunne In Support ofBanner/Sabey II, LLC's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Establishing the 
Priority oflts Lien Affidavit of Doug Sloan in Support of 
Hanner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment F.stablishing the Priority oflts Lien; and Notice 
of Hearing 
1117/2008 W.Jf Review letter from counsel for CH2M HiU regarding 1.30 227.50 
answering counterclaims and cross-claims and 175.00/br 
acknowledgement of service of CH2M Hill's Answer, 
Counterclaims, Cross-Claims and Third Party Oaims; 
review letter ftum counsel for YMC and Interior Systems 
re: extension to answer Cross-Claims; review email ftum 
Kerl Moody with counsel representing Credit Suisse rc: 
extension ofrime to answer Counterclaim and 
Cross-Claims; and review Untied Rentals Northwest, Inc.'s 
Jlinder in Tamarnck Resort LLC's Motion to Have all 
Cross-Claims and Counterclaims Deemed Denied 
11/10/2008 W.Jf Review Answer of Credit Suisse Securities (USA), LLC to 0.50 87.50 
Third Party Complaint of Tamarnck Resort LLC llllld 175.00/hr 
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Teufel Ntmiery, Inc. Page 14 
Date I nit. Descriution Hrs/Ratc Amount 
Joinder of Tamarack Resort, LLC's Motion to have all 
Cross-Claims and Counterclaims Denied 
11/1112008 WJr Review Tri-State Electric, Inc.'s Motion for Partial 0.90 157.50 
Summary Judgment, Brief in Support ofTri -state 175.00/hr 
Electric, Inc's Motion for Partial Summary .bdgment, 
Affidavit of Max G. &'tith in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment of Tri-State Electric, Inc., and Notice 
of Hearing 
11/12/2008 w.Tf Review Opposition of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Tamarack 0.40 70.00 
Resort, LLC's Motion to Have all Cross-Claims and 175.00/br 
Counterclaims Deemed Denied and Order Granting 
Consolidation 
11/14/2008 WJf Review Timber Tech Construction, LLC's Answer, 0.70 122.50 
Counterclaim, and Cross-Claim to Credit Suisse's First 175.00/hr 
Amended Complaint for Foreclosure ofMor1g;lges, 
Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief; review 
Interior Systems, Inc. and YMC, Inc's Motion for Rule 
56( f) Relief, Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for 
Exronsion of Time pursuant to Rule 56(f) of the Idaho 
l~ules of Civil Procedure, Interior Systems, Inc.'s and 
YMC, Inc's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Rule 
56(t) Relief and Notice of Hearing on Interior Systems, 
Inc's and Yl\'1C, Inc.'s Motion for Rule 56(f) Relief 
11117/2008 WJf Review Notice of Vacating Deposition ofRandy Hopkins 0.40 70.00 
and Notice and Disclaimer oflnterest by Western State 175.00/hr 
Equipment Co. dba The CAT Rental Store 
11/22/2008 WJf Review J>laiatiffs First Set oflnteiTOgatories and Requeslli 0.30 52.50 
for Production Propounded to Defendant and 175.00/hr 
Counterclaimant Banner/Sabey IJ, LLC 
11/24/2008 w.rr Review Amended Notice of Hearing re: Banner Sabey's 0.40 70.00 
Motion for Summruy .Judgment; review TMG/DP Miller, 175.00/hr 
LLC JV aka TMG/D PM, LLC, JVs Answer and 
Affinnativc Defenses to Credit Suisse's Fim Amended 
Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of 
Receiver and Injunctive Relief, and Counterclaim and 
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Teufel Nun;ery, Inc. Page 15 
""D.,.at=e ___ Jnil. D escliptio n 
.N aka TMG/DPM, LLC, .N's .binder in YMC, Inc's and 
Interior Systems, Inc.'s Motion for Extension of Time 
Pun;uant m IRCP 56(f) 
11/25/2008 W .rr T /c court clerk re: Case # 2008-584 C; dmft Notice of 
Appearance Case # 2008-584 C; review CH2M HiD, Inc's 
Notice of Qualified Joinder in Tamarack Resort, LLC's 
Motion to Have all Cross-Claims and Counterclaims 
Deemed Denied and CH2M Hill, Inc's N otiee of llinder 
in Interior Systems, Inc's and YMC"s Motion for Rule 
56(1) Relief; Review letter from Lynette Davis x 2; review 
Complaints, Summonses and Acknowledgements of 
Service of Summons and Complaint re: EZA, P.C. dlb/ 
Oz Architecture ofBoulderv. MHTN Architects, Inc. et 
al., (Case#. 08-514 C) and EZA, P.C. dlbl Oz 
Architecture of Boulderv. TamalllCk Resort, LLC ct al 
(Case # 08-557 C); email to client 
Total ... 
.Balance due ... 
TRUST ACCOUNT ACTIVITY: 
Previous Trust Account Balance 
7/22/2008 Filing Fee - N oticc of Appearances x 3 





10/20/2008 Postage -Teufel's Answers and Counterclaims Case #'s CV 2008-310 C, Case 
#'s CV 200S-311 C, Case #'s CV 2008-312 C and Case #'s CV 2008-114 C to 
all Defendants 
11/25/2008 FiliPg Fee/ Notice of Appeanmce Case# 08-584 C 
N cw Trust Account Balance ... 
WEARE NOW ABLE TO PROCESSCREDIT CARD PAYMENTS. 
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W. JOHN THIEL, PLLC 
Attorney 
PROFESSIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
J>, 0. Bo• r 634 
Boloo, Idaho 8370 I 
1311 W. Jcffer.un St. 
lloitc, ldaltD 83702 
FebiUary 09, 2009 
Invoice submitt~d to: 
Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
c/o Rick Christensen 
I 00 S. Miller Rd. 
Pmtland OR 97225 
(n Reference 'fo; Teufel Nursety Inc. v. Tamarack et al. 
~D~m~e _____ ~D~e~sc~r~ip~tllio~n~------------------------~------~---
11/26/08 Review Receiver's Amended Monthly Statement of Account for 
the Month of October 2008; review Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production Propounded to 
Defendant and Counterclaimant Tri-State Electric, Inc.; sign and 
return Acknowledgement of Service of Summons & Complaint 
case no. 557 C; Review Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to 
Seccsh Engineering, Inc's Counterclaim (CV 08 1!4 C); review 
Answer of Credit Suisse to MHTN Architects, Inc's Second 
Ainendcd Complaint (CV 2008- 502 C); review Amended Answer 
of Plaintiff C1·edit Suisse to CH2M Hill, Inc's Counterclaim and 
Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Timber Tech Construction, 
LLC's Counterclaim; review Affidavit of William F. Nichols; 
J'('view North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's 
Response in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment by Tri 
State Electric, lnc. 
11/28/08 Review Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse To Banner/Sabcy II, 
I ,LC's Amended and Restated Answer, Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim (CV 08-l 14 C), Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to 
Lost River Log Specialists, Inc. and Rigby Steel rabrication, Inc's 
Counterclaim (CV 2008-114C), Answer of Credit Suisse to Lost 
River Log Specialists, Inc. and Rigby Steel Fabrication, Inc's 
Cross-Claim in Response to Tri State Electric, Inc's Complaint, 
Answer of Credit Suisse to Lost River Log Specialists, Inc. and 
Rigby Steel Fabrication, Inc's Cross-Claim in Response to YMC, 
Inc's Complaint (CV 08-114 C), Amended Answer of Plaintiff 
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08-31 OC), Amended Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Hobson 
Fabricating Corp's Counterclaim (CV 08 114C), Answer of Credit 
Suisse to Petra, Incorporated's Complaint (CV-2008-509 C), 
/\mended Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Petra, Inc's 
Cross-claim (CV 08-114 C), Amended Answer of Plaintiff Credit 
Suisse to Western States Crane Company's Cross-claim (CV 
08-114 C) and Amended Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to J .H. 
Masonry, Inc's Cross-claim (CV 08 114 C) 
Review Motion for Out of State Service, Affidavit of David M. 
Swartley for Out of State Service and [proposed] Order for Out of 
State Service; review Answer of Credit Suisse to United Rentals 
Northwest Inc's Counterclaim and Cross-claim (CV 08 114C) 
Review Motion to Dismiss Lost River Log Specialists, Inc., and 
Rigby Steel Fabrication, Inc. Pursuant to IRCP 4l(a)(1) 
Review Notice of Stipulation for Substitution of Counsel from 
Petra; review Notice of Status/Scheduling Conference; review 
Notice of Withdrawal as Counsel Banducci for Tamarack 
Review Receiver's Initial Inventory & Report; review Defendant 
:EZA, PC dba OZ Architecture of Boulder's Answer to CH2M 
Hill, Inc's Cross-claim to Foreclose on CH2M Hill's Claim of Lien 
(filed in CV 08 114 C), Defendant EZA, PC dba OZ Architecture 
of Boulder's Answer to Hobson Fabricating Corp's Cross-claim 
(CV 08-310 C), Defendant EZA, PC dba OZ Architecture of 
Boulder's Answer to Teufel Nursery's Cross-claim (CV 08-114 C), 
Defendant EZA, PC dba OZ Architecture of Boulder's Answer to 
Teufel Nursery's Cross-claim (CV 08-310 C), Defendant EZA, PC 
dha OZ Architecture of Boulder's Answer to Teufel Nursery's 
Cross-claim (CV 08-31 I C), Defendant EZA, PC dba OZ 
Architecture of Boulder's Answer to Tri State Electric, Inc's 
Complaint (CV 08-311 C), Defendant EZA, PC dba OZ 
Architecture of Boulder's Answer to Tri State Electric's 
Cross-claim (CV 08-1 I 4 C), Defendant EZA, PC dba OZ 
Architecture of Boulder's Answer to Tri State Electric, Inc's 
Complaint (CV 08-310 C), Defendant EZA, PC dba OZ 
Architecture of Boulder's Answer to Tri State Electric's Complaint 















































Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 3 
Date DcscriQtion Hrs/Rate Amount 
Boulder's Answer to Defendant United Rentals Northwest, Inc's 
Cross-claim (CV 08-114 C) 
12/08/08 Review Answer of Credit Suisse to EZA, P.C., DBA OZ 1.10 192.50 
Architecture of Bouldet•s Complaint (CV 08 557C), Answer of 175.00/hr 
Credit Suisse to TMG/DP Miller, LLC, JV AKA. TMG/DPM, 
LLC, .JV's Counterclaim (CV 08 ll4C) and Answer of Credit 
Suisse to EZA, P.C. D/B/A OZ Architecture of Boulder's 
Complaint (CV 08 514 C) 
12/09/08 Review Motion of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Amend Complaint, 3.10 542.50 
Memorandum of Plaintiff Credit Suisse in Support of Motion to 175.00/hr 
Amend Complaint, Plaintiff Credit Suisse's Ex Parte Application 
for An Order (I) to Shorten Time for Hearing on the Motion to 
Amend Complaint and (2) to Relieve Plaintiff Credit Suisse from 
the Obligation of Serving the Current Parties with the Exhibits to 
the Second Amended Complaint, and [proposed Order Granting 
Ex Parte Application of Plaintiff Credit Suisse for An Order (1) to 
Shorten Time for Hearing on the Motion to Amend Complaint 
and (2) to Relieve Plaintiff Credit Suisse from the Obligation of 
Serving the Current Parties with the Exhibits to the Second 
Amended Complaint; research re: Motion to Amend; email to 
client; review email from client 
12/10/08 Review, sign and return Acknowledgement and Acceptance of 0.70 122.50 
Service of Another Summons and First Amended Complaint (CV 175.00/hr 
08 508 C) 
Review Answer of Credit Suisse to MHTN Architects, Inc.'s First 0.80 140.00 
Amended Complaint (CV 08-508C) and Answer of Plaintiff 175.00/hr 
Credit Suisse to North lake Recreational Sewer and W atcr 
District's Counterclaim; review Receiver's Amended Monthly 
Statement of Account for the Month of November 2008; review 
Non-Opposition to Credit Suisse's Motion to Amend; review 
1\•Jtice of(l) Entry of Order and (2) Hearing for Motion of 
P!aintiffCredit Suisse to Amend Complaint 
12/12/08 Review Motion for Order Directing Receiver to Preserve Resort 1.90 332.50 
Entitlements and Request for Extension of time for Tamarack to 175.00/hr 
Market Resort, Affidavit of Steven J. Millemann in Support of 
Tamarack Resort LLC's Motion for Order Directing Receiver to 
Preserve Resort Entitlements and Request for Extension of time 
DEFS 000693 
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Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 4 
Dat~ Descrigtion Hrs/Rate Amount 
for Tamarack to Market Resort, Affidavit of Jean Pierre 
Boespflug in Supp011 of Tamarack Resort LLC's Motion for Order 
Directing Receiver to Preserve Resort Entitlements and Request 
for Extension of time for Tamarack to Market Resort and Notice 
of Hearing on Motion for Order Directing Receiver to Preserve 
Resort Entitlements and Request for Extension of time for 
Tamarack to Market Resort; review Motion to Shorten Time for 
Hearing on Motion for Order Directing Receiver to Preserve 
Resort Entitlements and Request for Extension oftime for 
Tamarack to Market Resort [and proposed order]; review 
Tri-State Electric, Inc.'s Non-Opposition to Credit Suisse's Motion 
to Amend 
12/J 5/08 Review Supplemental Affidavit of Steven J. Millemann in 0.70 122.50 
Support of Tamarack Resort, LLC's Motion for Order Directing 175.00/hr 
Receiver to Preserve Resort Entitlements and Request for 
Extension of Time for Tamarack to Market Resort and Affidavit 
ofCynda Henick; review MHTN Architects, Inc.'s Notice of 
Non-Opposition to C(edit Suisse's Motion to Amend its First 
Amended Complaint; review Notice of Appearance of J .H. 
Masonry, Inc and Western States Crane Company (CV 08-514C) 
12/16/08 Review Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (CV 2008 511 C) 0.90 157.50 
and Summons from Interior Systems, Inc., Complaint and 175.00/hr 
Demand for Jury Trial (CV 2008 510C) and Summons from 
bterior Systems, Inc. and Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
(CV 2008 513C) and Summons from YMC, Inc.; review Plaintiff 
Credit Suisse's Opposition to Motion to Shorten time on Motion 
for Order Directing Receiver to Preserve Resm1 Entitlements and 
Rr::quest for Extension of Time For Tamarack to Market Resort 
12/17/08 Review Answer of Credit Suisse to EZA, P.C., D/B/A OZ 0.60 105.00 
Architecture of Boulder's Complaint; review Petra Incorporated's 175.00/hr 
Proposal for Scheduling Order and Order Governing Proceedings 
12/22/08 Review Second Amended Complaint for foreclosure of 0.70 122.50 
Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief and 175.00/hr 
Notice of Entry of Order from Credit Suisse; review Receiver's 





















Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 5 
Date DescriQtion Brs/Ratc Amount. 
12/30/08 Review Certificate of Service Re: Disclaimer oflnterest of 1.50 262.50 
Jacksons Food Stores, Inc., dba Jackson Oil Company; review 175.00/hr 
Notice and Disclaimer of Interest by Materials Testing & 
Inspection, Inc.; review CH2M Hill, Inc's Response to Notice of 
Status/Scheduling Conference; review TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV 
aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Proposal for Scheduling Order and 
Order Governing Proceedings; review Plaintiff Credit Suisse's 
Response to Notice of Status/Scheduling Conference and Notice 
of Errata For Plaintiff Credit Suisse's Response to Notice of 
Status/Scheduling Conference; review Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Response to Notice of Status/Scheduling Conference; letter to 
Geoff McConnell re: Village Plaza 
Review Notice of Appearance (Timber Tech Construction, LLC) 0.70 122.50 
and Notice of Appearance (North Lake Recreational Sewer and 175.00/hr 
Water District); review Defendant Kesler Construction Inc's 
Response to Notice of Status/Scheduling Conference; review 
Motion Regarding Service of Process 
01/05/09 Review Receiver's Motion for Fwther fnslluctions and Orders, 2.70 472.50 
Motion to Shorten Time and proposed order Shortening Time and 175.00/hr 
Notice of Hearing re: Receiver's Motion to Shorten Time; review 
Answer of Credit Suisse to YMC, Inc.'s Complaint (CV 08 356 
C), Answer of Credit Suisse to YMC, Inc.'s Complaint (CV 08 
324 C), Answer of Credit Suisse to YMC, Inc.'s Complaint (CV 
08 357 C), Answer of Credit Suisse to Interior Systems, Inc.'s 
Complaint (CV 08 335 C), Answer of Credit Suisse to Interior 
Systems, Inc.'s Complaint (CV 08 356 C), review North Lake 
Recreational Sewer and Water District's Motion to Strike Answer 
of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to North Lake Recreational Sewer and 
Water District's Counterclaim and North Lake Recreational Sewer 
and Water District's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike 
Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to North Lake Recreational 
Sewer and Water District's Counterclaim; prepare for status 
ccnference 
01106109 United Rentals Northwest, Inc's Notice of Joinder in Secesh 0.70 122.50 
Engineering, Inc's Motion Regarding Service of Process; review 175.00/hr 
letter from Michael Spink re: Constmction Alternatives, LLC's 






















Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 6 
Date Dcscrigtion Hrs/Ratc Amount 
OI/08/09 Prepare for and attend status conference 3.50 612.50 
175.00/hr 
01/09/09 Review letter from Christopher Burke re: dismissal of West 0.30 52.50 
Mountain Golf 175.00/hr 
01112/09 Review Defendant Intctior Systems, Inc.'s Motion to Intervene 2.10 367.50 
Under I.R.C.P. 24 Re: Banner Sabey II, LLC, Affidavit of Interior 175.00/hr 
Systems, Inc. in Support of Motion to Intervene Under I.R.C. P. 
24 re: Banner/Sabey II, LLC, Memorandum in Support of 
Defendant Interior Systems, Inc.'s Motion to Intervene under 
I.R.C.P. 24 re: Banncr/Sabey II, LLC, Affidavit of Defendant 
YMC, Inc. in Support of Motion to Intervene Under I.R.C.P. 24 
re: Banner/Sabey II, LLC, 
Defendant YMC, Inc.'s Motion to Intervene Under l.R.C.P. 24 re: 
Banner/Sabey II, LLC, Memorandum in Support of Defendant 
YMC, Inc.'s Motion to Intervene Under I.R.C.P. 24 re: 
Banner/Sabe~' II, LLC, Notice of Hearing on Defendant Interior 
systems, Inc.'s Motion to Intervene Under I.R.C.P. 24 Re: 
Danner/Sabey, II, LLC and Notice of Heaing on Defendant YMC, 
Inc.'s Molion to Intervene Under I.R.C.P. 24 re: Banner/Sabey II, 
LLC; review Notice of 1 oinder 
01/14/09 Review Receiver's Report No. 2; review TMG/DP Miller JV aka 0.40 70.00 
TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Joinder in Secesh Engineering, Inc.'s 175.00/hr 
Motion Regarding Service of Process 
01/15/09 Review Notice of Lodging of Proposed (a) Mechanics' Lien 0.80 140.00 
Claimant Disclosure Form and (B) Vendee's Lien Claimant 175.00/hr 
Disclosure Form; review Order Dismissing Lost River Log 
Specialists, Inc. and Rigby Steel Fabrication, Inc.; review Errata 
fi·om Court regarding Status Conference Order; review letter from 
counsel for Inland Waterproofing, LLC re: non-patiicipation in 
litigation 
01/16/09 Rule 4l(a),(c)- Notice of Voluntary Dismissal from Hobson 0.20 35.00 
Fabricating Corp. regarding West Mountain Golf; review 175.00/hr 
Receiver's Statement of Account 
01/18/09 Review file; letter to Rick Christensen and Larry Teufel re: status 2.10 367.50 































Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 7 
Date PcscriQtion Hrs/Rate Amount 
01/20/09 Review Notice of Appearance - Neptune Industries, Inc.; review 1.10 192.50 
Notice of Deposition of Joel Chaduoir & Subpoena; review 175.00/hr 
Response of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Proposal to Authotize 
Disclaimers oflnterest; review Petra Incorporated's - Notice of 
Voluntary Dismissal Under IRCP 41 (a)(l) re: West Mountain 
Golf; tic Arnie Wagner 
01/21/09 Review Tri State Electric, Inc.'s Notice of Joinder re: 0.50 87.50 
Banner/Sabey's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; review 175.00/hr 
TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Notice of 
Voluntary Dismissal Under IRCP 41 (a)(l),(c) re: West Mountain 
Golf 
01/22/09 Review Kesler Construction, Inc's Notice of Joinder re: CH2M 3.10 542.50 
Hill's Response in Opposition to Tri State Electric's Motion for 175.00/hr 
Partial Summary Judgment (Second Claim of Lien]; review 
CH2M Hill's Response in Opposition to Tri-State Electric's 
Motion for Pru1ial Summary Judgment [Second Claim of Lien J; 
Notice of Joinder from United Rentals Not1hwest, Inc. and 
Memorandum in Response to, and in Partial Support of, Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment by Banner/Sabcy II, LLC; and in 
Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary Judgment by Tri State 
Electric, Inc.; review Memorandum of Credit Suisse in Opposition 
to Banner/Sabey II, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
Affidavit of Roderic R. Motn·ant, Affidavit of William M. Miller, 
Affidavit of Plaintiff's Counsel, Affidavit of Cynthia G. Guanell, 
Affidavit of Karl Klokke and Affidavit of Kenneth A. Franklin; 
review letter from Jed Manwaring re: Tri State's Motion for 
Summaty Judgment; review and respond to email fi·om Rick 
Christensen 
01/23/09 Review TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC JV's 1.10 192.50 
Notice of Joinder Re: Banner/Sabey's Motion for Partial Summary 175.00/hr 
Judgment; review Joinder ofPCF, Inc. d/b/a/ Pella Windows and 
Doors in Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment; review United Rentals Northwest, Inc.'s Notice of 
Voluntary Dismissal Under I.R.C.P 41(a)(l ), (c) re: West 
Mountain Golf; review Petra, Incorporated's Response and 
Joinder in Opposition to Banner Sabey and Tri-State Electric's 
























Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 8 
Date DescriQtion f-Irs/Rate Amount 
01/26/09 Review Receiver's Statement of Account; review letter from Jill 0.60 105.00 
S. Holinka re: service of Teufel's Complaint 175.00/hr 
01/27/09 Review Order Granting Consolidation; review Affidavit of Diana 1.30 227.50 
Jimenez in Response to, and In Partial Support of, Motion for 175.00/hr 
Partial Summary Judgment by Banner/Sabcy II, LLC; and in 
Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary Judgment by Tri-State 
Electric, Inc.; review Notice of Appearance (TJ Angstman for 
Resort Properties, LLC and VPG Investments, Inc.; review 
Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to Cross-Claim of 
BAG Property Holdings, LLC 
01/28/09 Review Objection of Credit Suisse to Untimely Joinder with 0.90 157.50 
Banner/Sabey's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; review 175.00/hr 
Affidavit of D. Michael Dunne in Support of Banner/Sabey II, 
LLC's Reply on Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Establishing Lien Priority and Affidavit of Kevin A. Bay in 
Support ofBanner/Sabey's Reply on Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
01129/09 Rtwiew YMC/ISI's Reply to Credit Suisse's Opposition to 1.30 227.50 
Danner/Sabey's Motion for Summary Judgment; review Receiver's 175.00/hr 
Motion for Approval of Budget Extension, Notice of Hearing Re; 
Receiver's Motion for Approval of Budget Extension, Motion to 
Shorten Time for Receiver's Motion for Approval of Budget 
Extension and proposed order to Shorten time for receiver's 
Motion for Approval of Budge Extension; review Defendant 
Tamarack Resort, LLC's Notice of Joinder in Memorandum of 
Credit Suisse in Opposition to Banner/Sabey II, Inc's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment and Defendant Tamarack Resort, 
LLC's Notice of Joinder to Objection of Credit Suisse to Untimely 
Joinders with Banner/Sabey's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment; review Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Reply on Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment Establishing Priority of its Lien 
01/30/09 Review Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Untimely filed Affidavit, 0.70 122.50 
Briefs, and Joinders, Memorandum in Support of Credit Suisse's 175.00/hr 
Motion to Strike Untimely filed Affidavits, Briefs, and Joinders 
and Mvtion to Shorten Time for Hearing on Credit Suisse's 


























Review Tri State Electric, Inc's Responses to Plaintiff's First Set 
of Interrogatories and Requests for Production Propounded to 
Defendant and Counterclaimant Tri-State Electric, Inc.; review 
Tamarack Resort, Ll ,C's Notice of Joinder to Credit Suisse 
Motion to Strike Untimely Filed Affidavits, Briefs, and Joinders 
and Notice of Joinder in Credit Suisse's Motion to Sh011en Time 
for Hearing; review email from Judge's clerk re: disclaimer of 
interests and Western States Equipment Company 
Review Notice of Disclaimer ofinterest by Volkl Sport America, 
Inc., Marker USA, Inc., and Marker Volkl USA, Inc.; review 
Notice and Disclaimer of Interest by Riverside Construction; 
email to Mike Jerome re: status of disclosure form 
Review State of Idaho's Answer to Plaintiffs Second Amended 
Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages and Injunctive Relief; 
review Notice of Entry of Order Regarding Receiver's Motion for 
Approval of Budget Extension; review CH2M Hill, Inc's Answer 
to Complaint for Tri-State Electric, Inc. (310 C); review United 
Rental Northwest, Inc.'s Answer (335 C), United Rental 
Northwest, Inc's Answer (324 C) United Rental Northwest, Inc's 
Answer (I 14 C) and United Rental N011hwest, Inc's Reply to 
Cross-Claims; review TMG/DP Miler, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, 
LLC, JV's Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the First 
Amended Complaint ofMHTN Architects, Inc., TMG/DP Miler, 
LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer and Affirmative 
Defenses to the Cross-Claim of CH2M Hill, Inc., TMG/DP Miler, 
LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer and Affirmative 
Defenses to the Complaint ofEZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of 
Boulder and TMG/DP Miler, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's 
Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-Claim ofPCF, 
Inc., d/b/a Pella Windows & Doors; review CH2M Hill, Inc's 
Answer to Cross-Claim ofNorth Lake Recreational Sewer and 
Water District (l14 C), CH2M Hill, Inc's Answer to Defendant 
Kesler Construction, Inc's Answer, Counterclaim and Cross Claim 
(31 0 C), CH2M Hill, Inc's Answer to Timber Tech Construction, 
LLC's Answer, Counterclaim, and Cross-Claim to Credit Suisse's 
First Amended Complaint (114 C), CH2M Hill, Inc's Answer to 
TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV's Answer and Affirmative Defenses to 
C;eclit Suisse's First Amended Complaint, Counterclaim and First 
Amended Cross-Claim (114 C), CH2M Hill, Inc's Answer to 















































Inc's Answer to United Rentals Nmthwest, Inc.'s Counterclaim & 
Cross-Claim ( 114 C), CH2M Hill, Inc's Answer to Cross-Claim of 
Teufel Nursery, Inc_ (114 C) and CH2M Hill, Inc's Answer to 
Cross-Claim of Teufel Nursery, Inc. (31 0 C) 
Review CH2M Hill, Inc's Answer to Inland Crane, Inc's Answer 
to Plaintiffs Complaint and Counterclaim and Cross-Claim (31 0 
C) and CH2M Hill, Inc's Answer to Cross-Claims of Hobson 
Fabricating, Corp. (310 C); review PCF, Inc. d/b/a Pella Windows 
and Doors Answer to Second Amended Complaint for 
Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and 
Injunctive Relief; review letter from counsel for Yolk! Sport 
Amelica, Inc., Marker USA, Inc. re: Disclaimer of Interest and 
Satisfaction of Judgment; review letter from CH2M Hill, Inc.'s 
counsel re: open extension to answer claims and draft Teufel 
Nursery, Inc's Answer to Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint; 
review and respond to email from Mike Jerome; work on 
Amended Complaint; draft Lis Pendens 
Notk.e of Lien Claimant Disclosure Form of PCF, Inc. d/b/a Pella 
Windows and Doors; draft Teufel Nursery, Inc's Answer to 
Cross-claims; work on Amended Complaint 
T/c Mike Jerome; email Mike Jerome 
Total ... 
Previous balance ... 
116/2009 Payment- Thank You 






























Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page II 
A ount 
TRUST ACCOUNT ACTIVITY: 
Previous trust account balance ... $491.70 
New ttust account balance ... $491.70 
We are now able to accept credit card payments. 
Please call if you choose to use this option. 







W. JOHN THIEL, PLLC 
Attorney 
PROFESSIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
r.o. Box 1634 
BoiS<, Idaho 83701 
1311 w. Jcffcr•on St. 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
March 09, 2009 
Invoice submitted to: 
Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
c/o Kick Christensen 
J 00 S. Miller Rd. 
Portland OR 97225 
In Reference To: Teufel Nursery Inc. v. Tamarack et ai. 
,D'""a,tc'---- Description 
02109!09 Work on Answers to complaints and counterclaims; work on lien 
disclosure form 
02/10/09 Review Inland Crane, Inc' s Reply to Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Answer to Credit Suisse's First Amended Complaint for 
foreclo3ut-e of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and 
Injunctive Relief and Counterclaim, Cross-claim, and Third-Party 
Complaint to Foreclose on Tri-State Electric, Inc's Claims of 
Liens, Inland Crane, Inc's Answer to Credit Suisse's Second 
Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment 
of Receiver and lnjuncti ve Relief and Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim, Inland Crane, Inc's Answer to EZA, P.C., dlb/a OZ 
Architeciure ofBoulder's Complaint (514 C), Inland Crane, Inc's 
Answer to Interior Systems, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury 
Trial (335 C), Inland Crane, Inc's Answer to MHTN Architects, 
Inc's First Amended Complaint (508 C), Inland Crane, Inc's 
Answer to YMC, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (357 
C), Inland Crane, Inc's Answer to YMC, Inc's Complaint and 
Demand tor Jury Trial (324 C), Inland Crdlle, Inc's Reply to 
Answer to CH2M I-I ill, Inc. to Credit Suisse's Second Amended 
Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of 
Receiver and Injunctive Relief and Restated Counterclaim and 
Cross-claims to Foreclose on CH2M Hill, Inc's Claim of Lien, 
Inland Crane, Inc's Reply to Hobson Fabricating Corp's Answer to 
Credit Suisse's First Amended Complaint, Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim, Inland Crane, Inc's Reply to Kesler Construction, 
































Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 2 
Date Descrigtion llrs/Rate Amount 
Counterclaim and Cross-claim and Inland Crane, Inc's Reply to 
North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's Answer, 
Counterclaim, and Cross-claim to Credit Suisse's First Amended 
Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of 
Receiver and Injunctive Relief 
02110109 Review and final for filing Teufel Nursery, Inc's Reply to 1.30 227.50 
Cross-claims (II4C), Amended Complaint for Foreclosure on a I 75.00/hr 
Materialman's Lien (52 I C), Teufel Nursery, Inc's Answer to 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (584 C), Teufel Nursery, 
Inc's Answer to EZA, PC, d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's 
Compiaint, Counterclaim and Cross-claim (557C), Teufel 
Nursery, Inc·~ Answer to EZA, PC, d/b/a OZ Architecture of 
Boulder's Complaint, Counterclaim and Cross-claim (514C), 
Tt:ufel Nursery, Inc's Answer to EZA, PC, d/b/a OZ Architecture 
of Boulder's Complaint, Counterclaim and Cross-claim (580C), 
Teufel Nursery, Inc's Answer to MHTN Architects, Inc's First 
Amended Complaint, Counterclaim and Cross-claim (508C), 
Teufel Nursery, Inc's Answer to MHTN Architects, Inc's Second 
Amended Complaint, Counterclaim and Cross-claim (5G2C), 
Teufel Nurse1y, Inc's Answer to Second Amended complaint for 
Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and 
Injunctive Relief Amended Counterclaim and Amended 
Cross-claim (114C) and Notice of Lien Claimant Disclosure F01m 
of Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
Review Defendant Tri-State Electric, Inc's Answer to Credit 0.90 157.50 
Suisse's Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of 175.00/hr 
Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relieve and 
Counterclaim, Cross-claim, and Third Party Complaint to 
Foreclose on Tri-State Electric, Inc's Claims of Lien, Tti-State 
Electric, Inc's Reply to all Cross-claims and Counterclaims, 
02/11/09 Review Order Granting YMC, Inc's Motion to Intervene Under 0.50 87.50 
IRCP 24, Order Granting Interior Systems, Inc.'s Motion to 175.00/hr 
Intervene Under JRCP 24 and Order re: Mechanic's Lien Claimant 
Disclosure Fom1 and Vendee's Lien Claimant Disclosure form (w/ 
forms) 
Review Receiver's Statement of Account; review Scott Hedrick 0.50 87.50 
Ccnstruction, Inc's Reply Memorandum in Support of its Motion 175.00/hr 




















Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
~D~a~te~----D~e~sc~J~·ip~t~io~n~------------------------------------­
Cross-claims; and review Joinder by West Mountain Golf, LLC 
02/ll/09 
02/12/09 
and Hopkins Growth Fund, LLC in Credit Suisse's Objection and 
Opposition of Credit Suisse to Scott Hedrick's Motion to 
DisqualifY 
Review Answer to Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosure 
of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief and 
Defendant Bane of America Capital & leasing, LLC's Reply to all 
Cross-claims; review Defendant Kesler Construction, Inc's Reply 
t0 All Cross-claims and Defendant Kesler Construction, Inc's 
Answer to Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of 
Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief Filed 
by Credit Suisse 
Review Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Banner/Sabey II, 
LTJC's Counterclaim and Cross-claims (114C); review Receiver's 
Statement of Account; review Answer of Credit Suisse to Cl-12.M 
Hi!l's Restated Counterclaim; review Answer of Credit Suisse to 
Inland Crane, Inc's Counterclaim ( 114C), Answer of Credit Suisse 
to TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JC's Restated 
Counterclaim (114C); review Inland Crane, Inc's Joinder in Credit 
Suisse's Objection and Opposition to Scott Hedrick's Motion to 
Disqualify; review Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (583 C) 
(from Scott Hedrick Construction); review State ofldaho's Joinder 
in Credit Suisse's Objection and Opposition to Scott Hedrick's 
Motion to Disqualify; and Tri-State Electric, Inc's Notice of 
Appearance (583 C) 
Review Inland Crane, Inc's Reply to Secesh Engineering, Inc's 
Answer and Affirmative Defenses to Credit Suisse's First 
Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment 
of Receiver and injunctive Relief, and Counterclaim, First 
Amended Cross-claim and First Amended Third Party Claim to 
Foreclose on Secesh Engineering's Claim ofLien, Inland Crane, 
Inc's Reply to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Answer, Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim (311-C), Inland Crane, Inc's Reply to Teufel Nursery, 
Inc's Answer, Counterclaim and Cross-claim (310C), Inland 
Crane, Inc's Reply to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Answer, Counterclaim 
and Cross-claim ( 114 ), Inland Crane, Inc's Reply to Timber Tech 
Construction, LLC's Answer, Counterclaim and Cross-claim to 
Credit Suisse's First Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of 







































Cr.me, Inc's Reply to TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, 
LLC, JC's Answer and Affirmative Defenses to Credit Suisse's 
First Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, 
Appointment ofRcceiver and Injunctive Relief, and Counterclaim 
and First Amended Cross-claim 
Review Hobson Fabricating Corp's Answer to Credit Suisse's 
S~eond Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, 
Appointment of Receiver, and Injunctive Relief, Counterclaim 
and Cross-claim and Hobson Fabricating Corp's Answer to 
MHTN Architects' First Amended Complaint and Hobson 
Fabricating Corp's Reply to all Cross-claims 
Review Answer of North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water 
D!strict to Credit Suisse's Second Amended Complaint for 
Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and 
Injunctive Relief Answer and Counterclaim of North Lake 
Recreational Sewer and Water District to Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Complaint (311 C), Answer and Counterclaim of North Lake 
Recreational Sewer and Water District to EZA, P.C. d/b/a OZ 
Architecture of Boulder's Complaint (580 C), 
Answer and Counterclaim of North Lake Recreational Sewer and 
Water District to MHTN Architects, Inc's First Amended 
Complaint (508 C), Answer and Counterclaim of North Lake 
. R;:creational Sewer and Water Di~irict to Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Complaint (31 0 C), Answer and Counterclaim of North Lake 
Recreational Sewer and Water District to EZA, P.C., dfbfa OZ 
Architecture of Boulder's Complaint (514 C), Answer and 
Cuunterclaim of North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water 
District to MHTN Architects, Inc's First Amended Complaint 
(557 C) and Answer of North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water 
District to MHTN Architects, Inc's Second Amended Complaint 
(502 C) 
Review Notice of Lien Claimant Disclosure Fom1 of Petra, 
Incorporated, Petra Incorporated's Answer to MHTN Architects, 
Inc's First Amended Complaint, Petra Incorporated's Reply to 
Cmss-claim of lnland Crane, Inc., Petra Incorporated's Answer to 
Cross-claims, Petra Incorporated's Answer to Second Amended 
Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of 
Receiver and Injunctive Relief and Counterclaim, Petra 









































file First Amended Complaint and Petra Incorporated's Motion for 
Leave to File First Amended Complaint 
Review Defendant MI!TN Architects, Inc's Answer to Plai11tiff 
EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Complaint (514 C), 
Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to Plaintiff EZA, P.C., 
dba OZ Architecture of Boulder's Complaint, Defendant MHTN 
Architects, Inc's Answer to Plaintifflnterior Systems, Inc's 
Complaint (335 C), Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to 
Plaintiff Tri-State Electric, Inc's Complaint (3 12 C), Defendant 
MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to Plaintiff Tri-State Electric, 
Jr,c's Complaint (311 C), Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's 
Answer to Plaintiff Tri-State Electric, Inc's Complaint (3 I 0 C), 
Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to PlaintiffYMC, 
Inc's Complaint (357 C), Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's 
Answer to PlaintiffYMC, Inc's Complaint (356 C), Defendant 
MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to PlaintiffYY!C, Inc's 
Complaint (324 C), Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Reply to 
CH2M Hill, Inc's Cross-claim (114 C), Defendant MHTN 
Architects, Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to Plaintiff 
EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Complaint (514 C), 
Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to PlaintiffEZA, P.C., 
dba OZ Architecture of Boulder's Complaint, Defendant MHTN 
Architects, Inc's Answer to Plaintiff Interior Systems, Inc's 
Complaint (335 C), Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to 
Plai!'ltiffTri-State Electric, Inc's Complaint (312 C), Defendant 
MBTN Architects, Inc's Answer to Plaintiff Tri-State Electric, 
Inc's Complaint (311 C), Defendant Ml-ITN Architects, Inc's 
Answe:· to PlaintiffT1i-State Electric, Inc's Complaint (310 C), 
Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to PlaintiffYMC, 
Inc's Complaint (357 C), Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's 
Answer to PlaintiffYMC, Inc's Complaint (356 C), Defendant 
MHTN Architects, Inc's Answer to Plaintiff YMC, Inc's 
Complaint (324 C) and Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Reply 
to CH2M Hill, Inc's Cross-claim (114 C) 
Review Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Reply to Cross-claim 
of Kesler Cons!luction, Inc. (3 I 0 C), Defendant MHTN 
Architects, Inc's Reply to Cross-claim ofTMG/DPM, LLC, JV 
114 C), Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Reply to Cross-claim 
of United Rentals Northwest, Inc. (I 14 C), Defendant MHTN 




































( 114 C), Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Reply to Hobson 
Fabricating Corp's Cross-claim (31 0 C), Defendant MHTN 
Architects, Inc's Reply to Kesler Construction, Inc. ( 114 C), 
Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Reply to North Lake 
Recreational Sewer & \Vater District's Cross-Claim (114C), 
Defendant MHTN Architects, Inc's Reply to Seccsh Engineering, 
Inc's Cross-claim (114 C), Ddlmdant MHTN Architects, Inc's 
Reply to Timber Tech Construction, LLC's Cross-claim (114 C), 
Defendant MHTN's Answer to Credit Suisse's Second Amended 
Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of 
Receiver and Injunctive Relief, Defendant MHTN Architects, 
Inc's Reply to Cross-claim of Kesler Constructions, Inc., 
Defendant MI-ITN Architects, Inc's Reply to Cross-claim of 
Tri-State Electric, Inc. (114 C) and Defendant MHTN Architects, 
Inc's Reply to Each Cross-claim of Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
Review Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to Credit 
Suisso;:'s Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosures of 
Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief, Scott 
Hedtick Construction, Inc's Answer to CH2M Hill, Inc's Restated 
Cross-claim ( 114 C), Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to 
Hobson Fabricating Corp's Cross-claim (114C), Scott Hedrick 
Construction, Inc's Answer to Inland Crane, Inc's Cross-claim 
( 114 C), Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to Kesler 
Con>truction, Inc's Cross-claim, Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's 
Answer to Inland Crane, Inc's Cross-claim (310C), Scott Hedrick 
Construction, Inc's Answer to Kesler Construction, Inc's 
Cross-claim (31 OC), Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to 
M!-lTN Architects, Inc's Second Amended Complaint (502 C), 
Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to MHTN Architects, 
Inc's First Amended Complaint (508 C), Scott Hedrick 
Construction, Inc's Answer to North Lake Recreational Sewer and 
Water District's Cross-claim (ll4C), Scott Hedrick Construction, 
Inc's Answer to Secesh Engineering, Inc's first Amended 
Cross-claim (114C), Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to 
Teufel Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim (31 OC), Scott Hedrick 
Construction, Inc's Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim 
(31 OC), Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to Timber Tech 
Construction, LLC's Cross-claim ( 114C), Scott Hedrick 
Construction, Inc's Answer to TMG/DP Miller, LLC, JV aka 
TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Cross-claim (114C), Scott Hedrick 


























Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
Date Descri tion ==----
02/16/09 
(31 OC), Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to Tri-State 
Electric, Inc's Cross-claim (I I 4C), Scott Hedrick Construction, 
Inc's Answer to United Rentals Northwest Inc's Cross-claim 
( ll4C), Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to Hobson 
Fabrici:lting Corp's Cross-claim, Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's 
Motion to Disqualify and Proposed Order 
Review Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to Interior 
Systems Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (335 C), 
Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC Answer to Teufel Nursery Inc's 
Cross-claim, Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to 
CH2M Hill, Inc's Cross-claim, Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's 
Answer to Construction Alternatives LLC's Cross-claim, 
Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to Credit Suisse's 
Socond Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, 
Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief, Defendant 
Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to EZA. PC dba OZ Architecture 
of Boulder's Complaint (514 C), Defendant Tamarack Resort, 
LLC's Answer to EZA PC dba OZ Architecture of Boulder's 
Complaint (557 C) and Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's 
Answer to Hobson Fabricating Corp's Cross-claim 
Review Objection and Opposition of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to 
Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Motion to Disqualify 
YMC, Inc's Answer to Kesler Construction, Inc's Cross-claim, 
Tbird-Party Defendant YMC, Inc's Answer and Counterclaim re: 
Third Party PlaintiffBanner/Sabcy II, LLC, YMC, Inc's Answer to 
CH2M Hill, Inc's Cross-claim ( ll4C), YMC, Inc's Answer to 
Credit Suisse's Second Amended Complaint (I 14C), YMC, Inc's 
Answer to Hobson Fabricating Corp.'s Cross-claim (114C), YMC, 
Inc's Answer to Inland Crane, Inc's Cross-claim (114C), YMC, 
Inc's Answer to Inland Crane, Inc's Cross-claim (31 OC), YMC, 
Inc's Answer to Inland Crane, Inc's Cross-claim (311 C), YMC, 
Inc's Answer to Kesler Construction, Inc's (311 C), YMC, Inc's 
Answer to Kesler Construction, Inc's Cross-claim (3!2C), YMC, 
Inc's Answer to Kesler Conslruction, Inc's Cross-claim (31 OC), 
YMC, Inc's Answer to MHTN Architects, Inc's First Amended 
Complaint, YMC, Inc's Answer to MHTN Architects, Inc's 
Se~,;ond Amended Complaint (502C), YMC, Inc's Answer to 
North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's Cross-claim, 



































YMC,Inc's Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim (310C), 
YMC, Inc's Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim (114 C), 
YMC, Inc's Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim (311 C), 
YMC, Inc's Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim (312 C), 
YMC, Inc's Answer to Timber Tech Construction, LLC's 
Cross-claim, YMC, Inc's Answer to TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka 
TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Cross-claim, YMC, Inc's Answer to Tri 
State Electric, Inc's Cross-claim and YMC, Inc's Answer to United 
Rentals Northwest, Inc's Cross-claim 
Review Defendant Tamarack Resmt, LLC's Answer to Kesler 
Construction, Inc's Cross-claim, Defendant Tamarack Resort, 
LLC's Answer to Lost River Log Specialists lnc. and Rigby Steel 
Fabrication Inc's Cross-claim, Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's 
Answer to MHTN Architects, Inc Fir~1 Amended Complaint (508 
C), Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to Petra 
Incorporated's Complaint (509 C), Defendant Tamarack Resort, 
LLC's Answer to Quality Tile Roofing, Inc.'s Complaint, 
Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to Secesh 
Engineeting, Inc's First Amended Cross-claim, Defendant 
Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to Timber Tech Construction 
LLC's Cross-claim, Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to 
TMG/DP Miller LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC JV's First 
Amended Cross-claim, Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's 
Answer to Tri-State Electric Inc's Complaint (312 C), Defendant 
Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Cross-claim, Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to 
Tri-State Electric, Inc.'s Complaint (311 C), Defendant Tamarack 
Resott, LLC's Answer to Tri-State Electric, Inc.'s Complaint (31 0 
C), Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to United Rentals 
Northwest Inc's Cross-claim, Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's 
Answer to YMC Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (356 
C), Defendant Tan1arack Resort, LLC's Answer to YMC Inc's 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (357 C) an<! Defendant 
Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to YMC, Inc's Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial (324 C) 
Review Answer and Counterclaim of Timber Tech Construction, 
LLC to EZA, P.C. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Complaint 
(514 C), Answer and Counterclaim of Timber Tech Construction, 
LLC to MHTN Architects, Inc's First Amended Complaint (508 


































to Tri State Electric, Inc.'s Complaint (31 0 C), Answer aod 
Counterclaim of Timber Tech Consltuction, LLC to Tri-State 
Electric, Inc.'s Complaint (311 C), Answer, Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim of Timber Tech Construction, LLC to Credit Suisse's 
Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, 
Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief, Reply of Timber 
Tec.h Construction LLC to All Cross-claims and Mechanics' Lien 
Claimant Disclosure F01m for Timber Tech Construction, LLC 
Review Plaintiff Credit Suisse's Sur-Reply and Request for 
Hearing in Opposition to Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's 
Motion to Disqualify; review MHTN Architects, Inc's Notice of 
Voluntary Dismissal Pursuant to Rule 4l(a)(c) re: West Mountain 
Golf; review Notice of intent to Rule on Motion to DisqualifY 
Wit.hout Cause on Shortened Time; review Answer of Credit 
Suisse to Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Complaint (583 C); 
and review Receiver's Motion to Approve Payment of Legal Fees 
Review TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's 
Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim of Hobson 
Fabricating Corp., TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, 
LLC JV's Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim of 
Secesh Engineering, Inc (114C), TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka 
TMG/DPM, LLC JV's Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the 
Cross-claim of Kesler Construction, Inc. (114C), TMG/DP Miller, 
LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC JV's Answer and Affinnative 
Defens~s to the Cross-claim of Kesler Construction, Inc. (31 OC), 
TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC JV's Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim of Inland Crane, Inc 
(311 C), TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's 
Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim oflnland 
Crane, Inc (114 C), TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, 
LLC, JV's Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim of 
United Rentals Nor1hwest, TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka 
TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the 
Cross-claim ofTri State Electric, Inc. 
Th1G/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim ofinland Crane, Inc and 
TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer to 
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Date Descri!Jtion Hrs!Rate Amount 
Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief, and 
Restated Counterclaim and Cross-claims 
02118/09 Review Notice and Disclaimer of Interest by Neptune Industries, 1.10 192.50 
Inc ; review Secesh Engineering, Inc's Answer and Affirmative 175.00/hr 
Defenses to Credit Suisse's Second Amended Complaint for 
Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and 
11\iunctive Relief, and Answer to All Cross-claims; review Answer 
to Credit Suisse's Second Amended Complaint, Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim of J.H. Masonry, Inc.; review Answer of James F. 
Yates to First Amended Third Pruty Complaint of Secesh 
En2.ineering, Inc.; and review Answer to Plaintiff's Second 
Amended Complaint for Foreclosure ofMmigages and Injunctive 
Relief of Behalf of American Stair Corporation, Inc. 
Review TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMGIDPM, LLC, JV's 1.90 332.50 
Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim of Kesler 175.00/hr 
Construction, Inc. (311 C), TMG/DP Miller, LLC N aka 
TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the 
Cross-claim of North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District, 
TMGIDP Miller, LLC N aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim of Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
(311 C), TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's 
Answer and Aflinnative Defenses to the Cross-claim of Teufel 
Nursery, Inc. (310 C), TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, 
LLC, JV's Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim of 
Teufel Nursery, Inc. (114 C), TMG/DP Miller, LLC N aka 
TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Reply and Affirmative Defenses to the 
Cross-claim of J.H. Masonry Company; TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV 
aka TMGIDPM, LLC, JV's Reply and Affirmative Defenses to the 
Cross-claim of Banner/Sabey II, LLC, TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV 
ak!l TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Reply and Affirmative Defenses to the 
Cross-claim of Western StatesCranc Company and TMG/DP 
Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses to the Cross-claim oflnland Crane, Inc. 
Review Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Joinder in Credit Suisse's 0.60 105.00 
Objection and Opposition to Scott Bewick's Motion to I 75.00/hr 
Disqualify; review Kesler Construction, Inc's Notice of Joinder in 
Credit Suisse's Objection and Opposition to Scott Hedrick's 
Motion to DisqualifY; review Petra Incorporated's Joinder in 































Motion to Disqualify; review Notice of Joinder in Credit Suisse's 
Objection and Opposition to Scott Hedrick's Motion to Disqualify 
from Receive!~ review Receiver's Report No. 3; review Tamarack 
Resort, LLC's Entry of Appearance (CV 08-583 C); review 
TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Joinder in 
Credit Suisse's Objection and Opposition to Scott Hedrick 
Construction, Inc's Motion to Disqualify; and review Tri-State 
Electr;c, Inc's Response to Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure 
Fmm 
Review Answer of BAG Property Holdings, LLC to Credit 
Suisse's Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of 
Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief, 
Answer of BAG Prope1ty Holdings, LLC to MHTN Architects, 
Inc. First Amended Complaint, Answer of BAG Property 
Holdings, LLC to MHTN Architects, Inc. Second Amended 
Complaint, Answer of BAG Property Holdings, LLC to Teufel 
'Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim and Answer to BAG Propetty 
Holdings, LLC to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim 
Review Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to CH2M Hill, Inc's 
Cross-claim, Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to CH2M Hill, Inc's 
Cross-claim, Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to Credit Suisse's 
Second Amended Complaint, Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to 
Hobson Fabricating Corp's Cross-claim, Interior Systems, Inc's 
Answer to Inland Crane, Inc's Cross-claim (311 C), Interior 
Systems, Inc's Answer to Inland Crane, Inc's Cross-claim (31 0 C), 
Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to Inland Crane, Inc's Cross-claim 
(1 14 C), Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to Kesler Constructions, 
Inc's Cross-chim (311 C), Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to 
Kesler Constructions, Inc's Cross-claim (31 0 C), Interior Systems, 
Inc's Answer to MHTN Architects, Inc's First Amended 
Complaint (508 C), Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to North Lake 
Recreational Sewer and Water District's Cross-claim, Interior 
Systems, Inc's Answer to Secesh Engineering, Inc's Cross-claim, 
Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's 
Cro~s-claim (31 0 C), Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to Teufel 
Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim (114 C), Interior Systems, Inc's Answer 
to TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMGIDPM, LLC, JC's 
Cross-claim, Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to TMG/DP Miller, 
LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Cross-claim, Interior 
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Date DescriQtion H[s/Rate Amount 
Interior Systems, Inc's Answer to United Rentals Northwest, Inc's 
Crvss-claim and Third Party Defendant Interior Systems, Inc's 
Answer and Counterclaim re: Third-Party Plaintiff Banner/Sabey 
Il, LLC 
02/20/09 Review Answer to Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosure 0.40 70.00 
of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief and 175.00/hr 
Defendant Bane of America Capital & Leasing, LLC's Reply to all 
Cross-claims 
Review Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Answer to Plaintiffs Second 0.60 105.00 
Amended Complaint, Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaim and 175.00/hr 
Cross-claims, Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Voluntary Dismissal and 
Disclaimer of Interest Concerning West Mountain Golf, LLC and 
Banner/Sa bey II, LLC's Combined Answers to All Complaints and 
Cross-claims in All Consolidated Actions 
Review CH2M Hill, Inc's Joinder in Credit Suisse's Objection and 0.50 87.50 
Opposition to Motion to Disqualify, Rule 41(a)(c)- Notice of 175.00/hr 
Voluntary Dismissal re: West Mountain Golf, LLC by CH2M 
'· Hill, Inc. and CH2M Hill's Answer to All other Cross-claims '· 
Review Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc's Answer to Credit 1.00 175.00 
Suisse's Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of 175.00/hr 
Mortgages, Appointment ofRcceiver, and Injunctive Relief; 
review Hopkins Growth Fund, LLC's Answer to Second Amended 
Third-Party Complaint to Foreclose Secesh Engineering, Inc's 
Claim of Lien; and review Answer to Credit Suisse's Second 
.Amended Complaint, Counterclaim and Cross-claim of Western 
States Crane Company 
02/25/09 Notice of Disclaimer oflnterest by CSHQA; review 2.30 402.50 
Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motion to Disqualify Judge 175.00/hr 
Without Cause; review Answer of Credit Suisse to Tri-State 
Electric's Counterclaim and Third Pruiy Complaint (CV 08 114 
C), Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Hobson Fabricating 
Corp's Counterclaim (1 14C), Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to 
J.H. Masonry Company's Counterclaim (114C), Answer of 
Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Petra, Incorporated's Counterclaim (114 
C), Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Timber Tech 
Construction, LLC's Counterclaim (ll4C), Answer ofp!aintiff 

























Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 13 
Date Description I-Irs/Rate Amount 
(114C); review Order re: Receiver's Motion for Approval of 
Budget Extension; review Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's 
Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim in Case No. CV 
2008-514 C; and review West Mountain Golf, LLC's Answer to 
Inland Crane's Cross-claims 
02/26/09 Review Receiver's Motion (1) to Amend the Receivership 2.10 367.50 
Facility; (2) for Authorization to Issue Amended and Restated 175.00/hr 
Receiver's Certificate No. 1; and (3) for Approval of the Budget 
fer March I, 2009 through April 30, 2009 and proposed Order, 
Memorandut•l of Points and Authorities in Support of Receiver's 
Motion (I) to Amend the Receivership Facility; (2) for 
Authorization to Issues Amended and Restated Receiver's 
Certificate No. I; and (3) for Approval of the Budget for March 1, 
2009 through April 30, 2009, Affidavit of Douglas P. Wilson in 
Support of Receiver's Motion (1) to Amend the Receivership 
Facility; (2) For Authorization to Issue Amended and Restated 
Receiver's Certificate No. I; and (3) for Approval of The Budget 
. for March 1, 2009 through April 30, 2009, Ex Parte Application 
f<'l' Order to Shorten Time on Receiver's Motion (1) to Amend the 
Receivership Facility; (2) for Authorization to Issue Amended and 
Restated Receiver's Certificate No. 1; and (3) for Approval of the 
Budge for March l, 2009 through April 30, 2009, and proposed 
Order Shortening Time for Hearing and Notice of Hearing re: 
Receiver's Motion (1) to Amend the Receivership Facility; (2) For 
Authorization to Issue Amended and Restated Receivet's 
Certificate No. 1; and (3) for Approval of the Budget for March 1, 
2009 through April30, 2009 
Banner/Sabey II, LLC's First Requests for Admission to Plaintiff 0.40 70.00 
Credit Suisse and Defender Sanner/Sabey II, LLC's First 175.00/hr 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents to 
Plaintiff Credit Suisse; and review Notice of Status/Scheduling 
Conference 
02127/09 Review Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form for Action 0.60 105.00 
Garage Door, lnc.; review Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure 175.00/hr 
Form for An1erican Stair Corporation, Inc.; and review 































Teufel Nursery, lnc. Page 14 
Date Dest:riQtion Hrs/Rate AmQynt 
02/27/09 Review Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to J.H. 0.80 140.00 
Masonry, Inc's Answer to Credit Suisse's Second Amended 175.00/hr 
Complaint, Counterclaim and Cross-claim, Defendant Tamarack 
Resort, LLC's Answer to Teufel Nursery Inc's Cross Claim in 
Case No. 2008-557 C, Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's 
Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Cross-claim in Case No. CV 
2008-508 C, Defendant Tamarack Resoti, LLC's Answer to Teufel 
Nui'Sery, fnc's Amended Cross-claim (114 C), Defendant 
Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's 
Cross-claim in Case No. CV 2008-502 C, Defendant Tamarack 
Resort, LLC's Answer to Western States Crane Company's and 
Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC's Answer to Credit Suisse's 
Second Amended Complaint, Counterclaim and Cross-claim 
Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Leave to File Supplemental 0.90 157.50 
Brief in Support of Summary Judgment, Memorandum in Support 175.00/hr 
ofBanner/Sabey's Motion to File Supplemental Brief in Support 
of Summary Judgment and Notice of Hearing 
02/28/09 Draft Summonses for service in Case 521 C; review litigation 1.90 332.50 
guarantee regarding parties 175.00/hr 
03/02/09 Review CH2M Hills, Inc's Response to Mechanics' Lien Claimant 1.80 315.00 
Disclosure Form; review Hobson Fabricating Corp's Mechanic's 175.00/hr 
Lien Claimant Disclosure From re: Lien No. 331071, Hobson 
Fabricating Corp's Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure From rc: 
Lien No. 331072, Hobson Fabricating Corp's Mechanic's Lien 
Claimant Disclosure From re: Lien No. 3 31076, Hobson 
Fabricating Corp's Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure From re: 
Lien No. 331077, Hobson Fabricating Corp's Mechanic's Lien 
C!aimant Disclosure From re: Lien No. 331079, Hobson 
Fabricating Corp's Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure From re: 
Lien No. 331080, Hobson Fabticating Corp's Mechanic's Lien 
Claimant Disclosure From re: Lien No. 331081, Hobson 
Fabricating Corp's Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure From re: 
Lien No. 331082 and Hobson Fabricating Corp's Mechanic's Lien 
Claimant Disclosure From re: Lien No. 331083 
03103109 Draft Notice of Amended Lien Claimant Disclosure Form of 1.30 227.50 
Teufel Nursery lnc. and send to Court for filing; review MHTN 175.00/hr 
Architects, Inc's Mechanics Lien Claimant Disclosure; review 





















Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
~D~a~te~----P~e~s~c~ri~pt~io~n~------------------------------------­
Disclosure Form; review United Rentals Northwest Inc's 
Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form #I, United Rentals 
Northwest Inc's Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form #2 
03/04/09 
and United Rentals Northwest Inc's Mechanic's Lien Claimant 
Disclosure Form #3; review Western States Crane Company's 
Mechanics' Lien Claimant Disclosure Form; and review Lien 
Claimant Disclosure Form of YMC, Inc. XJ 
Review Defendant Tri State Electric, Inc's Supplemental Motion 
for Summary Judgment and Amend Notice of Hearing 
Review Inland Crane, Inc's Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure 
Form; review Kesler Construction, Inc's Mechanics' Lien 
Claimant Disclosure Form and Kesler Construction, Inc's 
Supplemental Response to Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure 
Form; review Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form for 
TMG/DP Miller, LLC JC aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV; review BAG 
Property Holdings, LLC Vendee's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form 
and BAG Property Holdings, LLC Supplemental Response to 
Vendee's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form; and review J.H. 
Masonry, Inc's Mechanics' Lien Claimant Disclosure Form 
Review Defendant TriState Electric, Inc's Supplemental Motion 
for Summary Judgment and Amend Notice of Hearing~ review 
Petra, Incorporated's Non-Opposition to Banner/Sabey's Motion to 
File Supplemental Btief in Support of Summary Judgment 
Review Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Mechanics' Lien Claimant 
Disclosure Form re: Lien No. 329072 and Danner/Sabey II, LLC's 
Mechanics' Lien Claimant Disclosure Form re: Lien No. 329073; 
review CH2M Hill, Inc's Supplemental Response to Mechanics' 
Lien Claimant Disclosure Form; and review Secesh Engineering, 
Inc's Mechanics' Lien Claimant Disclosure Form 
Review Errata to Affidavit of Douglas P. Wils011 in Support of 
Receiver's Motion (1) to Amend the Receivership Facility; (2) For 
Authorization to Issue Amended and Restated Receiver's 
Certificate No. I; and (3) for Approval of The Budget for March 












































Review Petra, Incorporated's Non-Opposition to Hanner/Sabey's 
Motion to File Supplemental Brief in Support of Summary 
Judgment 
Prepare for and attend Mandatory Status Conference 
Total ... 
Previous balance ... 
Balance due ... 
TRUST ACCOUNT ACTIVITY: 
Previous trust account balance ... 
New trust account balance ... 
We are now able to aeecpt credit card payments. 





























W. JOHN THIEL, PLLC 
Attorney 
PROFESSIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
P .0. Box 1634 
Bolst, Idaho 837&1 
Ill I W. Joff<rsoo St. 
Bois<, Idaho 83702 
April 24, 2009 
Invoice submitted to: 
Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
c/o Rick Christensen 
1 00 S. Miller Rd. 
Portland OR 97225 
In Reference To: Teufel Nursery Inc. v. Tamarack eta!. 
Date Init. DescriQtion 
03105109 ws Review United Rentals Northwest, Inc's Amended 
Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Fonn #I, United 
Rentals Northwest, Inc's Amended Mechanic's Lien 
Claimant Disclosure Fonn #2 and United Rentals 
Northwest, Inc's Amended Mechanic's Lien Claimant 
Disclosure Fotm #3. 
03/06/09 ws Review Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel for 
CSHQA; Affidavit in Support of Motion for Leave to 
Withdraw as Counsel for CSHQA and Notice of Hearing 
re: Receiver's Motion to Approve Payment of Legal Fees 
03/09/09 ws Review letter to Judge Owen from homeowner Susan 
Annstrong 
WJT Review file; meeting with WS; Email to Rick Christensen 
re: status 
03110109 ws Review Petra Incorporated's Notice of Hearing re: Motion 
for Leave to File Second Amended Complaint, Petra 
Incorporated's Notice of Hearing re: Motion for Summary 
Judgment, Notice and Disclaimer of Interest by Tates 
Rents, Inc. and Supplemental Brief in Support of Tri-State 










































Teufel Nurser;, Inc. Page 2 
Date lnit. DescrigtiQ!l Hrs/Rate Amount 
03/10/09 WJT Review Tamarack Resort, LLC's Memorandum in 1.20 210.00 
Opposition to Receiver's Motion; (l) to Amend 175.00/hr 
Re;;eivership Facility; (2) For Authorization to Issue 
Amended and Restated Receivers' Certificate No. 1 ; and 
(3) for Approval of the Budget for March 1, 2009 tlu"Ough 
April 30, 2009 and Joinder by West Mountain Golf, LLC 
in Tamarack Resort, LLC's Memorandum in Opposition to 
Receiver's Motion: (I) To Amend the Receivership 
Facility; (2) for Authorization to Issue Amended and 
Restated Receiver's Certificate No. I; and (3) for Approval 
of the Budget for March l, 2009 through April 30, 2009. 
03/11/09 ws Review letter from Lytmette Davis re: request for 0.60 54.00 
Acknowledgement of Service of Complaint from Quality 90.00/hr 
Ttle Roofing (528 C); review email from Deanna Schnider 
re: documents from Tamarack Resort 
03/12/09 ws Review Memorandum of Plaintiff Credit Suisse in !.50 135.00 
Opposition to Hanner/Sabey H, Inc's Motion to File 90.00/hr 
Supplemental Brief in Support of Summary Judgment and 
MHTN Architects, Inc's Non-Opposition to 
Banner/Sabey's Motion to file Supplemental Brief in 
Support of Summary Judgment; review email from Jodie 
Stoddard with State of Idaho; review email from Debra 
Mrutens re: missing page in Steve Millemann's second 
supplemental affidavit; review email from Judge Owen's 
clerk re: updates to certificate of service and email 
addresses of counsel and assistants and update lists 
WJT Review Opposition of Plaintiff Credit Suisse to Receiver's 0.40 70.00 
Motion to Approve Payment of Legal Fees 175.00/hr 
ws Review email from counsel for YMC; email to Mike 0.20 18.00 
Jerome (Parcel G) 90.00/hr 
ws Review email from Michelle R. Ghidotti re: Monge; 23 0.40 36.00 
Clearwater Ridge Ct.; email to Amy White at Eberle 90.00/hr 
Berlin rc: request for partial lien release 
03/13/09 ws Review Responses and Objections of Plaintiff/Counter 1.90 171.00 
Defendru1t Credit Suisse to Tri-State Electric, Inc's First 90.00/hr 























WS  l 
ndan
) ) 
Teufel ~:ur.;ery, Inc. 
.,D,.a.,te'--__ Init. Description 
03/13/09 
03/16/09 
Documents, Erratum to Supplemental Response of 
Tamarack Municipal Association, Defendant Tamarack 
Resort, LLC's Answer to Cross-Claim of Banner/Sabey II, 
LLC, Tamarack Resort, LLC's Notice of Non-Opposition 
to Receiver's Motion to Approve Payment of Legal Fees, 
TMGfDP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's 
Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Complaint of 
Interior Systems, Inc. (335 C), TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV 
aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer and Affirmative 
Defenses to the Complaint of YMC, Inc. (324 C), 
TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's 
Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Complaint of 
Quality Tile Roofing, Inc. (528 C) and TMG/DP Miller, 
LLC JV aka TMG/DPM, LLC, JV's Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses to the Complaint ofYMC, Inc. (357 
C) 
WS Review email from Mike Jerome (Parcel G) 
WS Review American Stair Corporation, Inc's Answer to 
YMC, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (357C), 
American Stair Corporation, Inc's Answer to Intetior 
Systems, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
(335C), American Stair Corporation, Inc's Answer to 
YMC, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (324C), 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Brumer/Sabey's Motion 
to File Supplemental Brief in Support of Summary 
Judgment, Kesler Construction, Inc's Answer to Interior 
Systems, Inc.'s Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
(335C), Kesler Construction, Inc's Answer to YMC, Inc's 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (356C), Kesler 
Construction, Inc's Answer to YMC, Inc's Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial (324C), Kesler Construction, Inc's 
Answer to YMC, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury 
Trial (357C), Sun belt Rentals, Inc's Answer to Interior 
Systems, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
(335C), Sunbelt Rentals, Inc's Answer to YMC, Inc's 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (357C), Sunbelt 
Rentals, Inc's Answer to YMC, Inc's Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial (324C), Motion Requesting Court 


































Teufel Nurse!")', Inc. Page 4 
Date I nit. DcscriQtion Hrs/Rate Amount 
Defendant Tri-State Electric, Inc's Answer to Quality Tile 
Roofing, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and 
Counterclaim and Cross-Claim to Foreclose on Tri-State 
Electric, Inc's Claims of Lien (528C), Defendant Tri-State 
Electric, Inc's Answer to YMC, Inc's Complaint and 
Dem&nd for Jury Trial and Counterclaim and Cross-Claim 
to Foreclose on Tri-State Electric, Inc's Claims of Lien 
(357C), Defendant Tri-State Electric, Inc's Answer to 
YMC, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and 
Counterclaim and Cross-Claim to Foreclose on Tri-State 
Electric, Inc's Claims of Lien (356C), Defendant Tri-State 
Electlic, Inc's Answer to Interior Systems, Inc's Complaint 
and Demand for Jury Trial and Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim to Fon:close on Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Claims of Lien (335C) 
03/16/09 WJT Review Receiver's Statement of Account 0.50 87.50 
175.00/hr 
ws Email to Mike Jerome re: Village Plaza/Parcel G 0.20 18.00 
90.00/hr 
03/17/09 ws Review J.H. Masonry, Inc's Combined Answer to All 0.50 45.00 
Complaints and Cross Claims in all Consolidated Actions, 90.00/hr 
Western States Crane Company's Combined Answer to All 
Complaints and Cross Claims in all Consolidated Actions 
and YJVlC, Inc's Answer to Quality Tile Roofing, Inc's 
Complaint 
\\'JT Review Memorandum Decision and Order re: Budget for 0.70 122.50 
March I, 2009 to April 30, 2009; Review Order Amending 175.00/hr 
the Receivership Facility, Authorizing the Issuance of 
Amended and Restated Receiver's Certificate No. I and 
Approving the Budget for March I, 2009 through April30, 
2009, 
03/I 8/09 ws Review Notice of Hearing on Motion for Leave to 0.30 27.00 
Withdraw as Counsel for CSHQA and Interior Systems, 90.00/hr 




















Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 5 
Date Init, Dcscrigtion Hrs/Rate Amount 
03/18/09 WJT Affidavit of Randall A. Peterman Regarding (A) 1.00 175.00 
Transcript of Hearing of November 3, 2008; and (B) In 175.00/hr 
Camera Review of Billing Statements of Receiver's 
Counsel, Reply Brief in Support of Receiver's Motion to 
Approve Payment of Legal Fees, Motion of Tamarack 
Resort LLC for An Order Authorizing Tamarack to 
Proceed with The Kimberly Mountain Litigation and Petra 
Incorporated's Answer to Amended Complaint of Teufel 
Nursery, Inc. 
03/20/09 WJT Draft Teufel Nursery, Inc's Motion for Enlargement of 6.00 1,050.00 
Time for Service of the Amended Complaint, Affidavit of 175.00/hr 
W. John Thiel in Support of Teufel Nursery, Inc's Motion 
for Enlargement of Time for Service of the Amended 
Complaint and proposed Order; review Defendant 
Tamarack Resort, LLCs Answer to Teufel Nm·sery's 
Amended Complaint for Foreclosure on a Materialman's 
Lien; draft Motion for Out of State Service, Affidavit in 
Support of Out of State Service and proposed order 
03/24/09 ws Review and file Notice of Status/Scheduling Conference, 0.50 45.00 
Notice of Substitution of Counsel and Certificate of 90.00/hr 
Service 
03/25/09 ws Review and file Notice of Appearance (508 C) (Jeff 0.60 54.00 
Wilson for United Rentals Northwest, Inc.), Notice of 90.00/hr 
Appearance (514 C) (Jeff Wilson for United Rentals 
Northwest, Inc.) and Answer of North Lake Recreational 
Sewer and Water District to Quality Tile Roofing, Inc's 
Complaint (528C) 
03/27/09 WJT Review Jetter fi·om Kristin Bjorkman re: Magic Valley 0.70 122.50 
Bank's response to Amended Complaint~ review letter 175.00/hr 
from Counsel for Resort Properties re: wrong entity and 
enclosure 
03130109 WJT Defendant Tri-State Electric, Inc's Answer to Amended 0.70 122.50 
Complaint for Foreclosure on a Materialman's Lien of 175.00/hr 
Teufel Nursery, Inc's and Counterclaim and Cross-claim to 




















Teufel Nursery, Inc. Page 6 
Date In it. Descli Qtion Hrs/Rate AmouJ1l 
03130109 ws Review and calander Notice of Deposition of Max Stith, 0.70 63.00 
Banner/Sabey !I, LLC's Supplemental Brief in Support of 90.00/hr 
Summary Judgment on Lien Priority, Notice of 
Withdrawal of Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel 
of Record for CSHQA and Notice to Vacate Hearing re: 
Motion to Withdraw (CSHQA) 
WJT Review letter to Judge Owen from Homeowner Jean Luze 0.20 35.00 
Revaul 175.00/hr 
WJT Review letter from Michelle Winder re: response to 0.20 35.00 
Amended Complaint (Parcel BB) I 75.00/hr 
04/01/09 WJT Review Receiver's Statement of Account 0.50 87.50 
!75.00/hr 
04/02/09 ws Review Opposition ofPlaintiffCredit Suisse to Motion of 1.30 117.00 
Tamarack Resort, LLC for an Order Authorizing Tamarack 90.00/hr 
to Proceed with the Kimberly Mountain Litigation, 
Opposition of Plaintiff Cmdit Suisse to Motion Requesting 
Court Ordered Mediation Between Tamarack and Credit 
Suisse, Inland Crane, Inc's Answer to Quality Tile 
Roofing, Inc's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (357 
C), and Petra Incorporated's Notice to Vacate Hearing 
WJT Review letter from Richard Boardman re: Receiver's 0.20 35.00 
request for extension to submit additional information 175.00/hr 
04/03/09 WJT Review Defendants Jean-Pierre and Nancy Boespflug's 7.00 l ,225.00 
Motion to Dismiss Teufel Nursery Inc's Claim for 175.00/hr 
Foreclosure of Lien; Defendants Jean-Pierre and Nancy 
Boespflug's Memorandum in Support of Motion to 
Dismiss Teufel Nursery Inc's Claim for Foreclosure of 
Lien; Motion to Shottcn Time and Notice of Hearing; t/c 
Wyatt Johnson 
04106109 ws Review Answer of Credit Suisse to Tri-State Electric, Inc's 1.00 90.00 
Answer to Interior Systems, Inc.'s, Complaint and 90.00/hr 
Counterclaim and Cross-claim to Foreclose on Tri-State 
Electric, Inc's Claims of Lien (335 C), Answer of Credit 
Suisse to Tri-State Electric, Inc's Answer to Quality Tile 




























Cross-claim to Foreclose on Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Claims of Lien, Answer of Credit Suisse to Td-State 
Electric, Inc's Answer to YMC, Inc's Complaint and 
Counterclaim and Cross-claim to Foreclose on Tri-State 
Electric, Inc's Claims of Lien (324 C), Answer of Credit 
Suisse to Tri-State Electric, Inc's Answer to YMC, Inc's 
Complaint and Counterclaim and Cross-claim to Foreclose 
on Tri-State Electric, Inc's Claims of Lien (357 C), 
Answer of Credit Suisse to Tri-State Electric, Inc's Answer 
to YMC, Inc's Complaint and Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim to Foreclose on Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Claims of Lien (356 C), Answer of Credit Suisse to 
Tri-State Electric, Inc's Complaint and Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim to Foreclose on Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Claims of Lien (324 C), Defendant Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Answer to Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Complaint 
and Demand for Jw·y Trial and Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim to Foreclose on Tri-State Electric, Inc's Claim 
of Lien (583 C), Notice of Vacating Defendant Tri-State 
Electric, Inc's Supplemental Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment, Notice of Vacating Deposition of Max Stith 
WJf Review Receiver's Report and Recommendations 
Regarding Budget Changes and Receiver's Report No. 4 
WS R;:view Defendant MHTN Archilect's, Inc's Answer to 
Quality Tile Roofing, Inc's Complaint (2008-528 C), 
Plaintiffs Third Notice of Lodging of Names of Lenders, 
Kesler Construction, Inc.'s Voluntaty Dismissal and 
Disclaimer oflntercst Concerning West Mountain Golf, 
LLC, Order re: Petra Incorporated's Motion for Leave to 
File First Amended Complaint, Petra Incorporated's First 
Amended Complaint, United Rentals Northwest, Inc's 
Answer, Counterclaim and Crossclaim to Complaint filed 
by EZA, PC, d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder and United 
Rentals Northwest, Inc's Answer, Counterclaim and 
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Hobson Fabricating Corp's Answer to Teufel Nursery, Inc's 
Amended Complaint for Foreclosure on a Materialman's 
Lien 
Review Answer of Credit Suisse to Quality Tile Roofing, 
Inc's Complaint, Certificate of Service re: Memorandum 
of Credit Suisse in Response to Sanner/Sabey II, Inc's 
Supplemental Brief in Support of Summary Judgment on 
Lien Priority, Memorandum of Credit Suisse in Response 
to Banner/Sabey ll, LLC's Supplemental Brief in Support 
of Summary Judgment on Lien Priority, Objections and 
Responses of Plaintiff/Counter Defendant Credit Suisse to 
Banner/Sabey II, LLC's First Set of Requests for 
Admission, Objections and Responses of Plaintiff/Counter 
Defendant Credit Suisse to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's First 
Set ofintciTogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents, Notice of Voluntary Dismissal of Materials 
Testing & Inspection, Inc's (557 C), Notice of Voluntary 
Dismissal ofMateriaJs Testing & Inspection, Inc's (514 C), 
Notice of Voluntary Dismissal of Sherwin-Williams 
Company (580 C), Petra Incorporated's Notice of 
Voluntary Dismissal Without Prejudice of Certain 
Defendants, Notice of Voluntary Dismissal of Materials 
Testing Inspection, Inc (528 C) and Scott Hedrick 
Construction, Inc's Answer to Petra Incorporated's First 
Amended Complaint 
WS Review Notice of Appearance (E. Don Copple for Corey 
Barton and Open Door Rentals, LLC) 
WIT Answer of Credit Suisse to Teufel Nursery, Inc's Amended 
Complaint for Foreclosure on a Materialman's Lien; 
Answer of Credit Suisse to Tri-State Electric, Inc's Answer 
to Amended Complaint for Foreclosure on a Materialman's 
Lien ofTeufcl Nursery, Inc's and Counterclaim and 
Cross-claim to Foreclose on Tri-State Electric, Inc's 
Claims of Lien, Receiver's Motion to Approve Budget for 
May 2009 and Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc's Answer to 
Teufel Nursery, Inc's Amended Complaint, Affidavit of 
Krista Feitag in Support of Receiver's Motion to Approve 
Payment of Legal Fees (Exhibits Submitted for In Camera 



















































Motion to Approve Payment of Legal Fees, Acceptance of 
Service Teufel Nursery re: Scott Hedrick Construction's 
Complaint (583 C), 






Bill Harbison (parcel X); draft Objection to Boespflug's 
Motion to Shorten Time 
Review Petra Incorporated's Notice of Voluntary Dismissal 
Without Prejudice of the Sherwin-Williams Company 
Tic John Holt, counsel for Panhandle State Bank re: 
extension to answer Amended Complaint; review email 
from John Holt 
Tic Chris Burke; meeting with Chris Burke re: Golf 
Course property 
Review Motion to Shorten Time for Receiver's Motion to 
Approve Budget for May 2009 and proposed order, Notice 
of Hearing re: Receiver's Motion to Approve Budget for 
May 2009, West Mountain Golf, LLC's Objection to 
Motion to Shorten Time to Receiver's Motion to Approve 
Budget For May 2009 and Objection to Receivers Motion 
to Approve Budget For May 2009 




Tri-County Process Serving- service of process various Defendants 
Total costs ... 
Total amount this bill ... 
Previous balance ... 













































Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
Balance due ... 
TRUST ACCOUNT ACTIVITY: 
Previous trust account balance ... 
3/16/2009 Deposit to account 
3/!6/21J09 Amerititle - Litigation Guarantee 
New tJust account balance ... 
.) 
' .;' 
We are now able to accept credit card payments. 







($1 ,80 l.OO) 
$491.70 
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OR I ~~·'".) ' .. d.. ' 
Terri R. Pickens/ISI3 #5828 
Justin T. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 9th Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, ID 83 70 l 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
terri!lllpickenslawboise.com 
j ustin(illpickensl awboise. c_om 
Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
) 
Case No. ___ lnst.INQ.:.~ 
Filed AM.-~P.M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
STATE OF IDAIIO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV 08-li4C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV-08-310 C No. CV-08-502 C 
No. CV -08-311 C No. CV -08-508 C 
No. CV-08-312 C No. CV-08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C No. CV-08-510 C 
No. CV -08-335 C No. CV -08-511 C 
No. CV-08-356 C No. CV-08-512 C 
No. CV-08-357 C No. CV-08-513 C 
No. CV-08-532 C No. CV-08-514 C 
No. CV-08-557 C No. CV-08-521 C 
No. CV -08-583 C No. CV -08-528 C 
AFFIDAVIT OF COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY FEES 
TERRI R. PICKENS, being tirst duly sworn on oath, deposes and says that: 
AFFIDAVIT OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS FF.ES- I 
4113
4113













I am the attorney of record for Teufel Nursery Inc. ("Teufel") in the above entitled matter 
and make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and as the attorney for Teufel, 
I have knowledge as to the attorney's fees billed in this matter than Teufel. 
Teufel is seeking reimbursement for costs and attorneys' fees for the costs and attorney's 
fees associated with pursuing the judgment in this matter. The attorneys' fees incurred in 
prosecuting this litigation are specifically listed in the Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' 
Fees as Exhibit "A" and are incorporated herein by reference. The foregoing costs and 
attorneys' fees were reasonably and necessarily incurred and are commensurate with fees 
charged by other attorneys in this area for litigation of this type. 
The undersigned has taken into consideration in charging attorneys' fees the following: 
1) the time and labor required; 2) the novelty and difficulty of the questions; 3) the skill requisite 
to perform the legal service properly and the experience and ability of the attorney in the 
particular field of law; 4) the prevailing charges for like work; 5) whether the fee is tixed or 
contingent; 6) the time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case; 7) the 
amount involved and the results obtained; 8) the undesirability of the case; 9) the nature and 
length of the professional relationship with the client; l 0) awards in similar cases; and 11) the 
reasonable costs of automatic legal research. 
First, Teufel's various attorneys have dedicated over 1600 hours to the above-entitled 
case. Because the preparation and foreclosure of Teufel's Claim of Lien has spanned nearly four 
years, this time averages out to be around 30 hours per month spent on this litigation. The 30 
hours per month is reasonable and commensurate with the outcome of this matter. 






Second, given the unique nature of Teufel's claim, the large number of parties to the 
foreclosure action, and the vigorous litigation of the issue of priority, the time spent was 
reasonable and commensurate with the outcome of the litigation. 
Third, most of Teufel's attorneys demonstrated a clear knowledge of the issues that were 
addressed in this matter, and the skill and experience were demonstrated throughout this 
litigation. Terri R. Pickens' time is charged at a rate of $210.00 to $230.00 per hour. Justin T. 
Cranney's time is charged at $150.00 to $170.00 per hour. Stanly J. Tharp's time is charged at 
$200.00 per hour. Peter W. Ware Jr.'s time is charged at $175.03 per hour through July 2008 
and $200.00 per hour thereafter. W. John Thiel's time is charged at $175.00. Corey J. Ripee's 
time is charged at $175.00 per hour. Sam A. Diddle's time is charged at $175.00 per hour. 
Richard W. Stover's time is charged at $150.00 per hour. David M. Swartley's time is charged 
at $175.00 per hour. L. Victoria Meier's time is charged at $200.00 per hour. 
The undersigned Terri R. Pickens has been lead counsel in twelve (12) jury trials and at 
least thirty (30) court trials, clearly this experience and a review of the outcome of this case is 
enough to justify the rates of $21 0.00 to $230.00 per hour for acting as lead counsel in the above-
entitled matter. Justin T. Cranney has three (3) years of litigation experience. This skill and 
experience justifies Justin T. Cranney's rates of $150.00 to $170.00 per hour. Shannon Pearson 
is a licensed paralegal, and has been in the legal field for over 5 five years, justifying her hourly 
rates of $70.00 to $80.00. All other attorneys' experience justifies the rate charged to Teufel. 
Fourth, the prevailing charges for like work are relatively similar for other attorneys 
working on similar issues. ultimately resulting in a trial on the merits. A review of the other 
Memorandum of Costs and Fees filed by other litigants to this case demonstrates that the rates 





charged to Teufel arc reasonable and comparable to other attorneys in this field. Accordingly, 
the rates charged to Teufel are comparable to other attorneys of their skill and experience. 
Fifth, the fees in this matter were not contingent, and therefore not relevant as a 
determining factor in the above-entitled case. 
Sixth, there were no unusual time constraints in this case and accordingly, the amount of 
time actually spent by counsel is reasonable and commensurate with the ultimate outcome of the 
case. 
Seventh, the amount of time and money involved in this matter are clearly justified by the 
result obtained. First, Teufel's Claim of Lien is valid. Second, the dispute between Credit Suisse 
and Teufel regarding priority was complex and highly contested. This issue consumed 
substantial amounts of time and etiort. Since Teufel's Claim of Lien was established as valid and 
the issue of priority was contested, the amount of time and money involved is clearly justified. 
Factors relating to the undesirability of the case, nature and length of professional 
relationship between counsel and client, and awards in similar cases do not necessarily apply to 
this case. 
Finally, automatic legal research was required in this case because most, if not all, of 
Teufel's motions, responses, objections or pleadings required research into current Idaho case 
law. Thus, computer assisted legal research charges in the amount of $593.71 are reasonable and 
commensurate with cases of this nature. 
Considering all of the above factors, the attorney's fees totaling $270,942.00 arc 
reasonable and commensurate with the standards in this legal community and the applicable 
Rules of Civil Procedure and should be awarded to Teufel for successfully pursuing its 
judgment. 








DATED this J] day of September, 20 II. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this _jJ_ day of September, 2011. 
otary Public for Idaho 
Residence: AJ« CA.lttt1 
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Pursuant to Rules 7(b)(l) and 54(d)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff 
Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands 
Branch), as Collateral and Administrative Agent ("Agent") for Lenders (as defined in the Second 
Amended Complaint) ("Plaintiff'), by and through its counsel of record, P. Bruce Badger of 
Fabian & Clendenin, respectfully moves the court to disallow part of Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s 
costs, disbursements and attorney fees on the grounds set forth below. 
INTRODUCTION 
This motion asks the Court to disallow part of the costs, disbursements and attorney fees 
sought by Teufel Nursery, Inc. ("Teufel") in its (a) Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees; 
and (b) [Terri R. Pickens'] Affidavit of Costs and Attorney Fees. 
GROUNDS FOR DISALLOWING PART OF THE 
AMOUNT OF ATTORNEY FEES 
I. Idaho Code§ 45-513 Is The Exclusive Basis For Awarding Teufel Its Attorney Fees. 
The award of reasonable attorney fees for prosecuting a mechanic's lien claim is 
statutory, pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-513: "The Court shall also allow as part of the costs the 
moneys paid for filing and recording the claim, and reasonable attorney's fees." Furthermore, an 
award of attorney fees under section 45-513 is mandatory. Electrical Wholesale Supply Co., Inc. 
v. Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 824, 41 P. 3d 242 (200 I). The attorney fees are merged with and 
become a part of the principal debt for which foreclosure of the lien is sought. !d. Because the 
lien statutes operate in rem, and not in personam, lien foreclosures create no personal charge 
against the owner of the property, but rather a charge against the property to the extent of its 
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value." Franklin Bldg. Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 850, 87 P. 3d 955, 959 (2004), 
citing Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38, 44, 539 P. 2d 590, 596 (1975). 
Teufel asserts that Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) (commercial transactions) provides a 
redundant basis upon which it may be awarded attorney fees. 1 Teufel is wrong. The Idaho 
Supreme Court has held that, "[a]ttomey fees under I.C. § 12-120(3) are not available when the 
claim is based on a statutory provision, even when the underlying action depends on contract." 
L & W Supply Corporation v. Chartrand Family Trust, 136 Idaho 738, 747,40 P. 3d 96,104, 105 
(2002), quoting Shay v. Cesler, 132 Idaho 585, 588, 977 P.2d 199, 202 ( 1999). Section 45-513 
applies, not section 12-120(3), when the gravamen of the action is the in rem enforcement of a 
statutory lien claim pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et. seq .. !d.; See also Brower v. I.E. 
DuPont de Nemours & Co., 117 Idaho 780, 780, 792 P. 2d 345, 349 (1990) (holding that the test 
whether to apply § 12-120(3) is whether the commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of 
the lawsuit; the commercial transaction must be integral to the claim, and constitute the basis 
upon which the party is attempting to recover). 
II. Teufel Only Prevailed In Part. 
Teufel only prevailed in part, which necessarily has a bearing on the amount of attorney 
fees that may be awarded. Although Teufel successfully proved at trial that its claim oflien is a 
1 Idaho Code § 12-120(3) states: 
(3) In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, 
bill, negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase 
or sale of goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial 
transaction unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be 
allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and 
collected as costs. 
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valid lien on some of the Tamarack Resort property, Teufel fell woefully short of proving its 
statement of demand for $564,560.23. Following the presentation of its proof at trial, Teufel was 
only awarded $306,543.30, or 54% of its demand.2 
Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure directs the court to consider the final 
judgment or result of the action in order to determine which party or parties prevailed. When a 
party prevails only in part, the award of attorney fees and costs may be equitably adjusted. Rule 
54(d)(l)(B) provides this direction to the court as follows: 
(B) Prevailing Party. In determining which party to an action is a 
prevailing party and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its 
sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of the action 
in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial 
court in its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action 
prevailed in part and did not prevail in part, and upon so finding 
may apportion the costs between and among the parties in a fair 
and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims 
involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments 
obtained. 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B). 3 
The "[ d]etermination of who is a prevailing party is committed to the sound discretion of 
the trial court and will not be disturbed absent abuse of discretion." Bouten Constr. Co. v. H. F. 
Magnuson Co., 133 Idaho 756, 767, 992 P.2d 751, 762 (1999). In determining whether the trial 
court has abused its discretion, the Supreme Court applies a three-factor test: ''(l) whether the 
2 See Substitute Omnibus Findings And Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority And Amount Of Various 
Lien And Mortgage Claims, entered August 15,20\1, at pp. 14-27. 
3 The prevailing party definition in Rule 54( d)( I )(B) applies to the award of attorney fees in 
addition to costs. See l.R.C.P. 54( e)( I) which states in part: ·'In any civil action the court may award 
reasonable attorney fees, which at the discretion of the court may include paralegal fees, to the 
prevailing party or parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(l)(B), when provided for by any statute or 
contract. . . ". 
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trial court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) whether the trial court acted 
within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable 
to the specific choices available to it; and (3) whether the trial court reached its decision by an 
exercise of reason." !d. 
III. Attorney Fees Must Be Reasonable. 
The operative phrase in Idaho Code§ 45-513 is "reasonable attorney fees." See Barber 
v. Honorof, 116 Idaho 767,771, 780 P. 2d 89, 93 ( 1989). Teufel has asked for a total award of 
attorney fees in the amount of$270,942.00, which includes $191,383.25 incurred by Pickens 
Law Firm, $37,768.25 incurred by W. John Thiel, and $42,140 incurred by Eberle, Berlin, 
Kading, Turnbow, McKlveen, Chtd. 
A. Eberle Berlin Fees 
Teufel filed a blanket mechanic's and materialmen's lien against nearly the entire 
Tamarack Resort. It then paid the Eberle Berlin law firm to draw up partial releases of its claim 
of lien (nearly 40 partial releases in all)4 in order to release its claim of lien against numerous 
parcels that either should not have been Iiened in the first place, or that were subsequently settled 
with the individual property owners. While the attorneys at Eberle Berlin no doubt did very fine 
legal work, in the context of this proceeding, their fees were not reasonable. 
4 See Exs. 1:300, 1:301, 1:304 
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B. Pickens Law Firm Fees 
I. Releases of Claim of Lien 
Pickens Law Finn also billed for its work to release a number of parcels from Teufel's 
claim of lien, and to dismiss property owners that Teufel had joined in its foreclosure action. 
The following time entries represent that work. Much like the work accomplished by Eberle 
Berlin, these fees are not reasonable: 
RELEASES OF CLAIM OF LIEN 
DATE STAFF DESCRIPTION DURATION AMOUNT 
09/28/09 JTC Review email from Rick Christensen regarding release .70 $105.00 
on three properties. Investigate three parcels to 
detennine whether or not to recommend releasing 
properties from claim of client. Confer with TRP 
regarding release. Respond to Rick Christensen 
09/29/09 TRP Review motion to intervene and appoint receiver and 
; .· 
.60 $126.00 
related pleadings; telephone conference with Amerititle 
regarding lien releases; emails with client regarding lien. 
releases . . 
09/30/09 JTC Review email from Rick Christensen regarding partial .30 $45.00 
lien releases. Respond to email 
10/28/09 SNP Add correct certificate of service to motion, stipulation .40 $28.00 
and proposed order for dismissal of Parcel L. 
I 0/28/09 TRP Telephone conference with counsel for Open Door 1.3 $273.00 
Rentals and Corey Barton regarding status of 
stipulation; review and revise stipulation to dismiss as to 
Parcel L; motion to dismiss as to Parcel L and Order to 
Dismiss as to Parcel L; review and review opposition to 
motion for 54(b) certiticate 
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11103/09 JTC Draft Stipulation to Dismiss Teufel's claims against 1.4 $210.00 
Parcel FF and GG. Draft Motion to Dismiss Teufel's 
claims against Parcel FF and GG. Draft Order to 
Dismiss Teufel's Claims Against Parcel FF and GG. 
Prepare and send· documents to AngstmanJohnson arid · · 
Associates. Review Reply Memo in Support of Credit: 
Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. . . 
Review Scott Hedrick's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
. I 
Review Secesh Engineering's Motion for Summary 
I. 
Judgment I . 
11/04/09 SNP Prepare stipulation from Hawley Troxell for delivery to 1.5 $105.00 
counsel. Print/organize all e-mails regarding appoint of 
receiver. Draft cover letter to Valley County with filing 
instructions for Stipulation as to Parcels FF and GO to 
all counsel. Email correspondence with Ed regarding 
stipulation for Parcel L. 
11105/09 JTC Confer with SNP regarding Motion to Dismiss and 1.3 $195.00 
Stipulation for Dismissal of Parcel L. Phone conference 
.· with counsel for Wasliington Mutual and Magic Valley 
Bank regarding release of lien. Draft partial release of 
lien for Parcels D, K & T. Review partial lien release 
from Eberle Berlin 
12/04/09 SNP Review Stip/Motion to Dismiss Parcel H, AA for .40 $28.00 
signature from Elam & Burke. Re-send to Loren 
01/21110 SNP Research partial releases of lien issued by Pickens Law .30 $48.00 
. 
and compare to liens released by Eberle Berlin .· . 
01/27110 SNP Update partial lien release binder, organize in 2.1 $157.50 
chronological order, draft table of contents 
01/29/10 SNP Finalize Partial Lien Release Binder .70 $52.50 
02112110 SNP Update discovery, bankruptcy pleading binder/index. 2.0 $150.00 
Draft cover letter to court for filing motion to dismiss. 
Prepare Motion to Dismiss/Stip/Proposed order for 
being filed. Draft cover letter to Angie re: 
order/envelopes. Research Order Dismissing Parcel L, 
email to Angie re: status of order. Update Partial Lien 
Release binder with new release from Eberle (Note: 
This entry is duplicated below) 
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03/29/10 SNP Prepare letter re: lien releases for delivery to Amerititle .20 $ts:oo 
and Eberle Berlin, email 
04/21110 SNP Update Lien Release Binder with new releases from .90 $67.50 
Eberle. Draft Joinder in Credit Suisse's Opposition to 
Tamarack Appearing ProSe. Give to TRP to review 
2. Motion For Leave To Amend 
Pickens Law Firm also spent time drafting a Second Amended Complaint for Teufel. 
However, when Teufel sought leave to file its amended pleading, the Court neither granted, nor 
denied, the motion. Teufel had sought to join additional defendants less than two months before 
the start of trial and the Court was concerned that they could not be served in time. The Court 
did not "[w]ant to be in a position of having Teufel dictate the progress of the resolution of the 
entire foreclosure action because ... [Teufel was] coming in at a late date ... "5 Given the 
failed outcome of Teufel's motion for leave to amend, the following attorney fees associated 
with that effort are not reasonable: 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 
DATE STAFF DESCRIPTION DURATION AMOUNT 
06/18/10 JTC Commence work on drafting Second Amended 2.6 $416.00 
Complaint. Draft update letter to Rick 
' 06/25/10 JTC Work on Second Amended Complaint . . . : . .50 $80.00 
06/28/10 TRP Confer with JTC regarding amending complaint; review .60 $132.00 
bankruptcy pleadings (Note: This entry is duplicated 
below) 
. 
06/28/10 JTC Continue to work on Second Amended Complaint 2.1 $336.00 
06/29/10 JTC Work on Second Amended Complaint 4.4 $704.00 
5 Tr. 7122110 at pp. 28-32. 
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06/30/10 JTC Finalize Motion to Amend Complaint. Finalize 4.9 . $784.00 
memorandum in support of motion to amend complaint. 
Work on Second Amended Complaint 
06/30/10 SNP Draft word version of Amended Complaint .70 $52.50 
07/07/10 TRP Review and revise draft Second Amended Complaint; 2.1 $462.00 · .. 
Confer with JTC regarding status of matter and ' 
amending Lien Disclosure Statement; review pleadings 
in state court and bankruptcy matter; confer with · .. . . 
counsel Diddle regarding expert witnesses 
.. 
. . .  
07/09/10 TRP Confer with JTC regarding final draft of Amended .50 $110.00 
Complaint; review motion and pleadings for motion to 
amend complaint 
07/09/10 JTC Final review of Second Amended Complaint; Motion to 
I 
5.1 $816.00 
Amend Complaint and Memorandum in Support of 
I --- -·· Motion to Amend Complaint; Confer with TRP ~ .. ·-· -.. - - --
regarding Third Amended Lien Disclosure and 
. 
calculated values for Parcels. Commence drafting Trial 
. Brie[ Continue to work on Trial Exhibits. Draft I· 
Settlement letter to Cr~dit Suisse ·. ·. 
07/09/10 SNP Proof motion to amend complaint, memorandum and 2.2 $165.00 
amended complaint; make changes. Email 
correspondence with court re: hearing date. Draft 
Notice of Hearing Motion to Shorten Time and 
Certificate of Service. Mark Exhibits. Draft cover letter 
to court with filing instructions. Prepare for mailing. 
Email to all counsel 
3. Bankruptcy Matters 
Pickens Law Firm also spent considerable time dealing with bankruptcy matters. 
Although Teufel filed its Proof of Claim in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Idaho in 
that involuntary bankruptcy case styled In Re Tamarack Resort, LLC, Case No. 09-03911-TLM, 
it sued to toreclose its claim of lien in this Fourth Judicial District Court. Teufel has offered no 
authority that would suggest that this court is authorized by Idaho Code§ 45-513 or l.R.C.P. 
54(e)(3) to award attorney fees accumulated in any other court. In fact, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(L) 
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authorizes the court to consider "[A]ny other factor which the court deems appropriate in the 
particular case," meaning the present case and not some other case. The following bankruptcy 
related fees from Pickens Law Firm are not reasonable: 
BANKRUPTCY RELATED MATTERS 
DATE STAFF DESCRIPTION DURATION AMOUNT 
07/14/09 TRP Telephone conference with Bankruptcy Counsel .20 $42.00 
regarding forms for application for payment 
07/20/09 TRP Emails from BK counsel regarding application; review .40 $84.00 
invoice and complete BK application .. . . . .. ·.· .. 
12/18/09 JTC Research whether discovery can be conducted during an 2.8 $420.00 
automatic stay imposed by bankruptcy filing. Review 
Credit Suisse's Emergency Motion for Relief from 
Automatic Stay and Petra's Opposition. Continue to 
respond to Credit Suisse's discovery requests 
12/22/09 TRP Dnift and revise Notice of Non Oppositionto Credit 
. 
.50 $105.00 
Suisse's motion for relief from automatic stay; ECF file 
.·. ' 
12/22/09 SNP Draft Notice of Non Opposition to CS Mtn for Relief .60 $42.00 
from Automatic Stay 
12/23/09 JTC Review Amended Motion for Credit Suisse AG fo:r: .50 $75.00 
Relieffrom the Automatic Stay. Beginreviewing 
documents from Teufel for Discovery Responses . 
01/08/10 TRP Analyze and review daily filings in Tamarack .40 $88.00 
bankruptcy 
01/11/10 TRP Analyze and review revised Motion for Relief from 1.5 $330.00 
Automatic Stay and Affidavits of Goergen in support of 
. relief. Review Exhibit A-G of affidavit of Brad Goergen 
01/12110 TRP Analyze and review AfT of Frank in opposition to Relief .90 $198.00 
from Auto Stay, Affidavit of Whatcott in opposition to 
motion for relief from stay and Affidavit of Walker in 
opposition to Motion for Relief from Stay; review 
briefing and other pleadings regarding motion for relief 
I , 
!rom stay 
01/13/10 TRP Review Affidavit of No Objection to stay relief; Review .40 $88.00 
affidavits filed in opposition to stay relief 
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01/14/10 SNP File maintenance (update discovery binder, pleadings 1.4 $105.00 
binder/index and create bankruptcy index/binder) 
01114/10 TRP Analyze and review Summary Order on Motion to .70 $154.00 
Extend Time to Answer Involuntary Petition; review 
Summary Order on hearing on motion for relief from 
stay; review other responsive pleadings in Tamarack 
' . bankruptcy . 
01119110 TRP Email from court clerk regarding motion to lift .40 $88.00 
automatic stay; review bankruptcy pleadings relating to 
automatic stay request 
01/20/10 TRP Analyze and review Answer to involuntary Petition for 1.1 $242.00 
Bankruptcy; review additional bankruptcy pleadings for 
Tamarack; confer with JTC regarding grounds for 
dismissing petition for bankruptcy; Email from court 
. . 
clerk regarding hearings in Tamarack matter. . ... -- - -
01/22/10 TRP Review Order Granting Relief form the Automatic Stay .20 $44.00 
tor Hopkins Financial; review other bankruptcy 
pleadings 
01/22/10 TRP Emails with bankruptcy counsel regarding approval of . .20 $44.00 
Ch. 11 and hearing on plan 
Ol/25/10 TRP Telephone conference with counsel for VFP and Resort .90 $198.00 
Properties regarding stipulation; review proposed 
Stipulation for Substitution and Motion for Substitution; 
forward to counsel; review Order Lifting Automatic 
Stay; review other filings 
01/27/10 TRP Review daily bankruptcy pleading filings; telephone call .30 $66.00 . 
from counsel for Scott Hedrick regarding status of 
matter 
01129/10 SNP Update bankruptcy and pleading index .50 $37.50 
• 02/02110 TRP Analyze and review B of A's response to Answer to .30 $66.00 
Involuntary Petition for Tamarack Bankruptcy and 
related pleadings 
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02/03/10 TRP Analyze and review Order Granting Stay Relief in .70 $154.00 
Tamarack Bankruptcy; analyze and review Notice of 
Lifting Automatic Stay tiled by Credit Suisse to resume 
action in state court 
02/08/10 TRP Analyze and review Order Granting Stay Relief by .&0 $176.00 
Credit Suisse',Opposition to Motion for Summary 
Judgment for EZA, and other pleadings in matter 
02/12/10 SNP Update discovery, bankruptcy pleading binder/index. 2.0 $150.00 
Draft cover letter to court for filing motion to dismiss. 
Prepare Motion to Dismiss/Stip/Proposed order for 
being filed. Draft cover letter to Angie re: 
order/envelopes. Research Order Dismissing Parcel L, 
email to Angie re: status of order. Update Partial Lien 
Release binder with new release from Eberle (Note: 
This entry is duplicated above) 
04/01110 TRP Review and execute Disclaimer of Interest of Teufel .40 $&&.00 
Nursery; review other pleadings in Tamarack 
'" 
Bankruptcy and state court action. ·. . 
05111110 TRP Review Disclosure of Compensation of Attorney for .80 $176.00 
Debtor and other pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy; 
review state court pleadings 
05/11/10 TRP Review notices of deposition filed by Credit Suisse; .70 $154.00 
review various proofs of claim field in bankruptcy 
05/21110 TRP Review daily pleadings in Tamarack Bankruptcy .50 $110.00 
05/26/10 SNP Continue updating bankruptcy pleading index .90 $67.50 
05/27/10 TRP Review Tamarack Barikruptcy pleadings .40 $88.00 
06/28/10 TRP Confer with JTC regarding amending complaint; review .60 $132.00 
bankruptcy pleadings (Note: This entry is duplicated· 
above) 
10/12110 SNP Print/TM Save/compile bankruptcy pleadings delivered .50 $37.00 
throughout the weekend 
10/13/10 SNP Draft Joinder in Objection to bankruptcy motions. Send 1.2 $90.00 
to TRP to complete. Begin organizing all bankruptcy 
pleadings to place in file 
I 0113/10 TRP Review bankruptcy pleadings tor Tamarack .50 $110.00 
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10/15/10 TRP Review bankruptcy court pleadings relating to Debtor in .20 $44.00 
Possession loan 
10/18/10 SNP Continue updating bankruptcy pleading index 1.2 $90.00 
10/19/10 TRP Review pleadings in bankruptcy matter 
' 
.30 $66.00 
10/21/10 TRP Review Memorandum· of Decision on Tamarack's .90 $198.00 
motion for debtor in possession financing; review order 
and other bankruptcy pleadings related to motion 
10/25/10 TRP Review Fourth Mqtioii from Trunarackfor debtodn '. l.o ' ·· ... $352.00 
possession fmancing; review exhibits; review additional .. . 
bankruptcy pleadings; review amended scheduling order 
in state court matter and other pleadings . . 
10/25110 SNP Complete bankruptcy binder update .80 $60.00 
10/27/10 TRP Review claims filed in Tamarack bankruptcy · · - --- .30' 
-.. $66.00-
11/03/10 TRP Analyze and review Credit Suisse's motion to convert 1.5 $330.00 
Chapter 11 to Chapter 7; review additional state court 
bankruptcy pleadings 
. . 
11/12/10 TRP Review Order Granting Stipulated Motion to Extend .60 $132.00 
Time to Assume or Reject Unexplored lease; review 
additional bankruptcy court pleadings; analyze and 
review Settlement Offer forwarded by Counsel for 
Credit Suisse; forward to client for review; confer with 
JTC regarding counteroffer options .. . 
11115/10 SNP TM Save/Protile all documents filed electronically from .80 $60.00 
BK portion of case. Place BK pleadings in 
chronological order to update binder and index 
11/17110 TRP Analyze and review Brumer Sabey's joinder in motions .40 $88.00 
to convert Chapter 11 to 7 
11119110 TRP Analyze and review bankruptcy pleadings filed relating .40 $88.00 
to motion to convert 
11/19110 SNP TM save recent BK pleadings, finalize bankruptcy index 1.3 $97.50 
and binder 
11122/l 0 TRP Review pleadings tiled in Bankruptcy matter .30 $66.00 
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11/24/10 TRP Letter from Counsel for Tamarack regarding land lease .80 $176.00 
hearing; review and sign statement of Non Objection 
and Waiver of Notice and file in Bankruptcy matter; "•" 
review additional bankruptcy pleadings 
" 
r; 
11/29/10 SNP Review BK pleadings, TM save and profile .40 $30.00 
11129/10 TRP Analyze and review pleadings filed in bankruptcy .so. $110.00 " 
matter related to conversion to Chapter 7 and other I 
., 
I issues· .. I 
" 
. ' . .... 
• 
- ". .. 
11/30/10 SNP Continue to review all BK pleadings TM Save .40 $30.00 
.. 
12/01/10 TRP " Review pleadings in bankruptcy matter ·· 
"c 
.20 .. $44.00'. 
12/07/10 TRP Review pleadings filed in bankruptcy matter .30 $66.00 
12/07/10 SNP TM Save all BK pleadings . . c' . .50 .·.· $37.50 
12/09/10 SNP TM save all ECF pleadings .40 $30.00 
12/09/10 TRP Review report of Proceedings in bankruptcy court .20 $44.00 
hearing; email from clerk of court regarding status 
conference and briefing schedule for state court" action ·. . '· .. 
····.· 
01/11111 TRP Attend hearing in bankruptcy court on motion to convert 1.5 $345.00 
or dismiss Tamarack Bankruptcy; review pleadings filed 
after case being dismissed 
C. The Award Of Attorney Fees To Teufel Should Be 54% of The Reasonable Attorney 
Fees. 
The Court should first determine the magnitude of Teufel's reasonable attorney fees by 
subtracting from the total attorney fees (i.e., $270,942.00) the attorney fees incurred by Eberle 
Berlin and by Pickens Law Firm outlined above. Then, the Court should award Teufel 54% of 
the balance to take into account that Teufel prevailed only in part. 
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GROUNDS FOR DISALLOWING COSTS & DISBURSEMENTS 
I. The Discretionary Costs Must Be Necessary, Reasonably Incurred, and Exceptional. 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)l)(D). 
Rule 54(d)(1)(D) allows a prevailing party to recover additional items of cost not 
enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that listed in subsection (C), but only upon a 
showing that an additional item of cost was (i) necessary, (ii) reasonably incurred, (iii) 
exceptional, and (iv) should be awarded in the interest of justice. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D); see also 
Hayden Lake Fire Protection Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307, 314, l 09 P. 3d 161, 168 (2005). 
While costs may be "exceptional" under Rule 54( d)(l )(D) because the nature of the case 
was itself exceptional, see, e.g., Great Plains Equip., Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 
466, 4 75, 36 P. 3d 218, 227 (200 1 ), the large number of parties involved in a particular lawsuit 
and the sum of their claims does not necessarily define whether the costs they incur are 
"exceptional" for purposes of Rule 54( d)( !)(D). For instance, costs incurred in the context of a 
large class action lawsuit affecting over one thousand businesses with potential damages of over 
$50,000,000.00 were deemed reasonable and necessary, but not exceptional, because they were 
an ordinary part of such litigation. See Hayden Lake Fire Protection Dist., supra, l 09 P. 3d at 
168-169. 
While the present case involved multiple parties and the dollars at stake were not 
insignificant, this was a classic mortgage and lien foreclosure action. There were fewer than ten 
lien claimants, including Teufel, who tried their lien claims, generally one at a time over a period 
of only 1-3 days each. 
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Teufel seeks $8,843.27 in discretionary costs, including the following that Plaintiff 
challenges on the grounds stated: 
• Photocopies- $5,206.68 
• Postage- $505.68 
• Facsimile- $490.00 
• Travel costs - $292.10 · 
• Trial preparation supplies - $140.30 
We have to wonder what Teufel copied, mailed, and faxed, that was directly related to the 
prosecution of its claim of lien. The Court directed the parties early in this case to make service 
of all papers tiled with the court via e-mail, which alleviated nearly all of the copy costs and 
postage. Teufel also produced its documents and trial exhibits to the opposing parties via e-mail 
or on a disc; hence, no copy charges. So why over $5,200 in photocopies? At 15¢ a copy, this 
amounts to an extraordinary 34,711 pages. It appears that these charges were not reasonably 
incurred. 
Teufel incurred $292.10 for Justin Cranney to fly to Tacoma, Washington, for the 
deposition of Michael Jerome, one of Teufel's affidavit witnesses. While this expense was 
necessary and reasonably incurred, it was not exceptional. 
Teufel is the only lien claimant in this case that has asked for "trial preparation supplies." 
These are the ordinary expenses of trying any case and are hardly exceptional. 
II. Teufel Should Only Be Awarded 54% Oflts Costs. 
The Court should first determine what discretionary costs to award in the interest of 
justice, then add them to Teufel's costs of$4,239.23 that are properly awarded as a matter of 
right under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C), and award Teufel 54% of the sum. 
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For the reasons set forth, Credit Suisse's Motion To Disallow Part of Teufel Nursery, 
Inc.'s Costs, Disbursements and Attorney Fees should be granted. 
16 DATED this J day of (J ffl j,~ f!:.... 2011. 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
By: ~ 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse AG, Cay an 
Islands Branch (formerly known a redit 
Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~y of October, 2011, I caused to be served, Via 
Electronic Mail, true and correct copies of the foregoing CREDIT SUISSE AG'S MOTION 
TO DISALLOW PART OF TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS 
AND ATTORNEY FEES upon each of the parties set forth below: 
Angela Hunt 
e-mail: cchuntam@adaweb.net 
In-Court Clerk for Judge Owen 
James B. Alderman Bart W. Harwood 
BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN HALL FARLEY 0BERREC!IT & BLANTON 
P.O. Box 1308 P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208) 331-1000 Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
e-mails: jba@batttisher.com; diane@battfisher.com e-mails: B WHrrohallfarley.com;CMC@hallfarley.com 
Attorneys for Inland Crane, Inc. Attorneys for Banner/Sabey Il, LLC 
Kevin A. Bay Thomas B. High 
Hana Kern BENOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD HIGH & VALDEZ 
RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND P.O. Box 366 
1201 Third Ave., Suite 3400 Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0366 
Seattle, Washington 9810 I Telephone: (208) 733-5463 
Telephone: (206) 654-2250 e-mails: high@benoitlaw.com 
e-mails: bay@ryanlaw.com anderson@benoitlaw .com 
kem@1yanlaw .com Attorneys for Non-Party AmeriGas Propane, Inc. 
ramirez@ryanlaw.comx 
Attorneys for Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
Geoffrey J. McConnell Thomas G. Walker 
Anna E. Eberlin MacKenzie Whatcott 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP COSHO HUMPHREY 
755 W. Front St., Suite 200 P.O. Box9518 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Telephone: (208) 342-6066 Telephone: (208) 639-5607 
e-mails: mcconnellrallawidaho.com e-mails: twalker@cosholaw.com 
aeberlin@lawidaho.com mwhatcottlwcosholaw .com 
hambleton:Wiawidaho.com pcarson@cosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Interior Systems, Inc. and YJ'vfC, Inc. Attorneys for Petra Incorporated 
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Kevin E. Dinius. Esq. Clay Shockley 
DINIUS LAW SASSER & INGLIS 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 P.O. Box 5880 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 Boise, Idaho 83705 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 Telephone: (208) 344-8474 
e-mails: kdiniusrtvdiniuslaw.com e-mails: cms@sasseringlis.com; si@.sasseringlis.com 
cmackey@diniuslaw.com Attorneys for MHTN Architects, Inc. 
Attorneys for Action Garage Door, Inc. 
Richard A. Cummings Arnold Wagner 
CUMMINGS LAW OFFICE MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
P.O. Box 1545 755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83701 Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 367-0722 Telephone: (208) 342-6066 
e-mails: rcummings(mcummingslawidaho.com e-mails: wagner@lawidaho.com 
12aulacrawford@cummingslawidaho.com lemieux@lawidaho.com 
Attorneys for J.H lv!asonry, Inc. and Western States Attorneys for Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. and 
Crane, Co. Tates Rents, Inc. 
Jeffrey Wilson David Krueck 
WILSON & McCOLL TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
P.O. Box 1544 P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, Idaho 83701 Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-9100 Telephone: (208) 33I-1170 
e-mails: jett@wilsonmccoll.com e-mails: dkrueck@idalaw .com; kthomas@idalaw .com 
stacey@wilsonmccoll.com Attorneys for Kesler Construction, Inc. 
Attorneys for United Rentals Northwest, Inc. 
M. Darin Hammond Stephen J. Lord 
SMITH KNOWLES Attorney at Law 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 800 West State Street, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84403 Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: ( 80 I) 4 76-0303 Telephone: (208) 342-3953 
e-mails: dhammond@smithknowles.com e-mails: s!atty@aol.com 
astevenson@sm ithknow les.com Kristinest725@aol.com 
Attorneys for PCF, Inc. dha Pella Windows and Attorneys for Tamarack Municipal Association 
Doors 
Charles W. Faw·cett Terry Copple 
SKINNER FAWCETT DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COPPLE 
P.O. Box 700 P.O. Box 1583 
Boise, Idaho 83 701-0700 Boise, Idaho 83 70 I 
Telephone: (208) 345-2663 Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
e-mails: ctawcett~llskinnerfawcett.com e-mails: tcco!mle(mdavisoncoJ2];!le.com 
bdawsqn@skinnertawcett.com J2almer@davisoncop];!le,com 
Attorneys for American Stair Corporation, Inc. and Attorneys for Tri-State Electric, Inc. 
Sunbelt Rentals, Inc. 
i 
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Kenneth C. Howell Ford Elsaesser 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP Cindy E IIi ott 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON ELLIOTT & 
P.O. Box 1617 MACDONALD CHTD. 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 1-1617 I 02 South Euclid Ave., suite 307 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 P.O. Box I 049 
e-mails: khowell@hawleytroxell.com Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
tshu ll@haw leytroxe ll.com Telephone: (208) 263-8517 
Attorneys for Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. e-mails: fordCtilejame.com; cindy@ejame.com 
Attorneys for BAG Property Holdings, LLC 
Robert M. Follett Robert F Babcock 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL AdamTMow 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK 
300 North 6th Street, Suite I 03 505 East 200 South, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 83720 Salt Lake City Utah 84102 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-00 I 0 Telephone: (801) 531-7000 
Telephone: (208) 332-3086 e-mails: bob@babcockscott.com 
e-mails: Robert. follett@ag. idaho.gov adam(albabcockscott.com 
olga.valdiviaGvag.idaho.gov Associate Counsel For MHTN Architects, Inc. 
Attorneys for State of Idaho 
Susan E. Buxton 
Lynnette Davis 
Jill S. Holinka 
John Olson 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite I 000 
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 520 P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Boise, Idaho 83 701-161 7 





ts legersifvhaw leytroxell.com 
kgg0lrnsbtlaw.com 
Attorneys for EZA,P.C. dha OZ Architecture of 
Attorneys forTA1GIDP Miller LLC and Neptune 
Boulder. Inc. and Quality Tile Roofing, Inc. 
Industries, Inc. 
Terri R. Pickens Richard H. Greener 
Justin T. Cranney Christopher C. Burke 
PICKENS LAW PA Fredric V. Shoemaker 
P.O. Box 915 GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
398 So. 9th Street, Suite 240 
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, Idaho 8370 I Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 Telephone: (208) 3 19-2600 
e-mails: tcrri@pickenslawboise.cum; e-rnails: rgreener(d>greenerlaw.com 
j usti n(alpickens lawboise.com; fshoemakerGI)greenerlaw .com; 
shannon@pickenslawboise.com cburke((iJgreenerlaw.com ; lpena(illgreenerlaw.com 
Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
kaulenbacheravg,reenerlaw .com; 
bebert!lllgrcenerlaw .com 
Attorneys for West Mountain Golf, LLC 
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Kimbell D. Gourley Loren C. Ipsen 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820 251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1097 P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I Boise, Idaho 83701-1539 
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
e-mails: kgourley@idalaw.com e-mails: lci@elamburke.com 
sprescott@idalaw.com tml@elamburke.com 
Attorneys for Phoenix? Group, Inc 
Attorneys for First Horizon Home Loan Company and 
lWet Life Home Loans 
T .J. Angstam Brad A. Goergen 
Wyatt B. Johnson John T. John 
Brian Webb Steven A. Miller 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES GRAHAM & DUNN 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 2801 Alaskan Way, Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83 703 Seattle, Washington 98121-1128 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 Telephone: (206) 340-9593 
e-mails: tj@angstman.com e-mai1s: vlosey@grahamdunn.com 
wyatt@angstman.com bgoergen@grahamdunn.com 
mi ndy@angstman.com j john@grahamdunn .com 
kim@angstman.com smiller@grahamdunn.com 
Attorneys for Jean-Pierre Boespjlug/Alfredo Miguel 
Attorneys for Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC 
Afzf/Resort Properties, LLC 
William F. Nichols 
WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y ROSSMAN NYE & 
NICHOLS 
5700 E. Franklin Road, Suite 200 
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901 
Telephone: (208) 466-9272 
e-mails: wfn@whitepeterson.com 
mstgcorge(W,wh i tepeterson.com 
Attorneys for North Lake Recreational Sewer & Water 
District and Timber Tech Construction, LLC 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse A , Cayman 
Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit 
Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
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NOV 0 3'2011 Terri R. Pickens/ISB #5828 
Justin T. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. Case No. ---'nst No.;:;-:---
Aied .M OJ; ;30 398 S. 91h Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
terriUllpickenslawboise.com 
justin@pickenslawboise.com 
Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN RE: 
TAM A RACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV -08-310 C No. CV -08-502 C 
No. CV-08-311 C No. CV-08-508 C 
No. CV-08-312 C No. CV-08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C No. CV-08-510 C 
No.CV-08-335C No.CV-08-511 C 
No. CV-08-356 C No. CV-08-512 C 
No. CV -08-357 C No. CV -08-513 C 
No. CV-08-532 C No. CV-08-514 C 
No. CV -08-557 C No. CV -08-521 C 
No. CV-08-583 C No. CV-08-528 <;: 
OPPOSITION TO CREDIT SUISSE 
AG'S MOTION TO DISALLOW 
PART OF TEUFEL NURSERY, 
INC.'S COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS 
AND ATTORNEY FEES 
P.M. 
COMES NOW, Teufel Nursery Inc. ("Teufel''), by and through their counsel of record, 
Terri R. Pickens, of the tirm Pickens Law, P.A., and submits the foregoing Opposition to Credit 
OPPOSITION TO CREDIT SUISSE AG'S MOTION TO DISALLOW PART OF TEL:FEL NURSERY, 
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Suisse, AG' s Motion to Disallow Part of Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Costs, Disbursements and 
Attorney Fees. Credit Suisse asserts various arguments to disallow or reduce the costs and fees 
Teufel seeks to recover. 
I. Reasonableness of Attorney Fees 
Credit Suisse argues that parts of the attorney fees claimed by Teufel are not reasonable 
and should not be granted. Specifically, Credit Suisse asserts that the following fees should be 
denied: (I) all fees charged by Eberle Berlin; (2) fees charged by Pickens Law, P .A. for releases 
of the Claim of Lien; (3) fees charged by Pickens Law, P.A. relating to Teufel's Motion for 
Leave to Amend; and, (4) fees charged by Pickens Law, P.A. relating to bankruptcy matters. 
A. Eberle Berlin Fees 
Eberle Berlin's fees should not be disallowed in their entirety as asserted by Credit 
Suisse. As identified in Teufel's Memorandum of Costs and Fees, Eberle Berlin performed the 
research and drafted Teufel's Claim of Lien. This is a reasonable and necessary step in the 
prosecution of an attorney lien. Furthermore, a portion of Eberle Berlin's fees included 
preparation, travel to, and attendance at the trial in this matter. Consequently, not all of Eberle 
Berlin's fees should be disallowed. 
B. Pickens Law Attorney Fees for Releases of Claim of Lien 
The fees charged by Pickens Law P.A. for the releases of the Claim of Lien should be 
allowed. As opposed to most of the releases of claim of lien tiled by Eberle Berlin, the releases 
prepared by Pickens Law related to properties which were specifically listed in Teufel's 
foreclosure complaints as Parcels, or in other words, portions of Tamarack Resort where Teufel 
had completed work and was not paid. 
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The releases were made pursuant to this Court's ruling in the Order Granting Motion to 
Dismiss Re: Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Claims against Jean-Pierre and Nancy Boespf1ug, tiled 
August l9, 2009. In lieu of objecting to each and every request for a lien release tor the same 
reason that Teufel's claim against Jean-Pierre and Nancy Boespt1ug was dismissed, and 
incurring substantially greater attorney fees and costs, Teufel released portions of its Lien for 
those who established a similar factual basis of dismissal as Jean-Pierre and Nancy Boespf1ug. 
Teufel was able to eliminate additional time and incursion of fees relating to the released parcels, 
ultimately resulting in a substantial reduction of incurred fees. For this reason, the fees are 
reasonable and should be allowed. 
C. Pickens Law Fees for Motion for Leave to Amend 
The fees charged by Pickens Law for the Motion for Leave to Amend are reasonable and 
must be allowed. Teufel filed its motion for leave to amend the complaint to re-characterize the 
parcels of property to better match the lien allocation attached to the Claim of Lien. This Court 
denied the motion, saying that the amendment was too close to the proposed trial date, but also 
not necessary, that the issue could be addressed at trial without such an amendment. Credit 
Suisse reasoned that because Teufel's Motion for Leave to Amend was unsuccessful, the fees 
associated with the motion are not reasonable. First, no authority is stated to support this 
proposition and second, it leads to absurd results. 
Following Credit Suisse's logic, all fees incurred for unsuccessful motions are 
unreasonable. Following this logic, the fees Credit Suisse incurred tor every motion for 
summary judgment which it lost are unreasonable and would be denied to Credit Suisse, if Credit 
Suisse had petitioned this Court for its costs and fees. This logic would also put a chilling effect 
on litigation in that dispositive motions would only be brought if the result was essentially 
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guaranteed to be a success. Credit Suisse's argument cannot be sustained and Teufel must be 
awarded its costs and fees for the Motion for Leave to Amend. 
D. Bankruptcy Matters 
Credit Suisse argues that the tees Teufel incurred due to Tamarack Resort, LLC's 
involuntary bankruptcy are not recoverable because they are not related to the enforcement of the 
Claim of Lien. Credit Suisse's argument is misplaced. First, there was a substantial possibility 
that the entire foreclosure action could have been heard by the bankruptcy court. The state court 
action was actually stayed until the bankruptcy court entered its Order Granting Relief from the 
Stay to allow the state court to determine the issues related to lien validity, priority and amount. 
In light of that, it was absolutely necessary to participate in the bankruptcy matter until the case 
was remanded back to this Court for further proceedings. All costs and fees associated with the 
bankruptcy related directly to Teufel enforcing its lien rights against Tamarack. Accordingly, 
Teufel was required to follow the bankruptcy proceedings so that deadlines for claims, pleadings 
or other court ordered documents could be met, preserving Teufel's lien rights. Thus, all of 
Teufel's attorney's fees related to the Tamarack bankruptcy should be allowed. 
II. Prevailing Party 
Credit Suisse asserts that Teufel only prevailed in part and should only be awarded a part 
of the fees it incurred in the litigation. The statute authorizing an award of attorney fees for 
mechanic's lien foreclosure actions is found at I. C. § 45-513. The statute is mandatory. All 
successful lien claimants have an additional claim for an award of attorney fees incurred to 
protect the lien rights. The attorney fees incurred by Teufel to obtain a ruling validating its 
Claim of Lien and obtaining the right to foreclose on its Claim of Lien are reasonable, thus 
should have all fees it incurred in this matter awarded. 
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III. Discretionary Costs 
Credit Suisse also argues that many of the discretionary costs incurred by Teufel should 
be disallowed because this action was not exceptional, nor the costs exceptional. As stated by 
Credit Suisse, costs may be exceptional because the nature of the case itself was exceptional. 
Credit Suisse AG 's A-lotion to Disallow Part of Teufel Nursery, Inc. 's Costs, Disbursements and 
Attorney Fees, pg., 15, citing Great Plains Equipment., Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 
Idaho 466,475, 36 P.3d 218, 227 (2001). 
Credit Suisse characterizes this action as a classic mortgage and lien foreclosure action 
and is therefore not exceptional because there were only ten lien claimants who tried their case. 
Yet, Credit Suisse named approximately 60 defendants in its Amended Complaint, twenty two 
separate foreclosure actions were consolidated into the above captioned matter, unique and 
complex issues in Idaho's mechanic's lien foreclosure action were resolved, bankruptcy 
proceedings and protracted litigation clearly makes this case exceptional. As the Idaho Supreme 
Court has made it clear in Verska v. Pucket, 144 Idaho 161, 1158 P.3d 937 (2007), an award of 
discretionary costs is warranted when there is a long course of litigation and complexity of the 
case. The foreclosure action for Tamarack Resort clearly constitutes a long course of litigation 
and complexity of case. The Tamarack Resort foreclosure action is exceptional and warrants the 
award of discretionary costs. 
Lastly, the numbers of photocopies required for this matter was exceptional. Discovery 
required thousands of copies just to organize the documents into a coherent and manageable 
mass of papers. While service of all papers was ordered by email that does not alleviate the need 
to print those papers tor use in the office or in submission to the Court. The sheer amount of 
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paperwork which passed between the parties tor this matter clearly makes the copying charge 
necessary, reasonable and exceptional. 
IV. Conclusion 
Teufel respectfully requests that this Court deny Credit Suisse's Motion to Disallow Part 
of Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Costs, Disbursements and Attorney Fees and award Teufel the sums 
requested in its Memorandum of Costs and Fees. 
DATED this c:Z day of November, 2011. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
By: 
Terri R. Pickens, of the firm 
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Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit Suisse, 
Cayman Islands Branch), as Collateral and Administrative Agent ("Agent") for Lenders (as 
de tined in the Second Amended Complaint) ("Plaintitl"), by and through its counsel of record, P. 
Bruce Badger of Fabian & Clendenin, submits its memorandum in opposition to Teufel Nursery, 
Inc.'s Motion For Prejudgment Interest. 
INTRODUCTION 
This memorandum sets forth Plaintiffs objection to the methodology used by Teufel 
Nursery, Inc. ("Teufel") to calculate prejudgment interest as set forth in (a) Teufel Nursery, 
Inc.'s Motion for Pre-Judgment Interest; and (b) Affidavit of Justin T. Cranney In Support of 
Teufel Nursery Inc's Motion for Pre-Judgment Interest. 
According to the Court's Further Scheduling Order, entered September 13,2011, the 
parties were to file their applications for prejudgment interest on or before September 30, 2011. 
Teufel complied in a timely manner. Plaintiff was directed in that same scheduling order to file 
its opposition to each request for prejudgment interest no later than October 31, 2011. Each 
party making an application for prejudgment interest then has until November 15, 20 11 to file a 
reply. 
Plaintiff inadvertently failed to tile this memorandum opposing Teufel's motion for 
prejudgment interest by the court ordered deadline. Nevertheless, the hearing on all such 
motions for prejudgment interest is set for December 1, 2011 at 9:00a.m., and Teufel has more 
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than enough time to file its reply brief. See Rule 7(b )(3 )(E) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 1 
ARGUMENT 
TEUFEL'S FIXED RATE METHOD OF CALCULATING 
PREJUDGMENT INTEREST IS INCORRECT 
Teufel used the wrong method to calculate its prejudgment interest by fixing the Wells 
Fargo Prime Rate for each of its unpaid invoices as ofthe date the particular invoice became due, 
even though the prime rate declined steadily throughout 2008, finally bottoming out at 3.25% on 
December 16, 2008. 
Teufel's award of prejudgment interest is governed by Section 6.4 of its 2007 Landscape 
Construction Agreement, which reads: 
Payments due and unpaid under this Agreement shall bear interest from the date 
payment is due at a per annum rate equal to the prime rate established by Wells 
Fargo Bank in Boise, Idaho plus two percent (2%).2 
The Court determined that Teufel's claim of lien is good for $306, 543.30, spread among 
six Tamarack Resort properties.3 In its Motion For Prejudgment Interest, Teufel first identified 
the Wells Fargo Bartk Prime Rate as of the date each invoice for the six properties became due, 
plus 2%. Then it calculated prejudgment interest on each invoice at that fixed rate from the date 
it recorded its claim oflien4 to September 23, 2011. Hence, the interest rates Teufel used to 
calculate prejudgment interest for its unpaid invoices vary from a high of 8.25% to a low of 6% 
1 Plaintiff certainly has no objection if Teufel's reply brief is not filed by November 15, 20 II. 
2 See Trial Ex. 9:004 
3 See Substitute Omnibus Findings And Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority And Amount Of Various 
Lien And 1Hortgage Claims, entered August 15, 2011, at pp. 14-27. 
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depending on the Wells Fargo Bank Prime Rate in effect on the date each invoice became due. 
The error in Teufel's methodology is that it fixed the interest rate for each invoice even though 
the Wells Fargo Bank Prime Rate dropped steadily to 3.25%, where it has remained since 
December 16, 2008. This fixed rate methodology is obviously not what the contract requires. 
Although each unpaid invoice bears interest at the Wells Fargo Bank Prime Rate, that rate 
typically varies over time and so must the interest calculation for each invoice. 
Using Teufel's method of calculating prejudgment interest only from the date its claim of 
lien was recorded, we have recalculated the prejudgment interest for Teufel's claim of lien based 
upon the actual variable Wells Fargo Bank Prime Rate (plus 2%) in effect from the date payment 
was due on each invoice through September 23, 2011. We arrive at total prejudgment interest in 
the amount of $63,153.30.5 Teufel's number was $98,911.62, a difference of $35,758.32. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth, Teufel Nursery, Inc's Motion For Prejudgment Interest should 
be denied, in part. Prejudgment interest should be awarded in the amount of only $63,153.30. 
DATED this 8th day ofNovember, 2011. 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
By: 
i.e., March 21, 2008. 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse A , Cayman 
Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit 
Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
5 See Affidavit of Jess A. Cheney In Support of Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum In Opposition 
To Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion For Prejudgment Interest. 
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PICKENS LAW PA 
Fredric V. Shoemaker 
P.O. Box 915 
398 So. 9th Street, Suite 240 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 
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Kimbell D. Gourley Loren C. Ipsen 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820 251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1097 P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I Boise, Idaho 83701-1539 
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
e-mails: kgourley@idalaw.com e-mails: 1ci@e1amburke.com 
sprescott@idalaw .com tml@elamburke.com 
Attorneys for Phoenix7 Group, Inc 
Attorneys for First Horizon Home Loan Company and 
Met Life Home Loans 
T.J. Angstam Brad A. Goergen 
Wyatt B. Johnson John T.John 
Brian Webb Steven A. Miller 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES GRAHAM & DUNN 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 2801 Alaskan Way, Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83703 Seattle, Washington 98121-1128 
Telephone: (208) 3 84-85 88 Telephone: (206) 340-9593 
e-mails: ti@angstman.com e-mails: vlosey@grahamdunn.com 
'-"Yatt@angstman.com bgoergen@grahamdunn.com 
mindyCWangstman .com jjohn@grahamdunn.com 
kim@angstman.com smillerialgrahamdunn.com 
Attorneys for Jean-Pierre Boespflug!A/fredo Miguel 
Attorneys for Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC 
Afif/Resort Properties, LLC 
William F. Nichols 
WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y ROSSMAN NYE & 
NICHOLS 
5700 E. Franklin Road, Suite 200 
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901 
Telephone: (208) 466-9272 
I e-mails: wln(lilwhitepeterson.com 
1 mstgeorgeriilwh itc(1cterson.com 
Attorneys for North Lake Recreational Sewer & Water 
District and Timber Tech Construction. LLC 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse AG, C man 
Islands Branch (formerly known s Credit 
Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
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Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
I 0 I So. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rapCillmoffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA Bar No. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker(il)sidley.com 
P. Bruce Badger, Utah State Bar No. 4791 
F ASIAN & CLENDENIN 
215 South State Street, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 531-8900 
Facsimile: (80 I) 531-1716 
Email: bbadgerCmfabianlaw.com 
NOV 0 9 2011 
Case No. ---lnst. No. 
:=iiect ;:; , ~::--:7=--------...A.M ~ PM. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV-08-114C 
AFFIDAVIT OF JESS A. CHENEY IN 
SUPPORT OF CREDIT SUISSE, AG'S 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
PREJUDGMENT INTEREST 
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Case No. CV-08-3\0C 
Case No. CV-08-311 C 
Case No. CV -08-312C 
Case No. CV-08-324C 
Case No. CV-08-335C 
Case No. CV-08-356C 
Case No. CV-08-357C 
Case No. CV-08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-557C 
Case No. CV-08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-580C 
Case No. CV -08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV-08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-SIOC 
Case No. CV-08-5\IC 
Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV -08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-52\C 
Case No. CV-08-583C 
Case No. CV-08-584C 
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STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Jess A. Cheney, having been duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am over the age of 21 years. 
2. I state the following facts based upon my own personal knowledge and if called 
upon would be competent to so testifY, 
3. I am an associate attorney with the Jaw firm of Fabian & Clendenin, 215 South 
State Street, Suite 1200, Salt Lake City, UT 84111. 
4. In addition to my law degree from Duke University Law School, I hold a 
Bachelor of Science in Accounting from the University of Utah, a Master of Business 
Administration from the Johnson Graduate SchooL of Management at Cornell University, and a 
Master of Arts in Economics from Duke University Graduate School. 
5. I am proficient in the use of Excel spreadsheets. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is an Excel spreadsheet that I created in order to 
calculate prejudgment interest on Teufel Nursery, Inc's ("Teufel") claim of lien using the Wells 
Fargo Bank Prime Rate plus 2%. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit B are true and correct copies of pages that I obtained 
from Wells Fargo Bank's web site announcing the changes in its prime rate from April 30, 2008 
through December 16,2008. The Wells Fargo Prime rate dropped to 3.25% on December 16, 
2008, where it remained through September 23, 2011 and currently. In creating the attached 
spreadsheet, I relied on the prime rate announcements that are attached to my affidavit as well as 
AFFIDAVIT OF JESS A. CHENEY IN SUPPORT OF CREDIT SUISSE, AG'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 









those Wells Fargo Bank Prime Rate announcements attached to the Affidavit of Justin T. 
Cranney. 
8. The attached Excel spreadsheet takes into account the changing Wells Fargo Bank 
Prime Rate from the payment due date for each of Teufel's six (6) outstanding invoices 
identified in Teufel's Motion for Prejudgment Interest, and calculates prejudgment interest on 
each of those invoices from March 21, 2008 to September 23, 2011 (hereafter the "Calculation 
Period") at the variable Wells Fargo Bank Prime Rate plus 2%. 
9. The Excel spreadsheet program internally makes this variable interest rate 
calculation for each invoice by calculating a single weighted average rate (shown on the attached 
spreadsheet as the "Effective Rate") based on the number of days that the Wells Fargo Prime 
Rate remained at a particular rate. The Effective Rate is then applied to each outstanding invoice 
tor the Calculation Period. The end result of these interest rate calculations is identical to 
recalculating the interest during the Calculation Period for each invoice taking into account the 
variation in the Wells Fargo Prime Rate from the payment due date for each invoice through 
September 23, 2011. 




gift day ofNovember, 2011. 
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SU~etl~E8~~~¥:f~i.Iru~o.re me this  o
NOTARY PUBLIC 
MARY ANN BECK 
215 S4. Star. St.. '2th Floor 
Salt Lak. City, Utall 84111 
lAy Commillion Expir .. 
March 10, 2012 
STATE OF UTAH 
i EST 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 8th day of November, 20 ll, I caused to be served, Via Electronic 
Mail, true and correct copies of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JESS A. CHENEY IN 
SUPPORT OF CREDIT SUISSE, AG'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
TEUFEL NURSERY, INC.'S MOTION FOR PREJUDGMENT INTEREST upon each of 
the parties set forth below: 
Angela Hunt 
e-mail: cchuntam@adcrweb.net 
In-Court Clerk for Judge Owen 
James B. Alderman Bart W. Harwood 
BAIT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON 
P.O. Box 1308 P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-1000 Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
e-mails: jba@battfisher.com; diane@batttlsher.com e-mails: BWH(cvhallfarley.com;CMCialhallfarley.com 
Attorneys for Inland Crane, Inc. Attorneys for Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
Kevin A. Bay Thomas B. High 
Hana Kern BENOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD HIGH & VALDEZ 
RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND P.O. Box 366 
1201 Third Ave., Suite 3400 Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0366 
Seattle, Washington 9810 I Telephone: (208) 733-5463 
Telephone: (206) 654-2250 e-mails: high@benoitlaw.com 
e-mails: bay@ryanlaw.com anderson@benoitlaw.com 
kem@ryan law .com Attorneys for Non-Party AmeriCas Propane, Inc. 
ramirez@ryanlaw.comx 
Attorneys for Bunner/Sabey If, LLC 
Geoffrey J. McConnell Thomas G. Walker 
Anna E. Eberlin MacKenzie Whatcott 
MEULEMAN MOLLER UP LLP COSHO HUMPHREY 
755 W. Front St., Suite 200 P.O. Box 9518 
Boise. Idaho 83702 Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Telephone: (208) 342-6066 Telephone: (208) 639-5607 
e-mails: mcconnell@lawidaho.com e-mails: twalker@cosholaw.com 
aeberlin@lawidaho.com mwhatcott@cosholaw.com 
hambleton((illawidaho.com pcarson@cosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Interior Systems, Inc. and YA!C, Inc. Attorneys for Petra Incorporated 
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Kevin E. Dinius. Esq. Clay Shockley 
DINIUS LAW SASSER & INGLIS 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 P.O. Box 5880 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 Boise, Idaho 83705 
Telephone: (208) 4 75-0100 Telephone: (208) 344-8474 
e-mails: kdinius@diniuslaw.com e-mails: cms@sasseringlis.com; si(wsasseringlis.com 
cmackey@diniuslaw.com Attorneys for MHTN Architects, Inc. 
Attorneys for Action Gara~e Door, Inc. 
Richard A. Cummings Arnold Wagner 
CUMMINGS LAW OFFICE MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
P.O. Box 1545 755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83701 Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 367-0722 Telephone: (208) 342-6066 
e-mails: rcummings@cummingslawidaho.com e-mails: wagner@lawidaho.com 
gaulacrawfordCwcummingslawidaho.com lemieux@lawidaho.com 
Attorneys for J.H Masonry, Inc. and Western States Attorneys for Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. and 
Crane, Co. Tates Rents, Inc. 
Jeffrey Wilson David Krueck 
WILSON & McCOLL TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
P.O. Box 1544 P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-9100 Telephone: (208) 3 3 I -1170 
e-mails: jetf@.wilsonmccoll.com e-mails: dkrueck(alidalaw.com; kthomas@idalaw.com 
stacey@wilsonmccoll.com Attorneys for Kesler Construction, Inc. 
Attorneys for United Rentals Northwest, Inc. 
M. Darin Hammond Stephen J. Lord 
SMITH KNOWLES Attorney at Law 
4 723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 800 West State Street, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84403 Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (80 I) 4 76-03 03 Telephone: (208) 342-3953 
e-mails: dhammond(wsmithknowles.com e-mails: slatty@aol.com 
astcvenson@smithknowles.com Kristinest725@aol.com 
Attorneys for PCF, Inc. dba Pella Windows and Attorneys for Tamarack Municipal Association 
Doors 
Charles W. Fawcett Terry Copple 
SKINNER FAWCETT DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COPPLE 
P.O. Box 700 P.O. Box 1583 
· Boise, Idaho 83 701-0700 Boise, Idaho 83 70 l 
Telephone: (208) 345-2663 Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
e-mai Is: cfawcewivskinncrfawcett.com e-mails: tccoggle(ii!davisoncoggle.com 
hdawson@skinnerfawcett.com palmer@davisoncopple.com 
Attorneys for American Stair Corporation, Inc. and Attorneys for Tri-State Electric, Inc. 
Sunbelt Rentals. Inc. 
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Kenneth C. Howell Ford Elsaesser 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP Cindy Elliott 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON ELLIOTT & 
P.O. Box 1617 MACDONALD CHTD. 
Boise, Idaho 83 701-1617 I 02 South Euclid Ave., suite 307 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 P.O. Box 1049 
e-mails: khowellfaJhawleytroxell.com Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
tshull@hawlevtroxell.com Telephone: (208) 263-8517 
Attorneys for Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. e-mails: ford@ejame.com; cindy@ejame.com 
Attorneys for BAG Property Holdings. LLC 
Robert M. Follett Robert F Babcock 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL Adam TMow 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK 
300 North 6th Street, Suite I 03 505 East 200 South, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 83720 Salt Lake City Utah 84102 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 Telephone: (801) 531-7000 
Telephone: (208) 332-3086 e-mails: bob@babcockscott.com 
e-mails: Robert. follett(alag. idaho.gov adam(a)babcockscott.com 
olga.valdiviaOilag.idaho.gov Associate Counsel For MHTN Architects, Inc. 
Attorneys for State of Idaho 
Susan E. Buxton 
Lynnette Davis 
Jill S. Holinka 
John Olson 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
877 Main Street, Suite I 000 
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 520 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 331-1800 








Attorneys for EZA,P.C. dba OZ Architecture of 
Attorneys forTMGIDP Miller LLC and Neptune 
Boulder, Inc. and Quality Tile Ruujing, Inc. 
Industries, Inc. 
· Terri R. Pickens 
Loren C. Ipsen 
Justin T. Cranney 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
PICKENS LAW PA 
P.O. Box 1539 
P.O. Box 915 Boise, Idaho 83 70 I -1539 
398 So. 9th Street, Suite 240 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 l e-mails: lci@elarnburke.corn 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 tm l@e lam burke.com 
e-mails: tcrrViilpickenslawboise.com; Attorneys for First Horizon Home Loan Company and 
j u sti ll(cvgic kens lawboi se .com; l\Iet Life Home Loans 
shannon((VQickenslawboise.com 
Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
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Kimbell D. Gourley Richard H. Greener 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN Christopher C. Burke 
225 N. 9'h Street, Suite 820 Fredric V. Shoemaker 
P.O. Box 1097 GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
Boise, Idaho 83701 950 West Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 Boise, Idaho 83 702 
e-mails: kgourley@idalaw.com Telephone: (208) 3 I 9-2600 
sprescott@ idalaw .com e-mails: rgreenef({llgreenerlaw.com 




Attorneys for West Mountain Golf. LLC 
T.J. Angstam Brad A. Goergen 
Wyatt B. Johnson John T. John 
Brian Webb Steven A. Miller 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES GRAHAM & DUNN 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 280 l Alaskan Way, Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83703 Seattle, Washington 98121-1128 
Telephone: (208) 3 84-85 88 Telephone: (206) 340-9593 
e-mails: tjlalangstman.com; wyatt@angstman.com; e-mails: vloseylalgrahamdunn.com 
mindy@angstman.com; kim@angstman.com bgoergen(wgrahamdunn.com 
jjohn@grahamdunn.com 
Attorneys for Jean-Pierre Boespflug!Aijredo Miguel smiller(wgrahamdunn.com 
Afif/Resort Properties, LLC Attorneys for Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC 
William F. Nichols 
WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y ROSSMAN NYE & 
NICHOLS 
5700 E. Franklin Road, Suite 200 
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901 
Telephone: (208) 466-9272 
e-mails: wtivwwhitepeterson.com 
mstgeorgeCwwhitepeterson.com 
Attorneys for North Lake Recreational Sewer & Water 
District and Timber Tech Construction, LLC 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
By: ~11~~ ~~~~~'::] 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse AG, ayman 
Islands Branch (formerly know as Credit 
Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
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Prejudgment Interest Calculation for Teufel Nurse~, Inc. 
Using Historic Wells Fargo Bank in Boise Published Prime Rate Plus 2.00% 
Date Claim Days From Claim of Teufel Nursery, 
Effective Interest of Lien lien Recorded to Prejudgment Inc. Interest 
Property Principal Due Date Rate Per Day Recorded Sept 23, 2011 Interest Calculation 
Clearwater Town homes $ 21,638.33 9/25/2007 6.00% $ 3.56 3/21/2008 1,281 $ 4,560.36 $ 7,404.31 
Poma $ 2,880.00 8/13/2007 6.12% $ 0.48 3/21/2008 1,281 $ 614.88 $ 1,036.03 
Rock Creek $ 1.429.72 2/24/2008 5.63% $ 0.22 3/21/2008 1,281 $ 281.82 $ 401.42 
Snow Front $ 45,205.66 11/12/2007 5.87% $ 7.27 3/21/2008 1,281 $ 9,312.87 $ 15,072.06 
Trillium Cottages $ 184,476.32 11/12/2007 5.87% $ 29.68 3/21/2008 1,281 $ 38,020.08 $ 61,596.45 
Trillium Townhomes $ 50,913.27 12/10/2007 5.80% $ 8.09 3/21/2008 1,281 $ 10,363.29 $ 13,401.35 
Totals $ 306,543.30 $ 63,153.30 $ 98,911.62 
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News Release 
Wells Fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rata to 5.00 Percent 
San Francisco- April 30. 2008 
Wells Fargo Bank. N.A .. said today rt is lowenng 1ts prime rate from 5 25 percent to 5 00 percent. effect1ve today. Apfil 30, zoos 
Wells Fargo & Company rs a diversified financial services company with $595 b1llion in assets, providing banking, insurance. irwestments. 
mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6,000 stores and the internet (wellsfargo.com) across North America and internationally. 
Wells Fargo Bank, N A. is the only bank in the U.S .. and one of only tNo banks worldwide, to have the hrghest credit rat1ng from both Moody's 
Investors Sef\lice, "Aaa," and Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, ~AM." -
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Wells fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rate to 4.50 Percent 
San Franctsco- October 6, 2008 
Wells Fargo Bank. N.A.. said today it is lowenng 1ts prime rate from 5 00 percent to 4.50 percent, effective today. Oct. B. 2006 
Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial services company with $609 billion 1n assets. providing banking. insurance, investments. 
mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6,000 stores and the internet (wellsfargo.com) across North America and Internationally 
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. 1S the only bank 1n the U S . and one of only two banks worldwide, to have the highest credit rating from both Moody's 
Investors Service, "Aaa," and Standard & Poor's Ratings Serv1ces, "AAA '" 
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News Release 
Wells Fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rate to 4.00 Percent 
San Francisco- October 29. 2008 
Wells Fargo Bank. N.A., said today 11 is lowenng its prime rate from 4.50 percent to 4_00 percent. effective today, October 29, 2009 
Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial serv1ces company with $622 billion in assets, providing banking, 1nsurance. investments, 
mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6,000 stores and the intemet (wellsfargo.com) across North America and internationally 
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. is the only bank in the U.S., and one of only two banks worldwide. to have the highest cred1t rating from both Moody's 
lnves1ors Service, "Aaa," and Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, "AAA" 
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News Release 
Wells fargo Bank Lowers Prime Rate to 3.25 Percent 
San Francisco- December 16, 2008 
Wells F'argo Bank, N A., satd today 1t is tawering its prime ra'e from 4.00 percent to 3 25 percent. effective today, December 16, 2008 
Wells Fargo & Company ts a diversrfied financral services company with S622 brllion tn assets providrng banking, insurance. investments. 
mortgage and consumer finance through almost 6.000 stores and the mternet (wellsfargo.com) across North America and rnternationally 
Wells Fargo Bank, N_A. is the only bank in lhe U.S. and one of only two banks worldwide, to have the highest credit rating from bath Moody's 
Investors Service, "Aaa.~ and Slandard & Poor's Ratings Services. "AAA" 
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Terri R. PickensJISB #5828 
Justin T. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 9th Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
terri<iVpickenslawboise.com 
justin@pickenslawboise.com 
Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
2 /7 ,, 
Case No. ___ ,lnst. No./ . 
,~i!ed ___ .J1.M l~2L_PN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV-08-310 C No. CV-08-502 C 
No. CV-08-311 C No. CV-08-508 C 
No. CV-08-312 C No. CV-08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C No. CV-08-510 C 
No. CV-08-335 C No. CV-08-51 1 C 
No. CV-08-356 C No. CV-08-512 C 
No. CV-08-357 C No. CV-08-513 C 
No. CV-08-532 C No. CV-08-514 C 
No. CV-08-557 C No. CV-08-521 C 
No. CV-08-583 C No. CV-08-528 C 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF TEUFEL 
NURSERY, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
PREJUDGMENT INTEREST 
COMES NOW, Teufel Nursery Inc. ("Teufel"), by and through its counsel of record, 
Terri R. Pickens, of the finn Pickens Law, P.A., and submits the foregoing Reply in Support of 
Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for Prejudgment Interest. 
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I. Credit Suisse's Memorandum in Opposition is Untimely 
Credit Suisse's Memorandum in Opposition to Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for 
Prejudgment Interest ("Opposition") was not timely filed and therefore cannot be considered by 
this Court. Credit Suisse admits that it "failed to file this memorandum opposing ';Teufel's 
motion for prejudgment interest by the court ordered deadline." To overcome this, Credit Suisse 
arf:,'Ues that Teufel will have sufficient time pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(3(E) 
to respond to its opposition. 
This argument ignores the language of l.R.C.P. 7(b)(3) which states, in pertinent part, 
"[u]nless otherwise ordered by the Court ... " The Court has otherwise ordered time limits for 
filing and serving requests for costs and fees and pre-judgment interest in the Further Scheduling 
Order, filed September 13, 2011. Credit Suisse's Opposition is untimely and should not be 
considered by the Court. Accordingly, there is no objection to Teufel's Motion for Prejudgment 
Interest 
II. Teufel's Calculation of Pre-Judgment Interest is Correct 
Teufel properly calculated the pre-judgment interest it is owed. Credit Suisse asserts that 
Teufel's methodology is incorrect because "the fixed rate is obviously not what the contract 
requires." Opposition, pg. 4. However, nothing beyond this statement is offered to show why 
Teufel's methodology is incorrect or why Credit Suisse's argument is correct. 
A review of the relevant provision of the Landscape Construction Agreement, ~ 6.4, does 
not state that the interest rate charged for unpaid invoices will reset each time Wells Fargo 
changes its published prime rate. So Teufel's methodology is not "obviously" wrong. Without 
further support that either Teufel's methodology is incorrect, or that Credit Suisse's methodology 
is correct, Credit Suisse's opposition is baseless and cannot support its opposition. 
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III. Conclusion 
As Credit Suisse failed to timely object to Teufel's motion for pre-judgment interest and 
failed to show how Teufel's calculations were incorrect, Teufel requests that its Motion for Pre-
judgment Interest be granted. 
DATED this J5 day ofNovember, 2011. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
By: J~{~~'V~ 
Terri R. Pickens, of the finn 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this Jt) day of November 2011, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served by electronic mail to the following: 
Randall Peterman Elizabeth Walker 
John C. Ward SIDLEY AUSTIN 
MOFFATT THOMAS 555 W HFTH ST STE 4000 
POBOX 829 i LOS ANGELES CA 90013 
BOISE ID 83701 ' Counsel for Credit Suisse 
Counsel for Credit Suisse 
Brad A Goergen Richard A. Cwnmings 
GRAHAM & DUNN CUMMINGS LAW OFFlCES 
2801 ALASKAN WAY STE 300 POBOX 1545 
SEATTLE WA 98121 BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Bane ofAmer Leasing & Counsel for JH. Masonry, and Western 
Capital, LLC States Crane Co. 
Suzanne M Fegclein Susan E. Buxton 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON Jill S. Holinka 
MARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH CHID MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
POBOX 1049 950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
SANDPOfNT ID 83864 BOISE ID 83702 
Counsel for BAG Property Holdings, LLC Counsel for TMGIDP Miller. LLC. JV 
Bart W. Harwood Kevin A. Bay 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND 
BLANTON 120 I THIRD AVE STE 3400 
POBOX 1271 SEATTLE WA 98101 
BOISE ID 83701 Counsel for Banner/Sabey fl. LLC 
Counsel for Banner!Sabey fl. LLC 
TJ Angstman Robert M Follett 
Wyatt B Johnson DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOC P 0 BOX 83720 
3649 LAKEHARBOR LN BOISE ID 83 720-0050 
BOISE ID 83703 Counsel for State of Idaho, Slate Board of 
Counsel for Jean-Pierre Boespfiug; Land Commissioners 
Terry Copple Kenneth C. Howell 
DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COX HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
POBOX 1583 HAWLEY 
BOISE ID 83701 P 0 BOX 1617 
Counsel for Tri-State Electric BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc 
Michael Spink Stephen J Lord 
SPINK BUTLER, LLP ATTORNEY AT LAW 
POBOX639 800 W STATE ST STE 200 
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BOISE JD 83701 BOISE ID 83702 
Associate counsel for Credit Suisse Counsel for Tamarack Municipal Assoc. 
Arnold Wagner Lynnette Davis 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 HAWLEY 
BOISE ID 83702 POBOX 1617 
Counsel for Scott Hedrick Construction BOISE ID 83701-1617 
Counsel for EZ4, PC and Quality Roofing 
P. Bruce Badger Geoffrey J. McConnell 
Robert J. Dale MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
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215 S STATE STE 1200 BOISE ID 83702 
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Assoc. Counsel /(Jr Credit Suisse 
David Krueck Samuel A. Diddle 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW 
POBOX 1097 & McKL VEEN CHTD 
BOISE ID 83701 POBOX 1368 
Counsel for Kesler Construction BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Secesh Engineering 
M. Darin Hammond James Alderman 
SMlTH KNOWLES BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
4723 HARRISON BLVD STE 200 POBOX 1308 
OGDEN UT 84403 BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for PCF. Inc Counsel for Inland Crane 
Richard Greener David Penny 
Chris Burke COSHO HUMPHREY 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER I p 0 BOX 9518 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 900 BOISE ID 83707 
BOISE JD 83702 Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp 
Counselfor West Mountain Golf 
Clay Shockley William F Nichols 
SASSER & INGLIS WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y 
PO BOX 5880 5700 E FRANKLlN RD STE 200 
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Counsel for MlfTN Architects, Inc Counsel North Lake Rec Sewer & Water 
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Terri R. Pickens/ISB #5828 
Justin T. Cranney/ISB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 9th Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, ID 8370 l 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
terrilalpickenslawboise.com 
justin@pickenslawboise.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
~~Y.CI.ERK 
~-.._,DEPUTY 
Ul.:t: 1 2 20ft 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV -08-114C 




Case No. CV-08-JlOC Case No. CV-Q8-502C 
Case No. CV-Q8-3IIC Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV-Q8-312C Case No. CV-08-509C 
Case No. CV-Q8-324C Case No. CV-08-510C 
Case No. CV-Q8-335C Case No. CV-Q8-511C 
Case No. CV-08-356C Case No. CV-Q8-512C 
Case No. CV-08-357C Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-G8-521C 
C.ase No. CV-G8-528C 
Case No. CV-Q8-532C 
----------------' Case No. CV- 08-557C Case No. CV-Q8-583C 
It appearing to the Court that the Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC, above named has 
been duly and regularly served with a copy of Summons and Complaint in this action, as well as 
the Order Allowing Withdrawal on or about May 26, 2011, and has failed to appear in this 



















_______________ .....J Case No. CV- 08-557C Case No. CV-08-583C 
action, and that said Defendant has failed to appear and defend itself at the trial in this matter; 
and it further appearing to the Court, upon the Affidavit of Terri R. Pickens in the above-
referenced action, that Defendant was at the commencement of this action fully competent, and 
did not come under the purview of the Servicemembers' Civil Relief Act, and the default of 
Defendant has been entered; and it further appearing to the Court that Plaintiff Teufel Nursery, 
Inc. is entitled to judgment against Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC according to the Complaint 
and Amended Complaint, and good cause appearing therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED 1bat the Plaintiff, Teufel 
Nursery, Inc., have Judgment against Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC, in the amount of 
$564,560.23, plus prejudgment interest from September 22, 2008 through September 26, 2011, 
in the amount of$145,101.44, and accruing at $132.11 per diem through the entry of judgment. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that Teufel Nursery, Inc. be awarded its costs in 
the amount of $13,082.50, and attorneys' fees in the amount of $270,942.00 against Tamarack 
Resort, LLC, for a total judgment amount of $993,686.17 through September 26, 2011, and 
$I 32.11 per diem through the entry of judgment, against Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC, post 
judgment interest at the statutory rate. 
DATED This fZ,.... day of ~ 2011. 












IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
IN RE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV -08-114C 
MEMORANDUM, DECISION A'\D 
ORDER RE: VARIOUS REQFESTS 
FOR A WAIWS OF ATTORNEY 
FEES, COSTS AND PRE-
JUDGMENT INTEREST 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-JIOC Case No. CV-08-502( 
Case No. CV-08-311 C Case No. CV -08-SIJKC 
Case No. CV-08-312C Case No. CV-08-500C 
Case No. CV-08-324C Case No. CV-08-SIJC 
Case No. CV-08 .. J35C Case No. CV-08-Slll 
I Case No. CV-08-356C Case Nc. CV-08-512C 
I 
I 
Case No. CV-08-357C Case No. CV-08-5 I 3C 
Case No. CV-Ot:-5 l4C: 




Case No. CV-08-532C Caoe No. CV-08-521(' 
Case No. CV-08-557C Case No. CV-08-52?-C 
Case No. CV-08-583C Cas,· No. CV .. OS-5801 
C:Jse No. C:V-08-Sk•IC 
Before the Court are numerous mouons for an award ofattorney"s fees. costs and pre-
1,1, judgm~nt interest. Most, but not all, ,)f these motions relate to requests b<• mechanic !J<:n 
?o I - J 
2 :. claimants pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-513. The other motions relate to requests made by Bane 
?2 of America Leasing and Capital. LLC. North Lake Recreational Sewer and Wmcr District and 
23 Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. The motions will he granted and denied .. in whole and in part 
; 
4 
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Background and Prior Proceedings 1 
Credit Suisse, AG, Cayman Islands Branch, formerly Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands 
Branch ("Credit Suisse"), a large international financial institution, along with a consortium of 
other lenders. advanced approximately $250 million to Tamarack Resort, LLC ("Tamarack'') 
under the terms of a May 19, 2006 Credit Agreement. The Credit Suisse loan was secured by 
two (2) mortgages encumbering most, but not alL of Tamarack's fee and leasehold properties. 
The failure of the Tamarack Resort (the "Resort") resulted in many liens and other claims being 
asserted against Tamarack and its property. 
Credit Suisse filed the first foreclosure action against Tamarack's property in Valley 
County on March II, 2008. This case was assigned Valley County Case No. CV-2008-ll4C. 
Over the course of these proceedings, Credit Suisse has attempted to identify. and name as 
defendants, all persons and entities claiming any interest in Tamarack's property. Many other 
lien claimants filed separate actions for foreclosure and other relief. Pursuant to a series of 
orders. these other actions have been consolidated with the original Credit Suisse foreclosure 
case. 
On December II, 2009, some of the parties in these consolidated proceedings filed an 
involuntary bankruptcy petition against Tamarack2 The bankruptcy filing resulted in an 
automatic stay of these state court proceedings. In an order entered February 3. 2010. the 
bankruptcy judge, the Honorable Terry L. Meyers, Chief U.S. Bankruptcy Judge, modified and 
1 A more comprehensive review of the history of this case is set forth in the August 15. 20 II Substitute Omnibus 
Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity. Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims. 
2 'fhe petition was filed by Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC. Petra. Inc.. Hobson Fabricating Corp .. 
TMG/DPMiller, LLC. See Involuntary Petition tiled December II. 2009, In re: Tamarack Resort, LLC. Case No. 
009-0391 t-TLM (U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Idaho). 
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partially lifted the automatic stay to permit this Court to determine "the validity. priority and 
amount (including attorney's fees and costs) of any and all mortgages, liens, claims or interests" 
regarding Tamarack's property3 About a year later, in January 201 L the bankruptcy court 
dismissed the Tamarack bankruptcy proceeding. effectively terminating any stay. This Court has 
had full jurisdiction over these proceedings since then. 
Both before the bankruptcy filing, and pursuant to the authority of the order modifying 
the automatic stay, and after the order lifting the stay, the Court entered many rulings concerning 
the validity. priority and amount of many of Tamarack's lien claimants. The court trials of the 
foreclosure issues could not be determined by summary judgment took place during portions of 
the months of September, October. November and December 2010 and January 2011. On May 
11, 2011, the Court entered its Omnibus Findings and Conclusions Rc: Validity. Priority and 
Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims. As a result of a number of motions to reconsider 
and clarify, on August 15, 2011, the Court entered its Substitute Omnibus Findings and 
Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims 
(hereinafter the "Substitute Omnibus Decision.") The Substitute Omnibus Decision resolved the 
balance of the issues relating to the validity, priority and amount of the competing lien and 
mortgage claims. 
Pursuant to a further scheduling order, in August 2011, various lien and other claimants 
filed motions for awards of costs, attorney's fees and pre-judgment interest. Motions were filed 
by Banner/Sabey II, LLC, Tri-State Electric, Inc .. Teufel Nursery. Inc .. Kesler Construction. Inc .. 
See February 3, 20 I 0 Order Regarding the Amended Motion of Credit Suisse. AG for Relief from the Automatic 
Stay at 4-5. In Re: Tamarack Resort, LLC. Case No. 09-0391 1-TLM (U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of 
Idaho). 
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MHTN Architects. Inc., EZA, Inc. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder. Scott Hedrick Construction. 
l 
? 
Inc., Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC. and North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water 
3 District. Credit Suisse filed its responses and o~jcctions in October 2011. Replies were filed in 
4 November 20 II. 
5 The Court conducted a hearing into the requests for awards of costs. attorney's fees and 
G 
pre-judgment interest on December I, 20 II. Randall A. Peterman. Moffatt. Thomas. Barrett. 
7 
Rock & Fields, Chartered. Boise, Idaho. Elizabeth N. Walker. pro hac vice. Sidley Austin, Ll .P. 
3 
Los Angeles, California, and P. Bruce Badger. pro hac vice. Fabian and Clendenin, Salt Lake 
9 
lO 
City, Utah, appeared for Credit Suisse. John T. John. pro hac vice, Graham & Dunn. P.C .. 
Seattle, Washington. appeared by telephone conference for Bane of America Leasing & CapitaL 
12 LLC, William F. Nichols. White, Peterson, Gigray, Rossman. Nyc & Nichols. P.A .. Nampa. 
13 Idaho, appeared for North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District. Bart W. Harwood. Hall. 
Farley, Oberrccht & Blanton, P.A., Boise. Idaho and Kevin A. Bay, pro hac vice, Ryan. Swanson 
& Cleveland. PLLC., Seattle. Washington, appeared for Banner/Sabey II, LLC. Terri R. Pickens. 
;6 
Pickens Law, P.A .. Boise. Idaho, appeared for Teufel Nursery. Inc. David ·r. Krueck. Trout 
Jones Gledhill Fuhrman. P.A., Boise, Idaho. appeared for Kesler Construction. Inc. Michael E. 
18 
; 9 
Band, Davison. Copple, Copple & Copple, Boise, Idaho, appeared for Tri-State Electric. Inc. 
20 Clay M. Shockley, Sasser & Inglis, P.C., Boise, Idaho. appeared for MIITN Architects. Inc. John 
21 K. Olson, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP, Boise. Idaho, appeared for EZA. Inc. d/b/a OZ 
Architecture of Boulder. Scott Hedrick Construction. Inc.'s motion was submitted without 
23 
argument or opposition. The Court took the various motions under advisement. 
25 
26 
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Discussion and Analysis 
A. Banner/Sabcy II, LLC ("Banner/Sa bey") 
Banner/Sabcy was Tamarack's general contractor for the Village Plaza project and the 
Lake Wing project. Hanner/Sabey filed lien claims against both the Village Plaza property 
(Instrument Nos. 329073. 3301 07) and the Lake Wing property (Instrument Nos. 329073. 
329831 ). Credit Suisse named Hanner/Sabey as a defendant in the original foreclosure action. 
In a prior ruling. the Court determined that Banner/Sabey's Lake Wing claim of lien was 
suhsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse Lake Wing mortgage.~ Banner/Sabey has not 
otherwise pursued the Lake Wing claim of lien. In a separate ruling, the Court determined that 
Hanner/Sabey's Village Plaza lien claim was prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse Village 
Plaza mot1gage5 The court trial ofBanner/Sabey's Village Plaza claim oflien concerned the 
validity and amount of the lien. 
The Court has determined thatBanner/Sabey's Village Plaza lien is valid. Based upon 
the evidence presented at trial, the Court determined that the total amount of the Banner/Sabey 
Village lien is $5.760,045.38.6 The Court also found that the amount of the lien was subject to 
reductions pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-511 for any amounts included in Banner/Sabey's Village 
Plaza claim of lien for the Village Plaza lien claims of Tri-State Electric and Kesler Construction. 
.J- See Substitute Opinion replacing November 5, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Bet\veen Credit 
Suisse and Various Lien Claimants, entered January 10,2011. 
5 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Banncr/Sabey II. LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment entered 
May I, 2009. 
"Substitute Omnibus Decision, !d. at 68-85. 
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I. Attorney's Fees 
Idaho Code§ 45-513 provides that ''[t]he court shall also allow as part of the costs the 
moneys paid for filing and recording the claim, and reasonable attorney's fees." A successful lien 
claimant is entitled to an award of reasonable attorney's fees under this provision. Perception 
Canst. Mgmt., Inc. v. Bell, 151 Idaho 250. 254 P.3d 1246, 1252 (20 1 1) (citing Barber v. Honorof 
116 Idaho 767, 771. 780 P.2d 89, 93 (1989)). "[l.J)pon the successful entry of ajudgment of 
foreclosure of a lien claimed under !.C.§ 45-507, an award of attorney fees and costs is 
mandatory. The amount of the award, however, is still a matter of discretion for the district 
com1." Fairfax v. Ramirez, 133 Idaho 72, 78, 982 P.2d 375, 381 (Ct. App. 1999) (quoting Olsen 
v. Rowe, 125 Idaho 686, 689, 873 P.2d 1340, 1343 (Ct. App. 1994) (footnote omitted) (emphasis 
in original). In determining the amount of reasonable attorney's fees, the court can consider all 
appropriate circumstances including the factors set forth in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)8 as well as those 
--····--·-------····-
7 !d. at 86-87. 
8 ''In the event the coUJt grants attorney fees to a party or pmties in a civil action it shall consider tile following 
factors in determining the amount of such fees: 
(A) The time and labor required. 
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. 
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and ability of the attorney in the 
particular field of law. 
(D) The prevailing charges for like \vork. 
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. 
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained. 
(H) The undesirability of the case. 
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. 
(J) Awards in similar cases. 
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal Research), if the court finds it was 
reasonably necessmy in preparing a party's case. 
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case." l.R.C.P. 54€(3) 
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considerations which arc part of a prevailing party analysis under I.R.C.P. 54( d)(! )(B)9 Olsen v. 
Rowe, 125 Idaho 686, 689, 873 P.2d 1340. 1343 (Ct. App. 1994). 
Because Idaho Code § 45-513 has been interpreted to mean that an award of costs and 
fees is incidental to the foreclosure. the lien is also enforceable as to an award of costs and fees. 
See Olsen v. Rowe, 125 Idaho 686, 688. 873 P.2d 1340, 1342 (Ct. App. 1994) (citing S'mith v. 
Faris-Kesl Constr. Co., rtd. 27 Idaho 407,423, !50 P. 25,30 (1915)). An award of attorney's 
fees under Idaho Code § 45-513 will merge with the debt that is secured by the lien and the 
award of fees is foreclosed in the same manner as the debt. Electrical Wholesale Supply, Inc. v. 
Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 824,41 P.3d 242,252 (2001). In other words, the property securing the 
lien will also secure the payment of costs and fees under Idaho Code§ 45-513. A fee award 
under Idaho Code § 45-513 is an in rem charge against the properly, not an in personam charge 
against the owner. Franklin Bldg Supp~y Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 850. 87 P.3d 955. 959 
(2004) (citing Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38, 44, 539 P.2d 590, 596 (1975)). 
Further, attorney's fees and costs under Idaho Code§ 45-513 must relate to the furnishing 
of labor and/or materials to the project or property that is the subject of the lien. Electrical 
Wholesale Supply, Inc. v. Nielson. 136 Idaho 814.822.41 !'.3d 242.250 (2001). 
Banner/Sabey requests an award of attorneys' fees in the amount of $838,778.56. which 
consists of $744,469.64 in fees paid to Seattle counsel, Ryan, Swanson & Cleveland. PLLC. and 
--·~···---- ·----
9 "In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its sound 
discretion consider the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective pa1iies. 
The trial court in its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in 
part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after 
considering all of the issues and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments obtained." 
l.R.C.P. 54(d)(I)(B). 
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$94,308.92 in fees paid to local counsel. Hall. Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton. P.A. The fee 
1 
application is supported by the affidavits of Mr. Bay and Mr. Harwood. Counsels' affidavits 
3 include detailed and lengthy billing records. 
4 Credit Suisse concedes that Banner/Sabey is entitled to an award of fees. The Court 
agrees. Banner/Sabey is a successful lien claimant. 
6 
Credit Suisse objects to the fee request in part. First. Credit Suisse argues that the Court 
7 
should make no award of fees incurred in connection with the Tamarack bankruptcy proceeding. 
8 
Credit Suisse asserts that Banncr/Sabey incurred attomey fees of about $59,000 relating to the 
LO 
bankruptcy matter. Credit Suisse argues that Banner/Sabey has not cited to any authority that 
11 would authorize an award of attorney's fees incurred in another court. Second. Credit/Suisse 
objects to awarding attorney's fees for any matter except the Village Plaza lien foreclosure 
13 matter. Banner/Sa bey has incurred fees in other matters including the inferior Lake Wing lien 
14 claim and other unrelated matters. Lastly, Credit Suisse objects to awarding fees in connection 
15 
with Village Plaza foreclosure issues as to which Banner/Sabey did not prevail, such as the cost 
of demobilization issue, 10 and for another motion which Banner/Sa bey initially opposed. but later 
17 
withdrew its opposition. 
lG 
19 
In reply, Banner/Sabey argues that the fees incurred in connection with the Tamarack 
20 bankruptcy were incidental to the enforcement of its lien, and thus a part o[ a reasonable 
21 attorney's fee award. Banner/Sabey also argues that these fees, as well as the fees incurred in 
22 other actions are authorized by its contract with Tamarack. Banner/Sabey argues that it should 
24 
25 10 Discussed at some length in the Substitute Omnibus Decision at 69~ 7l. 
26 
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recover the fees associated with the "costs of demobilization" by focusing on the final result 
2 
achieved in the foreclosure process, not the individual issues won or lost. 
3 Banner/Sabcy concedes that it is not entitled to recover for any fees incurred in the 
4 attempt to enforce the Lake Wing lien. 
Banncr/Sabey did not initiate the bankruptcy proceeding against Tamarack. The 
6 
bankruptcy filing resulted in an automatic stay of the state foreclosure proceedings and meant 
7 
that Tamarack's property could be liquidated in federal court. The order modifying the automatic 
ll 
stay only permitted this Court to determine the issues relating to validity, priority and amount of 
9 
) 0 
the liens. The dismissal of the bankruptcy petition, and the lifting of the stay. did not occur until 
January 20 ll. The Court will find that the attorney fees Banner/Sa bey incurred in filing its proof 
12 of claim and otherwise participating in and monitoring the Tamarack bankruptcy proceeding 
13 were incidental to its efforts to foreclose its liens. Banner/Sa bey did not have any choice but to 
14 preserve its lien rights by participating in the bankruptcy proceeding. Accordingly. the Court will 
find that the fees Banner/Sa bey incurred in the Tamarack bankruptcy proceeding were incidental 
to and reasonably incurred in enforcing its lien rights. Such a construction is consistent with the 
j_7 
liberal construction ofldaho's mechanic's and materialman statutes, which are to be construed in 
l8 
19 
favor of the lien claimant. Hopkins NW Fund. LLC v. Landscapes Un/imi/e(l, LLC, 151 Idaho 
/0 740, 264 P.3d 379, 387 (2011) (citing Blv!C West Cow v. Horkley. 144 Idaho 890, 893-94. 174 
21 P.3d 399, 402--03 (2007)). 
22 However, any fees which Banner/Sabey incurred in any matter other than the enforcement 
23 
of the Village Plaza lien cannot be recovered as part of the Village Plaza lien enforcement. The 
?4 
fees relating to the Lake Wing lien claim were not incurred in connection with goods or services 
25 
26 
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provided to the Village Plaza project. and were not related to the enforcement of the Village 
Plaza lien claim. These fees will not be awarded. While it may be true that these other fees can 
be recovered against Tamarack, that is not the issue here. Here, the issue is whether such fees 
can be recovered from a foreclosure sale of the Village Plaza project property. The fees incurred 
in providing legal services for any matter not connected to the Village Plaza project cannot be 
recovered as part of the foreclosure. 
As to the request to reduce the fee request by subtracting out fees associated with the 
"costs of demobilization" issue - an issue that was determined against Banner/Sabey - and the 
fees associated with objecting and then withdrawing the objection to another motion. the 
prevailing party question should be determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim or 
issue-by-issue analysis. Crump v, Bromley. 148 Idaho 172, 174. 219 P.3d 1188. 1190 (2009) 
(quoting Shore v. Peterson, 146 Idaho 903.914,204 PJd 1114, 1125 (2009)). While 
Banner/Sabey did not prevail on all issues and all claims, from an overall point of view, the 
Court will find that Banner/Sabey is the prevailing party in the Village Plaza lien foreclosure. 
The Court will decline the request to award fees based on those issues Banner/Sabcy prosecuted 
successfully and deny fees on issues that Banncr/Sabcy lost. Banner/Sabey prevailed on the most 
important issues. The fee request is not unreasonable simply because Banner/Sabcy did not 
prevail on the ''cost of demobilization" issue or because Banner/Sabey opposed and then 
withdrew its opposition to a particular motion. 
In support of Hanner/Sabey's fee request, ML Bay stated: '·Credit Suisse fought a war of 
attrition in this litigation, disputing everything and anything. from delivery ofBanner/Sabey's 
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lien notice to miniscule changes of a few hundred dollars." 1 1 The Court does not agree with Mr. 
Bay's characterization of the litigation strategy of Credit Suisse. 
Sanner/Sabey's lien amount was $7.268,000.00. Prior to trial, Credit Suisse conceded 
that Banner/Sabey's lien amount was more than $5 million. 12 After the trial. the Court awarclccl 
Credit Suisse a total of$5,760,045.38. which amounts to $726,163.79 more than Credit Suisse 
had agreed to. While the Court is certain that the concession that more than $5 million was owed 
rd1ected considerable e!Jort and negotiation on both sides, the fact that Credit Suisse stipulated 
to almost 90% 13 of the lien amount awarded by the Court hardly supports counsel's 
characterization of Credit Suisse's litigation strategy. 
As to the total fee request, the Court is aware that the fee request exceeds the additional 
amount awarded at trial. However, it is not surprising that the attorneys' fees in this foreclosure 
action were much higher than in any ordinary foreclosure. This was not an ordinary foreclosure 
action. The Court's decision to consolidate all Tamarack foreclosure proceedings into one 
action made this case very cumbersome and complicated. While the consolidation made a great 
deal of sense from the perspective of the court, the consolidation meant that all of the lien 
claimants had to track a great many unrelated lien claims and disputes. In all, twenty-two (22) 
additional cases were consolidated with the Credit Suisse action. At some point. there were 
nearly I 00 parties involved in the various actions. The Register of Actions for this case currently 
11 September 19, 20 II Affidavit of Kevin A. Bay in SuppO!i of Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Award of 
Attorneys' Fees and Costs at 4. 
12 See Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum in Opposition to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Pmtial 
Summmy Judgment Establishing the Amount Owed on Certain Pay Applications. filed June 3. 2010 (conceding 
$5,0 13,881.59) and Order on Sanner/Sabey II, LLC's motion for Partial Summary Judgment Estimating the Amount 
Owed on Certain Pay Applications, entered August 3, 2010 (conceding $5,033,881.59). 
1J $5,033,881.59 7 $5,760,045.38 ~ 87% 
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runs to some 145 pages of single spaced print. There are more than 160 volumes of court files 
1 
2 
containing the various pleadings in this case. The Court is unaware of any foreclosure matter in 
3 either Ada County or Valley County, or for that matter, anywhere in the State ofldaho that 
4 compares to this action in either size, number of actions consolidated, number of parties. number 
and complexity of issues, and duration. The size and scope of the consolidated proceedings 
E 
certainly increased the litigation expenses. This action also raised quite a number of novel and 
dif11cult issues. For the most part, there was limited guidance from Idaho courts on these issues. 
In the course of these proceedings, the Court issued approximately twenty (20) formal decisions 
9 
10 
on disputed legal matters including receivership issues, priority issues, lien validity issues. lien 
Li appottionment issues and issues relating to vendee's liens. The involuntaty bankruptcy 
proceedings also added another layer of complexity to the case since the focus of the foreclosure 
13 had to shift to the bankruptcy court for a considerable period. These foreclosure proceedings 
14 were further complicated by the scope and complexity of the Tamarack development itself and 
l.') 
the large and costly condominium projects that were in various stages of completion at the time 
16 
that Tamarack became unable to pay its bills. Lastly, Banncr/Sabey's lien claim was by far the 




20 In sum. the Court will disallow any fees incurred in the attempt to enforce the Lake Wing 
21 lien. The Court will also disallow any fees incurred on any matter other than enforcement of the 
22 Village Plaza lien. The court finds that the bankruptcy fees were incidental to the enforcement of 
23 
the Village Plaza lien. As an exercise of discretion, the Court will find that. except as noted 
24 
above, the attorney's fee request by Banner/Sa bey is reasonable. 
25 
26 
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As a successful lien claimant, Banncr/Sabey is entitled to a mandatory award of costs 
under Idaho Code§ 45-513. Pursuant to LR.CP. 54(d)(l)(C), Banner/Sabey seeks an award of 
costs as a matter ofright 14 totaling $3,125.7715 Credit Suisse does not oppose this request The 
Co uti will award these costs as costs as a matter of right 
Banncr/Sabcy also seeks an award of discretionary costs including copying costs of 
$14,066.50 and travel costs of$12,538.00. Credit Suisse does not object to the requested travel 
costs. 
Credit Suisse objects to the copying costs. Credit Suisse asserts that $8,433.15 of this 
amount is an amount Banner/Sabey paid to have an extra copy of its own documents copied onto 
""Costs as a Malter of Right. When costs are awarded to a party, such party shall be entitled to the following costs, 
actually paid, as a matter of right: 
L Court filing fees, 
2. Actual fees for service of any pleading or document in the action whether served by a public officer or other 
person. 
3. Witness fees of$20.00 per day for each day in which a witness, other than a party or expert testifies at a 
deposition or in the trial of an action. 
4. Travel expenses of witnesses who travel by private transportation, other than a party. who testify in the trial of 
an action, computed at the rate of$.30 per mile, one way, from the place of residence, whether it be within or 
without the State of Idaho; travel expenses of witnesses who travel other than by private transportation. other than 
a party, computed as the actual travel expenses of the witness not to exceed $.30 per mile, one way, from the place 
of residence of the witness. whether it be within or without the State of idaho. 
5. Expenses or charges of certified copies of documents admitted as evidence in a hearing or the trial of an action. 
6. Reasonable costs of the preparation of models, maps, pictures, photographs, or other exhibits admitted in 
evidence as exhibits in a hearing or trial of an action, but not to exceed the sum of $500 for all of such exhibits of 
each party. 
7. Cost of all bond premiums. 
8. Reasonable expert witness fees for an expe1i \Vho testifies at a deposition or at a trial of an action not to exceed 
the sum of$2,000 for each expert witness for all appearances, 
9. Charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in preparation for trial of an action, whether or not 
read into evidence in the trial of an action. 
10, Charges for one (I) copy of any deposition taken by any of the parties to the action in preparation for trial of 
the action." LR.C.P. 54(d)(I)(C). 
15 Service of pleadings: $1,242,17:. exhibit expense: $500.00; deposition charges: $1,383 .60. 
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a computer disc. Credit Suisse argues that Banner/Sabcy should not be able to recover for an 
extra copy of its own documents. Credit Suisse also argues that the balance of the copying 
charges is unreasonable and that the expense was not exceptionaL In reply, Banncr/Sabcy asserts 
that its copying charges were reasonable and that the objections are without merit 
LR.C.P. 54( d)( 1 )(D) 16 permits an award of discretionary costs "upon a showing that said 
costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred. and should in the interest of 
justice be assessed against the adverse party." LR.C.P. 54( d)(! )(D); In re Univ. Place/Idaho 
Water Ctr. Project, 146 Idaho 527, 545, 199 PJd 102, 120 (2008). The prevailing party has the 
burden of showing that these costs were necessary, exceptional and reasonably incurred and that 
the award of the costs would be in the interests of justice. Be co Co nsf. Co .. Inc. v. Hmper 
Contracting Inc., 130 Idaho 4, 11. 936 P.2d 202, 209 (Ct. App. 1997). The award of 
discretionary costs, as the rule itself states, is committed to the discretion of the trial court 
Richard.! & Esther E. Wooley 7/'ztsf v. De Best Plumbing, Inc., 133 Idaho 180, 186, 983 P.2d 
834. 840 (1999). "Discretionary costs under Rule 54( d)( 1 )(D) can include travel expenses along 
with other expenses such as photocopying, faxes, postage and long distance telephone calls." !d. 
at 187 (citing Automobile Club Ins. Co. v. Jackson, 124 Idaho 874, 880, 865 P.2d 965, 971 
(1993)). 
16 "Discretionary Costs. Additional items of cost not enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that listed in 
subparagraph (C), may be allowed upon a showing that said costs were necessaJ)' and exceptional costs reasonably 
incurred, and should in the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party. The trial court in ruling upon 
objections to such discretionary costs contained in the memorandum of costs, shal! make express findings as to \Vhy 
such specific item of discretionary cost should or should not be allowed. In the absence of any objection to such an 
item of discretionary costs, the court may disallow on its own motion any such items of discretionary costs and shall 
make express findings suppm1ing such disallowance." LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D). 
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The Court can consider whether the case itself is "exceptional'' in awarding discretionary 
l 
costs. Hayden Lake Fire Prot. Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307,314, 109 P.3d 161. 168 (2005). 
3 Without question, this case is exceptional. The scope of the foreclosure is the entire Tamarack 
Resort and the amounts involved are substantial: the Credit Suisse debt and interest alone is more 
than $300 million. The claims of the contractors. subcontractors and suppliers arc many millions 
6 
more. More than seventy-five (75) pmiics were named as defendants in the original action. 
7 
Twenty-two (22) other foreclosure actions have been consolidated with this action. Early on. the 
8 
Court appointed a receiver for Tamarack. The number, novelty and complexity of many of the 
9 
10 
issues presented have been unique. The Court has ruled on more than twenty (20) motions for 
11 summary judgment or pmiial summary judgment. Ultimately, there were court trials of about ten 
L2 ( 1 0) of the foreclosure matters. Dozens of attorneys have been involved throughout the 
13 proceedings. During the pendency of the foreclosure proceedings, some of the creditors filed an 
ltl involuntary bankruptcy proceeding against Tamarack. The development of the resort itself was a 
lS 
complicated, sophisticated, protracted and costly undertaking of the first order. 
'6 
However, Banner/Sabey has failed to show that all of the discretionary expenses were 
necessary and exceptional. The Court will disallow the claim for the copying expense of 
18 
19 
$8,433.15. This cost appears to be for a duplication of the records provided to Credit Suisse. 
20 The Court finds that such an award would not be equitable or in the interest ofjustice. Since the 
21 extent of copying in this case was much more extensive than in an ordinary foreclosure. given the 
22 number of parties, the number of actions and the great number of documents and pleadings filed 
23 
with the court, the Court will find that the balance of the copying expenses were necessary and 
exceptional, reasonably incurred, and should, in the interest ofjustice be recovered as part ofthc 
25 
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foreclosure. Therefore, the Court will approve of an award of costs for the balance of the 
copying costs, in the amount of $5,633.35. 17 
3. Pt·ejudgmcnt Interest 
Banner/Sabey also filed a motion asserting that it is entitled to prejudgment interest on its 
unpaid invoices at either the statutory rate of twelve per cent (12%) 18 or the alternative rate as 
provided in a Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") document entered into between 
Banner/Sabey and Tamarack. 19 Credit Suisse concedes that Banner/Sabey is entitled to an award 
of pre-judgment interest. However. Credit Suisse contends that Banncr/Sabey' s calculations are 
f1awcd. In its opposition, Credit Suisse points out that there were two (2) MOUs and that the 
second MOU controls.20 According to Credit Suisse, using the rate provided in the second 
MOU, the applicable interest rate for Pay Applications 6, 7, 9, 12, 15 and 16 would be prime plus 
I%. Credit Suisse agrees that the applicable rate of interest on the other invoices is 12%. 
Additionally, Credit Suisse contends that the court should use a variable prime rate of interest 
since the reference rate for prime rate- the U.S. Prime Rate- changes regularly. In reply, 
Banner/Sabey agrees that the prime plus I% in the second MOU applies to Pay Applications 6, 7. 
17 $!4,066.50- $8,433.!5 $5.633.35 
18 "(I) When there is no express contract in \Vriting fixing a different rate of interest. interest is allowed at the rate of 
twelve cents ( !2¢) on the hundred by the year on: 
1. Money due by express contract. 
2. Money after the same becomes due. 
3. Money lent. 
4. Money received to the use of another and retained beyond a reasonable time without the owner's consent. 
express or implied. 
5. Money due on the settlement of mutual accounts from the date the balance is ascertained. 
6. Money due upon open accounts after three (3) months from the date of the last item." Idaho Code§ 28-
22- I 04. 
19 This MOU was introduced as Trial Exhibit 2:004. 
10 The second MOU was introduced as Trial Exhibit 2:005. 
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9, 12, 15 and 16. However, Banner/Sabey argues that the court should not apply a variable rate 
once the applicable prime rate is identified. Rather, Bmmer/Sabey argues that the cou1i should 
apply the prime rate that existed at the times the payments became overdue, and the Court should 
use that rate for the remainder of the calculations. 
As an exercise of discretion, the Court will apply a variable prime rate in determining an 
award of prejudgment interest to Banncr/Sabcy. Banner/Sabey argues that the parties did not 
agree to a variable rate. The Court does not agree. The prime rate, by its very nature, is a 
variable rate, and changes regularly over time. According to information found at 
www.fedprimerate.com: 
The U.S. Prime Rate is a commonly used, short-term interest rate in the 
banking system of the United States. All types of American lending institutions 
(traditional banks, credit unions, thrifts, etc.) use the U.S. Prime Rate as an index 
or foundation rate for pricing various sho1i- and medium-term loan products. The 
Prime Rate is consistent because banks want to offer businesses and consumers 
loan products that are both profitable and competitive. A consistent U.S. Prime 
Rate also makes it easier and more efficient for individuals and businesses to 
compare similar loan products offered by competing banks. 
When newspapers. academics, investors and economists refer to the 
National, Fed, U.S. or WSJ Prime Rate, it is widely accepted that they are in fact 
referring to The United States Prime Rate as listed in the Eastern print edition of 
the Wall Street Journal® (WSJ). Fmihermore. each U.S. state does not have its 
own individual Prime Rate. so the "New York Prime Rate" or the "California 
Prime Rate" are in fact the same as the United States Prime Rate. 
Prior to mid-December 2008, the WSJ Prime Rate was determined by 
polling thirty (30) of America's largest banks. When twenty-three (23) of those 30 
banks had changed their prime lending rate, The WSJ would respond by updating 
its published Prime Rate. Effective December 16, 2008, however. the WSJ now 
determines the Prime Rate by polling the 10 largest banks in the United States. 
When at least 7 out of the top l 0 banks have changed their Prime. the WSJ will 
update its published Prime Rate. 
www.fedprimerate.com (accessed January 16, 20 12). By definition the prime rate changes 
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regularly over time. Exhibit B to the October 28, 20 II Allidavit of Jess A. Cheney shows the 
1 
2 
history of the prime rate from December 1947 until the present time. The rate has fluctuated 
3 greatly up and down over time. 
4 The purpose of pre-judgment interest is to compensate an injured party for the time value 
of money. Stueve v. N. Lights, Inc .. 122 Idaho 720, 722-23, 838 P.2d 323, 325-26 (Ct. App. 
G 
1992). Where, as here, the parties have specified a rate tied to prime. the purpose of awarding 
pre-judgment interest is best served by applying a variable rate. This rate more closely correlates 
8 
to the actual loss sustained by the party who is owed money. A fixed rate can easily 
9 
10 
overcompensate or undercompensate an injured party for the time value of money depending 
Ll upon what the fixed rate is on the date of an it~ury or loss. See Pimentel v. Jacobsen Fishing 
12 Co.,Inc., 102 F.3d 638.640 (1st Cir. 1996) (use of variable prime rate for calculation of 
13 prejudgment interest affirmed). 
14 As set forth in the table attached as Exhibit C to the October 28,2011 Affidavit of Jess A. 
15 
Cheney, the Court will award pre-judgment interest in the amount of$1,948,799.02 through 
September 30, 20 II. Thereafter, the Court will award the per diem as calculated in the affidavit. 
: 7 
B. Tri-State Electl'ic, Inc. ("Tri-State Electric") 
}_8 
Tri-State Electric was the electrical sub-contractor for both the Lake Wing Plaza and the 
20 Village Plaza Project Tri-State also provided a wide range of other electrical services for 
21 Tamarack, including electrical work for the Lodge at Osprey Meadows. Tri-State filed three (3) 
22 lien claims: a general lien claim asserted against all of Tamarack's property for various work 
23 
(Instrument No. 330136), a Lake Wing lien (Instrument No. 330116), and a Village Plaza lien 
(Instrument Nos. 330135, 331827). Credit Suisse named Tri-State Electric as a defendant in the 
25 
26 
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original foreclosure complaint. Tri-State Electric also filed separate actions to enforce its lien 
and contract rights as Valley County Case Nos. CV -2008-31 OC, 311 C and 312C. 
In a prior ruling, the Court determined that Tri-State's Lake Wing claim of lien was 
subsequent to and inferior to the Credit Suisse Lake Wing mortgage. 21 The Court also 
determined that Tri-State Electric did not have a valid lien against the Osprey Meadows Lodge 
propertyn 
Prior to trial, Tri-State Electric agreed to the dismissal of all lien claims and actions 
except those related to the Village Plaza project.23 The court trial involved the remaining issues 
relating to the validity, priority and amount of the Village Plaza claim of lien. In its Substitute 
Omnibus Decision, the Court determined that the Village Plaza Claim of lien was valid. prior to 
the Credit Suisse Village Plaza mortgage, and found that the amount of the lien was 
$1 ,216,466.39?4 
1. Attorney's Fees 
Tri-State Electric seeks an award of attorney's fees in the total amount of $199,532.15. 
Tri-State Electric contends that it is entitled to fees pursuant to Idaho Code §45-513.2; The Court 
21 See Substitute Opinion replacing November 5, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between 
Credit Suisse and Various Lien Claimants. entered January 10,2011. 
22 See August 5, 2010 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: West Mountain Golf Motion for Summat)' Judgment 
against Tri-State electric, fnc. 
23 See Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order of Dismissal of Claims Related to Tri~Statc Electric. Inc.'s Claim of 
Lien Nos. 330116, and 330136, with Prejudice, entered February I, 20 II. 
24 Substitute Omnibus Decision at 57-64. 
25 Initially. Tri-State Electric also claimed that fees could be awarded under Idaho Code§§ 12·120(3) and 121. 
Credit Suisse argued that no fees could be awarded under these other provisions; that Idaho Code § 45-513 was the 
exclusive authority for the award of attorney's tees in foreclosure proceedings. ln reply. Tri"Statc Electric conceded 
that Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3) and 121 do not apply here. See Tri-State Electric's Opposition to Credit Suisse AG 's 
Motion to Disallovv. and Reply to Memorandum in Opposition to Calculation of Interest at 4. 
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will find that Tri-State is the prevailing party and is entitled to an award of fees under Idaho Code 
2 
§ 45-513. Counsel for Tri-State Electric submitted lengthy and detailed billing statements. 
3 Credit Suisse objects to an award of any fees that were incurred in connection with the 
4 involuntary bankruptcy proceeding. For the same reasons as stated above, the Court will allow 
5 the Tri-State Electric fees incurred in the bankruptcy action. 
6 
Credit Suisse also objects to fees incurred on November 2, 2010 relating to settlement of 
the "two small" liens (total: $294.00). Since these fees were not related to the goods and services 
8 
provided to the Village Plaza project, the Court will disallow this item. 
9 
10 
Except for the above item, the Court has reviewed the detailed billing statements and. as 
11 an exercise of discretion, the Court will find that the fee request of $199.23 8.15
26 is reasonable 
I? and will grant the fee request pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-513. 
13 2. Costs 
14 Tri-State Electric seeks an award of costs as a matter of right, pursuant to l.R.C.P. 
15 
54(d)(l)(C), in the total amount of$8,117.66. Credit Suisse does not object to any of these costs. 
16 
The Court will grant the motion for an award of these costs as a matter of right. 
Tri-State seeks an award of discretionary costs in the total amount of $11,632.22. which 
1. 8 
1.9 
includes $831.33 in copying charges related to the bankruptcy proceedings. Credit Suisse objects 
20 to an award of any costs associated with the bankruptcy proceeding and argues that such costs 
21 were not incurred in this case. 
22 The Court will find that the requested copying charges related to the bankruptcy 
23 
24 
25 26 $199.532.15 $294.00 ~ $199,238.15. 
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proceeding were necessary and exceptional, reasonably incurred and should be recoverable as 
part of the Tri-State Electric lien. As explained above, the filing of the bankruptcy petition 
required lien claimants to participate in the bankruptcy matter. These are not ordinary and 
expected costs of foreclosure proceedings. The Comt will award discretionary costs as reflected. 
3. Prejudgment Interest 
In its Statement of Amount Due for Entry of Judgment. Tri-State calculated prejudgment 
interest based on a 360 day year27 Credit Suisse objects and argues that interest must be 
calculated on a 365 day year. In reply, Tri-State Electric concedes that prejudgment interest 
should be calculated on a 365 day year28 
The Court finds that Credit Suisse's objection is well-taken. Tri-State Electric has filed 
an Amended Statement of Amount Due with a corrected calculation based upon a 365 day year29 
The Comt will award prejudgment interest as requested in the Amended Statement of Amount 
Due for Entry of judgment. 
C. MHTN Architects, Inc. ("MHTN") 
MHTN was the principal architect for both the Village Plaza and Lake Wing projects. 
MHTN filed liens against the Village Plaza property, (Instrument No. 330 !58) and the Lake 
Wing property (Instrument No. 330 !59). MHTN was named as a defendant in the original Credit 
Suisse foreclosure action. MHTN also filed separate actions to foreclose on both the Village 
Plaza and Lake Wing properties, Valley County Case Nos. CV-2008-502C 508C. 
27 See Statement of Amount One For Entry of Judgment, filed September 16, 20 II. 
28 ,)'ee Tri-State Electric's Opposition to Credit Suisse AG's Motion to Disallow, and Reply to Memorandum in 
Opposition to Calculation of Interest at 6. 
29 See Amended Statement of Amount Due For Entry of Judgment, filed November 2. 20 II. 
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Prior to trial, the Court found that MHTN's Village Plaza claim of lien was valid and 
2 
prior to the Credit Suisse Village Plaza mortgage. In the Substitute Omnibus Decision, the Court 
3 found that MHTN's Lake Wing claim oflien was valid and prior to the Credit Suisse Lake Wing 
4 mortgage. The Court found that the amount of the MHTN Village Plaza lien was $1,084.842.66, 
and that pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-511, the lien amount would be reduced by $634.814.81. as 
6 
and for the amounts owed to EZA, P.C. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boise. The Court found that 
the amount of the MHTN Lake Wing lien was $464,600.9830 
3 
L Attomey's Fees 
9 
10 
MHTN is a prevailing party in the foreclosure action. Accordingly, MIITN is entitled to 
ll 
an award of attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-513. MHTN seeks a total fee award of 
12 $208,333.69 consisting of fees to its local counsel, Sasser & Inglis, P.C. ($125,870.00), fees to its 
13 Utah counsel, Babcock, Scott & Babcock. P.C. ($81,948.95), and the cost of automated research 
14 totaling $514.74. Counsel for MHTN submitted lengthy and detailed billing records. 
Credit Suisse objects to including any amount for attorney's fees related to the bankruptcy 
1.6 
proceeding. For the same reasons stated above, the Court will overrule this objection. Credit 
Suisse docs not otherwise object to the fee request. 
18 
19 
The Court has reviewed the detailed billing records attached to the fee request. As an 
20 exercise of discretion, the Court does find that the fcc request is reasonable and the court will 




25 30 See Substitute Omnibus Decision at 33-42. 
26 
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MHTN seeks an award of costs as a matter ofl·ight in the total amount of$3.165.82. 
Credit Suisse does not object to an award of these costs. The Court will grant the motion and 
award the amount sought as costs of right. 
MHTN seeks an award of discretionary costs in the total amount of$7.611.85. Credit 
Suisse objects to a copying charge costs of $4,951.35 as well as travel costs to Cascade 
consisting oflodging ($386.88, $142.89) and mileage: ($80.40, $1 09.10). As noted earlier. 
discretionary costs can be awarded "upon a showing that said costs were necessary and 
exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest ofjustice be assessed against the 
adverse party." LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D). 
Over the objections of some of the parties, all but one of the court trials were conducted 
in Cascade. None of the counsel representing any of the parties had a local office in Cascade. 
The location of the trial meant that all parties. including the Court incurred travel expenses. 
As an exercise of discretion, the Com1 will find that the disputed copying expenses. and 
the disputed travel costs were necessary and exceptional, reasonably incurred. and should. in the 
interest of justice, be part of the foreclosure ofMHTN's liens. The Court will disallow the 
objections to these items. 
3. Prejudgment Interest 
MHTN seeks an award of prejudgment interest for both the Village Plaza and Lake Wing 
Claim of liens. MHTN asserts that the contract prejudgment rate of interest for Village Plaza 
was amended to be prime plus l %. MHTN asserts that the contract prejudgment rate of interest 
for Lake Wing is prime. On the Village Plaza invoices, MHTN calculated prejudgment interest 
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from January 17, 2008, even though many of the invoices were not overdue on that elate. MHTN 
l 
? 
also applied the same prime rate that existed on January 17. 2008, for all of its calculations. As 
to the Lake Wing calculations, MHTN used the actual date that each invoice became overdue. 
4 and then applied the same interest rate for the entire calculation. 
Credit Suisse does not object to MHTN' s request for an award of pre-judgment interest. 
6 
or the use of prime plus I% for Village Plaza and prime for Lake Wing as asserted by MHTN. 
I 
Credit Suisse objects to the use of the same interest rate for all of the Village Plaza invoices. 
Further, Credit Suisse asserts, as it did in its opposition to Banner/Sabey's request for an award 
10 
of prejudgment interest, that the Court should use a variable rate to reflect the changes in the 
11 prime rate over time. 
12 As explained above, the Court is satisfied that the use of a variable rate is appropriate. 
13 The Court will sustain the Credit Suisse objections to the calculation of prejudgment interest. 
The Court will award MHTN prejudgment interest based upon the applicable prime rate in effect 
15 
on the elate that each invoice became overdue; and the calculation of prejudgment interest must 
16 
reflect changes over time in the prime rate of interest. 
l7 
D. EZA, Inc. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder ("OZ") 
1.8 
OZ was a subcontractor to MHTN for architectural services on the Village Plaza Project. 
20 In addition, OZ was Tamarack's architect for the design and development of a number of 
residential properties referred to as the Trillium Townhomes. and for the design of a portion of 
22 the resort called the "Elan Collection" or Project Site B-11. OZ filed lien claims against the 
23 
Village Plaza property (Instrument No. 330298), the Elan Collection property (Instrument No. 
24 
330862), and twenty (20) of the Trillium Townhomes properties (including Instrument Nos. 
25 
26 
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330702, 330741, 330742, 330743, 330744 and 330746). Credit Suisse named OZ as a defendant 
in the original foreclosure action. OZ also filed separate actions to enforce its lien and contract 
claims against Tamarack and the Village Plaza property (Case No. CV -2008-5!4C). the Elan 
Collection (Case No. 2008-557C) and the Trillium Townhome properties (CV-2008-580C). 
Prior to trial, the Court ruled that the OZ lien claim against the Elan Collection property 
was subsequent and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgage 31 Prior to trial, the Court determined 
that the OZ Village Plaza claim of lien was valid and prior to the Credit Suisse Village Plaza 
mortgage. OZ also reached settlements for the Trillium properties encumbered by Instrument 
Nos. 332741, 332742. 332743 and 332744. 
1. Village Plaza 
In the Substitute Omnibus Decision, the Court determined that the amount of the OZ 
Village Plaza lien was $719,552.9432 Oz is a successful lien claimant as to the Village Plaza 
property lien and is entitled to an award of fees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-513. 
a. Attorney's Fees 
OZ seeks an award of attorney's fees for the Village Plaza claim of lien in the amount of 
$342,383.66. Credit Suisse objects to the fee request arguing that it is excessive. Credit Suisse 
asserts that counsel for OZ "put no less than twelve (12) attorneys and three (3) paralegals to 
work", at billing rates between $100 and $305 per hour, and argues that "[t]he sheer number of 
hours generated by Oz Architect's attorneys. occasioned by always having multiple attorneys 
working on the case. was unreasonable. Credit Suisse argues that, when compared to the Village 
3
::_ See Substitute Opinion replacing November 5, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Bet\veen 
Credit Suisse and Various Lien Claimants, entered January 10.2011. 
< See Substitute Omnibus Decision at 44-47. 
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Plaza lien fees charged by counsel for Tri-State Electric ($199,532.15) and counsel for MHTN 
($208,333.69), the fees sought by OZ are unreasonable. Credit Suisse also objected to an award 
of any of the fees associated with OZ' participation in the bankruptcy proceeding. 
In reply, OZ argues that the fee request is reasonable due to the extraordinary nature of 
this ease, the novelty and difficulty of the issues, the amount in controversy. and the results. OZ 
argues that a comparison to the fees incurred by MHTN is misleading because it ignores the 
primary role that OZ assumed in litigating a number of important issues relating to the architects· 
lien claims. OZ argues that almost all of the fees were incurred by two (2) attorneys, partners 
John K. Olsen and Lynette M. Davis. OZ argues that the large number of hours billed was, in 
part, caused by the overall litigation strategy of Credit Suisse. 
As set forth above, the Court will overrule Credit Suisse's objections to fees incurred in 
participating in the bankruptcy proceedings. 
The Court has reviewed the detailed Village Plaza billing records submitted by counsel 
for OZ. Considering all appropriate factors, including the factors set forth in l.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), as 
an exercise of discretion, the Court will find that the fee request by OZ is reasonable and the 
Court will grant fees as requested. As set fcn1h elsewhere in this decision, this was far from an 
ordinary foreclosure proceeding. The number of parties, the number of actions consolidated. the 
extensive pre-trial motion practice, the receivership proceedings, the involuntary bankruptcy 
proceedings and the amounts in controversy were all factors that contributed to the expense of 
this litigation. The Court recognizes that the fees requested are almost half of the amount 
awarded as the OZ Village Plaza claim of lien. However, under the circumstances. the Com1 
does find that the fees incurred were reasonable. 
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OZ seeks an award of costs as a matter of right in the total amount of $1,234.75. Credit 
3 Suisse does not object to an award of these costs. The Court will grant the motion and award the 
amount sought as costs of right. 
5 OZ seeks an award of discretionary costs in the total amount of$11.082.93. Credit 
6 
Suisse objects to the request for the following costs: 1) a litigation guarantee ($2,389.00); 2) copy 
7 
costs ($3,716.16); and 3) travel costs of attending a meeting in Salt Lake City ($309.40), and for 
8 
attending the trial in Cascade on November 2- 5. 2010 ($1 ,396.82) and on December 6, 2010 
9 
lC 
($1 ,096.34 ). Credit Suisse argues that a litigation guarantee is not exceptional in any foreclosure 
action; that the copying expenses were not reasonable and that the travel costs were not 
exceptional. OZ asserts that all of its reasonable and necessary costs should be awarded because 
13 this is an exceptional case. 
1 4 Discretionary costs can be awarded "upon a showing that said costs were necessary and 
15 
exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be assessed against the 
16 
adverse party." l.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D). This rule generally docs not allow recovery for the usual 
17 
and ordinary expenses of litigation. Instead, the rule speaks to "necessary and exceptional" costs. 
18 
1 9 
The prevailing party has the burden of showing that these costs were necessary, exceptional and 
20 reasonably incurred and that the award of the costs would be in the interests ofjustice. Be co 
21 Cons/. Co., Inc. v. Hw7Jer Contracting, Inc., 130 Idaho 4, !I, 936 P.2d 202. 209 (Ct. App. 1997). 
22 Whether a cost is ordinary or exceptional may depend upon the nature of the case. 
23 
"Certain cases, such as personal injury ... generally involve copy. travel and expert witness fees 
such that these costs are considered ordinary rather than 'exceptional." Hayden Lake Fire Prot. 
25 
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Dis/. v. Alcorn, 14lldaho 307,314,109 P.3d 161,168 (2005). See also Fish v. Smith. 131 Idaho 
l 
2 
492, 493-94, 960 P.2d 175, 176-77 ( 1998) (not an abuse of discretion to find that the cost of 
3 hiring experts on accident reconstruction and medical diagnosis is routine and not exceptional in 
4 personal injmy eases). However, in other cases, discretionary costs can include long distance 
5 phone charges, copying charges, travel costs and additional costs for expert witnesses. Hayden 
6 
Lake Fire Prot. Dis/., 141 Idaho at 314 (citing Auto. Club Ins. Co. v. Jackson. 124 Idaho 874. 
880, 865 P.2d 965, 971 (1993) and Bailey v. Sm?fiml, 139ldaho 744, 755, 86 P.3d 458, 469 
8 
(2004)). In addition, the same expense that might be ordinary in one case could be an exceptional 
g 
10 
cost in another if the nature of the case was exceptional, in other words due to the nature and 
11 
magnitude of the case. Id (citing Great Plains Equip., Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline C01p, 136 
1? Idaho 466,475,36 P.3d 218,227 (2001)). 
13 As an exercise of discretion, the Court will sustain Credit Suisse's objection to cost of the 
14 litigation guarantee. Certainly, this is an exceptional case. However, there is nothing 
15 
exceptional about the cost of obtaining a litigation guarantee in a foreclosure action. In the 
16 
Court's view, the cost of a litigation guarantee in this case is a common and ordinary expense of 
the case, not exceptional. The Court rejects OZ' argument that all of its discretionary costs can 
1.8 
19 
be recovered because this was an exceptional case. 
20 As an exercise of its discretion, the Com1 will disallow Credit Suisse's objection to the 
21 copying costs. The scope and magnitude of this case necessitated copying expenses that were not 
22 ordinary and usual. The Court will find that the OZ' copying expenses were necessary. 
2.3 
exceptionaL and reasonably incurred and constitute costs, which in the interest of justice. should 
2tl 
be merged with the lien claim. 
?.S 
26 
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As an exercise of discretion, the Cout1 will sustain Credit Suisse's objection to the travel 
2 
costs claimed for a business meeting in Salt Lake City. OZ has failed to show why or how this 
expense was necessary and exceptional. This was not a deposition trip. As an exercise of 
4 discretion, the Court will disallow Credit Suisse's general objection to the travel expenses to 
attend the trial. Cascade is a small community in Valley County. According to the Idaho State 
6 
Bar DeskBook Directory, there are less than a handful of attorneys who maintain an office in 
Cascade. None of the attorneys in this case had an ofilce in Cascade. The Court will iind that 
8 
the travel expenses to attend the trial were necessary and exceptional and, in the interest of 
9 
10 
justice, should be merged with the claim of lien. 
11 c. Prejudgment Interest 
12 OZ seeks an award of prejudgment interest on its Village Plaza lien pursuant to Idaho 
:i_3 Code§ 45-501 at the rate specified in Idaho Code§ 28-22-104 (12%). According to OZ. this 
1.4 represents and award of prejudgment interest in the amount of $348,142.13 through September 
15 
30, 2011, and a per diem rate after September 30,2011 of$236.57. Credit Suisse does not object 
16 
to the request for prejudgment interest or the manner in which OZ has calculated prejudgment 
17 
interest. The Court will award prejudgment interest as requested by OZ. 
18 
1 9 
2. Trillium Townhomes 
20 OZ was Tamarack's architect for the design and development of the residential propc11ies 
21 which the parties have referred to as the Trillium Townhomes. OZ resolved the lien claims filed 
22 as Instrument Nos. 332741, 332742, 332743 and 332744 prior to trial. In a prior decision. the 
23 
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valid, prior to and superior to the Credit Suisse Trillium Townhomes mortgage.33 The Court also 
found that the amount secured by the liens was $72,887.79. 34 
However, in its prior rulings, the Court did not make any ruling on how the lien amount 
was to be apportioned between the various properties. In a Stipulation filed December 2. 2010. 
Credit Suisse and OZ agreed that the principal amount owed should be appm1ioned as reflected 
in Exhibit I to the Stipulation35 The parties also stipulated to an amount of prejudgment interest 
as to each property and the amount of per diem prejudgment interest. The parties agreed that any 
award of attorney's fees and costs would be apportioned in the same way as the principal amount 
d . d . 36 an preJ u gment mterest. 
a. Attomey's Fees 
OZ seeks an award of fees in the amount of$82,005.20. As explained by counsel for OZ. 
the amount reflects that OZ settled a number of its Trillium lien claims both before OZ filed its 
foreclosure action and after. As part of the settlements. OZ and its counsel allocated a pro rata 
share of the settlement to the total Trillium Townhomes fees. In all.. OZ states that it applied a 
total of $21,562.18 of settlement proceeds to the total fees incurred in the handling of the 
Trillium Townhome foreclosure matters. The balance, according to OZ. is $82.005.20. OZ 
submitted detailed billing records in support of its fee request. 
Credit Suisse points out that the fee request is for more than the amount of the lien. 
33 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: EZA, P.C. d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Pmiial 
Summary Judgment Re: Lien Nos. 332702, 332741. 332742 and 332746. entered June I 6. 20 I 0. 
44 See Substitute Omnibus Decision at 49, n. I 68. 
35 See Stipulation Re: EZA. P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re 
Amount of Lien Numbers 332702 and 332746, filed December 2, 20 I 0. 
36 !d. 
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Credit Suisse argues that the fee request is excessive. Credit Suisse argues that significant fees 
1 
2 
were incurred after all issues regarding these liens were resolved with the 11ling of the Stipulation 
3 allocating the lien among the various prope11ies. Credit Suisse also argues that OZ cannot 
4 recover for fees incurred in the bankruptcy proceeding. 
In reply, OZ argues that the amount of fees is reasonable based upon consideration of a 
6 
number ofthe factors set fm1h in I.R.C.P. 54(c)(3). including the novelty and complexity of 
issues, the time and labor required, the nature of the ease, the amount involved and the result 
obtained. OZ points out that the litigation expenses in this case were much higher due to the 
g 
10 
complexity of the consolidated case, the multitude of parties, actions. claims, counterclaims and 
11 cross claims. OZ also asserts that the Trillium liens were complicated because the liens related 
12 to a total of about twenty (20) prope11ies, requiring significant attention to the various interests 
and details involved in each of the properties and resulting in the filing of six ( 6) separate liens. 
14 OZ argues that the lion's share of the legal fees were incurred by the two principal attorneys. Ms. 
15 
Davis and Mr. Olsen, and the relatively smaller bits of work assigned to others demonstrates that 
16 
counsel was trying to manage the litigation expenses. OZ also contends that fees incurred in the 
L'l 




?.0 As an exercise of discretion, the Court concludes that the fees requested by OZ arc 
21 reasonable. While the fees exceed the principal amount of the lien. the Court has reviewed the 
22 detailed billing records and is satisfied that all of the time that was billed was reasonable under 
23 
the unique circumstances of this case. These consolidated proceedings, as explained elsewhere 
in this decision, were exceptionally complex and assured that the cost of litigation to all parties 
25 
26 
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was much greater than in any ordinary foreclosure. Second, the foreclosure of the Trillium 
2 
Townhomcs had its own unusual features as evidenced by the number of liens and the number of 
3 properties. This case also presented a number of novel issues including determining whether a 
4 firm of architects has the right to a lien under Idaho Code § 45-50 I and determining the priority 
5 date for an architect's mechanic's lien. 
6 







OZ seeks an award of costs ofright in the amount of$1,534.67. OZ seeks an award of 
]] 
discretionary costs in the amount of$1,878.34. Credit Suisse has not filed an opposition. The 
Court will grant the request for an award of costs of right. As an exercise of discretion, the Court 
13 will find that the discretionary costs requested were necessmy and exceptional, reasonably 
14 incurred and, in the interest of justice, should be made part of the foreclosure. The Court will 
15 
award the discretionary costs as requested. 
16 
c. Prejudgment Interest 
17 
OZ seeks an award of prejudgment interest on its Trillium Townhomes liens pursuant to 
18 
19 
Idaho Code§ 45-501 at the rate specified in Idaho Code§ 28-22-104 (12%). According to OZ. 
20 this represents an award of prejudgment interest in the amount of$10,665.25 through September 
21 30,2011, and a per diem rate after September 30,2011 of$6.49. Credit Suisse does not object to 
22 the request for prejudgment interest. These amounts are consistent with the December 2, 2010 
23 
stipulation regarding the allocation of the OZ liens. The Court will award prejudgment interest 
24 
as requested by OZ. 
2.5 
26 
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E. Kesler Construction, Inc. ("Kesler") 
Kesler provided construction services at the Resort for both Tamarack and Banner/Sabey. 
Kesler filed three (3) liens: Instrument No. 330097 encumbered the Lake Wing property in the 
amount of $81,753.98; Instrument No. 3300099 encumbered the undeveloped and unplatted part 
of the Resort, also called the Heritage, area in the amount of $851 ,090.32; and Instrument No. 
330097 encumbered the Village Plaza prope1iy in the amount of $18.489.22. ln a pre-trial ruling. 
the Court determined that the Lake Wing claim oflien was :>ubsequent to the Credit Suisse Lake 
Wing mortgage37 In another ruling, the Court determined that the Village Plaza lien was valid 
and prior to the Credit Suisse Village Plaza mortgage38 
The most contentious pretrial issue between Kesler and Credit Suisse involved the 
priority of Kesler's Heritage lien. The amount Kesler claimed in the lien was $851.090.32 plus 
costs, interest and attorney's fees. However, during the discovery process. it was learned that the 
legal description on the Heritage claim of lien only described a portion of the Heritage property. 
Kesler moved for partial summary judgment as to the priority of its Heritage claim of lien. but 
the Court determined that there were genuine issues of material fact39 
Kesler did not pursue its Lake Wing lien after the Court determined that the Credit Suisse 
mortgage had priority. Prior to trial, Kesler reached a settlement with Credit Suisse on the 
Heritage lien with Kesler releasing its Heritage lien and dismissing its lien claim against the 
See Substitute Opinion replacing November 5, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Betvveen 
Credit Suisse and Various Lien Claimants, entered January I 0. 2011. 
::: See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Kesler Construction, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Against Credit Suisse as to Village Plaza, entered August 9, 2010. 
3 ~ See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Kesler Construction, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Against Credit Suisse as to Claim of Lien, Instrument No. 330099, entered August I 0, 20 I 0. 
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Heritage property.40 As a result, the only issue for trial was the amount of the Village Plaza lien. 
Originally, Kesler claimed a total of $18,489.00. At the short court trial, Kesler showed that 
valid adjustments reduced the claim to $14,446.72. Credit Suisse did not object to this as the 
amount owed to Kesler for its Village Plaza claim of lien. 
l. Attorney's I<'ees 
Kesler seeks an award of attorney's fees in the amount of $64,864.75 pursuant to Idaho 
Code§§ 45-513, 12-120 and 12-121. As stated above, as a successful lien claimant Kesler is 
entitled to an award offees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-513. Credit Suisse objects to the 
request as excessive. 
Kesler's original Proof of Claim in the Tamarack bankruptcy was for nearly $1.5 million, 
including costs, prejudgment interest and fees. This claim covered all three (3) of Kesler's liens. 
Credit Suisse asserts that, as part of the settlement of the Heritage lien claim, Kesler was required 
to file a restated Proof of Claim in the Tamarack bankruptcy proceeding, which was not to 
include any amount for the I Ieritage lien claim. The amended Proof of Claim for both the 
Village Plaza and Lake Wing lien claims was for $155,636.55. inclusive of costs, fees and 
prejudgment interest to some point in time. Backing out the principal amount of the claims, as 
well as prejudgment interest, Credit Suisse argues that Kesler was only seeking fees and costs in 
the range of a total of about $25,000 for both the Village Plaza and Lake Wing liens.41 In reply. 
Kesler argues that, except for five (5) smaller entries, the fees it seeks are only those incurred in 
~·~ See Order Dismissing Claims Related to Kesler Construction Inc.'s Claim of Lien No. 330099 with Prejudice, 
entered December 6, 20 I 0. 
" See June 2, 2011 Affidavit of P. Bruce Badger in Suppon of Opposition to Kesler's Motion for Attorney's Fees 
and Costs. 
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connection with the Village Plaza lien, and that the fees are reasonable given the exceptional 
nature of this case. 
The Court has considered the factors which are appropriate, including those set fot1h in 
LR.CP. 54(e)(3). Kesler is certainly correct that this was an exceptional case, and as a result. its 
legal fees were much higher than would otherwise be the case in an ordinary foreclosure matter. 
Kesler did obtain a favorable ruling that its Village Plaza lien was prior to the Credit Suisse 
mot1gage. A tier adjustments, Credit Suisse did not object to the amount of the lien as requested 
by Kesler. Nonetheless. as an exercise of discretion. the Court will find that the request for an 
award of fees of more than $60,000 is not reasonable. The Court will award Kesler attorney· s 
fees in the amount of$20,000.00, which includes Kesler's request for an award of$1.229.09 for 
online legal research 42 The CoUJt will find that this is a reasonable fee award for the 
enforcement of the Village Plaza claim oflien. 
2. Costs 
Kesler seeks an award of costs in the adjusted amount of $1 ,887.68.'13 Kesler does not 
distinguish between costs as a matter of right and discretionary costs. From its ov,;n review, the 
Court can see that some of the costs (service of process, depositions) arc costs as of right. Credit 
Suisse does not object to the cost bill. The Court will allow a total of $1 ,887.68. As to the 
discretionary costs, the Court will find that the expenses were necessary and exceptional, 
reasonably incurred, and, in the interest ofjustice should become part of the foreclosure of the 
-------------
42 Kesler has requested an award for online research as part of its costs. However, these may be considered and 
awarded as pm1 of the fee request. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(K). 
4
·' As noted above, the Court has awarded online legal research as part of the fee award. Accordingly, the Court has 
reduced this figure from the amount sought as costs ($3,1 16.77 - $1,229.09 ~ $1,887 .68). 
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Village Plaza lien. 
3. Prejudgment Interest 
Kesler asserts it is entitled to prejudgment interest in the amount of 12%. Kesler 
calculates prejudgment interest in the amount of $5.486.25 through May 18. 2011, with per diem 
interest being calculated at $4. 75. Credit Suisse does not object to the award of prejudgment 
interest or Kesler's calculation. The Court will grant prejudgment interest as requested by 
Kesler. 
F. Teufel Nursery, Inc. ("Teufel") 
Teufel Nursery provided landscaping and other services to Tamarack beginning in 2004. 
The central issue involving Teufel's lien claim was whether the Teufel lien had priority over the 
Credit Suisse Valley County. Prior to trial, the Court denied motions filed by both Credit Suisse 
and Teufel concerning this issue. Ultimately, the Court concluded that Teufel's lien was 
subsequent and inferior to the Credit Suisse mortgagcs44 The Court also determined that the 
amount of the lien was $306,543.3045 
1. Attorney's Fees 
Teufel seeks an award of attorney's fees under Idaho Code§§ 45-513 and 12-120. As 
discussed earlier in this decision. as a successful lien claimant, Teufel is entitled to an award of 
fees under Idaho Code§ 45-513. Teufel seeks an award of$270.942.00 consisting of fees 
incurred with Pickens Law, P.A. ($191,383.25), The Law Office ofW. John Thiel. PLLC. 
($37,768.25) and Eberle. Berlin, Kading, Turnbow & McKlvecn, Chtd., ($42,140.50). Teufel 
-H See Substitute Omnibus Decision at I 9-22. 
45 /d. at 22-37. 
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submitted detailed billing records in support of its requests. In opposition, Credit Suisse argues 
that Teufel's fee request should be reduced because Teufel only partially prevailed, in that Teufel 
did not prove its entire lien amount. Credit Suisse argues that the fee request should he further 
reduced because a portion of the fees charged by the Eberle Berlin and Pickens tlrms were related 
to releasing Teufel's liens on about forty ( 40) parcels that should not have beeu liened in the first 
place, or that were settled. Credit Suisse argues that the fees should be reduced because some of 
the fees were incurred in connection with a motion to 3mend that was not granted. Lastly, Credit 
Suisse argues that no fees should be awarded for participation in the Tamarack involuntary 
bankruptcy. 
In reply, Teufel concedes that some reduction of the Eberle Berlin fees would be 
appropriate for the fees associated with lien releases. Teufel argues that Pickens' fees for the lien 
releases should be allowed. Teufel argues that the fees associated with the motion to amend and 
the bankruptcy should be allowed as incident to the foreclosure. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( d)( I )(B) provides guidance for determining whether a 
party prevailed as follows: 
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs. 
the trial comi shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of 
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court 
in its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part 
and did not prevail in part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between 
and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the 
issues and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments 
obtained. 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B). Moreover, the prevailing party question should be determined "fi·om an 
overall view, not a claim-by-claim analysis." Crump v. Bromley. 148 Idaho 172. 174, 219 P.3d 
1188, 1190 (2009) (quoting Shore v. Peterson, 146 Idaho 903, 914, 204 PJd 1114, 1125 (2009)). 
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The determination of who is the prevailing party is committed to the trial court's discretion. In 
1 
2 
addition, when both parties arc partially successful, "it is within the court's discretion to decline 
3 an award of attorney fees to either side.'' !d. 
4 With this guidance, the Court will take an overall view of this action. The Court will not 
5 allow or disallow fees on an issue-by-issue basis. Also, for the reasons stated earlier in this 
6 
decision, the Court will allow fees incurred in the bankruptcy proceeding. Th~ Court agrees that 
7 
fees incurred to release liens should not be charged against the property. 
8 
Lastly, as an exercise of discretion, the Court will find that Teufel only partially 
10 
prevailed. While it did not prove the entire amount of its lien, the Court will find that Teufel is a 
11 partially prevailing party because Teufel did not prevail on the most important issue: whether 
12 Teufel has priority over the bank. Teufel does not have priority. As a practical matter, the lack 
13 of priority will mean it will be very unlikely that Teufel will participate in any foreclosure 
14 proceeds. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B) provides that if a pm1y partially prevailed, the district comt may 
15 
"apportion the costs between and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after 
16 
considering all of the issues and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgmen! or 
judgments obtained." Hughes v. Fisher, 142 Idaho 474,485, 129 P.3d 1223. 1234 (2006). 
18 
19 
Taking all of the foregoing into account, as an exercise of discretion, and having reviev.;ed 
20 the detailed billing records, the Court will make the following awards to Teufel reflecting an 
21 overall reduction of 40% ofthc fee requests: 
22 Pickens Law $ 114,829.95 
23 
W. John Thiel $ 22,660.95 
24 
Eberle Berlin et a/ $ 25,284.30 
25 
26 
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Total $ 162,775.20 
The reduction accounts for fees charged for lien releases as well as for not prevailing as to 
priority. 
2. Costs 
Teufel requests an award of costs as a matter of right in the amount of $4,329.23. Credit 
Suisse does not object to an award of these costs. The Court will award these costs as a matter of 
right. 
Teufel requests an award of discretionary costs in the amount of$8,843.27. This amount 
includes legal research in the amount of$593.71. Credit Suisse objects to requests for the 
following costs: I) the copying charges ($5,206.68); 2) travel costs for a deposition ($292.1 0); 
and 3) the cost of trial preparation supplies ($140.30). Credit Suisse also argues that the total of 
discretionary costs awarded should be reduced because Teufel only prevailed in part. 
The Court will disallow the request for trial preparation supplies because such costs 
appear to be ordinary and usual, not exceptional. The Cowi will disallow the request for legal 
research, since this item is included as part of the reduced fees which the Court approved. In all 
other respects. the Court will find that the discretionary costs were necessary and exceptional. 
reasonably incurred and should, in the interest of justice, become part of the foreclosure. 
However, the Court will reduce the award of discretionmy costs by 40% because Teufel only 
prevailed in part. Accordingly, as an exercise of discretion, the Court will award the following 
discretionary costs: 
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Total requested: $ 8,843.27 
2 
Less -$593.71 (legal research) 
J Less -$140.30 (trial preparation supplies) 
4 Subtotal $ 8,109.26 
5 Less 40% :13,243.70 
6 
Total Award $4.865.56 
7 
3. Prejudgment Interest 
8 
Teufel's contract provides for prejudgment interest at a rate "equal to the prime rate 
9 
10 
established by Wells Fargo Bank in Boise, Idaho plus two percent (2%). Credit Suisse does not 
ll object to the request for prejudgment interest, but asserts that Teufel should have used a variable 
1? prime rate to determine the amount. Teufel used the prime rate that was in effect at the ·;arious 
J.j times that invoices became overdue, but did not adjust that rate as the prime declined over time. 
14 Teufel objects to the opposition filed by Credit Suisse, arguing that it was untimely. 
15 
According to the September 13, 2011 Further Scheduling Order. the opposition was to have been 
l6 
filed on or before October 15,2011. The Credit Suisse opposition was filed on November 9, 
2011. As an exercise of discretion, the Court will permit the late filing. This issue has been 
18 
19 
raised in several of the other applications for prejudgment interest. Teufel does not assert that it 
?0 has been prejudiced by the late filing, and the Court would have given TeufClmore time to reply 
21 if needed. 
2? For the reasons stated earlier in this decision, the Court will allow pre-judgment interest 
23 
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G. Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC ("BALC") 
In October and November 2006, BALC participated in a financing arrangement involving 
certain equipment located at the resort including two (2) chairlifts, two (2) passenger shuttle 
buses and other equipment. As described in the financing documents, Tamarack sold the 
equipment to BALC, and BALC leased the equipment back to Tamarack on a long term basis. 
The leases were guaranteed by Tamarack's principals including Jean Pierre Bocspflug 
(''Boespflug"), Tamarack's chief executive officer. 
In March 2008, Credit Suisse named BALC as a defendant in the original foreclosure 
complaint. In the complaint, Credit Suisse alleged that BALC's interests were subordinate to the 
Credit Suisse mortgage 46 In its answer, BALC denied that the Credit Suisse mortgage had 
priority47 BALC did not file a cross-claim against Tamarack. 
On March 9, 2009, BALC filed a Complaint for Breach of Contract and for Claim and 
Delivery in a separate action in Valley County, Bane ofAmerica Leasing and Capital, LLC v. 
Tamarack Resort, LLC, fl a!, Valley County Case No. CV-2009-114-C. In this action, BALC 
asserted it was the owner of the equipment described above. The defendants included Tamarack 
and Tamarack's principals who guaranteed the BALC leases4 ' This case has been assigned to 
Fourth District Judge McLaughlin. BALC refers to this as the "Guarantor Action." 
On June 18. 2009 Tamarack filed a motion to consolidate the Guarantor action with these 
proceedings. Later. this Court denied the motion to consolidate. 
"See Credit Suisse Complaint, Valley County Case No. CV-2008-114C, at 8, ~ 20. 
"'See BALC Answer filed April I, 2008 at 2, jj I. 
18 At the time of the tiling of this case, this CoUii had appointed a Receiver, Douglas P. Wilson, tor Tamarack in the 
original foreclosure action. The BALC complaint also named famarack's Receiver as a defendant. 
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On June 22,2009, Credit Suisse filed a motion to intervene in BALC's Guarantor Action. 
Judge McLaughlin granted the motion to intervene on July 22, 2009. On August 11, 2009, 
Credit Suisse moved to dismiss BALC' s claim and delivery claims in the Guarantor Action. 
Judge McLaughlin granted the motion to dismiss without prejudice.49 The order of dismissal 
further stated: "If BALC is unable to amend its pleadings in the main Tamarack litigation, it may 
refile the dismissed causes of action here 5° 
On October 23, 2009, BALC filed with this Court a Motion to Amend Answer and Assert 
Cross-Claims against Tamarack. On November 5, 2009 .. Credit Suisse filed its Response to the 
motion to amend. BALC replied to the response on November I 0, 2009. Credit Suisse nied a 
further response on November 10, 2009. The Court held a hearing on BALC's motion to amend 
and assert a cross-claim on November 12, 2009. The Comt granted the motion to amend on the 
record on November 12, 2009. 
As noted earlier. on December 11, 2009. BALC and others filed an involuntary 
bankruptcy proceeding against Tamarack. resulting in an automatic stay of these proceedings . 
Judge Meyers modified and lifted the stay on february 3, 2010, allowing this Cowi to determine 
issues relating to the validity, priority and amount of the lien and mortgage claims against 
Tamarack's property. On February 23.2010, BALC filed its Amended Answer and Cross-Claim 
in these proceedings. The Cross-Claims against Tamarack sought claim and delivery of the lifts 
and other ski slope equipment and vehicles. 
49 See Memorandum Decision on Credit Suisse's Motion to Dismiss, or alternatively, Motion to Stay Proceedings. 
entered August 3 I, 2009. 
30 !d. at 10. 
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On April 30, 20 I 0, BALC filed a motion for summary judgment in the main foreclosure 
action that: (I) BALC is the owner of the ski lifts; (2) the ski lifts are personal property and not 
fixtures; (3) Credit Suisse has no interests in the ski liHs; ( 4) no other party has any interests in 
the ski lifts; and (5) BALC"s lease damages are $4,305,859.95, plus attorney fees and interest. 
Credit Suisse opposed the summary judgment motion. The Court conducted a hearing into this 
motion on June 17, 2010. On the record, the Comi found that there were genuine issues of 
material fact precluding summary judgment that BALC was the owner, that the ski lifts were 
personal property and that Credit Suisse had no imerests in the lifts. The Court scheduled a 
comi trial to resolve the remaining issues involving BALC and Credit Suisse. 
Credit Suisse and BALC ultimately entered into a stipulation, later amended, which the 
Court approved on May II, 2011 (the "Amended Stipulation"). 51 The parties agreed, among 
other things:(!) that BALC is the owner of the equipment; (2) that Credit Suisse disclaims, 
waives and releases any interests or rights in the equipment; (3) that the ski lifts cannot be sold or 
used without BALC's consent; and (4) Credit Suisse consents to Tamarack's immediate turnover 
to BALC of the non-ski lift equipment for disposition and would not challenge or dispute 
disposition of this equipment. The parties also agreed that the Amended Stipulation was to 
resolve all claims between them in the consolidated foreclosure proceeding and the Guarantor 
Action, CV-2009-114-C. It also acted as a waiver of certain rights ofBALC, regarding equitable 
subordination, in the Tamarack bankruptcy case, supra. The Amended Stipulation also slates that 
"[e]ach party shall bear its own costs and attorney fees incurred in the Resolved Matters''52 
-------
51 A copy of the Amended Stipulation Between Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC and Credit Suisse AG. 
Cayman Islands Branch is attached as Exhibit A to the Co Lilt's May II, 20 II Order Approving Stipulation. 
52 Amended Stipulation at 5. 
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Recently, on March 9, 20 II, BALC filed a new claim and delivery lawsuit against 
Tamarack in Valley County as Bane of America Leasing & Capital. LLC v. Tamarack Resort. 
LLC, Valley County Case No. CV-2011-88-C. This matter resulted in the issuance of a writ of 
possession and the entry of default and default judgment in favor of BALC. 53 
BALC requests an award of attorney's fees and costs in this case. BALC's motion is not 
brought in rem under Idaho Code§ 45-513. Instead, it is brought in personam under Idaho Code 
§§ 12-120(3i4 and 12-121. 55 The Court understands that BALC is seeking an award of costs and 
fees against Tamarack, not Credit Suisse. BALC has waived any claim of fees and costs against 
Credit Suisse in the stipulated settlement. 
A prevailing party generally is entitled to an award of costs. LR.C.P. 54(d)(l ). The 
guidance for determining the prevailing party issue is supplied by I.R.C.P. 54(d)(2), which provides 
as follows: 
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs, 
the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of 
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court 
in its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part 
and did not prevail in part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between 
53 See Writ of Possession, entered April 7, 20 II: Order of Default and Default Judgment entered April 12, 20 II, 
Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC v. Tamarack Resort LLC, Valley County Case No. CV-2011-88C. 
5
'
1 "In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill, negotiable instrument, guaranty, or 
contract relating to the purchase or sale of goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction 
unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be set by the 
court, to be taxed and collected as costs. 
The term ''commercial transaction" is defined to mean all transactions except transactions for personal or household 
22 purposes. The term "party" is defined to mean any person, partnership, corporation, association, private 




55 '·Jn any civil action, the judge may award reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing party or parties. provided that 
this section shall not alter, repeal or amend any statute which othenvise provides fOr the award of attorney's fees. The 
term "party'' or "parties" is defined to include any person, partnership, corporation, association. private organization. 
the State of idaho or political subdivision thereof." ldaho Code§ 12·121. 
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and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the 
issues and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments 
obtained. 
LR.C.P. 54(d)(2). The determination of who prevailed is committed to the discretion of the trial 
court. Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 148ldaho 536, 538.224 P.3d 1125, 1127 (2010) (citing Shore v. 
Peterson, 146ldaho 903,915.204 P.Jd 1114, 1126 (2009)). 
The award of attorney fees is governed by LR.C.P. 54( e)(!) which provides in part: 
In any civil action the court may ~nvard reasonable attorney fees. which at the 
discretion of the court may include paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or parties 
as defined in Rule 54(d)(l)(B), when provided for by any statute or contract. 
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(!). The Court finds that the relationship between BALC and Tamarack is a 
commercial transaction so fees can be awarded pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-120(3 ). Fees cannot 
be awarded under Idaho Code § 12-121 because Tamarack never filed an Answer. LR.C.P. 
54( e)(!). 
However, the Court will find that an award of costs and fees would be premature at this 
time. As noted above, BALC's claims against Tamarack are contained in the February 23,2010 
Amended Answer and Cross-ClaitE. It does not appear that Tamarack has filed any Answer to 
the Cross-Claim. Ftniher, the Court is not aware there has been an order of default or entry of a 
default judgment with respect to the Cross-Claim. 
Moreover, even though BALC filed the Cross-Claims against Tamarack in this case, it 
appears that BALC has already obtained at least some of the relief it sought in the Cross-Claims 
because BALC obtained a Writ of Possession to the same equipment and a judgment against 
Tamarack in the 2011 Valley County Action. The default judgment awarded unspecified 
attorney's fees to BALC in that action. 
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In any event, it is premature for BALC to assert that it is the prevailing party such that it 
2 
would be entitled to an award of costs and fees against Tamarack at this time in this case. BALC 
3 has not obtained any relief against Tamarack in this action. The Court will decline to make any 
4 award to BALC at this time. 
5 H. North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District 
6 
North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District ("North Lake District") is a 
recreational sewer and water district created pursuant to the authority of Chapter 32. Title 42. 
8 
Idaho Code. North Lake District, pursuant to the powers conferred by Idaho Code § 50-1701 el 
9 
10 
seq., created local improvement districts ("LID'') for the purpose of purchasing and constructing 
ll water and sewer facilities to serve properties in the North Lake district, including primarily the 
1? Tamarack Resort. Nmth Lake District adopted several ordinances creating LID 2003-1. LID 
l3 2004-1, LID 2004-2, LID 2005-5. Each LID levied assessments against nroperties served by the 
14 sewer facilities purchased or constructed through funds raised by the LID. 
15 
Nmth Lake District was named a ddendant in the consolidated foreclosure proceedings 
L6 
because of its LID assessments and associated statutory liens imposed by Idaho Code § 50-1721. 
17 
On October 23, 2009, North Lake District filed a motion for summary judgment that. under Idaho 
18 
l9 
Code § 50-1721, its statutmy liens are superior to e.ll other encumbrances, except levied taxes. 
20 This motion was renewed on April 28, 2010. and supplemented on June 17, 2010. The Court 
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finding that the liens upon and against the property upon which the LID assessments were made 
are superior to the lien of any mortgage or other encumbrance, whether prior or not 56 
On September 29,2011, North Lake District filed a Motion for Attorney tees and Costs. 
along with a memorandum of fees and costs and the affidavit of William F. Nichols. The motion 
was brought pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120(3), 12-121 and J.R.C.P. 54. Credit Suisse filed a 
motion to disallow costs and fees. arguing in part that Idaho Code § 12-117 is the exclusive basis 
upon which North Lake District can claim attorney fees and costs. North Lake filed an amended 
motion for fees and costs on November 15,2011. conceding that§ 12-117. not 12-120(3) or 12-
121, is the proper basis for its request North Lake District also filed a memorandum in support 
of its amended motion and in opposition to Credit Suisse's motion to disallow fees and costs. 
1. Attorney's Fees and Costs 
No1ih Lake District requests attorney's fees in the amount of$44,326.75, as detailed in 
Exhibit A attached to its memorandum. No!·th Lake District argues I hat it is the prevailing party 
because Credit Suisse, in its Second Amended Complaint, sought to foreclose North Lake 
District's LID liens, in spite of the statutory superiority ofldaho Code § 50-1721. North Lake 
District states that Credit Suisse's failure to acknowledge that superiority was frivolous and not 
well grounded in law or fact. 
North Lake District does not request costs as a matter of right. It does request 
discretionary costs, pursuant to l.R.C.P. 54( d)( 1 )(D), as follows: 
56 July 20, 20 I 0 Order Granting North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's Motion for Summary Judgment 
on LID 2003-1, LID 2004-1. LID 2004-2, and LID 2005-1. 
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Scanning service to scan discovery to .pdf: Bates stamp, compact discs 
Overnight delivery/messenger charges 
Court Call charges 
Photocopy charges (7,1 0 I copies at .15 each) 
Postage 
Mileage at IRS rate, plus parking tolls at Ada Co. Courthouse 










Credit Suisse does not challenge the amount or reasonableness of the requested costs and 
Instead. Credit Suisse argues that North Lake District is not entitled to an award of any 
attorney fees or costs because Credit Suisse acted with a reasonable basis in law and fact when it 
named North Lake District a defendant in this case. Credit Suisse states that it obtained a 
litigation guarantee 57 fi·om Chicago Title Insurance Company, which indicated that North Lake 
District had an interest in part of the property at issue in the foreclosure proceedings, and Credit 
Suisse had the right to join North Lake District under Idaho Code § 45-1302 5g so that the Court 
could determine the respective interests of each party to the same extent as in a quiet title action. 
Further, Credit Suisse argues that the validity of North Lake District's assessment liens was not 
necessarily apparent and it was therefore necessary to name North Lake District as a defendant so 
that those issues could be resolved. Credit Suisse emphasizes North Lake District's statement in 
their memorandum of fees and costs that: "the case did involve novel or dinicult questions 
regarding the local improvement assessments that North Lake issued in connection with water 
57 A copy of the litigation guarantee is Exhibit A to the October 28,2011 Afiidavit of Elizabeth W. Walker. 
58 "In any suit brought to foreclose a mortgage or lien upon real prope1iy or a lien on or security interest in personal 
property, the plaintiff, cross-complainant or plaintiff in intervention may make as pany defendant in the same cause 
of action, any person having, claiming or appearing to have or to claim any title, estate, or interest in or to any part of 
the real or personal prope1iy involved therein, and the court shalL in addition to granting relief in the fOreclosure 
action, determine the title, estate or interest of all parties thereto in the same 1~1anner and to the same extent and 
effect as in the action to quiet title." Idaho Code § 45-1302. 
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and sewer infrastructure improvements either in, or directly benefitting Tamarack Resort.''' 9 
Accordingly, Credit Suisse contends that it had a reasonable basis in law or fact to join North 
Lake District, and therefore North Lake District is precluded from recovering any fees and costs. 
In reply, North Lake District contends that Idaho Code § 50-1721 plainly provides that 
LID liens are superior to the lien of any mortgage or other encumbrances and therefore Credit 
Suisse did not have a reasonable basis in law or fact to bring North Lake into the foreclosure 
proceedings. North Lake District states that it informed Credit Suisse of this early on and 
requested voluntary dismissal, but Credit Suisse refused to do so and pursued its claim. which 
ultimately resulted in summary judgment being granted in favor of North Lake District. With 
respect to Credit Suisse's argument that the validity of the LID liens was not necessarily 
apparent, North Lake District responds that that Credit Suisse failed to reasonably engage in 
discovery to confirm the liens' validity until it was faced with North Lake District's motion for 
summary judgment.60 Further. North Lake District contends that Credit Suisse had ample time 
after the litigation guarantee to investigate whether it would be appropriate to name North Lake 
District, and after it was named, to voluntarily dismiss North Lake District. Additionally, North 
Lake District emphasizes that although Idaho Code § 45-1302 creates a statutory right to join 
North Lake, such right is discretionary, and Credit Suisse should not have done so. 
Idaho Code § 12-117 provides in part: 
(1) Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any administrative proceeding or civil 
judicial proceeding involving as adverse parties a state agency or political subdivision and 
59 Credit Suisse's Motion to Disallow at 4 (quoting North Lake's Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs at 6.) 
60 See November II, 2011 Affidavit of William F. Nichols in Support of North Lake's Amended Motion for Costs 
and Attorney's Fees (Mr. Nichols stating that he did not receive, and is not aware of there having been any formal 
discovery requests from Credit Suisse prior to North Lake's filing for summary judgment). 
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a person, the state agency or political subdivision61 or the court, as the case may be, shall 
award the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other reasonable 
expenses, if it finds that the nonprevailing patty acted without a reasonable basis in fact 
or law. 
The purpose of this statute is to deter groundless or arbitrary agency action and to provide 
a remedy for those persons having borne unjustified financial burdens defending against such 
action. Bogner v. State Dep 'I. of Rev. and Taxation, I 07 Idaho 854, 859. 693 P.2d I 056 ( 1984). 
Thus. in order to recover costs and attorney fees, North Lake District must demonstrate 
that it is the prevailing party and that Credit Suisse acted without a reasonable basis in fact or 
law. Upon such a showing, an award would be mandatory. Rincover v. State Dep 't of Finance, 
129 Idaho 442, 444, 926 P. 2d 626 ( 1996); In re Estate <Jf'Eiliott, 141 Idaho 177. 184. I 08 P .3d 
324. 331 (2005). 
The parties do not dispute that North Lake District is the prevailing party in this matter. 
However, the Court will find that Credit Suisse did act with a reasonable basis in fact and law in 
naming and pursuing litigation against North Lake District. The overall thrust of this North Lake 
District's involvement has been towards verifYing the validity of the LID liens. Accordingly. 
North Lake District's request for fees and costs will be denied. 
I. Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. ("Heddck") 
Hedrick was Tamarack's general contractor for the Trillium Townhomes. Hedrick filed a 
claim of lien against many of the Trillium Town homes as Instrument No. 331151. Credit Suisse 
61 A "Political Subdivision" is defined as a city. county or any taxing district. Idaho Code§ I2-II7(4)(b). The 
parties do not dispute that Nmth Lake is a taxing distr·ict for purposes of this statute. See Idaho Code~§ 42-320 I el 
seq. (Water and Sewer Districts), 42-3213 (Taxes) (stating: "the board [of directors of a water and sewer district] 
shall have power and authority to levy and collect ad valorem taxes on and against all taxable property within the 
district.") 
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named Hedrick as a defendant in the First Amended Complaint. The Credit Suisse mortgage 
encumbered some, but not all, of the Trillium Townhomes. Hedrick filed two separate actions on 
its contract claims and to foreclose its lien. Valley County Case No. ·cv-2008-583C pertained to 
all of the lie ned properties except lots 111 and lots 112. Block 10. Tamarack PUD Second 
Amended Phase 2.4. Valley County Case No. CV-2008-584C pertained to Hedrick's contract 
and foreclosure claims involving lots 111 and 112. 
In an earlier ruling. the Court determined that Hedrick's lien claims were subsequent to 
the Credit Suisse Trillium Townhomes mortgage62 As the Court understands it, the only 
Trillium Townhomes that were not covered by the Credit Suisse mortgage were lots 111. 112 and 
122, Block 10, Tamarack PUD Second Amended Phase 2.463 In two (2) Stipulations filed on or 
about December I3, 2010, Hedrick settled all of its claims relating to lots III and II2. 64 On 
May 3, 2010, Hedrick moved for partial summary judgment as to the validity. enforceability, 
priority and amount of Hedrick's lien claim against lot 12265 This motion was only responded to 
by OZ, who asserted that it also had a valid and enforceable claim of lien (Instrument No. 
332702) covering the same property. At a hearing on June 2.4, 2010. the Com1 stated that both 
Hedrick and OZ had valid and enforceable liens on lot 122, but did not, at that time. determine 
the relative ranking of the liens66 In the Substitute Omnibus Decision. the Court determined that 
62 See Substitute Opinion replacing November 5, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Priority Between 
Credit Suisse and Various Lien Claimants. entered January 10.2011. 
63 See Omnibus Decision at 52 
"' Substitute Omnibus Decision at 52-53. 
65 Substitute Omnibus Decisio11 at 53. 
"''Substitute Omnibus Decision at 53-54. 
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Hedrick and OZ would share pro rata in the foreclosure proceeds from the sale of lot 122 if the 
1 
proceeds were not sufficient to pay both liens67 
3 On September 30.2011, Hedrick filed a Memorandum of Costs and Fees. In the 
4 accompanying Affidavit of Counsel, Hedrick states that the tees and costs were incurred in 
5 connection with the enforcement of the lien against lot 122. In the memorandum. Hedrick asserts 
6 
that fees can be awarded pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-121 and the contract. No party filed any 
7 
objection to the request for fees and costs. 
However, Hedrick did not make a claim for fees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-513. The 
9 
10 
Court will not make any award pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-513 for Hedrick· s costs and fees at 
11 this time. The Court will not make an award of fees and costs against Tamarack because Hedrick 
12 has not obtained a judgment against Tamarack. To date, Hedrick has obtained a ruling only on 
13 the validity, priority and amount of its lien. 
14 Conclusion 
15 
As discussed above, the Court will make the following awards: 
A. Banner/Sabey 
17 
The Comt will award attorney's fees in the amount of$834,632.06 ($838,778.56-
18 
19 
$120.00, -$567.00, -$2,737.50, -$245.00, -$159.00, -$318.00). 
20 The Court will award costs as a matter of right in the amount of $3.125.77. 




25 67 Substitute Omnibus Decision at 54-57 
26 
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The Court will award prejudgment interest in the amount of $1,948.799.02 through 
September 30, 2011, arid thereafter per diem as calculated in the October 28, 2011 A nidm it of 
3 Jess A. Cheney. 
B. Tri-State Electric 
rhe Court will award attorney's fees in the amount 0f$199,2~X.l5. 
The Comi will ;mard costs Hs a matter ofr·ighr in tlw amount of$8.! 17.66. 
fb.e Comt will avvard discretionary costs in the amount of $11,632.22 
The C•mrt will award prcjudgm~m interest as stated in the Amended s·catement of 
9 
10 




'I he Court will 'lward attorney's fees in the amount of $208,333.69. 




The Court will award discretionary costs iCJ the amount of $7,611.85. 
The Court will award prejudgment interest based upon the applicable prime rate in effect 
l E I ·I on the date that each invoice became overdue. 1he calculation ofprejudgwent iarcrest mu~t 
l7 II !1 I . . I . .. II re ect c wnges over tunc m t 1e pnme rate olmtcrest. 
LF If 











1. Vi.llage Plaza 
The Court will award attorney', fees in the amount af$:542,383.66. 
The Coun wiil e. ward costs as a matter of right. in the amount ef $I .234. 75. 
The Court. witl award discretionary costs in the amount of$8,334.53. 
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The Court will award prejudgment interest us requested by OZ in the amount of 
2 
$348,142.13 through September 30. 2011, and a per diem rate after September 30, 2011 of 
3 $236.57. 
4 2. Trillium 
5 The Court will award attorney's fees in the amount of $82,005.20 
The Comt will award costs as a matler cf right in the amount nf $1,534 67. 
The Court will award discrctiona.y costs in the amount of $1 ,878.34. 
The Court w:li «ward prejudgment i11tcrest in the amotmt of $10,665 .2:i thr.:mgh 
Ti1e Court will award attorney's fees in the amount of $20,000.00 
The Court will award total costs in the amount of$1,887.68. 
F. Teufel 
The Court will award attorney's fees; as explained above. in the 'lmount of$162.7'/5.20. 
The Cmtrt will award costs as a matter of right in ihe amount of$4,329.23. 
"fhc Cow-> will award discretionary costs in the amount of $4,865.56. 
The Coun wiJI award prejudgment i11tercst at the variable rates set fonh by Credit Suisse. 
G. RALC 
The Court will not make any award to BALC at this time. 
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H. North Lake 
The Court will decline to award Nonh Lake its attorney's fees and CQSts. 
I. Hedrick 
1 he Court will not make any award to Hedrick at this time. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
"""" ilii, _.:3 ,,, ""'"'""'' 201~_iJ,,jJ. -~-- - -
J~kH.Ower. 
District Judge 
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JUN 18 20:;~?, 
Case NO. ___ ,lnst. NO'_~r:---_ 
Filed A.M. t.",.( '?is) P.M 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SECOND AMENDED SECOND REVISED ttnr Jf] JUDGMENT AND DECREE 
OF FORECLOSURE AND ORDER OF 
SALE 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV -08-31OC 
Case No. CV-08-311C 
Case No. CV -08-312C 
Case No. CV-08-324C 
Case No. CV-08-335C 
Case No. CV-08-356C 
Case No. CV-08-357C 
Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV -08-51OC 
Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV -08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-557C 
Case No. CV -08-580C 
Case No. CV -08-583C 
Case No. CV 08-584C 
This matter came before the Court on the Motion of Credit Suisse AG, Cayman 
Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) ("Plaintiff'), for 
Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale (the "Motion"). Having 
considered the Motion, the Affidavit of Megan Kane, and all papers in support thereof, the oral 
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argument of counsel and the records, orders and files in these consolidated cases, including, but 
not limited to, the Stipulation Regarding Validity, Amount and Priority of Petra Incorporated's 
Claims of Lien filed on December 1,2010; having entered on June 17,2010 its Order Granting 
Plaintiff s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to Borrower and the Borrower Subsidiaries 
on the Validity of Plaintiff s Mortgages; having entered on August 12,2010 its Order Granting 
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to All Defendants Re: Validity, 
Enforceability and Recordation Date of, and Amount Secured by, Plaintiff s Mortgages; having 
entered default judgment on February 1,2011 against the Defendant, Tamarack Resort LLC 
("Tamarack") and in favor of Plaintiff; and having previously issued its Substitute Omnibus 
Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage 
Claims on August 15,2011 (the "Omnibus Findings"); and having entered all prior orders and 
stipulations in the above-captioned matter, the Court hereby rules as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 
1. Plaintiff has judgment against Tamarack as follows: 
a. $306,585,272.92 as of June 29, 2010; plus 
b. $32,133,726.47 in pre-judgment interest accruing from and after 
June 29,2010 through March 22,2012; plus 
c. Per diem pre-judgment interest from March 22,2012 through the 
QQ ~ ~1~101 ~.z,'f ~t> 
date of entry of judgment (M days at $50,803.98 per day) in the amount of $ 'I ; 
~ Jl13 18q, 7'1Q· (;3 P''' 
d. For a total judgment in the amount of$ I (the sum of 
Paragraphs 1.a., 1.b., and 1.c., above) with post-judgment interest thereafter, which will accrue at 
the statutory rate. 





2. Plaintiff has a valid, perfected lien and security interest in the real property 
and personal property (collectively, the "Borrower Property") described on Exhibits A-I through 
A-3 attached hereto, by virtue of that certain Mortgage, Leasehold Mortgage, Security 
Agreement, Assignment of Rents and Leases and Financing Statement (the "Tamarack 
Mortgage") dated as of May 19,2006, which was recorded (a) with the County Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho on May 19, 2006 as Instrument No. 308953, and (b) with the County 
Recorder of Adams County, Idaho on May 22, 2006 as Instrument No. 111741. The Borrower 
Property includes, without limitation, a leasehold interest in certain real property owned in fee by 
the State of Idaho, which real property is more particularly described on Exhibit A-2 attached 
hereto (the "State Leased Property"). 
3. The lien and security interests of the Tamarack Mortgage in that portion of 
the Borrower Property described on Exhibits B-1 through B-3 attached hereto (the "Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property"), in the total.amount set forth in Paragraph l.d. hereof, are 
senior and prior to (a) the interests of Tamarack and (b) each and all of the liens, claims and 
encumbrances listed on Exhibit C attached hereto (such interests, liens, claims and 
encumbrances, collectively, the "Tamarack Junior Interests"). 
4. Plaintiffhas a valid, perfected lien and security interest in the real property 
and personal property (collectively, the "TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Property") 
described on Exhibits D-l and D-2 attached hereto, by virtue of that certain Mortgage, Security 
Agreement, Assignment of Rents and Leases and Financing Statement (the "TRC 
Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage") dated as of May 19,2006, which was recorded with 
the County Recorder of Valley County, Idaho on May 19,2006 as Instrument No. 308952. 
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5. The lien and security interests of the TRC WhitewaterITRC Village Plaza 
Mortgage in that portion of the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Property described on 
Exhibits E-1 and E-2 attached hereto (the "Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property"), in the total 
amount set forth in Paragraph l.d. hereof, are senior and prior to (a) the interests of Tamarack 
and its predecessors in interest, Tamarack Whitewater Construction LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company, and Village Plaza Construction LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, 
and (b) each and all of the liens, claims and encumbrances listed on Exhibit C attached hereto 
(such interests, liens, claims and encumbrances, collectively, the "WhitewaterNillage Plaza 
Junior Interests" and, together with the Tamarack Junior Interests, the "Junior Interests"). 
6. The Sheriff of Valley County (the "Sheriff') shall fIrst sell the Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property (including that portion thereof located in Adams County) as a 
single unit, by levy and execution at public auction, thereby foreclosing the Tamarack Mortgage 
on the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property. Immediately following the sale of the Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property, the Sheriff shall sell the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property 
as a single unit, by levy and execution at public auction, thereby foreclosing the TRC 
Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage on the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property. Each 
foreclosure sale conducted by the Sheriff pursuant to this judgment, decree and order is 
sometimes referred to herein as a "Sale." 
7. The Sheriff shall apply any cash proceeds of each Sale as follows: 
a. First, to the Sheriff s fees and costs associated with the Sale; 
b. Second, to Plaintiff until this judgment is satisfIed in full; and 
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c. Third, if cash proceeds remain after satisfaction of this judgment in 
full, such excess proceeds shall be deposited with the Clerk of this Court until parties claiming 
such proceeds may be heard and the proceeds released by order of this Court. 
8. At each Sale, Plaintiff may bid by credit against the amount of its lien, in 
any amounts and in any increments as Plaintiff may elect in its sole discretion. 
9. Any person or party may become a purchaser at a Sale, except the Sheriff 
and the Sheriff s deputies. 
10. The fee ownership interest of the State of Idaho in the State Leased 
Property shall not be affected by the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property. Plaintiff 
or any other purchaser at the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property shall succeed to 
the right, title and interest of Tamarack in the State Leased Property. 
11. The Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property does not include those certain 
parcels subject to the Tamarack Mortgage and referred to in the Omnibus Findings. as the "Lake 
Wing," "Belvedere Ridge," "Whitewater," and "B211B22" parcels, or those parcels subject to the 
Tamarack Mortgage described as Units 110, 113, 114, 118, 120 and 121, Block 10, Tamarack 
Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4. Plaintiff retains the right to foreclose the 
Tamarack Mortgage as to such parcels so long as the judgment herein rendered remains 
unsatisfied in full. Further, the exclusion of such parcels from the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure 
Property shall not affect any redemption rights Plaintiff may have upon foreclosure of any lien 
on such parcels senior to the lien of the Tamarack Mortgage. Additionally, the Initial Tamarack 
Foreclosure Property does not include the following equipment owned by Banc of America 
Leasing & Capital, LLC: (a) that certain Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable 
Quad Chairlift (the "Wildwood Lift"); (b) that certain Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chari" 





Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments and accessories (the "Buttercup Lift"); 
and (c) that certain Pisten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, Flextiller, Vario-Bar 
Hydraulics, and Kombi Tracks (the "Snow Plow"). Furthermore, the Initial Tamarack 
Foreclosure Property does not include the personal property subject to the security interests 
("Personal Property Interests") asserted by Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), 
which asserted Personal Property Interests are subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells 
Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, filed on March 5, 2012, and presently 
under submission for ruling by the Court (the "Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit 
Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with respect to any ruling by the Court on the Motion to 
Strike. 
12. The Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property does not include that certain 
parcel subject to the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage and referred to in the 
Omnibus Findings as "Village Plaza," or those parcels subject to the TRC Whitewater/TRC 
Village Plaza Mortgage described as Lots 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108 and Garage 
Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, G105, G106, G107 and G108 Block 10, Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4 and Lots 119 and 120 Block 10 of Tamarack 
Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4. Plaintiff retains the right to foreclose the TRC 
Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage as to such parcels so long as the judgment herein 
rendered remains unsatisfied in full. Further, the exclusion of such parcels from the Initial 
Whitewater Foreclosure Property shall not affect any redemption rights Plaintiff may have upon 
foreclosure of any lien on such parcels senior to the lien of the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village 
Plaza Mortgage. 
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13. Notwithstanding the Sales of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property 
and Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property (collectively, "Initial Foreclosure Property") 
pursuant to this judgment, decree and order, Plaintiff shall retain the right and may proceed, at 
its election, to (a) obtain pursuant to this judgment, decree and order, execution of this judgment 
on any other property securing Tamarack's obligations to Plaintiff (including, without limitation, 
foreclosure of the Tamarack Mortgage and/or the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage 
on property subject to such mortgagees) but not included in the Initial Foreclosure Property), or 
(b) realize upon any other collateral securing Tamarack's obligations to Plaintiff, all of which 
rights are hereby reserved. 
14. Upon completion of the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property, 
all Tamarack Junior Interests shall be terminated and foreclosed, except as to any redemption 
rights that survive the mortgage foreclosure as provided by the law of the State of Idaho. Upon 
completion of the Sale of the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property, all WhitewaterNillage 
Plaza Junior Interests shall be terminated and foreclosed, except as to any redemption rights that 
survive the mortgage foreclosure as provided by the law of the State of Idaho. 
15. Upon completion of the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property, 
the Sheriff shall make and deliver to the purchaser a certificate of sale in the form of Exhibit F -1 
attached hereto, and shall also cause such certificate of sale to be recorded in the offices of the 
Valley County Recorder and the Adams County Recorder. Upon completion of the Sale of the 
Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property, the Sheriff shall make and deliver to the purchaser a 
certificate of sale in the form of Exhibit F -2 attached hereto, and shall also cause such certificate 
of sale to be recorded in the offices of the Valley County Recorder. 
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16. Upon completion of each Sale, the purchaser or purchasers at such Sale 
shall be entitled to possession of and the use and benefits of the Initial Foreclosure Property 
purchased at such Sale, from the time of such Sale until redemption, if any. 
17. After the times allowed by law for redemption have expired without 
redemption having occurred, the Sheriff shall execute and deliver (i) to the purchaser or 
purchasers at the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property or its or their designated 
assignee(s) a Sheriffs Deed in the form of Exhibit 0-1 attached hereto, and (ii) to the purchaser 
or purchasers at the Sale of the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property or its or their designated 
assignee(s) a Sheriffs Deed in the form of Exhibit 0-2 attached hereto. 
IIII 
(Continued on next page) 
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18. The Court expressly reserves and retains jurisdiction of this cause for the 
purpose of making such further orders as may be necessary to carry out this judgment, decree of 
foreclosure and order of sale, correct any mathematical error, or for the purpose of making such 
further orders as may be necessary or appropriate. 
Dated this If day of ~ ,2012. 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby 
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is 
no reason for delay of the entry of a fmal judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct 
that the above judgment or order shall be a fmal judgment and an appeal may be taken as 
provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
MADE AND ENTERED this (&: day of ~ 
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FEE OWNED PROPERTY 
PARCEL1A 
Beginning at the NW Comer of Section 5, Township 15, North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian 
(Basis of bearing being South 00°13'49" West between the West ~ comer and the NW comer of 
said Section 5), said point also being on the Easterly boundary of State of Idaho Lands; and 
running thence along said Easterly boundary North 00°54'20" West 2637.72 feet to the West ~ 
comer of Section 32, Township 16 North, Range 3 East; thence South 89°54'50" East 2641.68 
feet to the center of said Section 32, thence South 00°05'35" East 2642.05 feet to the South ~ 
comer of said Section 32, also being the North ~ comer of Section 5, Township 15 North Range 
3 East, thence along the North line of said Section 5, South 89°27'05" East 1995.78 feet to West 
Mountain Road; thence following said West Mountain Road the following three courses: 
1) South 00°05'08" East 1543.53 feet; 
2) South 00°05'06" East 1331.39 feet to the SE comer of the W Yz of the SW ~ of the NE ~ 
of said Section 5; 
3) South 00°05'04" East 2664.27 feet to the SE comer of the West Yz of the SE ~ of the SE 
~ of said Section 5; thence along the South line of said Section 5, also being the Northerly 
boundary of State of Idaho Lands, South 89°56'25" West 1976.03 feet to the S ~ comer of said 
Section 5; thence continuing along the boundary of State of Idaho lands the following two 
courses; 
1) South 00°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the SW comer of the NW ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 8, Township 15 North Range 3 East; 
2) South 89°53'46" East 1645.40 feet, also being on the Westerly boundary of United States 
of America property; thence following the Westerly boundary line of United States of America 
property the following seven courses; 
1) South 00°10'21" West 216.07 feet; 
2) South 00°11 '32" West 1114.45 feet to the south line of the SE ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 8; 
3) Along said South line North 89°43'49" West 328.78 feet to the SW comer of said SE ~ 
of the NE ~ of Section 8; 
4) South 00°10'59" West 830.90 feet; 
5) North 89°39'03" West 657.17 feet; 






7) South 00°08'47" West 634.98 feet to the North Lake Subdivision No.2; thence along 
said North Lake Subdivision No.2 boundary line the following six courses: 
1) South 89°49'06" West 536.19 feet; 
2) North 02°23'30" East 516.75 feet; 
3) North 89°43'00" West 884.93 feet; 
4) North 73°58'58" West 1000.77 feet; 
5) South 00°05'30" East 108.17 feet; 
6) South 89°47'07" West 264.77 feet; thence continuing along and beyond said North Lake 
Subdivision No.2 to the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No.1 South 00°06'06" 
West 1356.66 feet to the NE comer of the W ~ of the NW 'l.:4 of the NW 'l.:4 of Section 17; thence 
continuing along the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No.1 South 00°03'52" West 
1323.66 feet to the SE comer of said W 'l1 of the NW 'l.:4 of the NW 'l.:4 of Section 17, to a point on 
West Mountain Road; thence along West Mountain Road North 89°32'32" West 655.07 feet to 
the SW comer of said W ~ of the NW 'l.:4 of the NW 'l.:4 of Section 17; thence North 88°15'41" 
West 2675.18 feet to the SW comer of the North 'l1 of the NE ~ of Section 18, Township 15 
North, Range 3 East also being on the Easterly boundary line of United States of America 
property; thence along said United States of America property boundary the following eight 
courses: 
. 1) North 00°07'00" West 1340.00 feet to the North 'l.:4 comer of said Section 18; 
2) North 00°05'54" East 2629.19 feet to the center of Section 7, Township 15 North Range 
3 East; 
3) North 00°06'27" East 1339.71 feet to the NW comer of the SW 'l.:4 of the NE 'l.:4 of said 
Section 7; 
4) South 87°44' 15" East 1337.70 feet to the NE comer of the SW 'l.:4 of the NE ~ of 
Section 7; 
5) North 00°01 '56" East 1329.86 feet to the NW comer of the NE 'l.:4 of the NE 'l.:4 of 
Section 7; 
6) South 87°18'53" East 1338.21 feet to the NE comer of said Section 7, also being the SW 
comer of Section 5, Township 15 North, Range 3 East; 
7) Along the West Section line of said Section 5 North 00° 12' 43" West 2651.06 feet to the 
W 'l.:4 comer of said Section 5; 
8) Continuing along said West Section line North 00°13'49" East 2920.18 feet to the NW 






SAVE AND EXCEPT 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Osprey Meadows Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort· Lake Wing Condominiums; 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums and Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village filed for record in the office of the Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho. 
ALSO SA VB AND EXCEPT 
A parcel of land located in Sections 5 and 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East Boise Meridian, 
Valley County, Idaho more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the N ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 296.16 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 0°32'55" West 1537.60 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING 
1.) North 86°22'47" East 230.17 feet; thence 
2.) North 77°32'59" East 268.40 feet; thence 






4.) South 69°26'41" East 143.67 feet; thence 
5.) South 89°50'07" East 143.20 feet; thence 
6.) South 75°12'40" East 63.95 feet; thence 
7.) South 61 °52'53" East 159.81 feet; thence 
8.) South 71 °58'25" East 161.98 feet; thence 
9.) South 35°04'12" East 136.31 feet; thence 
10.) South 14°07'03" East 132.00 feet; thence 
11.) South 59°40'35" East 272.48 feet; thence 
12.) South 25°53'04" West 276.18 feet; thence 
13.) South 21 °23'20" West 502.77 feet; thence 
14.) South 12°45'17" West 169.07 feet; thence 
15.) South 20°06'59" West 663.00 feet; thence 
16.) South 82°26'28" East 444.78 feet; thence 
17.) South 22°35'30" East 392.70 feet thence 
18.) South 0°05'04" East 163.10 feet; thence 
19.) South 28°16'52" West 394.85 feet; thence 
20.) South 42°47'08" West 829.09 feet; thence 
21.) South 58°17' 13" West 291.47 feet; thence 
22.) South 26°21 '09" East 316.06 feet; thence 
23.) South 26°15'45" West 122.10 feet to a point on the south line of said Section 5; thence 
along said section line, 
24.) South 89°56'25" West 585.80 feet to a point on the boundary of Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 1; 
Thence, along said boundary through the following courses: 
25.) North 4°01 '06" East 138.16 feet; thence 






27.) North 2°48'29" East 46.17 feet; thence 
28.) North 24°29' 12" West 208.21 feet; thence 
29.) North 2°32'19" East 47.12 feet; thence 
30.) North 28°04'26" East 19.54 feet; thence 
31.) North 39°02'59" East 116.48 feet; thence 
32.) North 43°20'51" East 730.13 feet; thence 
33.) North 40°01 '59" West 200.93 feet; thence 
34.) South 87°54'29" West 138.39 feet; thence 
35.) South 70°18'13" West 313.36 feet; thence 
36.) South 78°11' 10" West 80.86 feet; thence 
37.) North 73°02'13" West 86.12 feet; thence 
38.) North 49°16'48" West 176.90 feet thence 
39.) North 48°31 '25" West 250.98 feet; thence 
40.) South 43°58'05" West 125.46 feet to a point on a non-tangent curve; thence 
41.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of205.00 feet, an arc length of 
62.63 feet, through a central angle of 17°30'16" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
42°44'47" West 62.39 feet; thence tangent from said curve 
42.) North 51 °29'55" West 245.10 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
43.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of 825.00 feet, an arc length of 
128.62 feet, through a central angle of 8°55'56" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
55°57'53" West 128.49 feet; thence, 
44.) North 62°52'29" East 170.63 feet; thence, 
45.) North 06°08'21" West 363.79 feet; thence, 
46.) North 69°30'18" West 420.12 feet; thence, 
47.) North 43°19'35" West 422.80 feet; thence, 
48.) North 13°49'07" West 432.13 feet; thence 






50.) North 32°12'25" East 180.50 feet; thence 
51.) North 53°15'28" East 176.77 feet; thence 
52.) North 69°09'56" East 378.53 feet; thence 
53.) North 16°20'42" East 161.54 feet; thence 
54.) North 59°21 '40" East 60.00 feet; thence 
55.) South 86°01 '23" East 170.22 feet; thence 
56.) North 56°08'22" East 98.34 feet; thence 
57.) North 75°10'48" East 573.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
Commencing at the north ~ comer of said Section 8; thence along the west line of the NW ~ of 
the NE ~ of said Section 8 
A.) South 0°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the C-N 1116 comer of said Section 8; thence 
B.) South 89°53'46" East 240.24 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) South 89°53'46" East 1162.17 feet; thence 
2.) South 15°32'21" East 288.21 feet; thence 
3.) South 45°59'25" East 187.80 feet; thence 
4.) South 0°00'00" East 43.69 feet; thence 
5.) South 51 °07'48" West 302.18 feet; thence 
6.) South 20°00'03" West 324.47 feet; thence 
7.) South 36°46'50" West 255.08 feet; thence 
8.) South 9°22'20" West 253.95 feet; thence 
9.) South 20°15'09" West 213.84 feet; thence 
10.) North 57°05'33" West 586.31 feet; thence 
11.) North 83°17'17" West 328.92 feet; thence 
12.) South 75°08'04" West 252.38 feet; thence 






14.) North 36°21 '59" West 141.59 feet; thence 
15.) North 26°23'49" East 152.89 feet; thence 
16.) North 68°16'04" West 378.45 feet; thence 
17.) North 11°43'53" West 84.70 feet; thence 
18.) North 82°23'28" East 162.44 feet; thence 
19.) South 87°47'57" East 172.45 feet; thence 
20.) North 69°50'16" East 135.18 feet; thence 
21.) North 82°23'28" East 217.18 feet; thence 
22.) North 72°38'14" East 221.45 feet; thence 
23.) North 12°20'03" East 279.94 feet; thence 
24.) North 6°26'52" West 377.77 feet; thence 
25.) North 22°03'29" West 77.55 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Together with an easement for ingress and egress a 30 foot wide strip of land, 15 feet either side 
of the following centerline. COMMENCING at the N ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along 
the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 842.30 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 19°38'29" West 371.11 feet; thence 
C.) South 71 °02'32" East 54.96 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) Southwesterly along a curve to the left with a radius of 80.00 feet, an arc length of 68.91 
feet through a central angle of 48°50'21" and a chord bearing and distance of South 0°23'51" 
West 66.15 feet; thence tangent from said curve. 
2.) South 24°01' 19" East 54.34 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
3.) Southeasterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 84.00 feet an arc length of 
31.84 feet, through a central angle of21 °43'14" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
34°52'56" East 31.65 feet; thence 
4.) Southwesterly along said curve to the right with a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc length of 
211.53 feet, through a central angle of93°13'42" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
0°52'18" West 188.95 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 






6.) Southwesterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 350.00 feet, an arc length of 
183.81 feet, through a central angle of30005'23", and a chord bearing and distance of South 
32°26'28" West 181.70 feet to the POINT OF TERMINATION. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities as such term is defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 1-B 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, B, C, D, F, G, H and I; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final 
Plat, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Space E, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 61 
Block 12, Lots 84, 85, 85A Block 9, Open Spaces A, B, C, D, and E Tamarack Resort Planned 
Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 6, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, save and except Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2 and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 
plats of which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 37B 
Block 14, Block 7, Open Spaces A, B, C and D Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development 
Phase 2.2, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 12A 
Block 5, Open Spaces A, B and C Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 a plat 







All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 1, 
2, 5, 6, 7, 14, and 15 Block 19; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 
19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village save and except all platted lots 
in Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, 
plats which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 3, 
4, 13, 17, 18, 19,20,21 and 22 Block 19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 
Village, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, C and D and Lots 3, 4,5, 7, 73, 77 and 120 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces E and F Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces G and H, Lot 2 Block 10, Lots 110, 113, 114, 118 and 121 Block 10, Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 24 
and 25 Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, a plat which is 







All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium, nka Tamarack Resort Lodge at Osprey 
Meadows a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, save 
and except Units 201,202,205,211,213,215,218,220,301,302,305,311, 313, 318, 320, 401, 
402,403,404,405,406,413,414,415,416,417 and 419 and also except LI-0l, LI-02, L1-04, 
LI-06, LI-07, LI-08, PI-40, PI-41, PI-44, P2-01 and P2-04. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such tenn is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCELIC 
All private roads, drives, courts, places, and driveways, shown on the following recorded plats: 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat, recorded November 24,2003, in 
the office of the Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278276. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, recorded December 22,2003, in 
the office of the Recorder Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278933. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, recorded January 10, 2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291356. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, recorded March 21,2005, in the office 







Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3, recorded April 26, 2005, in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 294839. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, recorded March 24, 2006, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 307127. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, recorded April 24, 2006, in 
the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 308093. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, recorded January 10,2005, in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291350. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village, recorded October 18,2005, in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301733. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium (now known as Tamarack Resort Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows), recorded January 10,2005, in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho, as Instrument No. 291359. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, recorded October 18,2005, in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301738. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such tenns are defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the property, as such tenns are defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 






PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 1A and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273190. The 
easement provides for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian 
ingress and egress, pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of power and other 
utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, 
water, and drainage facilities, with ingress and egress to and from a road known as West 
Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private roads as shown above as Parcel 
1C. 
PARCEL 8: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 1A and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and 
construction, maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance 
of the power and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and 
installation of sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and 
across that certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document 
entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, 
Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, 
and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a 
public road know as West Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private 













STATE LEASED PROPERTY 
PARCEL IA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 
The following parcels of land lying within Valley County, Idaho: 
NW ~ NE ~ and W 12 NE ~ NE ~ Section 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 36 lying within the boundaries of Valley County, Idaho Township 16, North 
Range" 2 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
Government Lots 9 and 11; E 12SW~; NW ~ SW ~ SE~; S 12 SW ~ SE ~ Section 19, 
Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 30, excepting therefrom the NE ~ NE ~, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 31, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 







A pennanent easement, for the benefit of Parcel 4 above, for reconstructing, using and 
maintaining a road, over, and across that certain real property more fully described on and 
created pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 5706, by and between the 
State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Franklin B. Edwards, a single man, as 
purchaser of certain parcels of land from the estate of Mryn Little, and Agnes Brailsford, 
personal representative of said estate; Henry J. and Karleen L Grasmick; Glenn Dee and M. 
Lorene Morrow; Margaret P. Slifka; Executor of the Estate of Margaret P. Slifka; Charles E. 
Syversin; Jim E. and Mary L. Walters, as Grantees, dated March 1, 1995, and recorded 
March 22, 1995, as Instrument No. 210173. Said easement provides a pennanent easement for 
the purpose of reconstructing, using and maintaining a road that provides ingress and egress to 
and from a public road known as West Mountain Road. 
PARCEL 10: (LH-Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tenant and State of Idaho, Landlord, Adams 
County) 














ALL COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TAMARACK MORTGAGE) SAVE AND 
EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
The following equipment owned by Banc of America Leasing and Capital, LLC: (a) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable Quad Chairlift; (b) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chair" Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments 
and accessories; and ( c) that certain Pisten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, 
Flextiller, Vario-Bar Hydraulics, and Kombi Tracks; 
AND 
The personal property subject to the security interests ("Personal Property Interests") asserted by 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), which asserted Personal Property Interests are 
subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional 
Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree ofForec1osure and Order of 
Sale, filed on March 5,2012, and presently under submission for ruling by the Court (the 
"Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with 










______________ I ___ 1 
EXHIBIT B-1 
FEE OWNED PROPERTY 
PARCELIA 
Beginning at the NW Comer of Section 5, Township 15, North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian 
(Basis of bearing being South 00° 13' 49" West between the West li4 comer and the NW comer of 
said Section 5), said point also being on the Easterly boundary of State of Idaho Lands; and 
running thence along said Easterly boundary North 00°54'20" West 2637.72 feet to the West li4 
comer of Section 32, Township 16 North, Range 3 East; thence South 89°54'50" East 2641.68 
feet to the center of said Section 32, thence South 00°05'35" East 2642.05 feet to the South li4 
comer of said Section 32, also being the North li4 comer of Section 5, Township 15 North Range 
3 East, thence along the North line of said Section 5, South 89°27'05" East 1995.78 feet to West 
Mountain Road; thence following said West Mountain Road the following three courses: 
1) South 00°05'08" East 1543.53 feet; 
2) South 00°05'06" East 1331.39 feet to the SE comer of the W ~ of the SW -~ of the NE ~ 
of said Section 5; 
3) South 00°05'04" East 2664.27 feet to the SE comer of the West ~ of the SE ~ of the SE 
~ of said Section 5; thence along the South line of said Section 5, also being the Northerly 
boundary of State of Idaho Lands, South 89° 56 '25" West 1976.03 feet to the S ~ comer of said 
Section 5; thence continuing along the boundary of State of Idaho lands the following two 
courses; 
1) South 00°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the SW comer of the NW ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 8, Township 15 North Range 3 East; 
2) South 89°53'46" East 1645.40 feet, also being on the Westerly boundary of United States 
of America property; thence following the Westerly boundary line of United States of America 
property the following seven courses; 
1) South 00°10'21" West 216.07 feet; 
2) South 00°11 '32" West 1114.45 feet to the south line of the SE ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 8; 
3) Along said South line North 89°43'49" West 328.78 feet to the SW comer of said SE ~ 
of the NE ~ of Section 8; 
4) South 00°10'59" West 830.90 feet; 
5) North 89°39'03" West 657.17 feet; 






7) South 00°08'47" West 634.98 feet to the North Lake Subdivision No.2; thence along 
said North Lake Subdivision No.2 boundary line the following six courses: 
1) South 89°49'06" West 536.19 feet; 
2) North 02°23'30" East 516.75 feet; 
3) North 89°43'00" West 884.93 feet; 
4) North 73°58'58" West 1000.77 feet; 
5) South 00°05'30" East 108.17 feet; 
6) South 89°47'07" West 264.77 feet; thence continuing along and beyond said North Lake 
Subdivision No.2 to the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No.1 South 00°06'06" 
West 1356.66 feet to the NE corner of the W V2 of the NW ~ of the NW ~ of Section 17; thence 
continuing along the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No.1 South 00°03'52" West 
1323.66 feet to the SE corner of said W V2 of the NW ~ of the NW ~ of Section 17, to a point on 
West Mountain Road; thence along West Mountain Road North 89°32'32" West 655.07 feet to 
the SW corner of said W V2 of the NW ~ of the NW ~ of Section 17; thence North 88°15'41" 
West 2675.18 feet to the SW corner of the North V2 of the NE ~ of Section 18, Township 15 
North, Range 3 East also being on the Easterly boundary line of United States of America 
property; thence along said United States of America property boundary the following eight 
courses: 
1) North 00°07'00" West 1340.00 feet to the North ~ corner of said Section 18; 
2) North 00°05'54" East 2629.19 feet to the center of Section 7, Township 15 North Range 
3 East; 
3) North 00°06'27" East 1339.71 feet to the NW corner of the SW ~ of the NE ~ of said 
Section 7; 
4) South 87°44'15" East 1337.70 feet to the NE corner of the SW ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 7; 
5) North 00°01 '56" East 1329.86 feet to the NW comer of the NE ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 7; 
6) South 87°18'53" East 1338.21 feet to the NE comer of said Section 7, also being the SW 
comer of Section 5, Township 15 North, Range 3 East; 
7) Along the West Section line of said Section 5 North 00°12'43" West 2651.06 feet to the 
W ~ comer of said Section 5; 
8) Continuing along said West Section line North 00°13'49" East 2920.18 feet to the NW 






SAVE AND EXCEPT 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Osprey Meadows Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums; 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums and Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village filed for record in the office of the Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho. 
ALSO SA VB AND EXCEPT 
A parcel of land located in Sections 5 and 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East Boise Meridian, 
Valley County, Idaho more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the N ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 296.16 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 0°32'55" West 1537.60 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING 
1.) North 86°22'47" East 230.17 feet; thence 
2.) North 77°32'59" East 268.40 feet; thence 






4.) South 69°26'41" East 143.67 feet; thence 
5.) South 89°50'07" East 143.20 feet; thence 
6.) South 75°12'40" East 63.95 feet; thence 
7.) South 61 °52'53" East 159.81 feet; thence 
8.) South 71 °58'25" East 161.98 feet; thence 
9.) South 35°04' 12" East 136.31 feet; thence 
10.) South 14°07'03" East 132.00 feet; thence 
11.) South 59°40'35" East 272.48 feet; thence 
12.) South 25°53'04" West 276.18 feet; thence 
13.) South 21 °23'20" West 502.77 feet; thence 
14.) South 12°45' 17" West 169.07 feet; thence 
15.) South 20°06'59" West 663.00 feet; thence 
16.) South 82°26'28" East 444.78 feet; thence 
17.) South 22°35'30" East 392.70 feet thence 
18.) South 0°05'04" East 163.10 feet; thence 
19.) South 28° 16' 52" West 394.85 feet; thence 
20.) South 42°47'08" West 829.09 feet; thence 
21.) South 58°17'13" West 291.47 feet; thence 
22.) South 26°21 '09" East 316.06 feet; thence 
23.) South 26° 15' 45" West 122.10 feet to a point on the south line of said Section 5; thence 
along said section line, 
24.) South 89°56'25" West 585.80 feet to a point on the boundary of Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 1; 
Thence, along said boundary through the following courses: 
25.) North 4°01 '06" East 138.16 feet; thence 







27.) North 2°48'29" East 46.17 feet; thence 
28.) North 24°29'12" West 208.21 feet; thence 
29.) North 2°32'19" East 47.12 feet; thence 
30.) North 28°04'26" East 19.54 feet; thence 
31.) North 39°02'59" East 116.48 feet; thence 
32.) North 43°20'51" East 730.13 feet; thence 
33.) North 40°01 '59" West 200.93 feet; thence 
34.) South 87°54'29" West 138.39 feet; thence 
35.) South 70°18'13" West 313.36 feet; thence 
36.) South 78°11' 10" West 80.86 feet; thence 
37.) North 73°02'13" West 86.12 feet; thence 
38.) North 49°16'48" West 176.90 feet thence 
39.) North 48°31 '25" West 250.98 feet; thence 
40.) South 43°58'05" West 125.46 feet to a point on a non-tangent curve; thence 
41.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of205.00 feet, an arc length of 
62.63 feet, through a central angle of 17°30' 16" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
42°44'47" West 62.39 feet; thence tangent from said curve 
42.) North 51 °29'55" West 245.10 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
43.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of 825.00 feet, an arc length of 
128.62 feet, through a central angle of 8°55'56" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
55°57'53" West 128.49 feet; thence, 
44.) North 62°52'29" East 170.63 feet; thence, 
45.) North 06°08'21" West 363.79 feet; thence, 
46.) North 69°30' 18" West 420.12 feet; thence, 
47.) North 43°}9'35" West 422.80 feet; thence, 
48.) North 13°49'07" West 432.13 feet; thence 






50.) North 32°12'25" East 180.50 feet; thence 
51.) North 53°15'28" East 176.77 feet; thence 
52.) North 69°09'56" East 378.53 feet; thence 
53.) North 16°20'42" East 161.54 feet; thence 
54.) North 59°21 '40" East 60.00 feet; thence 
55.) South 86°01 '23" East 170.22 feet; thence 
56.) North 56°08'22" East 98.34 feet; thence 
57.) North 75°10'48" East 573.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
Commencing at the north ~ comer of said Section 8; thence along the west line of the NW ~ of 
the NE ~ of said Section 8 
A.) South 0°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the C-N 1116 comer of said Section 8; thence 
B.) South 89°53'46" East 240.24 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) South 89°53'46" East 1162.17 feet; thence 
2.) South 15°32'21" East 288.21 feet; thence 
3.) South 45°59'25" East 187.80 feet; thence 
4.) South 0°00'00" East 43.69 feet; thence 
5.) South 51 °07'48" West 302.18 feet; thence 
6.) South 20°00'03" West 324.47 feet; thence 
7.) South 36°46'50" West 255.08 feet; thence 
8.) South 9°22'20" West 253.95 feet; thence, 
9.) South 20°15'09" West 213.84 feet; thence 
10.) North 57°05'33" West 586.31 feet; thence 
11.) North 83°17'17" West 328.92 feet; thence 
12.) South 75°08'04" West 252.38 feet; thence 






14.) North 36°21 '59" West 141.59 feet; thence 
15.) North 26°23'49" East 152.89 feet; thence 
16.) North 68°16'04" West 378.45 feet; thence 
17.) North 11 °43'53" West 84.70 feet; thence 
18.) North 82°23'28" East 162.44 feet; thence 
19.) South 87°47'57" East 172.45 feet; thence 
20.) North 69°50' 16" East 135.18 feet; thence 
21.) North 82°23'28" East 217.18 feet; thence 
22.) North 72°38' 14" East 221.45 feet; thence 
23.) North 12°20'03" East 279.94 feet; thence 
24.) North 6°26'52" West 377.77 feet; thence 
25.) North 22°03'29" West 77.55 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Together with an easement for ingress and egress a 30 foot wide strip of land, 15 feet either side 
of the following centerline. COMMENCING at the N ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along 
the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 842.30 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 19°38'29" West 371.11 feet; thence 
C.) South 71 °02'32" East 54.96 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) Southwesterly along a curve to the left with a radius of 80.00 feet, an arc length of 68.91 
feet through a central angle of 48°50'21" and a chord bearing and distance of South 0°23'51" 
West 66.15 feet; thence tangent from said curve. 
2.) South 24°01' 19" East 54.34 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
3.) Southeasterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 84.00 feet an arc length of 
31.84 feet, through a central angle of21 °43' 14" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
34°52'56" East 31.65 feet; thence 
4.) Southwesterly along said curve to the right with a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc length of 
211.53 feet, through a central angle of93°13'42" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
0°52'18" West 188.95 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 






6.) Southwesterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 350.00 feet, an arc length of 
183.81 feet, through a central angle of30005'23", and a chord bearing and distance of South 
32°26'28" West 181.70 feet to the POINT OF TERMINATION. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities as such term is defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 1-B 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, B, C, D, F, G, H and I; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final 
Plat, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Space E, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 61 
Block 12, Lots 84, 85, 85A Block 9, Open Spaces A, B, C, D, and E Tamarack Resort Planned 
Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 6, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, save and except Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2 and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 
plats of which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 37B 
Block 14, Open Spaces A, B, C and D Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 12A 
Block 5, Open Spaces A, Band C Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 a plat 







All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 1, 
2,5,6, 7, 14, and 15 Block 19; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 
19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village save and except all platted lots 
in Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, 
plats which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 3, 
4, 13, 17, 18, 19,20,21 and 22 Block 19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 
Village, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, C and D and Lots 3,4, 5, 7, 73 and 77 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces E and F Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces G and H, Lot 2 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium, nka Tamarack Resort Lodge at Osprey 
Meadows a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, save 
and except Units 201, 202, 205, 211, 213, 215, 218,220,301,302,305,311,313,318,320,401, 
402,403,404,405,406,413,414,415,416,417 and 419 and also except L1-01, L1-02, L1-04, 






Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCELIC 
All private roads, drives, courts, places, and driveways, shown on the following recorded plats: 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat, recorded November 24,2003, in 
the office of the Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278276. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, recorded December 22,2003, in 
the office of the Recorder Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278933. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, recorded January 10, 2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291356. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, recorded March 21,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 293591. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3, recorded April 26, 2005, in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 294839. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, recorded March 24, 2006, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 307127. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, recorded April 24, 2006, in 
the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 308093. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, recorded January 10,2005, in the 







Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village, recorded October 18, 2005, in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301733. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium (now known as Tamarack Resort Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows), recorded January 10,2005, in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho, as Instrument No. 291359. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, recorded October 18, 2005, in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301738. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such terms are defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the property, as such terms are defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 1A and IB above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190. The 
easement provides for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian 
ingress and egress, pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of power and other 
utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, 
water, and drainage facilities, with ingress and egress to and from a road known as West 







PARCEL 8: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 1A and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and 
construction, maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance 
of the power and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and 
installation of sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and 
across that certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document 
entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, 
Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, 
and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a 
public road know as West Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private 











STATE LEASED PROPERTY 
PARCEL IA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 
The following parcels of land lying within Valley County, Idaho: 
NW ~ NE ~ and W ~ NE ~ NE ~ Section 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 36 lying within the boundaries of Valley County, Idaho Township 16, North 
Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
Government Lots 9 and 11; E ~ SW ~; NW ~ SW ~ SE ~; S ~ SW ~ SE ~ Section 19, 
Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 30, excepting therefrom the NE ~ NE ~, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 31, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 







A permanent easement, for the benefit of Parcel 4 above, for reconstructing, using and 
maintaining a road, over, and across that certain real property more fully described on and 
created pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 5706, by and between the 
State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Franklin B. Edwards, a single man, as 
purchaser of certain parcels of land from the estate of Mryn Little, and Agnes Brailsford, 
personal representative of said estate; Henry J. and Karleen L Grasmick; Glenn Dee and M. 
Lorene Morrow; Margaret P. Slifka; Executor of the Estate of Margaret P. Slifka; Charles E. 
Syversin; Jim E. and Mary L. Walters, as Grantees, dated March 1, 1995, and recorded 
March 22, 1995, as Instrument No. 210173. Said easement provides a permanent easement for 
the purpose of reconstructing, using and maintaining a road that provides ingress and egress to 
and from a public road known as West Mountain Road. 
PARCEL 10: (LH-Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tenant and State of Idaho, Landlord, Adams 
County) 













ALL COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TAMARACK MORTGAGE) SAVE AND 
EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 120 
Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
110, 113, 114, 118 and 121 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second 
Amended Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 24 
and 25 Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
The following equipment owned by Banc of America Leasing & Capital, LLC: (a) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable Quad Chairlift; (b) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chair" Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments 
and accessories; and (c) that certain Pisten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, 







The personal property subject to the security interests ("Personal Property Interests") asserted by 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), which asserted Personal Property Interests are 
subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional 
Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale, filed on March 5, 2012, and presently under submission for ruling by the Court (the 
"Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with 

























AMENDED EXHIBIT C 
LIST OF LIENS, CLAIMS AND ENCUMBRANCES 
Action Garage Door, Inc. 
American Stair Corporation, Inc. 
Andersen, Marc A. (dba Independent Metal Fab) 
Baldwin, Melanie 
Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
Boise Staffing LLC (dba Gem State Staffing) 
Brahs, David (dba Mountain Utility) 
Carroll, Jeffrey 
CH2M Hill, Inc. 
Columbia Paint & Coatings Co. 
Construction Alternatives LLC 
CSHQA 
Dyson, Holly Wild 
Eagle Precast Co. (dba Hanson Eagle Precast Co.) 
Eijckelhof, Edwin H. 











































17. EZA, PC dba Oz Architecture 
18. Hobson Fabricating Corp. 
19. Inland Crane, Inc. 
20. Idaho Commerce and Labor 
21. Inland Waterproofing Services, LLC 
22. Insulfoam LLC 
23. Interior Systems, Inc. 
24. Jackson's Food Stores, Inc. (dba Jackson Oil Co.) 
25. JH Masonry, Inc. 
26. Kesler Construction, Inc. 
27. Knothe-Zior-Casali Construction, LLC 













State Lien No. T403752 
State Lien No. T 403753 
State Lien No. T415454 


















































29. Lost River Log Specialist 330553 4/7/2008 
330563 4/7/2008 
30. MacConkey, Jena Rae 343777 7/29/2009 
31. Marker Volkl USA, Inc. (successor by merger to 333717 7/30/2008 
Marker USA, Inc. and Volkl 
330169 3/24/2008 




33. McCall Spa Company, LLC 331229 4/29/2008 
331230 4/29/2008 
34. McDaid, Dominic S. 342647 6/25/2009 
35. Morrow Equipment Company, L.L.C. 334327 8/22/2008 
36. Neptune Industries, Inc. 335209 9/19/2008 
37. O-K Gravel Works, LLC 331397 5/6/2008 
38. Overhead Door, Inc. 330890 4/18/2008 
39. PCF, Inc. dba Pella Windows & Doors 330149 3/21/2008 
330895 4/18/2008 
330077 3/18/2008 




41. Phoenix7 Group, Inc. 337287 12/12/2008 
42. Quality Tile Roofing, Inc. 330229 3/25/2008 






44. Riverside Construction 330441 4/3/2008 
45. Ruscitto/ Latham/ Blanton Architectura 330421 4/2/2008 
46. Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. 331151 4/25/2008 
47. Secesh Engineering, Inc. 330343 3/31/2008 
48. SPF Water Engineering, LLC 336056 10/24/2008 
49. Stiffler, Jennifer 342205 6/11/2009 
50. The Stucco Company 335498 10/1/2008 






































53. Tates Rents, Inc. 
54. Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
55. Timber Tech Construction, LLC 
56. TMC, Inc. (RCE-739) 
57. TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV (aka TMG/DPM, LLC JV) 
58. Tri-State Electric, Inc. 
59. United Rentals Northwest, Inc. 
60. United Subcontractors, Inc. dba G&G Insulation 















































































62. Western States Equipment Co. dba The CAT 
Equipment Store 




























PARCEL IA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCELS 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such tenn is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such tenn is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. (the "Declaration") 
PARCEL 6 
(ADJUSTED LOT 26 BLOCK 3 TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE 2.2) 
A parcel of land located in Block 3 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, filed 
in Book 10, Page 2 of Plats, Records of Valley County, Idaho, in the SW ~ of Section 32, 
T .16N., R.3E., B.M., Valley County, Idaho, as adjusted by Record of Survey, filed as Instrument 
Number 295636, at Book 8 Page 190 of Surveys, Records of Valley County, Idaho more 
particularly described as; COMMENCING at the northwest comer of Lot 26 of said Block 3, as 
shown on the Plat of said Phase 2.2. 
1. Southeasterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc 
length of 40.01 feet, through a central angle of 17°38'02", and a chord bearing and distance 






2. Southeasterly along a curve to the left having a radius of 340.00 feet, an arc 
length of 105.53 feet, through a central angle of 17°47'01", and a chord bearing and distance 
ofS.87°18'25"E., 105.11 feet; thence, 
3. S.ooOO'OO"W., 20.44 feet; thence, 
4. S.55°27'53"E., 158.86 feet to a point on the Right-of-Way for Whitewater Drive; 
thence, along said Right-of-Way, 
5. Southwesterly along a curve to the right having a radius of93.00 feet, an arc 
length of30.f6 feet, through a central angle of 18°38'39", and a chord bearing and distance 
ofS.55°51'51"W., 30.13 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 
6. S.65°11' 10"W., 52.42 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; 
7. Southwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius 137.00 feet, an arc 
length of79.85 feet, through a central angle of33°23'40", and a chord bearing and distance 
ofS.48°29'20"W., 78.72 feet; thence, departing said Right-of-Way, 
8. N. 79°46'07"W., 179.06 feet; thence, 
9. N.10016'34"E., 179.52 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
119, 120,201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208 and 212 Block 10, and Garage Lots G202, 
G204, G205, G206, G207, G208 and G212 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107 and 108 Block 10, and Garage Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, 
G105, G106, G107 and G108 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 10 
Block 4, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defined in the Declaration defmed 






Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 7: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273190, with 
ingress and egress to and from a road known as West Mountain Road which access is provided 
over and across private roads as shown thereon. 
PARCEL 8: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and construction, 
maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance of the power 
and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of 
sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and across that 
certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document entitled State of 
Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, Department of 
Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded 
June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a public road 
























PARCEL IA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 
(ADmSTED LOT 26 BLOCK 3 TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE 2.2) 
A parcel of land located in Block 3 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, filed 
in Book 10, Page 2 of Plats, Records of Valley County, Idaho, in the SW ~ of Section 32, 
T.16N., R.3E., B.M., Valley County, Idaho, as adjusted by Record of Survey, filed as Instrument 
Number 295636, at Book 8 Page 190 of Surveys, Records of Valley County, Idaho more 
particularly described as; COMMENCING at the northwest comer of Lot 26 of said Block 3, as 
shown on the Plat of said Phase 2.2. 
I. Southeasterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc 
length of 40.01 feet, through a central angle of 17°38'02", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.87°13'55"E., 39.85 feet; thence, 
2. Southeasterly along a curve to the left having a radius of 340.00 feet, an arc 
length of 105.53 feet, through a central angle of 17°47'01", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.87°18'25"E., 105.11 feet; thence, 
3. S.ooOO'OO"W., 20.44 feet; thence, 
4. S.55°27'53"E., 158.86 feet to a point on the Right-of-Way for Whitewater Drive; 







5. Southwesterly along a curve to the right having a radius of93.00 feet, an arc 
length of30.26 feet, through a central angle of 18°38'39", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.55°51'51"W., 30.13 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 
6. S.65°11' 10"W., 52.42 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; 
7. Southwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius 137.00 feet, an arc 
length of79.85 feet, through a central angle of33°23'40", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.48°29'20"W., 78.72 feet; thence, departing said Right-of-Way, 
8. N. 79°46'07"W., 179.06 feet; thence., 
9. N.10016'34"E., 179.52 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208 and 212 Block 10, and Garage Lots G202, G204, G205, 
G206, G207, G208 and G212 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, 
a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 10 
Block 4, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such tenn is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the" Property, as such tenn is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 7: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273190, with 
ingress and egress to and from a road known as West Mountain Road which access is provided 






PARCEL 8: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit ofParce1s 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and construction, 
maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance of the power 
and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of 
sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and across that 
certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document entitled State of 
Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, Department of 
Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded 
June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a public road 












ALL OTHER COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TRC WHITEWATERlTRC VILLAGE 
PLAZA MORTGAGE) SAVE AND EXCEPT THE REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
All that certain lot:t piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
101,102,103, 104:t 105, 106, 107, 108, Block 10, and Garage Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, 
G105, G106, G107 and G108 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, and 
Lots 119 and 120 Block 10 of Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat of 








Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 8370 I 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap@moffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA Bar No. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker@sidley.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SHERIFF'S CERTIFICATE OF SALE 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-OS-310C 
Case No. CV-OS-311C 
Case No. CV-OS-312C 
Case No. CV-OS-324C 
Case No. CV-OS-335C 
Case No. CV -OS-356C 
Case No. CV-OS-357C 
Case No. CV-OS-502C 
Case No. CV-OS-50SC 
Case No. CV -OS-509C 
Case No. CV-OS-51OC 
Case No. CV-OS-511C 
Case No. CV-OS-512C 
Case No. CV-OS-513C 
Case No. CV-OS-514C 
Case No. CV-OS-521C 
Case No. CV-OS-52SC 
Case No. CV -OS-532C 
Case No. CV-OS-557C 
Case No. CV -OS-5S0C 
Case No. CV-OS-5S3C 
Case No. CV OS-5S4C 
I, Patti Bolen, the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, hereby certify that: 
1. By virtue of a Writ of Execution in the above-entitled action, dated the 
[~ day of [ _____ --'1, 2012, issued to me along with a Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale (the "Decree"), the Court in the above-captioned action ordered 





Exhibits B-1 through B-3 attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (the "Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property") in which defendant, Tamarack Resort LLC, or its successors, 
assigns, legal representatives, agents, or any other persons or entities acting for, by or through it, 
own or hold interests ("Judgment Debtor"), for the amount of $[ ____ ------'], plus post-writ 
interest payable in lawful money of the United States, together with fees and costs assessed by 
the Sheriff to conduct the sale. 
2. Pursuant to the Decree, on [ _____ --1], 2012 at 10:00 a.m., on the 
front steps of the Valley County Court House, 219 N. Main, Cascade, Idaho, I sold the Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property at public auction to [ ______ --1] ("Purchaser"), the 
highest bidder, by virtue of the [*credit*] bid entered by Purchaser in the sum of 
__________ ---'] and [~/ 00 DOLLARS, ($[, ___ --1]), in lawful 
money of the United States. 
3. The real property so sold is subject to redemption within one (1) year 
after the sale, pursuant to Idaho Code Section 11-402. 
4. I hereby render the following statement: 
Judgment Amount: 
Sheriff s Fees and Costs 
Highest Bid: 
$[ ], plus post-writ interest at 




5. I hereby deliver the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property to Purchaser, 







6. Based upon Purchaser's [*credit*] bid, the Judgment against the Judgment 
Debtor is not satisfied in full. 
Dated this __ day of _______ , 2012. 
Patti Bolen 
Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF VALLEY ) 
On this __ day of , 2012, before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Patti Bolen, known or identified to me to be 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, who executed this instrument and acknowledged to me that 
she executed the same as Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year fust above written. 
LA12424978 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at _________ _ 









FEE OWNED PROPERTY 
PARCEL lA 
Beginning at the NW Comer of Section 5, Township 15, North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian 
(Basis of bearing being South 00°13'49" West between the West ~ comer and the NW comer of 
said Section 5), said point also being on the Easterly boundary of State of Idaho Lands; and 
running thence along said Easterly boundary North 00°54'20" West 2637.72 feet to the West ~ 
comer of Section 32, Township 16 North, Range 3 East; thence South 89°54'50" East 2641.68 
feet to the center of said Section 32, thence South 00°05'35" East 2642.05 feet to the South ~ 
comer of said Section 32, also being the North ~ comer of Section 5, Township 15 North Range 
3 East, thence along the North line of said Section 5, South 89°27'05" East 1995.78 feet to West 
Mountain Road; thence following said West Mountain Road the following three courses: 
1) South 00°05'08" East 1543.53 feet; 
2) South 00°05'06" East 1331.39 feet to the SE comer of the W Y2 of the SW ~ of the NE ~ 
of said Section 5; 
3) South 00°05'04" East 2664.27 feet to the SE comer of the West Y2 of the SE ~ of the SE 
~ of said Section 5; thence along the South line of said Section 5, also being the Northerly 
boundary of State of Idaho Lands, South 89°56'25" West 1976.03 feet to the S ~ comer of said 
Section 5; thence continuing along the boundary of State of Idaho lands the following two 
courses; 
1) South 00°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the SW comer of the NW ~ of the NE 'l4. of 
Section 8, Township 15 North Range 3 East; 
2) South 89°53'46" East 1645.40 feet, also being on the Westerly boundary of United States 
of America property; thence following the Westerly boundary line of United States of America 
property the following seven courses; 
1) South 00°10'21" West 216.07 feet; 
2) South 00°11 '32" West 1114.45 feet to the south line of the SE ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 8; 
3) Along said South line North 89°43'49" West 328.78 feet to the SW comer of said SE ~ 
of the NE ~ of Section 8; 
4) South 00°10'59" West 830.90 feet; 
5) North 89°39'03" West 657.17 feet; 






7) South 00°08'47" West 634.98 feet to the North Lake Subdivision No.2; thence along 
said North Lake Subdivision No.2 boundary line the following six courses: 
1) South 89°49'06" West 536.19 feet; 
2) North 02°23'30" East 516.75 feet; 
3) North 89°43'00" West 884.93 feet; 
4) North 73°58'58" West 1000.77 feet; 
5) South 00°05'30" East 108.17 feet; 
6) South 89°47'07" West 264.77 feet; thence continuing along and beyond said North Lake 
Subdivision No.2 to the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No.1 South 00°06'06" 
West 1356.66 feet to the NE comer of the W 'l1 of the NW ~ of the NW ~ of Section 17; thence 
continuing along the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No.1 South 00°03'52" West 
1323.66 feet to the SE comer of said W 'l1 of the NW ~ of the NW ~ of Section 17, to a point on 
West Mountain Road; thence along West Mountain Road North 89°32'32" West 655.07 feet to 
the SW comer of said W 'l1 of the NW ~ of the NW ~ of Section 17; thence North 88°15'41" 
West 2675.18 feet to the SW comer of the North 'l1 of the NE ~ of Section 18, Township 15 
North, Range 3 East also being on the Easterly boundary line of United States of America 
property; thence along said United States of America property boundary the following eight 
courses: 
1) North 00°07'00" West 1340.00 feet to the North ~ comer of said Section 18; 
2) North 00°05'54" East 2629.19 feet to the center of Section 7, Township 15 North Range 
3 East; 
3) North 00°06'27" East 1339.71 feet to the NW comer of the SW ~ of the NE ~ of said 
Section 7; 
4) South 87°44'15" East 1337.70 feet to the NE comer of the SW ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 7; 
5) North 00°01 '56" East 1329.86 feet to the NW comer of the NE ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 7; 
6) South 87°18'53" East 1338.21 feet to the NE comer of said Section 7, also being the SW 
comer of Section 5, Township 15 North, Range 3 East; 
7) Along the West Section line of said Section 5 North 00°12'43" West 2651.06 feet to the 
W ~ comer of said Section 5; 
8) Continuing along said West Section line North 00°13'49" East 2920.18 feet to the NW 






SAVE AND EXCEPT 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Osprey Meadows Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums; 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums and Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village filed for record in the office of the Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho. 
ALSO SA VB AND EXCEPT 
A parcel of land located in Sections 5 and 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East Boise Meridian, 
Valley County, Idaho more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the N ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 296.16 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 0°32'55" West 1537.60 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING 
1.) North 86°22'47" East 230.17 feet; thence 
2.) North 77°32'59" East 268.40 feet; thence, 






4.) South 69°26'41" East 143.67 feet; thence 
5.) South 89°50'07" East 143.20 feet; thence 
6.) South 75°12'40" East 63.95 feet; thence 
7.) South 61 °52'53" East 159.81 feet; thence 
8.) South 71 °58'25" East 161.98 feet; thence 
9.) South 35°04' 12" East 136.31 feet; thence 
10.) South 14°07'03" East 132.00 feet; thence 
11.) South 59°40'35" East 272.48 feet; thence 
12.) South 25°53'04" West 276.18 feet; thence 
13.) South 21 °23 '20" West 502.77 feet; thence 
14.) South 12°45'17" West 169.07 feet; thence 
15.) South 20°06'59" West 663.00 feet; thence 
16.) South 82°26'28" East 444.78 feet; thence 
17.) South 22°35'30" East 392.70 feet thence 
18.) South 0°05'04" East 163.10 feet; thence 
19.) South 28°16'52" West 394.85 feet; thence 
20.) South 42°47'08" West 829.09 feet; thence 
21.) South 58°17' 13" West 291.47 feet; thence 
22.) South 26°21 '09" East 316.06 feet; thence 
23.) South 26°15'45" West 122.10 feet to a point on the south line of said Section 5; thence 
along said section line, 
24.) South 89°56'25" West 585.80 feet to a point on the boundary of Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 1; 
Thence, along said boundary through the following courses: 
25.) North 4°01' 06" East 138.16 feet; thence· 






27.) North 2°48'29" East 46.17 feet; thence 
28.) North 24°29'12" West 208.21 feet; thence 
29.) North 2°32' 19" East 47.12 feet; thence 
30.) North 28°04'26" East 19.54 feet; thence 
31.) North 39°02'59" East 116.48 feet; thence 
32.) North 43°20'51" East 730.13 feet; thence 
33.) North 40°01 '59" West 200.93 feet; thence 
34.) South 87°54'29" West 138.39 feet; thence 
35.) South 70°18'13" West 313.36 feet; thence 
36.) South 78°11' 10" West 80.86 feet; thence 
37.) North 73°02'13" West 86.12 feet; thence 
38.) North 49°16'48" West 176.90 feet thence 
39.) North 48°31 '25" West 250.98 feet; thence 
40.) South 43°58'05" West 125.46 feet to a point on a non-tangent curve; thence 
41.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of205.00 feet, an arc length of 
62.63 feet, through a central angle of 17°30'16" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
42°44'47" West 62.39 feet; thence tangent from said curve 
42.) North 51 °29'55" West 245.10 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
43.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of825.00 feet, an arc length of 
128.62 feet, through a central angle of 8°55'56" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
55°57'53" West 128.49 feet; thence, 
44.) North 62°52'29" East 170.63 feet; thence, 
45.) North 06°08'21" West 363.79 feet; thence, 
46.) North 69°30'18" West 420.12 feet; thence, 
47.) North 43°19'35" West 422.80 feet; thence, 
48.) North 13°49'07" West 432.13 feet; thence 






50.) North 32°12'25" East 180.50 feet; thence 
51.) North 53°15'28" East 176.77 feet; thence 
52.) North 69°09'56" East 378.53 feet; thence 
53.) North 16°20'42" East 161.54 feet; thence 
54.) North 59°21 '40" East 60.00 feet; thence 
55.) South 86°01 '23" East 170.22 feet; thence 
56.) North 56°08'22" East 98.34 feet; thence 
57.) North 75°10'48" East 573.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
Commencing at the north ~ comer of said Section 8; thence along the west line of the NW ~ of 
the NE ~ of said Section 8 
A.) South 0°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the C-N 1/16 comer of said Section 8; thence 
B.) South 89°53'46" East 240.24 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) South 89°53'46" East 1162.17 feet; thence 
2.) South 15°32'21" East 288.21 feet; thence 
3.) South 45°59'25" East 187.80 feet; thence 
4.) South 0°00'00" East 43.69 feet; thence 
5.) South 51 °07'48" West 302.18 feet; thence 
6.) South 20°00'03" West 324.47 feet; thence 
7.) South 36°46'50" West 255.08 feet; thence 
8.) South 9°22'20" West 253.95 feet; thence, 
9.) South 20°15'09" West 213.84 feet; thence 
10.) North 57°05'33" West 586.31 feet; thence 
11.) North 83°17' 17" West 328.92 feet; thence 
12.) South 75°08'04" West 252.38 feet; thence 







14.) North 36°21 '59" West 141.59 feet; thence 
15.) North 26°23'49" East 152.89 feet; thence 
16.) North 68°16'04" West 378.45 feet; thence 
17.) North 11 °43'53" West 84.70 feet; thence 
18.) North 82°23'28" East 162.44 feet; thence 
19.) South 87°47'57" East 172.45 feet; thence 
20.) North 69°50'16" East 135.18 feet; thence 
21.) North 82°23'28" East 217.18 feet; thence 
22.) North 72°38' 14" East 221.45 feet; thence 
23.) North 12°20'03" East 279.94 feet; thence 
24.) North 6°26'52" West 377.77 feet; thence 
25.) North 22°03'29" West 77.55 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Together with an easement for ingress and egress a 30 foot wide strip of land, 15 feet either side 
of the following centerline. COMMENCING at the N ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along 
the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 842.30 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 19°38'29" West 371.11 feet; thence 
C.) South 71 °02'32" East 54.96 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) Southwesterly along a curve to the left with a radius of 80.00 feet, an arc length of 68.91 
feet through a central angle of 48°50'21" and a chord bearing and distance of South 0°23' 51" 
West 66.15 feet; thence tangent from said curve. 
2.) South 24°01' 19" East 54.34 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
3.) Southeasterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 84.00 feet an arc length of 
31.84 feet, through a central angle of21 °43' 14" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
34°52'56" East 31.65 feet; thence 
4.) Southwesterly along said curve to the right with a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc length of 
211.53 feet, through a central angle of93°13'42" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
0°52'18" West 188.95 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 






6.) Southwesterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 350.00 feet, an arc length of 
183.81 feet, through a central angle of30005'23", and a chord bearing and distance of South 
32°26'28" West 181.70 feet to the POINT OF TERMINATION. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities as such term is defined in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL I-B 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, B, C, D, F, G, H and I; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final 
Plat, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Space E, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 61 
Block 12, Lots 84, 85, 85A Block 9, Open Spaces A, B, C, D, and E Tamarack Resort Planned 
Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 6, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, save and except Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2 and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 
plats of which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 37B 
Block 14, Open Spaces A, B, C and D Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 12A 
Block 5, Open Spaces A, B and C Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 a plat 







All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 1, 
2,5,6, 7, 14, and 15 Block 19; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 
19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village save and except all platted lots 
in Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, 
plats which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 3, 
4, 13, 17, 18, 19,20,21 and 22 Block 19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 
Village, a plat which is recorded in·the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, C and D and Lots 3, 4,5, 7, 73 and 77 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces E and F Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces G and H, Lot 2 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium, nka Tamarack Resort Lodge at Osprey 
Meadows a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, save 
and except Units 201,202,205,211,213,215, 218, 220, 301, 302, 305, 311, 313, 318, 320, 401, 
402,403,404,405,406,413,414,415,416,417 and 419 and also except L1-01, L1-02, L1-04, 






Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCELIC 
All private roads, drives, courts, places, and driveways, shown on the following recorded plats: 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat, recorded November 24,2003, in 
the office of the Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278276. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, recorded December 22,2003, in 
the office of the Recorder Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278933. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, recorded January 10,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291356. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, recorded March 21,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 293591. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3, recorded April 26, 2005, in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 294839. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, recorded March 24,2006, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 307127. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, recorded April 24, 2006, in 
the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 308093. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, recorded January 10,2005, in the 









Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village, recorded October 18, 2005, in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301733. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium (now known as Tamarack Resort Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows), recorded January 10,2005, in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho, as Instrument No. 291359. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, recorded October 18,2005, in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301738. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such terms are defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the property, as such terms are defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels lA and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190. The 
easement provides for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian 
ingress and egress, pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of power and other 
utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, 
water, and drainage facilities, with ingress and egress to and from a road known as West 







PARCEL 8: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 1A and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and 
construction, maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance 
of the power and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and 
installation of sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and 
across that certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document 
entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, 
Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, 
and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a 
public road know as West Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private 












STATE LEASED PROPERTY 
PARCEL IA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 
The following parcels of land lying within Valley County, Idaho: 
NW ~ NE ~ and W 12 NE ~ NE ~ Section 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 36 lying within the boundaries of Valley County, Idaho Township 16, North 
Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County; Idaho; 
AND 
Government Lots 9 and 11; E 12 SW ~; NW ~ SW ~ SE~; S 12 SW ~ SE ~ Section 19, 
Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 30, excepting therefrom the NE ~ NE ~, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 31, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 







A permanent easement, for the benefit of Parcel 4 above, for reconstructing, using and 
maintaining a road, over, and across that certain real property more fully described on and 
created pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 5706, by and between the 
State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Franklin B. Edwards, a single man, as 
purchaser of certain parcels of land from the estate ofMryn Little, and Agnes Brailsford, 
personal representative of said estate; Henry J. and Karleen L Grasmick; Glenn Dee and M. 
Lorene Morrow; Margaret P. Slifka; Executor of the Estate of Margaret P. Slifka; Charles E. 
Syversin; Jim E. and Mary L. Walters, as Grantees, dated March 1, 1995, and recorded 
March 22, 1995, as Instrument No. 210173. Said easement provides a permanent easement for 
the purpose of reconstructing, using and maintaining a road that provides ingress and egress to 
and from a public road known as West Mountain Road. 
PARCEL 10: (LH-Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tenant and State of Idaho, Landlord, Adams 
County) 












ALL COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TAMARACK MORTGAGE) SAVE AND 
EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 120 
Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
110, 113, 114, 118 and 121 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second 
Amended Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 24 
and 25 Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
The following equipment owned by Banc of America Leasing & Capital, LLC: (a) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable Quad Chairlift; (b) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chair" Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments 
and accessories; and (c) that certain Pisten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, 







The personal property subject to the security interests ("Personal Property Interests") asserted by 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), which asserted Personal Property Interests are 
subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional 
Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Forec1osure and Order of 
Sale, filed on March 5,'2012, and presently under submission for ruling by the Court (the 
"Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with 









Randall A. Petennan, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap@moffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA Bar No. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker@sidley.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(fonnerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SHERIFF'S CERTIFICATE OF SALE 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-OS-310C 
Case No. CV-OS-311C 
Case No. CV-OS-312C 
Case No. CV-OS-324C 
Case No. CV-OS-335C 
Case No. CV-OS-356C 
Case No. CV-OS-357C 
Case No. CV -OS-502C 
Case No. CV -OS-50SC 
Case No. CV -OS-509C 
Case No. CV-OS-51OC 
Case No. CV-OS-511C 
Case No. CV-OS-512C 
Case No. CV-OS-513C 
Case No. CV -OS-514C 
Case No. CV-OS-521C 
Case No. CV -OS-52SC 
Case No. CV -OS-532C 
Case No. CV-OS-557C 
Case No. CV-OS-5S0C 
Case No. CV-OS-5S3C 
Case No. CV OS-5S4C 
I, Patti Bolen, the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, hereby certify that: 
7. By virtue of a Writ of Execution in the above-entitled action, dated the 
[~ day of [ _____ ----,1, 2012, issued to me along with a Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale (the "Decree"), the Court in the above-captioned action ordered 






Exhibits E-1 and E-2 attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (the "Initial 
Whitewater Foreclosure Property") in which defendant, Tamarack Resort LLC, or its successors, 
assigns, legal representatives, agents, or any other persons or entities acting for, by or through it, 
own or hold interests ("Judgment Debtor"), for the amount of $[ ______ --1], plus post-
writ interest payable in lawful money of the United States, together with fees and costs assessed 
by the Sheriff to conduct the sale. 
8. Pursuant to the Decree, on [ _____ --1], 2012 at 10:00 a.m., on the 
front steps of the Valley County Court House, 219 N. Main, Cascade, Idaho, I sold the Initial 
Whitewater Foreclosure Property at public auction to [ ______ ---'] ("Purchaser"), the 
highest bidder, by virtue of the [*credit*] bid entered by Purchaser in the sum of 
__________ --1] and [~/ 00 DOLLARS, ($[ __ ----']), in lawful 
money of the United States. 
9. The real property so sold is subject to redemption within six (6) months 
after the sale, pursuant to Idaho Code Section 11-402. 
10. I hereby render the following statement: 
$[ ], plus post-writ interest at 
the statutory rate, for a total amount of 
Judgment Amount: [$] 




11. I hereby deliver the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property to Purchaser, 







12. Based upon Purchaser's [*credit*] bid, the Judgment against the Judgment 
Debtor is not satisfied in full. 
Dated this __ dayof ______ ---", 2012. 
Patti Bolen 
Sheriff of V alley County, Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF VALLEY ) 
On this __ day of ,2012, before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Patti Bolen, known or identified to me to be 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, who executed this instrument and acknowledged to me that 
she executed the same as Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at __________ _ 











PARCEL IA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 
(ADmSTED LOT 26 BLOCK 3 TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE 2.2) 
A parcel of land located in Block 3 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, filed 
in Book 10, Page 2 of Plats, Records of Valley County, Idaho, in the SW ~ of Section 32, 
T.16N., R.3E., B.M., Valley County, Idaho, as adjusted by Record of Survey, filed as Instrument 
Number 295636, at Book 8 Page 190 of Surveys, Records of Valley County, Idaho more 
particularly described as; COMMENCING at the northwest comer of Lot 26 of said Block 3, as 
shown on the Plat of said Phase 2.2. 
1. Southeasterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc 
length of 40.01 feet, through a central angle of 17°38'02", and a chord bearing 
arid distance ofS.87°13'55"E., 39.85 feet; thence, 
2. Southeasterly along a curve to the left having a radius of 340.00 feet, an arc 
length of 105.53 feet, through a central angle of 17°47'01", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.87°18'25"E., 105.11 feet; thence, 
3. S.ooOO'OO"W., 20.44 feet; thence, 
4. S.55°27'53"E., 158.86 feet to a point on the Right-of-Way for Whitewater Drive; 







5. Southwesterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 93.00 feet, an arc 
length of30.26 feet, through a central angle of 18°38'39", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.55°51'51"W., 30.13 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 
6. S.65°ll' 10"W., 52.42 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; 
7. Southwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius 137.00 feet, an arc 
length of79.85 feet, through a central angle of33°23'40", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.48°29'20"W., 78.72 feet; thence, departing said Right-of-Way, 
8. N. 79°46'07"W., 179.06 feet; thence., 
9. N.loo16'34"E., 179.52 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208 and 212 Block 10, and Garage Lots G202, G204, G205, 
G206, G207, G208 and G212 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, 
a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 10 
Block 4, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley Co-qnty, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defined 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190, with 
ingress and egress to and from a road known as West Mountain Road which access is provided 






PARCEL 8: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and construction, 
maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance of the power 
and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of 
sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and across that 
certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document entitled State of 
Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, Department of 
Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded 
June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a public road 












ALL OTHER COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TRC WHITEWATERlTRC VILLAGE 
PLAZA MORTGAGE) SAVE AND EXCEPT THE REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, Block 10, and Garage Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, 
G 1 OS, G 1 06, G 1 07 and G 1 08 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, and 
Lots 119 and 120 Block 10 of Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat of 








Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap@moffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA Bar No. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker@sidley.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SHERIFF'S DEED 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-OS-310C 
Case No. CV-OS-31lC 
Case No. CV-OS-312C 
Case No. CV-OS-324C 
Case No. CV-OS-33SC 
Case No. CV-OS-3S6C 
Case No. CV-OS-3S7C 
Case No. CV -OS-S02C 
Case No. CV -OS-SOSC 
Case No. CV -OS-S09C 
Case No. CV-OS-SlOC 
Case No. CV-OS-SIIC 
Case No. CV-OS-S12C 
Case No. CV -OS-S13C 
Case No. CV-OS-S14C 
Case No. CV-OS-S21C 
Case No. CV -OS-S2SC 
Case No. CV-OS-S32C 
Case No. CV-OS-SS7C 
Case No. CV-OS-SSOC 
Case No. CV-OS-SS3C 
Case No. CV OS-SS4C 
This indenture is made this __ day of _____ , 2012, between Patti Bolen, 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho (the "Sheriff') and [ _______ -.1], whose address 
is [ _____________ --1] (the "Purchaser"). 
A. On [ _____ --1], 2012, in the above-captioned action then pending in 






County of Valley (the "Court") entered that certain Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale (the "Judgment") against defendant Tamarack Resort LLC (the "Judgment 
Debtor") and its successors, assigns, legal representatives, agents, or any other persons or entities 
acting for, byor through it, in favor of plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Canyon Islands Branch 
(fonnerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch). 
B. In the Judgment, the Court ordered, adjudged and decreed, among other 
things, that the Sheriff sell that certain Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property described in the 
Judgment at public auction in the manner required by law; that any person other than the Sheriff 
or her deputies might become the purchaser at such sale; and that the Sheriff execute a certificate 
of sale and a deed to the purchaser, as required by law and specified in the Judgment. 
C. A copy of the Judgment and a Writ of Execution were delivered to the 
Sheriff for execution, 
D. At [_--I] a.m. on [ ___ --'], [----.J, 2012, after due public notice had 
been given, as required by the laws of the State of Idaho, pursuant to the Judgment the Sheriff 
sold the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property at public auction, on the front steps of the Valley 
County Court House located at 219 N. Main, Cascade, Idaho, to the Purchaser, by virtue of its 
[*credit*] bid for the sum of [ _____ ] and [----.J1l 00 DOLLARS, ($[ ___ --']). The 
amount of such [*credit*] bid was credited to the Judgment against the Judgment Debtor. 
E. Upon such sale, the Sheriff made and issued a certificate of such sale, in 
duplicate, in the fonn required by the Judgment. The Sheriff then delivered one duplicate of such 
certificate to Purchaser and caused the other to be filed and recorded in the recorder's office of 






recorder's office of the County of Adams, Idaho, on [ _____ --'], as Instrument Number 
]. 
F. More than one (1) year has elapsed since the date of such sale, and the 
Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property has not been redeemed by or on behalf of the Judgment 
Debtor or by or on behalf of any other person. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in order to carry into effect the sale so made by the 
Sheriff, in pursuance of the Judgment and as required by law, and in consideration of the 
payment [*by credit bid*] of the sum of [ _________________ ---1] and 
[~11 00 DOLLARS, ($[ ____ ------1]), and in consideration of the above premises, the 
Sheriffhereby grants, bargains, sells and conveys to Purchaser, its successors and assigns 
forever, the real and personal property described on Exhibits B-1 through B-3 attached hereto 
and incorporated herein by this reference, together with all and singular the tenements, 
hereditaments, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, or in anywise appertaining, and the 
reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Sheriff, as grantor hereunder, has executed this 
Sheriff s Deed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Patti Bolen 





STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF VALLEY ) 
On this __ day of ,2012, before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Patti Bolen, known or identified to me to be 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, who executed this instrument and acknowledged to me that 
she executed the same as Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at __________ _ 










FEE OWNED PROPERTY 
PARCEL lA 
Beginning at the NW Comer of Section 5, Township 15, North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian 
(Basis of bearing being South 00° 13' 49" West between the W est ~ comer and the NW comer of 
said Section 5), said point also being on the Easterly boundary of State of Idaho Lands; and 
running thence along said Easterly boundary North 00°54'20" West 2637.72 feet to the West ~ 
comer of Section 32, Township 16 North, Range 3 East; thence South 89°54'50" East 2641.68 
feet to the center of said Section 32, thence South 00°05'35" East 2642.05 feet to the South~ 
comer of said Section 32, also being the North ~ comer of Section 5, Township 15 North Range 
3 East, thence along the North line of said Section 5, South 89°27'05" East 1995.78 feet to West 
Mountain Road; thence following said West Mountain Road the following three courses: 
1) South 00°05'08" East 1543.53 feet; 
2) South 00°05'06" East 1331.39 feet to the SE comer of the W Yz of the SW ~ of the NE ~ 
of said Section 5; 
3) South 00°05'04" East 2664.27 feet to the SE comer of the West Yz of the SE ~ of the SE 
~ of said Section 5; thence along the South line of said Section 5, also being the Northerly 
boundary of State of Idaho Lands, South 89°56'25" West 1976.03 feet to the S ~ comer of said 
Section 5; thence continuing along the boundary of State of Idaho lands the following two 
courses; 
1) South 00°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the SW comer of the NW ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 8, Township 15 North Range 3 East; 
2) South 89°53'46" East 1645.40 feet, also being on the Westerly boundary of United States 
of America property; thence following the Westerly boundary line of United States of America 
property the following seven courses; 
1) South 00°10'21" West 216.07 feet; 
2) South 00°11 '32" West 1114.45 feet to the south line of the SE ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 8; 
3) Along said South line North 89°43'49" West 328.78 feet to the SW comer of said SE ~ 
of the NE ~ of Section 8; 
4) South 00°10'59" West 830.90 feet; 
5) North 89°39'03" West 657.17 feet; 






7) South 00°08'47" West 634.98 feet to the North Lake Subdivision No.2; thence along 
said North Lake Subdivision No.2 boundary line the following six courses: 
1) South 89°49'06" West 536.19 feet; 
2) North 02°23'30" East 516.75 feet; 
3) North 89°43 '00" West 884.93 feet; 
4) North 73°58'58" Wes(1000.77 feet; 
5) South 00°05'30" East 108.17 feet; 
6) South 89°47'07" West 264.77 feet; thence continuing along and beyond said North Lake 
Subdivision No.2 to the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No.1 South 00°06'06" 
West 1356.66 feet to the NE comer of the W 'l2 of the NW ~ of the NW ~ of Section 17; thence 
continuing along the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No.1 South 00°03'52" West 
1323.66 feet to the SE comer of said W 'l2 of the NW ~ of the NW ~ of Section 17, to a point on 
West Mountain Road; thence along West Mountain Road North 89°32'32" West 655.07 feet to 
the SW comer of said W 'l2 of the NW ~ of the NW ~ of Section 17; thence North 88° 15' 41" 
West 2675.18 feet to the SW comer of the North 'l2 of the NE ~ of Section 18, Township 15 
North, Range 3 East also being on the Easterly boundary line of United States of America 
property; thence along said United States of America property boundary the following eight 
courses: 
1) North 00°07'00" West 1340.00 feet to the North ~ comer of said Section 18; 
2) North 00°05'54" East 2629.19 feet to the center of Section 7, Township 15 North Range 
3 East; 
3) North 00°06'27" East 1339.71 feet to the NW comer of the SW ~ of the NE ~ of said 
Section 7; 
4) South 87°44'15" East 1337.70 feet to the NE comer of the SW ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 7; 
5) North 00°01 '56" East 1329.86 feet to the NW comer of the NE ~ of the NE ~ of 
Section 7; 
6) South 87°18'53" East 1338.21 feet to the NE comer of said Section 7, also being the SW 
comer of Section 5, Township 15 North, Range 3 East; 
7) Along the West Section line of said Section 5 North 00° 12' 43" West 2651.06 feet to the 
W ~ comer of said Section 5; 
8) Continuing along said West Section line North 00°13'49" East 2920.18 feet to the NW 







SAVE AND EXCEPT 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Osprey Meadows Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums; 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums and Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village filed for record in the office of the Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho. 
ALSO SAVE AND EXCEPT 
A parcel of land located in Sections 5 and 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East Boise Meridian, 
Valley County, Idaho more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the N ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 296.16 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 0°32'55" West 1537.60 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING 
1.) North 86°22'47" East 230.17 feet; thence 
2.) North 77°32'59" East 268.40 feet; thence 






4.) South 69°26'41" East 143.67 feet; thence 
5.) South 89°50'07" East 143.20 feet; thence 
6.) South 75°12'40" East 63.95 feet; thence 
7.) South 61 °52'53" East 159.81 feet; thence 
8.) South 71 °58'25" East 161.98 feet; thence 
9.) South 35°04' 12" East 136.31 feet; thence 
10.) South 14°07'03" East 132.00 feet; thence 
11.) South 59°40'35" East 272.48 feet; thence 
12.) South 25°53'04" West 276.18 feet; thence 
13.) South 21 °23 '20" West 502.77 feet; thence 
14.) South 12°45'17" West 169.07 feet; thence 
15.) South 20°06'59" West 663.00 feet; thence 
16.) South 82°26'28" East 444.78 feet; thence 
17.) South 22°35'30" East 392.70 feet thence 
18.) South 0°05'04" East 163.10 feet; thence 
19.) South 28°16'52" West 394.85 feet; thence 
20.) South 42°47'08" West 829.09 feet; thence 
21.) South 58° 17' 13" West 291.47 feet; thence 
22.) South 26°21 '09" East 316.06 feet; thence 
23.) South 26°15'45" West 122.10 feet to a point on the south line of said Section 5; thence 
along said section line, 
24.) South 89°56'25" West 585.80 feet to a point on the boundary of Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 1; 
Thence, along said boundary through the following courses: 
25.) North 4°01 '06" East 138.16 feet; thence 






27.) North 2°48'29" East 46.17 feet; thence 
28.) North 24°29'12" West 208.21 feet; thence 
29.) North 2°32'19" East 47.12 feet; thence 
30.) North 28°04'26" East 19.54 feet; thence 
31.) North 39°02'59" East 116.48 feet; thence 
32.) North 43°20'51" East 730.13 feet; thence 
33.) North 40°01 '59" West 200.93 feet; thence 
34.) South 87°54'29" West 138.39 feet; thence 
35.) South 70°18' 13" West 313.36 feet; thence 
36.) South 78°11'10" West 80.86 feet; thence 
37.) North 73°02'13" West 86.12 feet; thence 
38.) North 49°16'48" West 176.90 feet thence 
39.) North 48°31 '25" West 250.98 feet; thence 
40.) South 43°58'05" West 125.46 feet to a point on a non-tangent curve; thence 
41.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of205.00 feet, an arc length of 
62.63 feet, through a central angle of 17°30' 16" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
42°44'47" West 62.39 feet; thence tangent from said curve 
42.) North 51 °29'55" West 245.10 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
43.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of 825.00 feet, an arc length of 
128.62 feet, through a central angle of 8°55'56" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
55°57'53" West 128.49 feet; thence, 
44.) North 62°52'29" East 170.63 feet; thence, 
45.) North 06°08'21" West 363.79 feet; thence, 
46.) North 69°30'18" West 420.12 feet; thence, 
47.) North 43°19'35" West 422.80 feet; thence, 
48.) North 13°49'07" West 432.13 feet; thence 






50.) North 32°12'25" East 180.50 feet; thence 
51.) North 53°15'28" East 176.77 feet; thence 
52.) North 69°09'56" East 378.53 feet; thence 
53.) North 16°20'42" East 161.54 feet; thence 
54.) North 59°21 '40" East 60.00 feet; thence 
55.) South 86°01 '23" East 170.22 feet; thence 
56.) North 56°08'22" East 98.34 feet; thence 
57.) North 75°10'48" East 573.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
Commencing at the north l;4 comer of said Section 8; thence along the west line of the NW l;4 of 
the NE l;4 of said Section 8 
A.) South 0°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the C-N 1116 comer of said Section 8; thence 
B.) South 89°53'46" East 240.24 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) South 89°53'46" East 1162.17 feet; thence 
2.) South 15°32'21" East 288.21 feet; thence 
3.) South 45°59'25" East 187.80 feet; thence 
4.) South 0°00'00" East 43.69 feet; thence 
5.) South 51 °07'48" West 302.18 feet; thence 
6.) South 20°00'03" West 324.47 feet; thence 
7.) South 36°46'50" West 255.08 feet; thence 
8.) South 9°22'20" West 253.95 feet; thence, 
9.) South 20°15'09" West 213.84 feet; thence 
10.) North 57°05'33" West 586.31 feet; thence 
11.) North 83°17' 17" West 328.92 feet; thence 
12.) South 75°08'04" West 252.38 feet; thence 






14.) North 36°21 '59" West 141.59 feet; thence 
15.) North 26°23'49" East 152.89 feet; thence 
16.) North 68°16'04" West 378.45 feet; thence 
17.) North 11 °43'53" West 84.70 feet; thence 
18.) North 82°23'28" East 162.44 feet; thence 
19.) South 87°47'57" East 172.45 feet; thence 
20.) North 69°50'16" East 135.18 feet; thence 
21.) North 82°23'28" East 217.18 feet; thence 
22.) North 72°38'14" East 221.45 feet; thence 
23.) North 12°20'03" East 279.94 feet; thence 
24.) North 6°26'52" West 377.77 feet; thence 
25.) North 22°03'29" West 77.55 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Together with an easement for ingress and egress a 30 foot wide strip of land, 15 feet either side 
of the following centerline. COMMENCING at the N ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along 
the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 842.30 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 19°38'29" West 371.11 feet; thence 
C.) South 71 °02'32" East 54.96 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) Southwesterly along a curve to the left with a radius of 80.00 feet, an arc length of 68.91 
feet through a central angle of 48°50'21" and a chord bearing and distance of South 0°23'51" 
West 66.15 feet; thence tangent from said curve. 
2.) South 24°01 '19" East 54.34 feet to the beginning ofa tangent curve; thence 
3.) Southeasterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 84.00 feet an arc length of 
31.84 feet, through a central angle of21 °43'14" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
34°52'56" East 31.65 feet; thence 
4.) Southwesterly along said curve to the right with a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc length of 
211.53 feet, through a central angle of 93 ° 13' 42" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
0°52'18" West 188.95 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 






6.) Southwesterly along said curve to the left with a radius of350.00 feet, an arc length of 
183.81 feet, through a central angle of30005'23", and a chord bearing and distance of South 
32°26'28" West 181.70 feet to the POINT OF TERMINATION. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 1-B 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, B, C, D, F, G, H and I; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final 
Plat, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Space E, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 61 
Block 12, Lots 84, 85, 85A Block 9, Open Spaces A, B, C, D, and E Tamarack Resort Planned 
Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 6, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, save and except Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2 and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 
plats of which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 37B 
Block 14, Open Spaces A, B, C and D Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 12A 
Block 5, Open Spaces A, B and C Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 a plat 







All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 1, 
2,5,6, 7, 14, and 15 Block 19; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 
19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village save and except all platted lots 
in Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, 
plats which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 3, 
4, 13, 17, 18, 19,20,21 and 22 Block 19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 
Village, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, C and D and Lots 3, 4,5, 7, 73 and 77 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces E and F Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces G and H, Lot 2 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium, nka Tamarack Resort Lodge at Osprey 
Meadows a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, save 
and except Units 201,202,205,211,213,215,218,220,301,302,305,311, 313, 318, 320, 401, 
402,403,404,405,406,413,414,415,416,417 and 419 and also except L1-01, LI-02, LI-04, 






Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCELIC 
All private roads, drives, courts, places, and driveways, shown on the following recorded plats: 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat, recorded November 24, 2003, in 
the office of the Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278276. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, recorded December 22,2003, in 
the office of the Recorder Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278933. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, recorded January 10,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291356. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, recorded March 21,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 293591. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3, recorded April 26, 2005, in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 294839. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, recorded March 24, 2006, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 307127. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, recorded April 24, 2006, in 
the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 308093. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, recorded January 10,2005, in the 







Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village, recorded October 18, 2005, in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301733. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium (now known as Tamarack Resort Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows), recorded January 10,2005, in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho, as Instrument No. 291359. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, recorded October 18,2005, in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301738. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such terms are defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the property, as such terms are defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 1A and IB above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190. The 
easement provides for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian 
ingress and egress, pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of power and other 
utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, 
water, and drainage facilities, with ingress and egress to and from a road known as West 







PARCEL 8: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels IA and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and 
construction, maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance 
of the power and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and 
installation of sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and 
across that certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document 
entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, 
Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, 
and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a 
public road know as West Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private 











STATE LEASED PROPERTY 
PARCEL IA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 
The following parcels of land lying within Valley County, Idaho: 
NW ~ NE ~ and W 'l1 NE ~ NE ~ Section 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 36 lying within the boundaries of Valley County, Idaho Township 16, North 
Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
Government Lots 9 and 11; E 'l1 SW ~; NW ~ SW ~ SE~; S 'l1 SW ~ SE ~ Section 19, 
Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 30, excepting therefrom the NE ~ NE ~, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 31, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 







A pennanent easement, for the benefit of Parcel 4 above, for reconstructing, using and 
maintaining a road, over, and across that certain real property more fully described on and 
created pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 5706, by and between the 
State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Franklin B. Edwards, a single man, as 
purchaser of certain parcels of land from the estate of Mryn Little, and Agnes Brailsford, 
personal representative of said estate; Henry J. and Karleen L Grasmick; Glenn Dee and M. 
Lorene Morrow; Margaret P. Slifka; Executor of the Estate of Margaret P. Slifka; Charles E. 
Syversin; Jim E. and Mary L. Walters, as Grantees, dated March 1, 1995, and recorded 
March 22, 1995, as Instrument No. 210173. Said easement provides a pennanent easement for 
the purpose of reconstructing, using and maintaining a road that provides ingress and egress to 
and from a public road known as West Mountain Road. 
PARCEL 10: (LH-Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tenant and State of Idaho, Landlord, Adams 
County) 












ALL COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TAMARACK MORTGAGE) SAVE AND 
EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 120 
Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
110, 113, 114, 118 and 121 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second 
Amended Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 24 
and 25 Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
The following equipment owned by Banc of America Leasing & Capital, LLC: (a) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable Quad Chairlift; (b) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chair" Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments 
and accessories; and (c) that certain Pisten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, 







The personal property subject to the security interests ("Personal Property Interests") asserted by 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), which asserted Personal Property Interests are 
subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional 
Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale, filed on March 5, 2012, and presently under submission for ruling by the Court (the 
"Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with 










Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap@moffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA BarNo. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker@sidley.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SHERIFF'S DEED 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C 
Case No. CV -08-311 C 
Case No. CV-08-312C 
Case No. CV -08-324C 
Case No. CV-08-335C 
Case No. CV-08-356C 
Case No. CV-08-357C 
Case No. CV -08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-510C 
Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV -08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-557C 
Case No. CV -08-580C 
Case No. CV -08-583C 
Case No. CV 08-584C 
This indenture is made this __ day of _____ ., 2012, between Patti Bolen, 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho (the "Sheriff') and [ _______ ---'], whose address 
is [ _____________ -..1] (the "Purchaser"). 
A. On [ _____ --1], 2012, in the above-captioned action then pending in 






County of Valley (the "Court") entered that certain Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale (the "Judgment") against defendant Tamarack Resort LLC (the "Judgment 
Debtor") and its successors, assigns, legal representatives, agents, or any other persons or entities 
acting for, by or through it, in favor of plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Canyon Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch). 
B. In the Judgment, the Court ordered, adjudged and decreed, among other 
things, that the Sheriff sell that certain Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property described in the 
Judgment at public auction in the manner required by law; that any person other than the Sheriff 
or her deputies might become the purchaser at such sale; and that the Sheriff execute a certificate 
of sale and a deed to the purchaser, as required by law and specified in the Judgment. 
C. A copy of the Judgment and a Writ of Execution were delivered to the 
Sheriff for execution, 
D. At [,_--oJ a.m. on [ ___ --oJ, [~, 2012, after due public notice had 
been given, as required by the laws of the State of Idaho, pursuant to the Judgment the Sheriff 
sold the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property at public auction, on the front steps of the 
Valley County Court House located at 219 N. Main, Cascade, Idaho, to the Purchaser, by virtue 
of its [*credit*] bid for the sum of [ _____ ] and [~/100 DOLLARS, 
($[ ____ ---']). The amount of such [*credit*] bid was credited to the Judgment against the 
Judgment Debtor. 
E. Upon such sale, the Sheriff made and issued a certificate of such sale, in 
duplicate, in the form required by the Judgment. The Sheriff then delivered one duplicate of such 
certificate to Purchaser and caused the other to be filed and recorded in the recorder's office of 






F. More than six (6) months have elapsed since the date of such sale, and the 
Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property has not been redeemed by or on behalf of the Judgment 
Debtor or by or on behalf of any other person. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in order to carry into effect the sale so made by the 
Sheriff, in pursuance of the Judgment and as required by law, and in consideration of the 
payment [*by credit bid*] of the sum of [ ____________ _ 
________ ---1] and [~/100 DOLLARS, ($[ ____ -----']), and in consideration of 
the above premises, the Sheriffhereby grants, bargains, sells and conveys to Purchaser, its 
successors and assigns forever, the real and personal property described on Exhibits E-1 and E-2 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference, together with all and singular the 
tenements, hereditaments, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, or in anywise appertaining, 
and the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Sheriff, as grantor hereunder, has executed this 
Sheriff s Deed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Patti Bolen 





STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF VALLEY ) 
On this __ day of ,2012, before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Patti Bolen, known or identified to me to be 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, who executed this instrument and acknowledged to me that 
she executed the same as Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at __________ _ 











PARCEL IA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 
(ADJUSTED LOT 26 BLOCK 3 TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE 2.2) 
A parcel of land located in Block 3 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, filed 
in Book 10, Page 2 of Plats, Records of Valley County, Idaho, in the SW l;4 of Section 32, 
T.16N., R.3E., B.M., Valley County, Idaho, as adjusted by Record of Survey, filed as Instrument 
Number 295636, at Book 8 Page 190 of Surveys, Records of Valley County, Idaho more 
particularly described as; COMMENCING at the northwest comer of Lot 26 of said Block 3, as 
shown on the Plat of said Phase 2.2. 
1. Southeasterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc 
length of 40.01 feet, through a central angle of 17°38'02", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.87°13'55"E., 39.85 feet; thence, 
2. Southeasterly along a curve to the left having a radius of 340.00 feet, an arc 
length of 105.53 feet, through a central angle of 17°47'01", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.87°18'25"E., 105.11 feet; thence, 
3. S.ooOO'OO"W., 20.44 feet; thence, 
4. S.55°27'53"E., 158.86 feet to a point on the Right-of-Way for Whitewater Drive; 







5. Southwesterly along a curve to the right having a radius of93.00 feet, an arc 
length of30.26 feet, through a central angle of 18°38'39", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.55°51'51"W., 30.13 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 
6. S.65°11' 10"W., 52.42 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; 
7. Southwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius 137.00 feet, an arc 
length of79.85 feet, through a central angle of33°23'40", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.48°29'20"W., 78.72 feet; thence, departing said Right-of-Way, 
8. N. 79°46'07"W., 179.06 feet; thence., 
9. N.10016'34"E., 179.52 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208 and 212 Block 10, and Garage Lots G202, G204, G205, 
G206, G207, G208 and G212 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, 
a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 10 
Block 4, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Iqaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190, with 
ingress and egress to and from a road known as West Mountain Road which access is provided 






PARCEL 8: A pennanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and construction, 
maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance of the power 
and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of 
sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and across that 
certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document entitled State of 
Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, Department of 
Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded 
June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a public road 












ALL OTHER COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TRC WHITEW ATERlTRC VILLAGE 
PLAZA MORTGAGE) SAVE AND EXCEPT THE REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
101,102,103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, Block 10, and Garage Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, 
G105, G106, G107 and G108 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, and 
Lots 119 and 120 Block 10 of Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat of 
















The lien and security interests of the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza 






Third, if cash proceeds remain after satisfaction of this judgment in 
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Case No., ___ lnst. No·----lf-
Filed A.M. C(: 3{) PM 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV-08-114C 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER RE: PROPOSED JUDGMENTS 
AND DECREES OF FORECLOSURE 
AND ORDERS OF SALE 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-311C Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV-08-312C Case No. CV-08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-324C Case No. CV-08-510C 
Case No. CV-08-335C Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-356C Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-357C Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV -08-532C Case No. CV -08-521 C 
Case No. CV -08-557C Case No. CV -08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-583C Case No. CV-08-580C 
Case No. CV-08-584C 
Background 
As reflected in prior rulings, 1 the Court has determined the validity, priority and amount of 
numerous lien and mortgage claims affecting Tamarack Resort, LLC's ("Tamarack") property. In 
part, the Court has determined that the Credit Suisse, AG, Cayman Islands Branch (formerly 
1 See generally, Substitute Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and 
Mortgage Claims entered August 15, 2011 ("Omnibus Decision"). 
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Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) (“Credit Suisse”) Mortgages (“Credit Suisse 
Mortgages”)1  are junior and subsequent as to certain lien claimants in the following properties: 
-The Village Plaza Foreclosure Property.  The Village Plaza Foreclosure Property 
consists of and is defined as:  
Lot 16, Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, Phase 2 
Village, As Recorded With The Valley County Recorder On October 18, 
2005, As Instrument #301733. 
 
(Also Known As All Of Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, 
According To The Official Plat In The Office Of The Recorder, Valley 
County, Idaho, Recorded October 18, 2005, As Instrument No. 301738.) 
 
Together With All Improvements Thereon And Any And All Rights To Use 
All Roads, Road Rights Of Way, Utility Easements, Open Space And All 
Other Common Areas Of The Above-Described Property. 
 
Situate In Valley County, Idaho. 
 
The Court has determined that the mechanic’s lien claims of Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
(“Banner/Sabey”), Tri-State Electric, Inc. (“Tri-State Electric”); MHTN Architects, Inc. 
(“MHTN”), EZA, Inc. d/b/a/ OZ Architecture of Boulder (“OZ”) and Kesler Construction, Inc. 
(“Kesler”) are prior and senior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages as to the Village Plaza Foreclosure 
Property.  See Omnibus Decision at 64-86, 57-64, 33-40, 42-50, 32-33. 
-The Lake Wing Foreclosure Property.  The Lake Wing Foreclosure Property 
consists of and is defined as: 
All That Certain Lot, Piece Or Parcel Of Land Situate In Valley County, Idaho And Shown As 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominium, A Plat 
                                                          
2 There are two Credit Suisse mortgages.  Credit Suisse refers to one of these mortgages as  the “Tamarack 
Mortgage” which encumbers the “Borrower Property”.  Credit Suisse refers to the other mortgage as the “TRC 
Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage” which encumbers the  “TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Property”.  
As used herein the term “Credit Suisse Mortgages” shall have the same meaning as in the “Omnibus Decision”.  See 
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Which Is Recorded In The Office Of The Recorder Of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
Also Known As The Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominium (Which 
May Also Be Known As The Lodge At Osprey Meadows East Wing), A 
Replat Of Lot 9, Block 19, And A Portion Of Arling Center Court, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phases 1 And 3 Village And A 
Portion Of Tamarack Resort Lodge At Osprey Meadows Condominium, 
Located In The NW 'l4 Of Section 5, T.15N., R.3E., B.M., Valley County, 
Idaho, As Amended. 
SAVE AND EXCEPT The Following Described Property Located In 
Valley County, Idaho: Condominium Units L1-01, L1-02, L1-04, L1-06, 
L1-07, L1-08, P1-40, P1-41, P1-44, P2-01 And P2-04, Tamarack Resort 
Members Lodge Condominium, Appearing In The Records Of Valley 
County, Idaho As Instrument No. 291359, And As Defined And Described 
In That Condominium Declaration For Tamarack Resort Members Lodge 
Condominium, Recorded In The Records Of Valley County, Idaho As 
Instrument No. 291363. 
Situate In Valley County, Idaho. 
The Court has determined that the mechanic's lien claim of MHTN is senior and prior to the 
Credit Suisse Mortgages as to the Lake Wing Foreclosure Property. !d. at 40-42. 
-The Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property. The Trillium Townhome 
Foreclosure Property consists of and is defined as: 
A. The Tamarack/Trillium Foreclosure Property, to wit: 
All That Certain Lot, Piece Or Parcel Of Land, Situate In Valley County, 
Idaho As Shown As Units 101 & G101; 102 & G102; 103 & G103; 104 & 
G104; 105 & G105; 106 & G106; 107 & G107; 108 & G108, Block 10, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development, Amended Phase 2.4 A Plat 
Which Is Recorded In The Office Of Recorder Of Valley County, Idaho; 
Together With: 
All That Certain Lot, Piece Or Parcel Of Land, Situate In Valley County, 
Idaho As Shown As Units 110, 113, 114, 118 And 121, Block 10, Tamarack 
Resort Planned Unit Development, Amended Phase 2.4 A Plat Which Is 
Recorded In The Office Of Recorder Of Valley County, Idaho; 
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All That Certain Lot, Piece Or Parcel Of Land, Situate In Valley County, 
Idaho As Shown As Unit 119, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development, Amended Phase 2.4 A Plat Which Is Recorded In The Office 
OfRecorder OfValley County, Idaho; and 
B. The Tamarack/Whitewater Foreclosure Property, to wit: 
All That Certain Lot, Piece Or Parcel Of Land, Situate In Valley County, 
Idaho As Shown As Unit 120, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development, Amended Phase 2.4 A Plat Which Is Recorded In The Office 
Of Recorder Of Valley County, Idaho. 
The Court has determined that the mechanic's lien claim of OZ is prior and senior to the Credit 
Suisse Mortgages as to the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property. Id. at 43-44. 
The Court has also determined that the vendee's lien claims of BAG Property 
Holdings, LLC ("BAG") are valid and have priority over the Credit Suisse Mortgages. Id. 
at 87- 101. The BAG Vendee's liens attach to the following parcels: 
-The BAG Foreclosure Property. The BAG Foreclosure Property consists of and 
is defined as: 
A. The Whitewater Parcel, to wit: 
Block 7 Of Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2 
According To The Official Plat In The Office Of The Recorder, Valley 
County, Idaho, Recorded March 21, 2005, As Instrument No. 293591 In 
Book 10 Of Plats At Page 2. 
B. The Belvedere Parcel, to wit: 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominium 
According To The Official Plat In The Office Of The Recorder, Valley 
County, Idaho, Recorded November 23, 2005, As Instrument No. 327200 In 
Book 12 Of Plats At Page 11. 
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C. The B21 and B22 Parcel, to wit: 
Lots 24 And 25 In Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development 
Phase 3 Village According To The Official Plat In The Office Of The 
Recorder, Valley County, Idaho, Recorded September 28, 2006, As 
Instrument No. 313807 In Book 11 Of Plats At Page 3. 
In addition, the Credit Suisse Mortgages do not encumber the following parcel 
which consists of and is defined as: 
-The Lot 122 Foreclosure Property, to wit: 
All That Certain Lot, Piece Or Parcel Of Land, Situate In Valley County, 
Idaho As Shown As Lot 122, Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development, Second Amended Phase 2.4 A Plat Which Is Recorded In 
The Office OfRecorder OfValley County, Idaho. 
Id. at 52. Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. ("Hedrick") and OZ had valid mechanic's lien claims 
against this parcel. Pursuant to an agreement between Hedrick and OZ, OZ has released its lien as 
to this parcel. 3 The only remaining lien against this parcel is Hedrick's. 
Except as to the above lien claimants, the Credit Suisse Mortgages are valid and 
enforceable against all other claimants, and senior, having priority over all other properly joined 
interests, 4 claims, liens and encumbrances as to the balance of the property encumbered by the 
Credit Suisse Mortgages. This property will be referred to as "The Tamarack Foreclosure 
Property". This property is defined and described as that portion of the "Borrower Property" as 
set forth in Exhibits B-1 through B-3, and that portion of the "TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza 
Property" as set forth in Exhibits E-1 and E-2 to the Second Amended Second Revised [Proposed] 
Judgment and Decree ofF oreclosure and Order of Sale lodged by Credit Suisse on April 11, 2012. 
3 See EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Entry of Judgment and 
Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the Trillium Townhome Property filed March 5, 2012 at 4 ("OZ has 
released Unit 122 from OZ's Trillium Townhome liens.") 
4 As discussed below, the "Receiver Mortgage" is not a properly joined interest in these proceedings. The "Receiver 
Mortgage" is senior to the priority of the Credit Suisse Mortgages. See Discussion below at 19-25. 
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The parties have recommended, and the Court agrees, that there should be separate 
foreclosure sales of: 
(A) the above four (4) foreclosure properties5 in which the lien claims of 
Banner-Sabey, MHTN, Tri-State Electric, OZ, Kesler and BAG have 
priority over the Credit Suisse Mortgages; 
(B) the Lot 122 Foreclosure Property, which is subject to the Hedrick claim 
of lien, but which is not encumbered by the Credit Suisse Mortgages, or 
any other lien; and 
(C) the Tamarack Foreclosure Property, in which the Credit Suisse 
Mortgages have priority. 
Credit Suisse, as the holder of the Credit Suisse Mortgages, is seeking a foreclosure sale of 
the Tamarack Foreclosure Property. Credit Suisse has submitted a proposed form of foreclosure 
judgment. 
Banner/Sabey and Tri-State Electric, as holders of the senior interests in the Village Plaza 
Foreclosure Property, are seeking a foreclosure sale of the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property 
pursuant to their senior mechanic' sf materialmen's liens. Each has submitted proposed forms of 
foreclosure judgments. 
OZ, as holder of the senior interest in the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property, is 
seeking a foreclosure sale of the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property pursuant to its senior 
mechanic' sf materialmen's lien. OZ has submitted a proposed form of foreclosure judgment. 
5 The Village Plaza Foreclosure Property, the Lake Wing Foreclosure Property, the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure 
Property and the BAG Foreclosure Property. 
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MHTN, as holder of the senior interest in the Lake Wing Foreclosure Property, is seeking 
a foreclosure sale of the Lake Wing Foreclosure Property pursuant to its senior 
mechanic' sf materialmen's lien. MHTN has submitted a proposed form of foreclosure judgment. 
BAG, as holder of the senior interest in the BAG Foreclosure Property, is seeking a 
foreclosure sale of the BAG Foreclosure Property pursuant to BAG's vendee's liens. BAG has 
submitted a proposed form of foreclosure judgment. 
Hedrick, as the holder of the only lien affecting the Lot 122 Foreclosure Property, is 
seeking a foreclosure sale of the Lot 122 Foreclosure Property pursuant to its 
mechanic's/materialmen's lien. Hedrick has submitted a proposed form of foreclosure judgment. 
As a general proposition, a valid foreclosure of a senior interest will foreclose and 
terminate all junior interests in the foreclosed property. See generally RESTATEMENT (THIRD) 
OF PROP.: MORTGAGES§ 7.1 (1997) ("A valid foreclosure of a mortgage terminates all 
interests in the foreclosed real estate that are junior to the mortgage being foreclosed and whose 
holders are properly joined or notified under applicable law."). Similarly, the purchaser at a 
foreclosure sale by a junior interest will take subject to any senior interest. !d. ("Foreclosure does 
not terminate interests in the foreclosed real estate that are senior to the mortgage being 
foreclosed.") 
As a consequence of the application of these general propositions, and subject to 
redemption rights, if any, the foreclosure sale by the senior interests in the Village Plaza 
Foreclosure Property, the Lake Wing Foreclosure Property, the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure 
Property, and the BAG Foreclosure Property will foreclose and terminate all junior interests, 
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including the Credit Suisse Mortgages.6 Similarly, the foreclosure sale of the Tamarack 
Foreclosure Property by Credit Suisse, as the holder of the Credit Suisse Mortgages, will foreclose 
and terminate all junior interests in the Tamarack Foreclosure Properties.7 
Objections have been filed as to aspects of the various forms of the proposed foreclosure 
judgments. The Court conducted a hearing into these matters on March 29, 2012. Elizabeth W. 
Walker (pro hac vice), Sidley Austin LLP, Los Angeles, California, and Randall A. Peterman, 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chtd., Boise, Idaho, appeared for Credit Suisse. John K. 
Olson, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP, Boise, Idaho, appeared for Wells Fargo Equipment 
Finance, Inc. ("Wells Fargo") and OZ. Kevin A. Bay (pro hac vice), Ryan, Swanson & 
Cleveland, PLLC, Seattle, Washington, appeared via CourtCall teleconference for Banner/Sabey. 
Terry C. Copple, Davison, Copple, Copple & Copple, LLC, Boise, Idaho, appeared for Tri-State 
Electric. Cynthia A. Elliott, Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Elliott & McDonald, Chtd., Sandpoint, 
Idaho, appeared via CourtCall teleconference for BAG. Clay M. Shockley, Sasser & Inglis, Boise, 
Idaho, appeared for MHTN. Anna E. Eberlin, Meuleman Mollerup, LLC, Boise, Idaho, appeared 
for Hedrick. . The Court took the various matters under advisement. 
Since the hearing, parties have resolved some of the issues and parties have lodged 
revisions and amendments to some of the proposed orders of foreclosure. The Court's analysis 
and resolution of the remaining and outstanding objections will be set forth in the following 
paragraphs. 
6 As discussed below, the Receiver Mortgage is a junior interest in the foreclosure of the Village Plaza Foreclosure 
Property, the Lake Wing Foreclosure Property, the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property, and the BAG 
Foreclosure Property. However, the Receiver Mortgage has not been properly joined as a party to these foreclosure 
proceedings. See Discussion below at pp. 19-25. 
7 As discussed below, the Receiver Mortgage is a senior interest in the Tamarack Foreclosure Property. See 
Discussion below at pp. 19-25. The Receiver Mortgage will not be foreclosed and terminated by the sale of the 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property. 
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1. The Tamarack Foreclosure Property. 
Initially, Wells Fargo and Bane America Leasing & Capital, LLC, filed qualified 
objections to Credit Suisse's initial proposed foreclosure judgment and order of sale. 8 These 
objections have been resolved so that neither Wells Fargo nor Bane America Leasing & Capital, 
LLC object to the entry of a foreclosure judgment and order of sale in the form of Credit Suisse's 
Second Amended Second Revised [Proposed] Judgment and Decree ofF oreclosure and Order of 
Sale. The Court will enter this judgment and decree of foreclosure and order of sale. 9 
However, there is one remaining issue between Wells Fargo and Credit Suisse. Wells 
Fargo asserts that it has a security interest in certain modular structures and other personal 
property located at the Resort. In its Second Amended Complaint, Credit Suisse alleged that the 
Credit Suisse Mortgages had priority over the Wells Fargo security interests. 10 In its Answer, 
Wells Fargo denied the allegation ofpriority. 11 Wells Fargo did not file any counterclaim or 
affirmative defense relating to priority. 12 
In prior proceedings, the Court scheduled and presided over the court trials of various 
issues concerning the validity, priority and amount of the Credit Suisse Mortgages and numerous 
other lien claims on various dates from September, 2010 to January, 2011. See Omnibus Decision 
at pp. 11- 13. Neither Credit Suisse nor Wells Fargo scheduled or arranged for any court trial for 
8 See Bane America Leasing & Capital, LLC's Conditional Objection to Motion of Credit Suisse for Entry of 
Judgment and Decree ofForeclosure and Order of Sale filed February 9, 2012, and Wells Fargo's Conditional 
Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale filed February 9, 
2012. 
9 Credit Suisse has filed a motion requesting certification under I.R.C.P. 54(b). The court hearing on this motion was 
held on May 17, 2012. 
10 See Second Amended Complaint filed December 18, 2008 at ~10. 
11 See Answer to Second Amended Complaint filed December 12,2009. 
12 Jd. 
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any issue relating to the validity, priority or amount of the Wells Fargo security interests. During 
the various trials, neither Credit Suisse nor Wells Fargo presented any evidence or argument as to 
the validity, priority or amount of the Wells Fargo security interest(s). 
Wells Fargo filed an objection to the initial version of the Credit Suisse proposed judgment 
and decree of foreclosure and order of sale and asserted that the priority of Wells Fargo's security 
interest has not been determined by the Court. 13 In response, Credit Suisse argued that Wells 
Fargo's objection should be denied because Wells Fargo did not take any action to have its 
priority determined. 14 Credit Suisse moved for an order striking Wells Fargo's objection to an 
earlier version of the Credit Suisse proposed judgment and decree of foreclosure. 15 In opposition, 
Wells Fargo asserts that since Credit Suisse had the burden of proof, Credit Suisse is at fault for 
not scheduling a court trial of this priority dispute. 16 
In the Court's view, both sides are at fault in not scheduling this issue for resolution. As 
an exercise of discretion, the Court will deny Credit Suisse's motion to strike, and the Court will 
schedule a court trial into the merits of this issue at the earliest possible opportunity. In the 
interim, Wells Fargo has agreed to the entry of Credit Suisse's Second Amended Second Revised 
[Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, which will allow Credit Suisse 
to proceed to foreclosure of the Tamarack Foreclosure Property. 
13 See Note 8 above. 
14 See Response of Credit Suisse to Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc.'s Conditional Objection to Motion of 
Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale filed February 14, 2012. 
15 See Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc.'s Conditional Objection to Motion of 
Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale filed March 5, 2012. 
16 See Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc.'s Response to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment 
Finance, Inc.'s Conditional Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale filed March 16,2012. 
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2. The Village Plaza Foreclosure Property. 
The Village Plaza Foreclosure Property is the site of a large unfinished mixed use 
condominium project. Construction was halted when Tamarack exhausted its funding sources. As 
noted above, the Court has determined that the mechanic's lien claims of Banner/Sabey, MHTN, 
OZ, Tri-State Electric, and Kesler are prior and senior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. 
Banner/Sabey filed a motion for entry of a foreclosure judgment of the Village Plaza 
Foreclosure Property on December 20, 2011. 17 A proposed form of judgment was submitted as an 
attachment to the supporting memorandum. 18 OZ filed an objection on February 9, 2012. 19 OZ 
objected to the manner in which Banner/Sabey ranked the priority of the mechanic's lien claims. 
OZ also raised concerns regarding Banner/Sabey's proposal to permit the holders of the senior 
mechanic's lien claims to use credit bidding in the sale of the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property. 
Credit Suisse filed an opposition?° Credit Suisse objects to Banner/Sabey's proposal to allow 
credit bidding by mechanic's lien holders and argues that the law does not permit the use of credit 
bidding by mechanic's lien claimants under any circumstances. Credit Suisse had other objections 
as well. OZ replied on February 13, 2012.21 Credit Suisse also filed a response to OZ's concerns 
regarding the use of credit bids by mechanic's lien claimants.22 
17 See Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Village 
Plaza Property filed December 20, 2011. 
18 See Memorandum in Support ofBanner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure 
and Order of Sale ofVillage Plaza Property filed December 20,2011. 
19 See EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Objection to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Entry of 
Judgment and Decree ofForeclosure and Order of Sale of Village Plaza Property filed February 9, 2012. 
20 See Plaintiffs Opposition to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale ofVillage Plaza Property filed February 9, 2012. 
21 See Reply on Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale 
of Village Plaza Property filed February 13, 2012. 
22 See Plaintiffs Response to EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Objection to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's 
Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Village Plaza Property filed February 
14, 2012. 
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On March 1, 2012, Banner/Sabey lodged a (Second Proposed) Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Village Plaza Property. 23 On March 8, 2012, Banner/Sabey 
lodged a (Third Proposed) Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Village Plaza 
Property. 24 
Credit Suisse objects to Banner/Sabey's third proposed foreclosure judgment and argues 
that it: 1) impermissibly permits credit bidding by lien claimants, 2) does not adequately specify 
the interests that are junior, or that will be foreclosed; 3) improperly provides for the termination 
of both Credit Suisse Mortgages; 4) improperly provides for the termination of the "Receiver 
Mortgage"; 5) creates redemption rights that are precluded by law; and 6) does not accurately 
specify the current amount of Credit Suisse's Judgment against Tamarack.25 Banner/Sabey 
responded to these objections on March 21, 2012?6 
a. Idaho Code § 45-512 
Idaho Code § 45-512 requires the court to declare the rank or priority of competing 
mechanic's liens as follows: 
In every case in which different liens are asserted against any property, the court in 
the judgment must declare the rank of each lien or class of liens which shall be in 
the following order: 
1. All laborers, other than contractors or subcontractors. 
23 See Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Notice of Lodging of(Second Proposed) Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale of Village Plaza Property filed March 1, 2012. 
24 See Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Notice of Lodging of(Third Proposed) Judgment and Decree ofForeclosure and Order 
of Sale of Village Plaza Property filed March 8, 2012. 
25 See Plaintiff's Objections to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale of Village Plaza Property filed March 15, 20 12. 
26 See Banner/Sabey II, LLC's Response to Credit Suisse's Objections to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's [Third Proposed] 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure of Village Plaza Property filed March 21, 2012. 
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2. All materialmen including persons furnishing, renting or leasing 
equipment, materials or fixtures as defined in section 28-12-309, Idaho 
Code, other than contractors or subcontractors. 
3. Subcontractors. 
4. The original contractor. 
5. All professional engineers and licensed surveyors. 
And in case the proceeds of sale under this chapter shall be insufficient to pay all 
lienholders under it: 
1. The liens of all laborers, other than the original contractor and 
subcontractor, shall first be paid in full, or pro rata if the proceeds be 
insufficient to pay them in full. 
2. The lien of materialmen including persons furnishing, renting or leasing 
equipment, materials or fixtures as defined in section 28-12-309, Idaho 
Code, other than the original contractor or subcontractor, shall be paid 
in full, or pro rata if the proceeds be insufficient to pay them in full. 
4. Out of the remainder, if any, the subcontractors shall be paid in full, or 
pro rata if the remainder be insufficient to pay them in full, and the 
remainder, if any, shall be paid pro rata to the original contractor and the 
professional engineers and licensed surveyors; and each claimant shall 
be entitled to execution for any balance due him after such distribution; 
such execution to be issued by the clerk of the court upon demand, at 
the return of the sheriff or other officer making the sale, showing such 
balance due. 
Idaho Code§ 45-512. 
In its third proposed foreclosure order, Banner/Sabey proposes the following ranking or 
priority scheme for the distribution of cash proceeds from the foreclosure sale: 
1. first, pro rata to Tri-State Electric and Kesler; then, 
2. pro rata to Banner/Sabey, MHTN and OZ; then to 
3. Credit Suisse; then to 
4. Clerk of the Court. 
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See [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale at p. 5, ,-r 9. OZ 
objects and argues that because OZ was a subcontractor to MHTN, OZ should have the same 
priority as Tri-State and Kesler. This Court agrees. An "original contractor" has a contract 
directly with the owner. Colorado Iron Works v. Riekenberg, 4 Idaho 262, 266, 38 P.651, 652 
(1894). OZ was not an original contractor on the Village Plaza Condominium project. OZ was a 
subcontractor to MHTN. 
Under Idaho Code § 45-512, both Banner/Sabey and MHTN are original contractors, in 
direct privity with the owner, Tamarack. OZ was a subcontractor for MHTN, and is a 
subcontractor for purposes of declaring priority under Idaho Code § 45-512. Accordingly, the 
Court will declare the rank and priority of the various Village Plaza lien claims as follows: 
1. subcontractors Tri-State Electric, Kesler and OZ; 
2. original contractors Banner/Sabey and MHTN; 
3. Credit Suisse. 
b. Credit Bidding 
Banner/Sabey' s [Third Proposed] foreclosure order provides for "credit bidding" by the 
senior lien claimants and Credit Suisse. Credit bidding permits a secured creditor to bid some or 
all of the amount owed in lieu of a cash bid at a foreclosure sale. The Idaho Supreme Court has 
ruled that the holder of a trust deed note, who is the only bidder, may use a credit bid in a 
foreclosure sale because the credit bid, in that circumstance, is the equivalent of a cash bid. Fed. 
Home Loan Mortg. Corp. v. Appel, 143 Idaho 42, 45, 137 P.3d 429, 432 (2006) ("After all, the 
holder of the note is the party to be benefited by the sale. It makes no sense to require the note 
holder to bring cash to the sale in order to pay himself'.) 
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1 OZ objects that Banner/Sabey fails to adequately explain how credit bids could be used by 
2 multiple mechanic's lien claimants with different priorities. Credit Suisse argues that the law 
3 permits credit bidding only for the holder of a trust deed note as recognized in the Fed. Home 
4 Loan Mortg. Corp. case. Credit Suisse argues that there is no authority for a credit bid by 
5 mechanics or materialmen, much less for multiple mechanic's lien claimants with different 
6 priority. Credit Suisse argues the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property lien claimants should not be 
7 permitted to use credit bids in the foreclosure sale of the Village Plaza Property. In response, 
8 Banner/Sabey states that "it is inherent in any credit bid process that a lien claimant must satisfy 
9 all prior liens in order to credit bid. Banner/Sabey would have to satisfy the lien of Tri-State 
1 o Electric and any other prior liens before it could credit bid". See Reply on Banner/Sabey II, 
11 LLC's Motion For Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure of Village Plaza Property at p. 4. 
12 The Idaho Supreme Court approved the use of credit bidding where the credit bid was the 
13 equivalent of cash. Where, as here, there are multiple mechanic's lien claimants with different 
14 rank or priority, credit bidding would not be the equivalent of a cash bid. Pursuant to Idaho Code 
15 § 45-512, the proceeds of a cash bid would be divided first between the lien holders with the 
16 highest priority, i.e. Kesler, OZ and Tri-State Electric; then to the lien holders with the next 
17 highest priority, i.e. MHTN and Banner/Sabey, and next to Credit Suisse. A credit bid by one or 
18 more of the lien claimants would not result in the distribution of cash proceeds as required by 
19 Idaho Code§ 45-512. 
2 o Banner/Sabey suggests that a lien claimant could use a credit bid along with a cash bid 
21 equivalent to the entire amount of the prior liens. Banner/Sabey has not indicated what prior liens 
22 would have to be paid in full. In the case of the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property, unless a lien 
2 3 claimant paid the full amount of all of the other senior lien claims, a credit bid would not have the 
24 same effect as a cash bid. Moreover, credit bidding as proposed by Banner/Sabey could require a 
25 
26 
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lien claimant to pay in cash the full amount of all other senior lien claims, something a cash bidder 
would not have to do. 
The Court will sustain the objections to the use of credit bidding by the mechanic's lien 
claimants in the sale of the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property. Banner/Sabey has not adequately 
addressed how credit bid(s) by multiple lien holders with different priorities can be structured as 
the equivalent of cash. 
c. Specification of the Interests that will be Terminated and Foreclosed 
Paragraph 12 of the third proposed judgment and decree of foreclosure of the Village Plaza 
Property provides as follows: 
The liens of Tri-State, Kesler Construction, Banner/Sabey, OZ Architecture and 
MHTN in the Village Plaza Property, in the amounts set forth in paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 
5 and 6 above, are senior and prior to all other liens, claims and encumbrances 
against the village Plaza Property whatsoever including, but not limited to, those 
liens and encumbrances identified on the attached Exhibit A, such other liens 
claims and encumbrances being referred to collectively as "Village Plaza Property 
Junior Interests." 
[Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Village Plaza Property 
at p. 6. Credit Suisse objects that this language does not adequately specify the junior interests 
that will be terminated and foreclosed. Specifically, Credit Suisse objects to the language that 
states that the senior liens have priority over all other liens and encumbrances "including but not 
limited to" the junior interests specified in the attached Exhibit A. According to Credit Suisse, 
this language is improper because the language could be interpreted to provide for the termination 
of other interests in the Village Plaza Property that the court has not determined. In response, 
Banner/Sabey contends that the "including but not limited to" language is meant to foreclose 
unknown liens that were not of record at the time of the commencement of this action and is 
authorized by Idaho Code§ 6-101(4). 
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Idaho Code§ 6-101(4) provides as follows: 
No person holding a conveyance from or under the mortgagor of the property 
mortgaged, or having a lien thereon, which conveyance or lien does not appear of 
record in the proper office at the commencement of the action, need be made a 
party to such action; and the judgment therein rendered, and the proceedings 
therein had, are as conclusive against the party holding such unrecorded 
conveyance or lien as if he had been made a party to the action. 
Idaho Code § 6-101 ( 4 ). This provision concerns prior unrecorded conveyances and liens, i.e. 
conveyances and liens that exist but are not recorded at the time an action is commenced. The 
statute provides that a foreclosure judgment is conclusive against the holders of such prior 
unrecorded conveyances or liens. !d. In the Court's view, the proposed language, "including but 
not limited to" does not have the same meaning as the language of Idaho Code§ 6-101(4), and 
arguably could have a broader reach. The proposed language could be interpreted to mean there 
are other unspecified junior interests which would be foreclosed and terminated. The Court will 
sustain Credit Suisse's objection to the language that the senior liens are senior to all other liens 
and encumbrances "including but not limited to" the junior interests specified in Exhibit A as 
proposed paragraph 12 ofBanner/Sabey's [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure 
and Order of Sale. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-101 ( 4 ), the foreclosure will be binding on holders 
of prior unrecorded interests. The senior liens have priority over the specified junior interests. 
The Court has not determined other unspecified interests. 
Paragraph 13 of the third proposed judgment and decree of foreclosure of the Village Plaza 
Property provides as follows: 
Upon the completion of the sale of the Village Plaza Property, all Village Plaza 
Property Junior Interests, and the interests of any person or entity claiming by or 
through a Village Plaza Property Junior Interest, shall be terminated and foreclosed 
and forever barred of all right, title, interest in and to the Village Plaza Property, 
PROVIDED that the interest in the Village Plaza Property of the North Lake 
Recreational· Sewer and Water District shall not be foreclosed by this sale, and the 
purchaser at such sale shall take subject to the rights of the North Lake Recreational 
Sewer and Water District. 
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[Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Village Plaza Property 
at p. 7. Credit Suisse objects to the language that provides that the foreclosure is binding upon 
"the interests of any person or entity claiming by or through a Village Plaza Property Junior 
Interest" because the language could be interpreted to apply to parties who have not been named 
or joined in the foreclosure proceedings, including the holder(s) of the Receiver Mortgage. 
Banner/Sabey contends that the language foreclosing the interests of anyone "claiming by or 
through" a junior interest is proper because such interests would be inherently junior and 
subordinate. See Banner/Sabey's Response to Credit Suisse's Objections to Banner/Sabey II, 
LLC's (Third Proposed) Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale at pp. 4-5. 
The Court will discuss the effect of foreclosure upon the Receiver Mortgage separately 
below. See Discussion at 19-25. 
The Court will overrule Credit Suisse's objection to the language that extends the effect of 
foreclosure to "the interests of any person or entity claiming by or through a Village Plaza 
Property Junior Interest" because, in the Court's view, this is a correct statement of the law 
regarding the effect of the foreclosure sale. 
Credit Suisse also objects because the above provisions do not provide for the foreclosure 
and termination of the senior Village Plaza Foreclosure Property liens of Kesler, Tri-State Electric, 
OZ, MHTN and Banner/Sabey. See Plaintiffs Objections to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's [Third 
Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale at pp. 4-5. The Court will 
sustain Credit Suisse's objection that the language of paragraph 13 ofBanner/Sabey's [Third 
Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale fails to address the effect of the 
foreclosure sale on the liens of Kesler, OZ ,Tri-State Electric, MHTN and Banner/Sabey. The 
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foreclosure sale will terminate and foreclose these senior mechanic's/materialmen's liens. After 
foreclosure, the unpaid balance of any of these lien claims would be treated as a personal 
judgment. Idaho Code § 45-512(3); Weber v. Eastern Idaho Packing Corp., 94 Idaho 694, 698, 
496 P.2d 693, 697 (1972). The foreclosure order should provide that the lien claims of Kesler, 
OZ, Tri-State Electric, MHTN and Banner/Sabey will be terminated and foreclosed upon 
completion of the foreclosure sale. 
d. Termination and Foreclosure of both Credit Suisse Mortgages 
Credit Suisse objects that Exhibit A to the [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale identifies both of the Credit Suisse mortgages as Village Plaza 
Property Junior Interests. Credit Suisse objects because the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property is 
encumbered by the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage, Instrument No. 308952, but 
not the Tamarack Mortgage, Instrument No. 308953. The Court will sustain this objection. The 
Tamarack Mortgage is not a Village Plaza Junior Interest because the Tamarack Mortgage does 
not encumber the Village Plaza Property. 
e. Termination and Foreclosure of the Receiver Mortgage 
Credit Suisse objects to language in the (Third Proposed) Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale that purports to terminate and foreclose the "Receiver Mortgage". 
See Banner/Sabey's (Third Proposed) Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale at p. 
6, ,-r 13, ("all Village Plaza Property Junior Interests ... shall be terminated and foreclosed, and 
forever barred of all right, title and interest ... "),Exhibit A to (Third Proposed) Judgment and 
Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, List of Junior Interests, p. 2, item 25. (Credit Suisse 
Receiver Mortgage, recorded as Instrument Nos. 336245, 340317, 341638). Banner/Sabey argues 
that the Receiver Mortgage should be terminated and foreclosed as a matter of law. 
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1 The Credit Suisse Mortgages secured Tamarack's obligations in that certain $250 million 
2 Credit Agreement between Tamarack and a group of lenders, including Credit Suisse (the "Credit 
3 Agreement Lenders"). In the Credit Agreement, Credit Suisse also is appointed "collateral agent" 
4 and "administrative agent" for the Credit Agreement Lenders. See Omnibus.Decision at p. 5. 
5 This foreclosure action was filed by Credit Suisse on March 11, 2008, as collateral and/or 
6 administrative agent for the Credit Agreement Lenders. 27 
7 On October 17, 2008, pursuant to a renewed motion by Credit Suisse, and with Tamarack's 
8 agreement, the Court entered an order appointing a Receiver for Tamarack.28 On October 20, 
9 2008, the Receiver filed a motion for authorization to enter into a secured credit facility to borrow 
10 funds needed to protect and preserve the receivership estate.29 The Court approved and 
11 authorized the Receiver credit facility in a decision entered on October 29, 2008.30 The Receiver 
12 credit facility involved: 1) a $10 million dollar loan from a number of the original Credit 
13 Agreement Lenders (the "Receiver Lenders"); 2) a Receiver Certificate of Indebtedness 
14 ("Receiver Certificate) evidencing the loan; and 3) a Mortgage, Leasehold Mortgage, Security 
15 Agreement, Assignment of Rents and Leases and Financing Statement ("Receiver Mortgage") 
16 encumbering Tamarack's property to secure the Receiver Certificate. On October 29, 2008, the 
17 Court signed an Order authorizing the Receiver to issue a Receiver Certificate to Credit Suisse, as 
18 Administrative Agent for the Receiver Lenders, and to enter into the Receiver Mortgage.31 The 








27 See Second Amended Complaint at p. 3 ~ 1 ("Pursuant to the loan documents, [Credit Suisse] is the administrative 
and collateral agent for those lenders ("Lenders") which from time to time are parties to the Credit Agreement ... 
Pursuant to the Loan Documents, Lenders have directed Agent, and Agent is authorized, to maintain this action on 
behalf of Lenders." 
28 See Fourth [Proposed] Order appointing a Receiver entered October 17, 2008. 
29 See Receiver's Motion for Authorization to issue a Receiver's Certificate filed October 20, 2008. 
30 See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Receiver's Motion for Authorization to issue a Receiver's Certificate 
entered October 29, 2008. 
31See Amended [Proposed] Order Authorizing Issuance of a Receiver Certificate of Indebtedness Secured by 
Mortgages signed October 29, 2008. 
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1 Receiver Mortgage, and the Receiver Mortgage was recorded in Valley County on October 31, 
2 2008 as Instrument No. 336245. 
3 Initially, the Receiver borrowed $10 million from the Receivership Lenders. Over a 
4 number of months, the Court authorized additional advances from the Receiver Lenders, and 
5 authorized amendments to the Receiver Certificate and the Receiver Mortgage. In all, the 
6 principal amount of the Receiver Certificate was increased to $12,162,810.00. See Omnibus 
7 Decision at p. 7. Amended versions of the Receiver Mortgage were recorded in Valley County on 
8 April 6, 2009 and May 21, 2009 as Instrument Nos. 340317 and 341638. The Court terminated 
9 the Receivership effective July 31, 2009.32 To the Court's knowledge, the amounts advanced to 
1 o the Receiver pursuant to the Receiver Certificate have not been repaid. 
11 The Credit Suisse mortgages were recorded in Valley County on May 19, 2006, prior to 
12 the Receiver Mortgage. Normally, a mortgage recorded first in time has priority against 
13 subsequent mortgagees. Idaho Code § 5 5-811 33 ; Estate of Skvorak v. Sec. Union Title Ins. Co., 
14 140 Idaho 16, 23, 89 P.3d 856, 863 (2004) ("According to Idaho's recording statutes, a mortgage 
15 recorded first in time has priority against all other subsequent mortgagees."). 
16 However, the Receiver Mortgage has a different priority scheme. The Receiver Mortgage 
17 has a priority that is senior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. The priority of the Receiver Mortgage 
18 is junior to the priority of any lien claimant whose priority is determined to be senior to the Credit 
19 Suisse Mortgages. See October 29, 2008 Amended [Proposed] Order Authorizing Issuance of a 
20 
21 32 See Order Re: Termination of Receivership, Discharge of Receiver and Related Matters entered July 7, 2009. 
33 "Every conveyance of real property acknowledged or proved, and certified, and recorded as prescribed by law, from 
22 the time it is filed with the recorder for record, is constructive notice of the contents thereof to subsequent purchasers 





Every conveyance of real property acknowledged or proved, and certified, and recorded as prescribed by law, and 
which is executed by one who thereafter acquires an interest in said real property by a conveyance which is 
constructive notice as aforesaid, is, from the time such latter conveyance is filed with the recorder for record, 
constructive notice of the contents thereofto subsequent purchasers and mortgagees." Idaho Code§ 55-811. 
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Receiver's Certificate of Indebtedness Secured by Mortgages at p. 3 ,-r 4, and October 29, 2008 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Receiver's Motion for Authorization to Issue a Receiver's 
Certificate at pp. 5-6. Thus, instead of having a priority junior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages, the 
Receiver Mortgage has a priority that is senior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. 
The Court has determined that the Village Plaza lien claims ofBanner/Sabey, Tri-State 
Electric, Kesler, OZ and MHTN are senior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. As a result, the 
priority of the Receiver Mortgage is junior to the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property mechanic's 
liens ofBanner/Sabey, Tri-State Electric, Kesler., OZ and MHTN. However, none of these lien 
claimants sought leave to add the holder(s) of the Receiver Mortgage as a party to this foreclosure 
action. In addition, none of these senior interests have sought to expressly foreclose the Receiver 
Mortgage. See Omnibus Decision at p. 8. 
Banner/Sabey' s [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree ofF oreclosure and Order of Sale, 
would terminate and foreclose the Receiver Mortgage as to the Village Plaza ForeclosureProperty. 
Credit Suisse objects and argues that it would be improper to foreclose the Receiver Mortgage, for 
the reason that the holder of the Receiver Mortgage is not a party to this action, and because no 
senior interest that would have the right to foreclose the Receiver Mortgage has sought foreclosure 
of the Receiver Mortgage. See Plaintiffs Objections to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's [Third Proposed] 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale at pp. 5-7. 
Banner/Sabey argues that it is not necessary to name the holder(s) of the Receiver 
Mortgage, or to expressly foreclose the Receiver Mortgage, because the findings and conclusions 
in this case would be conclusive as to the Receiver's Mortgage. See Banner/Sabey's Response to 
Credit Suisse's Objections to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's (Third Proposed) Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale at pp. 2-4. According to Banner/Sabey: "[Idaho Code§ 6-101(4)] 
places the burden on the holder of a post-commencement conveyance to come into court and 
participate in the ongoing foreclosure if it wants to protect its interests." !d. at 3. 
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Idaho Code§ 6-101(4) provides as follows: 
No person holding a conveyance from or under the mortgagor of the property 
mortgaged, or having a lien thereon, which conveyance or lien does not appear of 
record in the proper office at the commencement of the action, need be made a 
party to such action; and the judgment therein rendered, and the proceedings 
therein had, are as conclusive against the party holding such unrecorded 
conveyance or lien as if he had been made a party to the action. 
Idaho Code§ 6-101(4). Contrary to Banner/Sabey's argument, this provision addresses 
unrecorded prior mortgages or liens, and provides that it is not necessary to name the holder of an 
unrecorded prior interest. The Receiver Mortgage is not an unrecorded prior mortgage. The 
Receiver Mortgage is a subsequent recorded mortgage. The Receiver Mortgage was authorized on 
October 29, 2008,34 and recorded on October 31, 2008. The Receiver Mortgage did not exist at 
the time any of the senior Village Plaza Property lien claimants commenced foreclosure. 35 
Idaho Code § 6-1 01 ( 4) applies to the holder of a mortgage that existed, but was not 
recorded at the commencement of the action. The foreclosure action is conclusive against the 
holder of such an unrecorded prior mortgage because the holder of the unrecorded mortgage failed 
to take action that would have provided the foreclosing party with notice of the existence of the 
prior interest. See Harding v. Harker, 17 Idaho 341, 105 P. 788 (1909) (construing identical 
language in former C.S. § 6949); and Farm Credit Corp. v. Rigby Nat. Bank, 49 Idaho 444, 450, 
290 P. 211, 213 (1930) (construing identical language in former C.S. § 6949 and stating: "It is true 
[the holder of the unrecorded prior interest] has never had his day in court, but he is deprived of 
his day in court by his own act. The theory of the law is that such a one of his own volition has 
34 See notes 30 and 31 above. 
35 Credit Suisse filed this foreclosure action on March 8, 2008. Banner/Sabey filed its Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and 
Third Party Complaint to foreclose its Village Plaza Property lien along with its Answer on April22, 2008. Kesler 
filed its Counterclaim and Cross-Claim to foreclose its Village Plaza Property lien along with its Answer on 
September 18, 2008. Tri-State Electric filed its action to foreclose its Village Plaza Property lien on June 6, 2008 as 
Valley County Case No. CV 2008- 311C. OZ filed its action to foreclose on the Village Plaza Property on September 
18, 2008 as Valley County Case No. CV 2008-514C. MHTN filed its action to foreclose on the Village Plaza 
Property on September 18, 2008 as Case No. CV 2008-508C. 
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stood through the litigation in the dark upon an unrecorded ·assignment; that the court has 
jurisdiction of the res the same as if he had been made a party and served."). The holder(s) of the 
Receiver Mortgage could not have provided notice to the senior lien holders because the Receiver 
Mortgage did not exist at the time of the commencement of the foreclosure action. Because the 
Receiver Mortgage did not exist when this foreclosure action was commenced, this statute is not 
authority that would permit forfeiture or termination of the interests of the holder of the Receiver 
Mortgage who was not made a party to these proceedings. 
Banner/Sabey also argues that the lis pendens statute, Idaho Code§ 5-505, provides 
authority for allowing the interests of the holder of a subsequent recorded mortgage to be 
terminated and forfeited without having been made a party. Id. Idaho Code§ 5-505 states: 
In an action affecting the title or the right of possession of real property, the 
plaintiff at the time of filing the complaint, and the defendant at the time of filing 
his answer, when affirmative relief is claimed in such answer, or at any time 
afterward, may file for record with the recorder of the county in which the property 
or some part thereof is situated, a notice of the pendency of the action, containing 
the names of the parties, the object of the action or defense, and a description of the 
property in that county affected thereby. From the time of filing such notice for 
record only shall a purchaser or incumbrancer of the property affected thereby be 
deemed to have constructive notice of the pendency of the action, and only of its 
pendency against parties designated by their real names. 
Idaho Code§ 5-505. The lis pendens is simply notice of a pending lawsuit to subsequent interests 
in the real property. Benz v. D.L. Evans Bank, 152 Idaho 215, 268 P.3d 1167, 1175 (2012). A lis 
pendens does not, by itself, create or limit legal rights. Jerry J Joseph C.L. U Ins. Assoc. v. 
Vaught, 117 Idaho 555, 557, 789 P.2d 1146, 1148 (1990). This statute does not define the rights 
of the Receiver Mortgage. The lis pendens statute imputes notice of the existence of the 
foreclosure action to the holder of the Receiver Mortgage. 
However, notice is not an issue in this case. Credit Suisse and the holder(s) of the 
Receiver Mortgage certainly had actual notice of the pendency of these foreclosure proceedings 
when the Receiver Mortgage was authorized by the court. Equally clear, there is no question here 
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as to whether the senior Village Plaza Foreclosure Property lien claimants had notice of the 
existence of the Receiver Mortgage. They did. Banner/Sabey, Tri-State Electric, Kesler, OZ and 
MHTN were all parties to this action when the Court authorized the Receiver Mortgage. These 
lien claimants all had actual notice of the creation of the Receiver Mortgage. Further, because the 
Receiver Mortgage was duly recorded in Valley County, the senior lien claimants also had 
constructive knowledge of the Receiver Mortgage. 
The senior Village Plaza Property lien claimants failed to join or name the holder(s) of 
Receiver Mortgage as a party to this action, and did not seek to expressly foreclose the Receiver 
Mortgage. A foreclosure proceeding is an equitable proceeding. See Vanderford Co., Inc. v. 
Knudson, 144 Idaho 547, 553, 165 P.3d 261, 267 (2007). In the Court's view, there is nothing fair 
or equitable about terminating or forfeiting rights of the holders of interests who have not been 
made parties to this action. 
Banner/Sabey argues that because Credit Suisse is the mortgagee under the Receiver 
Mortgage, it is not necessary to name Credit Suisse as a party. The Court does not agree. Credit 
Suisse, as agent for the Credit Agreement Lenders and mortgagee under the Credit Suisse 
Mortgages, does not have the same rights and duties as Credit Suisse, the agent for the Receiver 
Lenders, or as the mortgagee under the Receiver Mortgage. Further, the interests of the holder(s) 
of the Receiver Mortgage may not align with the interests of the holder(s) of the Credit Suisse 
Mortgages. 
The Court will sustain the objection to the language of the proposed foreclosure judgment 
that would terminate and foreclose the Receiver Mortgage. In declining to terminate and foreclose 
the Receiver Mortgage, the Court expresses no view as to the rights of the holder(s) of the 
Receiver Mortgage following the foreclosure sale or the status of the Receiver Mortgage. The 
Court will retain jurisdiction over these foreclosure proceedings to determine any issue involving 
the rights of the holder(s) of the Receiver Mortgage. 
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f. Redemption Rights 
Paragraph 16 ofBanner/Sabey's [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure 
and Order of Sale provides as follows: 
Tri-State, Kesler Construction, Banner/Sabey, OZ Architecture, MHTN, all Village 
Plaza Property Junior Interests, and Tamarack Resort, LLC, and the successor in 
interest to any of the above, are redemptioners pursuant to I.C. § 11-401 to the 
extent their respective lien or mortgage is not satisfied from the proceeds of the 
sale. 
Banner/Sabey' s [Third Proposed] Judgmet;tt and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale at~ 16. 
Credit Suisse objects and argues that, as holders of senior mechanic's lien claims, Tri-State 
Electric, Kesler Construction, Inc., Banner/Sabey, OZ and MHTN do not have redemption rights, 
as a matter of law. See Plaintiffs Objections to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's [Third Proposed] 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale at pp. 7-8. Credit Suisse also argues that 
Tamarack cannot be a redemptioner because a default judgment has been entered extinguishing its 
interests. !d. Lastly, Credit Suisse argues that some of the Village Plaza Junior Interests may not 
have redemption rights. !d. In response, Banner/Sabey argues that Banner/Sabey, Tri-State, 
Kesler Construction, Inc., OZ Architecture and MHTN all have a right of redemption that can be 
exercised under Idaho Code§§ 11-402, 403. See Banner/Sabey's Response to Credit Suisse's 
Objections to Banner/Sabey II, LLC's [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale at pp. 4-5. 
Idaho law provides for a statutory right of redemption from mortgage and lien foreclosure 
sales. Idaho Code § 6-101. In pertinent part, Idaho Code § 6-101 provides as follows: " ... sales 
of real estate under judgments of foreclosure of mortgages and liens are subject to redetnption as 
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in the case of sales under execution ... " Idaho Code § 6-101 (1 ). Redemption rights for sales 
under execution is provided for in Idaho Code§ 11-401 which provides as follows: 
Property sold subject to redemption, as provided in section 11-310, or any part sold 
separately, may be redeemed in the manner hereinafter provided, by the following 
persons, or their successors in interest: 
1. The judgment debtor, or his successor in interest, in the whole or any 
part of the property. 
2. A creditor having a lien by judgment or mortgage on the property sold, 
or some share or part thereof, subsequent to that on which the property 
was sold. The persons mentioned in the second subdivision of this 
section are, in this chapter, termed redemptioners. 
Idaho Code§ 11-401. This statute provides a right of redemption 1) to the judgment debtor, and 
2) to "redemptioners", defined as a creditor having a subsequent lien by judgment or mortgage. 
To redeem property, a party must meet these statutory requirements, including being a party 
entitled to redeem. Riley v. WR. Holdings, LLC, 143 Idaho 116, 119-20, 138 P.3d 316, 319-20 
(2006). A creditor who does not have a "lien by judgment or mortgage" is not a redemptioner and 
does not have a right of redemption under Idaho Code § 11-401. Idaho Code § 1 0-111 036 
provides that the recording of a judgment creates a judgment lien which becomes a lien upon all 
real property of the judgment debtor in that county. See Bach v. Dawson, 152 Idaho 237, _, 268 
P.3d 1189,1191 (Ct. App. 2012). 
Idaho Code § 11-401 provides a right of redemption for the holder of a judgment lien. The 
statute does not provide a right of redemption for the holder of a mechanic's lien. Banner/Sabey, 
36 "A transcript or abstract of any judgment or decree of any court of this state or any court of the United States the 
enforcement of which has not been stayed as provided by law, if rendered within this state, certified by the clerk 
having custody thereof, may be recorded with the recorder of any county of this state, who shall immediately record 
and docket the same as by law provided, and from the time of such recording, and not before, the judgment so 
recorded becomes a lien upon all real property of the judgment debtor in the county, not exempt from execution, 
owned by him at the time or acquired afterwards at any time prior to the expiration of the lien; ... " Idaho Code § 
10-1110. 
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Tri-State Electric, Kesler Construction, OZ and MHTN have mechanic's liens. They are not 
judgment creditors, and they do not have judgment liens. Idaho Code§ 11-401 does not provide a 
right of redemption to Banner/Sabey, Tri-State Electric, Kesler, OZ and MHTN. Accordingly, the 
Court will sustain Credit Suisse's objection to the language ofBanner/Sabey's [Third Proposed] 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale that provides rights of redemption for Tri-
State, Kesler, Banner/Sabey, OZ Architecture, and MHTN. Tamarack, as the judgment debtor, 
would normally have the right to redeem. Credit Suisse argues that Tamarack lost the right to 
redeem with the entry of default and default judgment. While it is correct that the Court has 
entered a default and a default judgment against Tamarack, the Court has not made any specific 
finding or decision relating to Tamarack's redemption rights. In its prayer for relief in the Second 
Amended Complaint, for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive 
Relief, Credit Suisse sought foreclosure of the Credit Suisse Mortgages and a determination that: 
. . . Defendants, and all persons claiming under any of them, . . . be barred and 
foreclosed from all rights, claims, interests, or equity of redemption in 
[Tamarack's] property, and every part of [Tamarack's] property when time for 
redemption has elapsed; ... 37 
See Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and 
Injunctive Relief filed December 18, 2008 at~~ 133(c), 134(b). Contrary to the Credit Suisse 
objection, the prayer for relief appears to recognize Tamarack's statutory redemption rights. The 
prayer for relief did not seek to cut off a statutory right to redeem. For this reason, the Court will 
overrule Credit Suisse's objection that Tamarack's statutory right of redemption was cut off by the 
entry of default and default judgment. 
37 See Second Amended Complaint for Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief 
filed December 18, 2008 at~~ 133(c), 134(b). 
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Credit Suisse has suggested that some of the Village Plaza Property Junior Interests as 
identified in Exhibit A to Banner/Sabey's [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure 
and Order of Sale may not have redemption rights. However, Credit Suisse has not specifically 
identified these interests. Accordingly, it is not feasible for the Court to rule on this objection. 
g. Specification of the Amount of the Credit Suisse Judgment Against 
Tamarack 
Paragraph 7 ofBanner/Sabey's [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale specifies the amount of the Credit Suisse judgment against Tamarack. Credit Suisse 
points out the amounts were taken from an earlier version of Credit Suisse's proposed judgment 
and decree of foreclosure. Credit Suisse requests that Banner/Sabey use the figures from the most 
current version of the Credit Suisse proposed judgment and decree of foreclosure. Banner/Sabey 
did not respond or object to this request. The request appears appropriate. The Court will direct 
Banner/Sabey to amend the language in Paragraph 7 of its [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree 
of Foreclosure and Order of Sale to reflect the changes requested by Credit Suisse.38 
h. Tri-State Electric's Proposed Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale 
On March 5, 2012, Tri-State Electric filed a separate motion for entry of a judgment and 
decree of foreclosure and order of sale. The Court does not see any reason to enter separate 
foreclosure orders as to the Village Plaza Forfeiture Property. The Court is satisfied that the 
Banner/Sabey proposed foreclosure, as modified herein, adequately addresses the interests of the 
other senior lien holders, including Tri-State Electric. Accordingly, the Court does not intend to 
38 The most recent statement of the amount of the judgment is contained in Credit Suisse's Second Amended Second 
Revised [Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale filed April II, 2012. 
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consider or decide any of the objections that have been filed as to the Tri-State Electric proposed 
foreclosure order. 
3. The Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property. 
The Trillium Townhomes consist of a number of constructed townhomes located in one of 
the Resort's platted subdivision areas. In prior rulings, the Court determined that the OZ liens, 
Instrument Nos. 332702 and 332746, are prior to and senior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages as to 
the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property. See Omnibus Decision at 43-44. As a result, 
proceeds from any foreclosure sale would be paid first to the Sheriff for its costs and fees, second 
to OZ, and third to Credit Suisse. The OZ lien amount is approximately $73,000 plus prejudgment 
interest, costs and attorneys fees. The Credit Suisse judgment is more than $300 million plus 
additional prejudgment interest. 
OZ filed a motion for the entry of a judgment and decree of foreclosure and order of sale 
on March 5, 2012, along with a proposed form of judgment. 39 Credit Suisse filed an opposition to 
aspects of the proposed judgment on March 15, 2012.40 OZ replied on March 20, 2012.41 On 
April12, 2012, OZ lodged a second proposed foreclosure judgment, decree and order.42 This 
document made numerous revisions in the form of the proposed foreclosure judgment, many 
39 See EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale ofthe Trillium Townhome Property filed March 5, 2012 and EZA, P.C., d/b/a/ OZ Architecture of 
Boulder's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree ofForeclosure and Order of Sale of 
the Trillium Townhome Property filed March 5, 2012. 
40 See Plaintiffs Opposition to EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Entry of Judgment and 
Decree ofForeclosure and Order of Sale ofthe Trillium Townhome Property filed March 15, 2012. 
41 See EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Reply in Support of Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree 
of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the Trillium Townhome Property filed March 20, 2012. 
42 See EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Notice of Lodging of [Second Proposed] Judgment and Decree 
of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the Trillium Townhome Property filed April 12, 2012. 
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requested by Credit Suisse. Credit Suisse filed additional objections on April 19, 2012.43 On 
April25, 2012, OZ filed a further response to the objections of Credit Suisse and lodged a third 
proposed foreclosure judgment.44 In the third Proposed order OZ made some further changes 
requested by Credit Suisse. Because OZ has made some of the changes requested by Credit 
Suisse, the Court will address only those issues that are still disputed. 
a. Credit Bidding 
OZ's [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the 
Trillium Townhome Property provides for credit bidding by OZ. See OZ's [Third Proposed] 
Judgment and Order of Foreclosure and Order of Sale at p. 4, ,-r 7. Credit Suisse objects and 
argues that "no mechanic's lien statute or case grants or recognizes any similar right of a 
mechanic's lien claimant to credit bid against the amount of its mechanics' lien." See Plaintiffs 
Opposition to EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Motion for Entry of Judgment and 
Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the Trillium Townhome Property filed March 15,2012 
at pp. 2-3. Credit Suisse also argues that it would be difficult to draft clear instructions to the 
foreclosure sheriff. !d. 
The foreclosure of the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property is much different than the 
foreclosure of the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property. In the foreclosure of the Village Plaza 
Foreclosure Property, there are numerous senior mechanic's lien claimants with different ranking 
43 See Plaintiffs Objection to EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Notice of Lodging of [Second Proposed] 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale ofthe Trillium Townhome Property filed Aprill9, 2012. 
44 See EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Response to Credit Suisse's Objection OZ's [Second Proposed] 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the Trillium Townhome Property filed April25, 2012 and 
EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of Boulder's Notice of Lodging of [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the Trillium Townhome Property filed April25, 2012. 
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or priority. In the case of the foreclosure of the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property, there is 
only one senior mechanic's lien claimant, OZ. OZ has the only priority for receipt of any 
proceeds from the foreclosure sale of the Trillium Townhome Property. 
While it is true that no Idaho statute or case grants or recognizes the right of a mechanic's 
lien claimant to credit bid, there was no Idaho statute or case law which authorized credit bidding 
for the holder of a trust deed note prior to the Supreme Court recognizing such a right in Fed. 
Home Loan Mortg. Corp. v. Appel, 143 Idaho 42, 44-45, 137 P.3d 429, 431-32 (2006). There, the 
Supreme Court noted there was "no good reason" why the holder of a trust deed note should not 
be able to purchase the property by bidding all or part of the amount of the debt. I d. This is 
because the note holder is the only one to benefit from the credit bid and there was no reason to 
require the note holder to bring "cash to the sale in order to pay himself." !d. 
The same reasoning applies here. OZ is the holder of the senior lien at the foreclosure 
sale.45 A credit bid by OZ debt can only benefit OZ. There is no reason for OZ to bring cash that 
will be paid over to OZ. Here, the Court is satisfied that a credit bid is the equivalent of a cash 
sale. The Court will overrule the objection to credit bidding by OZ and authorize OZ to credit bid 
part or all of the amount owed. OZ can credit bid all or any amount of its Trillium Townhome 
Foreclosure Property lien claim. 
b. Specification of the Interests that will be Terminated and Foreclosed 
OZ's [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the 
Trillium Townhome Property provides that the OZ lien is prior and senior to all other interests, 
45 Credit Suisse has represented that it does not intend to credit bid on the Trillium Townhome Foreclosure Property, 
but intends to retain its statutory right to redeem. See Plaintiffs Objection to EZA, P.C., d/b/a OZ Architecture of 
Boulder's Notice of Lodging of [Second Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the 
Trillium Townhome Property filed April 12, 2012 at 3, n. 2. 
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"including, but not limited to" the junior interests specified in the attached Exhibit A. See OZ's 
[Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the Trillium 
Townhome Property at ,-r 9. Credit Suisse objects to this language for the same reason Credit 
Suisse objected to identical language proposed by Banner Sabey in the proposed judgment to 
foreclose the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property. See Discussion above at 16-17. For the same 
reasons, the Court will sustain the objection to this language. 
OZ's [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale ofthe 
Trillium Townhome Property also provides that OZ's lien is prior to and senior to any person or 
entity claiming through Tamarack or any of the junior interest identified in the attached Exhibit A. 
[Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the Trillium 
Townhome Property at ,-r 9. Credit Suisse objects to this language because it could be construed to 
mean that the Court has made a determination of the priority of other interests in the Trillium 
Townhome Foreclosure Property that the court has not determined. This is the same objection 
raised by Credit Suisse to similar language in the Village Plaza Foreclosure Property judgment 
proposed by Banner Sabey. See Discussion above at 17-18. The Court will overrule this 
objection because, in the Court's view, the language proposed by OZ is a correct statement of the 
law. 
c. Termination and Foreclosure of the Receiver Mortgage 
Oz also proposes to terminate and foreclose the Receiver Mortgage. For the same reasons 
set forth above, the Court will sustain Credit Suisse's objection to this language. See Discussion 
above at 19-25. 
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4. The Lake Wing Foreclosure Property. 
The Lake Wing Foreclosure Property is a large unfinished structure meant to contain 
residential condominium units. The Lake Wing Foreclosure Property is near the Member's Lodge 
at Osprey Meadows. MHTN seeks foreclosure of its senior lien on the Lake Wing Foreclosure 
Property. MHTN was Tamarack's architect for this project. In prior rulings, the Court determined 
that the MHTN Lake Wing mechanic's lien is prior and senior to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. 
See Omnibus Decision at 40-41. As a result, proceeds from any foreclosure sale would be paid 
first to the Sheriff for its costs and fees, second to MHTN, and third to Credit Suisse. The amount 
of the MHTN lien is about $465,000 plus prejudgment interest, attorney fees and costs. 
MHTN filed a motion for the entry of a judgment and decree of foreclosure and order of 
sale on March 5, 2012, along with a proposed form ofjudgment.46 Credit Suisse filed an 
opposition to aspects of the proposed order on March 15, 2012.47 MHTN replied on March 20, 
2012.48 On March 20, 2012, MHTN lodged a proposed amended foreclosure judgment, decree 
and order.49 This document made numerous revisions in the form of the proposed foreclosure 
order, many requested by Credit Suisse. The Court will address only those issues that are still 
disputed. 50 
46 See MHTN Architect, Inc.'s Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Lake 
Wing Property filed March 5, 2012 and MHTN Architect, Inc.'s Memorandum in Support of Motion for Entry of 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Lake wing Property filed March 5, 2012. 
47 See Plaintiffs Opposition to MHTN Architect, Inc.'s Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale of Lake Wing Property filed March 15, 2012. 
48 See MHTN Architecture, Inc.'s Reply in Support of Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree ofForeclosure and 
Order of Sale of the Lake Wing Property filed March 20,2012. 
49 See MHTN Architecture, Inc.'s Notice of Lodging of [Proposed] Amended Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure 
and Order of Sale ofLake Wing Property filed March 20,2012. 
50 The MHTN proposed foreclosure judgment does not list the Credit Suisse Mortgages as junior interests that would 
be terminated and foreclosed. See MHTN's [Proposed] Amended Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale of Lake Wing Property filed March 20, 2012 at Exhibit A. 
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a. Credit Bidding 
MHTN proposes and Credit Suisse opposes credit bidding by MHTN. In the Court's view, 
MHTN is in the same position as OZ. Each is the only interest senior to the priority of the Credit 
Suisse Mortgages. For the same reasons, the Court will overrule Credit Suisse's objection to the 
use of a credit bid by MHTN. See Discussion above at 31-32. MHTN can credit bid all or any 
amount of its Lake Wing Foreclosure Property lien claim. 
b. Preservation of MHTN's Lake Wing Lien 
In its opposition to the proposed MHTN foreclosure judgment, Credit Suisse asserts that 
language in the proposed form of judgment could be interpreted to mean that MHTN' s lien would 
be preserved after foreclosure. See Plaintiffs Opposition to MHTN Architect, Inc.'s Motion for 
Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Lake Wing Property filed 
March 15, 2012 at 3, n. 2. Credit Suisse argues that MHTN's lien would be foreclosed and 
terminated. MHTN argues that its Lake Wing lien would be preserved after foreclosure. See 
MHTN Architecture, Inc.'s Reply in Support of Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale of the Lake Wing Property filed March 20, 2012 at 4-5. 
The Court has already addressed this issue above. See Discussion above at 18-19. The 
foreclosure sale will terminate and foreclose MHTN's Lake Wing Foreclosure Property lien. 
After foreclosure, the unpaid balance of any lien claim would be treated as a personal judgment. 
c. Termination and Foreclosure of the Receiver Mortgage 
MHTN also proposes that its foreclosure of the Lake Wing lien will terminate and 
foreclose the Receiver Mortgage. For the same reasons set forth above, the Court will sustain 
Credit Suisse's objection to this language. See Discussion above at 19-25. 
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5. The BAG Foreclosure Property. 
The BAG Foreclosure Property consists of three (3) undeveloped lots intended for 
development into residential and other condominium units. In prior rulings, the Court determined 
that BAG has valid and enforceable vendee's liens as to this property, and that the BAG vendee's 
liens have priority over the Credit Suisse Mortgages. See Omnibus Decision at pp. 87-101. The 
BAG liens are in the amount of $1,500,000.00 as to the Whitewater and Belvedere Parcels, and in 
the amount of $500,000.00 as to the B21/B22 Parcel. 
BAG filed a motion for the entry of a judgment of foreclosure along with a proposed form 
of judgment. 51 Credit Suisse objected to portions of the proposed judgment. 52 BAG has agreed to 
make some of the revisions requested by Credit Suisse. 53 The Court will address only those issues 
that are still disputed. 
a. Credit Bidding 
BAG proposes and Credit Suisse opposes credit bidding by BAG. In the Court's view, 
BAG is in the same position as OZ in terms of its request for credit bidding. BAG has the only 
senior interest to the Credit Suisse Mortgages. For the same reasons as discussed above, the 
Court will overrule Credit Suisse's objection to the use of a credit bid by BAG. See Discussion 
above at pp. 31-32. BAG can credit bid all or any amount of its Whitewater and Belvedere Parcels 
vendee's lien in connection with the foreclosure sale of these parcels. BAG can credit bid all or 
51 See BAG Property Holdings, LLC's Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale 
filed March 5, 2012. 
52 See Plaintifrs Opposition to BAG Property Holdings, LLC's Motion for Entry of Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale filed March 5, 2012. 
53 See BAG Property Holdings, LLC's First Revised [Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale lodged March 16, 2012. 
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any amount of its B21/B22 Parcel vendee's lien in connection with the foreclosure sale of the 
B21 /B22 Parcel. 
b. Termination and Foreclosure of the Receiver Mortgage 
BAG also proposes to terminate and foreclose the Receiver Mortgage. Credit Suisse 
objects. For the same reasons set forth above, the Court will sustain Credit Suisse's objection to 
this language. See Discussion above at pp. 19-25. 
c. Junior Interests Foreclosed and Terminated as to BAG Foreclosure 
Property Only. 
Credit Suisse objects in that there is no language in the proposed foreclosure judgment that 
makes it clear that the foreclosure sale will terminate and foreclose the junior interests only as to 
the BAG Foreclosure Property. For instance, the foreclosure sale of the BAG Foreclosure 
Property will only terminate and foreclose the Credit Suisse Mortgage(s) as to the BAG 
Foreclosure Property. The Court will sustain this objection. BAG should propose language that 
makes it clear that the foreclosure of the BAG liens terminates and forecloses the junior interests 
as to the BAG Foreclosure Property only. 
d. Improper Inclusion/Exclusion of Junior Interests 
Credit Suisse asserts that the proposed foreclosure judgment omits some junior interests 
that should be included, and includes some junior interests that should be excluded. However, 
Credit Suisse has not specified what interests should be included or excluded. The Court will not 
rule on this objection. 
e. Redemption Rights 
Credit Suisse objects to the following highlighted language regarding redemption rights: 
"Upon completion of said sale, all Tamarack junior interests as described on the attached Exhibit 
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C which is attached hereto and incorporated by this reference shall be terminated and foreclosed, 
except as to any redemption rights that survive this foreclosure as provided by the law of the State 
of Idaho." See Plaintiffs Opposition to BAG Property Holdings, LLC's Motion for Entry of 
Judgment and Decree ofF oreclosure and Order of Sale at pp. 6-7. Credit Suisse argues that this 
language could be interpreted improperly to grant redemption rights that are not authorized by 
Idaho law. This Court does not agree. The language states that any redemption rights are those 
provided by Idaho law. The Court will overrule this objection. 
f. Definition of the Credit Suisse Mortgage and Amount of the Credit Suisse 
Mortgage Interest. 
In BAG's proposed foreclosure judgment, the excess of any cash proceeds after BAG's 
liens are paid in full would be deposited with the Clerk of the Court and would require any party 
claiming an interest in the proceeds to make application to the Court. See BAG Property 
Holdings, LLC's First Revised [Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale 
at~ 6.c. Credit Suisse objects that BAG's proposed foreclosure judgment does not contain a 
detailed specific definition of the Tamarack Mortgage, and does not specifically recite the amount 
of the Credit Suisse lien claim. The Court will overrule these objections. To the extent the bid 
proceeds are more than what is required to pay BAG's liens in full, those funds will be deposited 
with the Court and any further disposition will require further action by the Court. The Court 
concludes that the interests of Credit Suisse are adequately identified and protected. 
6. The Lot 122 Foreclosure Property. 
The Lot 122 Foreclosure Property is one of the Trillium townhomes. This property is not 
encumbered by the Credit Suisse Mortgages. Hedrick has the only lien on this property. Hedrick 
filed a motion for the entry of a proposed form of foreclosure judgment as to this property on 
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March 5, 2012.54 North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District filed an objection on March 
14, 2012. 55 No other party had any objection or opposition. On March 20, 2012, Hedrick lodged 
the [Third Proposed] Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale. North Lake 
Recreational Sewer and Water District has no objection to the entry of Hedrick's Third Proposed 
foreclosure judgment. 56 The Court will enter this judgment in the form proposed by Hedrick. 
Conclusion 
As discussed above, the Court has sustained some objections, and overruled other 
objections to the various proposed forms of judgments and decrees of foreclosure and orders of 
sale as set forth herein. Counsel for Banner/Sabey, OZ, MHTN and BAG are directed to submit 
revised forms of foreclosure judgments reflecting the Court's determination of the objections as 
set forth above within fourteen (14) days of the entry of this Order. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this _lfi __ day of June, 2012. 
p&tid·Wu-
District Judge 
54 See Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc.'s Motion for Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale of Lot 
122 and [Proposed] Judgment and Decree ofForeclosure and Order of Sale ofLot 122 filed March 5, 2012. 
55 See North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's Objection to Form of Proposed Judgment Lodged by 
Hedrick Construction filed March 14, 2012. 
56 See North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's Non-Objection to Form of (Third Proposed) Judgment 
Lodged by Hedrick Construction. 
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AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SECOND AMENDED SECOND REVISED 
tfPl Qf ] JUDGMENT AND DECREE 
OF FORECLOSURE AND ORDER OF 
SALE 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C 
Case No. CV-08-311C 
Case No. CV -08-312C 
Case No. CV-08-324C 
Case No. CV-08-335C 
Case No. CV-08-356C 
Case No. CV-08-357C 
Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV -08-510C 
Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV -08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-557C 
Case No. CV -08-580C 
Case No. CV -08-583C 
Case No. CV 08-584C 
This matter came before the Court on the Motion of Credit Suisse AG, Cayman 
Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) ("Plaintiff'), for 
Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale (the "Motion"). Having 
considered the Motion, the Affidavit of Megan Kane, and all papers in support thereof, the oral 
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argument of counsel and the records, orders and files in these consolidated cases, including, but 
not limited to, the Stipulation Regarding Validity, Amount and Priority of Petra Incorporated's 
Claims of Lien filed on December 1, 2010; having entered on June 17, 2010 its Order Granting 
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to Borrower and the Borrower Subsidiaries 
on the Validity of Plaintiffs Mortgages; having entered on August 12, 2010 its Order Granting 
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to All Defendants Re: Validity, 
Enforceability and Recordation Date of, and Amount Secured by, Plaintiffs Mortgages; having 
entered default judgment on February 1, 2011 against the Defendant, Tamarack Resort LLC 
("Tamarack") and in favor of Plaintiff; and having previously issued its Substitute Omnibus 
Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage 
Claims on August 15, 2011 (the "Omnibus Findings"); and having entered all prior orders and 
stipulations in the above-captioned matter, the Court hereby rules as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 
1. Plaintiff has judgment against Tamarack as follows: 
a. $306,585,272.92 as of June 29, 2010; plus 
b. $32,133,726.47 in pre-judgment interest accruing from and after 
June 29,2010 through March 22, 2012; plus 
c. Per diem pre-judgment interest from March 22,2012 through the 
QQ ~ ~1~101 ~.z,'f ~t> 
date of entry of judgment (M days at $50,803.98 per day) in the amount of$ 'I ; 
~ Jl13 18q, 7"/q. (;3 P' .. 
d. For a total judgment in the amount of$ 
1 
(the sum of 
Paragraphs l.a., Lb., and I.e., above) with post-judgment interest thereafter, which will accrue at 
the statutory rate. 

















2. Plaintiff has a valid, perfected lien and security interest in the real property 
and personal property (collectively, the "Borrower Property") described on Exhibits A-1 through 
A-3 attached hereto, by virtue of that certain Mortgage, Leasehold Mortgage, Security 
Agreement, Assignment of Rents and Leases and Financing Statement (the "Tamarack 
Mortgage") dated as of May 19,2006, which was recorded (a) with the County Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho on May 19,2006 as Instrument No. 308953, and (b) with the County 
Recorder of Adams County, Idaho on May 22, 2006 as Instrument No. 111741. The Borrower 
Property includes, without limitation, a leasehold interest in certain real property owned in fee by 
the State of Idaho, which real property is more particularly described on Exhibit A-2 attached 
hereto (the "State Leased Property''). 
3. The lien and security interests of the Tamarack Mortgage in that portion of 
the Borrower Property described on Exhibits B-1 through B-3 attached hereto (the "Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property"), in the total.amount set forth in Paragraph 1.d. hereof, are 
senior and prior to (a) the interests of Tamarack and (b) each and all of the liens, claims and 
encumbrances listed on Exhibit C attached hereto (such interests, liens, claims and 
encumbrances, collectively, the "Tamarack Junior Interests"). 
4. Plaintiff has a valid, perfected lien and security interest in the real property 
and personal property (collectively, the "TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Property") 
described on Exhibits D-1 and D-2 attached hereto, by virtue of that certain Mortgage, Security 
Agreement, Assignment of Rents and Leases and Financing Statement (the "TRC 
Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage") dated as of May 19,2006, which was recorded with 
the County Recorder of Valley County, Idaho on May 19,2006 as Instrument No. 308952. 
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5. The lien and security interests of the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza 
Mortgage in that portion of the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Property described on 
Exhibits E-1 and E-2 attached hereto (the "Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property"), in the total 
amount set forth in Paragraph l.d. hereof, are senior and prior to (a) the interests of Tamarack 
and its predecessors in interest, Tamarack Whitewater Construction LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company, and Village Plaza Construction LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, 
and (b) each and all of the liens, claims and encumbrances listed on Exhibit C attached hereto 
(such interests, liens, claims and encumbrances, collectively, the "WhitewaterNillage Plaza 
Junior Interests" and, together with the Tamarack Junior Interests, the "Junior Interests"). 
6. The Sheriff of Valley County (the "Sheriff') shall first sell the Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property (including that portion thereof located in Adams County) as a 
single unit, by levy and execution at public auction, thereby foreclosing the Tamarack Mortgage 
on the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property. Immediately following the sale of the Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property, the Sheriff shall sell the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property 
as a single unit, by levy and execution at public auction, thereby foreclosing the TRC 
Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage on the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property. Each 
foreclosure sale conducted by the Sheriff pursuant to this judgment, decree and order is 
sometimes referred to herein as a "Sale." 
7. The Sheriff shall apply any cash proceeds of each Sale as follows: 
a. First, to the Sheriffs fees and costs associated with the Sale; 
b. Second, to Plaintiff until this judgment is satisfied in full; and 
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c. Third, if cash proceeds remain after satisfaction of this judgment in 
full, such excess proceeds shall be deposited with the Clerk of this Court until parties claiming 
such proceeds may be heard and the proceeds released by order of this Court. 
8. At each Sale, Plaintiff may bid by credit against the amount of its lien, in 
any amounts and in any increments as Plaintiff may elect in its sole discretion. 
9. Any person or party may become a purchaser at a Sale, except the Sheriff 
and the Sheriffs deputies. 
10. The fee ownership interest of the State of Idaho in the State Leased 
Property shall not be affected by the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property. Plaintiff 
or any other purchaser at the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property shall succeed to 
the right, title and interest of Tamarack in the State Leased Property. 
11. The Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property does not include those certain 
parcels subject to the Tamarack Mortgage and referred to in the Omnibus Findings. as the "Lake 
Wing," "Belvedere Ridge," "Whitewater," and "B21/B22" parcels, or those parcels subject to the 
Tamarack Mortgage described as Units 110, 113, 114, 118, 120 and 121, Block 10, Tamarack 
Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4. Plaintiff retains the right to foreclose the 
Tamarack Mortgage as to such parcels so long as the judgment herein rendered remains 
unsatisfied in full. Further, the exclusion of such parcels from the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure 
Property shall not affect any redemption rights Plaintiff may have upon foreclosure of any lien 
on such parcels senior to the lien of the Tamarack Mortgage. Additionally, the Initial Tamarack 
Foreclosure Property does not include the following equipment owned by Bane of America 
Leasing & Capital, LLC: (a) that certain Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable 
Quad Chairlift (the "Wildwood Lift"); (b) that certain Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chari" 









Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments and accessories (the "Buttercup Lift"); 
and (c) that certain Pisten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, Flextiller, Vario-Bar 
Hydraulics, and Kombi Tracks (the "Snow Plow"). Furthermore, the Initial Tamarack 
Foreclosure Property does not include the personal property subject to the security interests 
("Personal Property Interests") asserted by Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), 
which asserted Personal Property Interests are subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells 
Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional Objection to Motion ofPlaintifffor Entry of 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, filed on March 5, 2012, and presently 
under submission for ruling by the Court (the "Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit 
Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with respect to any ruling by the Court on the Motion to 
Strike. 
12. The Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property does not include that certain 
parcel subject to the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage and referred to in the 
Omnibus Findings as "Village Plaza," or those parcels subject to the TRC Whitewater/TRC 
Village Plaza Mortgage described as Lots 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108 and Garage 
Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, G105, G106, G107 and G108 Block 10, Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4 and Lots 119 and 120 Block 10 of Tamarack 
Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4. Plaintiff retains the right to foreclose the TRC 
Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage as to such parcels so long as the judgment herein 
rendered remains unsatisfied in full. Further, the exclusion of such parcels from the Initial 
Whitewater Foreclosure Property shall not affect any redemption rights Plaintiff may have upon 
foreclosure of any lien on such parcels senior to the lien of the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village 
Plaza Mortgage. 
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13. Notwithstanding the Sales of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property 
and Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property (collectively, "Initial Foreclosure Property") 
pursuant to this judgment, decree and order, Plaintiff shall retain the right and may proceed, at 
its election, to (a) obtain pursuant to this judgment, decree and order, execution of this judgment 
on any other property securing Tamarack's obligations to Plaintiff (including, without limitation, 
foreclosure of the Tamarack Mortgage and/or the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza Mortgage 
on property subject to such mortgage(s) but not included in the Initial Foreclosure Property), or 
(b) realize upon any other collateral securing Tamarack's obligations to Plaintiff, all of which 
rights are hereby reserved. 
14. Upon completion of the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property, 
all Tamarack Junior Interests shall be terminated and foreclosed, except as to any redemption 
rights that survive the mortgage foreclosure as provided by the law of the State of Idaho. Upon 
completion of the Sale of the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property, all WhitewaterNillage 
Plaza Junior Interests shall be terminated and foreclosed, except as to any redemption rights that 
survive the mortgage foreclosure as provided by the law of the State of Idaho. 
15. Upon completion of the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property, 
the Sheriff shall make and deliver to the purchaser a certificate of sale in the form of Exhibit F -1 
attached hereto, and shall also cause such certificate of sale to be recorded in the offices of the 
Valley County Recorder and the Adams County Recorder. Upon completion of the Sale of the 
Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property, the Sheriff shall make and deliver to the purchaser a 
certificate of sale in the form of Exhibit F -2 attached hereto, and shall also cause such certificate 
of sale to be recorded in the offices of the Valley County Recorder. 
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16. Upon completion of each Sale, the purchaser or purchasers at such Sale 
shall be entitled to possession of and the use and benefits of the Initial Foreclosure Property 
purchased at such Sale, from the time of such Sale until redemption, if any. 
17. After the times allowed by law for redemption have expired without 
redemption having occurred, the Sheriff shall execute and deliver (i) to the purchaser or 
purchasers at the Sale of the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property or its or their designated 
assignee(s) a Sheriffs Deed in the form of Exhibit G-1 attached hereto, and (ii) to the purchaser 
or purchasers at the Sale of the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property or its or their designated 
assignee(s) a Sheriffs Deed in the form of Exhibit G-2 attached hereto. 
/Ill 
(Continued on next page) 
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18. The Court expressly reserves and retains jurisdiction of this cause for the 
purpose of making such further orders as may be necessary to carry out this judgment, decree of 
foreclosure and order of sale, correct any mathematical error, or for the purpose of making such 
further orders as may be necessary or appropriate. 
Dated this /f day of ~ '2012. 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby 
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is 
no reason for delay of the entry of a fmal judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct 
that the above judgment or order shall be a fmal judgment and an appeal may be taken as 
provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
MADE AND ENTERED this ( &: day of ~ 
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FEE OWNED PROPERTY 
PARCEL1A 
Beginning at the NW Comer of Section 5, Township 15, North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian 
(Basis ofbearing being South 00°13'49" West between the West~ comer and the NW comer of 
said Section 5), said point also being on the Easterly boundary of State of Idaho Lands; and 
running thence along said Easterly boundary North 00°54'20" West 2637.72 feet to the West~ 
comer of Section 32, Township 16 North, Range 3 East; thence South 89°54'50" East 2641.68 
feet to the center of said Section 32, thence South 00°05'35" East 2642.05 feet to the South~ 
comer of said Section 32, also being the North~ comer of Section 5, Township 15 North Range 
3 East, thence along the North line of said Section 5, South 89°27'05" East 1995.78 feet to West 
Mountain Road; thence following said West Mountain Road the following three courses: 
1) South 00°05'08" East 1543.53 feet; 
2) South 00°05'06" East 1331.39 feet to theSE comer of theW Yz of the SW ~of the NE ~ 
of said Section 5; 
3) South 00°05'04" East 2664.27 feet to theSE comer of the West Yz of theSE~ of theSE 
~of said Section 5; thence along the South line of said Section 5, also being the Northerly 
boundary of State of Idaho Lands, South 89°56'25" West 1976.03 feet to the S ~comer of said 
Section 5; thence continuing along the boundary of State of Idaho lands the following two 
courses; 
1) South 00°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the SW comer of the NW ~of the NE ~of 
Section 8, Township 15 North Range 3 East; 
2) South 89°53'46" East 1645.40 feet, also being on the Westerly boundary of United States 
of America property; thence following the Westerly boundary line of United States of America 
property the following seven courses; 
1) South 00°10'21" West 216.07 feet; 
2) South 00°11 '32" West 1114.45 feet to the south line of theSE~ of the NE ~of 
Section 8; 
3) Along said South line North 89°43'49" West 328.78 feet to the SW comer of said SE ~ 
of the NE ~ of Section 8; 
4) South 00°10'59" West 830.90 feet; 
5) North 89°39'03" West 657.17 feet; 
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7) South 00°08'47" West 634.98 feet to the North Lake Subdivision No.2; thence along 
said North Lake Subdivision No.2 boundary line the following six courses: 
1) South 89°49'06" West 536.19 feet; 
2) North 02°23'30" East 516.75 feet; 
3) North 89°43'00" West 884.93 feet; 
4) North 73°58'58" West 1000.77 feet; 
5) South 00°05'30" East 108.17 feet; 
6) South 89°47'07" West 264.77 feet; thence continuing along and beyond said North Lake 
Subdivision No.2 to the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No. 1 South 00°06'06" 
West 1356.66 feet to the NE comer of theW~ of the NW 'l.:4 of the NW 'l.:4 of Section 17; thence 
continuing along the Westerly boundary ofNorth Lake Subdivision No. 1 South 00°03'52" West 
1323.66 feet to the SE comer of said W 'l1 of the NW 'l.:4 of the NW 'l.:4 of Section 17, to a point on 
West Mountain Road; thence along West Mountain Road North 89°32'32" West 655.07 feet to 
the SW comer of said W ~of the NW 'l.:4 of the NW 'l.:4 of Section 17; thence North 88°15'41" 
West 2675.18 feet to the SW comer of the North 'l1 of the NE ~of Section 18, Township 15 
North, Range 3 East also being on the Easterly boundary line of United States of America 
property; thence along said United States of America property boundary the following eight 
courses: 
. 1) North 00°07'00" West 1340.00 feet to the North 'l.:4 comer of said Section 18; 
2) North 00°05'54" East 2629.19 feet to the center of Section 7, Township 15 North Range 
3 East; 
3) North 00°06'27" East 1339.71 feet to the NW comer of the SW 'l.:4 of the NE 'l.:4 of said 
Section 7; 
4) South 87°44' 15" East 1337.70 feet to the NE comer of the SW 'l.:4 of the NE ~of 
Section 7; 
5) North 00°01 '56" East 1329.86 feet to the NW comer of the NE 'l.:4 of the NE 'l.:4 of 
Section 7; 
6) South 87°18'53" East 1338.21 feet to the NE comer of said Section 7, also being the SW 
comer of Section 5, Township 15 North, Range 3 East; 
7) Along the West Section line of said Section 5 North 00° 12' 43" West 2651.06 feet to the 
W 'l.:4 comer of said Section 5; 
8) Continuing along said West Section line North 00°13'49" East 2920.18 feet to the NW 














SAVE AND EXCEPT 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Osprey Meadows Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort· Lake Wing Condominiums; 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums and Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village filed for record in the office of the Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho. 
ALSO SAVE AND EXCEPT 
A parcel of land located in Sections 5 and 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East Boise Meridian, 
Valley County, Idaho more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at theN ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 296.16 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 0°32'55" West 1537.60 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING 
1.) North 86°22'47" East 230.17 feet; thence 
2.) North 77°32'59" East 268.40 feet; thence 










4.) South 69°26'41" East 143.67 feet; thence 
5.) South 89°50'07" East 143.20 feet; thence 
6.) South 75°12'40" East 63.95 feet; thence 
7.) South 61 °52'53" East 159.81 feet; thence 
8.) South 71 °58'25" East 161.98 feet; thence 
9.) South 35°04'12" East 136.31 feet; thence 
10.) South 14°07'03" East 132.00 feet; thence 
11.) South 59°40'35" East 272.48 feet; thence 
12.) South 25°53'04" West 276.18 feet; thence 
13.) South 21 °23'20" West 502.77 feet; thence 
14.) South 12°45'17" West 169.07 feet; thence 
15.) South 20°06'59" West 663.00 feet; thence 
16.) South 82°26'28" East 444.78 feet; thence 
17.) South 22°35'30" East 392.70 feet thence 
18.) South 0°05'04" East 163.10 feet; thence 
19.) South 28°16'52" West 394.85 feet; thence 
20.) South 42°47'08" West 829.09 feet; thence 
21.) South 58°17' 13" West 291.47 feet; thence 
22.) South 26°21 '09" East 316.06 feet; thence 
23.) South 26°15'45" West 122.10 feet to a point on the south line of said Section 5; thence 
along said section line, 
24.) South 89°56'25" West 585.80 feet to a point on the boundary of Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 1; 
Thence, along said boundary through the following courses: 
25.) North 4°01 '06" East 138.16 feet; thence 








27.) North 2°48'29" East 46.17 feet; thence 
28.) North 24°29' 12" West 208.21 feet; thence 
29.) North 2°32'19" East 47.12 feet; thence 
30.) North 28°04'26" East 19.54 feet; thence 
31.) North 39°02'59" East 116.48 feet; thence 
32.) North 43°20'51" East 730.13 feet; thence 
33.) North 40°01 '59" West 200.93 feet; thence 
34.) South 87°54'29" West 138.39 feet; thence 
35.) South 70°18'13" West 313.36 feet; thence 
36.) South 78°11' 10" West 80.86 feet; thence 
37.) North 73°02'13" West 86.12 feet; thence 
38.) North 49°16'48" West 176.90 feet thence 
39.) North 48°31 '25" West 250.98 feet; thence 
40.) South 43°58'05" West 125.46 feet to a point on a non-tangent curve; thence 
41.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of205.00 feet, an arc length of 
62.63 feet, through a central angle of 17°30'16" and a chord bearing and distance ofNorth 
42°44'47" West 62.39 feet; thence tangent from said curve 
42.) North 51 °29'55" West 245.10 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
43.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of 825.00 feet, an arc length of 
128.62 feet, through a central angle of 8°55'56" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
55°57'53" West 128.49 feet; thence, 
44.) North 62°52'29" East 170.63 feet; thence, 
45.) North 06°08'21" West 363.79 feet; thence, 
46.) North 69°30'18" West 420.12 feet; thence, 
47.) North 43°19'35" West 422.80 feet; thence, 
48.) North 13°49'07" West 432.13 feet; thence 








50.) North 32°12'25" East 180.50 feet; thence 
51.) North 53°15'28" East 176.77 feet; thence 
52.) North 69°09'56" East 378.53 feet; thence 
53.) North 16°20'42" East 161.54 feet; thence 
54.) North 59°21 '40" East 60.00 feet; thence 
55.) South 86°01 '23" East 170.22 feet; thence 
56.) North 56°08'22" East 98.34 feet; thence 
57.) North 75°10'48" East 573.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
Commencing at the north ~ comer of said Section 8; thence along the west line of the NW ~ of 
the NE ~ of said Section 8 
A.) South 0°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the C-N 1116 comer of said Section 8; thence 
B.) South 89°53'46" East 240.24 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) South 89°53'46" East 1162.17 feet; thence 
2.) South 15°32'21" East 288.21 feet; thence 
3.) South 45°59'25" East 187.80 feet; thence 
4.) South 0°00'00" East 43.69 feet; thence 
5.) South 51 °07'48" West 302.18 feet; thence 
6.) South 20°00'03" West 324.47 feet; thence 
7.) South 36°46'50" West 255.08 feet; thence 
8.) South 9°22'20" West 253.95 feet; thence 
9.) South 20°15'09" West 213.84 feet; thence 
10.) North 57°05'33" West 586.31 feet; thence 
11.) North 83°17'17" West 328.92 feet; thence 
12.) South 75°08'04" West 252.38 feet; thence 









14.) North 36°21 '59" West 141.59 feet; thence 
15.) North 26°23'49" East 152.89 feet; thence 
16.) North 68°16'04" West 378.45 feet; thence 
17.) North 11°43'53"West 84.70 feet; thence 
18.) North 82°23'28" East 162.44 feet; thence 
19.) South 87°47'57" East 172.45 feet; thence 
20.) North 69°50'16" East 135.18 feet; thence 
21.) North 82°23'28" East 217.18 feet; thence 
22.) North 72°38'14" East 221.45 feet; thence 
23.) North 12°20'03" East 279.94 feet; thence 
24.) North 6°26'52" West 377.77 feet; thence 
25.) North 22°03'29" West 77.55 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Together with an easement for ingress and egress a 30 foot wide strip of land, 15 feet either side 
ofthe following centerline. COMMENCING at theN~ comer of said Section 5; thence along 
the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 842.30 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 19°38'29" West 371.11 feet; thence 
C.) South 71 °02'32" East 54.96 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) Southwesterly along a curve to the left with a radius of 80.00 feet, an arc length of 68.91 
feet through a central angle of 48°50'21" and a chord bearing and distance of South 0°23'51" 
West 66.15 feet; thence tangent from said curve. 
2.) South 24°01 '19" East 54.34 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
3.) Southeasterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 84.00 feet an arc length of 
31.84 feet, through a central angle of21 °43'14" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
34°52'56" East 31.65 feet; thence 
4.) Southwesterly along said curve to the right with a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc length of 
211.53 feet, through a central angle of93°13'42" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
0°52'18" West 188.95 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 











6.) Southwesterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 350.00 feet, an arc length of 
183.81 feet, through a central angle of30°05'23", and a chord bearing and distance of South 
32°26'28" West 181.70 feet to the POINT OF TERMINATION. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities as such term is defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 1-B 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, B, C, D, F, G, Hand I; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final 
Plat, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Space E, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of1and situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 61 
Block 12, Lots 84, 85, 85A Block 9, Open Spaces A, B, C, D, and E Tamarack Resort Planned 
Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 6, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, save and except Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2 and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 
plats of which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 37B 
Block 14, Block 7, Open Spaces A, B, C and D Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development 
Phase 2.2, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 12A 
Block 5, Open Spaces A, Band C Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 a plat 














All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 1, 
2, 5, 6, 7, 14, and 15 Block 19; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 
19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village save and except all platted lots 
in Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, 
plats which are recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 3, 
4, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 Block 19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 
Village, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, C and D and Lots 3, 4, 5, 7, 73, 77 and 120 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces E and F Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces G and H, Lot 2 Block 10, Lots 110, 113, 114, 118 and 121 Block 10, Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 24 
and 25 Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, a plat which is 













All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium, nka Tamarack Resort Lodge at Osprey 
Meadows a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, save 
and except Units 201,202,205,211,213,215,218,220,301,302,305,311,313,318,320,401, 
402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417 and 419 and also except L1-01, L1-02, Ll-04, 
L1-06, L1-07, L1-08, P1-40, P1-41, P1-44, P2-01 and P2-04. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCELlC 
All private roads, drives, courts, places, and driveways, shown on the following recorded plats: 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat, recorded November 24,2003, in 
the office of the Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278276. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, recorded December 22, 2003, in 
the office of the Recorder Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278933. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, recorded January 10, 2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291356. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, recorded March 21,2005, in the office 
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Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3, recorded April26, 2005, in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 294839. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, recorded March 24, 2006, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 307127. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, recorded April 24, 2006, in 
the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 308093. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, recorded January 10,2005, in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291350. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village, recorded October 18,2005, in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301733. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium (now known as Tamarack Resort Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows), recorded January 10,2005, in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho, as Instrument No. 291359. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, recorded October 18,2005, in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301738. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such terms are defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the property, as such terms are defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 










PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels lA and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190. The 
easement provides for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian 
ingress and egress, pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of power and other 
utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, 
water, and drainage facilities, with ingress and egress to and from a road known as West 
Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private roads as shown above as Parcel 
1C. 
PARCEL 8: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels lA and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and 
construction, maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance 
of the power and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and 
installation of sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and 
across that certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document 
entitled State ofldaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, 
Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, 
and recorded June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a 
public road know as West Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private 




















STATE LEASED PROPERTY 
PARCEL lA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL4 
The following parcels of land lying within Valley County, Idaho: 
NW ~ NE ~and W Yz NE ~ NE ~Section 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 36 lying within the boundaries of Valley County, Idaho Township 16, North 
Range· 2 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
Government Lots 9 and 11; E Yz SW ~; NW ~ SW ~ SE ~; S Yz SW ~ SE ~Section 19, 
Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 30, excepting therefrom the NE ~ NE ~'Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 31, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
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PARCEL9: 
A permanent easement, for the benefit of Parcel 4 above, for reconstructing, using and 
maintaining a road, over, and across that certain real property more fully described on and 
created pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 5706, by and between the 
State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Franklin B. Edwards, a single man, as 
purchaser of certain parcels of land from the estate of Mryn Little, and Agnes Brailsford, 
personal representative of said estate; Henry J. and Karleen L Grasmick; Glenn Dee and M. 
Lorene Morrow; Margaret P. Slifka; Executor of the Estate ofMargaret P. Slifka; Charles E. 
Syversin; Jim E. and Mary L. Walters, as Grantees, dated March 1, 1995, and recorded 
March 22, 1995, as Instrument No. 210173. Said easement provides a permanent easement for 
the purpose of reconstructing, using and maintaining a road that provides ingress and egress to 
and from a public road known as West Mountain Road. 
PARCEL 10: (LH-Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tenant and State of Idaho, Landlord, Adams 
County) 




















ALL COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TAMARACK MORTGAGE) SAVE AND 
EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
The following equipment owned by Bane of America Leasing and Capital, LLC: (a) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable Quad Chairlift; (b) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chair" Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments 
and accessories; and (c) that certain Pis ten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, 
Flextiller, Vario-Bar Hydraulics, and Kombi Tracks; 
AND 
The personal property subject to the security interests ("Personal Property Interests") asserted by 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), which asserted Personal Property Interests are 
subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional 
Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale, filed on March 5, 2012, and presently under submission for ruling by the Court (the 
"Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with 
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EXHIBIT B-1 
FEE OWNED PROPERTY 
PARCEL1A 
Beginning at the NW Comer of Section 5, Township 15, North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian 
(Basis of bearing being South 00°13 '49" West between the West li4 comer and the NW comer of 
said Section 5), said point also being on the Easterly boundary of State of Idaho Lands; and 
running thence along said Easterly boundary North 00°54'20" West 2637.72 feet to the West li4 
comer of Section 32, Township 16 North, Range 3 East; thence South 89°54'50" East 2641.68 
feet to the center of said Section 32, thence South 00°05'35" East 2642.05 feet to the South li4 
comer of said Section 32, also being the North li4 comer of Section 5, Township 15 North Range 
3 East, thence along the North line of said Section 5, South 89°27'05" East 1995.78 feet to West 
Mountain Road; thence following said West Mountain Road the following three courses: 
1) South 00°05'08" East 1543.53 feet; 
2) South 00°05'06" East 1331.39 feet to theSE comer of theW~ of the SW -~of the NE ~ 
of said Section 5; 
3) South 00°05'04" East 2664.27 feet to theSE comer of the West~ of theSE ~of theSE 
~of said Section 5; thence along the South line of said Section 5, also being the Northerly 
boundary of State of Idaho Lands, South 89° 56 '25" West 197 6.03 feet to the S ~ comer of said 
Section 5; thence continuing along the boundary of State of Idaho lands the following two 
courses; 
1) South 00°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the SW comer of the NW ~of the NE ~of 
Section 8, Township 15 North Range 3 East; 
2) South 89°53'46" East 1645.40 feet, also being on the Westerly boundary of United States 
of America property; thence following the Westerly boundary line of United States of America 
property the following seven courses; 
1) South 00°10'21" West 216.07 feet; 
2) South 00°11 '32" West 1114.45 feet to the south line of theSE~ of the NE ~of 
Section 8; 
3) Along said South line North 89°43'49" West 328.78 feet to the SW comer of said SE ~ 
of the NE ~ of Section 8; 
4) South 00°10'59" West 830.90 feet; 
5) North 89°39'03" West 657.17 feet; 
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7) South 00°08'47" West 634.98 feet to the North Lake Subdivision No.2; thence along 
said North Lake Subdivision No.2 boundary line the following six courses: 
1) South 89°49'06" West 536.19 feet; 
2) North 02°23'30" East 516.75 feet; 
3) North 89°43'00" West 884.93 feet; 
4) North 73°58'58" West 1000.77 feet; 
5) South 00°05'30" East 108.17 feet; 
6) South 89°47'07" West 264.77 feet; thence continuing along and beyond said North Lake 
Subdivision No. 2 to the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No. 1 South 00°06'06" 
West 1356.66 feet to the NE corner of theW V2 of the NW ~of the NW ~of Section 17; thence 
continuing along the Westerly boundary ofNorth Lake Subdivision No. 1 South 00°03'52" West 
1323.66 feet to theSE corner of said W V2 of the NW ~of the NW ~of Section 17, to a point on 
West Mountain Road; thence along West Mountain Road North 89°32'32" West 655.07 feet to 
the SW corner of said W V2 of the NW ~of the NW ~of Section 17; thence North 88°15'41" 
West 2675.18 feet to the SW corner of the North V2 of the NE ~of Section 18, Township 15 
North, Range 3 East also being on the Easterly boundary line of United States of America 
property; thence along said United States of America property boundary the following eight 
courses: 
1) North 00°07'00" West 1340.00 feet to the North~ corner of said Section 18; 
2) North 00°05'54" East 2629.19 feet to the center of Section 7, Township 15 North Range 
3 East; 
3) North 00°06'27" East 1339.71 feet to the NW corner of the SW ~of the NE ~of said 
Section 7; 
4) South 87°44'15" East 1337.70 feet to the NE corner of the SW ~of the NE ~of 
Section 7; 
5) North 00°01 '56" East 1329.86 feet to the NW comer of the NE ~of the NE ~of 
Section 7; 
6) South 87°18'53" East 1338.21 feet to the NE comer of said Section 7, also being the SW 
comer of Section 5, Township 15 North, Range 3 East; 
7) Along the West Section line of said Section 5 North 00°12'43" West 2651.06 feet to the 
W ~ comer of said Section 5; 
8) Continuing along said West Section line North 00°13'49" East 2920.18 feet to the NW 
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SAVE AND EXCEPT 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Osprey Meadows Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums; 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums and Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village filed for record in the office of the Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho. 
ALSO SAVE AND EXCEPT 
A parcel of land located in Sections 5 and 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East Boise Meridian, 
Valley County, Idaho more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at theN ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 296.16 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 0°32'55" West 1537.60 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING 
1.) North 86°22'47" East 230.17 feet; thence 
2.) North 77°32'59" East 268.40 feet; thence 









4.) South 69°26'41" East 143.67 feet; thence 
5.) South 89°50'07" East 143.20 feet; thence 
6.) South 75°12'40" East 63.95 feet; thence 
7.) South 61 °52'53" East 159.81 feet; thence 
8.) South 71 °58'25" East 161.98 feet; thence 
9.) South 35°04' 12" East 136.31 feet; thence 
10.) South 14°07'03" East 132.00 feet; thence 
11.) South 59°40'35" East 272.48 feet; thence 
12.) South 25°53'04" West 276.18 feet; thence 
13.) South 21 °23'20" West 502.77 feet; thence 
14.) South 12°45' 17" West 169.07 feet; thence 
15.) South 20°06'59" West 663.00 feet; thence 
16.) South 82°26'28" East 444.78 feet; thence 
17.) South 22°35'30" East 392.70 feet thence 
18.) South 0°05'04" East 163.10 feet; thence 
19.) South 28° 16' 52" West 394.85 feet; thence 
20.) South 42°47'08" West 829.09 feet; thence 
21.) South 58°17'13" West 291.47 feet; thence 
22.) South 26°21 '09" East 316.06 feet; thence 
23.) South 26°15 '45" West 122.10 feet to a point on the south line of said Section 5; thence 
along said section line, 
24.) South 89°56'25" West 585.80 feet to a point on the boundary of Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase l; 
Thence, along said boundary through the following courses: 
25.) North 4°01 '06" East 138.16 feet; thence 










27.) North 2°48'29" East 46.17 feet; thence 
28.) North 24°29'12" West 208.21 feet; thence 
29.) North 2°32'19" East 47.12 feet; thence 
30.) North 28°04'26" East 19.54 feet; thence 
31.) North 39°02'59" East 116.48 feet; thence 
32.) North 43°20'51" East 730.13 feet; thence 
33.) North 40°01 '59" West 200.93 feet; thence 
34.) South 87°54'29" West 138.39 feet; thence 
35.) South 70°18'13" West 313.36 feet; thence 
36.) South 78°11' 10" West 80.86 feet; thence 
37.) North 73°02'13" West 86.12 feet; thence 
38.) North 49°16'48" West 176.90 feet thence 
39.) North 48°31 '25" West 250.98 feet; thence 
40.) South 43°58'05" West 125.46 feet to a point on a non-tangent curve; thence 
41.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of205.00 feet, an arc length of 
62.63 feet, through a central angle of 17°30' 16" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
42°44'47" West 62.39 feet; thence tangent from said curve 
42.) North 51 °29'55" West 245.10 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
43.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of 825.00 feet, an arc length of 
128.62 feet, through a central angle of 8°55'56" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
55°57'53" West 128.49 feet; thence, 
44.) North 62°52'29" East 170.63 feet; thence, 
45.) North 06°08'21" West 363.79 feet; thence, 
46.) North 69°30' 18" West 420.12 feet; thence, 
47.) North 43°19'35" West 422.80 feet; thence, 
48.) North 13°49'07" West 432.13 feet; thence 








50.) North 32°12'25" East 180.50 feet; thence 
51.) North 53°15'28" East 176.77 feet; thence 
52.) North 69°09'56" East 378.53 feet; thence 
53.) North 16°20'42" East 161.54 feet; thence 
54.) North 59°21 '40" East 60.00 feet; thence 
55.) South 86°01 '23" East 170.22 feet; thence 
56.) North 56°08'22" East 98.34 feet; thence 
57.) North 75°10'48" East 573.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
Commencing at the north ~ comer of said Section 8; thence along the west line of the NW ~ of 
the NE ~ of said Section 8 
A.) South 0°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the C-N 1116 comer of said Section 8; thence 
B.) South 89°53'46" East 240.24 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) South 89°53 '46" East 1162.17 feet; thence 
2.) South 15°32'21" East 288.21 feet; thence 
3.) South 45°59'25" East 187.80 feet; thence 
4.) South 0°00'00" East 43.69 feet; thence 
5.) South 51 °07'48" West 302.18 feet; thence 
6.) South 20°00'03" West 324.47 feet; thence 
7.) South 36°46'50" West 255.08 feet; thence 
8.) South 9°22'20" West 253.95 feet; thence, 
9.) South 20°15'09" West 213.84 feet; thence 
10.) North 57°05'33" West 586.31 feet; thence 
11.) North 83°17'17" West 328.92 feet; thence 
12.) South 75°08'04" West 252.38 feet; thence 







14.) North 36°21 '59" West 141.59 feet; thence 
15.) North 26°23'49" East 152.89 feet; thence 
16.) North 68°16'04" West 378.45 feet; thence 
17.) North 11 °43'53" West 84.70 feet; thence 
18.) North 82°23'28" East 162.44 feet; thence 
19.) South 87°47'57" East 172.45 feet; thence 
20.) North 69°50' 16" East 135.18 feet; thence 
21.) North 82°23'28" East 217.18 feet; thence 
22.) North 72°38' 14" East 221.45 feet; thence 
23.) North 12°20'03" East 279.94 feet; thence 
24.) North 6°26'52" West 377.77 feet; thence 
25.) North 22°03'29" West 77.55 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Together with an easement for ingress and egress a 30 foot wide strip of land, 15 feet either side 
ofthe following centerline. COMMENCING at theN~ comer of said Section 5; thence along 
the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 842.30 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 19°38'29" West 371.11 feet; thence 
C.) South 71 °02'32" East 54.96 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) Southwesterly along a curve to the left with a radius of 80.00 feet, an arc length of 68.91 
feet through a central angle of 48°50'21" and a chord bearing and distance of South 0°23'51" 
West 66.15 feet; thence tangent from said curve. 
2.) South 24°01' 19" East 54.34 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
3.) Southeasterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 84.00 feet an arc length of 
31.84 feet, through a central angle of21 °43' 14" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
34°52'56" East 31.65 feet; thence 
4.) Southwesterly along said curve to the right with a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc length of 
211.53 feet, through a central angle of93°13'42" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
0°52'18" West 188.95 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 
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6.) Southwesterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 350.00 feet, an arc length of 
183.81 feet, through a central angle of30°05'23", and a chord bearing and distance of South 
32°26'28" West 181.70 feet to the POINT OF TERMINATION. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities as such term is defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 1-B 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, B, C, D, F, G, Hand I; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final 
Plat, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Space E, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 61 
Block 12, Lots 84, 85, 85A Block 9, Open Spaces A, B, C, D, and E Tamarack Resort Planned 
Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 6, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, save and except Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2 and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 
plats of which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 37B 
Block 14, Open Spaces A, B, C and D Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 12A 
Block 5, Open Spaces A, B and C Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 a plat 













All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 1, 
2, 5, 6, 7, 14, and 15 Block 19; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 
19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village save and except all platted lots 
in Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, 
plats which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 3, 
4, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 Block 19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 
Village, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, C and D and Lots 3, 4, 5, 7, 73 and 77 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces E and F Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces G and H, Lot 2 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium, nka Tamarack Resort Lodge at Osprey 
Meadows a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, save 
and except Units 201,202,205,211,213,215,218, 220, 301, 302, 305, 311, 313, 318,320,401, 
402, 403, 404, 405, 406,413, 414, 415, 416, 417 and 419 and also except L1-01, L1-02, L1-04, 
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Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCELlC 
All private roads, drives, courts, places, and driveways, shown on the following recorded plats: 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat, recorded November 24, 2003, in 
the office of the Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278276. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, recorded December 22,2003, in 
the office of the Recorder Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278933. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, recorded January 10, 2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291356. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, recorded March 21,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 293591. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3, recorded April26, 2005, in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 294839. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, recorded March 24, 2006, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 307127. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, recorded April 24, 2006, in 
the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 308093. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, recorded January 10,2005, in the 












Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village, recorded October 18, 2005, in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301733. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium (now known as Tamarack Resort Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows), recorded January 10,2005, in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho, as Instrument No. 291359. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, recorded October 18,2005, in the office of the 
Recorder ofValley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301738. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such terms are defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the property, as such terms are defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 1A and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190. The 
easement provides for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian 
ingress and egress, pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of power and other 
utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, 
water, and drainage facilities, with ingress and egress to and from a road known as West 













PARCEL 8: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels lA and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and 
construction, maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance 
of the power and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and 
installation of sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and 
across that certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document 
entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, 
Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, 
and recorded June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a 
public road know as West Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private 















STATE LEASED PROPERTY 
PARCEL lA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL4 
The following parcels of land lying within Valley County, Idaho: 
NW ~ NE ~and W ~ NE ~ NE ~Section 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 36lying within the boundaries ofValley County, Idaho Township 16, North 
Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
Government Lots 9 and 11; E ~ SW ~; NW ~ SW ~ SE ~; S ~ SW ~ SE ~Section 19, 
Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 30, excepting therefrom the NE ~ NE ~'Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 31, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
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A permanent easement, for the benefit of Parcel 4 above, for reconstructing, using and 
maintaining a road, over, and across that certain real property more fully described on and 
created pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 5706, by and between the 
State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Franklin B. Edwards, a single man, as 
purchaser of certain parcels of land from the estate of Mryn Little, and Agnes Brailsford, 
personal representative of said estate; Henry J. and Karleen L Grasmick; Glenn Dee and M. 
Lorene Morrow; Margaret P. Slifka; Executor of the Estate ofMargaret P. Slifka; Charles E. 
Syversin; Jim E. and Mary L. Walters, as Grantees, dated March 1, 1995, and recorded 
March 22, 1995, as Instrument No. 210173. Said easement provides a permanent easement for 
the purpose of reconstructing, using and maintaining a road that provides ingress and egress to 
and from a public road known as West Mountain Road. 
PARCEL 10: (LH-Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tenant and State ofldaho, Landlord, Adams 
County) 




















ALL COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TAMARACK MORTGAGE) SAVE AND 
EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 120 
Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
110, 113, 114, 118 and 121 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second 
Amended Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 24 
and 25 Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
The following equipment owned by Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC: (a) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable Quad Chairlift; (b) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chair" Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments 
and accessories; and (c) that certain Pisten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, 










The personal property subject to the security interests ("Personal Property Interests") asserted by 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), which asserted Personal Property Interests are 
subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional 
Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree ofF oreclosure and Order of 
Sale, filed on March 5, 2012, and presently under submission for ruling by the Court (the 
"Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with 




























AMENDED EXHIBIT C 
LIST OF LIENS, CLAIMS AND ENCUMBRANCES 
Action Garage Door, Inc. 
American Stair Corporation, Inc. 
Andersen, Marc A. (dba Independent Metal Fab) 
Baldwin, Melanie 
Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
Boise Staffing LLC (dba Gem State Staffing) 
Brahs, David (dba Mountain Utility) 
Carroll, Jeffrey 
CH2M Hill, Inc. 
Columbia Paint & Coatings Co. 
Construction Alternatives LLC 
CSHQA 
Dyson, Holly Wild 
Eagle Precast Co. (dba Hanson Eagle Precast Co.) 
Eijckelhof, Edwin H. 












































17. EZA, PC dba Oz Architecture 
18. Hobson Fabricating Corp. 
19. Inland Crane, Inc. 
20. Idaho Commerce and Labor 
21. Inland Waterproofing Services, LLC 
22. lnsulfoam LLC 
23. Interior Systems, Inc. 
24. Jackson's Food Stores, Inc. (dba Jackson Oil Co.) 
25. JH Masonry, Inc. 
26. Kesler Construction, Inc. 
27. Knothe-Zior-Casali Construction, LLC 













State Lien No. T403752 
State Lien No. T 403753 
State Lien No. T415454 




















































29. Lost River Log Specialist 330553 4/7/2008 
330563 4/7/2008 
30. MacConkey, Jena Rae 343777 7/29/2009 
31. Marker Volkl USA, Inc. (successor by merger to 333717 7/30/2008 
Marker USA, Inc. and Volkl 
330169 3/24/2008 




33. McCall Spa Company, LLC 331229 4/29/2008 
331230 4/29/2008 
34. McDaid, Dominic S. 342647 6/25/2009 
35. Morrow Equipment Company, L.L.C. 334327 8/22/2008 
36. Neptune Industries, Inc. 335209 9/19/2008 
37. 0-K Gravel Works, LLC 331397 5/6/2008 
38. Overhead Door, Inc. 330890 4/18/2008 
39. PCF, Inc. dba Pella Windows & Doors 330149 3/21/2008 
330895 4/18/2008 
330077 3/18/2008 




41. Phoenix? Group, Inc. 337287 12/12/2008 
42. Quality Tile Roofing, Inc. 330229 3/25/2008 









44. Riverside Construction 330441 4/3/2008 
45. Ruscitto/ Latham/ Blanton Architectura 330421 4/2/2008 
46. Scott Hedrick Construction, Inc. 331151 4/25/2008 
47. Secesh Engineering, Inc. 330343 3/31/2008 
48. SPF Water Engineering, LLC 336056 10/24/2008 
49. Stiffler, Jennifer 342205 6/11/2009 
50. The Stucco Company 335498 10/1/2008 








































53. Tates Rents, Inc. 
54. Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
55. Timber Tech Construction, LLC 
56. TMC, Inc. (RCE-739) 
57. TMG/DP Miller, LLC JV (aka TMG/DPM, LLC JV) 
58. Tri-State Electric, Inc. 
59. United Rentals Northwest, Inc. 
60. United Subcontractors, Inc. dba G&G Insulation 

















































































62. Western States Equipment Co. dba The CAT 
Equipment Store 






























PARCEL lA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL lB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL lC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCELS 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. (the "Declaration") 
PARCEL6 
(ADJUSTED LOT 26 BLOCK 3 TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE2.2) 
A parcel of land located in Block 3 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, filed 
in Book 10, Page 2 of Plats, Records ofValley County, Idaho, in the SW ~of Section 32, 
T .16N., R.3E., B.M., Valley County, Idaho, as adjusted by Record of Survey, filed as Instrument 
Number 295636, at Book 8 Page 190 of Surveys, Records of Valley County, Idaho more 
particularly described as; COMMENCING at the northwest comer of Lot 26 of said Block 3, as 
shown on the Plat of said Phase 2.2. 
1. Southeasterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc 
length of 40.01 feet, through a central angle of 17°38'02", and a chord bearing and distance 

















2. Southeasterly along a curve to the left having a radius of 340.00 feet, an arc 
length of 105.53 feet, through a central angle of 17°47'01", and a chord bearing and distance 
ofS.87°18'25"E., 105.11 feet; thence, 
3. S.0°00'00"W., 20.44 feet; thence, 
4. S.55°27'53"E., 158.86 feet to a point on the Right-of-Way for Whitewater Drive; 
thence, along said Right-of-Way, 
5. Southwesterly along a curve to the right having a radius of93.00 feet, an arc 
length of30.f6 feet, through a central angle of 18°38'39", and a chord bearing and distance 
ofS.55°5l'5l"W., 30.13 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 
6. S.65°ll' 10"W., 52.42 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; 
7. Southwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius 137.00 feet, an arc 
length of79.85 feet, through a central angle of33°23'40", and a chord bearing and distance 
ofS.48°29'20"W., 78.72 feet; thence, departing said Right-of-Way, 
8. N. 79°46'07"W., 179.06 feet; thence, 
9. N.10°16'34"E., 179.52 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
119, 120, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208 and 212 Block 10, and Garage Lots G202, 
G204, G205, G206, G207, G208 and G212 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107 and 108 Block 10, and Garage Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, 
G 105, G 106, G 107 and G 108 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 10 
Block 4, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defined in the Declaration defmed 
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Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273190, with 
ingress and egress to and from a road known as West Mountain Road which access is provided 
over and across private roads as shown thereon. 
PARCEL 8: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and construction, 
maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance of the power 
and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of 
sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and across that 
certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document entitled State of 
Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, Department of 
Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded 
June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a public road 



































PARCEL lA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL lB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL lC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL6 
{ADruSTED LOT 26 BLOCK 3 TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE 2.2) 
A parcel of land located in Block 3 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, filed 
in Book 10, Page 2 of Plats, Records of Valley County, Idaho, in the SW ~of Section 32, 
T.16N., R.3E., B.M., Valley County, Idaho, as adjusted by Record of Survey, filed as Instrument 
Number 295636, at Book 8 Page 190 of Surveys, Records of Valley County, Idaho more 
particularly described as; COMMENCING at the northwest comer of Lot 26 of said Block 3, as 
shown on the Plat of said Phase 2.2. 
1. Southeasterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc 
length of 40.01 feet, through a central angle of 17°38'02", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.87°13'55"E., 39.85 feet; thence, 
2. Southeasterly along a curve to the left having a radius of 340.00 feet, an arc 
length of 105.53 feet, through a central angle of 17°47'01", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.87°18'25"E., 105.11 feet; thence, 
3. S.0°00'00"W., 20.44 feet; thence, 
4. S.55°27'53"E., 158.86 feet to a point on the Right-of-Way for Whitewater Drive; 



















5. Southwesterly along a curve to the right having a radius of93.00 feet, an arc 
length of30.26 feet, through a central angle of 18°38'39", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.55°5l'5l"W., 30.13 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 
6. S.65°ll' 10"W., 52.42 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; 
7. Southwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius 137.00 feet, an arc 
length of79.85 feet, through a central angle of33°23'40", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.48°29'20"W., 78.72 feet; thence, departing said Right-of-Way, 
8. N. 79°46'07"W., 179.06 feet; thence., 
9. N.l0°16'34"E., 179.52 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208 and 212 Block 10, and Garage Lots G202, G204, G205, 
G206, G207, G208 and G212 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, 
a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 10 
Block 4, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the" Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273190, with 
ingress and egress to and from a road known as West Mountain Road which access is provided 

















PARCEL 8: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and construction, 
maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance of the power 
and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of 
sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and across that 
certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document entitled State of 
Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, Department of 
Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded 
June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a public road 















ALL OTHER COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TRC WHITEWATER/TRC VILLAGE 
PLAZA MORTGAGE) SAVE AND EXCEPT THE REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
All that certain lot~ piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
101, 102, 103, 104~ 105, 106, 107, 108, Block 10, and Garage Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, 
G105, G106, G107 and G108 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho, and 
Lots 119 and 120 Block 10 of Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat of 













Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap@moffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA Bar No. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker@sidley.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SHERIFF'S CERTIFICATE OF SALE 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C 
Case No. CV-08-311C 
Case No. CV-08-312C 
Case No. CV-08-324C 
Case No. CV-08-335C 
Case No. CV -08-356C 
Case No. CV-08-357C 
Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-510C 
Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV-08-528C 
Case No. CV -08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-557C 
Case No. CV -08-580C 
Case No. CV-08-583C 
Case No. CV 08-584C 
I, Patti Bolen, the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, hereby certify that: 
1. By virtue of a Writ of Execution in the above-entitled action, dated the 
[_] day of[ _____ __., 2012, issued to me along with a Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale (the "Decree"), the Court in the above-captioned action ordered 































Exhibits B-1 through B-3 attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (the "Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property") in which defendant, Tamarack Resort LLC, or its successors, 
assigns, legal representatives, agents, or any other persons or entities acting for, by or through it, 
own or hold interests ("Judgment Debtor"), for the amount of$[ ____ ______,, plus post-writ 
interest payable in lawful money of the United States, together with fees and costs assessed by 
the Sheriff to conduct the sale. 
2. Pursuant to the Decree, on[ _____ __., 2012 at 10:00 a.m., on the 
front steps of the Valley County Court House, 219 N. Main, Cascade, Idaho, I sold the Initial 
Tamarack Foreclosure Property at public auction to [ ______ ___. ("Purchaser"), the 
highest bidder, by virtue of the [*credit*] bid entered by Purchaser in the sum of 
__________ ____. and [_j/ 00 DOLLARS, ($[. ___ __.), in lawful 
money of the United States. 
3. The real property so sold is subject to redemption within one (1) year 
after the sale, pursuant to Idaho Code Section 11-402. 
4. I hereby render the following statement: 
Judgment Amount: 
Sheriffs Fees and Costs 
Highest Bid: 
$[ , plus post-writ interest at 




5. I hereby deliver the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property to Purchaser, 

















6. Based upon Purchaser's [*credit*] bid, the Judgment against the Judgment 
Debtor is not satisfied in full. 
Dated this __ day of _______ , 2012. 
Patti Bolen 
Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF VALLEY ) 
On this __ day of , 2012, before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Patti Bolen, known or identified to me to be 
the Sheriff ofValley County, Idaho, who executed this instrument and acknowledged to me that 
she executed the same as Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year frrst above written. 
LA12424978 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at _________ _ 













FEE OWNED PROPERTY 
PARCEL 1A 
Beginning at the NW Comer of Section 5, Township 15, North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian 
(Basis ofbearing being South 00°13'49" West between the West~ comer and the NW comer of 
said Section 5), said point also being on the Easterly boundary of State of Idaho Lands; and 
running thence along said Easterly boundary North 00°54'20" West 2637.72 feet to the West~ 
comer of Section 32, Township 16 North, Range 3 East; thence South 89°54'50" East 2641.68 
feet to the center of said Section 32, thence South 00°05'35" East 2642.05 feet to the South~ 
comer of said Section 32, also being the North~ comer of Section 5, Township 15 North Range 
3 East, thence along the North line of said Section 5, South 89°27'05" East 1995.78 feet to West 
Mountain Road; thence following said West Mountain Road the following three courses: 
1) South 00°05'08" East 1543.53 feet; 
2) South 00°05'06" East 1331.39 feet to theSE comer of theW Y2 of the SW ~of the NE ~ 
of said Section 5; 
3) South 00°05'04" East 2664.27 feet to theSE comer of the West Y2 of theSE~ of theSE 
~of said Section 5; thence along the South line of said Section 5, also being the Northerly 
boundary of State of Idaho Lands, South 89°56'25" West 1976.03 feet to the S ~comer of said 
Section 5; thence continuing along the boundary of State of Idaho lands the following two 
courses; 
1) South 00°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the SW comer of the NW ~of the NE 'l4. of 
Section 8, Township 15 North Range 3 East; 
2) South 89°53'46" East 1645.40 feet, also being on the Westerly boundary of United States 
of America property; thence following the Westerly boundary line of United States of America 
property the following seven courses; 
1) South 00°10'21" West 216.07 feet; 
2) South 00°11 '32" West 1114.45 feet to the south line of theSE~ of the NE ~of 
Section 8; 
3) Along said South line North 89°43'49" West 328.78 feet to the SW comer of said SE ~ 
of the NE ~ of Section 8; 
4) South 00°10'59" West 830.90 feet; 
5) North 89°39'03" West 657.17 feet; 
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7) South 00°08'47" West 634.98 feet to the North Lake Subdivision No.2; thence along 
said North Lake Subdivision No.2 boundary line the following six courses: 
1) South 89°49'06" West 536.19 feet; 
2) North 02°23'30" East 516.75 feet; 
3) North 89°43'00" West 884.93 feet; 
4) North 73°58'58" West 1000.77 feet; 
5) South 00°05'30" East 108.17 feet; 
6) South 89°47'07" West 264.77 feet; thence continuing along and beyond said North Lake 
Subdivision No.2 to the Westerly boundary of North Lake Subdivision No. 1 South 00°06'06" 
West 1356.66 feet to the NE comer of theW 'l1 of the NW ~of the NW ~of Section 17; thence 
continuing along the Westerly boundary ofNorth Lake Subdivision No. 1 South 00°03'52" West 
1323.66 feet to theSE comer of said W 'l1 of the NW ~of the NW ~of Section 17, to a point on 
West Mountain Road; thence along West Mountain Road North 89°32'32" West 655.07 feet to 
the SW comer of said W Yz ofthe NW ~ ofthe NW ~of Section 17; thence North 88°15'41" 
West 2675.18 feet to the SW comer of the North 'l1 of the NE ~of Section 18, Township 15 
North, Range 3 East also being on the Easterly boundary line of United States of America 
property; thence along said United States of America property boundary the following eight 
courses: 
1) North 00°07'00" West 1340.00 feet to the North~ comer of said Section 18; 
2) North 00°05'54" East 2629.19 feet to the center of Section 7, Township 15 North Range 
3 East; 
3) North 00°06'27" East 1339.71 feet to the NW comer of the SW ~of the NE ~of said 
Section 7; 
4) South 87°44'15" East 1337.70 feet to the NE comer of the SW ~of the NE ~of 
Section 7; 
5) North 00°01 '56" East 1329.86 feet to the NW comer of the NE ~of the NE ~of 
Section 7; 
6) South 87°18'53" East 1338.21 feet to the NE comer of said Section 7, also being the SW 
comer of Section 5, Township 15 North, Range 3 East; 
7) Along the West Section line of said Section 5 North 00°12'43" West 2651.06 feet to the 
W ~ comer of said Section 5; 
8) Continuing along said West Section line North 00°13'49" East 2920.18 feet to the NW 
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SAVE AND EXCEPT 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Osprey Meadows Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums; 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums and Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village filed for record in the office of the Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho. 
ALSO SAVE AND EXCEPT 
A parcel of land located in Sections 5 and 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East Boise Meridian, 
Valley County, Idaho more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at theN ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 296.16 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 0°32'55" West 1537.60 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING 
1.) North 86°22'47" East 230.17 feet; thence 
2.) North 77°32'59" East 268.40 feet; thence_ 











4.) South 69°26'41" East 143.67 feet; thence 
5.) South 89°50'07" East 143.20 feet; thence 
6.) South 75°12'40" East 63.95 feet; thence 
7.) South 61 °52'53" East 159.81 feet; thence 
8.) South 71 °58'25" East 161.98 feet; thence 
9.) South 35°04' 12" East 136.31 feet; thence 
10.) South 14°07'03" East 132.00 feet; thence 
11.) South 59°40'35" East 272.48 feet; thence 
12.) South 25°53'04" West 276.18 feet; thence 
13.) South 21°23 '20" West 502.77 feet; thence 
14.) South 12°45'17" West 169.07 feet; thence 
15.) South 20°06'59" West 663.00 feet; thence 
16.) South 82°26'28" East 444.78 feet; thence 
17.) South 22°35'30" East 392.70 feet thence 
18.) South 0°05'04" East 163.10 feet; thence 
19.) South 28°16'52" West 394.85 feet; thence 
20.) South 42°47'08" West 829.09 feet; thence 
21.) South 58°17' 13" West 291.47 feet; thence 
22.) South 26°21 '09" East 316.06 feet; thence 
23.) South 26°15'45" West 122.10 feet to a point on the south line of said Section 5; thence 
along said section line, 
24.) South 89°56'25" West 585.80 feet to a point on the boundary of Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 1; 
Thence, along said boundary through the following courses: 
25.) North 4 °01 '06" East 13 8.16 feet; thence· 









27 .) North 2°48'29" East 46.17 feet; thence 
28.) North 24°29'12" West 208.21 feet; thence 
29.) North 2°32' 19" East 47.12 feet; thence 
30.) North 28°04'26" East 19.54 feet; thence 
31.) North 39°02'59" East 116.48 feet; thence 
32.) North 43°20'51" East 730.13 feet; thence 
33.) North 40°01 '59" West 200.93 feet; thence 
34.) South 87°54'29" West 138.39 feet; thence 
35.) South 70°18'13" West 313.36 feet; thence 
36.) South 78°11' 10" West 80.86 feet; thence 
37.) North 73°02'13" West 86.12 feet; thence 
38.) North 49°16'48" West 176.90 feet thence 
39.) North 48°31 '25" West 250.98 feet; thence 
40.) South 43°58'05" West 125.46 feet to a point on a non-tangent curve; thence 
41.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of205.00 feet, an arc length of 
62.63 feet, through a central angle of 17°30'16" and a chord bearing and distance ofNorth 
42°44'47" West 62.39 feet; thence tangent from said curve 
42.) North 51 °29'55" West 245.10 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
43.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of825.00 feet, an arc length of 
128.62 feet, through a central angle of 8°55'56" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
55°57'53" West 128.49 feet; thence, 
44.) North 62°52'29" East 170.63 feet; thence, 
45.) North 06°08'21" West 363.79 feet; thence, 
46.) North 69°30'18" West 420.12 feet; thence, 
47.) North 43°19'35" West 422.80 feet; thence, 
48.) North 13°49'07" West 432.13 feet; thence 








50.) North 32°12'25" East 180.50 feet; thence 
51.) North 53°15'28" East 176.77 feet; thence 
52.) North 69°09'56" East 378.53 feet; thence 
53.) North 16°20'42" East 161.54 feet; thence 
54.) North 59°21 '40" East 60.00 feet; thence 
55.) South 86°01 '23" East 170.22 feet; thence 
56.) North 56°08'22" East 98.34 feet; thence 
57.) North 75°10'48" East 573.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
Commencing at the north ~ comer of said Section 8; thence along the west line of the NW ~ of 
the NE ~ of said Section 8 
A.) South 0°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the C-N 1/16 comer of said Section 8; thence 
B.) South 89°53'46" East 240.24 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) South 89°53'46" East 1162.17 feet; thence 
2.) South 15°32'21" East 288.21 feet; thence 
3.) South 45°59'25" East 187.80 feet; thence 
4.) South 0°00'00" East 43.69 feet; thence 
5.) South 51 °07'48" West 302.18 feet; thence 
6.) South 20°00'03" West 324.47 feet; thence 
7.) South 36°46'50" West 255.08 feet; thence 
8.) South 9°22'20" West 253.95 feet; thence, 
9.) South 20°15'09" West 213.84 feet; thence 
10.) North 57°05'33" West 586.31 feet; thence 
11.) North 83°17' 17" West 328.92 feet; thence 
12.) South 75°08'04" West 252.38 feet; thence 









14.) North 36°21 '59" West 141.59 feet; thence 
15.) North 26°23'49" East 152.89 feet; thence 
16.) North 68°16'04" West 378.45 feet; thence 
17.) North 11 °43'53" West 84.70 feet; thence 
18.) North 82°23'28" East 162.44 feet; thence 
19.) South 87°47'57" East 172.45 feet; thence 
20.) North 69°50'16" East 135.18 feet; thence 
21.) North 82°23'28" East 217.18 feet; thence 
22.) North 72°38' 14" East 221.45 feet; thence 
23.) North 12°20'03" East 279.94 feet; thence 
24.) North 6°26'52" West 377.77 feet; thence 
25.) North 22°03'29" West 77.55 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Together with an easement for ingress and egress a 30 foot wide strip of land, 15 feet either side 
of the following centerline. COMMENCING at theN~ comer of said Section 5; thence along 
the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 842.30 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 19°38'29" West 371.11 feet; thence 
C.) South 71 °02'32" East 54.96 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) Southwesterly along a curve to the left with a radius of 80.00 feet, an arc length of 68.91 
feet through a central angle of 48°50'21" and a chord bearing and distance of South 0°23 '51" 
West 66.15 feet; thence tangent from said curve. 
2.) South 24°01' 19" East 54.34 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
3.) Southeasterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 84.00 feet an arc length of 
31.84 feet, through a central angle of21 °43' 14" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
34°52'56" East 31.65 feet; thence 
4.) Southwesterly along said curve to the right with a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc length of 
211.53 feet, through a central angle of93°13'42" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
0°52'18" West 188.95 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 











6.) Southwesterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 350.00 feet, an arc length of 
183.81 feet, through a central angle of30°05'23", and a chord bearing and distance of South 
32°26'28" West 181.70 feet to the POINT OF TERMINATION. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities as such term is defined in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 1-B 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, B, C, D, F, G, Hand I; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final 
Plat, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Space E, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 61 
Block 12, Lots 84, 85, 85A Block 9, Open Spaces A, B, C, D, and E Tamarack Resort Planned 
Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 6, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, save and except Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2 and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 
plats of which are recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 3 7B 
Block 14, Open Spaces A, B, C and D Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 12A 
Block 5, Open Spaces A, B and C Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 a plat 












All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 1, 
2, 5, 6, 7, 14, and 15 Block 19; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 
19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village save and except all platted lots 
in Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, 
plats which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 3, 
4, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 Block 19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 
Village, a plat which is recorded in·the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, C and D and Lots 3, 4, 5, 7, 73 and 77 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces E and F Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces G and H, Lot 2 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium, nka Tamarack Resort Lodge at Osprey 
Meadows a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, save 
and except Units 201, 202, 205, 211, 213, 215, 218, 220, 301, 302, 305, 311, 313, 318, 320, 401, 
402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 413, 414, 415, 416,417 and 419 and also except L1-01, L1-02, L1-04, 
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Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCELlC 
All private roads, drives, courts, places, and driveways, shown on the following recorded plats: 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat, recorded November 24,2003, in 
the office of the Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278276. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, recorded December 22, 2003, in 
the office of the Recorder Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278933. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, recorded January 10,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291356. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, recorded March 21,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 293591. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3, recorded April26, 2005, in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 294839. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, recorded March 24,2006, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 307127. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, recorded April 24, 2006, in 
the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 308093. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, recorded January 10,2005, in the 












Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village, recorded October 18, 2005, in the 
office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301733. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium (now known as Tamarack Resort Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows), recorded January 10,2005, in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho, as Instrument No. 291359. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, recorded October 18,2005, in the office of the 
Recorder ofValley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301738. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such terms are defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the property, as such terms are defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels lA and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190. The 
easement provides for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian 
ingress and egress, pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of power and other 
utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, 
water, and drainage facilities, with ingress and egress to and from a road known as West 









PARCEL 8: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels lA and lB above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and 
construction, maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance 
of the power and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and 
installation of sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and 
across that certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document 
entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, 
Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20,2003, 
and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a 
public road know as West Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private 
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EXHIBITB-2 
STATE LEASED PROPERTY 
PARCEL lA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL4 
The following parcels of land lying within Valley County, Idaho: 
NW ~ NE ~and W 'l2 NE ~ NE ~Section 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 36lying within the boundaries of Valley County, Idaho Township 16, North 
Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County; Idaho; 
AND 
Government Lots 9 and 11; E 'l2 SW ~; NW ~ SW ~ SE ~; S 'l2 SW ~ SE ~Section 19, 
Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 30, excepting therefrom the NE ~ NE ~' Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 31, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
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PARCEL9: 
A permanent easement, for the benefit of Parcel 4 above, for reconstructing, using and 
maintaining a road, over, and across that certain real property more fully described on and 
created pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 5706, by and between the 
State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Franklin B. Edwards, a single man, as 
purchaser of certain parcels of land from the estate ofMryn Little, and Agnes Brailsford, 
personal representative of said estate; Henry J. and Karleen L Grasmick; Glenn Dee and M. 
Lorene Morrow; Margaret P. Slifka; Executor of the Estate ofMargaret P. Slifka; Charles E. 
Syversin; Jim E. and Mary L. Walters, as Grantees, dated March 1, 1995, and recorded 
March 22, 1995, as Instrument No. 210173. Said easement provides a permanent easement for 
the purpose of reconstructing, using and maintaining a road that provides ingress and egress to 
and from a public road known as West Mountain Road. 
PARCEL 10: (LH-Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tenant and State ofldaho, Landlord, Adams 
County) 


















ALL COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TAMARACK MORTGAGE) SAVE AND 
EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 120 
Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
110, 113, 114, 118 and 121 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second 
Amended Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 24 
and 25 Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
The following equipment owned by Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC: (a) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable Quad Chairlift; (b) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chair" Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments 
and accessories; and (c) that certain Pisten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, 










The personal property subject to the security interests ("Personal Property Interests") asserted by 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), which asserted Personal Property Interests are 
subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional 
Objection to Motion ofPlaintifffor Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale, filed on March 5,-2012, and presently under submission for ruling by the Court (the 
"Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with 












Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., 1oth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap@moffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA Bar No. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker@sidley.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SHERIFF'S CERTIFICATE OF SALE 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C 
Case No. CV-08-311C 
Case No. CV-08-312C 
Case No. CV-08-324C 
Case No. CV-08-335C 
Case No. CV-08-356C 
Case No. CV-08-357C 
Case No. CV -08-502C 
Case No. CV -08-508C 
Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-510C 
Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV -08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV -08-528C 
Case No. CV -08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-557C 
Case No. CV-08-580C 
Case No. CV-08-583C 
Case No. CV 08-584C 
I, Patti Bolen, the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, hereby certify that: 
7. By virtue of a Writ of Execution in the above-entitled action, dated the 
[___j day of[ _____ ____l, 2012, issued to me along with a Judgment and Decree of 
Foreclosure and Order of Sale (the "Decree"), the Court in the above-captioned action ordered 

































Exhibits E-1 and E-2 attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (the "Initial 
Whitewater Foreclosure Property") in which defendant, Tamarack Resort LLC, or its successors, 
assigns, legal representatives, agents, or any other persons or entities acting for, by or through it, 
own or hold interests ("Judgment Debtor"), for the amount of$[ ______ __., plus post-
writ interest payable in lawful money of the United States, together with fees and costs assessed 
by the Sheriff to conduct the sale. 
8. Pursuant to the Decree, on[ _____ __., 2012 at 10:00 a.m., on the 
front steps of the Valley County Court House, 219 N. Main, Cascade, Idaho, I sold the Initial 
Whitewater Foreclosure Property at public auction to [ ______ ___. ("Purchaser"), the 
highest bidder, by virtue of the [*credit*] bid entered by Purchaser in the sum of 
__________ __. and [_]/ 00 DOLLARS, ($[ __ ____.), in lawful 
money of the United States. 
9. The real property so sold is subject to redemption within six (6) months 
after the sale, pursuant to Idaho Code Section 11-402. 
10. I hereby render the following statement: 
$[ , plus post-writ interest at 
the statutory rate, for a total amount of 
Judgment Amount: [$ _____ _.J 
Sheriffs Fees and Costs 
Highest Bid: 
-------------------
$[ _ __. 
$[ _____ __, 
11. I hereby deliver the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property to Purchaser, 

















12. Based upon Purchaser's [*credit*] bid, the Judgment against the Judgment 
Debtor is not satisfied in full. 
Dated this __ day of ______ ---" 2012. 
Patti Bolen 
Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF VALLEY ) 
On this __ day of , 2012, before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Patti Bolen, known or identified to me to be 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, who executed this instrument and acknowledged to me that 
she executed the same as Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at __________ _ 
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EXHIBIT E-1 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
PARCEL lA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL lB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL lC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL6 
(ADWSTED LOT 26 BLOCK 3 TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE2.2) 
A parcel of land located in Block 3 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, filed 
in Book 10, Page 2 of Plats, Records of Valley County, Idaho, in the SW ~of Section 32, 
T.16N., R.3E., B.M., Valley County, Idaho, as adjusted by Record of Survey, filed as Instrument 
Number 295636, at Book 8 Page 190 of Surveys, Records of Valley County, Idaho more 
particularly described as; COMMENCING at the northwest comer of Lot 26 of said Block 3, as 
shown on the Plat of said Phase 2.2. 
1. Southeasterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc 
length of 40.01 feet, through a central angle of 17°38'02", and a chord bearing 
arid distance ofS.87°13'55"E., 39.85 feet; thence, 
2. Southeasterly along a curve to the left having a radius of 340.00 feet, an arc 
length of 105.53 feet, through a central angle of 17°47'01", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.87°18'25"E., 105.11 feet; thence, 
3. S.0°00'00"W., 20.44 feet; thence, 
4. S.55°27'53"E., 158.86 feet to a point on the Right-of-Way for Whitewater Drive; 


















5. Southwesterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 93.00 feet, an arc 
length of30.26 feet, through a central angle of 18°38'39", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.55°5l'5l"W., 30.13 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 
6. S.65°ll' 10"W., 52.42 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; 
7. Southwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius 13 7.00 feet, an arc 
length of79.85 feet, through a central angle of33°23'40", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.48°29'20"W., 78.72 feet; thence, departing said Right-of-Way, 
8. N. 79°46'07"W., 179.06 feet; thence., 
9. N.l0°16'34"E., 179.52 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208 and 212 Block 10, and Garage Lots G202, G204, G205, 
G206, G207, G208 and G212 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, 
a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 10 
Block 4, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley Co-qnty, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defined 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273190, with 
ingress and egress to and from a road known as West Mountain Road which access is provided 













PARCEL 8: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and construction, 
maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance of the power 
and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of 
sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and across that 
certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document entitled State of 
Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, Department of 
Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded 
June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a public road 
















ALL OTHER COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TRC WHITEWATER/TRC VILLAGE 
PLAZA MORTGAGE) SAVE AND EXCEPT THE REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, Block 10, and Garage Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, 
G 105, G 106, G 107 and G 108 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley County, Idaho, and 
Lots 119 and 120 Block 10 of Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat of 












Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., 1oth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap@moffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA Bar No. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker@sidley.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SHERIFF'S DEED 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C 
Case No. CV-08-311C 
Case No. CV-08-312C 
Case No. CV-08-324C 
Case No. CV-08-335C 
Case No. CV-08-356C 
Case No. CV-08-357C 
Case No. CV -08-502C 
Case No. CV -08-508C 
Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-510C 
Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV -08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV -08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-557C 
Case No. CV-08-580C 
Case No. CV-08-583C 
Case No. CV 08-584C 
This indenture is made this __ day of _____ , 2012, between Patti Bolen, 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho (the "Sheriff') and [ _______ _.J, whose address 
is [ _____________ __. (the "Purchaser"). 
A. On [ _____ __., 2012, in the above-captioned action then pending in 

































County ofValley (the "Court") entered that certain Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale (the "Judgment") against defendant Tamarack Resort LLC (the "Judgment 
Debtor'') and its successors, assigns, legal representatives, agents, or any other persons or entities 
acting for, by or through it, in favor of plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Canyon Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch). 
B. In the Judgment, the Court ordered, adjudged and decreed, among other 
things, that the Sheriff sell that certain Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property described in the 
Judgment at public auction in the manner required by law; that any person other than the Sheriff 
or her deputies might become the purchaser at such sale; and that the Sheriff execute a certificate 
of sale and a deed to the purchaser, as required by law and specified in the Judgment. 
C. A copy of the Judgment and a Writ of Execution were delivered to the 
Sheriff for execution, 
D. At[ _ __,] a.m. on[ ___ __.,[_____], 2012, after due public notice had 
been given, as required by the laws of the State of Idaho, pursuant to the Judgment the Sheriff 
sold the Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property at public auction, on the front steps of the Valley 
County Court House located at 219 N. Main, Cascade, Idaho, to the Purchaser, by virtue of its 
[*credit*] bid for the sum of[ _____ ] and [___]11 00 DOLLARS, ($[ ___ __.]). The 
amount of such [*credit*] bid was credited to the Judgment against the Judgment Debtor. 
E. Upon such sale, the Sheriff made and issued a certificate of such sale, in 
duplicate, in the form required by the Judgment. The Sheriff then delivered one duplicate of such 
certificate to Purchaser and caused the other to be filed and recorded in the recorder's office of 
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recorder's office of the County of Adams, Idaho, on [ _____ __,, as Instrument Number 
]. 
F. More than one (1) year has elapsed since the date of such sale, and the 
Initial Tamarack Foreclosure Property has not been redeemed by or on behalf of the Judgment 
Debtor or by or on behalf of any other person. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in order to carry into effect the sale so made by the 
Sheriff, in pursuance of the Judgment and as required by law, and in consideration of the 
payment [*by credit bid*] of the sum of[ _________________ __, and 
[_j/1 00 DOLLARS, ($[ ____ ______.), and in consideration of the above premises, the 
Sheriff hereby grants, bargains, sells and conveys to Purchaser, its successors and assigns 
forever, the real and personal property described on Exhibits B-1 through B-3 attached hereto 
and incorporated herein by this reference, together with all and singular the tenements, 
hereditaments, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, or in anywise appertaining, and the 
reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Sheriff, as grantor hereunder, has executed this 
Sheriffs Deed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Patti Bolen 












STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF VALLEY ) 
On this __ day of 2012, before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Patti Bolen, known or identified to me to be 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, who executed this instrument and acknowledged to me that 
she executed the same as Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at __________ _ 














FEE OWNED PROPERTY 
PARCEL 1A 
Beginning at the NW Comer of Section 5, Township 15, North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian 
(Basis of bearing being South 00°13 '49" West between the West ~ comer and the NW comer of 
said Section 5), said point also being on the Easterly boundary of State of Idaho Lands; and 
running thence along said Easterly boundary North 00°54'20" West 2637.72 feet to the West~ 
comer of Section 32, Township 16 North, Range 3 East; thence South 89°54'50" East 2641.68 
feet to the center of said Section 32, thence South 00°05'35" East 2642.05 feet to the South ~ 
comer of said Section 32, also being the North~ comer of Section 5, Township 15 North Range 
3 East, thence along the North line of said Section 5, South 89°27'05" East 1995.78 feet to West 
Mountain Road; thence following said West Mountain Road the following three courses: 
1) South 00°05'08" East 1543.53 feet; 
2) South 00°05'06" East 1331.39 feet to theSE comer ofthe W Yz of the SW ~of the NE ~ 
of said Section 5; 
3) South 00°05'04" East 2664.27 feet to theSE comer of the West Yz of theSE~ of theSE 
~of said Section 5; thence along the South line of said Section 5, also being the Northerly 
boundary of State of Idaho Lands, South 89°56'25" West 1976.03 feet to the S ~comer of said 
Section 5; thence continuing along the boundary of State of Idaho lands the following two 
courses; 
1) South 00°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the SW comer of the NW ~of the NE ~of 
Section 8, Township 15 North Range 3 East; 
2) South 89°53'46" East 1645.40 feet, also being on the Westerly boundary of United States 
of America property; thence following the Westerly boundary line of United States of America 
property the following seven courses; 
1) South 00°10'21" West 216.07 feet; 
2) South 00°11 '32" West 1114.45 feet to the south line of theSE~ of the NE ~of 
Section 8; 
3) Along said South line North 89°43'49" West 328.78 feet to the SW comer of said SE ~ 
of the NE ~ of Section 8; 
4) South 00°10'59" West 830.90 feet; 
5) North 89°39'03" West 657.17 feet; 
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7) South 00°08'47" West 634.98 feet to the North Lake Subdivision No.2; thence along 
said North Lake Subdivision No.2 boundary line the following six courses: 
1) South 89°49'06" West 536.19 feet; 
2) North 02°23'30" East 516.75 feet; 
3) North 89°43 '00" West 884.93 feet; 
4) North 73°58'58" Wes(1000.77 feet; 
5) South 00°05'30" East 108.17 feet; 
6) South 89°47'07" West 264.77 feet; thence continuing along and beyond said North Lake 
Subdivision No.2 to the Westerly boundary ofNorth Lake Subdivision No. 1 South 00°06'06" 
West 1356.66 feet to the NE comer of theW 'l2 of the NW 1;4 of the NW 1;4 of Section 17; thence 
continuing along the Westerly boundary ofNorth Lake Subdivision No.1 South 00°03'52" West 
1323.66 feet to theSE comer of said W 'l2 of the NW 1;4 of the NW 1;4 of Section 17, to a point on 
West Mountain Road; thence along West Mountain Road North 89°32'32" West 655.07 feet to 
the SW comer of said W 'l2 of the NW 1;4 of the NW 1;4 of Section 17; thence North 88°15 '41" 
West 2675.18 feet to the SW comer of the North 'l2 of the NE 1;4 of Section 18, Township 15 
North, Range 3 East also being on the Easterly boundary line of United States of America 
property; thence along said United States of America property boundary the following eight 
courses: 
1) North 00°07'00" West 1340.00 feet to the North 1;4 comer of said Section 18; 
2) North 00°05'54" East 2629.19 feet to the center of Section 7, Township 15 North Range 
3 East; 
3) North 00°06'27" East 1339.71 feet to the NW comer of the SW 1;4 of the NE 1;4 of said 
Section 7; 
4) South 87°44'15" East 1337.70 feet to the NE comer of the SW 1;4 of the NE 1;4 of 
Section 7; 
5) North 00°01 '56" East 1329.86 feet to the NW comer of the NE 1;4 of the NE 1;4 of 
Section 7; 
6) South 87°18'53" East 1338.21 feet to the NE comer of said Section 7, also being the SW 
comer of Section 5, Township 15 North, Range 3 East; 
7) Along the West Section line of said Section 5 North 00°12 '43" West 2651.06 feet to the 
W 1;4 comer of said Section 5; 
8) Continuing along said West Section line North 00°13'49" East 2920.18 feet to the NW 




















SAVE AND EXCEPT 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village; 
Tamarack Resort Osprey Meadows Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended Phase 2.4; 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums; 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums and Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village filed for record in the office of the Recorder of 
Valley County, Idaho. 
ALSO SAVE AND EXCEPT 
A parcel of land located in Sections 5 and 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East Boise Meridian, 
Valley County, Idaho more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at theN ~ comer of said Section 5; thence along the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 296.16 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 0°32'55" West 1537.60 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING 
1.) North 86°22'47" East 230.17 feet; thence 
2.) North 77°32'59" East 268.40 feet; thence 









4.) South 69°26'41" East 143.67 feet; thence 
5.) South 89°50'07" East 143.20 feet; thence 
6.) South 75°12'40" East 63.95 feet; thence 
7.) South 61 °52'53" East 159.81 feet; thence 
8.) South 71 °58'25" East 161.98 feet; thence 
9.) South 35°04' 12" East 136.31 feet; thence 
10.) South 14°07'03" East 132.00 feet; thence 
11.) South 59°40'35" East 272.48 feet; thence 
12.) South 25°53'04" West 276.18 feet; thence 
13.) South 21°23 '20" West 502.77 feet; thence 
14.) South 12°45'17" West 169.07 feet; thence 
15.) South 20°06'59" West 663.00 feet; thence 
16.) South 82°26'28" East 444.78 feet; thence 
17.) South 22°35'30" East 392.70 feet thence 
18.) South 0°05'04" East 163.10 feet; thence 
19.) South 28°16'52" West 394.85 feet; thence 
20.) South 42°47'08" West 829.09 feet; thence 
21.) South 58° 17' 13" West 291.47 feet; thence 
22.) South 26°21 '09" East 316.06 feet; thence 
23.) South 26°15'45" West 122.10 feet to a point on the south line of said Section 5; thence 
along said section line, 
24.) South 89°56'25" West 585.80 feet to a point on the boundary of Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 1; 
Thence, along said boundary through the following courses: 
25.) North 4°01 '06" East 138.16 feet; thence 









27.) North 2°48'29" East 46.17 feet; thence 
28.) North 24°29'12" West 208.21 feet; thence 
29.) North 2°32'19" East 47.12 feet; thence 
30.) North 28°04'26" East 19.54 feet; thence 
31.) North 39°02'59" East 116.48 feet; thence 
32.) North 43°20'51" East 730.13 feet; thence 
33.) North 40°01 '59" West 200.93 feet; thence 
34.) South 87°54'29" West 138.39 feet; thence 
35.) South 70°18' 13" West 313.36 feet; thence 
36.) South 78°11'10" West 80.86 feet; thence 
37.) North 73°02'13" West 86.12 feet; thence 
38.) North 49°16'48" West 176.90 feet thence 
39.) North 48°31 '25" West 250.98 feet; thence 
40.) South 43°58'05" West 125.46 feet to a point on a non-tangent curve; thence 
41.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of205.00 feet, an arc length of 
62.63 feet, through a central angle of 17°30' 16" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
42°44'47" West 62.39 feet; thence tangent from said curve 
42.) North 51 °29'55" West 245.10 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
43.) Northwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius of 825.00 feet, an arc length of 
128.62 feet, through a central angle of 8°55'56" and a chord bearing and distance of North 
55°57'53" West 128.49 feet; thence, 
44.) North 62°52'29" East 170.63 feet; thence, 
45.) North 06°08'21" West 363.79 feet; thence, 
46.) North 69°30'18" West 420.12 feet; thence, 
47.) North 43°19'35" West 422.80 feet; thence, 
48.) North 13°49'07" West 432.13 feet; thence 






50.) North 32°12'25" East 180.50 feet; thence 
51.) North 53°15'28" East 176.77 feet; thence 
52.) North 69°09'56" East 378.53 feet; thence 
53.) North 16°20'42" East 161.54 feet; thence 
54.) North 59°21 '40" East 60.00 feet; thence 
55.) South 86°01 '23" East 170.22 feet; thence 
56.) North 56°08'22" East 98.34 feet; thence 
57.) North 75°10'48" East 573.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
Commencing at the north l;4 comer of said Section 8; thence along the west line of the NW l;4 of 
the NE l;4 of said Section 8 
A.) South 0°07'41" West 1325.76 feet to the C-N 1/16 comer of said Section 8; thence 
B.) South 89°53'46" East 240.24 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) South 89°53'46" East 1162.17 feet; thence 
2.) South 15°32'21" East 288.21 feet; thence 
3.) South 45°59'25" East 187.80 feet; thence 
4.) South 0°00'00" East 43.69 feet; thence 
5.) South 51 °07'48" West 302.18 feet; thence 
6.) South 20°00'03" West 324.47 feet; thence 
7.) South 36°46'50" West 255.08 feet; thence 
8.) South 9°22'20" West 253.95 feet; thence, 
9.) South 20°15'09" West 213.84 feet; thence 
10.) North 57°05'33" West 586.31 feet; thence 
11.) North 83°17' 17" West 328.92 feet; thence 
12.) South 75°08'04" West 252.38 feet; thence 









14.) North 36°21 '59" West 141.59 feet; thence 
15.) North 26°23'49" East 152.89 feet; thence 
16.) North 68°16'04" West 378.45 feet; thence 
17.) North 11 °43'53" West 84.70 feet; thence 
18.) North 82°23'28" East 162.44 feet; thence 
19.) South 87°47'57" East 172.45 feet; thence 
20.) North 69°50'16" East 135.18 feet; thence 
21.) North 82°23'28" East 217.18 feet; thence 
22.) North 72°38'14" East 221.45 feet; thence 
23.) North 12°20'03" East 279.94 feet; thence 
24.) North 6°26'52" West 377.77 feet; thence 
25.) North 22°03'29" West 77.55 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Together with an easement for ingress and egress a 30 foot wide strip of land, 15 feet either side 
of the following centerline. COMMENCING at theN~ comer of said Section 5; thence along 
the north line of said Section 5, 
A.) South 89°27'05" East 842.30 feet; thence departing said section line, 
B.) South 19°38'29" West 371.11 feet; thence 
C.) South 71 °02'32" East 54.96 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
1.) Southwesterly along a curve to the left with a radius of 80.00 feet, an arc length of 68.91 
feet through a central angle of 48°50'21" and a chord bearing and distance of South 0°23'51" 
West 66.15 feet; thence tangent from said curve. 
2.) South 24°01 '19" East 54.34 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence 
3.) Southeasterly along said curve to the left with a radius of 84.00 feet an arc length of 
31.84 feet, through a central angle of21 °43'14" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
34°52'56" East 31.65 feet; thence 
4.) Southwesterly along said curve to the right with a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc length of 
211.53 feet, through a central angle of 93 °13 '42" and a chord bearing and distance of South 
0°52'18" West 188.95 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 









6.) Southwesterly along said curve to the left with a radius of350.00 feet, an arc length of 
183.81 feet, through a central angle of30°05'23", and a chord bearing and distance of South 
32°26'28" West 181.70 feet to the POINT OF TERMINATION. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 1-B 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, B, C, D, F, G, Hand I; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final 
Plat, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Space E, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 61 
Block 12, Lots 84, 85, 85A Block 9, Open Spaces A, B, C, D, and E Tamarack Resort Planned 
Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 6, 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, save and except Tamarack Resort 
Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2 and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 
plats of which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 37B 
Block 14, Open Spaces A, B, C and D Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 12A 
Block 5, Open Spaces A, Band C Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3 a plat 










All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 1, 
2, 5, 6, 7, 14, and 15 Block 19; Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Block 
19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village save and except all platted lots 
in Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2 Village and Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, 
plats which are recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 3, 
4, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20,21 and 22 Block 19 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 
Village, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces A, C and D and Lots 3, 4, 5, 7, 73 and 77 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit 
Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces E and F Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, a 
plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Open 
Spaces G and H, Lot 2 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium, nka Tamarack Resort Lodge at Osprey 
Meadows a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, save 
and except Units 201,202,205, 211, 213,215,218,220, 301, 302,305, 311, 313, 318, 320,401, 
402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417 and 419 and also except L1-01, L1-02, L1-04, 
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Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder ofValley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCELlC 
All private roads, drives, courts, places, and driveways, shown on the following recorded plats: 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Final Plat, recorded November 24, 2003, in 
the office of the Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278276. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 1, recorded December 22,2003, in 
the office of the Recorder Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 278933. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, recorded January 10,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 291356. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, recorded March 21,2005, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 293591. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.3, recorded April26, 2005, in the office of 
the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 294839. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, recorded March 24, 2006, in the office 
of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 307127. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended Phase 2.4, recorded April 24, 2006, in 
the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 308093. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 1 Village, recorded January 10,2005, in the 











Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2 Village, recorded October 18, 2005, in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301733. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Members Lodge Condominium (now known as Tamarack Resort Lodge at 
Osprey Meadows), recorded January 10,2005, in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho, as Instrument No. 291359. 
AND 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, recorded October 18,2005, in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 301738. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such terms are defmed in the Declaration defined below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the property, as such terms are defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration"). 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels lA and 1B above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190. The 
easement provides for constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian 
ingress and egress, pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of power and other 
utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, 
water, and drainage facilities, with ingress and egress to and from a road known as West 











PARCEL 8: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels lA and IB above, 
for constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and 
construction, maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance 
of the power and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and 
installation of sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and 
across that certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document 
entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, 
Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, 
and recorded June 27, 2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a 
public road know as West Mountain Road which access is provided over and across private 

















STATE LEASED PROPERTY 
PARCEL lA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL IC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL4 
The following parcels of land lying within Valley County, Idaho: 
NW ~ NE ~ and W 'l1 NE ~ NE ~ Section 8, Township 15 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 36 lying within the boundaries of Valley County, Idaho Township 16, North 
Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
Government Lots 9 and 11; E 'l1 SW ~; NW ~ SW ~ SE ~; S 'l1 SW ~ SE ~Section 19, 
Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 30, excepting therefrom the NE ~ NE ~'Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise 
Meridian, Valley County, Idaho; 
AND 
All of Section 31, Township 16 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 6 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 7 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 













A permanent easement, for the benefit of Parcel 4 above, for reconstructing, using and 
maintaining a road, over, and across that certain real property more fully described on and 
created pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 5706, by and between the 
State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Franklin B. Edwards, a single man, as 
purchaser of certain parcels of land from the estate of Mryn Little, and Agnes Brailsford, 
personal representative of said estate; Henry J. and Karleen L Grasmick; Glenn Dee and M. 
Lorene Morrow; Margaret P. Slifka; Executor of the Estate ofMargaret P. Slifka; Charles E. 
Syversin; Jim E. and Mary L. Walters, as Grantees, dated March 1, 1995, and recorded 
March 22, 1995, as Instrument No. 210173. Said easement provides a permanent easement for 
the purpose of reconstructing, using and maintaining a road that provides ingress and egress to 
and from a public road known as West Mountain Road. 
PARCEL 10: (LH-Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tenant and State of Idaho, Landlord, Adams 
County) 




















ALL COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TAMARACK MORTGAGE) SAVE AND 
EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 120 
Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
110, 113, 114, 118 and 121 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Second 
Amended Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 24 
and 25 Block 19, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 3 Village, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Third Amended Belvedere Ridge Hotel Condominiums, a plat which is 
recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Lake Wing Condominiums, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
The following equipment owned by Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC: (a) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Wildwood Express" Detachable Quad Chairlift; (b) that certain 
Doppelmayr CTEC "Whitewater Chair" Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments 
and accessories; and (c) that certain Pisten Bully 600 snow plow, with an All-Way Blade, 









The personal property subject to the security interests ("Personal Property Interests") asserted by 
Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. ("WFEF"), which asserted Personal Property Interests are 
subject to Credit Suisse's Motion to Strike Wells Fargo Equipment Finance Inc.'s Conditional 
Objection to Motion of Plaintiff for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale, filed on March 5, 2012, and presently under submission for ruling by the Court (the 
"Motion to Strike"); provided, however, that Credit Suisse and WFEF reserve all rights with 











Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap@moffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA BarNo. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalker@sidley.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
INRE 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
SHERIFF'S DEED 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-310C 
Case No. CV -08-311 C 
Case No. CV-08-312C 
Case No. CV -08-324C 
Case No. CV-08-335C 
Case No. CV-08-356C 
Case No. CV-08-357C 
Case No. CV -08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV -08-509C 
Case No. CV-08-510C 
Case No. CV-08-511C 
Case No. CV-08-512C 
Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-514C 
Case No. CV-08-521C 
Case No. CV -08-528C 
Case No. CV-08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-557C 
Case No. CV -08-580C 
Case No. CV -08-583C 
Case No. CV 08-584C 
This indenture is made this __ day of _____ ., 2012, between Patti Bolen, 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho (the "Sheriff') and [ _______ ___., whose address 
is [ _____________ __. (the "Purchaser"). 
A. On [ _____ __., 2012, in the above-captioned action then pending in 











County of Valley (the "Court") entered that certain Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and 
Order of Sale (the "Judgment") against defendant Tamarack Resort LLC (the "Judgment 
Debtor") and its successors, assigns, legal representatives, agents, or any other persons or entities 
acting for, by or through it, in favor of plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Canyon Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch). 
B. In the Judgment, the Court ordered, adjudged and decreed, among other 
things, that the Sheriff sell that certain Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property described in the 
Judgment at public auction in the manner required by law; that any person other than the Sheriff 
or her deputies might become the purchaser at such sale; and that the Sheriff execute a certificate 
of sale and a deed to the purchaser, as required by law and specified in the Judgment. 
C. A copy of the Judgment and a Writ ofExecution were delivered to the 
Sheriff for execution, 
D. At[, _ __,] a.m. on[ ___ __., [_j, 2012, after due public notice had 
been given, as required by the laws of the State of Idaho, pursuant to the Judgment the Sheriff 
sold the Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property at public auction, on the front steps of the 
Valley County Court House located at 219 N. Main, Cascade, Idaho, to the Purchaser, by virtue 
of its [*credit*] bid for the sum of[ _____ ] and [_j/100 DOLLARS, 
($[ ____ ___.). The amount of such [*credit*] bid was credited to the Judgment against the 
Judgment Debtor. 
E. Upon such sale, the Sheriff made and issued a certificate of such sale, in 
duplicate, in the form required by the Judgment. The Sheriff then delivered one duplicate of such 
certificate to Purchaser and caused the other to be filed and recorded in the recorder's office of 
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F. More than six ( 6) months have elapsed since the date of such sale, and the 
Initial Whitewater Foreclosure Property has not been redeemed by or on behalf of the Judgment 
Debtor or by or on behalf of any other person. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in order to carry into effect the sale so made by the 
Sheriff, in pursuance of the Judgment and as required by law, and in consideration of the 
payment [*by credit bid*] of the sum of[ ____________ _ 
----------' and [_]/100 DOLLARS,($[ ____ _____.), and in consideration of 
the above premises, the Sheriff hereby grants, bargains, sells and conveys to Purchaser, its 
successors and assigns forever, the real and personal property described on Exhibits E-1 and E-2 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference, together with all and singular the 
tenements, hereditaments, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, or in anywise appertaining, 
and the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Sheriff, as grantor hereunder, has executed this 
Sheriffs Deed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Patti Bolen 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF VALLEY ) 
On this __ day of , 2012, before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Patti Bolen, known or identified to me to be 
the Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho, who executed this instrument and acknowledged to me that 
she executed the same as Sheriff of Valley County, Idaho. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
LA12424978 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at __________ _ 















PARCEL lA INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL lB INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL lC INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 3 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL 5 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED. 
PARCEL6 
(ADJUSTED LOT 26 BLOCK 3 TAMARACK RESORT PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE2.2) 
A parcel of land located in Block 3 Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.2, filed 
in Book 10, Page 2 of Plats, Records of Valley County, Idaho, in the SW 1;4 of Section 32, 
T .16N., R.3E., B.M., Valley County, Idaho, as adjusted by Record of Survey, filed as Instrument 
Number 295636, at Book 8 Page 190 of Surveys, Records ofValley County, Idaho more 
particularly described as; COMMENCING at the northwest comer of Lot 26 of said Block 3, as 
shown on the Plat of said Phase 2.2. 
1. Southeasterly along a curve to the right having a radius of 130.00 feet, an arc 
length of 40.01 feet, through a central angle of 17°38'02", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.87°13'55"E., 39.85 feet; thence, 
2. Southeasterly along a curve to the left having a radius of 340.00 feet, an arc 
length of 105.53 feet, through a central angle of 17°47'01", and a chord bearing 
and distance of S.87°18'25"E., 105.11 feet; thence, 
3. S.0°00'00"W., 20.44 feet; thence, 
4. S.55°27'53"E., 158.86 feet to a point on the Right-of-Way for Whitewater Drive; 

















5. Southwesterly along a curve to the right having a radius of93.00 feet, an arc 
length of30.26 feet, through a central angle of 18°38'39", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.55°51'5l"W., 30.13 feet; thence, tangent from said curve, 
6. S.65°ll' 1 O"W., 52.42 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; 
7. Southwesterly along said curve to the left having a radius 137.00 feet, an arc 
length of79.85 feet, through a central angle of33°23'40", and a chord bearing 
and distance ofS.48°29'20"W., 78.72 feet; thence, departing said Right-of-Way, 
8. N. 79°46'07"W., 179.06 feet; thence., 
9. N.10°16'34"E., 179.52 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208 and 212 Block 10, and Garage Lots G202, G204, G205, 
G206, G207, G208 and G212 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, 
a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lot 10 
Block 4, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.1, a plat which is recorded in the 
office of the Recorder of Valley County, Iqaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho (the "Declaration") . 
PARCEL 7: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining roads for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress, 
pedestrian pathways, and installation and maintenance of the power and other utility lines, laying 
the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of the sewage, water, and drainage 
facilities, over, under, and across that certain real property more fully described on and created 
pursuant to a document entitled State of Idaho Easement No. 6377 (Golf Course Parcel), by and 
between the State of Idaho, Department of Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as 
Grantee, dated June 20,2003, and recorded June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273190, with 
ingress and egress to and from a road known as West Mountain Road which access is provided 












PARCEL 8: A permanent non-exclusive easement, for the benefit of Parcels 5 and 6 above, for 
constructing, using and maintaining a road to accommodate vehicular access to and construction, 
maintenance and repair of Grantee's water utility, and installation and maintenance of the power 
and other utility lines, laying the utility pipelines and underground cables and installation of 
sewage, water, and drainage facilities, and a water storage tank, over, under, and across that 
certain real property more fully described on and created pursuant to a document entitled State of 
Idaho Easement No. 6379(Ski Hill Parcel), by and between the State of Idaho, Department of 
Lands, as Grantor and Tamarack Resort LLC, as Grantee, dated June 20, 2003, and recorded 
June 27,2003, as Instrument No. 273187, with ingress and egress to and from a public road 
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EXHIBIT E-2 
OTHER COLLATERAL 
ALL OTHER COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TRC WHITEW ATER/TRC VILLAGE 
PLAZA MORTGAGE) SAVE AND EXCEPT THE REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as 
Tamarack Resort Village Plaza Condominium, a plat which is recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of Valley County, Idaho. 
Together with a non-exclusive easement of access, ingress and egress over all Roadways and 
Association Facilities, as such term is defmed in the Declaration defmed below, along with all 
other easements which benefit the Property, as such term is defined in the Declaration defmed 
below, and set forth in the Second Amended and Restated General Declaration for Tamarack 
Resort, recorded as Instrument No. 308530, recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley 
County, Idaho. 
AND 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate in Valley County, Idaho and shown as Lots 
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, Block 10, and Garage Lots G101, G102, G103, G104, 
G105, G106, G107 and G108 Block 10, Tamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Amended 
Phase 2.4, a plat which is recorded in the office of the Recorder of Valley County, Idaho, and 
Lots 119 and 120 Block 10 ofTamarack Resort Planned Unit Development Phase 2.4, a plat of 
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Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 





argument of counsel and the records; orders and files in these consolidated cases, including, but 
not limited to, the Stipulation Regarding Validity, Amount and Priority of Petra Incorporated's 
4562
4562
2. Plaintiff has a valid, perfected lien and security interest in the real property 
4563
4563
5. The lien and security interests of the TRC Whitewater/TRC Village Plaza 








Third, if cash proceeds remain after satisfaction of this judgment in 
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Quad Fixed Grip Chairlift with all related attachments and accessories (the "Buttercup Lift"); 













ALL COLLATERAL (AS DEFINED IN THE TAMARACK MORTGAGE) SAVE AND 





















Terri R. Pickens/ISB #5828 
Justin T. Cratmey/lSB #8061 
Pickens Law, P.A. 
398 S. 9'h Street, Ste. 240 
P.O. Box 915 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 954-5090 
Facsimile: (208) 954-5099 
terri@pickenslawboise.com 
iustin@pickenslawboise.com 
Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
';f"1 .,"~ _') " 
CLL, .J [";. 
r 
, ARCH!~~ANS.I:JAY, CLERK 
B"t 'rf I~- '-J1EPUTY 
-.: ~ 8 
JUL 1 8 2012 
Case No. __ -,Inal No~ __ 
FlIed A.M ____ P.M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
INRE: 
TAMARACK RESORT FORECLOSURE 
AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV 08-114C 
Consolidated Cases: 
No. CV-08-310 C 1\0. CV-08-502 C 
1\0. CV-08-311 C 1\0. CV-08-508 C 
No. CV-08-312 C No. CV-08-509 C 
No. CV-08-324 C 1\0. CV-08-510 C 
No. CV-08-335 C No. CV-08-511 C 
:-<0. CV-08-356 C No. CV-08-512 C 
No. CV-08-357 C No. CV-08-513 C 
No. CV-08-532 C :-<0. CV-08-514 C 
No. CV-08-557 C No. CV-08-52I C 
No. CV-08-583 C No. CV-08-S28 C 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE RESPONDENT, CREDIT SUISSE AG, CAYMAN ISLAc'lD BRANCH, 
AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, BRL'CE BADGER ofthe fIrm FABIAN 
CLENDENIN, ELIZABETH WALKER of the Irrm SIDLEY AL'STIN, and 
RA'IDALL PETE&'\1AN ofthe firm MOFFATT THOMAS, AND THE CLERK 
OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT, 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
I. The Appellant, Teufel Nursery, Inc, submits this notice of appeal against the 
Respondent, Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Island Branch, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and 
Mortgage Claims, filed on May 11,2011, the Substitute Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: 
Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims, filed on August 15,2011, 
and the Second Amended Second Revised Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale, filed on June 18, 2012, Honorable Patrick H. Owen, presiding. 
2. Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the judgment 
described in Paragraph I above is appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 11(a)(I), Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then intend 
to assert in the appeal; provided, such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellants 
from asserting other issues on appeal: 
a. Did the District Court err in finding that Teufel's Claim of Lien did not 
have priority over Credit Suisse's mortgages. 
b. Did the District Court err in finding that Teufel'S work at Tamarack Resort 
was under four separate contracts and not a continuous single contract? 
c. Did the District Court err ruling that Teufel'S priority date was in 200n 
d. Did the District Court err in denying Teufel's Motion for Reeonsideration? 
e. Did the District Court err in finding that Teufel only maintained a skeletal 
crew at Tamarack Resort during the winter months. 
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f. Did the District Court err in finding that Teufel did not perfonn 
landscaping work at Tamarack Resort during the winter months? 
g. Did the District Court err in finding that Teufel could not lien for snow 
removal work? 
h. Did the District Court err in finding that snow removal work was not part 
of the seope of work for Teufel's landscaping contract with Tamarack 
Resort, LLC? 
I. Did the District Court err in calculating thc lien amount? 
J. Did the District Court err in its calculation of interest? 
k. Did the District Court err in apportioning Teufel's costs and attorney fees? 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. The Appellant previously requested the preparation of the following portions of 
the reporter's transcript: 
Transcript of the trial before the Court on October 5, ZOIO and October 6, 2010 in the 
courtroom of the Valley County Courthouse in Cascade, Idaho. 
appeal: 
6. Appellant request that only the following documents be included in the record on 
a. Register of Action for Valley County Case No. 2008-5ZIC 
b. Register of Action for Valley County Case No. 2008-114C 
e. Complaint for Foreclosure on a Materialman's Lien, filed September 22, 
2008. 
d. Defendant Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Answer, Counterclaim and Cross Claim 
to Credit Suisse's First Mended Cmplaint, filed September 22,2008; 
c. Order Granting Consolidation, filed October 16, 2008; 
f. Notice of Lodging of Proposed (A) Mechanics' Licn Claimant Disclosure 
Fonn and (B) Vendee's Lien Claimant Disclosure Fonn, file January 15, 
2009; 
g. Teufel Nursery, Inc's Amended Complaint for Foredosure on a 
Materialman's Lien, filed February 10, 2009; 
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h. Order re: Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form and Vendee'e Lien 
Claimant Disclosure Form, filed February 10,2009; 
I. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Answer to Second Amended Complaint for 
Foreclosure of Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief, 
Amended Counterclaim and Amended Cross-Claim, filed February 10, 
2009; 
j. Notice of lien Claimant Disclosure Form of Teufel Nursery, Inc., filed 
February 10,2009; 
k. Notice of Amended Lien Claimant Disclosure Form of Teufel Nursery, 
Inc., filed March 4, 2009; 
I. Answer of Credit Suisse to Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Amended Complaint for 
Foreclosure of a Materialman's Lien, filed April 10,2009; 
m. Notice of Filing Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Mechanic Lien Claimant 
Supplemental Disclosure Form, filed June 8, 2009; 
n. Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as to Teufel 
Nursery, Inc's lien No 330152, filed August 13,2009; 
o. Credit Suisse's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment as to Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Lien No. 330152, filed August 13, 
2009; 
p. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Response to Credit Suisse's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, filed September 21,2009; 
q. Affidavit of Rick Christensen, filed September 21, 2009; 
r. Notice of Second Amended Mechanic's Lien Claimant Disclosure Form 
ofTeufe1 Nursery, Inc., t1led September 25, 2009; 
s. Reply Memorandum in Support of Credit Suisse's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment as to Teufel Kursery, Inc.'s Lien No. 330152, filed 
October 13,2009; 
t. Memorandum Decision & Order re: Priority between Credit Suisse & 
Various Lien Claimants, filed November 5,2009; 
u. Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial Dates re: lien Validity, 
Amount and Priority, filed March 9, 2010; 
v. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, filed April 29, 
2010; 
w. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment, filed April 29, 2010; 
x. Affidavit of Rick Christensen, filed April 29, 2010; 
y. Affidavit of Justin T. Cranney, filed April 29, 2010; 
z. Affidavit of Michael Jerome, filed April 29, 2010; 
aa. Credit Suisse's Memorandum in Opposition to Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s 
Motion for Summary Judgment, filed June 3, 2010; 
bb. Affidavit of P. Bruce Badger in Support of Credit Suisse's Memorandum 
in Opposition to Teufel Nursery, Ine.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, 
filed June 3, 2010. 
ce. Motion to Shorten Time, filed June 9, 2010; 
dd. Supplemental Affidavit ofJustin T. Cranney, filed June 9, 2010; 
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ee. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Reply to Credit Suisse's Memorandum in 
Opposition to Teufel Nursery, lnc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, filed 
June 10,2010; 
ff. Credit Suisse Notice of Non-Opposition to Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion 
to Shorten Time, filed June 18,2010; 
gg. Teufel Nursery, Inc. '5 Motion to Amend Complaint, filed July 17, 2010; 
hh. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend 
Complaint, filed July 17, 2010; 
11. Order Denying Teufel :.Jursery, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, 
filed August 2,2010; 
ii. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Trial Brief, filed August 11,2010; 
kk. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s List ofTrial Exhibits, filed August 11,2010; 
II. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Lay Witness Disclosure, filed August 11,2010; 
mm. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Trial Brief; 
nn. Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Motion in Limine to Exclude Teufel Nursery, 
Inc.'s Expert Witnesses, filed August 17, 2010; 
00. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Motion in 
Limine to Exclude Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Expert Witnesses, filed August 
17,2010; 
pp. Opposition to Credit Suisse's Motion in Limine to Exclude Teufel 
Nursery, Inc.'s Expert Witnesses, file August 24, 2010; 
qq. Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Exhibit List, filed August 31, 2010; 
IT. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Amended List of Trial Exhibits, filed September 1, 
2010; 
S8. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Second Amended List of Trial Exhibits, filed 
September 2, 2010; 
tt. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Third Amended List of Trial Exhibits, filed 
September 16,2010; 
uu. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Closing Argument and Post-Trial Brief, filed 
March, 1, 2011; 
vv. Affidavit of Terri R. Pickens, filed March 1,2011; 
WW. Credit Suisse AG'g Closing Argument re: Mechanic's Lien Claims, filed 
March 1,2011; 
xx. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Reply to Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Closing 
Argument re: Mechanics' Lien Claims, filed March 14,201 I; 
)lJ. Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: Validity, Priority and Amount of 
Various Line and Mortgage Claims, filed May II, 2011; 
z:z.. Teufel Nursery, Inc.' s Motion to ClarifY Omnibus Findings and 
Conclusions re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Line and 
Mortgage Claims, filed May 17, 2011; 
aaa. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for Reconsideration, filed May 25, 2011; 
bbb. Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum in Response to Teufel Nursery, 
Inc.'s Motion to Clarify Omnibus Findings and Conclusions, filed May 
31,2011; 
ccc. Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum in Response to Teufel Nursery, Inc's 
Motion for Recomlideralion, filed May 31,2011; 
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ddd. Response to Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum in Response to 
Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion to Clarify Omnibus Findings and 
Conclusions, filed June 2, 2011; 
eee. Response to Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum in Response to Teufel 
Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for Reconsideration, filed June 2, 2011; 
fff. Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Teufel Nursery, Inc's Motion 
for Reconsideration, filed July 28,2011 
ggg. Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Teufel Nursery, Inc's Motion 
to Clarify the Amount of its Lien Claim, filed July 28, 2011; 
hhh. Substitute Omnibus Findings and Conclusions re: Validity, Priority and 
Amount of Various Line and Mortgage Claims, filed August 15,2011; 
111. Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for Prejudgment Interest, filed September 
27,2011; 
JJJ. Affidavit of Justin T. Cranney In Support of Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion 
for Prejudgment Interest, filed September 27, 2011; 
kkk. Motion for Entry of Default Judgment as to Defendant Tamarack Resort, 
LLC, filed September 27,2011; 
Ill. Affidavit of Terri R. Pickens, filed September 27, 2011; 
mmm. Memorandum of Costs and Fees, filed September 27, 201 I; 
nnn. Affidavit of Costs and Fees, filed September 27, 2011; 
000. Credit Suisse AG's Motion to Disallow Part of Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s 
Costs, Disbursements and Attorney Fees, filed October 28, 2011; 
ppp. Opposition to Credit Suisse AG's Motion to Disallow Part of Teufel 
Nursery, Inc.'s Costs, Disbursements and Attorney Fees, filed November 
2,2011 ; 
qqq. Credit Suisse AG's Memorandum in Opposition to Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s 
Motion for Prejudgment Interest, filed November 9,2011; 
rtT. Affidavit of Jess A Cheney in Support of Credit Suisse AG's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for 
Prejudgment Interest, filed November 9,2011; 
sss. Reply in Support of Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Motion for Prejudgment 
Interest, filed November 15,2011; 
ttt. Default Judgment as to Defendant Tamarack Resort, LLC, filed December 
12,2011; 
uuu. Memorandum Decision and Order re: Proposed Judgments and Decrees of 
Foreclosure and Orders of Sale, filed June 18, 2012; 
vvv. Second Amended Second Revised Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure 
and Order of Sale. 
7. Appellant requests that the trial exhibits admitted into evidence at the trial held on 
October 5, 2010 and October 6, 2010 as follows: 
a. Teufel's Trial Exhibits 9:001 through 9:055 
b. Credit Suisse's Trial Exhibits 1 :044, 1 :294 through 1 :320 
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8. I certify: 
a. 'That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter and a 
copy of the trial transcript previously transcribed has been requested. 
b. 'That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
c. That the fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
e. 'That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20, Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this Ii. day of July. 2012. 
PICKENS LAW, P.A. 
BY;~ 
Terri R. Pickens, ofthe firm 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this / g day ofJuiy, 2012, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document to be served by electronic mail to the following: 
Randall Peterman Elizabeth Walker 
lohnC. Ward SIDLEY AUSTIN 
MOFFATT THOMAS 555 W FIFTH ST STE 4000 
P o BOX 829 LOS ANGELES CA 90013 
BOISE ID 83701 Counselfor Credit Suisse 
Counsel for Credit Suisse 
Brad A Goergen Richard A. Cummings 
GRAHAM & DUNN CUMMINGS LAW OFFICES 
2801 ALASKAN WAY STE 300 POBOX 1545 
SEATTLE WA 98121 BOISE ID 83701 
Counselfor Bane of Arner Leasing & Counsel jor J.H Masonry, and Western 
Capital, LLC Slates Crane Co. 
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I Suzanne M Fegelein 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON 
MARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH CHID 
POBOX 1049 
SANDPOINT ID 83864 
Counsel [orl}I19..Property Holdings, LLC 
Bart W. Harwood 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & 
BLANTON 
POBOX 1271 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel/or Banner/Sabey II. LLC 
TJ Angstman 
Wyatt B Johnson 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOC 
3649 LAKEHARBOR LN 
BOISE ID 83703 
. Counsel for Jean-Pierre Boespflug; 
Susan E. Buxton 
Jill S. Holinka 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
BOISE ID 83702 
Counsel (or TMG!Pl'..Yiller, LLC, JV 
Kevin A. Bay 
RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND 
1201 THIRD AVE STE 3400 
SEATTLE WA 98101 
Counselfor Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
Robert M Follett 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
POBOX83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0050 
Counsel for State of Idaho, State Board of 
Land Commissioners 
• Terry Copple Kenneth C. Howell 
i DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COX HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
I 
POBOX 1583 HAWLEY 
I BOISE ID 83701 POBOX 1617 
i Coul/seljor Tri-State Electric BOISE ID 83701-1617 
'i-:-:c-;---;-:;--:-;-_________ ~::;~J:"'rel:::;lsC"'F::.:a=:r~g~o::E'::fquipmel/t Fina1Jc<!,~ncm~. 
! :Michael Spink Stephen J Lord 
I SPINK BUTLER, LLP A TTORJ\EY AT LAW 
POBOX 639 800 W STATE ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83701 BOISE ID 83702 
Associate C(J£I'llJelfor Credit Suisse I Counsel for Tairla..r.a.c..k Municipal Assoc. 
Arnold Wagner Lynnette Davis 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP I HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 i HAWLEY 
BOISE ID 83702 i POBOX 1617 
Counsel for Scott Hedrick Construction I BOISE ID 83701-16 I 7 
P. Bruce Badger 
Robert J. Dale 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
215 S STATE STE 1200 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111-2323 
Assoc. Coul/sel for Credit Suisse 
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Counsel for EZA, PC and Quality Roofing 
Geoffrey J. McConnell 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83702 
Counselfor fMC, Inc & Interior Sys., Inc 
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. , . 
, David Krueck 
I ~O;cii~~9;S GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
i BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Kesler Construction 
, M, Darin Hammond 
I SMITH K.t"lOWLES 
, 4723 HARRISON BLVD STE 200 
! OGDEN UT 84403 
· Counsel for PCP, Inc 
L:-:-:--~-
• Richard Greener 
i Chris Burke 
i GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
i 950 W BANNOCK ST STE 900 
BOISE ID 83702 
Counsel for West Mountain Golf 
Clay Shockley 
SASSER & INGLIS 
POBOX5880 
BOISE ID 83705 
Counsel for MHTN Architects, Inc 
Robert F Babcock 
AdamTMow 
BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK 
505 E 200 S STE 300 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 
, Assoc Caunselfar ¥HTl'IArchitecls, 
· Kevin E Dinius, Esq 
DI.:-IIUS LAW 
5680 E FRANKLIN RD STE 130 
NAMPA ID 83687 
Counsel for Action Garage Door 
I Jeffrey Wilson-
WILSON & McCOLL 
i POBOX 1544 
· BOISE ID 83701 
i Counsel for United Rentals 
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Samuel A. Diddle ~ 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW 
• & McKL VEEN CHTD 
POBOX 1368 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Secesh Engineering 
--------
James Alderman 
BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
POBOX 1308 
BOISE ID 83701 
Counsel for Inland Crane 
David Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY 
P o BOX 9518 
BOISE ID 83707 
Counsel for Hobson Fabricating (orp 
• William F Nichols 
i \¥RITE PETERSON GIORA Y 
5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200 
NAMPA ID 83687·7901 
Counsel North Lake Rec Sewer & Water 
Disl and Timber Tech Canstr 




BOISE ID 83707·9518 
i Counselfar Pelra,.::In::c'--___ ----1 
Thomas B High 
BENGIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD 
HIGH & VALDEZ 
POBOX 366 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303·0366 
Counsel or NON·PARTY AmeriGas Prop 
~;\{~-
Terri R. Pickens 
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Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 So. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Email: rap(Ulmoffatt.com 
Elizabeth W. Walker, CA Bar No. 113545 
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP 
555 West Fifth Street, Suite 4000 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
Telephone: (213) 896-6000 
Facsimile: (213) 896-6600 
Email: ewalkerrmsidlev.com 
P. Bruce Badger, Utah State Bar No. 4791 
F ABIA.."I & CLENDENIN 
215 South State Street, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 531-8900 
Facsimile: (801) 531-1716 
Email: bbadger(a)fabianlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands Branch 
(formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




AND RELATED PROCEEDINGS 
Case No. CV-08-114C 
CREDIT SUISSE AG'S REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS 
AND CLERK'S RECORD 
(I.A.R.19) 
Consolidated Cases 
Case No. CV-08-31OC 
Case No. CV-OS-311C 
Case No. CV-08-312C 
Case No. CV-08-324C 
Case No. CV-08-335C 
Case No. CV-08-356C 
Case No. CV-08-357C 
Case No. CV -08-532C 
Case No. CV-08-557C 
Case No. CV-08-52SC 
Case No. CV-08-580C 
Case No. CV-08-502C 
Case No. CV-08-508C 
Case No. CV-08-S09C 
Case No. CV-08-SlOC 
Case No. CV-08-S11C 
Case No. CV-08-SI2C 
Case No. CV-08-513C 
Case No. CV-08-S14C 
Case No. CY -08-521 C 
Case No. CV-08-583C 
Case No. CV-08-584C 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Plaintiff Credit Suisse AG, Cayman Islands 
Branch (formerly known as Credit Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch), as Collateral and 
Administrative Agent ("Agent") for Lenders (as defined in the Second Amended Complaint) 
("Plaintiff'), by and through its counsel of record, P. Bruce Badger of Fabian & Clendenin, 
requests, pursuant to I.A.R. 19, the inclusion of the following material in the reporter's 
transcript and the clerk's record in addition to that required to bc included by the I.A.R. and 
the Notice of Appeal. Any additional transcript is to be provided in [ 1 hard copy 
[ ] electronic format [X 1 both (check one): 
1. Reporter's transcripts: 
• Motion hearing, October 22, 2009; 
• Motion hearing, June 17,2010; 
• Motion hearing, July 22, 2010; 
• Trial, October 4, 2010; 
• Motion hearing, June 7, 2011; 
• Motion hearing, December 1, 2011. 
2. Clerk's Record: 
• [Credit Suisse's] First Amended Complaint For Foreclosure of Mortgages, 
Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief, filed August 28, 2008 
(Case No. CV 08-114C); 
• Credit Suisse's Second Amended Complaint For Foreclosure of 
Mortgages, Appointment of Receiver and Injunctive Relief, filed 
December 18,2008 (Case No. CV 08-114C); 
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• Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse To Teufel Nursery, Inc.'s Counterclaim 
(CV-2008-114C), filed December 1,2008; 
• Answer of Plaintiff Credit Suisse To Teufel Nursery, Inc's Counterclaim 
(CV-08-114C), filed February 27, 2009; 
• Substitute Opinion [Withdrawing The Court's November 5, 2009 
Memorandum Decision And Order Re: Priority Between Credit Suisse 
And Various Lien Claimants], filed January 10,2011; 
• Memorandum, Decision and Order Re: Various Requests For Awards of 
Attorney Fees, Costs and Prejudgment Interest, entered February 3, 2012. 
3. Trial Exhibits: 
• Trial Exhibit 1:321 (admitted October 6, 2010); 
• Trial Exhibit 9:056 (admitted October 6, 2010). 
4. I certify that a copy of this request for additional transcripts has been served 
on each court reporter of whom a transcript is requested as named below at the addresses set 
out below; that the estimated number of additional pages being requested is approximately 
635; and that the estimated payment has been made to the following court reporter: 
Kasey Redlich, CSR, RPR 
Fourth Judicial District Court 
200 W. Front Street, 4th Floor 
Transcript Department 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
kredlich(aiadaweb.net 
I further certify that this request for additional record has been served upon the clerk 
of the district court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20. 
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DATED this 30th day of July, 2012, 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
By: L?Li~ ..... ~~~~ 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse , Cayman 
Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit 
Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 30th day of July 2012, I caused to be served, Via Electronic Mail, 
true and correct copies of the foregoing Credit Suisse AG's Request For Additional 
Transcripts and Clerk's Record upon each of the parties set forth below: 
Angela Hunt 
e-mail: cchuntamlaladaweb.net 
i In-Court Clerk for Judge Owen 
James B. Aldennan 
BATT FISHER PUSCH & ALDERMAN 
i P.O. Box 1308 
• Boise, Idaho 8370 I 
i Telephone: (208)331-1000 
i e-mails:jbaim.battfisher.com;dianelalbattfisher.com 
Attorneys for Inland Crane, Inc. 
Kevin A. Bay 
· HanaKem 
i RYAN SWANSON & CLEVELAND 
· 1201 Third Ave., Suite 3400 
Seattle, Washington 98101 




Attorneys for Banner/Sabey II, LLC 
Geoffrey J. McConnell 
Anna E. Eberlin 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W. Front St., Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 




Attorneys for Interior Systems, Inc., Scott Hedrick 
Construction, Inc. and fMC, Inc. 
Bart W. Harwood 
• FARLEY OBERRECHT WEST HARWOOD & BURKE, P.A. 
702 WEST IDAHO STREET, SUITE 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
e-mails:BWH@hallfarley.com;CMCialhallfarley.com 
Attorneysfor Banner/Sabey IJ, LLC 
Thomas B. High 
BENOIT ALEXANDER HARWOOD HIGH & VALDEZ 
P.O, Box 366 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0366 
Telephone: (208) 733-5463 
e-mails:highialbenoitlaw.com 
anderson@benoitlaw.com 
i Attorneys for Non-Party AmeriGas Propane, Inc. 
Richard A. Cummings 
CUMMTh"GS LA W OFFICE 
P.O. Box 1545 
Boise, Idaho 8370 I 
Telephone: (208) 367-0722 
e-mails:rcummings(iiJcummingslawidaho.com 
paulacrawford@cummingslawidaho.com 
Attorneysfor J.lL Masonry, Inc, and Western States 
Crane, Co. 




Kevin E. Dinius. Esq. 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
e-mail,: kdiniusl@diniuslaw.com 
• cmackev@s!iniuslaw.com 
: Attorneys for Action Garage Door, Inc. 
Jeffrey Wilson 
WILSON & McCOLL 
P.O. Box 1544 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 345-9100 
e-mail,: jeff@wilsonmc\;Qll.com 
~ • ,lace)@wllsonmccolJ.cqlli 
· Attorneys for United Rentals Northwest, Inc. 
M. Darin Hammond 
SMITH KNOWLES 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84403 
Telephone: (801) 476-0303 
e-mails: dhammond(a'!smithknowles.colll 
astevenson@slllithknowles.com 
· Attorneys for PCF, Inc. dba Pella Windows and Doors 
Charles W. Fawcett 
SKIJ','NER FAWCETT 
P.O. Box 700 
· Boise, Idaho 83701-0700 
i Telephone: (208) 345-2663 
, e-mails: cfawcett@skinnerfawcett.com 
bdawson(alskinnerfawcett.com 
Altorneys for American Stair Corporalion, Inc. and 
Sunbell Rentals. Inc. 
Kenneth C. Howell 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
p.o. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 
e-mails: khowellrac . i!awlcytroxell.com 
tshull:@,hawleyt[9xell.com 
Attorneys for Wells Fargo Equipmenl Finance, Inc. 
Clay Shockley 
SASSER & INGLIS 
P.O. Box 5880 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
Telephone: (208) 344-8474 
e-mails: cms@sasseringlis.com; si(alsasseringlis.com 
. Atlorneysfor MHTN Architects. Inc. 
David Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208)331-1170 • 
e-mails: dkrll<;lcMvidalaw.com; kthomas@idalaw.com • 
Atlorneys for Kesler ConstructIOn, Inc . 
Stephen J. Lord 
Attorney at Law 
800 West State Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-3953 
e-mails:slatty@aol.com 
Kristinest725@aol.com 
Atlorneysfor Tamarack Municipal Association 
Terry Copple 
DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COPPLE 
P.O. Box 1583 
Boise, Idaho 8370 I 




Altomeys for Trl-State Eleclric, Inc. 
Ford Elsaesser 
Cindy Elliott 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON ELLIOTT & 
M<\CDONALD CHTD. 
Lake Plaza Building - 123 So. Third Ave., Suite 24 
P.O. Box 1049 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: (208) 263-8517 
e-mail,: ford:@.ejame.com; cindyl@ejame.com 
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Robert M. Follett 
DEPUTY A TIORNEY GENERAL 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS 
300 North 6th Street, Suite 103 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-00 I 0 
Telephone: (208) 332-3086 
e-mails:Robert.follett@ag. idaho. gOY 
oll!a valdivia0'al! idaho gOY j -'-
Allorneys for Slale of Idaho 
Susan E. Buxton 
Jill S. Holinka 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 520 






Attorneys forTMGIDP Miller LLC and Neptune 
Industries, Inc. 
Terri R. Pickens 
Justin T. Cranney 
PICKENS LAW PA 
P,O. Box 915 
398 So. 9d• Street, Suite 240 
Boise, Idaho 83701 




Attorneys for Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
Kimbell D. Gourley 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN 
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 




Attorneys for Phoenix 7 Group, Inc 
Robert F Babcock 
AdamTMow 
BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK 
505 East 200 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City Utah 84102 
Telephone: (80 I) 531-7000 
e-mails:bob0lbabcockscott.com 
adam0lbabcockscott.com 
Associate Counsel For MHTN Architects Inc " , 
Lynnette Davis 
John Olson 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HA WLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P,O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 




Attorneysfor EZA,P.C. dba OZArchiteclure of 
Boulder, Inc. and Quality Tile Roofing, Inc, 
Richard H. Greener 
Christopher C. Burke 
Fredric V. Shoemaker 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, Idaho 83702 






Attorneys for West Mountain Golf, LLC 
Loren C. Ipsen 
ELAM & BURKE, PA 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1539 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
e-mails: lci@elamburkc.eom 
Attorneys for First Horizon Home Loan Company and 
Mel Life Home Loans 
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TJ.Angstam Brad A. Goergen 
Wyatt B. Johnson John T. John 
Brian Webb Steven A. Miller 
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES GRAHAM & DUNN 
3649 Lakeharbor Lane 280 I Alaskan Way, Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83703 Seattle, Washington 98121-1128 
Telephone: (208) 384-8588 Telephone: (206) 340-9593 




. Attorneys for Jean-Pierre BoespflugiAifredo Miguel 
Allorneysfor Bane of America Leasing & Capital, LLC 
i AfifiResort Properties, LLC 
I 
• William F. Nichols Thomas G. Walker 
WHITE PETERSON GIGRA Y ROSSMAN NYE & MacKenzie Whatcott 
NICHOLS COSHO HUMPHREY 
5700 E. Franklin Road, Suite 200 P.O. Box 9518 
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901 Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Telephone: (208) 466-9272 Telephone: (208) 639-5607 
e-mails: wfn:iVwhitepeterson.com Facsimile: (208) 639-5609 
Dlstgeorge@whih)peterson.com e-rnails: twalker@coshol!l,w.com 
I Attorneys for North Lake Recreational Sewer & Water mwhatcott@cosholaw.com 
. District and Timber Tech Construction, LLC Rcarsonialcosho!aw.com 
Tamarack Resort LLC 
clo Jean-Pierre Boespflug, CEO 
311 Village Drive, PMB 3026 
Tamarack, Idaho 83615 
e-mail: jboespflugial!l!marackidaho.com 
ProSe 
Attorneys for Petra Incorporated 
Jeffrey Carroll 
10 Meadow Lane 
Red Lodge, Montana 59068 
Telephone: (406) 425-2141 
e-mail: ieff.carroll@yanoo.com 
ProSe 
FABIAN & CLENDE};IN 
By: ~~---'--=-~-:--~_ ~--r!-~-I--£-' 
P. Bruce Badger • 
Attorneys for Credit Suisse A ,Cayman 
Islands Branch (formerly known as Credit 
Suisse, Cayman Islands Branch) 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
TEUFEL NURSERY, INC. 
Plaintiff/Appellant, 
-vs-
CREDIT SUISSE AG, 
CAYMAN ISLAND BRANCH 
Defendants/Respondent. 
Appeal From: Fourth Judicial District, Valley County 
Patrick H. Owen, Presiding 












SUPREME COURT NO. 





AUG 02 2012 
Case No nl!l.No 
Fiftd A.M i', &J p.", 
Order or Judgment Appealed From: Omnibus Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and 
Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims, Filed May 11, 2011. The Substitute Omnibus Findings 
and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims, Filed August 
15, 2011. The Second Amended Second Revised Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale, Filed on June 18, 2012. 
Counsel for Plaintiff/Appellant: 
Counsel for Defendant/Respondent: 
Appealed By: Teufel Nursery, Inc. 
Appealed Against: Credit Suisse AG 
Notice of Appeal Filed: July 18, 2012 
Notice of Cross-Appeal Filed: N/A 
Appellate Fee Paid: Yes 
Estimated Fee for Transcripts Paid: No 
Terri R Pickents 
398 South 9th Street Ste. 240 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Phone #: 208-954-5090 
Bruce P. Badger 
215 South State Street, Ste. 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Phone #: 801-531-8900 
4597
4597
Estimated Fee for Preparation of Clerk's Record Paid: Yes 
Request for Additional Reporter's Transcript Filed: Yes, by Respondent Counsel 
Request for Additional Record Filed: Yes, by Respondent Counsel 
Name of Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Was Reporter's Transcript Requested: Yes 
DATED this 2"d day of August, 2012. 
ARCHIE N. BANBURY, CLERK 
BY:.---L.....:£~· /~ ____ - _ 
Deputy &rk "" 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
CREDIT SUISSE AG. CAYMAN 
ISLANDS BRANCH, fka CREDIT 




TEUFEL NURSERY, INC" 
Defendant-Appellant, 
and 



















SUPREME COURT NO. 40234 
Dist. Court No. CV-2008-114*C 
AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF APPEAL 
S;~? 1 G 2012 
Case NOi ___ lnst. NOI __ _ 
FiiPd A,M 5' 00 PM 
Appeal From: Fourth Judicial District, Valley County 
Patrick H, Owen, Presiding 
Court Case No.: CV-2008-114*C 
Order or Judgment Appealed From: Omnibus Findings and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and 
Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims, Filed May 11, 2011. The Substitute Omnibus Findings 
and Conclusions Re: Validity, Priority and Amount of Various Lien and Mortgage Claims, Filed August 
15, 2011. The Second Amended Second Revised Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and Order of 
Sale, Filed on June 18, 2012, 
Counsel for Plaintiff/Appellant: 
Counsel for DefendantlRespondent: 
Appealed By: Teufel Nursery, Inc, 
Appealed Against: Credit Suisse AG 
Notice of Appeal Filed: July 18, 2012 
Terri R Pickens 
398 South 9th Street Ste. 240 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Phone #: 208-954-5090 
Randall A Peterman 
P.O, Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Phone #: 208-345-2000 
4599
4599
Notice of Cross-Appeal Filed: N/A 
Appellate Fee Paid: Yes 
Estimated Fee for Transcripts Paid: Respondent Yes, Appellant No. 
Estimated Fee for Preparation of Clerk's Record Paid: Yes 
Request for Additional Reporter's Transcript Filed: Yes, by Respondent Counsel 
Request for Additional Record Filed: Yes, by Respondent Counsel 
Name of Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Was Reporter's Transcript Requested: Yes 





IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FOURTH JUDIOAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
CREDIT SUISSE AG. CAYMAN 
ISLANDS BRANCH, fka CREDIT 




TEUFEL NURSERY, INC., 
Defendant-Appellant, 
and 




















SUPREME COURT NO. 40234 
Dist. Court No. CV-2008-114*C 
CLERK'S CERTIFlCA TE OF EXHIBITS 
I, Archie N. Banbury, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley, do hereby certify that the following is 
offered as the Oerk's exhibit on appeal: 
All Exhibits that were requested by the Appellant and Respondent that were offered and 
or admitted are in the Record of Exhibits. 
Appellant Request for Exhibits: 
Teufel's Trial Exhibits 9:001 through 9:055. 
Credit Suisse's Trial Exhibits 1:044, 1:294 through 1:320. 
Respondent Request for Exhibits: 
Tuefel's Trail Exhibit 9:056. 
Credit Suisse Trial Exhibit 1:321. 
Certificate of Exhibits 
4601
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IN WITNESS WHERE~ have ~ set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this ~day of "? 2013. 
Archie N. Banbury 
Oerk of District CO?rt 
.-~ 
DeputyOerk 
Certificate of Exhibits 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
CREDIT SUISSE AG. CAYMAN 
ISLANDS BRANCH, fka CREDIT 




TEUFEL NURSERY, INC., 
Defendant-Appellant, 
and 




















SUPREME COURT NO. 40234 
Dist. Court No. CV-2008-114*C 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO THE 
RECORD 
I, ARCHIE N. BANBURY, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
Record in this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and contains true and 
correct copies of all pleadings, documents and papers designated to be included under 
Rule 28, IAR, the Notice of Appeal, any Notice of Cross-Appeal, and any additional 
documents requested to be included. 
I do further certify that all documents, x-rays, charts and pictures offered or 
admitted as exhibits in the above entitled cause, if any, will be duly lodged with the Oerk 
of the Supreme Court along with the Court Reporter's Transcript and Oerk's Record as 
required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
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IN WITNFSS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
the seal of the said Court this ~ day of »~....---=-;2013. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICA TE TO RECORD 
ARCHIE N. BANBURY 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
CREDIT SUISSE AG. CAYMAN 
ISLANDS BRANG-I, fka CREDIT 




TEUFEL NURSERY, INC., 
Defendant-Appellant, 
and 




















SUPREME COURT NO. 402'>t 
Dist. Court No. CV -2008-114*C 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Archie N. Banbury, Oerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Valley, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, 
by United Parcel Service, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of Record 
in this cause as follows: 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
TERRI R. PICKENS 
398 SOUTH 9TH STREET STE. 240 
P.O. BOX 915 
BOISE, ID 83701 
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER 
RANDALL A PETERMAN 
101 SOUTH CAPITOL BLVD. 10TH FLOOR 
p.o. BOX 829 
BOISE, ID 83701 
IN WITNESS ]:,REOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this \'jsf-day of <~./' ,2013. 
Archie N. Banbury 
Oerk of e District Court 
DeputyOerk 
Certificate of Service 
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':'0: CLERK OF ':'HE COURT IDA;{O SUPREME COURT 
451 \'lEST STATE STREET, BOISE, =DAHO 83702 
CREDIT SUISSE, ET AL, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 




Docxet No. 40234-2012 
Case No. CV-2008-114C 
NO':'ICE OF ':'PANSCR:PT 
LODGING 
LODGED 
No~ is hereby given that on October 31, 2012, I 
lodged transcript(s) of the fo:lowing hearing(s): 
Motion Hearing, October 22, 2009; Motion Hearing, 
June 17, 2010; Motion Hearing, July 22, 2010, VOLUME I, 
Court Trial, October 4, 5, 6, 2010, VOLUME II, Motion 
Hearing, June 7, 2011; Motion Hearing, December 1, 2011, 
VOLUME III, a total of 9S0 pages, for the above-referenced 
appeal with the Distric= Court Clerk of the County of Valley 
in the Four=h Judicial Distc::ict. 
?f:,R:t~L, J!/J;f~ 
Date 
Certified Court Repoc::ter 
